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EDITORIAL
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A TOAST FOR THE NEW YEAR.

It may be a bit unusual to propose a toast in print,

but we take tiiis oi;casiou to ask our readers to rise

and drink (wliat it is depends on where you are) "to

tlie liealth of Safety First, may his tribe increase and

greatly succeed."

The Safety First family is rapidly becoming one

of the "first families" in the country. Considerable

growth occurred during 1918 and much progress has

been made in making the pulp and paper mills of

Canada healthier, safer and pleasanter places to work
in. The mills of Ontario are especially to be com-

mended for the organized effort that has been made
to remove hazards and educate workmen to avoid

those that cannot be eliminated. Records of the year

show conclusively that the careful, thoughtful work-

man is the best safeguard.

The number of accidents, several of them fatal, in

the pulp and jiapsr industry ifj unfortunately and un-

necessarily large. There should be a concerted, or-

ganized effort throughout the Dominion to make 1919

a red-letter year in the annals of Safety First. We
are firmly convinced that every serious accident can

be eliminated, and most eases of illness. This can

not be accomplished without education and inspira-

tion. A clean slate for the new year is not too much
to aim for.

A unique example of what can be achieved by con-

centrated effort is the result obtained in St. Louis

during the week of the National Safety Council con-

vention last September. The week prior to the Con-

vention saw 10 deaths from accidents. This was a

normal week, for there were 510 such deaths during

the year 1917. The week following that of the Con-

vention, during which everyone helped to prevent

accidents, there was only one accidental death in St.

Loui.s—that of a drunken driver, who rolled off the

seat of his motor truck to the pavement and was

killed bj- tlie fall. Concentrated effort can produce

marvellous results. What has been done in the City

of St. Louis can be done in the pulp and paper mills

of Canada.

Ontario mills are well organized for Safety Work.

The Safety Association comprising those mills should

be extended to cover the Dominion. There should

be a Safet}' Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association, and every mill should be a member of

the National Safety Council. The Pulp and Paper

Section of this council already includes a number of

Canadian mills. They should all be in it. If you do

not know about it, ask us or write to the secretary of

the Section, Mr. A. P. Costigane, who is also secre-

tary of the Ontario Pulp & Paper Makers' Safety As-

sociation, Toronto.

Remember the toast, and make (good) this reso-

lution for the New Year, "I will not take risks. I

will be careful of myself and my feUow workman. I

will try to make the mill I work in a safer place."

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?

The year 1919 will see the great war brought defin-

itely to a close by the conclusion of peace. What
the terms will be cannot be stated with accuracy, but

the intentions of the Allied Nations are well known
on most of the important points. The one deter-

mination that seems most prominent in the speeches

of national leaders is that there be an honest, just,

and lasting settlement of the present difficulty, and

provision for the settlement of future difficulties in

a manner that will make impossible a recurrence of

a world crisis such as the one from which we are

just beginning to recover.

Is the end of the great war and the permanent de-

feat of militarism to be but the beginning of an even

more bitter internal strife? If it is, then the sacri-

fice of the last four years will have been largely in

vain. Strife is a sure sign of tyranny. Either the

tyrant is fighting to extend his power or the victims

are revolting against it. There is but one cure for

such a condition, and that is mutual understanding,

confidence and co-operation. The Allied armies rep-

resent the democratic world in arms, fighting the au-

tocratic, organized, military tyrant. Because they

are free men and inspired with the principles of in-

dependence and uprightness, the German ideal of

domination by force has been overthrown. If the

world is coming to a period where differences or

rather mal-adjustments among the citizens of a coun-

try are an incentive to strife, then the most import-

ant lesson of the war has been missed — we shall not

have learned that war does not pay. War of any
kind or magnitude is first, last and all the time a

purely destructive agent. Life is not a destructive

but a constructive process, and any agent that does
not lend itself to the true purpose of life has no place

in it.

The necessity of overcoming enormous difficulties

has welded our army into a magnificent force. The
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ueed of suppljiug them with food and munitions has

welded our -people into a nation with a single pur-

pose. That purpose has been aceomplished and all

but consummated. Hunnislmess is defeated. We
still face the problem of our own future. What are

we going to do about it?

Canada is blessed as few countries are with raw

materials and natural resources. Their proper de-

velopment will bring sufficient wealth for individual

comfort for every Canadian. This cannot be accom-

plished without the earnest effort and honest co-op-

eration of every one in the Dominion. It will only be

accomplished by each one contributing his share, be

it brawn or brains, and the more intelligent the

brawn the easer will be the task. Wealth must be

produced or it is not to be had. A certain amount can

be stolen, but if production ceases and goods are

destroyed, then the wealth so acquired becomes of

no value. Only wealth is appreciated that is hon-

estly earned, for which value is given. "An honest

day's work" is no vain nor idle expression, it mesms

that value has been given and wealth earned in pro-

portion, if the remuneration is not in proportion to

the value given in labor (.of whatever kind J, then

an adjustment is called for, but not a war.

The experience of Russia is showing the fallacy of

stopping the production of wealth. There we see a

nation that has quit work. There has been a general

w£dk-out, and somebody has plugged the whistle. In

many cases this did not seem sufficient, so the former

employer has been shot and the factory burned, and

now there is no place to work, no work to do, and no

one who knows how. to find work and organize it. It

doesn't pay to throw the captain and mate overboard

unless someone can navigate the ship. We must all

keep sailing along in orderly fashion or the world will

starve to death in mid-ocean of life, much as lius-

sia has prospects of doing.

Surely with the assurance dawning of peace among

nations, we are not going to be such fools as cut one

auothers' throats at home!

A CODE OF HONORABLE NAMES.
My name for every true man in the Dominion of

Canada will be the honorable name of "Canadian."

My reference to all "new Canadians" born in

other lands shall never be dishonored by slurs, nick-

names or hyphens.

My purpose shall be to discourage in the native

bom the love for titles, to help every immigrant to

forget the hyphen and be proud of the name Cana-

dian and to stamp out the use of such nicknames as

words of derision of the foreign-born.

We pledge our service never to use, and to dis-

courage everywhere, the use of such words as Dago.

Dutehy, Froggy. Ginn.y, Greaser. Heiny. Horwat.

Hunky, Kike, Mick, Paddy, Sheeny, Spaghetti. Wop,

as applied to any foreigu-boni resident of the Domin-

iuii of Canada.

These paragraphs are ailaptotl from a bulletin sent

out by the Americanization Division of the Bureau

of Education, Washington. Many of our troubles can

be traced to our persistent, though often unconscious

effort to alienate the alien. It is hard to conceive of

a more effective inducement for a foreigner to keep

to liimself than the discourteous attitude maii.y of us

hold toward him and his language and customs. Most

of our foreign population, certainly the best of them,

have come to Canada to make a home. It is our

privilege and duty to our country to do all we can

to helj) them become Canadians, and to establish

Canadian homes. Let us treat them as potential fel-

low citizens, and take pains and pride in perfecting

their citizenship.

WANT ANY HELP?
j\ir. 11. C. lludson, Inspector of Labor Agencies for

Ontai'io, writes from Toronto to the Pulp & Paper

Magazine as follows:

"If any of the various firms which are interested

in your publication care to communicate direct with

this office, we will be glad to take up with them any

special phase of their employment problems. With

the extension of the employment bureau system and

the altered labor conditions since the signing of the

armistice, it should be possible to bring every manu-

facturing plant up to strength as far as its supply

Ijoth of skilled and unskilled labor is concerned."

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET A CHEMIST.
Now is the time for pulp and paper mills to get

busy on organizing a research department, or at least

a chemical laboratory for routine analysis and plant

control. There are a number of chemists who have

been doing fine work on military problems, looking

for openings in commercial life. The pulp and paper

industry is au attractive field for a man with aspira-

tions and ambition. The present is a grand opportun-

ity to get some able men. The editor is in touch with

a few chemists and engineers who have had experi-

ence in the industry, and would be glad to pass their

names on to mills who are alive to the need of tech-

nical assistance in solving the problems that lie along

the road to successful operation under conditions

that will soon .surround the industi'v.

In announcing the purchase of the Odell mill by

the Brompton Pulp & Paper Co., a Canadian daily

used the headline, "Brompton Buys Big U. S. Pro-

perly." If any one were to buy out Uncle Sam, we
could leave it to Brompton to do it "properl.v."

The city of Shanghai is contemplating the installa-

tion of a sewerage system. Don't get too previous

there, Shanghai

!
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The Manufacture of Groundwood Pulp
By G. W. DICKSON, Hawkesbury, Ont., Riordon Pulp

and Paper Co.

Historical.

The history of the groundwood process is not a very

long one, as counted in years. It does not date back
earlier than the middle of the nineteenth century. Kel-

ler and Voelter exhibited wood grinders in London and

Paris in 1867. At this time groundwood was being

made by some mills in Germany. On our own contin-

ent, the Pagensteeher brothers were probably the

pioneers. They imported two grinders in 1866 and
built a mill at Curtisville, Mass., in 1867. Commenc-
ing with half a ton per day^ their product was tried

out in the Smith Paper Co.'s mill, and proved its

worth, as the Smith Co. at once contracted for their

entire output. The Pagensteehers controlled the Voel-

ter patents until they expired in 1884. Poplar was the

favorite wood for this process—the advantages of

spruce not being realised until years later. The first

pulp grinder in Canada is said to have been installed

by Alex. Buntin at Valleyfield.

An early type of grinder, the predecessor of the now
familiar 3-pocket machine had the stone mounted on a

vertical shaft. Eight pockets surrounded the stone,

and the wood was impressed on it by means of a gear,

driven by the stone shaft, somewhat similar to the

manner in which the jaws of a chuck close in upon
a piece of work to be turned on a lathe. When the

grindstone became dull the machine was shut down
and "sharpening" was accomplished by bush-ham-
mering the entire face of the stone. From these mod-
est beginnings the industry has grown in about 50

years, in Canada alone to 39 mills, whose combined
annual production is 900,000 tons.

In making groundwood, water is essential either as

a vehicle or a cooling agent. The pulp consequently

contains varying amounts of moisture. When speak-

ing of a "ton of pulp," the commercial or air-dry

state is generally understood, that is 10 per cent of

the ton is water.

Description of Apparatus and Process.

GRINDERS.—The commonest type is the 3-pocket

grinder' built to grind 2 ft. or 3 ft. wood. It consists

(Pig. 1) of a grindstone (1), mounted on a shaft (2),

and gripped by two steel flanges (3). The flanges are

made in pairs and are screwed on to the shaft by right

and left hand threads, so that rotation in the proper

direction tightens their grip upon the stone. The
stone sliould be bush-hammered to an accurate fit to

the flanges, and cardboard gasket used between them.

After mounting on the Shaft, the stone should be turn-

ed up true before being placed in the grinder. This

saves the grinder from excessive racking due to start-

ing up with an unbalanced load. A turning machine

of this nature is easily made. All that is required is a

rigid frame of timbers or old "I" beams, two bear-

ings, a slide rest for the dressing tool, a pulley to slip

on the end of the stone shaft and power to turn it. The

dressing tool is similar to the emery wheel dresser, or

the ordnary sharpening burr may be used. Burrs that

are not in good condition for sharpening are frequwit-

ly used for turning. If a surface similar to the fae«

of a bush hammer is worked up on the curved surfae«

of a steel cylinder we have the essentials of the sharp-

ening burr. The surface may be fluted, spiral or dia-

mond pointed, they all have a similar action in re-

moving the stone surface. The grinder side-frames or

casings (4) are bolted to the bridge-trees (5) and the

latter carry heavy studs (6) which support the pockets

(7). The nuts on the studs allow for advancing the

pocket as the stone wears down. The edges of the

pocket, directly over the stone face are toothed to re-

tain the wood and at the same time allow the pulp and
water to pass on down into the pit. Mounted on the

pocket is the hj'draulic cylinder (8) which transmits

pressure to the wood through a piston rod (9) and a

flat pressure foot (10). Wood is charged through a

door at one end of the pocket. Each cylinder carries

a reversing valve for operating the piston up (for re-

filling the pocket) and down (forcing the wood against

the stone for grinding). The hydraulic pressure in the

cylinder is generally carried at 60 to 80 lbs. per sq.

in. Since the surface of the wood in contact with the

stone is continually changing, the unit pressure of the

wood on the stone also varies. The hydraulic piping

from pump to grinder cylinder cannot be entirely car-

ried out in rigid piping, since the cylinder must be

adjusted to the wear of the stone, and is also subject-

ed to severe vibration. Prom a point close beside the

grinder, to the valve, the piping is replaced by short

lengths of flexible hose, to each cylinder. For the same
reason hose is also used for the discharge or return

water. Reducing valves are sometimes used to de-

crease the pressure after sharpening the stone. This
prevents an excess of coarse stock from a sharp stone

at the cost of reduced production for the interval, un-

til the stone regains its normal cutting face.

Stones vary considerably in hardness, consequently

some require sharpening every three or four hours",

others will run 10 hours or more without sharpening.
Raising the pressure in the cylinder (which will also

increase the production) will naturally dull the stone

more quickly. The sharpening burr should be mount-
ed with a mechanical feed, either screw or hydraulic.

r-s./.

TMnee Pocket Grinder
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The ailvantajfc ol' tliis is that the stone is i<ept iriK'

as well as sharp. A "hand sharjieningr" tool will

naturally ent more deejily into soft spots in the stone,

and if tlie stone is out of true nniforui pnlji is not oh-

tained.

No universal rule can he laid down for the most suit-

able type of burr to use. The sffine, the wood and
the quality of pxdp required are all factors concerned

in the selection of the most suitable burr. All t.vpes

serve the one end, however—to exj)ose the grit of the

stone and carry off the ground fibres to the pit. If

the fibres are not properly carried away and washed
off the stone as soon as ground, they are repeatedly

exposed to grinding action and consequeutl.v weakened.
As the grinding action generates heat it is necessary

to introiluce cooling water in the pit and between the

jtockets. Ke-water is best suited to this; since its tem-

perature is higher than fresh water, it does not in.jure

the hot surface of the stone to so great an extent.

Three pocket grinders have some disadvantages,

such as causing variations in power consumption as

one or more pockets run empty. To overcome this

they have been built with four and five pockets. This

generally gives a more uniform wear and longer life

to the grindstone. Han<l-feediug of the wood has also

been fonud unsatisfactoi'y. and to overcome this and
also to increase the production of the grinder the iMaga-

zine Grinder has been brought out. The advantages

of this type are :

—

1.—Increased capacity, 20 to 24 tons jier day, against

6 to 8 tons from the ordinary type.

2.—Wooil fed by gravity—not open to the irregular-

ities of manual feeding.

3.—Constant load on motor or turbine,—the pres-

eure being automatically increased on the remaining

pockets while one is re-ehargiug.

4. --Decreased c'ost of atteudanee.

Fig. 2 shows a X'oith .Magazine (irinder in part sec-

tional elevation and Kig. on jiage (i. a general view of the

same make of grinder. Wood, in 4 ft. lengths, is fed

into the top of tiie magazine on the charging floor.

When the pressure foot is drawn back, the .space in

front of the stone is re-filled with wood by gravity.

The pressure of the wood above, and the foot advanc-
ing horizontall.v, hold the blocks in place as they are

ground. Tiie sharjx'ning tool i)ctween the magazines
is opei'ateil l)y a hydraidie cylinder, mounted between

the grinders, when the latter are oiierated in pairs.

When a new .stone is to be hung thaniagazincs are swung
clear by lifting them from the charging floor, or draw-
ing the base of the magazine outward while its weight
is suspended from a i)in secured to a floor beam, as

shown. Fig. 2 does not sliow any details; the valves

and governor ai'rangements will be seen in Figs. 3, 4,

and 5.

The distinctive feature of the magazine grinder is

the automatic charging of the pockets. This is brought
out in Fig. 2. A diagram of the valve arrangements
is shown in Fig. 4, "G" represents the governor, "A" is

operating ilevicc, timing the tripping of all 4 pockets,

A, B, C, and D. The remaining devices, B, C, and D op-

erate the valves at ])roper intervals, controlled by "A"
Fig. 3 gives a better idea of the construction of these

operating devices. Each valve operating device is ciriv-

en by a 2 in. belt from the main shaft to the pulley "A,"
Fig. 3. A reduction gear "C" carrying a crank imparts
a rocking motion to a dog above the ratchet wheel "R,"
which may be made to engage the ratchet at the proper
time. An extension of this ratchet wheel shaft foi-ms the

valve stem. The valve is of the taper plug type, and
operates the hydraulic cylinder in the same way that

the manually operated valve does on the 3-pocket grind-

Suipenston Pin for ^r^i.tj/no

A7o^a2.//le oof- fy ^„o <ffo.
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cr. Thus, tlic (log turns the rateliet the space of the

first tootli—pressure is turned off and low pressure
water is admitted to pusli back the piston. Second tooth

moves over a blank sjiace in the valve, giving an inter-

val for the new blocks to fall in front of the pressure
foot. Third tooth opens valve port to low pressure

forward, and tlie blocks are forced up against the stone.

The fourth tooth, and final one for a cycle, admits
high pressure to the cylinder for grinding. In this

way, the volume of high pressure water used is small
compared with that of the low pressure water. The
valve now remains in this position until the pressure foot

has advanced to a determined point. Bv referring to

Fig. 2, it will be seen that there is a hook on the rear
side of the right hand pressure foot. These hooks
on each pressure foot draw the valve trip rod towards
the stone and set the lower dog against the ratchet

wheel "R." Fie. 8, in a position to repeat the cycle of

operations already described. So far all the pockets

might trip at once, and thus seriouslv disturb the load

on the motor or turbine driving the pfrinders. This is

prevented bv a timiu"' device, which fives each pocket

nn opnortunitv to trip in turn, but does not actually

trip them unless the pressure foot on anv particular

nocket has advanced sufficientlv for its valve trip rod
to set its dof aeainst thn ratchet wheel. This timing
is carried out bv a second reduction frear "G," Fi£r. 8.

on device "A." which revolves verv .slowlv. A small

shaft "K," Fig. 4 connects devices "A" and "C." and
the slow rockinc motion is imparted to "B" and. "D"
throuTh the adiiistable pipes "TJj." Oonsider "A" as

set no degrees ahead of "0." and "A" are necessarily

180 degrees ahead of "B" and "D." This gives the

pockets an opportunitv to trip in the sequence A-C-B-D,
with eaual time intervals between. If a pocket is ready
to re-chai-ge the lower dog is brought up against the

ratchet wheel and the arm "L" advances it so that it

turns the ratchet wheel sufficientlv to engage the upper
dog and thus start the valve in its cvcle of operations.

Tf the pocket is not ready for re-charging, the lower
dog swings back and forth idle.

As already stated, the Voith grinder maintains a con-

stant load rather than a constant pressure. This is

accomplished by a governor, and is shown in Fig. 5,

arranged for motor drive. It consists of a regulator,

in reality a small induction motor, connected to the main
motor leads through transformers as shown. When the

main motor load decreases, the regulator reacts through
a smal arc and further oj)ens the hydaulic valve, admit-
ting more high pressure wate'r to the c.ylinders, conse-

quently increasing the load.. Similarly, as the motor
load increases the quantity of high pressure water is

decreased. A dash-pot prevents too sudden changes of

pressure, and the load to be carried is determined by
the variable weights suspended as shown. An ammeter
mounted on the governor so that the load being car-

ried may at all times be seen and adjustments made.

Wlien a pocket is re-charging, it will be seen that the
governor immediately places an equal load on the re-

maining pockets as was previously being carried by all

of them. If there is only one grinder being driven from
a motor, then one pocket carries all the load, while the
other is recharging, or the load on it is doubled. Now

^MM£ref^

To MafoR

-Pas

^2. _C^

1/(7/ r/v

Governor

J^lAdffAM OF Electrical.

CoNf^ec T/o/vs.
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if two griudors are driven from
tlio same iiuitor re-charging a

pocket will only increase the

load on the others by one-

foiM'tli, and the governor has

only to take care of a varia-

tion of a quarter of the load,

wliereas in the former case it

had to take care of a varia-

tion of half the load. Th's

shows that it is advisable to

have several grinders driven

by the one motor, since in this

way the load variations are not

so large and the pressure vari-

ations on the cyl'nders will not

he so excessive.

This illustration gives a gen-

eral view of a Voith Magazine
giinder as installed.

(To be Continued.)

Editor's Note: This is the

fir.st of a ser'es of articles on

the manufacture of pulp and

paper, which have been pre-

jtared specially for the Pulp
and Paper Magazine. The ar-

ticles on Soda Pulp and Sul-

phite Pulp are complete, and
several others are in course of

preparation. Each phase is

treated by an expert.

LONGEVITY OF TOP DRYER FELTS.

In almost every case a top dryer felt will run longer

than the bottom "dryer felt. This is explained in sev-

eral ways. The heat from the bottom dryers rises and

tends to keep the top felt in a dryer condition than the

bottom one. This, of course, keeps the top felt from rot-

ting as soon as the bottom one. Another thing that the

life of the dryer felt depends upon is the machine ten-

der, and also on the speed of the machine.
_
When a

dryer felt is put on the machine it is very important

that the seam be the very best that is possible. Use a

^ood four-ply thread, and have it waxed well with bees-

wax, and make your stitches about three-quarters of an

inch apart. It is just as well not to have the thread

over four feet long.

When using a long thread the constant friction of

pulling the thread through the felt will cause the

thread to become weakened. By using a short thread

the strength of the sewing thread is preserved, and

at the same time insured against the seam breaking out

every two or three weeks. Do not run the dryer felt

any tighter than is necessary. The slacker the dryer

felt is rvin the longer it will last. The most important

reason why a dryer felt gives out or rots out is because

of the moisture that comes from the paper, so it is ad-

visable to dry your felts at every opportunity. When

washing lap always let the dryers rim. If they are shut

down the only part of the felt that would drj' would be

that which touches the dryer, and the other sections

would be damp.

INTERESTING STATISTTnS OF U. S. PAPER
INDUSTRY.

Some interesting figures have been compiled by the

pulp and paper section of the War Industries Board
under the supervision of S. L. Willson. chief of the

manufacturing section.

There are R21 pulp and paper mills in the United
States produeinff annually about .5.6.58.000 tons of

paper and boards. Classified according to general

grades, these are divided as follows:

Produe- Approx-
Tons tion imate

Yearlv Dailv Value
Newsprint l.SfiO.OOO 4.200 .$136,000,000

Book 780.000 2.600 125.000.000

Boards 1,950.000 6..500 1.56.000,000

Wrappings 705.000 2.350 89.000.000

Fine Writings 405.000 1.3.50 142.000.000

Tissue 132,000 440 27.000,000

Building and Pelts . . . 249.000 830 50.000.000

Miscellaneous 177,000 590 55.000.000

5,658,000 18,860 $780,000,000

Imported from Canada
(newsprint) 560,000 1,840

6,218,000 20,700

"Exported vearly:

(6 months actual) . . 147,875

(6 months esti'd) . . , 147,875

Total domestic con-

sumption 5,922,250
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Brief on Behalf of Manufacturers Before the Paper
Control Tribunal

The following extracts from the Brit'f submitted last

week to the Paper Control Tribunal by the counsel

for the paper manufacturers, J. H. Montgomery, K.C.,

V. E. Mitchell, K.C. ; G. W. MacDougall, K.c".; J. F.

Orde, K.C, and G. P. Henderson, K.C, will be of in-

terest to those who have followed the case :

—

The Interim Order, from which both parties appeal,

fixed the maximum price to be charged for newsprint

[)aper for the months of October and November, 1918,

with the proviso that it should be retroactive to the

1st July, 1918. and with a further proviso that in tlie

event of its subsequently being ascertained that the

price was either too high oi' too low, an adjustment
could be made.

The Manufacturers appeal from this Order contend-

ing that the price fixed Vas not sufficiently high; also

that it should have been made retroactive to an earlier

date.

The Publishers have also apjiealed coutend'Ug that

the price is too high antl that tlie price should not have
bi'cn made retroactive.

Both a))peals will bi' treated together in the present

Bi-ief.

After reviewing concisely the history of the case,

with a passing not'ee of the investigation in the United
States, the Brief gives an account of the hearing be-

fore the Controller on September 23. 24 and 25. The
argument against admission of further evidence and
for an increase by the Tribunal of the award of the

Paper Controller is substantially as follows-—
Meetings of September 23rd, 24th, 25th, 1918. —

When the Commission reconvened in September 23rd,

no appeai-ance was registered on behalf of the Pub-
lishers. Additional evidence was taken on the 23rd

and 24th, both Mr. McNicoll and Mr. Clarkson being

examined as to the thoroughness of their investiga-

tion and as to the question of investment and return.

The se.ss'on of the 25th September was taken up with

the arguments and after a short adjournment, the Com-
missioner announced his decision fixing an interim

price for the months of October and November, the

price being made retroactive until 1st July, 1918.

Roll news in carload lots $3.45 per cwt, $69 per ton.

Roll news in less than carload lots $3,521/0 per cwt.

Sheet news in carload lots $3.80 per cwt.

Sheet news in less than carload lots $3,921,^ per cwt.

These prices were very much less than these for

which the manufacturers had been contending and it

was pointed out to the Commissioner that thej^ would
not carry into effect the principle Avhich had been con-

ceded by everyone, including Counsel for the Publish-

ers, viz., that a price should be fixed whicli would
give a reasonable pi-ofit to the higher cost of mills

efficiently conducted.
In the case of the Booth mill the average cost for the

^ix months covered by Mr. Clarkson 's latest report
was .$55.70 running as high as $61.99 for the month
of January. If to these costs were added the fixed

'ncrease of $10.07 in the case of Mr. Booth due to

wood, labour and freight, the average cost would be

orouglit to $65.77 giving a profit of $3.23 per ton

only as against the profit of $19.75 per ton fixed by
the U.S. Circuit Judges, or $17.50 per ton, the fig-

ure which api)areutly forms the bas's of Mr. Pringle's
ealcnlati-ons. (Other mills were quite as unfortunate.)

Under these circumstances counsel for the manu-
facturers announced that they would feel obliged to
advise their clients to exercise their right of appeal
to this Tribunal and at a later date notices of appeal
were given, these being followed by similar notices on
behalf of the publishers.

Should New Evidence be Admitted?—Were it not
for the ajiplication made by counsel for the Publishers
for a re-opening of the case and a re-trial, counsel for
the manufacturers would feel it a duty to apologize
for the lengthy review of the proceedings which has
been given. In fact this would have been entirely un-
necessary, not to say unjustifiable. In view, however,
of this application it is felt that the situation could
not be properly appreciated without giving full con-
sideration to the course of these proceedings since the
opening of the investigation in May, 1917. The Court
has already expre.s.sed itself in the sense that on an
ordinary appeal such an application would not be en-
tertained for a moment. It only remains, therefore,
to consider whether there are such special circum-
stances in the present case as would warrant an ex-
ception being made and permission being given for a
re-trial of this ca.se before an appellate tribunal.

The manufacturers respectfully contend that there
is no occasion for the adoption of a course so un-
usual.

1. The prices fixed are only interim prices subject
to readjustment.

The remarks of the Comm-ssioner ("September 25th,
p. 323) make it abundantly clear that the door is still

open to the Publishers to make whatever evidence
they wish before him. when full effect can be given to
anv such evidence.

2. The Publishers have already been grven the full-
est opportunity to make their ease.

The issue in regard to the Canadian Export Paper
Comnany was at the most only a collateral one and
could equallv well have been dealt with by indenend-
ent proceedinsrs as was in fa.ct done in the United
States where prosecutions were instituted under the
Sherman Act.

3. The publishers have had before them Mr. Clark-
son's statements ever since September. 1917.

This will anpear by reference to the record ; the
Publishers have in fact put forward a statement of
their criticisms fBulletin 426). They have also been
j-epeatedly invited to put forward any other criticisms
which they might wish to make. It is rather late in
the day for them to come forwai-d when the case is
before an Appellate Tribunal with a demand for a
further investigation which could eaually well have
been made over a year ago. The Publishers were fully
aware of Mr. McNicoll 's appointment as expert and
of the fact that he was engaged throughout the sum-
mer with Mr. Clarkson in making a round of the mills
and a verification of such matters as thev asserted
should be looked into by an expert, and then would
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liave been the time for them to put forward their

demand and not after the investigation was com-

pleted.

4. The American evidence having been introduced

into the record, the Demands of the Publishers have

been fully satisfied.

At the meeting before the Cabinet this was all that

Mr. Tilley asked for.

5. It has not been shown that any of the informa-

tion asked for is either relevant or important enough

to affect the result.

It is to be borne in mind that the interim price which

has been fixed had not been made to correspond with

mathematical precision with any one mill or group of

mills. All that has been done is to take a more or

less general average, and even then the prices fixed

are far from beinsr the maximum which the e\'idence

justified (Commissioner. September 25th, p. 323')

:

"I have not fixed the maximum price that I

"could have fixed upon the evidence that has come
"before me and upon the evidence that was

"given before the Federal Trade Commission. I

"have done that advisedly, etc."

It is hardly to bo presumed that in an investigation

lasting as that of the Federal Trade Commission did

from -January to June and covering over 5.000 pages

of evidence, anything of any importance could have
been overlooked. The American Newspaper Publish-

ers' Association were represented before the Commis-
sion by no less than five distinguished counsels. The
Association numbers among its members the more im-

portant Canadian publishers as well as American.

Mr. !McTntyre. the special representative of the Pa-

per Committee of the American Newspaper Publishers'

Association, was present throiighout all the hearings

and Mr. Imrie a portion of them, but what is more im-

portant, the Federal Trade Commiss'on had with it

through its entire investieation the services of the

very expert. ^Ir. ^IcDiarmid whom the publishers de-

sired to have appointed by Commissioner Pringle. Fin-

ally, the publishers had no reason to complain of an
unsympathetic tribunal. The costs were independently
investigated by two of the best known firms of ac-

countants in the world. Messrs. Price. Waterhouse &
Company and Perley. Morse & Company in confer-

ence with Dr. ^lerehant. Chief Accountant of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission. Fnder these circumstances
the manufacturers again urge that it would be an
unwarranted hardship to compel them to go over the

investigation again. There is not another industry
either in this country or in any other that has been
sub.iected to the degree of investigation that the Can-
adian paper maufacturers of this country have had
to undergo during the past two years. Like every other
manufacturer they are at present faced with many
new problems consequent upon the cessation of hos-
tilities and the re-adjustment of the world's trade
and in a country like ours where newsprint paper
constitutes one of our largest export productions, it

is respectfully submitted that every reason of public
policy stands out strongly against any further perse-
cution.

Manufacturing Costs.—With the exception of such
items as represent more or less arbitrary allowances
based upon general experience, the manufacturers do
not propose to enter upon a discussion of the details
of their respective manufactiiring costs unless called
upon to do so. These costs have been gone over again
and again by independent accountants and the resiilts

tally so eloseJy that the ^lanufacturers do not feel

warranted in discussing the various details which

could hardly affect the result very materially.

In saying this, iiowever. the ^lanufacturers fed

that tliey should i-egister a strong protest against the

method of averaging, whicli lias been adopted by Mr.

Commissioner Pringle aii<l apjiaicntly by tlic Federal

Trade Commission as well. In point of fact, the "cost"

leported by the Commissioner is not "actual cost"

but "average cost." and the result is, as will be later

])ointed out, that some of the higher co.st mills are

obliged to sell their product at a figure which is

commercially impracticable, since it would not enable

them to stay in business were they not engaged in the

manufacture of otln-r pi-oduets besides newsprint. One
w')uld almost think that ths proposition is so elemen-

tary as to prove itself by its mere statement, but the

fact remains that the process of avei-aging has pre-

vailed.

There is one remark which the Manufacturers de-

sire to make which bears upon all these costs and is

touched upon on pp. 64 and 65 of the Brief fyled on
behalf of the Manufacturers in the Fnited States. The
various sets of accountants who have gone over these

costs have proceeded upon the assumpt'on that the

earlier and less expensive materials would be used

first. The illustration given in the American Maniifac-

turers' Brief applies with equal force to Mr. Clarkson's

statements. If a manufacturer was shown to have any
wood, one-half of which came from the 1915-16 cut

and the other half from the 1916-17 cut. for the pur-

poses of accountinsr only the cost of the earlier wood
was used, although -n fact the manufacturer would in

all probability be using wood from both cuts.

Apart from this general criticism which would con-

siderably more than offset any criticism of details

which the publishers could ur^e, the only items which
it is proposed to discuss are Stumpage, Depreciation,

Sinkage and Machine losses.

Stumpage.—It is of the utmost importance not only

from the point of vievr of the manufacturers, but from

a Canadian view po'nt. that if any misunderstanding

has occurred in reference to this item it should be

cleared up. The value given to stumpage in the United
States is summarised on p. 71 of the American Manu-
facturers' Brief. The accountants there in submitting
their costs included an item of $2 for stumpage ex-

cept in the case of the International Company where

.t;2.40 was allowed, incidentally mentioning that the ^2

allowance was very much less than the value testified

to. The Federal Trade Commission in its judgment
gave no details as to how their figure was reached, so

that their views are unknown. The Circuit Court,

however, has fallen into an error, the result of whir-h

would be most serious to the paper industry of Canada
s'nee it would mean, if persisted in. that over 1.000.-

000 cords of our pulp wood would be going to the

Ignited States annually in the form of paper, for which
the people of Canada would be receiving no value what-
soever above the bare Government dues imposed upon
the respective limit holders. The judges of the Cir-

cuit Court say in their judgment

:

"In ascertaining manufacturing cost no allowance

for stumpasre in respect to wood obtained from leased

Canadian Crown Lands is made, such .stumpage not

representing any actual disbursement nor the partial

exhaustion of property for which payment (on a

stumpage basis') was ever made. In respect, however,
of wood cut in owned land such stumpage charge is
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proper and $2 per cord is less than the market rate."

As a very considerable proportion of the wood which
goes into paper mauufaetnred in Canada is cut from
leased Canadian Crown LandS' the accuracy of this

statement cannot be left unchallenged. . . . These
limits are dealt with in exactly the same way as lands

held in fee, s^ that it is incorrect to say that stumpage
upon them does not represent any actual disburse-

ment. The license holder pays a fixed annual fee per
square mile in addition to the original purchase price

and also stumpage dues at the rate of so much per
thousand feet. The stumpage dues in the Province of

Quebec were formerly .l!l.05 per thousand feet, but
have now been raised to $1.60, six hundred feet board
measure being taken in Quebec to represent a cord.

In the Province of Ontario the regulations are

somewhat different. In the ease of the Abitibi Com-
pany and the Spanish River Company grants were
made to their predecessors under which they were
required to expend large sums of money within a

specified time as a condition of the grant. . . The
evidence as to the value of stumpage given in the

Canadian investigation shows that it runs from $2 up-
wards according to location. . . .

Depreciation. — In Mr. Clarkson's statements no
allowance is made for this other than what happened
to be shown in the Companies' books. In many eases

no allowance whatsoever was made and in very few
cases was any sufficient allowance attempted. The
reason for this is not hard to find and serves to ex-

lilain not only the absence of allowances for deprecia-

tion but also the absence of many other charges for

which allowance should have been made. The history

of the paper making industry in Canada has been an

unfortunate one. In its earlier stage the Canadian
manufacturers were faced Avith the American duty
which they were compelled to absorb in their price

to meet the competition of the American manufacturers
and this in addition to the Canadian duty imposed
upon all of the machinery which went into their plants

and upon many of their materials. At a later stage in

1911 the American duty was removed upon all paper
valued at less than $2.r)0 per cwt. with the result

that a number of new plants were started and a period

of over-production followed and correspondingly low
prices. As a consequence the newsprint end of the

several manufactories has always been an unprofitable

one and companies engaged in the manufacture of

newsju-int only, were not only unable to pay any divi-

dends but were obliged in many eases to defer the in-

terest upon their bonds and in some eases to go into

liquidation. "With this state of affairs existing it is

iu)t difficult to understand why it was that very few
of them found it possible to make adequate appropria-

tions for depreciation.

After full consideration of the subject, and the evi-

dence which had been adduced on both sides, the ac-

countants in the ITnited States included an allowance

of .$3.20 per ton of newsprint paper as a proper charge

for depreciation and this allowance has not been dis-

turbed. Canadian manufact\u-ers have accepted the

verdict and under the standard form of accounting

requii'cd by the Federal Trade Commission a similar

allowance is now bc'ng charged by most of the manu-
facturers here. The results are not shown in Mr.

Clarkson's statements except in the case of the last

statement of the Laurentide Company exhibited before

this Tribunal. The allowance is made on the basis

of: Groundwood. $1.00 per ton; sulphite, $2.00 pei-

ton; news, $2.00 per ton.

On the basis of 80 per cent groundwood and 20 per
cent sulphite, the allowance works out as follows

:

Groundwood, 80c per ton ; sulphite, 40c per ton ; news-
print, .$2.00 per ton; total, $3.20 per ton.

Suikage.—This item covers not only the wood which
actually sinks in the river during the course of the
drive, but represents the loss which occurs from the
time that the wood is delivered and measiired on the

bank of the river to the time when it is received and
measured at the mill. It naturally varies very con-
siderably according to the length and nature of the
drive. . . The Laurentide Company have a ver.y

complete record covering a period of ten years. Mr.
Sabbaton testifies that for a ten year period their av-
erage lo.ss was 9.2 per cent. He adds that "for the last

few years this 9.2 per cent would be largely increas-
ed" and lie stated the reason.

NOTE:—This Brief is too important to admit of

sufficient abbreviation to bring it within the space
at our disposal in this issue. The remainder of the
argument will be ])ublished next week.—Editor.

PAPER EXPORTS HIGHER.

Exports of Canadian pulp and paper products and
unmanufactured pulpwood for the month of October
reached a total value of $7,280,315, as compared with
$6,096,399 in October, 1917, a gain of $1,183,916, ac-
cording to a summary made by the Pulp & Paper
Association. The notable feature of the month's
trade was the sudden and surprising jump in ex-
ports of groundMiood, which for several months
have been falling behind la.st year's record. In Oc-
tober, exports of groundwood amounted to 325.521
cwt.. valued at $396,189, as against 247,508 cwt.,

valued at $383,762 in 1917. In September the ex-

ports of groundwood had shown a loss of $936,905
as compared with the previous September.

The details for October, 1918, follow:

Month of

October. 1917. 1918.

Paper $2,838,237 $3,317,237
Pulp, chemical 1,962,286 2,914,255
Piilp, mechanical 383,762 396,189

5,184,285 6,627,681

Pulpwood 912,114 652,634

$6,096,399 $7,280,315

P"'igures for the first seven months of the current
fiscal year show a total of $57,245,135, a gain of

$14,873,782 over the corresponding period in 1917,

and of $28,864,533 over 1916, or more than double.
Following are the figures for the seven months' per-

iod :

Seven
Month.s. 1916. 1917. 1918.

Paper 13,272,977 20,912,832 25,538,881

Pulp, chem 7,264,142 11,455,040 18,817,444

Pulp, mech 3,219,440 4,524,581 12,908,275

23,756,559 36,892,453 47.264,600

Pulpwood 4,624,033 5,478,900 9.980,535

28,380,592 42,371,353 57,245,135
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PaperForecast of Big Increase in

Mill Activities

By THE BUNTIN-REID CO.

The (.Jovt-riimi'iit of the I'uitod States haviiijr issued

notices that all regulations affeetinjr the paper industry

were eaneelled will reaet to a very lar're extent oil eon-

ditions in this country and the makin-r of paper in all

its different lines will be resumed at the first possible

opportunity. There have been many hardships and

handicaps to be foupht a-rainst dui'inj>: the last four

years, but tiie paper business lias maintained its own

and kept •roing without any serious difficulties either

for the manufacturer, dealer, or consumer.

We believe the time has now come when it is neces-

sary to prejiare for the business that is ahead of us.

This belief is based on a careful study of the situation

and after investip:atiiig from all sources available we

still believe that the paper business and those allied

with the paper business have a considerable era of

prosperity ahead of them. This opinion is given by

men who are authorities not only in one line but in

many lines of liusiness. and from whatever standpoint

the question is viewed all opinions agree on these facts:

first, that this country has entered and will pass through

a period of reconstruction, and secondly, that active

pro.sperous business will follow this period.

In emphasizing this point we might state that paper

itself is necessary in the period of reconstruction and

in the business that is to follow. No one needs to be

convinced of the necessity of paper in a period of ac-

tive business, nor to be reminded that paper is neces-

sary in the following period of reconstruction. When
other products are changed from war to peace, factor-

ies are being reorganized, new forms, new printing,

more advertising and more printing is necessary on

every hand.
Paper is one of the most essential products in the

making of the modern world. It is the vehicle which

makes it possible to carry on every business, and un-

like many other products, paper does not have to go

through the evolution of changing from a war to a

peace basis, and paper must render a -vatally important

ser\-ice both to a nation at war and to a people at peace,

and on that fundamental fact one must base the convic-

tion that paper will be active during this period of re-

construction. The United States Government offi-

cially recognized the fact that paper is an essential and

a necessary product. Our own Canadian Government

also officially recognized the standing of paper by
granting priority orders, and while we fully consider

that in the future there will be a tendency to reduce

prices, it might be ad%nsable for ns to refer to the United

States Government again on this sub.iect.

A representative of the Government (U. S.) speaking

at one of the large American mills a few days ago and

speaking in the authority of the United States, said that

wages throughout the country would not be reduced

until the cost of living was reduced, and that until food

prices were lower the present scale of wages would have

to be maintained, especially since Canada and the United
States must feed the world iintil well into next year and
probably longer, and with this duty before them there is

no immediate pro.spect of the reduction in the cost of

food, and consequently there is no immediate prospect

of the reduction of wages, which means firm prices gen-

erally.

In summing up the situation, therefore, we believe

tiiat we are ju.stificd in expecting and preparing for a

good business during the period of reconstruction that

we are just entering, and we believe it will be some time

before there will be any material reduction in the cost

of paper, especially if price is based on the cost of

manufacturing and selling.

Naturally one will hear of offerings here and there

by certain manufacturers or dealers who are always

liable to go from one cxtrcine to the other, but these

offerings will be few and far between. The necessity,

therefore, in the times we are entering on is that the

trades of all descriptions go on soberly, carrying nor-

mal stocks and selling goods with due regard for their

cost and for what they can be replaced.

The labor situation at the present time has not had
time to imi>rovc. There is still a shortage of help in

almost every mill. This difficulty will in due course

be righted, but until new men can be trained and broken

in it will be some time, and the cessation of hostilities

assures a normal supply of raw material, and mills will

be in a better position to turn out a normal tonnage.

—

Financial Times.

ERRATA IN WRITING PAPER TRADE CUSTOM
NO. 12.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine is a.sked to print the

following corrected list of weights (corrections are

shown in brackets). This is not a list of stock carried,

but a table of equivalent weights:

Ledger No. 1 Grade.
Size. No. 28. No. 32. No. 36

17 X 22 28 lbs. 32 lbs. 36 lbs.

17 X 28 35.5 41 (40.5) 46
18 X 23 31 35.5 40
18 X 46 62 70 (71) 80 (79.5)

19 X 24 34 39 44
20 X 28 42 48 54
21 X 32 50 (50.5) 57 (57.5) 64 (64.5)

22 X 34 56 64 72
24 X 36 65 74 - 83

24 X 38 68 (68.5) 78 87 (88)

28 X 34 71 (71.5) 82 (81.5) 91 (91.5)

Ledgers, No. 2, 3 and 4 Grades.

Size. No. 28 Substance only.

17 X 22 28 lbs.

16 X 21 25

17 X 28 35.5

18 X 23 31

18 X 46 62

19 X 24 34

20 X 28 42
21 X 32 50 (.50.5)

22 X 34 56

23 X 36 62

24 X 36 65

24 X 38 68 (68.5)

28 X 34 71 (71.5)

For the purpose of keeping your records absolutely

correct, please insert this page of errata in Trade Cus-

toms.

J. D. Fraser. director and secretary-treasurer of the

Ottawa Car Works, and secretary-treasurer of the Ot-
tawa Electric Railway for the past 27 years, dropped
dead Dec. 20, in the'Rideau Club. The Ottawa Car
Works has been very successful in the production of

special bronze castings for pulp mills.
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Three Good Books for Paper Men
The Standard Paper Trade Directory.

There is probably no publication that is so eager-

ly awaited each year as Loekwood's Directory of the

paper and stationery trades. The latest number,
which was the 44th annual edition, was distributed

a few weeks ago. A year ago the Lockwood Trade
Journal Company found it necessary to increase the
price of the publication from $3.00 to $5.00. In spite

of this increase, and although an extra number were
printed, every copy was disposed of. During the

past year the company has been bu.sy bringing the di-

rectory up to date and revising it.

An adequate review of the book would require

more space than is available. It is probably suffi-

cient to sa.v that the 1919 edition is even better than
any of its predecessors. There is hardly a paper man
on the continent who is not acquainted with this pub-
lication, and considering the present world conditions

and the circumstances affecting the paper trade, we
consider ouT-selves fortunate in being sure of having
our copy while the book is still available.

A feature which would be of particular interest

to pulp manufacturers as possible outlets for their

product and to paper manufacturers as possible ri-

vals for foreitm markets is the list of paper and pulp
mills in Mexico and South America. We were sur-

prised to find that there are so many.
Oanadians connected with the industry and others

interested in Canadian pulp and paper trade will

find the list of mills in the Dominion of great assist-

ance. If it is desired to know the location of anv of

these plants we would refer to a map in the Pulp &
Paper Masrazine for Nov. 7th.

Among the other features of the book are depart-

ments ffivina: manufacturers listed according to pro-

duets both in the United States and Canada, and
other dealers as well as manufacturers. There are

also lists of bacr. box and other paper product manu-
facturers, dealers in paper stock and mill supplies,

general paper dealers and stationers. An interesting

department is that giving a list of water marks and
br-inds with the concerns nsinsr them.

The Lockwood Trade Journal Company is eertain-

Iv to be conerratnlatcd for the appearance as well as

the content'; nf tliis bonk.

Chemical Eneineerirg- Catalog'.

The editor has never lost his interest in picture-

books, but of late venrs his ideas have chansred some-

what. To be interesting now the book must repre-

sent service, and in a marked dcg'rce this catalog:

serves its purpose. To quote from the preface

:

"The Chemical Entrineerinff Catalog is a hook of

reference for Chemical Ensrineers. Buvers and others

seeking information on Chemical and Metallurgical

Eonipment. Machinerv. Chemicals and Supplies.

More specifically, it is a collection of condensed

"ntalop's and indexed data relat'ng to the above men-

tioned subiects. standardized as to page size and typo-

jyranhieal arrangement, bound in one volume for con-

venient and readv reference. It is a Chemical En-

Hneer's shelf-full of miscellaneous catalogs con-

densed into a single book.

. Tt is indexed and cross-indexed in such a way that

one may qnicklv be directed to any specific informa-

tion it contains.

It is published annuall.v under the supervision of a
Committee appointed by The American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, The American Chemical Society
and The Society of Chemical Industry.
A copy of the Chemical Engineering Catalog will

be loaned, without charge, for a period of one year,
to any Chemical Engineer, Chief Chemist, Industrial
Plant Superintendent, Works Manager, Buyer, or
Head of a Chemical Department in a University or
College. On the issuance of a new catalog the old
one will be recalled and the new one substituted
therefor.

To others than those included in the above classi-

fications, the charge is five dollars for a copy of the
volume."

It would be a long list that would include everj^

item represented by this catalog which is of use to

the manufacturers of pulp and paper. It would take
considerable space even to mention the concerns
dealing in such products. We have an idea that the
superintendent, manager or purchasing agent of a pulp
and paper mill would get considerable education in

purchasing possibilities by a careful study of this

book. It is nearly twice the size of the issue of 1917,
and contains a number of special features, although
it is along the same lines as the two previous edi-

tions. The catalog is loaned without charge to en-

gineers, bu.vers, chief chemists, and others in respon-
sible charge in manufacturing establishments. Other
persons desiring the book many obtain copies at $5.00
b.v addressing the Chemical Catalog Company, Inc., 1

Madison Ave., New York.

The Thirty-Second Annual Edition.

In 1886 the first number of Walden's A.B.C. Pocket
Guide was issued at a price of $1.00. Although the

gTiide has grown and values have increased the price

is still $1.00, and may be obtained for that price from
the Walden Publishing Compan.y, 132 Nassau St.,

New York.
This little book, which measures, 4I/2" x 6I/2" con-

tains a lot of valuable information in a readil.v acces-

sible form. The largest section presents a list of pa-

per distributors in the United States, arranged by
States and sub-divided alphabetically by cities. This

section is printed on blue paper. The last few pages
of this section contain names of paper dealers in

Canada.
The next section is a list of paper mills in the

United States and Canada, printed on buff paper.

ITnder each mill is given a list of officers, the kinds of

paper made, the number and kind of machines with

the width of trim and total daily capacity.

FoUowng this comes the last section, which con-

tains a list of manufacturers of coated and glazed

papers, card-board and box boardf,

For any one who wants to be sure of getting a

dollar's worth for a dollar we know of no better

proposition to the paper men than Walden's A.B.C.
Guide.

Subscribers are requested to correct the address
of Linton & Scott, on page 172. It should be 110 West
Fortieth Street. In the Index to Advertisers kindly
change the page number of the Pulp & Paper Trad-
ing Company from 11 to 111.

Permission to sell $100,000 of its common stock in

the State of Illinois, has been granted to the Beaver
Cove Lumber and Pulp Co., of Vancoiiver, B.C.
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Accomplishments of the Canadian

Paper Trade Association

Ml-. KIlis must hv a iniiid-reiuU'r, for on tlie very day
we wrote Secretary ]Martin, of the ('. P. T. A. for a

review of what had l)eeii done, the following letter

was received. Wo tliink this is a very creditable record

an<l, in coiifzratulatin'; Mr. Ellis and his hardworking'

associates, \\ould sa\- : "Let tlie good woi'k go on."

I have thought tliat it m'ght be u.seful for nic at this

time to forward to the Members of our Association

a short resume of the results which have been accom-

plished since the Association has been formed. This may
perhaps be of particular interest to members who, on

account of their location, have not had an opportunity

of itttcntling meetings of the various Sections. The
Association actively got under way about the first of

May of this year and some considerable i)rogress has

since been made, in completing its organization antl

adding largely to its field of usefulness.

I am noting here some matters which illustrat',' the

work wiiicli is being done:

—

Bond Papers—An agieenient has been reached !>>

which the labeling of any pai)er that does not come up

to recognized standard of Bond Papers, has been dis-

continued.

Selling Lists—Steps have beeu taken leading to uni-

formity ill tile publication of lists.

Brands—The members have K.sted with the General

Secretary, all brands and trade names used by them.

Members adojiting any new brand or trade name, are

expected to coiniiiuuieate with the Secretary and as-

certain whether this name is already in use by some

other member. A number of these inquiries have been

directed to the Secretary's office and in several cases,

duplieatinii lias berii avoided.

Broken Packages—Some of the Branches havr

agreed, locally, on a definite understanding with re-

.spect to the extra charge on all broken packages.

Terms—An effort is being made to have terms

adopted by the members of the Association through-

out Canada. It is possible that there may be some

further chaiijirs made in this respect later on.

Economy and Production—The Association has been

co-operating with the Manufacturers in every possible

way with the idea of economizing in lines, weights and

colors, and some very useful progress has been made in

this respect. The adoption of standard substance

weghts, by the Manufacturers, was undoubtedly very

much simplified by the active co-operation of the As-

sociation.

Schedule of Percentages—Efforts have been directed

along the lines of ascertaining what would appear to

be the proper advance on cost for adoption by paper

jobbers. Considerable data has been collected along

these lines and it is hoped that this will eventually re-

sult in demons+ratiiig to some of our Jobbers that their

estimate of the cost of doing bu.siness is somewhat be-

low^ the mark. In this respect, I may add that repre-

sentations have been made to the iMills from time to

time, resulting in some increases having been made in

the resale price of some papers to take care of present

extraordinary conditions.

Crates—Arrangements have been made by the Local

P.raiiehes providing for uniformity with regard to the

eliartres of crates.

Co-operation With Mills.—Efforts are being directed

towards co-operation with the iMills in every way, to

a\(iid stocks lieiiig piled up in one part of the coun-
ti\-. when there is an urgent need for the same stocks
somewhere else. In these days of paper shortage no
effort is misapplied which is directed towards an equit-

alile distribution.

Job Lots Several of oiii- liraiielies have adopted the

piiiiciple of having the nieiiihers list all .iob lots that
they proposi' to dis()ose of.

Wrapping Section—Some progr<'ss has been made
towards tlie organization of the Wrapping Section in

liotli Ontario and Quebec. It is anticipated that the

jiresent unsatisfactory conditions of the market of

Kraft papers will very soon be eliminated and it is

hoped that more com|)lete co-operation with the mills

lan III' effected by working togethei'.

A number of subj(>cts have been brought to the at-

tention of the association by various members, such as:

the classification of freight ratings of certain kinds of

|)aper; the various rulings of the War Board, the news-
print situation, etc., all of which matters have re-

ceived attention.

On the whole, 1 think our association has well justi-

f ed its existence and that it will find still greater

fields of usefulness. We are all working on the same
identical problems and the solution of these problems
can much more readily be obtained by working to-

gether, than by each .iobber finding some way out for

himself.

In conclusion, 1 would like to add that the benefits

of the association can be increased by each member
bringing to the attention of the association, through
its Secretary, such matters as may appear to them
from time to time to be o])en for discussion and ad-

justment.
Yinirs faithfullv,

JOHN F."^ ELLIS. President.

MINISTER OF MARINE APPRECIATES PAPER
TRADE.

The Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, iMinister of Marine and
Fisheries, has notified the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association of his department's willingness to do
everything possible to facilitate the shipping of Can-
adian pulp and paper products to foreign countries and
has asked for definite information as to the tonnage re-

quired, the destination of the proposed shipments, etc.

The action of the minister is the result of a memorial
addressed to the Government setting forth that the

lack of shipping space available to Canadian shippers

is proving a serious handicap to the shiiiment of many
orders already secured in the various markets of the

world and asking the Government to give immediate
consideration to jiroviding adequate shipping accom-

modation.
It is understood that the shipping chiefly desired is

to trans-Pacific destinations. Such little space as is

now available is said to be held at prohibitive rates so

far as pulp and paper exports are concerned.

The council has also asked the Government to take

into consideration the question of abolishing the pre-

sent business profits tax, on the ground that its pro-

ceeds are no longer needed to carry on the war, while

they are needed for the expansion of industry and the

increased and constant employment of labor.

In the manufacture of umbrella handles over seventy

different khids of woods are used.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

DAWES CARDS ARE OUT.
A. L. Dawe. tlic popular secretary of the Technical

Section and the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-
tion has sent out cards for a great event. It is not
an announcement of matrimonial intentions but in

regard to the annual gathering of the good fellows
who handle the balances, burettes, carbon dioxide r3-

corders antl are otherwise interested in scientific re-

search and control in connection with the industry.
Mr. Dawe says the hotels of Montreal are already

nearly all booked to the limit for Convention week.
It will be necessary to make reservations right away
or run a chance of camping out on a bench in the
park.

W. B. CAMPBELL LEAVES FOREST PRODUCTS.
W. P. Campbell, who has l)i'('n assistant suj)erintend-

ent of the Forest Products Laboratories at Montreal
since their establishment, has gone into commercial
work. Mr. Campbell begins the new year as vice-

president of Process Engineers, Ltd., of Montreal
and New York. His wide experience in chemical en-

gineering and research and his pleasing personality

should insure success in the new field.

We surely wish you a happy and prosperous New
Year, "W. B. "—especially since we have met little

Miss Nancy Campbell.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
M-8. How efficient is your packing? W. F. Sehap-

horst. Pulp and Paper, 16, Xo. 44, p. 977, (1918). A
method of determining friction loss due to packing is

given.—R. C.

N-4. Boiler plants in paper mills. D. Brownlie,

B.Sc, World's Paper Trade Kev„ 70, No, 8 (1918). An
article dealing with the investigation of the efficiency

of boiler plants. The average figures relating to 21

mills show a boiler efficiency of 70.6%. A table of

results is given covering the tests.—D. E. S.

N-5. The storage of bituminous coal. E. Matheson,
Paper, 22 (1918), No. 11, pp. 85-38. Resinie matter of

the coal substance proper, is chiefly responsible for the

development of heat (through gradual oxidation)

which results in spontaneous combustion and that cer-

tain physical conditions, subject to control, are the

chief factors which determine the continuance of rise

in tempemture to the point of ignition of the coal. The
deterioration of coal begins Avith the mining and con-

sists in its first stage with a loss of combustible gases.

The rate of absorption of oxygen by a given coal de-

pends on the size of the lumps and is more rapid in the

finer particles, probably approximately proportional to

the exposed surface. A successful method of storage

must either prevent or check the absorption of oxygen

to such an extent that the generation of heat will not

proceed more rapidly than the loss of heat through

radiation. The temperature sould be kept as far be-

low 80° C. (180° F.) as possible. The coal should be

either stored in bunkers, which have surfaces large in

l)roportion to the bulk, or air be circulated through the

heaps in iron pipes in such a way, that it does not come

in contact with the coal. The U, S, Bureau of Mines

recommends the use of air-tight bottoms and sides,

for example, of concrete and the accumulation of a pro-
tecting layer of fine slack on the surface.—E, K. M.

P-1. Paper miU accidents. National Safety Coun-
cil, Paper Mill. 41, No. 41, p. 14 (1918). A reprint of

a pamphlet on "Safe Practices in Paper and Pulp
Mills"" issued bv the National Safetv Council is given.

—R. C.

P-1. Advertising accidents in paper mills. Bv Charles
H, Miiuer, Paper 23 (191«). Xo, .""), p, ll-Kl "Methods
and results of ^afety work in the plant of the Hammer-
mill Paper Company,—E. K. M,

P-2. Developing trained specialists. Bv Katherine
M. H, Blackford. M,I)., Paper. 23 (1918), No. 4. p. 14-1.5.

Fitness for the job. an essential of safetv in paper
mill work,—E. K. :\I.

Q-1. The housing problem in miU communities.
George E. Williamson. Paper, 23 (1918), No. 3, p. 11-

12 and 17. The policy adopted by the Strathmore
Paper Company has proved successful.—E. K. M.

P-0. Progress in acident prevention. C. E. Car-
])enter. Paper, 22 (1918), No, 25, pp. 14-17. Address
at a meeting of the Ontario Pulp and Paper Maker's
Safety A.ssn., Ottawa, March 15, 1918,—E. K. M.

R-1. Hunsfos Mills, Norway, Tidsskrift for Papir-
industri, Sej)!, 15th, 1918, Xo, 18. p, 275. A descrip-
tion of a visit to Ilunsfos IMills, giving capacity of mills,

size of macliines. etc.. accompanied by photos.—G. Hg.
R-2. Pioneer papermakers of England. Paper, 23

(1918).No. 4, p. 11-13. By F. Ashford White. Histori-

cal notes on the origin and development of paper-
making in the P)i'itish Isles.—E. K. il,

R-4. Trade acceptances; their nature and their use.

J. E. Cookson. Pulp and Paper. 16, No, 44, p. 977 (1918).

—R. C.

R-5. The Finnish paper industry. Paper, 23 (1918),
No. 2, p. 15 and No. 3. p, 15-17, Its development and
present contlition.—E. K, M.

R-5. Status of the Russian paper industry. Paper,
23 (1918), No. 2. p. 23-25, Notes on the growth and
development of papermaking in Russia since early
times,—E, K. M.

R-12. "Why newsprint is high. Paper, 23 (1918), No.
5, p. 15-18. Concrete facts which show the great in-

crease in the cost of making it. (From a statement by
the International Paper Company.)—E, K, il.

R-12. Newsprint price in U. S, raised to $3.50, Pulp
and Paper, 16, Xo, 41. p. 912 (1918). The rulings of

the Court of Appeal is given.—R. C.

R-0. National research. W. B. Campbell, Pulp and
Paper, 16, Xo. 40, p. 883 (1918) : No. 41, p. 905 (1918).

A sketch is given of the requirements of an ideal re-

search laboratory and organization. An exposition is

made of the advantages of centralizing such work.

—

R, C.

R-0. Launch paper saving campaign. Paper Mill,

41, Xo. 40, p, 7 (1918), Various paper conservation
measures advocated by the War Industries Board are

given,—R. C.

R-0. Chemistry in the pulp and paper indtistry. J.

X. Stephenson. Can, Chem, .1, 2, 20S ( 1918, )— ( Chem.
Abs.)
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UNITED STATES NOTES
Desp to tilt' (iecidt'd slump in the paper market ami

a slowinjj down iiei'e and there, paper makers view
the outlook foi- the future with optimism. The jjresent

period of depress'on is looked upon as temporary, and
though manufacturers in some sections are inclined

to close down their plants, there are indications to

show that a trend toward better conditions may con-

fidently, be looked for. The danger of a serious slump
in the future is being discounted.

The report cui-rent for some time that all but two of

the Swedish pulp mills are on the American black-

list, has been officially denied by the Bureau of War
Trade Intelligence.

Recommendations for buying paper for the Gov-

ernment Printing Office were submitted last week to

the Congressional Joint Committee on Printing by the

paper specification committee. An important de-

parture is to be made with respect to the purchases,

which are to be taken in definite quantities and only

for a three month period, instead of for the whole year

as heretofore. A decision is to be reached at the end

of that period as to purchases for the remainder of the

year.

The extensive tract of forest in the Adirondaeks

known as the Granshoe Club preserve has just been

acquired by the A. Sherman Lumber Company. It

contains 2,600 acres of fine second growth timber, is

valued at $34,000, and is located southwest from the

headwaters of the Raquette River. The Long Pond
Land Company, holding corporation for the club, dis-

posed of its stock to the lumber company. The club

retains its preserve rights.

With the unexpected termination of the war there

came an unprecedented demand this year for holly

paper during the holiday season. The Tuttle Press

Company, which manufactures much of this product,

has been rushed this year as never before. The com-

pany offices in Chicago were continually besieged.

The demand could hardly be supplied, even with the

mills at Appleton. Wis., running to their utmost

capacity.

Production statistics based on reports of 822 pulp

and paper mills in the United States are given out by

S. L. Willson, chief of the manufacturing section of

the Pulp and Paper Division of the War Industries

Board. Chief Willson has just wound up the affairs

of the bureau prior to its disbanding. The reports

show a total wood pulps production of 3.504.718 tons.

The total paper production was 6,595,627 tons. The

transportation of materials and product, a total of 4,-

204,845 cars were used. An average of 1.4 tons of

coal to one ton of paper was required, also 4.3 tons

of materials to every ton of paper produced, and the

per capita consumption showed 110 lbs.

A survey is soon to be made by War Department

engineers of the Miami and Erie Canal from Toledo

to Cincinnati with a view to deepening and enlarging

its facilities. Keen interest is being taken in the project

by paper makers who have been using the waterway
for shipping logs, pulp and raw materials.

Following the recent fire which gutted its plant at

Hamilton. Ohio, the Leshner Paper Stock Company

s contemplating removal to Jjockland, a paper mill

centre near Cincinnati. The fact that the company
will be much nearer to the concerns with whom it does
its main business is a factor largely promi)tiug the

move. The damaged plant in Hamilton is to be re-

built and repaired, and will be used to take care of

the waste paper branch if removal occurs.

The affairs of Shryock Brothers of Downington, Pa.,

are being conducted pei'soiially by S. S. Shryock, Sr.,

a septuagenarian, who has co!ne temporarily out of

retirement because both his sons are down with the

influenza. He makes the daily trip between Phila-

delphia and Downington and disposes of the routine
as though he hadn't been out of harness at all.

Judge Edwin B. Parker, Priorities Commissioner,
has just made the announcement that "effective Jan.

1, 1919, all the rules, regulations, and directions of

eveiy nature whatsoever issued by the Priorities Di-

vision of the War Industries Board, are cancelled, and
all pledges heretofore made on the suggestion or the
request of the Priorities Division are revoked."

Construction work on the new paper mill of the
Oneida Paper Company at Stevens Point, Wis., has been
completed and machinery is now being installed. Tis-

sue and light-weight paper are to be the principal

product. At the start of production employment is

to be given to about 100 men. The mill will run its

own water power.
Conditions in the paper industry, eastern states,

are summarized by the monthly report of the Federal
Reserve board about as follows:

In the New York district, demand has been out-

i-unning the supply. In district No. 3, Philadelphia,

mills manufacturing book and high grade printing

paper are running on a 75 per cent basis due to a

labor shortage and a scarcity of wood pulp. Domestic
consumption is not more than 40 per cent normal, but
excess in production is absorbed by demand for ex-

port. As wood pulp scarcity is likely to continue
until next summer, the early 1919 output of fine print-

ing papers may be far from normal. Relief may pos-

sibly conie with the flow into the country of the large

tonnage of pulp accumulated during the war in Scan-
dinavian countries following the release of ships to

carrj- it. Atlanta operators are declared to be optim-
istic as to the demands for naval stores, especially

rosin, due to the contemplated increase in ocean ton-

ange during the next six months.
N. E. Waiuwright, who for some time past has been

connected with the J. W. Butler Paper Company, is

leaving the first of the year, to accept a responsible

jiosition in the export paper business.

UNCLE SAM'S PAPER BILL.
The Government printing office bill for paper sup-

plies and printed matter for the fiscal year ended
June 30. 1918, according to the annual report of

Public Printer Cornelius Ford sent to Congress, was
$13,158,535.31, as compared with $7,392,693 for the

previous fiscal year. This is an increase of 78 per
cent, in costs, including output, wages and cost of

stock on hand and ordered prior to July 1, 1918.
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Many friends in the paper and publishing lines will

learn with regret of the death of William Colwell,
whi) passed away in Wallaceburg. Ont., last week in

his seventy-eighth year. He had been active in the
paper and stationery business for more than fifty

years and had publ'shed newspapers in several towns
in western Ontario, being the founder of the Wallace-
burg News. Of late years he had conducted a book
store and stationery business. He leaves a wife and
faniilj- of four sons and five daughters.
W. J. Finlay, of the Stratheona Paper Co., Strath-

cona. Ont., was in Toronto last week on business and
called upon a number of members of the trade.

The Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., Cornwall, Ont., has
sent to its customers and friends in the trade the usual,

neatly gotten up souvenir known as the "Daily Re-
minder." which is bound in leather and is a complete
diary for the year 1919.

Among the large paper firms, who forwarded
optiuustic greetings to the trade in which expressions

of confidence and assurance of a good year, a business
during 1919 are featured, are Barber-Ellis, Limited;
Toronto; Price Bros, and Co., Quebec; the RoUand
Paper Co., Montreal; E. B. Eddy Co., Hull, Qne.;
Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, Montreal, and
others.

P. L. Colbert, manager of the National Paper Co.,

Valleyfield, Que., spent the Christmas holidays in Tor-

onto and has removed his family to his new home.
He reports that the plant is very busy and several

improvements have been recently carried out whereby
production has been increased by one-third. An addi-

tion, one hundred feet long, has been built to the

drying room.
M. J. C. Billingham, of Kalamazoo, Mich, formerly of

Toronto, who is widely known as a paper mill en-

gineer, was in Toronto during Christmas week renew-
ing old friendships in the trade.

George C. Winlow of the selling staff of the Canada
Paper Co., Toronto, has returned from an extended
business trip to Winnipeg and points west.

H. W. J. Smith, of the Rosenweld & Co. Proprietory

Co., who have offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide
and Brisbane, Australia, was in Montreal and Toronto
this week calling upon the paper trade and looking

after supplies in all lines of paper for his firm.

F. A. Ritchie, of Ritchie and Ramsa.v, Limited, Tor-

onto, recently spent a few da.ys in New York on busi-

ness, and reports that the trade ,in that eity is look-

ing for a record year in the paper manufacturing line.

The Brantford Courier, which has been 57 years

in business, is the latest daily in Ontario to cease

publication. The good-will and subscription list were
purchased by the Brantford Expositor and the plant

will be dismantled. During the past year in Ontario

alone, fully a dozen weekly and daily papers have

either gone out of existence or been amalgamated
with others owing to the high cost of production, wages,

supplies, etc. It is rumored that two or three others

may follow suit in the near future.

The plant of the Howard Smith Paper Mills at

Crabtree Mills, Que., is now turning out Progress
bond papers, samples of which have been recently sent

to the trade. The specimen sheets have been favorably
received and everj^thing in connection with the mill,

which will specialize on this line of paper, is now
running smoothly. Sulphite bond is turned out in

_white and six colors and in all standard sizes.

E. A. Crippen, of Toronto, formerly secretary and
sales manager of the Houpt Paper Mills, Camden
East, Ont., who has been connected with the trade
for many years, has started in business for himself as

a manufacturers' agent and has his office at 79 Spadina
avenue, Toronto. Mr. Crippen has been appointed
exclusive selling agent in Canada for the Sutherland
Paper Co., of Kalamazoo, Mich., manufacturers of

pure vegetable parchment paper, waxed paper, paraf-

fined cartons and folding boxes. He also represents

several other firms who manufacture special lines for

the trade.

Owing to a gas explosion setting off the sprinkler

system several thousand dollars damage was done
to the stock of the Southam Press, Limited, in the base-

ment and second floor of their building at 19 Duncan
street. Toronto. The loss b,v fire was very small, but
the water wrought havoc to a large extent.

The inside staff of the Victoria Paper and Twine Co.,

Limitec!, Toronto, received a bonus of ten per cent on
their year's wages during the Christmas period in re-

cognition of the faithful work done during 1918 and,

needless to add, the gift was greatly appreciated by all

the recipients.

N. L. Martin, of Toronto, Secretary of the Cana-
dian Paper Trade Association, while in New York re-

cently, had a conference with W. C. Ridgeway, secre-

tary of the American Paper Trade Association, who
complimented the Canadian body on the vast amount
of work it had carried out during the few months
it has been established, and predicted a great future

of usefulness and expansion for the organization. A
session of the book and writing section of the Can-
adian Association was held in Toronto this week at

which there was a representative attendance. A gen-

eral meeting of the Association will be held at the

Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Montreal, on Wednesday, January
15th, when several matters of importance will be taken
up and a conference held with the manufacturers of

book and writing papers to consider leading post-war
problems.

The Victoria Paper and Twine Co., Limited, are now
established in their own premises in Montreal, at 382

Notre Dame street west and 127 St. Maurice street,

having removed from Victoria square.

Work on Section three of the Welland ship canal

in the vicinity of Thorold will be proceeded with in

the very near future. The estimated cost is in the

neighborhood of nine million dollars and the section

is one of the most important and expensive to build

on the waterway. The contract has been rewarded to

Dohen.y, Quinlan and Robei'tson.
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S. .1. Kraiiio, secret ;ir\' 6\' llic ('iina<lian I'aper Hox
Maki'i's' Association, was in N'cw ^'o^k this week on

business.

Tiie Canada Pa|>cr Co., Windsor Mills, (^ue., aii'

again sendinj^ out tlu'ir rejrular ((uarterly calendars

for the coming year. The printing for the I'ii'st quarter

of 1919 is done on robin's egg fibi'e stock cover paper,

in red and bhu\
The staffs of the Canada Pajier Coini)any's -ware-

houses in Montreal and Toronto were the reeipients

of a ten jier cent boinis during the recent Yule-tide

season, which donation was thoi-onghly appreciated.

Ernest Gartshore, the fourteen year old son of Edwartl

(iartshore, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., was instantly killed

in the board mill of the Lake Superior division of the

Spanisli River Pulp and Paper Mills. He met his

death by tlie falling of a shaft whieli he was api)ar-

cntly fixing. No one witnessed the accident. The
hoy's body was discovered by a fellow workman dur-

ing the aft!'!-noon.

MR. T. A. WELDON PASSES 65TH MILESTONE.
New Year's Day is always a memorable one with

Thomas A. Weldon, Vice-President of the Provincial

Pai)er Mills Co., for it was on that occasion sixty-

five years ago that he first saw the dawn. For many
years past he has always spent the first day of each

New Year with his i)arents who reside in St. Thomas.
Ont. His father. James Weldon, is ninety-seven years

of age and his mother eight-nine, and after a mar-

ried life of over sixty-seven years, both are enjoying

exsellent health.

The Weldons are a long lived race and came from

Tyrone. Ireland. Thomas Weldon. the grandfather of

T. A., died at the age of one hundred and four years

and his wife, when she passed away, was well beyond

the nlnet.v mark. It is the same story in the maternal

branch of the family and T. A. Weldon 's grand-

parents on that side both lived to be over ninety.

Mr. Weldon has been in tlie paper game for

thirty-five years and if precedent in the matter of

longevit.y is followed, looks good for another thirty-

five years of activity.

While he was out of town one day on a trip for

the grocery firm with which he was connected, the

late Mr. E. B. Eddy arrived in Toronto and made
inquiries for him. On returning that night Mr.

Weldon was soon down at the Queen's Hotel, Tor-

onto, to meet Mr. Eddy, who told him that he could

go to work right away. Not a word was mentioned

with respect to salary. Mr. Eddy did not name any

figure and Mr. Weldon did not broach the subject

of remuneration desired. Be did not know whether

the amount was to be large or small ; what he par-

ticularly desired was to get into the paper game and
establish a connection. When the first monthly cheque

came to hand it was much more generous than Mr.

Weldon had anticipated. For twenty-five years he

was in the service of the Edd.y Co. and between the

honored head of the firm and himself there was
always a warm bond of friendship which continued

up to the day of Mr. Eddy's death.

When Mr. Weldon first became attached to the

Eddy Co. they were then making matches and cer-

tain lines of woodenware, their sulphite plant has just

begun operations and they were thinking of branch-

ing out in the newsprint and general paper lines. After

being on the road a year Mr. Weldon was requested

to take charge of the warehouse which they intended

opiMiing in Torunlii tn imitv sinck. |<'(ii- nearly a (piarter
of a cciitur.\ .Ml'. Weldmi faithfully looked after and
'lc\e|cipc(l ihr iiiiiiiense business wliich the Eddy firm
do ill Toronto and the surrnniiiling country. Some ten
years ago. in company with the late (leorgc R. Cop-
ping and othei's. he Ixnight the ilontrose ])nper mill

at Thorold (then in liquidation) and removed to that
town to reside. The plant has more than doubled in

out put and new buildings have been erected since

that time, until now about thirt.y tons daily of book,
bond, writing and linnenette pai)ers are turned out.

Knrtlr.'r e.\i)ansions took place and the Monti'ose mill

became jiart of the gi-eat undei-takings of the Pro-
vincial Paper Mills Co.. the larg(>st concern of its kind
ill tlu' Dominion, at the head of whicli is I. H. Weldon,
brothi'i- (if T. .\. Weldon. The Barber mill at George-
town and the plant of the Canada Coating Mills at the
same ])lace were also acquired and the head offices of
the company established in the Bell Telephone Build-
ing. Toronto.

Mr. Weldon is Vice-President of the Provincial
Paper J\Iills Co.. and manager of the Montrose di-

vision. Many men, who are at the head of paper con-
cerns to-day were only boys in offices when he first

became acquainted with the game. He was then
known to them as "Tom"' and to-dav he is the same.

NEW MANAGER AT CHICOUTIMI.
The directors of the North America Pul]) and Pa-

per Company have appointed J. E. Houseman, for

many years on the staff of the Molsons Bank, as vice-

president of the compan.y and general manager of the

Chicoutimi Pulp Company, the St. Lawrence Pulp
and Lumber Company, and the Roberval and Sague-
nay Railway, all of which are subsidiaries of the

North American Company. The headquarters of Mr.
Houseman will be at Chicoutimi, Que.

R. H. CAMPBELL RECOVERED.
Winnipeg, December 18.

R. H. Campbell, Dominion forestry supervisor, who
was seriousl.v injured in a railway collision at The
Pas some weeks ago, has entirely recovered, and is

leaving for Alberta on an official trip within a few
days. On his return from the west, he intends in-

specting some nurseries in connection with re-affor-

estation in the United States, and will then proceed

to Ottawa, where he will resume his official duties.

NEW SULPHUR COMPANY TO START.
i\Ianufacturers of sulphite i)ulp will be interested

in knowing that the Texas Gulf Sulphur Company
expects to start sulphur production from its mine at

Maagorda, Tex., about Februarv 1, 1919.

The companv, of which W. H. Aldridge, 14 Wall St.,

New Y^ork, is president, has a plant under eonstruc-

t'on—now nearly comj)leted—which will enable it

to ]>roduce sulphur at the rate of at least 1.000 tons

]ier day.

It is stated that the size and grade of the deposit

make it one of the important sulphur reserves of the

world. In addition, it has very favorable working
conditions, such as good rail facilities, nearacss to

tide water and to fuel oil fields, a large easily obtain-

able supply of good water—which is important as

large volumes are used in mining—and a most mod-

ern plant, embodying the latest improvements for ef-

ficient and cheap operation.
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THE MARKETS
CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, Januaiy 1.—The first item of importance
to the trade in the New Year will be the hearing of
the argument on the appeal of the newspaper pub-
lishers before the Paper Control Tribunal in Oitawa,
on Wednesda.v next, January 8th. against the price of
$69 fixed by Controller Pringle in July last. Prelim-
inary hearing came up on November 14th last, and
the matter finally went over until January 8tli. Both
sides have been carefully preparing facts .md fig

ures for the exhaustive argument, and both express
confidence of winning. The battle will be a royal onp
and upon the contentions presented, the Court will ad-
mit the right or otherwise to call for new evidence
should it appear necessary or desirable. The result

of the hearing next week is awaited with much inter-

est.

Another item of great moment to the pulp and pa-
per trade generally is the question of export, and
representations have been made to Hon. C. C. Bal-
lantyne. Minister of Marine, at Ottawa, to provide
the necessary ocean tonnage. It is contended by the

paper manufacturers that the present situation needs
speedy and effective relief if Canada is to tike her
proper position as a great pulp and pau'er producing
country in the world markets.

All the mills and jobbers are now taking inventor-

ies and getting ready to present their annual state-

ments. Naturally during the holiday period- trade is

ipiiet and sails are being set for the business voyage
of 1919. Matters are not expected to jiiclc up unti?

later on in the month, but the outlook on the whole
is regarded as satisfactory. With respect to prices

there is some difference of opinion. Cert^iin jobbers
expect there will soon be reductions in a number of

lines of paper, but manufacturers hold to the I'onten-

tion that as long as the cost of production, wages,
supplies, etc., keep up, there is no expectation of a

drop. There the matter rests at present, and pro-

phecy will have to continue a few weeks at any rate,

or tintil something more definite is in the air.

One leading firm, in an announeement to the trade,

says that "the future is bright, witli promise for Can-
ada, and reconstruction in Europe affords unequalled
opportunity for foreign trade. Great domestic un-

dertakings delayed by the war insure active and in-

ternal development, and with good wages, good mar-

kets and good prices, surely the future is bright."

This probably expresses the view of the majority of
the paper manufacturers at this juncture.

It is fitting to review prices in all lines of the pa-
per trade as they existed a year ago, and as they
obtai nto-day. In its issue of November 14th last,
just after the signitig of the armistice, the PULP &
PAPER MAGAZINE presented a resdime of trade
conditions as they ro.se and fell, developed and stag-
nated during the four years of war, spoke of the un-
derlying causes, and told how the manufacturers had
overcome many difficulties which at times were al-
most staggering. Out of the turmoil and general up-
heaval there came good business and the close of the
war found all plants busy with lots of orders on hand
and prices fairly satisfactory to all concerned.

It is not necessary to rehearse the points covered
in that edition, but an interesting comparison in
prices is presented in the subjoined table. It will be
seen that there have been substantial increases in
nearly every line which have been brought about by
the rising scale of wages, the high cost—ever increas-
ing—of raw materials, advanced freight rates, coal,
pulp, pulp wood, scarcity of help and many other
contributing circumstances, not to speak of the ad-
ditional outlays for upkeep ,machinery, dyes, felts,

cottons, sulphur, bleach, satin white, etc.

There has not been a drop in anything as yet since
the armistice was signed, although labor is more
plentiful and mo7-e efficient, and production has been
speeded up and orders in arrears are now being over-
taken. Mills are still busy and manufacturers are not
worrying about the outcome. In some plants more
innuiries have been received of late than for a con-
siderable time, transportation is good, the anxiety
regarding fuel has been overcome, but the scale of
liviner does not descend, and may nto do so for many
months. This is the situation as it exists at present.
There is an excellent outlook for export if ocean car-
riage is provided and rates are reasonable. On the
whole the future seems to be bright and there is lit-

tle anxiety in the minds of the producers.
Figures are always a dry subject, but a compara-

tive schedule will tell the story of prices in a few
words. Here are ouotations taken from the market
re])orts of the PITLP & PAPER MAGAZINE of a

year- ago and those that hold to-day. Cut out the
figures, as they may prove interesting for further ref-

erence.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo's murray hill, new YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-
ket.
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Paper.

Jan., 1919.

•News (rolls') at mill, in carload lots $3.45

•News (rolls) in less than carload lots $3.52i4

•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

•News (sheets) in less than carload lots ....$3.92V^
xBook papers (carload). No. 1 $9.75
xBook papers (ton lots). No. - 1>10.00

xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50
xBook papers (ton lots), No. 2

' $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up
Sulphite bonds 13y2C
Light tinted bonds 14i«^c

Dark tinted bonds 16c
Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up
Writings No. 2 (M.F.) 12^2 up
Coated book and litho. No. 1 $12.25

Coated book and lltho. No. 2 .$11.25

Coated book and litho, No. 3 $10.50

Coated book and litho, colored .... $12.50 to $14.00
Grey Browns $5.25

White Wrapping $5.25

Fibre $7.35

Manila. No. 1 $7.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $7.00

Unglazed kraft $9.25

Glazed kraft $9.25

Tissues, bleached $1.55 to $2.20

Tissue, (unbleached sulphite) $1.35 to $1.75

Tissues, cap $1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, manila 90c. to $1.20

Natural greaseproof 17e

Bleached greaseproof 22e.

Genuine vegetable parchment 22c.

Bleached white glassine 23c.

Drug papers, whites and tints 9e. to 10c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent.

Paper bags, kraft 27^ and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent.

Gusset bags (manila "I 35 and 15 per cent.

Straw board $75.00

Chip board $75.00

Vat lined chip board $8p.00

Filled wood baord $83.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

Manila lined folding board, chip back . . . . $87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board. No. 3 $75.00

Tag board .$155.00

White patent coated board $115.00 to $130.00

Grev folding board $115.00

Pasted board $95.00

*For Canada only.

x—These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Pulp.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $31.00 to $33.00

Sulphite, news grade $75.00 to $85.00

Sulphite, easy bleaching $95.00 to $100.00

Sulphite, bleached $150.00 to $160.00

Sulphate ,.
$105.00

Jan., 1918.

$2.50

$2.75

$3.25

$3.50

$9.25

$9.50

$9.00

$9.25

$7.00

$7.50

15c. up
IIV2
i2y2
131/2

11

101/0

$12.25

$11.25

$10.50

$12.50 to $14.00

$4.25

$4.25

$6.75

$6.75

$4.50

$6.25

$8.25

$8.25

$1.25 to $1.80

$1.20 to $1.60

80e. to $1.15

70c. to $1.00

13c.

16c.

22c.

16e.

9c. to 10c.

20 p.c.

35 p.c.

25 p.c.

20 and 15 p.c.

$70.00

$70.00

$75.00

$80.00

$75.00

$85.00

$82.50

$90.00

$70.00

$150.00
'"0.00 to $12^,00

$100.00

$90.00

$32.00 to .$37.00

$55.00 to $60-00

$65.00 to $70.00

$105.00 to $110.00

.$80.00

NEW YORK MAR-
KETS.

New York, December
28.— The dullness ruling

in the paper mai'ket for

some time reached the

maximum intensity this

week. Business has been

virtually at a standstill.

Buyers in general have

remained out of view and

the trade has presented

the customary between
Christmas and New Year
holiday aspect. Manu-
facturers, jobbers and
consumers are now in

the midst of compiling

inventories, and are do-

ing little to stir up busi-

ness, knowing that efforts

in the latter direction

would meet with scant

success for the present.

Under such circumstances

prices on paper and raw
material are mainly nom-
inal. There has been hard-

ly enough activity during
the past few days to es-

tablish definite market
values. Everyone has fol-

lowed a single policy,

that of reducing stocks to

as low levels as possible

so as to facilitate their

inventory taking and to

cut their assessments.

What purchasing has
been done has involved

solely material directly

needed. Mills have done
very little buying of raw
stock, while trade in new
paper has been of narrow
compass.

Indications are that
soon after the New Year
a period of record-break-

ing activity will set in for

the paper industry. Aside

from anticipations of a

large export business,

manufacturers of paper
look for a brisk domestic
trade in their product.

It is an admitted fact

that during the war job-

bers and consumers alike

have kept their stocks of

paper down as low as thev
possibly could afford to

do without injuring their

business. High prices and
the danger of a break in
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

30 East 42nd Street, New York City

Wishing you the Compliments of the Season,
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values at any time compelled tliem to pursue a most
conservative policy and to confine their buying with-

in the bounds of immediate requirements. The prob-

abilities now are that just as soon as prices on paper
become stabilized and the uncertainty which has

reigned since the signing of the armistice is cleared

to a sufficient degree to give business a better insight

into the future, jobbers and consumers in general will

commence buying on a more normal scale and will

seek to bring their stocks nearer to pre-war levels. A
move of this kind seems bound to result in a heavy
demand for pajier of all grades. Stocks in every

quarter at present are at an unusually low ebb. Con-

sumers have bought in a hand to mouth fashion for

months, and indications are that they have virtually

no surplus supplies. Jobbers also have placed orders

with mills only for such quantities of paper as they

have been provided with an immediate outlet among
customers, and the stock of the average jobbing house,

in New York at least, is of insignificant vofume.

Quotations on the various grades of paper have

undergone no alteration this week. Manufacturers

continue to show no disposition to lower prices and

there has been little or no occasion for their doing so

during the past few days. Every sign points to a

ma'ntenance of paper prices for some time to come.

There may be. of coui-se, some recession in certain

grades but, generally speaking, the chances seem to

favor high prices. Certainly the cost of production

has not decreased to any appreciable extent as yet.

Some kinds of raw material have eastd off in price,

but the chief commodity entering into the manufac-

ture of paper—wood pulp—is holding ffii-m, while

labor is fully as expensive as it has been at any time
during the last two or three turbulent years, and gives

promise of continuing so. Until producing costs de-
cline it therefore seems inevitable that prices on paper
must remain high.

Newsprint is moving into consuming channels in

a steady way and at firm prices. Demnnd has been
slightly quieter this week — a condition customary
during the lioliday season—but shipments from mills

continue to closely ai)i)r()ximate production. Book
papers are dull, and although a downward tendency
has been apparent in quotations, prices have held un-

changed. Writing papers arc little sought and prices

are nominal. Buying is halted temi)oraril}', but mills

have not altered their quotations, and those placing

orders have found it necessary to pay relatively the

same figures as previously. Tlie only strong factor in

the tissue paper market is the Government demand for

roll tissue. Aside fi-om this there has been little fresh

demand, yet prices are maintained. Coarse papers are

in equally as dull a position as other grades. Quota-
tions, however, show no material change. The market
for boards is quiet and rather easy. Consumers are

placing few orders and some mills have cut their prices

a bit. Chip board is now available at $60 per ton, and
possibly at lower figures, while news board can be
bought at $65.

The groundwood market is firm. Newsprint mills

are absorbing quite some tonnages from the open mar-
ket, and grinders are quoting $30 a ton for No. 1

freshly ground air dry metehanical pulp and are gen-

erally refusing to entertain offers at cheaper prices.

Freezing temperatures in most producing sections have

SODA ASH
MADE IN CANADA

Brunner Mond Canada Limited
Amherstburg, Ont.

Winn & Holland Limited, Montreal
Agents
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PULP & PAPER CO., LIMITED
BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Spedallz* in

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modem Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

TO OUR FRIENDS
A Happy and Prosperous New Year is our Greeting

We have just gone through an unprecedented year full of unusual experiences. The paper

trade begins the New Year with a fresh, inspiring hope that it will prove the leader in results ob-

tained of all ysars of peace that are to come.

We place our services at the disposal of our many friends in whatever efforts they may make

to achieve the good things awaiting them. '
<_ ^ ^J ^^ s-^A^ 1 '^ _ 1 _ . i .

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 4l8t Street New York, N.Y.
Established 1886
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BUY TAX EXEMPT BONDS NOW.
(';m;i(li;in War lioaii Hoiids. due 1933, cau be

imreliased at a ])rice.

To Yield $5.40 per annum for each $100 invested.

ThiTO is iKi otluT invostiru'iit offering, in our opinion,

which affords such unquestionable safety and such a

larfjc return.

The market price of these Bonds has been steadily ad-

vancing recently. In our opinion, prices will go much
higher. We feel that present purchasers will realize

substantial profits on Ronils purchased now.

Telegraph or telephone your orders. They will be filled
without commission charges.

ROYAL SECURITIES CORPORATION,
Limited.

164 St. James Street, Montreal.

manufaeturert of

STEEL TANKS
MINE CARS - PLATE WORK. OF ALL KINDS

BURNS & ROBERTS, LIMITED.
Bank of Hamilton Building, - Toronto

The PULP AND PAPER TRADING CO
Temple Court Building, New York City

DEALERS IN

Paper and Pulp of All Kinds
PRICES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

acted to curtail the output, and this has proven the
|)i-incipal sustaiuing factor.

C'lieniical pulp is almost entirely neglected by buy-
ers for the moment. Demand has been exceptionally
quiet and what sales have been accomplished have in-

volved merely such quantities as liave been imme-
diately needed ])y eonsuniei-s. There has been no
marked fluctuat on in pi-iees, however. Bleached sul-

jihite is sagging in price somewhat owing to the sharp
decline in the cost of bleaching powder, but this is

about the only grade of pulp showing weakness. Pro-
ducers ap])ear little concerned over the present dearth
of demand. They view- this only as a temporary con-
dition and look for a heavy movement of pulp soon
after the New Year. Domestic bleached suljihite is

quoted at 5.50 to 6.00c per pound on contract and
I'roin 6.00c upwards for spot lots. Domestic unbleached
sulphite of newsprint quality is held at $75 to .$80 a

ton at the pulp mill, while easy bleaching is priced
at $85 to $90. Domestic kraft can be obtained at $95
to $100 per ton.

Rag stock remains in i)Oor demand. Consuming
mills have evinced little interest in the offerings of

dealers and the week's business has involved too small
a volume of material to have influence on values.

The market for waste papers is moderately active

and prices are steady. Demand from consuming
sources is strictly of a routine character, yet there

is a sufficient volume of stock being moved to sus-

tain values, and there is no great selling pressure in

evidence. Producers apparently are not producing the

tonnage of old paper that they do in more normal
times.

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting pumps Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Bronze rssisting Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Acid Lead in the market. If you will write us

stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet Metal.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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CONVEYORS
and

ELEVA TORS
Chain,

Sprockets,

Special Links,

Buckets,

Conveyor Belt,

Trippers,

Boots,

Spiral Conveyor,

Hangers,

Belting,

Pulleys,

Laco Lamps,

PULP STONE BURRS

We have appointed sole Canadian Agents

for the International Burr Corporation,

Manufacturers of

Hall Flat Bottom Burrs

Witham Patented "

Spiral Standard "

Diamond Burrs

Straight Burrs

Thread Burrs

You will find th3m all listed in our 1,000 page General Catalogue, the F.M. Book.

Let us know your requirements.

We can quote on your entire equipment.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.^ Limited

"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

DEPARTMENTS _ SALES OFFICES

Scale, Valve, Auto Accessory, Engine, Pump,
Electrical Machinery, Transmission, Rail-

way and Contractors, Machine Shop Supply,

Marvel MUl, Pulp and Paper.

Halif&x, St. John, Quebec, Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor,

Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary,

Vancouver, Victoria.
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FEDERAL RESEARCH AND STANDARDIZATION.

The Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research has proposed a plan for estab-

lishing a central bureau of research and standardiza-

tion at Ottawa. It is proposed to have a combination

of the kinds of work done by the Bureau of Standards

and the Mellon Institute at Pittsburg. The

movement is one that is greatly needed, and is a step

that should have been taken long before this. The

Council, through its subsidies, has already accom-

plished a number of important results and research

work in certain lines will unquestionably lead to a

more efficient utilization of Canadian resources, par-

ticularly along the line of supplying the Canadian

people with Canadian fuel from peat and lignite beds

that in some sections are very extensive.

There are many other problems, some of them of a

fundamental nature, and others having to do with

waste products and manufacturing operations in con-

nection with Canadian industries. We have already

pointed out Ln these columns a number of points

where an organization such as the Council proposes

would be of great assistance in the development of

the pulp and paper industry. There are fundamental

problems in the analyses of wood and other raw ma-

tei'ials used in paper making. There are fundamental

reactions in the processes that are still not understood,

and there are large quantities of waste products which

could be utilized to the general advantage of the Do-

minion. There are also minor problems which affect

the operation of individual mills or the preparation

of particular articles. The solution of each of these

means so much added efficiency to Canada's great-

est manufacturing industry. Other industries are

equall}^ handicapepd for want of accurate infor-

mation.

In addition to problems of a research character

such as have been mentioned, there is also a great field

for work in the standardization of raw materials and

finished products. The need for this is emphasized

by the imposing list of tests that have been made by

the Bureau of Standards in Washington, which last year

was more than 400,000. Canada, of course, would not

have so many, but the number represented by a single

industry as indicated by the application for work of

this kind at the Forest Products Laboratories shows

that among all our industries there should be pro-

vided proper facilities for making such tests.

The council proposes to establish such a laboratory

with an expenditui-e of some $600,000 for initial build-

ing and equipment. In formulating its plans the coun-

cil has consulted or visited the principal I'esearch la-

boratories in the United States and apparently is

largely guided by the experience of the Bureau of

Standards in Washington. The director of this Bureau

has offered every assistance to his Canadian conireres,

and some plan of co-operation may be worked out

whereby some very special equipment need not be du-

plicated at Ottawa, at least for the time being. The

peculiar teature of this portion of the Council's la-

bors is that there has been no evidence of an attempt

to join the organizations already domg portions of

the work proposed. It seems strange that such, a

Council should get the cordial co-operation of research

workers ail over the United States and fail even to

approach those under its very nose. We are aware

that some Uovernment otficials are so narrow and

short-sighted that they see only the glory of their own
departments and their achievements, and fail to re-

cognize an opportunity of co-operatmg for the good

of the Dominion which they may be trying conscien-

tiously to serve. There are in Ottawa and elsewhere

a number of departmental laboratories with staffs and

equipment that would go far toward puttmg a cen-

tral bureau on its feet as a working organization. As

far as we know there has been no real effort made to

combine these scattered laboratories into the central

organization. To do so would eliminate much dupli-

cation of expensive equipment, and would tend enor-

mously to increase the general efficiency by concen-

trating specialized work into the hands of specialists

in the several lines of investigation that must be un-

dertaken by such a laboratory.

In combing the various departments and branches

of the Government so as to concentrate their labora-

tory work, these departments need lose none of the

credit for the results of investigations planned and

carried out by them or under their direction. The

research officer of the forestry branch could just as

well "engage" the bureau's' photographic expert to

make a photomicrograph of a fibre sample as he could

to engage a tinsmith to make him a piece of appara-

tus. And that suggests another advantage in the fact

that he would not have to go outside to get an expert

mechanic, carpenter or other artisan because the cen-

tral bureau could afford to employ these experts.

Certainly the place to begin is with what we have,

and we would earnestly and respectfully suggest that
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the liesearcb Council begin its effort by endeavoring

to unite the torces already available. • Considerable

diplomacy and tact will of course be necessary to

plan an organization that will bring the various par-

ties harmoniously together, but it is a poor commen-

tary on a democratic people if the branches of its own
Government cannot unite for efficient research work
when for tour years we have looked with astonish-

jiicnt on the successful co-operation of nations in the

making of war. If the council has not sufficient per-

suasive powers to effect such a co-operation and co-

ordination, then it seems tliat legislation is in order to

effect the union of our distributed efforts into one

central bureau.

As a writer in the Bulletin of the Canadian Mining

Institute puts it, "we must find the 'modus co-oper-

andi.'
"

STUDENT MEMBERS.
The council of the Technical Section has taken a

very important step in submitting, for the considera-

tion of members at the annual meeting, a proposition

for a class of student membership in the Section.

There are already three classes, full members, asso-

ciate members, and junior members. The addition of

the fourth class is greatly to be commended. One of

the prime needs of the industi-y is to attract to it

young men who are acquiring a linowledge of scienti-

fic principles and standards of culture at our schools

and universities. We need in oui- mills and offices,

yes, and as representatives of our industry in local

and foreign markets, men who have the broad outlook

and general training that comes from an efficient edu-

cation. Some of these will have had technical train-

ing, others will have taken special courses in econo-

mics, and there is need in oui' industry for men of both

kinds. There is special need in all our industries at

the present time of men who can appreciate the prob-

lems, especially connected with the relations between

the workman and the employer, and the obligation of

both to the community at large. We need men who
understand and believe in standards of citizenship

with its opportunities and obligations. We need men
who can see beyond their own office or mill windows
into the broader relations of life and into fields be-

yond the boimdaries of their own province and coun-

try. These men are not all to be found in our schools

and colleges, but we may confidently expect that the

majority of young people who complete college or

technical school courses will have absorbed sufficient

inspiration at least to enable them to think clearly

along these lines. We need them for the great educa-

tional movement that has but begun.

We believe that the pulp and paper industry pre-

sents the greatest possibilities for growth and service

and success that is to be found among the manufac-

tures of this country. We want Canadian boys to

appreciate this. We want them to look forward to a

life of satisfactory service and it geueroUK return ou

the investment that they have made in an education.

We want them to become the big and broad-minded

leaders that we shall continue to need in the develop-

ment of this industry, not only in extending its quan-

tity and quality ot product, but in the internal rela-

tions between nianagenieiit and men, and between this

iudu.stry and others. We want men in charge of our

manufacturing operations who have a good working

knowledge of mechanical and chemical principles,

and who are able to conduct their business according

to scientific laws and the dictates of humanity.

The step that is proposed, and which undoubtedly

will be taken is a fundamental one in bringing to the

attention of students the possibilities in the pulp and

paper industry. We wish the movement every suc-

cess, and we only regret that none of our Universities

have made a definite effort to include in their curri-

cula more than a passing reference to our greatest

manufacturing industry.

The announcement that Canada is to be called on

to supply a billion feet of timber and lumber for the

reconstruction of Belgium and northern France is

verj' encouraging in the prospect of plenty of work
for lumbermen. It seems quite possible that an urgent

call for this material might cause an even greater

competition for woods labor than exists now. It will

certainly act to keep prices of pulpwood up for some

time to come.

GOOD-BYE BLUE PENCIL.
The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, always

thoughtful of the friends, have sent our "Ever-

sharp" pencils as souvenirs of the annual meeting of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association. With the

pencil, on which the name of the recipient is engraved,

is an invitation to visit their interesting show rooms

at 84 St. Antoine St., Montreal.

EDUCATING FOR FOREIGN TRADE.
An interesting article by Chauncey Depew SnoAV, of

the U. S. Bureau of Domestic and Foreign Com-

merce in the "Swedish-American Trade Journal,"

tells of the growing interest in foreign trade educa-

tion in the United States. Many agencies are at

work, not only to stimulate a desire for information

on foreign countries and instruction in language and

customs, but also to satisfy this desire. It is a most

commendable movement, and one in which the paper

industry should take deep interest. Too much re-

liance has in the past been placed on foreieners to

do our business for us.

An education is the only legacy most fathers are

able to leave their children. This education should

be of the best.
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Making Men Like Their Jobs'
By ROBERT B. WOLF, M.E., Manager, Spanish

River Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd.

We all know that no man will loaf or slack on a job
when he is interested in it. Neither will he slight

the quality. It may be possible to work without in-

terest, spurred on by some force of necessity, but the
man working in such fashion has no heart in his work
Why do men work half-heartedly, giving a mini-

mum of return for their wages? Why are they so

commonly dissatisfied, grumbling at petty annoy-
ances, resentful of efforts to help them, and quitting

their jobs apparently without reason? Why do they
strike, and why are they so willing to listen to those

who are capable of voicing their discontent? By men,
of course, I mean all employees, men and women, in

every branch of industry and merchandising.
One can answer glibly, of course, that people are

naturally lazy, and that it is human nature to want to

get something for nothing, that the demand for work-
ers and the resulting high wages offered through ne-

cessitj' have unsettled a class of human beings which
was particularly anxious to be unsettled. Or, if one

wishes to be cynical, it is easy to remark that all are

opportunists anyway, and that the workers just now
see their opportunity. Such answers, however go only

to results—they do not touch causes.

Intelligent workers and intelligent employers are

more^ interested in locating causes than in tabulating

results. They M-ant to prevent labor diseases rather

than treat them. For the present labor unrest, which
we are right in calling "dis-ease, " is one of the most

serious things that confront the nation to-day. The
worker is the biggest national asset, the most potent

in war or peace. Labor is not an incident of indus-

try. It is industrj'.

Is There a Cure for Unrest Among Employees?

Everything seems to indicate that we are approach-

ing an industrial crisis in which the difference be-

tween employer and employee will grow more sharp

and bitter; it is therefore vital tliat the employers who
are directing the industrial situation use their utmost

efforts to get down to fundamentals and cease con-

fusing results with causes. This will be no easy task

for the average employer, as he has so long been en-

grossed in the' immediate manufacturing problems

that he has given little thought to the larger and more
important human problem.

I hope, therefore, that our experience will prove

helpful. If the principles involved are universal, as

I believe them to be, investigations in other lines of

productive effort will confirm the conclusions, and as

a result of the combined efforts of many minds, each

completing and correcting one another, we should be

able to evolve an industrial philosophy in America

ft"

•Reprinted by permission from System for Janu-

ary, 1919. Two years ago this month the Pulp and

Paper Magazine printed a paper by Mr. Wolf on Mill

Efficiency, which was in such demand that we know
our readers will follow with great interest this new
contribution on the human factor in industry.

which will enable us to avoid the threatening dead-

lock so seriously interferiag with productive effort to-

day.

The cause of practically all labor inefficiency—

a

prelude to labor disturbance—is lack of interest.

There ai-e only two ways out of the dUemna. The first

is to create interest in work, and the second is to

accept disinterestedness as inevitable and to speed up

the treadmill so that a certain amount of work has

to be turned out, interest or no iaterest. The first is

the democratic American way, the second is the Prus-

sian. In reality, there is no choice, as the Prussian

method is now in the process of destroying itself.

Therefore, the way of expression rather than the

way of repression is the only course open to us. At

first sight it may seem impossible to change the

monotony of routine work without extremely radical

changes in operating conditions, but I know from ac-

tual experence that it is possible so to stage even rou-

tine work that it wiU draw and hold the interest of

the worker to an absorbing degree.

In other words, the work ceases to be routine un-

der methods which bring forth intelligent conscious

control of the process on the part of the worker when
we make him master of the machine instead of merely

furnishing it with organs of sense.

It is just as necessary to get away from "rule of

thumb'' methods in directing human activity as it is

in the process of handling materials which conform

to natural laws. There are laws underlying huraan

nature, and it is the function of the science of philo-

sophy to organize these laws for the benefit of all

those who wish to study them.

I worked at days' wages for several years indiffer-

ent paper mills in New York State and New England,

so that I approached the problem from the practical

side, working from the bottom up and not from the

top down. It was this intimate association with the

workers that gave me, first, their point of view, and

later, the point of view of the operator.

While I had the direct object in view to learn the

papermaking business, and cannot say that I found

the work uninteresting, nevertheless I could see that

most of the work was done by pure "rule of thumb";

that the workman in the big majority of cases had no

real intelligent interest in his work, and no means of

knowing exactly what he was doing.

Personally, however, I found a great deal to inter-

est me in the working out of the underlying laws of

the various processes, and to this conscious use of

brain power I attribute the fact that I was able very

quickly to learn to operate all of the various machines

in the industry.

How the Worker Often Views Innovations.

The average workman, however, because he did not

go into the industry equipped with technical training,

could not of himself so easily work out the laws of

the process. And while he was constantly desiring to

have his ideas developed, he nevertheless found it dif-

ficult to express them, and therefore because of the
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lack of eueourageuieut he soou became set in his ways
and antagouistic to iimovatious.

What I say about papermakii>g 1 know from obser-

vation in other industries applies equally well to them,
and the more specialized the work the less interest the

worker shows. In mauj- of our iudustries the worker
is no lunger a mechanic or a craftsman, but performs
merely a scries of motions in which there can be no
pride because in the minds of the men these motions
are only remotely related to the finished product.

John P. Burke, who is president of the Pulp, Sul-

phite and Paper Mill Workers' Union, expressed this

thought ver^- clearly in a letter which 1 received from
him recently. I quote in part from Mr. Burke's let-

ter:

"When I worked in the factories, which I did from
the age of 12 to 25, one of the things I found the

most dissatisfaction with was the deadening same-

ness of the work. I never remember a time, when
working in the factories, that I became so interest-

ed in my work that I didn't long for quitting time

to come.
"After leaving factory work I got a job with a

building contractor. Becoming proficient as a car-

penter. I time and again did certain work of more
or less creative nature ; I often became so interest-

ed in it that I paid no attention to quitting time. I

have worked for two or three hours after the time
when I might have quit work. There is joy in crea-

tive work.''

This feeling of being an automaton, with a lack of

responsibilit}' that goes with it, is to my mind the

greatest cause of the workman's dissatisfaction. Un-
fortunately, the workman has in too many cases ac-

cepted the state of affairs as inevitable and inherent
in the modern industrial movement, so that his idea

is to shorten the hours and raise the pay in order to

have as much time away from the work as possible to

develop himself along the lines he really enjoys.

'What is the Real Motive that Makes Men 'Work?
Every individual craves responsibility—this is the

very foundation rock upon which individuality is

built; but modern industry tends to take responsibil-

ty away from men, and they cease to care—for there
is nothing to care about. Of course, they can be made
to work faster by giving production bonuses, but the

production bonuses operate very much like the outer
pressure which comes from low wage conditions. They
are outer stimuli, whereas what we need is the inner
desire, which is the real motive power of all individ-

ual aetvity.

A man cannot work from within, however, unless
the work interests him, and the work cannot interest

unless he is using his mental as well as his pliysieal

powers. There is nothing creative about pure physi-
cal, muscular effort, as creative work begins only
when the mental powers of selection and adaptation
of means to ends come into play.

What, therefore, has happened to the creative spirit

in the progress of industry from individual crafts-

manship to infinitely divided, standardized, machine
production?
The development of modem industry has taken

away from man the opportunity to create a finished
article. In other words, the man has become part of a
larger individual which we maj' term an organization.
An industrial organization that is performng a par-
ticular function in our industral life is reallv creat-

ing as a wluih' what the individual man once created

in its entirety. Therefore, if we are to enable this

larger individual to do its creative work well, we
must so design it that the greatest possible number
of men are conscious of what the whole organization

is doing. They must be conscious p-irticipators in

the creative process of the organization, wlrch must
be so sensitively adjusted that it in turn will be con-

scious of the welfare of individual members, and of

the degree, therefore, of their intelligent participation

in the work.
We must give individuality to the organization, in

order to give individuality' to the men in the oi'ganiza-

tion.

Of course, it is true tliat because of the creation of

this larger industrial unit, with its accompanying
specialization through the aid of mechanical devices,

l)roduction has been enormously increased. But if

through these same mechanical devices we destroy

the individuality of the workman, the apparent ad-

vantage to society will soon be seen to be at a disad-

vantage. We cannot get greater enjoyment out of life

by simply increasing our possessions, but ordy by in-

creasing our capacity for self-expression. Greater ex-

pression means manifestation of greater life, and
therefore a fuller realization of individual capacit.y

which, after all, is what we are striving for.

It is useless for us to try to develop an esprit de

corps in an organization by artifical means of a purely

emotional nature. The only kind of an organization

that will have a permanent esprit de corps is the

kind where the creative power of the individual is

freest to express his real inner spirit. Unless men in-

telligently participate in the productive process the

organization cannot be efficient, for team work comes
only when men work together not only with their

muscles but also with their hearts and mind.s.

When we realize that every industrial organization

is created by man. and that he cannot create something
of which he does not contain at least the essence with-

in- himself, it seems to me we have a right to take the

human body as an example of the highest type of or-

ganization. Why not, then, pattern our sj'stem of

control after the nervous system of the hiunan body,

through which the life impulses or vitalizing forces

are distributed to the bodily structure?

A Good Pattern for a System of Control.

The nervous system of the body is made up of three

parts:

1.—The sj'mpathetic nervous .system, which controls

all the subjective or involuntary functions of the body,
such as the beating of the heart, contraction and ex-

pansion of the blood vessels, and thousands of kin-

dred functions, which are in a certain sense automatic.

2.—The spinal cord, that part of the cerebrospinal

nervous .system controlling many of our reflex or

semi-automatic functions, which we have by conscious
effort learned to perfect, such as walking, riding a bi-

cycle, playing a violin, and so forth. This system is

the great connecting link and co-ordinating factor be-

tween the highest controlling nerve centre—the brain,

and the more widely distributed functions of the in-

dividual groups of cells or organs immediately eon-

trolled by the sympathetic nervous system.
3.—The cerebral part of the nervous system (the

brain), which is the seat of our memory, through
which most of our past experiences can be consciously
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recalled wheu needed to solve problems immediately
eonfrontiug us. It is therefore the seat of our con-
sciousness and volition.

These three parts of the nervous system of the body
in the same order correspond (1) with the principle of
individual specialized activity, which is reflected in

the internal organization of the body cells into organs
performing special functions; (3) the principle of uni-

fied activity, which co-ordinates both the general and
specialized activities of the body — to form the one

(To be continued.)

resultant personality, that the philosopher calls the

ego. tl is this we mean when we say "I am."
All of this may sound rather erudite and irrelevant

to the subject of interesting men in their work, but it

seems to me that if we are to understand the laws un-
derlying human activity we must first understand the
laws underlying individuality, and that if we are to

understand the laws underlying individuality, we
must look for them in the highest type of individual
that has been created, namely, man.

Brief on Behalf of Manufacturers Before the Paper

Control Tribunal

The following is a continuation of the manufactur-
ers" ai'gument from page 9.

Machine Losses.—This item represents the wastage
or loss of raw material comparing the weight of the

raw material going into the paper machines with the

weight of the finished product, and as explained by
ilr. Sabbaton. it is subject to very considerable varia-

tions. It is not always possible to determine it defin-

itely as the slush pulp is not weighed. In the ease of

the Glens Falls Mill, where accurate records have been
kept for a period of two years, Mr. "Weaver produced
statements showing the range in variation of the quan-
tity of raw material compared wilh the finished pro-

duct, ranging fi-nni 107.3 to 124.4, or 124.4 lbs. of raw
material to 100 lbs. finished product.

Leaving the Question of manufacturing costs, the

,

inannf'acturers have to take issue with the eighth

findinar of the Circuit Court Judges, which reads:

"Owing to more costlv wood and highor expenses

for labour, taxes and freight charges, the tvpical

mill in the United States cannot, with enual skill

and manasement. produce paper as cheaply as a

similar mill in Canada: such disadvantasre means an

-Tflditional cost per ton of paper of slightly more

Tt is difficult to say exactly where the foundation
ivMc; found for such a statement since as regards two
nf the items, viz.. labour and freiarht. the expense is

tlie same. The frcieht increases came into effect in

ranad.T a little later than in the United States, which
"lav have misled the Judges, but as regards labour, in

'iirxjt of the mills the International Union scale nre-

'•"^Is and it is the same on both sides of the line. The
.Tnrlcrpq wprc anpareutlv led into er'-or bv the fact that

after e-vplndinsr Brompton and Spanish "Rivet" wood
'>rist.t!, they were comparing the costs of five of the

i.iri«t favnurablv situated Canadian companies, i.e.,

MiUili!. Belffo Donnacona. Laurentide and Price Bros.,

"vith the wood fosts nf the International Paper Com-
nanv, a eompanv which has to briner a verv consider-

"lilp ni-orinrtion of its wood fi-om outside sources, and
for -n-bose wood fosts an additional allowance was
'"ade in the findinsrs. Such a statement is therefore

vliollv unreliable and cannot be accepted.

Tnvest-ment.—The ouestion of investment has been

^•(rv fullv o-one into in the American investigation i"

-^•onnection with a number of the comnanies eo-<'ered

l>i' the present investis'a.tion and as the ^'esults are

fi'llv dealt with in the Ameriean manufacturers 'brief,

T-hich is already before this Tribunal -"-e will not at-

tempt to again cover the .same ground. The allowances

may be summarized as follows;

Claimed by Allowed by Allowed by
U.S, mfrs. Cir. Judges. Mr. Pringle.

Tangibles $27,500 $25,000 $25,000
Going Value . . 14675 2,500 nil

"Working Capital 12,000 12,000 10,000

Total $44,175 .$39,500 $35,000

Attention is drawn to the evidence of Mr. Thomas
at the last hearing, Sept. 23rd, speaking of the Booth
plant

:

"Our plant figures out at approximately $48,000 a

ton. including working capital, but of course ex-

cluding wood lands and water powers."
"Mr. McNicoll—"The figure of $30,000 is the

figure we used to use in McGill University. It

would not include the working capital. It was sim-

ply the value of the plant."

As regards going concern value for which Mr.

Pringle has not made any allowance, the manufactur-

ers contend that this has been proved heyond ques-

tion in the United States, where the subiect was fully

gone into. This evidence corroborated by the evi-

dence given here, where it was shown by a number
of witnesses that all the Canadian mills were obliged

to pass through a period of high costs and low returns

before they cot on their feet. That an allowance for

going value is a proper subject for consideration can

be taken as settled law in all rate making cases.

It is a value attaching to the company's property as

a result of its having established revenue producing

business. If it is not allowed the investor is venuired

to suffer the loss if the enterprise fails, and is deprived

of the chances of additional gain if the enternrise suc-

ceeds and no recompense would be allowed for the

skill .shown in developing and conductinsr the biisi-

ness or even for the value of experience which is pro-

verbially expensive.

Goiner value has been defined as representing "the

reasonable costs or financial sacrifice incurred by the

investor in building up a business which will yield a

fair return upon the fair value of the tangible physical

property."

A numbei- of eases are cited in the Brief.

As regards the third element of investment, viz.,

working capital, while an allowance of $10,000 per

daily ton would have formerly been considered suf-

ficient, with the increase in the cost of inventories, an

idea of which can be gained by reference to the

statements produced by Mr. McNicoll, the evidence is

very clear that a working capital of $12,000 is no more
than sufficient under existing conditions. In the case
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of Mr. Booth. Mr. Thomas testified that the working
i-apital used is eonsiderably in excess of this sum. .

It is true that ]\Ir. Clarkson suggested a figure of

•liSO.OOO for investment divided into $18,000 for tan-

irililes and $12,000 for working capital. Two facts

have to be borne in mind in connection with his esti-

mate:
In the first place he has reduced the mills to what

he considered a perfectly balanced basis, allowing on-

ly a leeway of 10 per cent., that is to say, where a

mill has an excess of either groundwood or sulphite

as compared with their rated capacity for the produc-

tion of newsprint, he has only taken the pro rata pro-

portion of their investment in the gronndwood and

sulphite plant. (The Brief shows this to be a false

premise.)

Tn the second place, Mr. Clarkson has taken the

orisrinal cost of the mills as ascertained from their

books, whether the mills were con.structed 20 years

asro or recently. "We submit this would be unfair and

as Mr. Clarkson admits, such a basis would place the

older mills at a sreat disadvantage. "The capital in-

vested has to be double what it was before or it would
place them at a disadvantasre. T realized that situa-

t!"n and T assumed that it would be thrashed out.

"Wliat T was aimins' at was to find the actual invest-

ment in each mill."

Return iir.on Investment.—^In deal in sr with the sub-

ject of return upon investment, we have very little

real contradiction in the evidence in either the Cana-

dian or American investieation. In the first place

praeticallv all the witnesses have agreed on the sovmd-

ppss of Mr. Schwab's dictum—$1.00 to the nlant and

.*1 00 to the shareholders. From the standpoint of

the investor the net profit has to be at least double

the amount wbieb he is enti+lcd to expect as a fair

return upon his investment taking into aeconnt the

hazards.

This view was concurred in even bv the Publishers'

ivitnesses. While some of them put the rate of vp-

tnrn at a lowpr figure, thev all endorsed the pvinci-

pIp of one-half tn the plant and one-half to the share-

holders.

All witnesses in the investigation with the exception

of Mr. Koepple admit that the rate of return should be

proportionate in the degree of hazard. Of course this

is only common sense.

Mr. Clarkson was examined bv the Commissioner

(Mr. Pringlel. on the question of return.

Mr. Clarkson—"Generally you need 20 per cent,

to get on your investment, and you cannot pav ont

on any industry if it is to succeed more than 50 per

cent, of your earnings."

"I want to qualify that slightly. For an indus-

trial nndertakinor to operate in an ideal condition it

ought to have 20 per cent on the stockholders'

money representing capital in the business and
which would allow a dividend of 10 per cent, to the

shareholders. But on the other hand, if it is the

custom and the undertakings are able to borrow a

considerable portion of their money on bonds or at

a reduced rate of interest, then the same conditions

could be met with the earnings slightly les^ than
20 per cent.—so that you might take from 16 per

cent, to 20 per cent.—you cannot fix it definitely."

The evidence therefore fully justifies the profit of

$19.75 per ton adopted by tb? Circuit Court Judges

based upon a return of 15 per cent, on an investment
ot $39,500 per daily ton.

Additional Costs.—It will be remembered tliat fol-

lowing the appeals taken to the Circuit Court Judge.s
in the United States an application was made to the
Federal Trade Commission for an increase in price to

cover certain elements of additional cost which had
occurred since the date on which the original price

had been fixed by the Federal Trade Commission. The
application was argued during the summer, but judg-
ment was reserved until after the Circuit Court find-

ing had been announced, and their supplementary
findinsr givinsr effect tn these increases and fixing a

price of $75.05 per ton was only handed down on the

U'^th October.

The evidence before the Federal Trade Commission
had shown the following increases: —

per ton.

Wood cost inci'case since April 1st. 1918 . . $3.75

WHffe increase since Mav 1st. 1918 2.65
Freight increase since July 1st, 1918 .... 2.41

$8.81

T'^sin?. for the sake of argument, the $8 fijrure

a'Tonted bv Commissioner Prinsrle finvestisratioTi shows
that increases in wood, wasres and freight for typi-
pal C,infid''an mills ranee from $6.17 to it;10.07 per
totil. and the profit of *19.75 ner ton adopted bv the
Ci'-nu't .Tudtrps and applvine them to the costs ascer-

tained bv TVIr. Clarkson for +hp respective mills, and
a^loptiner also for the sake of argument the principle

of avcraffine followed bv Mr. Prinfflc although the

maniif'actnrers criticise it as beincr unfair to them, we
rvp* ti'p followintr results:

1918. .T. H. Bromp- Donna- Fort
Booth ton. cona. Frances.

Tan .55.38 47.36 64.08
Feb 61.99 48.90 62.90
Mareh .... .56.17 48.86 61.84
April .. .. .56.15 63.59 44.15 62.89
Mav .52.86 60.89 43.04 62.27
June .51.66 .56.-53 42.03
Julv .52.34 45.00

^veraa-e .55.70 .58.34 45.62 62.80
Increase . 8 . 00 8.00 8.00 8.00
Profit . . . 19.75 19.75 19.75 19.75

83.4.- 86.09 73.37 90 . 55

Price Bros. Price Bros.

Laurentide (Kenogaroi mill) fjonquiere mill").1018. Laurentid
•Ta n . . . . 44.24
^fh. . . .50..59

ATarch . . 45.74
April . . 43.04
Alav . . . 41.08

June . . . 43..52

Aver. . 44.70
Inc. . 8.00

Profit . 19.75

47.22
48 . 95

45.96
45.20

67.16
68.20
.53.49

46.07

46.83
8.00

19.75

58.73
8.00

19.75

"2.45 74.58 86.48

Followins the principle that a price should be fixed

which would srive a reasonable profit to the highest

cost mill efficiently managed, the case of the Booth
mill can be used as an example since it would typi-
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fy not only that mill but also the Eddy Company, trho

supply their entire output to the Canadian market. It

will be readily seen that to get even a reduced profit

a price should be fixed of not less than $80.00 per

ton, and that the prices for the other classes of paper
should be fixed at corresponding rates. "While the

price in the Ignited States stands at $75.05 only, it is

to be borne in mind that the Circuit Judges omitted all

provision for stumpage $2.00 per cord, or $3.00 per

ton, and that the Federal Trade Commission eliminated

the increased wood costs which would be equivalent

to $3.75 per ton of paper. With these additions the

price of $S0 per ton would be justified.

Retroactive Feature.—The manufacturers contend

that in any event the price should have been made re-

troactive at least to the 1st of May, 1918, if not the 1st

of January, 1918. instead of to the 1st of July, 1918.

In the first place all the orders from the 1st of July,

1917, had contained a provision that they were subject

to readjustments from that date. From the 1st of

July, 1917. to the 1st of May. 1918. the publishers en-

joyed the benefit of a price which for the ten months
from July 1st. 1917, to May 1st, 1918, was equivalent

to .$.52.10 as stated by the Commissioner, and this not-

withstanding the fact that according to Mr. Clark-

son's first statement the manufacturing costs in many
cases exceeded this sum. The order fixing prices from
the 1st of May, 1918, contained an express provision

to the effect that "if the price fixed by this order is

too high or too low, there will be a revision of price

from May 1st, 1918."

In the second place, the labour increase took effect

in Canada from May 1st, 1918, and the prices should

have been increased from that date to take care of

tliis additional cost.

Thirdly, the prices were increased in the United

States as follows:

From April 1st. to May 1st, $70.00; from May 1st

to July 1st, .$72.65: from July 1st, .$75.05.

As the manufacturers are required to adjust be-

tween themselves the difference between the

price at which the Canadian tonnage had to

be sold under the several orders. and

the price received by the mills in the United

States, it would be grossly unfair to put upon them

this increased differential without compensation from

the publishers.

Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that the

prices fixed in the United States only applied to ten

companies, of whom eight, including the Fort Frances

Company, were Canadian. The other thirty odd mills

in the States were not limited as to price, and the rul-

ing price in the States as appears by the record was
very much higher. The Court will see by reference

to the differential order made in connection with the

Fort Frances Company that the differential there has

been assessed with reference to an open market price

of $65 in the States, although at the time the fixed

price was onlv $60. A calculation has been made show-

ing that from March 1st, 1917, to July 1st, 1918, the

Canadian publishers paid the mills no less a sum than

$874,2.58.80 less than the manufacturers could have

sold the same product for at the price fixed by the

American Government, and $1,423,212 less than could

have been obtained for the paper at the average open

market price. An examination of the costs during the

winter months of 1917-18 as reported by Mr. Clarkson

will show that the price should have been made re-

troactive to a period which would have covered these
months, and the manufacturers respectfully submit as
the case is now being put forward for adjudication
upon its merits that the interim price should be made
retroactive at least to January 1st, 1918.

PULP AND PAPER PROSPECTS AT PORT
ARTHUR.

Mr. A. 6. Pounsford, manager of the Port Arthur
Pulp & Paper Co., contributed an interesting article

on the local industry to the Port Arthur "News." We
quote

:

In the year 1917 the leading exports of Canada were
as follows:

Grain and grain products $480,175,160
Explosives . . 434,870,810
Meat (beef, bacon, etc.) 77,040.771
Pulp & Paper Products 62.126,857
From this you will note that the pulp and paper in-

dustry, exclusive of war material, leads in manufac-
turing exports. Hence, now that peace has come, pulp
and paper will forge to the front again, since explo-
sives have been practically eliminated. It is interest-

ing to note in this connection that Canada is the sec-
ond largest pulp and paper producing coimtry in the
world, the United States holding first place. The
I'nited States at the present time is probablv near the
peak of its production, and certainly would be so if

pulpwood was not obtainable from Canada.
The reason for the great growth in the pulp and

paper industry can be attributed to two facts. First
the estimated possible yield of pulpwood in Canada is

1.033,370,000 cords, and second, the water power is

incalculable.

Port Arthur has in this district a large quantity of
pulpwood. likewise power, and with the transporta-
tion facilities here there is good reason to believe that
Port Arthur will soon become a leading pulp and pa-
per centre.

Some facts with reference to the small mill which
is located here might be of interest. The pulpwood
brought in by rail last winter took 2.700 cars. If the
sticks were laid end to end th'&y woxild start at Van-
couver and go throuErh Halifax and then 700 miles out
into the Atlantic. This is approximately a year's run
of wood. This company, however, purchased wood
last winter amounting to SO 000 cords, and in value ap-
proximately a million dollars when unloaded in the
yard. To make fifty tons a day it also renuires ap-
proximately 12.000 tons of coal per year. 2.400 tons
of .sulphur, and 4.000 tons of limestone. Fiffurin? in

car loads we have 2.700 cars wood, 400 cars coal, 60
cars sulphur. 100 cars limestone, a total of 3.260 cars.

This will turn out 1.000 cars of manufactured pulp.
It therefore can readily be realized the quantity of
iiip+erial handled at the mill.

This industry gives year round employment to
about 1.50 men. operating the mill 24 hours per day.
The number of men' it gives emplo^mient in the hush
cannot be even estimated.

FLOWERS FOR MR. WILSON.
A report of Ellwood Wilson's remarks at the meet-

ms of the Woodland's Section of the Canadian Puln
and Paper Association, was printed in our issue of
October 17. In ordering a number of extra copies,
a subscriber said: "It is the best summary of present
forest conditions in Canada I ever saw."
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The Manufacture of Groundwood Pulp
By G. W. DICKSON, Hawkesbury, Ont., Kiordon Pulp

and Paper Co.

(Coniinucd from Page 6.)

GRINDSTONES.—The vital part of the grinder is cate a weakness of the stone along that plane, the stone
the grindstone. Up to the present time natural sand- is not homogeneous and is liable to split,
stone has been almost universally used, the English (4) Stones containing large nodules of flinty material
stone from the Newcastle district being, perhaps, best .should be avoided, they produce excessive coarse stock
suited to this class of work, and known in every mill and shives.
in the country. Sand.stone is of frequent occurrence in In examining a newly turned out stone it should be
nature, but comparatively few deposits are found suit- remembered that the surface is covered with 'ine dust
able for pulpstones. Present difficulties in shipping from machining, and in order to locate defects it is

from Europe have resulted in a search of our own coun- necessary to wash or brush this off.

try for pulpstones (Bulletin 19, Dept. of IMines, Can- When a sandstone is taken from the quarry it is soft
ada). Good grades of sandstone for pulp making are ancl contains water, holding various minerals in soln-
found in America in parts of Virginia, Ohio, and New tion. In this state it is readily worked up to its finish-
Brunswick. Some of the requisites of a good pulpstone efl dimensions, but it should never be used for grinding
fre

—

until properly seasoned. This may be simply a drying

(1) The quartz particles (which are the active grind- Pi'ocess. or more probably a chemical action,—a preci-

ing component) should not be too large, nor vaW in pi^ation of the silica compounds and other constituents

size beyond certain limits. For instan'ee, most of the °^ ^^^ quarry water in presence of air or the carbon

particles should pass through a 30-mesh screen, and a flio^if^*" "i the air. Investigation of such points as the

certain percentage be retained on each of a 40, .50, 60,
following would be of great value to the pulp maker,

—

70 and 80 mesh screen. There should also be a portion ^- ^^ seasoning a drying action or a chemical change?
pass through a 100 mesh or finer—this probably beiu" ^- -^^ "^^^* temperature is seasoning most rapidly

the matrix or cement binding the particles together accomplished?

Following is the analysis of a good English sandst'one ^- ^^o"lrl seasoning be accelerated in an atmosphere

(All passes through a 20-mesh screen.) . ^ ,

='
^, ~ ,. . , .

Ti , • , 4. Proper length ot time for season, or rate of pene-

30 "°h 91 lor
tration?

^Q ™ff 1
c'i

^" operation a pulpstone is subjected to the action of

c„ ,, ^^-^ several forces—

•

gQ ,, j^g (a) Centrifu£ral force, which frequently causes frac-

™« ,, j^-^ ture due to sudden accelerations.

OQ ,, ^"^ (b) Compression between the flanges, which increases

QQ ,, ^"^ as the pressure of the wood retards rotation.

100 " and finer 197 ^"^ Local expansions and contractions, as when the
^'^•' surface is heated too quickly in starting up. frequently

causinor scaling.

Tliis <:)inT,.c 1 cicf i„o, „ f- ^ .
98.1% Artificial stones have been tried out and are .satis-

.I^^fJfC SiftMe";o'rdVthrt7th?fin ^TZ ""'%
-^.-.--f

---^-t the fact remains

material, making tl^ "100 mesh and f"er''contS? natural'srnTsJonT'"
^ '-''"" "°" " "" '"

equal 14.6 per cent. From the fact that the quartz par- Treatment of the Pulp.
tides are graded in size it may be concluded that the t. ,, . , -. .t.

'
, ^, ,

chances of voids in the stone are reduced to a minimum. ,, IZ *'''
"""ll':':

'''^'
t^'

'^^''^' ^ °^^ ^'y ^^^^''^^ ^^

Should the proportion of fine material be reduced the i^'.^""
screen. This consists of steel pbtes. perforated

stone would have a tendency to crumble i e it woiild re-
'^ '°- ^° '^ '"' ^'''- ^

'

^""'^ ™'^ ^°''''^ conditions. Scrap-

quire frequent sharpening and would wear" out quickly f""'

^""^ n^^essary to remove the .slabs, knots, bark and
On the other hand, were the fine material in excess the 'f"^

splmters collected on the plates, and in some cases

cutting particles would be so embedded as to be" less
entire nlate is so mounted as to have an oscillating

active and the surface would tend to glaze and make a
°1"1'°"- ^fio^f^s are placed to wash the scraners and

very fine dull stock.
nlates and this water also washes the ?ood stock off

/2"i Tbp nii«r+, T^,^+,-„i^ 1 ij r, X • J
^^"^ "^'•Penins's and returns it to the stock. For satis-

Je of an4lariiv PaS les nf1 ^T ' /'''''^ t ^^^^"^" °^^™^'°" "^ '^' ^"" «''-'"" ^"^^^'''•""t water

wave action Sit Zj^
of beach-sand worn by ^,,,^ ^, ^^^,^ t„ ,,^„,, ^,,^ eonsistencv of the stock towave action will be found somewhat spherical, but in a of least 1 tipt- npnf ot- Sd iv,c r.^,. i nnn „„ic.

CQ\ AT + * •

u^-imue speLiiicanons. screen to about 1 per cent consistency it can be satis-
[6) Jlost toreiErn matter is injurious, some only in- factorily handled bv an open fan tvpp centrifn'-nl or

ZIVJ' J^^^^^ °J ^i*^^
^^3^<^" t^e stone, as they have a plunsrer pump. For heads of less than 100 ft ''he

nn^!. f ''°?*-i, i" P?*" -^'^ "'*'' ^^ scraped out clean, centrifu-al pump is generally preferable. IVTulri-sra-eunaercut and tilled with sand and cement -rout. Iron centrifu-al numps, with small passag.-s fo- the stockand similar stanis are not generally injurious when they are not satisfactory
occur in spots, but when in seams or planes they indi- Before the stock enters the centrifugal or diaphragm

I
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screen, it is necessary to dilute it to about .25 per cent,

or 20 to 25 lbs. per 1,000 gals. This mixing with re-

water should be ver,y thorough, and the stock flow over

a riffler or at least through a chest, where its velocity

is reduced, in order that sand and knots may settle out.

This will give cleaner stock and save the screens much
unnecessary wear. The centrifugal screen uas many
advantages over the older type; it is simple, c'eau ajid

compact, and has greater capacity. On the other hand,

the disadvantagef? are

:

(1) Coarse stubby stock may be forced through the

perforated plate, since the perforations are about 1/16"

(.0625") dia.. or somewhat smaller, whereas the slot

in a diaphragm screen-plate for similar stock is not gen-

erally over .01" (or a 10-cut plate). The long narrow
slot also offers a freer pasasge to the long, fine fibres.

There is also the added tendency of the runner of the

centrifugal screen to cut off the fibres as they are pass-

ing through the plate, making them short .nd • eak.

(2) Difficulty in immediate detection of broken

plates.

Leaving the screens, it is necessary to thicken the

stock for the paper machines, for storage or for ship-

ping. Thickeners (also called Deckers or Feltless Wet
Machines) are generally used to bring the stock to a

semi-liquid state suitable for beating. Fig. 5A shows a

typical section of these machines. These thickeners

are simple, consisting of a cylinder covered with a fine

wire mesh and revolving in a vat of the thin stock. The
water passes through the cylinder covering, and is ased

as re-water for diluting the stock in the screens, while

the stock is "couched" (picked off by a solid roll, from

which the layer of piilp is scraped) or in some cases

blown off the cylinder by air pressure (pneumatic thick-

ener). As groundwood is not as free a stock as sul-

phite the cylinder will not pick up as much as it would

of the latter. Makers have largely adopted 36" as the

most suitable diameter for a cylinder for tliis work. A
cylinder of this diameter, to be stiff, cannot well ex-

ceed 100" width (or "face") without excessive weight,

in fact 90" is a width found generally more economical.

Wlien pulp is to be handled in a solid state it is taken

off on a Wet Press. These machines have cylinders,

similar to the thickener, with the addition of felts and

press rolls, the film of stock being successively trans-

ferred from the cylinder to the felt and wound on the

press roll, from which it is sliced when sufficiently thick.

This "lap" as it is called is folded for piling. Its mois-

ture content is from 50 to 70 per cent. On the Wet Ma-

chine the wool felt used is the heaviest item of expense,

and too much care cannot be given to procuring suit-

able weave, proper dimensions and avoiding excessive

tension and whipping on the machine.

If the pulp is to be shipped any distance, or stored for

any length of time, a further extraction of its water

content is advisable. This is accomplished on an hydrau-

lic press, which reduces the moisture to about 40 per

cent. As grinding does not appear to sterilize the fibres,

as in the ease of .sulphite, where they are exposed to boil-

ing in acid for several hours, care must be taken in

storing groundwood. Dryness and ventilation are

necessary to both fresh and pressed laps, or moulding or

mill-dewing will take place. This first discolors the

pulp, then the fibre strength is reduced, and the final

state is a dry powder. This action would appear to be

a continuation of the fungus growth that attacks the

tree from which the pulp was ground.

Having followed the process this far it will be noted

that lo.sses occurred as follows: —

(1) Coarse stock from Bull Screen.

(2) Tailings from Centrifugal.or Diaphragm Screens.
(3) Fine or flour-stock in suspension in Re-water.
Coarse stock may be returned to grinder pockets

specially designed for that material, to refiners of the
mill-.stone type, to pebble mills, or to kollergangs. Beat-
ers, having basalt stone rolls and beds, are well suited
to handling regular screen tailings.

Re-water losses are not so evident. The overflow
may have been carried off by an obscure drain for
years. If a small weir be constructed for measuring
this flow in a conspicuous place, it will serve as a good
object lesson. A daily test of the re-water will prob-
ably show anywhere from 3 lbs. to 6 lbs. stock per
1,000 gallons. Gauge the weir, and a short calcula-
tion will show how quickly a ton of stock will disap-
pear over it. And this fine stock that is being lost is

probably just the filler required to give the paper a

good surface. The daily re-water 'test will give the
foreman a line on his cylinder conditions. The daily
test may be supplemented by taking off a bottle of

the overflow every 1 or 2 hours, and leaving it to set-

tle. This will give a comparative idea of the loss at a

glance. The overflow shoiild pass through a save-all

Groune/ M^OoJ SJl/^A Mac^//!e- or Jiec^C

of the Fullner or pneumatic type, if the latter, collect

the siilphite waste water with the ground wood, for

the sulphite fibres assist in the retention of the flour-

stock. Floor water from Wet Machines and hydraulic
presses should also pass through the Save-alls.

Unit Production "Yield."

Turning from the oppressive consideration of losses,

"yield" presents a more cheerful subject. As the

ground wood process is entirely mechanical, no con-

stituent part of the wood is removed, so the conver-

sion losses may be expected to be small. As a rule 1

cord of prepared wood will produce 1 ton to 1 1-8

tons of pulp. In the sulphite process 2 cords are re-

quired for 1 ton of pulp. However, as wood is measiired

by volume and pulp by weight, variations will be found
in the above mentioned yield. The yield will be pro-

portional to the specific di'y weight of the wood used.

This specific weght or density of different woods pre-

sents a wide range of variations. For instance, a cu.

ft. of dry bamboo weighs only 20 lbs., whereas a cu. ft.

of dry ebony weighs over 70 lbs. However, these are

extreme cases, and one not bearing directly on woods
suitable for pulp. The woods more directly concerned
in this case are :

—
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Ibe. per cu. ft. dry.

Balsam 22.22

Hemlock 25.53

Pine (white) 21.72

Spruce (white) 25.47

Spruce (black') 28.40

Jack Pine 25.40

From this, the yield to be expected, may be calcu-

lated a.s follows—taking: for example a cord of mixed

white and black .spruce, at a specific weight of 26.93

lbs. per cu. ft. An average cord will contain 90 en.

ft. of solid wood, rossed. The weight of the cord will

be 2.424 ]hs. If this actual weight of solid wood pro-

duce 1 1-8 tons (2,250 lbs.), the conversion loss is ap-

proximately 7 1-8 per cent.

Variable Factors.

A familiar pulp mill expression is "the pulp is made
on the grinder," and it is true in more senses than

one. If the grinding conditions are not correct, subse-

quent treatments of the pulp have very little effect in

rectifying its short-comings. If it does not form a good

sheet on the cylinder or Fourdinier, it is neeessary to

go back to the grinders for the cause. Here, there are

several factors which determine thf> character of the

stock.

1.—The surface of the stone may be sharp or dull. At

extreme sharpness or dullness the stock is very fine and

lacks fibre. Ordinarily, sharp stock is short and

coarse in fibre, and will not calender well on the paper

machine. It is also free—the water leaves it readily.

After the first sharpness of the stone wears off the

fibres become finer and longer and are "slow" on

the paper machines—retain the water to a greater ex-

tent. This is usiiall.v a most desirable stock, until the

dulling process is carried to the extent of giving an

excess of flour stock. Of course, a stone may be of an

extremely fine or coarse or non-uniform structure, and

no amount of dressing will make it produce a really

good stock.

2.—The temperature of grinding also affects the

stock. If the dams in front of the grinder pits be

carried high, .so that the stones are deeply immersed

in the stock, and the water si;pply to the pits reduced,

the temperature of the stock will rise to the neighbor-

hood of 190° F.. or over—the resiilting stock being

soft. This gives a low finish to the paper. If the

immersion of the stone be slight and sufficient water

added in the pit, the temperature of the stock may
be reduced to about 140° F. and a "hard" stock re-

sult. This will give a higher finLsh to the paper. Some
plants are equipped with temperature indicators or

automate recorders for helping to control this factor.

3.—Pressure and speed variations, within certain

limits will vary the production, but not have much ef-

fect on quality. For safety a surface speed of 3,500

ft. p. m. is considered the limit.

These variable conditions have been carefully stud-

ied and results of experimental runs made at "Wau-

saw (Wis.). Laboratory are ably described by J. H.
Thickens, in his report, "Experiments with Jack Pine

and Hemlock for Mechanical Pulp." ("Issued by Henry
S. Graves. Forester. U. S. Dept. of Agrieultiire. June
11, 1912). and published in the Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine.

Determination of Quality.

Having shown the extreme variations that can be

produced at the grinder, the next consideration is to

maintain conditions favorable to production of the

quality of pulp required on the paper machines. This

is accomplished in several ways, close observation be-

ing necessai'y in every case.

Tlie condition of the stone may be judged by the

color and beluivior of the stock coming from the

grinder pit.

A sample of the lap from the wet machine should

exhibit a certain degree of strength and have a greasy
feeling. If too free and sharp, the films of stock will

separate readily.

The blue gla.ss will be found useful throughout the

]iro('ess. It consists of a light frame about 1 inch deep,

cliecked idong its lower edge to receive a piece of blue

glass about 4 to 6 inches square. The sample is dilut-

ed and its behavior on the glass noted by gently shak-

ing from side to side, or by a circular motion similar

to the gold miner's method of paiming a sample. The
blue glass may be held over an electric light, or the
light may be above it. The location of the light, the

quantity and dilution of the sample are factors which
the individual observer may decide from bis own ex-

perience as giving the best results. Tlie character of

tlie pulp is readily .seen. It ma.v be Tised to determine
condition of stone, quantity of coarse stock, and quan-
tity of stock in re-water. It is useful in detecting
broken screen plates in centrifugal screens. Bv this

method comparisons only can be made and the ob-
server must be familiar with the behavior of the sam-
ple to draw the proper conclusions.

Stcrcopticon slides can be quicklv made of stock

samples retained between two Erlass plates. While
this method projects a magnified imase of the fibres

on a screen and gives a clear idea of their character,

it is. on the other hand, not representative, since the
sample taken is necessarily very small.

Sedimentation test' has been tried out, but has not
been endorsed hy nnlp makers crenerallv. It anriears

that results are affected bv temperature variations,

consequentlv all such conditions must be taken into

account. Sedimentation, or the time required for the
water to leavp the stock defends on the freeness or
slowness of the stock. This indicates that the test

would be particularlv applicable to testing condition
of individual grindstones. This tost, liko the Dreeeding
ones, should not be used exclusively. It is better to

use several methods before .judging a certain stock,

since each test is valuable only for detecting certain
characteristics.

Uses of Groundwood.

^Mechanical or Groundwood nnlp forms the greater
nortion of newsprint, cardboards and building boards.
It is also largelv used in book papers, tissues, etc.. and
may be bleached when rermired. The most satisfactory

wood in general use for this pulp is spruce: balsam.
up to 40Cf with spruce makinar a very ?ood pulp. Small
percentages of hemlock and .iack pine do not mater'ally
affect the quality. Experiments have been made in

"rinding deciduous woods, but the fibres are found
short and not as satisfactorv as the conifers. In the
future, the scarcity of coniferous woods will doubt-
less, necessitate experiments which will evolve better

methods of grindin.f; hardwoods. (Recent experiments
of the Laurentide Co. show the successful use of birck

up to 10 per cent.—Ed.)

'See "Sedimentation test of eronnd wood pulp."
this Magazine, Vol. 15, p. 469, 1917.
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Special, or Modified Groundwood Processes.

(1) ENGE PK0CE88:—Blocks are immersed in

water in closed boiler, tlie temperature is brought up
to 266 degrees Falir. and pressure to 176 lbs. per sq.

iu. applied auti iiiaiutaiued for three hours. This gives

a whiter fibre. Grindiug is carried out length-wise
of grain of wood, the a.xis of stick beinj; ineliiied 10 tle-

grees to the face of tlie stone. Fibre length, by this

means, is greatly increased.

(2) FKIEUSAM PROCESS:—For loaded papers.
Loading material, such as talc, held iu suspension iu

tlie water is introduced at the grinder, the loading pene-
trates better, the grinding process is accelerated, power
for grinding is reduced and the final color improved.

(,1) LEFEBVRE PROCESS- :—This process does not

apply to the grintling of the wood, but to tlie handling
of the pulp.

The pulp from the grinders is diluted with white
water, as from the wet machines, and passed over riffles

to a tank with a large area, so that the stock virtually

comes to rest. Dirt settles out and the finer fibres,

which remain near the top, arc pumped into a chim-
ney, which discharges them to the screens. A further
separation of dirt, bark, etc., takes place in the chim-
ney. Screenings are passed through a Jordan engine
and returned to the riffler. This process aims to pre-

vent waste of fibres by the elimination of white water
discharge. Maximum yield is obtained as the only

loss of fibre is the small amount removed with the dirt

in the periodical cleaning of rifflers, tank and chim-

ney.

(4) HALL PROCESS- :—The surface of the stone

•s cut with grooves parallel to the shaft and about %"
to %" apart. The object is to collect the fibres that

have been ground from the block and protect them
from further disintegration. The result is a greater

average length of fibre and less debris than in ordin-

ary grinding.

Power Requirements.
Having shown that the losses in the groundwood

process are comparatively small, we have opposed to

this a heavj- item of expense in the process, viz., power
required for grinding. This generally runs about 60

H.P. per ton. Some mills have made good pulp with
less than 55 H.P. per ton. but they are the exception.

My reason for specifying "good'' pulp is that a stone

maj- be sharpened up to a point where it will grind

a ton of sharp, coarse pulp at a very low power con-

sumption. However, such a pulp would doubtless

cause trouble on the paper machine. A certain degree
of "dullness"' is necessary for the pulp to foi-m prop-

erly on the Fourdrinier.

The power required per ton for the entire process

might be summed up on the average as follows

:

Grinding 60.00 H.P. per ton
Bull screen 20

Screening 1.85

Wet Machine 1.67

Hydraulic press 1.25

Total 64.97 H.P. per ton

per 24 hrs.

Thus, without considering the pumping of liquid

stock, the power item for grinding is very large com-
pared with the other parts of the process, 92% in the
above case.

As stated above, this does not provide for pumping.

-See Pulp and Paper Magazine, Vol. 16, p. 801 (1918).

A mill may be locatetl on a hillside or on flat grouiul,
.so it would be difficult to average this item. The ac-
companying diagram Fig. 6 may be taken as an ideal

condition, as regard ug pumping, that is, the process be-
ing carried out by gravity. The only pumping being
iKvessary is tluit required to lift the re-water back to
points where it is required for thinning. As screening
demands more dilution than other parts of the process
we must provide maximum dilution at that point.

Quantities of re-water required during the various
stages might be sumnieil up roughly as follows:

Gals.

Grinding IS/c to 1.5% stock or water per ton. . 18.911
Hull screen .75% to 1% .stock or add water per

ton 4,787
.Sci-ecniiig ..'V ; stock or add water. ])vv ton .... 55.855

79.55.3

This shows total dilution at screens to be 79.553
^als. per ton, or M'/i stock or 25 lbs. dry stock per
1.000 gal. liiiuid ; whichever way we prefer to express
it. This quantity of water must be pumped as a vehicle

for circulating the stock through the different phases
of the process.

The above quantit.v. in V. S. gals, equals 664,665
lbs. Now let us assume the vertical distance this liquid

Voitli Refiner for Groundwood Screenings.

is jjumped. referring again to our diagram, to be 20 ft.

Witliout considering pump efficiency, this would re-

quire 1.68 H.P. If pump slip and friction are assumed
at 50% we would actually require 3.36 H.P. to be added
to above requirement.

Magnitude of the Industry.
Tliere are in Canada at present 39 mills making

Groundwood ])uli). Their combined production is ap-
proximately 900,000 tons per year.
The quantity of Groundwood exported, for the twelve

months ending March. 1917, is as follows: 332.595.7
short tons, valued at .$6,371,133. or an average price of
.$19.16 per short ton. A much larger quantity was ex-
ported in the form of newsprint paper and boards.

Some interesting figures on the saving in freight

effected by press'ng the water from pulp are given in

the Pulp Press.

> One ton of pulp, 40% dry has a .shipping weight of

5.000 lbs. If this is pressed to 60% dry the weight
is 3.330 lbs., and 1.967 lbs. of water are removed. The
freight charge saved, assuming a rate of 20 cents per
100 lbs. is .$3.33, gross. Making a liberal allowance
of $1.00 per ton for upkeep, repairs, aceessiories and
operation of apparatus, the net saving on freight is

$2.33 per ton of shipping weight.
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MIXED STATES T^OTES
The Gould Paper Company, Lyons Falls, N.Y., and

the Dounaeona Paper Company of Donnaeona, Can-
ada, have entered into a contract with William Ran-
dolph Hearst, whereby the two companies, both of
them controlled by G. H. P. Gould, will supply print
paper to the "New York American. The "New York
Times" has not renewed its contract with these com-
panies for its 1919 supply, but has contracted for 40,-

000 tons of newsi)rint paper with Price Brothers &
Co., of Kenogami, Que., through Frank Steele, general
manager of the Canadian Export Company.

After a lapse of four months since its .suspension,

due to the limiting of the newsprint paper supply, the
Sunday Magazine section of the "New York Times"
made its reappearance last Sunday with a full quota of
special features. The "New York Herald" announces
a new rotogravure section as one of its added Sunday
supplements, and others of the big metropolitan dail-

ies are again giving space more liberally to special fea-

tures. With the removal of most of the restrictions

that had been placed on the use of newsi)rint paper
by the War Lidustries Board, leading publishers are

planning papers that will approximate in size some of

the issues of ante-bellum days. •

At the mills in Chicago and vicinity following the
let-up of the holiday season production continues
somewhat slowed up. The closing down of some of

the mills and slowing down at others have afforded an
oj'portunity to get some much needed overhauling
done. New machinery is being installed wherever ne-

cessary. The long, steady run- during the war has
caused a wear and tear on machine equipment that

makes necessary a replacing of worn parts even where
entirely new machinery may not be needed.

A report by P. C. Clark, chief of the paper labora-

tory of the Bureau of Standards, announces success-

ful experimental results on the problem of smoke pad
filters, and gives practical assurance that a paper of

the desired protection can be produced. Experiments
and preliminary trials have been started on the manu-
facture of cigarette paper with a view to using ramie
fibre.

The Kennebec Pulp Company, organized for the pur-

pose of purchasing, constructing, operating, selling or

otherwise disposing of pulp and paper mills, and to

d( a general lumbering and milling business, etc., was
incorporated at Augusta, Me., Decem'ber 12. The capi-

tal stock is $10,000. E. M. Leavitt, of Augu.sta, is

president and treasurer. The directors are Ernest L.

McLean, S. L. Fogg, Clyde R. Chapman, and E. M.
Leavitt, all of Augusta.

In the resignation of Felix Pagenstecher as secre-

tary and executive committee member, the Kalamazoo
Paper Company loses a highl.y capable official. Mr.

Pagenstecher is to become associated in an official

capacity with the Bryant Paper Company. Mr. Pagen-

stecher has been in the paper business in Kalamazoo
since the organization of the Riverview Coated Paper
Company in 1902. As general secretary and manager
of this concern he had much to do with the remark-

able career of prosperity it enjoyed. In 1917 consoli-

dation with the Kalamazoo Paper Company was ef-
fected, and the Riverview Company passed out of ex-
istence, Mr. Pagenstecher becoming secretary of the
merged firm. No announcement has been made as to
what Mr. Pagen.stecher's duties are to be with the
Bryant Paper Company.

The American Writing Paper Company, in line with
Its nnprovement policy, has made an innovation in
the creation recently of two new offices at its Holyoke
mills. W. S. Brooks, formerly assistant general su-
perintendent of the Loft Dried Mills, has been ap-
pointed chief paper maker, and H. R. Harrigan pro-
duction engineer. The men selected to assume these
newly created offices are both considered technical ex-
perts and ni the performance of their new duties they
are expected to aid materially in bringing about amaximum efficiency at the company's mills through-
out the country.

Norman Wainwright has left a responsible position
with the J. W. Butler Paper Company of Chicago to
become associated with the Canadian Export Comnanv
at Montreal. '

The Scandinavian Trading Company has removed
its off^ices from the Produce Exchange Building in
New York City, and is now occupying a suite in the
Hecksher Building, 50 East 42nd Street.

Papers have recently been filed at Brattleboro, Vt.,
for the incorporation of the Grove Paper Company!
.Inc., which proposes to do business at Brattleboro, en-
gaging in the manufacture of paper, timber, wood
pulp and wood products. J. N. Harvey, R. C. Bacon,
and H. C. Fenton are the incorporators. The new
company is capitalized at .1i2,500,000 ,of which $2,000,-
000 is common and $500,000 non-cumulative 7 per cent,
preferred stock.

The J. L. N. Smythe Company of Philadelphia, has
overhauled its new establishment at Nos. 30 to 34
South Sixth Street, and is adding much new equip-
ment in anticipation of increased business. The head
of the firm, Mr. J. L. N. Smythe, .sailed recently for
Australia. He is on a business tour of the' Antipodes
that is expected will take him several months to com-
plete. His itinerary is laid out with a view to still
further extending and developing the firm's consider-
able Au.stralian business.

With the organization several weeks ago of the
Kalamazoo Trading Company, the Michigan valley
city now includes within the limits of its environs the
largest consumers of waste paper in the world. The
Kalamazoo Trading Company, incorporated with a
capital stock of $30,000, is about ready to begin op-
erations at a location on East Main "

Street." The
building occupied there affords several acres of floor
space, and is most suitable for an enterprise which
calls for the handling of huge amounts of stock. A. P.
Meisterheim, formerly connected with the King Pa-
per Company and the Bryant Paper Company, becomes
the new concern's vice-president and general manager.
New Y^ork capital is said to be largely interested' in
the venture.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

MANSFIELD GOING TO GAIR'S.
E. K. .Manst'ii'ld. ClnMuii-al cii^iaeor in the Piilj) aud

Paper Division of the Forest Produets Laboratories

lias accepted au excellent position witli the Kobert
Gair Co.. of Brooklyn, X.Y., wlio distribute some
40,000 tons of paiier products annually. Mr. Mans-
field has been Avith the Forest Product Laboratories

since his graduation from the University of Maine in

1916, where he took special courses in pulp and paper

technology.

It is expected that an additional force will be en-

gaged at the Laboratories and activities go forward on

a larger scale than has been possible lately. A first

class research man is wanted to round out the staff.

One routine man has been engaged and another is to

be taken on.

CHANGE IN CONSTITUTION.
At the annual meeting on January 30, the following

changes in the By-Laws of the Technical Section will

come up for discussion

:

Article 3—jMembership.

1. Membership in this section shall consist of hon-

orary members, iiu-nibfrs, associate members, junior

members and student members. Members and associate

members only are entitled to vote and hold office;

junior members and student members are not entitled

to vote or hold office but are entitled to all other

privileges of membership and may be invited to serve

on committees.

6. (New Section). A student member shall be seven-

teen years of age or over and shall have au education

at least equivalent to a high school diploma or the

matriculation of an Arts or Science course. He shall

be pursuing a course of instruction in a university or

technical school recognized by the Council with some

idea of entering the pulp aud paper industry after

graduation.

9. The annual dues for membership in each grade

shall be as follows: Members, $10; associate members,

$10; junior members, $5; student members, $3—includ-
ing in each grade subscription to the official organ of

the Technical Section, the Pulp and Paper Magazine

of Canada.
Besides this matter there are a number of commit-

tee reports that will be most interesting and important.

Send word to the secretary imniediately that you will

be present.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION IN NEW YORK.
The Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper

Industry will meet in New York, February 4, 5 and 6.

The Technical Banquet will be held at the Hotel Astor,

Tuesday. February 4, at 7.30. The price is $5 and if

the affair is half as good as last year, this is cheap.

Discussions win follow on Wednesday and Thursday,

at the Waldorf-Astoria. On Thursday night occurs the

Banquet of the American Paper and Pulp Association

which meets at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel that week.

Intentions of attendance should be made known as

early as possible to Mr. T. J. Keenan, 131 East 23rd

street, New York.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1. Sawdust as raw material for paper. K. J.

Marx, translation in Tidsskrift for Papirindustri, July
1'), 1918, p. 212, Gllg.

A-17. Oils and their substitutes. Dr. J. Gram, Pa-

pir-Journalem, July 25, 1918, j). 1U4. Owing to reduc-

ed import of lubricants the Norwegian manufacturers

have had to replace oils, etc. with various substitutes.

The author gives a review of substitutes which have

been employed. (Paper given at the Exhibition for

Industrial Selfhelp in Christiania, Norway, April 9,

1918).~GHg.

D-5. New method for producing pulp. Svensk
Pai>i)crstidning, July 31, 1918, p. 325, Chief Engineer
Chr., Vig, Union Co., Christiana, Norway, and N. A.

Andersen, Ilougsund, have invented a new method of

manufacturing pulp. The product is a material be-

tween ground wood pulp and chemical pulp and it has
proved viseful in some cases as a substitute for cellu-

lose.—GHg.

E-2. Methods for utilization of waste liquors. Dr.

Bjarne Johnsen, paper given in Montreal in J. Soc.

Chem. Ind. translation in Tidsskrkift for Papirindustri,

August 1, 1918, p. 228.—GHg.

F-5. Method for cooking of cellulose. Aktiebolaget
Cellulosepatenter, Christiania, Norway, Patent, Tidss-

krift for Papirindustri, July 15, 1918, p. 224. Claims:

Method for cooking chemical pulp with indirect heat-

ing and with forced circulation of the cooking liquid by
means of a heating apparatus. This heating apparatus

is characterized by the feature that the heating as well

as the circulation are caused by apparatus placed in-

side the digester.—GHg.
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K-12. Ballbearings on paper-machines. . . Tidskiif

t

for Papiriudustri, June 15, 1918, p. 180. Various
makes of balbearings used ou paper-machines and
their advantages and disadvantages. The S-K-F ball-

bearing is considered to be the most reliable.—G.Hg.
K-12. The modern news-print paper machine in

Canada. Th. Folia, Bergvik, Sweden, Svensk Papers-
tidniug, July 31, 1918, p. 318. (Paper given at the

spring meeting of the Swedish pulp and paper associa-

tion, technical section).—G. Hg.
L-5. Paper Yam. Translation from "Der Papier-

fabrikant"" in Papir-Journalen, Apr. 4, 1918, p. 38.

During recent years, paper yarn of one to five milli-

meters diameter, has found an increasingly eager de-

mand in the cable industry principally, either as a part
or a whole substitute for jute as packing between the

lead cover and the steel reinforcement. For this pui'-

pose the paper is especially impregnated before it is

spun. As a cover of lead mantle cable of waterproof com-
position the paper yarn is just as suitable as jute, which
was previously used. It sticks better to the dead
mantle and joins in the composition to a flexible and
waterproof cover.

Paper yarn of parchment paper is used for weaving
of belts, for light machinery, up to about eight horse-

powers, in widths of 30-155 millimeters and in thick-

ness of 5-7.5 millimeters. The yarn is spun impregnat-
ed, brought on the loonus and the stuff made is sev,m

together to the desired thickness.

Investigations to determine the results of treatment
of the yarn with various chemicals, have been made. A
solution of alumhaum acetate, partly neutralized with
sodium bicarbonate gives a raw hard surface but does
not give cohesion of the threads ; an after-treatment
with soap solution makes the threads flexible, makes
them feel moist and prevents absorption of water
without any noticeable decrease of strength after the
washing.

A gelatine solution mixed with neutral aluminum
acetate cements the threads and causes a depreciation
of the strength some seventeen percent., but when the

threads are moist it lessens the loss of strength.

Gelatine mixed with formaldehyde gives a smooth
surface to the yarn, but does not cement the threads.

In this case the loss of strength is only eight percent
but the loss of strength in moist threads is not so much
reduced. Treatment with one percent tannin solution

makes the yarn feel soft and flexible and increases the

strength about 49 percent, and also has a favorable in-

fluence upon the strength in moist form.

Tannin solution with addition of gelatine makes the

yarn feel hard and strong, increases the strength about
25 percent and lessens the loss of strength in moist
form to only 15 percent. Tannin solution M-ith addi-

tion of neutral aluminum acetate makes the yarn feel

strong and elastic, increases the strength 44 percent
and when moist loses 22 percent.

Weaker tannin solutions have proportionately weak-
er results. The paper yarn which is marketed con-

tains a considerable excess of moisture, which remains
from the spinning process, the presence of this mois-

ture however is not necessarily disadvantageous as

the moisture gives the yarn a flexibility which facili-

tates further treatment of the yarn to finished pro-

ducts. A large number of analyses have shown an
average moisture content of thirty-eight percent ; the

highest moisture content was found sixty-five percent.

Pinagel suggests (in " Monatschrift fiir Textil Indus-

trie", 1916, No. 31, p. 14fij as a result of his Lnvestiga-
tions, that 14.66% be added to the bone dry weight of
the yarn when it is sold as a commercial product.

—

O.Hg.
L-7. Paper yarn in Denmark. Tidsskrift for Pa-

piriudustri, June 15, 1918, p. 184. The Norwegian
Viee-Consul Jobs Koren, Copenhagen, Denmark, re-

ports that "The Danish Paper-Yarn Company, Limit-
ed'" has been founded in Copenhagen with a capital of

Kr. 250,000, and with the purpose of manufacturing
paper yarns for the textile industry.—G. Hg.

L-7. "Cellulon", the new paper-yarn. Tidsskrift
for Papirindu.stri, June 15, 1918, p. 184. The Norwe-
gian Consul General Sehanche, Hamburg, Germany,
reports that Gustav Turk's newly invented paper-
yarn "Cellulon" has aroused great interest in textile-

manufacturing circles in Germany. A company eom-
po.sed of the patent-holders and textile-manufacturers
has been formed with the name of "Cellulon-Gesell-
schaft 111. C. II." The manager of the company is Mr.
Ernst Schuler of Hamburg.—G. Hg.

P-2. Norway's University for the pulp and paper
industry. Tidsskrift for Papiriudustri, July, 15, 1918,

p. 212, the Norwegian parliament has granted Kr. 200,-

000., to improvements of the university and it was
pointed out by several members of the parliament the
importance of the technical education for the pulp and
paper industry.—G. Hg.

P-2. Studies of the technique of pulp and paper in

Sweden. Papper-Tidnmg, Apr. 15, 1918, p. 154.

Sometime ago the Swedish Society of Civil Engineers
appointed a committee to give an opinion as to what
lines this new branch — Study of the Technicpie of
Pulp and Paper — in the University should be carried

out. This committee has made the following report

:

1.—The training for technically educated men for

the Pulp and Paper Industry should be, as it is in

other industries, completed within four years.

2.—The new study should be under control of the
Chemical Department but arrangements should be made
so as to facilitate attendance of students from Me-
chancal Department.

3.—The curriculum for the Chemical Department
should be extended to include Machine laboratories and
]30ssibly special courses for hoisting and transporta-
tion arrangements.

4.—Two special profej5Sors, one in Paper technique
and one in Cellulose technique should be appointed for

this new branch.

5.—Extra courses with laboratory work connected,

should be held under suitable conditions, as is the case

in other branches of industry. Men, who have already
graduated from the University and others with suffi-

cient technical education should be admitted to these

courses.—G. Hg.

R-1.—Pulp from the Papyrus grass in Zulu-land.
Svensk Papper-Tidning, July 31, 1918, p. 323. The
Walmer Papyrus Pulp Company, an English concern
recently founded with a capital of £450,000, is com-
mencing to erect a plant in the Zulu-land, South Afri-

ca, for manufacturing ])apyrus jiulp.—G. Hg.
R-4. Sweden and the agreement with the Allies.

Tidsskrift for Papiriudustri, July 15. 1918, p. 223. The
pulp manufacturers in Sweden, especialh' in the north,
em part of the country, are dissatisfied with the agree-
ment made lately between the Swedish government and
the Allies concerning export of pulp and paper and
tonnage.—G. Hg.
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A I'liarter has been •rraiitcd to tlie Kyro River lui-

proveiueiit Company. Limited, with a capital stoek of
twenty thousaiul dollars and lieadiiuarters in Port Ar-
thur. Ont. The or<ranization is empowered to improve
and develop the navigation of the Current and ^lelntyre
rivers and their tributaries and to eonsruet and main-
tain reservoirs, i-anals, dams, slides, jiiers. booms and
other works for the running, driving, boomingr, sorting
and rafting of logs and pulpwood in the rivers. Among
the incorporators are W. A. Kyro and M. Rissanen, of
Port Arthur, Ont.

Some publications are now enlarging and making
ready for the increased advertising which it is expect-
ed will develop in 1919 as the prospects for the pub-
licity business are bright. One leading Canadian
monthly has enlarged its pages to 11 x I414 inches. In
other i)ublications where there has been a disposition

to cut down the margin to the very closest measure in

order to conserve paper during the war, the old mar-
gins of an inch or more in width are again appearing.

Fred E. Osborne, a former resident of Belleville. Ont.,

who is now engaged in the wholesale stationery and pa-
per business in Calgary, was recently elected an alder-
man in that cit.v, standing fifth on the list of the twelve
successful aspirants.

Harry PuUan of Toronto, has returned from a busi-

ness trip through Ohio and other States, calling upon
the mills.

The boys of the junior division of the T.M.C.A., Ot-
tawa, recently made an educational tour of the pulp
and paper mills of the E. B. Eddy Co., Hull, and spent
several hours in the various departments. A few days
later they were conducted through the immense plant
of J. R. Booth, and were delighted and instructed with
what they witnessed on every side.

Henry H. ilcPhail passed away in Toronto recently
after a protracted illness. He was the eldest son of

the late Edward McPhail of the old Toronto firm of

MePhail, Brewer and McPhail, government book print-

ers, of which the deceased was a member. The late

H. H. McPhail was seventy-five years of age, and re-

tired from active business some five years ago. He is

survived by his wife and two daughters.
E. A. Crippen. manufacturer's agent, Toronto, spent

several days in Xew York recently on business.

The Adams Manufacturing Co., 212 Adelaide Street
West, Toronto, have recently started a paper box fac-

tory at 107 Duke Street, Toronto, where set-up and
folding, as well as fancy boxes of all kinds are being
turned out. Mr. Nichols, formerly of A. E. Long &
Co., Toronto, is in charge of the plant.

W. B. Fredericks, of Rochester, X.Y., who represents
the Diamond State Fibre Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., in

part of New York State, as well as Ontario and Que-
bec, was in Toronto this week calling upon the trade in
the interest of fibre board.

Robert Rolland, formerly of Paper Sales, Limited,
Toronto, is now residing in Montreal, and has joined

the selling ioicr of ihc Wayagamack Pulp and Paper
Co., of Three Rivers, Que.

I. 11. Weldon, President of the Provincial Paper Mills
Co., Toronto, returned this week from a business trip

to Wiiniipeg. While there, he spent some time with
John ]Martin, of the John Martin Paper Co., who is Vice-
President' of the Canadian Paper Trade Association.
Mr. .Martin, who has been confined to his home for
some months, intends going south to spend the winter,
and it is lioped by his many friends that the sojourn will

greatly improve his health.

Robert Foulis, superintendent of the coating paper
plant of the Provincial Paper ilills Co., at tieorgetown,

Out., who has been confined to his home from the effects

of ulceration of the teeth, is able to resume his duties.

S. F. Duncan, of Toronto, secretary of the Port Ar-
thur Pulp and Paper Co., spent this week at Port Ar-
thur on a ^nsit to the plant, which is very busy at the

pre.sent time.

A. P. Costigane, Safety Engineer of tlie Ontario Pulp
and Paper ilakers" Safety Association, paid a visit to

the mills in tlie Niagara district this week in the inter-

est of Safety Work.

Recent advices received from Vancouver are to the

effect that Hon. T. D. PattuUo, ilini.ster of Lands, for

British Columbia, is having surveys made of the Queen
Charlotte Islands water powers with a view to assist-

ing the establishment of a large new pulp and paper in-

dustry there.

J. N. Greenshields, K.C., of Montreal, formerly Pre-

sident of the Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Co.. has

been elected President of the ilarconi Wireless Tele-

graph Co., of Canada, succeeding A. A. Allan.

The Canada War Thrift Book has been prepared, and
is being sent out to all children of ten years of age and
over. It explains, among other things, why Canada
participated in the great war, why saving is necessary,

and what constitutes a good investment. W. J. Dunlop,
editor of "The School," and Lecturer in the Faculty of

Education, University of Toronto, has been appointed
director of the Schools Section of the National War Sav-
ings Cmmittee of Canada. To assist in the thrift work,
a fortnightly journal, entitled the "Thrift Magazine,"
will be published and distributed free to all the teach-

ers in the Dominion. The magazine will be attractively

illustrated, and wUl be valuable to teachers from an
educational point of view.

Sir Arthur Pearson, Bart., the eminent English Jiews-

paper proprietor and publisher, spent the past week in
Toronto and addressed large meetings of the Canadian
and the Empire Clubs. He spoke on "The Blind Prob-
lem," particularly in reference to those British soldiers"

who has lost their sight in battle.

Dr. J. A. ilacdonald, former editOr-iu-chief of the
Toronto Globe, who has been spending the past year
and a half in the Orient, principally in Japan, has re-

turned to Toronto.
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THE MARKETS
CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, .January 6.—The present is a transition
period in the pulp and paper market and, after finish-

ing with stock taking and inventories, jobbers and
large consumers are awaiting developments. There
will be no material change in the trade status until
the middle of the month at any rate. Buyers are
holding aloof in the expectation that prices will fall

and are the bears of the situation while the mills are
the bulls. Each is watching the other closely and
just how prices will go is a matter of conjecture.
Meanwhile quotations in all lines are holding fairly

firm and there is a spirit of confidence. If there should
be a break, there might be a general reduction all

along the line.

On sulphite pulp the prices are a little easier but on
groundwood pulp they are stiffer as grinding condi-

tions are not so good and surplus stocks have been used
up. There seems to be a disposition on the part of

those who have failed to study the trend of affairs

carefully, that, in the natural order of things, prices

should come down but, basically, there is no economic
ground for the fall. Pulpwood is still high and con-

tractors are now finishing the cut for tlie season al-

though the farmer and the settler will go on until

spring. The release of men from the various muni-
tion plants came too late last fall to affect the general

conditions in the woods materially. If the war had
ended in August or September instead of November
there would have been sufficient labor freed to improve
logging conditions, but the bulk of the cutting was
done before contributing circumstances had a chance
to change general operations. Pulpwood is still higli

in price and will remain so for many months. Labor,
while more efficient, is commanding as good wages
as ever and the price of all supplies is yet in the

ascendancy. When there is a general come-down in

these things then finished products may be disposed

of at a less figure than they are to-day, but just when
that time will come, only the period of reconstruction

and the readjustment will tell. Buyers are hanging
back, as already stated, but every firm is expecting big

business. The export trade is looming up splendidly

and during the months of December and November
there was shipped from Canada to England, Mexico
and South Africa some 6,000 tons of sulphite pulp.

Last year at this time, owing to the tie-up in trans-

portation, there was on the liands of one Canadian

pulp firm fully 5,000 tons. This year there is not
more than a week's supply of news sulphite in all the
plants, and four days of book sulphite. The propor-
tion of the latter which will come on the market dur-
ing the next few months, will be considerably in-
creased. Contracts are being continued at $95 for book
sulphite and bleached is commanding $125 on con-
tract at mill. So far as the demand is concerned it is
a ease of "watchful waiting" and will be for some
little time yet.

The annual meetings of all the pulp and paper com-
jiaiiies will soon be held and there is every indication
that the results will be very satisfactory. Not only is

a great future in prospect for the export trade in pulp
and paper so far as Canada is concerned if the neces-
sary tonnage is provided. It is understood that one
book mill is having a new machine built in Canada
which it will install during the coming summer. It is

reported that aiiotlier large American concern, which
has built a great number of paper making machines for
Canadian industries and has of late been devoting con-
siderable attention to ship building, will establish u
Canadian branch which M'ill be located in Toronto.
One of the natural activities that is bound to follow

the expansion of the Dominion as a rapidly growing
pulp and paper country, is the manufacture of paper
machines on this side of the boundary. Pulp mill
equipment has been built in the Dominion for a num-
ber of years but, with the advent of paper making
machines and possibly huge printing presses, a large
new undertaking will arise. It is tmderstood that one
big concern, which during the war placed an order for
two Fourdriniers, will now go ahead and install them,
while the fact that another newsprint firm will add
an extra machine, is a sign of the growing proportions
of the industry. Still another organization will pro-
ceed and erect a large book and writing mill just as
soon as assured of reasonably prompt delivery of
equipment. A leading paper mill engineer was in
Toronto recently from the west consulting with two
firms which have extensions under consideration. One
mill will install another unit, while a department of a
Niagara peninsular concern will be enlarged.

In the book and writing line some mills report that
orders are coming in quite freely and that nice orders
have been received during the past few days. The
specialty mills have also secured some good allot-

ments. Several paper box factories are busy. There

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones |°^^ murray hill, new YORK
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has been an advance of half a cent in rope paper. NEW YORK MARKETS.

In the j-ag and paper stock market there is a general New York. .lannary 4.—The tnrn of the year has

lowering of prices and mills are still holding aloof. linmght little chjinge in the paper market. Conditions

^lanila and white envelope shavings are piling up, one remain practically the same and buyers and sellers

ile«h>r having serei'al ear loads on hand. There is a alike are holding aloof pending developments which

pp«*tty fair demand for news and mixed papers. All will give them a elearer insight into the future. That
liTws of rags are quiet with the exception of a move- hig hiLsiness lies ahead is the ojiinion expressed on all

ment in white and mixed lineeys. sides, yet there i.s little disposition shown among
The papei- tra<Ie as a whole is hopeful of matters traders to operate on a broad scale for the moment,

picking up substantially in a few days and the out- .Manufacturers at present are busily engaged in coni-

look is good. The industry generally is passing through l>iling inventories and in making repairs to mill equip-

a tran.sition period at present and it is difficiilt to ment. with the result that they are giving little at-

aeenrately gauge the readjustment situation. There is tention to the [)urchase of raw material. Jobbers and

duiti' a divergence of opinion regarding the business consumers of paper also are busy with stock-taking

that will develop during the next few months, but and therefore are not inclined to augment their hold-

while ]>roduetinn costs are .so high, along with wages ings for the moment. There is every reason to believe

and other conti-ibnting factors, there really does not that the changing point is not far off acd that the

seem a»iy immediate prospect of a fall in prices al- turn of the market will be for the better. Indications,

though eertarn mills are now pretty well eanght up virtually witliont exception; point to a revival of trade

with orders and can make quick deliveries. activity on a broad scale, and the only question now
Pulp. m the minds of trade factors is .inst when this trill

F.O.B. Mill. "^''•V-

i'^o no ^"^^ 00
Newsprint continues to be in relatively bettei- d«-

Groundwood pulp
479ro T !tsn 00 "'«n<l t'l*"' most other grades <>f paper. The ma.ioritv

Sulphite, news grade ip'AOW tP
'^^'^'i!''

of mills are kept bn.s^' making contiact deliveries, but
^^ulphite. ea.sy bleaching -'^

^ "lir^SJ^Q current demand has Wn fairly bris
Sulphite, bleached

'*105 00 "P '^'^'^^^- ^^^^' "''"^ ^^^^ slowed down a bit in their
'•nl'^hate • • „., ' production, but this is viewed as nothing more than

Rags and Paper Stock. customar\- foi' this season, and has i-esulted in strength-
No. 1 white envelope cuttings -^^j-o

,,^^1^^^ ^j^^ ^^^,,i. ^^ ^,,^ market to an extent, owing to

No. 1 soft white shavings
|^-^^ ^y,^ f.^^.^ that there is not as large a .supply to fill the

Whit^ Blanks
*o ok demand. There appears to be a ready sale for all the

Hwivy ledger stock
iT kn newsprint now being jjrodueed and manufacturers re-

No. 1 magazine
Xi v^ PO''* having no difficulty in marketing their product.

No. 1 book stock
<ti qo Book papers are slightly easier in tone. Through-

No. 1 new manilas * -^^ out the dull period of the last several months, book
No. 1 print manila

41 00 P^P^i' '" about the only grade that has dropped in

Folded news
41 l.t; l>i''ee to any appreciable extent. It is difficult to ex-

Over Issue
414.00 P'**'" .iiist why this is so. Possibly manufacturers

Kraft „_ have not been imbued with as much confiden<»e re-

No. 1 clean mixed papers
iiooo "^I'f'i"? +h« outlook as producers of other grades and.

No. 1 white shirt cuttings
ia'9'- ^^ an effort to secure orders, have cut prices. Pine

No. 2 white shirt, cuttings
inn'tl papers rule firm. Bn^^ng has been light this week.

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings
*S 50

''"* manufacturers have .shown no disposition to shade
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings *•

quotations, arguing that the cost of production remains
No. 1 blue overall euttmgs -^"^ f^Uy as high and that they consequently must obtain
Bleached shoe clip

'I^-

•

fi,e same pric s for paper. There is an alino.st total
Unbleached shoe clip ...

iTofiO ^^^^ "^ important demand for the higher qualities of
White cotton hosiery cuttings

iq'an ^"°<1^- li»e"« «n<l ledgers, however, and there i« no
Light colored hosiery cuttings .

.

-.o-w
strong factor apparent in the market other than ex-

New light flannellette cuttings ^»-w
ppetaticns of manufacturers for an expansion in de-

No. 2 white shirt euttmgs ... *a-^
n^and shortlv. Whether, prices vrill be lowered when

Oity thirds and blues (repacked) -^^--^ buying is resumed is a matter time onlv will tell. For
Flock and satmettes • •

'

-^j-gQ the present, mills and .iobbers alike appreciate that
Tailor rags

itq OO
price-cutting would result in attracting few bn.vers.

WTiite linceys
<fc4 "SO

''"'^ they consequently are following a wise policy and
Mixed Imeeys • 3,-^ continuing to quote the same figures as previously.

•DTAuT^rkM TCQTTT?
Coar.se papers also have been in poor demand and few

RIORDON IS5UJ5.
^.,jpg ^,f sizable volume have been recorded during the

A special general meeting of t^e shareholders ot the
^^^^j^ p^.^^^^ nevertheless are maintained, ^^-ith No.

Riordon Pulp and Paper Co.. will be held at the head
^ domestic kraft quoted at around 10 c-nts per pound

office on the 31st instant, at noon, for the purpose of
^^^^ ^^ j -^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^^ -,2 ^^ ^3 pg^^s. Boards are

considering, and if deemed advisable of approving and
^^^-^^ ^^^^ steadv. Chip board is selling at an average

confirming a resolution to authorize the creation and
^-^^^^.^ ^f j^gp p^^ ton and news board at $5 higher,

issue of bonds, debentures, or debenture stock amount-
(•ong^n.pj.g ^re doing little buying, as is usually the

ing in the- aggregate to the sum of $3,000,000. Prox-
^.^^^ immediately following the holidays, but indica-

les are being issued for shareholders who are imable ^-^^^^ pg^^^ to a revival of activity in the not distant
to attend the meeting. • future.
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Tissues ai'p iiiicUaii>ji'(i, both demand and prices re-

maining about the same as previously reported. Gov-
ernment demand for roll tissue is still the strongest

factor in the market, and the heavy movement of this

irrade tends to sustain values on other qualities. No.

1 white tissue is selling at IT) to 17 cents in carload

lots. New York, wliib' No. 'I white is quoted at IIV2

cents upward.
(^KOrXDWOOD.—A firm market prevails for me-

chanical pulp. Grinders are shipping steadily to con-

tract customers, while the current demand is ample to

iibsorb all the surplus production. In fact, it is stated

Muthoritatively that shipments for the present are

substantially in excess of the output, Avhich condition

can work only for a firm market. Grinders quote in

the ncighboi-hood of $:U) per ton at the point of ship-

ment for strictly No. 1 jiulp freshly ground. Quota-

tous range from this figure up to $34, depending on

the amount and the grade of pulp involved.

CHEMICAL PULP.—The lea.liiig feature of tlie

chemical pulp market for the wei k has been the plac-

ing of contracts by consumers for ilomestie and Can-

adian pull). Quite a tonnage of both bleached and

unbleached sulphite has been contracted for and the

jn-ices realized are said to comjjare very favorably with

those ruling heretofore. Contracts have been limited

to a period of two months, covering January and Feb-

ruary. Producers and buyers alike have shown unwill-

ugness to enter into longer engagements, presumably

not because they expect any drastic changes in the

iiinrkct during the current month and next, but be-

cause of the great uncertainty of the future. Bleached

sulphite has been bought on contract at from 5.50 to

6.00 cents a pound. For spot lots, slightly higher

jirices are asked, around 6.50 cents being the figure

generally quoted. News grade sulphite is selling at

around $75 a ton at the pvilp mill, while domestic easy

bleaching .sulphite is quotable at an average price of

$85. Kraft has been in less demand and prices are

slightly easier. Domestic kraft is now obtainable at

.$95 per ton, and indications are that on a firm test of

the market, some supply could be secured at even lower

levels.

RAGS.—The rag market continues to be devoid of

important activity. Consumers display merely pass-

ing 'nterest in most descriptions of material, and about

the only grade that has moved with any degree of

regularity is roofing rags. Demand for roofing stock,

however, has appreciably quickened. Felt mills are

reported to have received orders for extensive quan-

tities of roofing paper, and consequently are now in

the market seeking supplies of rags. The increased

demand for the low qualities of rags has, as is usually

The case, acted to .strengthen the tone of the better

grades, though there has been no worth while change

in quotations. Roofing stock of No. 1 grade is selling

at around 2.15 to 2.25c delivered mills, with 2.00e de-

livered freely bid for mixed satinets. No. 1 old whites

are offered at 6.00 to 6.25c f.o.b. New York, new white

shirt cuttings at 11.00 to 11.50c and repacked thirds

and blues at 2.85 to 3.00c. As would be expected in

view of the slow movement of rags into consuming

channels during the past several months, dealers in

D-eneral have quite some stock on hand, yet viewing

the situation as a whole, there appears to be a eom-

naratively small accumulation of rags in the market.

T^he reaction in prices since the signing of the armis-

*ice has decreased collections and graders tell of hav-

- <T considerable difficiilty in locating usual supplies

iif mixed material. Jt is on this that dealers base their

liopes for higher prices when mills resume buying, and
few holders evince a desire to sacrifice stock at prices

now offereil.

PAPER STOCK.—Waste paper is moving toward
mills in fairly large volume, and prices rule firm.

Certain manufacturers are reported to be buying quite

actively, not because they immediately need stock but

l)resumably in an effort to store up as large supplies

as jjossible at ruling prices. Indications are that ir-

I'espective of what conditions may be during the forth-

coming months, prices on old paper can hardly go

lower. Values already have worked down to levels

where packers are jirovided with a small margin for

jii'ofit uniler prevailing labor costs and the high initial

cost of waste paper, so that the probabilities are they

will refuse to prodiu-e material if prices go off further,

in which event scarcity of .stock would iindoubtedly

act to again elevate values. No. 1 soft white shavings

have been offered to mills at 4.75c per pound, New
York, and slightly lower, while hard white shavings

(if No. 1 grade are available at 5.75 to 6.00c. Books
and magazines are selling at about 1.60c. f.o.b. New
Yoi'k, or in the neighborhood of 2.00c. delivered west-

ern mills, and 1.75c. delivered eastern mills. No. 1

mixed paper is worth around 60c. per fiundred pounds
New York, and folded newspapers 80c. Sales of the

latter at 85c. New York have been recorded, but most
transactions have been made at the lower figure.

Kraft and manila paper is firm and in moderate de-

mand.
BAGGING AND ROPE. — Dullness still charac-

terizes the market for scrap bagging and old rope.

Few con.sumers are buying, and prices are easy. No. 1

scrap bagging is available to mills at 2.75c. a pound
f.o.b. New York, and possibly this price could be shad-

ed in some quarters. The movement is so small, in

fact, that it is difficult to quote a definite price, none
having been established. Old manila rope is quot-

able at 5.00 to 5.25c. a pound New York. This price

also is mainlv nominal.

WANT BOOK PAPER PRICES FILED THREE
MONTHS AHEAD.

At a meeting of the book and writing section of the

Ontario d'vision of the Canadian Paper Trade As-

sociation, held in Toronto last week in the office of

the secretary. N. L. Martin, it was decided that all

th.e members, should attend the special meeting, which

will convene in the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Montreal, on

Wednesdav. Jatiuarv 15. when a conference will take

place with the book and writing paper manufacturers

on various post-war problems.

One concession the Association will endeavor to se-

cure from the manufacturers, will be a guarantee that

fixed prices on all lines of flat papers should prevail

for three months and a request that the trade be given

an assurance to this effect.

It is pointed out that the box board manufacturers

have adopted such a policy and notify their customers

'u ample time what figures will cover the coming
three months. These notices aro generally sent out

fully a month before the succeeding quarter and the

effect has been verv beneficial to paper box factories

as it has enabled the plants to proceed, make eon-

ti-acts and carry on lousiness, for a definite price for

the supply of raw materials is thus assured. Paper box

makers are thus in a position to take aboard new bust-
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ness for several weeks ahead, ami know exactly where
they are at.

It s thought that if a similar procedure was fol-

lowed by thf book aud writing paper manufacturers
it would prove a stimulus to jobbers eutering the mar-
ket. They would then be al)le to give their custom-

ers, wlio are geuerally printers aud large consumers,

every assurance that whatever prices are quoted would
hold good for tliree niontlis. This would place nego-

tiations on a more stable basis all around.

OTTAWA NOTES.
The sitting of the Paper Control Tribunal on Wed-

nesday and the likelihood that the Dominion Govern-

ment will take some steps to protect Canadian news-

paper publishers for several months more at least,

were the two outstanding features in the newsprint

situation at Ottawa this week.

While nothing had actually happened up to the be-

ginning of the week it had been heard that the Gov-

ernment intended continuing the restrictions on the

newsprint manufacturers in a modified foi-m, aud

making it necessary for the manufacturers to keep

the Canadian newspapers supplied, during the period

of reconstruction.

How long the proposed new regulations will remain

in force is a question. They will likely stay for three

or four months, if not longer. The former control of

the industry was brought about by authority of the

War Measures Act. and with the signing of peace it

is believed that the power of this act ceases. On the

other hand there has been general talk at Ottawa that

st;me of the legislation brought about under the War
Measures Act may be retained and made permanent.

Quite a bit of discussion in this connection will likely

be heard at the next session of parliament.

The exceptional open weather which prevailed in

the Ottawa district up to the end of 1918 caused the

heaviest flow of water in years at the Chaudiere, and

materially aided the operation of grinders at the E.

B. Eddy" plant. Mr. Millen reported general condi-

tions around .the Eddy plant as running smoothly,

with a strong demand for the product of the tissue

mill, mostly in toilet papers. The paper bag depart-

ment is also going strong.

Lieut. Millen Pratt, M.C., grandson of Mr. George

H. Millen. and formerly stationary engineer of the E.

B. Eddy Company, is now at Mons, and was among

the first of the Canadians to enter that place. Lieut.

Pratt is not expected to return to Canada before some

time in May.
Pulpwood and lumber operations in the woods have

been speeded up by John R. Booth. Efforts are being

made to equal last year's cut. The woods labor sit-

uation with the Booth interests has improved consid-

erably within the last month. No trouble in the rail

transportation of pidpwood has been reported.

A further step by the Council for Scientific and In-

dustrial Research, "tOTvard the facilitating of the prac-

tical application of science to industry, was recently

shown at Ottawa by the appointment of a committee

consisting of Dr. r'. F. Ruttan, of McGill University,

Dr. A. S. MacKenzie, of Dalhousie L'niversity, and Dr.

A. B. Macallum. administrative chairman of the Re-

.search Council to devise ways and means of aiding

scientific journals in Canada, and of securing the pub-

lication and dissemination of scientific papers.

The Council has also made an appropriation of $2,-

000 to aid research work in connection with the Mari-

time Province Fish L'anning Association.

Mr. W. R. Givens, publisher of the Kingston Stan-
dard, left recently for Florida, where he will spend the
winter. He recently recovered from a long siege of
illness following influenza and i>neumonia.
A commission comitused of Messrs. Slack, Lewis

and Tarte, has begun invt\stigatLng conditions at the

Oominion Printing Bureau at Ottawa, with a view of

endeavoring to place the Bureau on a business foot-

ing similar to private establishments, and to locate

any waste that is occurring. When the report of the

Commission is made it is understood that it will dis-

close that the Bureau is considerably overmanned,
liarticularly outside of the session period, the staff

carried throughout the year being similar to that em-
ployetl when the load is at "i)eak."
The Canadian Cabinet has endorsed recommenda-

tions brought before it by a committee of the Council
of Scientific and Industrial Research for the removal
of the excise tax on alcohol for scientific, hospital and
industrial purposes. The decision of the Canadian
Cabinet follows the lead of the Governments of Great
Britain and the Ignited States and other countries.

Mr. R. H. Campbell, director of the Forestry Branch
of tlie Department of Interior, has returned to his du-

ties at Ottawa, feeling little worse from the effects of

an accident which nearly cost him his life.

The expenditure of the War Trade Board since its

inception up to Nov. 30th, 3018. was $98,153. It was
estimated that another .$30,000 would be required to

meet outstanding accounts and expenses up to the end
of the year.

A writ for $10,000 damages was recently issued

against John R. Booth at Ottawa, in connection with

the death of Arthur Dugas. aged 16 years, who lost

his life in the Booth lumber yards on October 10th

owing to the collapse of a gin-pole around a pile of

lumber where the youth was playing with other com-

panions.

Worthen E. Brawn, chemical engineer with the

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, was maiTied,

Dec. 24th. to ]\Iiss Mildred Greenleaf, of Southport,

Maine. They will reside in Sturgeon Falls, Ont. Con-
gratulations. "Hen."
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EDITORIAL

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS.

The call has again gone out to the Pulp and Paper

Industry to gather for the annual meetings to be held

shortly in Montreal and New York. The Montreal

meeting is for Jan. 30-31, and the New York for prac-

tically all of the following week. This is the usual

time for these conventions, and they are looked for-

ward to by all those who have the interest of the in-

dustry at heart, as opportunities to come together,

not only to discuss the individual problems of the

various members, but to get acquainted with each

other and through personal contact and the good fel-

lowship of the crowd come to an appreciation of the

unity of the industry. One of the distinct advantages

of such a meeting is the opportunity to learn some-

thing of tlie problems and progress in other lines of

manufacturing than one's own. It is the only time

that paper makers from all over the country get to-

gether and the annual event has a great influence to-

ward cementing together what otherwise might have

a tendency to be localized interests from the widely

scattered pulp and paper centres over this vast con-

tinent. The Canadian meeting is, of course, the small-

er of the two, but observation leads us to believe that

for enthusiasm and concentrated thought on the big

problems of the industry it is fully the equal of the

larger gathering in New York.

The present time is particularly one of enormous

problems, as well as of large and attractive promises.

The future is very bright for pulp and paper making

in Canada. The present moment, however, reminds

us of the proverbial saying, "that it is darkest just

before dawn." In other words we are facing the

difficulties attendant upon the demobilization of our

armies and the reeonstitution to some extent of

our economic life so as to absorb the return-

ing soldier and the dismissed munition maker into

peaceable pursuits with the least disruption of the

normal current of our business and social life. The

past has put a severe strain on the manufacturer of

paper products as well as on other business men of

our country. The strain has doubtless been even heav-

ier on a certain section of our paper manufacturers

than on any other body of men in the Dominion. Be-

sides being faced with most extraordinary conditions

of raw material and labor supply they have had to

contend with the unfortunate harassing of their ne-

cessary customers and the persecution of Government

not regulation but restriction. In spite of these

difficulties the year has been, for the most part, fa-

vorable, although one concern has been forced into

liquidation and another has undergone a very consid-

erable reorganization.

The future presents a new set of problems and it is

only the thoughtful concentration of effort, and con-

stant endeavor to do the absolutely right thing that

will ensure their^olution. The possibilities of export

trade open up a new vista for the expansion of our in-

dustry. Many neutral countries that have been de-

pendent upon Scandinavia and central Europe for pa-

per supplies would have been starved had it not been

for the meagre shipments that have been sent from

time to time by American and Canadian manufactur-

ers. It is curious to note that Canada has been able

to step in and help supply those products which the

war has shut off from these countries. Our enormous

forest and power resources must form the basis of

the world's newsprint, at least for the Western

Hemisphere and Australia. The United States will,

of course, continue to make the majority of its own
needs, but its export will grow and its domestic re-

quirements will grow, and back of these necessities

stand the forests of Canada. Canada must extend her

manufacture of wood pulp papers to fill the void, as

American machines go on better grades. And our pro-

duction of higher grades will also increase.

Our sturdy spruce and scrubby jack pine and vast

stretches of poplar must be the bank deposit of tim-

ber whose annual increment will continue to support

the pulp and paper mills of the continent. Their pro-

per utilization and distribution as finished product is

one of the big problems before us, in fact it is a group

of problems in itself.

Perhaps the largest subject for the best thought of

our biggest minds is the proper relation between the

workmen and his employer. New conceptions are

continually arising. New demands and new oppor-

tunities appear. Workmen are more intelligent than

they used to be. They are better organized and they

are coming to have a clearer appreciation of the dig-

nity of labor and the necessity for its intelligent direc-

tion. The employer, too, must grow in his conception

of service. Selfish personal gain is no longer to be

the criterion of success. A concerted effort by the

whole industry is necessary in order that the pulp and

paper makers of Canada may really be the benefit to

the community that they should be, and the greatest

source of strength in our economic development.
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It is worth while for men to gather and join their

minds in the eoutemplatiou of these problems. United

effort is the only means of their solution. Canadian

manufacturers should all be present, or at least repre-

sented, at the annual meeting, the last of this mouth.

Americans should eudeavor to gather in New York

the first week in February, and as many of each as

possible should atteud the convention of the other.

Technical Men, Too.

The usual high standard of program is promised in

the plans of the Technical Section for the meeting this

j'ear. It is largely on the work of the technical man
(and this term includes the superintendent and fore-

man, who really knows his job), that the stability and

success of our industry depend. Presidents and man-

agers could well spend the time to attend the meet-

ings of this Section, and every mill should certainly

send every available man who has anything to do

with planning and controlling the processes of manu-

facturing. The program this year includes a discus-

sion of power problems that will be particularly valu-

able.

Notice of 3-our intention to attend should be sent

promptly to the Secretary.

Tentative Program of Sixth Annual Meeting Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association, Ritz Carlton

Hotel, Montreal, January 31, 1919.

10 a.m.—Business meeting. Vice Regal Suite ; Min-
utes of last annual meeting; Presidential address;

Reports of sections: Report of secretary; New busi-

ness; Election of officers.

12.30 p.m.—Meeting of sections.

1.30 p.m.—Luncheon, in the Bail-Room: Speaker
will be announced.

3.30 to 7.10 p.m.—Recess with meetings of sections.

7.10 p.m.—Reception by the officers.

7.30 p.m.—Dinner, in the Bail-Room.
Amongst those who will speak are : Sir John Willi-

son; Brig.-Gen. J. B. White: Geo. W. Sisson, Jr.,

President American P. & P. Association.

WITH THE WOODSMEN.
In connection with the annual meeting of the C. P.

& P. A. there will be an exceedingly important meet-

ing of the Woodlands Section. Among the items on

the program we find an address on "Forestry in Scot-

land," one on "Photographs from Airplanes," es-

pecially mentioning their use in locating forest fires,

and a discussion on the removal of slash.

Sault Ste. Marie, Out., has made a good start in or-

ganizing night classes for workers in the industries

of that busy centre, especially the employees of pa-

per mills and steel mills. Mr. C. H. Speer, of the Al-

gona Steel Corp., has given generously in time and
energy to the work, and his enthusiasm has inspired

others laboring in the good cause. We need more ef-

forts of this kind in Canada.

In an article sliowing the growth and importance of

the pulp iuul paper industry in Canada, the Toronto

News states that the United States took about 89 per

cent, of our pulp and paper output in 1917. This is

true on!}- of newsprint paper. The table giving the

number of mills in each province and their total daily

eapacit.v is misleading in not stating whether the

l)roduct is pulp or paper. For instances, it gives 3

mills in Nova Scotia, (there are really 6), all of which

iruike oul}' pulp, and 4 in New Brunswick, only one

of which is e(|uipped to make paper.

A gi'ciit feature of the coming meeting of the Tech-

nical Section will be a film showing how coal is mined

and distributed, and how it should be used. Manag-

ers and engineers should see it and make use of the

points it teaches.

TREES.
By JOYCE KILMER

(Who Gave His Life in France.)

1 think that I shall never see

A poem lovely as a tree.

A tree whose hungry mouth is prest

Against the earth's sweet flowing breast.

A' tree that looks at God all day
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

A tree may in the summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;

Who intimately lives with rain.

Poems are made by fools like me.

But only God can make a tree.

DON'T MISS THESE.
Dr. Krieble's address on "Sugar content of waste

sulphite liquor."

Dr. Neilson's paper on "Indirect system of cooking

sulphite pulp."
C. P. Buss on "Waste papers and their utilization."

John Stadler on "The application of power in pulp

and paper mills."

E. B. Wardle on "Power distribution in pulp and

paper mills."

And don't miss the movies at the Technical Section,

January 30 and 31.

ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCES FOR ENGLISH
MILLS.

The Controller of Paper aunoimces that as the

claims for tonnage under the recent special alloca-

tions are smaller then were anticipated, and the Gov-

ernment requirements are in course of reduction, it is

)3roposed to distribute the e-stimated balance in the

form of a further two months' proportion of imported

materials, paper and cardboard, or paper and card-

board manufactured wholly or mainly from imported

materials, to all importers, manufacturers, or dealers.
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Beating Tests
By E. SUTERMEISTER,

Westbrook, Me.

The beating test for papermaking fibres, -which was
originally described by the writer in Paper for No-
vember 10, 1915, has been adopted as a standard test

by a very considerable number of mills and in most
eases valuable results are being obtained. However, a

consideration of papers appearing in the technical

journals within the last two or three years shows
that different observers frequently obtain conflicting

results and that at least two different methods of ap-

plying the test are in use. The following notes and
discussions are therefore offered in the hope of stim-

ulating further experimentation along these lines and
to call attention to certain points which need veri-

fication by more extended research.

The effect of certain chemicals on the time of beating
was carefully investigated hy Mansfield and Step-

henson-, who worked With bleached sulphite fibre

and demonstrated that by beating in the presence of

dilute solutions of caustic soda, sodium carbonate,

ammonia, or zinc chloride far greater strength was
developed than when the fibre was suspended in pure
water during the beating treatment. These results

appeared so significant that a part of the experiments

were repeated by the writer who also worked with

bleached sulphite. The tests were made in apparatus

of practically the same size as that used by Mansfield

and Stephenson and the same cycle of operations was
carried out. The results as compared with those of

Mansfield and Stephenson are given in the accom-
panying table.

It is obvious that such radical differences as are

shown by these two series of tests can hardly be ac-

counted for by the personal factor or by possible dif-

ferences in liumidity at the time of testing the sheets

for bursting strength. It seems probable that the

greater part of the difference is due to the fibres used

;

possibly the cooking conditions were quite different;

or the method of bleaching may have had a consider-

able effect ; or some unknown factor may have caused

the variations.

Table of Comparative Results.

M. & S. E. S.

3 a>

—I 2 ^
.5 6D

49.6 ....

-» _3 SU—

i

.ij -c, .3 ai, .g M =; _;

3 3 %l -^t I
°

Blank 51.3 Blank

l%Na.,C03 77.4 49.5 0.2%NaOH 53.5 7.9

3% '"' 86.0 66.1 5.0%Na,CO3 49.3 0.6

5% " 68.6 32.4 Blank 38.6

10% " 88.4 70.2 0.5%NaOH 46.2 19.7

5%NaOH 72.2 39.4 3.07fNaXO3 45.8 18.7

There must be a reason for such differences but

it can only be discovered by a long series of tests on

a large number of different samples whose methods

of preparation are positively known. In the mean-

time it remains problematic whether or not any given

fibre will be strengthened by beating in the presence

of alkali.

This certainly demonstrates the danger of drawing
sweeping conclusions from tests on a single fibre and
illustrates how important it is for any individual man-
ufacturing plant to test its own particular raw ma-
terials.

In view of the criticism just made, the following
information is given as suggestive of a possible lina

of research rather than as a finished piece of work.

It is generally conceded that sulphite pulp which is

used in its original wet condition produces stronger

paper than that which has been dried by passing over
the steam-heated cylinders of a paper machine. It

has also been demonstrated in the case of a consider-

able number of fibres that the beating test applied to

wet fibres gives sheets of greater strength than are

obtained from the same fibre beaten after air drying.

The difference is probably due to changes in the col-

loidal characteristics of the fibre which make it less

susceptible to the so called hydration after it has once

been dried out. Whatever the reason, it is obviously

desirable to find some way of treating dry fibre so

that it will develop as great strength as it would if it

had been beaten before it had been dried at all.

To see what could be done along certain lines sam-

ples of steam-dried, bleached soda poplar, and air-

dried, bleached sulphite spruce were treated with sol-

utions of various chemicals for one to three weeks.

The soluble materials were then removed by careful

washing and the wet fibres remaining were beaten in

a pebble mill in the standard manner. The table repro-

duced herewith shows the treatment given and the

bursting strength, in pounds per square inch, of the

hand mould sheets

:

Table of Treatajents and Bursting Strengths

Bursting Strength

Treatment given Soda fibre Sulphite fibre13 13
week weeks week weeks

Blank
I

dry 22.2 42.6

I

wet 50.7

Wateronlv 23.0 23.5 49.1 55.9

2%NaOH solution.. ..19.5 19.1 40.8 50.2

3% tannic acid solution 17.2 20.2 35.7 42.2

Weak bleach solution . 11.8 7.9 50.1 34.4

2%CaCU 21.3 21.2 51.6 52.3

5c,XaCl' 21.1 22.5 49.3 58.2

l%ZnCl.. 20.4 20.0 54.1 52.8

2%HC1.' 19.1 18.8 52.1 46.5

None of these treatments, except that with water

only, has caused any increase in the strength of the

soda fibre, while bleach and acid, as would be ex-

pected, decreases the strength. In the case of the sul-

phite fibre, bleach and hydrochloric acid at first in-

crease the strength up to its original wet strength,

but further soaking causes a very marked decrease.

Of the other tests water and solut'ons of calcium,

sodium and zinc chlorides cause desided increases in

strength. Additional tests with a foreign bleached

'From Paper, Dec. 11, 1918.

-Pulp and Paper Magazine, Oct. 1, 1916.
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sulphite indicated that the gain in strength on soaking ilure may give perfectly reliable comparative results

in water or in a solution of zinc or sodium chloride provided the tests are carried out in a standard man-
practieallj' reached a maximum in from four to seven ucr and with sufficient uuderstdndiug of the factors

days and that beyond that time further soaking whicli influence the results.

caused no change. ilention is nuide by Hatch of tlie fact that after

This brings up the question of change of strength beating for a certain length of time some pulps tend

when fibre is stored dry in bales or rolls and wet in to roll up into knots wiiich must again be reduced
drainers or laps and the following observations may to a uniform pulp by some after-treatment if satisl'ac-

be of interest. tory sheets for strength tests are to be made. It would
A sample of dry, unbleached sulphite was stored api>ear that the formation of these knots must have a

where exposed to air, light, and all normal indoor marked effect on the test as carried out by Hatch
elianges of Inniiidity from October, 1913, to July, 1917, since the fibres inside the knots cannot be much in-

and during this period frequent beating tests were flueuced by subsequent beating and the final result

performed. The bursting strength at the start was will be a mixture of fibres, some of which have re-

34.Sib and at the cud 22.91b and this decrease in ceived full treatment and some only i)artial beating,

strength was accompanied by a change in the fibre it is hardly to be expected that the bursting strength

which made it less water absorbent and far harder to in .such a case will be as great as though all of the

break up into pulp. fibres had received uniform treatment. Moreover, the

In contrast to this test were the results of two time of the formation of these knots must have an
others, one on fibre containing 50 per cent and the influence on the final result; if for any reason one

other 21.5 per ceut of moisture. These two lots were pulp tlevelops knots before another the protection

stored in tightly closed glass jars so that no moisture from beating starts earlier, the inner fibres are still

could escape and their bui'sting strength remained more raw and the tests of the two pulps will probably
practically constant for one-and-a-half and two-and- diverge more than they would if knot-formation took

a-half years, respectively. place at the same time.

Results very similar to these last were obtained with This knot formation probably depends on the con-

bleached soda and sulphite fibres stored in drainers in ditions of beating, as the projjortion of stock to water,

the mill. Each kind of fibre was bleached and run tiie volume occupied by the stock, etc., as well as on
into its individual drainer where it was allowed to the kind of fibre being treated. In the four or five

season but was not washed at all. At intervals sam- years in which the test has been carried on imder the

pies were taken from the top and bottom of each direction of the writer a great number of different

drainer and subjected to the beating test with the re- grades of pulp have been tested yet no case of knot
suits indicated in the accompanying table

:

formation has been observed. This leads to the sus-

Table of Bursting Strength. • picion that the size, of the pebble mill is quite largely

Days in Soda Poplar Sulphite Spruce lesponsible for this trouble since it was observed some

drainer Top Bottom Top Bottom ""« fgo by several workers who were using some-

22 1 25 7 54 7 52.7 wliat larger jars. It would be very interesting to study

4 24 3 28 9 .

'^'''^ knot formation in detail and see what are the

9 28* 3 27 8 56 2 53 7 principal factors causing it. Elimination of knots
ig 27 29 9 50 51.7 might then prove possible, resulting in increased ac-

23 25 1 26 3 50.8 49.1 curacy in the results.

29

'

503 52.6 ^^ ^^^'^ formation of knots depends on the size of the

The changes'in bursting strength during the period jars it is quite possible that of two jars supposed to

covered bv these tests are decidedly irregular and are ^^ the same one might cause them and the other might

all of such a magnitude that they might almost be "ot. For example, consider the case of a double jar

caused by variation in humidity or by unavoidable equipment recently purchased
;
one might expect the

minor differences in the method" of handling the test, t^^o J^i's in the same frame to be of practically the

Thev leave the question of seasoning still open to dis-
•'*f

me dimensions but here are the measurements of

cussion and emphasize the importance of carrying out the jars and their charges as received:

much more extended tests and above all of improving
.

°
, ?^°\

the technique of the beating tests so that minor dif- ^ "J"*^
/'''' ' "''P ''• "' '" ' '

'o^o o"'^
ferences in the results can be depended upon more -''"'."

'f "J
^^o"^*^

.•

• !?,„?!„„
surely as showing differences in the fibre. ,^

<^'?1'^ "{ «^""^^ in kilos ...... ..11.18 11.09

It is next desired to comment briefly on the very ^ ^'."['y; ^^ ^o"^s ^'th stones in jars, >n ^

interesting paper by R. S. Hatch, which appeared in liters /.08 11.73

Paper for October 3, 1917. It is quite possible that one of these jars might cause

The method of operation adopted by Hatch is to knots while no such trouble would be developed by
beat samples ten, twenty, thirty, forty and fifty min- the other and it is almost an absolute certainty that

utes and note the maximum strength and also the time they would give very different strength tests. This

necessary for its development. This is a distinct de- point was mentioned when the method of testing was
parture from the original plan which was to beat all first proposed but it is suspected that in some eases

fibres for the same length of time and note differences the jars have not been tested to see whether they give

in the strength developed. It cannot be said that one the same results, and it is desired to emphasize

method is right and the other wrong as the best meth- strongly the fact that if two jars are used their proper

od of testing depends on the Uqpe of paper being made charges must be determined by experiment if the same
and on the length and character of the treatment given results are to be obtained from each,

in the beater. The method which gives satisfaction In beating for different lengths of time Hatch finds

in a book-paper mill may not be so suitable in a plant that in most cases the strength decreases after forty

manufacturing writing papers and yet either proce- minutes treatment and he attributes this to the disin-
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tegration of the fibres which takes place to such an
extent that their ultimate strength is decreased and a
lower test results. This appears to be a perfectly
sound theory but attention is called to the fact that it

is possible to make a slieet with a very high bursting
strength without any appreciable amount of fibre being
present. This has been done repeatedly with the pith

from corn stalks, which, without any beating what-
ever, gives a parchment-like or horny sheet showing
a very high shrinkage and great bursting strength.

Here the ultimate strength of the fibres does not enter

into the question and the cementing action of the thin-

walled cells is practically the only strength giving

factor.

In the paper under discussion the strength tests

were based on sheets made on the hand mould, air-

dried and theij cut to a standard size for weighing.
The weight is then apparently used to calculate the

results over to an equal weight basis. This method is

reliable when the stock to be made into sheets is

"free," for under these conditions nearl3'- the same
amount of fibre will be retained on the mould each
time. If, however, the stock has become "greasy" or

"slow" because of long beating the fibres first col-

lecting on the mould form a more or less impenneable
layer and the r§st of the fibres slide over the edges as

the mould is raised through the stock in the vat. This

results in progressively tliinner sheets as tlie beating of

the stock proceeds. To obviate this difficulty it is de-

sirable—one might almost say imperative—to make the

sheets in some form of apparatus into which a stand-

dard volume of the diluted stock is poured and which
will retain all the fibre no matter what its beaten

condition. Sheets made in such a way will more nearly

approach actual paper making conditions than will

those from the hand mould and the strength tests

resulting will be quite different from those calculated

to an equal weight basis fi'om hand mould sheets.

Demonstration of this point is given in the follow-

ing table. The same fibre was beaten and made into

sheets on the hand mould and in a sheet machine
which gave a constant weight of sheet.

Hand Mould Sheets Constant Weight Sheets

^1 x|
Tfl bD.^ -2 -S o M-^ U rr.

11
q-( «J

^1

m o
Oi

17.00 23.7 13.9 10.05 11.2 11.1

1 14.90 46.5 31.2 10.91 38.1 34.9

2 51.1 10.46 56.8 54.3

4 10.80 61.5 .56.9 9.63 82.6 85.9

6 9..35 55.8 59.7 10.06 93.5 93.0

8 7.65 40.0 52.3 10.48 104.9 100.0

In this case the maximum strength when hand mould
sheets are made would be considered as reached at

four hours if the bursting strength only were consid-

ered, or at six hours if calculated to a constant weight

basis. On the other hand tlie .sheets made to constant

weight were still increas'ng in strength at the end of

eight hours, and increasing to such an extent as to

prove that the maximum strength was still far from

reached. This illustrates the error in calculating the

strength to a constant Weight basis and proves that the

strength-weight factor is not a constant.

Considdring Hatch's results in the light of these

facts it seems probable that his maximum strengths
are too low and that they are reached too early in

point of time. A revision of his results on the basis

of constant weight sheets would perhaps explain some
of his variable results.

It is greatly to be hoped that these few remarks will

encourage others to contribute their experiences for

it is certain that the test could be made much more
valuable if smaller differences in the results could be
depended upon with more certainty to indicate actual

differences in the fibres being tested, and it is equally

certain that the combined experiences of all will en-

able progress to be made more rapidly than by the ef-

forts of any single investigator.

Editor's Note.

In reading over this excellent article by Mr. Suter-

meister we have been carried back in memory a couple

of years to the pleasant experience we had in assisting

and carrying out the experiments referred to. Mr.
Sutermeister's article not only brings out considerable

information of direct value but suggests a number
of lines that might be viewed with profit by the in-

vestigators of the process of beating. For an opera-

tion so absolutely essential in the making of paper
it has received little enough attention in the research

laboratory.

The divergence of rcsiilts indicates the possibility

of fundamental differences at two points, first, the

character of the individual fibre, and second, a dif-

ference in treating because of unrecognized effects of

neglected factors in the apparatus or manner of handl-

ing. It has already been sugsrested by R. S. Hatch

that in steam or air drying the wood fibre it is so

changed that paper made therefrom has le.ss strength

than that made from pulp that is used in its original

moist condition. It would seem that an important

field for research lies in the further investigation of

this point, since a lars'o proportion of pulp must con-

tinue to be made and shipped in the dry condition.

The pulp used by Mr. Mansf-eld and myself had been

passed over a drying machine so that it had been

subjected to the high temperatures which are said to

have an injurious effect on the fibre.

In the making of the sheets with the hand mold it

will readilv be seen that if one should start with 500

grams of fibre, 10 liters of water and dip out a number

of sheets, allowing the water to drain back into the

container; it is obvious that the stock becomes diluted.

As more sheets are taken out. the mold, while coti-

taining a constant volume, will pick up a constantly

decreasing weight of fibre and the sheets must in con-

sequence become thinner. The point made that a con-

stant quantity of fihre should he used for each sheet

is therefore one that should be uniformly observeri.

There is sometimes a little difficulty in eetting a_ sheet

of uniform thickness because of a whirling motion or

other agitation of the stock in the hand mold. "With

the use of a sheet machine and the observance of

proper care it is possible to p^et very satisfactory re-

sults. It seems desirable that investisrators of this and

other problems arrive at some a.crreement as to uniform

procedure in mak'nff invpstit^atinns where it will be de-

sired to compare results. It is certainly to be hoped

that further work will be done on this problem, and

that the results of work already done will he published

and frankly discussed by those interested in this im-

portant operation in paper manufacture.
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Publishers Explain Appeal to Paper Tribunal
(Written Spi-eiallv t'cir The I'ulp and Papei- Maj;azine.)

BvEVEKETT ANDREW.

After a three day session last week, during which a

great amount of argument was put fortli on behalf of

Canadian newspaper publishers by Mr. W. N. Tilley,

K.C, the Paper Control Tribunal resumed in session

at Ottawa on Monday this week.

The result of last week's session cannot in any way
be gauged, as the judges gave no expression of opinion

and counsel for the manufacturers had not even com-
menced their argument. If one fact could be consider-

ed more important than another to a lay mind the

net result was that the whole history of the produc-
tion of newsprint paper in Canada was being searched
from cellar to garret.

Nothing apparently has Ix^en overlooked by the

newspaper publishers.

For instance, instead of the price being $69 per ton,

the pxiblishers argue fifty dollars per ton and in some
cases less is sufficient to allow the manufacturers, and
this at an operating profit. The main case and posi-

tion of the newspapers as put forward last week, was
that of a continual deduction from the price which
was set bj' Mr. Pringle. the Paper Controller.

According to the brief of the Newspaper Publishers

which was generall.v followed very closely by Mr.
Tilley the costs of production, after allowing the de-

ductions the newspapers claim should be allowed were
as follows: Booth. .4;36.43: Pr'ce Bros.. $39.26: Donna-
conna. $39.60: Laurentide. $37.04.

Mr. Tilley began his argument on behalf of the news-

papers on Wednesday morning, January 8th. and after

the week end ad.iournment resumed it on Monday.

A report of last week's proceedings is as follows:

On the opening of the session, Wednesday morning.

Mr. Tilley. K.C. was first given the opportunity of

presenting the ease for the newspaper publishers.

After prefacing his remarks to the .judges in the gen-

eral way he sa'd he desired to trace in review the

history of the newsprint case. This review lasted all

day Wednesday.

Mr. Tilley said that the object of his presence' be-

fore the court was to appeal on behalf of the news-

papers against the $69 price the Controller. Robert
A. Pringle. K.C. had s^t in September la.st. The pub-

lishers suggested that instead of $69 per ton as set that

$50 per ton should be the sale price in Canada and
went on to point out that even at this lower figure

it would give even the hisher cost mills a slightly''

larger profit than they had been accustomed to prior

to the Pringle investigation. What happened to bring

about the investigation according to Mr. Tilley was
this : Wlien the represpntations of the newspapers
was made to the Government they went to the Depart-

ment of Finance. An individual. Mr. Breadner by
name, had charge of them. After he had. so Mr. Til-

ley said, "gone into them," a letter was written and
was signed by Sir Thomas White. Mr. Tilley started

in to read the letter. Mr. Montgomery immediately ob-

jected claiming that it had not been filed, and was
not in the evidence and was not in the brief. Mr. Til-

ley went on to explain that the contents of the letter

was similar to that which had gone to Mr. Cahoon.
Sometime in February, 1917, two orders-in-council

were drafted in connection with the newsprint indus-

try but for sonu^ I'eason or other tluvt was not explained
before the Tribunal were never published in tlie official

way in the Canada Gazette. One of them related to

the then Minister of Customs having jiower to set the

price for newsjirint pajjcr. On April 16th of the same
year two more orders-in-council were put through.
Finally, according to Mr. Tilley 's tracing, the manu-
facturers agreed to aecej)t $;')0 per ton for a period of

three months.

When the investigation did begin. Jlr. Tilley ex-

plained to the judges what his position had been at

that time. He believed that it was right and proper
that an inquiiy should be conducted into all matters

in connection with the newsprint situation, and any-

thing that could throw liglit on it should be brought

out.

"As T understand it the Governmi>nt wanted light

and said we will get Mr. Pringle to inonire and get

the information for us?" asked Justice iliddleton.

Mr. Tilley agreed that it was then the business of

"Sir. Pringle to get the information and pass it on to the

Government, but that it did not rest with h'm then to

say what the price should be. Mr. Tilley went on in

this vein to justify the appearance of the newspapers

when they asked the sub-committee of the Cabinet to

stay its hand before a price was fixed last February
on the ground that the inquiry had not been thor-

ough or complete.

Said Costs Were Padded.—^Ir. Tilley's somewhat
lengthy remarks suggested briefly th'S: When mills

made their own pulp, they were charged a price

they could have got if they sold it to somebody else.

It was not cost. Thus it seemed l\Ir. Tilley's idea was
that before the materials were turned out as paper
two intermediate profits could be made. When paner

was made the whole was charged un to paper. What
Mr. Tilley said he was concerned in was the cost of

newsprint. "I do not propose to accent .rs costs an

averaged figure or cost 'ncreased by $17.21 per ton,

by these wayside profits," said he.

"When we withdrew from the investigation we were

told that Mr. Pringle was not a price fixer." Further

t'-aeing of the attitude taken bv the publishers when
they withdrew from the investigation was gone into.

Mr. Tilley told how he had attempted to investigate at

that time the affairs and activities of the George H.

Mead Co., and mentioned the incident of the Cana-

dian Export Paper Co.

Touching on the matter of slnsh or lapped gronnfl-
wood being used Mr. Tilley said: "We (ihe news-
papers) are prepared to pay the cost where lapped
groundwood is used for our paper, but what we do
object to is the averaging of slush and lapped product
all being dumped in together."

Another thing that the newspapers objected to was
the principle of averaging rotogravure, half tone news,
and newsprint together. Another point of complaint
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was the system followed and the allowance made for

depreciation. Three per cent, Mr. Tilley believed, was
ample for any of the mills to write off for this charge.

The distribution of the overhead charges of some mills

did not suit the publishers at all. The case of Price

Bros, was cited in jiarticular.

Calls Booth Mill Inefficient. Mr. Tilley went on at

considerabli' length to cite other objections that the

newspapers had to find with the "costs" as accepted

by Mr. Pringle from the reports prepared by Mr.
Clarkson, that there were items included that were
not true costs. Stumpage, depreciation and the num-
erous other elements and items he said, he would argue

and touch upon later. He had mentioned them at the

outset in an effort to show what he proposed to do.

The position of John K. Booth was taken up as an in-

stance, and the arguments and points raised by the pub-

lishers are best reflected by the following verbatum
extract from their brief.

"Excluding for the i)resent the Fort Prances Com-
pany, for which a special price was fixed by the Com-
missioner, the highest cost mill of those covered by
Mr. Clarkson 's second investigation is the Booth mill,

''"his company's new.sprint mill was built in 1906. It

is at a great distance from its wood supply, has no

switching facilities, has the old system of knife bark-

ers andin these and other respects it is not a mill of high

efficiency."

The Commissioner finds that this Company's aver-

age cost for the first six months ori918 was $55.70.

This includes Government dues, in addition to the .$2

stumpage allowance. The average taken by the Com-
missioner is an average of the costs of the various

months; on the basis of production this company's

average cost would be reduced by 29 cents. And if the

allowance for stumpage is reduced to the amount ac-

tuallv paid, the average cost would be reduced by
$2.42.

Following the practice adopted by Mr. Clarkson as

to other companies, which was the same practice as

was adopted by the accountants in the proceedings be-

fore the Federal Trade Commission, the pulpwood on

hand Dec. 31st. 1017, should be charged to manufac-

turing costs in the order in which the wood was cut,

after allowance for the customary 7.000 cords of pulp-

wood annually for spruce lumber. This means this

company's paper costs commencing May 1st, 1918,

should be figured on the basis of 1914-15 wood costs

until that season's cut is exhausted, about July, 1918:

then at the 1915-16 wood costs until that season's cut

is exhausted about July. 1918; then at the 191.5-16

wood costs until that season's cut is exhausted, about

Or-tobcr, 1918, and then at the 1916-17 wood cost un-

til that season's cut is exhausted, which would be

about January, 1919.

Mr. Thomas, of this company, stated in evidence

that sulphur is bought bv the long ton of 2.240 pounds.

It appears from Mi-. Clarkson 's report that sulphur

has been taken into costs as if purchased by the short

ton of 2,000 lbs.

This company has a surplus production of ground-

wood and sulphite, which is transferred in lapped

form, and the higher cost of this lapped groundwood

and sulphite has been averaged with the lower cost of

slush groundwood and sulphite used in paper produc-

-1. They also average the costs of roll and .sheet

lews. Mr.' Thomas testified that the difference in

cost to this company between roll and sheet news was

^12 per ton.

Th(.' auiDii'^fs cliari-'cd to n.^vsjirMit costs IV.;- finish-

ing materials include the cost of wrappers, but in ar-

riving at the cost per ton the total cost has been di-

vided by the weight of newsprint paper produced in

stead of by the weight of newsprint paper plus the

wrappers.

The company's allowance for depreciation has been
increased in 1918 because of the fact that it is based
on an appraisal of their plan made as of February
1st, 1918, not as formerly upon the actual cash invest-

ment. This increases the depreciation allowance by
$1.52 per ton of newsprint. Both during 1918 and
the two previous years this company charged depre-

ciation at five per cent, on machinery and three per

cent, on buildings. As already stated, the Publishers

contend that a proper rate at which to figure depre-

ciation is an average rate of three per cent, on both
buildings and plant based on actual cash investment.

If this basis were adopted there Avould be a deduction

of $1.88 per ton of paper.

This company's costs for 1918 include its contribu-

tions to the Patriotic Fund, Y.M.C.A.. etc.

The average cost of this comnany, as arrived at by
the Commissioner includes a selling expense amonnt-
ine to $1.30 per ton of paper. This companv's sales of

roll news to Canadian publishes are made without
the intervention of any selling agent or iobber. so that

anv evpense involved is already included in general

expense This commi.ssion should therefore be de-

ducted from the cost of roll news sold to Canadian
publishers.

The following is a summarv of the deductions

claimed in connection with this company.
Averap-e cost for six months. 1918, as found by

the Commissioner $55.70
1—To arrive at average on a basis of

production $ -29

2—Stumnas'e over amount actually dis-

bursed 2.42
3_TTse of 1914-15 wood during May &
June 1918 .. 3.21

4—To correct error in figuring quantity

of sulphur bought by long ton 09

5—To correct average of .slush and

lanped groiindwood and sulphite . . 1.80
6—To correct averaging of sheet and

roll news 2.40
7—To correct error re wrappers .. .. 1.95
8—Excessive depreciation allowance .. 1.88
9—C'-ntributions to pati-iotic fund, etc. .27

10—Commission charged as selling ex-

pense 1 .
30

$15.61

Reduce average cost to $40.09

From the above amount there shoiild be a further

deduction because of the figure arrived at by the

Commissioner is an average of 4 high cost winter

months ivith two low cost months. During the win-

ter railed wood is used as compared with lower cost

river wood in the other 8 months of the year; the pro-

duction is less, increasing the cost: expenditure for

fuel and power is greater: and there is less surplus

vM-oduction of groundwood and sulphite. If one of

the winter months is averaged. with the two months
nf Mav and June, which woiild be in the proportion

of 4 to 8 during the year, there would be a further

deduction of approximately $3.65, making the proper
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average on which to base price $36.44.

Continuing I\Ir. Tilley went on to relate that no
properly conducted business provided all its own work-
ing capital.

Mr. Justice Middleton asked if any provision for a

sinking fund had been allowed.

"They (the inanufalcturers) have everything ex-

cept the church collection," said Mr. Tilley.

"And has there been any allowance in the case of a

company which spends, says .^100,000 on dams to get

its logs down, and after a number of years the logs are

all down and the dam is no good?" asked Mr. Mid-
dleton.

"You cannot find anything the manufacturers have
not thoiight of and included in their costs." replied

Mr. Tilley.

The Cupboard Was Bare. On Wednesday afternoon
Mr. Tilley roferrml to the position Mr. Booth had taken
when he had refused last August or early September
to supply newsprint paper in Canada. "When Mr.
Pringle went to commandeer the paper he found there

was no paper. It was not feasible to operate the mill."

said Mr. Tilley. "Thus Mr. Pringlp had to set a price

whether he wanted to or not and without adeqiiate

investisration."

Not Time for Consideration. Mr. Tilley gave a long

story of complaint regardinsr the short space of time

the publishers had been afforded after the completion

of ilr. Clarkson's second report, and the period in

which the Pringle investigation was hurriedly brought
on in September. "We werp told that a price was
absolutely going to be fixed before October 1st. This

price was fixed and we are now appealing against

it."

Taking up the second series of the Clarkson reports

Mr. Tilley said the manufacturers had argued they

were a continuation of the earlier reports and that the

only difference between the two was that they cov-

ered different periods. If this was the case, argued

Mr. Tilley. it would mean that the Government's in-

tention in passing tbe ord^r. February ISth. 1918. had
been disregarded. This order he claimed made it clear

that in the opinion of the Government some further

investigation was required than that which had been

made.

Counsel for the newspapers quoted figures showing
manufacturing costs for the four sample mills as shown
by the two reports of Mr. Clarkson. They include

$2 stumpage instead of Government dues on wood.
The second series runs from $1.40 to $16.73 less per ton

than the first, exeept in the case of Donnacona whose
costs were all higher in the second report.

Mr. Tilley referred to the appointment of Mr. J. L.

McNiehol and his visit to the paper mills working in

conjunction with Mr. Clarkson.

Mr. Tilley said they had requested the appointment
of an expert not to give opinions but for the ptirpose

of finding out "loopholes" in the costs of the paper
manufacturers' business. In short, the expert was
supposed t'o tell them about the ins and oiits of the

manufacturers' business, how they conducted it and
what was a right or proper charge and what was
wrong.

Referring asain to Mr. Booth. Mr. TiMt---

"There should be some way that would make Mr.
Booth and others obey the law."
The publishers, he said, did not ob.ieet to such

charges as rentals. Crown dues and fire protection on

limits being charged as costs. He referred to the
prospectus or annual report of Price Bros, attempting
to prove by it that cutting was carried on in such a
manner that the woodland tracts were not depleted,
iJainfall, efficient fJre protection, the granting of
concessions, etc., were gone into at considerable length.
The history of the acquiring of limits and tracts by
the Abitibi Power and Paper Company were gone into.

In this connection Mr. Tilley read from the publishers
brief as follows

:

"To allow the Abitibi Company to include in its

costs an allowance of $12 per cord for stumpage that

costs only forty-five cents per cord, including pro-

portion of annual rental, would be to permit that com-
pany to capitalize at from $12,400,000 to $15,000,000

woodlands that do not represent one dollar of actual

investment. As a matter of fact the annual increment
on the Abitibi Company's limits through natural

growth even taken at the lowest figure suggested by
any expert of forest growth would be greatly in ex-

cess of the number of cords actually cut annually by
the company."

Mr. Justice Middleton wanted to know if the posi-

tion of such companies who received woodland and
timber tracts was not similar to that of the land grants
given the C. P. R. "The land in the west was pre-

sumed worthless unless a railroad went there," .said

Mr. Middleton.

Depreciation Not Appreciated. Ou Thursday morn-
ing Mr. Tilley. among other th'mgs. took up the sub-

ject of depreciation. The amount of $3.20 per ton

allowed for this charge by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion he said had been the result of what accountants

had agreed upon. He did not think there was any-
thing to show how it had really been arrived at. He
was in agreement with the principle of depreciation

unless there was a charge for repairs and betterments.

Mr. Justice Archer pointed oiit that the evidence

showed that some of the companies could not afford to

allow for the charge of depreciation.

Mr. ^Montgomery objected to Mr. Tilley 's use of ma-
terial that was not in the record.

Mr. Tilley said that he was not contending that the

companies had not been charging for depreciation

since the Pringle inquiry began, but he was arguing
that some companies had not been doing so before.

He claimed the practice of building up or assuming a

cost system since the beginninp' of the innuirv was not

the right way to look at it. What .should have been
done, or what he thought was the right way to arrive

at the costs was to have the manufacturers f'rst prove
their costs and then if there had been increases prove
the increases.

"Let them fthe manufacturers") .show how the costs

increased from $3.5 to $69. Thev can't do it." said Mr.
Tilley.

Later on Mr. Tillcv brouo-ht in or auoted from a cer-

tain repo7't dated June 13th, 1917. ip eonupction w'th
the invest! tration before th» Fp^Ieral Trad^ Commis-
sion, yfr. l\rontgomery and M^. Henderson obiected to

it. ciafming that it was misleading and that it had not
been accented or adopted bv the r'ircuit Judges.
"Commissioner Prindf assumed i+ was adnntcd T

s^v it was nfve'- indiciallv arloptcd from bccrinri'n"' t-^

end. The Federal Trade Comiu'ssiop n"ver adont^fl
it " said Mr. Montgomerv.
Counsel for the manufacturers also drew at+ent''r.n

to the operations of the accountants for the Federal
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Trade Commission when tliey visited the Laurentide
mill. After the accountants had been left absolutely
alone in the school room with the books of the com-
pany they left with whatever information they had got
and had not given the Laurentide officials any oppor-
tunity to explain any of the items or costs that the
books showed. Repeated requests to the Federal Trade
Commission by Mr. George Cahoon and others had
failed to find out the basis on which the accountants
had made up the charges for the Laurentide mill.

The judges finally ruled that the annual reports of

Price Bros, and tlie pamphlet of the Federal Trade
Commission would not be received as evidence. The
decision put a stop to Mr. Tillej^'s attempt of bringing
in what was not included on the original record.

Mr. Tilley went back to depreciation in connection
with the Donnaeona Company in which the record

showed that this company had not charged up .depre-

ciation.

Later he referred to the appraisal that had been
made at the John R. Booth Company, the plant being

written up from .$1,600,000 to $3,300,000 when the ap-

praisal was made. He spoke at considerable length on

how the allowance for depreciation by the appraisers

worked out.

Sinkage.—Sinkage was gone into Thursday after-

noon. In reference to the Booth system as reflected

by the reports. Mr. Tilley said it was probably .suf-

ficient for Mr. Booth's needs.

On the question of woods charges with the Booth
Company, Mr. Tilley claimed that the 1914-15 costs

should be carried on, and the wood produced in that

year be first used, and taken into account. Mr. Til-

ley read tables of figures for wood costs in connec-

tion with groundwood and sulphite.

In the 1916-17 season, so Mr. Tilley said, John R.

Booth had 41,261 cords of wood on hand. In the

] 915-16 season he had 38.2S6 cords. In this connec-

tion Justice Archer said: "You will see Mr. Booth

does not want to get caught with high price wood."
Mr. Tilley maintained that had Mr. Booth used the

1916-17 wood in 1918 the saving for two months as

spread over the six months' period would have result-

ed in the reduction of the cost of $3.21 per ton of

paper. He maintained that if Mr. Booth was economi-

cally conducting his business with a view of keeping

his costs down as low as possible, that he would not go

about picking out the high priced wood.

Counsel for the newspapers maintained that Mr.

Booth used knives for barking, which he considered

an old method, and wasteful to the extent of 25 per

cent., whereas had he used the newer method of bark-

ing drums the waste would have only been ten per

cent.

Mr. Hender.son. in this connection, said something

about the film showing the manufacture of paper the

Judges had seen the night before, supposing that the

International Paper Company, if it used knives for

barking would not be considered an efficient mill.

"You can suppose anything you like," said Mr. Til-

ley. "You could suppose also that those hardwork-

ing men we saw in the picture were the shareholders."

A 2-eneral laugh went round at this sally.

Mr. Tilley again made reference to John R. Booth

charging up the Patriotic Fund and Y.M.C.A. contri-

butions as elements of cost. Mr. Henderson immedi-

ately took ob.iection to this method of procedure, and

wanted to know if Mr. Tilley was really serious in the

matter. Deductions such as Mr. Tilley saw them
were gone into. Booth's costs, after the deductions,
would be cut to $40.09, Price Bros, to $39.26, Lauren-
tide to $37.04, and Donnaeona to $39.60.

Fort Frances came under fire Friday morning. Its

costs of manufacture for the first six months of 1918
were gone into. For the months as recited bv Mr.
Tilley they were: Jan., $64.08; Feb., $62.89; March,
$61.83, April, $62.89; May, $62.26; June, $66.96. The
evidence Mr Tilley said showed that the company had
used purchased groundwood till July. In July the

company used some purchased groundwood, and some
the.y manufactured themselves. In July he said the

cost was only $57.92. Freight rates on groundwood
added $3.50 per ton. The drawback on the duty for

sulphite was touched upon. For the three months of

1918 for the Canadian company. Mr. Tilley said the

report showed an average cost of $59.77 per ton, and
for the same period for the combined companies in

the American investigation it was shown the cost was
$53.16. or $6.61 less.

'

There were three main reasons for this according to

the publishers' counsel. The.v were: 1st, a different

method of wood costs, 2nd, a different s.vstem for al-

lowance for depreciation ; 3rd, an unequal use of

power, as between the American and Canadian com-
panies, i.e., the Minnesota and Ontario Power Com-
pany on the one hand, and Fort Frances on the other.

Mr. Tillev contended that because of the diversion

of power from the Canadian side to the American that

the Fort Frances Company had been compelled to

purchase groundwood. whereas if the power had not

been diverted it could have manufactured its own
groundwood at a lessened cost. He maintained that

the diversion of power was not in accordance with the

statutes and quoted from both Provincial and Fed-
eral Acts which had been passed in connection with
the Minnesota Compan.v. Mr. MacLaren's evidence

before the Controller was gone into. Production fig-

ures were cited and compared. Mr. Tilley claimed
that during the non-operation of the groundwood mill

that the publishers had had to pay or bear indirectly

the cost of the idle mill. He referred to the long dis-

tances (Iroquois Falls, Ont., and Buckingham. Que.),

the Fort Frances Co. had gone to secure its ground-
wood. He disagreed that Fort Frances should be

treated differentl.v from anv other mill, and the ex-

tra allowance, making its prices $73 per ton, instead

of $69, had not been sustained by evidence.

Depreciation with this mill was also gone into, and
an almost bewildering mass of figures submitted.

Return on investment, capitalization, etc., were all

gone into verj^ exhaustively, finally the deductions

claimed by the publishers being as follows:

Average cost for 5 months, 1918, as found Ijy

Mr. Pringle ".$62.79

l.st—On purchased groundwood .. .. $13.17
2nd—Charges for idle plant .52

3rd—Cost of re-slushing 3.00

For excessive depreciation allowance. 2.87
19.56

Reduces average cost to $43.23

Capitalization on the proportion of so much per ton

on a dail.v tonnage basis was referred to. On a capi-

talization of $39,500 per ton. with a return of 15 per
cent, the profit M'ould be $19.75 per ton, as allowed in
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the United States, aud on the figure of $35,000 per

ton as assumed bj- Mr. Pringle with the same rate of

return $17.50 per ton in Canada.

As to making allowanee for going value, Mr. Tilley

said this charge was supposed to reeoup the manufae-

turers for lean years, or, putting it another way, the

capitalization of early losses.

Mr. Tilley continued on capitalization on Friday

afternoon. He referred to ilr. Charles Schwab's pol-

icy, fifty cents to shareholder, fifty cents to plant. As
regarding depreciation Jlr. Tilley claimed it would
not work out this way, as the fifty cent, allowance

to the plant was fifty cents of the shareholders' money
and profit. Depreciation, he claimed, was charged up
first before any profit was declared. Laureiitide was
cited as an example. Its capitalization, reorganiza-

tion ,aecu!uulated surplus, apportionment of profit to

shareholders, the apportionment of two shares in the

new company for one of old at par, etc., were most ex-

haustively gone into.

The whole afternoon was really devoted to Mr. Til-

ley's explanation of cause and effect of matters per-

taining to high finance, as applied to Canadian pa-

per mills.

To any student of finance the address was highly il-

luminative. In fact, it was a very interesting address

to listen to. To attempt to explain the different

phases of it would take pages of any printed maga-
zine, and then perhaps much might be left unsaid or

unexplained.

Finally, after his long explanation of things and
conditions affected by and pertaining to finance and
capitalization, Mr. Tilley got down to the idea that

$8,000 on a daily tonnage basis was ample capitaliza-

tion on which to run a paper mill.

Court adjourned till Monday morning, when Mr.

Tilley finished his argument and Mi. Montgomery
replied for the manufacturers. Mr. Montgomery's
argument will be reported in the next issue of The
Pulp and Paper Magazine by our special correspondent

at the hearing before the Paper Control Tribunal.

MAKING FILTER PAPER.
Actual production is to start soon at the mills of the

Eau Claire Paper Manufacturing Company, recently

established near Eau Claire, Wis. Work has been go-

ing on at the plant in a small way for several months.

Difficulty in obtaining much needed machinery, and
trotible encountered in getting certain raw materials,

however, greatly handicapped the early output. The
concern is headed by William Brubaeher, formerly

chemist with the Dells Pulp and Paper Company. A
filter paper used iu chemistry is the principal product.

So far as is known, Mr. Brubaeher 's plant is the only

one in the United States producing this material.

PAPER MACHINERY MAKER DIES.

Julius E. Waterous. one of the founders of what is

now the Waterous Engine Works, at Brantford, one

of that city's largest industrial plants, died Saturday

at his home, at the age of seventy-five. He was con-

nected with that concern as mechanical manager until

he organized the Waterous Engine Works, which lie

conducted till he retired in 1910. The Waterous En-

gine Works is knowTi to every pulp and paper mill

in Canada and many friends will be sorry to hear that

"Mr. Waterous has gone.

WHERE ENGLAND GETS PULP AND PAPER
A feature of the Hoard of Trade Returns for Nov-

ember is the resumption of the publication of the coun-

tries wlience England draws her imports. The total im-

j)orts of paper, etc.. la.st month were 1120.409 cwts., and
for the eleven months ended November 1.950.174 cwts.,

deerea?<es of 25,187 cwts. and G23.G90 cwts. respective-

ly, compared with tlie corresiiouding periods of last

year. During January-November of the present year
we received 257.681 ewts. of reel-paper, the principal

supplies coming from Sweden, viz., 119.439 cwts.,

folowed by Nodway with 96,261 cwts., with a contribu-

tion of 35,387 cwts. from the TTnited States, and a

small lot of 4,820 cwts. from Newfoundland. Of 181,-

472 cwts. of printings or writings not on I'cols import-
ed during the eleven months Norway supjilied 73 per
cent., other receipts being chiefly from Sweden (34,-

655 cwts.), and the United States (11.106 civts.). No
hangings were imported, and of the 9,993 cwts. of other
printed or coated paper received, the supplies from
Fi-ance and the United States were comparatively
small. In packing and wrappings, Norwa.v supplied
410,838 ewts. and Sweden 198.139 cwts. out" of a total

importation into the United Kingdom of 640,740 cwts.

The total value of paper imports in November was
£276.425, within £66 of the amount for the eorrespon-
ing month of last year; for the eleven months ended
November the value stands at £4,727.347. an increase
of of £965,369, comjiared with a year ago.

And Canada is not even mentioned.

The same i.s true on the report on chemical and me-
chanical pulp. There mu.st be something wrong when
England gives us the go-bv.

REMOVAL OF DUTY WOULD BOOST SULPHITE
ALCOHOL.

That the possibilities for economically converting

sulphite waste liquor into industrial alcohol are still

heng considered is .shown by the opinions of the Ad-
visory Council on Scientific and Industrial Research.

The first step toward success is the removal of duty

restrictions on alcohol for industrial purposes.

"I have no doubt that the world is going to recog-

nize that industrial alcohol can no longer be produced

from foodstuff." stated Dr. R. F. Ruttan, Chairman
of the Advisorj^ Council. "I believe the time is at

hand when any sort of food will be used as such, and
.

not converted into alcohol. Our other sources of alco-

hol, viz., sulphite liquor waste and our waste wood,

can produce all the ethyl alcohol used in Canada. Two
pulp mills alone in Canada promise to produce 680,000

gallons of alcohol per year, and the industrial alcohol

used in Canada before the war was less than 1.000,000

gallons. From the wood waste we can obtain a spirit

which is purer than that which is obtained from grain.

Aldehydes are the only impurities in alcohol from

wood, and. as we know, much more easily got rid of

than the impurities in grain spirit."

It is estimated that industrial alcohol can be manu-

factured from waste sulphite liquors of pulp mills in

Canada at a cost of not more than 40c. a gallon. Pro-

duction of sulphite pulp in Canada amounts to over

1.000 tons a day, and it is inci-easing steadily. The
total amount of sulphite liquor is over 2.000,000 gal-

lons a day. The alcohol value by fermenting amounts
to 7 p.c. by volume of the liquor actually recoverable.
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Making Men Like their Jobs
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(Continued from Page 2
Giving Men a Greater Chance to Express Themselves,

First, of substance which functions according to

ed after the „,/,ni...,„„ ol ,Le human body, SZli It wfa'nd viJalUy"""
"" '"""" ''°"''"' »'"°°'

seiously to give them a greater chance to express life, takes on individual characte;i«tip«
of-^"^'

'^o^^^^'er,

To continue the analogy between the organization in the funcLn thafft h^ to S^^^^ S" asnecTo^fman, and the industrial organization created bv man. the body we mieht call tW «=^Ilf /
^^^^.^SP^'^* °\

body is made up

:

has to perform. This aspect of

tiplicity. and
„ - - . ...e greater the

power of expressipn of the individual;
Third, the unity principle which

uses the nervous system as its

great channel of expression; bring-
ing all parts of organized man into
intimate and close relationships, as-
sociating and co-ordinating the
parts with the spirit of the whole,
restraining and accelerating all

functions so that perfect equilibrium
and balance may be maintained be-
tween inner and outer stimuli or
impressions. Every man knows
that he is One. It is not an acci-
dent that both the letter "I" and
the figure "I" are expressed by
the same s.ymbol, and the foregoing
is merely a way of defining in phy-
siological and psychological terms
what everyone knows to be a fact.

It is only when the nervous system
is diseased, and therefore unable to

keep proper balance between the
various individualized bodily activ-

ities, that we are conscious of the
lack of oneness or unity.

From this we see that every in-

dividual centre of life expresses
itself in three aspects : the aspect
of imit}', the aspect of multiplicity

(individual interior organization),

and the aspect of substance, which
modern science to-day is disclosing

to be a universal form of activity.

To illustrate what. I mean, I will

quote from an article on "Periodic
LjIw"—the law which indicates
that all chemical elements are
created from one primordial sub-
stance. This quotation is taken
from the "General Electric Re-
view," and is written by Dr. Saul
Dushman of their research labora-
tory.

"Considering the relationships
exhibited b.v the different radio-ac-
tive elements, one realizes that the
dream of the alchemists may not
have been as fatuous as has appear-
ed until recently. The concept of
an absolutely stable atom must be

This chart—the circles, lines, and arrows of which you may at first glance thinl< rather complicated—indicates graphically
the principles underlying Mr. Wolf's philosophy of work." In his article he tells how he applies these' principles.

DIVISIOW. GENERAL FUNCTIONS

AdministratiORl Compensating EDployoent Compensation Service

2 Financing General Accounts Sales Collections

3 Planning Budgets Plans & Estimates Rays 4 Means

Supply 1 Purchasing Crude Materials Sundry Supplies Apparatus

2 Transporting «
.

"

3 Storing

Production \ Equipping Constr.ft Maintenance
LOf buildings

Constr.&Maintenance
of equipment

Constr.t Maintenance
Of power plants

2 Fabricating Preparation of raw
materials

Fabrication of pre-
pared materials

Finishing of
product

3 Evaluating Progress records Research and
investigation

Planning for
Improved equipt.

for sake of e
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discarded ouce for all. and its place is taken by this

miniature solar system, as it were, consisting of a
central nucleus and one or more rings of electrons.

"Hut the nucleus itsqlf is apparently the seat of

iminenso forces, and in spite uf its exceedingly infin-

itesimal dimensions it contains both alpha particles

and electrons. Once in a while the nucleus of oiiu of

the atoms will spontaneously disintcjrratc and expel an
alpha or beta particle.

"A new element has been horn. What causes these

transformations? Can they be controlled? These
are cpiestions which only the future can answer. Rut
if we had it in our power to remove two aljiha par-

ticles from the atom of bismuth or any of its isotopes,

not only would the dream of the alchemists be real-

ized, hut man would be in possession of such intense-

ly powerful sources of energy that all of our coal

mines, waterpowers. and explosives would become in-

significant by comparison."

Put in less technical terms, this means that modern
science has discovered that there is no dead or inert

substance, but that the form and character taken by
the various chemical elements is caused by their par-

ticulnr type of internal activity. Logically, when this

manifestation of life stops, the atom ceases to exist.

The internal character or vitality of the atom (or

molecule, depends upon its rate of vibration; its form
upon the direction of this vibration, that is the axes

of growth and its bulk or outer form upon the ex-

treme limits of these vibration paths.

Now let us turn to our industrial organization to

see how this analogy must hold in order to obtain a

high degree of creative power within the organiza-

tion. The chart on another page is a convenient way of

expressing the principles of iinity. multiplicity, and
substance. It will be noted that unity corresponds

with the function of administration, multiplicity with

production, and substance with supply.

Supply is naturally made up of three functions

;

purchasing, transporting, and storing.

Production : Of equipping which has to do with

plant design and naturally is more or less concentric

with storing; fabricating, which has to do with the

organization of the individual parts; i.e., finished or

partly prepared materials and evaluating, which has to

do with the recording of individual operations with

reference to quality, quantity and economy of per-

formance, assembling these for the purpose of re-

search and investigation: and then giving unity and
vitality to the productive process by providing means
for the creation and design of more suitable operat-

ing equipment, thus completing the productive func-

tion that the plant is organized to perform.
Administration is made up of compensating, which

has to do not only with employment and service, but
also with the establishment of proper industrial rela-

tions within the organization from the point of view
of reward for services rendered, in other words, the

democratic carrying out of the law of compensation
within the organization.

Financing has to do with the organization's rela-

tionship to its environment, or the general market,
and therefore the assembly of all data for the fin-

ished cost statement of oiitput; the disposal of the
finished product at proper market prices, and the

final collection of all the money due the organization
for the services that are being rendered. It is dis-

tinctly a unity function in the administrative branch

of the organization. Planning is the third adminis-

trative function and has to do with the determining
of ways and means for the proper disposition of the

incoming I'inam-ial returns for services I'endcrcd.

How These Laws Are Put to Work.

To record tiie laws in siu-h a way that they are

quickly availahU' for use. the evaluation department
uses graphical charts. In the production divisions

the graphical department is the memory and corres-

piuuls to the cerebral part of the nervous system. Of
course the production progress records which are

given to men and groups of men throughout the plant

are the means of I'elcasing intelligcTit thought wher-
ever a f)articular operation is performed. These re-

cords insure jiroper functioning without direction from
the conscious mind of the organization, so correspond
to the reflex action of the spinal-cord. The sympa-
thetic system of the production division is the sys-

tem of daily reminders not to forget to do certain

things, which experience has taught us are necessary

as a matter of routine. We call this oiir plant "tick-

ler" system and through its means not only release

creative power by relieving our department heads of

tlu> burden of remendiering routine work, but insure

against forgetting impoi'tant operations which should
be repeated at regular intervals.

Just as evaluating and compensating are more or less

concentric functions, as they are the point of contact

with the production and administrative divisions, so

planning and purchasing are also concentric func-

tions.

The stream of finished product, after proper evalua-

tion, passes out through the selling side of the financ-

ing function, and the reward for the service rendered
by the organization comes in on the collecting or re-

ceiving side, which contacts the planning sphere of

the larger organization. Of course, by the operation
of the law of cause and effect the greater the service

rendered the greater the reward.
This is the basic law of life as it is known to all

engineers and scientists. We call it the law of the

conservation of energy on the material plane. The
philosopher who deals with mental concepts calls it

the law of compensation. No one can escape the work-
ing of this law.

The employer may pursue the short-sighted policy

of preventing the employee from using his brains in

his work, and thereby hold his compensation down to

a low level, but he does not gain one single advantage
by doing so. The result is simply to repress creative

effort and, what is even worse, to deflect creative

poM'cr into destructive channels.

Practically all the destructive forces at work in the

industrial world to-day, which are manifesting in or-

ganized efforts to reduce production, are the results

of this autocratic domination of the wills of the work-
men b.v forcing them into an environment where free

self-expression is an impossibilit.v.

By destructive forces, I mean the sabotage methods
exhibited by certain aspects of the I, W. W. and Bol-
sheviki movements. We cannot repress the creative
process in the individual ; we can only deflect it into

Note,—I use the word evaluation 'because it is more
comprehensive than "statistical"; it includes statis-

tics but adds the implication of judgment based upon
knowledge,

(Continued on page ^6.)
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UMTED STATES t^OTES'
The National Paper Products Company at Stockton,

Cal., which began operations early in December with
an initial force of 150 employees, is planning to take
on one hundred more soon as the box-board depart-
ment has been made ready for a start. Close to one
million dollars has been put into the construction and
equipment of the new plant. Eighty tons of board
per day can easily be turned out when operations get

in full swing. The supply of paper pulp required is at

present being obtained from British Columbia. Waste
paper in huge quantities is to be largely used as raw
material.

With the sale of the Farmington River Power Com-
pany of the Rainbow Paper Mills at Rainbow, Connec-

ticut, one of the oldest paper manufacturing plants in

the Nutmeg State is due to be dismantled in the near
future. In making the purchase, the power company
secures one of the finest sites in Connecticut for the

development of the water power. The mills at Rain-

bow have been in operation for more than fifty years
—Mill No. 1 for a period of seventy-five years.

According to John W. Bockman, a member of the

California section of the American Chemical Society,

the consumers of Stockholm, Sweden, have been eat-

ing bread baked out of two-thirds wheat or other flour

and one-third substitute flour made of spruce. Ex-

tensive experiments made to determine the digestibility

of the spruce or cellulose flour, have proven that fully

one-third of it is absorbed by the human system. The
volume of this flour is about three times that of wheat.

It has been selling in Stockholm at about 40 cents a

pound.

Members of paper and allied houses have been asked

to make a permanent exhibit at the Chicago Perma-

nent Exhibition Building at State and Van Buren
streets, Chicago. The enterprise is headed by Joseph

Leiter. It is intended that all articles manufactured

in Chicago appear on display there. Interest is being

shown by some of the paper specialty houses.

A new circular saw-mill with a capacity of 20,000

board feet has just been started by the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratory, of the U. S. Forest Service, at Madi-

son, Wis. The mill is to be used mainly for the pur-

pose of making obtainable for experimental and test

needs certain materials which cannot be procured com-

mercially.

The organization of the Kalamazoo Valley Paper

Mills Cost Association was recently effected at Kala-

mazoo, the following organizations enrolling: Kala-

mazoo Paper Company; King Paper Company; Mon-

arch Paper Company ; Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment

Company; Hawthorne Paper Company; Standard

Paper Company; all of Kalamazoo; Lee Paper Com-

pank, Vicksbu'rg; Michigan Paper Company, Plain-

well, and the Bardine Paper Company, Wolverine

Paper Company and Otsego Coated Paper Company,

Otsego. The association was formed to consider cost

problems and to promote cost systems in all the valley

mills. George T. Jubb, Kalamazoo Paper Co., is Presi-

dent, H. C. Bradford, King Paper Co., secretary, and
P. L. Broesamle, Monarch Paper Co., treasurer.

The Ashland Power Companj- which recently obtain-

ed control of water power sites on the La Flambeau
River near Ladysmith, Wisconsin, plans to begin the
work of constructing a $2,000,000 dam at this point
in a few weeks. Two years may be required to build
the proposed dam. The site selected is fom'teen miles
from Ladysmith. A structure half a mile long will be
required to dam the river there. Power can be con-
veyed from this point to Ashton via Mellen, and can
also be easily transmitted to Minneapolis and St. Paul
and to the ports of Duluth and Superior.

The Safepack Mills of Philadelphia are now oc-

cupying their new headquarters in the recently re-

modeled building at 231 Chestniit street.

The Mohegan Wall Board and Roofing Corporation,

with offices at 17 Battery Place, New York City, was
incorporated at Albany, January 10, capitalized at

$60,000. The incorporators are 0. M. Baxter, F. M.
Peterson and A. J. Yosler, all of New York city.

Enemy-owned or controlled dye patents, estimated

to be worth anywhere from $50,000,000 to $250,000,000.

now held in trust by A. Mitehel Palmer, custodian of

alien enemy property, are the cause of a great deal

of concern to many American manufacturers and deal-

ers, judging from the flood of applications for the use

of these patents that are arriving in a steady volume
at headquarters of the Federal Trade Commission in

Washington. There seems to be widespread fear that

these patents will revert to their owners after the treaty

of peace base been signed. It is not at all unlikely

that the settlement of this dyestuff matter may require

legislation.

EXHIBIT OF PAPER TEXTILES AT NEW YORK
CUSTOM HOUSE.

(Special to Pulp and Paper Magazine.)

New York, Jan. 13, 1919.—Paper textiles on display

at the office of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce at the Custom House in New York City

show a wide range. The extent to which paper has

been utilized as a substitute for various textiles in

Europe during the war is surprising.

Gireat Britain's principal need has been bagging. A
heavy standard sack made of the paper textile is shown.
It has reinforced edges and is large enough to contain

four bushels of grain. For military purposes a sub-

stitute material made of paper was being used for

machine-gun belting, and a camouflage paper textile of

flimsy green served various purposes.

Paper textile carpets comprising nine different pat-

terns are also on display. This has a rather dull and
unattractive finish and is much like matting in ap-

pearance. Specimens of wall coverings that are shown
are mostly in dark colors. The paper textiles being

well adapted to stencilling, the designs are quite

artistic.
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OFF FOR NORWAY.
Some of our teehnieal incu must be related to the

homing pigeou. A lew weeks ago Mr. S. Wang, chief

L'liemist for the Riordon Comjiany essayed a flight

across the Atlantie to the homeland, and now Mr.

Grindstadt, of the Paeifie Mills, Oeeau Palls, B.C., has

spread liis wings in the same direetion. "We imagine

they will find conditions much different from what

they last saw over there. Bon voyage!—both ways.

COAL IS KING: A MOVING PICTURE.
The subject of coal s a 'moving'' one in more ways

than one. Pointers on waste and conservation "are

shown in a most interesting way," by the film that

will be used at the meeting of the Technical Section

•January 30th as a part of the program on "Power."

The picture film entitled "Coal is King" was pro-

duced by the Ford Motor Company from a scenario

written by and under the direction of Robert June,

:\r. E. This film deals with the conservation of coal

and handles this situation in a complete and convinc-

ing manner. The story is directed to Presidents, Gen-

eral Managers, and Chief Engineers of Power Plants.

It has no appeal to the small customer in the home.

The picture deals with good and bad methods of

coal mining and transportation, also good and bad

methods of firing, the use of power plant instruments,

such as draft gauges, CO., recorders, etc.

The necessity for keeping the boiler sui-faee clean

is properly brought out. Pictures of scale and soot

removal are shown, losses caused by firing the boiler

too high or too low, above or below rating, losses

caused by cutting in stand-by boilers too early or too

late, losses caused by uncovered steam pipes, leaky

pipes, steam traps, etc.

This picture, telKng the story of coal from the time

it is taken out of the ground imtil it is used in the

generation of power, has received the endorsement

of the State Fuel Administrators throughout the

States. No small details have been omitted, and if

the lessons taught are put into practice, millions of

tons of coal will be saved the nation.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE
E-2. Motor fuel.—G. K. Gjerde, Papir-Journalen.

Apr. 4. 191S, p. i2. Comparison between the advantag-

es and disadvantages of various kinds of motor fuel,

acetylene gas, gasolene, .sulphite alcohol, etc. It is

shown that suli)hite alcohol is the best substitute for

gasolene. To facilitate the starting up of the motor

about twenty per cent, benzol or other suitable hydro-

carbon should be added to the alcohol. Even coal oil

can be added advaaitageously even if the coal oil and

the alcohol do not co-mingle completely.—Gllg.

L-0. Cattl3 food from cellulose. Svensk Papers-

tidniug. July .31, 1918, p. 321. S. Liudeen and Profes-

sor H. Funkquist, Alnarps University for Agriculture,

Sweden, have made experiments with feeding cellulose

to pigs as a substitute for beets and flour. 1 food unit

of cellulose is equal to 1 food unit of beets but is su-

perior to flour.—G. Hg.
L-0. Cattle food from cellulose. Professor H. Isaach-

son. Aas. Norway, Papir-Journalen, July 25, 1918, p.

102. Results obtained by feeding cow and horse with

suli)hite cellulose as a substitut,- foi' hay and oats.

Figures are given from the various tests made and it is

claimed that 1.6.—2.13 kilogram cellulose M-ith a mois-

ture-content of 6 p.c. will equal 1 food unit, which
is the same as 1.2 kilogram of oats. Cellulose treated

in a Kollergang and given to the cattle in dry form is

considered more easily digestible than cellulose torn to

pieces bv hand and left in water for 12-24 hours.—G.

Hg.
L-0. Substitute for leather, cotton and hemps in

belts. Titlsskrift for Papirindustri, August 15, 1918, p.

24S. The scarcity of nuitcrials before the war used as

raw material for belts, as leather, cotton, hemp, balata,

etc. has caused the Swedish Belting Co., Ltd., Orebro,

Sweden, to put on the market belts made of paper
yarn. Belts are made of this material in widths of

from 50 to 1,000 millimeters and in lengths of 125 me-
ters. Of special interest is a belt where steel wires are

woven in between the paper yarn. Belts exposed to

moisture are iuipregnatcd with coal-tar. The life of these

belts is said to be 8-10 months.—G. Hg.
R-2. Professor Peter Klason. Svensk-Pappers-Tid-

ning, Apr. 15, 1918, p. 149. The well known chemist
and sulphite expert, ex-professor of the Royal Univer-

sity of Stockholm, celebrated on the 4th. April, his

seventieth birthday. The aged scientist although re-

tired, has not given up active work but takes a lively

interest in the country's work on food conservation,

being a member of the govcrnement committee for

utilization of cellulose as cattle food.—G. Hg.
R-4. Advisory Committee to assist the British pa-

p3r controller. Svensk Papperstidning, July 13, 1918,

p. 323. On request of the British paper controller the

Briti.sh Wood Pulp Association has appointed three

persons to act in advisory capacity concerning im-

port of pulp. Of these three persons, one, Mr.
L. P. Andrews of Messrs. Andrews & Company,
is supposed to be familiar with the Swedish mar-
ket conditions, etc. ]\Ir. George Buchanan of Messrs.

Becker & Company, Limited, handles the Norwegian
interests and Mr. Charles Greenhalgh of Messrs. Green-
halgh & Co. the Canadian interests.—G. Hg.

SOOT—THE GREAT ENEMY.
(Canadian Pulp & Paper Association Coal Saver No.

4)
Soot, or lamp black, is one of the best insulators we

have.

Some idea of this can be had if you remember that

l-5th of an inch of soot will stop as much heat from
reaching boiler tubes as a layer of asbestos one inch
thick.

Did you ever try and boil a kettle of water on a pad
of asbestos one inch thick?

That is what is happening in j-our boiler if you
don't remove the soot.

If you are running your boilers efficiently there

will not be much soot, but what there is must be re-

moved frequently, otherwise the intense heat will bake
it on the tubes and dynamite will not shake it off.

Remember that if you allow j'our tubes to be coated
with soot they might as well be covered with asbestos.

Coal costs money.
Don't waste it trj^ing to heat sooty tubes.
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ACID RESISTING PUiMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hojrts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in tb ^ market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet Metal.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

imnutiiuniiirHmimmiiii'^

Eddy's Fire Pails

Are Practically Everlasting
They are made of Indurated Fibreware under the Eddy process. Not being metal, of eour.ie, they

cannot rust. They will not crack, warp, split or come apart. They will never leak. Having a round
bottom they will not stand up, therefore they cannot be removed for ordinary pail purposes. They must
remain hanging in their appointed place, ready for that fire \vhieh may start at any time.

You can secure Eddy's Fire Pails through any dealer

day.

Ask to see them to-

THE E. B. EDDY CO., Limited.
HULL, - - - CANADA

Makers of Canada^s Famous Matches
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A^P^^M
A new Canadian publication is now being issued in

London. Eng.. and is the organ of the Khaki University,

wliifli is heing attended by so many Canadian soldiers.

II. il. P. Eckardt, of Toronto, -who was widely known
as a financial writer and was the author of two well

known books on banking, died last week at Muskoka
after a long illness. He was forty-nine years of age

and leaves "a wife and mother. Many Canadian pub-
lislurs will learn of his passing with great regret.

The engagement of JNLss Alice Aitken, daughter of

the late Robert Aitken. who was the first superintend-

ent of the Canada Paper Co., Windsor Mills, Que.,

and Frank H. Matthews, of Toronto, is announced.

The Avedding will take place this month. Miss Aitken

has been employed for some years in the office of the

Canada Paper Co.. at Windsor Mills.

Alfred Mellish died recently in Woodstock, Ont.

He was an old time printer and was at one time pub-

lisher of the Independent newspaper which he founded

at Comber, Ont. He was sixty-three years of age and
was prominent in lodge and church circles.

M. J. Hutchinson, who is business manager of the

Bulletin Publishing Co.. of Edmonton, and a former

well known Ontario newspaper man, is now District

Governor of the Rotary Clubs of Western Canada.

A federal charter has Ijiien granted to the Standard

Cabinet Co., Limited, of Montreal, with a capital stock

of $95,000. The company is authorized to acquire,

lease, sell and deal in timber limits, and operate, de-

velop and manufacture wood lumber, pulp wood, etc.

Among the incorporators of the organization are Rob-

ert S. Weir, K.C., and Frank G. Dort, Montreal.

In the recent election in Thorold. Ont., for muni-

cipal officers for the coming year, Ed. P. Foley, of the

Foley-Rieger Pulp and Paper Co.. who has served

several years in the council, was a condidate for the

mayoralty in a three cornered contest. He was de-

feated by only 28 votes.

During the recent holiday period the Victoria Paper

and Twine Co.. Toronto, again paid to their employees

a bonus of ten per cent on their wages of the year

and the staff presented Charles V. S\Tett, secretary

and manager of the company, with a very handsome
piece of furniture in the form of an easy chair made
of English morocco leather.

Many friends in the paper trade have learned with

sorrow of the death of Benjamin Tooke. President of

Tooke Bros.. Montreal. He was a director of a num-
ber of enterprises including the Spanish River Pulp

and Paper Mills.

Hugh I. Eraser, son of the Rev. Donald Eraser, of

ilabon. N. S., died recently in Toronto from an attack

of influenza. He was twenty-three years old. The

late ilr. Eraser was employed for some time in Brit-

nell's book store, and later was on the staff of W. J.

Gage and Co., manufacturing stationers. Toronto.

The Modern Paper Box Co., of Guelph. Ont., has

been reorganized. The entire holdings of E. E. and

J. P. Hale, the former promoters, have been acquired

t)y other interests. P. II. Secord. of Brautford, is now
President of the comjiany and K. Bruce Lang, of

(iueli)li. is Vice-Presitlent. The new manager is C. N.

Hall, formerly of Gait and Dundas. J. H. Smithers

continues as superintendent. The company, whose
ojjcrations will be greatly extended, specialize in set

up and folding boxes and in "safety first" egg cartons.

A charter has been granted to the Canadian Pioneer,

Limited, Toronto, with a capital stock of $100,000 to

cai'i-y on a general printing and publishing business.

Claud E. Nicely, who is a son of F. P. Nicely, man-
ager of the La Salle Paper Co., South Bend, Indiana,

manufacturers of wrapping paper, chip board and
specialties, has been appointed assistant sales man-
ager of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. Mr. Nicely spent

some years in the plant at La Salle and went overseas

with the (Jlst Winnipeg Battalion. He was later trans-

ferred to the Imperial West Lancashire Regiment at

the front and invalided to Canada, suffering from shell

shock. He then joined the Roj'al Air Force and was
an officer, securing his training at Leaside camp. He
served in France for some time and owing to an ac-

cident and nerve trouble was subsequently in the hos-

pitals in the Old Country and Canada for eight months,

ilr. Nicely, who has been spending several weeks at

the mill in Cornwall, is now associated with Charles

F. Mansell, general sales manager of the Toronto
Paper Mfg. Co., whose many friends are pleased to see

him at his desk again after being confined to his

home for some days with a severe cold.

Leonaril Weist, while working in the Modern Paper
Box Co., Guelph, Ont., lost a hand. He was feeding

card board into a universal cutter and creaser and
when a piece fell through he put in his hand to get it

and in so doing the press crushed the member in a ter-

rible manner.

The Stovel Co., Limited, of Winnipeg, who are

among the largest printers and publishers in Canada,
recently sent out to the paper trade a very appropriate

holiday greeting. The title of the enclosure to a very

neat but effective card was "The Reveille of Peace."
The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association is issu-

ing a series of business stimulaters, which are full of

pep and pith and are being sent to all printers, box
makers and manufacturers in Canada. The latest

publication is entitled, "Why send your goods to mar-

ket dressed like a slouch." It is a clarion call to neat-

ness, attractiveness and the use of best quality ma-
terials in paper, printed matter, packages, cartons,

etc.

R. G. Dingman, who for several years has been man-
ager of the Financial Post, of Toronto, has resigned

and taken a position with a leading financial firm.

His successor is Gordon Rutledge, for several years

on the staff of the MacLean Publishing Go's trade

publications.

J. B. Beveridge, manager of the Dryden Pulp and
Paper Co., was re-elected mayor of Dryden, Ont., by
acclamation.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, January 13.—Trade in the paper arena is

opening up fairly well with the advancement of the
new year although there is no doubt a deterrent effect
owing to the prolonged argument on the newsprint
question at Ottawa. Until the price problem is defin-
itely settled buyers in other lines than newsprint will
not enter the market so readily. In some specialties

there is decided activity and the demand for book
and writing papers is reported good. Book and writ-
ing prices will be advanced in the cheaper grades as it

is felt that tiirning them out below cost is a poor busi-

ness policy.

A meeting of the publishers, who are iisers of book
papers, was held in Toronto last week and a deputa-
tion will be sent to Ottawa to urge upon the govern-
ment that Controller Pringle carry out his instruc-

tions of the order-in-council to complete an inquiry
into book and writing as well as coated papers. This
probe was started over a year ago, but beyond one
sitting in Toronto there has not been much progress
made although the books of two or three mills have
been audited by the staff of G. T. Clarkson, of Tor-

onto, the official accountant. It is reported that the

Paper Controller has declined to go on with the in-

vestigation and the publishers of periodicals desire

that he should. They also assert that they have rea-

son to believe that a combine exists among the book
mills and it was resolved to have the alleged combine
investigated.

The manufacturers, on the other hand, state they are

not worrying and are prepared to meet any inquiry.

They declare that paper in the instance of several pub-
lishers has been furnished below cost and that there

has not been an increase of one hundred per cent in

price, let alone foiir hundred per cent as has been
alleged, since 1914. Wages have doubled, the cost of

all equipment has gone up enormously, pulp is very
much higher as well as all other raw materials and
freight rates add to the expense. There is no sign

of any come-down in the cost of stock, operation and
production, marketing or distribution and they will

stand to their guns.

One leading mill, in sending out an announcement
to the trade, makes some pertinent comments on Can-

ada's unfavorable trade balance and high rate of ex-

change and says that in order to adjust this and re

lieve the exchange situation there was never a time

Ind cZf ™P°^t''^^t for Canadian business houses

whl n 1!^" Pcf°P,^' *° ^"y Canadian made goodswhen possible. Such a course is essential to the pros-perity of both the nation and the individual The im-

{he S.l*^;^'f T'^'
'^^^^ ^""^ i'^'ig"- papers from

cent V
'*'' ^^' ''''° decreasing steadily in re-cent years, owmg to difficulties of supplying tihe'

DoSatL" ^'f
" °^™ '^"""^^^

'

difficulties with tra^s

«t„c f •'^"'^. consequent poor deliveries and high

haZ i''' ' r' ^^' ''^•'°" ^^^^" fo'- encouraging

lZvTl?V^'' °°',^^^ '''''''' -"'^y Canadian madepapei should be purchased is, that it is equal if not
3."""^? .T""^'^^

*° imported and much lower inpnce. Whether many projects now in the air in the

hZJi .f|*^"«'°f
t« mills will go ahead cannot yetbe definitely said. It is pointed out that the high cost

ot building at the present time militates against ex-pansion and before much is done there must be a way
ot bringing the excessive cost near to normal. The
President of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-
tion, m a recent interview, stated that while the Do-minion enjoyed exceptional advantages in the posses-
sion of vast stores of raw materials yet the latter un--
utilized brings no wealth to the country. There must
be applied to them labor and conversion before they
can become a marketable commodity and the cost ofsuch labor and conversion must not be disproportion--
ate to their cost m similar industries elsewhere if we
are to get our share of the world's trade.
There has recently been sent out to the trade in

e-anada the rag classifications adopted by the book
and writing section of the Canadian Pulp" and Paper
As.sociation. The rag dealers have adopted the same
without comment and the manufacturers are urged to
see that the classifications are strictly enforced so
that the quality of the rags that are gathered in Can-
ada may gradually be improved over the present stand-
ard. There has also been i^eceived trade jiustoms
adopted by the felt paper manufacturers of Canadam marking, claims, tare, rejected material, weights
and quantities, delivery, etc. The classification of ra^r
stock includes roofing rags, No. 1 and No. 2; gunnv
and bagging, city dump rags. etc.

Prices in all lines of paper remain steady and it is
thought there will be no change in the higher grades
at least, for some months. All the manufacturers take
an encouraging view of the situation and believe there
will be no dull period this year as many predicted be-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
50 E. 42nd STREET telephones l^zs murray hill, new YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be
convinced.
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fore the close of the war. The uses of paper are more
numerous to-day than ever and the expansion of the

printing industry is witnessed on every side. New
publieations are being launched and others are to fol-

low. All advertising agencies and business promoting

mediums as well as mail order houses and department

stores are going out after bigger business and, in this

campaign, are using a raft of printed literature which

makes times good and .stimulates demand. When the

paper investigation is over at Ottawa and the control

of the industry no longer threatened by the federal

authorities, there is every hope that the business will

strike a stride in Canada, which will mark an epoch

in its development and create in the Dominion un-

precedented expansion. There are no changes in prices

to record this week.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. January 11.—The market for paper

continues generally dull. Inquiry from various direc-

tions has improved this week, but actual business has

failed to undergo important expansion, as buyers for

the most part have apparently been endeavoring merely

to get a line on prices and have not yet reached the

stage where they are ready to resume purchasing on

a worth while scale. Demand from export sources is

larger. The decrease in freights to South America

doubtless has induced consumers in Latin-American

countries to come into the market for supplies of

paper, and indications point to a substantial growth in

business in this direction within the near future. Ex-

port firms in New York are leaving no stone unturned

in their efforts to grasp the opportunity that appears

to lie at present in South America for the paper in-

dustry of the United States and Canada. There seems

no questioning the fact that America will have to

serve as the chief source of supply for consumers of

paper in the neighboring countries sOTith of ns for at

least the next several years, while the probabilities

are that if shippers here establish themselves in the

proper way in South America they kill keep a goodly

portion of the trade secured there for all time. Ex-

pectations are rife for an extensive export business in

paper of virtually all grades, and signs are not want-

ing that activity of this character already is de-

veloping.

Domestic consumers and jobbers have about com-

pleted their annual inventories, and it is to be ex-

pected that they will soon re-enter the market to buy

on a broad .scale. Stocks cannot be other than de-

pleted, .iudging from the policy followed by buyers

during the last six or eight weeks, and mills anticipate

that many jobbers and consumers will seek to replen-

ish stocks to nearer to a normal point. In the mean-

time, manufacturers display a firm attitude and are

not endeavoring to force the market. Prices are gen-

erally maintained and, in some cases, the tendency is

upward, though in the majority of instances the trend

is more in the other direction owing to the absence of

demand.
Newsprint is moving in a consistent manner and at

firm prices. Demand has eased np slightly since the

first of the year, but not enough to materially affect

the situation, and consumers are absorbing fully as

large tonnages as they normally do at this season.

The attempt of newfinaper publishers to have the

newsprint nriee case reopened has had no perceptible

influence on the market. Manufacturers are given to

view tlie subject with more or less disdain and are

not permitting the matter to guide them in their pres-

ent operations in any manner.

Hook pa|)ers are rather easy in tone, but there has

been no further recession in prices recorded. Mills

are not as l)usily engaged as they would doubtless like

to be, .\et slii|>ments are of sufficient size to be crea-

tive of a fairly steady market, with indications point-

ing to an increase in business shortly. Fine papers

rule deeidedl.v firm in price. Manufacturers show
little or no disposition to reduce quotations, claiming

that the cost of production remains the same and that

until prices on raw material come down they are not

justified in lowering theii- quotations on paper. There
is merel.v a casual demand for bonds, linens and
ledgers, however. Jobbers are doing little buying of

a substantial character which would indicate that con-

sumers also are greatly restricting their purchases.

No improvement is noted in the demand for coarse

papers. Wrappings are moving in a routine wa.v, but

fresh bu.ving is .slow and apparently involves onl.v

such quantities as an- directl.v required. One repre-

sentative dealer states that demand for coarse paners
has fallen off fully 15 ner cent during the past four
01- five weeks. Quotations as a rule are imchanged.
though some grades have c-;\spd off slightly bogus
papers in particular havine declined in price. Tissues

are steady despite the poor demand. The Government
is still absorbine sizable tonnfleres of roll tissue, but
aside from this, there is no strons: factor in the market.

Boards .show a tendencv to drop in price. Manu-
facturers arsue that the hio-h cost nf labor offsets the

reduced cost of raw material and that for this reason

there is no just cause for prices to decline, but the

oreneral lack of demand is a weakening factor. Chip
board is sellins at -tSS to $60 ner ton, and the prob-

abilities are that some simply could be secured at

lower figures in cei-tain directions. News board is

quoted at $60 to $65.

G^ROrNDWOOD: The situation in g-roundwood is

firm. Eenorts from grind 'nsr sections tell nf a con-

tinued reduction in outpnt as the i-esnlt of freezing

weather and difficulties in petting all the wood need-

ed, which, coupled with a fairly voluminous demand
from consuming nuarters is creative of a steady mar-
ket undertone. Between $30 and $32 per ton at the

crind'ns mill is the ranee commonly oiioted in the

East. Tn the Watertown district, strietlv No. 1 me-
chanical pulp is reported to be freely selling at $32.

and talk has been heard of sales at higher levels.

CKEMTCAL PFLP. Quietness has ruled in the

chemical pulp market. Consumers have displayed

more interest and have innuired with greater eaeer-

n"ss. but fresh buving has undergone little actual ex-

nansion. There 's neyprthf>less a firm tone to the mar-
ket. The stand that sellers of pulp have taken is that

it is only a matter of time when consumers will nc^d
supplies and that when theii- requirements develop

will come into the market and bny accordingly. Do-
mestic bleached sulphit" is selling at around $120 to

$125 per ton for snot lots, while on contract, pulp of

this grade is ava'lable at .*1.10 to $1.20. Domestic
nnblenched of newsprint quality is quotable at $70
to $80 per ton f.o.b pnlp mill, and domestic easv

bleaching sulnhite at $85 to $90. Domestic kraft has

eased off a shade and is now available at about $95

a ton at the point of shipment.
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RAGS. The feature of the rag market during the

current week has been the increased demand for the
cheaper grades. Pelt manufacturers have bought in

luucli heavier volume, and this has had the usual effect

of strengthening the jiosition of the better classes of
material. Reports state that felt mills have just booked
orders for extensive quantities of roofing paper. This
appears entirely logical in view of the fact that for the
jiast year or more building operations throughout the
country have l)een nearly at a standstill and tliat

already a building boom has started. No. 1 roofing
rags have sold to mills at from 2.2.') cents a pound de-

livered up to as high as 2.n0 cents for selected packing.
Thirds and blues have firmed somewhat and dealers

liir the most part are now insistent on 3.00 cents, New
York, for strictly No. 1 repacked rags. White rags
ai-e quiet and more or less nominally quoted. No. 1

repacked whites are available to manufacturers at 6.00

to 6.25 cents a f>onnd f.o.b. New York, while No. 2

I'cpacked whites are qiioted at 4.00 to 4.25 cents and
street soiled whites at around 2.7.5 cents.

WASTE PAPER. Buying interest in the low grades
of old paper is more active and quite a fair volume of

business has passed this week. Folded news in par-

ticular has been sought by mills and sales at 85 to 90

cents per hundred pounds. New York, have been re-

corded. Mixed paper is firmly qiioted to consumers
at about 60 eents a hundred New York, No. 1 old

kraft paper at 3.50 to 3.75 cents and No. 1 old manilas

at 1.50 to 1.60 cents. Shavings are quotably steady

and are moving in moderate quantity, thongh the bulk
of current demand is for soft white shavings, which
are held at around 4.60 eents per poTind New York,

while No. 1 hard whites are quoted at 5.50 to 5.75

cents. Books and magazines have sagged off in price
to an extent. Demand is poor and sellers in most in-

stances liave been compelled to grant concessions to
get oi-ders from manufacturers. Heavy flat stock is

quoted to mills at around 1.50 cents f.o.b. New York.
ROPES AND BAGUlNtJ. Demand for old manila

rope is ilull and prices are nominal. Offerings of
sizable amounts to mills at 5.00 cents a pound, New
York, have been noted, but most consumers have
evinced no desire to buy at any price. No. 1 scrap
bagging is available at 3.00 cents a pound, and pos-
sibly at a shade under this figure. Few buyers have
been in evidi-ncc this week.

FOREST PROTECTION CONFERENCE.
Continuing the succi'ssful public meetings of previ-

ous years, a FoiTst Protection Conference will be held
at Montreal, commercing Wednesday morning, January
29th, and continuing until Thursday evening, under
the auspices of the Quebec Forest Protective Associa-

tion which includes the St. Maurice, Laurentian, and
Southern St. Lawrence Forest Protective Associations.

In conjunction with these will be held the annual meet-
ing of the Woodlands Section of the C. P. & P. A.
The general jjrogi'am is as follows

:

Wednesday Morning-, January 29.

Annual Business Meeting Canadian Forestry As-

sociation. All members are heartily invited."^
Wednesday Afternoon.

(Auspices of Canadian Forestry Association.)

Dual Address by F. J. Campbell, President Cana-
dian Pulp and Paper Association and W. Gerard Power, •

President Canadian Lnmbermen's Association.

STEEL TANKS
MINE CARS - PLATE WORK OF ALL KINDS

BURNS & ROBERTS, LIMITED.
Bank of Hamilton Building, - Toronto

The PULP AND PAPER TRADING CO
Temple Court Building, New York City

DEALERS IN

Paper and Pulp of All Kinds
PRICES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

BUY TAX EXEMPT BONDS NOW.
Canadian War Loan Bonds, due 1933, can be

purchased at a price.

To Yield $5.40 per annum for each $100 invested.

There is no other investment offering, in our opinion,

which affords such unquestionable safety and such a
largje return.

The marlcet price of these Bonds has been steadily ad-

vancing recently. In our opinion, prices will go much
higher. We feel that present purchasers will realize

substantial profits on Bonds purchased now.

Telegraph or telephone your orders. They will be filled
without commission charges.

ROYAL SECURITIES CORPORATION,
Limited.

164 St. James Street, Montreal.

ONTARIO WIND ENGINE &PUMP CO.

OROM?
ALL STYLES WOOD TANKS ALL SIZES

The experience of our Engineering Department in designing Wood
Tanks of any size, shape or style, is at your disposal.

Estimates will be promptly submitted on receipt of your specifi-

cations.

Our big stock of Specially Selected Tank Grade Lumber assures
prompt delivery.

ONTARIO WIND ENGINE & PUMP COMPANY, LTD.
HEAD OFFICE and FACTOV<Y

Montreal Winnipeg Regina

TORONTO
Calgary.
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Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Glean Sound Spruce

New Modem Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO
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of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated
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Address by Major Barriiigtoii Moore, of New York,

a well known American forester, recently returned

from France.

Address by a Canadian Forester, with overseas ex-

perience.

Address by lion. W. R. Brown (Brown Corporation),

giving the results of clear cutting and selective cut-

ting on the company's limits.

Plenty of time for discussion of each address! Mo-
tion Pictures.

Wednesday Evening.

Annual Meeting Quebec Forest Protective Associa-

tion.

Thursday Morning and Afternoon, January 30.

(Auspices Quebec Forest Protective Association.)

Address by F. C. Hirst, State Forester of New
Hampshire, on "Lumbering in Scotland."

Address by Lieut. Lewis, R.A.F., on "Aerial Photo-

graphy."
Address by Lieut. Biggar, R.A.F., on the Value of

the Aeroplane in forest protection.

Address by J. W. Swaine (Entomological Branch,

Ottawa), on slash disposal in reference to protection

of timber from insects.

Address on the feasibility of slash disposal (speak-

er's name to be announced.)

The Annual Report of the Woodlands Section of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association will be

brought in and will be of such an interesting character

as to provoke ready discussion.

Motion Pictures of aeroplane building, etc.

Thursday Evening.

Annual Meeting Canadian Society of Forest En-

gineers.

MAKING MEN LIKE THEIR JOBS.
(Continued from page 56.)

useless channels, or what is worse still, into destruc-

tive channels.

For example : Let us liken the individual to a steam
j)owei' plant, into the boilers of which fuel (food) and
water are constantly being fed to keep up the inter-

nal energy. This power plant can do useful work by
allowing the result of this internal combustion (diges-

tion and respiration), the steam, to pass through the

cylinders of the engine, thereby nuiking the energy in

the fuel available for useful work. If, however, the

steam pipe to the engine is plugged and the boilers are

still being fired, by properly bringing together fuel,

air and water, we must allow the steam (energy) to es-

cape thi'ough the safety valve, and so dissipate it into

th(3 surrounding atmosphere.

(To be continued.)

Price Brothers & Co. have kindly called our atten-

tion to a typographical error on page 946 of the Pulp
and Paj)er Magazine for October 17th, 1918. The
figure should have been 211.3 tons per day instead of

121.3. The 211 tons is an ordinary performance for

the big Walmsley machines, and the able management
of the mill.

O'BRIEN POWER, PULP AND PAPER CO.
The O'Hricn Power, Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd., has

been incorporated with head office at Montreal, P. Q.,

and a capital stock of $2,500,000, to build and operate

pulp mills and to carry on generally, among other

things, the business of manufacturers of pulp, paper
and paper products. Among those interested are L.

A. Cannon, G. Parent, L. Casgrain, C. Deslauriers, and
A. Chpuinard, all of Quebec.

SODA ASH
MADE IN CANADA

Brunner Mond Canada Limited
Amherstburg, Ont.

Winn & Holland Limited, Montreal
Agents
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E D I TfcO R I A L

CAN YOU EMPLOY DISABLED SOLDIERS?
There are two aspectb of the returned soldier prob-

lem, giving the whole man his old job and finding a

new place for the disabled man. Someone in the

.United States has suggested a new service flag for

employers which will show by stars the number of re-

turned soldiers employed. A special star might be

used to show how many of these are partially inca-

pacitated.

A big-hearted paper maker whom we met last week
suggests that our industry might have a sort of honor

roll on which would be recorded the number of re-

turned men employed. Such a record could be made
of great value as well as a source of just pride. It is

not only an honorable act to employ a returned sol-

dier (though it is but a duty), a company is honored

by the presence of these men on its staff. It is a

source of pride for all Canada that these valiant fight-

ers are coming back after the sacrifice of time, op-

portunity, comfort and even life, limb and health, and

again taking up the raveled and often broken threads

of former activities. For many of them it is difficult

to do so, even if they are whole. For many it is im-

possible to resume the old work. All our industries,

and none to a greater extent than the manufacturers

of pulp and paper are taking back the men who want

to come. It would be a fine thing if a record could

be made of the number so re-employed by each mill,

and the proportion this is of the men formerly with

each company who have returned.

More valuable than such a list, would be to go a

step farther and record in the case of injured men the

extent of the injury and the position occupied. If

there are positions in the mill that could be filled bj*

an injured man—and there are many such — they

should be listed and classified. The name of the mill

need not be made public, and the record should not

imply an obligation to take on such men, but it would

serve as a guide to what could be accomplished by a

Committee on replacing returned paper and pulp men
in familiar surroundings and at familiar tasks. It

would be possible for such a committee to help very

greatly in getting the square pegs in the square holes.

Something along this line has already been done by a

Pacific Coast mill, where it was found that more than

one himdred positions could be filled by men who were

more or less disabled. Unfortunately we have not

been able to secure a classification of such positions

on the basis of kind and degree of injury. That is

the information which would be most valuable in the

m

re-establishment of the invalid soldier, to the man, the

military, and the industry. The collection of the data

could be done through the secretary of the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association, and the dissemination

of it would suggest many new possibilities to mills

that want to do all in their power in absorbing the

returned man and putting him back at remunerative,

constructive labor, where his initiative and individ-

ual expression will count for something.

Having done this for the soldier, our industry (and

others) will appreciate to a greater extent the oppor-

tunities for the victim of industrial accidents. It is

a large task, but a great opportunity for service. Let

us get about the work. It takes many a hammer blow

to chisel a statue. A big chip here and a small one

there is the way it develops. The big mill and the lit-

tle mill, all play a part. Some can use a man with a

very serious injury, another will place a man nearly

whole. After a while they will all be taken care of.

Patience, perseverance and patriotism will do it. The

men who have served in France want to continue to

serve, and will do their best as they come back and

as we help to give them the chance. A Canadian can-

not do otherwise.

In enumerating the various materials whose im-

ports to Canada caused millions of dollars to be sent

out of the country, the president of the Canadian

Bank of Commerce, in his annual report, mentioned

"paper in various forms to the extent of seven mil-

lions. In 1918 it exceeded 8 millions. I mention

these particular items because we already produce

part, and we may eventually expect to produce the

whole of our requirements in all of them." The list

includes iron and steel, vehicles, engines and electrical

machinery, and petroleum. Almost all of these come

from the United Etates, where the trade balance is

usually strongly against us and is particularly so at

the present time. The expansion of industries that

would supply our own needs in these lines would not

only keep this money in Canada, but would distribute

it among Canadian workmen, who in turn would spend

it so as to support other home industries. It is true

that we can't expect people to buy from us unless we

trade with them, but it is proper to keep out of debt

as much as we can.

We have learned with deep regret of the death of

Mrs. Judson A. DeCew. Mr. DeCew has the heartfelt

sympathy of the paper industry.
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ARE WE NEGLECTING NEW ZEALAND?
The imports of priiitiiij,' paper into New Zealand in

creased from £!)04,307 in 11115 to £1,S10,!)41 in 11)16-17,

but the amount boufjht from Canada increased only

from £267,834 to £267,1)70, a measly £136. Canada

should supply practically the whole of that market in-

stead of only 1;') per cent, of it.

The Western Lumberman urges that the educa-

tional authorities of Briti.sh Columbia institute courses

in foreign trade education, following the lead of the

Universities of Washington, Oregon and California.

Go to it B.C. Perhaps the East will wake up and

follow suit.

English paper makers are being advised to apply

for the release, immediately peace is signed, of
'

' pivot

men"—those whose employment will make oppor-

tunities to employ others. This is expected to aid de-

mobilization by getting the skilled and educated men

back in harness to help absorb the rest.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF GIFTS AND GREET-
INGS.

The Pulp and Paper I\Iagazine was pleased to receive

many cordial greetings during the new year season.

Among these we should mention especially the beau-

tifully prepared greeting from the John Martin Co., ot

Winnipeg, and the calendar from Sadler & Haworth,
Montreal.

From Bates & Innes we have received a copy of

their Press Felt Record, which is made up in a con-

venient size for carrying in the pocket, and is sub-

stantially bound up in a convenient size for carrying

in the pocket, and is substantially bound to stand the

wear that such a book will be sure to receive around

a paper mill. The ruled pages have columns headed
for: name of maker, maker's number, style, size, date

put on, date taken off and remarks. The pages are

headed for inserting the machine number. The amount
of paper made by the felt cotild be noted under re-

marks, but this column will doubtless be used to bet-

ter advantage in keeping a record of ueculiarities in

the behaviour of the felt or of the incidents that oc-

ctir during its use on the machine, which may have
had an effect on its performance. There are pages

enough of the Felt Record to last a long while.

The book has 32 introductory pages, giving infor-

mation on the history of paper making in Canada, and
the manufacture of the various kinds of pulp and pa-

per. The idea of this section is to give the man in one

department of the mill some conception of what is go-

ing on in other departments or in other mills. There
is a chapter on finding the production of the paper
machine, on testing pulp and paper, and a number of

other items relating to this business, besides a few
pages om miscellaneous information on weights and
measures, every day calculations and other points that

may arise in connection with mill work. We hesitate

to make any critical remarks on the value of this ma-
terial, as it was compiled by the editor of this maga-
zine, with the assistance of some of his friends .

Sadler & Haworth have produced a rather unique
calendar, which is about 20" by 30", with figures 3"

high, and along sitle of each is a spaec for a daily

memorandum. The figures arc arranged in vertical

eolunuis. The omission of all the Sunday dates leads

us to think tliat this firm are strict Presbyterians, and
do not consider it projier to have any engagements on
the Sabbath. This is doubtless a good suggestion.

Toi-onto Paper Company have sent us a "Daily Re-

minder. "' We used one all right, but it takes away a

j:ood excuse for not doing a lot of things on time. All

we need now is a Big Ben, anil we should be able to

keep up with current events and things.

BUSINESS PROFIT OR PLAIN GRAFT?
A siii)scrii)i'r to the "Paper Maker'" who holds an

important position in the American Paper Trade has
sent that journal an interesting paragraph, in which
he refers to the very sore point of high prices for

jiaper, and also gives us some authentic facts which
account for the remarkable prices paid for paper under
certain circumstances. The gentleman gives actual

facts in regard to a certain dealer and says: "Some
months ago a certain London paper merchant pur-

chased in this market a quantity of paper—grease-

proof paper. Tlie participants were :

—

A.—The buyer.

B.—A N.Y. forwarding agent.

C.—An obscure broker, not in the paper trade.

D.—A local jobber's commission salesman.

E.—The jobbing firm employing D.

F.—The manufacturer.
G.—A well known N. Y. paper exporter.

A. gave the order to 1-5., and B. gave it to C, al-

though G. endeavored to get it and showed energy and
judgment. C. could not fill it himself and passed it

over to E., who then placed it with F. Both D. and
E. made handsome profits, enough to buy each an
automobile, and autos cost money these days; and
the quantity was less than 300 tons. Heaven knows
how much B., C. and F. made on the transaction, but
(and here is the lesson), by giving it to E, it fell into

the hands of a tricky Yankee who had a short time

previously succeeded in shipping generous quantities

of jute to a German in the West Indies, said German
arranging the licenses through a friendly Spaniard

"in good standing." Perhaps the original buyer would
have shown some other preference had he known
the facts."

LET THE SOLDIERS PLANT TREES.
It is high time that the afforestation problem be

tackled in a vigorous and far-seeing manner. The
world's supply of timber is steadily declining, and
the demand for it is increasing. Canada exports enor-

mous quantities of pulp, which is diminishing our for-

ests, and unless some provsion is made our supply will

come to an end, and a very profitable industrj- will

be faced with difficulties. We might begin to use

our army of returned forestry men for the building

up of a national asset in timber which it would only

be fair to leave to the same posterity as we leave our

debt. Forestry is a business which requires a long
outlay of money and no private individual is willing

to undertake it on the same terms as the state. The
state could turn a considerable number of discharged
soldiers to afforestation schemes with advantage to it-

self.—Ottawa Citizen.
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Paper Control Tribunal Still Sits
(Written Specially for The Pulp & Paper Magazine.)

By EVERETT ANDREW.

69

With eight solid days of counsel's argument behind
it, the proceedings before the Paper Control Tribunal
swung into the third weekly lap this week, on Mon-
day, and indications as they appeared at Ottawa seem-
ed it was good for quite a few days more at least.

During the week-end the impression appeared to
be that appeal in the newsprint case would be wound
up around Tuesday night, but the judges are not go-
ing to stop then, because it is their announced inten-
tion to take up the appeals in the differential imme-
diately after the appeals of the Publishers and the
Manufacturers have been heard.

A safe guess as to the progress of the proceedings
seemingly M-as that the differential appeals will be
under way by the time this appears in print.

The reply of Mr. George H. Montgomery, K.C., on
behalf of the Manufacturers took up the greater part
of the sitting la.st week. Mr. Tilley, K.C., Mr. Thomp-
son, assistant covinsel for the newspapers, Mr. George
F. Henderson, K.C., on behalf of John R. Booth, Mr.
John F. Orde, K.C., for the E. B. Eddy Company and
Mr. Victor E. Mitchell, K.C., appeared on behalf of

Abitibi, Spanish River, and St. Maurice Companies
were heard.

So man.v large and important questions to the'

newsprint industry were heard that it is hardly within
the province of any lay mind to gauge which was the

most essential one. Besides it does not do at this

stage to comment whilst the issue is before the judges
of the Tribunal.

Summarized the seeming big issues were : Mr. Mit-

chell contesting of the validity of the Paper Control

Tribunal, ]\Ir. [Montgomery's address, the non-admis-

sion of any new evidence, and the still dela.yed consid-

eration of the judges as to the admissibility of the

evidence given by Mr. Clarkson before the first ses-

sion of the Tribunal in X(>vcml)er into the original

record.

So far as developments up to and over the week-end
had shown the original record as under review by the

judges was shut and closed just as tight as it was
one week ago. The Judges, of course, reserve the right

(just as they said in November) to hear new evidence.

But it must be remembered in this connection that

the evidence then given was taken under "reserve"

and to all outward appearances it still stays there.

Another interesting feature was the statement of

Mr. George F. Henderson, that the John R. Booth
mill cannot and will not carry on the manufacture of

newsprint paper if the present system of averaging

is continued, meaning that Ottawa newspapers will

have to go elsewhere for a supply of paper.

Many interesting developments, and sidelights on

situations in connection with the newsprint inquiry

which have gone before were told of or mentioned.

Among them was the statement of Mr. Montgomery
that taking the newsprint investigation from the be-

ginning to the present time, as applying to the attitude

of the newspapers, had been a "disgrace to the press

of Canada," and some members of the press them-

selves "were ashamed" of it.

A report of last week's proceedings is briefly as
follows: On Monday Mr. Tilley concluded his main
argument on behalf of the newspapers, and Mr. Victor
E. Mitchell, K.C., immediately followed questioning the
Validity of the Newsprint Inquiry. He claimed that
in the whole proceedings the Government had not
power to fix newsprint prices. A long and more or
less exhaustive technical argument en.sued.

Chairman White pointed out to Mr. Mitchell that
the members of the Tribunal were "here" under the
authorization of the Government. "If you (Mr.
Mitchell) want to question our (the judges) authority
you will have to choose some other way of doing it."

Mr. Mitchell went on to explain that his position
and contention was that the body was a judicial tri-

bunal whose authoritj' to act, he questioned.
Mr. Justice White then told Mr. Mitchell that he

(Mr. Mitchell), was only wasting his time arguing.
Mr. Mitchell then went on to maintain that the Gov-

ernment by its acts had attempted to deprive an in-

dustry (the paper industry) of its rights. After more
lengthy and involved legal discussion Mr. Justice Mid-
dleton said: "This board (the three judges) surely
has no jurisdiction to review the acts of the Governor-
General-in-Council. " He further mentioned that the
function of the Board was to investigate the price of

newsprint paper which had been set by Mr. Pringle
and which had been appealed against.

Mr. Justice Archer ruled that by Mr. Mitchell's con-

tention that he was not only attacking the validity

of the appointment of the judges but also the right of

all the orders-in-co\incil ordering an investigation into

the price of newsprint paper.

Mr. Mitchell said it was what he was doing and in-

tended to do.

Criticism of the action of the Government; the War
Measures Act ; its powers, etc., was made by Mr. Mit-

chell, as it related to the newsprint investigation.

Mr. Mitchell argued that the Government acted eon-

trarj' to the interest of Canada in hindering exports

of paper and that the War Measures Act was grossly

misused, particularly in the matter of the differential.

Mr. Mitchell took up other branches of his case.

Among other items of his address being the criticiz-

ing of what he termed "bulky editions" of the press

at a time when newsprint paper .should have been con-

served.

After Mr. Mitchell had concluded Mr. Montgom-
ery began his address on behalf of the Canadian
newsprint manufacturers.

In resuming his address on Tuesday Mr. Montgom-
ery followed during the early stages of the morning
session the dictum which Mr. Mitchell had advanced
the previous day; part of which was that only in so

far as the newspapers were being ruined, were the

publishers of newspapers entitled to a fixation of news-
print pi'ices. Two cardinal principles were advanced
by Mr. Montgomery.
The first was in effect that Mr. Pringle and the

members of the Paper Control Tribunal had as a first

duty to ascertain the evil complained of by the news-

papers, in order to find ont how far it would be
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necessary to go iu ordei- to cure it. Broadly meaning
that the representations advanced by tlie publishers
and whieli resulted in the steps leading' up to the News-
print Iuquir\' being formed liad first to be proved, be-

fore anything else was to be done in order to justify

the later proeeediugs. Time, Mr. Montgomery claim-
ed, had shown that the press was NOT being ruined.
The second, Mr. Montgomery said, was that "ex-

ceptions had to be considered," so that one industry
(the pulp and paper industry) was not to be injured
in an attempt to help another industry (the press.)

Taking up the various step.s^ and happenings which
had gone before and which the manufacturing indus-
try are fairly well acquainted Vith through the re-

ports of the proceedings of the newsprint inquiry,
Mr. Montgomery Tuesday morning went on to assert

that "no attemjit had been iiuule before JMr. Pringle
to prove the assertion that newspapers were being
"ruined." Mr. Montgomery referred to w'hat Mr.
Stewart, K.C., Crown Counsel had objected to in

1917, as to evidence being taken to show that news-
papers could pass on the increased cost to the con-
sumer. The attitude of the Crown Counsel then was
that Mr. Pringle 's inquiry would show that if the cost
of newsprint was excessive is should be reduced. If

not excessive then it was time to inquire whether or
not the newspapers could pass the costs on.

Mr. Montgomery dissented from the view which had
been advanced by the Counsel for the Government.
Counsel for the manufacturers claimed the newspapers
had not waited for a final settlement of newsprint
prices. Instead most of them had gone ahead and
doubled their price per copy.
Another point was that they (the newspapers) aside

from anything they had made from the subscription
end had greatly benefitted through the medium of ad-
vertising in connection with the various advertising
campaigns conducted by the Government during the
progress of the war. Further Mr. ilontgomery read
an extract from The Financial Post which attributed
a dividend of five per cent and a bonus of two per
cent for a certain quarter, of the fiscal year of an
Ontario newspaper. In the afternoon more about this

reference was heard, which is referred to further on.

The proprietor of the paper who paid this dividend
was Mr. Montgomery claimed, the man who more
than any other was responsible for the newsprint in-

qTiiry and who had told the Government that news-
papers should be treated as universities rather than
commercial enterprises. Counsel for the manufac-
turers went on to assert that this paper could not
have been one of the best off, as its proprietor had put
up the loudest howl.

Mr. Justice Archer wanted to know if there was
any evidence that this paper was one of the worst off?
Mr. Montgomery replied that the manufacturers had
not means of getting this evidence. '

' We can only as-

sume that the man who howls loudest is the hardest
stuck."
Mr. Montgomery then went on to refer to the profits

made by the Ogilvie Flour Mills giving it as being
48.75 per cent last year on the common stock, thereby
showing that even sometimes in a price regulated in-

dustry, some concerns will necessarily make large
profits, and for this reason it -vvas manifestly unfair
to judge all the paper mills by the profits shown for
the Laurentide Company.
A general laugh resulted when Mr. Tilley inquired

what page of the evidence the profits of the Ogilvie

mills was on aiul Mr. Montgomery replied, "Oh, it is

not on the record, it is just an illustration."

Demand Exceeds Supply.
^Ir. iluntgouu'ry referred to the period previous to

the war stating that then the supply of newsprint
sometimes exceeded demand. During the war period
Mr. I\lontgonun-y said the opposite had been the case,

and was a period when the manufacturers might look
for a profit. This profit might not only be a reason-
able one but one which would be sufficient to take
care of the previous seven lean years and seven more
which would probably follow.

The actual costs of manufacture at Price Bros, was
gone into and as reflected by the reports of Mr. Clark-
son had advanced from $34.79 in March, 1917, to $44.72
in February, 1918. Price Bros., he said, had been less

effected than some other mills by the increases in

costs. He also drew attention to the publishers of the

United States acquiring a suppl.v of pajicr from the
Harmsworth Mill in Newfoundland. He claimed that
even under favorable conditions that the "contracts"
read: "COST PLUS $15 PER TON." He went on to

mention that this amount had later been reduced to

"cost plus $10 per ton," as the publishers company
was selling to its own customers at $70 odd, as com-
pared with the then fixed price of $60 per ton for

private manufacture.
Mr. Montgomer.v contended that Canadian news-

papers had refused to accomplish the fifteen per cent

in reduction of news matter as in force in the United
States. He admitted that the Canadian press had
agreed to give fewer exchange copies and to conserve
paper by refusing to accept the return of copies from
the new-s dealers.

On resuming on Tuesday afternoon, Mr. Mont-
gomery said that his reference of the morning regard-

ing the item in the Financial Post had been read into

the record, and went on to further explain that on this

basis if the same profits continued for a year the re-

turn would be twenty per cent in dividends with an
eight per cent honus. The paper referred to was The
Toronto Star.

In regard to the Canada Export Company, he said

it had been formed for the purpose of developing ex-

port trade to South Africa, South America, New Zea-

land and Australia. The "Webb Bill in the United
States was cited showin? that any combination of per-

sons for thp purpose of export was not to be consid-

ered a combine.

"It may be here remarked that apart from the ir-

relevancy of the inquiry into the affairs of the Ex-
port Company, there was a particular reason for the

objection to the enlargement of the proposed investi-

o-ation—a reason which explains the persistence of the

publishers."

"As previouslv noted the American Newspaper Pub-
lishers' Association, of which a large number of Can-
adian Publishers are members, had secured the in-

dictment for alleged violation of the Sherman Law
of seven of the manufacturers—five of them being

mills under investigation (in Canada.)

The cases were then awaiting trial in the United
States.

The patent objective of the proposed inquiry was to

make use of the Canadian investigation as a fishing

expedition to seciire evidence for rise in connection

with the criminal prosecutions in the Uiiited States.
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The JIaimfactiirers pointed out to the Publishers'
counsel tlie grross unfairness of this, and this having
failed, drew the attention of the Commissioner to the
object of the Publishers.

Subsequent events proved that this was the only
object the Publishers had in coming into the investi-
gation and when their attempts had failed they with-
drew.

Mr. iloiitgomery referred to Mr. Richardson's posi-
tion at the Calgary hearing before the Controller. The
Manufacturers, he said, had first been told that the
Pulilishers were not coming in, but after repeated re-
quests from Mr. Pringle they did come in. The burden
of establishing the ground for the inquiry, Mr. Mont-
gomery claimed rested with the Publishers, but they
had made no effort to relieve themselves of it and
threw the responsibility upon the Crovrn Counsel, Mr.
Stewart, K.C.

The differences in the various figures in the Clark-
son reports Mr. Montgomery explained was due to the
period that elapsed from the time the accountants had
started at the first mill until they had been able to get
around to the last. Consequently, when some costs
were presented they were out of date owing to the
changing wood costs and other conditions.

Touching just then briefly on the matter of differ-

entials Mr. Montgomery said it had been a case of ac-

tually taking thirty to thirty-five dollars per ton of

money earned and handed over to the Canadian pub-
lishers.

He went on to point out that differentials was a

matter between the mills themselves. In reference to

the Order-in-Council authorizing the differentials and
the compensation of one mill by or to another, he

said: "It would require very strong evidence before
an3- eoui"t that a proceeding of that kind was essen-

tial. It was purely confiscation."

The method and practise followed by Mr. Clarkson
in preparing his reports was referred to. It was the

same Mr. Montgomery said as had been followed in

the ITnited States investigation and eliminated every-

thing that could be considered as a hazard. "His (Mr.

Clarkson "s) reproductions have been costs pure and
simple," said Mr. Montgomery.

He mentioned that in Febnmry, 1917, the costs of

one mill ran as high as $96.77 per ton without allow-

ance for selling which if added would send the sale

price over one hundred dollars.

Mr. Justice Archer wanted to know why the differ-

ence in costs of Price Bros., as sho^^^l for the month
of March, 1917, in the first report at $76.06 should in

the second rejiort be shown to be only $34.71.

Mr. Montgomery pointed out that at times with some
mills low water interferes with operations and pro-

duction does not keep up and costs go higher. At other

times slush pulp cannot be used and lapped pulp has

to be substituted. During the period, according to

Mr. Montgomery's explanation of what Mr. Clarkson

had said, was that between the fir.st visit of the ac-

countants and the second that a change had been

made in the inventory system or the cost charge sys-

tem, with the result that the second report reflected

invetttoiw prices but had no reference at all to selling

prices. Counsel went on to give various examples as

to the different methods which may be followed in

building up a selling price. Inventory costs he show-

ed did not necessarily mean market values of ma-

terials.

As to the contention that had been raised by Mr.
Tilley as to the need for increased working capital
Mr. Montgomerj' showed that with values going up all

around due to war conditions and supplies of com-
modities becoming scarce that the manufacturers had
to protect themselves by .securing larger stores than
usually carried during the pre-war period. Increased
values and stocks obviously required greater working
capital. Even then it was not all smooth sailing.

There were losses and inconveniences. Fires occurred
in coal piles, additional .storage accommodation had
to be provided, in some cases new buildings erected.
"Coal is only one item," continued- Mr. Montgom-

ery. "It is a large and important item. It requires
jn-actically ton for ton, per ton of paper." Another
prospect that had to be considered was when the em-
bargoes were removed and the price went down, if the
manufacturer had on hand a greater supply than the
man who bought from day to day, who was going to
recoup him? Increa.sed labor charges was another
l)ig element in advancing manufacturing cost.

The increased cost of food for woods operations
were referred to and some mirth was caused anent the
"pork and beans" evidence of Mr. H. I. Thomas given
before Mr. Pringle.

As regarding the position the manufacturers had
been placed in bA' the accountants being sent into their

mills in connection with the investigations, Mr. Mont-
gomery' said: "You would think we were trustees

for the newspapers and have to render an account of

our stewardship." The principle of averaging costs

was taken up and Mr. Montgomerj- cited what had
happened in the United States in relation to the at-

tempt to fix an average price for coal. The result

of it was that the price was not sufficient to allow
the higher cost mines to operate. Then it was found
a new price had to be set if production was to be
maintained.

Mr. Montgomery maintained that when the price

for paper was set that it should be high enough to

give a profit to the high cost mill efficiently con-

ducted.

He went on to trace the history of the Pringle in-

ve.stigation and quoted figures for various mills,

showing that while the manufacturers were compelled
to sell at $50, that it did not equal their manufactur-
ing costs. "It has been a disgrace to the press of the

country. Some of them are ashamed of it," said Mr.
Montgomery.

Mr. Tillej' objected and wanted to know further
details.

Mr. ^Montgomery referred to the Montreal Gazette
and its editorials on the newsprint situation.

Mr. Montgomery cited the position of the Canada
Paper Company and averaged its costs from January
to March, which he said was $53.99, and selling ex-

pense $1.69. The publishers state the costs were
$50.33. "The real costs for the last month investigat-

ed were $58.99, without selling," continued Mr. Mont-
gomery, "yet they (Can. Paper Co.), were called on
for eleven months to supplj' paper at the Government's
price, which actually co.st over sixty dollars." The
Ontario Paper Company and St. Maurice were also

mentioned.

In connection with the News Pulp and Paper Com-
pany the early statement had been used reflecting

costs at $38.81, whereas the cost averaged over Janu-
ary, February and March, was $51.54 without selling.
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"You can seo wliere they {dm. Paper Co.) won' get-

ling off at,'' Mr. Montgomery told the jiidge.s.

Tnu'ing further the history of what had happened
in the Pringle investigation Mr. Montgomery drew
attention to the meeting of January 10th, after whieli

the puhli.shers issued a certain ludh'tin, which, as Mr.
.Mont.iidiucry styU'd it, "was sent out liy tiieir own peo-

ple." Tlie manufacturers" counsel secured one of the

bulletins, and as he told the judges it was the first

source of information the manufacturers had been
able to receive as to what the newspapers wanted in-

([uired into. "Arbitrary figures, machine losses, and
the like "

Continuing on Wednesday, Mr. Montgomery re-

sumed his remarks regarding the practice the news-
l>apers had adopted, and the position they had taken
in regard to the securing of information concerning
the newsprint inquiry. "The publishers have never
fought in the open in this case," said Mr. Montgom-
ery. "They did everything but appear in court in an
honorable manner. It was grossly unfair." Con-
cerning activities of Mr. Imrie, Mr. Montgomery said

"He did nothing but hedge."

The selection of four low cost mills by the news-
papers as a basis for arriving at cost, Mr. Montgom-
ery styled as grossly unfair to the high cost mills. He
pointed out the wide variance of costs and cited the

unjustness it would bring to such mills as Brompton
and the Canada Paper Company.

Mr. Montgomery maintained that the Judges could
not take the evidence at the November session into

account, as it liad iieen taken under reserve. He also

pointed out that it was on a good deal of this evidence
that the publishers' brief was built. The tribunal
pointed out to Mr. Tilley that counsel for the manu-
facturers had not been given an opportunity of cross-

examiaing upon it.

The situation was that in the examination of Mr.
Clarkson in November late costs of the Laurentide
mill were put in. These costs the newspapers claimed
were lower than during the previous six months, but
that for the period Mr. Pringle had raised his price

to $69. The contention was the publishers had never
seen the late Booth costs.

Justice White took the view that it might be fair

for Mr. Alontgomery to state that he had information
leading toward the belief that if Mr. Clarkson was re,-

called that his testimony of the Booth costs might
neutralize those of the Laurentide Co.

Mr. Montgomery explained to the judges how it was
necessary to manufacture during high water, and lap
the pulp and store it. If a mill doing this could not
use all of its pulp while it was in good condition the
surplus would be sold. Sometimes in order to. get fresh
stock mills had to buy again. In the case of the Booth
Company, for instance, there had been periods where
it had bought more than it sold. Mr. Montgomery
drew attention to the fact that the publishers' brief
did not make any deductions for slush or lapped pulp
in the case of Price Bros. Mr. Tilley explained this
was because Price Bros, did not sell any.

The contention contained in the main argument of
the publishers regarding the weighing of wrappers
was next taken up. :\Ir. Montgomery maintained that
with the sole exception of patriotic fund subscrip-
tions, etc., which in some eases was as low as three
cents per ton, that the matter of wrappers would be

the (iiif abniil wliicli 1lic newspaiicrs would make the

most noise.

.Mr. Montgoniei-y pointed out tliat It was the cusloni

i)f tb<' industry now and always had l)een to adopt
the method followed. "Cost statements arc always
gotten up in that \va.\'. If you don't figure it out that

way you have to ;\llow a larger margin. That 's all

there is to it."

In reply to the Tribunal Mr. Montgomery later said

that the cost of wrappers was undoubtedly included in

tbe manufacturers' costs, but that the weight of them
which lie believed was about thirty-two pounds per
ton, was not included in the weight by which costs

are divided in arriving at a cost ])er ton. "I still ad-

mit that if you want to get anything scientific and
ethical there is more to be said fur this item than any
other the publishers have."

Objections raised to the charging u]) of the Patriotic

Fund contributions of the mills was next heard about.

The short and long of the matter was, as explained
l>y Mr. Montgomerj', that all companies ran, as inci-

dental to their business a charitable account. Contri-

butions to the Patriotic Fund was an expense, just as

nuu'h as any other expense of such a nature as if the

company had not been operating it would not have
been called upon to pay it. "In a sense it is a volun-
tary tax : in another a forced tax. Every company
operating has to meet contingencies of this kind."

Counsel for the manufacturers went on to point
out that shareholders, officers and employees of the

paper mills subscribed and contributed individuall.y

to the same funds. As regarding the contribution or

.subscription of the company, it was a matter of book-
keeping, and it was unfair to suggest that the manu-
facturers had advanced their prices of paper and
passed on to the newspapers the cost of their own
(private) subscriptions. "You know how much we
have had to advance our prices. The whole thing
only means that the cost was that much higher, and
the profit so much lower."

In the afternoon the members of the Tribunal an-

nounced that the differential appeal would be taken
up as soon as the present appeal then before the court
had been disposed of.

Later on, when the question of the appointment of

a pulp and paper expert to assist Mr. Clarkson was
taken up, Mr. Montgomery vigorously attacked the
Canadian newspaper publishers. He said directly to

Mr. Tilley, "In every instance you people went be-

hind our backs."
Mr. Montgomery went on to give the history of

what happened in the Dominion Cabinet, in connec-
tion with the newsprint sub-committee in 1918, the

time being early in the year, and the time at which
Mr. Pringle 's then allowed price of $57 per ton was
asked to be disallow^ed. It was the statement of Mr.
iMontgomery that Hon.. A. K. McLean and Hon. Mr.
Read, had wanted to confirm the price, while Hon.
Newton Wesley Rowell and Hon. Calder had been
against it.

In other words it appeared from what Mr. Mont-
gomery said that the sub-committee of the Cabinet
then composed of four members, was at a deadlock,
and to cut the "Gordian knot" the Minister of Jus-
tice was added to the Committee, with the result that
a decision had been reached to accept the Controller's
recommendation that the newspapers pay $57 per
ton, an increase of seven dollars, which was to be paid
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into a bank instead of clirect to the newsprint mills.

Mr. Montgomery made uo bones about it when it

came down to the Booth mill indicating a shut-off of
supply in September last if the Newsprint Controller
did not allow a higher price to them. Even in face of

what liad gone before Mr. Montgomery said that he
was inclined to feel that Mr. Pringle had been kind
to the newspapers rather than otherwise in proceed-
ing to comply with the demands of ilr. Booth.

Booth Cannot Continue at Present Price.

On Thursday Mr. George F. Henderson, K.C., spoke
on behalf of the John R. Booth mill. In referi'ing to

'

the charges made at different times that Mr. Booth
had "threatened" to do "so and so," Mr. Henderson
said that whether it was by accident or design the
question of the newsprint price had been "raised" as

a "peculiar" time. Mr. Henderson reminded the
Judges that there was then still a war going on. He
did not wish to introduce political issues, and further-

more said that Mr. Booth, like the large majority of

the people of Canada, had then a desire to assist the

Coalition Government, and not embarrass it, in its

intention of winning the war.

Tracing what had happened, he said that at that
stage no one had dreamed that the report of Mr.
Pringle would be interfered with unless as a result of

a review, by an appeal court or tribunal. "But when
the manufacturers found," continued Mr. Henderson,
"that a committee of the Cabinet was acting as an
appeal tribunal, and giving a decision as a matter of

policy without reviewing the evidence Mr. Booth was
the first of the manufacturers to call a halt."

Later, as Mr. Henderson put it, Mr. Booth simply
said, "I cannot make paper at that price. If j'ou

can, Mr. Pringle, here is my mill." Mr. Pringle had
found the task impossible.

Mr. Henderson thought the trouble was that the

vicious principle of averaging had been adopted
when a price for paper was being set. "The result

has been that Mr. Booth for nearly two years has

been making paper and selling it at what in a business

sense is an actual loss of perfectly good money, and
there is a limit to the sort of thing, even to a man of

his means and loyalty. It may as well be understood

that the manufacturers cannot carry on under exist-

ing conditions unless the price permits of the business

being profitablj- carried on."
ilr. Justice Archer asked,

"

' Your suggestion is that

we fix a price for each mill?"

Mr. Henderson :
" It should be fixed on the basis of

the higher cost, not the average, mills and the surplus

profits made by the low cost mills could be taken hy
the Government under the war profits act."

Chairman White asked of Mr. Henderson if it was
not the business of the Judges to see that the product

of the mills is sold at fair prices.

"Then what are you going to do with the high cost

mill? You are going to put it out of business at a

time when demand is greater than supply," said Mr.

Henderson.
Mr. Justice Middleton : "I quite agree if the price

fixed should bring about insolvency on the part of

some of the mills "

Here Mr. Henderson made what was perhaps the

most important statement on Friday. "The Booth

mill cannot and will not carry on the manufacture of

newsprint manufacture if this system of averaging is

continued, and if it is continued the Ottawa newspa-

pers will have to go elsewhere for a supply."

Mr. Henderson further on took up Mr. Tilley's ar-
gument that the Booth mill employed more working
capital than was necessarj-. "Mr. Booth assures me
there is not a dollar more active in the business than
the business demands," said JMr. Henderson.
During the day Mr. Tilley presented his account-

ant's computations of additions to cost of newsprint,
due to includmg wrappers in the total costs, but not
nicludiug tlieir weight to the amount by which
these costs are divided to get at the cost per ton. It
was decided that accountants for both the manufac-
turers and the publishers confer and arrive at a fig-
ure mutually acceptable.

Dealing with the question of stumpage Mr. Mont-
gomery claimed it would be impossible to arrive at
the value of the limits and the exact amount which
leased Crown lands had cost the holders. Some of
them he said, dated back to 1842. The stumpage basis
he thought was a fair one to go on. The statement
that limits were renewed by natural growth was chal-
lenged by him. Spruce, he claimed, took one hundred
and forty years to reach full development, but it could
be cut much .sooner than that. He referred to the re-
forestation operations of the Laurentide Company.
Mr. Justice Archer wanted to know if this work

was being carried on on lands under license. Mr.
Jlontgomery informed him it was on land held in
"fee."
The same justice wanted to know if an operator

cut all the timber off a limit if he could give it up, or
would he have to go on paying dues. Mr. Montgom-
ery said: "We would have to give up the whole limit
if we gave up part, I think, so we have to continue the
dues." To Mr. Montgomery's explanation Mr. Hen-
derson added

:

"And mills have no greater horror than that of let-
ting a small operator get into the midst of their limits—a privateer they call him."

In explaining depreciation. Mr. Montgomery re-
ferred to what had been allowed in the United States
and which Canadian manufacturers had adopted. It
was virtually a conversion of a five per cent, charge
into so much per ton. He also drew attention to the
fact that the accountants in the United States had been
unanimous in allowing this charge, and agreeing on
the figure.

Mr. John F. Orde also spoke on behalf of the E. B.
Eddy Company.
On Friday afternoon the sitting adjourned till Mon-

daj' morning.

TWENTY YEARS IN WHOLESALE PAPER
BUSINESS.

The annual meeting of the Ratcliff Paper Co., Limit-
ed, Toronto, was held last week and an encouraging
year's business was reported. F. L. Ratcliff was re-

elected President, T. E. Gain, Vice-President and N.
J. Ratcliff, Secretary. The company has been twenty
years in business, first starting at 34 Church street,

and later removing to 30 West Market street, while
a few years ago another removal took place to their
present commodious and spacious premises at 44 Y'ork
street. A number of employees have been in the ser-

vice of the firm since its inception and the travelling
staff has recentl.v been increased by the addition of
three new members. The company report that the out-
look for business during 1919 is very bright.
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Sweden's Cellulose Trade
Cousul Gc'oi-i,'!' I). lIiippiT. Siiicklioliii. lias t'liniislied

the following iiii'oririatiou reganliuj; tlic ex|iaiisi()ii in

the cellulose industry of Sweden :

Sweden's first wood-pulp grinding mill was erei-ted

at Ohnan, Trollhattan. in 1857. It was followed in

1866 by another wood-pulp mill, after which a number
of new mills in succession grew up in different parts of

soutJi and central Sweden, but as far as regards Norr-

land only in exceptional eases. In 1870 the number
was not less than 10. Twenty years later the number
had grown to about 70.

As early as 1870 the cellulose manufacture gained

a footing in Sweden, due mainly to the energetic and
conscientious labor of Count Sten Lewenhaupt, who
was the initiative sjjirit in and director of the erection

of the majority of cellulose mills in the new industry.

The oldest mills were in Delary and Warmbol, the

first mentioned being erected in 1871. A factory exists

at present at the same place.

The expansion may be illustrated with a few statis-

tical data. The number of boilers in the cellulose mills

in 1896, the year previous to the industrial statistical

reorganization, was 200, 10 years later 244, and in 1914

not less than 360. Besides, they possessed at the latter

period a greatly increased average production capacity.

Of the 360 boilers, 261 were sulphite and 99 sulphate

boilers. The number of grinding chairs, increasing

from 294 to 397, does not show a relative growth.

Output of Pidp.

From unofficial sources it is estimated that the num-
ber of '"pure" cellulose mills during 1915 was 55, of

which 30 were exclusively for sulphite, 15 exclusively

for sulphate, and 2 for sulphite and sulphate manu-
facture combined, the cellulose furthermore being

scheduled in combination with other manufacture at

33 mills (total, 88 mills). The "pure"" wood-grinding

mills were 64. Wood pulp was manufactured at 174

mills in all. The production, after reducing all the

pulp to dry weight, was as follows:

Chemical Mechanical
wood-pulp wood-pulp

Year Tons Tons
1892 40,000 46,000

1897 118,000 119,978

1902 242,352 153,082

1907 445,491 215,983

1912 809,684 516,169

1915 909,912 305,819

The cellulose production had in 1915, after about
23 years, increased almost twentyfold, while the wood-
pulp grinding production during the same period had
increased almost sevenfold. The expansion of the cel-

lulose industry has been relatively greater than the

mechanical wood-pulp industry.

The valuation of the cellulose production during
1896 was 12,000,000 crowns ($3,216,000;,. constituting

1.7 per cent of the aggregate value of the production

of the whole mill industry, 694,000,000 ero\vns ($185,-

992,000), in 1915. On the' other hand, when the valua-

tion figures had increased to 122.000,000 and 2,498,-

000,000 crowns ($32,696,000 and $669,464,000, re-

spectively), the per cent figures had increased to about
5 per cent.

Sulphite spirit is the best of the so-called by-pro-

duets. The waste lye from the sulphite has in con-

centrated form come to many uses ; for example, as an
absorbent for various purposes at foundries. Its most

impoi-laut use, however, will be found after long ex-

perimentation, to l)e as raw matei-ial in the reproduc-
tion of organic-chemical preparation in. for example,
color material.

The chief by-jirodiu-ts in the nuinufactur(> of sul-

|>liatt' cellulose are the dislillation jiroduets — tur-

jjcntine and rosin.

Sweden Foremost in Cellulose Export.
The United States has fii-st i)laee in the production

of cellulose, with a yield in 1913 of 1,320,000 tons,

while Sweden as second produced 860,000 tons, Ger-
many oecupjdng third place with 839,000 tons. Other
countries of importance in the order of their produc-
tion are: Norway, 305,000 tons; Austria-Hungary, 300,-

000 tons ; Finland and Russia, 290,000 tons ; and Can-
ada. 254.000 tons.

While the production in the United States and Ger-

many is required for home consumption, Sweden, on
the other hand, has at its disposal a larger export sur-

plus. The result is that Sweden stands foremost among
nations in cellulose export. The export in 1913

amounted to about 656,000 tons, Norway taking second
jilace with about 210,000 tons. Sweden's export during
1915 amounted to about 722,000 tons cellulose (dry

weight) at an aggregate value of 100,000,000 crowns
($26,800,000). The average export to foreign coun-

tries is about 78 per cent of the cellulose and 53 per

cent of the mechanical wood-pulp production.

England is Sweden's best customer, as about one-

half of the total production of wood-pulp is exported
there.

It is possible that at least the majority of the 11

sulphite mills now planned or under construction may
be completed this fall. With those already in operation

there will be 18 comparatively new sulphite mills. The
seven older ones are now producing about 375,000

liters monthly. An additional increase in the quantity

of spirit is now expected on account of the new mill at

Karskar, which is expected to produce 80,000 liters

monthly.
The aggregate production capacity of the 18 com-

pleted mills will then be about 18,000,000 liters yearly,

not an unimportant figure considering that the normal
benzine import amounts to about 25,000,000 liters.

"WILL SEND REPRESENTATIVE TO BRITAIN.
The Ontario lumbermen waited ujjon Hon. G. How-

ard Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines in

Toronto last week and suggested that a capable man
be appointed to visit the Old Country in the interest

of the white pine trade and to conduct a propaganda
for securing orders for the mills in the province. The
lumbermen will nominate the man and pay his salary

while the Ontario government will provide all the other

expenses. The appointee will be attached to the of-

fice of the Ontario General Agent in London and a

campaign of publicity will be carried on by him in

making known the admirable qualities of white pine

for building and other purposes. The lumbermen have

nominated A .C. ilanbert, of Toronto, President of the

Canadian General Lumber Co., as their representative

to go abroad and will pay him a liberal salary. In

ease Mr. Manbert accepts, the choice is regarded as an

excellent one. W. Gerard Power, of St. Paeome, Que.,

President of the Canadian Lumbeimien's Association,

was a visitor at the conference. I\Ir. Power, whose

firm deals largely in pulpwood, will give an address

before the Canadian Forestry Association at the forth-

coming convention in Montreal.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

Standard Methods of Analysis
The following tentativL' methods of analysis are

printed in this issue at the request of the Program Com-
mittee, so that all members maj' be ready for a prompt
discussion and action.

—

Editor.

As the work of the Committee ou Standards for

1917 was practically completed at the time of the last

meeting the only action necessary this j'ear i.s the

publication of methods of analysis recommended by
the Committee as then constituted. In accepting the

report last year the Technical Section voted to try out

these methods for a period of probation, after which
they could be corrected and adopted as standards.

The Committee's letter of submittal reads:

—

"Your Committee on Standards for 1917 has been
asked to prepare a report of its activities during the

past year. We beg to submit as a report a recommen-
dation for the adoption of the enclosed methods of

analysis and testing for pulp and paper work.

"Several of these methods are standards for other

societies, and the others have been brought before the

Association through the Pulp and Paper Magazine.
"Your Committee feels that they may recommend

these methods for adoption as standards for this As-

sociation.

(Signed) J. A. DeCEW (chairman).

R. W. HOVEY,
R. E. COOPER,
J. 0. MASON."

Sulphate of Alumina.

SAMPLING :—Five percent of the packages in the

shipment should be sampled in the case of ground alum.

Tlie jioi'tions from the various barrels or bags shall

be mixed together in one composite sample represent-

ing the shipiuent.

Equal quantities from twelve taken at random shall

be taken as a representative sample of alum for each

carload shipment of ingot alum. These samples shall

be ground together in one composite sample represent-

ing the shipment. Alum should be readily soluble

in cold water.

INSOLUBLE MATTER :—Weigh out 25 grammes
of the alum in a beaker and dissolve in about 200 Cc.

of hot distilled water. Filter through a weighed

Gooch or ahmdum crucible, using suction to hasten

filtration; wash well, dry to constant weight and cal-

culate per cent Insoluble Matter.

ALUMINA AND IRON OXIDE :—The filtrate from

the foregoing should be poured into a 500 Ce. grad-

uated flask, carefully rinsing the last traces of the

filtrate into the flask. The flask is brought to the

temperature of calibration, the liquid diluted to the

mark, and well shaken. Draw out 100 Cc. of the solu-

tion by means of a pipette and dilute to 500 Cc. in a

calibrated flask. From this second flask 50 Cc. (corres-

ponding to 0.5 Gm. ) is drawn out with a pipette, and

transferred to a beaker.

Dilute to about 150 Cc, add 5 Cc. of concentrated

hydrochloric acid and a few drops of concentrated

nitric acid; heat solution to boiling, and add slowly

dilute ammonia until a slight excess is present; con-

tinue boiling until there is only a faint odor of am-

monia preceptible . Remove beaker from source of

heat and filter on an 11 Cm. washed filter, using suc-
tion in conjunction with a platinum filter cone ; wash
with hot water until free from chloride, and ignite
the moist precipitate in a platinum crucible over a
bunsen burner. When the filter has been entirely
consumed ignite over the highest heat of the blast or
No. 4 Meker burner, to constant weight. Calculate
percentage of Al.Oa Fe.O.,. (We have found by ex-
periments that igniting for % hour over a blast or
No. 4 Meker burner is sufficient to dehydrate the
alumina).
Note :—Before precipitation with NH^OH, if a lit-

tle tannin is added, the precipitate will be more granu-
lar and easily filtered.

IRON :—From the first 500 Cc. flask, transfer to a
beaker 100 Cc. (corresponding to 5 Gm.) with a pipette,

add 5 Cc. of concentrated sulphuric acid, and heat
solution nearly to boiling. Add permanganate drop
by drop till permanent strong pink color, to oxidize
any. possible reducing matter. Run through a Jones
reductor in the usual manner, cool and titrate with
standard potassium permanganate solution.

CALCULATE PERCENTAGE OF FE, O3:—For
alum containing less than 0.1 per cent iron use the
following method adapted- from that of Stokes and
Cain J. A. C. S., 29, 4, 409-447 (April, 1907), making
tise of a colorimeter similar to the one therein described
in which two test tubes 8 inch by 1 inch whose dia-

meters are very nearly alike, are employed.
A solution, containing 0.1000 Gm. ferrous iron per

litre is made by dissolving 0.7026 Gm. ferrous am-
monium sulphate in a litre of water. By diluting 10
Cc. of this .solution to 500 Cc, 10 Cc. of the result-

ing solution will contain .00002 Gm. of iron. This
produces about the proper depth of color for com-
parison.

Into one of the test tubes, 10 Cc of the auove solu-

tion is put, together with 10 Cc. of water, 5 Cc. of sul-

phoc.yanic acid solution (saturated with mercuric sul-

phocyanate, see above reference, pp. 413 and 444) .01

Gm. ammonium persulphate and 10 Cc amyl alcohol.

Into the other tube, .5 Cc of the alum solution is run
from a 10 Cc. burette, and 19.5 water 5 Cc. sulpho-
cyanic acid solution .01 Gm. ammonivim persulphate,
and 10 Cc. of amyl alcohol added. Both tubes are then
thoroughly shaken and comparison of the colors in the
colorimeter is made as soon as the amyl alcohol layer
is clear. If the color of the alum solution is weak it

is adjusted to standard by adding alum solution, 1 C
at a time, and shaking well. If the color is too strong,
the alum solution may be added to the iron standard
until the colors match, and then considering the "alum
solution used" to be the difference between the
amount of alum solution in one tube and the amount
added to the iron standard tube. By dividing .00002
by the number of grammes of alum represented by the
alum solution used, and multiplying this quotient by
100, the percentage of iron in the alum is obtained.
This number multiplied by 1.43 (the ratio of ferric

oxide to iron) gives the per cent of iron calculated
as iron oxide, Fe^O,.

(a) The ferrous iron should also be detennined and
results substracted from the total iron to obtain the
ferric iron present.
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Optional method for ferrous and ferric iron.

Ferrous iron :

—

5 <>:rms. of sample are tlissolved in 15 Ce. 1-1

liydroelilorie aeid. Heat until ilissolved. Add 10

Ce. nierenrie ehloride (50 siirms. per L.) and pour into

a 600 Ce. beaker eontaining 400 Cc. water and 12 to

15 Ce. phosphorous titrating: solution and titi'ate with

standard potassium permanfranate.

Titrate a lilank on the solution used and subtract

from the first titration.

Determine iron value of the permanganate by means
of ferrous ammonium snlphate.

The phosphorous titrating .solution is made by dis-

solving 160 gnus, of manganous sulphate in 1750 Cc. of

water and then adding 330 Ce. phosphoric acid (syrup

sp. gr. 1.7) and 320 Cc. concentrated sulphuric acid.

The total iron is determined by the same method
except that just as the alum is dissolved in the hydro-

chloric acid, a solution of stannous chloride is added

drop by drop and boiled very gently until the yellow

color due to ferric iron is just completely discharged.

SULPHURIC ANIIDRIDE :—50 Cc. of the 1 per

cent alum solution is drawn out with a pipette and

transferred to a beaker. Dilute to about 200 Cc, add

1 Cc. concentrated hydrochloric acid, bring to boil

and then add drop by drop 10 Cc. of 5 per cent barium

chloride solution. Allow the precipitate to settle. Fil-

ter, wash, and ignite in the usual manner.

(b) The gravimetric method of sulphates is satis-

factory when all sulphates are present as free sul-

phuric acid, sulphates of ferrous or ferric iron and

sulphate of alumina. If sulphates of the alkalies, lime

zinc or magnesia are present, serious errors may be

encountered unless all these impurities are determined

and the proper correction is made.

Optional method for sulphates combined with iron

or alumina.

An aliquot part of the alum solution equivalent to

.5 grm. alum is pipetted off in to a 400 Cc. beaker con-

taining 250 Cc. distilled water which has been boiled

to remove carbon dioxide.

The solution is then brought to the boiling point and

titrated to a faint pink with Nj5 caustic soda solution

using 1 Cc. phenolphthalein as an indicator.

When the end point appears to be just reached, boil

the solution for one minute. The pink color should

disappear during the boiling and the titration is then

completed. Only a very few drops will be necessary

for the second titration.

The value of the N|5 caustic soda in terms of sul-

phuric anhydride combined with iron and alumina may
be found by standardizing against 1 grm. of C.P. pot-

ash alum. The total alumina in the potash alum must

be carefully determined and the amount of sulphuric

anhydride combined with the alumina must be cal-

culated.

Ahunina oxide x 2.3504=SO, present in AL (SOJ,.
CALCULATION OF RESITLTS — Only the alum

dissolved in water in the above analysis shall enter in-

to the results.

Iron and Aluninium oxides minus the total iron

oxide equals total alumina.

Ferric iron x 2.1509:—Sulphuric anhydride.

Ferrous iron x 1.4339:—Sulphuric anhydride.

Total sulphuric anhydride determined by titration

less the sulphui'ic anhydride present in the ferrous and

ferric iron equals the free sulphuric anhydride and

the sulphuric anhydride combined with the alumina.

Ferrous iron x 2.7204:—ferrous sulphate.

Ferric iron x 3.5807 :—ferric sulphate.

.^uli)hurie anhydride fi'ce or combined with alumina

X 1.4255: Aluminium Sulphate Al.^ (SO.,);,.

Aluiiiiniuni suljihate x .2985:—combined alumina.

If ihc ((unbinci! alumina is less than the total

alumina, the ditTerence is basic alumina.

If the results obtained for combined alumina are

more than the total alumina, free sulphuric acid must
be j)reseiit. In the latter case, calculate as follows:

Total alumina x 3.3504:—Aluminium sulphate.

Ahiminium sulphate x .7015:—combined sulphuric

anhydride.
Free and combined SO3 less combined SO;, :—fre<

SO,.

Free snl|)huric aidiydride x 1.2250:—Free sulphuric

acid.

Basic alumina or free sulphuric acid may be con-

firmed by the Potassium fluoride method.

FORM OF REPORTING RESULTS:—
Water insoluble matter
Ferrous Sulphate
Ferric Sulphate
Basic Alumina
Free Sulphuric Acid
Aluminium Sulphate

Combined water (by difference)

100.00%

FREE SULPHITRIC ACID:—The method is de-

scribed in J. I. and Eng. Chem. Vol. 7, No. 12, p. 1059,

and is as follows:

3,4038 grammes of the finely ground sample or an

equivalent amount in solution (100 Cc. sample contain-

ing 34.038 grammes per liter) are taken for analysis.

The powder is dissolved by boiling with 100 Cc. of dis-

tilled water in a 4 in. casserole with clock gla.ss cover.

To the hot solution 10 Ce. of N/2 H, SO, are added,

and after cooling to room temperature (20 deg. Cent.).

18 to 20 Cc. of the potassium flouride reagent are

added and I/2 Cc. of phenolphthalein indicator. The
solution is now titrated with Nl2 KOH, added drop

by drop until a delicate pink color, persisting for one

minute is obtained. This titration shows whether the

product is basic or aeid.

Free Acid:— (Cc. KOH—Cc. H^SOJ x 0.72.

Note.—In alum containing small amounts of iron

the error is often made if all the iron is considered

as being in the ferrous state of oxidation and com-

bined with sulphuric anhydride as ferrous sulphate.

The aluminium sulphate should be calculated from

the SO, left by subtracting the SO, combined as fer-

rous sulphate and free acid from the total SO,, as de-

termined above.

POTASSHTM FLUORIDE :—The reagent may he

prepared by dissolving 1,000 grammes of potassium

fluoride in 1.200 Cc. of hot CO,-free water, then neu-

tralizing the solution with alkali or hydrofluoric acid

as the case may require using 5 Ce. of phenoliihthalein

indicator. Dilute siilphuric acid may be used in place

of hydrofluoric acid in the final adjustment, to get

a neutral product. 1 Cc. of the solution in 10 Cc.

of COo-free water should appear a faint pink. The
concentrated mix is filtered if necessary, and then

diluted to 2,000 Cc. with CO.>-free water. The gravity

will now be approximately 1.32 (about 35 deg. Be.) :

1 Cc contain 0.5 Gm. potassium fluoride salt.
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Rosin and Rosin Size.

SAMPLINC;.—Samples from 10 per cent, of the bar-
rels should be taken and a pound taken from each end
of each barrel. Total sample may be eru.shed and
reduced by mixingr and quartering to laboratory- sam-
ple.

GRADE.—Rosin is frraded in color and impurities.

Grades B.D.E.F.G. lieingr used for paper sizing, F. and
G. being generally used.

SAPOXIFIf'AflOX XT':\IBER.—Weigh 2 grams of
])Owdered rosin into an Erlenmeyer flask of 800 ce.

capacity. Add 25 cc. half normal alcoholic KOH and
boil for two hours, using a reflux condenser. Shake the

flask frequently with a swirling motion to prevent the
rosin from sticking to the sides of the flask above the
liquor line. Cool and titrate the excess KOH with
half-normal acid and iihenolphthaleiu. Calculate the
milligrams KOH consumed per grain of rosin. Tn each
case run a blank on the KOH solution by boiling 25
cc. of the solution in exactly the .same manner as the
saponification proper is carried out.

ACID NTt:MBER.—Dissolve one gram of powdered
rosin in wai'm alcohol (neutral to phenolDhthalein

)

cool and titrate the solution with half-normal alcoholic

potassium hydroxide, using ])henolphthalein. Express
the result as milligrams of KOH consumed per gram
of rosin. This is the acid number.
ESTER NUIMBER.-^The ester number is the differ-

ence between the sa])onification number and the acid

number.
UNSAPOXIFIABLE JIATTER IN ALCOHOLIC

SOLUTION.—Sai)onify 5 grams of rosin by boiling

for two hours with excess of half-normal alcoholic

potash. Evaporate most of the alcohol, add about
100 cc. of water and extract in a .separatory funnel
with acid-free ether exactly as in the determination of

free rosin.

UNSAPOXIFIABLE MATTER IN AQUEOUS SO-
LUTION.—"Rosin uusaponifying in aqueous solu-

tions" is determined by boiling 5 grams rosin for four

hours in an aqueous solution containing 1 gram sod-

ium carbonate, and then extract as above. This re-

sult represents more nearly the rosin which is unacted
u])on in determining the acid number and is consid-

ered to be the unsaponifiable as far as size making
purposes are concerned.

SELECTIXG ROSIX FOR PAPER SIZE. — As
rosins are graded by color, they may vary in chemical

composition. That rosin which contains the largest

percentage of rosin acids, as shown by the acid num-
ber i.s one w-hich shows the least modification or

chemical alteration in its production.

As pine oil or turpentine are undesirable constitu-

ents for rosin size, and as the value of unsaponifying

matter is questionable the acid number would seem to

be the best guide in selecting a high grade rosin for

paper size.

Rosin Size.

LABORATORY SIZIXG TESTS. — These tests

should only be made using sizing solutions prepared in

the same way as those used in the mill. The paper

stock must be free from all chemical residues, and then

the results will have a relative and not an absolute

value.

SOLUBILITY. -- The solubility of a paper size

should be ad.iusted to the methods emploj-ed for dilu-

tion so that perfect solution is maintained in the di-

luted state.

SAMPLING.—The sample of size solution taken for

analysis should be drawn from the dilute storage or

measuring tanks after it is prepared ready for use.

This sample should be further diluted until it contains

approximately 1 per cent, of total solids.

Although the diluted solutions maj' be somewhat
hydrolized providing it has been improperly diluted,

yet the analysis of it in this condition will more ac-

curately interpret its sizing value, than if the undilut-

ed sample is taken.

TOTAL SOLIDS.—100 cc. is concentrated to solids

on a water bath and then dried at 105 deg. C. to con-

stant weight. If dried in a weighed dish containing

rod and sand, the drving is greatlv facilitated.

INEFFECTIVE FREE ROSIN.—If the diluted so-

lution contains non-reaetive or suspended rosin which
has a tendency to settle on standing: determine as

follows :

—

Boil 300 cc. of a 1 per cent, solution for 30 min-

utes. Filter and wash with hot water, and determine

weight of dried residue.

When possible a centrifuge should be used for the

elimination and determination of suspended rosin as

this should effect a more eoTuplete separation.

TOTAL UNSAPONIFIED ROSIN.—Take 100 cc.

or the 1 per cent, size solution and extract in a separa-

tory funnel with 50 to 75 cc. acid-free ether without

shaking too hard. If difficulty is experienced in

breaking up the emulsion, 5 to 10 cc. neutral absolute

grain alcohol may be added which will accelerate the

separation.

The aqueous solution is drawni off into a second sep-

aratory funnel and extracted as above. The aqueous

solution is again drawn off and the ether added to

the original ether extract.

In all, three ether extracts are then washed three

times with 50 cc. distilled water. To the fir.st water

washing may be added a litle alcohol if necessary.

The last two washings should be allowed to separate

without the addition of alcohol.

The washed ether solution is then transferred

through the mouth of the separatory funnel to a

weighed beaker, or Soxhlet evaporating flask, the

separatory funnel washed with 25 cc. ether and

added to the original ether solution.

The ether is evaporated and the residue dried to

constant weight in the oven at 100 deg. to 105 deg. C.

This residue is calculated to per cent on the basis

of dry size.

Note.—It is especiall.v important that the ether used

in this determination shall have been specially pre-

pared by washing once with sodium carbonate solu-

tion, and then sufficiently with water. It should be

tested with a moist piece of sensitive litmus paper,

which should not change color when completely sub-

merged in the ether for fifteen minutes.

TOTAL ROSIN.—Take 50 cc. of original size solu-

tion into a separatorj^ funnel and acidify with 10 cc.

of dilute (1-5) sulphuric acid. Add .50 cc. of ether,

.shake well and allow to stand until the two layers are

completely separated. Draw off and wash the ether

with 25 cc. portions of water, drawing off the water

into the second funnel and pouring the ether extract

into a weighed Soxhlet. Rinse the first funnel with

25 cc. of ether into the second funnel. Shake w-ell and

draw off the water layer into the first funnel. Wash
as above with two 25 ec. portions of water. Repeat

once more. Evaporate the ether from the combined ex-
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tracts as iu the Free Kosin determiuatioii. Dry to con-

stant weight at not over 100 deg. C. Caknilate per

cent, on dry basis and nndtiply bj' 100 to obtain the

percentage of combined rosin.

The ether in tliis case does not need to be specially

purified, though it should be as free from any non-

volatile residue.

FREE ALKALI.—About 10 gr. of the rosin soap is

dissolved in a little water, and .shaken in a scparatory

funnel with sufficient neutral sodium chloride so that

a portion of the salt remains undissolved. Opening

the stop-cock carefully the solution is allowed to run

into a second saparatory funnel, the undissolved NaCl

thereby serving as a filter. The soap remaining in the

first funnel is washed with a saturated solution of

neutral sodium chloride, and the wash-solution added

to the second funnel. The solution allowed to run into

the second separatory funnel contains free alkali, and

a little neutral soap, but no free rosin. 80 cc. 1-10 nor-

mal acid is added, shaken with ether and the ether-

solution as well as the water solution is titrated with

1-10 normal alkali-solution. If n cc. alkali is required

then the value for free alkali in the soap will be :—
(80-n) 0.0053 = gr. Sodium Carbonate.

Note.—If it is desired to determine free Alkali in

the diluted solution, salt may be added tmtil there is

super-saturation, and then proceed as iu above me-

thod.

Rapid Methods of Mill Control.

First determine ""Rosiu unsaponifying in aqueous

solution"' by method already given, or for quicker re-

sults this may be taken as representing the rosin which

does not saponify on dii'ect titration and obtained by

difference thus; total rosin—abietic acid ^ unsaponi-

fjnng rosiu.

Second.—Determine suspended rosin by oiie of me-

thods suggested.

Third.—Abietic Acid.—To the warm filtrate from

second determination, add an equal volume of neutral

absolute grain alcohol .and heat to near boiling. Then
titrate with 1-5 normal solution of XaOH, using phe-

nolphthalein as indicator.

The result is calcvdated as Abietic Acid having a

combining weight of 336. If free alkali is present this

should be determined as XaOH used iu titrating for

Abietic Acid, in order to determine full amount of

Rosin Acids.

Fourth.—Total Rosin Acids.—The solution used for

free abietic titration is now partly evaporated to re-

move alcohol and then precipitated with an excess of

half normal H.SO^, and the coagulated rosin collected.

The solution is then cooled, filtered and titrated back
with normal alkali (NaOH). From this the total

rosin acids can be determined, and hence by differ-

ence the combined rosin acids.

In the sizing solutions there are now determined as

foUows

:

Unsaponifying Matter.

Suspended Rosin.

Abietic Acid combined.
Abietic Acid uncombined.

From these results the quality of the sizing can be

maintained or controlled.

Analytical Method for Bleaching Powder.

SA3IPLIX6.—^Upon notification of the arrival of a

car, samples .should be taken immediately from 5 to

10 per cent, of the casks. The sampling is most eas-

ily carried out by driving a three-quarter inch brass

tube througli the cask, from end to end, and removing

the powder held inside the tube. In this way a 1-

quart mason jar will just be filled. This is then

.sealed and delivered to the laboratory, where the

sample is immediately and rapidly quartered down
to several ounces and all lumps smashed up fine.

.\X.\LY.S1S FOK AVAILABLE CHLORINE. — A
sam])lc of from 3 to 5 grammes is weighed, using a

weighing bottle, triturated with several portions of

water, each portion being washed into 1,000 Cc. volu-

iTietric flask and finally the mortar and pestle are

washed clean into the flask and the volume made up
to the mark.

Fifty to 100 Cc. are then pipetted into 200 to 300 Cc.

of water in an Erlenmeyer flask; about 10 Cc. of 15

per cent, potassium iodide solution are added to take

care of all chlorine, both free and as hypochlorite,

and the whole is then acidified with 5 Cc. of a one in

five solution of hydrochloric acid. The free iodine is

now titrated with one-tenth normal thiosulphate solu-

tion. Calculate per cent, of available chlorine.

P'or accurate analysis your Committee would re-

commend the chloriiiietric process with arsenious acid

as found in Treadwell-Hall, Vol. II., 3rd edition,

page 701, as follows. In this method the presence of

calcium chlorate has no effect.

THEORY.—On adding arsenious acid to a solu-

tion of a hypochlorite the former is oxidized to ar-

senic acid while the latter is reduced to chloride.

2NaOCl -f- As,03 = As,0, -f 2XaCl.

PROCEDURE. — Into a tared weighing-tube about

5 grms. of chloride of lime are mtrodueed and the

stoppered tube weighed. Its contents are washed into

a porcelain dish, rubbed to a paste by means of a pes-

tle, and then transferred without loss to a 500 cc. mea-
suring-flask, diluted up to the mark with water and
well shaken.

Add arsenious acid to the solution of hj^jochlorite

until a drop of the solution added to a piece of iodo-

starch paper will cause no blue coloration.

X
1000 cc. — As,0, = 3.546 gms. chlorme.

10

This titration is not affected by the presence of

chlorates.

Analysis of Salt.

MOISTURE.—The sample (10 grammes) is weighed
into a perfectly dry Erlenmeyer flask (250 Cc. capac-

it.v) covered by a small funnel, and heated on a sand
bath at 140° to 1.50° Cent, for three to four hours.

"Water present as "moisture" will be driven off at

this temperature. "Chemically combined" water,
usually amounting to less than 0.1 per cent., is not
driven off appreciably.

(Xote.—Final weighing should be made in a stop-

pered vessel.)

FOREIGN :\IATTER. XOT IXCLIT^IXG FERRIC
OXIDE AND ALUmX'A.-A one gramme sample is

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and foreign mat-
ter separated by filtration and washing with hot
water.

FERRIC OXIDE AXT) ALUIVIIXA. — The filtrate

from "foreign matter" is then heated to boiling, suf-

ficient NH.Cl is added to hold ]\IgO in solution, and
then NH^OH until decidedly alkaline, boil, filter, wash
with hot water until no reaction for chlorides is ob-

tained: ignite over the blast or ]Meker and weigh as
Fe.O, and AUG,.
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CALCIUM. — To tlii« iiarely alkaline and boiling
filtrate add excess ammonium oxalate slowly and al-

low to boil for several minutes. Filter, wash with
hot water containing some ammonium oxalate and ig-

nite the precipitated calcium oxalate (CaC,OJ to con-
stant weight, and weight as CaO ; or washthe CaC.,0^
precipitate with hot H.O, return to beaker, add H.,S04
(1:9), heat to 90° Cent., and titrate with KMnO^.
MAGNESIUM.—To this filtrate, evaporated until

crystallization of salts commences, add Na^HPO^, or
ammonium phosphate; Itt stand fifteen minutes, add
dilute NH^OH equivalent to one-third the volume of
the neutralized solution. Allow to stand in the cold,

preferably in crushed ice, for several hours. Filter
on alundum crucible, wash with cold ammonia (2 per
cent.); ignite at low heat, finally raising to the full

heat of the Tirrell burner, Meker burner, or blast.

Weigh as MggPjOj. Magnesium is considered as
MgSO^, unless not enough SO^ is present to saturate
all CaO and MgO, when the remaining Mg is figured
as MgCl^.
SULPHATE.—A one gramme sample weighed into a

small beaker and dissolved in dilute HCl is diluted to

100 Ce. To the fairly acid and boiling solution, add
slowlj- a 10 per cent, solution of BaCU until no fur-

ther precipitate is obtained. Continue boiling for a

feA\' minutes and filter in an alundum crucible, wash-
ing with water almost at the boiling point until no
chloride reaction is obtained with AgNO.,. Ignite at

full heat of the burner for several minutes and weigh
as BaSO^. Sulphate obtained in excess of that re-

quired to satisfy CaO and MgO is considered as

Na.SO,.
CHLORIDE.—Calculate to CI. Dissolve 1 gramme

in 100 Cc. H.O, filter off any insoluble residue, wash
well, dilute to 200 Cc, add a few (Irops of HNO., heat

to boiling, add excess of 10 per cent. AgNO^ solu-

tion; boil until coagulated, let stand a few minutes,

or over night if convenient, filter on alundum or

Gooch crucible, wash with hot water—return filtrate

if not clear—dry one hour at 140 to 150° Cent., cool,

and weigh as AgCl.
Analytical Method for Lime and Limestone.

SAMPLING.—Immediately after the car has been
reported in at the acid ])lant, tlie laborer unloading
the material should be instructed to reserve one shov-

elful from every third wheelbarrow when the car is

unloaded. This pile is at once crushed, coned and
(|uartered in the proper manner by a laboratory as-

sistant, and a 1-quart mason .iar filled, sealed and de-

livered to the laboratory. This sample should all pass

a 5-mesh sieve.

Note.—This sample is further crushed, coned and
quartered to several ounces of 50-mesh powder. For
the analysis a further grinding in an agate mortar to

80-mesh powder will be sufficient.

ANALYSIS OF SILICA AND INSOLUBLE MAT-
TER.—A one gramme sample is weighed into a small

casserole, moistened with 10 Ce. of water and de-

composed by the addition of 5 to 10 Cc. of a 1 in 2

solution of HCl and a few drops of HNO^, and the

whole evaporated to dryness on a steam bath or low
temperature electric hot plate. The dry residue is

moistened with concentrated HCl, taken up with the

least amount of water, heated to complete solution of

soluble matter ,and filtered. One washing of hot

water is made, the filtrate and wash water are evap-

orated to dryness. (Omit dehydrating). The dry

residue is again taken up with HCl and hot water,

boiled and filtered through the same paper, washed,
and then ignited to constant weight.
FERRIC AND ALUMINUM OXIDES (P,0,„ TiO„

etc.)—The filtrate from the silica determination (vol-
ume about 100 Cc.) is treated with 5 Ce. in excess of
the amount of ammonium hydroxide (.90 s.g) nece.ssarv
for complete precipitation, the solution boiled and
the precipitate just dissolved by the addition of HCl.
Ammonium hydroxide is then added in slight excess-,
the solution boiled until the odor of ammonia is just
barely perceptible and filtered hot. The precipitate
IS washed well with hot water and ignited to con-
stant weight. This figure gives the sum of Fe.O
Ab,0„ Mn30„ P,05, TiO„ etc.

'

Notes.— (1) The dissolving of the first precipitate
IS necessary to produce sufficient NH.jCl to hold the
magnesium salts in solution; (2) the hydroxides may
be dissolved and reprecipitated where a very accur-
ate analysis is required, inasmuch as some calcium
and magnesium salts may be included in the precipi-
tate. For technical routine work this is hardly ne-
cessary.

CALCIUM OXIDE.—The combined filtrate (if a sec-
ond precipitation is made) is boiled throughout the
addition of a hot solution of ammonium oxalate plus
a little amnu)nia, and the boiling continued for five
minutes. The beaker is allowed to stand for one
hour when the calcium oxalate should settle and fil-

ter readily. The precipitate is washed several times
with hot water and dissolved with the smallest amount
of a 1 in 2 solution of HCl, hot from the wash bottle,
the solution being caught in the beaker in which the
original precipitation was made. The filter is washed
free from chlorides and a little ammonia solution
I)Oured over it. The solution is now made alkaline
and several Cc. of oxalate added, the whole boiled un-
til the calcium oxalate settles readily, when it is fil-

tered through a fresh paper and washed, not unneces-
sarily long, with hot water. This precipitate may be
ignited and weighed as CaO or may be put into solu-
tion with sulphuric acid and the liberated oxalic acid
titrated with standard permanganate as follows:

The precipitate of oxalate is rinsed off the paper
into a 200 Cc. beaker with hot water and the filter
paper further thoroughly washed with hot dilute sul-
phuric acid. More sulphuric acid is added to the
beaker and the whole is warmed until solution is

complete. Titration is then made with standard per-
manganate solution.

Notes.— (1) The double precipitation of calcium is

necessary to free the precipitate from small amounts
of magnesia and alkali metals; (2) if the CaO is

weighed as such, a check weighing is very important
as the material is very hygroscopic and there should
be as little delay as possible between the completion
of ignition and weighing; (3) the permanganate .solu-

tion is generally kept as a stock standard solution and
its strength is known in terms of iron. If this is

known, the iron value times .5016 equals the CaO
value. This figure is obtained as follows:

2KMnO, = oH.C^O, = 5CaO = lOFe
280.4

The ratio therefore = ^.5016
559 .

•jAdd bromine water, boil, adding more bromine
water and ammonia if necessary to insure complete
precipitation of the manganese.
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MAGNESIUM OXIDE. — Thi.s determination is

more diffieult than any of the preceding', and strict

adherenee to direetion.s is neeessary.

Evaporate tlie combined filtrates from the CaO de-

termination to a Indk of about 200 Ce. and just acidi-

fy with HCl. Then add a considerable excess of mi-

crocosmie salt solution. The whole is then boiled for

five minutes, cooled, and the excess acid carefully

neutralized by the slow addition of dilute ammonium
hydroxide with constant stirrin<r. This is best accom-

plished by nsinpr a burette. When tlie iirecijiitate a])-

pears. the addition of ammonia is stojiped. but the

stirring is continued for some time. After abo\it five

minutes the solution is made strongly alkaline with

ammonia (10 Ce. cone.) and is allowed to stand over

iiifrht. The precipitate should always l)e crystalline

and easily filterable if this procedure is carefidly fol-

lowed. The precipitate is washed cold with 2 per

cent, ammonia, dried and iprnited.

jr<r,P,0, \ M21 = Mo().

ALKALI METALS.—If these are to be determined.

which is very seldom the case, in a technical anal.vsis.

the method of J. Lawrence Smith should be followed.

It is as accurate as any method and much more con-

venient.

LOSS OX IGNITION.—Ignite a ..') <rramme sample

to constant weigfht over a blast lamp or larore ]\Ieker

burner. The loss gives C0._. plus moisture, plus com-

bined H.O and organic matter.

CARBON DIOXIDE—(Note—For the routine anal.v-

sis of lime and limestone this determination may well

be omitted.")— This determination is most easily

made. especiall.v on samples of lime, by means of an

apparatus consisting of a small flask fitted with a

two-hole stopper, through one hole of which a small

dropping funnel is inserted, and through the other

hole an outlet is made connnecting with a small con-

denser. The condenser in turn discharges into a 100

Ce. flask with a sufficiently large mouth to accommo-
date a small two-hole stopper. The second hole holds

the mouth end of a 10 Cc. pipette, which has the dis-

charge end broken off close to the enlarged portion,

and this portion is filled with glass beads held in by a

co'il of wire placed in the lower end.

Ten Ce. of .50 per cent. KOH solution is placed in

the 100 Cc. flask, 1 gramme of the material and a

small quantity of water in the boiling flask, h.vdro-

chloric acid in the funnel, and the apparatus is then

connected up. The acid is run into the flask on the

sample until sufficient is present to decompose the

carbonate. The COo distills over into the 100 Ce. flask

which forces the KOH up into the pipette until the

gas bubbles through the beads. In this wa.v the CO.
is completely absorbed. The solution in the boiling

flask is finally boiled for five minutes so that all C0„
is driven from the apparatus into the receiver.

After distillation is completed, the pipette is partly
removed from the receiver and thoroughly washed in-

to the receiver. Water is added to make the volume
100 Cc. in case of limestone and an aliquot part ti-

trated with standard acid. In case of lime, the whole
distillate ma.v be titrated. The titration is carried to

the disappearance of the red color with phenolphtha-
lein and then to the appearance of the red color with
meth.vl orange, the latter titration indicating the
amount of carbon dioxide present.

For verv accurate work on lime and limestone, your
Committee refers to the method of Hillebrand in his

-Vnalysis of Silicate and Cai-bonate Rocks, Bulletin

422. I'nitcd States (Icological Survey.

Analysis of Sulphur.
S.\MlMjL\(i. ~ Portions are taken from a number

of i)oints throughout eacli car of sulphur received so

as to give a fair average composition as compared with

the carload as a whole. The.se portions are thorough-
ly crushed, mixed, quartered, and, if neeessary, quar-

tered further initil an amount of convenient size for

a laborator.v sample is obtained. This sample is placed

in an airtight glass container and placed with similar

samples from other carloails. These samples are pre-

served until a numher e(|uivalent to a "'shipment"
have been collected.

These samples are then thoi'oughly mixed and again
sam|)letl, ground to a 100 uiesli ]iowdt'r and treated as

follows:

Note.—Samples for moisture determination should

not he grouiul too fine as moisture is lost in the

grinding process.

]\I(MSTrHK. — For technical purposes, a 100-

gramme sample, though not necessarily as fine as 100-

mesh, is weighed into a glass-stoppered weighing bot-

tle, dried first at 70° Cent., and finally at 100° Cent,

for a short time. Evidences of sublimation should be

noted and avoideil. (Several hours in a vacuum dessi-

c-ator would be better.)

SULPHUR IN SULPHUR.—Two samples weighing
one gramme each are weighed out into each of two
extraction apparatus (Underwriter's Laboratory pat-

tern) and sub.iected to the action of carbon disulphide

for fifteen minutes. The sulphur itself is thereby dis-

solved from the .small Gooch crucible, leaving only

the dirt and other impurities. The ci-ucible is then

removed from the apparatus, dried and weighed. Loss

= S + moisture.

ASH.—A lO-gramme sample is weighed into a por-

celain crucible or dish and carefully burned, the resi-

due constituting the ash.

Coal Analysis.

Your committee recommends the adoption of the

Final Report of the Joint Committee of the American
Societ.v for Testing ^Materials and The American
Chemical Societ.v as published in the Journal of In-

dustrial and Engineering Chemistry 9 (1917), p. 100-

107.

Daily Solutions.

Tenth-normal sodium arsenite.

Tenth-normal iodine.

Hundredth-normal iodine.

Tenth-normal sodium hydroxide.

N 10 SODIUM ARSENITE. — Weigh out on a

watch glass 4.95 grammes arsenious acid powder;
transfer carefully to a liter beaker. Weigh out on a

rough balance twent.v grammes anhydrous sodium car-

bonate and add the arseuous acid. Fill beaker two-

thirds full of water and put on a steam bath to dis-

solve. Finall.v cool to room temperature and make up
to exactly 1,000 Cc.

N/10 IODINE.—I\Iadc up from the normal solution

which is prepared as follows for each liter: Weigh
out on rough scales 162 grammes potassium iodide

(free from iodate) in a beaker and add enough water
to ,iust cover. Then add 128 grammes of solid iodine

flakes and stir, but do not heat to dissolve. When
dissolved make up to one liter for use in the following

solution

:

- Take 100 Cc. of the above and make up to 1,000 Cc.
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witli water. Titrate against N/10 sodium arsenite, us-

ing starch as indicator, adding water or N/1 iodine,

depending on whether the new solution proved to be
stronger or weaker than tenth normal.

A convenient formula to use in this connection is

here given. Use 20 Cc. of the arsenite. When the

new solution is found stronger than N/10 add
20 X 1,000

1,000 = Cc. water to add (per liter)

Cc. iodine used
when too weak add

20 X 100
100

Cc. iodine used = Cc. N/1 iodine to

9

add (per liter).

N/100 IODINE.—Take 100 Cc N/10 iodine and
make up to 1,000 Ce. Titrate against standard sod-

ium arsenite (N/100), proceeding with corrections as

above.
N/10 SODIUM HYDROXIDE — This solution, as in

the ease of the iodine, is made up from N/1 solution,

prepared as follows, per liter:

Weigh out 122.5 grarnmes NaOH on rough balance.

Dissolve in one liter beaker and finally make up to

one liter.

Note. — A normal NaOH solution contains 40

grammes NaOH per liter, hence weigh out about 45

grammes of electrolytic NaOH.
For the N/10 solution take 100 Cc. of the N/1 and

make up to 1000. Titrate against standard N/10
H^SO^, using phenolphthalein as indicator, and add-

ing water or N/1 NaOH when the solution is either

too strong or too weak.
The rule of thumb method indicated for N/10 iodine

is also applicable here.

If desired, make the iodine and caustic solutions

sixteenth normal instead of tenth normal and use a

2 Cc. sample. This gives per cent, free and total di-

rect on the burette, when testing cooking acid, of

coui'se, neglecting specific gravity of the acid.

Solutions deteriorate rapidly and should be made
up frequently. Where large quantities are used, they

should be made up fresh each day.

Standardizing Sodium Thiosulphate by Potassium
Permanganate.

Tour Committee recommend the use of Potassium
Permanganate for standardizing sodium thiosulphate,

as found in Treadwell-Hall, Volume II., 3rd edition,

page 64S, reading as follows:

THEORY.—On adding potassium permanganate so-

lution to an acid solution containing potassium iodide

the permanganate is reduced to manganous salt, while

an equivalent amount of iodine is set free from the

iodide.

2KMn04 + lOKI + 16HC1 = 12 KCl -f 2MnCl, +
8H„0 + 101

PROCEDURE. — One or two grammes of pure po-

tassium iodide are placed in a beaker, dissolved in as

little water as possible, and to this 5 cc. of hydrochloric

acid (1:5), and then 20-25 cc. of potassium perman-
ganate solution are added (never in the reverse order).

Iodine is liberated immediately and quantitatively.

After diluting with 200 cc. of distilled water the iodine

is titrated with the sodium thiosulphate until a pale

yellow color. Now 2 or 3 Cc. of stai-ch solution are

added and the solution carefully titrated until it be-

comes colorless.

From the normality of the permanganate solution
the normality of sodium thiosulphate can be calculat-

Testing Cooking Acid.

TESTING ACID CALCIUM BISULPHITE SOLU-
TIONS (COOKING ACID).—Many methods of test-

ing cooking liquor have been proposed, some having
the advantage of extreme brevity and low accuracy,
others being more accurate, but too long and involved
for technical purposes.
The method proposed is a mean between these two

and while not giving strictly accurate results is quick
and does give results accurate enough to furnish suf-
ficient control over the manufacture and use of the
cooking solution. It is the method used in a great
many American sulphite mills.

One Cc. of the acid, taken with a pipette, is diluted
immediately by b^ing placed in about 200 Cc. clear
cold water. Using starch solution as indicator, it is

immediately titrated with tenth normal iodine.

A .second Cc. sample prepared as above is titrated
with tenth normal caustic soda, using phenolphtha-
lein as an indicator. Multiplying the Cc. of iodine
solution used by .0032 gives grammes SO., in one Cc.
of the cooking acid. Disregarding the specific grav-
ity of the acid, this product is taken immediately as
the total per cent, of SO., in the cooking acid.

In the same war is calculated the per cent, of free
SO,.

Subtracting the per cent, free from the per cent, to-

tal gives the per cent, combined.
Dividing the per cent, free by the per cent, total

gives the per cent, free of total.

Starch and Starch Products.

Staj-ch is used in the pitjier industry for four p,ir-

poses: (1) Engine sizing; (2) tub sizing; f3) past-
ing, and (4) coating.

It is necessary to divide starch and stnrch products
into fivo main classes, with a method of analysis for
each class. The first to be known as raw starch and
1o include all starches which have not been treated in
any other way than by the purifying methods used
in their manufacture. The second to be known as
converted starches with subclasses. The method of
sampling for all kinds of starch products to be the
same, and to be embodied as part of the method of
analysis.

SAMPLING—Ten bags or barrels are taken from
different parts of a car. These are sampled by means
of a 1-ineh tryer 12 inches long. One filling of the
trj'er is to be taken from each bag or barrel. Samples
so obtained are mixed, bottled and sealed in three

.I'ars, one for each party to the transaction, and one
for reference. For smaller deliveries than a car-

load 10 per cent at least of the bags or barrels shoidd
lie sampled.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION—Raw Starch

:

(a) Spread out 100 grams of the sample on a sheet
of white glazed paper, and examine for foreign ma-
terial.

(b) Mix this sample with 500 Cc. of water to a
smooth cream and strain through a 200-mesh silk

bolting cloth. Compare residue on silk with stand-

ai'd sample of the same grade, treated 'w\ the same
manner, at the same time.

(c) Stir filtrate from above for two seconds with
a circular motion, and let stand thirty seconds. De-
cant carefully ,and compare residue with a standard
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sample of the same •rnnle of starch, treated iu tlie

same manner, at the same time.

MOISTI'HE— Dry appro-xiiiiately 5 grams to con-

stant weitrht at 100" Cent. Loss in weight is cal-

culated as moisture.

ASH.—Weigh out 1 gram of the sample; transfer

to a platinum erueible; ignite to constant weight.

ACIDITY—Weigh out 20 grams on a watchglass.

Transfer to a 250 Cc. porcelain dish. Add approxi-

mately 200 Ce. of water, and stir until starcli forms

a .smooth cream. Titrate with N/10 Caustic Soda,

using phenolphtlialein as iiulicator until a faint pink

color persists for twenty seconds.

ALKALINITY—Method is same as for acidity, ex-

cept that sample should be titrated with \/10 Sul-

phuric Acid until the pink coloration just disappears.

TEST FOR THE PRESENCE OF ALKALINE
STARCH OR ALKALI—Add a few drops of phenol-

phthalein solution to water in a white porcelain dish;

sprinkle in a little of the dry sample. If some of the

grains turn pink it indicates that the sample is a mix-

ture of raw starch and alkaline starch or alkali. K
all the particles turn pink the material is an alkaline

finished starch.

VISCOSITY—Take 12 grams of the sample in 300

Cc. of water, bring to boil, then boil for ten minutes

with constant stirring, in an aluminum beaker over a

naked flame. Determine viscosity at 100° Cent, with

200 Ce. of the liquid in a Scott viscosimeter, stand-

ardized as below. Express resvilt as a ratio.

Scott starch viscosity = Viscosity number.

Scott Avater viscosity

The standardization of the Scott viscosimeter is

as follows:

Calibrate the Scott viscosimeter to hold 200 Cc.

of water at 100° Cent.

DeterTnine viscosity on first 50 Ce. withdrawn.

Converted Starches.

Owing to the number and variety of the products

on the market, their classification is a matter of some

difficulty. The method of conversion, however, may
be used as a means, and thus the following classes

can be arranged

:

(1) Thin boiling starch, mainly used for tub siz-

ing, converted by treatment with weak acid solutions

by the "in suspension" or "drying in" process.

(2) Partly dextrinized starches^ and dextrins,

made by damping the starch with small quantities

of acid, and converting at a high temperature by the

dry process.

(3) Oxidized starches.

(4) Acetylated starches.

(5) Alkali-treated starches, including products

consisting of raw starch mixed with certain qiianti-

ties of various alkalis and alkaline salts.

(6) Mixtures of starch products and mineral fillers.

(7) ilixtui-e of starch products with glue and
casein or other sizing agents.

(8) Products in solution or paste form.

SAMPLING, MOISTLTIE AND ASH are the same

as for raw starch.

ACIDITY AND ALKALINITY"—First method same
as for raw starch.

TOTAL ACIDITY"—^klix 10 grams of the sample

in 200 Ce. of water and heat on a water bath for five

minutes after reaching 75° Cent. ; cool and titrate.

This gives the acidity within the starch granule.

VISCOSITY—In determining viscosity the starches

are divided into three classes:

(a) Low boiling, or laundry starch; (b) medium
thin boiling; (c) high thin boiling, with a decrease in

viscosity from (a) to (c).

For (a) the vi.scosity should be detcrmineil in a

10 percent, solution; for (b) in a 20 per cent, solution;

for (c) in a 30 per cent, solution. Otherwise the

method is the same as for raw starch.

ADDED .MATERIALS—The.se are tested for by the

onliiiary methods used in separating and identifying

mineral fillers, metallic salts, glue, casein, and other

vegetable sizes.

The identification of the product in relation to the

classification of the process of manufacture involves

a more exhaustive analysis, including:

(1) The identification of the starch by microscop-

ical observation.

(2) Combined aciil to dctcrmiiu' tlie degree of

acetylation of the jiroduct.

(3) Solubility in cold water and reaction with
Fehling's solution, which gives a measure of the de-

gree to which the starch has been hydrolyzed and
dextrinized.

(4) Color reaction with iodilie and other agents.

(5) TECHNICAL VALUATION-Character of Size.

A sample of the starch product is mixed with four or

five times its weight of water, and heated on a water
bath for at least twenty minutes after swelling.

(a) Portions of the size are allowed to cool, and
the time of settling observed. This gives a figure for

the permanency of the solution.

(b) A little of the size is rabbed out on paper

and allowed to dry, when the surface and finish pro-

duced is observed.

(c) The solution is run out on a clean glass plate

to a thin layer and allowed to dry at room tempera-

ture. Film produced is examined and compared with,

say, a gelatin film for physical characters.

SIZING STRENGTH—For paper coating the size is

prepared under the proper conditions for the par-

ticular product and mixed with definite quantities of

clay or other filler. A series of samples is made up at

graduated strengths according to the proportions used

in practice, and samples of paper are coated by color

obtained.

The sizing power of the sample is determined, in

comparison with other sizing materials, treated in

the same manner, at the same time, by noting the

resistance to spirit varnish, or by using the sealing

wax test and others. In most cases both for coating

and tub sizing, the most accurate and reliable results

are only obtainable by a working trial under standard

conditions.

Soda Ash.

SA;\1PLING—Five per cent of the bags, or barrels,

in the shipment should be sampled by means of a sam-

pling auger in the usual manner.

ilOISTURE—Heat a carefully weighed amount of

the soda ash in a covered platinum crucible to con-

stant weight. The heating should be so regulated that

the bottom of the crucible when viewed in subdued
light shows a ver^' faint trace of color.

ALKALINITY—Weigh 5 grams of the soda ash on

a watchglass, transfer to a beaker, and dissolve in

about 300 Cc. of water. Transfer to a 500 Cc. grad

uated flask, cool, and make up to the mark. After

thorough agitation, pipette 100 Cc. in to a beaker
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and titrate witli standard acid, using- nietbyl orange
a.s the indicator.

Calculate the per cent, of Na.X'O, on the dry soda
ash.

Sulphuric Acid.

SAMPLING—Contents of carljoy shall be well mixed
before sampling.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY—Determine the specific grav-

ity by means of standard hydrometer.
SEDIMENT—A portion of the acid should be taken

immediately after agitation and set aside in a tall

glass cylinder to settle. The amount of sediment
should be noted.

ACIDITY—Run 50 grams of the acid into a beaker
containing 200 Cc. cold distilled water; transfer
to a 1,000 Ce. graduated flask when cooled to room
temperature. Make up to the mark with distilled

water and mix well. Draw out 100 Ce. of this acid
by means of a pipette and make up to 500 Ce. with dis-

tilled water in a graduated flask. Draw out 50 Cc.
of this acid (equal to 0.5 Gm. of the original sample)
in a beaker and titrate with standard alkali, using
methyl orange as the indicator. Calculate per cent.

Ho SO4 in sample.

IRON—Determine eolorimetrieally by the method
given in the procedure for the analysis of aluminum
sulphate.

Caustic Soda.

SAMPLING—Break open the drum, crack off clean

pieces and place them in air-tight fruit jars. The
pieces should b.e crushed and ground as rapidly as

possil)le in the laboratory and samples preserved in

an air-tight .jar or rubber-stoppered bottle.

ALKALINITY—Fill a glass-stoppered weighing tube
with a portion of the sample and weigh approxi-

mately 1 gram of the sample in a 350 Cc. beaker.

The caustic soda is then dissolved in about 200 Cc.

water, titrated first with standard acid and phenolph-
thalein as tlie indicator, and then completed by titrat-

ing for total alkali with methyl orange as the indi-

cator.

The titratitni with phenolphthalein gives the acid

consumed by the NaOH and half the NajCOa. The
second titration gives the acid consumed by the re-

maining half of the sodium carbonate.

*Twice the reading obtained with methyl orange
corresponds with the amount of carbonate present.

The difference between the two titrations corresponds

to the amount of hj^droxide.

Note—If through damage of the drum in trans-

portation the caustic soda has absorbed a considerable

amount of moisture, the following procedure should

be ttsed

:

Sample as above. Determine the alkalinitj' on the

dry basis by weighing approximately 1 gram of the

sample in a tared, covered silver crucible, heat to

fusion and until all moisture is driven off. Cool in

dessicator and weigh. The weighed, dry sample is

then dissolved in about 200 Cc. water and procedure

followed as above.

Water Analysis.

As found in "Standard Methods for the Examina-

tion of Water and SeAvage." Third Edition. Revised

by the Committees of the American Public Health As-

sociation, American Chemical Society and referees of
the Association of Official Agricultural Chemistry.
1917. Also adopted by the Society of Chemical In-
dustry—Montreal Section.

*This paragraph is substituted by the Canadian

committee in the report of the American committee as

pi-inted in "Paper," Oct. 14, 1916.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR T. S. MEN.
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel will be the mecca of Tech-

nical Section men next week. A number of interest-
ing addresses will be given in what some one said is

appropriately called the Bawl Room. The session be-
gins on Thursday with the business meeting which is

of unusual importance and continues until Friday
morning, so as to permit of a visit to the Montreal
Technical School. The Technical Section will welcome
as representatives of the Technical Association, Messrs.
T. J. Keenan, R. B. Wolf, G. E. Williamson and M. L.
Griffin. The program is as follows—it is necessary
that events proceed promptly, according to schedule:

Thursday, 30th January, 1919.
9.30 a.m.—BUSINESS MEETING. Ball Room.

Address of Chairman.
Minutes of previous meeting.
Secretary-Treasurer "s Report.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES
Committee on Programme, Mr. 0. RoUand.
Committee on Education, Mr. T. Linsey Crossley.
Committee on Testing Moisture in Pulp, Mr. E. B.

Slack.

Committee on Abstracts and Publications, Mr. J. N.
Stephenson.

Coumiittee on Mechanical Standards, Mr. John
Stadler.

Committee on Statistics, Mr. S. L. Bums.
Committee on Samples, Mr. A. L. Dawe.
Advisory Committee to Forest Products Laboratory

of Canada, Mr. C. B. Thorne.
New Business.

Proposal of Motion re Student Membership.
Election of Officers.

Paper by Dr. V. K. Krieble, Department of Chemis-
try, McGill University, Montreal—"Canadian Waste
Sulphite Liquor as a possible source of Alcohol."
Paper by Dr. A. E. Nielson, Chicago—"The Mortenid

System of Indirect Cooking as Applied to Sulphite
Pulp."

1.00 p.m.—LUNCHEON IN GRILL-ROOM.
2.30 p.m.—MEETING IN BALL-ROOM.
Paper by Mr. C. F. Buss, Provincial Paper Mills

—

"Waste Paper Stock and Some of the Difficulties in

this branch of Paper Making."
Paper by Mr. John Stadler—"The Application of

Electrical Power in Pulp and Paper Mills."

Paper by Mrs. E. B. Wardle—"The Distribution of
Electrical Power in Pulp and Paper Mills."

Moving Pictures of Power Plants, taken by U. S.

Coal Administration, shown bj^ courtesy of Mr. R.
E. Cleaton, Montreal.

8.30 p.m.—INFORMAL "SMOKER." Grill-Room.
Friday, 31st January, 1919.

10.00 a.m.—The Members of the Section are invited
by Mr. A. Macheras, Principal of the Montreal Teeh-
Sehool to pay a visit at which time Mr. J. Newell
Stephenson has promised to read a paper on "The Pulp
and Paper Industry and its place in the period of re-

ad.iustment."

1.30 p.m.—LUNCHEON OF THE CANADIAN
PULP AND PAPER ASSOCIATION.

7.30 p.m.—SIXTH ANNUAL DINNER OF CAN-
ADIAN PULP & PAPER ASSOCIATION.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE AMERICAN
BOX BOARD COMPANY.

A tliorou^lily iiiiiilrrii. rlrci iirally uperatcd papei'-box-

lioard mill is that of the Aiiierieaii Box lioard Co..

Grand Rapids. :Mifh. Electrie power i.s geni-ratod by

two ToO-kdovoltaiiipere We.stinghoiise tliree-phase 440-

volt, 60-eyele alternating-L-urrpnt turbine-generators,

one of which is of the straight non-eondensiug type,

while the other is designed for condensing operation

with provision for bleedng low-pressure steam for lieat-

ing and drying. Eaoh of these two generators has a

direct-connected exciter, but there is also a 25-kilowatt

Westinghouse direct-current geared turbine driven unit

installed for use as an auxiliary exciter and for light-

ing mill at night or on Sundays.

Eight iriOO-pound beaters are driven in pairs by

four 150-horsepower 435 r.p.m. Westinghouse wound-

rotor motors. These motors each have double shaft ex-

tension with two pulleys, and they are belted to the
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Fig. 1—106610—100-Kw. Synchronous Westinghouse

Motor-Generator Supplying Power to 100 H.p.

Adjustable-Speed Direct-Current Motor Driving

Paper Machine. The Synchronous Motor of This

Set lias Excess Capacity Available for Power-

Factor Correction.

beaters through lenix drive. Each motor is controlled

from a panel on which is mounted a drum type con-

troller, an oil circuit-breaker, and an ammeter for

indicating the load carried by the motor. The coil

circuit-breaker and drum controller are mechanically

interlocked so that it is impossible to start the motor

except with all of the resistance in the rotor circuit.

The direction of rotation of the beater rolls may be

reversed when necessary, by means of a double throw

knife switch on the motor control panels.

Four Jordans are direct-connected through flexible

couplings to 125-horsepower 385-r.p.m. Westinghouse

.squirrel-cagi' motors witli uhi.'h panel-mounted auto-

starters are used. Kach control equipment includes

an ammeter and a double-throw knife switch for oper-

ating the nujtor in eitluT direction. Squirrel-cage

motors are used for driving warmers, stock pumps, and
agitators. An interesting ]iart of this mill is the West-
inghouse equipnu'iit for ()|)eratiug the 114-ineh trim

five-cylinder board machine. Belted to the variable

speed end of the board machine is a 100-horsepower

2r)0-volt. direct-current motor which has a speed range
of from 237 to 950-r.p.m. Power for this motor is sup

plied by a 100-kilowatt motor-generator, the synchron-

ous motor of which is rated at 300-kilovoltamperes.

This motor was made larger than necessary to merely

drive the generator, in order that its fields might be

over excited to improve the power factor of the alter-

nating-current system. On the shaft of the motor-

generator is mounted an exciter which excites the field

of the alternating and direct-current ends of the set

and also the field of the 100-horsepower adjustable-

speed paper-machine motor.

This 100-liorsei)ower motor is controlled by an auto-

matic motor-oi)erated controller which provides for

starting and stopping the machine or speeding up or

slowing down, from a push-button station located in

the machine room, or from a push-button station located

on the control })auel installed in the basement ad-

jacent to the motor.

A unique feature of this entire installation is that

each machine is a unit in itself; that is, it is drven by
an individual motor independently controlled, and the

amount of power in actual use is indicated by an am-
meter on a panel board near the motor.

Fig. 2—111089—Four 125 H.p. 385 R.p.m. Squirrel-

Cage Westinghouse Induction Motors Driving
Shartle Bros. Jordans.

Fig. 8_ii37i7_On,. Side of Beater Room Showing 150 H.P.

Wound-Rotor Westinghouse Motors Driving Beaters in Paris.
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Making Men Like their Jobs

85

(CoLitimR'tl from page 66.)

Unless There is an Opportunity for Expression.

The word dissipate is sigiiifieant when applied to

man. If this relief is not provided, the accumulated
pressure will build up until the whole plant will ex-

plode and destroy itself, and in so doing may destroy
and injure many other usefid devices which have been
laboriously created by man.
The employer who dams up the channels to useful

constructive work by preventing intelligent (con-

scious) self-expression of the individual workman, is

just as sensible as the engineer who shuts off his main
steam valve to the engine and then sits on the safety
valve of the boiler. The laws of nature are destined
to operate always in the same waj-, and if a man
wilfullj- disobeys them, the}' will break him. "Ignor-
ance of the law is no excuse," for an all-wise Provid-
ence (the universal principle of unity) gave to man
the power to work with or against the natural law,

and therefore was compelled to predetermine the exact

operation of this law, which science designates as the

law of evolution.

All of this is for man's benefit, however, for nature

serves him in proportion to his knowledge and intel-

ligent use of her laws. If they change from daj^ to

day, he could not increase his knowledge, and then,

indeed, our condition would be hopeless.

As previously indicated, the higher creative power
in man is a mental process and lies in his intelligent

adaptation of means to ends ; he does not create mat-

ter or force, the universal energies so graphically de-

picted by Dr. Dushman (quoted above), but he does

by study or conscious observation of the laws under-

lying these natural phenomena, learn how nature

works.
Through the use of his memoiy—the faculty of re-

calling past experience for the purpose of solving the

problem immediately confronting—he can tell what
to do if he wants to produce (create) combinations of

natural elements that do not occur spontaneously in

nature—tliis is what the horticulturist does. He stud-

ies nature's laws in action and then works with them.

It is the specializing power of the will of man that

literally created the wonderful, juicy apple of to-day.

The uncultivated apple orchard, however, reverts to

its original wild state, when this originatmg, choosing,

and adapting faculty of man is removed. "Nature

unaided fails" is a world old proverb, the proof of

which modem science is bringing home to us to-day.

How the Men Found an Answer to One Problem.

Take a different kind of illustration from the wood
pulp industry. Some years ago the men who cooked

our digesters, in which the wood is disintegrated, ob-

served the natural law that if we increased the strength

of the cooking acid, we would be able to decrease

the cooking time. This information, because of the

unity of our plant organization, came to the atten-

tion of the men in the acid plant, who began to study

the operation of the laws governing the absorption

of sulphur dioxide gas in water.

The acid makers, who had records of past experi-

ence before them, recalled the fact that in winter the

acid was stronger than in summer. From this we rea-

soned that we could create, by artificial means, the

low temperatures in our acid-absorbing system that we
had in winter, we would i)e able to maintain a uni-
formly strong acid all the year around. Knowing that
natural laws never change, we were able to prophesy
ahead what would happen if we reduced these temp-
eratures, and, what is more important, we were able
to figure out just what size refrigerating plant to in-
stall to reproduce the winter conditions.
What we actually did because of this knowledge of

natural law, was to re-create the whole acid-making
process, and the refrigerating plant we installed —
while it cost us nearly $60,000—was paid for by the
increased productiveness of the pulp mill in a period
of less than 90 days

!

These illustrations will show what I mean by the
creative power of the intellect, and how. while man
does not create material substance, he does actually
create combinations of material substances which did
not exist and which could not exist without the aid
of his powers of observation and selection. Unless we
accept the illogical premise that man's only mission
in life is to reproduce his kind, we cannot fail to see
that his creative power must have another outlet.
What other outlet is there than that of mental crea-
tion—just described?

Before leaving the diagram to give more specific
illustrations as to how creative power can be re-

leased in the individual workman, look at the strik-

ing analogy to the whole human body. I am well aware
that direct comparisons to the human body are apt
to be "farfetched," but this is not the case when
we compare principle only. (Chart printed last week.)
The whole supply division refers to what is taken

in by the aid of the special senses. Purchasing cor-

responds to the complete digestive apparatus; trans-
porting to the blood stream and its attendant vas-
cular system which transports the food to the place
where it is finally stored up in the cells which form
the body—the storing function.

Production—How it Corresponds to Human Functions.

The production aspect of the organization refers to
the arrangement or organization of these body cells

into differentiated parts. Equipping, which has to do
with plant structure or design, corresponds to the main
body structure, such as head, arms, legs, skeleton;
fabrication, which has to do with internal arrange-
ments within the buildings, such as boilers, engines,
digesters, machine tools, corresponds with the internal
body organs, such as stomach, lungs, heart, kidneys,
whose functionings form the internal individualized
activities of the body; and evaluation to the whole
glandular s.vstem, the secretions from which give
vitality to the individual. Without these vitalizing

and humanizing glandular secretions it would be im-
possible for the man to produce that which it is his

particular mission in life to produce.

Referring now to administration which, of course,
corresponds to the nervous system in its entirety, we
see that compensation corresponds to the sympathetic
.system which permeates the entire body.. It is con-
centric with evaluation, and because of this fact is

enabled to adjudge values in accordance with actual
pei'formance. In a very real sense it keeps a proper
evaluation or balancing of bodj' activities.
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yiaiilarly. if we aiv to kocj) a vital I'low of creative
fluid ill our industrial ortranization we must, after a
pi-oper evaluation of work performed 1)\- the individ-
uals of whieh it is eomposed, see to the determination
of the proper financial compensation for services ren-
dered. When men feel they are not being treated
fairly they cannot be expected to put enthusiasm into
their work. Naturally then, under conditions of im-
proper evaluation of performance (for the purpose
of arriving at just compensation) the amout of con-
structive, creative po\ver will be automatically reduced.
The next branch of administration, finance, whose

function has been previously described, of course cor-
responds to the brain or cortical sj-atem, where all

resultant records are kept. The conscious contact of
man (the individual life) with the imiversal life is

through the brain; so also is the conscious contact of
the industrial organizatiou with the world of commerce
and industry through the financial department.

Finally, the planning function of the administra-
tion nervous system corresponds to the central or
spinal nerves whose particular function is the control
of internal individualized operations. The reason for
its connection with the purchasing function of the
supiily division is obvious.

Now, we return to man's place in the organization
into which he must consciously fit himself if he is to

co-operate in its perfection. We must first remember
that the whole diagram symbolizes humanity in action.

And while all the activities are human, we are con-
cerned mostly with the production division, as here
is where the least opportunity for creative work ex-

ists as industry to-day is in the main constituted. The
executives as a rule have plenty of opportunity to
express their individuality in creative work, as do
those in charge of the suppl}' division, although in a
lesser degree. But in the pi-oduction divisions, where
by far the larger number of men are employed, the
creative work is largely confined to the superintendents
and department heads, and even these men are in

all too nuiny eases limited in their activities by the
red tape imposed by those higher up.

-How "Red Tape" Originated—and the Harm it

May Do.
In any individual plant red tape is usually the result

of the over-development of administrative power,
•which makes rules and regulations preventing the
spontaneous self-expression of the mdividual.

It may also result—in fact often does result—from
over-emphasizing the power of the supply division,

especially the purchasing department section, whieh
frequently fails to recognize that efficient operation
depends on the operating department receiving those
materials which they know from experience to give the
best results.

Or, if the production divisions are given too much
authority, and have not sufficient intelligent informa-
tion about the relative value of the materials, they
may through mere prejudice tie the hands of the sup-
ply division, so that it cannot properly .serve the
organization. Red tape from this latter source, how-
ever, is much less apt to cause trouble than the over-
development of the administration or supply divisions,
for the practical operator being close to the work of
conversion has more first-hand information as to his
material requirements, and he, of all others, should
be given the greatest freedom of choice and selection.

Obviously, the remedy for red tape lies in increas-
ing each man's consciousness of his place in the organ-

ization, so that instead of selfishly reaciung out for
more power to rule or exploit others he will direct

his energies to creating a department which will ren-
der the greatest ]iossil)le amount of service to the
organization. We might call this enlightened self-

interest, for natui-ally the greater the service the
gi'eater the reward.

The Greatest Leader is the Greatest Servant.
This fact cau nut be too strongly cmijbasizcd. The

greatest man in the organization is undoubtedly the

one to whom the greatest number of men look for in-

telligent leadership. He is therefore the greatest ser-

vant.

The organization having the greatest creative power
is the one in which administration, sujjply, and pro-

duction are all equally developed functions, as repre-

sented by the e(iuilateral triangle within the circle, pic-

tured on page 66, whieh syiui)olizes the tinified field

of activity of the whole organization.

Now proceed to the actual illustrations of how in

our mills we were able to work out with our men the

kind of progress records which enabled them to know
what they were accomplishing. This work was done
in dii'ect co-o})eration with our men, and it is sig-

nificant that their sympathetic interest in the work
came from a realization that it meant greater oppor-
tunity to use their brain power, and more chance,

therefore, for individual development.
While we have many other progress records, the

one which I will illustrate is typical, and will serve

to show the methods.* For those who may feel that

such records ai-e applicable only to a continuous pro-

cess, let me say that in the maintenance and con-

struction department, where we had about 300 men
at work, we kept everyone informed as to his progress
by giving cost records of all jobs done, not only labor

costs, but complete material costs, as well.

These records were furnished daily, and while we
did not pay bonuses of any kind, not even to super-

intendents or department heads, we actually cut the

maintenance material costs in two by the greater

thought of economy released in the organization. We
are in.stalling these job costs and department cost

sheets now in our mills in Canada, for we know that

the only way to produce the greatest possible amount
of the finest quality of paper at the lowest cost a

ton is to give the maximum amount of intelligent in-

formation to the largest number of men.

*The best example of this type of organization in

the country is in the mill of the Fletcher Paper Com-
pany, at Alpena, jMichigan. The clear vision and fine

spirit of Mr. Henry E. Fletcher, the general manager
and treasurer, is responsible for its development. It

has been my privilege to be associated with Mr. Fletch-

er in some work for the United States government re-

eentl.v, and I wish to take this opportunity to acknowl-

edge his assistance in presenting this siubject, es-

pecially in the classification of the three divisions

of organization.

(To be continued.)

The fourth annual meeting of the Technical Asso-

ciation of the Pulp and Paper Industry will be held in

connection with the annual meeting of the American
Paper and Pulp Association, February 3 to 6, 1919,

at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
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IMPORTANT FOREST LEGISLATION IN
NEW BRUNSWICK.

Through the representation made by Clyde Leavitt,
Chief Forester for the Con.servation Commission, and
the very active interest of the Deputy Minister, Col.
T. G. Logrgie and Hon. E. A. Smith, a new Forest Act
was passed, and the Forest Fires Act revised during
the last session of the legislature. These two acts com-
prise the most advanced piece of legislation concern-
ing forest protection on the continent.

The Forest Act provides for a Crown Land Ad-
visorj- Board compo.sed of the Minister of Lands and
Mines, Deputy Minister, Provincial Forester and two
others ; one elected by the Crown Laud lieencees and
one chosen by the Minister to represent the granted
forest land owners. This advisor.y board has the power
to make all permanent appointments and to supervise
all matters in relation to the Forest Act.

It provides for a .sufficient fund to carry on the

administration of the Crown lands, for the division

of the province into districts, and for the appointment
of forest rangers by competitive examination on a

merit basis for these districts. The rangers' duties

include fire protection, sealing and the protection of

game.
The examination for forest rangers consisted of a

written test on fire protection and scaling, an oral

test and an actual scale of a large number of logs.

The examination was modeled after the V. S. Forest
Service examinations and worked out fairly well to

all concerned.

The Board of examiners consisted of the Provincial

Forester as Chairman, one expert scaler, and one prac-

tical lumberman and woodsman.
It is interesting to note that 1.52 men wrote the

examination, that 76 passed and that the appoint-

ments of rangers and inspectors to the thirty-six dis-

tricts in the province have been practically completed
from the pass list irrespective of any political influ-

ence or patronage.

Moreover, it is the aim of the present Minister of

Lands and Mines to keep the administration of his

department entirely free from politics and to build up
a permanent organization on a strictl.v merit basis.

Through the continued eo-operation of the New
Bnmswick Government and Railway Commission, the

work of fire protection along the right of way was
continued with beneficial results, and it is worthy to

note that both the Provincial Inspector and his assist-

ant for the Railway Commission are university grad-

uates in foresti'y. It was the first j'^ear that system-

atic locomotive inspection was carried out by the in-

spectors in Ne.w Brunswick.

The co-operation between the New Brunswick Gov-

ernment and the Canadian Government Railways was
much improved. The concession of the General Man-
ager of this Railway to the New Brunswick Govern-

ment's inspectors to examine their locomotives for

fire protective appliances resulted in considerable im-

provement in the fire situation; nevertheless it is felt

that much better results can be obtained if the Can-

adian Government Railways were placed imder the

jurisdiction of the Railway Commission of Canada.

Much credit is due to the Canadian Forestrj^ As-

sociation for the interest taken in the progress of

forestry in this province especially so in the distribu-

tion of propaganda relative to fire protection and legis-

lation. Through co-operation with the Dominion For-

estry Branch, this Association had Mr. Doucet give a

series of lectures on fire protection in northern New
Brunswick. The operation of a demonstration car in
conjunction with a series of illustrated lectures in
this Provinces, during the latter part of the season,
was the outcome of the Association's activities. The
work of this Association is highly appreciated and
the Government hopes to continue in co-operation
with the Canadian Forestry Association in the future.

In co-operation with the Dominion Branch of Plant
Pathology the Government obtained the services of
Professor R. B. Miller, Dean of U. N. B. Forest School
for part of the time, and his investigation study of
plant and tree diseases are of the greatest importance.

Mr. Tothill of the Dominion Entomological Staff
has continued his investigations of the spruce bud-
worm in this province. Mr. Swain spent nearly a
month on areas in New Brunswick infested with the
bud-worm, making a study of the bark beetle and
wood borer that follow in the wake of the pest.

IMPORTANT CONFERENCE HELD IN
MONTREAL.

An important meeting of the Book and Writing Sec-
tion of the Canadian Paper Trade Association with
the manufacturers was held in Montreal on January
15 at the Ritz-Carlton hotel. There was a large attend-
ance from Montreal as well as a liberal representation
from Toronto. The object of the gathering was to dis-
cus.s and consider a number of questions of moment,
arising out of the changes in conditions due to the
cessation of the war. between the mill representatives
and the wholesalers. R. S. Waldie, President of the
Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., presided and many import-
ant questions were tajien up.
A resolution was carried to the effect that the meet-

ing believes that closer eo-operation should obtain be-
tween the makers and distributers of paper with a
view that Canadian papers only should be as largely
as possible employed for Canadian business.

It was also decided that the trade custom of giving
two per cent discount to printers should be continued.
The proposal to have prices named and guaranteed for
three months ahead was not favorably received at
present in view of the many changing conditions dur-
ing the process of reconstruction. Definite action was
taken in determining what constituted a case of paper.
Permanent committees were appointed to confer

between manufacturers and jobbers in exchanging
views with respect to trade customs of mutual inter-

est. The paper manufacturers entertained the dealers
at luncheon in the vice-regal suite of the Ritz-Carlton
and in the evening the Montreal jobbers tendered a
dinner to the visiting delegates at the St. j'anies Club,
which function was much enjoyed. It is understood
that the membership of the Association is growing
rapidly and the prospects of a successful year's use-
fulness and activit.v are bright. N. L. Martin, secretary
of the association, reports that the book and writing
section of the organization is now well organized.

ACCIDENTS IN ONE MILL COST $3,000.

In one of the best managed mills in Quebec there

were 75 accidents in twelve months, causing a total

loss of time of 1,010 days. The average number of

employers working was 1,290 and the injured men
lost an average of 13.3 days. The total loss in wages
was .$2,996.20, an average of .$39.42 per man injured.

Of this loss, $997.98 was recovered by accident com-
pensation, or $13.13 each on the average.
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ENGINEERING ITEMS.
(Selt'oteil fnim Imliisti-Kil .Maiia^-tiuent, Oi'tobiT and

Ndv.Miib.T. UllS.)

A-16, M-4. Notes on babbitt and babbitted bear-

ings ...Jesse L. ,loiu's, Ills. 7 pp. A.I.M.E.. Bull., Aug.

1918. Experiments earried out in the eheiuieal labor-

atory of the Weslinghouse Eleetrie ami Manufaeturinfr

Co./l'ittshurgli. Pa.

R-0. Research and the industries. P. I!. Nuttin<;,

2,500\v. Sfi. M.-Aug., 1918. Vahio of industrial researeh

and the training: needed.

R-0. Risearch association. 3,000\v. En>:r.-.June 28.

1918. Examines the question of their organization

and ])rineiples.

M-5. Oxy-acetylene welding. George P. Malone,

8 pp. Prof. !\Ieni.

—

luly-Aug., 1918. Properties of oxy-

gen, and of ai'etylene, ete.

N-4. CO. Recorders in the boiler house, .lohn B. C.

Kershaw. IlLs., S.oOOw. Engr. .July 19, 1918. Serial,

1st part. Detailed description of automatic gas-test-

ing apparatus for recording CO., ])ercentages.

N-7. Canada's water powers: Their relation to the

fuel situation. .). B. Challies. Ills. l,200w. Pr. House-

July, 1918 Shows the need of a national fuel-power

policy for the development and use of the fuel resourc-

es of the Dominion.
N-4. The maintenance of economy in the boiler

house. D. Wilson, 4,000w. Electn-June 28, 1918. Im-

portance of keepijig records of performance ; samplLng

and testing of coal. etc.

N-5. Storing Coal in a small plant. . .Ills. 1,500 w.

Elec. Wld-luly 27, 1918. A flexible system of port-

able conveyors is tied in witli modern coal handling

equipment.

N-6. Recent developments in condensers. D. W. R.

Morgan. Ills. 2,()()() w. Elec. WId.-Aug. :3, 1918. Relative

advantages of steam air ejectors and hydraulic and re-

ciprocating air jiumps.

N-6. Steam condensers. -J. H. Coates. 4,.")00 w.

Natl. Engr-Au., 1918. The two general types and their

applications.

N-6. Cooling of condensing water by towers and
spraying. E. W. ;\Iarriott. 1,800 w. Comwh. Engr-
July. 1918. Abstract of paper before Eugng. Assn. of

N.S.W. The two plants are described and the amount
of cooling given.

N-4. Sawdust and wood burning. Ills. 5,000 w.

Pwr. Pt. Eng. Aug. 15. 1918. A symposium dealing

with furnace designs, conditions to maintain, conveying
and storage systems, etc.

0-3. International water softener... Ills. 1,200 w.
Power, -July 30, 1918. Detailed description of appara-
tus.

N-9. Motor drive in paper and pulp mills. C E.
Clewell. Ills. 1.800 w. Elec. Wld. .luly 27, 1918. Serial,

1st part. Important applications; variation in power
requirements ; examples.

R-0. National physical laboratory. 2,600 w. Times
Engng Su])]!. Aug.. 1918. Variety or work and results

attained during tlie past year.

N-6. A new system of regenerative evaporation.
William L. DeBaugre, Ills. 3,000 w. A.S.:M.E.. .11, Sept.

1918. Brief description of the system with tests.

N-4. Measuring the temperature of gases in boiler
settings. Henry Kreisinger and .1. F. Barkley. 60 pp.
U.S. Bur. Mines. Bui. 145. Information as to the accu-
racy of temperature measurements made under cer-

tain eondition.s and the corrections that can be safely
applied.

M-4. Saving coal by efficient pulleys. Ciuirles H.
Maclien. Ills. 2,()()() w. Am. .Maeli. Sept. 19, 1918. Dis-

eusses loss due to hrll slip.

N-4. The effect upon fuel economy of different ar-

rangements of baffles in boiler tubes. William G. Ea-
ger, ills. 5,000 w. A.S.M.E., .11, Sept., 1918. Report
of tests made on three Hi'ine boilers.

N-4. Blower for water-tube boiler plant at Bristol

Electricity Works. Ills, and plate. (iOO w. Engng. Aug.
2, I!)1S. Detailed ileseriptions.

N4. Boihr-room management plan. T. N. Wynne,
2,500 w. Eire. Wld. Sept. 21. 1918. Great saving by the

investment in trained men and ade(iuate instruments.

N-4. Boiler repairs. A. I). I'almer, Ills. 2,200 w.

Pwr. Pt. Eng. Sept. 1. 1918. Methods of patching a boil-

er.

N-4. Steam boiler regulations and control. Albert
A. Straub. Cliarts i!i Ills. 2,000 w. I'owei-. Sept. 24,

1918. Importance of proper hiindling of the damper
for controlling the draft.

N-4. New data on boiler walls. .1. Crow Taylor. 1,-

200 \v. Natl. Engr. Sept., 1918. Experiments indicate

that an air space is not as good an insulator as a solid

wall.

N-4. Clinkering: its causes and prevention. M.
A. Sailer. 1,200 w. Power. Sept. 3, 1918. Can usually
be avoided by carrying a thin fire ; firing in small
charges; avoiding stirring fire; and extinguishing live

coals falling through the gi-ate.

N-0. The use of lignite, bagasse and wood waste
for power generation and other purposes. .John B. C.

Kershaw. Ills. 3,500 w. Engr. Aug.. 9, 1918.

N-4. Wool fuel. Albert A. Cary. 1,800 w. Natl. Engr.
Se|)t., 191S. Examjiles of successful wood-burning
furnaces

N-4. Boiler tube scale ; its removal with kerosene as
practiced at the Fuel Oil Testing Plant. Alb<>rt M.
Penu. Ills. 1,800 w. Am. Soc. Nav. Bngrs. ,11. Aug.,
1918. Successful method.

M-9. Driving power required by conveyers of va-
rious types. K. F. Aluirhead. 2, .500 w. Cas. Eng. Mthly.
Aug., 1918. Power required to transport material be-
tween given terminals and power consumption.

HYMAC.
Once in a while the Editor gets way down in the

East End and looks in on the Hydraulic Machinery
Co. Last week we had that plea.sure and visited B.
C. Root a happy and prosperous New Year. "B. C."
said not to worry about that but just take a look at
the shop. It certainly was a busy place, making
everything in the way of hydraulic machinery from
valves to pumps, presses and wet machines. They
are building an 84 inch, 54 dryer, single vat, pulp
drying machine, using an entirely new mode of con-
struction. There are three nests of 18 dryers, each
consisting of two vertical stacks of 9 dryers each,
hung on 24" steel I-beams. The whole structure is

rivetted after the manner of bridgework. S. K. F.
ball bearings will be used on the press rolls.

Mr. Root also has a hand-organ—the mean House-
Organ—called the Pulp Press. It sounded over the
phone like "punk" pre.ss but that adjective does not
apply to either the press or the publication. Of course,
it is sugar coated advertising, and it is getting busi-
ness. The word '"Hymac" is taken from the firm's
name and is fully registered as the trade mark for

their whole line of presses, pumps, bronze and other
mill equipment.
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A charter has been granted to the Matheson Lum-
ber Co., Limited, with headquarters at Matheson, Out.,

and a capital stock of .+40.000. The new organization
is authorized to carry on the business as timber mer-
chants, saw mill proprietors, pulpwood dealers and to

manipulate, export and import timber and wood of

all kinds and deal in timber limits and concessions.

A charter has been granted to Papei's, Limited, with
headquartei-s in Toronto and a capital stock of $2i50,-

000 to^ underwrite, purchase or otherwise acquire and
hold and to transfer, assign or deal in bonds, stocks,

shares, etc. ; to assist in the promotion, organization
and development of any corporation or companj^ and
to raise monej- for and to aid same by way of bonus,
loan, guarantee of bonds, etc., and to offer for public

subscription .shares, stocks, bonds, etc. Among the

incorporators are Grant Cooper, James H. Speuce, and
Thomas B. Farrell, of Toronto.

It has been decided b.y the Toronto Board of Health
to ask the city council to authorize the publication of

the monthly health bulletin which was discontinued

last year owing to the high cost of paper. It is felt

that "the bulletin, edited by Dr. Hastings, M. 0. H., is

an essential in health education and performs a speci-

fic work in the community.
It is stated that the sulphite plant of the Nashwaak

Pulp and Paper Co., now located at St. John, N.B.,

may be removed to Marysville in order to be nearer

the timber limits of the company and to secure an
adequate water supply. A fixed assessment has been

asked from JIarysville and other concessions. Hon.
N. jM. Jones, President of the Compan.v, recently in-

terviewed the town council of ]\Iarysville and if new
buildings are erected in the latter place, they will

cost about $400,000. The equipment of the company
would be removed from St. John.

Sergt. Fred Lehan, of Toronto, who is M-ell known
to the paper trade, has returned from overseas. He
was in all the principal engagements in France and

was wounded once and gassed a couple of times. He
has resumed his former position on the travelling staff

of the Ratcliff Paper Co., Toronto.

C. H. Fetherstonhaugh, manager of J. C. "Wilson,

Limited, Montreal, was in Toronto last week calling

upon the trade. Among other visitors during the week
were Sofus Christierson, representing the Oldham Rope
and Twine Co., Oldham, Eng., and J. Smith, represent-

ing the Chelsea Fibre Mills, Chelsea, N. Y.

G. A. Browne, formerly with the Int<!rlake Tissue

Mills, Limited, Toronto, who enlisted a year ago for

overseas service, is now associated with Charles Mit-

chell, wholesale paper dealer, 49 Wellington street

east, Toronto.

F. L. Ratcliff, President of the Ratcliff Paper Co.,

Toronto, and wife left this week for Florida, where

thev will spend the remainder of the winter.

Frank Rolph, of Rolph, Clark, Stone, Limited, Tor-

onto, who has been Chairman of the Canadian War
Mission at Washington since Lloyd Harris went over-

seas, has returned to Toronto. Owing to the removal

of many war trade restrictions on the transaction of
business between Canada and the United States it is

unnecessarj' for several members of the mission to
remain.

It is possible that the Baptist Book Room, Toronto,
may be closed in the not far distant future; as the
profits have been steadily decreasing owing to the
keen competition of the departmental stores. It is

said that none of the book rooms of the various re-

ligious denominations are making money at the pres-
ent time.

Dr. J. A. Macdonald, fonner editor of the Toronto
Globe, who recently returned after a year and a half
in Japan, is spending some time at Battle Creek Sani-
tarium. The Imperial University of Japan has asked
Dr. Macdonald to deliver a series of lectures on inter-

national political affairs.

Brigadier-General J. B. White, of Montreal, who di-

rected the work of the Canadian Forestry Corps in

France and is home on three months leave of absence,
spent a few days in Toronto last week. General White
is well known to the pulp and paper trade through his

connection as manager of the woods department of

the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., and the Kipawa Fibre
Company.

H. R. McMillan, who is now with the Imperial Muni-
tions Board of Canada, but was formerly head of the
British Columbia forestry service, was one of the lead-

ing speakers at the second annual red cedar congress
held last week in Seattle, Wash.

Lieut. -Col. Thomas Gibson, of Toronto, who is sec-

retary of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, has
been appointed to the Disposal Board, which will look
after the disposal of military stores in London, Eng-
land. Col. Gibson went overseas as a Major in the

168th Battalion, which was recruited in Oxford coun-

ty, and in January, 1918, was awarded the D. S. 0.

David Williams, publisher of the Collingwood Bul-

letin and secretary of the Collingwood Board of- Trade,

was a member of a deputation which waited upon Hon.
Dr. Cody, Minister of Education in Toronto during
the past week requesting the erection of a Technical

School in Collingwood, which would serve the coun-

ties of Simcoe, Dufferin and the Island of Manitoulin.

The Minister of Education assured the deputation that

he would consider their claim in carrying out his

province-wide plan of technical education.

Ed. P. Fole.v, of the Foley-Rieger Pulp and Paper
Co., Thorold, has been elected President of the Thorold
Board of Trade and Dan Daverin, superintendent of

the Montrose plant of the Provincial Paper Mills Co.,

has been chosen as Vice-President. They are both
live-wire officers and are going after a new post office

building for Thorold and other improvements.
Mr. W. J. Van Dusen, who for the past few months

has been associated with the Imperial Munitions Board,
with headquarters at Prince Rupert, will be able to

return to his former post as district forester at Van-
cover now that the aeroplane spruce logging opera-

tions have been closed down.
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The Kainy Kivoi' Pulp iuid Paper C'o.. Port iMclIon,

B.C'., is getting on well with their iinproveiuents. Pro-

duction is incri'asing daily and will reach 30 tons per
day within a week or two.

Messrs. Baekus. Steadnian and Meyer, of Interna-

tional Falls, Minn., were recent visitors at Bathurst,
N. B.

Mr. P. L. Lyford, of Clark & Lyford, Ltd., forest

engineers and timber factors, Vancouver, left No-
vember 27th for the East on a business trip in the

interest of the firm. Mr. Lyford, who will be absent

about two months, will interview prominent timber
owners and capitalists in Chicago, Buffalo, Toronto,

Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Washington, and
will return via New Orleans and San Francisco.

H. A. Veniet, who was employed m the sulphite

department, at Grand 'Jlere for a short time, has been
made superintendent of the sulphite department of the

Toronto Paper Manufacturing Company's plant at

Cornwall, Ontario.

Things are moving along at the Bathurst Lumber
Company's pulp mill. A new economizer has been
installed, which is expected to save at least 10 per cent

of present coal consumption. The sulphite mill is mak-
ing over 50 tons a day. This will be increased to 60

tons with the installation of 14 new dr.vers next month.
The Michigan Tag Company, whose indebtedness is

said to be $33,000, announces that it expects to be in a

position to pay its creditors a substantial dividend

upon their claims if permitted to continue as a going
concern wath the grant of a reasonable extension of

time to meet payments.
During the twelve months ending November, 1918,

Canada imported paper to the value of $8,053,291. The
exports for the same period included: printing paper,

12,814,709 ewt., worth $37,190,410; other paper worth
$6,030,710; woodpulp, 11,495,064 cwt., worth $32,580,-

619. Practically all of this is the product of Can-
adian woods, .vet we exported unmanufactured wood to

the value of $30,580,619, about one-third of which was
pulpwood. The total value of pulp and paper as given

was $75,811,739.

MODEL VILLAGE AT CRABTREE MILLS.
The Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, who are

now turning out about t%venty-five tons a day of Pro-

gress bond at the Crabtree Mills division, report that

the new equipment is working perfectly and that the

plant has come up to their most sanguine expecta-

tions. The company are building at this point a vil-

lage and will have about fifty comfortable dwellings

for their employees as well as a small hotel and a club

house. A great part of this work has already been
carried out and the remainder will be completed dur-

ing the present year.

At Beauharnois, the capacity of the plant will be
doubled. The equipment for rag handling is all in

and most of the finishing room installations. The new
machine, which is 88 inches wide and is being built

in Canada, will be running by July next. The Beau-
harnois mill w^as built for a two machine mill in the

beginning and it was the intention of the company
to install the second unit long before this but, owing
to the impossibility of procuring the machine, they
eould not do so.

Speaking of the prospects of the market for high
grade papers, C. Howard Smith, President of the

Company, declared that he considers the export busi-

lu'ss good. The_\- have l)een successful in exporting
quite a h)t of high grade papers and these have given

satisfaction to customers abroad. Repeat orders are

now coming and providing there is no unfavorable
legislation, the company feel tliat they can compete
with the foreigner for export business. In regard to

the trend of prices, Mr. Smith adds that it is impos-
sible to say what will be the figure in the future. Per-

sonally, he believes that quotations will be maintained
at the present level for a long time to come. The raw
material market has not shown any appreciable re-

duction and the incn-eased freight rates have materially

raised the cost of paper. In high grade pajjcrs there

are approximately four tons of material brought into

a mill for one ton shipped out. The augmented freight

rates are no light matter. Added to this is the high

cost of labor, which does not show any tendency to

drop.

BIG PROJECT URGED FOR NORTHERN ONTARIO.
A large i)ro,ii'rt was urged upon the federal gov-

ei'iimont during the past week when a deputation

waited upon the Cabinet at Ottawa urging the canal-

ization of the French river between Georgian Bay
and Lake Nipissing. Among the speakers on behalf

of the project was Mayor McCoubrey, of Iroquois

Falls, representing the Abitibi Power and Paper Co.,

and A. J. Young, of the Young Lumber Co., North
Bay. It was stated that the proposed canalization

would cost in the neighborhood of $16,000,000 or

annual interest charges of $720,000 at four and a half

per cent. These interest charges, it was contended,

would be met by an estimated revenue of $750,000

per annum from water powers. It was also pointed

out that the total cost of canalization would be liquid-

ated in eighteen years by additional customs receipts

due to increased traffic. The saving in freight rates

by the shorter route available would in four years

meet the cost of construction. Hon. F. B. Carvell,

Minister of Public Works, referred to the importance

of the project and promised that the question would
be submitted to the government as a whole and given

careful consideration. At the same time he pointed

out that settling the war bills would be a heavy drain

on the finances of Canada and only the most neces-

sary public works could be undertaken and carried

out during the next few years.

PULPWOOD COSTING VERY MUCH MORE.
George R. Gray, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., woods man-

ager for the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills,

was in Toronto on business the past week. He reports

that the company are taking out about 250,000 cords

of pulpwood during the present season which will be
ample to suppl.v their three plants. The cost of log-

ging is going steadily up and pulpwood is costing more
than ever. The company buys up large supplies from
the settlers and also secures huge quantities through
contractors. The release of men from the munition

plants and the army came too late to materially affect

the labor situation this season although help is now
more plentiful than it has been for some time. The
increased cost of pulpwood is due to higher wages in

the camps, as much as seventy-five dollars a month
and board being paid. Supplies keep up in price and
hay shows an advance of one hundred per cent over

last- year. Transportation charges are also much
heavier.
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THE MARKETS
CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, January 20.—Trade is opening up very
well in the paper line and good reports are now heard
from jobbers. Deliveries are very much better than

they have been for months past and mills are catching

up with their orders. It will be remembered that a

year ago everything on the railways was stalled, con-

gestion existed at many points while there were em-

bargoes aplenty. Coal was very scarce and some mills

got down as low as forty-eight hours' supply. This

season all is changed and there is abundance of coal.

Of course, freight charges are high, but little complaint

is heard on that score.

Many jobbing houses could have done a larger turn-

over than they did in 1918, had they been able to se-

cure deliveries . As a result of the tie-up in the mill.s

a considerable amount of business had to be cancelled.

The outlook on the whole is promising and there is lit-

tle fear of any price cutting—at least for the present.

It looks as if the paper trade will come through the

period of transition from a war basis to a peace foot-

ing with comparatively small disturbances. One
wholesaler stated this week that the feeling, which
had existed in his own mind and that of several of his

customers regarding quotations coming down is van-

ishing and things are now taking on a steadier tone.

By this it is not meant that business is rushing, but

there is an optimistic atmosphere and some firms have
increased the number of their travellers in view of the

excellent prospects. The satisfactory statements pre-

sented by the banks at their annual meetings and the

hopeful character of the general situation expressed

by general managers and presidents of financial in-

stitutions have done much to strengthen the minds
of the falterinsr and the halting ones. Business should

be sood if all stand firm, is the slogan sounded and
so far there has becTi no panic in any branch of the

industry.

Board factories are catching up with orders and
are now only three or four weeks behind in their de-

liveries. Thev report that inquiries are coming in

quite plentifullv and the prospects for an active sea-

son are exceptionally brisrht. There is no change in

the general sulphite situation with the exception that

prices remain firm and will likely continue to do so

until there is a drop in pulpwood prices, which is not

expected for several mouths. Labor will have to come
down first in cost before cheaper wood is available

and, until the scale of living descends, there is faint
hope of decreased quotations for pulpwood or pulp
It will take several months for affairs to readjust them-
selves and until such a period arrives there is not
likely to be much alteration in the general situation.
Groundwood is holding its own and there is a little
better demand. Coated paper plants are quite busy
and so are envelope factories and mills making special
ties. Box factories report trade as fair.

Toilet and tissue mills are still behind In orders
and have all the business that they can attend to. In
regard to the situation in the newsprint line little can
be said until a decision has been handed down at
Ottawa by the Appeal Tribunal in connection with
the argument which has been going on for some days
and is fully reported in another part of this magazine.
The whole matter is sub-judice at present and no com-
ment is, therefore, permissible.
But there are other features in connection with the

whole pulp and paper situation which the consuming
public little understands. One is that there are four
big factors entering into production costs and they
are wood, coal, labor and chemicals. There has been
a slight decrease in some chemicals, but in none of the
other factors has there been any change, nor is there
likely to be from present indications for some months.
While some lines of paper may eventually come down
in price, the old low levels will never be ushered in
again, according to the best judgment of the trade. It
is now three months since the war closed and there
has not been a single drop in the price of paper, which
would indicate that the coming year will be a good
one. There is a brisk demand for glassine paper in

connection with the shipments of food products to
Europe, but the quantity made in this country- is limit-

ed. In the meantime, all the big mills are looking
forward anxiously to export business which, if ship-

ping is available, should help to place Canada more
prominently than ever on the map. The Canadian mills

are in good shape to supply a larger quantity of for-

eign demands and will do all in their power to build
up a strong connection in foreign fields.

The rag and paper market is steadier and there is

no further talk of softening prices. It is felt that fig
ures have evidently reached the bottom and the deal-

ers are ready to swin? aboard when the trade begins
the next ascension, which, it is felt, should be soon.
Stocks at the mills are reported to be low and it is

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo^B murray hill NEW YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let as show you
what we can do.
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declared that buyprs will soon have to enter the mar- as far as eosts <r(). And indications are tliat wood,
ket for sujiplies. lietter prices are then looked for. coal and labor will continue in their pivseiit expensive
It is reported that roofing; rags are opcninfi; nj) some- jxisition for some time to conic.

what altliouy:h at a low fi<rnre as a result of a (lurchas N\Mvsprint is nioviii<r steadily on contract, but there
in{>: schedule agreed upon by the Canadian roofing has been no great amount of fi-csli buying done this

plants recently. wfck. Publishers as a rule ai-c eking out their con-

Ra^s and Paper Stock. tract sui>plies in such a maimer api)arently as to pre-
No. 1 white envelope cuttings .$4.25 elude the uece.ssit.\- of fheii- jiurchasing further lots

Xo. 1 soft white shavings $4.00 in the open market, while transient trade is narrow
White Blanks $1.2") Prices are firm. Book ))apers are rather easy under
Heavy ledger stock $2.35 the laek of demand. Some nulls are rejiorted to be
No. 1 magazine $1.50 cutting prices slightly in tln'ir efforts to secure busi-

No. 1 book stock $1.35 ness, but such action is more of an exception than the

No. 1 new manilas $1.80 rule, and quotations on the w liole are maintained. Fine
No. 1 print manila $1.25 papers are exceedingly (|uirt. Reports from manufac-
Folded news $1.00 turing sections are to the effect that most mills are

Over Issue $1.15 operating slowly, while some are closed down alto-

Kraft $4.00 gether. There has been practically no reduction in

No. 1 clean mixed papei's 85o. prices on bonds, linens and ledgers, and jobbers and
No. 1 white shirt cuttings $12.00 < sumers are confining their buying for the present

No. 2 white shirt cuttings $8.25 solely to what they immediately require. Superfine
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings $10.25 writing papers are selling at between 19 and 20 cents

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $9.00 a pound and the sul])liite grades are around 12 cents.

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $9.00 .Mills are said to have fairly large stocks of writings
Bleached shoe clip $8,50 i>n hand in readiness for the anticipated active demand
T'id)leached shoe clip $8.00 later on, and, in view of the fact that these stocks

White cotton hosiery cuttings $10.00 were manufactured under ruling high costs, it seems
Light colored hosiery cuttings $8.00 uidikely that prices will be cut by the holders.

New light flannellette cuttings $9.00 ("narse papers are quiet and comparatively steady
No. 2 white shirt cuttings $8.25 in price. Tissues show little change. Government de-

rity thirds and blues (repacked) $3.25 mand for roll tissue continues and this is about the

Flock and sat'nettes $1.90 only strong feature in the market. Prices nevertheless

Tailor rags $1.80 are maintained and there is surprisingly little selling

White linceys $9.00 pressure in evidence. Boai'ds are in poor demand but
Mixed linceys $4.50 prices have gone off no further. In fact, quotations

— 071 some grades of board have been advanced a shade

NEW YORK MARKETS. over what manufacturers recently were asking. Chip

New York. January 18.—Notwithstanding the slow board, which was .selling a week or two ago at $50 per

movement of paper "of nearly every grade into con- f""- i'^ "o^^ generally held at $52.50. News board is

suming and jobbing channels at present, prices on the quoted at $55 to $60, straw board at $50 w :f60, and

whole are maintained, which would seem to attest «'ood pulp board at $85.

to the fundamental strength of the market. Trading Groundwood :—Demand for mechanically ground-

during the current week has undergone little or no "'ood has been somewhat easier, but the tone of the

improvement over that for a month or more past, iwarket is firm and prices remain at previous heights.

Buyers in general have held aloof, excepting, of course, producers quoting around $30 per ton for No. 1 pulp

as regards small amounts of paper directly needed, freshly ground. The danger of a wood shortage is the

and aside from a slight expansion in the demand from strongest factor in the market. There is a sufficient

export sources, conditions remain unaltered. Com- snpply for present needs, but grinders lay .stress on

plaint has been expressed by some manufacturers over the probabilities of a scarcity later in the season, and

the dullness of the market, "yet the same air of optim- are insistent f.or the prices quoted on pulp in virtually

ism regarding the future has continued to pervade every selling transaction.

the trade, with trade factors in common feeling that a Chemical Pulp:—Quietness also rules in the mar-
period of brisk activity lies ahead. ket for chemical fibres. Fresh demand has been notice-

Since the signing of the armistice much speculative ably lacking this week, and some grades of domestic
talk has been heard relative to future prices on paper, pulp have been unquestionably easier in price. The
Consumers for the most part have looked for a de sagging of quotations, however, has appeared to be due
cline, and it can be said that the way in which the more to the anxiety of some manufacturers to dispose

market has held up has proven no little surprise to of certain lots of pulp than to any real weakness of the

many. Analyzing the situation, it can be readily seen market. Reports have been heard of domestic un-
why prices have been maintained. Production costs bleached sulphite or newsprint quality being offered
have not decreased to any material extent and for this at $60 to $65 a ton at the pulp mill, while easy bleach-
reason alone it is but logical that prices on the fin- ing .sulphite has been available at $80 and domestic
ished material have held at close to wartime levels, kraft pulp at $90 to $95 per ton. Prices on imported
The four principal factors in production costs of paper pulp rule firm. Importers maintain that they can-
are w^ood, coal, labor and chemicals and other raw not bring supplies across the Atlantic any cheaper than
stock (note similarity to report from Toronto'), named previously, and such pulp as is held unsold on the
in the order of their importance. Chemicals and rags docks or in store is priced at figures considerably out
have eased off in price slightly, but the three other of relative proportion to those prevailing on domestic
kinds of materials have undergone little or no change and Canadian fibre. There is no nervousness shown
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by mamifac-turers of and dealers in domestic pulp

over eompetition from foreijrii ([iiai'ters during the

fortheominfr few mouths. The feeling' is general that

existinu- i-onditions on the other side will aet to pre-

vent any sizable shipments to this market at least until

after the Baltie is opened up to navi-ration. Even then,

it is argued, the cost of produetion and the strong

demand from European consumers give promise of

keeping prices in Scandinavia at heights where jiulp

cannot be brought to America at a i)rofit.

Rags:—The rag market has been slightly more active

this week and prices on some grades liave advanced.

The low qualities have led in demand, felt manufac-

turers having been the chief buyers. Tiulications are

that felt paper mills as a class are getting more orders

for their product for the moment than any other group

of manufacturers in the United States, and this con-

dition has been reflected by the manner in which

consumers of roofing rags have inquired for supplies.

Sales of No. 1 roofing stock at 2.25c a i)ound. New
York, have been noted, while No. 2 packing has com-

manded 2.10 to 2.15c. Thirds and blues also have

strengthened in price a bit. Rough packing has sold

to mills at :?.00c delivered, while dealers have demand-

ed this figure f.o.b. as a mininuim for repacked thirds.

White rags have shown little change. Scattered sales

have been reported, but the aggregate volume of ma-

terial moving into consuming channels is small. Con-

siderable talk is heard among dealers concerning the

scarcity of rags. Do\;btless many reports are exag-

gerated but evidences are not lacking that there is in

reality somewhat of a shortage, and there seems no

question that prices would quickly rise if consumers

should come into the market for more normal amounts

of goods.

Paper Stock:—The market for old papers is char-

acterized by a tone of even tenor. Business is mod-

erately active and prices are well maintained, with

the tendency in many instances decidedly upward.

Stock is not scarce and yet there are no large accumu-

lations apparent in any quarter, and dealers are im-

bued with confidence regardinsr the outlook. Low
grades are in relatively better demand than the high

qualities. Folded news is selling at around 85c per

hundred pounds f.o.b. New York and No. 1 mixed paper

commands in the neighborhood of 60e, New York. Box
board mills are buying these two descriptions with fair

regularity and in substantial volume, and complaints

are frequently registered resrarding the difficulty in

locating large tonnases. Dealers and brokers seem

hesitant to contract for other than conservative quan-

tities, which would infer that thev look for an advance

in prices. Shavings are ouotably steady, with pro-

ducers asking between 4.50 and 4.75e a -nound. New
York, for No. 1 soft whites and about 5.75c for No. 1

hard white shavings. Books have sold at 1.45 to 1.50c

New York, while No. 1 kraft paper is available at 3.40

f.o.b. New York, and ledger stock at 2.75c.

Old Rope and Bagging:—The market for old ropes

and scrap bagging is in a lifeless condition, and while-

(luotations have undergone little change, the trend

is toward lower levels. Important consumers are al-

most entirelv out of the market as buyers, and it is

therefore difficult to say .iust what values are. No. 1

domestic manila rope is available at 5.00c a pound.

New York, and possibly at weaker figures, while No. 1

scrap bagging is offered at 3.00e.

PROGRAM OF ANNUAL MEETING COMPLETE.
The si.xth annual meeting of the Canadian Pulp

and I'apcr Association will be held at the Ritz-Cai'lton

Hotel, Montreal, on Friday, a.liniary 31. It will open

at 10 (I'clocU in the morning with a business meeting

and close in the evening with a formal dinner at which
the principal guests of honor will be Sir John Willi-

son, Brig.-(ien. .1. H. White and George W. Sissons,

Jr., ])resident of the American Pulp and Paper As-

sociation. It is ex|)ected that Henry Wise, attorney

for the i)a|)cr makers in the V. S. investigation will

speak at the luncheon.

The meeting jiromises to be of unusual importance,

as considerable attention will be given to a review

of the industry's affairs during the past year,' in-

cluding the effects had upon it by Government regu-

lation of lu'wsprint paper; and to a discussion as to

how the industry can best be made to serve the coun-

try during the readjustment period. Special consid-

eration, it is announced, will be given to the indus-

trial side of the question with a view to bettering

the conditions of the mill operatives, woodsmen and

other em])loyees. It is estimated that the total num-
ber of workers now employed in Canada, including

woodsmen, is between :{5,000 aiul 40,000. A general

scheme for improving the welfare of these employees

is among the tentative objects of- the meeting. Mr. F.

J. Campbell, manager of the Canada Paper Company
and president of the association will preside.

The meeting of the Association proper will be pre-

ceded by a meeting of the Technical Section on Thurs-

day, Janiuiry 30, continuing into the following day.

Various addresses of interest to paper makers will

be delivered, including one by Dr. Y. K. Kriehle, on

"Canada Waste Sulphite Liquor as a Possible Source

of Alcohol," and another by J. Newell Stephenson on

"The Place of the Pulp and Paper Industry in the

Readjustment Period." Among the interesting fea-

tures of the Section's program are motion pictures of

power plants taken by the United States Fuel Ad-

ministration Board and a visit to the Montreal Tech-

nical School as the guests of Provincial Maeheras.

"BUSINESS AS USUAL" AT BELGO.
In spite of a serious fire at the Belgo-Canadian

Pulp and Paper Co., Shawinigan Falls, on January 3,

the scene of the disaster has been cleared up and

production is going on much as usual. Defective wir-

ing is supposed to liave started the blaze, which de-

stroyed the warehinise and stores of paper, pulp and
sulphite. The damage was about $100,000. Fine work
was done by the fire fighters to prevent the destruc-

tion from being even more extensive.

PAPER MAN ON BANK BOARD.
Alvah Miller, senior member of the firm of H. G.

Craig & Comjiany, one of the most important paper

firm of New ork, and also Vice-President of the St.

Regis Paper Company, of New York, N. Y., has been

elected a Director of the Harriman National Bank.

This institution is located at Fifth Avenue and Forty-

fourth street, in which section the pulp and paper

trade is now centering. The Harriman National Bank
enjoys the unique distinction of having achieved a

record percentage of growth, its assets now totalling

approximately $35,000,00. Mr. Miller's wide acquaint-

ance and large knowledge of the industry should make
him a valuable member of the Board of Directors of

the Bank.
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MANY NEW COMPANIES BEING FORMED.

One (if the signs of ilie eiMiiing iirnsperity is the

number of uew coneerus whii-h are obtaining cliartors

in the lumber, paper and pulpwood line, all getting

ready for the period of expansion.
A charter ha.s been granted to the ilaiiipsteiid Ijunilier

Co., of Ilampstead. N.B., to do a genei-;d milling, lum-
ber and pulpwood bus ness. Among the ineorporators

are Wm. L. MeAdoo, George R. ^leKean and W. E.

Golding, of St. John, N.B.

Tlie Gravel Lumber Co.. Limited, has been granted
a federal charter with headquarters in Levis, Q>ie.,

and a capital stock of $600,000. Among those inter-

ested in the proposition are Sir William Price, Henry
Edward Price and Arthur .1. Price, of Quebec city, and
Alfred S. Gravel anil Louis G. Gravel, of Levis. The
new organization will take over the business of the

A. Gravel Lumber Co., of Levis, and is empowered to

acquire, own and operate saw mills, shingle mills and
rossing plants, as well as i)ulp an<l paper plants and
to engage in the mainifacture of wood, pnlj) and papei'

roducts, etc.

The Ottawa Valley Lumber Co., with a capital stock

of $50,000, has also been chartered to carry on the

business of manufacturers and dealers in logsfi timber.

ties, paper, pulp and pulpwood. The headquarters

of the company are in Montreal.

T. G. ]\rcLauriu Co., Montreal, with a capital stock

of .$20,000 are empowered to deal in goods of every

sort and description and to carry on a lumber trade

in all its branches as well as sell and deal in logs, ties,

poles, boxes, posts, box board, wall board, pulp, pulp-

wood, paper and other products.

JENSSEN'S NEW BULLETIN.
The G. I), .lensscii ( 'iiiiijiany, LMK) l^'ilth Aveinie,

New York, have sent out a very attractive bulletin
describing their two-tower acid system, and the Berg-
lund bleaching s\stem, and the Sandbcrg cooler, which
they control in this country. Some excellent photo-
graphs of installations are reproduced.

BROMPTON BONDS TO BUY ODELL CO.

Brompton Pulp and Pai)er Co's annual statement is

out. Profits were about $20,000 less than last year,

hut dividends on common stock are only 9.1 per cent
as against 9.6 a year ago. More is laid away for

depreciation. Accomjianying the report is notice of an
issue of $1,000,000 20-year 6 per cent general mort-
gage bonds, authority for which will be asked from
shareholders at -ii meeting on February 4th. The pro-

ceeds of the issued will be used to finance the pur-

chase of the Oilell Manufacturing Co.

SWEDEN'S PULPWOOD EXPORTS.
During the first seven iiKuitlis of 191.S Sweden

exported in round numbers, 99,600 long tons of wet
and 33,900 tons of dry mechanical pulp, about 7,000

long tons of bleached sulphite, 16,300 tons wet and
161,200 tons dry unbleached. The "Weekly Bulletin"

also gives as sulphite what ma.v be sulphate ; bleached

2,000 tons, wet unbleached 770 tons and dry 25,000

tons.

For every tree chopped down in Norway the law re-

quires three saplings to be planted.

ACID RESISTING PUiVlP VALVES

We wrish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal w^ill give far better servicB than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in tb 3 market. If you wDl write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet Metal.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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EDITORIAL
m

LIVING MEMORIALS.
The suggestion is made by "American Forestry"

tliat children be encouraged to plant trees as memorials

to the soldiers, sailors and aviators who fell in the

great fight. What better way to keep their memory
green? At the same time that the graceful or sturdy,

but always beautiful, trees add to the glory of the

landscape or the beauty of a town they stand a living

memorial to our brave dead. The trees, at least in

towns, might be named for local men. We trust a

similar movement will begin in Canada. We need to

keep both landscapes and memories green.

DOMINION POWER BOARD IN ACTION.

As recorded on another page of this magazine, the

Dominion Power Board, which was recently organized

has already begun activities. The Board has been quiet-

ly at work for some mouths and its effects have already

brought about the conference recently held in Ottawa.

At this conference there were representatives of both

the Dominion and Provincial Departments that are

concerned with the administration and development of

the water powers of Canada.

There was already the Dominion Water Power

Branch and a number of provincial departments which

had to do with these important Canadiarr resources.

While considerable harmony has always existed among

these various agencies, it is, however, fortunate that

an organization has now been perfected which will,

assure us of definite plans for co-operative effort in

the proper development of this important matter. Per-

haps one of the most important features of the work

of the board will be the evasion of conflicts between

the activities of the provincial departments and those

of the Dominion Water Power Branch. This is par-

ticularly important because the water powers should

be developed for the benefit of the people of Canada,

whether it be through the work of the Dominion or

Provincial authorities.

The development of our water powers is of import-

ance to our people in a number of ways. In the first

place the erection of dams and the installation of

machinery and the building of mills will employ labor

in construction and the operation of the mills will

furnish work for other Canadians and the products

will supply the needs of our people and probably fur-

nish an excess which can be exported and so help to

pay for the various raw materials and articles that

must be brought in from other countries. In the second

place the development of our water powers meaus

that they are to be harnessed for industrial work that

will be able to pay for their use and by a proper scheme

will continually furnish our Governments with income

that will increase with the growth of the industrial,

municipal, and domestic use of water power and the

electricity generated by it.

Such a board, by agreeing on uniform methods ^
encouraging development and equitable rates of return

for the use of power, will be able to check any tend-

ency, there may be in some quarters toward giving

away power rights in one place and charging too much
for them in another. It will be able to adapt the ap-

plication of power to industries which are appropriate

to a particular locality. Such an intelligent applica-

tion would prevent the absorption of enormous quan-

tities of power in a densely populated section by an

industry which employs comparatively few workmen.

Such industries as grinding wood, making aluminum

or manufacturing carbide are examples in point.

These have sometimes been allowed to grow up where

an industry such as the textile industry might be more

profitably located or where the power could be used

for domestic purposes if sufficient were available. The

Power Board could use its influence in encouraging

the growth of industries clo.se to the raw material.

This is particularly feasible with mechanical pulp

manufacture because for the most part the supplies

of wood are close to the water powers. By putting

the plant near the wood and power, long railway hauls

of logs would be avoided and the higher class freight

on pulp would be available.

Another feature of the work that might be accom-

plished by the board is the better co-ordination of

efforts to measure and record power data. Mxich

duplication could doubtless be eliminated by greater

co-operation and a standardizing of tried and approved

methods for investigation and report. We recall a

statement that the flow of a certain western river

was reported from measurements taken in summer

without considering the fact that this was the highest

volume on account of the melting of glaciers which

feed the head waters. Accurate plans for the improve-

ments of water powers on such a river could, of course,

not be made because this information would probably

be taken by most people as the minimum stream flow

because measured in summer time, not knowing all

the circumstances. Another point that should have

the attention of the Board is the relation between the

stripping of hill-sides in lumbering operations and the
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uniformity of stream flow. By a proper co-ordina-

tiou of forestry and power branches, at least in this

respect, we might expect to avoid any worse flood

conditions than we have at present and in time we

might even see an improvement in this matter.

We expect much {rood to be accomplished by the

Board and congratulate them on the good start that

has been made.

STUFF FOR MAKING PAPER.
"Clippings from the collar factories contribute im-

portantly to the supply of raw material for making
high-grade paper. It is just an instance of waste-

elimination.

Asbestos makes an excellent paper, which, being

fireproof, might recommend itself highly for deeds

and other valuable documents. But, unfortunately, no
process has been discovered by which paper of this

material can be made that has a smooth, hard surface

to take ink from a pen without blurring. The inven-

tor who solves this puzzle has a fortune awaiting him.

There will never be a real paper famine, because

paper can be made out of almost anything vegetable.

It has been manufactured from banana leaves, pine-

apple leaves, beanstalks, cabbage-stalks, cat-tails, hay,

thistledown and even mummy wrappings.

Sugar-cane refuse makes good paper; cotton stalks

likewise. Of these materials incalculable quantities

are thrown away annually. Rice straw and flax stalks

are available for the same purpose ; also the wild hemp
that grows over vast areas in the South-west.

Wheat straw, rye straw, oat straw and barley straw

make first-class newspaper and printing paper. In

this country we produce enough of such material to

supply the whole world with paper.

There are always plenty of rags for making high-

grade papers. Why, then, all the recent fuss and ris-

ing prices? No reason at all except that we have not

yet learned to utilize the available raw materials,

which, once turned to proper account, will render it

unnecessary to draw upon the forests for pulp."

The words of wisdom (?) in the preceding para-

graphs are taken from the Buffalo "Courier." Here

is a fine mixture of truth and incomplete information

that may be distinctly misleading. The writer of it

entrely disregards the economic aspects of the case.

To read it casually, one would think he need only put

a paper machine behind the ibarn, much as he would

set up an ensilage cutter, and feed in corn-stalks, hay

or straw to make paper. The character of the fibre is

not considered, as in the case of asbestos, nor is men-

tion more of more important uses, as of sugar-cane

refuse for making straw. What a ridiculous idea to

suggest that a mill could run on thistle down, econo-

mically supplied. Perhaps the writer is Scotch.

Straw certainly makes good paper of certain

grades, usually in admixture with other fibres, but

the supply must be adequate, available and economi-

cal. A paper mill is not a "'one-horse" proposition in

these days. It is true that we have not yet put much
available waste material to proper use, but it is not

this faihire that keeps up the price of paper. It is prim-

ari^' the price of labor, and it is this which makes the

economical use of many waste materials impracticable.

Tiie mere fact of this existence of waste materials has

no bearing on prices of paper or protection of forests

—

the point that counts is the cost of getting them in suf-

ficient (nuuititics to the mill and the cost of converting

them into ]>apcr for which there is a demand.

INVESTING PUBLIC MONEY IN FUTURE
Practical forestry is being presented as a line of

work to interest returned soldiers who have grown to

love an outdoor life. War-time needs have caused a

tremendous drain on the timber resources of all coun-

tries that have been engaged in the great conflict. An
unprecedented amount of planting, thinning, and ac-

tual lumbering should be done during the next few
years. Many states own timberland. Massachusetts,

for example, has five state forests, and its forester sees

a remarkable opportunity to serve both the State and
its soldiers in ojxirating them. Incidentally, the Legis-

lature will have to provide a large amount of money
to finance these operations, but few lawmakers will

care to balk at warranted appropriations when the

"boys" come home.—Christian Science Monitor.

"Back to Mufti" is the new name of the "Bulletin,"

which is issued by the Department of Soldiers Civil Re-

Establishment, Ottawa^ The new monthly will be im-

proved in quality and appearance. The old mailing list

has been cancelled and "Back to Mufti" will be sent

only to those who make direct application for it. For
reasons of economy and on account of the paper short-

age, it is necessary that no superfluous copies be print-

ed.

At the hearing in Ottawa, in referring to Adam as

a "going concern," Mr. Phillips didn't say how Adam
went, nor how much concern there was about it.

"During the year 1917 Argentina imported sacking

for grain bags to the value of 4,110,000 gold pesos,

twine for sewing bags worth 1,000,000 gold pesos, and

binder twine to a value of 4,600,000 pesos," says U. S.

Consul General W. Henry Robertson, Buenos Aires.

Here is a chance for yarn and twine from Canadian

kraft paper.

Through an oversight we neglected to mention in

our last issue that the "Standard Methods of Analysis"

published as the methods approved by the Committee

on Standards were, with two exceptions, reprinted

from "Paper," New York. The method for rosin and

rosin size was specially prepared by the committee,

and the method for sulphate of alumina was reported

to the Technical Section bv the committee in 1916.

AMPLY EQUIPPED.
"T see Henry Ford is going to start a newspaper."
"Does he know anything about running a news-

paper?"
"Must know a heap. I notice he waited until he

got !|!40,000,000 before arranging to run one."—Louis-

ville CourierJoumal.
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Making Work Attractive
By ROBERT B. WOLF, M. E., Manager Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd.
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(Continued from page 86.)

In previous installments of Jlr. Wolf's article, which
we began reprinting from System in the Pulp and
Paper Magazine for January 9, the author considers
the more general aspects of the philosophy of vpork

and the organization of industry. In this and the
next installments, Mr. Wolf explains how to apply
the principles evolved to the paper industry and shows
some of the excellent results obtained. It will be

noted that development of the idea is still in progress,

which is a most hopeful sign.—Edit.

Charles M. Schwab said in a recent interview

:

"I know something about making steel, but

I don't any where near as much as the millions

of steel workers know. No man can know as

much as the crowd knows. No one can do as

much as the crowd can do. The real leader is

not the man who substitutes his own will and
his own brain for the will and intelligence

of the crowd, but the one who releases the

energies within the crowd so that the will of

the crowd can be expressed."

When Mr. Schwab used the word "crowd" he did

not mean mob. He recognizes that the crowd is

composed of individuals, and that the problem of man-

agement is therefore how to release through organized

effort the greatest possible amount of individual in-

telligence. The mass man can find expression only

through the unit man, and just as the intelligence of

an organization is biit the sum of the intelligences

of its individual members, so is the intelligence of

humanity as a whole but the sum of the intelligences

of the individuals composing it.

I will now illustrate the method of keeping progress

records on our paper machines. The publishers are

very particular about the weight of the paper. A
ream to be satisfactory should weigh exactly 32 pounds.

Paper that is lighter is apt to cause breaks in the

press room. If it runs heavier the paper cost for each

edition will be high. Furthermore, if the paper is very

dry it becomes brittle, and is apt to break.

The dryness, too, prevents the paper from taking a

good finish. As a result, the surface will "fuzz" up

and fine particles will come off on the printing press

and cause trouble by filling up the type and meshes

in the cuts.

In the ordinary course of events the publisher sends

his complaint in to the sales office, where it is passed

on to the manager's office. The matter is then taken

up with the superintendent, and he passes the "kick"

along to the boss machine tender. It finally reaches

the machine tender, or back tender, or any member of

the machine crew who is responsible. This process

has to be repeated constantly in order to maintain a

uniform quality of paper.

Obviously, therefore, the trouble was due to lack

of interest" upon the part of the men operating th^

machines in keeping the operating conditions where

they should be. This lack of interest came largely

from a lack of knowledge as to what the conditions

actually were. We determined, therefore, that more

sample's should be taken, to give the machine crews

more continuous information.

The usual method is for the back tender to take a

sample of paper every time a reel is changed, weigh it,

and let the machine tender know the result. The
machine tender then turns on or shuts off stock, ac-

cording to whether the sample is heavy or light. A
sample from the front, middle, and back of the sheet
is taken occasionally, but, as a rule, not as often as it

should be, largely because the men have not the time.

From previous experience we knew that the problem
was to produce a desire upon the part of the machine
crew to get the required results, so we put on each
shift a man (one for every two paper machines) to

take samples every time a reel was changed from the
front, middle and back of the sheet, these three samples
being weighed and recorded, as .shown in the reel re-

cord on page 100.

These forms are kept in the machine room at the
end of the paper machine. While the sample testers

are instructed in the work by the Research Depart-
ment, they are controlled by the boss machine tender
and are largely recruited from the machine crews. In
our mills they are members of the labor unions.

How Employers Can Interest Employees in Their
Work.

There is no thought in the minds of our men, there-

fore, that this is a follow-up sj'stem designed to en-

able the management to find fault with the workmen.
Thej' recognize it as a system to help them to get in-

formation which they have not had time to get for

themselves, and which they must have in order to do
their work intelligently. In order words, we were
recording the facts which enabled the operators to

recognize the natural laws underlying the process.

The notes on the reel record shown explain fully

how this record is kept, so no further explanation is

necessar}-, except to say that the suggestions regarding
the moisture test in addition to the weight came from
one of the international officers of the Paper Makers'
Union. It has proven to be a great help, for pre-

viously the only way the back tender could tell any-

thing about the moisture content of the sheet was to

"feel" it as it passed from the calendar stack to the

reel.

Of course, no record of this "feel" could be made
to enable the back tender to tell how well this work
was being done, so there was no particular reason

why he should be interested in this part of his work.
It is only the exceptional man who had imagination
enough to create within himself a consciousness of his

progress.

The intelligent interest that men in all departments
take in creating better operating conditions, when
encouraged through the progress records to do so, it

seems to me demonstrates conclusively that the em-
ployer has everything to gain and nothing to lose by
making his industry thoroughly democratic. The atti-

tude of secrecy is repugnant to a free people, for it

savors too much of exploitation. With everything open
and above board there can be no feeling of mutual
suspicion and distrust.

I believe we have failed to recognize the curative
properties of knowledge and truth. Just as darknees
cannot exist in the presence of light, so ignorance and
prejudice cannot exist when met by frankneas and
co-oi)eration.
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Constant records of variations in the pro-

duct enabled the men to discover the

means of making both product and pro-

cess more uniform. These forms were

used in paper making, and the principles

apply in other lines of manufacturing

The employer is an individual,

generally a very strong character.
I believe, however, that his usual
disregard for the individuality of
the workman comes largely from
the fact that he has been so en
grossed in the task of creating an
efficient organization to express
his own individuality that he has
entirely overlooked the fact that
in the creation of this thing he
has forgotten to extend the same
privilege to his employees. If he only stops to think
of it he will recognize at once that he cannot hope
to get the initiative of the workman except by giving
him a similar privilege of seeing his own creations
grow, either by leaving the impress of his personality
upon the article produced or upon the progress re-
cord of his work.
The workman has combined against the employer

in order to obtain the freedom which he sees steadily
being taken away from him, as industry tends more

and more to make automatons of men ; and the un-
fortunate part of it all is that he has accepted in all

too many eases the premise that this tendency is logical

and, therefore, inevitable.

Probably the reason the average employer is op-
posed to labor unions is that he is afraid that the
restrictions which he thinks the unions seek to impose
will take away his owu opportunity for self-expression

by preventing him from working out his problems
in his o\vn wav.
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Furthermore, if the unions can demonstrate, as they
have in our plants, that this fear is mifounded, but
that on the contrary their Tjnited co-operative effort

helps to develop esprit de corps, would not this an-
tag'onisra on the part of the employer disappear?
The progressive improvements shown in the charts

in this and the next installment indicate clearly the

increasing interest in the work, and how completely
the man has become the master of the machine. That
this improvement is due to increasing interest alone

is borne out by the fact that we do not pay a man
more money for a good record, but pay the prevailing

union scale for all positions in our plants. These are

adjusted each spring by joint conferences with our
men. In this way we keep a proper wage balance

between the different classes of work in proportion

to the skill required, and as a consequence avoid all

the innumerable system, task and bonus plan, and
other direct payment methods.

It is often argued that it is not right to pay a good
man the same rate as a poor man and to this I abso-

lutely agree ; but the fact is that when these progress

records are furnished to men, all men in a certain oper-

ating class finally come to be practically equal in per-

formance and the differences will be only between the
amount of skill required in each different class of
woi'k. And in these classes there is a difference in

compensation.

Invariably the competition is keen enough on all

quality records to bring nearly all the men (who
have been at the work a sufficient length of time to
become expert) practically to the same degree of pro-
ficiency.

The period is four weeks and the average to date
begins all over again at the end of each four weeks'
period. The reason for indicating the standing of the
men on a period average rather than the day's aver-
age is that it tends toward greater continuity of effort,

which in itself is a source of much greater satisfaction
to the workman.

It is the steady progress that really counts and not
the spasmodic, spectacular high record for any one
day. The record to give joy to the worker, must re-

flect the constant, steady inner urge which indicates
the degree of his mastery of the forces he controls
in the day's work.

(To be continued.)

aper Tribunal to Hear New Evidence
(By Special Correspondence.)

More new evidence is to be secured and taken in

the Canadian newsprint inquiry, presided over by Mr.
Robert A. Pringle, K.C., Commissioner and Controller,

but the date of hearing, though it was expected it

would be soon, had not been fixed at Ottawa up to

Monday this week.
The reason for the further hearing was brought

about by the interim report of the Judges of the Pa-

per Control Tribunal, which was made on Saturday
last week. The making of an interim report by the

Judges so soon after the conclusion of the hearing of

the appeals in the newsprint and differential eases

last week came as a surprise. It having been thought

that greater time would elapse before a pronounce-

ment of any kind would be made.
The newsprint appeals proper finished on Wednes-

day and about one and one half days were taken up
with the differentials. No ruling on the differentials

question was made. In all the Appeal Tribunal sat

some twelve days, with week ends intervening from

Jan. 8th to Jan. 23rd, and the next day made the fol-

lowing report

:

PAPER CONTROL TRTBTTNAL.
In the Matter of the Appeals bv the Publishers and by

the Manufacturers from the Order of Mr. Com-
missioner Pringle, dated 2fith Sentember. 1918.

At the oneninsr of this hearing, Mr. Clarkson and

his assistant, Mr, Taylor, were examined at some

lenffth bv Council for the Publishers, but we reserved

our decision upon receivinar this testimonv as evi-

dence, and pending such decision Counsel for the

Manufacturers did not cross-examine.

Bv the order of the Commissioner now under re-

view it is provided that if the prices fixed by him

"are at any time found upon investigated to be either

too hich or too low. there will be a revision of price

from July 1st, 1918," and prices after that date were

in part based upon estimates only.

We think that it is important that the prices when
fixed by us should be final, and that all proper evi-

dence which either party may think important should
be before us.

Investigations have now been made by Mr. Clark-

son which will enable the accuracy of certain estim-

ates on which the price was fixed to be tested. We re-

fer to the estimated increase of cost of wood, wages
and freight after l.st July.

In view of the admission of the record of the pro-

ceedings before the Federal Trade Commission, of the

necessity of confining the further evidence within rea-

sonable limits, of the great mass of evidence already
taken, and of the views we entertain with respect to

certain matters argued before us, we do not think that

further evidence should be received with reference to

the following topics:

1—Capital investment.
2—Working capital.

3—Return upon investment.
4—Going value.

5—Depreciation.
6—Sinkage.
7—Stumpage.
8—Machine losses.

We desire that further evidence should be mainly
directed and .shall be substantially confined to the

matters (other than those emntioned above as ex-

cluded) dealt with in the publi.shers' brief in the cri-

ticisms of the estimated cost of manufacture at the

different mills and the estimated increased cost of

wood, labor and freight.

If as the result of the criticisms of Mr. Clarkson 's

former reports he desires to modifv his conclusions,

he should be afforded an opportunitv of doing so.

We shall withhold our decision for sufficient time
to enable either party to give such relevant evidence
as it may desire, and as is permitted under the above
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rulings, before the Commi.ssioner. The evidence tak-

en before us is to be treated as taken by the Commis-
sioner, with liberty to Manufacturers' Counsel to

iToss-exaniine thereon.

Upon this evidence we would ask the Commissioner
to state what change, if any, should in his opinion be

made in the prices fixed by him, and without anj'

further formal appeal we shall receive further argu-

ment, either oral or written, as may be arranged by
Counsel.

It is desired that this evidence shall be given as soon

as practicable. If either party fails to proceed with

diligence, a motion may be made for judgment ou the

evidence as it now stands, or the Tribunal may of its

own motion determine the questions before it without

awaiting further evidence.

Dated at Ottawa, this twenty-third daj- of January,

A.D. 1919.

(Sgd.) THOMAS P. OWENS,
Registrar.

(Signed)

A. S. WHITE,
CHARLES ARCHER.
W. E. MIDDLETOX.

Report of Proceedings.

The address of ^Ir. T. L. Phillips, counsel for the

Fort Frances Company, commenced when the Tri-

bunal resumed on Monday. He recited how the Con-

troller had fixed a price of $73 per ton as compared
with $69 for other mills for Fort Frances. He asked

that eighty dollars be allowed.

Further on in the morning 'Mr. Phillips advanced the

general proposition that the present value of news-

print plants should be considered rather than their

cost value, in connection with the determining of a

fair price for the product.

Counsel for Fort Frances made it plain from the

outset that he was not going into small details of co.st.

Furthermore in his reply to Mr. Tilley's previous

suggestion and invitation that fiirther evidence be

heard on this, Mr. Phillips said that if the whole in-

vestigation was opened xip it would bid fair to pass

beyond the bounds of mortal time and trespass on eter-

nity.

"Costs," Mr. Phillips claimed, was only one element

of evidence in the inquiry. It was a means to an end,

but not the end itself. He went on to maintain that

a fair selling price and not "cost" was the issue the

Tribunal must decide. "Value" rather than "cost,"

he claimed was the ba.sis of all price fixing.

Mr. Phillips ciuoted exhaustively from American
decisions which had been handed down by the Courts

of the United States. "It was never maintained that

the cost of a thing is its value," he said. In this con-

nection he argued that the decisions he quoted sup-

ported his contention that the present value and not

the cost of the plants must be considered in fixing

newsprint prices. This fact he urged wiped out the

importance of the original investment, and how the

canital had been acquired.

The chairman of the Tribunal at this stage said that

the investigation into newsprint prices had been
brought about because the market price of newsprint
paper had not been satisfactory, and so he said he
could hardly follow Mr. Phillips if by present value
he meant market price.

'Mr. Phillins. in reply, explained that what he was
contending for was not for the market price of the

product, but rather advocating that the u.se of the

market price of the product of the various newsprint
plants should be accepted as a basis when the price

was being fixed.

Mr. Justice Middleton said, '"But \\hen a reproduc-
tion cost is large or increased by reason of an emer-
gency, is it right to use tlmt inflated cost as a basis

of fixing rates? As 1 understand it, the price fixation

is only temporary, it was intended to afford relief in

an emergency. Therefore it would not be proper to

base it on .such reproduction cost."

Mr. Pliillii)s explained that if such a basis could not

be accepted "wholly" tiiat it was at least entitled to

consideration. Mr. Justice Middleton referred to the

Booth mill and the material in a suppo.sed case that

might be in it. "Supposing in that mill the material

had increased fift}' per cent, during the war, surely it

would not be 'just,' as a basis for prices of news-

])rint." Counsel for Fort Frances maintained that

while it might not be exactly fair to take such a basis

with values at ultimate "peak." "But I do believe

that in reproduction value some measure of increase

should be reflected, and that certainly applies for the

necessit}' for higher working cajiital. " he said.

Adam was a "Going Concern."
On the item of "going value'' Mr. Phillips was in-

sistent, and very strongly maintained that there should

be an adequate allowance for this charge. To more
fully illustrate his contention he went back to Biblical

days, and brought extracts from the book of Genesis.

"When God created man out of the du.st of the earth.

He breathed into him the breath of life. This first

man was Adam. When He breathed into him the

breath of life He made Adam a going concern."

Newspaper publishers, Mr. Phillips said, should be

among the last to object to going value, as it formed a

large part of their general .stock in trade. "The phy-

sical assets of most newspapesr could be loaded on a

few freight cars, and would not bring much at a sale,"

said Mr. Phillips.

Commencing his afternoon address Mr. Phillips drew
attention to the position of the Minnesota and On-
tario Power Company in the L'nited States, as likened

to the position of the Fort Frances Company in Can-
ada. "On this (the Canadian) side of the border we
have a leveller." He said there was the Business War
Profits tax, which he maintained would adequately

take care of any excess profits that were being made.
He further argued, "Let the price be fair to all con-

cerned." He referred to the constitution of the United
States that a man's goods could not be taken away or

removed without cause or compensation. He main-

tained that there was no evidence, technical or other-

wise, to show why Fort Frances should not be entitled

to its just return of profit.

Taking up the matter of capitalization required on

a daily tonnage basis. Mr. Phillips contended that the

figure of $39,500 per ton investment was not an as-

sumed figure, but an amount which had been accepted

and approved by the Circuit Judges of the United

States.

More reference was made to American statutes as

to the allowance on investment in United States cases.

After quoting them or making reference to them, Mr.
Phillips said he had chosen this route to come to the

position of the Fort Frances Company.
He described the location and position of Fort

Frances and stated its relation to the interlocutory

connections with the Minnesota and Ontario Power
Company. He told of Fort Frances being a village
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situated on the Rainy River opposite International
Falls, Minn., where the plant of the Minnesota and
Ontario Power Company was located. In addition
to the interlocutory connections between the Fort
Frances Company, the Minnesota and Ontario Power
Company, and the Ontario and Minnesota Power
Company, there were also other companies.
The Keewatin Lumber Company, at the end of the

Lake of the Woods, Mr. Phillips maintained, never
furnished a stick of lumber to the Fort Frances Com-
pany from Crown lands. In support of his contention
he pointed out that the co.st of transportation of wood
from this latter company to Fort Frances would
amount to around $5 per cord.

"The pulpwood that is used comes almost entirely

from the State of Minnesota. There is very little Can-
adian wood used," said Mr. Phillips. He went on to

point out that in supplying the pulpwood that the In-

ternational Lumber Company came into direct com-
petition with the interests in the State of Wisconsin.
"There is very active competition," said Mr. Phil-

lips, and later gave a rather lengthy reference to th'e

evidence of Mr. Backus in the United States investiga-

tion.

In replying to what Mr. Tilley in his argument had
advanced concerning the diversion of power from On-
tario to the United States, Mr. Phillips said that the
order in council and the act referred to (1911) had
reference solely to electrical power. Thus INIr. Phillips

continued to argue that as not electrical but water
power was used to operate the groundwood mill that
the diversion was not material, as Mr. Tillev had shown
it.

He further went on that the cost per ton for the
first three months of 1917 amounted to only .$34.74

and which bv the following December had increased
to $.'58.74.

He claimed that the Government had no economic
or legal authority to take away the profits or pre-

vent production. The case with Fort Frances had
been that it had been forced to sell at less than it

cost to produce.

Regarding supply, he said : Combined the plant and
timber lands amounted in value to $13,826,033. A
return of 1.59^ as to divided into the tonnage would
figure out to $39,."105 per ton or onlv five dollars per
ton higher than the allowance made by the Circuit

Judsres. The costs, he said, for the first three months
of 1918 as averaged over the period were $55.78.

Eventually Mr, Phillips after citing many more fig-

ures and explaining different systems brought the fig-

ure up to $86 per ton in comparison with capitalization.

Here Mr. Phillips referred to the merger of the

Bank of Ottawa and that of the Bank of Nova Scotia.

In this he said four shares of one stock had been given

for five of another, and mentioned the retiims they

would yield. "Two and two is four," said Mr. Phillips.

"Not always, it might be 22." said Mr. Tilley.

Savings To-day Investments of To-morrow.

Continuing, Mr. Phillips said, "The capital of to-

day is the savings of yesterday, and the capital of

to-morrow, if there is to be an expansion of industry
are the accumulated savings of to-day. If on account
of an emergency you or others do violence to sound
economic principles with any industry and so limit the

reward, in comparison with investment in other lines,

as to drive out money, or fix a selling price which is

so narrow a spread above manufacturing costs as to

prevent proper surpluses to provide capital for to-

morrow, you will have permitted the assumed present
emergency to blind your eyes to the future and for
the sake of a suppo.sed present contingency put the
Dominion in a position of people, who in times of stress

have eaten 'the seed com,' thereby turning the moder-
ate stress of to-day into the famine of to-morrow."

Mr. Tilley in Rebuttal .

Beginning Tuesday Mr. Tilley referred to the order-
in-council which granted authority for the newsprint
inquiry. He maintained it was intended that the in-
quiry was into "cost and use" and asked the .judges
to note "and." Concerning the progress of the inqury
the publishers' counsel said they had never been call-
ed on to express their "willingness or unwillingness."
"Every time there was a threat, something was done
that the inquiry was to be pursued as outlined. We
were told Mr. Pringle would get at his price by cost
and a reasonable profit."

He went on to refer to the period certain paper
manufacturers were under indictment in the United
States, and drew attention that at the time he had
tried to go into the question of combines that Mr.
Pringle had ruled against him. He maintained that, if

an inquiry was to be made as to any combine among
Canadian manufacturers, that was the time it should
have been pursued. He maintained that the publish-
ers were entitled to protection from any combine, and
that it was in their interests to know whether a com-
bination existed or not.

The definition of profit as given bv Mr. Montgom-
ery at the Newsprint Inquire' was cited and argued
upon by Mr. Tilley. He said that for the purpose of
fixing the price the "reason" the Government had for
fixing or setting a price could be eliminated. "I have
never asked that any price be fixed on the ground of
it being an apparent reasonable price." Wliat was to
be done as Mr. Tilley saw it was that it was first

neccssarv to determine the lustncss of the price to be
paid before "you inquire whether the newspapers can
pay it or not."

Continuing Mr. Tilley argued that the newspaper
industry had been a "protected" industrv and was so

to-day. In support of this he argued the srivins of
grants and concessions in the form of lands and pow-
ers for the purpose of aidin£r the industrv. Also he
referred to the creation of tariffs and protective le^is-

iRtion which not onlv referred to the newsprint in-

dustry but to other industries as well."
On the $69 price Mr. Tillev said he hoped to show

that the manufacturers were makinsr an unreasonahle
profit. Mr. Montgomerv here interruptpd and went
on to show that it could be expected that the manu-
facturers operating to 110 per cent capacitv. should
expect a greater profit than when previously thev had
only been operating at 80 per cent capacity. In other
words it was like a man being called on to do more
that he should do to earn the same Cnerhaps it was
less) return as if he had only worked four-fifths of
his capacity. "We all go through these cycles," said
Mr. Montgomery.
Mr. Tilley later said that he thousrht he had already

shown that at the *.50 price for the first six inonths of
1918 the mills had been srettine a higher profit than
they had been accustomed to before the war. He cited
production figures for the different mills in com-
parison with their past operations as compared with
capacity production which showed that

:

John R. Booth in 1914 on a rated capacity of 39.000
tons produced 94.94 per cent of capacity; in 1915,
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91.60 per cent: in 1916, 96.97 per cent; in 1917, no
fifjures; in 1918 (fir.st six m-onths), 97.20 per cent.

Laurentide, rated at 66,000 tons, produced in 1914,

97.87 per cent: in 1915, 99.31 per cent; in 1916, 96.

per cent; in 1917, 104.18 per cent; in 1918 (first six

months'), 100.9 per cent.

Mr. Tilley went on to argue that by the.se figures

there was not a great deal to show that a tremendous
readjustment liad been made, or that production had
gone down as the result of the war situation, or that
the mills luul been suffering hardship in their plants.

In replying to the charge that the Canadian press

had not curtailed newsjjrint, iMr. Tilley quoted figures

in comparison with the United States press, to the
effect that the amount consumed jier capita in the
T'^nited States was half as much again as in Canada.

In connection with the allegation that had been
made, that when the papers had cut down the size

of their editions they had increased their price Mr.
Tilley said, "If at the same time we can save money
and paper, what is wrong about it?"

Mr. Tilley argued that it was the advanced eon-

strnetion cost which had kept the mills from making
additions and the industry generally expanding in the
form of new mills being built."

The allowance for depreciation was taken up and
figures in regard to the John R. Booth mill were cited,

for groundwood. sulphite and newsprint, "If you
take the Federal Trade Commission allowance you get
five per cent, if you take it on Mr. Booth's actual

value you get over ten per cent," said Mr. Tilley.

Reference to a chart showing the production of

newsprint which appeared in the issue of the Fourth
Estate December 7th, 1918, was made. "You can see

what a purchasing power we should be protected
against. "When you look at these two curves you see

why the Canadian publishers are entitled to protection

against the large consuming power in the United
States." said p\iblishers counsel.

Mr. Tilley later on took up the situation when Mr.
Pringle had set the price in Januar^% 1918, claiming
that in fixing it the Controller had set a winter price

on summer costs. ]Mr. Tilley drew attention to dif-

ferent figiires which had been found by I\Ir. Clarkson
in his re-investigation as compared with those in Mr.
Pringle 's interim report. "In every case I find the
average price lower in the books than in the interim
report on which Mr. Pringle set his price. In the case
of Laurentide it is nine dollars higher for the sum-
mer than for the average of the ten months. With the
$69 price you get a winter price made up on summer
costs."

Mr. Tilley also went on to maintain that in 1917
most of the contracts read f.o.b. mill, whereas in many
instances before he argued paper was sold at a de-
livered price, or a price was quoted for it at the pub-
lisher's city or his press room. He cited various in-

stances that thus the net price was about thirty-five
dollars per ton. which in comparison with the sixty-
nine dollar rate was only about half as much. In this
connection he read the followinsr figures as prices
prevailinsr in the years 1915 and 1916, which were
given, respectively as: Abitibi. $35 and $38.25; Belso-
Canadian. $35.99 and .*37 99 ; Booth. $38.44 and $41.66

;

Canada Paper Co., $38.20 and $39.40; E. B. Eddv,
$38.10 and $38.70; Fort Frances. $43.83 and $45.00;
Laurentide. $36.75 and $37.52: Snanisb River, $36.44
and $36.21. The figures for Price Bros, were also
read.

Further on he took up the qiu'.stion of an allowance
for stumpage, broadly asserting that stumpage should
not be allowed for laiuls held under lease. He claimed
that if stumpabe was disallowed $2.42 would come off

the price and if dues were deducted it would mean 44
cents.

Reference to the figures and proportionment for
slush and lapped pulp were gone into, in the case of

the Booth mill. "If they have an excess of groimd-
wood and sulphite then they (the mills) have their

profit and it should be charged to that department."
"I am not concerned with the purchases of it. If

it went into newsprint ])aper it went into cost and we
have paid for it," said Mr. Tilley. "It is not in any
sense a by-product." He objected to the averaging of

costs over the lapped and slush pulp, aiul wanted for

the purposes of his argument that the cost of slush pulp
which entered into newsprint paper be considered.

Counsel for the publishers maintained that the dif-

ference in cost of sheet over roll news was seven dol-

lars per ton. On wrappers he said, "My learned friend

conceded $1.11 for wrappers. Our own computation
was $1.95 cents per ton. I conceded $1.68. I do not
think anybody has successfully .shown the incorrect-

ness of this." The patriotic fund charges, he said,

should come out of profit. He was not going to ques-

tion whether Mr. Booth was a charitable man or not.

He maintained that there was a selling charge amount-
ing to $1.30 per ton that should come off on Booth's
Canadian supply.

Tangibles, Machines Losses, Labor and Freight.

Tangibles were taken up. He went on to explain

the appraisal which had been made of the Booth plant

since the newsprint inquiry began. "If Mr. Booth's

property is shown going up all the time why should we
concede depreciation, when it is appreciation?" asked

Mr. Tilley.

(Continued on Page 121.)

Correction in Power Paper
No apologies are made because we nearly worked

our heads off to get out preprints of Technical Sec-

tion papers. In spite of extra care, two lines were
transposed on page 113. The table, with author's

changes, should read:

125 H.P. DRIVE TO MULTIVANE BLOWER
30 CYCLE CURRENT 440 VOLTS.

A—Chain Drive.

600 R.P.M. Motor Complete $2,275.00

100 H.P. Silent Chain Drive, ratio 600/360 . . 537.60

Oil tight Casing for same 116.00
R. 0. Outboard Bearing for Fan Shaft 85.00
Installation Cost of Motor 125.00
Installation Cost of Outboard Bearing 22.00
Installation Cost of Chain Drive & Casing. . 15.00

Total Cost $3,175.60

B—Direct Connected Drive.

360 R.P.M. Motor complete with Coupling. $3,11 0.00
Installation Cost of Motor 145 .00

Installation Cost of Coupling 10.00

Total Cost $3,265.00

Total Net Cost $3.1.58.00

In the second line preceding the table, readers are
asked to substitute "much" for "any" on page 113,
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Indirect Cooking by Forced Circulation*
The Morterud System of Cooking Chemical Pulp

Indirectly with Forced Circulation as Applied
to the Manufacture of Sulphite.

By DR. ALBERT E. NIELSEN,
A/S Cellulosepatenter, Norwaj% and Fibre Making

Process, Chicago.

Historical.

After having succeeded in dissolving the lignin sub-
stance of straw, rags, and wood by the alkali process,
several men interested in chemical pulp manufacture
were trying to obtain a cheaper and more favorable
process for wood.

It was already known in the middle of the last cen-
tury that the lignin in wood could be dissolved by
nitric and sulphuric acids. The object of these pro-
cesses was to recover the fibre as well as the sugar
in the lignin, but the fibres were attacked by the acid
and the process proved of no value from a paper-
maker's standpoint.

In the first part of the last century it was known
that bleaching straw with SO, gases gave a permanent
bleach and that the mild treatment of this chemical
did not destroy the fibres. This was an indication

that sulphur compounds could be used to advantage
in treating materials containing cellulose.

In 1857 an American, Mr. C. B. Thilgman, was carry-

ing out some experimental work on treating fats, in

Paris. In these experiments he used sulphurous acid

and he discovered that this acid had a tendency to

dissolve the wooden tanks he was using. After years
of experimental work Mr. Thilgman took out his

patent in 1866 on a process for manufacturing pulp
by the calcium bi-sulphite process, which proves that

he is the original inventor. He used horizontal rotary

digesters lined with lead and cooked indirectly by
steam coils. The cooking temperature he used was
127° C. and 41/2 atmospheres pressure.

His process did not prove a financial success on

account of excessive repairs and he was forced to give

up the work after spending all his money.
Although Thilgman had proven that the sulphite

process had great advantages over the alkali process

for certain kinds of wood it was not until 1872 that

tlie Swede, Mr. Carl D. Ekman, took up the problem
and succeeded in manufacturing sulphite in 1874 after

having gone through many difficulties trying to con-

vince paper makers that this new pulp was superior

to any other on the market. The digesters were ver-

tical, lead-lined, and heated indirectly by a steam

jacket around the bottom half. They were made to

revolve 180° for emptying like a Bessemer converter.

The total cooking time was twelve hours and cooking

temperature 130° C. with a yield of 360 kilograms per

digester.

These digesters were used in the mill for twenty-

two years before they were finally discarded, which

proves that his process was entirely practicable.

•Address at the annual meeting of the Technical

Section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association,

Montreal, Jan. 30, 1919.

Later on the sulphite process was started in Ger-
many by Professor Dr. A. Mitcherlich. He used a ver-

tical stationary digester lined with lead and acid

proof brick. The cooking was done indirectly with
steam coils inside the lower part of the digester.

The direct cooking process was later introduced by
the German chemist Dr. Carl Kellner and this is gen-
erally called the Ritter-Kellner sulphite process. He
used direct steam and stationary vertical digesters.

Many other inventors followed and one of the best

known is the Swede, Mr. Flodquist, who cooked pulp
with direct steam in horizontal revolving digesters.

He made a great step ahead of the other inventors

by making improvements in the acid plant.

The latest step in the manufacture of sulphite is

the Morterud process which was introduced in Europe
in 1900. This process, which was introduced in 1911,

for sulphate, has gone through many years of experi-

mental work and is now considered to be a success.

This system is in operation in the leading sulphite mills

in Norway, Hungary, and Germany, and is now being

introduced in the United States and Canada by Fibre

Making Processes, Inc., Chicago, which firm has in-

stalled it in a number of sulphate mills since 1916.

An article from my pen in "Paper" for November
13. 1918, explains the advantages of cooking chemical

pulp indirectly witli forced circulation of alkali. I

desire to call attention to the fact that the same
advantages can be obtained by the use of this process

for sulphite. It is very well known that the so-called

Mitscherlich pulp has certain advantages over the so-

called Ritter-Kellner process, but on account of the

slow cooking caused by the small heating surface in-

side the digester and the slow circulation of acid, the

majority of sulphite mills to-day are cooking with

direct steam.

In following up the cooking processes for alkali

and sulphite pulp we notice that the object of the

different processes was to obtain the best class of

pulp at the least expense and the largest possible pro-

duction with the simplest equipment. The indirect

cooking process will always be ahead of the direct

cooking process if the disadvantages in the old

Mitscherlich cooking system can be taken care of.

The Mitscherlich Process.

Chemical pulp manufacturers have always known
that the indirect cooking of pulp gives them a strong-

er quality, a saving in sulphur, and a higher yield

from the wood, but certain disadvantages in this pro-

cess have caused the majority of sulphite mills to

adopt direct cooking.

The disadvantages in the old Mitscherlich cooking

process as compared to the direct cooking process

are as follows

:

The cooking time is excessively long. The many
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eonnectious of the large heating coil inside the digester

are constantly leaking and are difficult and expensive
to repair. "When the heating coils have to be repaired
the digester has to be shut down, with a consequent
loss of prodiiction. The removal of mono-sulphite
from the coils also causes difficulty and loss of pro-

duction, and there is also the added disadvantage of

these deposits of mono-sulphite constantly dropping off

during the cooking and soiling the pulp. On account
of the numerous leaks it is impossible to recover the

condensate which means a great loss of coal. It is a

well-kuown fact that the quickest way to heat gas or

liquid with any heating surface is by high velocity

over the heating surface. The Iveating surface inside

a digester where only natural circulation takes place

has necessarily to be much larger than if forced cir-

culation is established. With slow heating it takes

too long a time to bring the cook up to full tempera-
ture and it is, therefore, customary to finish up the

cook with direct steam. This results in a half indirect

and half direct cooking process and the full benefit of

indirect cooking is not obtained. Another disadvan-

tage of this system is that the chips are brought di-

reetl}' into contact with the heating surface, which
causes over-cooked pulp and lower yield from the

wood. The slow circulation and the heating coils in

the lower part of the digester cause uneven cooking
conditions as the bottom part will be digested first.

The Ritter-Kellner Direct Cooking Process.

This process has been preferred by most of the mills

as it is the quickest. With a strong acid, high in

combined SO,, it is possible to bring the cooking time

down almost to a minimum. All leaks and production
disturbances are overcome and repairs are cui down
as low as possible. From these facts it would seem
that there could not be any discussion as to which
of these systems should be preferred, but the cheap-

est one is not always the best, as is the case here.

Manufacturers of strong sulphite pulp have, in spite

of the many disadvantages, continued to put in the

old Mitscherlich cooking process for the reason that

pulp similar in nature could not be obtained by direct

cooking.

In all direct cooking processes a pre-heating of the

lower part of the cook takes place and through cor-

ing the cook by the direct steam an uneven over-

cooked pulp is the result. The quicker the cook is

finished the worse it is. The yield from the wood and
the strength of the pulp is considerably reduced.

Before the lignin in the wood has started to dis-

solve the top pressure must be relieved and the more
the cooking time is accelerated the more top pressure

must be relieved. What that means to the acid is

easil}' understood. The free SO, gas is drawn from the

acid before being able to do its work and is diluted

b}' the condensate. For this reason a higher initial

strength of acid is necessary. This will be explained

later. All the heat in the relief before the cook is fin-

ished is wasted. So, also, are the sulphur and
lime lost through the formation of calcium sulphonate.

If recovery of the waste liquor is contemplated the

dilution has also its great disadvantages.

No two sulphite mills cook alike. They use differ-

ent acid, pressure, temperature, and time, and gen-

erally a secret way of relieving with rest periods at

different stages, and all are probably using the same
kind of wood. This shows the weakness of this sul-

phite process and the necessity for standardizing it.

ROTARY DIGESTERS: There are stiU some pulp

makers, especially in Scandinavia and Germany, who
ai'c favorably inclined to the use of the rotary digester

for the reason that this system gives them a more
evenly cooked pulp with less fuel. These new rotary

digesters arc generally built horizontal and revolve

on trunnions. These digesters have without doubt some
advantages over the direct stationary digesters, as

claimed above, but the disadvantages far outnumber
the advantages.
The construction of a rotary digester is very ex-

pensive and tlie whole digester installation will be

considerably more expensive than by the use of sta-

tionary digesters for the same production. The fill-

ing, emptying, and operation of the digesters is trou-

blesome and costs considerable in time and labor. It

also makes the blow-off impossible and cuts down the

production. The size of the digester cannot for prac-

tical and tecliiiieal reasons be large.

The Morterud Process.

In considering these thi-ee pi-ocesses we are going

to ask ourselves whether or not all advantages in these

processes can be taken care of in one process without

their attendant disadvantages. The answer to this

question is that the Morterud process of indirect

cooking with forced circulation will accomplish this

desired result. The disadvantages in this cooking

process are very small when compared to the advan-

tages derived from its use. Its economy will later

nil be diseussed under "Calculation of Cost."
The disadvantages compared to direct cooking are

as follows

:

Power is required, and pumps and heating apparatus
for the acid are necessary and these mean repairs and
upkeep. As it is necessary to have maximum velocity

of the acid passing the heating surface in order to

reduce the size it is not feasible to do this in an easier

way than with a pump which at the same time keeps
the acid uniform. The second pump required takes

the condensate from the heating coils direct to the

boiler. No doubt a steam trap could be used for this

purpose, but experience has shown that the condensate
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is removed from the heater more rapidly with a pump
than by a steam trap, which means more efficiency

of the heating surface. It also prevents leaks through
the gasket of the steam chamber in the heater. An-
other important factor is that the condensate is

brought directly into the boiler with the least possible

power.
If it is agreed that the indirect cooking process

gives the best results in every way in regard to qual-

ity of pulp, and saving in cooking time, sulphur, lime,

and yield from the wood, a heating surface is neces-

sary and if this heating apparatus is brought into

use with the least trouble and expense the goal of

perfection would seem to be attained and this is true

of the Morterud heater which is placed outside the

digester. A leading sulphite man remarked after the

system had been in operation in his mill for some
time: "The Morterud system looks to me like Colum-
bus's egg." Mr. Morterud 's answer to this was: "The
egg must then be rotten"—meaning that it had taken
him so long a time to convince pulp makers of the

advantages of his cooking process.

Below is an estimate of the cost and upkeep of one
unit for a ten ton digester equipped with one 8" heat-

er, which will bring the cook up to full temperature
in 41/2 hours; one 8" outside circulating pump which
requires 8 H.P. ; and one 3" condensate pump which
requires from 10 to 15 H.P. and can be used for several

heaters.

Cost of heater fully equipped and installed, $20,500.

Cost of up-keep and operation per annum:

Replacing heater pipes once every 18 months. $2,000
Repairs on pumps 70
Repairs on motor 50
Oil, packing, etc 150

Total up-keep $2,270

Power, 20 H.P. @ $50 $1,000

Depreciation, 10% of cost 2,050

Grand total $5,320

Pulp production, 7,000 tons, yearly
Cost per ton 5,320= $.76

7,000

Savings Per Ton.

Coal—25% of 1,000 lbs. at $8.00 per ton $1.00

Sulphur—10% of 230 lbs. at 30.00 per ton 0.34
Lime—50c per ton of pulp 0.05

Wood—8% of 2.1 cords at $10.00 1.68

$3.07

Saving in labor, building, digester, boiler and
depreciation, etc., on account of increased

production ..• 1.25

Total savings $4.32

Total expense 0.76

Net saving per ton $3.56
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We are uow going to follow up the whole construc-

tiou and operation of the Morterud process in order

to show how the advantages are taken care of and the

disadvantages are avoided.

HEATEK : The heater can be constructed to ac-

commodate any steam pressure and size of digester

and cooking time. As the picture shows the heater is

a vertical one equipped with acid proof bronze or

copper pipes which at one end is fitted to a tube plate

of special construction. The tube plate is made of

steel and is lead-lined in the acid chamber. The shell

is made of steel plate and is lead-lined inside. The
lower end of the shell is tapered down to a chamber
so that if lime slag should be formed on the heating

pipes it would drop down and be removed from time

to time through the bottom cover. The upper end
of the heater has a steam and condensate chamber.
OUTSIDE CIRCULATING PUMPS: The circulat-

ing pump is of special construction and is of a size

to accommodate the heating surface and it is made of

acid proof bronze or lead either directly connected to

the motor or belt driven. It requires from 8 to 15

horsepower and runs from 800 to 2000 revolutions

per minute.
CONDENSATE PUMP: This is constructed to

press the condensate directly into the boilers of any
steam pressure and to handle the whole condensate

from six or more heaters.

The construction of this pump has through many
improvements been brought up to an efficiency equal

to the best circulating pump for cold water and every-

body knows what it means to pump hot water as

high as 400° Fahrenheit against boiler pressure. It

takes from 10 to 15 H.P.. and its speed is 1,400 to 3,000

revolutions per minute. The pump is made for belt

drive or directly connected to the motor.

The horsepower varies with the drop of the steam
pressure in the heater during the cook and this drop
is from 20 to 75 lbs. The following drops in pressure

must be overcome

:

(1) Drop of steam pressure from boiler house to

digester room.

(2) Drop of steam pressure going through the

heater.

(3) Additional pressure according to the length of

feed water line to the boiler house.

(4) Additional pressure according to back pressure

in the feed water line through the boiler house-

feed water pump.
The reasons for these drops in pressure are

:

(1) This drop in pressure is, of course, varying in

the different mills according to length, diameter, and
insulation of steam header from the boiler house to

the digester room. Many old mills have increased

theii' production and boiler capacity without increas-

ing the size of the header. This causes a great drop in

pressure which the condensate piimp has to overcome.

(2) When the steam enters the heater at the start

of a cook it is as a rule well saturated on account of

having been stationary in the steam header and the
heater. The liquor in the digester is eool and the
result of these two conditions is that the condensate
water coming from the heater is low in temperature
and pressure. As the temperature of the liquor

goes up the temperature and pressure of the con-

densate water also goes up. The condensate pump will

in this way be gradually unloaded. By the end of

the cook the temperature and pressure of the con-
densed wat^r will approach that of the steam going

to the heater :uul llic piiinii will only have to woi'k

against the pressures mentioned under 1, 3, and 4. If

the steam pressure is reduced befoi'c going to the

digester room the condensate pump also has to over-

come the difference in reduction.

IXSIDE ClKCrLATlNG PUMP: This pump is in-

stalled ill two cases onl\' : fii'st, when one heater is used
for two digesters like that shown in illustration, and,
second, for very long cooks where it is found advis-

able to maintain eii-culation without using and wear-
ing out the moi'C expensive heater.

The circulating pump is made of hard lead and is

fitted to the inside of the digester shell with a sleeve

with an outside nut in the same manner generally

used for fastening relief strainers.

The suction liiu' is made of hard lead and fastened

Id bronze shoes which are bricked into the lining. The
bottom of this line comes from the bottom strainer

aiul the top has a check valve to prevent chips from
getting into the line. This pump takes 8 H. P., and
runs 800 R.P.M. and can be either directly connected
to tlie niotoi' or belt driven.

FILLING THE DIGESTER WITH CHIPS AND
ACID: When the chips and half the amount of acid

have been filled into the digester the circulating pump
is started. During the time the rest of the acid is

filled into the digester the chips will settle by the cir-

culation of the acid. Before the cover is put on the

iligester a refilling of chips can take place. In Sweden
and Gernmny steaming and pneumatic tamping is

used in order to get the most possible chips into the

digester. Of course, these methods of filling take

steam, time and labor.

The amount of fresh acid is 30% less than the

amount used without the Morterud system. The acid

we recommend is for easy bleaching pulp 4.5% total

SO.,, 3.6%, free S0„. and 0.9% combined. The reason

for decreasing the amount of acid is the transfusion of

liquor.

TRANSFUSION : When the digester head has been

put on the transfusion of liquor takes place in the

following manner: From the bottom of the digester

next to blow-off the liquor is taken into the bottom

of the digester just being filled. The transfusion con-

tinues until this last digester is full, which must be

carefully watched by the gauges of the two digesters.

Before the pressure on the starting digester is reached

the relief valve is opened. After the cold air is re-

lieved the acid starts entering the relief line which

easily is observed by the sound in the relief line. This

takes 15 minutes. The transfusion valves are now
shut and the steam valve in the heater can be opened

wide. As shown on the cooking diagram page 107, the

|)ressure of the digester next to be blown drops down
during the transfusion, but as soon as the transfusion

is done the pressure again goes up. The pressure in

the starting digester, on the contrary, goes down. This

diagram, which is taken from a twelve ton digester

equipped with the Morterud system, shows the changes

that take place during the cook in the strength of the

acid as well as in the gravity of the liquor, and in the

pressure and temperature. The first thing to be

noticed is the saving in coal and time by the trans-

fusion as the temperature is brought up. from 24°

Cent, to 37° Cent, within 15 mmutes. 30% of the

amount of SO,, and lime which is generally lost in the

waste liquor by direct cooking is also saved. The
possibility of charring the chips at the top is made
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impossible because the liquor has been forced in under
high pressure replacing the air in the digeiTter.

By following up the diagram it shows a little drop
in the density of the acid at the start on account
of the water in the wood diluting it and the trans-
fusion of waste liquor into this digester increases the
density. The density goes up gradually to that of ths
original acid and remains there until the temperature
has reached 110° C. The dissolving of the lignin

plainly commences at this temperature and increases

gradually until the maximum temperature is reached.
During the rest per'od the density remains at a stand-
still until the transfusion into the next digester takes
place. Then it goes up very rapidly until the reliev-

ing of the gases is done. The maximum density is

7.7° Be', against 5.7° Be', for direct cooking with the

same acid.

Outside of the benefit arrived at by the saving of

time in getting up to pressiii-e and temperature and
the consequent saving in steam there is also another
and vastly naore important ])enefit which the trans-

fusion gives. As one-third of the liquor is drawn off

there is formed a space above the liquor which is

gradually filled with gas from the remaining acid.

Every molecule of acid outside and inside the chips

gives up free SO. which bubbles up like the gas in

effervescent wine. As the gas rushes out from the

acid in the nearly digested pulp it opens up the fibre

bundles and acts very thoi'oughly on the pulp making
it more easy bleaching.

By regulating the cook it will be found very easy

to get any kind of pulp from hard to easy bleaching

and the pulp has been found to require very little

bleach.

GOING UP TO TEMPERATURE: The maximum
temperature is reached quickly as the heater has a

surface large enough to transmit the heat in the short-

est possible time.

"With direct cooking it is customary to have a rest

period before reaching maximum temperature to allow

the temperature at the bottom and top of the digester

to equalize and also to allow for difference of mois-

ture in the chips. With the Morterud Process this

rest period is not necessary which means saving in

time. With the direct cooking care must be taken

not to bring up the temperature too rapidly as the

steam might core the cook and stop the circulation

and at the same time form top pressure and scorch the

pulp. With direct cooking it is necessary to relieve the

liquor in order to bring up the temperature. In some
eases this relieving of liquor is done at certain in-

tervals. In other cases the relieving is done continu-

ously until maximum temperature is reached. What
this means to the strength of the cooking acid is

well known by everybody and. as explained before,

it causes a great loss in active S0„ as well as a direct

loss of heat. With the Morterud process it is. there-

fore, possible to cook with a much weaker acid which
in addition is diluted with .30 9f waste liquor through

ti-ansfusion so less fresh acid is necessary.

The maximum temperature of the cook varies in dif-

fei-ent mills according to the wood, cooking time,

strength of acid, and the product desired. In Europe
tl'C maximum temperature seldom goes over 140° C.

while here it goes up as high as 165° C. It is a fact

that the strength of the pidp and the yield from the

wood decreases with the increase of the temperature

and as it is possible to cook with a lower temperature

with indirect cooking than with direct, using the same

cooking time, there will be an increase both in quality
and yield for the indirect method.
When the maximum temperature has been reached

the steam is shut off and a test of the acid is taken.
If the test is right the circulating pump is stopped
and the gassing off can proceed at once and is car-
ried on until the cook is finished, which, of course,
depends on the grade of pulp that is desired. If the
test is too high a rest period must be given the digester
to allow a further dissolving of the lignin to take
place. During this rest period the circulating pump
is kept running and frequent tests will determine the
time that the gas.sing off can start. The pump is then
stopped and gassing proceeds as above. The top valve on
the circulating line must be closed before the circulat-
ing pump is shut down to prevent chips from entering
the heater from above. The bottom valve, however,
can always be open.

The relief valve must be opened gradually so as not
to draw down the pres.sure too much at once. If the
pressure is too low for blowing off at the end of the
gassing off period the pressure is raised by live steam
from the bottom of the digester to the desired point.
The digester is then blown in the usual way.
COOKING ACID: With direct cooking there is a

constant overheating at the steam inlet in the bottom
f)f the digester which causes formation of sulphonic
and sulphuric acids. There must always be an excess
of lime present to neutralize these acids, otherwise
the pulp will be attacked by them. It is, therefore,

necessary to have a fairly high percentage of com-
bined SO. for direct cooking. Even if there is enough
lime present it has been found that free lime can be
present alongside of free acids without being neu-
tralized. The following test of the waste liquor from
a burned cook shows this plainly:

Grains.

CaO 18.8

CaO as sulphate 23.7
SO.asSO, 27.1

SO, as S 13.5
Original S 6.75

SOj in organic compounds 90.4

This analysis shows that this liquor had 18.8 grams
free CaO and 27.1 grams free SO3 per unit and it was
burned because the poor circulation did not carry

the free lime where it was needed for the neutraliza-

tion of free acid. This takes place mostly in the bot-

tom of the digester where the overheating by direct

steam causes the formation of so much free acid that

the lime which is present is not sufficient to neu-

tralize it.

The perfect circulation of the acid with the Mor-
terud process and the fact that minimum overheating

and consequent formation of free acids takes place

removes all this trouble and the fact that the com-
bined SO. can be brought down to .5% with good re-

sults is a proof of this claim. The ultimate savings

in lime and sulphur by the use of the Morterud pro-

cess can partly be credited to this cause.

If sulphite liquor is heated and the free acid is

allowed to escape like in direct cooking the mono-
sulphite will be precipitated. If the free SO, is kept

in solution this will not take place. As mentioned
above the free SO, is not relieved by the Morterud
process until the cook is practically finished and for

this reason there is very little precipitation of cal-

cium-mono-sulphite on the steam pipes in the heater.

Should mono-sulphite be precipitated the strong cir-
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dilation of free acid will again dissolve it. With the

direct process there is, as mentioned before, formation

of sulphonic as well as sulphuric acid and the lime

salts of these acids will be precipitated. But as a

minimum amount of these acids is formed there will

be very little of such precipitates. The main reason

for the absence of lime precipitates is, of course, the

low combined SO., which this process needs.

By-Products.

In case the waste liquor shall be utilized either

for the manufacturing of alcohol or tannic acid

the high specific gravity of the liquor is of

great importance. "With the Morterud system the

liquor contains 50% more dry substance then with

the direct cooking and actual figures taken at the

Union Company's mill in Norway show that the sugar

contents was increased from 2.2% to 4%. For this

reason a plant for utilizing the waste liquor, which

really means evaporation or heating of great volumes

of water, can be reduced considerably in size.

Without question the sulphite mills of this coun-

try before long will utilize their waste liquor as many

European mills are now doing and it will be well to

remember that the Morterud process will simplify this

matter as mentioned above.

At the same time the recovery of methyl alcohol,

cymol, etc.. from the relief gases is feasible and sim-

plified as these gases are more concentrated.

The technical difficulties that the inventor_ of this

process had to overcome were many. The main point

to solve was to get awav from the formation of pre-

cipitate on the tubes. Careful study of the right pro-

portion of the size of the heating surface to the speed

of circulation and the volume of the digester, as well

as the size of the pipes and the distance between them

and last, but not least ,the correct regulation of acid

by transfusion, has now brought the Morterud pro-

cess out as a success.

OSCILLATING SUCTION BOXES.

To impart a balanced oscillatory motion to the mov-

able suction boxes of a Fourdrinier papermakmg ma-

chine is the object of an invention pateiited by Mr.

William A. Aitken, paper mill manager, Gravesend.

By pivoting the box-carrier at the centre at one

end, the carrier at the opposite end can be caused to

oscillate to and fro over an arc on either side of the

central line, the distance of such movement being pre-

determined by the provision of suitable means such as

slots and guide-roller pins to act as stops.

The purpose served by this centrally disposed mo-

tion is to impart an even or balanced and true oscil-

lation to all the boxes equally so as to allow the wire

to guide freely and keep to its running centre ,whereas

with fixed suction boxes (if the wire should get out

of its running centre) the wire is held over to one

side which strains the wire considerably.

Fig. 1 is an end elevation showing suction boxes in

connection with one of the carrier plates and a por-

tion of the supporting standards for same. Fig. 2 is

a plan corresponding to Fig. 1. Figs. 3 and 4 are

vertical sections showing the central pivot and the

guide roller respectively.

The carrier plates A and A^ have the suction boxes

B attached to their underside by bolts B\ The plate

A* is centrally pivoted at C to the standard G, while

the plate A is centrally guided by means of a fixed

pin D with roller E engaged in a curved slot F having

a radius centred at C. The ends of the plate A, A'

can move freely on the upper faces formed on the

standards. The motion at each side of the pivoted

end will be up and down like the beam of a balance,

that is at right angles to the transver.se motion at

the other end. The suction boxes with the carrying

plates are operated by suitable gear such as a worm
reducing gear with slow reciprocating motion, in any
usual manner, connected say at H.

The particular motion of the suction boxes allows

the ends to be set very near to the edge of the paper
and thus prevent leakage of air and consequent loss

of vacuum.

NEWSPRINT FROM OCEAN FALLS.

A despatch from Victoria, B.C., dated December
17, says:

One hundred and two thousand measurement tons

of newsprint paper have been handled by vessels of

the fleet of the Pacific Steamship Company, Ltd., of

Ocean Falls, B. C, since January 1, 1918, according

to tonnage figures compiled by employees of the traf-

fic department of the company.
The shipments have been carried by twenty-five

different vessels, including chartered craft, and nearly

all the cargoes have been handled via Seattle. The
greater part of the cargoes were billed through to San

Francisco and Los Angles, many of them being trans-

shipped in Seattle for the South.

Although vessels have been dispatched to Ocean

Falls on special voyages for cargoes of paper, the bulk

of the shipments has been handled aboard southbound

Alaska carriers which have called in the British Col-

umbia port while on their way to Seattle from the

North.

The total of 102.000 measurement tons of paper,

which will practically represent the total tonnage for

the year 1918 handled by sessels from the plant of the

Pacific Mills Company, Ltd., was divided into 105

separate cargoes.
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The Application of Power in the
Newspaper Industry*

By JOHN STABLER, Belgo-Canadiau Pulp & Paper
Co., Ltd., Shawinigan Falls.

Ill

Outside of the raw material, that is the wood it-

self, power is the next important factor in the manu-
facture of newsprint paper.

It would be too far reaching to go into the details

for producing power which would be a subject of its

own for each different kind of primary power, but we
assume that we have the power available and that we
simply want to apply same where needed.

Before we select the nature of drive we must con-
sider whether we want to operate the respective ma-
chinerj' in individual units or if we desire to have sev-

eral machines driven together (Group Drive). If we
resort to the latter, we must carefully select the ma-
chines to be grouped together so that one will not in-

terfere with the operation of the other, and specially

note that machines on wliich variation of angular ve-

locity is intolerable must not be connected to group
drive on which variations in power requirements are
excessive.

The paper machine itself and the paper winder are

the ones in the news paper industry which do not per-

mit a great variation in angular velocity, and if on a
paper machine the auxiliary machinery of the wet
end is not directly grouped with the machine, a speed
variation of the wet end auxiliaries may become very
troublesome.

To apply power to machinery we have the follow-

ing principal methods at our disposal:

—

1—Direct Connected Drives.
2—Geared Drives.
3—Chain Drives.
4—Belt Drives.
5—Rope Drives.

A simple proposition—any Hand Book on Power
Transmission will tell you how to do it. If electric

power is used the average salesman of electric ma-
chinery will give you the required information and
demonstrate to you by means of half-tone illustration

actual Installations which have been in service for

years and have never given trouble. From this you
will see how easily the matter can be solved, but in

visiting various actual installations and getting the

true facts of the case, it is quite different.

A plant making newsprint paper and producing
both the mechanical and chemical pulp for same, re-

quires from 70 to 90 H.P. per ton paper made, the

average will probably be SO H.P., thus a 200 ton news
mill will require 16,000 H.P. It is a fact that about 80

per cent, of the power used is required for the me-
chanical pulp mill, and therefore here is the place

where the application has to be made with due regard

to efficiency and reliability.

The majority of groundwood mills in this country

are operated liy hydraulic power, and with few ex-

ceptions the grinders are direct connected to hy-

draulic turbines, or to electric motors in electrically

operated plants.

Address at the annual meeting of the Technical

Section of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association,

Montreal, Jan. 30, 1919.

Direct Connected Drive.—^Here is the first item of

power application, the direct connected drive, and also

the machine which uses the largest percentage of

power, the grinder, in the making of news paper.
Do we want a rigid or an elastic connection? If

rigid, a clamp coupling or a flange coupling can be
used; if elastic the band type of coupling is probably
the one only suitable on account of the large amount
of power transmitted.
From observations made in a number of mills it

seems evident that the clamp coupling does work sat-

isfactorily only when the shaft diameters are very
large in proportion to the torsional moment, other-

wise the shafts are broken at the key seats, therefore

frange couplings or elastic couplings with solid hubs
appear most satisfactory for transmitting large

amounts of power, at least as far as preventing dam-
age to shafts is concerned. But as to elastic band
couplings we are told that the bands wear very rapid-

ly if the connecting shafts are located slightly ex-

centric. Due to the introduction of the elastic coup-
ling it is qiiite probable that the erection is not done
as carefully as would have been the ease with a rigid

shaft connection, so why not use a solid flange coup-

ling, avoid the trouble of band breakage, and the ex-

tra cost of the band couplings?

Often we have heard the statement that there is

such a difference in the bearing pressure in the tur-

bine and the grinder that the bearings of the latter,

because of the higher pressure per unit area, wear
more rapidly and before long undue extra load comes
upon the turbine bearing, causing same to overheat

and make operation unsafe.

The wear of a smooth running, well lubricated high
class Babbitt bearing, operating under a pressure of

about 200 lbs. per square inch according to observa-

tion is not over 0.003 inch per 10.000 operating hours,

and since a grinder stone will la.st less than 10,000

hours we have normally only a maximum difference

in bearing level of 0.003 inch during the period that

a grinder stone lasts and during which time the shaft

is not disturbed. In practice, however, this difference

is still less because some wear also takes place in the

turbine bearing.

Since the wear of a well lubricated bearing is so

small as to be almost negligible would it not suggest

itself that in order to allow for any trouble due to

difference in bearing level and yet avoid elastic coup-

lings to depend more on the flexure of the shaft itself

and make installations of rigid connected power ap-

plications accordingly? By this we mean to increase

somewhat the difference between the imits to be
coupled and have the smaller shaft longer so as to

provide the additional flexibility.

"What has been said about the turbine connection

is also applicable to the electric motor. There is, how-
ever, an additional factor which we must not over-

look and that is the high momentum of the motor ro-

tor and it would seem desirable that a safety link

should be introduced in order to make the large mo-
mentum of the rotor harmless in case of a breakage
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of the grindstone. The question is, however: Is it

good operating practice to have the band in an elastic

coupling so light that in case of a sudden resistance

same would break before any damage happens to the

grinder itself?

It has been our observation with turbine drive

units that in case of stone breakage in a number of

instances the turbine came to a stop; the motor drive,

however, on account of its great momentum would

not do so. Will the elastic coupling baiul act as a safe-

ty link or will the broken stone clear itself? It is

hard to advance a theory. What has been the experi-

ence with such drives? One would conclude that un-

less the elastic coupling is acting as a safety link, the

power application can be made more reliable with a

riirid coupling.

It is beyond question that all new mills to be

built will be electrically driven ; the only exception

probably will be the paper machine itself, which even

at a nominal cost of electric power can be driven with

steam at an equal or less cost, as the exhaust can be

employed for heating the dryers. Thus the direct cost

of heat absorbed by the prime mover from the steam

is very small ; care, of course, miist be taken to select

a prime mover whose steam consumption will not ex-

ceed the requirements of the drying element of the

paper machine.

What has been said before regarding grinder con-

nection to prime mover can be applied here. A rigid

connection gives entire satisfaction if a high speed

engine is used, connected with the line shaft of the

paper machine drive. And if a rope drive is used to

transmit the power to the various units of the paper

machine, there is no doubt that the jackshaft of the

prime mover should be connected by means of a, solid

coupling. We have stated above that electric power
will be the kind applied in all mills to be erected in

the future, and since we have in the electric motor a

machine that can be built any size required and for

speeds to meet almost any condition, we believe that

more endeavor should be made in the future to use

direct connected drives wherever this can be done
without excessive cost.

Paper mills require a number of centrifugal pumps
which can, with advantage, be direct connected: this

also applies to medium size fans, and if we want to

use group drives the electric motor can be connected
direct to the line shaft. Although some authors con-

demn high speed line shafts we see no reason why line

shafts up to 150 H.P. should not be operated at a

speed of 600 R.P.M. By using such speeds standard
motors can be used, and if the installation is done
carefully on heavy concrete foimdations, no trouble

whatever will present itself in the operation. Natural-
ly such high speed shafts can only be used to advan-
tage when the power transmitted by such group
drives is for high speed machinery, and in such cases

they are cheaper, more economical and just as satis-

factory as slower drives. Observation has shown that

as long as there is sufficient flexure in the connect-

ing shaft and the machinery connected is not produc-
ing excessive vibration a rigid coupling with an elec-

tric motor gives the least trouble, but we would not
recommend a rigid connection with an electric motor
if the machinery driven produces much vibration.

A lot has been said above about direct connected
drives. Wherever possible, with due regard to rea-

sonable first cost, all units should be direct connected,
but if speeds do not suit, we have to adopt such means
as permit a different speed ratio.

Greared Drives are used in a number of other indus-

tries, but in a paper mill where most machinery has

to be oiieratt'd continuously, there is generally not

enough opportunity to give gears, operating at high

speeds, the necessary attention, and therefore such

drives will give, before long, considerable trouble due
to vibration produced which is transmitted to the

electric motor, causing damage to rotor and bear-

ings. The statement advanced that cloth or rawhide
pinions on motors will avoid noise and vibratioji is

only true to a limited extent. According to observa-

tion herring bone and spiral gears seem to run most
smoothly and satisfactorily of any gear drive; but

nevertheless we think that a gear drive should not be

\ised with an electric motor for continuous service as

encountered in paper mill work, unless the velocity

is very much lower than generallv recommended.
Chain Drives are next on our list, and if for the

purpose of coTineeting the electric motor with the ma-
chine, hiuh speed chains only are considered.

It is pleasing to note that builders of such chains are

for some time past nuotingr on a little larerer unit for

a ?iven power to be transmitted under same condi-

tions as compared with installations of several years

affo. This seems a clear evidence of the severe ser-

vice that 's encountered in paper mill work.

rhnin drives in sreneral work satisfactorily, provid-

ed the driven mnehinerv has enough flvwheel effect

so that anv sudden variations in load are not trans-

mitted to tlie chain, but wher'> there is the slifrhtest

variation of anrrnlar velocitv of thp driven shaft, the

chain drive will not be found satisfactorv. Endeavors
have been made to overcome thf trouble in chain

drives causod hv irrerrnlar ann-nlar velocitv bv means
of enmn'^nsntin"' sprockets and this has solved the

prn>>1pm in some instances. Too mnch importanpp ean-

not be laid nnon tbf lubrication of chains: a"d where-

as some makers claim that th^ir chains need -not be

run in oil titrht casinrrs. operati""' results have shown
+hnt nil tifrlif enclosures for chains are a verv srood

iiiv^stment.

Opp mns;f not overlook th" fact that a <Tood dcnl

of Tvater is used in a paper mill and there are n "ood

manv chan^ps that too much watfr fp.ts on a chain.

Tn n vprv oTinrt tim" this qopmq to aff°ct the casp hard-

p"pd snrfapes and ^^tf^ prc^^ncp of excess moistnrp

also spems to wear thp tpetb of the sproekpts ver^^

rapidlv. tliprpfore keen the chain drive enclo<!pd and
,.>in tlip pliain ip ap oil bath.

Belt. Drives ar" as old as news nappr mills at Ipast,

and will remain in usp. in some places evpp to advan-
toofp over other more modem mpans of eonnpctinn
b»tivppn motor and machine. \ belt drive will bp
rtnitp n satisfactorv connection betweep a motor anri

a machiup dpvplopinff excessive vibration frbich oth^r^

"•isp miwht damanrp the motor and also thp variation

in ano-nlar velocity on the driven shaft i^ill not be a

"rpat hindrancp in the belt drivp. and if tbe drivp is

nroportioppd with due resrard to anv such variation,

tlip belt will absorb most of it. We know that cprtain

chain drives arp advertispd a': noispless. vpt thpre arp

rennirements ivben an endless belt is evpu makim? too

nmch poise: the electrical science has developed mn'^f

>i-onderful devices for limiting ovprloads on motors,
^nt we all know that such delipate instruments havp
^^ilpd to work -wbpn called UPon Evprvone knovs
that a belt -will slip or iump off the iob if sudd^nlv
nnrtne resistance is encountered bv the machine to

which it applies the power, and thus prevent damage
to machinery.
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Rope Drives.—The last item for our consideration is

the rope drive, which in connection with electric mo-
tor application, however, will not be the factor it has
been previously with slow speed powder machinery;
in fact, it would appear that in connection with nor-
mal speed electric motors a well proportioned rope
drive cannot be installed because the pulley on the
motor would be too small or the rope speed excessive.

We shall therefore consider the rope drive only for

applying power to the various units of a paper ma-
chine where same can be used to advantage if a paper
machine drive without line shaft is u.sed.

We have the American or single rope and English
or multiple rope system and we can select manilla
or cotton ropes. There is no doubt in my mind that
either will work equally well if properly designed and
installed, but never overlook the fact that a rope is no
stronger than the splice and this, according to obser-
vation is the sore spot of all rope drives. In the Am-
erican system we have one splice for each system of

drive. But if the splice gives out you are delayed
till a new one can be made. In the English system we
have as many splices as there are strands of ropes,

but you may proportion your drive so that you can
nlwavs spare one strand and thus in case of trouble

remove the defective strand and put the machinery in

opr-ration again with the least delay.

We have considered the various methods of appli-

cation of power, and before terminating let lis not
overlook the fact that certain methods of drives have
a much higher efficiency than others and further-

more that what makes the money in a manufacturing
''lit is the overall efficiency of the plant. Tn apply-

'"" our power we must first of all look for the reli-

ability and then consider the efficiency and cost.

There is no use lookinsr for a high efficiency on a few
motor applications driving some auxiliary, the inter-

ruption of which would shut down a large part of the

plant reducing the overall plant efficiency to a figure

all out of proportion. Furthermore, the best of ma-
chinery will at times require repairs and therefore an

A—Chain Drive.

attempt should be made to standardize as much as
possible the motors and means employed for applying
the power so that in case of a breakdown spare units
can be put in service with the least delay. It is be-
yond all doubt that the direct connected unit is the
most efficient and least subject to trouble, but quite
often we hear such installations are not practical for
medium speeds on account of the high cost of electric
motors.

To illustrate this we give below the cost figures of
an installation which clearly demonstrates that we
must not take the motor co.st alone, but also what
goes with it, and deduct what is not required. If this
Is done one will find that in a number of instances di-

rect connected motor drives on medium and high speed
machinery are not costing any more and are the most
reliable mediums for power applications.

125 H.P. DRIVE TO MULTIVANE BLOWER
600 R.P.M. Motor Complete $2,275.00
100 H.P. Silent Chain Drive, ratio 600/360. . 537.60
Oil tight Casing for same 116 00

30 CYCLE CURRENT 440 VOLTS.
R. 0. Outboard Bearing for Fan Shaft 85.00
Installation Cost of Motor 125.00
Installation Cost of Outboard Bearing .... 22.00
Installation Cost of Chain Drive & Casing 15.00

Total Cost $3,175.60

B—Direct Connected Drive.
360 R.P.M. Motor complete with Coupling .$3,110.00
Installation Co.st of Motor 145.00
Installation Cost of Coupling 10.00

Less allowance for Outboard $3,265.00
Bearing not required on Fan 107.00

Total Net Cost $3,158.00
NOTE.—Lantern slides will be used for illustrating

this paper.

SUMMARY OF THE PAPER INDUSTRY FOR
DECEMBER.

Thirty-one mills of all the mills reporting on all

grades of paper were down during the first week ; 36

diirinsr the second week: 36 during the third week;
and 91 during the fourth week. The principal reasons

assigned were lack of orders, repairs, and lack of ma-
terial. Of the above mills, the greater number were
down for lack of orders, there being 43 mills closed en-

tirely during the week of December 29th for this rea-

son. The total number of hours lost by all mills for

lack of orders during the week of December 29th, 1918,

was 22,448, distributed as follows: board, 6,712; fine,

4.819: wrappinsr, 3,596: tissue, 1.896; felt, 1,680; bag,

576. and miscellaneous 688: and book 2,481.

There was a marked decrease in the production of

all grades except hangins paper for the week ended
December 29th on account of the loss of time occasion-

ed by the holiday season.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the end of the

period with the average production for the period it

will be seen that

:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly less than T

week's outpiit.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 2
week's output.

Paper board mill stock equal about lYo weeks' out-
put.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
3 weeks' output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 1
week's output.

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 5
weeks' output.

Tissue paper null stocks equal almost 2 weeks' out-
put.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly less than
IVo weeks' outpiit.

Felts and building paper mill stocks squal slightly
more than 1% weeks' output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 31/2 weeks' output.—U. S. Federal Trade Com-
mission.

L'Air Liquide Society have secured a site on Dun-
das street, London, on which they propose to erect
a factory for the production of oxygen and acetylene,
Mr. E. Jordan is the general manager of the Society
for Canada.
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Power Board Meets a Real Need
(Special report to the Pulp and Paper Magazine.)

It has been clearlj' demonstrated during the war

that the key to all industry is cheap, dependable

power. Every country concerned in the conflict has

been compelled to bring to bear the best expert ad-

vice and assistance available witli a view to securing

the maximum possible efficiency from existing sources

of power. In Great Britain, the Imperial Government

has appointed several important committees of emin-

ent scientific and engineering gentlemen for the ex-

press purpose of re-organizing the power production

facilities of the country. While the prime object of

this reorganization was to ensure power production

for war purposes, a very important factor was the

absolute necessity for adequate action to meet the

exacting conditions following peace. Other countries

have taken similar action, especially France and Italy.

Everywhere great dependence is being placed upon

water power resources.

On this continent the production of power for in-

dustry has necessitated during the war the appoint-

ment of both fuel and power controllers. In the

United States efforts have been made by the admin-

istration, both through its executive and Congress,

to re-adjust, and reorganize the power production fa-

cilities of the coJntry to meet the tremendous de-

mands for energy required in the production of war
material. The lessons learned in these efforts have

proven the urgent neces.sity for some co-ordinating

agency which will initiate and encourage whatever

action may be necessary to ensure the best co-ordin-

ated development and use of the various elements of

available power producing agencies, including water

power, coal, oil and natural gas. In Canada, the Gov-

ernment has been confronted with a very difficult

situation in as much as the central portions of the

Dominion, which are most thickly populated, and

where industry has developed to the greatest extent,

has practically no native coal, and the only source

of power for industry is from water power or im-

ported fuels. In the other parts of the Dominion, both

water power and fuels are plentiful, and power pro-

duction problems readjust themselves on a basis of

economy and efficiency of available resources. Even
a general survey of the power problems of the Do-

minion indicate many feasible sources of power that,

unless their relative availability and suitability are

thoroughly investigated, and the many problems of

research, investigation, administration and exploita-

tion involved, properly co-ordinated, there will un-

doubtedly ensue great confusion of effort, disjointed

results and consequent loss of efficiency. There is

manifestly an intimate inter-relation in the investiga-

tion, exploitation and administration of the many ele-

ments in the fuel-power resources of Canada. Some
of the problems are and must always be of a distinctly

Provincial nature. Others involve action by several

Dominion departments. Many affect both Dominion
and Provincial agencies. In the development and use

of the varied power and heat producing agencies of

the Dominion there is, therefore, a prodigious field for

constructive co-ordination, which will combine the

activities of all Government agencies in promoting
the effective use of all fuel-power resources along

lines for which each is best adapted.

Realizing the necessity of constituting a mediiim
which would establish the necessary entente cordiale

between the different Dominion and Provincial or-

giinizations concerned witii fuel-power problems, the

Dominion Government has, by Order in Council,

l)r()ught into being a unique organization—the Domin-
ion Power Board—under the Chairmanship of the

Honorable Arthur Meighen, which consists of the fol-

lowing Government officials:

—

Arthur St. Laurent. Viee-Chairman : Assistant De-

puty ^[inister of the Department of Public Works.

it. G. Acres, Chief Hydraulic Engineer, Ontario

II\(lro-Eleetrie Power Commission.

A. Amos, Chief Tlydraulic Service, Quebec.

W. A. Bowden, Chief Engineer, Dept. of Railways

and Canals.

J. B. Challies, Superintendent, Dominion Water
Power Branch.

Dr. D. B. Dowding, Geologist, Department of Mines.

B. V. TTnanel, Chief Engineer, Fuel Testing Divi-

sion, Depai-tnicnt of ]\Iines.

O. Iligman, Electrical Engineer, Dept. of Trade and
Commerce.

C. N. Monsarrat, Consulting Engiiieer, Dept. of

Pailways and Canals.

John ]\Turphv. Electrical Engineer to the Dominion
T?Mihvav Commission.

W. J. Stewart. Consulting Engineer to the Dept.

of External Affairs resrardinar International Waters.

Although the Board has been in existence but a

few months, it has already accomplished notable re-

sults. Under the aegis of the Board there has recent-

ly been convened in Ottawa, representatives of all Do-

minion and Provincial orsranizations concerned with

water resource investigation and administration. The
subject matter of the conference is of ffreat interest,

and the eojiclusions arrived at will undoubtedlv pro-

mote both national efficiency and Governmental eeo-

iiomv. Those pnrticipating in the conference, in addi-

tion to the members of the Board, included,

R. J. Burley. Engineer, Reclamation Service of

Canada.
E. F. Drake, Director. Reclamation Service of Can-

ada.

C. 0. Foss, Chairman, New Brunswick Water Power
Commission.

T. W. Gibson, Deputy Minister of Crowni Lands, On-

tario.

H. W. Grnnsky, Legal Adviser. Dominion Water
Power Branch.

J. T. Johnston, Assistant Superintendent, Dominion
Water Power Branch.

E. B. Jost, Engineer, Department of Railways and
Canals.

R. S. Kelsch, ConsultinEr Engineer, Montreal.

D. Lefebvre, Chief Engineer, Quebec Streams Com-
mission.

K. H. Smith, Engineer, Nova Scotia Water Power
Commission.

R. G. Swan, Chief Engineer, British Columbia Hy-
drometric Survey.

Wm. Young, Controller of Water Rights, British

Columbia.
The subject matter of this conference was confined

to water resources and water power problems only.

Definite and far-reaching conclusions were arrived

at witji respect to the inautruration of a Water Re-

sources Index Inventory, common to all parts of Can-

ada, and adaptable for any use, and which inventory

will form a uniform basis for recording, analysing and
making generally available, essential data.
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Hydrometric survey activities of the mauy Federal
and Provincial organizations will be co-ordinated and
the results made available for general use in a stand-
ardized way, the details of the arrangement to be
worked out by conferences of the organizations con-
cerned; one to be held in "Western Canada for the
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and
British Columbia, and one in Eastern Canada for the
rest of the provinces, and a final plenary conference
to be held in Ottawa by the Dominion Power Board
some time next fall.

Extensive consideration was given the various sj's-

tems of administration and the different schemes of

water power regulation in force in Canada. While
there is much diversity in the methods of water power
administration now in vogue in the different prov-
inces, there is, apart from fundamental differences in

polic}^ between public ownership in the Province of

Ontario and development by private corporate initia-

tive under Government control in the rest of the Do-
minion, sufficient similarity in the fundamental prin-

ciples of administration to give, undoubtedly, a great

field for collaboration of mutual advice and assist-

ance, and possibly for co-operation in perfecting a
more or less standardized practice respecting such im-

portant and effective features as—Nature and Term
of Franchise. Rentals. Control of Rates. Recapture
Provisions, Determination of Franchise, etc., etc.

In view of the diverse and fundamentally important
matters requiring mutual co-operation as between the

various Dominion and Provincial organizations rep-

resented at this conference, it seems remarkable that

such a get-together meeting has not been convened
years ago, for it has long been apparent that co-or-

dination of effort and consolidation of experience in

the sub.iect matter of this conference is essential to

the proper exploitation and development of Canada's
water power resources.

While there has been lack of cohesion and occa-

sional pardonable duplication of effort and expendi-

ture in the work of these various organizations, there

have been developed very efficient and effective ad-

ministrative and investigatory systems covering prac-

tically all parts of the Dominion. No country enjoys

more advantages from the development and use of

water powers than Canada, and the best available in-

formation proves that no country has available at the

present time more satisfactory basic information re-

specting her water resources generally than has Can-

ada.

With a permanently constituted medium of co-or-

dination like the Dominion Power Board aggressive-

ly at work, there can be no doubt as to the further

progress of the Dominion, so far as water power is

concerned. To those who were responsible for the

conference, the Pulp & Paper Magazine extends hear-

tiest congratulations on the splendid results achieved.

PAPER MADE IN MEXICO.
According to El Universal, a prominent daily paper

of Mexico City, the average consumption of paper

by the various periodicals published there is 250 tons

a" month, most of it in rolls for rotary presses. There

are three paper factorifs now in operation in the re-

public, as follows : San Rafael, producing a maximum
of 150 tons a month : Loreto, 125 tons a month ; Pena

Pobre, 100 tons a month. This production includes

all classes of paper, and not solely that used for news-

papers.

PROGRAM OF TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
MEETING.

The technical and scientific part of the program for

the meeting of the Technical Association in New York,
Feb. 3—6, includes the customary reports of standing
committees, with symposiums on (a) The Important
By-Products of the Pulp and Paper Industry; (b) Pow-
er Efficiency and Fuel Economy; (c) Groundwood
Pulp; (d) Clay Used in Filling and Coating Paper.
Among the special papers and addresses which will be

presented at the Waldorf-Astoria are the following :

—

1—Problems connected with the Recovery of Black
Ash in the Soda Process, by George K. Spenee.

2—Literature of the Paper Industry, by M. Hubbard.
3—Reckoning the Efficiency of Fuel Economizers in

Paper Mills, by James Strachan.
4—Indirect Cooking of Pulp by Forced Circulation,

by 0. L. Berger.
5—Common Sources of Error in Sulphite Liquor Test-

ing, by W. E. Byron Baker.
6—The Use of Woodpulp in the Manufacture of Nitro-

cellulose, by Vance P. Edwards.
7—American Clays, by Dr. T. Poole Maynard.
8—The Testing of Dyestuffs Used in Paper Testing,

by Carl S. Schneider.
9—The Determination of the Tearing Strength of

Paper, bj^ Sidney D. Wells.
10—Cotton Purification and Caustic Recovery in an

Explosives Plant, by Joseph H. Wallace.
11—Correlation of Theory and Practice in Papermak-

ing, by James Strachan.
12—Process of Controlling Free SO, in Sulphite

Liquor by Jos. B. Crandon.
Committee reports will be presented as follows:
Abstracts of Literature—Ross Campbell, chairman.
Bibliography—Henry E. Surface, chairman.
Groundwood—J. 0. Mason, chairman.
Heat, Light and Power—Edward P. Gleason, chair-

man.
Paper Testing—Fred. C. Clark, chairman.
Soda Pulps—Martin L. Griffin, chairman.
Standard Methods of Testing JIaterials — W. H.

Gesell, chairman.
Sulphate Pulps—0. Bache-Wiig, chairman.
Sulphite Pulps—Robert B. Wolf, chairman.
Vocational Education—Geo. E. Williamson.
War Service—Henry P. Carruth, chairman.

Banquet at Hotel Astor, Tuesday Evening.

At the annual banquet to be held at the Hotel Astor
on Tuesday evening, February 4, Judge Charles F.
Moore Avill act as toastmaster and introduce the
speakers. Among those who have been invited to re-

spond to toasts are the following:

S. L. Willson, formerly of the Pulp and Paper Divi-
sion, War Industries Board—"The Part Taken by T. A.
P. P. I. in War Industries' Work."

George W. Si-sson, Jr.. president of the American Pa-
per and Pulp Association—"Influence of Technical Men
in the Development of the Pulp and Paper Industry."
Robert B. Wolf, of the United States Shipping Board,

Emergency Fleet Corporation—"Co-operative Measures
in the Pulp and Paper Industry."
Winfred R. Robertson—"Personal Reminiscences."
As the number of tables to be provided is limited to

an attendance of 150, members are urged to make early
applications for seats to the Secretary, Thomas J. Keen-
an, 131 East 23rd Street, New York.
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Canadian Waste Sulphite Liquor as a

Source of Alcohol
By

VERNON K. KRIERIiE,
Assistant Profi'ssor^—Department of (.'hoiuistry,

Mc'Gill University.

About a Near ago. wlien the manufaeture of ex-

])losives was in full swing with no indieations of an

early ending; of the war, Canada was buying niillions of

gallons of aleohol from eompauies across the border at

a priee double that of pre-war days. It seemed to

many that this miglit be an opiiortuni- time to start au

alcohol industry here in Canada using waste suli)hite li-

quor as a raw material. The jjroposition was studied

by the Imp.'rial Munitions Board in conjunction with

several of the Pulp and Paper companies and with the

assistance of the Forest Products Laboratories of Can-

ada, and the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research. At the request of Dr. R. F.

Ruttan, Chairman of the Associate Committee on Chem-
istry of the Ailvisory Council, we made a study of

a number of li(piors supplied by the mills of Eastern

Canada to find out how they comjiared with the Euro-

pean liquors, and those in the United States, as they are

already being used for this purpose. The liquors were
accordingly tested for acidity, gravity, total solids,

ash, organic matter, total sugars, fermejitable sugars

and pentoses.

As some of the methods used may not be familiar

they will be briefly described. The acidity was deter-

mined by a method recorded by Haegglund.'
Twenty (20) cc. of the liquor are titrated with tenth

normal sodium hydroxide until a drop of the solution

added to filter paper moistened with an alcoholic

solution of phenolphthalein tui-ned slightly pink. The
number of cc. of the alkali required represents the

number of degrees of acidity. This is not the neutral

point as measured by hydrogen ions, but it gives re-

sults which can be repeated and, therefore, a basis of

comparison. The results obtained give an excellent

basis on which to calculate the amount of lime necessary

to reduce the acid sufficiently to make the liquor fer-

mentable. The total solids, ash, pentoses and organic

matter were determined by the usual procedure and
will, therefore, not be described.

The total sugars were extracted by Krause's" meth-

od. Fifty (50) cc. of sulphite liquor are placed in a

porcelain dish and a slight excess of barium carbon-

ate, necessary to neutralize the acid present is added.

Sand is then added to prevent the residue from form-

ing a hard mass and the mixture is heated on a water-

bath. When the mass becomes a thick pa.ste it is treat-

ed with 60 cc. of 90% alcohol. The solution is boiled

for 30 seconds with constant stirring. The dish is

then removed and the sohition allow-ed to settle. It

is then filtered and the process repeated until all the

sugar is extracted. The filtrate is transferred to a

500 cc. distilling flask and the alcohol boiled off. The
last traces of aleohol are removed with the aid of a

suction pump. The residue in the flask is made up

* This investigation was made under a grant from
the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and In-

dustrial Research, and formed the basis of the fol-

lowing address at the annual meeting of the Tech-

When the mass becomes a thick paste it is treated

with 60 cc. or 90'/( alcohol. The solution is boiled

to a definite volume and the sugar estimated volunie-

trically with Fehling's solution, observing the precau-

tions given b.v Breckler'' and using ferrous thiocyanate

as an indicator*. It may be interesting to state that

a much more rapid method was found whicli gives

fairly good residts. This method consists of neu-

tralizing the liquor and titrating it directly into the

Fehling's solution using the ferrous thiocyanate as an
indicator, same as before. The ratio of the non-sugar
reducing substances to the sugars seems to be fairly

constant, consequentl.\', if the vi\lues olitained are re-

duced by ten per cent nearly correct results are ob-

tained. The following table gives the figures for the

two metluuls with the differences:

—

TABLE 1.

Direct Titration Alcohol Extraction

2.99 Less 10% 2.69 2.77

1.6
" 1.44 1.47

2.75 " 2.47 2.5

1.87
•• 1.68 1.67

1.67 •• 1.5 1.5

1.5 " 1.35 1.3

2.18 . " 1.96 2.02

2.24 " 2.01 2.02

The fermentable sugars were determined with a

pure culture of Fleisehmann's yeast.. At the time this

report was begun we did not have a culture of yeast

accustomed to sulphite liquor and in order to make
our results comparable we continued with Fleiseh-

mann's .veast. 100 cc. of the liquor were neutralized

with soda to an acidity of 3 degrees. A .suitable amount
of phosphate and peptones were then added and the

solutions sterilized at 100° C. When they were cool

they wei-e innoeulated and kept at 29-31° C. in a ther-

mostat. At the end of four days the solutions were
filtered and the sugar again determined taking into

account the slight concentration of the liquor during

the fermentation. The loss in sugar was considered

as the amount fermentable. As about 4% of the

amount of sugar consumed is converted into gl.vcerine,

instead of alcohol, and as 180 grs. of sugar produce

92 grs. of alcohol, we find that 49% of the fermentable

sugars gives us the theoretical production of alcohol.

The results of the analysis are given in Table 2.

On examining the specific gravity and total solids

it seems apparent that samples 1, 2 and 7 had been

diluted before they reached the laboratory; conse-

quently, they were corrected in the more important

constituents on the basis of the average total solids

of the other liquors supplied by the same mill. The

others are fairly uniform so far as these tests are eon-

rned and compare favorably with the tests made in

European countries. Ahrens'^ gives 1.0465 for specific

gravity: Wichelhaus" 1.038; Lindsay and Tollens'

1 .055 : while Walker^ who investigated Canadian

liquors in 1913, recorded 1.05. The total solids record-
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cil ill the literature vary over a wider field. Wichel-
liaus" fi:ives 8.28 gram.s per 100 cc. Lindsay and ToUens'
frives 9 to 10 iier cent and Seidel" 11.44 per cent. A.s
the Canadian liquors also vary from 9 to 11 per cent
they are fully as concentrated as those found in the
European mills.

The total sugar content varies from 1.32 to 2.9 grams
per 100 cc. if we accept the correction for the liquors
which were considered diluted. The one with the low-
est sugar content comes from a IT-hour cook where
iKueh of the sugar must have been destroyed through
cooking as the gravity and total solids compare favoi--

i'.bly with the other liquors. We also feel that sample
8 with a sugar content of 1.67 is not a representative
one, as this same mill in four other liquors examined
did not have a content less than 2 grams per 100 cc.

It may be interesting to note that the temperature in

this cook was from 145 to 155° C. during the last

hour, which we will find later on materially decreases
the amount of sugar in the liquor. We, therefore, be-

lieve that in representative liquors from mills in East-
ern Canada the amount of total sugar varies from 2

to 2.9 grams per 100 cc. The data in the literature

vary over a wide range. Krause- gives 1.47 grams per
100 cc. for the Ritter-Kellner cook, while Haegglund'
gives from 2.4 to 2.9 per cent.

The percentage of the sugars which are ferment-

able varies from 61.2 to 75. per cent of the total. It

is an important fact that those liquors which have the

highest sugar content also have the highest per cent

of fermentable sugar. Liquor number 8, which we
have already pointed out, is low in sugar, due to the

high temperatiire during the last hour, has only 61.

per cent fermentable sugar, while those liquors which
have over 2.5 grams per 100 cc. of sugar have 66.3 per

cent and over fermentable. In other words, if the con-

ditions of the cook are such that the sugars are de-

stroyed the fermentable ones are the first to go. This

is a confirmation of observations made by Haegglund'.

The percentage of alcohol by volume (100 per cent

alcohol), excepting samples 5 and 8 for reasons already

given, varies from .82 to 1.23. As about 90 per cent

TABLE 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

of the alcohol is recoverable in the di.stillatioii the
liquors should yield from .72 to 1.1 per cent in actual
l)ractice. The four best liquors would yield on this
basis fully 1 per cent. These results compare favor-
ably with those obtained in Europe. Klasson'" states
that the usual yield is 1 per cent. Lindsay and Tol-
lens" in 1891 working with the liquors from a mill in
Aschaffenburg reported a yield of .58 to .67 per cent
by volume. In 1905 Krause- reported a yield of .5 to
.7 per cent by volume. In 1910 Mattheus'- also re-

ported a yield of .7 per cent. In the most recent work
of Haegghmd a volume of 1 per cent is considered satis-

factory under favorable conditions. The best Can-
adian liquors will, therefore, produce as much alcohol
as any of those reported in Europe.
When column 7, giving the per cent sugar in the

organic matter, is examined, it becomes apparent that
the liquors fall into two distinct classes. The one class

contains from 26.6 to 30.9 per cent of the organic mat-
ter in the form of sugars, while the other class has
tains only 18 to 20.9 per cent. Or, the first class has
from 2.4 to 2.77 per cent of sugar, while the other
class ha.s only 1.6 to 2. per cent. Those liquors which
are rich in sugars, are rich, therefore, not because
they have more wood dissolved in them, but because
more of the organic matter which they contain is made
up of sugar. It is of considerable interest, to know
from the point of view of production of alcohol from
the liquor, why there is this marked difference in sugar
content. The records of the cooking in Table 3 do
not give any explanation for this difference as there
is little variation in them.
The free acid was slightly less in the liquors rich

in sugar, although this alone can not aecouiit for the
marked difference between the two series. Sample
3, for instance, had 3.94% free acid and 28.4 per
cent of its organic matter in the form of sugars, while
sample 10, had 4.03'/c free acid and only 19.6 per
cent of its organic matter in the form of sugars. Haeg-
glund' showed that the per cent of sugar in the liquor

rises to a maximum and then falls off again. It was,
therefore, conceivable that the maximum had been
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1 11.65 1.027 6.1 .48 5.63 l^s" 26.6 LU 75.0 .55 .70 .593

t 10.2 9.4 2.5 1.86 .91 1.15

2 6.1 1.016 3.4 .22 3.18 .98 30.9 .65 66.3 .32 .41 .408

t 10.2 9.35 2.9 1.95 .95 1.20

3 16.8 1.043 10.4 .66 9.74 2.77 28.4 1.98 70.7 .97 1.23 1.105
4 33 1.045 10.0 .75 9.25 2.50 27.2 1.7 68.0 .83 1.05 .926

5 15 1.047 10.3 1.20 9.1 1.32 14.4 .86 65.1 .42 .53 .502

6 16 1.046 10.8 .94 9.86 2.02 20.5 1.39 68.8 .68 .86 .695

7 13.9 1.037 7.9 .81 7.09 1.47 20.7 .96 65.3 .47 .59 .587

t 11 2.02 .33 .65 .82

8 16 1.047 10.5 1.34 9.16 1.67 18.2 1.02 61.2 .50 .63 .673

9 1.048 11.2 1.07 10.13 2.1 20.7

10 1.048 11.32 1.12 10.20 2.0 19.6

11 12.6 1.0475 11.0 1.11 9.89 2.07 20.9 1.32 63.6 .65 .82 .731

12 19 1.051 12.34 1.11 11.23 2.02 18.0 1.34 66.3 .66 .84 .673

t Correc ted to the average total solids of the other liquors supplied by this mill.
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passed in those liquors where the sugrar was low. To
determine this point we analyzed two .series of samples

taken from the digester eveiy hour starting with tlie

fifth hour. One series was supplied by a mill which
produced a hiprh sugar to organic matter ratio and the

other by a mill which gave a relatively lower ratio.

The results are given in Tables 4 and 5.

TABLE 3

Lengtii Total Combined Free
Sample

1

2

of Cook Acid Acid Acid

10 Hours 5.06 1.16 3.9

3 — 5.08 1.14 3.94

4 9 Hours 5.15 1.51 3.64

5 17 Hours 4.67 1.27 3.4

6 7 16 Hours 5.28 1.05 4.23
7 8 3/4 Hours 4.57 .9 3.67

8 7 1/4 Hours 5.31 1.03 -k.28

9 8 Hours 5.15 1.06 4.09

10 7 3/4 Hours 5.05 1.02 4.03

11 8 Hours 6.00 1.40 4.60

12 8 1/2 Hours 5.78 1.10 4.68

TABLE 4

Cook "A"
Total Org. Total Sugar
Solids Matter Sugar %of Sugar

Time grs. per grs. per grs. per Total % of Or,

Hrs. 100 cc. 100 cc 100 cc . Solids. Matter.

5 4.5 3.6 .9 20. 25.

6 6.36 5.46 1.52 23.9 27.6

7 8.7 7.8 2.25 25.6 28.8

8 9.95 9.05 2.37 23. 26.2

9.15 10.8 10. 2.44 21.8 24.4

Combined Acid. 1.25

Free Acid 4 . 03 Maximum Temperature nc

Total Acid 5.28 Given.

TABLE 5

Coot "B"
5 5.6 4.5 1.17 20.9 26.

6 8.3 7.2 1.69 20.3 23.4

7 10.7 9.6 2.15 20.1 23.1

7% 10.8 9.7 2.2 20.4 ' 22.6

Combined Acid. 1.09
Free Acid 3.39 Maximum Temperature 145° C.

Total Acid 4.48

The results are also given in Graphs 1 and 2. It

is at once apparent that no maximum in the amount
of sugar has been passed in either cook. The rate of

production of sugar between the five and the seven

hours is about the same in both cases, amounting to

more than fifty per cent of the total produced. The
actual amount of sugar is about the same at the end
of the 7th hour, but cook "A" keeps on increasing in

sugar while cook "B" was blown shortly afterwards.

No doubt cook "B" would also have increased slightly

in sugar content had it been continued as long as the

first.

It is obvious from the Graph 2 that the incrusting

substances on the cellulose are going into solution

much faster in cook "B" than in cook "A" in spite

of the fact that the free acid is higher in "A" than

in "B." The final amount of organic matter which
goes into solution is about the same in both cases. It

is also significant to note that the last 22 per cent

of the organic matter in cook "'A" produced only .19

grams of additional sugar, while the last 25.5 per cent

of "B" produced .51 grams of sugar. "We feel sure

that this is due to temperature being rather high near

the end of cook "A'', in the light of the data to be
presented later on. The per cent, of sugar in the

organic matter is also lower than in the other liquors

supplied by this mill which points in the same direc-

tion. Had this ratio been the same as in former cooks
analyzed the amount of sugar per 100 cc. would have
been 2.8 at least.

We next estimated the mannin content of the wood
and the amomit of reducing sugar formed when sam-
ples of the woods used in the sulphite digester are

1Z5456769
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hydrolized with dilute liydroeliloric acid. The sam-
ples were kindly supplied by the Canadian Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories. They passed through a 60-mesh
sieve, but were caught in an 80-mesh. We followed
Schorger's method of estimating mannin explicitly.
To determine the reducing sugars on hydrolysis we
digested the wood as directed by Sehorger" in his
mannin determination. The wood of the above degree
of fineness was boiled with hydrochloric acid (Sp. Gr.
1.025) for three hours. When the wood was filtered
and washed, the filtrate concentrated and extracted
with 90 per cent alcohol and the sugars estimated as
already described for sulphite liquor. The results are
given in Table 6.

TABLE 6.

Yield of

reducing
sugars calculat-

Mannin ed as hexose

% of bone % of bone
dry wood. dry wood.

Black Spruce 6.8 22

.

Sample taken 2iA feet from
ground, annual rings 119,

average diameter 71/4 inches.

White Spruce 7.5 22

.

Sample taken 2^ feet from
ground, annual rings 107,

average diameter 8 1-16 inches.

Balsam Fir 7.7 21.1
Sample taken 4I/4 feet from
ground, annual rings 47, aver-

age diameter 7 1-16 inches.

These results show that there is little difference in

the sugar content of the various woods used in the

sulphite process and that any marked differences in

the liquors can not be attributed to the species of

wood used. The per cent of reducing sugars formed
on h.ydrolysis seems rather high and it is possible that

a certain amount of the cellulose is changed to sugar.

We did not investigate this possibility as we were
merely interested in finding the relative amount of

sugar produced from the three species under the same
conditions. Twenty-two (22) per cent, of sugar would
correspond to a carbohj'drate content, having the gen-

eral formula of CaHii.Oj, of the wood of 19.8 per cent

which is higher than the results usually given by
other investigators. It is interesting to see Avhat pro-

portion of these sugars are actually found in our best

liquors. As we do not have very accurate data on
the volume of liquor in a cook our figures are only

an approximation. It is usually assumed that 5 pounds
of water are used for each pound of wood. The total

volume for a ton of air dry pulp, or from 4,000 pounds
of bone di-y wood, would, therefore, be 20,000 pounds.

On this basis sample 3, Table 2, would yield 532 pounds

of sugar frciiu 4,000 ]iounds bone dry wood or 13.3 per
cent, of the wood.

Effect of Temperature on Sugar Content.
Mr. Hovey of the Canadian Forest Products Labor-

atones suggested that further insight on the forma-
tion of sugars might be gained by making two experi-
mental cooks and offered to make them during his
spare time. We were pleased to have the oppor-
tunity of examining the liquors and consequently, two
cooks were made on pure samples of wood in the ex-
perimental digesters of the Forest Products Labora-
tories. The description of the cooks and the results
are as follows :

—

SPRUCE COOK.
Weight of wet wood 600 grams
Weight of bone dry wood 463 "
Weight of pulp 271 "
Yield of pulp, 59.57c..

Total time 11 hours.
Total volume of liquor 4640 cc
Total SO, 4.9 %
Combined 80, 1.23%
I^'ree SO,

] B.67%
CaO 1.08%

120 cc. samples were withdrawn through condensers
every hour beginning with the 6th hour. The temper-
ature was gradually increased so that it reached 136°
C. by the end of the 7th hour. During the next three
hours it varied between 136 to 140° C. after which it

was raised to 152-155° C. The pressure was also grad-
ually increased and kept between 70-77 pounds after
the 7th hour.

BALSAM FIR COOK.
Weight of wet wood 600 grams
Weight of dry wood 480 '

'

Weight of pulp 272 "
Yield of pulp, 56.7%.
Total time lli/a hours.
Total volume of liquor 4690 cc
Total SO, ;.'5.38%

'

Combined SO, 1 . 29%
Free SO, 4.09%
CaO 1.13%

180 cc. samples were withdra-mi every hour after the
6th hour for analysis. The temperature and pressure
were the same as in the Spruce Cook.

These results show as well as the results of cook "A"
and "B" that 50 per cent of the .sugar is formed dur-
ing a relatively short period of the entire cook, in this
case between the 6th and the 8th hour. They also show
that the incrusting substances go partly into solution
as polysaccharides, which later become hydrolized as
the ratio of sugars to organic matter is lower at the end
of the 6th hour than at the end of the 8th. After the
8th hour, however, though the actual amount of sugar
is still increasing, the ratio of sugar to organic mat-
ter is decreasing which means that some of the sugars

TABLE 7

Total Sugar Total Solids Oi•g. Matter Sugars x 100 Sugars X 100
Time Total SO, grs. per 100 grs. per 100 grs. per 100 Solids. Org. Matter
Hrs. % cc. cc. cc.

6 3.50 .36 4.0 1.93 9 18.6
8 2.96 .86 5.9 3.83 14.5 22.4
9 2.80 .98 6.8 4.8 14.4 20.4

10 2.58 1.06 7.4 5.4 14.3 19.7
11 1.41 .88 8.1 6.37 10.8 13.8

At end of 10 hours 39.9 grams of sugar had been formed, or 8.3 per cent of the weight of the wood.
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Time Total SO.,

Hrs. %
6 3.52

8 2.55
9 2.2

10 1.73

iiy- .75

TAI'.LKS.
Total Simar Total Solid.s Opl'. Matter Sus?ar.s x 100 Susjars x 100

>. per

cc.

.33

.76

.81

.89

.77

100 'TS. per

ec.

4.5
6.3
7.

7.6
7.7

100 frr.s. per 100

cc.

2.36
4.16
4.94
5.6
6..-54

::?olids Org. Matter

7.3 14.

12.1 18.

11.6 16.3
11.7 16.

10. 12.1

are being destroyed. This destruction is especially

marked after the 10th hour when the temperature was
raised from 150-155° C. Here the actual amount of

sugar decreased in both cases in spite of the fact

that during the previous hour it was still materially

increasing. This shows that the actual amount of sugar

destroyed was greater than the difference between

the final amount present and that present at the end
of the 10th hour. The sharp decrease during this

period of the ratio of sugar to organic matter illus-

trates the same point. It, therefore, seems clear that

the temperature can not be increased much above
145° C. without very materially decreasing the amount
of sugar present in the liquor.

These analyses also seem to show that Spruce gives

more sugar than Balsam, as the ratio sugar to organic

matter is very much higher in the Spruce than in the

Balsam, i.e., both cooks have the same amount of or-

ganic matter in solution, but the Spruce cook has

rnore sugar. The amount of free acid present in the

Balsam cook was less after the 6th hour as it was
necessary to relieve gas in order to keep down the

pressure. This apparently did not prevent the incrust-

ing substances from going into solution, but it did

slow down the hydrolj'sis of these substances to sugars.

This was proved by hydrolysing the liquor from both

cooks at the end of the 9th hour as well as at the end
of cook with dilute hydrochloric acid and then esti-

mating the sugars again. The same amount of sugar,

relative to the amount of wood u.sed, was now pres-

ent. This confirms our previous analysis of Spruce
and Balsam that the amount of sugar present is about

the same in both cases.

This suggested to us that the reason why samples

6 to 12, Table 2, had such a small amount of their

organic matter in the form of reducing sugar, might
perhaps, be due to the presence of polysaccharides.

We, therefore, hydrolysed a number of liquors with
6 per cent hydrochloric acid for 30 minutes and then
neutralized them and estimated the sugars again.

TABLE 9

Total Total

Sugars Sugar after

grs. per hydrolysis

100 cc. grs. per 100 cc.

Sample 3, Table 2 2.77 2.8

Sample 7, Table 2 1.47 1.61

Sample 9, Table 2 2.1 2.25

Sample 12, Table 2 2.02 2.25

Cook "A", Table 4 2.44 2.68
Cook "B", Table 5 2.2 2.34

With the exception of the first one, they all increase

in sugar from 8 to 10 per cent. Consequently, the rea-

son that liquors 6 to 12, Table 1, are low in sugars

relative to organic matter can not be explained by
incomplete hydrolysis of polysaccharides, but must be

due to the destruction of sugars during the cook. Just

what conditions are primarily responsible we are not

prepared to say, as not all the mills supplied us with
complete data in regard to their cooks and we did

not have the time to make cooks on the laboratory

scale to determine them, beyond the marked effect

which tem])erature plays.

In conclusion, I wish to express my indebtedness to

Dr. Jones, Acting Head of the Department of Hygiene,

for permitting me the use of the Department's Labor-

atory of Bacteriology to make the fermentation tests,

to Dr. Bates and Mr. Hovey, of the Forest Products
Laboratories, for suggestions and especiallj^ to Mr.

Hovey for making the cooks of pure Balsam Fir and
Spruce.

Summary.

1—A dozen representative Canadian sulphite liquors
were analyzed, the results of which showed that the
best liquors contained as high a percentage of sugar
as those produced in Europe. These should yield at

least 1 per cent of alcohol by volume which is con-

sidered good practice in Europe.
2—A rapid method for the estimation of sugar in

the liquors has been proposed.
3—The Canadian liquors fall into two sharply de-

fined classes. The one has about 20% of its organic
matter in the form of reducible sugars, and the other

28%. Our experimental results show that this dif-

ference can not be ascribed to a difference in the rela-

tive proportions of Spruce and Balsam being cooked,
nor primarily to the strength of free acid used in the

cook, nor to incomplete hydrolysis of the polysac-

charides, but must be due to destruction of sugar in

the cook.
4—The experimental results show further: (1) That

the amount of sugar present does not reach a maxi-
mum; (2) That most of the sugar is produced before

the end of the 7th hour; (3) That the temperature
after the 7th hour is exceedingly important so far as

the yield of sugar is concerned—the j'ield being very
materially reduced if the teinjierature exceeds 145° C.

;

(4) That the first sugars to be destroyed are the fer-

mentable ones.
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PAPER TRIBUNAL TO HEAR NEW EVIDENCE.
(Continued from Page 104.)

What the publishers were concerned in, he said,

was to ascertain the cost and allow a fair return or
reasonable profit. In reference to the Booth plant
Mr. Tilley, in reference to what Mr. Henderson and
Mr. Montgomery had previously said, stated: "They
treat him (Mr. Booth) as requiring more capital than
other mills." Thus Mr. Tilley argued that if Mr. Booth
required more capital than other plants that propor-
tionately he could get along with a lower rate of profit.

Proceeding along his original line Mr. Tilley went
on to argue in support of the deductions the publish-

ei"s claimed should come off the Booth costs which if

allowed would reduce them to $40.09. Even with a

ten per cent allowance on this figure Mr. Tilley claim-

ed that Mr. Booth would be making a bigger profit

than he received before, and the price was being kept
within the $50 limit.

"My learned friend. says we (publishers) were all

wrong in power, and the suggestion was that you con-

tracted for power and charged up so much per mouth,"
said Mr. Tillej'. To illustrate his contention he took
the power costs for the groundwood mill of Price

Bros. lie went on to maintain that if these costs were
credited to the whole year that it would bring down
the price by forty-two cents per ton.

On the matter of machine losses Mr. Tilley said that

the United States investigation had shown that the

losses in the American mills amounted to about 80

pounds per ton ,and in the Canadian mills about 71

pounds per ton. He referred at some length to the

eight dollar increa.se which had been allowed by the

Commissioner, claiming that it had been made on the

theory that the costs would advance that much. ilr.

F. A.'Sabbaton, Mr. Tilley said, had testified that la-

bor had advanced 15 per cent, which meant two dol-

lars per ton of paper. ^Ir. Tilley took up an item in

the Laurentide i-eport, showing that the advance had
been from $5.30 to $5.68, an increase of thirt.y-eight

cents or 7.2 per cent. "We were told it was fifteen

per cent. It is hardly half. This does not mean all

the labor, but it is the only pure labor item we can

find." Mr. Sabbaton also claimed a fifty per cent, in-

crease in freight. "We cannot check that," said Mr.
Tilley.

Spreading the Laurentide costs over July, August
and September, Mr. Tilley said they averaged $44.98,

and on top of this Mr. Pringle had added eight dol-

lars, making them $52.98, whereas he claimed the later

Clarkson report showed them to have been $43.75—

a

difference of $9.23 per ton.

Speaking on averaging the costs of the mills, Mr.

Tilley said that if the average of cost and the average

of profit was carried right through that it would work
no injury. He went on to .show that what perhaps one

mill made on one item, another mill made on another,

for instance, a mill near its wood supplies got cheaper

wood, but to reach its customers in the old days it

usually had to pay more freight.

During the close of the afternoon Mr. Tilley spoke

in connection with the Fort Frances Company. He
also touched upon the inclusion as "costs" by Lauren-

tide of expenses in defending the anti-combine pro.se-

cution in the United States. The item amounted to

$2,523.91 per month, or about thirty cents per ton.

On Wednesday morning, in conclusion. Mr. Tilley

referred to the situation which arose last fall when Mr.

Pringle set his price after the Booth and Fort Frances

Companies had intimated they could no longer sup-
pi}'. Mr. Tilley, in the course of his remarks, said:

"Mr. Pringle, as a person anxious to do what was
right was naturally disturbed by anything that would
cause an upheaval. One can understand the pressure
such an attitude would have on a Commissioner. Our
suspicion is that pres.sure meant the fixation of a
higher price, and that the price actually fixed was
brought about by duress. We do not criticize Mr.
Pringle, for we, of cour.se, appreciate his position."

Mr. Montgomery made a brief reply in which he
asked the Judges if it was conceivable that men of the
knowledge and standing such as John R. Booth and
Sir William Price, thoroughly knowing their business
as they did, would hazard their whole business by
saying, "'We cannot supply at the present price, and
the Commissioner can take our mills and try it." Also
they faced the prospect of the Government cutting off

their export, if they had even been receiving such a
price as the counsel for the newspapers had alleged.

In referring to the many details which Mr. Tilley

had criticized Mr. Montgomery said that at the best
such things would be a matter for cross-examination
of manufacturers' experts, and that the arguments
advanced could not be accepted as evidence.

Differentials Considered.
Following the conclusion of the appeals in the

newsprint ca.se as to the price, the appeals in the dif-

ferential were taken up. On behalf of the Spanish
River and other companies, Mr. Victor E. Mitchell,

K.C., made a bitter attack on the Dominion Cabinet,
and especially the order in council granting author-
ity for the payment of differentials.

He maintained that the passing of the order was an
unwarranted interference with international trade,

and styled it "as a lamentable condition that we
should have reached a point in this country when the

rights of the individual are interfered with like that.

It is a very serious day for Canada when the execu-

tive can commit such acts and we have to submit to

them in silence."

Mr. Mitchell said he desired to make public protest

against the invasion of individual rights. He believed
it was the duty of counsel when he saw his client's

rights infringed upon to protest. "We have never
been able to get our views before the public because
the publishers were interested in excluding them from
their columns. 1 say the rights of these mills have
been interfered with without justification."

After the position of the different mills had been
placed before the Judges, it was argued that Fort
Frances had a territory all its own in which the other
mills could not compete on account of the necessity

of incurring high freight rates. Further on Mr. Jus-

tice Middleton made the significant remark that the

mills were to supply in their "due proportion" and not
"proportion pro rata," and further that it could not
be argued that Fort Frances' due proportion was not
to take cai-e of its own territory.

Mr. T. L. Phillips, of course, made objection stat-

ing that he hoped the members were still open for ar-

gument on the point. Mr. Justice Middleton said he
was and that he had only made a "suggestion."
Mr. Montgomery on behalf of the contributing mills,

went very fully into the history of the case, and de-
scribed the situation as having been and still being an
"intolerable" one. "If the Commissioner ever makes
another order of this kind I do not know what will

happen," said Mr. Montgomery.
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HOW TWO CANADIANS VIEW EXPORTS.
Tliere seems to be t-onsiderable superficial notion

that Canadians and Americans have fallen heir to a

•rreat export market throuf^h the temporary demise

of European competition. That some of our pulp and

paper men are {jivinfr the matter searching attention

is shown in the foUowinjr extracts from the Financial

Times of Montreal.

T. J. Stevenson on Lack of Shipping.

T. J. Stevenson, Sales Manager of The Kiordon

Pulp and Paper Co., condemns it as a weakness in

Canadian commercialism in waiting for something to

turn up—the best policy is to go out and get the busi-

ness at once.

The Paper business in Canada is not over brisk, but

of course this is the inventory period, and directly that

is finished orders will come in both for foreign and

home trade. Although both pulp and paper would be

at a high price for some time he looks for a lot of

business by the end of February. Everything points

to the price of paper continuing on the upward grade.

In the first place the cutting of pulp wood shows a

big shortage—in fact, the trade had for two years

been short of many necessities for the carrying on of

their business.

All contracts for pulp wood, chemicals, etc., are

contracted two years ahead, and until these run out,

and prices right themselves, the co.st of paper cannot

very well decrease.

"The Canadian mills do not fear competition if they

can get shipping transportation. The Riordon Co.

want to ship one million dollars worth of product this

year, and means to do it, but we lack ship space. There

is little help coming to us from Europe. One day

some one will wake up to the fact that Canada wants

ships at reasonable freights to export her manufac-

tures. At present, preference seems to be given to

Sweden—a pro-German country. When the powers

that be have time to remember that Canada has a lot

of paper to export to Europe and will give the manu-

facturers reasonable freight rates, we are prepared to

go ahead and ship a lot of stuff for which we already

have a marketJ' said Mr. Stevenson.

One client of his firm, who had eight steamers at

the beginning of the war, have but one left now—the

others have all been sunk—and the remaining vessel

is being sent to Canada to carry away paper. In short,

Canada does not fear competition if she can get trans-

porttaion. Australia is becoming a factor in paper

purchases and a big trade will .spring up there — but,

here again, the question of transportation comes in to

prevent our market spreading. Orders from all parts

of the world are being received in surprisingly large

numbers for all classes of paper. Directly Canada
can get anything like pre-war prices for shipping, the

paper trade here is going to have a very good time

indeed.

In regard to lumber and the big orders given by the

Allies to Canada, there is plenty of cut lumber stowed

away in the Eastern Provinces, and there will be no

shortage here in consequence of this. big demand.
There is a scheme on foot. Mr. Stevenson believes,

for a kind of reciprocity in paper and pulp between
the United States and Canada. If such .should come
to pass it will of course mean the elimination of

many small mills making writing and small paper, but

in the end such an agreement is bound to benefit the

consumers. The scheme, however, is not definitely

formed yet, but such a plan might be of decided bene-

fit to Canada.
C. Howard Smith Optimistic.

C. llowanl Smith, Prcsulciit dI' the Howard Smith

Pa|)er Mills Co., wislies tu lie put down as an ex-

treme ()|)timist in connection with the future commer-
cial develo|)mcnt of Canada, and especially in regard

to the paper industr.w While he could do with more la-

bor, he personally has no anxiety as to future labor

troubles.

His firm has always paid good wages, and he can-

not foresee any reduction coming in the pay of work-
ers. In no industry can wages decrease until food is

lowered in price, and he sees no sign of that at pres-

ent. Hat her. he looks for an increase of wages, espe-

cially in Europe. Workers there are not going to be

contented with the rates they have been paid in the

jiast, and will demand substantial increa.ses. This will

lielp Canada a lot in her export trade, as it is the high

rate wage which inakes production here so expensive

as contrasted with that of Europe.

In regard to the export of paper, Canada can now
])ut a lot of paper into Europe if we can get freight

at a reasonable price. The Government, he under-

stands, fixed the Ocean rates—and if that is the case

some one is giving a preference to Sweden— (a coun-

try which has been pro-German during the whole per-

iod of the war.) At present, the freight from Canada
to Europe is eight times as great as from Sweden to

England. And further, owing to present arrange-

ment, Sweden is allowed to export to South America
at a far lower freight rate than is Canada. It is a

scandal that this should be the case, but that is how
matters stand at the present time. However, things

should right themselves, and Mr. Smith sees for Can-
ada a tremendous future in the paper industry both
for home and foreign consumption.

HOW MOVING NASHWAAK MOVES ST. JOHN.
The St. John. X.B.. "Standard." regrets the con-

templated removal of the Xa.shwaak pulp mill from
the cit.v to INIarysville, but does not consider it proper
or possible for the city to do anything to prevent it. As
against possible advantages to the company in the

matter of labor costs, insurance and taxes and being
nearer their raw material, the "Standard" has the

following remarks to make in regard to citizens of St.

John who work at the mill

:

This industry gives employment to from one hun-
dred and fifty to two hundred persons, of whom a con-

siderable number are middle-aged and have been in

this employment for a long time. In so far as the

.vounger employees of the company are concerned,

they can undoubtedly find positions elsewhere and in

other lines, but the older class of men will experience

difficult.v in adjusting themselves to changed condi-

tions, and the loss of their regular work may, in some
eases, result in direct hardship."
The dam will probably be built by the Amberson

Hydraulic Construction Company, of Montreal. It is

not expected that the site of the old dam which was
located at ]\rarysville when the Gibson company oper-

ated lumber mills there will be used.

This location will do away with towing logs as done
at present. A new mill might cost $400,000.

A NEW SEMI-WEEKLY IN MONCTON,
L 'Evangeline of IMoni'toii has changed from a week-

ly to a semi-weekly, and increased its subscription

rate to $2,
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FOREIGN GOODS IN GREAT BRITAIN—OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR CANADIAN PRODUCTS.

Thi.s brief aceouiit of some po.ssibilities for Cana-
dian trade in pulp and paper with and through Great
Britain was sent us a short time ago by Major Barlow
& Son. In subsequent articles the Pulp and Paper
Magazine plans to introduce in a more personal way
to its readers a number of firms who are in a position

to handle Canadian products in Great Britain and
elsewhere.

It is now many years since wood pulp was first im-

ported into Great Britain—approximately, about six-

ty j-ears ago, and paper of wood pulp, some fifty to

fifty-five years ago.

Paper made from pulp was in tho.se days unfamiliar

with many, and it was not for some years that it was
generally purchased, the Trade preferring the domes-
tic article.

There have been many changes in production, start-

ing with machines fifty to sixty inches wide, and these

have now reached a width of 160 to 180 inches, and
even be.yond, with an enormous total production which
has grown so stupendous that well may the. man un-

acquainted with the Trade, rub his eyes and wonder
what becomes of all this output. The grades of paper
and board also made from this material have gradu-

ally grown until they can be numbered in the hun-

dreds, and now papers are made and have an enorm-
ous sale in substance varying from 20 x 30 — 5 lbs.

per ream of 480 sheets or twelve grams per square

metre to 20 x 30 — 150 to 200 lbs., or 370 to 500 grams,

and varieties such as mechanical paper, thin tissues,

M.G. and unglazed, sulphite, bag papers, kraft browns
—although why should we adhert to so "Hunnish" a

term for this latter paper, the trade may explain,

when there are so many we could derive from Allied

countries, such as "Porte" or "Forza" Paper, etc.

—

greaseprooof and parchment papers, banks, writing

papers, embossed papers, woodpulp and imitation lea-

ther boards—plain and embossed, coated boards, etc.,

etc.

The prices of these grades have also varied even be-

fore war, for many years. There has invariably, due
to keen competition, been a tendency for prices gradu-
ally to fall, until many who had to deal with finding

markets for these with a living margin, came to won-
der if paper would in years to come, ever be given

away, or nearly so. Since the war, however, with the

ever-increasing co.st and scarcity' of coal, materials,

chemicals, colors, etc., there has been a rapid change
which is also largel.v due to diminished output of nulls

nud restrictions on imports, bringing in its train in re-

cent times, almost a panic in securing supplies.

Although much foreign made paper and boards
finds is way to the British and Colonial markets —
doubtless, with the probability of these markets be-

ing closed in the future to the enemy countries, there

presents itself a vast field for enterprise to the Cana-
dian Pulp and Paper makers, if full advantage of the

natural resources nature has endowed them with in

the extensive forests of timber, is taken and oppor-

tunity seized for enlarging their plants, and other

companies in building mills, and diverting a large

trade, formerly in German and Austrian hands, to

this one of our most prosperous colonies. This will

generally be considered an opportune time for Can-

ada to take advantage in extending its pulp and paper

output and prepare for the after-war trade, of which

there must be a large one for the progressive manu-

facturers, who are looking into the future and who
are seeking to extend their markets.
With the enormous material resources in our Colon-

ies, there is no reason whatever why Great Britain,

with the assistance of her colonies which build up our
Empire, should not be self-supporting in the supplies

of pulp and paper, and not depend in the future \ipon

enemy supplies and "dumping" and thereby further
assist in binding the Empire, and eliminate the enemy
competition upon our own ground. There are many
grades of paper which the old country in the past

looked to the enemy to supply, and which with fore-

sight and industry should be manufactured equally
well in our own Empire, and would be bought with
better grace knowing thev were our own make.

ANOTHER NEWFOUNDLAND PAPER MILL.
Another pulp and paper industry will be started the

coming summer on the Terra Nova River, inside Alex-

ander Bay, B.B., b.v Captain Storm, a Norwegian for-

merly of the firm of Storm and Parks, who were con-

tractors for several years pa^ for the A. N. D. Co. at

Botwood. They dissolved partnership about two years

ago, and after a visit to Norway Capt. Storm returned

to Newfoundland with a view to locating the best tim-

ber area for the erection of a pulp and paper mill. He
covered on foot the whole country from Grand Falls

to Bay d'Espoir, 140 miles. He subseciuently crossed

the Terra Nova country and found the location and
the timber that suited his purpose. In February of

last year he enlisted the interest and sympathy of

some Norwegian friends of high financial standing,

and the result is 'that all the capital required has been
subscribed and work will begin early next summer. A
hydraulic engineer has been over the territory where
they intend to operate and all the conditions have been
pronounced satisfactory. It will mean the expendi-

ture in two years of at least a million dollars, and a

wage earning power to the country of about $750,000

a year. Capt. Storm, who is in the city at present,

leaves shortly for Norway and hopes to return next

June.—St. John's, Nfld., Trade Review.

EXPORT POSSIBILITIES IN PAPER.
A lively enquiry for export is being experienced bj^

the Rolland Paper Co., Limited, Montreal. "These en-

quiries," states R. H. Ecclestone, advertising manager,

"come from all parts of the world, and some of them
from quarters where, we believe, permanent trade can

be established. This business, if maintained, will lead

to greater production and eventually tend toward a

reduction in the cost of manufacturing, enabling Can-

adian mills to compete still more successfully. We may
say that during the war we have been carrying on

our business with the idea in mind that opportunities

would still be greater after the war, and we see no

reason to change that idea now."

Do not work with defective chains, cables, tools, or

appliances of any kind, or in an unsafe place. Care-

fully examine same and report dangerous conditions

to vour foreman.

Do not turn on any electricity, gas, steam, air, acid

or water, or set in motion any machinery, or throw
down any material, without first seeing if anyone is

i'l a position to be injured, and all safety guards ivr§

in their proper place,
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

Please note correction on page 104 for table in Mr.
Stadler's article on costs of motor installation.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. Pulp possibilities of rice straw. Paper 23 1 1 MIS')

No. 8. p. l21. From Bulletin of the Imperial Iii.stitiite

reproduced in the Paper Maker and British Paper
Trade Journal.—E.K.M.

A-9. A bleaching powder for hot climates. Paper
23 il!tlSi Xo. 12. ]). lo-lfi. From World's Paper
Trade Rev. In experiments carried out in the labora-

tory at temperatures well within the limits of tropical

variations the deterioration of bleachinc; powder is

very considerable, and increases rapidly with rise of

temperature. At 98° F. 96 per cent, of the efficiency

of the bleaching powder measured as "available chlor-

ine "

is lost in eight weeks, while at 113° F. a tem-

perature encountered in an Egyptian summer, the

same loss is encountered in two weeks. The decom-
position is due to moisture in the bleaching powder.
It is difficult to remove this moi-sture by dessication

even in vacuo over sulphuric acid. By mixing freshly

icrnited quicklime with commercial bleaching powder
the authors prepared a dry powder which, when ex-

posed to a temperaturfi of 113° F. (45° C), loses from
3-10 per cent, of its efficiency in three months, in-

stead of as with ordinary bleaching powder under
similar conditions, the whole of it in three weeks.

—

E.K.M.
A-12. Com cob adhesive. F. B. La Forge, V. S.

Dept. Agri. Paper 23 (1918), Xo. 8, p. 16-17. Com cob
adhesive is an indefinite mixture, probablv consisting

chiefly of pentosans which have been partially hydrol-

ized and dissolved from dry field corn cobs by treat-

ing with water under pressure. It is usually em-
nloyed in a concentration of about 60 per cent, solids.

The extract seems to be acceptable as an adhesive in

the manufacture of fibre box board, corrugated fibre

board, etc. The adhesive seems to possess nearlv twice

the covering power per unit of weight as silicate of

soda. Only a roiigh estimate of the cost of this ma-
terial can be determined by laboratory experiments.
It is probably, that, from the total data which is

available, the cost of producing corn cob adhesive
would not be more than ^5 a ton.—E.K.M.

N-14. Estimation of asbestos paper. Paper 23
(1918) No. 5. p. 19-20. From Chemist-Analyst. The
'allowing analyses of the paper have given reliable re-

sults as to the actual composition of the sheet mois-
ture, total combustible ingredients and starch.

—

E.K.M.
A-15. The fluorescent properties of cellulose. Paper

2?. (1918) No.^ 10. p. 1.5. Through J. Soc. Chem. Ind.

36, 18. Researches by S. J. Lewis that demonstrates
the fluorescence of cellulose and its derivatives. —
E.K.M.

B-5. Motor-driven saw for felling trees. Paper 23
(lOIS-* Xo. 8. p. 1.5-16.—E.K.M.

B-7. Production of pulp on balsam lands. Edward
F. MeCarthv and Raymond J. Hoyle. Dept. Forest
Utilization, X.Y. State College of Forestry. Paper 23

(1918) No. 7, p. 14-18. Summary: (1) That swamp
balsam lands are well able to care for themselves and
will continue to produce pulp timber when cut over;
(2) that removal of less valuable trees would increase

the volume production of balsam and should be given
attention; (3) that extreme liability to windfall even
in virgin stand is a strong argument in favor of com-
I)lete utilization to the lowest merchantable size; (4)

that natural reproduction will care for the future

crop if fire is kept out; (5) that these lands may be
expected to jiroduce a cord of pulp per acre per year
without excessive care. No other type in the north-

ern forest can be managed as easilv as this one.

—

E.K.M.

C-7. Improvements in barking: drums. Paper 23
(1918) Xo. 8, p. 19-21. An account of the improve-
ments effected in the construction of the American
Barking drum. Illustrations.—E.K.M.

E-2. The disposal of waste sulphite liquor. Paper 23
(1918) No. 5, p. 18-19. From Chem. and Met. Eng.
Oct. 1, 1918. Pat. issued to Jacob Robeson in 1906
known as Robeson process. The process roughly con-

sists in neutralizing the liquor and evaporating it to

a thick syrup or to dryness under reduced pressure.

The ligneous spruce product is sold under the trade
name of glutrin. It is in siibstance the sulphonated
lignins neutralized with lime and magnesia, with other
bases substituted or the lime removed for special pur-

poses by processes patented and controled by the

company. The gum has an unusual affinity for clay

and the manufacturers set out to introduce the pro-

duct as a road binder. Portland cement with sharp
sand in volume 1-3 breaks approximately at 200-230

lb. Glutrin with sharp sand mixed with 15% clay

shows the same tensile strength in volume of 1 to 25.

Other uses are coming to the fore.—E.K.M.

F-4. New black liquor recovery process. Paper 23
(1918) No. 10, p. 16-18. U.S. pat. Xo. 1, 279, 604, is-

sued to 0. G. Stage, Three Rivers, Quebec, covers

certain steps in the treatment of pulp, black licjuor

and transference of ga.ses.—E.K.M.

F-5. Indirect cooking by forced circulation. Dr.
Albert E, Xielson. Paper 23 (1918) No. 10, p. 11-15.

The Morterud system of cooking chemical pulp indi-

rectly with forced circulation. The following are dis-

cussed : a comparison of methods ; revolving diges-

ters ; stationary digesters without forced circulation

;

indirect cooking with stationary digesters equipped
with .steam coils without forced circulation ; indirect

cooking with steam coils inside the digesters with
forced circulation by injectors ; indirect cooking with
stationary digesters equipped with the Morterud sys-

tem with forced circulation : and the Morterud pro-

cess. The more the direct cooking is forced, the more
overcooking takes place at the bottom of the digester,

and the greater the heat loss. Actual tests have
shown that the strength of the pulp by the indirect

cooking process with forced circulation is 15 per cent.,

and the yield 8 to 12 per cent, higher than by direct

cooking. The difference in consistence of the black
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liquor by direct cookiug and indirect cooking is

about 5° Be; the coal consumption is reduced 25 to

35 per cent. ; the alkali consumption i.s reduced 10 per
cent. ; the number of rotary furnaces is reduced 50 per
cent. ;and the digester equipment 30 per cent.—E. K.
M.

H-5. Chlorinated lime vs. electrolytic bleach. Paper
23 (1918). No. 9. Prom Papirfabrikant, through Lon-
don Paper Maker. Comparative bleaching proper-
ties of electrolytic and lime bleaching solutions. The
results for the saving in chlorine depend upon the

special working conditions. In the ease of two hol-

landers the writer observed the value 19 per cent,

given as the saving of electrolytic bleach, but would
not say this was a normal value. As to the advantage
in the comparison of electrolytic and chloride of lime

bleach in the bleaching of cellulose there is no doubt.

If the chlorine saving is small the proof is at hand,
nevertheless, that the electrolytic bleach has a better

effect than the chloride of lime bleach.—E.K.M.
H-5. Guide t& the bleaching of pulp and paper.

James Beveridge. Paper 23 (1918) No. 8, p. 11-15. Pro-
ces.ses for the bleaching of vegetable fibres in the pulp
and paper mill.—E.K.M.

K-23. Points concerning water-proofing materials.

Paper 23 (1918) No. 12, p. 14. Abstract in J. Soc.

Chem. Ind. from India Rubber J. The author had ex-

amined samples classified as manufactured by pro-

cesses involving the use of the following: (1) alum-

inum soaps; (2) asphaltum paraffin, pitch, etc. (3)

cellulose dissolved in cupraminonium solution and
other forms of dissolved cellulose: (4) drying oils;

(5) two layers of fabrics with an intermediate ad-

hesive layer. His conclusions are: (1) Basic alumin-

um acetate and saponified linseed oil yield a specially

durable product. The fabrics have a good water re-

pellent surface, but do not stand rough handling well.

(2) Asphaltum is a good material for the purpose. Dis-

advantages of paraffin are that it tends to become
brittle and to favor the growth of mildew. Rosin and
wool grease are unsatisfactory admixtures. A solu-

tion of rubber in melted paraffin gives good results.

(3) Objections to this process, (cellulose solution), are

that it is expensive and that fabrics are harsh, and
are liable to give off an irritant dust when handled.

They strongly resist the growth of mildew. (4) These

fabrics are liable to spontaneous combustion, and al-

most invariably crack as the result of repeated creas-

ing. (5) The middle layer of double fabrics must be

possessed of good waterproofing and lasting proper-

ties. Poor rubber, for example, is of no value. For
testing waterproof qualit.y, the sample is stretched

over the mouth of a bottle and a spray of water (e.g..

from a Gooch crucible) allowed to fall on it from a

height. The time which elapses before the first drop

passes through, and the amount passing through in a

given time are noted : or the material is folded into a

pocket which is then filled with heavy articles and
immersed in water. A good fabric should not wet

through in twenty-four hours. Samples should not

develop mildew growth in five days when suspended

in a desiccator containing a variety of such growths.

The effect of temperatures of 0° F. and 120° F. for

eight hours upon the waterproof quality of samples

should be determined. A chemical examination

.should also be made.—E. K. M.

N-0. Apportioning the costs of power.. B. M. Ban-

croft. Paper 23 (1918) No. 6, p. 13-14. Some of the

difficulties and how to overcome them in building a

power cost system.—E.K.M.
N-0. Factors in fuel economy. Robert M. Kuss,

Paper 23 1918) No. 5, p. 21-23. Ab.stract of paper
on the subject of coal conservation presented before
the Detroit Section of the Am. Soc. of Mech. Eng. Re-
produced from Jour. Am. Soc. Mech. Eng. for Oct.,

1918.—E.K.M.
R-1. Chemical developments in a paper mill. Paper

23 (1918) No. 10. p. 19. Through Canadian Forestry
J. A. concise account of the chemical developments in

the pulp and paper plant of the Brown Corporation at
Berlin, N.H.—E.K.M.

R-3. Cost accounting. S. L. Bush, Paper 23 (1918),
No. 7, p. 11-13. How to govern and show expense
in a productive department.—E.K.M.

R-7. Productive labor. John Balch, Paper 23 (1918)
No. 6, p. 15. Method of determining machine labor
costs and productive labor costs.—E.K.M.

R-0. Africa and the Pulp and Paper Industry.
(L'Afrique et Tindustrie de la cellulose et du papier),
Le Papier, No. 7, p. 121 (1918). An article studying
the possibilities of the Pulp & Paper Industry in Af-
rica and Treatment of "Baobab" as a source of sup-
ply investigated.—0. R.

GROUNDWOOD YIELDS.
The following interesting figures on the production

of groundwood from various Canadian species were
compiled by R. 0. Sweezy.

Species : Yield of pulp per 100 cu. ft. solid rossed
wood. (Bone dry basis.)

Balsam fir 1908
Red fir 1915
White fir 2007
Alpine fir 2068
Amabilis fir 1872
Lowland fir 2153
Noble fir 1920
Eastern hemlock 2030
Western hemlock 2160
Tamarack 2620
Western larch 2100
Lodpole pine

Montana 2136
California 1926

Western yellow pine 2061

Jack pine 2126
Lodgepole pine

Fall cut 2503

Spring cut 2405

White pine 1885
Englemann spruce

Montana ... 2250
Colorado 1965

Sitka spruce 2040
White spruce 2400

White birch . .,. 2954
Poplar 2168
Black gum 2612

PAPER MILL FOR CLARKE CITY, P. Q.

'LeMoniteur de Commerce,'" Montreal, is informed
that the Gulf Pulp and Paper Co., of Clarke City, is

seriously considering the erection of a paper mill to

use the pulp they produce.

When carrying bars or other material out of doors,

be careful so as not to strike persons passing by.
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" »' " 'If n n II 11 iT- " " ' ' -TT-

UMTED STATES T^OTES
Applications t'or the use of 11.") eiu'iii\' owned acid

and dye patents have been filed with the Federal
Trade Coinmis.sion. The du Pont de Nemours Com-
pany is seekinfr the use of forty-eiprht patents on acid

dj'es, bringing their total of applications for enemy
owned patents up to 208. The National Aniline and
Chemical Company, Inc., New York,, filed 142 applica-

tions for tlic \ise of enemy owned acid dye ]iatents and
the process of making them. Applications for twenty-

five ammonia patents were made by the Semet-Solvay
(^ompany.

A brief shut down at some of the mills in the

northern New York district is strongly probable in

the immediate future. Unsettled market conditions

due to order shortage usually prevalent at this time
of the year have created a situation that has reflected

upon operations at the mills. Several of the mills

have temporarily suspended operations while machin-
ery is being taken down for repair. The order short-

age is not being felt by the newsprint mills to any
marked extent. The manufacturers of other grades
are mostly affected. The mills of the St. Regis Paper
Company and the Taggart Paper Company are still

running full time.

More than $8,800,000 of the $11,000,000 first mort-
gage sinking fund of 5 per cent, bonds of the Ameri-
can Writing Paper Company, due on July 1, have been
deposited under the deposit agreement. The com-
mittee points out that the proposed new issue must
be taken by the present bondholders, as it has been
impossible to arrange an underwriting of the issue.

Time for the deposit of the bonds has been extended
until the close of business on February 20.

The offices of the Federal Paper Company at Bo-
gota, New Jersey, were completely gutted by fire last

week, causing a loss estimated at $5,000. Prompt re-

sponse to an alarm by the Bogota and Hackensack
fire departments and effective work kept the blaze
from spreading to the plant of the American Paper
Mill. Though the Federal offices were completely
razed by the fire, all valuable papers in the safe were
found intact.

A permanent association of card board manufactur-
ers Avas formed recently at a formal meeting of lead-
ing card board men at the rooms of the American Pa-
per and Pulp Association in New York. J. B. Van
Horn, of the Holyoke Card and Paper Compan.v, was
elected to serve as temporary chairman. J. A. Lowe,
of the Falulah Paper Company, Fitchburg, Mass., was
chosen temporary secretary. Lowel Emerson, Rhode
Island Paper Company ; J. H. Connor, American Coat-
ing Mills, and J. .M. S. Ewing, of the A. M. Collins
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, were appointed to serve as an
organization and nominating committee to report
later at a meeting to be called during the American
Paper and Pulp Association convention next month.
An extra dividend of two per cent, has been de-

clared upon the stock of the Union Bag and Paper
Cor Corporation, payable in Fourth Liberty Loan
Bonds on February 15th for amounts more than $50.

The Sterling Paper C()iii|)any, which recently had
to dismantle its plant at Hamilton, Ohio, due to flood

prevention improvements, is planning the construc-

tion of a new mill at Hinckley, N.Y. All the machin-
ery from the abandoned i)lant at Hamilton is being
sold, and complete new e(iuipment is to be installed

at the Hinckley mill. The Sterling interests are to be

allied at Hinckley with those of the Hinckley Fibre
Company.
Annual reports of Kalamazoo Valley paper concerns

reflect remarkable trade activities during the past

twelve months. One of these, the Kalamazoo Paper
Company, jtist closed one of the biggest years it has

had since it began operations. Through its combina-
tion with the Riverview Coated Paper Company it

now operates three paper mills and two coating mills.

The latter are equipped with twenty-four coaters.

From six to seven hundred j>eople are in the concern's

employ, and the paid in capital stock $1,605,000. The
consolidation has brought the number of directors

from five up to ten. The officers named for the en-

suing .year are : F. M. Hodge, president ; D. F. Altland,

vice-president ,and A. E. Curtenius, secretary- treasur-

er.

The Whitaker Paper Company of Cincinnati, is

planning to increase its capital stock from $1,000,000

to $2,500,000. This stock, all of which is to be issued

as common, will be taken up by the present stock hold-

ers. None of it will be offered for public sale. A. L.

Whitaker, president of the company, has just an-

nounced the purchase of the Peters Paper Company
of Denver ,together with all of its business. A cash
consideration of approximately $500,000 is said to

have figured in the deal. The Denver plant is to be

added to the list of branches of the big Cincinnati

wholesale paper house. The personnel of the Peters
organization is to be retained. The Whitaker Com-
pany now has branches in nineteen of the leading cit-

ies in the United States.

IMPORTATION OF WOOD FROM CANADA BY
OCEAN SHIPMENT.

The War Trade Board announce that the restriction

placed by W.T.B.R. 284, i.ssued October 21. 1918, as

amended by W.T.B.R. 318, i.s.sued November 13, 1918,

on the importation of wood, as classified under Para-
graph 647 of the Tariff Act of 1913, except cedar and
balsa wood, and also the restriction placed b.y W.T.B.R.
273, issued October 17, 1918, on the importation of

balsa wood, have been modified to permit the issuance
of licenses for the importation of all wood therein jie-

scribed, when originating in Canada and coming by any
means of transportation. Import licenses, therefore, may
now be i.ssued for ocean shipments.

If you make an opening, or remove the cover from
any opening, in floor, ground, valve pit or sewer,
guard that opening so no one can fall into it.

Many a man who takes a chance wishes he could
pnt it back.
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The Abbot.sford Lumber, Mining and Development

Co., Limited, has been incorporated with headquarters
at Abbotsford, B.C., and a share capital of $1,000,000

to import, export, sell, grow and deal in saw logs,

timber, lumber, wood pulp^and paper of all kinds.

J. J. Gibbons, of Toronto, who is widely known in

the newspaper and publishing arena through his long
connection with publicity work, has been elected

President of the Ontario Motor League.

A new monthly is being issued by the Presbyterian

Church of Canada, which is known as "The Forward
Movement." The paper gives information with re-

spect to the work of the church in all departments,

and is issued in Toronto.

J. F. B. Livesay, assistant general manager of the

Canadian Press, Limited, Winnipeg, who has been
overseas since last August with the Canadian corps in

France, has returned to Canada.

T. M. Kinsman, of Toronto, has been appointed ad-

vertising manager of the Men's Wear Review, and has

entered upon his new duties, succeeding Gordon Rut-

ledge, who has been made manager of the Financial

Post, Toronto.

An interesting event to the four hundred delegates,

who attended the twenty-fifth annual convention of

the New York State Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion held at Buffalo, N.Y., during the pa.st week, at

which a number of Canadians were also present, was
the visit on January 24 to the plant of the Beaver
Board Companies at Thorold, where several hours

were spent. The visitors were shown through all the

departments, and were greatly surprised at the spa-

ciousness and equipment of the plant.

Rejjorts received from New Brunswick are to the

effect that, owing to the shortage in labor at the com-

mencement of fall operations, the outbreak of the flu

sub.sequently and latterly the absence of snow and the

extreme mild weather, the cut of timber and pulp

wood will be 50,000,000 feet less than last season,

when, it is estimated, that there was a falling off of

some twenty-five per cent.

Rev. T. S. Linscott, who for many years has been

head of the Bradley-Garretson Publishing • Co., of

Brantford, Ont., passed away last week, aged seventy-

four years. He was widely known in publishing and
newspaper circles throughout the province and his de-

mise makes another break in the ranks of the veter-

ans.

Joseph G. Mayo, resident manager of the Matta-

gami Pulp and Paper Co., Smooth Rock Falls, Ont.,

spent a few days in Toronto this week on business.

The third digester at the plant of the Mattagami
Pulp and Paper Co., Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., has

been installed. The company will add another drying

machine, and also a baling machine for baling the out-

l)ut of the mill for export purposes. When the addi-

tional equipment is in position the production will be

150 tons a day of easy bleaching sulphite.

The Thorold Board of Trade, of which E. P. Foley,

of the Foley-Rieger Pulp and Paper Co., is President,

intends tendering a banquet on Monday, February 3rd,

to E. W. Beatt.y, K.C., of Montreal, now President of

the Canadian Pacific Railwaj'. Mr. Beatty is an old
Thorold boy of whom the town is justly proud. The
purpose of the banquet is to adverti.se the industrial

possibilities of Thorold and vicinity, and also to do
honor to Mr. Beatty, who will be the guest of th«
evening.

A. G. Pounsford, of Port Arthur, general manager
of the Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co., spent a few
days in Toronto this week on business.

L. B. Beale, Lumber Commissioner, of British Col-

umbia to Great Britain, and formerly manager of the

British Columbia lumber office in Toronto, is return-

ing to the Dominion next month, and will spend some
time in Toronto and Montreal before assuming his

new duties as British Trade Commissioner in West-
ern Canada, where he will have jurisdiction over the

territory between the Pacific Coast and Winnipeg,
which will be his headquarters.

The Forest Protective Association, Limited, has been
incorporated with head office in Quebec, and a capital

stock of $10,000 to exchange ideas and consult regard-

ing the best methods of formulating, installing and
operating a thoroughly efficient system to safeguard
the forests of the province. The incorporators include

W. Gerard Power, St. Pacome, Ellwood Wilson, Grand
Mere, and R. P. Kernan, of Quebec.

Mr. John Martin, president of the John Martin Pa-
per Co., Limited, Winnipeg, is reported to be slowly

improving in health. Mr. Martin has been confined

to his home for several weeks, suffering with an en-

largement of the heart.

Mr. Geo. Wilson, of Clark Bros., & Company, Win-
nipeg, who is so well known among the mill men in

Eastern Canada and the United States, has gone to

California to recuperate, after a serious illness of many
weeks' duration. Late advices indicate that the

change is greatly improving his condition.

The T. Eaton Co., Limited, recently gave an exhibi-

tion of the manufacture of envelopes on the ground
floor of their store in Winnipeg. The machine and
operators were furnished by the Barber-Ellis Co., Lim-
ited.

Mr. John Perse, of Tees & Perse, Ltd., who repre-

sent the E. B. Eddy Co., Ltd., in Western Canada, is at

present visiting the mills in Eastern Canada.
President George Chahoon, of the Laurentide Com-

pany, is back at Grand' Mere, and, as usual, is put-

ting more "pep" into the whole force. His welcome
back to Canada after strenuous service in war work
in the United States is not limited to Grand' Mere.
The whole industry is proud of Lt.-Col. George
Chahoon, man, paper-maker, patriot. A lot of other
soldiers are coming back to Grand' Mere, and their

remarks indicate that there may have been times when
a touch of home-sickness for the Laurentian town
would have been admitted.

J. A. Sabbaton and L. W. Campbell were in Ottawa
last week attending the argument of the appeal in

the newsprint case from the decision of the Paper
Controller to the three judges constituting the appeal
tribunal.
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To the correspondent of the I'lilp and Paper Maga-
zine Mr. Pringle stated Monday tliat he had not yet

fixed a date for the continuance of the iiuiuiry before

him. What will likely be done will to have Mr.
Clarkson go over the mills again in connection Avith

the points that the publishers desired further informa-
tion upon. How long this will take is a question, one
guess seems as good as another.

E. Newell, general manager of the Dominion En-
velope and Carton Co., Toronto, and wife, are spend-

ing several weeks at St. Petersburg, Florida, and en-

joying the southern .sea breezes.

The Montreal branch of the Victoria Paper and
Twine Co.. Limited, of Toronto, is now fully estab-

lished in its new warehouses at 127 St. JIaurice St.,

and 382 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal. The removal
was made necessary owing to increase in business,

and, in their larger premises, the company are carry-

ing a heavier and better assorted stock. Alex. Mc-
Rae is the manager of the Montreal branch.
Toronto jobbers have been notified of a decided

drop in the price of jute twine, which has fallen from
four to eight cents a pound, and it is hinted there may
be still further declines. The manufacturers hope that

business in the twine line will now be on a normal foot-

ing free from the artificial disturbances of the past
two or three years, and believe the quicker normal
relations between buyer and seller, producer and con-

sumer are restored, the more speedily will trade be
placed on a solid and progressive footing.

The new, modern wax paper plant of the Garden
Citj' Paper Mills Co. of St. Catharines, is busy at the
present time, and has equipment to turn out ten tons
of wax paper per day. The plant is located at iler-

ritton, Ont., and is known as plant No. 2. There are
two railway sidings to the industry, which generates
its own electric power from plant No. 1. The equip
ment is the latest out, and the construction has been
planned for both speed and efficiency.

SCANDINAVIA IS CANADA'S RIVAL.
The past, present, and future relations between Can-

ada and Scandinavia are thus reviewed bv the Toronto
"Star":

Scandinavia is and will be Canada's chief rival in

the pulp and paper market of the world. Hitherto
Canada has had a monopoly of the United States mar-
ket, and will luidoubtedly maintain this, while Scan-
dinavia has had a firm hold in the European market.
This hold has been partly shaken due to Scandinavia's
doubtful attitude in the war. If Canadian companies
can meet the competition of its rival, Britain's trade
is ours and a large share of the markets of continental

Europe will be open to Canadians as a favored people.

The exports of wood-pulp from Sweden in the first

seven months of 1918 were 34.5,715,355 kilos, (1 kilo

equals 2.02 pounds) as against 285,324,327 kilos in

1917, 548,244.538 kilos in 1916, 455.485,209 kilos in

1915, and 501,251.428 kilos in 1914.

MORE PULP MILLS FOR B. C.

"We are now taking stock of the pulp resources of

the province with a view of interesting more capital in

the pulp industry." stated Hon. Mr. Pattullo, Pro-
vincial Minister of Lands, who said he looks for a

great increase to come in that industry.

WAYAGAMACK MAY EXTEND PAPER MILL.
Net earnings of Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co.,

Ltd., established a new high record in the year ended
November 30th last, the total after providing for war
tax, but before deductions for depi'eciation, writing off

etc., amounting to $1,057,742, against $966,349 the

year before, and $979,362 in 1916, the last, however,
being before war tax ])rovisions.

After the same allowance for depreciation of plant
as in 1917, namely, $160,000, payment of .$208,980 bond
interest, and writing off $134,72 6for stumpage and
$10,000 for discount on bonds, the surplus balance was
$544,036. That represented earnings at the rate of

10.9 p.c. on the capital stock, against 10.3 p.c. the pre-

vious year, when writing off was about $60,000 less.

The pulp mill is now completed, but it is possible it

may be advantageous to make some future additions

to the paper mill with the object of increasing the pro-

portion of finished paper. W^ith this and other pos-

sible improvements in view, it was considered expedi-

ent to set aside the sum of $500,000 to the credit of

general reserve.

C. R. Whitehead's report as president has this to

say:

"Your directors found it necessary during the past

year to spend a considerable sum in repairs and a
general overhaul of your plant to put it in a thorough
state of efficienc.v. This work has now been com-
pleted and a reduction in costs is already realized.

"Li view of the cessation of hostilities, the ship-

ping facilities should be greatly improved, thereby
increasing the company's opportunities for developing
its export trade."

PAPER-MAKING MACHINERY IN ENGLAND
According to the Paper-ilaker and British Paper

Trade Journal, the Engineering Trade Committee ap-

pointed by the Minister of Reconstruction, reporting
u]ion the paper trade, says it was found that paper-
making machinery was not imported from abroad to

any large extent before the war, but certain auxiliary

plants and special machines used in paper materials

were imported from Germany. Such ai'e :

—

Plant for coating art papers, photographers' papers,

gummed papers, waxed papers, etc.

Plant for making asbestos papers and boards.

Plant for making roofing felt.

Super calenders.

Special cutting, reeling and slitting machines.
Strainers of the "Wandel", "Voith" ','Fullner",

"Banning" and "Seybold", "Reinicke and Jasp-
er"' tjT^es.

Filtering machines, for treating back water, "Pull-
ner" type. "*

The Committee think that this industry could be
developed in England. It is necessary to specialise

more than has been done in the past. They recommend
that engineers engaged in the industry should form an
Association for the purpose of dealing with speciali-

sation and other matters affecting the future develop-
ment of the industry. Their invesigations show that
there are large markets for paper machinery in various
parts of the Empire and that an export trade in this

class of machinery could be developed by British manu-
facturers.

Please note correction on page 104 for table in Mr.
Stadler's article on costs of motor installation.

Wear goggles when working around circular saws,
chipping, handling acid, cutting cables, working at

emery wheels, etc.
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THE MARKETS
CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, January 27.—Reports .show that all mills,

owing to the better labor position and the excellent

shipping arrangements, are producing more paper
than they have been for some time. The newsprint
mills turned out more tonnage during December than
they did in October or November. The figures for

twelve months show a total production of 1,754,077
• tons, and shipments of 1,802,232, as against a produc-

tion of 1,572,045 tons, and shipments of 1,591,133 in

1917. The interest in the trade this week is centred
in the decision of the Appeal Tribunal at Ottawa, and
in the proceedings of the annual meeting of the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association, when the effect of

government regulation of newsprint papers will prob-
ably be discussed and also the question regarding how
the industry can best serve the country during the per-

iod of readjustment. The relations between employers
and employees will be among the other matters to

which attention will be directed.

The big problem which the trade is facing now is

export, and mills will see that every end is devoted to

taking care of the immense foreign business which is

looming up. For years Canada has been exporting
about ninety per cent, of her newsprint, but very lit-

tle of any other kind of paper has gone abroad, and it

is felt that the day has come when the world mar-
kets should be taken full advantage of by Canadian
pulp and paper producers.

There are many mills which could attend to more
business at present as the Canadian demand is natiir-

ally limited, and in high grade bond and ledger pa-

pers, kraft, wrappings, coated and other lines, it is

believed that a fine opening awaits the trade. The
industry is beginning to waken up regarding the splen-

did possibilities that are presented, and now is the ac-

cepted time to place the paper and pulp business on the

map. The lumbermen and wood working establish-

ments are going right after export markets and send-

ing representatives direct to the Old Country and the

furniture and other allied industries are doing the

same. There appears to be no reason why the paper
and, more particularly the pulp end, should be neg-

lected.

Canada is to-day turning out more sulphite pulp by
300 tons a day than she did la.st spring, and is in a

position to supply much of this commodity to Great
Britain, Australia and other countries. It is up to the

federal and other administrations to see that adequate
ocean tonnage is provided. Everywhere export is be-
ing discussed, and it is expected that the pulp and pa-
per manufacturers will not lag behind in the race. On
the whole manufacturing conditions were never more
favorable. There is plenty of coal, transportation on
the railways is good and raw material is available, al-
though still high in price, while labor is more efficient
and available. After four trying years of frequently
not knowing which way to turn there is now a com-
paratively clear sky and smooth sailing. The outlet
is the foreign field, and the big enterprises in Canada
will be heard from within the next few months, and
great activity will prevail.

It is expected that prices on book paper will remain
unchanged until April fhe first at any rate, although
no definite announcement has been made to this ef-
fect. Orders are now coming in more plentifully and
wholesalers and large consumers are beginning to re-

alize that the expected decline in prices will not ma-
terialize as long as the cost of production remains so
high. It is understood that Thomas Murphy, chief
engineer of the Provincial Paper Mills Co.. who resides
at Port Arthur, is preparing plans and drawings for
the proposed new book and writing mill which the
company will erect at Port Arthur in conjunction with
the plant now operating there, known as the Port Ar-
thur Pulp and Paper Co. This will be a two machine
mill, hut whether any work will go ahead on the pro-
ject this year remains to be decided upon later. One
machine would be installed at first, and this would be
140 inches in width. The Provincial Paper Mills Co.
intend going after the export trade in larger quanti-
ties and are already doing a nice business in South
America, New Zealand and Australia.

It is understood that a deputation went to Ottawa
during the past week ur£ring upon the government the
advisability of having the book paper investigation
nushed to completion. There is a feeling in the trade,
however, that although the probe may be resumed,
there is no justification for the regulating of prices
now that the war is over, and in any event. Controller
Pringle will have ample evidence presented, as a re-

sult of the auditors' work, to show that no undue ad-
vantage has been taken of war conditions to boost
prices unjustifiably or unreasonably. The book paper
producers are not worrying any.

The price at which some publishers have been get-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones
fo'/g murray hill, new YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-
ket.
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ting their book paper has been raised by half a cent

per pound, and the freight, as the mills claim the pro-

duet has been supplied below cost, and there is no in-

tention of continuing this practice. The buyers have

been given the option of cancelling the contract at

any time on thirty days' notice, so that they are under

no obligation to the mills.

The mild weather of the past month has militated

against pulp wood operations as, owing to lack of

snow and frost, it has been impossible to get the wood
to the railway tracks. The settlers have also been

complaining, and it is hoped that February wiU see

more ice and snow in order that the northern mills

may get in much needed stocks of wood.

In the sulphite and ground wood pulp market mat-

ters are rather quiet and most of the mills are pretty

well caught up with business. In some cases plants

are piling pulp. Prices remain around $90 for easy

bleaching and 1120 for bleached. Orders are limited

just at present.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
\ew York, Jan. 25. — Different opinions are ex-

pressed by local trade factors regarding the prevailing

condition of the paper market. The majority describe

the situation as decidedly quiet. These traders de-

clare that consumers are doing little worth while buy-

ing and that demand, on the whole, is of narrower

proportions than usually exists at this dull season of

the year. On the other hand, there are some jobbers

and mill agents who seem quite satisfied with the mar-

ket. There is no one who goes so far as to say that

demand is brisk, but some assert that they are ac-

complishing a fairly large volume of business and that,

with everj-thing considei'ed, the market is in a moder-

ately active position. As an example, one representa-

tive mill agent here who handles the product of a

well known tissue paper plant yesterday showed in-

quiries from six different jobbing firms in various

parts of the country for carloads of while and manila

tissue, all of which came in the same mail. While it

is to be expected that all these inquiries will not de-

velop into actual orders, this instance is cited to show

the interest of buyers at present.

Current buying, particularly of the higher-priced

grades of paper, is of a very healthy character. Con-

sumers are not stocking up, nor are jobbers, and this

leads sellers to believe that when conditions have set-

tled a bit more, business will expand to a material ex-

tent. There seems no reason to doiiht that jobbers

are going along with surprisingly light stocks. Even

small orders frequently have to be filled from the mills,

and it goes without saying that the average jobbing

house is anxious for the market to become stabilized

to the degree where he can feel secure in carrying

larger supplies. It therefore appears probable that

during the forthcoming several weeks, at least some

will commence to biiy ahead. It is rather generally

conceded by dealers and consumers that prices on paper

are likely to remain at prevailing levels for some time,

and the fear to cover forward reqiiirements that has

been such a pronoimced factor in the trade for the

past year and longer seems to be gradually disap-

pearing.

Prices on practically all descriptions of paper are

holding their own. In some cases, values are more or

less nominal: it being a difficult matter to ascertain

just what actual market prices are, for example, on

high quality bonds, linens and ledgers. Buying of

these papers is strictly on a hand to mouth scale, and
there is hardly enough business current in some grades

to establish definite market values. The cheaper de-

.scriptions of writings are moving with regularit}' and
in fair volume. Hook papers are in moderate demand
and (luotations are maintained. Indications are that

some few mills are shading prices as an attraction to

buyers, but this is more the exception than the rule,

nearly all of the iniijortant manufacturers holding firm

for full quoted figures. M. F. book is quoted at a

range of 8.75 to 9.25 cents per pound, depending on

the quality and tonnage involved, while super calen-

derecl book is held at from 9.00 cents upward.
Moderate activity characterizes the market for tis-

sue i)a]iers. Sales of No. 1 white tissue have been

noted at $1.15 to $1.20 f.o.b. mills, while No. 2 white

and manila tis.sue have sold at $1.05. The Govern-

ment continues to absorb large quantities of roll tis-

sue and this is proving a strong factor in the market.

Coarse papers are in rather poor demand and prices

display an easing tendency although no notable

changes have been recorded during the present week.

Kraft wrappings possibly could be bought at slight

concessions, current quotations being at a basis of

between 9.50 and lO.OOe per pound for No. 1 domes-

tic kraft.

The board market is quiet. Box makers and other

consumers have not yet resumed buying in a sub-

stantial way, and mills are managing to get just about

enough orders to keep them engaged. Prices are sus-

tained by production costs and expectations of a brisk

spring business, however, and chip board is quoted at

$50 to $55 per ton, news at $55 to $60 and straw board

at around $55 a ton.

Groundwood.—The mechanical pulp situation is un-

changed. Denmnd is moderate and quotations are

maintained by grinders, who quote at a range of $29

to $31 per ton air dry basis for freshly groiind pulp

at the point of production. Emphasis continues to be

placed by manufacturers on the probabilities of a wood
famine later in the season, and this is proving to be a

sustaming factor. At present the cost of pulpwood is

unusually high, which would seem to bear out the con-

tention that there is a shortage. Reports have been

received of grinders in the Watertown district paying

as high as $25 per cord for wood, with talk heard of

even higlier prices in some sections.

Chemical Pulp.—Current demand for chemical pulp

is comparatively slow. Importers and dealers in the

domestic and Canadian product report merely a casual

demand for spot lots of pulp, although it is said authori-

tatively that consumers are not the least backward in

entering into engagements for forward supplies. Im-

porters tell of placing quite a few contracts for pulp

for shipment from Norway and Sweden, while the tend-

ency among buyers of domestic pulp seems to be to

cover requirements for a time ahead. Quotations

show little or no alteration. Domestic producers of

bleached sulphite quote in the neighborhood of 5.75

to 6.00 cents per pound, while unbleached sulphite oi.

news grade is held at $65 to $75 per ton at the mill,

domestic easy bleaching at 4.00 to 4.50c and Mitseher-

lich sulphite at 5.00 to 5.50c. Foreign grades on spot

are nominally quoted at 8.50 to 9.00c for bleached

sulphite and 4.75 to 5.25c for No. 1 unbleached.

Rags.—The rag market shows an improved tone.

Inquiry for some grades has been decidedly more

active this week and mills have offered attractive

prices for the material wanted. Demand has centered
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largely on miscellaneous paekinpr of thirds and blues,

No. 2 whites, new fancy shirt cuttings and roofing

stock. Felt manufacturers have been active buyers,

and sales of No. 1 satinets have been recorded in some

directions at as much as ^r,0 per ton delivered, al-

though the bulk of buying has been done at slightly

lower levels. Miscellaneous thirds also have been ab-

sorbed by felt mills in good volume. One well-known

felt plaiit is said to have a rush order for a large

quantity of floor covering, and it is believed the bulk

of rough thirds and blues bought has been for this

purpose. Sales at close to 3.00c a pound f.o.b. New
York have been noted, while figure is close to the

prices now available for repacked thirds, namely. 3.25

to 3.50c New York. New fancy shirt cuttings have

sold to mills at around 8.50c delivered, Avhile No. 2 okl

white rags have commanded 3.75 to 4.00c a pound.

Old Papers.—Business of moderate proportions is

passing iu old paper stock. Low grades continue^ to

lead in demand, but high qualities also are sellin?

in sufficiently larsre volume to sustain values. Current

quotations to mills on hand white shavings of No. 1

srrade ranee from 5.40 to 5.60c f.o.b. New York, while

No. 1 soft white shavincrs are available at around

4.50c. New York. There has been quite a demand dur-

ing the past several days for No. 2 hard white .shav-

ings and sales to manufacturers at beyond 5.00c a

pound New York, have been reported. Books are mov-

nufacturers of

STEEL TANKS
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BURNS & ROBERTS, LIMITED.
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D£AL>ERS IN

Paper and Pulp of All Kinds
PRICES AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

LEAKY DIGESTERS
We can make bottle tight by electric welding

any steel tank or digester. We can build up worn

shafting, corroded plates on boilers, tanks, diges-

ters, etc., and We Can Weld Anything Anywhere.

Manufacturers of Steel Tanks, Air Receivers. Welded

Tanks, etc.; Electric V/elders, Oxy-Acetylene Welders,

Boiler Repairs. Lead Burning and Thermit Welding.

THE ST. LAWRENCE WELDING COMPANY,
LIMITED,

MONTREAL, P.Q.

A. M. BARRY, Mgr. Director.

Office and Works:
138-140 Inspector Str<

Telephone: Office

Main 5779

Night West 3433

Works at

DARTHMOUTH, N.S.

HALIFAX. N.S.

MONTREAL.
ST. CATHERINES.

ing in a routine manner at an average price of 1.50c

New York, for heavy books and magazines. Kraft is

slightly lower in price, with No. 1 packing now obtain-

able at as low as 8.40c f.o.b. Manilas are steady, while

folded newspapers are selling to consumers at 85c

N'cw York, and No. 1 mixed paper at 60c.

Bagging and Rope.—A slightly better demand is re-

porlt'il for old iiianila rope and sales to mills at 5.00c

a i>ountl. New York, have been made this week. Busi-

ness is still restricted, however, as consumers are con-

fining their buying chiefly to quantities directly re-

((uired. Strings are dull and nominally priced. Scrap
bagging is (pioted at 8.00c a poinid f.o.b. New York,

and is moving oidy in scattered directions and in limit-

ed volume.

MORE NEW COMPANIES CHARTERED.
Each week sees new companies securing charters

and getting ready for the period of expansion in

Canada. Among the latest to become incorporated

are:

The Bonny River Lumber Company, Ltd., has been

incorporated with head office at Bonny River, N.B.,

and captial stock of $15,000, to carry on business as

manufacturers of and dealers in timber, lumber, pulp-

wood and products of the forest. Among the incor-

porators are A. J. O'Connor, W. E. Golding and G.
R . McKean. of St. John.

The Canada Pulp and Lumber Company have been
granted letters patent to do business in the province

of Quebec, with head office at Montreal, P.Q., and
capital stock of $750,000. The new company will ac-

quire by purchase, lease or otherwise and own and
operate sawmills, shingle mills and lath mills, paper
mills, pulp mills and generally carry on the business

of lumber merchants and manufacturers in all

branches thereof. Among those interested are J. R.

Mclancon, L. D. Clement and E. Ostigny, of Montreal.

The Resida Mining & Exploration Company, Ltd.,

have been incorporated with head office at Montreal,

P.Q., and capital stock of .$20,000, to carry on the busi-

ness among other things of lumbermen in all branches
and to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in timber, lum-
ber, woods, pulp and paper, and to acquire by any
title sawmills and other mills, factories, etc. Among
those interested are A. R. MeMaster, K.C., of West-
mount, and A. Angers, advocate, Outremont.
Bock & Tetreau, Ltd., have been incorporated with

head office at Montreal, P.Q., and capital stock of

$40,000, to carry on business as manufacturers of

• wood, pulp and paper ; to construct and operate saw-

mills and to carrv on business as lumber merchants.

BUY TAX EXEMPT BONDS NOW.
Canadian War Loan Bonds, due 1933, can be

purchased at a price.

To Yield $5.40 per annum for each $100 invested.

There is no other investment offerins, in our opinion,

which affords such unquestionable safety and such a

large return.

The market price of these Bonds has been steadily ad-

vancing recently. Tn our opinion, prices will go much
higher. We feel that present purchasers will realize

substantial profits on Bonds purchased now.

Telegraph or telephone your orders. They will be filled
without commissiorx charges,

ROYAL SECURITIES CORPORATION,
Limited.

164 St. James Street, Montreal.
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etc. Among the ineoi'ijorators are li. •). Tetroau, H.

Boek and B. Henoit, of Montreal.

WELDING SUBMARINES AND DIGESTERS.
Tlie St. Lawrence Wekliiiu' (_'oiu|iany. Limited, wa.s

established in the year 11104; at that time the Direc-

torate was largely made up of the officials of the

American Locomotive Works, Schenectady, N. Y.

Their efficient engineer, Mr. E. C. Richardson, was
appointed Managing J")irector and their welding fore-

man, Mr. (Jeorge Ward, was appointed Snperintendent.
During tiie war Mr. Kiehardson took out a commisi

sion in the American I-Cxpeditionary Forces and Mr.
(ieorge Ward enlisted in the 42nd. Battalion lloyal

llighlanilers and lost his life in France on the battle-

field. The Government took over the services of the

whole of this organization at different periods and
used them on the repairs to several different men-of-

war, submarines and transports.

In 1917 ilr. A. M. Barrj-, now Vice-President and
General Manager, was appointed Managing-Director
with a new Board of Directors and new Canadian con-

trol. To-day the Companj- is an exclusively Canadian
organization with the whole of the stock issued owned
by Canadians, and the directors and officials of this

company are all Canadian Inisiness men and engineers.

At the present time the head office is at 138-140 In-

spector St., ;\Ioutreal,"with the works adjoining, and
branch works in St. Catharines, Ont., and Halifax, N.S.

The Halifax branch is devoting its time exclusively

to transport work, but the head office for the past

three years has been devoting a lot of its time and at-

tention to repairs of pulp and paper troubles on digest-

ers, tanks and machinery, and have completed the

repairs on several digesters in different parts of the
country. They make a specialty of Oxy-Acetylene,
Electric and Thermit Welding also Lead Burning, and
can also nnmufacture any kind of w-elded tanks for air

receivers, brine or liquor tanks.

Saul Gottesman, Secretary of M. Gottesman & Com-
pany, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New York, wood pulp
merchants, has just returned from military duty, hav-
ing received his honorable discharge from the United
States Army. He expects to immediately resume his

duties. At a reception tendered to him upon his re-

turn, Mr. Gottesman stated, among other things: "My
experience in the Army impresses me w-ith the great
work that can be 'accomplished by unity of strength

and organization for a i)urpose. If the pulp and pa-

per trade were as strongly organized as it is possible

for them to be, working in close harmony and with a

united purpose, the good that would be obtained by
the paper industry would be of the greatest benefit to

them." We agree.

A paper track has been in use in Paris for several

years for bicycle racing. It is more durable than a

wooden track, is more easily laid, and gives better

speed. But the latest suggestion in the uses of paper

is contained in the title of a newspaper short story

—

"The Paper Wife."'

In new construction or repairs, the surrounding pre-

mises must be kept as clean and orderly as possible.

Boards with nails sticking up in them must not be left

Iving around.

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will vmte

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Ir^

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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Conveyors and
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EDITORIAL

A NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
"The need of a national educational sj'stem that

would lift our present provincial and often times

parochial system out of their slough of mediocrity

and make really effective the training of future gen-

erations of Canadians," was the substance of an ad-

dress recently delivered by Professor W. F. Osborne,

of Winnipeg, before the Canadian Club of Montreal.

The official title of the address was, "A National

Objective for Canadian Citizenship." As a matter

of fact however, the title hardlj^ does justice to the

progressive scheme outlined by Professor Osborne.

He admitted that the project was first broached

by President W. J. Bulman, now head of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association. The need of a national

educational system was brought home to the citizens

of Winnipeg by the presence in that great melting pot

of the west, of a score or more of nationalities. Mr.

Bulman outlined his project to a few educationalists

and others interested in the progress of the Dominion

with the result that a large committee was formed

and are now outlining the scheme to various bodies

lliroughout the Dominion in the hope of securing a

representative attendance at a convention to be held

in Winnipeg next summer.

According to Professor O.sborne "Education is the

pi'imary industry of the country," but it is treated by

the people of the Dominion as if it were of secondary

importance. He illustrated what can be done by a

carefully controlled sj'stem of education on a national

basis, by pointing out what Germany set out to ac-

complish generations ago. She educated her people

to believe in kultur and militarism as the supreme

objects in life, on the other hand Japan started a gen-

eration ago to educate her people along constructive

lines with a result that she is to-day one of the first

nations of the world. The one educated her people to

do evil, the other nation to do good.

In the course of his address Professor Osborne

pointed out that our present system of provincial

control led to provincialism of the worst kind and the

(Mdtivation of anything but a solid national mentality

or even a common vocabiilary. He did not advocate

that the control of education be taken out of the hands

of the provinces, but that the "various systems should

be flushed by a great cleansing and invigorating stream

of idealism directed by the biggest men in the

ountry. *

He argued that reconstruction meant more than the

fitting of men for their old jobs. Reconstruction in

the largest sense was spiritual not material. Educa-
tion not only for the men of to-day but education of

the future generation would mean more than the most
optimistic could imagine. "Housing schemes, the get-

ting of men back into their old jobs, putting wooden
legs on maimed men and glass eyes into the sightless

was- good enough as far as these things went, but

what was required was a real national educational

scheme." This is needed more than ever, as thousands

of our best men had been killed. In his concluding

remarks the speaker pointed out that practically all of

our teachers were women" (not women but mere slips

of girls), who have no knowledge of the great funda-

mentals they are supposed to teach." "Men cannot

afford to be teachers, laborers get five times as much

as we pay our teachers and yet the education of our

youth is our most important industry, the great basic

industry of the nation."

The recommendations made by Professor Osborne

were that manufacturers, business men generally and

all those interested in the future welfare of the nation

should do everything possible to further the interests

of a national educational scheme and that practical

steps should be taken to see that a representative

gathering is held in Winnipeg this coming summer.

It was one of the most powerful addresses and one

of the ablest pleas for education ever delivered in

Montreal and no person who heard it can be deaf to

its appeal.

THE VALUE OF A MAN.
Considerable stir was caused a short time ago by

an article in the Montx'eal Star by Professor Stephen

Leacock. The Professor in a humorous fashion, but

in a manner that would appeal to the popular mind,

laid considerable stress on the advantage of booze,

particularly to the laboring man. In the course of

his argument it was inferred that there were just so

many drinking men who would probably die from the

effects of alcohol anyway so that their case need not

be seriously considered. There was also a good deal

said about the rights of the individual in selecting

his liquid refreshment to his own taste, mentioning

the club man with his whiskey and soda as well as

the ditch-digger with his glass of ale.

A number of letters were subsequently published by

The Star in support of both sides of the argument. A
number figuratively called for three cheers for the
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Professor and complimented liis boldness in standing

out against the tendency of the age toward prohibition

of alcoholic liquors. There were also a number of

letters that called attention to some other aspects of

the situation that seemed to have been overlooked by

the champion of the bottle. It hardly seems possible

that a man of Professor Leacock's intelligence and par-

ticularly one who has so clearly expoimded the prin-

ciples of economics should consider the individual man

of so little importance that he does not see the need

of protecting even a single individual from the effects

of drink.

The futility of any argument for alcohol as a bev-

erage was impressed upon us by the statement that

during the week following the convention of the Na-

tional Safety Council in St. Louis the only accidental

death in that city was that of a drunken man who fell

from the seat of his truck and was killed by the fall.

We do not know what the man was earning or how

much he was capable of earning as an apostle of the

bottle. We are absolutely sure that he would have

been a more reliable man and consequently capable

of a higher wage had he not been addicted to drink.

The fact remains that his death was caused by his

inebriate habits and that there is one less worker in

Missouri. It would be impossible to tell what this

man was worth in dollars and cents, as a husband

and father, or how much more he would have been

worth in this regard had he been a total abstainer.

It might laboriously be calculated how much he could

contribute in the way of production and to this might

be added the capitalization value of his wages, but

this would be only a monetary figure and would not

properly measure his value as a man. The point that

stands out clearly in our mind is that the use of liquor

is entirely contrary to the best interests of the in-

dividual, the state, and industry. We can see no more

comparison between the satisfaction of having one's

own way in this regard for selfish pleasure and the

value of the alcohol-free man to the country than we

can in the argument that theft and murder are proper

activities for the individual who prefers such amuse-

ments in preference to a law by which the majority

of the people choose to put a damper on these divisions.

ILLITERACY.
An editorial clipping from some Canadian news-

paper has been handed us. The composition leads us

to think it is from the Quebec "Telegraph." At any

rate it calls attention to a very important point in con-

nection with the problem of immigration—a problem

that will exist as long as we have vast areas of arable

land awaiting cultivation and expanding industries in

our towns and cities. Canada's immigration problem

is largely one of education and is made more difficult

by the tendency of the foreigners to coagulate and

maintain their old customs and language, which in

fact thev must do unless they be shown a more excel-

li'iil way. The spread of democracy in Europe mar
make those lands more attractive to the native, but if

he conies here, he and his children must be properly

educated. Some interesting information is given by
(lur eontemporai-y

:

The drafting of the American Army has drawn
public attention to the incredibly high percentage of

illiteracy existing in the Tnited States, an illiteracy

unevenly ilistrilnited among the different states, but
disappointingly large on tlie average, reaching to 7.7

]ier cent. This illiteracy was conspicuous in the army
and navy, which the government undertook to recruit

rapidly by draft, and was at once seen to present

serious obstacles to the rapid training of effective gov-

ernment forces.

Although the existing illiteracy and its consequences
wei'e thus brought to the attention of the American
people by the war, the whole people at once saw that

the public interest in the prevention of illiteracy was
not at all confined to war times. The result is that an
earnest heart searching is in progress in the United
States to discover where the cause of the failure lies.

Franklin K; Lane, Secretary of the Interior, sets his

finger on one of the salient points when he asks what
should be said of a democracy which expends in a

year twice as much for chewing gum as for school-

books, more for automobiles than for all primary and
secondary education, and in which the average teach-

er's salary is less than that of the average day laborer.

But smashing as is this arraignment of America's
educational ideals, it is not, perhaps, so much the

quality of tlie education which is at fault in this case,

as its failure to penetrate to a certain class. A large

proportion of the illiteraej- of America is found in the

American bom children of foreign parents. Educa-
tion is not touching the immigrant, or, what is worse,

it is not touching his American children.

This is a matter where Canada can benefit from her

neighbor. The new Department of Immigration and
Colonization should work in close co-operation with the

provincial educational departments to ensure that our

educational .system fulfils its mission among the for-

eigners who come to our country. The children of our

immigrants must not grow up to be Canadian illiterates.

LAURENTIDE'S CLOCK.

We read recently in "Le Digesteur" that everybody

at the Laurentide mill will hereafter "punch the

clock" on beginning and leaving work. The company

recognizes the fact that great apparent irregularity

cannot be avoided in many cases. There is a subtle

bit of applied psychology in this idea, however, which

will act as an unconscious stimulus to uniformly good

efforts. Laurentide is noted for getting up before

breakfast and doubtless the alarm clock has had much

to do with putting their stock on the sound and profit-

able basis where it is to-day.

"MAKING WORK ATTRACTIVE " INTERRUPTED,
On account of the quantity of material relating to

the annual meeting of the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association, the last installment of Mr. Wolf's article

had to be postponed till next week. Don't miss it.
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Momentous Year for the G. P. & P, A.
By F. J. CAMPBELL, Retiring President.

You will admit I am sure the past year has been
one of the most important in the history of the world,
and I think we can also claim that it has been one
of the most important in the history of our Associa-
tion. Thanks to the ungnidging and able work of not
only the officers, but of a great many of our mem-
bers, I think I may say without the slightest egotism,
that it has also been one of our most successful ones.

Newsprint Section.

Beginning with the Newsprint Section, not only the
Chairman, Mr. Geo. McKee, but every member in it

has devoted a large amount of time and attention to

the problems which it had to face.

At this time last year, like the Allies, we had our
backs agauist the wall and were confronted by the

most unjust price regulation ever perpetrated in this

country .

After constant and persistent effort by all concern-

ed, aided by the able work of our counsel, some meas-
ure of relief was obtained and all concerned are still

working to gain something more adequate.

Chemical Pulp Section.

The Chemical Section had some cause for anxiety

early in the year, owing to complications in the sul-

phur situation, caused by the war. The well-founded

arguments of the members finally convinced the Gov-
ernment, who decided not to interfere with present

arrangements.
During the year Mr. Riordon tendered his resigna-

tion as chairman of this Section, but was prevailed on
to serve out his term on the understanding that he

would then be relieved. Mr. Riordon has served this

Association in almost every office and thanks are

due to him for the large amount of interest he has

taken in our work.
Mechanical, Board, Wrapping, Coated, Felt.

Improved organization and the establishment of

trade customs has been brought about in the Board,

Mechanical, Pulp, Wrapping and Coated Paper Sec-

tions, of which you will hear in due course from Cap
tain Acer, Mr. Taylor, Mi'. Wilson and Mr. Pauline,

while the organization of the Pelt Section in charge

of Mr. Graves is so good as to be a model.

Book and Writing.

A great deal of work has been done in the Book
and Writing Section, not only by Mr. Waldie and Mr.

Rolland, but by every individual member. An ex-

cellent code of trade customs has been fully establish-

ed. Early in the year an investigation into prices

of book paper was begun, but has since been dropped.

Possibly unjust restriction can only be maintained by
the unfair use of journalistic influence.

The Technical Section.

In the Technical Section, Dr. Bates, Mr. Thome, Mr.

Sabbaton and others have done much active work.

An effort has been made to effect an arrangement

by which the industry would become actively as-

sociated with the Forest Products Laboratory. It seems

regrettable that some good working basis cannolf be

established.

The Sub-Committee on Technical Education made
considerable progress for which thanks are due to

Mr. Crossley and Mr. Carruthers.

Woodlands Section.

Last but not least, our newest Section, that of

Woodlands, has rapidly become an unqualified suc-

cess under the guidance of Mr. Power and Mr. Mc-
Lean. Their September meeting was one of the best
attended, and the most enthusiastic meetings held
under the auspices of this Association. Much practical

work was discussed, and only a mill man can under-
stand the joy with which this meeting listened to Mr.
Dalton when he told how he had put one over on the
manufacturing end.

The War Trade Board.
Threatened embargoes and other restrictions have

been dealt with from time to time during the year,

and the thanks of the Association are due to the

courteous and remarkably able assistance accorded
them by the War Trade Board.

The Car Supply.
Earl}' in the year, the question of car supply be-

came serious. Our needs were given the best possible

consideration by the Canadian Railway War Board,
and a reasonable degree of relief established.

Coal.

The matter of getting a full supply of coal also

entailed some anxiety, but the industry was given a

preference that fully met the situation.

Organization.

I wish to express my appreciation of the able and
enthusiastic work of Mr. Dawe and Mr. Beck. Mr.
Dawe has administered the office of the Association

in an efficient and business-like manner. Thanks
largelj' to his efforts, we have at last been accorded
an intelligent classification of paper imports, and the

many returns called for by^ various departments of

the Goverament have also been consolidated. Mr.
Dawe has been active in getting out the various bul-

letins with which you are familiar, and while carry-

ing on his duties he has, at all times, given courteous

and prompt attention to the manj' calls upon him by
our members and others.

The work of Mr. Beck as our publicity representa-

tive has been most valuable. Mr. Beck began by get-

ting what publicity he could for us, and succeeding

in getting more than we expected ; at the same time

he started in to lay a solid foundation for his work
by acquiring figures and other data bearing on the

problems before us. On his own initiative, and by
really brilliant work he laid before us a mass of ma-
terial of value to the Association, a great deal of which
proved to be of the utmost importance to our coimsel.

While Mr. Beck is employed by the Newsprint Sec-

tion, there is a suggestion before you to enlarge the

scope of his work.
The Outlook.

There are many problems before us that call for at-

tention and effort.

Re-establishment.

The first of these is the question of taking care of

our own men who have been at the front and of giv-

ing our assistance to the whole problem of re-estab-

lishment, which calls for the serious consideration of

this Association and of every member in it.

It is apparent that, for well-understood reasons, re-
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tunietl soldiers cannot innnediately fall into the regu-

lar routine of eivilian life, but it is being demonstrated
daily that by the exercise of patience and effort on
the part of the employers and foremen, the majority
of these men will soon fit into their former occupations
iind become more valuable than before.

Publicity.

The matter of more publicity for our industry is

open for consideration. The Newsprint Section en-

jjajred Mr. Heck to look after their publicity interests

about a year ajro. and some other work has also been
done, ai)i)arently with frood results.

A general campaign with a view of maintaining
optimism and encouraging the use of Made-in-Canada
l>aper, has been proposed and seems to merit approval.

Freight Rates.

The question of raiiwax' and ocean freight rates is

of vital importance to this industry and demands
serious and immediate attention.

Ocean freight rates, although showing some redue-
tiim, are still 700 per cent higher than pre-war figures.

Our railways are still operating under condition.s

hastily instituted as a war measure, which seriously

affect operating costs.

It is obvious that as we are competing with the

world in pulp and paper, it is of vital importance that

niland and ocean transportation be obtainable by u.;

at rates proportionate to those obtained by other

countries.

Conservation.

The general public are of the opinion that Canada
has unlimited timber resources. Those of us con-

nected with the industry know that when due allow-

ance is made for what is inaccessible and what has

and is burned and cut, the question of a continuous

supply will be a very serious one within a compara-
tively short time.

The amount of wood used in the industry, including

that exported to the United States, is estimated to

have inei-eased by 475 per cent during the last 15

years and now amoiuits, aproximately, to 3,000,000

cords a year. It is, perhaps, too much to expect that

the next 15 years will see a proportionate development
in the industry, but allowing for an increase merely
on the basis of 10 per cent per annum, our consump-
tion of pulpwood at the end of the next 15 year period
will be at the rate of 7,500,000 cords a year, which is

greater by more than 2,000,000 cords than the present

annual consumption of pulpwood by the United States.

Since it is being demonsti'ated that our cut-over for-

ests are not reprodiiciug the species of wood we re-

quire, the necessity and importance of proper atten-

tion to consei'vation cannot be over-estimated.

The relations between employers and employees in

this industry have been kept on a high plane—if

these relations are to be maintained the questions

involved must be handled with care ; we are prepared
to give labor all that conditions permit, but if the gov-

ernmental restrictions against which we are fighting,

continue to hamper us, anyone can see that it will

be difficult, if not impossible to extend, that consid-

eration to labor that is so desirable at the present
time.

In conclusion, I thank yoii for the support accorded
the Association's various officers and bespeak the

same cordial assistance for my successor. Now that

our indiistry has assumed such a vast importance,
and is becoming recognized for what it is, I trust

that the Association will continue to receive the en-

dorsement and supiiort fnnii its menibers that is now
being accorded, thereby insuring tin? continuance of

its service in building up the industry and increasing
the value of its work from vear to vear.

It isn't often that a man writes his own obituary,

but when Ted ('am])bell dies—God grant him many
more years—no finer epitaph can be Mritten than the
record of his service to the industry and c(nintry dur-
ing the momentous year of his leadership of the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association.—Editoi-

CANADA'S BIGGEST MILL TO BE AT THREE
RIVERS.

The possibility of a new pulp and jiapcr mill in the

vicinity of Three Rivers has been in the air for several

years. The International Pajier Co. ha.s large interests

in Canada and it has been felt for some time that there

would soon be "something doing." Indications were
that the first steji woiild be a groundwood mill, j)er-

haps at Batiscan. Latest reports, liowever, i)romise a
much larger development, in fact the largest jiaper mill

in Canada. Plans are going forward through the St.

Maurice Lumber Co. of Three Rivers, of whicli the pre-

sident is Geo. F. Underwood, New York, and the man-
ager is R. F. Grant, Three Rivers.

The proposed mill will be located on the company's
property at Three Rivers. P.Q.. at the outlet of the St.

^laurice River. It has not been fully decided whether
the company will construct only a sulphite mill, or also

a paper mill. The sulphite mill will involve an exi)endi-

ture of about. $500,000, but a paper mill such as is iilan-

ned, containing ten units, would cost about $6,000,000,

it is said.

The company has been working upon the i)lan since

1913. The scheme involves the development of Les
Forges Rapids on the St. ^laurice River, nine miles

north of Three Rivere. A monolithic concrete dam, 30

ft. high, and 1,900 ft. long will be built. The founda-

tions will be carried 60 ft. below low-water level. The
power station will be equipped with seven water tur-

bines, each 9,500 h.p. It is stated that the power de-

velopment portion of the scheme will cost about $7,000,-

000.

The company was incorporated in 1916 under the laws

of Quebec province, with an authorized capital of $600,-

000. It is a .subsidiary of the International Paper Co.,

30 Broad Street, New York. The parent company will

finance the work.
The president of the International Paper Co. is P. T.

Dodge. New York. A. H. White. 30 P>road Street, New
York, is chief engineer, and H. S. Ferguson, 200 Fifth

Ave., New York, is consulting engineer.

The chief execiitives of the companies were in Three
Rivers last week. While they made no public state-

ment, it is practically assured that work will be start-

ed on the dam by next spring. Mr. Cobb, assistant en-

gineer on Mr. Ferguson's staff, spent all last summer on
the preliminary investigations for the dam. The ser-

vices of B. Bourgeois, civil engineer. Three Rivers, were
retained at the .same time to locate a spur from the

C.P.R. to the dam site, a distance of about two miles.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Montreal, are

distributing a collection of valuable information on C.

F.M. steam plant equipment. This is very conveniently

prepared in the form and size of a letter file and will

fill the standard cabinet.
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Much Accomplished at C. P. & P. A. Meeting

Two hundred delegates attended the sixth annual
meetinjr of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,
which was held last Friday at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
The delegates were from all parts of Xew Brunswick,
Quebec and Ontario, and included visiting pulp men
from the United States.

Mr. F. J. Campbell presided at the morning sessions,

and gave his annual address, covering the activities of

the association during the year. Fallowing this reports

were presented by the chairmen of the different sec-

tions. This was followed by the election of officers,

when Mr. J. A. Bothwell, of the Brompton Paper &
Pulp Co., was elected president, and Mr. George
Chahoon, jr., vice-president, with Mr. A. L. Dawe as

secretary. All tiie other officers and directors were
re-elected by acclamation.

The main business brought before the general meet
ing was the endorsation of a scheme presented by
the educational committee for the installation of a

system of vocational training for employees of the pulp
and paper mills.

A. L. DAWE.
.Secretarx- of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion and largely responsible for the great

success of the meeting.

This was reported by the Technical Section, as a re-

sult of the previous day's work, and the plan met with

such approval that it was decided to vote a total of

$10,000 for this vocational training work. This amount
was to be spread over several years. During the com-

ing year it was decided to expend .$5,000 for the tech-

nical training of employees by means of text books

and specially prepared pamphlets, along the lines of

the correspondence schools.

A proposition to form a Safety and Welfare Sec-

tion was brought up for discussion and left for the

executive to look into. Such a Section would co-

ordinate the safety work done in all the mills and make
co-operation more ea.sy and effective.

Announcement was made that the Canadian Trade

Commission in London suggested thijt the Associa-

tion send a representative of the Pulp and Paper
Industry to England.

Buy Home Products.
Another important matter taken vip was the pro-

position for the utilization of an extensive educational
advertising campaign in favor of the greater use
of Canadian-made pulp and paper products, and to

induce Canadian business men to reduce their purchase
of imports. This was referred to the incoming ex-

ecutive, with a recommendation that they see to it

that a strong publicity campaign be inaugurated along
these lines.

At the meeting of the newsprint section, a resolu-

tion was adopted in favor of memorializing the Do-
minion Government to remove all government control

of the paper industry from and after the 1st of March,
since the war conditions which had .justified such con-

trol were now over. This resolution was unanimously
adopted, and at a convenient time a memorial to this

F. J. CAMPBELL,
Manager Canada Paper Co., Retiring President of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

effect w^ill be presented to the Government by a strong

delegation of the pulp and paper manufacturers.

Following the morning sessions, the members ad-

journed to a luncheon in the dining-room at the Ritz-

Carlton. This was presided over by the new president,

J. A. Bothwell. Others at the head table were George
Chahoon, jr., F. J. Campbell, Henry A. Wise, Sir Wil-
liam Price, George H. Montgomer}% K.C., Capt. Dudley
Field Malone, U.S. Navy, and S. J. B. Rolland.

The speaker at the hmcheon was Mr. Henry A.

Wise, counsel for the newsprint manufacturers of the

United States and Canada, who made a brief and
humorous address, leaving more serious matters to a

future occasion.

After the luncheon a number of sectional meetings
were held, at which a great deal of private business
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in connection with the work of the association was dis-

cussed.

Much Accomplished.

At 7.30 p.m., clad in various desrrees of ^lory, the

party grathered in the rJall Room for the annual ban-

quet, which all aprree was the best yet. Mr. J. A. Both-

well, the new president, took the chair, and with him
at the head table were Messrs. Georgre Carruthers,

John F. Ellis, F. J. Campbell. H. A. Wi.se, Capt. Dud-
ley !^ralone, F.S.N.. Sir John Willison. George W. Sis-

son, .ir., J. B. Wliite. Sir William Price. George Cha-

hoon, .ir., George H. Montgomery, K.C., and Carl

Riordon.
After proposing the toast of the King, the presi-

dent gave his inaugural address, in which he dealt with

general conditions, especially the change that had come

about since their last meeting. Now industry had to

face a new era, with a new relationship of govern-

ment to business and of business to government, and
particularly a new era of the relations of labor to

capital and capital to labor.

The pulp and paper industry to-day, he said, was as

a year ago, working to its total capacity, the produc-

tion for the present fiscal year being $120,000,000 with

exports of *100,000,000, an increase of 25 per cent

T. J. KEENAN,
Editor of "Paper," Secretary Technical Association

of the Pulp and Paper Industrj-.

over the previous year. Also the industry had given
its proper proportion of volunteers, over 3,0'10 ha^^ng
gone overseas before compulsory service camt into ef-

fect, and many more since.

Mr. F. J. Campbell proposed '

' Our Soldiers, ' which
was responded to by Brig.-General J. B. Wliite, D.S.O.,
who was given an enthusiastic reception. The Cana-
dian Corps, he said, had never been called upon for
anything they did not carry out, and he paid a stir-

ring tribute to General Currie as the man back of the
efficiency of the Canadian troops.

"One other thing." said General White. "I hope
we shall not forget this war. We must remember
what Germany has done, and if after peace is pro-
claimed Germany tries to get into our commerce I hope
our business men will be big enough to refuse to buy
from them, even though thev might make a little extra
profit."

Before calling on General White, Mr. Campbell said

there would be a chance to help the work of the Khaki
League this year, instead of the Tobacco Fund, since

so many of the boys were coming home.
There were 14 contrib\itions of $250, and when the

collectors checked up their returns, the total was $4,-

247. The result of the collection was received with

cheers. Mrs. J. Dinham Molson, of the Khaki Club,

was in the gallery, and there were loud calls for a

speech from her. "Mother" Molson responded by ex-

pressing her thanks for the generous collection and
assuring the gathering that every dollar of it would
be used in looking after the welfare of returned

soldiers.

Sir John Willison, who responded to the toast "Our
Country," said that Canada, at present, faced a new
and untried set of conditions. He expressed the hope

that Canadians would carry into the work of recon-

struction the same energy and courage that they had
displayed in the prosecution of the war.

"Our Guests" was proposed by Mr. George Car-

ruthers, and responded to by George W. Sisson, jr.,

and Capt. Malone, U.S.N.. the latter being given an
especiall.v warm reception as a representative of the

American na%'y-

An excellent musical programme was given during

the evening.
Pipe-JIa.ior Gray and his accomplished pipers ap-

peared twice and received enthusiastic applause.

Manager Quick, of the Ritz-Carlton, was right cm
the job and his efficient sem'ice added much to the

general satisfaction.

WHAT THE TECHNICAL SECTION DID.
There was a large attendance at the annual meet-

ing of the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association at the Ritz-Carlton yesterday, when
the following officers were elected : Chairman, John
Stadler : vice-chairman, F. A. Sabbaton : counsil. L.

H. Shipman, George Carruthers, and J. B. Beveridge.

The secretary. A. L. Dawe was re-elected.

In his retiring address the chairman, Mr. John S.

Bates said that the year had been one of progress,

marked mainly by the quiet work of the various com-

mittees. Although retiring as chairman he stated that

he intended to keep up his work with the association,

and urged that the other members keep up their in-

terest in the technical side of the body.

The joint executive committee on vocational educa-

tion in the pulp and paper industry reported that after

a careful siir^-ey of the situation they had concluded

that there was ursrcnt need for a simple course of

instruction for employees so arranged that each man
might take it up durine his spare time, so as to learn

the "how and why" of operations, which would result

in the betterment of the quality of product.

The report of the committee outlined a complete

aeenda for instruction to employees, which embraced
the scientific knowledsre particularlv useful to .such

men. including arithmetic and mensuration, chemis-

try, mechanics and hvdraulics, heat and ventilation,

electricity, safetv, sanitation and health. The agenda
proceeds to include a larsre number of subiects par-

ticularly bearinET on the makine of pulp and paper.

It was proposed to make arransements for the pro-

ceeding with this educational process as soon as pos-

sible, and the report of the committee was unanimously
adopted. The parent association voted a liberal sum
in support of the program.
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The following papers were read and discussed: "In-
direct Cooking of Sulphite Pulp and Forced Circula-

tion," by Dr. A. E. Nielson ; "Waste Sulphite Liquors
as a Source of Alcohol," by V. K. Krieble ; "The Ap-
plication of Power in the Nevv.sprint Industry," by
John Stadler; "The Distribution of Power," by E. B.

Wardle ; and '

' The Manufacture of Waste Papers,
'

'

by Bowness. The first three were printed in this

magazine last week. The others will be published in

the near future. There was also a short talk on "The
Conservation of Life," by Dr. Fiske, of the Life Ex-
tension Institute, New York.
A number of other reports and addresses were given

during the afternoon, and at night a smoking concert

was held in the grill room, at which a number of songs

were given by "Jimmie" Rice and other entertainers.

On Friday morning the Section visited the Montreal
Technical School, where they were cordially received

by Principal Macheras and Messrs. Gravel and For-

tier, of the Trustees. The President of the Board

was present earlier, but as the party was delayed, he
was unable to await their arrival and extend the of-

ficial welcome. The inspectinn of the wonderful build-
ing and its excellent equipment was most interesting.
Before leaving, the party gathered in one of the lec-

ture halls, where Mr. Foi'tier expressed the pleasure
of the school in having a visit from the Technical Sec-
tion. Dr. Bates, retiring chairman of the Section, re-

plied for the visitors and conveyed their appreciation
of the courtesy shown them. Mr. McLeish explained
the plan of work and policy of the school and Mr. J.

N. Stephenson spoke on the part the technical man
has in the period of readjustment.
The Technical Section was honored by the presence

of T. J. Keenan and R. S. Kellog, of New York, as

representatives of the Technical Association of the
Pulp and Paper Industry.

A full report of the Technical Section meeting will

appear in an early issue of the Pulp and Paper Mag-
azine.

Bright Bits From The Banquet
A New Era Dawning for Canada.

By J. A. BOTHWELL,
President of tlie Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

A year ago, when we met together, we were con-
fronted with a situation entirely different from that
which, happily, confronts us to-day. At that time our
coiuitry was still at war. While nobody, and least

of all the members of this Association, had any doubt
as to the ultimate and successful issue of the war, none
could say how long a time might elapse before the
ends we were fighting for would be achieved, nor
could the.y say as to what additional sacrifices we
might meanwhile be called upon to endure. Fortun-
ately, that is now all past history. It is true that

peace is still in the making, but the collapse of the
enemy was so complete and so overwhelming that his

resumption of hostilities is not only improbable but
also impossible. His ability to make war has been
permanently, and let us hope, everlastingly smashed.
In the language of the street, he has been licked to a

standstill.

We are here to-day at the threshold of a new era—

•

a new era in^ the relationship of nation to nation, of

people to people ; a new era in the relationship of our
industi'ies one to another; a new era in the relation-

ship of government to business, and of business to

government ; and, particularly, a new era in the re-

lationship of capital to labor and of labor to capital.

In regard to the broad questions affecting interna-

tional relationship and to those issues whose outcome
will affect the welfare of the peoples at large, we can
safely leave them in the hands of the statesmen now
assembled across the seas and engaged in their solu-

tion. With the mightiest and the most intelligent na-

tions of the earth in one accord as to the desirability

of the abolition of war and the establishment of a per-

manent peace, and fully in agreement upon the prin-

ciple of arbitration of disputes between nations as

•Addresses delivered at the annual banquet of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, Ritz-Carlton

Hotel, Montreal, January 31, 1919.

of disputes between individuals, we may assume that

the outcome of the deliberations now in progress will

be one to assure not alone present peace but also that

lasting tranquility and recognition of the sovereign

rights of humanit.y that will speed world progress in

all things material and intellectvial, and spiritual ad-

vancement for the people everywhere.
Leaving those great issues, then, in the hands of

those best fitted to work out their solution, we may
be pardoned perhaps if we take advantage of this

gathering to devote some small consideration to the

new dawning era as it affects, or may affect, the par-

ticular industry which we represent, and in whose wel-

fare we are so vitally concerned.

A year ago, when we met together, our position as

manufacturers of pulp and paper products was not

as favorable as it is to-day. It is true that our in-

dustry then, as now, was producing to its utmost
capacity; that it was giving highly remunerative em-
ployment to thousands of workers; that it was con-

tributing largely to the financial necessities of the

Government in carrying on a war making unparalleled

demands upon our country's resources; that it was
supplying commodities vitally needed at home, as well

as carrying on an export commerce greatly to the ad-

vantage and enhancement of Canada's credit abroad.

I will not weary you with figures—which are well-

known to most of you—except to say that our total

production for the current fiscal year now drawing
to a close will reach a value of not less than $120,000,-

GOO and that our total exports for the period will

amount in value to about $100,000,000, an increase of

more than 25 per cent over the preceding year. Last,

but not least, we had contributed our just proportion,

and more than our proportion, of the stalwart sons of

the Dominion who had donned the khaki and crossed

the seas to fight their country's battles. The number
of men so contributed by this industry, even before

the enforced military service act came into operation,
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is computed to have exceeded three thousand, with a

great many more added sinee.

Still Persecuted.

But notwithstandinfr all this—notwithstanding our
contributions to the national welfare in every form
and to the full extent of our abilities, our cheerful

compliance with every obligation laid upon us, no mat-

ter how onerous its character—we found that we were
still being made the victims of a political persecution,

such as no other industrj- in Canada was submitted to.

"We were being harrassed and persecuted not alone

in our own countiy—where, indeed, we had every right

to look for a complete measure of protection and siip-

port—but also in the country to the south of us where,

with some of oiir fellow-manufacturei's in that coun-

try, we were being treated with the same lack of con-

sideration. It is unnecessary for ine to review the pro-

ceedings which we were compelled to defend before

the Federal Trade Commission, or to refer to the most

unfair and most unsatisfactory outcome of those pro-

ceedings insofar as the Commission was concerned.

But it is worth while recalling that once we were per-

mitted to take our case before a judicial tribunal^

—

a tribunal uninfluenced by political considerations and
unamenable to newspaper pressure—we began to re-

ceive treatment more commensurate with our rights as

business men. as maniifacturers and as citizens. At
last we felt that we were getting a square deal. And,

let me say right here, that we have never been afraid,

that we have never been reluctant to have our rights

passed upon liy the courts, either those of Canada or

those of any other country. "We have objected and

we do most strenuously object to being used as a poli-

tical football, either here or elsewhere. "We do object

to this industiy being singled out from all others for

the liquidation of political obligations incurred by the

politicians in office for the benefit of piiblishers of

newspapers who may or may not have helped to put

them there. "We see no reason why we should not

be permitted to run our own business, divorced alto-

gether from politics and politicians, subject only to

the same laws and regiilations that apply to similar

businesses. "We want to he treated just as other in-

dustries are treated: nothing more and nothing less.

This hrinsrs me back to our own country. A year

aso we were still confronted in Canada with a situa-

tion which, if it were not speedily righted, threatened

to put some of us out of Imsin ess. The Government
bas undertaken to renuire us and to compel lis to sell

our products at a price not only below the market

price but in some cases below the cost of production—

•

at a nrice that left little or no marsrin upon which we
eould do business. Special orders-in-coimcil had been

passed directed solely at this industry, containing en-

actments that eould not have stood before a Parlia-

uaeiit of disinterested representatives. "We were threat-

ened with heavy fines and with the confiscation of our

properties if we failed to obey. "We fought for the

privilege of takinsr our cas<». as had been permitted

in the States, before a judicial tribunal and in this,

aftpr lonir delavs and overcoming many obstacles, we
at last succeeded.

That we have lost in a financial way on account of

these vexations and unneeessarv proceedinss. laree as

the amount is—T have been shown a comnilation which
indicates tbpt for the period from March 1st. 1917. to

Julv 1st. 1918, alone, we were compelled by Govern-
ment fiat to sell paper in Canada at a loss of nearly
iT;900.000. as compared with the arbitrary price pre-

vailing under Government regulation in the States,

and of nearly a million and a half dollars as com-
pared with the j)rices prevailing in the open market

—

it is small and unimportant as compared with tlie gen-

ci-al .set-back sustained by the industry and the par
tial demoralization of our export market in conse-

quence of this unfair treatment. I will not refer to the
enormous expense and the untold annoyances we have
been put to in order to defend our right to do busi-

ness. These are also well known to all of you. But
before I leave this subject I want to revert for a mo-
ment to what must appear to all fair-minded Cana-
dians as the most iniquitous feature of the whole pro-

ceedings. This, to my mind, rests in the fact that our
Government is allowing itself and its machinery to be
used for the purpose of hammering down the .selling

])rice of the products of one of its leading industries

in its principal export market. "While members of the

GovernmeTit are going up and down the coimtry mak-
ing speeches urging greater production, a wider
utilization of our raw materials and increased exports,

as necessary to the country's salvation, in Ottawa they
are doing their best to liamstring the one industrv
which is in a position to "bring home the bacon." We
all know that there has been and is the closest sort

of co-operation, defensive and offensive, between the
newspaper publishers of the States and those of Can-
ada, and that this united influence has been exerted
against the manufacturers upon the Governments of
both countries. The bulletins issued by the associa-

tions of publishers of the two countries give conclusive
evidence that this is so. T will take the time to quote
just two brief extracts out of more than a score from
the American Newspaper Publishers' Association biil-

letins in support of what I say. In a bulletin number
3827. issued January 26. 1918, the American newspaper
publishers say:

"It is well known that the Federal Trade Com-
mission and Controller Pringle in Canada are

working very closely toarether and the prices to

be fixed will be affected by this close co-opera-

tion and exchaiige of information."
And again

:

"Our position has been reinforced by the action

in- Canada this week. -noted elsewhere in this bul-

letin, the Paner Controller fixing the price until

the end of April. 1918. at $52 a ton, retroactive

until Julv 1st. 1917. and before that time at $50 a

ton."
We have, furthermore, the recent petition of the

American publishers to the Attorney-General of the

T'nited States, askins him to order the Federal Trade
Commission to start a new enquirv, based upon evi-

dence obtained in Canada by employees paid bv the

Canadian Government. This proposed new enquiry is

for the sole purpose of lowering the price of Cana-
dian-made paner in the Ignited States. Yet the peti-

tioners make the astoundine demand that the Canadian
Government be asked to narticinate in these new at-

tacks upon the Canadian paner industry in that conn-

tdy. with a view to ruinine its market there. Effron-

tpry could hardly so farther, althouo-h it cannot be
denied that our own Government has invited the af-

front bv the scandalous treatment they have allowed

to be meted out to the industry at home.
T would not ?ive the impression, however, that all

newspaner publishers are unreasonable or unfair in

this matter. In fact a lar?e proportion of American
newspaper publishers have lately shown a disposition
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to dispense with their antagonisms and to do- business
with the paper manufacturers on a business basis, re-

cognizing that eventually business principles mvist pre-

vail between two industries, so closely allied and so

dependeut on each other. In Canada we are still wide
apart although even here thei-e are publishers who do
not approve of the application of political coercion to

what is essentially a business situation. We have one
of these exceptional newspapers in Montreal in the

Montreal Gazette, which has always treated our in-

dustrj^ with impartiality and the utmost fair play.

The big French newspapers. La Presse and La Patrie,

also are to be commended for their attitude towards
us, as well as others I might mention. But what I want
to say is, that the quarrel is not of the manufcaturers"
making, and that we have no desire whatever to pro-

long or continue it, nor do I believe, in the long run
that the publishers as a whole will be found desirous

to keeping up a fight which, eventually, can result

in good to nobod}'.

In concluding my reference to this subject, let me
sa.y that in my opinion whatever excuse may have
existed (and I do not for a minute admit there was
any), for Government j-egulation of the paper indu.s-

try—even on the showing of the publishers themselves

—it no longer exists. The Government should take

its hands off the industry, botii at home and abroad.

They should permit it the same opportunity to work
nut its own salvation that is enjoyed by every similar

industry doing business in Canada.
Positions for Soldiers First.

A word or two about the labor situation. We are all

aware that the conclusion of the war has brought a

more or less serious industrial crisis in most of the

countries involved. In our own country, the with-

tlrawal, during the last four years, of hundreds of

tiiousands of men from industrial pur.suits and the

transfer of thousajids of men from their normal oc-

cupations to the niaking of war nuiterials, created an

abnormal demand for iaiior, almost impo.ssiblo to sup-

ply. During that period, also, wages rose to abnormal

heights. The end of the war brought about a neces-

sity for a readjustment all along the line. In a few

nu)nths from now the supply of labor will in all prob-

ability greatly exceed the demand, no matter what

means are taken to absorb it. It should be our part,

as it should be the part of every employer of labor

in Canada, to .see to it that this readjustment of labor

conditions is made with as little friction and with as

little hard.ship and confusion as the circumstances will

allow. Our industry has undoubtedly suffered in the

recent past by the insufficiency of satisfactory labor.

We shall now" be able to make good our deficiencies in

this respect, and thereby to increase our output. Our

first care should l)e to keep faith with those of our

men who went into the army. On their return places

must be found for them, equal in every respect to those

which they surrendered in order to serve their coun-

try. After that, as good citizens, we should, and we

asMiredly will, do our utmost to absorb whatever sur-

plus labor may be available. It is unthinkable that

any man in Canada who wants to work should be un-

able to find fair employment. Already our Associa-

tion has taken steps in the right direction and I am

sure that each one of us is already co-operating in the

movement and will continue to do so. The abnormal

prosperity enjoyed by labor in this country during

the last four years may not, perhaps, be maintained,

but if not there will be compensatinG- advantitsres in.

reduced cost of living and in other ways so that the
high standard' attained will not be seriously impaired,
but it is up to us all to do our best to keep conditions
as they ought to be.

Waste of Trees at Festivals.

There is one other subject to which I shotdd like to

direct attention for a few moments and that has to do
with the question of raw material. I am going into

an abstruse discussion of the subject, although it is of

sufficient importance to justify a great deal of atten-

tion and discussion, but I do want to allude to one or
two facts in connection with it. We are all aware of

what has befallen the paper-making industr.y in the

States, through a too prodigal use of their pulpwood.
We are aware, too, that our own supply or pulpwood
is being consumed at an alarmingly rapid rate. I do
not refer solely to its employment for the legitimate

purpose of conversion into marketable commodities,
so much as to its export in its unmanufactured state

and particularly to its wanton and \innecessary de-

struction for no good purpose whatever. Every year,

thousands of young but valuable spruce trees, owned,
it is true, by settlers and other private individuals,

are chopped down, their tops cut off and sold for a

few cents apiece and carted off to our towns and cities

there to serve for an hour or two at some festival.

Not only is this an unnecessary waste of good ma-
terial, but it also denotes short-sighted economy upon
the part of the land owners who permit it to be done.

Tbese young trees potentially have a much greater

value than is represented by the price paid for them
when used in this way. In a few years' time, if left

to develop, they would have a market value many
times greater than in their imdeveloped state, while,

at the same time, their use as raw manufacturing ma-

terial would contribute to the welfare of all. We are

continually being urged to employ scientific methods

in tree-cutting and to replant as far as practicable in

order that there may not be a complete exhaustion

of the supply, but here is a ease where young grow-

ing trees are needlessly and uselessly sacrificed by

the thousands, appai'ently without any one raising the

least objection. Our forestry department could do

no better service than in putting a stop to the prac-

tice.

Gentlemen:—T do not desire to delay the proceed-

inas any longer, except to acknowledge once more

my appreciation of your confidence in placing me at

the head of your Association for the ensuing year, to

ask your co-operation and .support in making it one

of the most successful and the most helpful years,

from an Association standpoint, that we have ever

known, and to promise you that nothing that T can

do to help to achieve that end will be left undone.

Note.—The editor is provoked. We can't find our

cut of Mr. Bothwell which we planned to use in adorn-

ing our magazine and introducing the new president

to our readers, and we have sent the only picture we

had to the Grain Growers' Guide so the farmers of

Canada can see what fine and handsome leader the

Pulp and Paper Association has.

Who's going to beat this record?

George Brackett of Holyoke has been at work with

the American Writing Paper Company for 54 years.

He entered the employ of the company on receiving his

honorable discharge from the Union army in 1864, and
his work since that time has been in the one mill.
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Canada to Interpret the Empire

By SIR JOHN WILLISON.

Your president has told yon I am a reformed news-

paper publislier, and mentioned Bill Nye's reasons for

beeomingr a newspaper man. I don't know exactly

why I entered the newspaper business — I may have

been shameless — I certainly needed the money, and
need it j'et. For my first engagement on a news-

paper I received the munificent salary of three dol-

lars a week and I paid $2.75 for board ; a friend asked

me onee what the Hell I did with the other quarter.

I think, Mr. President, I may congratulate you on the

success you have had in getting "into" the news-

papers. That statement po.ssibly is capable of two
interpretations, but I am thinking to-night merely of

the circumstances that when the armistice was de-

clared in Europe you immediately started another con-

flict and took up the space in the newspapers which

had been devoted to the war dispatches, and I don't

suppose that any industry ever got so much free epace,

next to reading matter, in the history of the country.

I am not going to make a serious speech. You don't

want one, and mj- serious speeches really are not very

interesting any way. They are not interesting to me
and I have often seen signs that they are not interesting

to other people.

I do want to say, however, if you will bear with me
seriously for a few moments, that we are facing in

Canada a condition only less serious than that which
we were facing during the war, and the appeal that

I would like to make to Canadians of all classes and
all sections is that we shall carry into the era of Re-

construction a spirit of sympathy and patience and

tolerance and understanding beyond that manifested

during the era of war, and if we carry that spirit into

the next eight or ten months, we will enter, in mj'

judgment, upon the greatest era of expansion and pros-

perity ever known in the history of Canada. "We need

sympathy and undertanding between the East and the

West : between Ontario and Quebec, and between labor

and capital. It does seem to me that in these days

anyone who deliberately excites unrest, who provokes

needless agitation, has a great responsibility to an.swer

for, and one can very much doubt if lie is a good citizen

of his country.

I am very glad to have here to-night at my side a

representative of the great nation across the line;

one is even more rejoiced because he represents the

grat American Navy. Nothing has been more remark-

able in the last years of the war than the co-opera-

tion between the navies of Great Britain and the

United States, and it does seem to me that Canadians

and American alike, looking backwards through these

last desperate months, will rejoice diiring all the gen-

erations that they were comrades in the great endeavor

to restore freedom in the Old World and maintain

freedom in the New United we can maintain for all

generations free seas, free men, and a free world,

and what more can any of us ask,or any of \is desire?

1 think I may say to our friends from the United

States that even before they entered the war we did

not undertake to say in this country what their duty

was. We were patient. We were not critical. We
recognized that they had their own responsibility to

face and their own country to manage, and whatever

may be the fault of this young community — rash

enoTigh: even intemperate sometimes — we do recog-

nize the obligations of international good neighborhood
during all the period of this war, and we ask that

they shall bear that to our credit in the years to come,
and may I venture just this one other observation.

I think every Canadian must feel grateful to the

United States that throughout all the period of this

war they treated us with decent, generous, neighborly
consideration. And 1 beg to sa.v, gentlemen, in your
name — and in the name of Canada, if I might —
that the duty that we feel incumbent upon us in the

future is to interpret the British Empire to the Amer-
ican people and do what in us lies to maintain for all

the years to come amity and good neighborhood be-

tween the British Empire and the broad Republic of

the United States.

Just a half dozen sentences more and I will close.

We Canadians, through t he valor and sacrifices of

those who represented us at the front, feel that we
have an honorable place among the nations and the

one obligation which lies upon us beyond all others

is to take care that those who foueht for us, we shall

not forget ; that those who died for us, we shall re-

member; and as I have often said, if we will remember
our veterans and our heroes as the T'^nited States re-

membered their veterans and their heroes who fought
for them in the Civil War we slial have nothing with
which to reproach ourselves in the years to come.

And then one other word, whether we are an equal
nation, whether we are an Emnire. or whether we are

a partner in the League of Nations, I think we feel

more strongly than ever before that we are for all

the years to come an essential portion of the British

Commonwealth ; that we hold as never before the

valua of our Imperial citizenship. Wonderful old

country, tested as never before in all her wonderful
history and throughout four years — four bloody
years — higher in the world's prosnerity and more
powerful among nations than ever before.

Let us be worthy of those who foueht for us : of

those who died for us; and of the British citizenship

which is ours, and Canada will hold a place in the

world of which none of us need be ashamed through
the generations to come.

The Soldiers of the Industry

Bv F. J. CAMPBELL, Retiring President of the C. P.

&P. A.

I was going to say that from time immemorial, but

really only during the last four years has your retir-

ing president proposed the toast to the boys at the

front. This year, the boys are comin? home, so we
shall make this toast to "Our Soldiers."

I think we should keet) in mind the final dispatch

of that great British leader. Sir Douglas Haig. which
was sent just forty-one minutes before the siening of

the Ai-mistice, and which reads: "Shortlv before dawn
this moruins the Canadian troops of the first army
captured Slons." Lest we should be too proud T

should like to remind you of one of the most disruified

documents in history, the announcement of the British

War Office, which is as follows: "In the fifty-second

month of the greatest war in historv the French Army
with the aid of our Allies have brought defeat upon
the Enemy."
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But, gentlemen, we are to-night particularly inter-

ested in those good men who left our industry to go
to the front. Last year we had the pleasure of wel-
coming Captain Acer and Sir William Price. This
year we are able to welcome back Col. Jones and Brig.-
GMieral White (applause.)

We do not know the names of all the men who left

our industry to go to the front, but the names that
we have, show that 3,092 officers and men left this

industry to do their part in the great war. Of these
gentlemen, 341 were wounded ; 25 were missing, were
taken prisoners and 240, most of whose names are on
that shield before you, did all that any man can do.

13 gained the Military Medal; 10 gained the Military
Cross; 8 secured the Distinguished f-onduct Medal; 2

the Order of the British Empire, 1 the D. S. 0., 1 the
Croix de Guerre, and 1, Private Goode, the Victoria

Cross. These men have fought for us and we are

proud of their record, but, gentlemen, it is a question
whether we have any right to be proud until such time

as we have seen these men established in as good or

better positions than thej^ had when they went away.
This question of re-establishment is one that should

interest the whole of our Association, as well as any
member in it. Without discussing a problem which
might be worthy of discussion in this toast, but which
is too large a subject to discuss now, I would like to

make one suggestion, and that is this: There are many
large areas of waste land in this country that are not

fit for farming and not bearing any timber, and it

seems to me as though the Government might emplo.y

our returned soldiers in the planting of these areas

with trees. They could be occupied under conditions

not dissimilar with conditions of army life and I be-

lieve that as a transition method o femployment it

lieve that as a transition method of employment it

would be worthy of the attention of the Government.
I would just like to say a word regarding our sol-

diers in general. T have a few figures here that are

taken from the casiialty lists from the London Times
of January 3rd, 1919. I know you hate figures at a

dinner as much as I do, but if you have patience for a

moment you will see what I am driving at.

The casualty list is as follows

:

German wounded, 4,000,064; dead, 1,600,000; prison-

ers, 618,000.

French wounded, 3,000,000; dead, 1,280,000; prison-

ers, 435,000.

British wounded, 2,032,000; dead, 658,704; prison-

ers, 171,508.

Canadians wounded, 155,799 ; dead, 53,491 ;
prison-

ers, 3,575.

I am omitting the ficures of our Allies to the South

on account of the difference in conditions, but curi-

ously enough their figures are almost identical with

our own.
If you had time to put these figures down, and

j'ou did not, you would have noticed that the number
of dead is almost exactl.y one-third the number of

wounded, and when we come to the list of prisoners we
find that the German prisoners number ten per cent

of their other casualties. There are probably more

because in this was included those on the Russian

front. The Germans, 11 per cent: the French, 103^

per cent ; the British, 6Vf> per cent, but when we come

to the Canadians we find that they were less than 2

per cent of the other casualties.

Gentlemen, we know the record of our men from

Tpres to the great advance, and if these figures are

correct (and we have no reason to believe they are
uot) this will stand for years to come as an eloquent
tribute to the fighting qualities of the men of Canada.

It has been our custom to take up a collection with
which to send tobacco to the boys at the front. This
year we propose to tender our donation to the Khaki
League.
Now, as you know, fighting is never profitable, and

I would like to repeat a story told us by Captain
Edwards in a splendid address in the United States.
A small British Tommy had brought in a large Prus-
sian officer. The officer was very proud and very
scornful, and finally he said: "You are one of the
men who fight for money." "Am I?" said Tommy,
"And what the hell do you fight for?" The Prussian
.said, "I fight for honor." "Well then," said Tommy,
"we both are fighting for what we have not got."

Gentlemen, last year we raised the very respectable
sum of $1,300 for tobacco for the boys. This year, our
object is to get just a little more to" give for beds and
meals for returned soldiers. The donation will go to
the Khaki Club League and the Khaki Club in the
month of December alone supplied 6,000 beds and
15,000 meals for Returned Soldiers. We are at one
disadvantage because we have not got our regular
booster, Mr. HoAvard Smith, but I telegraphed
him and asked him to let us know what he
would do. He first telegraphed, sending his good
wishes to the dinner, and told us to put him down for
.$100. Then he wired again and said, "If five others
will join me I will make it $2.50."

The gathering quickly caught the spirit and in
ten minutes there were fourteen subscriptions of $250
each. They were: Howard Smith Paper Mills Co., Can-
ada Paper Co., Brompton Pulp and Paper Co.. Price
Bros. Co., St. Maurice Paper Co., Ontario and Pro-
vincial Paper Co., the Toronto Paper Co., the Riordon
Pulp and Paper Co., the Spanish River Pul^i and
Paner Mills, the Laurentide Co., the Belgo-Canadian
Pulp and Paper Co., Mr. Victor Mitchell, Abitibi
Power and Paner Co.. the Bathurst Lumber Co., the
Great Ea.stern Pulp Co., and the Chicoutimi Pulp Co.
While these subscriptions were being made a squad
of collectors went around with capacious receptables.
Now. srentlemen, there is not a man in this room,

nor in the whole of Canada, but who knows, either
personally or bv reputation, one of our esteemed eon-
temporaries who left this country practically as a
Lumber Jack, as you might sav, with ver\' little ex-
perience, and who went to France in charge of 20.000
men and is one of the men who as much as any other
man had to do with the winninof of the war. When
he left you knew him as "Jack" White. He now re-

turns to us as "Brigadier-General White." We will
now hear him.

What Our Soldiers Did For Us and

What We Should Do For Them
By BRIGADIER-GENERAL J. B. WHITE.

I don't think I am boa.stin?. eeutlemen. when I say
that Canada can well be proud of what she has done
in the war. From the very start, the sending out of
tho First Contine-ent was a verv fine piece of work,
down to the finish of the war. when I am proud to say
that it was a Montreal Regiment who marched into
Mons first (applause.) The Canadian Corps was right
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at their heels, and the British Army was going fonvard
all along the line. I grot into ]\Ions the day after the
Armistice was signed, and I must say that I was very
proud that 1 was a Canadian, and proud that it was
the 42nd Battalion of this city that went in. Every
regiment from Canada was eager for the honor, but
I was glad it fell to our city to have the fine, old, 42nd
Battalion, who had gone all through the war, go in

first.

1 don't need to start to tell you about what the

Cauailian Army did in the war. You know just as

much about it as I do of the number of battles from
Y]ircs, right through to Lens, Hill 70, Passchendaele,
Amiens, and finally Jlons. It is something to be
proud of. The Canadian forces were there and I think
it is something we can be proud of that we can say
that the Canadian Corps was never called on to do
anything in this war that they did not carry trhough,
but, first, gentlemen. I must refer to the fine officer

who led them. Sir Arthur Currie, one of the greatest

soldiers in France, a man who was absolutely relent-

less when a fight was on, but who had the heart of

a woman when it came to totalling up the casualties.

Field Marshall Foeh — Marshall Foch — picked out
our soldiers as shock troops and when the Germans
were waivering around the first of August, our Can-
adian Corps moved, and it was the best carried out
movement of the war. They moved to Amiens, and
they arrived in time to go over the top. I think it was
at the battle of Amiens that the back-bone of the Hun
army was broken. After we had captured the ground
in Amiens we learned that they had in preparation
another attack, and I don't think I am giving away
any military secrets (it is well-known now) that an-

other successful attack by the Boehes on Amiens would
have had serious results, but another Canadian Corps
with the British and Australian corps jumped in front

of Amiens, and it crumpled np the best troops the Ger-
mans had.

But, gentlemen, think of the Corps going over the
top with a piper sitting out on the front of a tank

:

the target for the whole German army, and that piper
led the Canadian forces into battle on the top of a

tank, playing his pipes.

Take Colonel Peek, one of the oldest Colonels in

the Canadian army — he led his troops over the top.

his piper beside him. When the attack had gone
through successfully, and Colonel Peck was standing
looking over the field, and his piper marched back to

him very proudly he was shot down by a sniper who
had been hidden and overlooked — a machine gunner,
rather.

Colonel Peck called upon his men to volunteer to

put the machine gun out of biisiness, and a second
lieutenant said. ''Leave them to me," and he walked
around and got behind them, and killed evers^ one
of the machine-gun crew, and captured the gun him-
self. What chance had the Boche against men like

that?

Another great general who helped wonderfully to

the successes we had was Lieut.-General Turner (ap-

plause). The Canadian corps, after going over the

top at Amiens, was pulled out of there and sent back
to Arras, to make that attack on what as you know
was the strongest fortified position of any battle-

field, and when they arrived in front of Arras the.v

were up to strength, due to the very excellent man-
agement and the way the reinforcements were sent

up. Shortly after that they went over the top, and

you know what happened. They went up against the
hardest line in the world and carried it.

I was with I\Iajor-General ]\IacDonald the night be-
fore the attack at Queant Switch, and I never saw hap-

l)ier men. Every nuni was keen to get into it, and
the Division that we had were very sore about being
held out.

We know wliat happened in front of Cambrai. We
had very heavy casualties there, but our good troops
stuck it out right through all the way to Mons.

1 am not boasting a liit about the Canadian Army.
All the Allied troops were the same. The British Army,
since the beginning of time never fought up to the
high standard that they did in the autumn of 1918.

(ientlemen, while we are very proud to be Cana-
dians I think we have even greater reason to be British.

We are members of that great British Empire, that
fought against all odds, aiid who went through some
very, very dark times last March and April. T think
much more .serious than the i)eople thought at home,
but we would go into a Divisional Headcjuarters (and
at that time 1 was employed in a very humble capac-
ity with a very humble branch of the service ; we had
to get out the defence timber), and in a Divisional

Headquarters when we knew it was going very very
hard, and we would ask them "How is it going?"
and they would answer, ''Fine, fine, we are holding
them. They are making gains but our line is intact!"
That spirit was through the whole army.
And then, when the time came to go forward, we had

the reinforcements, thanks to the great Republic to

the south of us, who sent millions of men over there.

That was the reason why Foch could throw his re-

serves in, because he knew he had the American army
coming on, and they were ready to take their places

and from the time we started back, it was a different

story. The hard time disappeared ; every man was
cheery, and I think the finish was great, because I

think the Boche was beaten far more severely than
people over here realized.

A Square Deal for the Returned Soldier.

Now. gfUtlemcn. there is just one thing I would like

to say. and that is. in our business we have a great op-

portunity of doing something for the returned soldiers.

I don't hold with some people who say that we are go-

ing to have to look after all the soldiers who come back.

We are not going to. Seventy-five per cent of the

soldiers that return are good, strong, steady industrious

and independent fellows who will make their way any-

where and not look for charity. But, gentlemen, the

other twenty-five per cent and possibly more or pos-

sibly less will need all the assistance we can give them,

and they require a lot of sympathy, and don't think

when we take on a returned soldier that we should e-

pect to get 100 per cent efficiency, or 7.5 per cent even,

but if we get even less. I think we can well afford to

take and put these men back to work and help them.

And one way that the lumberman can help is in the way
that ilr. Campbell has referred to. We have vast areas

of burned-over lands; lands that have been settled and
abandoned, and that class of work will appeal to the

men w-ho have been gassed. There is no better way to

help these men to get gaek their health and to become

good citizens than for the Government to start a move-
ment and the lumberman to co-operate, and send these

men into the hills and mountains to plant the trees.

Don't expect you are going to get 100 per cent

efficiency, but for many dollars that you put into tree
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planting the country will reap many dollartj i« return,
and it will give the men a chance to get back their

health. They made a tremendous sacrifice going over,

and while we trjk about all our fine officers and so on,

the men who won this war are the soldiers; the men
who left fine comfortable homes and went out and lived

in the mud and stood the hard grind and the shelling

and eveiything in the way of torture that men could

stand, and were still cheery.

if you could see, as 1 did, the men the last day be-

fore the armistice was signed, as the\- march through
Mons; their buttons shining, and right on their toes,

you would feel that nothing we could do for them here

was too much.

Don't Profit by Buying From the Boche.

Just one other thing I would like to mention. I do
not believe in harboring bitter feelings or anything
else along that line, except in very exceptional circum-

stances. 1 think we have exceptional circumstances

now. I hope we will not forget this war too soon, and
if, after peace is signed, Germany attempts to break in-

to our ti'ade and commerce, and sell us stuff, I hope
that you men in this country will be big enough and
strong enough to refuse to buy from them. We want to

always remember that while we may save a few cents"

or a few dollars on an article, that every dollar that we
save has been spent many manj- times over in our own
flesh and blood. I had a great opportunity—many op-

portunities during the last six weeks of the war to see

what they did to that beautiful country of France, aiid

beautiful Belgium, for up to the last day of the war
the Hun carried on his cruelties. I went through Lille

and Rubaix and many other cities on to Mons during

the last ten days, and while I was motoring through I

did not see an animal. They did not leave a cow to sup-

ply the sick people with milk. They left nothing but a

few vegetables in the ground which they could not

take away, and that is all they did leave.

I heard of a case of a little French woman who had
five times been thrown into prison, and each time she

got out she went to the British Compound and threw

the soldiers tobacco and provisions.

I don't intend to tell you anything more about that.

You have all heard enough. Some of the things I have

seen myself I hope I shall soon forget, and I hope

when you look at the list of dead out of our branch of

the business, that you will realize what it cost us, and
I would like to see every boy in Canada memorize what
has been written:

"In Flanders field the poppies grow,

Between the crosses, row on row."

It is a subject that affects me very much all the time,

and I hope when we are thinking of the dead, we shall

remember the ones who- are coming back, and do every-

thing we can to help them to get back on their feet, and

be the good citizens that they were before they went to

the war. And right here I would like to say that after

two and a half years in France I can truthfully say,

that the best bunch of men in the world, as far as con-

duct is concerned, are our troops in France, and I mean
ALL the troops in France. They were above reproach,

and even when they got back into the reconquered ter-

ritory, their whole aim after they got through beating

up the Boche was to try and help the refugees, so I

hope we in turn will do everything for them.

THE COLLECTION FOR THE KHAKI LEAGUE.
ilr. CAilPBELL: Gentlemen, we have got fourteen

subscriptions of $250 each, and that, together with the

cash in the pot, brings the total amount collected for

the Khaki League up to four thousand two hundred
and forty-seven dollars. Every dollar of that money
will be well spent. The Guardian Angel of the Khaki
Club is in the gallery, and I ask for three cheers for

the ;\[atrou of the Khaki Club of this city (applause and
three cheers).

VOICES: Speech! Speech!
Mrs J. DINHAM MOLSON: Gentlemen, I cannot

express to you the gratitude the Khaki Club will feel

when they hear of the generous donation which you have
given tonight. I cannot speak to you, but I can tell

you that not one cent of that monej' will be ill-spent.

Then Lieut. Gitz Rice and Mr. John Steele (U.S.A.)

entertained with an excellent .selection of songs, they

wei'c greatly appreciated.

Note : The speeches of George W. Sisson, Jr., Presi-

dent of the American Paper & Pulp Association, Capt.

Dudley Field Malone, collector of the Port of New
York, and Henry A. Wise, counsel for the Newsprint
JIanufacturers before the Federal Trade Commission
will appear next week. Don't miss them!

FOREST SURVEY BY AEROPLANE.
The editor followed the crowd last week and visited

the excellent exhibit of pulp and paper mill equipment

at the Canadian Fairbauks-ilorse salesrooms. Among
the interesting objects was a lead lined pump for .sul-

phite mills. Engineei's from the Laurentide Co. spent

nearly two hours trying to find some trick in the de-

monstration of a pulley on crooked shaft running
straight in S.-K.F. Bearings. The equipment shown
was but a small fraction of the $700,000 stock carried

in the building. A useful curiosity- is an oil can with a

spout that can be bent in any shape. Two recent or-

ders of an unusual character were for a Chinese cook

and for gas works for a sulphite mill. Both were
satisfactorily filled.

W. J. Clarke and M. Collier, of the Gulf Pulp and
Paper Co. were also viewing the exhibit. Mr. Clarke

says there is no truth in the rumour that they will

build a paper mill. He added the interesting item of

news that Capt. Janney, one of the first Canadian avia-

tors to cross to France is going to conduct a survey of

forest lands this summer by airplane. He will go 600

miles inland, north of the lower St. Lawrence. His

camera, at 10,000 feet elevation takes an area Avitli a

radius of 20 square miles and the picture includes com-

pass directions. By flying in parallel lines and taking

pictures that overlap slightly, it is possible to map a

vast area in a short time and do it more accurat«ly

than would otherwise be possible.

Capt. Janney 's address is National Bank Bootk, Ot-

tawa.

SPRUCE FALLS GOING AHEAD.
The Pulp and Paper ^Magazine is advised from the

head office at Bradford, Pa., of the Spruce Falls Pulp
and Paper Co., that operations are expected to begin

in a few weeks at Kapuskasing, Ont., where the plant

will be located. Plans were formidated some time ago

for a 100-ton ground wood mill and later a paper mill,

of which notice was first given in this Magazine in De-

cember, 1917. With the prospects of several new mills

there will soon be a movement to find and extenol new
uses for paper and pulp products.
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Jutlgmeiit was rendered in favor of the Western
Fuel Co. for an aeeouut of $12,730 with the Rainy River

Pulp & Paper Co. The latter disputed on the ground
that the eoal would not make steam and put in a coun-

ter claim for $10,000 for damages due to being forced

to use inferior coal. This was disallowed with costs.

Frank J. MeCoveru, representing F. C. Iluyck &
Sous, makers of felts and jackets was in Montreal last

week. He says their new mill at Arnprior is already

supplied with a 240 in. dryer, built by Bagley & Sew-
all and will soon be turning out their well known pro-

duct.

Among the visitors from New York at the Paper
Makers' Convention weer T. J. Keenan editor of "Pa-
per"; R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Newsprint Ser-

vice Bureau; Henry A. Wise, attorney for the News-
print Manufacturers; Capt. Dudley Field Watson,
U.S.N. ; and Geo. W. Sisson. president of the American
Paper and Pidp Association. They seemed much pleas-

ed witli tie homelike atmosphere of our family re-

union.

N. L. Martin, secretary of the Canadian Paper Trade
Association, Toronto, was in charge of the big staff

which counted, recorded, audited and banked all the

cash received in the recent Salvation Army campaign
fund conducted in Toronto. The services of JMr. ?ilar-

tin and his large band of workers were willingly donat-

ed, not one cent being eliarged for their labor.

J. Frater Taylor of Toronto, has been elected a direc-

tor and vice-president in charge of finances of the Can-
adian Car and Foundry Co. Mr. Taylor is well known
to the pulp and paper industry, being a fornier Presi-

dent of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper ^Mills.

J. C. Saul, who has been editor-in-chief of the pub-
lications of the Macmillan Co. of Canada, in Toronto,
for the past thirteen years, is leaving the service, and
was presented by the staff with a magnii'icenl club bag.

Montrose Liston, of London, has succeeded Mr. Saul.

A provincial charter has been granted to McAlpine
Publishers. Limited, with head office in Toronto, and a
capital stock of .$100,000.

W. T. ilcKnight, who for twenty years has been a
valued member of the Toronto Globe staff, has taken a
responsible position with Loew's Toronto theatres. His
colleagues presented him with a handsome walnut humi-
dor, on the occasion of his departure.
A fire broke out in the waste mills of John JL Lalor,

610 Eastern Ave.. Toronto, last week, and did damage
to the extent of $500 to the building and $10,000 to the
contents, owing to their inflammable nature. ^Ir. La-
lor had intended installing a sprinkler sy.stem on the
very day that the fire occurred and had all the material
on the premises.

The many friends of I. D. Bradshaw of Bradshaws,
Limited, manufacturers of waxed papers, Toronto, will

sympathize with him in the loss of his mother, who died
suddenly at her home in Toronto where she had resided
for fifty years.

A charter has been granted to the Black River Pulp-

wood Co., Limited, of Montreal, with a capital stock of

$400,000 to carry on lumber, timber, pulp and pulp
wood operations.

A. C. Manbert, President of the Canadian General
Lumber Co., Toronto, who was nominated by the lum-
ber manufacturers of Ontario as their representative

to visit England to conduct an educational campaign,
under the auspices of the Ontario Government, in re-

gard to the increased use of wood products from the

lirovinees in the Old Country, has accepted the appoint-
ment and will go overseas about the middle of the month.

Captain R. R. Barber, President of Gummed Papers,

Limited, Brampton, Ont., who has been overseas for

some years, is still in England, and it is not yet known
when he \yill return home.
The Canada Bread Co. of Toronto, Montreal, and

Winnipeg, announce that since the removal of the re-

strictions on the wrapping of bread, they will again
start sealing a large portion of their output, the same
as they did before the regulation preventing wrapping
went into effect.

Henry E. Smallpiece, who began his career with the

Toronto Globe in 1865, and is one of the oldest active

newspaper and advertising men in Canada, recently

celebrated his seventy-first birthday.

The death occurred last week of E. G. O'Connor, at

one time managing editor of the Montreal Star, and
also general manager of the Monti'cal Herald for some
years. He was eighty-three years of age and was at

the head of the Burland Lithographing Co. for a long

period, and later was business manager of the Standard.
William Findlay, late business manager of the Journal

newspapers, Ottawa, has entered upon his new duties as

advertising manager of the Toronto Globe.

Gummed Papers, Limited, Brampton, Ont., have just

closed a most satisfactory year and report that the pro-

spects for the coming one are exceptionally bright. Con-
siderable new equipment has been added, and a new line

of waterproof paper is being turned out, for which E.
H. Wilkinson of Toronto has been appointed selling

agent.

E. Pullan, of Toronto, who is known as the

"Waste Paper King," sailed for England last week on
the Olympic on a business trip, and will be absent six

weeks.

John M. Imrie, manager of the Canadian Press Asso-

ciation, Toronto, is at Old Point Comfort, Va., for a

few weeks, and enjoying a holiday after his arduous
duties on behalf of the publishers in connection with
the proceedings in the newsprint appeal.

A federal charter has been granted to Knox Bros,

with a capital .stock of $1,000,000 and headquarters at

.Montreal. The company is empowered to carry on busi-

ness as timber merchants, sawmill proprietors and tim-

ber cruisers and to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in

timber and wood of all kinds and also to buy and deal

in timber limits, growing timber, etc.
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E. A. Crippen, manufacturers' ageut, who represents

several paper mills in the Dominion, spent the past week
in New York on business.

George Wilcox, who is now aged seventy-two, and
claims to be the father of the Rural Mail Delivery Sys-

tem, spent a few days in Toronto last week on a visit.

Several years ago he began the agitation of a free postal

delivery to the farmers of Canada. He possesses a re-

markable and elaborate scrap book which is a complete

record of his efforts to bring the service into effect in

the Dominion.
Dextrine Products, Limited, Brampton, Ont., are now

manufacturing corn and potato dextrine and also strip-

pling gum and ending gum for paper box makers, pad-

ding gum and flexible glue gum for bookbinding, for

which the company report bright prospects for the com-
ing year.

The many pulp and paper friends of J. E. A. Dubuc,
are congratulating him on the attainment of his forty-

eighth ijirthday, which he celebrated on January 21st.

Mr. Dubuc spent several years in banking before be-

coming prominently identified with the pulp and paper

industrj% in which he is one of the leading factors

through his connection with the Chicoutimi Pulp Co.

and later the North American Pulp and Paper Com-
panies.

SIR WILLIAM GAGE RESIGNS PRESIDENCY.
At the annual meeting of the Kinleith Paper Mills,

Limited, which was held in Toronto last week, Sir Wil-

liam J. Gage, who has been President of the Company
for many years, resigned that position to become Chair-

man of the Board. W. P. Gundy was elected President,

H. F. E. Kent, Vice-President and Man. Director, and

George H. Jefferson, Secretary-Treasurer. During the

past year considerable improvements were carried out

to the plant at St. Catharines, No. 2 machine room hav-

ing been practically rebuilt. The company now have

.one of the best machine rooms of any mill in the Do-

minion. Several other alterations of a minor char-

acter were also made, and the company presented an

encouraging report on the operations of the pa.st year.

It is not their intention to bring out any new lines in

1919, but to concentrate on certain standard ranges in

order to get better production and a better product.

At the annual meeting of W. J. Gage and Co., manu-
facturing stationers, Toronto, Sir William J. Gage,

founder of the business, also resigned the Presidency

to become Chairman of the Board. W. P. Gundy was

elected President and General Manager; H. H. Love,

Vice-President; H. F. B. Kent, Assistant General Man-
ager, and A. G. Parker, Secretary-Treasurer. A sat-

isfactory report on the business done during 1918 was

presented, and the outlook is regarded as promising for

the coming vear.

WOULD REPRESENT CANADIANS IN FRANCE.
The Pulp and Paper Magazine has just received a

letter from a consulting engineer in France who would

like to represent American and Canadian manufactur-

ers of pulp, paper and chemical products in France,

Belgium, Italy and Spain. There have also been a num-
ber of letters received emphasizing the opportunities

for Canadian trade with Great Britain. We shall be

pleased to put readers in touch with people on the

other side of the water. There seems to be a growing

desire among our distant friends for Canadian pro-

ducts and few lines offer the attractive possibilities con-

nected with the pulp and paper industry.

FINE RECORD IN FIRE PROTECTION.
The annual report of C. J. Hall, superintendent of

Forest Protection Service in Quebec, shows that the
number of forest fires during the past year have con-
siderably decreased. There were 430 fires which de-
vastated about 23 square miles of forest lands out of a
totalof 48,800,000 square miles which are being operat-
ed for forestry work. The total damage amounted to

$5,557, of which $2,000 was attributable to the railways.
The fire protective associations have done fine work.
The use of a hydroplane for safeguarding the forests

of Quebec province from fires is strongly recommended,
and it is believed for many reasons the service of such
a machine would prove highly efficient.

SO IS A MILL.
An office is a pleasant place—at least a certain kind.
That has a certain brotherhood, where day by day you

find,

Some neighbor with a new idea he's glad to pass along
A certain sort of friendliness, a certain sort of song.
There is a certain duty that we owe to other men
To help them when they need a lift, to steady them

again.

An office can become in time, to man and girl and boy
A certain kind of fellowship and work a certain joy.

— Douglas Mallocli in American Lumberman.

GOVERNMENT WILL CONTROL THE WATERS.
The Lake of the Woods Control Board has been

formed in order that there may be sufficient and pro-

per conservation and control of the waters of the Lake
of the Woods in the interest of navigation and other in-

terests. The New Board will represent both the federal

and the Ontario governments. W. J. Stewart, hydro-
grapher for Canada, and consulting engineer for the

Department of Exterior Affairs, and J. B. Challies, sup-
erintendent of the Dominion Water Power Branch, De-
partment of the Interior, Ottawa, will represent the

Dominion, the former as presiding officer. The Ontario
government will also appoint two representatives. The
news that the waters are to be controlled will be wel-

come to lumbermen, pidpwood men and paper mills in

that district.

MR. HOWARD SMITH OBSERVES BIRTHDAY.
C. Howard Smith, former President of the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association, celebrated his forty-sixth

birthday on February 5, and received the congratula-

tions of a large number of friends in the trade. Mr.
Smith, who was born in St. John's, Quebec, was edu-
cated there and has been identified with the paper busi-

ness for many years. He is the President of the How-
ard Smith Paper Mills, who operate modern plants at

Beauharnois and Crabtree Mills, Que., making high

grade papers both for the domestic market and for ex-

port. He is also President of the New Brunswick Sul-

phate Fibre Co. and a director of the Federal Paper Co.,

Montreal. As the Chairman of the Montreal branch of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and a mem-
ber of several leading clubs, he is widely known. Mr.
Smith resides at 4129 Western Avemie, Westmount, and
is one of the outstanding figures in the pulp and paper
industry in the Dominion which he has done much to

bring to its present status and prestige.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
111 iiitt'ri)i'etiug: an award of tlie National War Jjalior

Board, John Lind, umpire, has ruled that bonuses oi-

premiums jriven by the International Paper Company
to its employees shall not be eounted as inereased wapes

and as sueh used to offset baek \vay:es ordered jiaid by

the decision of the board. He has also ruled that the

eijrht hour day as apjilied to employees within the mill-

ing plants, and the nine hour day as applied to em-

ployees in outside operations shall not be interpreted so

as to cause a reduction in wages to any employees. Both

interjiretations were approved by the War Labor Board.

The Rainbow Mills at Rainbow, Conn., recently sold

to the Stanley Works, are not to discontinue i)aper

makiny operations as had been supposed. F. B. Oldham
has bought all the machinery and has secured a lease

of the buildings for five years. This means that the

water power facilities are not to be developed for the

next two or three years. Operations at the mills were

resumed during the last week in January under the

nume of Rainbow Paper Company. Mr. Oldham con-

tiuues to retain his interests in the Hartford Paper
Company and the General Paper Company.

Explosions that wrecked the factory of the American
Analine Products Company at Nyack, N.Y., last Friday,

resulted in three fatalities, injuries to twenty per.sons,

and a loss estimated at $1,000,000. Officials of the com-

pany said the fire that caused the blow-up had its in-

ception in the mixing-room where some chemicals ex-

ploded. The building occupied by the dye compajiy was
formerly the site of the Peerless Silk Company. It was

a five-story structure of mill and masonry construction,

and very old. The final explosion tore the building to

pieces.

Great difficulty is being experienced by War Depart-

ment officials in the matter of war contract adjust-

ments. "While it is apparent that many manufacturers

will have to undergo hai'diships in connection with these

adjustments, it is also evident that there are some who
are trying to profiteer at the Government's expense.

It is intimated that all such cases ai-e going to be dealt

with in the severest manner.

The General Chemical Company during 1918 had a

net profit of $4,043,639, as against $7,671,181 for 1917.

The 1918 showing is at the rate of $18.96 a share after

the deduction of preferred dividends, against $42.9.i a

share for the previous year. Hea\'j' war charges and
decreased gross business were responsible in a large

degree for the falling off in income. More than $4,000,-

000 were expended, accoi'ding to the company's report,

on construction during the year, and $2,598,915 for re-

pairs were charged to expense. Since the formation of

the company in 1899 the total repairs charged to ex-

pense, together with annual reduction for dismantle-

ments, aggregate $21,619,844.

Articles of incorjioration have been filed v.'ith the

Massachusetts Commission by a new concern ealliug it-

self the Consolidated Paper Bag Company. The capi-

talization of the new company is given as $150,000, made
up of 1,500 shares of common stock with a par value of

$100.

A iii'w feileration of conimei'cial organizations to be

known as the Mis.sissippi Valley Association has

i)een organized in that region for the purpose of pro-

moting the business welfare of the valley. Committees

are being formed to tabulate the imi)rovements desired

in each industry. Rates and transportation arc the prob-

lems which form the chief interest and concern of (he

])apei' industry in the valley.

The Eddy Paper Comi)any, which now has mills at

White Pigeon and Three Rivei-s, Michigan, is planning

the addition of a board mill and container box plant,

the location of which has not .yet been decided upon.

The company, at its annual meeting recently held, has

voted an increase in its capital stock from $1,000,000 to

$2,250,000.

Announcement has just been made to the effect that

William C. Powers, until recently sales manager of the

Great Northern Pajjcr Company, is planning to form a

general selling agency in Europe. The projected or-

ganization is to have company offices in London, with
branches in the principal continental cities. Paper,
boards, pulps and allied lines are to be sold by the
agency. Arrangements are said to have been entered
into by Mr. Powers for the handling of the products of

the mills which sell the products of the Canadian Ex-
poi-t Paper Company of Montreal.

Construction work on the new Stevens Point, Wiscon-
sin, mill of the Oneida Paper Company has been com-
pleted in the record time of six months. Heretofore it

has required from twelve to sixteen months to complete
a plant the size of the new mills. Machinery is now be-

ing installed, and it is expected that 74 men and 22
women will be at work some time this week. A govern-
ment scale of wagies, established in the paper industries,

will prevail.

The Gibbs-Brower Company, 261 Broadway, New
York, has added a new department which is intended to

assist anyone desiring either to buy or sell a paper mill.

Ogden Brower, Jr., who is to have charge of this de-

partment, plans to list all mills that are for sale, and
then make investigations as to their equipment, capa-
cit}% general condition, facilities for making .shipments,

etc. The idea is to save the prospective buyer the

troidile of making investigations himself, and to facili-

tate the matter of bringing the seller and buyer into

touch with each other, thus proving of invaluable aid

to both parties.

Incorporation papers have been filed at Hartford for

the St. George Paper Company of Norwalk, Conn. The
new concern is capitalized at $300,000. Its officers are:

E. G. and E. W. ]\Iurphy, of Norwalk; W. H. Odell,

of Norwalk; Johannes Anderson and Morris Gentzler
of New York City.

Lieutenant A. Klipstein, Jr., infantry, U.S.A., has
again taken up his former connections with A. Klipstein
& Co., 644 Greenwich Street, New York City, having
ju.st received his discharge from the army after a ser-

vice of eighteen months. Lieutenant klipstein was
lately attached to the General Staff.

1
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THE MARKETS
CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, February 3.—The tone of the paper market
is growing stronger each week and business which has

been rather slow since the commencement of the year is

improving in many lines of paper. As stocks grow low-

er, the conviction is driven home that there is not likely

to be any fall in prices. While there are some who ex-

pect quotations to take a drop, the majority of those

who have calmly considered the situation are confident

that present values will hold. ' It is .stated that, were the

government investigations terminated, there would be

much accomplished in the way of stablizing the market,

but the newsprint price is not yet definitely decided

and as the probe in book prices is to continue, there is

naturally a disposition on the part of some firms to

hang back. Controller Pringle has sent word to Toronto
that he will vi.sit Toronto on Wednesday of this week
for a conference on the question of the sale, price and
supply of book and half-tone newspaper. It is over a

year ago that he conducted the first sitting in this in-

quiry, and a questionnaire was sent out to the mills and
the government auditors .set to work. They spent sev-

eral weeks in the offices of one large company, and it

is stated that the other mills were not investigated, as

the revelations in regard to the high cost of produc-

tion did not .seem to warrant proceeding any further

with the examinations. However, the publishers of

periodicals and farm papers think differently, and as

a result of their recent visit to Ottawa, the hearing will

go ahead. It is stated that the consumers of book paper
hope to stop any increase in price, even if they do not
succeed in getting the figure lowered. The mills, on
the other hand, are ready for the inquiry, and affirm
that they will show conclusively in some instances, par-
ticularly on No. 3 book, they have been supplying cus-

tomers below the actual co.st of production.
There is no change in the general pulp situation and

prices remain unchanged. It is hoped by the mills that

a large export business will be done, but all producers
are waiting for freight rates to come down somewhere
near the point that they were before the war. A large

portion of the cargoes of outgoing vessels is still taken
up by the British Government, and until rates are rlefi-

nitely established, there will be hesitancy about .ship-

ping. The charges are coming down all the while, but
slowly. When they are stabilized there is hope that

Canadian pulp and paper products, which are the equal
of any in the world, will find a profitable outlet.

Groundwood is selling from $30 to $32 at the mill and
the demand is moderate. Sulphite pulp is bringing, for
the easy bleaching variety, around $90 to $95 and
bleached commands $120 to $125, with a fair amount
moving, although buying has eased off considerably.

It is gratifying to learn that exports of pulp and pa-
per continue to gain, and as each month's trade returns
are published, they show that the volume of business for
tlie current fiscal year will run in exports over the esti-

mated amount of $100,000,000. For the first eight
months there is an advance of $16,832,627 over 1917.
Australia, New Zealand and Japan are taking more and
more paper and chemical pulp. This will have a ten-
dency to keep up prices at home, and all the mills will
lie able to find an outlet for their surplus productions.
With the revival in the confectionery trade as a re-

sult of the release of the regulations governing the
use of sugar and the resumption of bread wrapping,
which has not been followed for months, mani^faeturers
of wax paner report their business as increasing stead-
ily. The factories in this line have been quite busy all

along as the uses of wax paper multiply. There is a call

more insistent than ever for the sealed loaf, owing to

the ju-evalence of influenza and other diseases in many
comnninities. Toilet and tissue mills have all the busi-

ness that they can attend to and envelope plants, box
factories and other allied lines are fairly busy. Before
the war was over last fall Canada was vi-sited bv many
representatives of other countries in search of paper
of all kinds and some fancy prices were offered. To
the credit of the Canadian plants they refused to take
aboard foreign obligations, although offers in many
eases were flattering. The mills stood by their custom-
ers as the demand was such that they could not over-
take the orders in hand. Now plants have abundance
of labor and are able to operate to the ^itmost. Some
foreJL'n business is being attended to, and each week
sees fresh inquiries. Business opportunities are open-
luu up on every hand, and mills will be able to dispose
of their surplus lines to advantage.

Reports from operating companies in pulpwood show
that the cut is not coming along as rapidly as it should
owing to the mild weather and absence of snow and ice

in many parts of Ontario and Quebec. It will be fully

a vear before there is any appreciable drop in the price

of wood. Wages of bushmen, cost of board and sup-
plies still keep up pre-war levels. As raw material
such as wood and wages form the bulk of the expendi-
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ture in tlie finished article of pulp and paper, there

does not appear auj'^ probability ou the surface of an

early decline in prices. The whole order of things must
first change and if confidence prevails there is no doubt

that 1919 should be the banner year in the industry.

While there may be no extensions to plants until late

in the season several mills are getting ready for the

time when it comes to put on sail.

The rag and paper stock market continues dull. "White

cuttings and shavings as well as book and magazine

stock are moving, but news and mi.xed papers are drag-

ging. There is an indifferent demand from consumers,

which has resulted in lower prices. A fair requisi-

tion for both wool and cotton rags is evidenced, while

prices hold firm.

Rags and Paper Stock.

No. 1 -white envelope cuttings $5.00

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.20

White Blanks $1.30

Heavy ledger stock $3.00

No. 1 magazine $1.70

No. 1 book stock $1.40

No. 1 new raanilas $2.20

No. 1 print manila $1.15

Folded news 80e

Over Issue $1.00

Kraft $4.00

No. 1 clean mixed papers 70c

No. 1 shirt cuttings $14.00

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings $11.00

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings $9.50

No. 1 blue overall cuttings $9.25

Bleached shoe clip $10.00

T^nbleached shoe clip $9.50

Wh'te cotton hosiery cuttings $10.50

Light colored hosiery cuttings $8.00

New light flannellette cuttings $9.25

No. 2 white shirt cuttings $9.00

Citv thirds and blues (repacked) $4.00

Flock and satinettes $2.10

Tailor rass $2.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, February 1.—The stage is set for the an-

nual gathering of paper and pulp manufacturers of the

coimtry at the convention of the American Paper and
Piilp Association and its affiliated organizations at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel next week, and in the meantime,

business is held very much in abeyance. Demand for

the various grades of paper has been quiet this week,

a waiting tendency having been evident throuffhont the

market. Doubtless some of the reports spread around
concerning the dullness of the situation have been ex-

aggerated, but at the same time there is no questioning

the fact that the paper mills of the coiintry are hadlv
in need of orders for their product. Acceptinjr the

opinions of more conser\^ative authorities, it can be said

that the industry is not in any such dire condition as

some of the reports woidd infer. Virtually no mill, with
the possible exception of certain newsprint plants, is

running at capacity. All are in want of business, and
vet, basing the estimate on reliable information, it can
be stated that paper mills as a whole are operatine at

about 60 per cent of full capacity. The feelin? pre-

vails that after the gatherin? of manufacturers and iob-

bers in New York, the market will become more stabil-

ized, and that buying will be revived on a more normal
scale. There is scarcely a member of the local trade
who takes a bearish view of the outlook: the opinion

being general that activity lies ahead for the industry.

Newsprint continues to move into consuming chan-

nels in a consistent manner and in comparatively large

volume. Nevertheless demand has fallen off somewhat
during the past few days. Supplies are being shipped

on contract with regularity, but there is not the num-
ber of transient buyers in evidence as prior to the holi-

day season. Advertising in the metropolitan newspa-

pers has been much lighter since the fii-st of the year.

This ha.s been made apparent by the reduction in size

of newspapers, and the situation locally can be taken

as an indication of conditions elsewhere in the country.

With the cons)imption of newsprint on the decline, btiy-

ers naturally are letting up in their purchasing, while

the fact that the newsprint price question has been

re-opened also has a tendency to cause consumers to

hold aloof until they learn what the outcome of the

hearings is to be.

Book papers are in about the same position. The mar-

ket as a whole is quiet, yet quotations are generally

maintained. Some mills are reported to be granting

slight concessions, but the majority of manufacturers are

of the opinion that a reduction in prices would, for the

moment, fail to have the desired effect, and therefore

continue to name the same figures to buyers. Tissues

are in moderate demand. No. 1 and No. 2 white tissues

are sought in fair volume, and prices are unchanged
at around $1.15 to $1.20 f.o.b. mill for the former and
$1.05 for No 2 white tissue. Wrappings are in routine

demand. Quotations have not been altered, but there

is a rather easy tone to the market.

Fine papers are decidedly dull. What buving is cur-

rent involves almost entirely small quantities of stock,

which eon.sumers or jobbers have direct need for. and
at best the demand is no more than 50 per cent of nor-

mal. Prices are irregular and in the main nominal.

Cost of production is practicall.v the only sustaining fac-

tor in the market, and indications are at least some
manufacturers would accept orders at concessions in

price. The Government is commencinar to place con-

tracts for sizable tonnages of bond and ledger papers,

however, and signs are not wanting that other buyers
will soon be in the market for increased supplies, so that

the situation is not near as gloomy as some have been
wont to paint it.

Boards are in restricted demand and prices larorely

nominal. Mills are quotinsr at a basis of about $52.50
per ton for chip, but few important buyers are in the

market, and it is questionable just what are the real

market values of board. Raw material has dropped
sharply in price during the past few days, and this, of

course has a weakening influence on the price of boards.

Groundwood.—There has been little fresh demand for
mechanically groundwood. Consumers for the mo^t
part have found their contract supplies ample to fill

their current requirements, and have generallv evinced
little or no desire to buy in the open market. Prices
have declined slightly. Offerings of No. 1 pulp at $28
a ton air dry basis f.o.b. pulp mill have been noted, and
talk has been heard of some supplies being available at

$27.

Chemical Pulp.—The market for chemical fibres is

characterized by quietness. Buyers in general have
held aloof, exceptinp- as res-ards limited tonnages for
which immediate need has developed, and the movement
of supplies into consuming channels at best has been
light. Prices in certain instances have undergone slight

revision in a downward direction, but on the whole va-
lues are maintained. Producers as a rule view the con-
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(litiou of the market merely as temporary, caused by the

poor demand for paper, and rather than reduce prices

are said to be restricting their output, with tlie result

that there is no great amount of surplus pulj) now in

tlie market. Domestic bleached sulphite is quotable at

around 6.00c per pound at the pulp mill, No. 1 easy

bleaching at 4.25c to 4.50c, newsprint sulphite at 3.50c

to 3.75c and domestic kraft fibre at 4.50e to 4.75c.

Screenings have been in somewhat better call and sales

of tlie refined product at 1.75e to 2.00c a pound f.o.b.

pulp mill have been recorded.

Ragfs.—The rag market has been devoid of important

activity. Paper manufacturers are buying merely on a

hand to mouth scale, and values on some descriptions

of material have eased off. Roofing rags are quotably

lower. Quite a number of felt mills have retired as

buyei-s. and dealers, in their anxiety to get orders, have

cut prices somewhat, thougli it can be said- that not a

few packers of roofing stock are holding for much high-

er figures than can be obtained at present and are im-

bued witli confidence that in time they will secure the

prices desired. Incjuiry for thirds and blues have been

moderate, and sales have been noted of thirds of a re-

packed varie.ty at 3.35c a pound f.o.b. New York, and of

miscellaneous packing at close to 3.00c New York.

Whites are quiet. I)ut steady, at a price range of 6.00 to

6.25c f.o.b. for No 1 repacked and 5.00 to 5.25c for No.

2 rejiacked. New rags are sought by mills only in lim-

ited (iiuuitities atul prices are mainly nominal Con-

sumers offer about 11.00c delivered mills for No. 1

white shirt cuttings, but holders as a rule decline to

sell at this price. Roofing is quotable at a ])asis of

between 2.15 and 2.25c New York for No. 1 packing.

Old I'aprrs.—Easiness in the low grades has been the

feature of the waste paper market. Board mills were.,

at the outset of tlic week, in the market merely for small

FOR SALE
BEATERS.

Eleven B. D. Jones & .Sons Co. new wood tub beaters

with rolls 61 x 48". Tub made of 3" Cypress 4" bot-

toms. Iron rub plates iron back falls, metal hoods,

emptying and washout valves, equipped with washers

with their drive.

Eight Downingtown used wood tub beaters with rolls

60 X 48". Tub made of 3" Cypress, iron rub plates, iron

back falls, emptying and washout valves, water hy-

drants and equipped with washers with their drive.

Six E. D. Jones used wood tub with rolls 48 x 48" made
of 3" Cypress, iron rub plates, iron back falls, wood
hoods, emptying and washout valves, complete with

washers with their drive.

Six Downingtown Miller patent duplex beaters with

rolls 48 X 48 complete with washers.

JORDENS.
One forty ton Emerson Five XoWe & Wood Monarch

Jr. jordens.

SCREENS.
Two ten plate Packard open side with plates. Three

twelve plate Downingtown with plates.

PUMPS.
Ten No. 6 centrifugal stock pump.s. Two 6 x 8"

Gou'.ds triplex water pumps fig. 1009.

BEATER BARS AND BED PLATES.
Twenty ton?

with
lit 4S" X r,-' fly bars. Fifty 49" bed plates

KNEELAND MACHINE COMPANY
ROCHESTER, - - N.Y.

Sale of Pulpwood Lands

in Northern Ontario.

Tlic Lake Superior Corporation and Algoma Eastern

Railway Company are open to negotiate for the dispos-

al of certain lands.

Approximately 682,000 Acres

situated for the most part in that section of Northern
Ontario known as the Clay Belt, and comprising the
Townships of Storey, Langemarck, Dowsley, Nassau,
Shetland. Staunton, Orkney, Magladery, Caithness,

Rykert. Doherty, Whigham. Coppell, Newton, Dale,

^IcQwen, Prater.

The lands in question are accessible to the Algoma
C3ntral, Transcontinental, Canadian Northern, and
Canadian Pacific Railways, and should be of particular
interest to pulp and paper makers, also to settlers, in

view of their agricultural possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans exhibited at
the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secretary of the Lake Superior
Corporation. 1428 Bank of Hamilton Building. Toronto, or at
the office of Mr. G. A. Montgomery, vice-president of the Algo-
ma P^a.stern Railway Company, .Sault Ste. ^^arie, Ont.

E. J. WELCH.
President and Manaeing Directoi

HENRY W. S. DOWNS.
Superintendent

SCREEN PLATES EMMONS CROCKER.
Vice-President

ARTHUR S. MORSE.
Secretary and Treasurar

'THE "Union" Bronze (be-l phosphorized cast metal) Plates for Sulphite Mills. The Union" Cast
^ Metal Suction Plates.

We car-y a large stock of blanks of the various sizes and can fill all orders promptly.

Old plates reclosed and recut by our process are practically as good a^ new and give better results than

by any other process.
KDWIX C BABBITT and L. VINCENT 'WELCH. Salea Agents.

UNION SCREEN PLATE CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED
FACTORY: LENNOXVILLE, QUE. OFFICES: LennoxvlUe, Que. Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.
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tonnages ol stock and subsequently (U'lilurs in their

eagerness to secure orders, repeatedly lowered prices

in an effort to induce manufacturers to buy in heavier

volume. The result has been a steady downtrend in

([notations on such kinds of paper as No. 1 mixed, news-

papers and container mauilas. Folded news has been

offered to mills at 70c a hundred pounds f.o.b. New
York, while No. 1 mixed paper lias been freely available

at 50e per hundred and No. 1 container manilas at 60e

to 65e. Shavings are quotably steady, but in little de-

niand. Hard white shavings of No. 1 quality are avail-

able in the local nmrket at 5.50c a pound f.o.b. and No.

1 soft white at 4.60e Books and magazines are selling

to manufacturers at around 1.50c New York, and No. 1

kraft paper at 3.40e to 3.50c.

Barjfjiny and Rope.—The market for scrap bagging

and old ropes is characterized by dullness. Current

Imyin^g by consumers is confined to small quantities, and

there are few orders being received by dealers even for

restricted amounts. No. 1 old domestic uuinila rope is

available to manufacturers at about 5.00c a pound f.o.b.

New York, while No. 1 scrap bagging is quoted at 3.00c

New York and roofing bagging at between 1.80c and

1.90c.

BIG JUMP IN PAPER EXPORTS.

Trade returns for November—the first to be affect-

ed by the cessation of war—show a jump of $1,958,-

845 in the value of Canadian pulp and paper exports as

compared with November, 1917. Of this amount $1,-

325,999 is accounted for by increased export of chemi-

cally-prepared pulp. Trans-Pacific trade shows a eon-

si(h'ralile inci'case, Australia and New Zealand together

taking ()5,()77 tons of printing paper, valued at $236,-

131, and Japan taking 64,594 tons of chemical pulp
vahied at $275,050. As cargo space becomes more
available exjjorts to these countries should show a con-

sidci'able increase. The total value of the month's ex-

jiorts was $8,166,466, made ny as follows:

.Month of November. 1917. 1918.

I'aper and mfgs. of $3,227,242 $3,956,992

Chemical pull) 1,617,295 2,943,294

.Meclianical i.ul)) 512,221 399,851

$5,356,758 $7,300,137

I'ulpwood 850,863 866,329

$6,207,621 $8,166,466

For the first eight months of the current fiscal year
the total value of pulp and paper exports, including un-

manufactured wood, amounted to $65,411,601 as against

$48,578,974 for the corresponding period in 1917, an
increase of $16,832,627. Details for the eight months'
jieriod follow:

Eight months. 1916. 1917. 1918.

Paper and mfgs. of $15,526,242 $24,140,074 $29,495,873

Chemical pulp . . . 8,384,840 13,072,335 21,760,738

IMechanieal pulp . 4,164,567 5,036,802 3,308,126

$28,075,650 $42,249,211 $54,564,737

Pulpwood 5,067,826 6,329,763 10,846,864

$33,143,476 $48,578,974 $65,411,601

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sixlphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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EDITORIAL
w,

COMMENT ON THE CONVENTIONS.
The last two weeks have been busy and interesting

ones for the pulp and paper makers of Canada and
the United States.

On January 30th and 31st members of the Cana-

dian Pulp & Paper Association, in meetings of the as-

sociation as a whole, and in the smaller but no less

important meetings of the various sections, have con-

sidered items of greatest significance to the industry of

Canada, both now and in the future. The importance

of such meetings cannot be over-emphasized and the

large attendance indicates the attitude of the Cana-

dian pulp and paper manufacturers to the great an-

nual gathering.

The importance of the topics discussed strongly

emphasizes the value of such a clearing house for ideas

on topics which are really national in their scope. It

is a pity that the association does not embrace every

pulp and paper manufacturer in the Dominion. There

are still a number, fortunately small, who do not

realize the advantages of membership and the oppor-

tunities for national service which result from par-

ticipation in the activities of the various sections of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

The only reasons for the existance of such an organ-

ization are the advantages to the members and the

service that can be rendered the community, and, of

the two, the latter is by far the more important. Prob-

lems .such as the re-establishment of returned soldiers,

the conservation of forests, the proper utilization of

water powers, the development and use of many Can-

adian resources, such as coal, clay, limestone, grind-

stones, etc., and even problems involving transporta-

tion, land settlement, and immigration are typical of

the matters that can properly be discussed with profit

at such gatherings. The broad-minded attitude and

tlie deep-seated interest of members of the Association

is proved by the long distances that members will come

to discuss these topics and others which are restricted

more to the industry itself.

The attendance at meetings of the Technical Sec-

lion was particularly gratifying and the addresses

were more fully discussed than at any previous meet-

ing. This indicates either that the subjects were of

greater interest than usual or that members are com-

ing to a realization of the advantage of fully discuss-

ing the subjects presented, and, appreciating the bene-

fit to themselves of hearing the ideas of others, realize

that the expression of those ideas and experiences can

(mly be expected when they are willing to contribute

their own share to the discussion. It is to be hoped

that attendance at the meetings of the Technical and

other Sections of the association will be as well main-

tained in the future as was the case this year. In

fact, with the gradual but healthy growth in mem-

bership we may expect the meetings to become even

more interesting and better attended. The principal

thing to be remembered from the meeting just held is

the advantage of having ideas and being willing to

express them at the meetings.

In New York the American Paper & Pulp Associa-

tion, last week, held the biggest convention in the

42 years of its history. It is possible at this time to

mention only a few of the more important features.

Among a large number of excellent addresses there

stands out particularly the note of enthusiastic

patriotism and desire for service which permeated the

whole atmosphere of the gathering. One of the most

inspiring memories of the occasion was the remark of

Judge Moore, at the dinner of the Technical Associa-

tion, when he said: "The President of the United

States is my President no matter what party he may
belong to." We in Canada can take a lesson from the

Judge's remai'ks and resolve that once a Government

is elected that tTiis is the Government of the whole

people and it is the business of each one of us to stand

firmly for the elected representatives of the Dominion

and eliminate misdirected, destructive criticism.

Along technical lines there was an inspiring note in

the remarks of Dr. Steinmetz, when he indicated the

lack of appreciation among cellulose investigators of

the large possibilities for utilizing the non-cellulose

materials removed from the wood in the manufacture

of pulp. He drew attention to the fact that in mak-

ing coke from coal, the coke corresponds to the cel-

lulose recovered in pulp-making and that the non-

cellulose portion of the coal is the basis for the largest

chemical industry that we have, while the non-cel-

lulose part of the wood, which is almost entirely wasted

iu pulp-making can be made a basis of correspondingly

profitable industries. The difficulty seems to have

been that investigators have seen only one line of at-

tack and have limited their researches to the possible

development of a single product, whereas the possi-

bilities should be viewed in the light of their fuU ex-

tent.

The large number of members and affiliated associa-

tions of the American Paper and Pulp Association
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iK'eessarily makes the annual gatherius in New York
a much more extensive proposition tlian the meeting

"i' the Canadian Association, but seetioual meetings

make it convenient for men in the same line to get

together more intimately and discuss their many prob-

lems. Much constructive work was done at the meet-

ing this year and it is expected by the Association that

fuller co-operation will be possible in the future and
even more good accomplished by the organization. It

is particularly important at this critical time in the

history of our peoples that organizations of this kind

are ready and willing to undertake the solution of

problems that mean so much to the welfare of our
own people and even the world at large. It can be

confidently expected that the good work of the associa-

tion will continue through the coming years and that

the Association will attain even greater strength and
importance.

It is worthy of note that after many years of resolu-

tion-passing intended to encourage the better educa-

tion, particularly on technical lines, of those engaged
in or likeh' to enter the industry, work has begun on

the actual raising of real money for this purpose. In-

spired by the vision of George Carruthers, the com-

mittee on ediication of the Canadian Technical Sec-

tion, finding their program for promoting vocational

education blocked by the lack of suitable text-books,

set to work on this most important phase of the

problem of education. Aiter going carefullj- over the

ground and mapping out a course of action, the com-

mittee got in touch Avith a similar committee of the

American Technical Association. The result was a

joint meeting and the formation of an executive com-

mittee representing the Canadian and American As-

sociations and charged with finding a solution of the

problem. Under this committee's direction an outline

for a suitable textbook was i>repared. The Technical

Section approved the plan and the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association promptly voted an appropriation of

•jiii.OOO for this year and the assurance of $5,000 next

year. The Teclmical Association in New York likewise

approved the plan and the American Paper and Pulp

Association, following a strong argument from Presi-

dent Sisson, authorized the canvass of members for

the $20,000 needed to complete the sum of $30,000

estimated as necessary for carrying out the program

of the committee. The action of the American Paper

and Pulp Association does not seem as spontaneous as

the Canadian, due in large measure to differences

in organization. The spirit, however, is the same and

the financial support of the movement seems assured.

It is to be hoped that every mill will not only subscribe

to the fund, but continue to push the improvement of

educational opportunities for each and every person

in the industry who has a spark of ambition. A fine

start has been made. Let's keep the ball a-roUing.

PAPER MEN LEAD THE WAY.
Our ciinu-st lioiu' i& tliat it \von"t be long befoiv the

textile manufacturers in Canada follow the example
set by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association in

the matter of taking a greater interest in the educa-

tion of their workmen. The committee on education

by the Pulp and Paper Association recommended to

tlic annual meetmg of the association that text-books

he secured and distrib\ited free of cost among the

men at the different mills throughout the countr\-,

giving practical lessons on the manufacture of pulp.

It was also suggested that night schools be established

in mill towns whereby these men would be given an

opportunit.v of learning the . technical end of the

Inisine.ss.

If a similar jirogramme could be carried through to

a successful conchision by the textile manufacturers,

it would undoubtedly give an impetus to the industrj'

and act as a tonic to the business. These night classes

for technical training, we feel sure, would be the fore-

runners of textile training schools established with

the assistance of Federal and Provincial Governments.

—From Canadian Textile Journal.

A souvenir of the annual meeting of the Quebec

Forest Protective Association, when opened up once,

shows "The Careless Smoker" throwing a lighted

cigar butt and a lighted, match where they start fires

in the woods. Opening the folder again shows two

more views of the culprit. We first see what he will

get here—kicked out of the injured community; and

what he will get hereafter—when the Devil with a

long-handled frying-pan gives him the "special treat-

ment for fools whose carelessness caused forest fires."

In other words, the Devil is giving him Hell, which

he doubtless deserves.

MAKING LIFE SWEETER.
Today, just as it was vi'sterday, we arc assailing the

motive and eonduet of men. holding them up to ridi-

cule and reproach, upon the announcement of whose
death we shall take occasion to commend them, when
their ears are deaf to our approval. Would it not- be
infinitely better to discount our praise and anticipate

its payment? One little flower sincerely tendered a

living man will help him more than a magnificent
wi-eath laid upon his grave : one word of praise spok-

en to him while he hears may do more good than an
eloquent obituary. If you are not inclined to believe

it, try it out on somebody. It might be well to make
the exi>eriment with one of your business competitors.

—Editorial in Paper.

A HANDSOME SOUVENIR.
One of the finest souvenirs we have leeeived in a

long while is that recently sent out by JI. Gottesman &
Company, Xew York, dealers in wood pulp. It is a

memorandum pad to be clamped to a desk telephone,

and at the top ha.s the name of the firm and a calendar
which is perpetual by virtue of four disks .showing the

dav, montli and date. It is an exceedinglv neat and use-

ful gift.
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The Determination of Loss of Steam from Dryers
B. M. BAXTER, Cousulting Engineer, Cleveland, O.

Many paper machines are now equipped with traps,

either individual traps on each dryer or larger traps

each serving a number of dryers, in order to prevent

the loss of steam from the dryers through blowing out

with the condensation. However, there are still many
machines not so fitted. In order to determine the am-

ount of such loss with a view to determining how much
saving can be made in this direction, the following me-

thod devised by the author several years ago can be

used with little expense.

The apparatus is simple and consists of a small cold

water meter, a low reading steam gauge, preferably a

compound gauge, three thermometers, preferably cali-

brated laboratory type thermometers, which can be pur-

chased for about .$1.50 each, platform scales and some

pipe and fittings.

As shown on Fig. 1, a connection is made in the mach-

ine return line receiving the condensation from the dry-

ers and if there is none, a gate valve is inserted in the

line beyond the connection for testing, so that it may be

shut off and the conden.sation diverted through the test-

ing connection. In a tee in the test piping, a ther-

mometer well is screwed. Below this well a cold water

connection is made and the meter inserted in this cold

water line with a globe valve for regulation of the flow.

There should preferably be two weighing tanks on plat-

form scales although any arrangement for accurate

weighing or measuring of the water is all that is need-

ed. If two tanks are used, the test piping should ter-

minate in a freely swinging arm or should be branched

with a valve in each branch with the discharge arrang-

ed to fill the tanks alternately.

The pressure gauge is attached to the main return

line between the machine and the testing apparatus so

that the pressure on the return main can be kept at the

same point during the test as during regular operation.

This is done by throttling the valve in the piping

to the testing tanks.

Before beginning the test the cold water meter must
be tested for accuracy by running water through it and
weighing the water in the testing tanks. Several such

runs should be made, and the results plotted on squar-

ed paper, to make a calibration diagram similar to Fig.

\ ColdHafcr

/=brfaile Sen/c^

2 from which the true amount of cold water used can

conveniently be read from the readings of the meter

taken during the test.

One of the thermometers is inserted in the test piping

above the cold water connection to show the tempera-

ture of the mixture of steam and water coming from
the dryers. A second thermometer is inserted in the

cold w^ater supply line and the third thermometer used

to determine the temperature of the water as weighed.
If no thermometer wells are on hand, two must be pro-

cured or made, as illustrated by Fig. 3.

The purpose of the cold water connection is to con-

dense the steam in the return water from the machine
and also to reduce the temperature of this water to a

point where it can be conveniently handled. It is not

material how much cold water is used nor what the

temperature of the water weighed is, except that it is

desirable to keep the rate of flow of cold water as near-

ly constant as possible which will maintain the tem-

perature of the water weighed uniform and assist in

obtaining accurate results.

The method of making the test is to close off the

valve in the return main so as to divert the water
through the test piping. The flow of cold water is ad-

justed so that the water flowing into the weighing
tanks is as hot as can be handled comfortably and at

the same time, the valve in the piping from the main to

the tanks is adjusted to show the same pressure as when
the machine condensation was flowing through the main.
When conditions are uniform, the test and weighing

of water is begun. Readings of all three thermometers
and the water meter are taken at regular intervals of

ten or fifteen minutes and the weight of water collected

in the weighing tanks as the tanks fill. It is not neces-

sary to read the pressure gauge for record, but merely
to keep watch of it and to adjust the flow from the

machine from time to time so as to keep the pressure
uniform. It is preferable to continue the readings for
several hours so as to get better average readings and to

take care of "slugs" of water which sometimes are dis-

charged from the dryers.

As additional data of interest, the speed and trim of
the machine should be noted and the weight of paper
made so that the total weight made during the run
can be calculated and the weight of steam per pound of
paper dried determined.

Fie,.

WAT£K />7£T£/r /?£AOifi
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After the conclusion of the test, the thermometer read-

ings are averaged and the total amount of cold water

determined by subtraction of the reading of the water

meter at the beginning of the run from tliat at the end.

If the meter reads in cubic feet, the reading is to be con-

verted into pounds by multiplication by 62.4. In case

the meter does not read correctly, the true amount of

water used is read from the correction diagram.

The method of calculation can best be illustrated by
an example.

We will assume that the thermometer in the main line

from the machine gave an average reading of 225 deg.

Fahr., the temperature of the cold water 60 deg. Fahr.,

and the temperature of the water in the weighing tanks

ISO deg. Also, that the water rate shown by the meter

after correction by the calibration diagram was 125

cubic feet per hour. The equivalent weight is then 7,800

lbs. per hour. The weight of the water weighed in the

tanks will be assumed to have been 12,300 lbs. per

hour.

The heat absorbed bv the cold water in heating from
60 deg. to ISO deg. is i20 B.T.U. per pound. The heat

given up by the water in the mixture of steam and wa-

ter discharged from the dryers in dropping from 225

deg. to ISO deg. is 45 B.T.U. per pound. By reference

;
, TheJ-monje/e-r }VcJ/

— To )Ve^'i?/7//7i7

to a table of the properties of saturated steam, we find

that for steam at 225 deg. the total heat above 32 deg. is

1155 B.T.U. and the heat given up to the mixture of re-

turns and cold water, 1155 — 148 = 1007 B.T.U. The
figure 148 is the heat above 32 deg. of the water as

weighed.

Since the heat given up by the mixture of water and
steam is the heat taken up by the cold water, the total

heat per hour given up by water and steam from the
dryers is 120 X 7800 = 936,000 B.T.U. per hour. By
subtraction of the weight per hour of cold water used
from the total weight, the weight of steam and water
from the dryers is found to be 4,500 lbs. per hour.
Hence the heat per pound given up by the mixture of
steam and water from the dryers will be 936,000 divid-
ed by 4,500 or 208 B.T.U. As the water part only
gives up 45 B.T.U. per pound in dropping from
225 deg. to ISO deg., it is evident that steam is contain-
ed in the mixture. The problem then is to determine
what fraction of a pound of steam containing 1007 B.
T. U. when mixed with water containing 45 B.T.U. will
result in a mixture containing 208 B.T.U.
Let S represent the fraction of a pound of steam con-

tained in one pound of the mixture of steam and water

from the dryers. Then 1-S will be the fraction of a

])ound of water in the mixture. Ks, the steam gives up
1007 heat >inits per pound and the water 45 heat units,

the heat in one pound of the mixtui-e will be 1007 times

the fractional part which is steam and 45 times the frac-

tional part which is water. As we have already deter-

mined tliat the total heat in one pound of the mixture is

208 B.T.U. (heat uiutsj we can now write an equation

from which tlie proportion of steam and water can be

found. Tliis equation is as follows:

1007S + 45 (]-S) = 208
Transposing this equation

:

1007S — 45S = 208 — 45, or,

963S= 163.

The proportion of steam in the mixture is then,

163/962 or in decimals 0.169. practically 17 per cent.

Assume that during the period of above test, the ma-
chine made 1380 lbs. paper. Then the amount of steam
used per pound paper will be 4500 divided by 1380 or

3.26 pounds per pound of paper made. As the test

shows a loss of 17 per cent, the amount of lost steam
per pound of paper will be 0.55 lbs. and the steam re-

quired for drying without loss would be 2.71 lbs.

Since the preceding figures were assumed to be the

average houi'Iy results, the loss per hour would be 4500
multiplied by 0.17 or 765 lbs. The equivalent loss in

coal may readily be figured. As a fair value,, 8.5 pounds
steam may be assumed to be produced per pound of

coal. The fuel loss would then be 90 lbs. per hour or
at the rate of 2160 lbs. per 24-hour day. With some
allowance for steam being off the dryers for washing up,
changing felts or other reasons, this lo.ss may be figur-

ed at a ton per day (short ton) or roughly—300 tons
per j'ear, representing a loss of $1,500.00 per year for

an assumed coal cost of $5.00 per ton delivered at the
boilers.

In the preceding calculations, no account was taken of

the fractional parts of heat units as given by the steam

tables and for the sake of simplicity, the specific heat

of water was taken at on heat unit per pound through-

out the range of temperatures used. This is not abso-

lutely accurate, but the error is so small that it has no
appreciable effect on the result.

The above method takes no account of radiation from
the piping between the dryers and the testing appar-
atus and as this radiation causes a condensation of the

steam in the mixture, it is desirable to locate the testing

apparatus as clo.se to the dryers as possible. The error

can largely be reduced if the piping is covered with pipe
covering from the dryers to the testing connection.s. If

very accurate results are wanted, all the piping from
the dryers to the testing apparatus can be measured, the

square feet of pipe surface computed, the temperature
of the surrounding air taken and the heat loss calculated

on a basis of 3 B.T.U. heat loss per square foot of bare

pipe per hour for each degree difference in temperature
between the surrounding air and the mixture of steam
and water in the pipe. The latter temperature will be
approximately constant at all points in the pipe until

all steam is condensed. After this heat loss is calcu-

lated, the figure for total B.T.U. radiated may be divid-

ed by the total heat per pound of steam above the tem-
perature in the return main and the result will be the
number of pounds of steam condensed due to vadiation

and a suitable correction can be made to the result ob-

tained by test of the amount of uncondensed steam dis-

charged from the dryers.
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A Little Scotch
By GEORGE CARRUTHERS.

This is a most luiusual introduction and a most un-

usual way of proposing a toast to the Guests.

There is a story told of a couple of Scotch sailors,

old fellows, who grew tired of the sea and they de-

cided to remain ashore, and if possible buy some lit-

tle business. They watched the papers very closely

and finally they noticed an advertisement of an Inn
for sale, and Dougal said to Donald, "I think that
would be a good thing for us." So they went and
interviewed the proprietor, who seemed quite will-

ing to sell to the sailors. They then consulted a law-
yer to prepare and have the papers transferred.

As soon as the proprietor discovered that it was
possible for him to sell this Inn, he closed the door,

and as is customary in small places, the people imme-
diately supplied the explanation as to why this door
was closed. It was to the effect that the Inn would
be closed for four days until the transfer was com-
pleted, and then it would be opened up under the

new management.
It was a long time to wait the four days, and on

the fourth morning the.v were all there waiting for

the opening of the Inn, biit the door was not opened.

One bold fellow walked up to the door and shook it

and gave it a kick. He heard a little commotion in-

side, but the door was not opened. lie then picked

up a handful of gravel and threw it at the door or

over the transom. There was a little more commo-
tion, and then a big, shaggy, brawny Scotchman
looked over the transom ,and said, "What do you
want?" He was asked, "When wDl the Inn be

open?" The Scotchman looked at him for a minute,

and said, "The Inn will not be open; we are going to

keep it all for ourselves."

I heard of another Scotchman who was trying very
hard to get down to the station so that he might de-

part. He navigated fairly successfully a portion of

the way, but finally he swung around and grabbed
the wire Avhich was running alongside the sidewalk.

He waited there a while, and a gentleman came
along, and Sandj' said, "I say, my man, come over
here." "Why?" "I want to speak to you. I am in

an awful fix ; if I let go this wire I will fall down, and
if T hang on to it, I will not get my train."

Mr. Carruthers then asked the gentlemen present

to fill their glasses and drink to the toast of "Our
Guests," which was responded to by Mr. George W.
Sisson, Jr., of Potsdam, New York, President of the

American Pulp and Paper Association, and Captain
Dudley Field Malone, Collector of the Port of New
York.

Canadian-American Entente
By GEORGE W. SISSON, Jr., President of the Am-

erican Paper & Pulp Association.

I thank you for the cordial expression of good will

and welcome which you have given your guests.

Speaking for myself, and I am sure also for all

who are enjoying this same hospitality with me, we
deem it a distinguished honor to be the guests of
the Official Representatives of one of the great in-

dustries of a great nation; an industry whose rapid
expansion in your country would seem a fairy tale or
the result of the rubbing of Aladdin's lamp, were we
not fully aware and thoroughly appreciative of the
character of the men who think and act and lead in
the wonderful development of your country. What
a people you are and what an Empire is yours ! I
would that I might live for fifty years more just to
see what wonders are in store for this nation of
yours. Great as has been your development, since
the day when only the hardy voyageur and no less

GEO. CARRUTHERS.

adventurous "Courier de Bois" carried the spirit of
discovery into the then almost unknown wilderness, I

venture to assert that the possibilities of this nation
and country have been, from an agricultural, indus-
trial and social standpoint, but dimly visualized by
even your most optimistic citizens.

I believe that I know something of the spirit and
enterprise of the Canadian people, for I have lived
all my life practically within sight of the noble
waterway which seemed designed by nature for our
natural and peaceful boundary, and upon whose
broad bosom could be carried in fair and joint co-op-

eration, the products of both Empires on their way
to the world's markets.

Small men can operate mills and successfully han-
dle their individual enterprises, but it takes big men
with broad vision and something of altruism in their

souls to build an Empire, an Empire based not mere-
ly on commercial supremacy, but which finds its firm
foundation in the character and contentment of its

people.

You are no mere exploitors of a nation's resources,

though men in this industry have often been so char-
acterized. The spirit' arid motive in which you have
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pursued and do pursue this work of opening up your
I'ountry, developiii}; its resources, establishing here

and there hamlets of busy workers who under your
fair management become a contented and useful ad-

dition to the strength of the Dominion, decide your
true place in the upbuilding of this nation. You
need not fear the carping criticism of those whose
temporary interests incline them to attack you, for

your place in this great work will be fairly judged in

the future without regard to such passing comment.
I, of course, appreciate the fact that I am here as

your guest, because I represent in the United States

the great industry in which you are also engaged. In

the name of the American Paper and Pulp Industry,

1 thank you for the expression of good will and re-

cognition of mutual interests that your invitation

implies. I bring you the greetings of the manufac-

turers on our side of the line, whose problems are

largely identical with yours and in the solution of

which there should be no clashing of interest through

misapprehension. Co-operation on a large and mag-
nanimous scale, and in the most sympathetic spirit

must be the rule, if the industry is to prosper in both

countries. You need our markets; indeed, must have

them, and we have gladly opened them to you. Com-
mon fairness indicates that you should not deny to

us access to your raw materials that may be needed

and a restrictive i)olicy which goes beyond more than

fairly protecting your national requirements would

not be in accord with the co-operative spirit that

must hereafter rule international relations.

It will, gentlemen, continue through all genera-

tions to be a subject of legitimate pride for Cana-

dians that in the crisis of the world's history and
destiny they had no ends to serve at the promptings

of national selfishness, but threw themselves into the

struggle for world-safety with an abandon and com-

plete devotion, never surpassed in any country.

The material benefits which the war has brought to

your nation have not been earned by any methods of

which you should be ashamed. The access of spirit-

ual elevation and moral force which the war has

brought to this people will probably be reckoned in

years to come as the real gain that is its share of the

Victory.

I thank God that into that great struggle America
finally entered, and not quite too late.

This war has somehow brought you Canadians and
ourselves closer together than ever before. No Am-
erican soldier has come in contact with the Canadian
troops in this war without feeling that his heart was
warming towards them. Of your troops, no inconsid-

erable portion were citizens of the United States. For
this reason, and perhaps for others, the Canadian sol-

dier has conceived a deep and sincere feeling of bro-

therhood for America.

You Canadians are loyal Britishers, and near Am-
ericans, citizens of Britain with the American tem-

perament.

It is an inestimable privilege that you and we have
in our hands the working out of the wonderful fu-

ture of this North American continent. May we do
it in that spirit of complete devotion, helpful co-op-

eration and unselfish service that will make for the

happiness and genuine contentment of the splendid
race of men that will people these sister Empires.

New Era in Industrial Relations

By CAPTAIN DUDLEY FIELD MALONE, Col-

lector of the Port of New York.

1 must say that this is the most long-distance au-

dience I have ever spoken to, and it was well worth
while to come thirteen hours to Montreal and to re-

turn thirteen hours to-morrow morning to hear Lieu-

tenant (iitz Rice and his brother sing "Canada, my
Canada," and to hear Mr. Steele sing that never-to-

be-forgotten melody, and to hear General White's
speech so modestly describing the efforts and suc-

cesses of the Canadian soldiers, and to hear the ripe

wisdom as to the future of the relations between
Canada and the United States from the statesman-
like lips of Sir John Willison. So it was not neces-

sary, gentlemen, that T should come here to make a

speech in order to be happy.

Now. gentlemen, the chief reason, as I have viewed
it. why Canadians sometimes said, "Oh. Hell, what
could .vou expect? He is an American," or why an
American said, "Oh, Hell, he is a Canadian," was
simply because of that handed-down prejudice from
the lying lips of misrepresentation. You look like

Americans to me. I don't see any difference. You
all look like white men.

You know there are still some Tri.shmen who think
that an Englishman has no sense of humor and there

are still some Englishmen who think that an Irish-

man has a .strange sense of humor. I heard a story

the other day about an English General who was
given temporarj' command in France of an American
Brigade for the purpose of instruction and leader-

ship. This General was one of the older British of-

ficers, a brilliant tactician and a fine fellow, wearing
that fine Briti.sh crust and veneer which you have to

understand to appreciate, and in his eye he always
wore a monocle, to keep from catching cold. These
"rough necks" from the States did not \inderstand
these eccentricities, and they did not like to be led

by a man wearing a monocle, and planned all sorts

of ways to show their dissatisfaction.

One morning, when the General came up. four regi-

ments of men had each stuck their brass identifica-

tion tag in his eye. The old General stepped out to

review the Brigade, and he walked quietly along with
his crop, looked into every man's face. He then

strolled out leisxxrely to the centre of the drill field,

faced about in true soldierly fashion, still with his

monocle. He took his crop in his left hand, put his

right hand even with his stomach, released his eye-

lid, dropped his monocle into his right hand, and with
his thumb flicked it back into his eye. and then he
said. "Do that, you beggars, if you can."

But, gentlemen, this is an important period for you
and for us across the border. It is a period in which
there is profound obligation to those of you who rep-

reseht this great industry, and your industry will not
be safe if you are not shot through with vision ; if

you do not realize the times in which you live. A
soldier came back to the port of New York four

weeks ago. and was wandering around the streets of

New York for nearly a month looking for a job. and
in the midst of cynicism, as he heard that the German
working people had gotten control of their own gov-

ernment this man, with c^Tiieism. said. ""Well, we
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won the victory, but the Germans seem to have won
the freedom," because this battle was not fought
tor political freedom alone, it was fought also for

industrial freedom, for honest wealth, and for hon-
est labor. This is an accommodation that has been
spoken to you all night long by your fellow mem-
bers; it is an accommodation that must be made.
Gentlemen, j-ou cannot always increase the wages;
you cannot always decrease the hours; there finalh-

must come a deadline be\ond which labor and capi-

tal cannot go. What will you do then? You will do
nothing unless you jilan for the future.

1 went into a great shoe factory in Manchester,
N.H., about six weeks ago, a factory that employs
seven thousand men, women and young girls. 1 went
through that factory for a day with great interest,

and with great education to myself, and in that fac-

tory, where every machine was placed in the light

so that the conditions were sanitary, they had a

dance hall for the young people, gymnasia for the

young men, baseball and football for their employees,
every humanitarian device that the genius of modern
efficiency could conceive, and at the end of the day
the head of the concern said: "What do .you think?"
J said, "It is the most wonderful plant I have ever

been in." And he said, "And yet labor is not con-

tent. How can you explain it?" I said, "Mr. Shaw,
1 don't know that I can explain it, but I have a

theory. If j-ou have seven thousand employees with

forty different processes for the making of shoes,

with each working man and each working woman
making a particular small piece of leather or hand-

ling a small strip of eyelets, and doing that for six or

seven or eight hours a day, no matter how handsome
your condition, it is not natural to believe that hu-

mans can work for that time on a stereotyped job

of that character without any creative impulse in

their souls, and be satisfietl. You have got to de-

velop a creative impulse in the workers of Canada
and the United States.

It can be done in this sim|)le way. It is simple

to state ; it is more difficult to achieve, but it can be

done in the respect that you should not plan for the

future in order to increase the profits on labor, but

you should plan for the future in order that the

working man and the working woman may be taken

and trained by you and your confreres to take an in-

terest in the plant, not in the profits, but in the pro-

duction of the goods, because, my fellow-citizens of

Canada and the United States, you go to your shops

and factories, and you work from early morning to

late at night because you have the spirit of adven-

ture. You handle the details, you have the executive

skill; the individual worker has not the participa-

tion in the enterpri.se or in the production of the

goods, which is the ver> soul of the wealth which

you shall produce.

Abroad, what is hapjiening? Gentlemen, someone

said the Kaiser began the war. The Kaiser did not

liegin the war; the Kaiser began a world-wide revo-

lution. It is all over the world to-day, but the

thoughtful men of Canada and the thoughtful men
of the United States can meet it if they will meet it.

How? By planning with vision; by planning with

patriotism: by planning with the sympathy which

you have evidenced in >-our comments to-night ; and

by planning with the spirit of the immortal dead of

Canada, those men who died on Flanders Field, those

men who lie on hillside and in valley; those men

whose crosses kiss the breath of heaven with the
coming spring, immortal in the history of mankind.
They died for a new day ; for a new order ; they died
for a new world compact ; they died for a permanent
compact and a permanent peace ; they died for a real
industrial system in which honest men and honest
wealth should earn honest profits, but in which the
mass of the people should be taught to participate,
not in the exploitation, but in the production of

wealth.

These are the things for which the men died, in or-

der that men might be politically and industrially

free, and in the proportion that Canada avails her-
self out of the death of her sons, out of the shattered
bodies of those who return, out of the services of her
womeii, as long as we realize in the tragedy that we
have gone through, the lessons of this great war—in

that proportion the future is safe, but it will only be
safe by the planning of the men of brains o^ your
nation and mine, and that planning may know no
boundary line, may be destroyed by no prejudice and
may make not only for the development of this

country but for the practical obligations, of world
wide ideals, and that should be the prayer of Cana
dians and the prayer of Americans, that men ma.v

not know whether they are Canadians or Americans,
but that they shall know, in the spirit of those who
have gone forth with a smile on their young faces,

to die, that an all-wise Providence may have planned
this awful traged.v that a better world, rising from
the ruins and ashes of the past, shall contemplate a

future which we have scarcely the energy to plan.

The Silent Toast
By HENHY A. WHSE, New York.

Gentlemen, Sir John Willison, in his remarks to

you, made a statement that struck deep into ray

heart when he said that this country looked with

tolerance and patience on the inaction of my coun

tr}'. You may have looked with tolerance and pa-

tience on the inaction of my coimtry, but every white

man in fhat country, like yourselves, did not look

with tolerance and patience on its inactivity.

We chafed ; we chafed under the inaction of our

countrv. We bled with you as you bled while we
stood idle. The men who sprung from the loins of

the men from whom yon sprung suffered as we sat

idle.

T am speaking for the Enelish people of the world;

T am speaking for the neople who need no league of

nations, people who will rule the world, the English

peonle. and the men who came from England, Ireland

and Scotland and America, and who left their de-

scendants there, as they came to Canada and left

their descendants here, chafed under the inaction of

our Nation and bled out of their hearts while you

gave up your real blood on the Fields of Flanders.

T apologize for the men from whom T come for the

delay of our country going into this war. The men
who died there would not all have died had we gone

in sooner, and I can only say that I wish to God we
had been with you from the start, and that I consider

that every man whose name is written on- that list is

a con.secrated name which we below the line cherish

as much as you.

T will toast them with von.

(THE SILENT TOAST.)
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Making Work Attractive
By ROBERT B. WOLF, M.E.,

Manager Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd.
(Continued from page 101, Jan. 30.)

The "unifoi-mity" record shown first in the three
charts to the right of the page came as the result of

Suggestions from our men after the weight and mois-
ture records had been in use for some time, and we
purposely left other spaces in the progress records
attached to the charts, for we knew that we would be
sure to have requests from our men for other factors

which they would like recorded. While we have not
had time to work them out as yet, we have already had
a number of suggestions. We find that the greater

number of factors or laws that we record, the greater
is the interest in the work, because it brings to bear
upon tlie problem a greater amount of thought.

What Kind of Records Produce Greatest Effort.

The "basis weight"' and "" moisture test" records
had been operating only a short time when the ma-
chine tenders called our attention to the fact that they
could get better results if the stock thickness or dens-

it}' furnished them by the beater room was more uni-

form. They asked us to find a way to measure the

thickness of the stock so that the beater engineer
could do his work better.

As a result of this suggestion, and after discussing

the matter with the beater engineer, our research de-

partment has tackled the problem of measuring this

stock thickness and it is now practically solved. The
beater engineer immediately suggested to us that the

variation ui the stock thickness which was furnished

him by the sulphite pulp mill and groundwood pulp
mill was not uniform, and that we should find some
way of recording the thickness at these points.

We found that to do this we had to increase the

amount of agitation in the pulp storage tanks, and as

a result are making some radical improvements which
will tend to produce greater uniformity throughout
the entire process.

Right here it might do well to call attention to the

fact that our experience has been that men do not

have to be stimulated to make suggestions by offer-

ing prizes. They are glad to suggest improvements,
for in this way they are helping to create conditions

in the plant which help them to get better results (the

results being indicated b,y their progress records).

Then, too, they are sure to receive recognition for their

suggestions, for the foreman knows our judgment
of his ability depends largely upon how he succeeds

in getting his men to use their brains. He natiirally

hastens to give credit for all suggestions made.
Of course, it goes without saying that this greater

uniformity is bound to result not only in a better

quality of paper, but in increased output as well ; in

fact one of our mills, without making any changes in

the speed of the paper machines, has already increased

its output over 5 per cent because of uniform operat-

ing conditions.

We have further made the discovery that what we
call the slowness or freeness of the stock has quite a

bearing on the quality of the paper as it comes off

the paper machines, and as a result we adopted a

method which would record this slowness and free-

ness. Bj^ free stock I mean stock that the water leaves

rapidly and by slow stock a stock which the water

leaves slowly. We foiind incidentally that this slow-

ness and freeness is one of the best indexes of the
quality of the groundwood pulp, and we are now
working upon a series of factors which will record
the operations of the grinders upon which the wood
blocks are reduced to pulp.

This work has always been one of the most unin-
teresting and monotonous jobs in the plant, but from
the small amount of work we have already been able
to do, we find increasing interest upon the part of the
worker, and I feel free to prophesy that when these
several factors have been recorded, we will convert
this into one of the most interesting jobs in the plant.
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MASTERS; MEN OR MACHIKES.'

Machine records like these used to be tj-pical in a paper mill.

When the tenders were kept informed of the variations in paper

thickness and moisture, they suggested ways of improving the

whole process. The results are shown on the next page
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1 base this prophecy on my previous experience in an-
other plant where we recorded hundreds of operations.
These records we found to be grouped under three
general classes; quantity records, quality records and
economy.

Quality records (which occupy the middle position),
are, perhaps, of the greatest importance, for they
l)ring the individual's intelligence (brain power) to
bear upon the problem and as a consequence, by re-

moving the obstacles to uniformity of quality, remove
at the same time the obstructions to increased output.
The creative j)ower of the human mind is, however,
not content .simjily to produce tlie best quality under
exi.sting conditions of plant operation. So the desire
to create new conditions for the more highly special-
ized working out of the natural laws of the process
demands expression, and this expression at once takes

the form of suggestions for iiiii)n>veiiientk in me-
chanical devices.

This desire contains within it tlie germ of economic
thought which will unfold and cxi)ress itself eventually
in a request for cost records, and the organization that
neglects its opportunity to satisfy this desire is over-
looking one of the great avenues leading toward in-

telligent productive effort.

Because of the interrelation of Quality, Qimntity,
and Economy records, any complete record of ins

dividual progress must, of course, take them all into
account. However, as this is not always practical,

we have at least one of tlii^e ways of measuring pro-
gress always ojjen to us.

As further illustrating the necessity for giving in-

dividual records to the men, we discovered that the
backtenders who sometimes work on other shifts than
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BY MAKING THE ME.V MASTERS OF THEIR MACHINES
When th« machine was master o( the thrSa workers whose October records are shown on the opposite page, the higliest

average attained was 77.8. Permitting the worker to introduce Lis own individuality by November moved all the

averages, although in varied degree, above 85; by May all h.td reached a practically uniform degree of efficiency
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their regular ones lost interest in their records to a

certain extent when on a different shift. Therefore,

a request came to keep the backtenders' records separ-

ately, so that no matter what machine-tender he hap-

pened to be working for, his record would follow him.

This was done, and the two records of November
26 and May 9, reproduced on page 166, show clearly

not only the gains made but the increasing competition

for a good record. Other factors under control of the

backtenders have been already suggested for record-

ing, and these we are planning to work upon as soon
as our Research Department has had time to develop

a plan.

We had an interesting experience with one of our
backtenders which illustrates how men appreciate

these progress records. At one plant we have two
small 120-inch machines. At another our narrowest
machine is 164-ineh and the widest 198-ineh. When-
ever we have openings on these wide machines, which
pay more money for backtenders, we like to advance
our own men.
One of our men went from the former mill to the

latter. His machine-tender, who told me the story,

said he noticed this man ran his paper much more
uniformly than any backtender he had ever had as

regards moisture test. Upon inquiring where he had
learned to run paper so uniformly, he explained our
plan for letting backtenders know just what the mois-

ture was every time a reel was changed. He said

the scheme was "great"' and he hoped they would
start it at this plant.

Mistakes in records cause a lack of confidence. We
overcame this trouble by giving "accuracy" records

to the "sample tester."' We had the Research De-

partment check over the number of mistakes made
each day in the "reel record" sheets. A perfect score

with no mistakes we call 100; 21/0 points were taken

off for every mistake. An average of eight or ten

mistakes a daj' was a common occurrence and almost

immediately this changed so that to-day a mistake is

decidedly the exception.

Now to go back to our original premise that it is

necessary to teach man his place in the organization.

These paper machine records enabled the machine-

tender to become a conscious participator in the entire

process of production. The individuality of the plant,

it must be remembered, is increased by developing the

individuality of the men in the plant and, conversely,

the individuality of the man will be increased by
consciously developing the individuality of the plant.

It is equally true that the individuality of the cor-

poration which is made up of a number of plants is

increased by a development of the individualities of

these plants. The unit of the corporation is the plant

;

the unit of the plant is the man. Because of this fact

the administrative, supply, and production activities in

the larger organization shoidd be confined to policies.

It should be a "policies organization" only. If it at-

tempts to control actual manufacturing operations in

detail, it at once interferes with the individuality of

the unit plant, and consc(|uciith-. with its creative

power.

The Problem of Present Day Industry.

One often hears it said that it is impossible to

manufacture either as cheaply or as well in a plant

which is part of a larger -organization as it is in an

individually owned plant where those with whom rest

the final decisions are right on the job. This is true.

But we cannot go back to the old order with all its

wastes of competition; therefore we must solve the
problem of uniting men without, at the same time,

crushing them. And this solution cannot be reached
without a knowledge of the philosophy of individ-

uality.

The paper maker is in the fabricating aepartment
of the production division and I will now again trace

his knowledge of each division through administration,

supply and lack against to production. This will com-
plete the analogy.

By proper evolution, of course, he is furnished with
knowledge of his own definite relationship to the

whole process of manufacturing. The knowledge of

individual performance as related to the work done by
others he sees leads to just compensation. The qual-

ity of the paper enables him to be conscious of the

selling side of financing — he knows that the cus-

tomer's satisfaction with the output depends upon its

quality, over which he has very definite control —
the quality being reflected in the progress record.

He also knows that better quality brings a higher

price. He is further conscious of his contact with the

receiving side of financing by knowing that increasing

the moisture test (which also very materially betters

the quality of the paper) decreases the shrinkage, so

that the same amount of raw material will make more
paper. An increase of 1 per cent in the moisture test

decreases the cost of our paper 50 cents per ton. Plan-

ning he contacts through his constantly expressed

desire for improvements in process suggested by his

knowledge of needed changes in the paper machine.

As he obtains better results from the changes, the

improvements reflect themselves in the quality re-

cord.

The paper machine becomes an instrument through

which he can express the art of paper making, and
the records become organized facts available to all

and gradually accumulate to form the basis of a real

science of paper making.

We must not forget we can only have a great art

where the organized facts which record the science

are so complete and comprehensive that the individual

who wishes to express the art can master the natural

laws recorded in the science.

In conclusion, does not the problem after all re-

solve itself into a conscious realization of man's part

in the great universal creative plan?

As has been previously indicated, industry has to

do Avith three great fields of activity.

On the one hand we have the field of natural or

universal activity, which functions according to pre-

determined law. The so-called exact sciences, such

as chemistry, physics, and mechanics, record the opera

tions in this field. It has to do with our raw materials,

oiat of which the finished products are created.

On the other hand we have the field of plant unity

—that "spirit of the whole," which reflects itself as

esprit de corps. It is this that we must develop if the

plant is to become sufficiently individualized to be a

crea'tive centre for consciously specializing nature's

laws.

Between the field of natural or universal activity

and the field of plant unity we have that great field

which M'e may call The Will of Man. For man con-

sidered generically forms the one connecting link be-

tween these two fields. As an individual, he is free

to work with or against the great law of natural evol-
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iition; that is. foustrui'tivfly or destructively, and this

fact emancipates him from the operation of the exact
sciences. If the erapk)yer attempts to confine or re-

press this free spirit in the individual workman by
exploitive methods, he Avill rebel and work against

him. On the t)ther hand, if the employer stinnilates

free self-expression by encouraging conscious, i. e..

thoughtful part icii)at ion. he will release such powerful
ci'eative forces within the organization that no obs-

tacles will be too irreat to be overcome.
The Way to Eliminate Industrial Unrest.

When the majority of (uir industrial institutions are

organized along these lines, men will begin to realize

that they are free only when they conform to natural

law.

The main f\nietion of the administration division is

to provide an environment in which tlic greatest pos-

sible number of men in the production divisions have
the very best opportunity to express their individual
creative power in constructive work. And it is the

main function of the sui)i)ly division to provide a suf-

ficient quantity of the most suitabU' materials in order
to develop the liigliest tyjie of organized creative

power.

There is no other way to eliminate iiuluslrial unrest,

foi' man is not an animal. l>ut a free, self determining,
mental centre of consciousness, who exists that the

universal life can deal with a particidar situation in

time and spaee. and thereby be enabled to evolve a

material universe organized to exjiress the one great

individual life of which we ai'c all a part.

BACK TENDERS MOISTURE RECORD
Date NOV 29.1917

No. 1 Machine No. 2 Machine

Name
Moisture

Progress
Record Name

Moisture Progress
Record

Day Period Day Period Day Period Day Period

RAOUL 79 77 94.1 94.2 FRYON 7.7 7.8 927 95.1

CLELAND 83 7.8 827 83.8 DREW 7.4 7.5 818 80.2

DOANE 7 9 7.6 89.3 83.5 ALLEN 74 7.2 842 78.9

BACK TENDERS MOISTURE RECORD
n.ifp MAY 9 I9lfi

No. 1 Machine No. 2 Machine

Name
Moisture

Progress
Record Name

Moisture
Progress
Record

Day Period Day Period Day Period Day Period

WOOD 80 8.0 97.3 955 RAOUL 80 7.9 97 5 92.1

CLELAND 8.1 7 9 92.7 92 DREW 7.9 7.8 950 91.9

JONES 8.0 7 8 944 90 2 FRYON 6.0 7 8 956 91.8

A CONTRAST IN RESULTS

"Invariably the competition is keen enough on all quality records to bring nearly all the men to pr.ic-tically t)ie same degree of

proficiency." .says Mr. Wolf. These reeords. made six months apart-, show a great difference in tlic degree of v.iriatirm

PRESENT CONDITIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR
PAPER TRADE ON THE PRAIRIES.

A few weeks ago the Editor asked John Martin, })resi-

deut of the John ilartin Paper Co.. Winnipeg, to tell

us something about things on the Prairies. On recover-

ing from illness sufficiently to get back to his desk,

about the first thing he did was to write the following
inspiring letter. He has located the bed-rock of our na-

tional pro.sperit.v and well-being:

"Upon entering this reconstruction period, about
all one can do in forecasting the future is to carefully

consider existing conditions and if we all act together

it would help considerably in determining the future.

Let us emphasize the importance and necessity of closer

co-operation with a truer and a more complete co-opera-

tive movement in Canada among the manufacturers and
distributors.

Let us take our lesson from the great military strug-

gle, when the value of iniion was not discu.ssed. It was
the base and ground work of all. and if Canada is to

compete, in the future, with other great nations of the
world, in the field of trade and commerce, there will

be need for closer union and more complete co-operative
efforts. The .social and economic changes will take their

deservative prominent place in the industrial and com-
mercial future of our Dominion, so in this re-adjustment
period, let us shake ourselves clear of the regrets, dis-

appointments, and prejudices of the past and may we
be found living examples for service and that our in-

fluence for good be felt for the betterment of all human-
itv.

We Western business men realize the impossibilities

and the possibilities of otir fair Dominion. The impossi-
bility to reduce manufacturing costs to what they were,
as the prices of former years were not justified by cost

conditions then prevailing and with such possibilities be-

fore us, we must look, not only from a manufacturing
standpoint, but an agricultural as well. We, in these
prairie provinces, naturally desire greater production
from agriculturists, realizing that less than 12 per cent
of our arable land is under cultivation and with thirty
million acres idle, we feel as if we have only scratched
the surface.

The statistics of last year have just been completed,
and show that our revenue from the soil in the three
prairie provinces amounted to .$386,500,000 so naturally
we are very optimistic. Our manufacturing interests
are growing rapidly and with electric power at excep-
tionally low rates. Winnipeg is very attractive to the
manufacturer.

Let us as a unit build up Canada and may our watch
words he. .Alutuality. Reciprocity and Co-operation.

There is yet much work to be done of a fundamental
nature becau.se we do not know all of the physical
and chemical properties of the individual fibres or
how these have been influenced by the treatment to
Avhieh they have been subjected before going to the
l)aper mill. In fact, this fundamental investigation
of the fibre, if complete, should be begun with the
tree, since the initial character of the wood may easily
be considered to have an effect on the quality of the
pnxhn't.
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Book Paper Investigation to Include

Sulphite

The visit of Commissioner Priugle to Toronto last

week to re-open the investigation into book paper and
half tone news resulted in a representative gathering
of the trade at the Parliament buildings. There was
a large array of counsel, including Glyn Osier, K.C.,

Toronto, who is looking after the trade and class

publishers: H. A. Stewart, K.C., of Brockville, repre-

senting the Federal Government; J. M. Godfre.y, K.C.,

Toronto, representing the Provincial Paper Mills Co.,

the Toronto Paper JIfg. Co. and the Kinleith Paper
Mills ; George H. Montgomery, K.C., of Montreal, rep-

resenting the book and writing section of the Cana-
dian Pulp and Paper Association.

Mr. Pringle stated that he was prepared to deal

with the prices of book paper with an open mind. He
said that over a year ago it l>id been decided that

the cost of book paper might be arrived at by having
the Government auditor examine the books of the

manufacturers. The plants of the Provincial Paper
ilills Co. and three other companies had been chosen.

He stated that Mr. Clarkson and staff had examined
the books and records of the Provincial Co.. and from
what had been learned he thought the price charged
was a reasonable one. Mr. Clarkson has reported to

Mr. Pringle to that effect, and he ("the Commissioner)
could not .see much use in going on with the inquiry

unless Mr. Osier, counsel for the trade and class sec-

tion, could prove that the figures of Accountant Clark-

son Avere incorrect, and the profits of the Provincial

Co. unreasonable.

Mr. Montgomery also ob.iected to the investigation

proceeding on several srrounds. and protested most
strongly against control being exercised over this in-

dustry while other industries equallv important were
allowed to escape. There was no necessitv for any
further investigation. Publishers could charge .iust

what prices they liked to the consumer and make
what profits they chose, but in the case of the book
mills, the trade and class section wanted to confine

them to cost—plus. ^fr. Montgomery went on to

noint out the conditions which prevailed when the

inquiry was started, and how the necessity of any
further probe had been eliminated. The publishers

had been playing with the book paner industry bv
requesting these investigations to the detriment of

the industry itself.

The publishers. IMr. Montgomery contended, were

only one factor between the consumer and the pub-

lie, and the government should not be interested in

taking money out of the pockets of book paper manu-
facturers to put into those of the publishers.

Mr. Osier replied to the different objections, and
finally it was decided to call Auditor G. T. Clarkson.

who took the .stand. He stated that three months
had been spent by his staff on the examination of the

books of the Provincial Paper ]Mills Co., and it Avas

shown in cross examination that the profits of the

company for the last six months of 1918 had dropped
from $272,000 to $210,000. The profits for the year

were about $410,000 which, without including the war
tax, was a return for the vear of 20i/> per cent. The
net profits in 1917 were $383,333. and in 1916 $416.-

r)94. Subject to ceftain specified charges, it was
.shown that in 1014' the pi-ofits were 8.65 per cent, of

the selling price; 1915, 11.22 per cent, of the selling

price; 1916, 16.75 per cent, of the selling price; 1917,
13.06 of the selling price, and for the first six months
of 1918, 19.07 per cent, of the selling price. Mr.
Clarkson maintained that the depreciations set by the
company were correct and that the capitalization of

two million dollars allowed the organization would
be permitted by any tribunal anywhere considering
their assets. It was also brought out that the aver-

age differences as between ''cost"' and "selling

price," per 100 pounds, had been as follows: In 1914,

38e. : in 1915, 45e, or 118.42 per cent, of that in 1914;
in 1916, 93c. or 244.73 per cent of that in 1914; in

1917. $1.10. or 289.47 per cent of that in 1914, and in

the first six months of 1918,' $1.47, or 386.89 per cent
of that in 1914.

In spite of the increase in the cost of labor and
raw material, due to war conditions, the company had,
ilr. Osier contended, from 1915 on received back from
their purchasers the full amount of the average cost,

on 1914 basis, the whole of the extra cost actually in-

curred through the higher price of labor and mater-
ials, the full margin of profit they would have made
under 1914 conditions, and an additional average pro-

fit, per TOO pounds, of 7c, 55c, 72e and $1.09 respec-

tivel.v in the periods set out above.

Mr. Osier suggested that it would be advisable to

get information from some other book mills, and
thought the necessary data could be obtained by
means of a questionnaire. To this Commissioner
Pringle replied that a qxiestionnaire was of no use.

and did not get the facts desired. Mr. Pringle added
that he was willing to have a member of the staff of

ilr. Clarkson go into the books of anv mill that Mr.
Osier misrht name and secure all the information de-

sired. Mr. Pringle stated that he desired to get at

the bottom of thincs as to whether a fair price was
being charged. The official would cather such fig-

ures as ^Ir. Osier desired, and that. too. without de-

lav 'Mr Pringle did not think that the Government,
if the prices were shown to be reasonable, would con-

tinuf to control paper prices.

Mr. Osier then asked for an investigation of the

books of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co. As sulphite

played an important part in the production of book
papers, he thought the books of the Riordon Co.

should be investigated, ^fr. Pringle stated that he
Avould consent to Mr Osier's suggestion, and re-

marked that the Riordon Co. had been making large

profits. When complaint had been made to him about
the price being charged by that company for sulphite,

he had taken the matter up with the officials and
the figure had been reduced.

The investigation then adiourned. and. in the

meantime, the examination of the books of the Rior-

don Pulp and Paper Co. will be proceeded with by
the staff of Auditor Clarkson.

FRANCE WANTS PULP PAPER AND
MACHINERY.

A distinct revival in pulp and paper circles in

France carries a fine opportunity for manufacturers
on this continent. Pulp and paper dealers want our

products and we have an inquiry for an introduction

to a house making grinders, etc., that would like to

arrange for an agency.
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CANADIAN LUMBERMEN MET
ACCOMPLISHED.

RESULTS

The eleventh annual convention of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association was held in St. John, N.B.,

on Wednesday and Thursday. February 5 and 6, and
was largel}' attended, there being over a hundred
delegates present from Ontario, Quebec, New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia. Much important business

was transacted and the reception accorded the visi-

tors was cordial and sincere, the local committee of

arrangements doing everything in its power to make
the stay of the city's guests pleasant and memorable.

The present membership of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association is 128, an increase over last vear

of 31.

An important decision was the changing of the num-
ber of directors to twenty-one, seven to retire at the

end of each year, thus ensuring continuity of service.

According to the membership, Ontario is entitled to

ten directors: Quebec, six: New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, four, and the western iirovinees. one. Those

nominees who received the highest vote were ap-

pointed for three years, those next highest for two,

and th"^ lowest for one year.

It is interesting to pulp and paper manufacturers

to learn that they are well represented on the new
Board of Directors. "W. G. Power. President of the

r. L. A., who is managing director of the River Ouelle

Pulp and Lumber Co.. St. Pacome, Que., and Alex

MacLaurin, Manasing Director of the St. Maurice

Paper Co., Three Rivers. Que., were elected directors

for three years from Quebec province. Angus Mc-

Lean. President of the Bathurst Lumber Co., Bath-

urst. N.B.. was elected as one of the three year direc-

tors from the ^Maritime provinces, and Archibald

Fraser. of the Fraser Companies, who operate a

large sulphite plant at Edmundston. N.B.. was chosen

a director for one year. In the election of officers

for 1919, "W. Gerard Power was retiimed as President

for a second term unanimously. It was decided to

hold the next annual convention in Quebec city in

February, 1920.

Among the most important matters was the decis-

ion of the Eastern spruce manufacturers who recent-

ly formed an association in Montreal ,to join hands

with the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and
form a section of that body. This step was taken at

a well attended gathering at which Angus McLean,
"Vice-Chairman, presided. It is likely that the white

pine manufacturers will also form an association in

Ontario and become another section of the C. L. A. In

this respect the work and worth of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association in having all branches of

the business included in its membership and direct-

ing the interest of the various bodies by means of

sections all working for the good of the industry as a

whole was favorably referred to.

Among the most important topics on which action

was taken was to recommend that all railways in the

Domiaion be brought luider the administration of the

Board of Railway Commissioners, including the Can-
adian Government Railways, in order to .secure effi-

ciency of fire protective measures and conserve the
interest of the forests. It was iirged that the neces-

sary legislation be prepared and introduced at Ot-

tawa during the forthcoming session.

Another resolution of note was one proposed by
Angus McLean to the effect that, in order to gain

accurate information regarding the available supply

of lumber in Canada, there should be sent by the

members to the secretary each month, on printed

forms, the total amoimt manufactured, the total

amount sold and the total amount .shipped out, toge-

ther with the value of sales, and that the aggregates

be compiled and forwarded to the members from

month to month. This will aid in regulating produc-

tion and afford the members some conception of the

amount of lumber cut, the demand, sales, etc.

It was also decided that as prompt a return to pre-

war conditions as possible should be accompli.shed in

the export of lumber to Great Britain. It was deemed
expedient that legislation should be introduced at

the forthcoming session of parliament to place on the

statute books a Dominion Bankruptcy Act. The
president and the secretary of the Association will

appear before the committee of the house when the

bill is being discussed in committee to favor the pro-

position.

Another outstanding feature of the convention
was urging an accurate survey of all standing tim-

ber ill Canada, showing the various kinds of lumber,
quality, location, and accessibility, together with
available means of transporting the same to the

nearest market. Also a report of all cut-over lands,

which are suitable only for forest growth, with the

extent and location of same would be most valuable

information, not only to lumber operators, but to the

Dominion and various provincial governments, thus
enabling said governments to develop to the fullest

extent a permanent forest policy which would have
the effect of con.serving the great natural resources

contained in Canada's forests. It was also urged that

the various governments provide adequate financial

assistance and clothe the Commission of Conservation
with the necessary authority for the purpose of ac-

complishing the end in view. Copies of the resolu-

tion will be forwarded to the different governments
and to the Commission of Conservation.

NEWSPRINT PRICE EXTENDED.
The extension of the .$69 price from Feb. 1st to

March 31st, was the principal feature of interest in
the Canadian newsprint situation at Ottawa last
week. The order extending the price was officially
made by the Paper Controller on Saturday last, and
carries with it the provisions of previous orders.

The advancement of the price for the next two
months was doubtless taken in face of the yet unan-
nounced decision of the members of the Paper Con-
trol Tribunal, which will not be made until Mr. Prin-
gle has further advanced his inquiry.

Outside of the advancement of the price the chief
interest of the paper trade centred on the book print
inquiry which was being held at Toronto.

So far as could be ascertained at Ottawa labor con-
ditions with the mills had reverted to their normal
channels, and no industrial disputes as affecting the
manufacturers were heard of.

Up to early this week no date had been announced
for the continuance of the Canadian Newsprint In-
quiry.
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WAXED PAPER AND ITS USES.

By A. L. ELWOOD, British American Wax Paper Go.,

Toronto.

It is not many years sinee waxed paper was' invented,

and only recently has the process of manufacture. been

perfected. Yet innumerable uses have been found for

it, and other uses are being found almost daily.

Waxed Paper is made in many grades, weights, colors

and designs, but invariably a paper basis is chosen that

is strong in fibre and supple in character.

This is then scientifically saturated with paraffin

wax, odorless, tasteless and absolutely moisture-proof.

The process varies according to the result desired.

Three types of waxed paper are in general use :

—

1. The impregnated, or "dry waxed."
2. Paper coated on one side.

3. Fully waxed paper, or "sui'faee coated."

Each of these is used for a different purpose and each

can be made in any recjuired grade, weight or design.

It should be added, by way of parenthesis, that par-

affin wax is the perfect food product preserver. Nothing

can possibly contaminate that which is enclosed in it.

It preserves anj^ ordinary substance almost indefinitely,

and should the wax, by any chance, be eaten, it cannot

po.ssibly do liarm. Indeed, the factory hands are con-

stantly chewing it, and they are as healthy a bunch

as one could see anywhere. But, as a matter of fact,

.so scientifically does the Britisli American Wax Paper
Company's process impregnate the paper, and remove

superfluous wax, that not a trace of it can adhere to

anything in contact with it. A question is sometimes

put to the wax paper manufacturer, somewhat after

this fashion

:

"We admit that those wrappers printed in colors in

artistic designs, make a most attractive display. They
add distinction to the goods, and they carry the adver-

tising right home in a way that newspaper advertising

cannot do. But, in the case of food stuffs, do you think

it is right to have that printed matter in contact with

it?"

Let there be no misconception on this point. That
objection, a very strong one, against the use of ordinary

printed paper as wrapping material, does not hold in

tlie case of waxed paper. All printing is first done on

the paper stock, very carefully dried, and not till then

is the paper coated with wax.

The glossy wax coating, which is such a perfect pro-

tection for food, not only enhances the effect of the

print, but protects the contents of the package from pa-

per and print equally as well as from outside contam-
inations.

But where the waxed paper is used as the outer wrap-
per, as in the case of certain cereals, it is used plain

and not printed. The "surface waxed" paper is per-

fectly transparent, clearly shows up the print on the

carton underneath, and provides a perfect, hermetically-

sealed wrapping.
As will be supposed, it took years of patient experi-

menting and scientific skill to produce an article of

such perfection, but the fruit of its labor is a product
that, for quality and usefulness has no rivals.

Some of the Uses of Waxed Paper.

Briefly the advantage of wrapping goods in waxed
paper is this: They reach the consumer exactly as they
left the factory. All deterioration is prevented whether
from atmospheric conditions, unclean handling, foul

odours, or other causes.

The advantage to the manufacturer is readily seen.

He is saved all blame for deterioration of quality, or

adulteration due to carelessness or dishonesty. His cus-

tomer is assured of pure food, hygienically wrapped,
full weight, or in the case of non-food products, of per-

fect condition ; and is neither critical or suspicious.

Moreover the wrapping readily lends itself to distinc-

tive treatment of color and design, and it is of the great-

est po.ssible advertising value.

Being absolutely impervious to atmospheric condi-

tions, moisture or dryness, and resistant to heat and
cold, waxed paper is used to keep moisture away from
cereals, biscuits, sugar, explosives, gelatine, metal goods,

painted surfaces, chemical salts, and many other articles.

It serves equally well, and is just as extensively used,

to retain moisture in bread, sweets, cakes, chewing
gum, washing powders, tobacco, cheese, figs, dates,

meats, soaps.

Sticky .substances do not adhere to it. It is especially

useful for wrapping confectionery. As it is completely

impervious to odours, it not only prevents contamina-

tion, but it is invaluable for retaining the appetizing

aroma of coffee, the flavor of tobacco, the delicate per-

fume of soap. It permits the mellowing effects of age

to be .•eeured without the loss of fullness or delicacy of

flavor, aroma or perfume, as the ease may be.

It readily lends itself to use in automatic machines,

in a cleanly, rapid way, at a fraction of the cost of hand
M-rapping. Thoroughly dependable wrapping machines
are now made for a great variety of products. It is a

most interesting sight to go into one of our large up-to-

date bakeries, and watch the stream of loaves, untouch-
ed by hand, coming out of a self-sealing bread-wrapping
machine at the rate of thirty a minute. A special grade
of waxed paper is used, and a loaf so wrapped is her-

metically sealed, not only at the ends, but along the

seams. Candy wrapping machines are equally efficient,

and easily run up to a speed of four hundred a minute.

For Bread—Must be Tried to be Appreciated.
Waxed paper is the only satisfactory medium for the

wrappihg of bread. It produces a neater package,

keeps the bread moist, and retains the weight for a

longer period.

The Kansas State Board of Health, as the result of

exhaustive experiment, adds, "leaving out the purely
sanitary reasons, which after all are the greatest for

wrapping bread, our results agree that its flavor is en-

hanced.

"

It has been found that a loaf of bread wrapped in

waxed paper, owing to the fact that it retains its full

weight, can be made with from one-half to one ounce
less dough and still give the customer the same weight
in the loaf. This offsets the cost of the paper.

Moreover, there are not returns of wrapped bread,
and no loss owing to staleness. In the case of fruit

and other fancy loaves, it is sufficient to bake only
once or twice a week, for when wrapped in waxed pa-
per, that which is three days old is indistinguishable

from the freshly baked.
And finally a loaf in a waxed wrapper with the

baker's trade mark, fully protects both baker and cus-

tomer from substitution.

Candy—Made Doubly Attractive.

The smooth velvety attractive squares of waxed paper
are now in general use for confectionery. Most lovers

of sweets would hesitate to buy nowadays were the
familiar waxed wraps absent, so efficient are they in

protecting from du.st, dirt, flies, and handling, and so
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effpotive in preventing hardeuiugr or drying, stickiness

or loss of shape.

Tobacco—With Full and Perfect Flavour.

Quite recently waxed paper has been employed for

wrapping package.^ of tobacco and boxes of cigars, with

conspicuous success. "Wrapped tobacco has been found
to give greater satisfaction with a consequent and grati-

fying increase in sales.

The Customer's Attitude.

In fact, it is the universal experience that the cus-

tomer readily responds when it is found that the wrap-
ping secures him full weigiit and perfect condition in

every purchase.

The retailer finds that waxed paper wrapped goods
save trouble in handling and give greater satisfaction.

There is no loss by shrinkage or careless weighing, and
they lend themselves to a more attractive display.

For the convenience of clients waxed paper is sup-
plied in rolls or in sheets cut to any size, printed or un-
printed, with any desired weight of paper and per-

centage of wax.

MOTOR LOGGING IN SPARSE GROWTH.
How heavily loaded niotor-tnicks have been bring-

ing out spruce for airplanes in the Pacific Northwest,
over unstable soils and through mountainous country,
is related by a contributor to The Engineering News-
Record (New York. December 26). This was effected,

we are told, by the construction of spfcctally designed
plank roads, of which the most interesting were btiilt

like a railway, with a line of planks for the wheels
on each side, and guards on the inside of each line to

keep the wheels from running off. High efficiency

and a low cost of maintenance for the trucks are re-

ported, according to the editor of the magazine named

AX EAST HAUL FOR A BIG ONE.

above, despite heavy grades and overloads. We read:
"Plank roads constructed at moderate cost made

it feasible to get motor-trucks into many of the thinly
scattered stands of spruce along the north Pacific
coast, and without the motor-truck or some other form
of mobile and quick transportation spruce from these
forests coiild not have been brought out at the rate
required by the Government's Spruce Production Di-

vision. Thus, plank roads suddenly became of greater

importance, perhaps, than ever before, and various
improvements in design and construction were de-

veloped. It is notable that, contrary to the usual prac-

tice on temporary roads, accurate location surveys
with transit were made under the direction of an
engineer. This has been particularly worth while, be-

cause of its effect in decreasing first cost and main-
tenance of the planked surface. A great decrease in

tire wear on plank roads, as compared with gravel

surfaces, is also reported.

'Two types of constnu'tion are used on these roads.

In one the planks are placed crosswise, while the other

calls for longitudinal planking and is known as the

'fore-and-aft' type. For the former type eight-foot

planks were used at first, supported on stringers placed

under the lines that the wheel treads would follow.

This did not alloAV much margin of safety, so ten-foot

planking Avas tried. On this wider road-bed, however,
the drivers did not keep over the stringers, and this

greatly increased the cost of maintaining the roads.

To overcome this, the standard width was again placed

at eight feet for tangents and the 'fore-and-aft' design

was improved and used on all grades less than four
per cent. Where grades are steeper cross planking
is' considered necessary, to avoid slipping in wet
weather.

"What is considered a great improvement in the

'fore-and-aft' construction vras effected by putting

rnard-rails in the centre at the inner edges of the

plank tracks, where they could be cross-braced. This

is found to constitute a verA' safe type of construc-

tion, strong and stable, which does not require as many
plank as the crosswise tvpe. The guard-rails must not

extend more than six inches abovn the plank, so that

thev will clear the brake rims of the trucks. The turn-

outs are put in everv five hundred fcpt on tauo-crits,

and on all curves which do not admit of a clear view
to the next turn.

"Motor-trucks have been used both in the construc-

tion -work and in the actual delivery of spruce logs

from regions where the spruce stand is lisrht. and are

reported to have proved very effective."—From the

Literarv Digest.

]\ranual training innovations in the hish schools of

Minneapolis, Minn., include courses of instruction in

paper-making by hand. The making of deckled-edtre

paper is the first part of the process to be taught. The
method of piilling apart linen and then soaking it over-

night to get a pulp is to be followed. The pulp is then

to be made into pajier with the addition of gelatine as

a filler after the pulp has gone through a roller p'-o-

eess. A wood-block print process will be used to con-

vert the finished paper into Easter cards, book-covei-s.

calenders and other decorative novelties.

There is a bunch of live wires at Iroquois Falls.

Social and athletic events keep life from growing
dull. Last year basketball was the ma.ior sport. This
.vear it is bowling. Further opportunities for read-
ing and study wotild nicely round off the activities

of the place. Abitibi means to keep up with its al-

phabetical position. We saw Harry Buncke in New
York, and expect he will soon be back with his usual

enthusiasm.
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Reports of the Sections of C. P. & P.A. for 1918
REPORT OF THE NEWSPRINT SECTION.

By GEO. M. McKEE, Chairman.

The year just closed has been one of great activity

for the Newsprint Section of this Association: all of

the mills have been running at practically full produc-

tion, averaging throughout the twelve months' period

97.7 per cent, of maximum capacity, resulting in a total

production of 699,310 tons for tlie fourteen Companies
reporting to the Section, as compared witli a produc-

tion of 602,905 tons for 1917. During the year there

was one new machine started in the East and two or

three on the Pacific Coast. From present indications,

few new machines can be put into operation during the

present year, and tlie chances are that production for

this j'ear Avill be only slightly higher than last.

The Section has been particularly active in defend-

ing its members in the Newsprint investigations before

the Controller at Ottawa, and the Federal Trade Com-
mission at Washington, these investigations requiring

almost the entire time and attention of some of our

members. The Federal Trade Commission, acting as

arbitrators, handed down its findings and award June
18th. 1918, fixing the price of roll news at $3.10 per

100 lbs., from April 1st., 1918. This award was appeal-

ed for review to the Judges of the Ignited States Cir-

cuit Court for the second Circuit, acting as reviewing

arbitrators. On September 25th, 1918, the reviewing

arbitrators made findings and fixed the price of roll

news at $3.50 per 100 lbs. Subsctjuent to the findings

of the Federal Trade Commission there was submitted

to the Commission conclusive evidence to the effect

of changes in rates of wages, freight rates, and wood
costs since April 1st., 1918. This evidence was taken
under consideration by the Commission, and on October
19th.. 1918, they handed down supplemental findings,

fixing the price of roll news at $3.7514 par 100 lbs., as

of July 1st., 1918.

In spite of the thorough discussion of the subject, and
the clearness of the reasoning in the reviewing Judges'

findings, there still seems to be a general inability, or

unwillingness, on the part of consumers to understand

why the price of Newsprint paper has advanced, and
they are now attempting to have the whole question

opened up again.

The Ottawa investigation has been more annoying
and complicated to our members, involving, as it did.

the question of differentials in the distribution of the

Canadian tonnage. Happily, the matter of differen-

tials was settled for all time, by agreement, among all

mills excepting one. The payment of the differential

to this mill, as well as the final fixing of a Canadian
price is now in the hands of the Appeal Tribunal for

their consideration. An interim award has been hand-
ed down, the contents of which have been made known
to the members.

All of these investigations have been a matter of

heavy expense to our Section, involving an expendi-

ture for the year of over $33,000 for the Canadian in-

vestigation, with further heavy pajTnents to be made;
in addition, the Signatory Mills to the Federal Trade
agreements have been called upon for very much larg-

er payments for the Washington hearings.

The Publicity Department of mir Sn'tion has been of

great assistance to the entire industry, in the distribu-

tion of a number of valuable Bulletins, and the publica-

tion of many special articles placing the facts before
the public, and I am sure it will be admitted by all that

the pei'centage of people who appreciate the value of

the paper industry in our country has been increased
to an astonishing degree b.y this means, and should be
increased and extended to other sections of the indus-

try.

The outlook for the Newsprint industry during the

reconstruction period is good, as compared with many
other industries. There are no evidences of over-

caijacity, and stocks are not large. Furthermore, there

will probably be a considerable rebound in the printing
and publishing industries. They have been repressed
by war conditions, and a reaction is due. The market
for a number of years has been entirely in the manu-
facturers' hands, while the future will require clear

headed salesmanship to maintain a selling price to give

a profit over the increased cost of production which
must continue throughout the present year.

REPORT OF THE BOOK AND WRITING SECTION.
By R. 8. WALDIE, Chairman.

The year 1918 was an eventful one for all the mills of

the Book and Writing Section. War-time conditions
made it difficult, and in some cases impossible, to se-

cure raw materials. At the same time, we had diffi-

culty in keeping up with the demand for our products.
It was, t]u-r"f()re. very gratifying to hear one of our
largest Canadian buyers publicly state that in his opin-

ion, no other class of consumer throughout the world
had been as well taken care of during the four years
of the war as the Canadian iisers of paper. This testi-

mony is all the more noteworthy as at the beginning of
1918. certain publishers of trade and class magazines
made allegations to our Government to the effect that
the Book mills were charging exorbitant prices; were
part of an illegal combination, etc.. etc., with the re-

sult that the Government appointed a Commissioner to
investigate these allegations. This caused our mills a
great deal of work and time when the responsible offi-

cers were fully occupied in looking after their normal
business. The only result has been that the Commis-
sioner has not found that any of the complaints were
founded on fact.

During the past year, the Book and Writing Section
has adopted standard substance numbers in both writ-
ing and book papers, and these are now incorporated in

the Trade Customs. We acknowledge with thanks the
helpful co-operation of the Canadian Paper Trade As-
sociation in the adoption of these standard bases, as
well as in other constructive measures. It is submitted
that the time has now arrived when we should consi-
der whether it would not be for the general welfare of
the paper trade to have the paper dealers affiliated
with the Pulp and Paper Association.

The book and writing mills during the past year
came to the conclusion that they should sell their
goods on a f.o.b. mill basis, and where equalization
is necessary, freight allowances may be made. We
have also adopted the American Association's clas-

sification of rags, and we hope that this will be
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beneficial to the rag dealers; to the paper mills, and
to the paper consumers.

This Section strongly endorses the advertising

campaign of the Pulp & Paper Association. We
realize that the war has brought our people closer

together than they have been in the past, and Cana-
dians would prefer to use Canadian made products.

It is, therefore, our duty to let them know what
lines are made here.

In conclusion we beg to state that it is our opinion

that we shall come through our reconstruction period

with little or great disturbance exactly in proportion

to the measure of co-operation we adopt with one

another and with our customers.

REPORT OF THE BOARD SECTION.
l!y .JOHN F. TAVLOi;. Cliairnian.

The Hoard Section lias come through a very satis-

factory year. We held four meetings at which most
of the mills were represented. We also held several

committee meetings for the purpose of discussing

questions relating to wall board, white lined and
other special grades of board. Other committee
meetings were also held in regard to the prepara-

tion and revision of the Trade Customs, which have
now been completed and final proofs are to be sub-

mitted to the members of the Board Section during

the present meeting.

The total production of all grades of board by the

various mills was 86.944 tons, an increase of 6,100

tons, or about 8.4 per cent, over the year 1917, which
shows a good increase. Of this tonnage 64,477 tons

were sold in Canada, 17,438 tons exported, and the

balance, viz., 5,029 tons, was used by the various

mills themselves.

We have not been able to get any very accurate

figures as regards imports of board, for as most of

you know the old Customs Classification was not of

much service in this respect, and in a great many
cases it has been impossible to get the quantities im-

ported. The only item in which we have been able

to get the quantities is that of straw board, and we
find for the year ending the 31st March, 1917, there

were 4.538 tons of straw board imported against 4,849

tons for the year ending 31st ]\Iarch, 1918, so that

taking an average of these two tonnages the quan-

tity imported for the year 1918 would be 4,688 tons,

and the average value of straw board imported for

these two years is $220,095.

With regard to other importations — card board

and mill board, not pasted or coated, was imported

for the year ending the 31st March, 1917, to the

value of $225,580 and for the year ending the 31st

^larch, 1918, $253,223, making an average which we
mf.y safely take for the whole of 1918 of about $239,-

400. No quantities are given for either of these

items, and as values have been steadily increasing

for the last two or three years, it is impossible to

estimate the quantities imported.

From the above figures the total importations of

card board, mill board and straw board shows an
average of approximately $460,000 per annum dur-

ing the last two years for which returns are avail-

able. The Customs Department have put a new clas-

sification into effect, so that commencing from the

first of April next, we expect to get fairly accurate

information in future both as regards quantities and
values.

No new board mills have been built, and while or-

ders have fallen off somewhat since the turn of the

year, most of the mills continue to be booked ahead,

some of them being as much as three months behind
on orders.

A very cordial relationship continues to exist be-

tween the board mills and the box makers, and we
are looking forward to an even more successful year
than the last.

REPORT OF COATED PAPER SECTION.
By GEO. W. PAULINE, Chairman.

Several meetings were held during the year, and
various matters were taken up.

The (iovernment restrictions put into force, by the

War Industries Board of the United States, were
fully discussed, and although no Government meas-

ure was applied in Canada, it was felt that it was
only good sense and common decency to our friends

across the line, to follow suit voluntarily. So with

some modifications to suit the requirements of the

Canadian trade, the American restrictions were
unanimously adopted. They have been strictly ad-

hered to, and have been the means of correcting a

number of abuses, that previously were considered a

necessary evil. Altogether they have been very

successful, and have worked beneficially to mill and
consumer alike. Under the circumstances it is felt

advisable to continue permanently many of these re-

strictions, and embody them in the general Trade
Customs.
The mills were all fully employed throughout the

year, and were taxed to capacity to keep up with

the demand.
Export inquiries have been very numerous, and in

some cases orders w'cre accepted and filled.

There has been a slight easing off in business

since hostilities in Europe ceased, no doubt caused by
the fact that in some instances, stocks were fairly

heavy, and in others by expectations of a drop in

prices. We do not look for any change in this re-

spect, for the present, at any rate, as manufacturing
co.sts to-day are higher than ever before.

It only remains for us all to carry on with a spirit

of optimism during the period of reconstruction, to

ensure the success and prosperity of Canada, and
keep her in the front rank as a part of the Great

British Empire which to-day stands higher than ever

ill the eves of the world.

REPORT OF THE FELT PAPER SECTION.
By G. M. GRAVES, Chairman.

This Division has held regular monthly meetings

throughout the year. The good attendance at these

meetings indicates the interest of the members in the

welfare of this industry as a whole.

We have not escaped troubles and vicissitudes ex-

perienced to a greater or lesser degree by all manu-
facturers, such as, fuel supply, freight difficulties,

shortage of labor, etc., but the hearty co-operation

of all members and the assistance given each other

in extreme emergency has all accrued to our common
benefit.

We have proven again that thi§ country does pro-

duce rags enough to supply the industry, although

we were obliged to be constantly on guard to prevent

embargo permits being issued by the Government at

Ottawa, for shipment out of the country. We are
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verj- gratified to acknowledge again our indebted-
ness to the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, which
has, through Mr. Dawe, so ably and vigorously pro-

tested the granting of these permits.

The classification of rag stock has generally been
maintained and is being universallj^ recognized as

the standard of grading. This is a source of gratifi-

cation to the responsible rag packer and dealer, as

well as to the felt manufacturer.
The year 1918 has been a very satisfactory one,

both in volume of business and fairness of price, and
we are looking forward to the year 1919 with the
expectations and hopes of another year fully equal
or better in business.

REPORT OF THE WRAPPING PAPER
SECTION.

By F. H. WILSON, Chairman.
Generally speaking, condition^s in the wrapping pa-

per business continued good during the j'ear 1918.

Towards the end of March, and in the middle of

May, due to increase in costs, prices on the cheaper
grades were advanced, and in the middle of July and
in the middle of September it was again found ne-

cessary to slightly increase the prices on the cheaper

grades as well as on No. 1 Manilla and Fibres.

This is the dull season of the year, and, as is usual

at this time, orders are not as plentiful as in the

other months.
Prices have been, and are at present, well main-

tained, and although due to the uncertainty in gen-

eral trade conditions caused by the Armistice, there

is a tendency on the part of buyers not to commit
themselves for more than actual requirements, ,yet

the outlook is favorable for a continuance of stable

conditions tlirou^'hout the present year.

REPORT OF THE CHEMICAL PULP SECTION.
By CARL RIORnON, Chairman.

The Chemical Pulp Industry of Canada, in common
with other industries, experienced many difficulties

during the opening months of 1918. On top of three

and a half years of our own war activities, came the

conversion of the United States industry from a peace

to a war basis, with far-reaching restrictions on labor,

finances, raw materials, fuel, machinery, ears, ships

and paper consumption, and on top of these again

came an extremely severe winter. However, the re-

sultant dullness was practically cured by May when
the United States reached a war basis and the indus-

try has since been getting back to a fairly steady

position.

Production by Canadian mills during the j^ear has

been satisfactory. In an appended table will be seen

the record for 1917 and 1918, with an estimate of pro-

duction in 1919. The estimated production of Can
adian kraft mills is given in another table. During
the year the Port Arthur, Mattagami, Fraser and
AVhalen Sulphite ^lills came into operation as well

as the New Brunswick and Colonial Sulphate Mills.

All of these seem to be sharing the growing success

of the industry. There is only one mill under con-

struction at present, the Kipawa mill, which will make
100 tons per day of bleached sulphite.

The Chemical Pulp Section has maintained the full

degree of co-operation in the matter of statistics.

•which it established three years ago. Kraft figures

are not yet complete, le.s,s than 50 per cent of the ton-

nage at present reporting, but it is to be hoped that
the sulphate mills will co-operate fully in this regard.
The Secretary states that if members would send

in their figures a couple of days ahead of the present
average, the composite reports could be made up with
much more satisfactory results.

The Scandinavian Cellulose Association is again
ready to exchange statistics, and Canadian figures for
the months of October, November, and December have
been despatched to them. This co-operation can only
be possible where reports are complete.

Review of War Period.
It occurs to me that the war period calls for review

at this time and the following remarks, therefore, ap-
ply to the four years .just ended. I have prepared several

tables for purposes of record which may be of service
to the members for reference.

Cost of production in Canada is now probably de-
cidedly lower than in Europe, reversing the pre-war
relation. While costs of labor and material have
greatly increased here, they have not increased as
much as in Europe where wood is said to be co.sting

•t30 a cord, coal -tSO a ton. and the cost of money has
risen to almost the same level as Canada, and taxes
will probably be higher for some time to come. Russia,
which was the main source of wood, is not in business,
and Germany and Austria, who were the chief pro-
ducers of high grade pulps, will not be important
Factors for a while.

The equalization of interest rates affords another
argument for that which has long seemed desirable,
viz., that the Canadian chemical pulp industry should
not hesitate to lay up stocks. Much more equable
conditions in manufacture, quality and price would
probably result from such a course.

In a detailed statement which is added, will be seen
the prices for three grades of pulp from the first hal>
of 1913 to the present.

Up to 1914 supph' exceeded demand and prices were
depressed. During 1916 and most of 1917 demand ex-
ceeded supply and prices reacted upward and again
in the latter i)art of 1918.

The war period has witnessed progress in methods
of acid-making and in the tumbler barking of wood,
the one improving quality and the other increasing
output and diminishing accidents and cost. In the
chemical pulp mills of Ontario particularly, accident
prevention has developed to a gratifying extent and
the general movement looking to the safety, comfort
and happiness of employees is going steadily for-

ward.

The chemical pulp industry of America, and more
particularly of Canada ,stands to-day on tne threshold
of a great development. Newsprint has long since
passed into the category" of staple commodities, of

which America not only supplies her own wants, but
has much to spare for export. Now it is the turn of

(Tiemical pulp. Ten years ago a large part of the
chemical pulp consumed in America was imported from
abroad, the proportion which Canada supplied to the
paper industry of the United States was quite small.
To-day, according to latest figures available from the
United States Government, a relatively small quantity
of chemical pulp is coming from abroad to the United
States, whilst the quantity which Canada has sup-
plied to our neighbors to the South has grown very
rapidly. The table of imports attached gives most
interesting details of this situation.
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Shipping: conditions have no doubt played a great

part in the restriction of imports from overseas, but

even thoujrli abnormalities in this respect largelj' dis-

appear in the course of the next year or two, reduc-

tion in ocean freights will be of much jjreater stimu-

lus to Canadian exports than to imports from abroad.

Tn the fiscal year endinjr ^lareh 31, 1908, the value

of chemical wood puli> exiiorted by Canada to all

countries was less than ^|<1,^)0(),000. Canailian (lovern

nient fifrures so far available point to a total cxpoi-t

of over $25,000,000 for the fiscal year endinpr March
31. 1919. This compares very favorably with the ex-

ports of printing paper, which will probabl.v attain a

total of $30,000,000 in the same period.

The situation has now arrived that Canada has .iust

about filled the requirements of the Ignited States out-

side of that countr.v's own production. Canada will

doubtless hold that trade if a g:ood qiuUity standard

is reached. Canada should now go after the trade of

other countries to which she can reasonably export

with a view ultimately to holdinpr a srreat part of the

world's trade in chemical pulp. Encouragement is

given to this view by the fact that the exports of Can
adian chemical nulp to Jaiian, for instance, have grown
from a scant $100000. in the 12 months ending March.
1913. to almost .$2,000,000 ht the 9 months ending No
vember, 1918.

The domestic demand for chemical pulp continues

to grow. Not only does it enter into grades of paper
ranging from sheatbinar to wood bonds—and every in-

crease in demand for these products expands the de-

mand for chemical pulp—but new uses are constantly

annearinsr. Explosives, aeroplane vami.sli. bandaees
and absorbent pads, which srrew largely out of the

war. probablv mark onlv the beginninff of a new series

of products in which chemical pulp will be an import-

ant factor. Such are textiles, artificial silk, paper
containers, and the numerous developments of the

box board industrv. Chemical pulp bids fair to make
anvthing from a tin can to a suit of clothes.

Barometers of industrial and financial conditions,

.such as the steel industry, point to fair weather, and
while the problems of reversion to a peace basis will

give anxiety, the chemical pulp industry in Canada,
should en.ioy prosperit.v and assist materially in the

upbuilding of the Dominion in the years of recon-

struction.

(This report was supplemented by tables .sliowintr

comprehensively production, reports, imports and
prices over a wide range of years and countries.)

In my experience groundwood mills are very much
hampered by the fact that there is no recognized
system of testing pulp. I understand the Technical
Section have this matter under consideration, and I

can only urge that they arrive at a decision with the

least possible delay. I take it for granted that the

Canadian iiietliod will be co-ordinated ^^•ith the Am-

Comparative Record of Importation of Groundwoo.d
Pulp Into U. S.

Jan.

REPORT OF THE MECHANICAL PULP SECTION.

By J. H. A. ACER. Chairman.

Last year could hardly have been considered a satis-

factory one for the groundwood section, as a whole.
During the first four months the demand was good,

but the unfortunate lack of cars resulted in verj- light

shipments. Reference to the Association's statement,

showing imports into the United States of mechanical
woodpulp, month by month, for the years 1913 to

1918, will show the situation very plainly. By the
time cars could be obtained in the spring the demand
had fallen off, due to the fact that United States

mills were able to grind practically to full capacity,

and other causes. When the full figures are oiit it

is altogether likely 1918 will fall far short of 1916
and 1917, although it will probably equal 1915.

Marc
April

.May

•lunc

•luly

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

1!U4.

12,09.')

10,033

12.730

8,r)37

12.923

15,719

20,913

24,221

33,020

16.712

21.206

1915.

12..507

10,386

8,457

9,008

1 1.460

12,685

16,063

17,079

19,686

19,177

20.959

1916.

14,299

10.105

11.693

18.028

20.201

24,993

20,999

24.965

27,472

25,274

35,915

1917.

20.976

12.815

23,065

21,134

28,533

32,702

26,288

31,335

24,308

18,037

18,359

1918.

9,481

7,861

8,151

12,841

18,794

15,014

18,728

21,249

20,658

18,672

18,586

11 luos 188,109 157,468 233,944 257,552 170,495

Dec 29,471 21,065 28,669 21,618

12 iiios. .217.580 178,533 262.613 279,070

U. S. Imports. Groundwood: Tons.

•Tanuarv—Xoveiiiber, 1917 257,552

.lauuarv—November. 1918 170,495

U. S. Imports, Pulpwood

:

cords.

Januarv—October. 1917 886,935

•January—October, 1918 1,208,202

REPORT OF THE TECHNICAL SECTION.

By JOHN S. BATES, Chairman.

The annual meeting was held in Montreal. January
30-31, 1918. the main feature of the program being a
symposium on Canada's natural resources of raw ma-
terials for the iKilp and paper industry. The eleventh
meeting of the Section took place in Toronto on June
6-(. with special attention to technical education. The
fall gathering was dispensed with bj- agreement in
view of the war situation. The Council held three
meetings and during the year the routine work of the
Section was efficiently handled hj our worthy secre-

tary, Mr. A. L. Dawe. The Hawkesbury Branch has
held frequent meetings and has also operated a night
school.

The spirit of a voluntary organization can be gauged
fairl.v well b.v the work of committees. Some of our
comuiittee chairmen and members are doing valuable
service to the industry in this way and are leaders
in progress to an extent not yet realized by the As-
sociation at large.

The Committee on Abstracts and Publications (J.

N. Stephenson, Chairman), has run a Technical Sec-
tion page in the Pulp and Paper Magazine and has
made the abstracting of literatiire a success. A volume
of proceedings is now presented as a record of the
past four years. Special thanks are due to the pub-
lishers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine for their gen-
erositj- and assistance.
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The Committee on Education (T, L. Crossley, Chair-
man), has worked out a concrete plan to give promis-
ing men in the mills a chance to learn and develop.
An International Committee on Text Books with Mr.
George Carruthers as Chairman is ready to prepare
monographs on paper-making suitable for correspond^
ence courses. The plan is the result of thorough con-
sideration and hard work on the part of various mem-
bers with long experience in technical education. The
Association now has an opportunity to make the plan
a reality and there will be no mistake in supporting
such a fundamental movement.
The Committee on Standards (K. W. Hovey, Acting

Chairman), has submitted a number of analytical
methods for trial in the mills.

The Committee on Testing Moist\ire in Pulp (E. B.
Slack, Chairman), has investigated certain methods
and is making recommendations to the trade.

The Committee on Samples (A. L. Dawe, Chair-
man), is withholding action until there is an oppor-
tunity to collect European samples of pulp and paper.
The Committee on Statistics (S. L. Burns, Chair-

man), has done excellent work in preparing further
charts and tables in direct co-operation with the
Bureau of Statistics and the whole industry will have
the benefit in the forthcoming bulletin on pulp and
paper statistics.

The Committee on Mechanical Standards (John
Stadler, Chairman), has laid plans for working up
specifications covering the more important machin-
ery and materials used in the industry as suggestions
to the mills.

The Committee on Programs (Olivier Rolland, Chair-

man), has looked after the meetings during the year.

Membership has been affected by the war, there

having been nine resignations and five retirements

by enlistment during the year. Eleven new members
have been elected, nmking a net membership of 102.

The technical men are ready to take their vital

place in reconstruction and development. Quality of

product and efficiency of manufacture will be the

basis of progress.

REPORT OF THE WOODLANDS SECTION.
By GERARD W. POWER, Chairman.

Although the youngest member of the family this

Section is growing rapidly and has now 43 members
representing the largest operators in the country.

The objects of the Woodlands Section may be found
ill the resolution brought forward at the Annual
Meeting of the C. P. & P. A. two years ago.

"Resolved that there shoiild be promoted a ncAv

section of this Association somewhat similar to the

Technical Section to deal with the whole question of

the production of wood for the making of pulp and
paper.

'

'

The first general meeting was held in February,

1918, .jointly with meetings of the various Protective

Associations and also the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion, and we have been fortunate this ,vear in having

the same arrangements.
The only meeting held during the year was the Pall

Conference which was held in Montreal on 20th Sep
tember. 1918, and which was well attended by repre-

sentatives from all over the country.

Much discussion took place of a constructive na-

ture and the opportunity was taken to formulate sev-

eral resolutions to the Government and to appoint

committees for special work.

One resolution which -was sent to the GoTemment's
officials at Ottawa read as follows:
"Resolved that this meeting desires to express its

appi-eciation of the good work that has been carried
out by Mr. Swaine of the Entomological Branch in
connection with his researches in conjunction with
the Conservation Commission. The research work in
the destruction of woods by insects is of the most
valuable nature to Canada and in the opinion of the
Woodlands Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association should be heartily supported.
"Be it further resolved that the Government be

urged to give similar consideration to the question
of the fungus diseases that are attacking our trees
in all parts of Canada since as much as 60 per cent
or 70 per cent of Balsam is affected with heart-rot,
applying equally to freehold as well as Crown lands.
It appears to the Woodlands Section to be a matter
that should receive immediate and careful attention
from the necessary departments."
A i-eply was received on 30th November, 1918, from

the Forestry Branch at Ottawa which says in part:
"Before the war the Forestry Branch worked out

a broad general plan for carrying on field investiga-
tions of silvicultural problems, which would include
the study of the effects of fungi. An advisory com-
mittee was appointed to assist in the direction of this
work and particularly to co-ordinate all the scien-
tific investigative work of this kind that might be
done by any of the forestry organizations in the coun-
try. It was not possible, however, to arrange the
practical development of this scheme on a very com-
prehensive scale on account of the loss of technical men
due to the war. Consequently just at the present mo-
ment I do not feel that we are in a position to give
direct a.ssistance in the investigation that you refer
to, but it is hoped to organize this work on a perma-
nent basis as soon as possible.

"Even if it were possible to arrange for this work
to be undertaken at the present time by the staff of
the Forest Products Laboratories, it would only be a
temporary arrangement. It would involve consider-
able loss of effort as it would be necessary for the
men of that staff to undertake a laborious prepara-
tion, only to drop the work later on when the perma-
nent scheme is gone ahead with."
A committee eompo.sed of Messrs. E. Wilson, Grogan,

Volkmar, and W. G. Power was appointed to confer
with the Technical Section on the ways and means of
utilizing hard woods.
A Committee consisting of Messrs. E. Wilson, J. M.

Dalton, P. W. Buchanan, M. R. Kane and R. F. Kenny
was also appointed to investigate logging conditions
and to report back to the annual meeting. This re-
port has been brought before the Woodlands Sec-
tion and should lead to improved conditions.
The encouragement and support received by the

Section leads the council to expect wider interest
ill the coming year.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER.

By A. L. DAWE.
In submitting for your approval the financial

statement for the year ending 31st January, 1919,
may I express my gratitude to the members for their
whole-hearted co-operation in the various undertak-
ings of the year.

A continued spirit of co-operation will be all that
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is neeessary to tide us over the period of transition,

since our industry is equally to the fore in times of

peace as well as of war.

I find on referring to the production statistics of

some '20 mills who report each month to the Asso-

ciation that their total stocks on hand on December
31, 1918, were 2,953 tons, as against 4,3G4 on .Ian. 1,

1918.

The export business of these 120 mills was 20,000

tons, or 12.4 per cent, of the total i)ro(luction of IGO,-

416 tons.

THE MARKET AS SEEN BY U. S. PUBLISHERS.
The Committee on Paper of the Ann-riean Xewspajjer

Publishers' Association have sent out a bulletin which

contains the following remarks on production, consump-
tion and stocks of newsprint and on new mill construc-

tion :

—

The past few weeks have shown a decided reaction in

the general pulp and paper market. In most lines of

pajier. other than newsprint, business is hard to get

and little buying is reported, with the result that prices

are softening. Board lias taken a tremendous slump
with a number of mills closed down on account of a

combination of lack of orders, and annual inventory

period. for both the mills and their customers. This

api)lies also to other grades.

The past few weeks have proved an added testimony

to the fact that newsprint paper is the most substantial

line in the paper trade, and is not so affected by these

periodical slumps. At this time of the year, print con-

sumption has always dropped off substantially and this

is reflected in the stock figures. The increase in stocks

for the month of December is remarkable, on account of

the fact that December is a heavy consuming month, and
while the total stocks on hand have increased, it shows

that consumption in relation to production must have
been favorable to the consumer for such a month. In

addition to this, a number of mills were affected bj' in-

fluenza and production was off according to reports

for December. Consumption must have been below what
was expected for this month due to decreasing circula-

tions on account of declining interest in the war news,

and the tendency toward reduction in news columns.
Advertising, however, was reported to be a little above
last year so that the decrease in consumption may be

attributed almost entirelj' to circulation.

We may therefore expect the month of January to

show a further increase in stocks, unless something un-
foreseen develops before the end of the month. Some
mills are still having difficulty with their production,

but consumption will drop off during January.
Stocks on hand at the mills as reported here are much

below usual. This is probably accounted for in the dif-

ference in selling methods and the fact that transpor-

tation has been better recently than during a similar

period la.st j'ear when weather conditions were more
severe.

Encouraging reports come in regarding new produc-
tion. Price Bros. & Company's fifth machine is defi-

nitely ordered. Abitibi are making plans now toward
financing for extensions. International are making in-

quiries for machinery for their Three Rivers mill which
has long been contemplated, and which was held up, ac-

cording to Mr. Dodge, on account of the tremendous in-

crease in the cost of material and construction. There
are also a number of people who have had mills partly
organized for some time and were delayed on account
of the war situation and will now be able to mature their

plans, and during the Suuuuer of 1919 we may expect

a moderate amount of new construction which will go
a considerable way toward relieving the present sliort-

age.

Men in the paper trade most closely in touch with the

ti'iide claim there is now a shortage of 1,000 tons a day
in newsprint jjaper, which could be marketed at ajjproxi-

Miately iirerent i>rices with&ut softening the market,

and this would l)e absorbed partly by domestic trade

and partly by the insistent export demand. The public

are now in a receptive mood toward pulp aiul paper is-

sues, having become familiar with the tremendous pro-

fits earned by these companies during the past few
years on account of the publicity given these industries

by (Jovernment investigations both here and in Canada.
These i)rofits are still being maintained and costs, ac-

cording to Government reports, are decreasing rather

than increasing while prices remain firm and probably

will not drop for some time on account of their pro-

nounced shortage.

The ])resent figure of over 300,000 of stocks on hand
must not be construed as meaning that there is a sur-

plus production ; compared to former figures available

which were gathered by the Newsprint Manufacturers'
Association, and which only gave the figures of their

own members, and not of the full manufacturing in-

dustry, and did not give figures other than mill stocks,

taking no account of stocks in transit, and in the hands
of consumers and jobbers. The figures now reported

therefore are probably sub-normal except for stocks held

by daily publishers who are inclined recently to hold
larger stocks than previously.

In an article on "Canada and Platinum" the Fin-

ancial Times refers to the State of Columbia, U. S.,

where is it. F. T.?

BLEACHING EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT
BLEACHES.

To a correspondent who inquired if liquid chlorine

was more effective as a bleaching agent than chloride of

lime, the "Color Trade Journal" replied as follows:
If composed with respect to the amount of "active

chlorine", it has been found in practice that solutions

of sodium hypochlorite prepared with liquid chlorine

are about twice as efficient as solutions of bleaching
powder. That is to say, a solution ot sodium hypo-
chlorite prepared from liquid chlorine show^ing a con-
tent of 1 gram of "available chlorine" per liter vcill

have about the same bleaching efficiency as a solution of

bleaching powder (chloride of lime) showing a content
of 2 grams of "available chlorine" per liter.

The same increase in bleaching efficiency is also

shown by solutions of sodium hypochlorite prepared
by the electrolytic cell ; that is to say. in those cells

where the hypochlorite bleaching liquor is directly

prepared.

Much di.scussion has been had as to the cause of the
increased bleaching efficiency of these solutions of
sodium hypochlorite prepared from either liquid
chlorine or from the electrolytic cell. It is probably
due to the higher oxidizing velocity of the sodium com-
pound as compared with the lime compound in bleach-
ing powder, for about the same effect is obtained if in-

stead of using the chloride of lime solution directly,

it is first converted into sodium hypochlorite by treat-

nxent with the proper amount of soda ash and removal
of the precipitated carbonate of lime.
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FORTY-SECOND MEETING OF A. P. & P. A.
What was probably the largest convention the pa-

per industry has ever known, was held at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria, New York ,froni February 3 to 6. It

is estimated that more than 5,000 paper men from
all parts of the country attended this convention,
and both manufacturers and jobbers were well rep-

resented. This year the trade is confronted with
problems, the like of which it has never been called
upon to face before, and possible solutions- to these
problems, were discussed in general and group meet-
ings.

The meetings of the American Paper and Pulp As-
sociation were held jointly with meetings of the Na-
tional Paper Trade Association, and the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
One of the most important topics discussed at the

tions under the Webb law for the development of

foreign markets. There is a large market for Am-
erican paper in foreign countries at present, and
convention was the formation of export combina-
large shipments of paper are being made almost
daily to South America, Europe and the Orient. The
movement to form these combinations has already
gained great momentum in the trade, and it is

thought that definite steps toward organization will

result from the discussions at the convention. There
is no doubt that the formation of such combinations
will greatly extend trade, but it was not definitely

decided whether a single combination, representing
the various groups would be most advantageous.
The program of the convention M-as so arranged as

to permit the various groups to hold their meetings
on different days. Thus on the first day the meet-
ings of the Waxed Paper Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, the Executive Committee of the Technical As-
sociation, and Writing and Cover Associations, held

their meetings. On the second daj' meetings of the

Tissue Paper ]\Ianufacturers' Association, the Pulp
Manufacturers' Association, the Glazed and Fancy
Paper Manufacturers' Association, the Miscellaneous
Pulp and Paper Board Specialties' Association, the

Cover Paper Manufacturers' Association, the Tag and
Document Manila ]\Ianufacturers' Association, the

Vegetable Parchment Manufacturers' Association,

and the Tissue Paper Manufacturers' Association

were held. On the third day meetings were held b.y

the Writing Paper Manufacturers' Association, the

Gummed Paper Manufacturers' Association, the

Wrapping Paper Manufacturers' Service Bureau, the

Card Board Manufacturers' Association, the Board
Division, and the Sulphite Bond Division. On the

fourth day the general business meeting of the Am-
erican Paper and Pulp Association, and meetings of

the Binders Board Manufacturers' Association, and
the Executive Council of the American Paper and
Pulp Association was held.

In addition to these group meetings a most inter-

esting convention of the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industry was held. The aid ren-

dered to the Government by this organization, is

well illustrated by the report of the War Service

Committee, composed of H. P. Carruth, chairman. H.
E. Fletcher, G. E. Williamson, Raymond S. Hatch,
Thomas J. Keenan, and F. C. Clark. This committee,
acting upon the request of the Government, conduct-

ed a campaign among the mills, with more or less

success, to get them to recover sulphite turpentine.

This committee also co-operated with the Pulp and

Paper Division of the War Industries Board, in ar-

ranging to meet the need for bleaching powder and
chlorine. The committee made a study of the situa-
tion, and found out that an excessive quantity of
bleach was being used, to make certain kinds of pa-
per more attractive. The committee then concluded
that papers such as waxing, bags, toilet, dark covers,
hanging, vegetable and imitation parchment, etc.,

would be just as serviceable and just as salable, if no
bleach were used. In fact, it was proved that only
two or three grades of paper on the market required
the use of bleach in their production. A plan was then
devised, M-hereby 75 per cent .of the bleach used
would have been saved, had necessity arisen, as well
as many tons of cellulose, which is now destroyed in

the bleaching process. The signing of the armistice
of course, made these drastic measures unnecessary,
but it is estimated that had the plans been carried
out, the industry could have approximately $14,000,-

000 annually. Other features of the program of the
Technical Association included symposiums on by-
products of the pulp and paper industry, problems
of heat, light and power, and the annual dinner
which was held at the Hotel Astor on Tuesday night,
February 4. At the annual business meeting the
following officers were elected for the coming year:
Raymond S. Hatch, president; L. M. Alexander, of
the Xekoosa-Edwards Paper Co., vice-president : and
T. J. Keenan, secretary and treasurer.

Among th'> most important decisions reached in

the rroup meetings were those in respect to sizes,

quantities and colorings of book papers. It was de-

cided that all papers for books should be sold on a
basis of 100 .sheets, sizes of the sheets to be as fol-

lows: 20 1-2 by 24 3-4, 22 1-2 by 28 1-2 and 25 1-2 by
30 1-2. Any other than these stock sizes must be
sold in quantities of not less than one ton in regu-
lar colors, thickness to be .007 1-2 gauge, .009 1-2

gauge, .011 1-2 gauge, and .014 1-2 gauge. It was al-

so decided that there should be no restrictions placed
on the number of colors. The color shall be estab-

lished by the individual mill. It was furthermore
decided that .special colors shall not be manufactured
in lots of less than five tons.

At the general meeting of the American Paper and
Pulp Association, which was held on Thursday morn-
ing in the Myrtle room of the Hotel, an interesting

program was given. The meeting was called to or-

der promptly at ten o'clock by President George W.
Sisson, Jr., after which the minutes of the last meet-
ing were read, also the annual reports of the secre-

tary and of the treasurer, by Mr. L. B. Steward.
When this report had been concluded, Mr. Sisson

read his annual address, in which he spoke of plans
for more firmly consolidating the organization of

pulp and paper makers. G. S. Williamson then ex-

plained briefly the plan of the technical men of Can-
ada, and the United States for a real text book for
the industry. "When Jlr. Williamson had concluded
his address, M. E. Marcuse. chairman of the commit-
tee on resolutions, read a list of fifteen resolutions

which the committee had drawn up. All the resolu-

tions were accepted by a unanimous vote of the as-

sociation.

The chairman of the nominating committee then
made his report, and the officers for the coming
year as chosen by this committee were elected unani-
mously, by the Association. These officers are as

follows. President George W. Sisson, Jr., of the Rac-
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quette River Pulp and Paper Co., Potsdam, Naw
York. Western Vice-Presideut. Arthur H. Nevius, of

the Miami Paper Company of West Carrolton, Ohio.

Eastern Viee-President, F. L. Stevens, of Stevens &

Thompson Paper Company. North Hoosick, New
York. Seeretary-Treasurer. L. B. Steward, 18 E. 41

Street, New York City.

With the exception of Mr. Nevius, who succeeds L.

M. Alexander, of the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Com-

pany, Port Edwards, AViseonsin, these officers are

the same as those of last year.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of the whole con-

vention were the various dinners which were given

in connection with the affair. On Tuesday night

the duiners of the Technical Association and the Tis-

.sue Paper Manufacturers' Association were held. On

Wednesday night the dinners of the .National Paper

Trade Association, and The National Association of

Waste Material Dealers were held. On Thursday night

the banquet of the American Paper and Pulp Asso-

ciation was held. At all of these dinners interesting

speakers appeared who delivered talks on subjects

of interest to those in the trade.

and the fact that they have developed to a point

where they employ upwards of 200 men and usually

workiui: day and ni--:!!! shifts, proves that there was

a real need for a business of this type and also that

their product must have won its way to the front,

both here and in the countries over the seas.

A rewintler which they brought out in the middle
of lit 17 known as Tyjie 8, Model 10. has proved high-

ly useful, especially in the paper mill finishing rooms.

It is called a Universal Type Machine, as it is used
to convert any kind of paper made from the lightest

tissue to bag stock and box-board, into rolls of any
size which might lie required, from tiny little mid-
get rolls to great big jumbo rolls, provided the lat-

ter does not exceed 86" in diameter.

Where the requirements have been the most ex-

acting as to the fussy needs of the customer for small
rolls such as hand rolls, etc., produced out of a wide
roll, for instance 72" wide, or where a customer has
required rolls of large diameter, but very narrow
widths, as for instance in the production of paper
containers, the machine has proved its title to its

name ''T'niversal."

WINDING PAPER TO SUIT THE SALESMAN.

Paper makers and salesmen will be interested in

the following discussion by the Cameron Machine Co.

of the relation between the furnishing room and the

sales department.

The Sales Department in a paper mill is naturally

anxious to write up all the orders they can for the

mill they represent, and it is not imheard of for a

sales manager to put the gloves on with the boss pa-

permaker or the finishing room boss when an order

is turned down through the inability of the mill to

turn out paper in the particular size or character of

roll which the customer wants.

When the mill product is sold many months ahead,

the manager is usually as independent as a Wash-

ington hotel owner in Avar times, so that when the

safesman comes along with an order for "freak

sizes" of roll, he is usually tqld to take his order

and depart thence toward the regions of eternal

summer, and then some more.

The reason for prejudice in the average mill

against "freak sizes" or kind of roll out of the or-

dinary, and for that matter, prejudice against any

kind of rolls at all. is that the production of paper

in roll form is recorded as a troublesome proposition

by the average finishing room boss. Some mills car-

ry it to the extreme in trying to abandon roll pro-

duction altogether and encourage orders for flat

stock, discouraging orders for their product in any

form of roll—big or little, especially if the rolls have

to be produced in an exacting and careful manner.

The average 'finishing room boss has a feeling that

something sour is going to happen to him when he

is faced with an order for fussy sizes and kinds of

rolls, and when he looks over the average equipment

in the average mill by which roll paper is supposed to

be produced there is no room for surpri.se at the feel-

ings of the "super" or his foreman.

Altogether too little study and technical experi-

ence has been given to the problems of slitting and

re-winding.

The Cameron organization has devoted itself

strictly to slitting and rewinding of various kinds of

materials, including, of eoirrse. all kinds of paper.

SAFETYGRAMS.

Make repairs before, nut after, accidents occur.

Safet.v should be the first consideration of every
employee.

Don't try to operate a machine which you don't
understand.

Recklessness is no indication of courage ; brave
men are always cautious.

A place for everything and everything in its place,

helps to reduce accidents.

Every workman has his own duties to perform,
but the most important of these is to prevent injury

to himself and others.

It is as much your dutj'^ to prevent accidents to

j'ourself and fellow-workmen as to do any other part

of your work.
Team work, with every man interested, will do more

than finything else to prevent accidents—SAFETY
COMES FIRST. When in doubt, take the safe course.

A disorderly work-shop contributes to the number
of accidents. Do not leave waste material or refuse

lying around; safe places are provided for storing

it ; help to keep the premises clean.

Remember that on your care and watchfulness and
that of your fellow-workers depend not only your
safety and theirs, but also the future comfort and
happiness of your family. Your safety and their is of

much more importance than anything else.

THINK IT OVER.

Are you making any special effort to improve each

day?
Are you advancing along your line of work, growing

into a bigger one?

Do you work while you work and play while you
play, or do you carry your social gaieties and hap-

penings into yoxiT work of the next day, and so slight

the duties of the office or home?
Are yoii anxiously awaiting the hour when you may

q\iit and go home to prepare an evening's amuse-

ment ?
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BURN WASTE TO PROTECT FORESTS
The question of the disposal of the slash or debris

from lumber operations so as to diminish the risks from

forest fires was the main problem attacked at the

Forestrj' Conference last week. The session was held

under the joint auspices of the Quebec Forest Protec-

tive Association and the Woodlands Section of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, with Ellwood

Wilson in the chair. After the several papers prepar-

ed on the subject of slash disposal had been heard and

discussed a resolution was passed recommending the

appointment by the chairman of a committee to make
experiments in slash burning to find out the costs of

the operation under differing circumstances.

The opening address Thursday morning was deliver-

ed by Hon. Jules Allard, Minister of Lands and Forests

in Quebec, who set forth what had been done by the

Quebec Government in the work of forest fire preven-

tion.

Brig.-Genei-al J. B. White, D. S. 0. who was in charge

of the Canadian Forestry oi)erations in France said

that the time had come for Canada to assume the busi-

ness of tree-planting in earnest. He spoke of the de-

mands that the war had made upon forestry and the

consequent lessening of forest resources, and dwelt on

the way in which the (xermans had destroyed the an-

cient forests of France.
Turning to Canada, General Wliite said that it would

take many generations before the Canadian forests

could ever attain to the state of perfection reached by
those in the old world.

Plant Trees.

He then dealt with the pi-oblem of reinstating the re-

turned men, many of whom, he said, would come back
gassed and unfit to undertake the burdens of life. He
sugg<sted that lumbermen should take as many as

want to go and let tliem jilant trees when they arc able,

antl when they are not able to, let them sit out in the

sunshine and rest. This, lie said, would l)e doing a

wonderful work both for Canada and for the men
themselves ; while every dollar spent in this way would
bring to Canada many dollars in return.

Dr. Fiske, of the Life Extension Institute of New
York, explaining that he too was interested in consei--

vation of human life instead of the conservation of tree

life, gave some information regarding the advances

made in combatting old age, which drtaded enemy, he

assured his hearers, began his impairing work even at

the age of twelve years.

The necessity for slash burning as a fire protectiA'e

measure was dealt with in a paper prepared by Ell-

M'ood Wilson aud read by Clj'de Leavitt, chief forester

of the Commisiion of Conservation.

T. W. Dwight, assistant to the director of forestry,

Ottawa, also gave a paper advocating slash disposal and
J. M. Swaino, entomological department, Ottawa, dealt

with the subject of various insect injuries to the for-

ests.

In the discussion which followed objection were made
by members who designated themselves as practical lum-

bermen to what they deemed rather theoretical aud
visionar.y ideas, a number of them claiming that the

subject of costs in the matter of slash disposal had not

been satisfactorily dealt with and others arguing that

the burning of debris sometimes injured the growth of

the young trees. A resolution was passed appointing

the following committee to experiment on the subject

and present their results at next year's conference

:

Angus McLean, R. P. Kerman, of the Donnacona Paper
Co.; Brig.-Gen. White, of the Riordon Paper Co.;
Gerard Power, of the Power Lumber Co. ; Mr. Black of

the J. R. Booth Lumber Co., and F. C. Whitman.
At the afternoon meeting an address was given by

Lieut. H. Lewis, of the Royal Air Force, who spoke on
the possibilities of using airplanes for observation work
in connection with lumbering operations and the pre-

servation of our forests. He spoke of the wonderful
work that had been achieved by tlif air force in observ-
ing the enemy lines, and talked of the possibility of

using such air service for not only observing the Can-
adian forests, but photographing them so as to give

complete and accurate records.

Following this Lieut. Lewis gave a series of photo-
graphs taken by airplanes over the enemy trenches
in France and Flanders. Many of these photographs
were taken by stereoscopic cameras from a height of

10,000 or more feet, but the details of the ground shown
were singularly complete.
The mei^ting Avas then turned over to Gerard Power,

as president of the Woodland Section of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association, when addi'esses were giv-

en by Mr. Ellwood Wilson, on logging operations with
a report on this work. On suggestion of the president
it was decided to refer this report back for further
consideration whicli idea Avas unanimousl.y adopted.

The rollowing officers Avere elected by the Wood-
lands Section : Chairman, Robert P. Kernan, of the
Doniuicona Co.. Quebec; vice-chairman, Marshall P.

Small, of the Laurentide Co., Grand 'Mere; eouncillors,

R. F. Kenney, Buekinglnuu ; A. J. Price, Quebec, and
Ellwood Wilson, of the Laurentide Paper Co., Grand'-
Mere.

Forestry mei^tings were also held on Wednesday and
on Wednesday night the annual dinner of the Canadian
Association of Forest Engineers. Addresses were made
by Ellwood Wilson, Dr. Ilowe, F. J. Campbell, Jas
White, Wm. Milen of the Forestry Branch, Prof. E. J.

ilcCarthy of Syracuse and others.

DU PONTS MAY MAKE PAPER.
The Du Pont Powder interests, at Wilmington,

Del, ftre making a study of paper manufacturing
with a vicAV to utilizing ,if possible, some of the mili-

tary plants' equipment, Avhich is noAV useless for its

original purposes. The study does not include news-
print.

A paper l)ag department has been added to the ])lant

of the ("ushnoc Paper Company of Augusta, Maine.
Thirteen machines have been installed and more are to

follow. The capacity of one of these machines is 72,000
bags a day, ranging in sizes from 10 pounds to one-
fourth barrel, and using from two to six tons of paper.
It is estimated that all thirteen machines can be made
to turn out about 2,.')00,000 l)ag.'; a day. The cost of a

single machine, including its installation is approxi-
mately $50,000.

It is stated that the American syndicate associated

Avith the Royal Securities Corporation in the pur-

chase of the new .$4,000,000 10 year mortgage bonds of

tiie Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., has sold its entire

participation privately. The portion to be placed in

Canada is now being underwritten and a public offer-

ing may be made shortly.
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MUCH WATER POWER DEVELOPED BY PULP
AND PAPER MILLS.

A census of the developed water power in the Do-

minion just completed by the Dominion Water
Power Branch, in co-operation with the Dominion
Census Bureau, discloses exceptionall.v interestinfr

fijrures. The water power resources of Canada, with

their strategic locations adjacent to practically every

industrial centre, constitute one of our jrreatest as-

sets, and it is satisfactory to note that the economic

advantagres accruin<r from utilization of these powers

for industrial purposes is l)ein<r fidly realized in

practice.

The accompanyinfr table analyzes the installed tur-

bine or water-wheel capacity of the Dominitni by

i'rovinces, and by use of power. The returns indi-

cate a total developed water power capacity of 2,-

:^0r),310 horse power. This fip:ure is several hundred

thousand in excess of any estimate previously pub-

lished and indicates that Canada's utilization of

hydro power is even more marked than had been

realized.

Of the total water power developed, 1,727,471 hor.se

power is installed in central electrical stations, that is,

stations developing electrical energy for distribution

and sale: 3o2,214 horse power is installed in plants

owned and operated by pulp and paper companies,

and 225,625 horse power is installed in other miscel-

laneous manufacturing: and freneral industrial estab-

lishments. The foreuroin": ficrures for pulp and paper

companies does not, however, represent the total

amount of water power used in that industry: up-

wards of 100.000 hydro electric horse power in addi-

tion, is purchased by pulp and paper companies from

central electrical stations, making the total hydro

power utilized in pulp and paper industry some 450,-

Ot)0 horse power. If this 100,000 h.p. is added to

Column 2, it should be subtracted from Column 1 to

maintain the correct tabular totals.

Returning to the central electrical station total of

1,727,471 horse power, it is of interest to record that

the central stations already eon.structed throughout

the Dominion are designed for a machine installa-

tion of 530,000 horse power in addition to the maehin-

t Central

Electric

Stations.

H.P.

1

Yukon 10,000

Alta 32,580

B. C 221,625

Sask
Man 64,100

Ont 791,163

Que 597,601

X. B 6,878

N. S 3,354

P. E. 1 170

cry now installed. Of this amount, the installation

of some 270,000 horse power is at the present time

under contemplation in various parts of the Domin-
ion. These figures do not include the 300,000 horse

power Queenstown plant which the Hydraulic Power
Commission of Ontario has under construction at

Niagara. ^

Column 5 of the table discloses interesting figures

respecting the hydro power development in the

various Provinces on a per capita basis. In the Yu-
kon the hydro power developed per thousand popu-
lation totals 1,574 horse power, in British Columbia
506 horse power, in Quebec 376 horse power, in On-
tario 359 hor.se power, and in Manitoba 133 horse

power. The other Provinces average smaller figures.

The ratio for the entire Dominion averages 276 horse

power developed, per thousand population. The
availability of hydro power, the distribution, density

and occupation of the population have a very direct

bearing ujion the amount of power developed. The
exceptionally high ratio in the Yukon is accounted
for by extensive use of hydro power in the mining
industry in conjunction with the comparatively small

population.

The per capita figures of hydro power developed
for the Dominion, when compared with similar fig-

ures for other countries, are indicative of the ad-

vanced position which this country takes both in the

extent and in the utilization of its water power re-

sources. Norway and possibly Sweden are the only

countries where the per capita utilization of water
power exceeds that of Canada. The most recent

figures available for the United States would indi-

cate a utilization of less than 100 hydraulic horse

power per thousand population, as compared with

276 per thousand in Canada. The fundamental rea-

son underlying the extensive use of water power in

Caimda is the fact that practically every commercial
centre from coast to coast, excepting only a few in

the middle Prairie Provinces, have abundance of

water power available, not only for present needs,

but for all anticipated requirements.

Distribution of developed water power in Canada
by provinces and by use of power, Jan. 1, 1918. Fig

ures represent installed turbine horse power.

'Pulp & Other Total H.P. per
Paper Industries 1,000

population
HP. H.P. H.P.
2 3 4 5

3,392 13,392 1,574

300 32,880 63

46,450 44.348 312,423 506

12,072 76,172 133
133,952 59,945 985,060 359
155,512 89,648 842,761 376

2,800 5,191 14,869 41

13,500 9,170 26,024 51

1,559 1.729 19

1,727,471 352,214 225,625 2,305,310 276

tColumn one includes only hydro-electric stat ions which develop electrical power for sale.

•Column two includes only the water power ow ned by pulp and paper companies. In addition to

this total, upwards of 100.000 hydro-electric horse p ower is purchased by pulp and paper companies.
mainly from the central electric stations included in column one. The hydraulic power utilized in the

pnlp and paper industry of Canada therefore totals to 450,000 horse power.

.
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UNITED STATES T^OTES
At a meeting held at the India House in New York

last week representative American dye manufactur-
ers took the initial step toward bringing to the at-

tention of the Alien Property Custodian the desire
of the American chemical manufacturers that pat-

ents for German dyes be sold to a non-profit mak-
ing pool of chemical producers, so that no one con-
cern may secure a monopoly. The plan of the chemi-
cal manufacturers is to make the pool a holding com-
pany with the power to license any manufacturer of

dyes who desires to make the colors for which the
Alien Projierty Custodian now holds the patents, and
which up to a short time ago were in the custody of

the P^'ederal Trade Commission. Among those who
attended the meeting were representatives of the

General Chemical Company, DuPont Chemical Com-
pan.y, Merrimac Chemical Company, National Aniline
and Chemical Company ,and the Gras.selli Chemical
Com])any.
The Continental Paper Bag Company has just de-

clared its 74th consecutive preferred stock dividend,

and its 54th consecutive common stock dividend.

(Quarterly dividends of IV2 per cent., payable Feb-
ruary 15th, have been declared for both.

The Watervliet Paper Company announces through
its president, William M. Loveland, that if satisfac-

tory deliveries of needed equipment can be secured,

a second machine is to be installed in the Watervliet
plant in Michigan during the year. Very little con-

struction work will be necessary to make this addi-

tion as the buildings were originally designed to ac-

commodate two machines.

The State Pulp and Paper Company of Manhattan
has recently filed incorporation papers at Albany.
The concern is capitalized at $50,000, and G. C. Kallo,

M. N. MacDonald, and J. J. Griffin, of 30 Broad St.,

New York City, arc the incorporators.

Members of the United States Tariff Commission
express regret at the slow return of questionnaires

sent to the dye manufacturers and users in the

United Slates. Only 67 replies are said to have been
returned out of 267 reciuests mailed. The informa-

tion sought in confidence is believed to have an im-

portant bearing on tariff regulations, duties and the

proposed amendment to the present act.

The National Pulp Company, capital $150,000, has

been granted a charter at Dover, Delaware. M. L.

Horty, S. L. Mackay, and M. C. Kelly, all of Wil-

mington, are the officers of the new concern.

The Illinois Envelope Company has elected

the following officers and directors for the year:

—

Directors, Noah Bryant, Frank H. Milham, W. B. Mil-

ham. C. E. McKinstrey, Vernon T. Barker, Charles

Clarage, and A. Van Bochove ; president, W. B. Mil-

ham ; vice-president, V. T. Baker, secretary-treasurer

and general manager, C. E. McKinstrey.

The annual meeting of the Folding Box Man\ifac-

tnrers' National Association is being held this Tues-

day (Feb. 11), at the Hotel Astor. All folding box

manufacturers or representatives of plants holding

folding box departments, whether they are members
of the association or not, have been invited to attend

the meeting. Non-members are to be free to express
them.selves on any industrial problem that may be
brought forward for consideration, and they are in no
way incurring any obligations by attending the meet-
ing. Questionnaires have been recently sent out to
folding box manufacturers by the secretary of the as-
sociation, whereby it is sought to obtain a survey of
the industry. A tabulation of the returns on this
questionnaire will be disclosed at the meeting.
The Harland Card and Paper Company of New

York has increased its capital from $7,500" to $60,000.
Paper exporters feel that there is nothing in the

present cost of making paper to warrant any notice-
able reduction in prices. Foreign buyers seem to
realize this, and it now ap[)ears that quite a number
of orders cancelled by South American, Japanese and
other foreign buyers during the first flurry of ex-
citement following the armistice have lately been re-

instated. This has produced a much better feeling
in the trade, and increasing purchasing activity is ex-
lipctcd from now on, with prices at least maintaining
their present levels. Most of the mills have about
six months' supply of pulp on hand bought at the
high prices prevailing during the recent past. Labor
costs are not decreasing, and the mills are not in-

clined to take on cheaper labor, even if it were pos-
sible, so long as living costs remain where they are
now. With SM-eden .shipping large quantities of her
pulp to England in exchange for coal, and her fin-

ished paper to Australia for food, and with Germany
and Austria pretty well out of it for some years, Can-
ada and the United States are expected to be the only
large producers of paper for export for a consider-
able time to come.

NORTH AMERICAN PULP & PAPER CO.

It is stated that the new interests that came into

the company a year ago have now control of consider-

ably more stock, possibly by purchase. At any rate,

the retiim of Mr. Dubuc from England has been a

signal for a better demand for thv.i stock. The
Chandler mill is now completely e(juipped and the other
mills in good condition. It is expected that sojne changes
in the executive will soon be announced.

The construction of a big paper mill has been start-

ed at Machyon Dong, near New Wijn, Chosen (Korea),
by the Mitsui firm, of Tokyo. Altogether 120,000
tsubo of land will be used as site for the factory, and
a great embankment for protecting the ground from
inundation by the Yalu is in course of construction.
The mill, when completed, will first undertake the
manufacture of pulp from material gathered in the
Yalu forests.

Imitation parchment can be made perfectly ink-
proof and grease-proof without any sizing. Owing to

the omission of the size the fouling of the wires and
felts and adherence to the press-rolls is diminished.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. Nature of the cellulose of cereal .straw; II.

E. lleuser and A. Uaug. Z, augew. Cliem., 1918, 31,

IGU—1G8, 172—176, from J. Soc. Clicm. lud., in which

reference is made to its .p. 365 A. (1918). The crude

ceUulose prepared by the ehlorhiation method with

the use of caustic soda (loc. cit.) contained only 0.35

per cent of ash, whereas that prepared with the use

of sodium sulphite contained 1.1 per cent. The yield

was 54.60 per cent of crude cellulose with furfural

value 13.30 per cent., equivalent to 22.34 per cent

of xylau. Hence the calculated yield of true cellu-

lose was 42.97 per cent. The original straw had fur-

fural value 15.4, equivalent to 25.62 per cent of xylau

on the dry and ash-free basis; thus 47.32 per cent of

the original xylau remained in the cellulose. The

proportion of xylan remaining in the cellulose var-

ies inversely as the yield of cellulose and is a func-

tion of the concentration of the caustic soda solu-

tion used for extracting the chlorinated products.

For instance the furfural value of 13.3 was found

when a 1 per cent solution of caustic soda was em-

ployed; with a 2 per cent solution the furfural value

of the crude cellulose fell to 10.4, and with a 3 per

cent solution to 9.3. The furfural value of commer-

cial straw cellulose also varies with the yield and

with the severity of the chemical treatment; it may
reach 18 per cent. Most of the xylan may be re-

moved from the crude straw cellulose preparations

by repeated extraction with 6 per cent caustic soda

solution, but it has not been found possible to reduce

the furfural value of the cellulose below 1.95 per

cent in this manner. Attempts to remove the whole

of the xylan by extraction before ehlorination as well

as afterwards led to a similar result, and a fully ex-

tracted preparation from commercial bleached straw

pulp still gave 2.02 per cent of furfural. Commercial

bleached straw cellulose shows a "copper value" of

3.0 ; unbleached straw cellulose on the other hand has

a "copper value" of 0.94—0.99, and bleached straw

cellulose which has been fully extracted until the

furfural value is reduced to the limit of 2.0 per cent

shows a "copper value" of only 0.61—0.78. More-

over, by further bleaching and the production of

oxycellulose, the "copper value" of this product may
be increased to 15.5 without any effect on its fur-

fural value. Hence it is concluded that straw cel-

lulose does not correspond to a special type of 'nat-

ural oxycellulose," but is an ordinary cellulose simi-

lar to that of cotton or wood, strongly contaminated

with a pentosan and modified by bleaching iinder in-

dustrial conditions in such a way that the commer-

cial pulp contains a siibstantial amount of oxycel-

lulose. The only outstanding question is the natiire

of the residual 2 per cent of furfural which cannot

be eliminated by extraction of the purified cellulose.

On hydrolysis with 1 per cent sulphuric acid at 135°

C. for half an hour, this furfural-yielding residue is

divided half in the hydrolysed liquid and half in the

hydro-cellulose. An examination of the liquid and

the preparation of the benzoate and osazone, m.pt.
160°—180° C, suggested the presence of xylose, and
it is probable tluit the residue in question consists

merely of a trace of xjdan, equivalent to less than 1

per cent of furfural, which is obstinately retained by
the cellulose, Avhilst 1.0—1.5 per cent of furfural may
be attributed to the cellulose itself, just as in the

case of cotton cellulose. Hydrolysis with 72 per cent

compared with those obtained with pure dextrose,

li(iuid at 120° C. for 2 hours, according to the method
of Ost and Wilkcuing (J.S.C.I., 1910, 688), was carried

out on the purified straw cellulose. The results were
compared wiih those obtained with pure dextrose,

observations being made of cupric-reducing power,
polarisation, yield of alcohol by fermentation, and
the m.pt. of the osazone. These were all in close

agreement and afforded satisfactory evidence that

the resolution of straw cellulose to dextrose is prac-

tically complete, and that its constitution corres-

ponds with that of cotton cellulose.—J. F. B.

A.-7. The rapid determination of lime. H. J. Smith.
Chemical Analyst 24, 12-5 (1918). This method is

found ver.y useful in Portland cement work, and may
be applied to determination of Ca in other mater-
ials. It is necessary that the Ca be rendered soluble

in H€l by a proper fusion, if it is not in that state

in the original sample. Weigh 0.5 gram sample into

a 500 cubic centimeter beaker, and mix thoroughly
with 30-40 cubic centimeters hot H.,0. Add 8 cubic

centimeters HCl (density 1.19), heat on the hot plate

until all the coarser particles are dissolved, then di-

lute with hot HoO to about 250 cubic centimeters.

Add 7 cubic centimeters glacial acetic acid, and ap-

proximately 1.5 grams (NH^) .,C^04, preferably in

form of dry crystals by a small measure. Heat to

within 2° or 3° of boiling point, pour in slowly 10

cubic centimeters NH^OH (density 0.90), boil 1 min-
ute, filter at once and wash 5 times. Transfer the

paper and precipitate to the side of the beakgr, wash
down with hot II.,0, add 10 cubic centimeters H^SO,
fl:!) and titrate with standard KMnOI. (5.64 grams
KMnO, per 1., standardized by CaC03, calcite or

Na,C.>04 ; 1 cubic centimeter = 1% Ca on 0.5 gram
sample). Three samples of cement clinker, a sam-
ple of Portland cement and a sample of limestone

examined by this method gave following per cent

CaO. respectively: 65.1, 65.0. 63.8, 63.5, .53.6. Cor-

responding figures obtained by regular separation

methods Avere 65.0. 64.8. 63.8. 63.5 and 53.7.— (Chem.
Abs.)

A-t8. Method for masrnesia. W. P. Eckdahl. Chemi-
cal Analyst 24. 20 (1918). Cool the filtrate from the

oxalate separation of Ca, add the NaNH.HPO, solu-

tion containine 2.5 grams NaOH. The NH,C1 present

is deeompor.ed. and NH, liberated. It is stated that

nrecipitation of Mg takes place in about 1 hour, giv-

ing results well within possible limits of error.

—

(Chem. Abs.)

(More Abstracts on page 189.)
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, February 10.—^Market conditious gener-

ally are unchanged from last week although orders

are coming iu a little more freely. As stocks get lower
more business is being placed and it is believed that

before another month passes there will be a resump-
tion of normal conditions. There is a good demand for

newsprint paper and it is felt that when the final

devision is made by the Appeal Tribunal on the price

question there will be no material change from the fig-

of $69 which has prevailed for some months now.
Manufacturers are not uneasy regarding the outcome.

The decision of Commissioner Pringle to conduct an
investigation into the price of sulphite pulp used in

book papers, and half tone news was made a tthe re-

cent hearing in Toronto and the manufacturers of

pulp are not uneasy regarding the outcome. They are

prepared to show that costs are as high as ever and
that the figure for pulpwood is ascending all the

while. It will be a year before any reduction in cut-

ting or hauling expenses can be made to apply. The
wet fall, the outbreak of influenza, the absence of

snow in many camps and the mild weather have all

tended to create a short supply and keep up expenses.

Until economic conditions alter, there will be no
reduction in wages and while there is a limited de-

mand for all kinds of pulp at the present time it is

felt that as soon as foreign facilities are afforded any
surplus on hand will find an outlet. In the meantime,
manufacturers are piling their product and awaiting

the outcome with interest.

It has been decided that the pulp being made and
on hand is worth so much and there is no disposition

to cut the price. If all the producers remain firm

it is the conviction that everything will come out all

right. In the meantime, book sulphite is quoted from
$90 to $95 at mill, bleached at $120 to $125 and sul-

phate from $95 to $100. One large plant in Quebec
making about sixty tons a day of sulphate pulp has

closed down for the present and is marking time till

conditions change for the better. Another concern

has about 2.000 tons piled and awaiting shipment, yet

so staunch is its faith iu the future of both sulphate

and sulphite that this concern is arranging to add sev-

eral dryers to its machines and increase the output by
twent.v per cent. The present lull is only temporary
and it is felt that conditions will soon revert to normal.

In groundwood there is no change and the move-
ment of stock is only fair. In the book and writ-
ing line orders are coming in fairly well and all mills

are busy while toilet and tissue plants are still be-
hind in their deliveries. Board mills are catching
up with production and prices are remaining station-

ary. Printing establishments are doing a nice busi-

ness and several large manufacturing firms and mail
order houses, which during the last year of the war,
refrained from sending out printed booklets and cata-

logues owing to their inability to get certain commo-
dties, are now preparing to do more publicity work
than ever.

The fact that the annual conventions of the Cana-
dian and the American Pulp and Paper Associations

are now over and representatives of the industry in all

lines have been afforded the opportunity of coming
together and comparing notes will tend to stabilize

conditions and restore confidence. One lesson that

manufacturers in Canada have learned from the re-

cent paper investigation and general conditions is that

of knowing how to figure costs and reducing manage-
ment and operation to an efficient and scientific basis.

The reports to hand indicate that mills will proceed

carefully and adopt a policy of watchful waiting. In

the meantime, stocks with large consumers and paper

distributors are getting low and orders cannot much
longer be withheld. Paper and pulp will be needed
as much as ever, and the disposition to hang back in

the hope that prices wil fall, will gradually disappear

if the manufacturers who have decided that they will

not make paper and pulp and sell it below a fair

reasonable figure, adhere to their determination.

All things point to a large export trade. Ocean car-

riage rates are coming down all the while and inquiries

from abroad continue to arrive in encoiiraging num-
ber. Just as during the period of the war conditions

had to be faced such as were never encountered before

and will never lie met again and were eventually over-

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones |°^^ murray hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show
what we can do.

you
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come successfully, so too, it is I'elt, will the i-eooustruc-

tion and readjustment period be surmounted, if faith

is not broken or confidence lost. Jobbers on the other

hand, contend that mills have been getting far too

much for their product of late, but the latter think

differently, and thus between the two schools of

thought there is quite a difference of opinion wliicli

only time and conditions will reconcile. Paper manu-
facturers are taking on fresh courage as they believe

that the end of iroverniiientai regulation, inquiry and
supervision is nearly at an end and that sooner than

most companies exi)ect, the law of sup]ily and demand
will again prevail.

In the rag market, comparative quietness is re-

ported. As mills are not receiving heavy orders they

are backward about loading up with supplies and thus

all branches of the trade are affected. Before the ter-

mination of the present month it is expected that

spring business will set in in earnest and that all doubt

and anxiety with respect to the future be dispelled.

It has been stated that the railways contemplate an-

other increase in freight rates and will make applica-

tion to this end in the near future. Tliis move will

be strongly opposed by the p\ilp and paper compan-

ies and lumber manufacturers who feel that the limit

has already been reached in the matter of carriage

charges.

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York. February 8.—Convention Week witness-

ed little change in the general conditions surrounding

the paper market. The confidence expressed by the

great majority of trade factors attending the conven-

tion has had the effect of bolstering up the feelings

of those who have been prone to take a pessimistic

view of the outlook.

Expectations are business will taken on a more active

complexion in the near future. It is believed that

manufacturers and dealers alike have gained a clearer

conception of the probabilities of the future, and that

from now on the market will become more and more
stabilized and trade activity will be revived on a more

nearly normal scale. Jobbers, as is well known, have

purposely held off in buying during the last several

months in anticipation of lower prices. Most of them
have permitted stocks to get down to exceptionally

low levels, while placing orders with mills only for

goods for which they have an immediate outlet among
consumers. It is expected that they will now come
into the market to replenish their holdings, and
whether or not demand from consuming quarters

undergoes expansion, manufacturers look for a period

of brisk buying by dealei's, which should give re-

newed confidence to consumers and automatically in-

crease demand from such quarters.

Newsprint is holding its own in price under a mod-

erate movement toward consumers. Demand is more
or less of a retail character, buyers absorbing merely

small lots required to a\igment their contract supplies,

but on the whole mills are fairly w-ell engaged. Cur-

rent consumption in this section of the country is be-

low normal. Advertising has fallen off in volume with-

in the last few weeks, and the average newspaper is

not printing as many pages as usual at this season,

ever, that demand for newsprint is quite active, and
Reports from the Middle West are to the effect, how-

it is authoritatively said that the consumption there
is well above the production.

Book papers have steadied in price, though there

has been no apparent increase in demand. Mills as a

nde are ship])ing moderately large tonnages of their

product, and prices are nuiintained. Coarse papers,
on the other hand, air (|U()tably easy antl |)rices have
sagged off a bit. Dealers and manufacturers never-
theless are ojitimistic and look foi' im()rovement in de-

mand and n rcsultaiit firming of values in the near
future.

Po.ssibly the strongest item in the market at pres-

ent is tissue paper, paradoxical though it seems. Gov-
ernment demand for roll tissue is the chief reason for

this, although other buyers are absorbing fair-sized lots

of white, manila and other grades of tissue. Prices
are firm and the tendency, if anything, is upward.
Writing papers are ilull and nominally priced. Pro-
ducers for the most part are maintaining quotations,

but there seems little doubt that supplies could be se-

cured in at least some quarters at concessions. Mills

are in need of orders and are operating at a low per-

centage of capacity. Some are closed down entirely,

while those running are said to be working on no more
than 50 per cent of full production.

No changes have developed in boards. Demand is

narrow and mills in both the East and Middle West
are operating at light capacity. Prices are maintained
at a basis of about .$52.50 per ton for chip board.

Groundwood :—Quietness and easiness continue to be
the main characteristics of the groundwood market.
Demand from all sources is at a low ebb and grinders

are lowering quotations presumably in an effort to

stimulate buying. Consumers as a rule display little

real interest, irrespective of the figures quoted and
the great bulk of business passing is on contract. No.
1 mechanical pulp is being offered with comparative
freedom by manufacturers at $26 to $27 a ton, air dry
basis, f.o.b. pulp mill. Possibly some lots could be

purchased for less, although $26 is the lowest figure

mentioned by sellers.

Chemical Pulp:—There is very little stirring in a

business way in the chemical pulp market. This con'

dition is rather to be expected when prevailing cir-

cumstances are considered. Most paper mills are run-

ning at low capacity and generally are able to get

along with contract .supplies of raw material without
having to seek additional lots in the open market.
Such sales as are being accomplished involve small

quantities of pulp directly needed by consumers or else

found available at prices which buyers are not justi-

fied in overlooking. Foreign grades are firmly quot-

ed. There is practically no foreign bleached sulphite

available on spot, and importers say that 9.00e a poiuid

landed is the lowest figure at which pulp can be

brought in under prices ruling on the other side. For-

eign unbleached is quotable at 5.75 to 6.00c a pound
ex-dock, while foreign easy bleaching sulphite is

scarce and firmly held at 6.00 to 6.25c, with Scan-
dinavian kraft quoted at 5.75 to 6.00c on the dock.

Quite some business is current in domestic screen-

ings, with sales at between $35 and $40 a ton at the

pulp mill recorded.

Rags:—The market for rags has been in a more or

less lifeless condition during the present week. De-

mand from manufacturing sources has been \inusually

light and this has been attributed in a measure to the
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fact that paper mill officials, including purchasing

agents, have been absent from their desks Avhile in

New York attending the convention. About the only

grade that has moved with any show of regularity

is repacked thirds and blues. Mills have absorbed

moderate amounts of these rags at a price basis of

between 3.25 and 3.o0e a pound f.o.b. New York, de-

pending on the quality of the packing and the ton-

nage involved. White rags have been sought only in

limited lots and generally at prices which have been
unsatisfactory to dealers. Roofing rags have moved
slowly and prices have declined. Felt manufacturers

in numerous eases have dropped entirely from the

market while those evincing willingness to buy have

refused to pay prices anywhere near the figures re-

cently secured for roofing stock. Around $40 f.o.b.

shipping point for Xo. 1 material has been the basis

offered by mills, and although some sellers have de-

clined to enter into engagements at the reduced prices,

business has passed at the revised quotations.

Old Papers:—Weakness in the low grades has fea-

tured the market for waste paper this week. In the

absence of demand, prices have steadily declined and
now prevail on levels lower than have been reached in

a long time. Xo. 1 mixed paper is selling to mills at

35 to 40c a hundred pounds f.o.b. Xew York, while

folded news- is available at 57V2C to 60c and container

manilas at 55c. Dealers are actively offering out ma-

terial and there is a great scamper for orders, which

situation of course prompts consumers to hold off in

buying to an even greater extent than they otherwise

would do. Book stock is little sought and quotations

on this grade also have sagged. Offers of heavy books

and magazines to liiills at 1.25 to 1.30c New York have

been noted, and there have been few important buyers

even at these low prices. Shavings are quiet and
nominally quoted. No. 1 hard whites can be bought by

manufacturers at 5.40 to 5.50c Xew York, while soft

white shavings of No. 1 quality are available at 4.40c

f.o.b. Kraft paper has declined in price, sales to mills

being noted at 3c New York.

Bagging and Rope:—There is little improvement to

report in the market for scrap bagging and old rop..

Consumers are buying in limited volume from da.v to

day as their needs develop, with the aggregate move-

ment of supplies insufficient to have influence on
values. No. 1 domestic manila rope is available to

mills at 6c per pound Xew York, while Xo. 1 scrap

bagginsr is selling at around 2.75e.

NEW JAPANESE PULP MILLS.

The jjajier pul]) industry in Karafuto (Japanese
Saghalin) is being developed further, and it is ex-

l)eeted that the total annual output of pulp will soon
reach 100,000 tons.

The timber resources of the colony are estimated
at :500,000,000 shakushime (shaku = 11.93 inches),

wliich can be exploited at the rate of 3,000,000 sha-

kusliimc a year. If half the amount is used by pulp
manufacturers they can turn out pulp to the amount
of 100,000 tons a.year.

At present, according to the Yokohama Chamber
of Commerce Journal, pulp mills there produce only
50,000 tons a year, and there is enough room for

further enterprises. This chance is now being taken
by two companies.

There are two mills at Toyohara and Otomari
which can turn out 20,000 tons a j^ear.

There is also a big mill at Ochiai which can turn
out 10,000 tons a year. The concern has already half

completed an additional mill at Higashi-Tomotori.

Another mill at Tomarji turns out 20,000 tons a

year. This last is also erecting a new mill at Maoka.
' The annual output of pulp at present is valued at

12.000,000 yen, but on the completion of the new
mills it will easily be doubled.

WAYAGAMACK ELECTIONS.

The following were re-elected directors of the

Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Company at the annual

meeting on Tuesday: C. H. Duggan, Alex. Maclaren,

Hugh Maekay, K.C. : Jas. W. Pyke. Sir Wm. Price, C.

R. Whitehead. At a subsequent meeting of the direc-

tors ,C. K. Whitehead was elected president, and Jas.

W. Pyke, vice-president.

Capt. E. H. Kellogg, recently of the U. S. chemical

warfare service has accepted a position with the Brown
Company and will divide his time between Berlin,

X.H. and La Tuque, P.Q. He had been doing chemical

work in Washington for nearly five years and returned

from France a few weeks ago. "Over there" he was
associated with 6. A. Richter who was major in charge

of the Pyrotechnic Division. Capt. Kellogg is a bro-

ther of R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Xewsprint Ser-

vice Bureau.

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL." •

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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REVILv/ OF RECENT LITERATURE.
(Coutinued from page 184.)

B-4. Development of export timber trade. Hugh
A. Rose, Can. Luuiberman, Jan. 15, 1919, p. 33. Pore-

casts the development of a satisfactory home mar-
ket, after a temporary period of readjustment, and
an enormous foreign trade in forest products. Prices

of lumber and lumber products can not go lower un-

til costs are reduced. The cost of labor will go down
only very slowly. To develop the foreign markets,

the local situation must be studied carefully, and
local requirements met as to credit and methods of

manufacture.—C. L.

B-4. Forest Products Laboratory in B.C. Can.
Lumbermen, January 1."), 191!). p. 34. The new wood
testing laboratory is now in operation at Vancouver,
under a co-operative arrangement between the Do-
minion Forestry Branch and the University of Brit-

ish Columbia. L. L. Brown, of the Dominion For-

estry Branch, is in charge, with a staff of assistants.

This is practically a branch of the Dominion Forest
Products Laboratories at McGill University, Mont-
real. With the cessation of hostilities, the active

participation of the Imperial Munitions Board in the

co-operative arrangement has coiue to an end.—C.L.

B-4. Canada lands big order for wood products.

Can. Lumberman, January 15, 1919, p. 35. The Tim-
ber Controller of Great Britain is purchasing in Can-
ada one billion feet of lumber, valued at around $40.-

000,000. This lumber will be of all grades, and will

be bought through British brokerage firms and Can-
adian timber agencies in London, who will deal di-

rect with the Canadian lumber producers. A fair

proportion of purchases will be made in Western
Canada. All the British Columbia lumbermen arc

represented in London by L. B. Beale, Timber Com-
missioner for the Province?. It is of interest to note

that, more recently, the appointment of Mr. Beale
has been announced as British Trade Commissioner
to Western Canada, with headquarters at Winnipeg.
—C. L.

B-4. Nova Scotia Lumbering. Can. Lumberman.
Jan. 15, 1919, p. 36. Although British markets were
largely closed, large orders were received from the

United States, and the year has been a profitable

one for lumber manufacturers in Nova Scotia. It

is predicted that 1919 will also be a busy year, with
prices even higher than in the past.—C. L.

B-4. Canadian forestry troops in England and
France. Can. Lumberman, Jan. 15, 1919. p. 39. The
numbers of these troops reached 18,000, with scores

of mills. Describes some of the difficulties, and
shows the remarkable efficiency of the results accom-
plished. The work in France was under command of

Brig. Gen. J. B. White, manager of sawmills and
pulpwood operations for the Riordon Pulp and Pa-
per Company, who has now returned temporarily to

Canada. The commanding officer for all Canadian
forestry troops is Gen. Alec. McDougall.—C. L.

B-4. Canada must go after export on big scale.

Ma.i. Gen. A. D. McRae. Can. Lumberman, Jan. 1.

1919, p. 27. "Canada can get large lumber orders

from the British Government, but it is imperative

that united, aggressive action be taken at once." Not
only must Canadian manufacturers unite, but orders

must be placed through the Government Trade Board
at Ottawa, direct with the Imperial Government. In-

dividually, it is impossible to compete with other
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oouiitries, but collectively uur lumber maiiuluctur-
•rs eau be successful. Every effort must be made
at standardization.—C. L.

B-4. War-time achievements of U. S. Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratory at Madison, Wis. Am. Lumber-
mau, Jau. 4, 1919, p. 46. To meet war needs, the
staff of this laboratory was increased from 80 em-
ployees to some 450. The work for the past year has
been wholly of a national defeii.se character, covering
the whole broad field of the .scientific use of wood in

war. Many of the developments will be equally ap-
plicable to peace-time conditions.

B-4. Cost system in woods operation. W. J. Rahn,
Can. Lumbcriiuiii. -laii. 1, lUi;), p. :i(i. Gives sample
forms ami describes their use. -('. L.

B-4. Minor forest utilization during the war. ('. T.
Howell. Am. Lumberman, Jan. 4, l'.)]!), p. ol. Pro-
ducts of wood di.stillation ; uses of sawdust, and of
cellulose, paper and charcoal.—C L.

D-0. Mechanical wood pulp, (Les pates mecaniques
de bois). By K. Kdchon, 21, No. U). p. 16."i-170 (11)18).

Description of the industry of mechanical wood pulp
in France.—0. R.

N-3. A kilowatt hour and the coal required to pro-
duce it. B. 11. Blai.sdell. Elec. En-:iiiccrinfr 52, No. 2,

26 (1918). Reports on tests carried out at the Man-
ila Testing Laboratory and the Meralco plant. "Only
10 per cent of the total heat contained in coal reaches
the switchboard." At the Meralco plant it takes on
an average of 3 lbs. of coal to produce 1 kilowatt
hour. B. accounts for the heat losses during the pro-
cess of conversion.— (Chem. Abs.)

R-0. Africa and the Pulp and Paper Industry,
(L'Afrique et I'lndustrie de la cellulose et du papier).

A. G. CAMPION
Paper, Wood Pulp, Pulp Wood

Domestic and Export

Ocean Freight etc. Carefully Arranged

145 St. James St., Montreal
Phone: Main 3898

Wood Pipe and Tanks
Water, Acid, and Blow Pit

Tanks

V^ooden Water Pipe
Wire Wound, 2in. to 24in.

Continuous Wood Stave—any size

Canadian Pipe Co., Ltd.
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Le Papier, No. 7, p. 121 (.1918). An article studying
the possibilities of the pulp and paper industry in

Africa and treatment of "Baobab" as a lource of
supply investigated.—0. R.

R-5. Study on the world industry of wood pulps,
(Etude sur I'lndustrie mondiale des pates de bois),
i)y Alexis de Keiiper. 21, No. 8, p. 134 (1918). Ar-
ticle giviiifr statistics of imports and exports of wood
l>iilp in different countries.—0. R.

WOODPULP FOR NITROCELLULOSE.
Duriiiy the \\i\Y i\ threatened shortay:e of cotton

liiiters led to iiivestiirations of woodpulp as a sub-
stitute in the manufacture of nitrocellulose. Tests at
the Forest Pi-odncts Laboratory of the U. S. Forest
Service at Madison, Wisconsin and semi-commercial
tests at a Government arsenal indicate the prepara-
tion of successful pulps. A possible demand of about
.")P0 tons (if this material per day was anticipated.

0])a(|ue tissue paper need not always consist of 100
per cent rasrs. Papers made from pure chemical-pulp
have a rajr-like character when cold-bleached soda-cel-

lulose and a limited perccntapre of white paper shav-
iiiprs are added.

The work in the beater by no means primarily de-

cides bow the paper turns out. Tn rapr-papers the

work in the sortinsr room is of primary importance,
and in celnlose and mechanical wood-pnip papers the

kind of the firowth of the timber employed comes
first, then the kind of cookinjr or "rindinpr, and only
niinll\- the work in the beater.

CAUSTIC SODA and

BLEACHING POWDER
WINDSOR BRAND

Manufactured by:—
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Windsor, - - Ont.

Selling Agents:—
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

GLUES OF
ALL GRADES

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers* Purposes
Samples and quotations on request.

CANADA GLUE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL. QUE.
16 WelllnSton St. E.

TORONTO. ONT.

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United King-
dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased
to hear from Canadian mills requiring an
efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

E. A. Crippen
79 Spad'na Ave., Toronto

Hillcrest 4476

Paper Manufacturers' Agent

Canadiam Agent
Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Vegetable Parchment.

Selling Jobbers and Converters Exclusively
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WAXED PAPER AS A SURGICAL DRESSING.

Waxed paper,' the kind produeed so extensively

by the Kalamazoo Vegetable Parehmeut Company,

is proving a decided factor in the alleviation of pain,

and is now being used extensively as a surgical

dressing. It takes the place of oil silk and rubber

tissue, both of which are now scarce. Paraffin pa-

per costs much less and is available in greater quan-

tities. The application of the hot paraffin to the

paper in process of manufacture is such that the pa-

per is thoroughly sterilized. At the present time

there is no great general demand for paraffin paper

for use as a surgical dressing, because up to a short

time ago its value as such was a matter of experi-

ment. Its utility in this respect is, however, now
t'iiiiily established by satisfactory results secured.

Almy, Van Gordon & Evans
Attorneys -at-law

46 Cedar Street, New York

Announce the establishment of a special

department in charge of an expert for the

handling of questions involving Inter-

State Commerce, General Transportation,

Patents and all departments of the Gov-

ernment.

QualityThe Standard

Krypton Parchmer,t

Krypton Linen Laid

Royal Record

Royal Record Ledger

Old Dominion Bond
Chaldean Vellum and Avon Stationery

Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited

MONTREAL

MilU at BEAUHARNOIS and CRABTREE, Que.

Bell-Fast Bond <& Ledger

Tribune Bond
Genoa Bond
Progress Bond
Victory Bond

Dr. Edward Ames, of Kalamazoo, has used waxed
paper successfully for dressing wounds. He men-
tions that patients have been away from the office

for four or five days, after a moist dressing lias been

applied Avith paraffin paper, only to find on open-

ing the dressing that the paraffin paper had kept it

moist. The waxed surface of the paper is sufficient-

ly smooth to permit drainage, which glides along the

under surface of the paper and seeps out at the

edges.

Bronze beater-kiiives are not uneconomical on ac-

count of their high price, for in contradistinction to

steel knives, they still possess a considerable value
for old metal after being worn out. In addition,

bronze knives prevent white pulp becoming grey.

Sale of Pulpwood Lands

in Northern Ontario
The Lake Superior Corporation and Algoma
Eastern Railway Company are open to

negotiate for the disposal of certain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres

situated lor the most part in that section of North-
ern Ontario known as the Clay Belt and compris-
ing the Townships of Storey, Langemarck,
Dowsley, Nassau, Shetland, Staunton, Orkney,
Magladery. Caithness, Rykert, Doherty. Whig-
ham, Coppell, Newton, Dale, McOwen, Frater.

The lands in question are accessible to the Algo-

ma Central, Trans-Continental, Canadian North-
ern, and Canadian Pacific Railways, and should
be of particular interest to pulp and paper mak-
ers, also to settlers, in view of their agricultural

possibilities.

General information will be furnished and plans
e.xliibited at the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secre-
tary of the Lake Superior Corporation. 14 2S Bank of
Hamilton Building, Toronto, or at the office of Mr.
G. A. Montgomery, vice-president of the Algoma
Eastern Railway Company, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

E. J. WELCH.
I-resident and Managing Direct

HENRY W. S. DOWNS.
Superintendent

SCREEN PLATES EMMONS CROCKER.
Vice-President

ARTHUR S MORSE.
Secretary and Treasurer

]
MK. -union rironze (be I phospituiiico ca^t ii.e.^1. r.aL^o iur Sulphite Mills. The -Liu^;. ' '_-i--..

^ Metal Suction Plates.

We car-y a larg^ stock of blank? of the various sizes and can fill all orders promptly.

Old plates reclosed and recut by our process are practically as good a^ new and give better results than

by any other process.
KDWIN C BABBITT and L. VINCENT "WELCH, Sale* Agents.

UNION SCREEN PLATE CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED
FACTORY: LENNOXVILLE, QUE. OFFICES: Lennoxville, Que. Fitchburg, Mass., U.S.A.
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Be Ready for

a Strong Market
Fairbanks-Morse Machinery is the first step in this

direction. With Fairbanks-Morse machinery and

supplies equipping your plant you can assure yourself

of putting your business on the most efficient basis that

mechanical equipment will permit.

No matter what your requirements may be the F-M Book

should be your reference preparatory to mstalhng new equipment.

Find it in the catalogue and ask our nearest office for

quotations.
Amerieau Barkiug Drum.
Claflin Beaters.

Crandon Acid Control.

Rogers Wet Machines.
Ashcroft Testers.

T^augston Winders.
Fairbanks Scales.

Fairbanks Valves.

Fairbauks-Morse Dynamos.
Woods Pulp Thickeners and Filters.

Yale Chain Blocks.

Norton Grinding Wheels.
Farnsworth Condensation Pumps.
Gould Triplex Pumps.
Nash Vacuum Pumps.
Pure Lead Pipe.

Lead lined Pipe -and Fittings.

Antimonial Lead Acid Pumps for

Sulphite Mills.

Sheet Lead, etc.,

—and other equally as well known
equipment.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
Laco Lamp 'Distributors

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,

Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria.
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EDITORIAL
THE SINS OF THE FATHERS.

Tlie Pulp and Paper Magazine occasionally i-eceives

an inquiry for the name and address of a chemist for

a pulp and paper mill. In practically every case it is

either stipulated or strongly recommended that the

applicant for such a position be a man of acquaintance

with the industry. It is desired that he shall have a

special knowledge of the business and preferably some

experience in a pulp or paper mill.

Men with such qualifications are rare articles, and

it is largely the fault of an older generation of paper

makers that this is so. It is only within recent years

that more than a very few mills would think of hav-

ing such an innovation as a chemist on the premises.

With no demand for chemists trained in pulp and

paper mill work and with no inducement held out to

such men as might have been interested in making a

special study of the science of paper making, it is

quite natural that educational institutions made no

particular effort to provide such training as is now
coming to be in very considerable demand. This un-

fortunate circumstance leaves the progressive mills

Avho are beginning to wake up to the advantages of

maintaining a chemist and a well equipped labora-

tory pretty much in the lurch. No doubt some of

these mills will blame the colleges for not giving their

students special training in this particular line of

work. Such accusations are almost entire!}- unfounded

because most institutions would be only too glad to

include in their courses some opportunity for in-

struction or special investigation in this field. There

are, of course, some old-fashioned out-of-date universi-

ties just as there are some old-fashioned, out-of-date

mill managements, but there are a few progressive

institutions that would be glad to provide for the

instriiction of paper mill chemists if they could be

assured of the necessary support.

The University of Maine has for six years main-

tained a number of special courses in pulp and paper

manufacture and the men who have taken these

courses have been in great demand. It has been dif-

ficult at times to induce efficient teachers to continue

their college work when the verj- training and experi-

ence they get in conducting these courses is the best

possible preparation for satisfactory service in manu-

facturing positions. Besides the complete under-

graduate course in pulp and paper technology at the

University of Maine, the University of Michigan has

been given post-graduate work and opportunities for

carrying out special research work.

The work at Mieliigan is to some degree supported

by contributions from the paper makers of the state

and if efficient courses under capable instructors are

to be maintained at our universities we believe it will

be necessary for the industry to assist financially in

their support. A paltr\- sum annually from each paper

mill would be sufficient to supplement the available

funds of a university and with the equipment that a

university would already have there would be little

difficulty in making up the necessary budget for

carrying on such work. There is at present no oppor-

tunity in Canada for doing such work in this most

important industry and we feel that it is time for the

manufacturers to encourage the establishment of suit-

able courses of instruction of university character

under competent instruction and with sufficient equip-

ment for first class work. The only chance at present

is for some enthusiastic student to work out a thesis

on some particular problem of paper mill work, but

such attempts are likely to be of a purely academic

character rather than to have any particular connec-

tion with the industry or to give the student an in-

sight into the principles and practice of pulp or paper

manufacture. The movement so generously supported

by the industry for providing text-books for extension

schools and correspondence instruction is an excellent

and commendable step but such instruction is intended

primarily to increase the general intelligence and to

broaden the knowledge of the industry among the

operatives in our mills. Such opportunities cannot

possibly make trained scientists capable of doing re-

search work or conducting the control of operations

along scientific lines. It will provide more efficient

and more intelligent assistance to these scientific and

technical directors. But the leaders must be provided

with univei'sity training and the point of contact

should be supplied by at least one of our Canadian

universities, in the form of special courses in pulp and

paper technology.

Looking at the matter carefully from all sides it

would seem that McGill University is most suited for

the establishment of such a course. The faculty in-

cludes particularly able professors, not only in chem-

istry, but in the allied engineering subjects, which are

so important to a well rounded training for a man
who is to enter this industry. McGill has first class

laboratory facilities and what is especially important

it is right next door to the Forest Products Labora-

tories of Canada. There is no doubt but that arrange-

ments could be made with the Forestrj' Branch for
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the occasional use of the excelleut equipment of these

laboratories lor demonstration purposes in connection

with pulp and paper courses. Such a connection would
also give tlie laboratories the benefit of the occasional

service for consultation work or other assistance of

the pulp and paper men of the university faculty, and
such a course would provide a coming supply of re-

cruits for the staff of the laboratories. In fact, a

considerable amount of valuable and much needed
investigation might be carried on as theses by stud-

ents working for a doctor's degree. The training of

men along these lines and with such excellent oppor-

mnities would soon provide our industry with leaders

\\ho would have a preparation not surpassed in any
other country, and Canada would soon be in a posi-

tion to provide specialists to other countries instead

of having to depend on outsiders for practically all the

pulp and paper technical men that are to be found in

our mills.

In the meantime it is up to the mills to take in

chemists and engineers and give them a chance to get

as much knowledge of the industry as possible from
the men in the mill. A lot can be learned by really

studying a mill.

A MUNICIPAL PAPER MILL.
On another page of this magazine there will be

found a reference to the proposed paper mill that is

being agitated for the city of Winnipeg, It is under-

stood that the nuinicipal authorities are favorable to

the idea and if the general population of "Winnipeg is

as enthusiastic and capable as the samples we have

met it seems quite likely that the proposition will go

through and be made a success. With the enormous

stretches of wood which lie to the north and the pos-

sibility of bringing it by water almost all the way to

the mill, there should be a plentiful supply of raw ma-

terial at a fairly reasonable cost. The proposition as

outlined in new's dispatches does not mention any de-

tails as to supplies of siilphur and lime-stone, but

these should certainly be as accessible at that point as

at the majoritj- of our Canadian mills.

It is stated that the city of Winnipeg consumes ap-

proximately 100 tons of newsprint per day and in

addition thei-e are a number of smaller cities within

reasonable distance that would naturally find such a

mill their most convenient source of supply. Without
actual figures it would seem that the outlying demand
would be at least 50% of the local requirements. In

addition to newsprint it would seem that such a mill

could very well consider the manufacture of one or

two other grades such as boards and wrappings that

might be made from the same raw material and which
might also consume a large proportion, if not all of

the waste papers that are. or could be, collected in

Winnipeg and vicinity, and which at the present time

can not be profitably transported by rail to other

mills consuming this grade of material.

(Jne of the interesting side lines on the proposition

is that employees be made part owners of the mill.

The Wiiuiiijeg eouneil unanimously agreed to the pro-

posal to ask for the power for establishing such an

industry.

The Winnipeg idea has roused the Quebec Telegraph

to iiupiiie why Quebec should sit idle and watch Win-

nipeg get busy on such a proposition as this. The

following extract from an editorial in this daily shows

tliat there are at least sonu' who still believe that

Quebec is the land intended by Pi-ovidenee to supply

the world with newsprint.

"If Winnipeg can support such an industry, what

is the matter with Quebec? This city of ours is

situated in the heart of the pulpwood centre of Can-

ada, and a paper mill here could find the raw material

easily available by water and by rail, while the labor

conditions .of Quebec in every way favor the estab-

lishment of paper mills here. We have, moreover,

boundless electrical energy.

"Some years ago, the Telegraph suggested that this

city should make a bid for paper milling. The time

is now ripe to open the project again. Our new Trade

Commissioner should lose no time in investigating the

matter with a view to interesting promoters and capi-

talists. The manufacture of paper in Quebec should

be a natural, profitable, and expanding industry with

vast possibilities before it. Why shoiild we sit still

like the proverbial lazy frog with our mouth open

waiting for Providence to send a fly, while Winnipeg

and other competing cities get out and capture the

WHAT THE KING SAID.

Probably no sovereign since the days when the

King lead his armies in person and marched and slept

with them in the field, has been closer to the heart of

his people than George V. He seems to know what
they have, what they lack, what they want, and what
they need, and, personally and through his ministers,

is constantly endeavoriag to make their lot happier.

An instance of his appreciation for the need of im-

proving the living conditions for a large part of the

people and a grasp of the importance of complete co-

operation of all factions to accomplish this end -is

given in his speech from the throne to the Houses of

Parliament, early this month when he urged the legis-

lative bodies to act resolutely in stamping out poverty,

diminishing unemployment and improving the health

of the nation. In concluding, the King said:

"We shall not achieve this end by undue tenderness

toward acknowledged abuses, and. it must necessarily

be retarded, by violence, even disturbance. We shall

succeed by patient and untiring resolution in carrying

through the legislation and administrative action which

is required. It is that resolute action I ask you to

support.
'

'
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The Manufacture of Book Papers from Wood Fibres*

by A. O. BOWNESS,

The E. B. Eddy Company, Limited, Hull, Que.

In the manufacture of Book Papers, the materials

principally used are rags (cotton and linen) ,sulphite

pulp, soda pulp and groundwood. Canada being one
of the largest pulpwood countries in the world, I shall

confine my remarks to the making of book papers

from sulphite pulp, soda pulp and groundwood.
The first thing of importance we have to consider

is the quality of materials which enter into the mak-
ing of book papers. The ideal fibre is the one which
retains its original strength and elasticity to the great-

est extent after being prepared into "half stuff," i.e.,

ill the cooking and bleaching of the fibre, the reason

for this is that such a fibre has the best felting quali-

ties. I do not purpose saying anything about the

manufacture of sulphite and soda pulp other than to

say which is the most suitable pulp required for book
papers. What the papermaker wants is a strong easy

bleaching pulp, requiring the minimum amount of

bleaching powder or electrolytic bleach liquor. The
reason for this is not so much a matter of dollars and
cents as the very important fact, that in this way we
obtain a good white color and a nice soft fibre with

the original sti-ength and elasticity least impaired,

and one with good felting qualities. Better results are

obtained by removing all the lignin in the wood dur-

ing the cooking, than using a large amount of bleach

to obtain a good white color. Pulps which require a

large amount of bleach are apt to produce a hard brit-

tle fibre with very poor felting qualities, the resultant

sheet being unsatisfactory, however carefully treated

in the beaters. This no doubt is due to possible

chlorination or residues of lime salts which cannot

be entirely eliminated by simply washing with water.

A well cooked pulp should contain from 90 to 95%
cellulose, in other words should not lose more than 5

to 10% in bleaching.

No doubt at some time or other every superintendent

has met with pulps which were difficult to bleach to

a good white color. In such cases it might be advan-

tageous to wash out the spent bleach liquor, and treat

the pulp for a short time with a weak alkaline solu-

tion, afterwards washing and then bleaching again in

the ordinary way. It is necessary, too, after bleaching,

to wash thoroughly in order to eliminate as much as

possible the spent bleach liquor or lime salts, which

if allowed to remain in the stock will result in the

fibre being hard and brittle. Antichlors, generally

hyposulphite of soda or sulphite of soda are often used

to neutralize the chlorine, which is always present more

or less in the stock, but this treatment has its attend-

ant dangers in that should an excess be used, it will

have a detrimental effect in the subsequent sizing and

coloring. Drying, too, has an effect on the strength

of a fibre, every drying of a fibre weakening it so that

it might be well to seriously consider buying pulp

•Paper read at the annual meeting of the Technical

Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,

Montreal, January 30, 1919.

in a wet state which would then require only one
drying throughout the whole process.

For a good general bleached stock, I have obtained
good results by using half sulphite and half soda
pulp, either bleached separately or together. I might
mention also the use of electrolytic bleach which has
not as yet been very extensively adopted by paper
manufacturers owing no doubt to the high cost of

power. In tests made at the Municipal School of

Technology, Manchester, using an electrolytic bleach
liquor made from common salt and water containing
12 grams of chlorine per litre compared with chloride

of lime liquor containing 17 grams per litre, it was
found that the electrolytic bleach liquor took less time,

was easier to wash and the resultant stock was softer

and more pliable than with the chloride of lime. Now-
a-days when cooking of chemical pulp has been enor-

mously devloped, the papermaker is able to purchase

tlie grade of pulp most suitable for his purpose. As
to the kind of groundwood most suitable, I would say

that wood ground on medium sharp stones and at

about 60 lbs. pressure will produce a pulp having the

best felting qualities.

Beating.

We have now to consider what is the condition of

the stock in the beater before beating. It consists of

small bundles of fibres known as filaments, the ob-

ject of the beaterman being to reduce his stock to

single or ultimate fibres without the crushing that is

done only too often. From past experience it has

been found that small beating engines produce a

stronger pulp than large ones. Competition growing
keener and greater production required, larger rolls

have superseded the smaller ones thereby increasing

the reducing effect of the beating surface but detri-

mental to a certain extent to the quality of the paper.

A beating engine must be considered as a combination

of a reducing apparatus and a mixer. The circulation

of the pulp has no other effect than to mix the pulp

properly while the reducing apparatus, i.e., the roll

and bedplate should be as efficient as possible. What-
ever the shape or size of a beater is, it must be sc

constnicted that no stuff will lodge in any part ot

it and must have a roll heavy enough to thoroughly

soften the pulp and keep it in constant motion. Num-
erous patents have been taken out in connection with

beating engines, but generallj^ speaking the Hollander

has proved the most satisfactory as yet. Phosphor-

bronze knives not less than %'' thick can be used to

advantage for paper made from bleached stock, thus

avoiding any contamination with oxide of iron which
is liable to take place when using steel knives. Usually

the knives in the roll are set parallel to the axis

of the roll and the bedplate knives at an angle, which
arrangement imitates to some extent the action of a

pair of scissors.

Bedplates of large working surfaces have been tried,

but in practice it has been found that no serious devia-

tions from the narrow type of plate are of much value.
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The properties required ol' a book of writing paper

are:

(1) A well closed sheet with a prood even surface.

(2) A nice soft pliable sheet with a stronfj feel to it.

(3) It must be opaque, and
(4) Bulk well even with a hi-rh finish.

To obtain all these properties the treatuu'iit of the

stock in the beaters is one of the most, if not the most,

important operation of all. The properties of any
paper made, depend on the treatment it receives dur-

ing the first hour and a half in the beater. To get

a good even surface which will take the required

finish with the least calendering, great care must be

taken in brushing out or reducing the stock into sin-

gle or ultimate fibres. The roll should be let down
to a little more than a rub, just sufficient to mill the

stuff, which can be accomplished in about two hours.

1 refer now only to wood fibres. As the stock is re-

quired short and fairly free to enable the machine-

tender to get a good level sheet on the wire, all the

cutting action shoidd be done in a Jordan or Marshall

refiner, the latter preferred, owing to the extra brush-

ing action of the disc. In this way the fibres retain

their original strength and elasticity to the greatest

extent, producing a stock which will have the best

felting or interweaving properties and will enable the

machine-tender to obtain a good level sheet which
quite naturally will require the least calendering to

obtain the required finish and so bulk well. In these

strenuous days of large production, the refiner proves

its worth. If the stock is beaten to the required length

in the beater, then the refiner is not of great value.

On the other hand ,if the beating consists of simply

brushing out the stock and cutting to the required

length in the refiner, then the refiner will prove of

great value, not only in the saving of time, which
means more production, but giving the beaterman
more time to brush out his stock which is so very

important, and will result in a much better sheet of

paper.

With regard to the refiner—I might say that the

preceding remarks only apply to wood papers—not to

hard stock such as rags or rope which must be beaten

to the required length in the beaters to obtain the best

results. One of the principal objects of the beaterman
should be to retain the original strength and elasticity

of the fibre as much as possible in any kind of paper
and so obtain the maximum strength from his stock.

Putting the roll down too heavy at first should be

avoided as the fibres, while still retaining their length

to a certain extent, will become weakened and the sheet

will have a raw soft feel which even the addition of

more than the usual quantity of starch will not over-

come. Worn bedplates are often a sotirce of trouble,

in that the roll has to be put so firmly down in order
to make fine stuff, which means extra driving power,
and the stuff having to be kept a much longer time in

the beater before it can be made fine, is very liable

to become too soft.

Sizing.

Some book and writing papers must have good water
and ink resisting qualities, while others do not re-

quire to have this quality to any great extent. This is

obtained by sizing agents added to the stock in the
beaters. For these grades of paper we are practically

limited to rosin in general practice. The cost is rea-

sonable and the rosin soap easily made by boiling

rosin with an alkaline solution, usually soda ash. Some
papermakcrs claim that the degree of sizing is pro-
portional to the junount of free rosin deposited on the
fibres, wiiile others claim that the active sizing agent
consists of resinate of alumiini formed when the rosin
soap is decomposed by the alum. I am not prepared
to say which theory is the correct one, but would like

to mention that 1 have obtained satisfactory results

using both a neutral size containing no free rosin and
an acid size containing 35 to 40'/,, free rosin. Per-
soiuilly, 1 prefer the high free rosin size for one im-
portant reason, viz., the cost. Using less soda ash
in boiling the rosin, less alum is required to precipitate
the combined rosin, as well as less size to obtain the
sanu' degree of sizing than is required when using a
neutral size. Naturally in a high free rosin size one
might say there is the ilanger of rosin spots in the

j)ai)er, i)ut this danger has been practically eliminated
in the method of making the size .solution. Size should
be added to the beater in a dilute enuilsion as in this

way the permeation is more complete than by adding
the thick rosin soap. Apart from the composition of

the sizing .solution a great deal depends on the treat-

ment of the stock in the beater. When the beaters are
heavily loaded with as much stuff as possible, the
ultimate fibres do not come under the cutting action
of the knives owing to the body of the stuff between
the roll and the plate and thus though well hammered
out, the original form and elasticity of the fibres are
preserved. There are two reasons why stuff prepared
this way will size well: (1) Such stuff carried down
the wire retains its water obstinately and the size coat-

ing is well felted among the fibres before the water
is drawn out by the suction pumps, the loss of size

in the backMater being small. (2) The strength and
flexibility of the fibres enable them to felt closely

\'»'hen coated with the resinate of alumina and a strong
well sized paper is produced with the usual amount
of alum and size.

Paper- dried by hot air is very poorly sized com-
pared with paper dried on the machine. This is prob-

ably due to the resinate of alumina which has been
precipitated on the fibres in the beater, becoming
fused and spread out and into the interstices of the

paper in such a way as greatly to increase the water
and ink resisting qualities.

Sulphate of alumina or alum as it is generally call-

ed, is used to precipitate the combined rosin in the

size, the amount depending on the quantity of soda

ash used to saponify the rosin and also to precipitate

any lime or magnesium salts if the water used is hard.

Most papermakers use a slight excess of alum which
has the effect of hardening the paper and giving it a

better rattle and acts as a mordant in helping to fix

the color.

Loading and Coloring.

The addition of loading within reasonable limits

should not be considered an adulteration which is so

often the case. From 10 to 15'^{ can be safely carried,

making the paper more absorbent and opaque, en-

abling it to print much better, and lessening in a

considerable degree the friction when in contact with

the type when printing. When selecting the most
suitable loading material there are three important

points to be considered:

(1) That its chemical nature is such that when in

contact with free acids or chlorine compounds
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which are liable to be present in the stock, no
cheuiical or physical change takes place.

(2) It should be free from sand or coarse particles

which wonld tend to impair the value of the

paper.

(3) The color .should be bright enough to blend with
the shades of paper for which it is intended.

Kaolin or China clay is the loading generally used
in this class of paper, filling up the pores of the paper,

giving a sheet of closer texture which takes up ink

more rapidly and helping materially in bringing up
the surface when calendering. Chemical wood fibres

being transparent, China clay also makes a paper

opaque, a very important point in book papers. Some
paperniakers boil the clay with rosin size, the idea

being that in this way it is more firmly held by the

fibres and less liable to pa,ss through the meshes of

the machine wire. In my o])iniou, the amount carried,

as in the case of sizing, depends to the greatest ex-

tent on the nature of the stock and the treatment it

has received in the beaters. The sizing and feel of

clay loaded papers are never so good as papers loaded

with such materials as pearl hardening (calcium sul-

phate) barium sidphate or agalite but these are gen-

erally used in the lietter nnalities of writing papers.

Starch is often added to stiffen up a paper as well as

for imnartinur a hisrh finish in the subsequent ealender-

ine. When starch is boiled with the resinate of soda

solution a larger percentage is retained by the paper.

While taking on quite as good a surface it has not the

firmness or rattle obtained when the starch is added

in the dry state.

The addition of coloring matter is necessary for

white papers even when ui^ing all bleached stock of a

good white color. I would like to explain briefly a

point which might prove useful when using colors.

There are three primary colors, red, blue and yellow,

which used in the proper proportion make white.

Should the stock be either on the red, blue or yellow

shade, the addition of the other two colors will cor-

rect it. For example, when using a furnish of all

bleached stock which has always more or less a yel-

low shade to it, and which has to be corrected to ob-

tain a good white color, the addition of red and blue,

the two other primary colors will correct the yellow

shade and give a good white color.

Chests and Screens.

In some mills the variation in the weight of the

paper is a serious matter. Several devices have been

tried with more or less success I believe, but a proper

arrangement of stuff chests will go a long way in

overcoming this trouble. The best plan is to have

two large chests each capable of holding more than

the contents of a beater when diluted with water to

its usual consistency and a smaller one placed sa that

the stock will run by gravity to the mixing box on the

machine. The stock from the beater is emptied into

one of the large chests, being thoroughly mixed be-

fore it is pumped throusrh the refiner into the other

large chest from which it is pumped into the smaller

one, which should always have an averflow, and al-

lowed to flow by gravity to the mixins: box. In this

way the consistency of the stock can always be main-

tained with a little attention from the beaterman

when emptying a beater. Trouble will also be caused

from bad weight, especially when making thick papers

carrving a large percentage of loading if the agitator

revolves too slowly, a good speed for all round work
being from 6 to 8 revolutions per minute. It is an
advantage to run the stock slowly from the mixing
box through a series of wooden troughs or sand traps,

generally of a sinuous form, having thin strips of wood
placed at intervals at right angles to the flow or the

bottom covered with woolen felt serving to retain

any of the heavier particles of dirt, sand, etc., which
may be deposited while the pulp is flowing to the

screens.

Opinions differ as to the efficiency of flat and rot-

ary screens. On this class of stock, taking everything

into consideration, the rotary screen has proved most
satisfactory, needing little or no attention, and the

wear and tear being much less than with flat screens.

Bolts or screws working slack, which is often the

case with badly fitting screen plates often cause small

hard knots in the paper which when calendered will

result in a dark spot, the centre of which is trans-

parent.

Pointers for the Machine-Tender.

The troubles of a machine-tender are too numerous
to mention here. However, some of the more import-

ant questions relative to the paper machine might prove

interesting.

Tlip question as to the most suitable length for the

machine wire is one on which there is great diversity

of opinion. The speed of the machine and the nature

of the stock to be worked must be taken into consider-

ation in re.<Tard to the lensrth of tho wire. For a soft

areasv stock at a auick .sp^ed a fi5 foot wiro will be

an advantage, whereas if look is tho most imnoT^qnt.

the best results will he oHtainorl with a ^^ fo 4n fnnf

wire. To ffet a fairlv food sh»»t on a Rfi font wire.

the stuff must hf verv fv^f. n+horwnqo it vr^^^ Vio so

inert before it reanhps tbp^ rlnnrlv tTint nanoT-s -will Viatp

;i dull crushed look. esno''i<<llv wb^n makirKr -wovot;

When the stuff is frpp proiifh to conntproct tTiiq rload-

ness. the table rolls in eortaet ivith tbp tvirp take a-wav

so Tunch of the water that it is oPten diffienlt to oVitain

» clear imnression Avith the darirlv though more water
i\ nsofl T'lTi-pr'n" somp of thp rolls out of contact

"•ith the wire will allo^'- a lono'er time under the in-

(^Iloh'-p of the sbakp orid Ipss water vonld be rpouired.

Tt should also be taken into eonsidpration that the

frreater the amount of water used the froater the

1o«s o*" siro and loadbior in the backix^ator. Th" snropf^

o-.,; looi^ of a sheet dppends a P'rpat doal on the shaVe

i-liifh sVionVl at all times be a smooth rvush an(1 pull.

Tfir, miir.Vi nlov on aeeonnt o^' tlio brasses wTiioVi sim-

n-^rt tli-^ sliaVo Viars. etc . beeominc worn v^^^ rps"lt

'•^ a flonbl" chakp cansinc t>iin edires. Jf thp shake
i'<; tnr, lonor the stuff will be T;\-ashed back from the

i-w.vir. ctr"'^ eansinc a vliite mark about three inches

fv-vi" tlio erln-o on each side similar to that caused by
. "i^ico it, the -wire.

The life of a wire depends to a srreat extent
^., fVie (larp and attention of t>ip machine-tender. Tt

is also verv neeessarv to have all the rolls lined ur> as

o'tpn as Tiossible when ehansrinqr a wire. Evpu if this

j^. .^r>.l'^ r^n-nlarlv. it will >>p notieerl that the w^ire some-
'^iiT-q l-.'-pomes slack "n eithpr of tlio orlrrps after mnn-
:„^ j?^,. ..^T,,r, tirnp. This is causpd bi- the shower pipe
1 -...,.„;,,« oViokerl nii at the end farthest from the in-

"1^— oii^i ihn wire bpine much more dn^. is strainer!

;.. .^ns^t:;^lrr ovor t>ip rolls A ctnori strou "f shower should

.,1— oT-s ha uspd in order to keep the meshes clear, lessen
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the strain of the suction and prolong the life of the

wire.

Careful attention must also be given to the suction

boxes. Scored boxes are often a source of trouble, due

to small particles of sand or prrit becoming embedded

in the cover, which very quickly ridge or score the

wire, causing white marks similar to thin edges, to

appear, and shortening very materially the life of the

wire if allowed to run any length of time. Different

covers such as brass, vulcanite, glass, mahogany and

maple have been used to face the boxes with, but gen-

erally speaking, hard maple is used. Though less hard

on the wire, boxes faced with maple are very apt to

vibrate when drawing hard. This can be overcome to

a great extent by inserting a strip of vulcanite, which

must be fitted very closely, otherwise it will draw air.

Running a wire too slack is liable to cause creases

in the paper under the couch rolls. This crease may

give no sign of its presence until the calenders are

reached, where it invariablv causes a break between

the drvers and calenders. Tightening up the wire and

putting more weight on the coueher will nsuallv sret

rid of these creases and so prevent much broke boinsr

made. Dirtv or raised s^ams will cause brenkintr both

at the press roll and the calenders. A little^ vitriol

poured on the dirtv part of the wire or blowinsr out

bv a iet of steam will fenerallv remedy this. Should

the tronblp be caused bv a raised seam, the str^teh

roll win hqvo to bo put down a fpw turns. Ano+her

cause of broke is "fn^min" " wViVb is n verv serious

matter wi+b som" mills. Sp^'-inl nttprtion should be

wivoTi to tbo wRter nspd in th« beRters. as oftpp th«

carbonic acid evrtolled from the lime salts contained

in hard water is the cause of foamiuff. An additional

anan+itv o'^ alum should be added to th" benter whf^n

fumishin<T in ord^r to n'-ofird'+fite the lime salts in the

water. A foam kJllor v^hi'-h has riroved verv pffinlont

is made of raw linseed oil. turpentine and bleach li-

quor.

Worn edges of the coueher .iacket are also trouble-

some, causing the paper instead of couching properly,

to adhere to the .iacket. going far enonsh up the roll

to cause the edge to crack and crease going under the

press roll. Easing: the weisrhts on the coiieher and
iiftin? the guard board a little will help, while slack-

ening the wire draw and allowing the web to go far-

ther down the wire, decreases the risk of the paper ad-

herinjj to the coueher. By fixing a small .iet of water
so that it will play on the edse of the coueher. which
comes in contact with the paper before it passes under
the guard board, the edge can be kept much cleaner,

and this also lessens the liability of the paper to ad-

here to it. Suction couch rolls are spoken very highly
of. results obtained beinff very satisfactory, and elim-

inatiner any trouble caused by the jacketed couch roll.

Another important point is the necessity of keeping
the seams of the felts square. In the ease of wet felts

where the seam of the felt is off the square, the warp
lies at the same anerle as the seam, and thus by closing

the pores retards the escape of the air, often causing
"blowing." Usins a small suction box under the felt

before running through the press, will completely cure
this. To square the seam either in wet or dry felts as

well as the wire, the side that is first miist be tight-

ened up. but care must be taken to check the run as
both wire and felts will incline to run from the side
which has been tightened up. This should always be
done after starting a new felt, otherwise the felt will

become unequally stretched and give lots of trouble

by moving about when it gets old or worn out.

The pressure on the press rolls varies according to

the particular requirements in the finished paper.

Should the paper require to be calendered, the drier

it leaves the press roll the better it will bulk, on the

other hand if the paper is to be rough finished, then

it will bulk better if the pressure on the rolls is very

light. A dirty second press felt is one of the most fre-

quent cau.ses of cockling, the paper in contact with

the dirty part of the felt, is much damper when it

comes in contact with the dryers and is liable to be-

come blistered from the suddenness of the drying.

Keeping the dryer felts tight has the effect of prevent-

ing cockling by pressing the paper more uniformly

against the dryers. The drying of the paper should

always be done gradually, the heat of the dryers

gradually increasing towards the dry end, so as to

prevent undue contraction.

Keeping the draws right is necessary, too. especially

the draw from the first press to the second press.

Should this draw be too tight, the web will be pulled

and stretched at the edges, and though no cracks may
be seen, the contraction and consequent strain, as the

paper is dried, will cause the weakened edcre to break
as the draws become tifrhtenpd towards the drv end.

Breaking at the calenders may also be caused
through havin? the draws too slack, eausinsr the paper
to fold over at the edsre when enterina: the pross folds.

If the draw on the drvers be too slack, espeeiallv near
the wet end. the felts, if th^v are tight, will take np
the slack, and in doina: so will cause verv minute folds

on the edsre of the paper. It is an advantnire to have
two sections of drvers and a pair of highly polished

rolls called smoothers placed between the sections and
heated with stf>am, thoueh not to the same e-«-tent as

the drvers. These rolls heln to close the sheet, and
also ereatlv assist the finish in the subsenuent calen-

derinir. Bv keening the paper a little damp as it

passps thronwh the smoothinrr rolls, and not heatin?
the last drvers any morp than is ppcessarv to prevent
damp spots, the surfae" imparted bv the ealender
rolls is much improved. "When a good surface is want-
ed, the stuff must be kept fine. Loner stuff, though
takinir on a sond finish, alwavs rises up in the sheet,

causing a roiichness. especially on the underside. The
amount of finish o-iven to a paper depends to a large

extent upon the amount of moisture it contains, the
moisture beincr applied after drvin?. nsuallv bv means
of condensation of steam. The hi^h machine finish

thus obtained is liable to go back owing to moisture
applied in this way being merelv on the surface, and
not having time to penetrate into the paper. Papers
requiring a very high fini.sh for magazine and illus-

trated work are generallv glazed on the supercalender
—the contact with the metal and cotton or paper cov-

ered rolls, has the effect of imparting a velvety feel

unobtainable by calenders on the machines.
In conclusion. T would like to add a word regarding

technical education. Nowhere could it be used to more
advantage than in the beater-room, where there is yet
ample room for interesting and profitable enquiry,
the importance of investigating the effects of differ-

ent methods of beating, the right temperature of the

stock, etc.. cannot fail to be of great advantage to the
papermakers. for undoubtedly the paper is made in

the beater and run off on the machine.

In opening the discussion of this paper, Mr. Rolland
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.said : There is one tiling Mr. Bowness did not mention
—the percentage of re.sia which should be employed
in making book paper. Mr. Best, who has had consid-

erable experience, might tell us what percentage of

resin should be used and how much he thinks is used.

Mr. Best remarked : To mention a particular in-

stance, the Saturday Evening Post is made with 0.6

per cent of resin. Book paper runs as high as 1% per

cent, but the percentage of resin ;ised will have quite

an effect besides the sizing, that is, ink resistance. It

will make a paper a good deal harder, which is a bad
feature, as Mr. Bowness emphasized. The amount of

alum also affects the feel of the paper. In regard to

Mr. Holland's questions as to what percentage of resin

is lost ; so far as I can make out there is no resin

lost ; no matter how much you put into it, it is all

retained. It goes up as high as 8 or 9 per cent in

some papers, and the characteristics of resin increase

the stiffness and rattle of the paper all the way up.

In regard to the loss, Mr. Bowness said : In a mill

where the Fullner Save-all was installed the back
water ran away perfectly clear, which, if I remember,
showed a saving of o to 7 per cent. The back water

was perfectly clear in running away, and practically

all the loading was saved.

Mr. Stadler made the following remarks regarding

losses. In regard to the passage where the speaker

said that the loss increases if the percentage of water

is increased on the wire. T don't quite see it that

way, because T presume in the writing paper industry

they do the same as in the newspaper industry, they

circulate the water, and consequently the losses are

about the same standard. But it should be particular-

]v emphasized, that anyone in running a paper ma-
chine should not use more shower pipes than he

need, and if possible use shower pipes On which the

water is brought back from the machine. By such an

arrangement there is a very material saving in fibre.

Another thing is the nuestion of the pulp frrindinir

pressure most suitable for writing paper. It is stat-

ed that it .shoiild be ground at a sixty-pound per

square inch. Wliat is the basis of that ? That is one

thing we ought to reduce. It is a factor—the square

inch basis on the pocket.

T would be much interested if the author Avould tell

us whether he used any instruments or simply worked
by the old rule-of-thumb method, because I have never

had the pleasure of visiting his plant, and T don't

know whether he uses an^ instruments or not.

Mr. Bowness: We are not using any instruments, for

the simple reason that the operations with the differ-

ent pulps would be against using any standard pres-

sure, and so far as I know T have never heard that

they are used in beating. Of course, I cannot say
tliey are not used, biit I never heard of any.

Mr. Stadler: The closing remarks were very inter-

esting when it was emphasized that the technical edu-

cation is very essential, and furthermore, that the pa-

per is made in the beater room. It is probably in order
to say that nobody M'ould think to-day of boiling sul-

phite pulp without having recording instruments as

to temperature, pressure, etc. Yet, in spite of the fact

in the writing paper industry with all important fac-

tors in the beater room—T have seen but one mill in

North America using instruments in the beater room
and I am sure that various standard instruments
could be applied to advantage in the making of writ-

ing paper in this country.

If we tvant to expect results from men who have

received technical training, we must give them speci-

fic instructions. Unless you provide them with the

machinery or instruments so that their knowledge can

be applied scientificalh^ j'ou don't progress fast

enough, but the moment you introduce instruments

you will have an entirely diffei'ent spirit of organiza-

tion; the men will appi'cciate this sort of thing, and I

think the sooner j'ou do that, the better it will be for

the industry in general. If we want to take the world-

lead as exporters, we must use every instrument we
can.

WINNIPEG MAY HAVE BIG PAPER MILL.
For many years there has been an agitation in

Winnipeg to have a paper mill located in that city,

and more particularly a newsprint plant owing to the

long haul and heavy freight charges for this com-

modity. In the past there have been many attempts

and extensive negotiations to carry out such a pro-

ject, but all have come to naught for various rea-

sons. Now the legislative committee of the City

Council has taken the matter up and it is proposed to

take a referendum of the ratepayers to erect a plant

that will cost three million dollars.

Aid. F. 0. Fowler, sponsor for the proposition,

stated that newsprint in Winnipeg cost to-day $88

per ton, including $19 freight, and he contended that

with a 500 ton mill, the cost would be reduced to $36

per ton. while, with a 100 ton plant the cost would be

$40 per ton. The present need of the city was 100

tons of newsprint daily. Winnipeg owns its own
power plant, and it is suggested that the employees

of the mill be made part owners and have an interest

in the actual earnings. The plant would be built

within the citv limits, and it is stated there are un-

limited stretches of timber areas, including pulp

wood in Northern Manitoba, which would serve as a

feeder for the industry.

It is estimated, as already stated, that the total

outlay for the mill will be three million dollars, and
that the amount paid out in wages will reach $3,000

weekly.

-T. D. IMcArthur. who has been one of the promot-

ers of a paper mill in the west, thought before go-

ing ahead with the proposal it .should be given strict

and thorough investigation. J. J. McDiarmid, who
some time ago made a request to the city for a spe-

cial water and poAver rate to proceed with a wrap-
ping paper plant, has alone with Mr. McArthur. de-

clared that his scheme will be abandoned if Winni-

pesr launches its undertaking.

Mr. McDiarmid added that the legislative commit-

tee was talking without any certain facts when the

members stated that, with a 500 ton plant, news-

print could be turned out for $36 per ton, Mr. Mc-
Diarmid remarked that it could not be done, as he

had gone carefully into all the figures, and the ex-

pense would be much higher. There the matter rests

at present, and Mhetber it will go ahead or not is

problematical.

KELLOGG CAN COOK.
TJ. S. Kellosri appeared at the dinner of the Tech-

nical Association in dress suit plus a big brass badge.

It bore the number 290 and sisrnified that the IT. S.

Food Administration has seen fit to give him a license

fwhich we saw'i to the title of Registered Camp Cook.

Mr. Kellocrc is not in the lumber business now, and
cooking sulphite is not cooking beans, in case he wants
to cook pulp.
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The Cornish China Clay Industry

From Our Own Cornish Correspondent.

W. TRETIIE\YEY.

Sinee my last notes on the famous Cornish China

Clay Industry mueh has happened of great import

and interest to your readers, and I am hoping that

this letter -will reach you in time for an early publi-

cation in the New Year. For two years I have been

away from the quietude of the day-land of Cornwall,

and have been attached to the Army Post Office in

London, and could not, therefore, devote the time I

so nnich desired in keeping your readers informed of

the doings in the clay industry that would be of in-

terest to them. However. T will do my best in the brief

respite at my disposal to give your readers a review

of the present situation. In the first place the armis-

tice, which is a good augury for the ultimate peace of

the world, came as a great relief to those of us who
inhabit the British Isles, and was none the less wel-

comed by your own country.

Commercially speaking, our connection with Can-

ada, as far as our china clay interest was concerned,

-

was in its infancy, but there were indications before

the war of Canada becoming one of the great mar-

kets of the future, and there is no doubt that when
we once more get back to our normal conditions of

production and shipping, Canada will rank among
our best customers.

Before the war the production of china clay was,

perhaps, Cornwall "s most flourishing occupation. Af-

ter a few months of re-eonstruction it will become so

again. China clay is very largely a prodiict peculiar

to our own country. Clay of a sort can be got else-

where, but when the best is absolutely essential one

must come to Cornwall for it ; thus to a very large

extent the china clay merchants po.ssess a monopoly

in a product of great value in a variety of manufac-

tures.

Those engaged in a proprietory capacity in the

china clay industry have suffered terribly through

the war, many companies having been brought to

the verge of financial embarrassment. As wages
have increa.sed it cannot be said that the clay pro-

ducers have been at all unmindful of the very hard

times through which their workmen have passed,

and if those increases have not compared with the

increase of living, it has been for the fact that the

clay firms were not in a financial position to bear

it. The closing months of the year 1917. it is confi-

dently hoped by all associated with the china clay

industri', will mark a most important epoch in the

history and dcTelopment of this section of British

commerce. The fact that china clav holds the field

as one of the cheapest raw materials obtainable, and
that it is such an indispensable product in such large

industries as pottery and porcelain ware, in the

manufacture of all classes of paper, it is also exten-

sively employed in bleaching and the production of

cotton, and quite a variety of chemical and other

uses, makes it one of the most remarkable and
valuable of raw materials on the market. Prior to

the war the Cornish clay producers were subiected
to a very .spirited competition for various continental
and other markets, and now, upon reflection, such
competitive anxiety has been proved to have been
quite unnecessary. It is hoped that those clay mer-
chants who are now associated with the latest scheme

will never allow themselves to be disturbed again by

such fears of competition or even substitution. These

are mere bogies jiroduced by those desirous that the

china da.v producers should continue to be a disor-

ganized and competitive crowd of salesmen. The new
scheme which has evolved out of sheer adversity

Avrought by the exigencies of war, is considered to

have been the best possible solution, and up to the

time of writing it has certainly obtained the highest

possible satisfaction expected. It was not adopted
without due deliberation, but after six months' fre-

quent interchange of opinions and the practical

unanimity displayed throughout, its whole progress

and final adoption augurs well for its future success

and utility.

The "Associated China Clays, Limited," is the

registered name of the new combine for the china

clay trade of both Devon and Cornwall, which par-

takes of the nature of a "Cartelle" for a minimum
period of seven years. Common adversity, as I have
already stated, was the chief cause of bringing into

effect this all important and absorbing project. The
enormously increased cost of production with no cor-

responding rise in the selling prices, was bearing far

too. heavily upon the traders generally for the capi-

tal invested to withstand, and as I have previou.sly

remarked, many of the firms were obliged to suspend
their operations temporarily, whilst others were faced

with heavy financial propositions. The "Associated
China Clays, Limited," will be controlled somewhat
after the st.vle of a "Clearing House." Not only will

the selling prices be fixed and the quantities for the

various markets be distributed, but special attention

will be given to railway and shipping transactions,

and transit, and many other advantages will be regu-

lated accordingly. It is even contemplated that at no
distant date the new combination may regulate the

deliveries of china stone and the distribution of china
clay casks and sacks, and that a purchasing board or

department may be establi.shed for the purchase of

coal and other goods for the trade, which should be

to the mutual benefit of both the producer and con-

sumer.
The powers of the new combine taken under the

articles of association are both wide and comprehen-
sive, and reflect nothing but the hisrhest credit on
the part of those clay merchants who not only con-

ceived the idea of such a commendable scheme, but
brought it to such a satisfactory consummation. The
registered offices of the "Associated China Clays,

Ltd.." are at St. Austell, and for this purpose the

commodious and historic mansion known as "The Old
Hou.se," has been acquired and its control of the

trade took effect from Januarv 1st. 1918. Among
the numerous benefits which the consuming market
should soon derive is the continuitv of deliveries and
uniformity of quality under commitments entered in-

to. The new scheme has also this further merit to

commend itself, in that it does not countenance the
limitation of production in order to create an artifi-

cial scarcity, for the purpose of inflating the prices.

The onlv war in which the output will be limited is

simplv the demands of the market. "With the pool-
inor of interests in one central oreani^ation and the

settiner up of machinerv for seeking, developinc and
fosterinsr markets the demands for china clay in fu-

ture .should be largely augmented. Energies that
haA'e been spent in competition in the past between
producers should now be applied in the extension of
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markets, and particularly those of Canada and the

United States of America, and in accordance with

these alone will the output of the Cornish clay be

limited.

In everything that the china clay industry has
done during the war the proprietors have received

the approval of the British Board of Trade. During
the past year one of the leading members of the Com-
mercial Intelligence Department of our Government,
addressing a body of maniifacturers, declared that

in the coming commercial war the combination of

firms engaged in particular industries is of the first

importance and would be of incalculable value to all

associated therewith, and as the china clay industry
was among the very first to adopt this principle,

and also the formation of a National Council for the
China Clay and Stone Industries of Devon and Corn-
wall, it shows the keen desirability of our Cornish
clay merchants to keep pace with the advancing
times. This National Council just referred to was
formed as a result and in conformity with the Whit-
ley Reports, or the Government's Commission results

on the subject of labor, and comprises twenty mem-
bers equallv divided between employees and em-
ployed, and had been established with a view to bet-

ter organization and closer working with the employ-
ers and the employed, and also in the negotiation

with Government departments. The functions of the

National Council were bv no means limited to mat-
ters affecting the conditions of labor. They will in-

clude the restoration and advancement of productive
capacity; peace problems, prior claims to raw mater-
ial, machinery essential to the industry, financial fa-

cilities for the cementing and extension of trade, new
outlets for this product, and everv possible use that

can be made for it as well as its refuse or bv-products
in the manufacture of new articles of commerce, and
also the absorption of surplus war stores that may be
available on the resumntion of normal conditions. In
general the National Council mav be regarded as a

national movement applving itself to matters affect-

ing the commercial, industrial, and manufacturing
needs of the industrv. This National Council has ren-

dered effective service to the trade in various ways
already in regard to the methods of recruitment and
transmission of orders.

The successful formation of the "Associated China
Clavs, Ltd.," has naturallv given the liveliest satis-

faction to all who are interested in the prosperity
of the trade. While matters mav even now take
some time to adjust themselves the benefits accru-

insr cannot loner be delayed, as a great boom is con-

fidentlv anticipated. One of the strongest points of

the combine is that all markets will be well consid-

ered, and prices adopted with such moderation that

nothinsr but the best results can be achieved. For-
tunatelv for the clay trade of Cornwall the new
Board of Manasrement is composed of a bodv of gen-
tlnnien cannhlp and experienced and will be found
fnllv qualified to pilot the trade to victory and suc-

cess.

An article of mine which appeared in the British

"Paper Maker" would no doubt be of interest to
vonr readers, and considerin? it has onlv just reeent-

b- bppu published it will eive those associated with
thf pTPat Canadian paper making trade the views of

oup of onr principal exponents.
"The dpmands made upon the china clay produc-

ers, as well as their employees, have throughout the

war been given a loyal and hearty response, and it

was whilst the leaders were deliberating in one body
on these and other complicated matters that a scheme
for the united control of the whole industry was first

considered. The unremitting efforts of Mr. T. Med-
land Stoeker, Chairman and Joint Managing Direc-
tor of "The West of England and Great Beam China
Clay Co., Ltd.," and Mr. Walter Sessions, the Manag-
ing Director of The North Cornwall China Clay Co.,

Ltd. (representing two of the largest firms in the
world), were only partially realized in the consum-
mation of The "Associated China Clays, Ltd.," to-

ward the end of the year 1917. This showed a very
remarkable advance, even exceeding the most san-

guinary expectation, and once more indicated that

the good old Cornish motto, "One and All," was
more than a legendary expression. The success of

the new amalgamation will undoubtedly rest in the

continuity of those efforts which have already achiev-

ed such important results. The Cornish china clay
industry has been controlled for years by a body of

gentlemen of the hisrhest integrity, both in civic as

well as in the administration of the affairs of the

trade, and Mnthin the past decade these have been aug-
mented by one or two leading administrators of

other larare industrial concerns; consequently such in-

fusion of ideas have been to the advantage of the
industry srenerally, and on the prospects of the new
clav combine I have solicited an expression of opin-

ion from one of those more recent acquisitions to the

trade in the person of Mr. Walter Sessions, who has
not only made himself known throughout the clay
industrv. but also thronehout other great industries

allied to it. Mr. Sessions has in the manasrement of

his own companv. "The North Cornwall Clnna Clay
Co." a huffe undertakinsr reauiriiig more than the
capacitv of any ordinarv business man in normal
conditions, but nevertheless he has taken a lion's

share in moulding the latest developments of Corn-
wall's paramount industrv, and to him no small
amount of credit is due in sustaininrr the trade and
keeping the flasr of the industrv flyinsr. In the
course of our interview Mr. Sessions remarked that

the china clav industrv never had a firm basis of

unitv. and consequentlv it could not be expected to

withstand and eventuallv overcome indiscriminate
competition, thus its prosperity could only be re-

carded as intermittent, irrpcrular and most unreliable.

Those who derived benefit from such sinsrleness of

purposp wpre thp factors and consumers who. whilst

formerlv bleedinsr the trade to its ultimate death, had
little or no resppct for those who allowed the indus-

trv to be exploitpd for lack of anv policv of reason-

able tradinpT .The state of war with all its aceom-
panvinsr restrictions of trade, and the entire collapse

of normal conditions, accentuated the need of cohe-

sion amonsr producers, and for the first time in its

historv the clay trade as a whole was brousrht face

to face with a ffrave disaster. In order to avoid such
an unparalleled situation it became imperative that
the serious position thus arisen should be considerpd
in unison and without delay. Quite early in the
Tpar 1917 n Rpfiornp was bronwht forward, and after
the indefatigable efforts of those interested we can
now rpalii^e the "Associated China Clavs. Ltd.," ma-
tured, and in full working order as a "Cartelle". It

behoovps one at the present moment to examine its

workinsr effects and the nature of this important or-

ganization. The predominating feature has been the
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establishment of an adequate all round advance in

prices in order that the considerable increase in the

cost of production should be met, and one other ad-

vantapre of equal importance has been the spirit of

unity araoiifi all of the members associated with this

absorbingr movement. Althoufjh this innovation has

given unbounded satisfaction since its inception,

those who give the closest attention to the results so

far achieved, will understand that the {)rescnt solution

is such that tlie "("artelle" cannot be rcirarded other

than a temjiorary expedient. The tendency of the

"Cartelle"" has been to keep each producer revolving

on his own confined axis without freeing the situation

from individual suspicion and speculative anxiety to

secure an advantage over others. Producers were
never brought so closel.v together as under the present

circumstances, and before any untoward or unexpect-

ed event overtakes them it is very essential that the

unity thus moulded and which still exists nia.v be fur-

ther cemented by a still deeper consolidation of the

forces, and that some form of financial combination
ma.v evolve. It has been admitted that this new sys-

tem is only a temporary war measure, and all those

associated therewith have to acknowledge that it was
the wisest and most prudent scheme to begin with. Per-

sonal views on this measure were waived siiontaneous-

ly, and eacli and everyone worked heroically to bring

the "Cartelle" to the highest standard of i)erfection

as their powers permitted them
Without reflecting with in.iustice upon those who

advocated the "Associated China Clays, Ltd.,"' or

working in any way contrary to its continued success-

ful prosecution, considerable attention has been given

to the case for a general amalgamation of the whole
trade.

The advantages accruing from the formation of

such a combine upon a sound financial basis have been
recognized by many of the Cornish producers, but the

difficulties to be surmounted loyally and otherwise
are numerous and weighty. The basis of valuation
requires to be established very cautiously and with
this ob.iect in view some producers have defined a cer-

tain method which includes an actuary's figures based
upon similar relative results together with an inspec-
tion of one another's properties. Unfortunately the
result of the negotiations upon these lines between a

few of the producers are still tentative, and in order
to create a definite scheme of combine without undue
delay, efforts are still in progress to arrive at some
amicable understanding upon a common basis that
should be generally accepted. It is firmly believed,
that if the inevitable complications between certain
china clay companies can be satisfactorily ad.iusted,
credence would speedily be given to a financial ar-
rangement that ought to meet with general approval
of the entire trade. Before any such scheme can be
expected to meet with this desired result, it is of the
highest importance that all concerned should see with
unmistakable clearness the advantages to be gained.
It would be very selfish to look at this subject for the
present, alone, said Mr. Sessions. The future welfare
of the trade ought to weigh in all our deliberations.
The methods and manners of the past days are gone,
and no one in the trade should have the" least desire
for their resurrection . No one in the whole industry
can afford to ignore the situation as a whole more than
the individual can be permitted to escape his social ob-
ligations to the state .

The china clay industry has definite possibilities as

a combined force, which it can never hope to obtain

under cramped and restricted working conditions. Fa-
cilities must be found for producing cla.v more cheap-

l.v and internal competition must be totally eliminated

so as to be in a position to meet foreign development.
Demainl must be increased and better prices obtained
than hitherto. Employers of labor ought to be in a

jiosition to work together with organized labor to the

nnitual advantage of both sides. This aspect of the

situation as well as having the china clay industry

represented ui)on conventions when conferring or ne-

gotiating with (iovernment Departments has been met
by the inception of the National Council for the China
Cla.v and Stone liulustries of Cornwall and Devon, and
which has alread.v received the benediction of the

Ministr.y of Reconstruction. Not the least among the

ailvaiitages ai)iiertainiiig to a combine will be the stock

market quotations, which wouhl render holdings read-

ily negotiable and thereby establish a valuable asset.

To reduce the cost of jiroduction means not only a

saving in the coal consumption, and other materials,

but there ought to be no serious difficulty in expedit-

ing the drying operations. To create new methods
would necessitate the employment of the best engin-

eering ability for such matters as tunneling, filter

presses and gas producers, and in this direction the

new project would be serving a useful and beneficent

imrpose to the whole trade and community. The ex-

tension of the china clay market will involve research
and chemical assistance to manufacturers of goods,
such as rubber, soap, asbestos, glass, as well as a num-
ber of others who are using the Cornish clay more as

an experiment than as an established ingredient.

One of the most important problems as soon as the

normal conditions return will be to counteract Ger-
man influence and capital, which will be undoubtedly
devoted among other things, to china claj' in other
countries. Where the competitive policy is removed
better prices could easil.v be obtained, and in some
cases con.siderable reduction could be advisedly made
at times and in some markets for certain qualities of

clay. Specialized advertising is also needful, and no
industry can survive long without it. Such a policy of

development and enterprise could have nothing but
the warmest co-operation of the Royalty owners or

Land-holders, and with the progress forshadowed in

this article, there is no reason why it should not mark
out quite a new era for those actually associated with
the trade and it should provide a much wider scope
and more enhanced position for the rising talent in

the industry than has ever been the case under the
old regime.

The British Government are very pronounced on
the necessity of combination on legitimate lines as
being the only hope of the future for dealing equit-
ably with labor and for taking a recognized position
in deliberations when approached upon any important
sub.iect. In sound combination lies the expansion of

trade by which the china clay industry of Cornwall
can alone lift itself from its narrow confines to take
its place among the very first industries of the world.

A. Papineau Couture has recently accepted a posi-

tion as chemist with the Riordon Pulp and Paper Com-
pany, ileritton, Ont. Mr. Couture was formerly with
the Abitibi Pulp and Paper Company, Iroquois Falls,

and more recently with the Canadian Explosives. Lim-
ited, in their research laboratory at Beloil, Que.
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UMTED STATES BOTES'
Following the lead of the American Writing Paper

Company and other big paper and industrial concerns,

the Eddy Paper Company of Three Rivers and White
Pigeon, Michigan, has taken out paid-up insurance

policies on the lives of each of its 300 employees. The
insurance is to be carried by the firm. Policies of

$500 are issued to persons only a year in the company's
employ, and $100 is added for each year in service up
to $1,000. For total disability employees are assured
of insurance up to the age of 60.

The paper box industry, severely affected by the

war, gathered at one of the largest meetings held in

New York, at the McAlpin Hotel. Plans were formed
for regular weekly luncheons to inchade a majority of

the box men in New York and vicinity for the purpose
of discussing labor and reconstruction problems. The
Paper Box Credit Protective Association, under whose
auspices the gathering was held, resolved to assist in

preserving the high standard that labor has establish-

ed during the war. A fund was established for wide
publicity to encourage co-operation among the box
iiiiiiiufacturers and box consumers.

Readers of the Pulp & Paper Magazine will learn

with deep regret that R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the

Newsprint Service Bureau, was called to Kansas last

week to attend the funeral of his father.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy against the

Storm King Paper Company, Inc., 5 Beekman Street,

this city, was filled last week. Assignment was made
to Merwyn MaeKenzie. Claims have been entered by
three creditors, Morris Berman, A. J. Wolkenberg and
Aaron L. Palmer. The company, which has a plant at

Moodna. N.Y.. was incorporated in 1916. and (reorge

R. Le Sauvage is its president.

A formal call for the Sixth National Foreign Trade
Convention has been issued by J. A. Farrell, chair-

man of the National Foreign Trade Council. The
event is scheduled to be held this year in the Con-
gress Hall. Chicago, on April 24, 2.') and 26.

Advocates of the "calcimine and wall-paper bill,"

recently introduced in the New York State Legisla-

ture, appeared last week before the Senate Public

Health Committee and pointed out the peril attendant

upon the use of wall paper in sleeping rooms. They
contended that many cases of blindness have been
traced to the coloring matter in the wall paper. John
J. Dovle. representing the New York State Associa-

tion for the Promotion of Public Health, said in some
cases the color is made of ingredients containing Paris
green or arsenic.

The oldest dam across the Wisconsin River, that of

the Jackson Milling Company, built more than 60
years ago, was recently destroyed and replaced by a

new structure. The new dam is located several hun-
dred feet below the site of the old dam. The property
is owned by the Consolidated Water Power and Pa-
per Company.
The Color Company of America with offices at 14

Cedar Street. New York, was incorporated last week,
capitalized at $10,000. Color, dyestuffs and chemicals

are to be its principal products. The incorporators

named are W. Caimowitz, T. Williams and W. Bradlet.

The high prices and scarcity of leather due
to war conditions have created a big demand for lea-
ther substitutes. To keep pace with the growing de-
mand, the Franklin Paper Company of Philadelphia,
manufacturers of paper specialties, proposes, in the
near future, to increase the size of its plant and ca-
pacity for production by erecting a new building on
a site at .54.32 Lancaster Ave, Some of the specialties
made by the Franklin Company are leather substi-
tutes for suit cases, covers and bottoms for upholstery,
blank books, bindings and covers, and many personal
articles.

The Pulp Wood Company of Appleton, Wisconsin,
has taken an appeal to the I'nited States Supreme
Court from the decision of the Wisconsin State Su-
preme Court in the suit of the Green Bay Fibre and
Paper Company, which sought to have certain con-
tracts voided on the ground that the pulp wood com-
pany violated statutes relating to tru.sts and illegal

restraint of trade. A referee found in favor of the
Fibre Company, and his findings were upheld by a
circuit court. On appeal, the State Supreme Court
affirmed the decision of the trial court.
The IMcNulty Paper andJTwine Company of Chicago

lias been given a state chai-ter to operate as an incor-
porated firm. It has announced as its officers the
following: W. P. McNulty, president; A. W. McNulty
and James S. McNulty. vice-presidents: M. J. McNulty,
secretary and treasurer.

The Great Lakes Paper Company, recently organ-
ized in Chicago to carry on a jobbing stock business,
has ju.st opened its place at .505 S. Wells Street. The
new company, which will specialize in jobs and sec-
onds, is headed by J, Owen Lee, a former emplovee of
the Seaman Paper Company, and a nephew of Thomas
Bermingham, one of Chicago's paper trade pioneers.

WORKMEN OWN THE MILL.

Chicago, February 16.
As a reward for faithful service and fealty to duty,

the name, goodwill, entire management and chief own-
ership of the Sewell Clapp Envelope Company has
been turned over to the employees of the concern for
their personal benefit.

Announcement of this fact and the formal tran.sfer
of the property was made at a banquet given at the
Hotel LaSalle on Saturday night by Clement L. Clapp,
until recently president of the company, in behalf of
himself and his co-partners.

"The transfer." said Mr. Clapp, "is in the spirit
of world democracy and reward for faithful service
and fealty to duty. The employees now hold more
than 90 per cent of all stock in the company, and will

operate the plant themselves."

Employees of the Crown Williamette Co. recall the
time when Ttiakincr sulphite was such a secret process
that the mill door was always kept locked. A work-
man could not get in or out without the consent and
assistance of the foreman.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

MINUTES OF THE MEETING, JAN. 30-31, 1919.

Following'- IS I he first iiistalliuciit of a full account

of tlie amiual nieotin^' of tiu' Tt'cluucal Section, held

at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Montreal. .Ian. :U)-31, Ittli).

Other reports and discussions will follow as soon as

pcssible after the various speakers correct and re-

turn their remarks.

ADDRESS OF CHAIRMAN.
IW -lOUN .S. 15ATES.

The past year has been rather (luiet for the Techni-

cal Section by agreement in view of the Avar situa-

tion. The real projrress has been chiefly through the

excellent work of various couimittees, and through

the smooth working of the secretary's office. Ser-

vice is becoming more popular these days, and we
may well gauge one another as members by what each

one does for the good of the organization and the

industry. At the same time 3'ou will find that the

more effort you put into the activities of the Section

the more personal benefit you will get out of it.

In the reports of Committees and the C'hairman's

Report to the Association you will find our record of

accomplishments, so that I need not repeat.

Your chairman and vice-chairman have been
closely identified with the affairs of the Technical

Section from the organization meeting in Ottawa
four years ago. In passing over the reins to other

hands may I thank you most heartily for your sup-

port and work. In wishing the organization every
success and expansion for the future I cannot do
better than quote the words of my colleague, Mr. C.

B. Thorne. in asking to be relieved of the vice-chair-

manship.
"This of course does not mean that I am going to

sit down and do nothing, as I shall always consider

it a duty as well as a privilege to be able to work
for the Association, In fact, I think that every
mendier should take more interest in the Association

than he has done heretofore, because very little work
has been done so far, and the Technical Section will

be the main institution in Canada for working the

pulp and paper industry ahead. This is not recog-

nized in this country to-day, but if the Technical
Section does its work and goes ahead with a broad-
minded program as it has up to now, people in Can-
ada Mill one day find out that the technical man is

in a better position than any other man in the coun-
try to work lip the industry and export.

We need to-day to expand Canada's export trade,
but before we can do so it will be necessary for the
country to recognize the technical man to a higher
degree than they have done heretofore. The tech-

nical man is the man that will make quality and
manufacture cheaply enough to compete with other
nations, and the technical man is the only man in

the countrv that can do so."

Article 3—Membership.
1.—.Memiicrship in this section shall consist of hon-

orary mcini)ers. nienihcrs, associate members, junior

iiieitd)ers antl student nu'inbcrs. Members and asso-

ciate MU'inbers oidy are entitled to vote and hold of-

fice; junior members and student members are not
entitled to vote or hold office, but are entitled to all

other ])rivileges of membership, and may be invited

to serve on committees.

tj. (New Section).—A student member shall be

seventeen years of age, or over, and shall have an
education at least equivalent to a high school diploma
or the matriculation of an Arts or Science course. He
shall lie |)ursuing a course of instruction in a univer-

sity or technical school recognized by the Council
with some idea of entering the pulp and paper in-

dustry after graduation,
9.—The annual dues for membership in each grade

shall be as follows: Members, $10; associate mem-
bers, .$10; junior meitdiers, $5; student members, $3
—including in each grade subscription to the offi-

cial organ of the Technical Section, the Pulp & Paper
Magazine of Canada.
With the following explanation by the Chairman,

the Amendment was adopted ; The idea of the Coun-
cil was that in the courses of Chemistry and Engin-
eering at the Canadian Universities, there are a

numbei' of students who show considerable interest

in the i)ul|i and paper industry.^ They have no con-
necting link to keep in touch with what is going. on.

It would be of value to them to come to our meet-
ings and to receive the publications, and would be a
means of benefitting them and encouraging them to

come into the pulp and paper industry later on.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The Nomination Committee ])resented the follow-

ing nominations for officers and councillors for the

following year:

Chairman—Mr. J. Stadler, ilanager, Belgo-Canadian
Pulp & Papei;;. Company.
Viee-Chairman — Mr. F. A. Sabbaton, Manager,

Laurentide Company,
Councillors (three to be elected) —Mr. L. H. Ship-

man, Manager, Research Dept., Spanish River Pulp
& Paper Mills. Mr. Geo. Carruthers. President. In-

terlake Tissue Mills, Chairman. International Com-
mittee on Text Books. Mr. S. Wang, Chief Chemist
Riordon Puln & Paper Company. Mr. J. Brooks
Reveridge, Manager. Dryden Pulp & Paper Co., Dry-
den. Out.

Other nominations were called for, but none were
offered. The slate as drawn up bv this committee,
with the exception of Mr. Wang, who is in Europe,
was elected.

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP.
The following amendment to the By-Laws of the

Technical Section so as to include Student Mem-
bei-s. was acted on

:

PEPOT?.T OF TTTF. PPOaPAM COMMITTEE.
Bv OTTVTER ROULAND. Chairman.

The work of the proe-ram committee is materializ-
f<] in the meetings. It is not necessarA' to describe it

by words; the members can judge by the meetings
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themselves; they are the result of its activities.

One word, however, may be said as a remark:
much reluctance has been shown by some members
to agree to give lectures, and the task of organizing

these technical section meetings thus rendered dif-

ficult.

Every member should make it a point to deliver at

least one lecture relative to the subject he is best ac-

quainted with. The life of our meetings should be

found amongst our ipembers.

It has been thought to make it a condition of ad-

mission in our section that every member should pre-

pare a paper to be read when asked for; but we have
preferred to leave it to the good will of the members,
and it is hoped that in the future, members will read-

ily offer their co-operation for the success of the

meetings to come.
This report was adopted without discussion except

for favorable comment by Dr. Bates on the sugges-

tion that members be more ready to contribute pa-

pers to the meetings.

EEPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MECHANI-
CAL STANDARDS.

By J. STADLER, Chairman.

Your Committee which was formed at the last An-
nual Meeting as a Machinery Committee, has been

changed to a Committee of Mechanical Standards at

the meeting of the Council held on November 21st,

1918. This change was considered essential for, af-

ter making various attempts to work along the line

originally proposed, it soon became apparent that no
practical result could be obtained.

The Machinery Committee concentrated its energy
with the investigation of barking drums and boiler

house equipment, and the various reports received

from users of macliuiery were so very conflicting

that any data tabulated on such information would
be subjected to severe criticism specially by parties

interested in the selling of .such machinery. Un-
der the circumstances your committee decided to

abandon this work and devote its energj' in a differ-

ent direction ; it was agreed that whatever work this

committee shall do must be done with full harmony
existing between the producer of equipment and the

user. With this in view, various preliminary work
has been done, but up to now, no final conclusions

have been drawn which could be submitted before

this meeting, and the committee considered it best

to hold off sending out the necessary questionaires

and other matter until after the meeting when this

work which had been prepared, could be handled by
the new committee.

The committee further is desirous of adding that

whatever work may be done Avill necessarily have
to be done on certain details, because if work should

be undertaken on a large basis it would involve

such an amount of energy that it would require a

special staff in order to have the information collect-

ed and carefull.v prepared, and we do not think that

any such data would have any practical value.

The committee considers that the main is.sue of all

equipment and machinery must be left to the man-
agement of each individual organization because if

reports of a most detailed and comprehensive nature

were prepared by this committee, we believe that a

progressive management would not hold itself to in-

vestigations made by this Association, but would, to

a very large extent, work out its own solution in the
equipping and management of its factory.

Your committee therefore is of the opinion that
only work of a specific nature should be done which
is general to all mills, and therefoi-e has under pre-

paration necessary data for producing standard steel

shapes for cable conveyor lining, specifications for
most suitable Babbitt metal in connection with pa-
per mill work, specifications for acid resisting bronze
and reports on bearings with special reference to me-
thods of lubrication.

The committee considers that suggestions shall be
made at this meeting as to what detailed line should
be put on the list for investigation.

Mr. Stadler continued : I would like to add that in-

asmuch as a change has been made in the Commit-
tee on Mechanical Standards, the work which was
done previously, naturally has been discarded, be-

cause we considered it was not practical. Now, the
work that has been done since, of course, has been de-

layed a great deal on account of the fact that owing
to war conditions, every one was doing a little more
work than we would ordinarilj- do, but at a meeting
of the committee which we had last night, we were
fully in accord that whatever work we would do in

the future would have to be done with the idea of
its being of an educational nature, which means we
don't want to impose. We want our Committee on
Mechanical Standards to expose a field for new ma-
terial. If the industrj' requires something which it

cannot get at the pre.sent time, which perhaps in-

dividual mills cannot get, if we all get together and
state our wants the manufacturers of certain mater-
ials can be induced to cover our requirements, be-

cause they will economize considerably in quantity
production of special materials.

The next thing is that the Committee desires that
the standards of paper mill machinerj' must be
raised. While in the past anything was good enough,
as the technical men come into the mills, the work
improves, and we want the manufacturers to appre-
ciate that the industry is looking for something a lit-

tle better. That is the main object of the work of

the committee as it now stands, and we have every
reason to believe that a good deal can be accomplish-
ed in the near future.

Permit me to add, it will be just as well if every-
one reads the report, and makes his suggestions to

the committee in writing. That would be a great help
in accomplishing results.

WOOD DISTILLATION IN GERMANY.
Sawdust, chips, and shavings are largely utilized

in Germany for the production of alcohol. It is es-

timated that from half a million to one million tons
of such waste material are produced annually in that
country. Four distilleries are at present being run
on these raw materials, each having fifty-one auto-
claves of 1,000kg. capacity. The cost of production
is said to be high when the residue cannot be used as
cattle fodder or the waste liquors used for other pro-
ducts. The material is heated in an autoclave with
either sulphurous or hydrochloric acid for from twen-
ty to forty minutes at 265° C, at a pressure of 7 atm.,

then quickly drawn off, neutralized and run into the
fermenting vat, beer-yeast being used. Distillation

completes the process. — Zeit fur ange Chemie.
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(tuiiiier Ari'liic Kcid. who was accountant with

tlie Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toi-onto, and enlist-

ed with the Cohdiirf,' Heavy Battery and was later

with the Trench JMortars, Second Canadian Division,

ha.s returned from overseas and Avill shortly resume

his former position. His man}' friends are glad to

greet him on his safe return. Pte. C. W. Reynolds,

of the Provincial Paper Mills Go. 's clerical staff, who
joined the 4tli Mounted Rifles, of Hamilton, and was
transferred to the 102n(l Battalion, saw some stiff

fighting while abroad. He was captured after the

battle of Cambrai, and was a prisoner of the Ger-

mans for several months. He has once more joined

the Provincial Co's office force.

W. B. Burgoyue, who is editor and proprietor of

the Standard, St. Catharines, Ont., and is an ex-

Mayor of that city, has presented his famous rose

garden to the city as a public park, and to create a

perpetual source of supply of roses for the local hos-

pitals. St. Catharines is known as the Garden City,

and this generous donation of Mr. Burgoyne, will do

much to a.ssist this progressive urban community to

maintain this euphonious name. Thus Mr. Burgoyne
has signalized the "dawn of peace year" by doing

something both appropriate and practical for the city

in which he has long been an honored resident.

The press photographers of Toronto have organiz-

ed the Canadian Press Photographers' Association,

with headquarters in Toronto. The object is to band
themselves together for mutual protection and co-

operation and to frustrate imposters. The new body
holds a charter from the Ontario Government, and
has issued a badge to its members bearing the name
of the organization. Alex. J. McLean has been elect-

ed President ; Charles D. Roos, Vice-President, and
William James, Secretary-Treasurer. Messrs. Prin-

gle and Booth are also charter members.
Norman A. Sinclair, who for the past fifteen years

has been manager and a director of the firm of War-
wick Bros, and Rutter, Limited, manufacturing sta-

tioners, Toronto, left during the past week to take

up his residence in New York City, where he has been
appointed sales manager of Charles E. Weyand &
Co., who are among the leading manufacturers of

fine stationary in the United States.

James McLenaghen, of Toronto, who died recently

in Los Angeles, Cal., in his seventy-third year, had a

stirring business career, and was in his early days in

charge of the Fort Garry post of the Hudson's Bay
Company. Many years ago he operated a small paper
plant in Manitoba, which was the first industry of its

kind west of the Great Lakes.
The Ross Can Company of Toronto, who are re-

inoving their plant to Bowmanville, has lately been
victimized by an unscrupulous representative, who
posed as an agent for the firm, quoted prices and got

orders for which immediate delivery was promised.
The Ross Co. are endeavoring to apprehend the fic-

titious salesman, and have notified the public through
the press.

A charter has been granted to McAlpine Publish-

ers, Limited. Toronto, with a capital stock of $100,-

000, to carr\- on the business of printers and publish-

ers, engravers, book hinders, paper makers, envelope

and paper bag makers, and stationers. Among the

incorjjorators of the (company are A. W. Briggs, H.

B. Frost, E. M. Dillon and I{. T. Birks, all of Toron-
to.

The new sulphite i)ulp mill of the Eraser Compan-
ies, Tjimited, at Edmundston, N.B., is now operating
satisfactorily, and will soon be producing up to ca-

pacity.

While working in the board room of the Lake Su-
perior Paper Co. at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., an eigh-

teen-year-old boy, named John Jackson, was in-

stantly killed. His clothing })ecame caught and he
was hurled over the shaft against which he is said to

have been leaning. Plis head struck the cement floor

and death resulted instantaneously.

0. H. Moore, manager of the Hinde and Dauch
Paper Co. of Canada, has been elected a director of

the Toronto Rotarj^ Club for the coming year. Mr.
Moore is at present in the south spending a well-

earned holiday of a few weeks.
It is understood that the output of groundwood

pulp of the McLeod Pulp Co. at Liverpool, N.S., for

the coming year, has been purchased by the New
York Times. The price paid is said to be in the vi-

cinity of $25 per ton.

R. J. C. Stead, of Calgary, has been appointed pub-
licity agent for the Department of Immigration and
Colonization at Ottawa at a salary of $4,000 per an-

num, and will shortly enter upon his new duties.

Chester McDiarmid, who has been spending some
months in Montreal, has returned to Toronto, and
has resumed his foi'mer position as business man-
ager of the Toronto News. He is a former President
of the Ad. Club of Toronto.

G. Tower J"'erguson, of Toronto, has in his posses-

sion a copy of the Edinburgh Evening Courant, dat-

ed December 24, 1745. The sheet is about nine inches

in length and six wide, and contains but two pages,

which was about the normal size of newspapers 174
years ago in the British Isles, when newsprint was
not nearly as plentiful as it is to-day.

C. W. Cavers, who is a former M-ell known news-
paper man of Toronto and Montreal, and has re-

turned from overseas, being a member of the 50th

Battalion, has been appointed Director of Informa-
tion of the Soldiers' Settlement Board, Department
of the Interior, Ottawa.

J. R. Booth's depot camp in the Northern Ontario

district produced a thousand bags of potatoes, ac-

cording to reports received in Ottawa. The employ-

ees of the camp worked during the spare hours to

produce as many vegetables as possible, and the of-

ficers of the firm are very proud of the splendid po-

tato yield.

(Continued on page 212).
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, February 17.—There is some slight im-

provement in the eouditious of the paper market and
business is picking up quite a bit although there is

still manifested the disposition to hang back. It is

predicted that, with the advent of the month of March,
there will be radical changes in the situation and con-

fidence will reassert itself. The labor problem is then

cx])ected to become more tranquil owing to the many
public works that will be proceeded with and much
of the agitation that is now going on for higher wages
and shorter hours will perhaps have spent itself. Some
mills are very busy and other are quiet which leads

the observer to remark that conditions are spotty.

For instance, one wrapping paper company stated this

week that they were turning down orders while sev-

eral mills were looking for the same. A large book
paper concern cannot keep up with the business in

hand and has turned over several orders in hand
to other mills to help them out in the present rush.

Catalogue houses and manufacturing organizations,

which get out printed matter, are preparing to put on

sail and one large department store has been encour-

aging art by inviting tlie submission of artistic de-

signs for their coming catalogue, offering no less than

4^2,500 in prizes, which drew forth one hundred and
sixteen suggestions from all jiarts of (Canada. The
Societ}' of Trraphic Arts conducted the interesting

contest.

In the paper box line matters are quiet and there

is not much desire on the part of large consumers to

place business ahead. They are ordering only for pre-

sent needs as they anticipate a fall in the box-board

prices in sympathy with conditions across the border.

There is no change in the pulp situation and the mar-

ket is rather quiet with prices holding al)out the same.

As soon as the export business looms Tip stronger,

ocean tonnage is freed and transportation rates across

the Atlantic come down more as the.v are doing from

week to week, it is anticipated there will be no dif-

ficulty in getting rid of any surplus. The number of

inquiries that come in all the while from different

countries, grow constantly and everything betokens

iii\K'li activity in export within a few weeks. The

manufacturers are, therefore, not dismayed, and that

a spirit of confidence prevails is revealed in the fact

that nearly every week sees the announcement of some
new company formed or the extension of plant or

buildings on the part of some of the existing concerns

discussed. Naturally they will proceed cautiously,

but as soon as the peace terms in Europe are signed,

a number of these pro.iects will take definite shape.

In the meantime, the signs witnessed all around are

regarded as healthy ones and, with the close of war
there will be a stop to the paper investigation busi-

ness. That the makers of book papers have not been
making as much money during the past year as in

years' gone by and that they have not been charging

too high a figure for their product, is disclosed in the

reports presented at annual meetings. The sulphite

producers also state they will welcome any investiga-

tion which Mr, Pringle cares to institute and will show
that they are up against as heavy costs and, in some
respects heavier, than they were a year ago. There

is a eon.stant advancement in wages, freight rates, the

outlay for raw materials and for pulpwood.

In the rag and paper waste paper arena there is a

good demand for blues and flock and satinettes. Shoe

cotton and blue overall cuttings are in fair requisi-

tion and prices are firm. On account of the quiet

state in some box-board plants a lot of mixed papers

has been thrown on the market as well as news and
manilas and this has created a still further drop in

quotations. White blanks are moving at figures that

are only fair. Magazine, book and ledger stock is

going nicely but dealers say the only real business

that appears in the country to-daj' is the export and

to this the.v are giving great attention.

In an investigation conducted by one large woods
operating company it was stated that the wages of

men are higher to-day than ever, while, except on a

few items there has been no come down in the expense

of maintenance, which is from seventy-five to one hun-

dred and fifty per cent greater than it was at the

time of the outbreak of the war. There will be no

change for several months and, in the meantime, the

weather conditions are disappointing. It is difficult

to get pulpwood. If some relief in the Avay of snow

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fors murray hill. NEW YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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and icf iloes iiid come (luriiig the juvsi'iit luoiitli there

will be a shortage in wood supjiiy althougli there is an

abundaiiee of labor.

Newsprint niills are not worrying very inufh about
the price problem at present since the C'oinmissiouer

has extendeil the figure of $6!) for two months. Any
furtlier inquiries tiiat may l)e made liy ilr. Pringle.

who will report back to the Appeal Triiiunal. are ex-

pected to show that costs are to-day higher than ever.

Tiie demand has fallen off sonu'what and i>roilnction

increased. If the law of demand and supply prevailed

the rate problem would very soon regulate itself. It

only remains for manufacturers, job^jers and large

consumers to carry on in the spirit of optimi.sm for

a few weeks longer in order to come triumphantly
through the ]>eriod of reconstruction and place the

paper business in Canada in the front rank of our

national industries. AJl plants are i)reparing for the

bigger business that assuredly awaits them. Real-

ize the present is only a temporary lull and that the

bottom has not dropped out of things as a few pessi-

mists woidd lead the public to believe.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. Ffliniary l.'i.—Inquiry for the various

grades of ])aper has increased this week, and while

actual business has undergone no material expansion,

the tone of the market is improved and indications

are that the long awaited revival of activity has com-
menced. Jobbers and consumers have displayed de-

cidedly more interest, and mills doubtless have re-

ceived more orders than during any similar leugth of

time for some months. The volume of buying, how-
ever, has been restricted for buyers are still in a

cautious frame of mind and limit purchases mainly
to amounts of paper immediately needed.

A canvass of the printing trade in New York this

week showed that the average print establishment is

busily engaged. This alone would seem to foreshadow
an active demand for paper very soon. The consump-
tion of paper all along the line is increasing, which
of course is bound to be felt bj' manufacturers in the

way of more business sooner or later. Reports also

are heard regarding a steady expansion in the export

trade in paper. South American consumers are said

to be coming more and more into this market and
to be buying with considerable freedom. Such factors

as these naturally aid in maintaiuing the equilibrium

of the market and in increasing the confidence of

manufacturers regarding the future. Optimism is ex~

pressed on all sides concerning the outlook, the usual

phrase used being that "an active market for paper
is inevitable."

Possibly the strongest market at present prevails for

tissues. Government demand for roll tissue appar-

ently is the fundamental cause of the firmness of the

market, but demand from other sources is also com-
paratively brisk, and there is a distinct uptrend in

prices. No. 1 white tissue freely commands around
$1.20 at the mill, while No. 2 white and manila tissue

is selling at $1.05 and higher.

Newsprint is steady and is moving in moderate vol-

ume. Publishers on the whole are not absorbing as

large supplies as they were several months ago, but
mills are disposing of sufficient of their production to

prompt them to hold firm for full quoted prices. The
trade is watching developments surrounding the ef-

forts of newspaper publishers to have the newsprint

price case reopened, for it is appreciated that this may
liave an imi)ortant bearing on fiiture values of print

paper.

Hook pajiers are rather quiet, yet prices are main-

tained and .judging from the delay experienced by
some consumers in getting sui)plies, mills are more
actively engaged than is conuuoidy |)resi/nu'd. Wrap-
pings are in fair demand and quotations are at about

the same levels. There is little change in the situa-

tion for fine papers. Current demand is poor. Buy-
ers are taking solely what they directly require, and
most mills are in want of business. This is borne

out by reports to the effect that the largest writing

])aper manufacturing concern in New England has only

something like four or five of its twenty odd mills

in operation. Prices nevertheless are upheld, and
manufacturers show no disposition to lower them in

an effort to stimulate buying. They insist that pres-

ent i)roduction costs will not permit them to cut prices

and, rather than sell paper at a loss, they are refusing

to make the paper.

Boards are in restricted call. Box makers have not

yet begun to cover their spring requirements and the

present movement is confined chiefly to quantities im-

mediately needed. Quotations are maintained at a

l)asis of about $52.50 for chip board.

Groundwood — There is very little demand for

groundwood. Consumers as a rule appear to be eking

out contract supplies in such a manner as to preclude

the necessity of their seeking additional pulp in the

open market, and few sizable sales of spot pulp are

being made. Prices arc easy in tone, and offerings at

$26 per ton at the grinding mill have been frequently

recorded. The open winter has permitted most grind-

ers to operate steadily and there are indications that

large stocks are held unsold. The danger of a wood
famine and a resultant shortage of pulp, however,
prompts manufacturers to hold supplies with more
firnniess than they probably otherwise would do.

Chemical Pulp—Quietness still rules in the chemical
pulp market. Inquiry from consuming sources has
improved somewhat but actual buying has involved
only limited quantities of pulp and at best the cur-

rent movement is of less than normal proportions for

this time of the year. Prices rule on practically the

same levels. Some "distress" lots of pulp have been
disposed of at concessions, but the great majority of

sellers are holding available supplies at full quoted
figures. Foreign grades especially are firmly priced.

Quotations cabled from the other side are higher, this

being due, it is said, to the fact that England has
advanced her prices on coal which is being shipped
to Sweden. Nominally 9.00 cents per pound is the

quotation named on bleached sulphite, while No. 1 un-
bleached is quoted at between 5.75 and 6.00 cents.

Domestic pulp is held at 6.00 to 6.25c for bleached sul-

phite, 4.50 to 4.75c for easy bleaching, and 3.50 to

3.75c for news sulphite. Domestic kraft is available
at 4.50c a pound at the pulp mill and domestic bleach-
ed soda pulp at 4.25 to 4.50c.

Rags—Paper manufacturers are doing very little

buying of rags for the moment. Offerings of dealers
are generally ignored, or when a mill evinces interest,

invariably a counter offer at a reduced price is made.
The truth of the matter appears to be that consumers
simply are not in immediate need of rag stock and
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therefore are willing to buy only such material as

they find available at bargain priees. Dealers, how-

ever, are iml)ued with confidence that a period of

activity lies ahead and are not sacrificing their hold-

ings, being satisfied not to ilo business at the figures

now obtainable while awaiting the entrance of manu-

facturers into the market for more normal supplies.

Prices are mainly nominal. Thirds and blues have sokl

at 3.00 to :i:2'n- a pound f.o.h. New York, while No. 1

repacked whites are available at 5.75 to G.OOe New
York, and black cotton .stockings at 2.75 to 3.00c.

Hoofing rags have eased off in price. Numerous felt

mills have retired as buyers, and roofing material is

now selling in a restricted way at a basis of approxi-

nuitely 2.00c per pound f.o.l). sliipi)ing point for No. 1

Iiaeking.

Paper Stock—Demand for old papers Is light and

prices in most cases have declined. Low grades in

particular are weak, owing to the fact that board

mills have let up in their purchasing. High grades

are held with a relatively greater degree of firmness

but there is merely a routine call from consumers,

and most sales have been made at the lower edge of

quoted values. Hard white shavings are quotable at

5.25 to 5.50c f.o.b. New York, soft white shavings

at 4.35 to 4.50c and ledger stock at around 2.7oc. Flat

stock has sold in at least some quarters at 1.30c New
York, though most packers have demanded better fig-

ures. Folded news is available at 60c per hundred
pounds f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 mixed paper at

40c, while there seems no doubt that some dealers could

be induced to take orders for news and mixed paper

at lower prices. Kraft paper is off a shade, revised

quotations ranging around 2.85c a pound New York,

while iiianilas are selling at 80 to S5e.

Bagging and Rope—Old manila rope is holding its

own in jirice under a moderate u)ovement into con-

suming channels. Mills are placing orders for limited

tonnages with fair regularity and most current sales

are going through at between 4.75 and S.OOe a pound
f.o.b. New York. Scrap bagging has ruled dull this

week, with such stock as has been moved realizing no

more than 2.50c a pound New York.

The annual meeting of the I'rovincial Paper Mills

Co., Limited, of Toronto, was held this week. In

view of the fact that the past year was a trying one

in the manufacture of paper occasioned by labor con-

dition.s, shortage of supplies, fuel and congestion in

the spring in the matter oF transportation, a satis-

factory report was i)resented. Owing to fire part

of one of the mills of the company was closed down
for some time, and at Mille Roches, there were sev-

eral interru])tions to ojierations owing to ice and

power difficulties. The net profits for the year end-

ing December 31st last therefore, fell off somewhat.

The net profits in 1918 were $404,142, to which may
be added .^5,290 received as interest and dividends

on investments, l)ringing the total for di.stribution

up to $40!),433. This compares with $463,89!) in 1917

and .$437,804 in 1916. After allowing $7,656 for in-

terest on bonds and notes, $14,659 to cover fire loss

at the Harber mill, and $75,000 for depreciation on

buildings and plant, the sum of $312,117 renuiined

for dividends. The usual .seven per cent was paid

on the preferred stock, and four per cent on the

common stork, leaving the year's surplus at $113,117.

The assets of the cqm|iany show an expansion during

the vear of $330,000. The property account has

grown in value from .$4,198,622 to .$4,231,202, while

current as.sets are up from $911,744 to $1,162,184. Un
der the latter heading the principal item is invest-

ments which represent the holdings of the compan}'

in the Port Arthur Pulji and Paper Co. A year ago
the interest was rejjresented by a loan of $200,000

and stock holdings of $202,000. Since then the loan

has been paid off and the company holds stock to

the value of $502,000. The capital stock of the or-

ganization still stands at $2,481,300 common, and $1,-

700,000 i)referred. The reserve for depreciation on
])lant and buildings has been increased from $75,000

to $150,000.

MANY PAPER COMPANIES HOLD ANNUALS.
The annual meeting of the Lincoln Paper Mills Co.,

whose plants are located at Merritton, Out., was held

recently, and satisfactory reports presented on the

operations of the past year. "W. D. Woodruff was
elected President and Managing Director; A. S.

Woodruff, Vice-President, and Peter Mitchell, sec-

retary. The latter replaces W. M. Shea, who passed

away a few weeks ago, after many years" service

with the company. Mr. Mitchell has been identified

with the organization about a year.

At the annual meeting of the Hinde and Daiich Pa-

per Co. of Canada, which was held in Toronto re-

cently, good reports were presented on the activi-

ties of the past year, and the outlook for the com-
ing one is regarded as favorable. Sidney Frohman,
of Sandusky, Ohio, was elected president : Ralph
King, of Toronto, Vice-President ; John Watt, of

Toronto, Treasurer; R. K. Ramse.v, of Sandusky.
Ohio, Secretary; T. E. Lloyd, of Toronto, Assistant

Secretary; 0. H. Moore, of Toronto. Manasrer; Direc-

tors, Messrs. Frohman, King. Watt, and Ramsey, R.

M. Taylor, of Sandusky, O. H. :\roore and E. R. C.
Clarkson, of Toronto.

BIG GAIN IN EXPORTS.
Canadian e.xjiorts of paper, pulp and pulpwood for

December, 1918, reached a total value of $7,235,699,

as against $5,930,162 for December, 1917, an increase

of $1,325,537. For the first nine months of the fiscal

year, their value amounted to $72,624,428, as com-

pared with $54,509,136 for the corresponding period

in 1917, a gain of $18,115,292. The details follow:

Month of December 1917. 1918.

Paper and mfgs. of $ 3,424,906 $ 3,884,759

Chem. pulp 1,562,549 2,314,212

Meeh. pulp 337,851 288,364

$ 5,325,306 $ 6,487,335

Pulpwood 604,856 748,364

Total $ 5.930,162 $ 7,235,699

Nine months' period 1917. 1918.

Paper and mfgs of .$27,564,980 $33,380,632

Chem. pulp 14,634,884 24,074,950

Mech. pulp 5,374,653 3,673,618

$47,574,517 $61,029,200

Pulpwood 6,934,619 11,595,228

$.54,509,136 $72,624,428
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PULP & PAPEE NEWS— (Continued).

A safe weighing 260 pounds was receutlj- stolen

from the premises of the Thompson Publishing Co.,

75 Bay Street, Toronto, by robbers who evidently

thought they liad made a big haul. They were, how-
ever, sadly (lisapi)()iiited, for it eoiitained otilj- five

dollars' worth of postage stamps and some personal

papers. Tlie Tliompsoii Co. had luekily made their

bank deposit a few hours earlier.

It is learned that J. .1. Carriek, of Port Arthur,
who in Deeeniber, 1916, was awarded the Pie River
Conee.ssion, consisting of 1,400 square miles, by the

Ontario Government, paying for the right to cut pulp
wood fifty cents per eord, and the usual fees, now
has plans in progress for tlie construction of a ]>ulp

and paper mill, which will cost several million dol-

lars. It is probable that work will start on the new
enterpri.se in the spring. Hardy S. Ferguson, of New
York City, is the engineer and architect. The Hy-
dro-Electric Commission of Ontario has promised Mr.
Carriek that the Nipigon river power development
scheme will be proceeded witli, and be able to supply
3.000 horse power in the spring of 1920.

P. Ij. Lyford, of Clarke & Lyford. forest engineers,

Vancouver, has returned to that city after an ex-

statement of claim. Judgment in favor of the Pulp
Wood Co. against plaintiffs for $444.72, in respect of

the claims set forth in paragraphs 5 and 7 of the

prayer of the counter-claim : the other claims in

counter-claim dismis.sed without prejudice to any
proceedings under the Saw Logs Driving Act in re-

spect to claims set forth in paragraphs 1. 2 and :! of
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tensive trip thruuu;h the United ytates. He visited

.\e\v York, Boston, Washington, New Orleans, Texas
and California.

The editor called on George L. ilardy, paper mill

engineer, in New York recently, and found him busy
with plans for the new 90 ton groundwood mill for

Price liros. & Co., at Chicoutimi. The cost is esti-

iipated at ,$1,000,000 and the council of Chicoutimi has

grantcti ta.\ exemption for ten years to Price Brothers

for tlic construction of the plant. The company have
ap])lied for the i)riviiege of increasing their capitaliza-

tion from .i;o,000,000 to ,$10,000,000.

In the action of the Central Contracting Co., Lim-
ited, vs. The Russell Timber Co. and the Wood Pulp
Co., recently lieard before Mr. Justice Rose, in To-

ronto, the action against the Russell Timber Co. was
dismissed with costs. As against the Wood Pulp
Co. the action was dismissed without prejudice to

any claims which plaintiffs nmy have against tha

Pulp Wood Co. under the Saw Logs Driving Act., in

respect to matters alleged in paragraph seven of

the said prayer. Plaintiff to pay Pulp Wood Com-
pany's costs of the action, but not of the counter

claim. No costs of the counter claim.

Charles A. Goodfellow, for the past sixteen years

publisher of the Whitby, Ont., Gazette and Chron-
icle, passed away on February 16, in his fifty-fourth

year, after a few days" illness. He was a public spir-

ited citizen and held several responsible offices. Mr.
Goodfellow was also a former President of the Mid-
land Press Association.

J. F. Ellis, of Toronto, President of the firm of

Barber-Ellis, Limited, and also the Canadian Paper
Trade Association, left last week in company with
^Irs. Ellis, to spend a few weeks in Florida.

Progress in connection with the re-auditing of the

books of Canadian paper mills so as to bring the

costs up-to-date is being made b.y the staff of the

official auditor, ^Ir. Geoffrey Clarkson. Up to early
this week no date had been set by Controller Pringle
for the resumption of the newsprint inquiry.

James Logic, of Toronto, who represents the Can-
ada Box Board Co.. and his brother, Ben Logic, of

tlie E. B. Eddy Co., Toronto, have returned from
Sherbrooke, Que., where they recently attended the
funeral of their brother, Harry Logic, who was edi-

tor of the Sherbrooke Record, with which paper he
had been identified for the last twenty-two years.

The late Mv. Logic was a prominent Mason and was
ill only a short time. He leaves a wife and three
children. For many years he spent his holidays in

Toronto, where he Mas well known to the paper trade.

Robert Rolland. of Montreal, formerly of Toronto,
has been appointed representative of Grace and Co.,
of New York City, and has entered upon his new
duties.

E. A. Crippen. of Toronto, has been appointed sell-

ing agent in Canada for the Ashuelot Paper Co. of
Hin.sdale. N.H.. the Warren Mfg. Co. of New York
City .and the Wolverine Paper Co., of Otsego, Mich.,
which firms specialize in many lines.

E. A. Schofield, of the Schofield Paper Co., Lim-
ited. St. John. N.B.. was in Montreal and Toronto
last week calling upon the members of the trade.

F. A. Ritchie, of Ritchie and Ramsay, coated pa-
per manufacturers. Toronto, left last week on an ex-
tended winter holiday, which he will spend at Trini-
dad and other West Indies Islands.
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EDITORIAL

COMPULSORY EDUCATION.
The iiew.spapers throughout the Province of Quebec

have been publishing an unusuallj^ large number of

articles and letters regarding compulsory education

in this province. The discussion is entered into by

both Protestant and Catholic writers and addresses

have been made La both French and English stating

thoroughly the arguments for and against a provincial

law requiring school attendance up to a certain

age. That there is sufficient ground for this agitation

no one will question. It is stated that in the city of

Montreal more than 90,000 children of school age do

not attend the schools. School statistics are not par-

ticularly accurate and the chances are that attend-

ance is even poorer than published figures would in-

dicate. It is said on good authority that there are

not more than one-half as many pupils in the fifth,

sixth and seventh grades as there are in the lower

grades and the attendance diminishes even more rapid-

ly bej'oud the seventh grade than below it.

There is a law which prohibits the employment in

factories of children under fourteen years of age and

in Montreal there is a restriction on the selling of

newsjjapers by girls. The law, however, is a negative

one and while it enumerates things that must not be

done it fails to strike for that which it is intended to

accomplish, namely, attendance at school. School at-

tendance finds support for its compulsion in three

principal points. First, the increased earning capac-

ity of the intelligent workmen; second, the training

for intelligent citizenship ; third, the incentive to main-

tain or elevate the standard of living. These three

points are much like the three legs of the stool referred

to by Andrew Carnegie ; it is difficult to say which

one is the most important. It is certainly true that

children who leave school early do so at just the age

when the guidance of the teacher and the instruction

in properly selected subjects is most important and

when the child has reached a state of maturity when

this portion of his education could best be assimilated.

In urging compulsory education it is not sufficient

simply to provide a law which will require school

attendance. There are some attendant difficulties

which are nearh% if not quite, insurmountable by a

considerable proportion of the population. The eco-

nomic condition of some families in many communi-

ties is such that the income of every member of the

family is needed to meet the family expenses. To re-

quire attendance at school by some of these immature

wage earners, without making some provision for,

or in some other may maintaining, the family income

might lead to a second condition which would be

worse than the first. With compulsory education there

should go hand in hand provision for free schools and
free text-books. Insistence on the latter would doubt-

less lead to more uniformity in regard to books and

standards and increased efficiency of our schools

would result, as well as other advantages.

In arguing for compulsory education, free schools,

and free text-books, we have still failed to consider

what is doubtless the most important feature of the

whole difficult problem. There is no doubt but that

many pupils leave school because they are forced out

by the economic circumstances of the family. It is im-

possible to discover the exact proportion, but we be-

lieve a close investigation would show that fully as

many children leave school because the class-room is

not sufficiently attractive. Children are lively crea-

tures, or ought to be, and there is a dullness and lack

of inspiration about the ordinary school-room that is

decidedly distasteful to them. They want to be where

something is doing and prefer to have their share

in the doing of it. There is little chance for expres-

sion of the individual permitted by our present school

methods. Perhaps this condition cannot be entirely

overcome, but there is certainly room for more inspir-

ing methods of instruction and for the introduction of

fundamental development along the lines that will

guide pupils into a better appreciation of the duties

and opportunities of the citizenship upon which they

are entering. Equal suffrage makes it possible to treat

boys and girls alike in this regard and the rather

recently acquired position of women in industry makes

it appropriate that matters of social and economic in-

terest be discussed and taught in mixed classes.

Our schools have been too distinctly academic,

which is one reason for the small attendance at the

age when children are beginning to acquire the ability

to do things. At this step we should introduce oppor-

tunities for them to learn, through vocational educa-

tion, some of the fundamental principles of the basic

trades. This not only fits them for some definite work,

but instills an appreciation of carefulness and accur-

acy that is sadly needed. Classes in vocational train-

ing also furnish an excellent opportunity for the skil-

ful teacher to impress principles of co-operation and

the interdependence of the many factors that make up

our various industrial and social organizations. We
cannot, however, afford to over-emphasize this feature

of education, important as it is in helping to hold chil-
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tireu iu school until they luive really benefited by

their school work. Training to make a living is only

a part of the true object of education, that which is

l)r()bably even more important is a training by which

the child will come to realize the position of the in-

dividual iu the life of the community and the nation.

It is this development of the sense of social obliga-

tion that we must provide for in revising our school

nu'thods ami it seems that we can find no better time

to introduce it than just now when the tendency is

toward wider educational opportunities and especiallj'

since the tendency seems to be a little too strongly

toward over-emphasizing the idea of vocational or in-

dustrial training.

PASS IT ALONG.

Nearly everybody is holding off on purchases be-

cause he expects prices to go down. Prices in some

cases have receded slightly, particularly in some lines

of food stuffs. Most manufactured articles, however,

have changed very slightly, if at all, iu price. This

seems primarily due to the large proportion that the

cost of labor bears to the cost of manufacture, and it

seems hardly possible that anj' considerable change in

such prices could be expected for some time. In with-

holding orders for goods there is an effect on the

community which does not seem to be fully considered

and that is the expense which is really being accumu-

lated because of the slackness of work in manufac-

turing plants. Periods of idleness tie up the invested

capital without any return, but more important than

this is the enforced idleness on a considerable portion

of the connmmity. This must be paid for, either out

of the community's pocket, as charity, or out of the

vitality and character of the workmen deprived of

their jobs. Idleness always reacts unfavorably both

on the individual out of work, and on the tone of the

commiinity where unemplojTnent is prevalent. If each

one would consider that his own business can only

be continued through the purchase of his product by

others, and that unemployment in some other fellow's

factorj' is the accumulated result of withholding orders

by himself and others, we believe that more people

would make a strong effort to keep placing orders

for needed supplies, with greater regularity. Thus,

even though each individual order were smaller than

might be the ease in normal times, yet their accumu-

lated bulk would be very considerable and the con-

tinuity of business in all lines resulting from keeping

orders moving, would much more than compensate for

any small financial advantage that might result to

one concern for withholding orders until a definite

drop in prices might occur. The trouble is that in

everybody holding back there is too great a liability

for a lot of worthy manufacturers being put out of

business, after struggling along with commendable

success through a recent period of difficult times.

Manufacturers need to stand by each other in this

coming period of even more uncertain conditions and

it is only by kcciiing Imsiircss moving all aroiuid that

we can f.\|)i'ct to maintain stable conditions.

WHAT FIRES MEAN TO LABOR.

Ill answer to a (lucstion as to whether it is possible

to estimate the loss of time and wages of workmen
due to the burning of factories aiul mills, the Commis-

sion of Conservation says that s\ich a comijilation is

impossible. In his letter to the Pulp and Paper Maga-

zine, Janu's White, of the Commission, says

:

"It is evident that the economic loss in this direc-

tion must be considerable, aiul especially so during
periods when labor is not readily absorbed by other

industries. If any argument is needed as to the im-

portance to workiiiginen of red\U'ing our ])resent fire

waste, it should be sufficient to point out that an ex-

]>enditure of .+6"),000,000 a year on fires represents the

wiping out of the coiiibined labor of more than 50,000

men for a whole year, at four dollars per da.v. Then,

too, this expenditure upon fires is surplus production.

It has to be accumulated by producers after earning
livelihoods for themselves and their families, and pay-

ing their share of the other burdens of society. It is

a tax which enhances the cost of every necessitj' and
lessens the purchasing power of every day's labor."

To paraphrase Hamlet, there is surely something

rotten in the state of affairs when public opinion is not

strong enough to induce the parties involved in a

pulp mill strike to come together. An organiza-

tion owes too great an obligation to the community to

nmke it right for either men or management to sim-

ply sit down and say they will have no dealings with

the other side. The mone.v loss to the community is

bad enough, but the loss of confidence and sympathy

and interruption of business and social relations and
' • strain of unemployment on spirit and pocket-

book, are matters not to be lightly considered. The

pulp and paper industry has had a fine record in re-

.spect to labor difficulties. This is no time to spoil

its good reputation. Let those who are in difficulties

come together and talk it out to a solution, rather

than stand apart and attempt to fight it out to what

may be a separation. There has been fighting enough

to last the world a long time. Let's keep Canada

at peace.

l>elgium btoks longingly at the bit of Dutch land

which separates her principal port from the sea and

would like to acquire peaceful possession of it. Why
not let the League of Nations hxiy it for an inter-

national capital, owned by the world at large, as the

seat of the United States Government, the District of

Columbia belongs to that whole country? It would be

an honor to Holland to supply the location, a safe-

guard to Belgium's port, and a forward step in estal)-

lishing the League with a regular "home office."
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Soda Pulp Manufacture
By E. SUTERMEISTER, S. D. Warren Co., West-

brook, Me.

215

This is the first installment of the second article

in a series on pulp and paper manufacture. The
Manufacture of Groundwood Pulp was described by
G. W. Dickson in the Pulp and Paper Magazine for

January 2 and 9, 1919. There undoubtedly is an
excellent prospect for the development of soda pulp
manufacture in Canada, and Mr. Sutermeister's valu-

able contribution to the literature on this subject

will be read with great interest.—Ed.
Cooking Liquor and Its Preparation.

The cooking liquor emplo.yed in the soda process

is a solution of caustic soda which, because of its

method of preparation, contains a small amount of

sodium carbonate. As the alkali used in the process

is recovered* in the form of carbonate, as will be de-

scribed later, it is e.s.sential that it be converted into

caustic soda on the premises and the universal prac-

tice therefore is to prepare the caustic soda solution

in the mill where it is used. The loss of alkali, which
cannot be entirely avoided during the cycle of opera-

tions, is generally made up by adding fresh soda ash
in the causticizing room, though if the mill is favor-

ably located it may be replaced by the use of a
strong caustic soda solution from a near-by elec-

trolytic plant.

Practically the only method employed in making
caustic soda for pulp mill use is by acting on soda
ash in solution with quick lime according to the fol-

lowing reaction

:

XaXOa + H,0 + CaO = 2NaOH -f CaCO,
This reaction never goes to completion as it stops

when a certain point is reached dependent on the

ratio between the carbonate and hydroxyl ions. Con-
siderations of physical chemistry have led to the con-

elusion that the lower the strength of the soda ash
solution the higher will be the percentage of alkali

converted to caustic. This has been proved experi-

mentally by G. Lunge,' who gives the following re-

sults of his tests

:

Experiments at Ordinary Pressure.

Liquor before After causticizing the li-

Caustieizing Specific quor contained as NaOH
Percent Na.COa gravity the following percent-

ages ot the total Na,0
Exp. 1. Exp. 2.

2 1.022 at 15° 99.4 99.3
5 1.052 " " 99.0 99.2

10 1.107 " " 97.2 97.4
12 1.127 " " 96.8 96.2

14 1.1.50 " " 94.5 95.4
16 1.169 " 30° 93.7 94.0
20 1.215 " " 90.7 91.0

Experiments under High Pressure at Temperatures
Betwreen 148' and 153°.

10 1.107 at 15° 97.06 97.5

12 1.127 " " 96.35 96.8

14 1.1.50 " " 95.6 96.6

16 1.169 " 30° 95.4 94.8

20 1.215 " " 91.66 91.61

'G. Lunge, Sulphuric Acid and Alkali, 2nd Ed., Vol.

TL, p. 750.

These tests, as well as those by other experiment-
ers, have proved that an increase in pressure and
temperature will not produce a better yield of caus-
tic soda provided the concentration is the same. It

is therefore the general practice to causticize at at-

mospheric pressure.

The type of equipment used for causticiing var-
ies greatly in the different miUs; in most installa-

tions it consists of a series of wrought iron tanks in

which the lime and soda ash are boiled together and
agitated, and a second series of tanks which serve as
settling basins and for washing the sludge. The
boiling tank may be of any convenient shape, and
both vertical, round, open tanks, and horizontal cylin-

drical closed tanks are used. The essential features
are adequate means of agitation, openings for the
admission of lime, piping for the introduction of
steam either directly or indirectly through coils, ad-
justable siphons for drawing off the- clear caustic
liquor, pump connections for the discharge of the
sludge and an opening for the occasional washing
out of stones and sand. The lime may be conveni-
ently added from a hopper, located over the boiling
tank, in which the right amount o£ lime for a single
boil is placed. It may be dumped directly into the
tank in which case stones or unbumed cores, will

collect in the bottom and may interfere with the
agitator, or it may be placed in a perforated basket,
which is fastened to the upper part of the boiling
tank in .such a position that the soda ash solution
rises above the floor of the basket. The slaked lime
in this case falls through the perforations, and the
stones are retained in the basket from which they
may be easily removed. If the lime is put directly
into the tank the pump connection must be at such
a height above the bottom of the tank that stones
may not get into it and cause damage.
The arrangement of a plant of this type should be

such that as much of the work as possible may be
done by gravity. The lime hoppers and storage tanks
for leach liquor should be above the boiling tanks,
and the tanks for storage of strong and weak liquor
should be below, so that the solutions may be run
down from the boiling tanks without pumping.
The actual boiling of a tank is conducted for vari-

ous lengths of time dependent on the nature of the
lime, the output required, the efficiency of agita-

tion, etc. Tests on a small scale have proved that
thorough agitation to a large extent replaces boiling
and that the boiling therefore serves largely as a
means of agitation. Of two tests, one of which was
kept in violent boiling for an hour and the other
vigorously agitated for the same length of time, but
not heated above 81° C, the first gave a causticity of

93.0% and the second of 92.7%. It has been proved
in practical working that increasing the efficiency of
agitation by adding more wings to the shaft or in-

creasing its speed has enabled less lime to be used in

obtaining the .same amount of cau.stic soda. If the
lime is of good quality and agitation is adequate the
boiling need not be continued more than fifteen to
twenty minutes, though the agitation .should con-
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tinue at least half an hour longer; if the lime is of

poor quality and hard to slake the boiling should be

continued for fully an hour, but it is doubtful if

much is gained by boiling for more than that time.

A satisfactory lime for causticizing should be high

in available calcium oxide, and give a sludge which

settles rapidly and compactly. The chemical analysis

of a lime is not an entirely satisfactory means of judg-

ing its value for causticizing since the total calcium

oxide is not ahvaj's readily available, due to the pres-

ence of silica and to over bui'ning. A better opinion

can be formed by making a miniature causticizing

test with cai-efully weighed quantities of soda ash and
lime, being sure to have the former in excess. Aji an-

alysis of the liquor produced in this experimental
boil then gives a direct proof of the causticizing

value of the lime. High grade lime by this test should

causticize 100 lbs. of soda asli with 58—60 lbs. of

lime.

The proportions of lime and soda ash used in ac-

tual operations vary with the quality of the lime and
the strength of the solution it is desired to produce.

With a lime of fair quality the following results were
obtained when making a solution containing 106-118

grams per litre of caustic soda:
Pounds lime used Causticity of

per 100 lbs. soda ash solution.

50 87.2

60 90.8
70 93.4
85 95.8

As already explained it is never possible to carry

the reaction to completion, hence when producing a

solution of the desired strength for cooking it is im-

possible in a single boil to get a good causticity and
at the same time utilize a high percentage of the

lime. The best means of overcoming this difficulty

is to use an excess of lime in the first boil in order to

get a high causticit.y; then add an excess of soda ash

to the sludge in order to completely utilize the lime

in the second boil. The weak liquor from the second
boil can be used in making up a first boil. Working
in this way cooking liquor of high causticity can be
produced and at the same time nearly 100% of the

lime utilized.

The economy of the cooking and recovery pro-

cesses are considerably affected by the results ob-

tained in the causticizing plant since the sodium car-

bonate plays no active part in the cooking and is

carried through the cycle as so much inert material.

It not only means that the evaporators and black ash
burners must handle so much more material, but it is

subject to a loss of from 10 to 20 per cent in each
cycle of the process. The importance of obtaining
as high a causticity as possible was demonstrated in

one plant making about 70 tons of pulp per day
where considerations of the cost of labor, repairs,

steam consumption, etc., showed that for each per
cent increase in causticity there was an annual sav-
ing of about $500.

After the completion of the boiling the next step
is to settle the sludge and decant the clear liquor.

There is a great difference in limes in respect to set-

tling properties; some settle rapidly and give a large
volume of clear liquor, while others settle poorly and
give no end of trouble by causing delays, producing
small volumes of liquor, and increasing losses of soda.
A poor lime may reduce the liquor obtainable by
fifteen to twenty per cent because of slow settling.

Among the eausi-s of i)oor settling are air slaking

and a high magnesia content : tlie former being par-

ticularly troutdcsome in liot, damp weather. With a

fair grade of lime the clear li((Uor obtained should be

about half the total volume when prejjaring a 15°

Be liquor in the first boil and a little more than half

of the volume of the second, third and fourth boils.

Fig. 1.—The Kelley Filter Press.

Difficulties in settling the sludge may be eliminat-

ed by using some form of mechanical filter, of which
there are two general types, the intermittent and the

continuous. Taking the Kelly press, shown in Fig. 1

as illustrating the intermittent type, it may be briefly

described as consisting of a cj'lindrical press shell

which contains a number of filter leaves consisting of

built lip frames covered with four mesh wire screen

and entirely enclosed within bags made of cotton
duck. When in operation the filters are enclosed
within the shell and when ready to be discharged
they are withdrawn. A cycle of operations with the

approximate time consumed when using a press with
a shell 5 ft. in diameter bj' 14 ft. long is as follows:

Minutes.
Filling the press tank 3

Building cake 5— 8

Displacing excess by air 3

Filling with hot water 8

Washing 15—20
Discharging excess 3

Dumping and making ready to repeat 10

Total time per cycle 42—50
It is claimed that the washing of the sludge can be

accomplished with a volume of water equivalent to
twice the weight of the wet sludge when pressed to

50% dry and that only a very small volume of weak
liquor is obtained as the separating line between
strong and weak liquor is very sharp.
The continuous type of filter is represented by the

Oliver rotary filter shown in Fig. 2 and in section in

Fig. 3. A filter of this type consists essentially of

an open container in which revolves a drum whose
periphery is composed of a number of .shallow com-
partments covered by a filtering medium. Each
compartment is connected by pipes to a perforated
trunion, which turns against a valve cap to which
are attached suction and pressure pipes. During a
portion of each revolution the suction draws the
clear liquor through the filter medium and causes the
sludge to deposit upon its surface ; while under suc-
tion it next passes a section where it is sprayed with
water to wash the cake of sludge and on the last part
of the revolution pressure is applied which lifts the
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Fig-. 2.—Stiuidiinl Oliver Filter.

cake from the surface of the filter and allows it to

be removed by a doctor. Tlie cake is discharged with

35 to 40% of moisture. The filtering medium on this

press is a woven wire cloth which has been heavily

rolled to partially close its pores and thus give a clear

filtrate.

Filters of one of these types are now being used in

many chemical works and pulp mills, and aside from
the saving by more complete washing they appear to

possess great possiliilities in the way of producing
greater volumes of strong liquor and of permitting

the causticizing of weaker solutions with consequent
increased efficiency. Observations and a simple cal-

culation based on the builders' claims show that from
a given boil it is possible to obtain 66% more clear

liquor with a press than by settling. Moreover the

floor space occupied by the filters is very much less

than for tanks to produce the same volumes by set-

tling.

Another innovation in causticizing processes is the

Dorr system which utilizes the principles of continu-

ous agitation in preparing the caustic solution and
of continuous counter current decantation in washing
the sludge. The general plan of a plant using this

process is shown in Fig. 4, and a .sectional elevation

of one of the thickeners in Fig. 5. The milk of lime

and soda ash solution pass continuously through the

tliree reaction agitators, which are fitted with steam
coils, and thence to the first thickener. The clear

liquor overfloM'ing from this goes to the strong li-

ijuor storage tank for use in cooking while the sludge
is ))uiiiped to the second thickener where it is mixed
with the overflow from the third thickener. The
overflow from the second thickener passes to the re-

action agitators while the sludge goes to the third

thickener, and from there to waste or to the recov-

ery plant if one is provided. A plant for the produc-
tion of 50 tons of caustic soda per day by this me-
thod has already been established and is giving very
satisfactorv results. The liqiiors produced are from
10 to 13° Be, with a causticity of 93%, and the wash-
ing efficiency is claimed to be 99.7%. The power re-

quired to operate the whole of this plant is about
26 n.P., and two men are employed on each shift,

practically their entire time being given to the mak-
ing of the milk of lime.

Unless the lime mud formed during the causticizing

operation is to be recovered it is desirable that it be
freed as much as possible from alkali. It is never
commercially possible to wash entirely free from soda
since, under the conditions of causticizing, there is

formed a small amount of Pirssonite, a double com-
pound of sodium and calcium carbonate. Na.,CafCOJo,
which is completely decomposed into its constituents

only on long boiling with water. The course of the

washing by the usual process of boiling up and set-

tling is shown by the analyses of muds from a series

of boils. The samples were freed from the liquor as

much as possible by suction, but were not washed in

order that no soluble salts .should be removed. They
represent averages of two weeks' actual operations.

The
Oliver

List of Parts
1 Filter Drum
2 Filter Tank
4 Air Lift Circulators
7 Channel Steel Drum Arras

8 Hollow Cast Iron Trunnions 17 Chain for Agitator Drive
9 Steel Drum Shaft 18 Bevel Gear Agitator Drive

10 Main Bearings 19 Agitator Shaft
12 Worm Drive Gear 21 Wood Suves for Drum

Fig. 3.—Sectional Views of the Oliver Filter,

23 Filter Medium
24 Wire Winding
25 Steel Scraper
28 Vacuum Pipes
29 Air Pipes
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Fig. 4.—^Plan of Continuous Causticiing Plant.

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

1 8.J56 1.80
2 6.77 1.27

3 3.20 0.37

4 1.36 0.16

5 0.52 0.0.5

75.55 82.4
85.20 92.2
92.10 95.3

94.60 95.4
95.00 95.2

Courtesy of the Dorr Company.

All figures are based on the bone dry mud, and are

given as percentages.

Boil Caustic Sodium Calcium Calcium p.c. of lime

No. soda, carbonate, hvdroxide. carbonate, utilized.

"11.95

5.30
3.37

3.37

3.55

This final lo.ss in the fifth boil, which is equivalent

to .74% of total alkali as sodium carbonate is seldom
equalled in working by the settling method since a

much larger volume of weak liquor accompanies the

sludge than in the ease of the samples whose
analyses are given above. Tender averasre operating
conditions in a plant of this type the lime mud go-

ing to waste will contain from 0.84 to 2.53 per cent

of soda, calculated as carbonate and based on the

bone dry mud. This is equivalent to approximately
1.0 to 3.0% of the total soda originally added with
the lime. Washing in filter presses or continuous
filters is claimed to be more complete than by the
settling process: with the Kelly press the wet mud
when discharged is said to contain 5 lbs. of caustic

soda per ton. As the mud after pressing contains
about 50 per cent of moisture the alkali present is

equivalent to 0.66 per cent of sodium carbonate based
on the bone dry mud.

(To be continued.)

Fig. 5.—Dorr Thickener, showing underflow eon-
trolled by Dorrco diaphragm Pump. Cour-

tesy of the Dorr Company.

REVENUE FROM THE FOREST.

It miqrht be information to know that in New
Brunswick, the ordinary Crown dues on timber is

$7. .50 per thousand feet. Board Measure, on white
and red pine : .l!6.00 on spruce, tamarac, .iackpine,

birch and poplar: ten cents per tie and from llA
to 2 cents per lineal foot of piling, but as the most
of our timber in recent years has been sold by ten-

der, red and white pine has brought as high as $18
per thousand, spruce and .iackpine $16, ties 18 cents
each, piling 3 cents per lineal foot and pulpwood
$1.15 per cord.
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QUEBEC AS A PULP AND PAPER PRODUCER.

J. C. Ross, who ably .substituted for the editor of the

Pulp and Paper Magazine last summer, has contributed

the follf)\ving interesting article to the University

Magazine

:

At a time when the country is weighed down with a

huge war debt, an adverse balance of trade, an un-

favourable exchange rate and face to face with the

necessity of adopting a vigorous readjustment policy,

it is of the utmost importance that every possible en-

couragement be given to industries which are in any
way capable of solving our economic problems. Such a

one is the pulp and paper industry. While no persons

will claim that it is a panacea for all our economic ills it

undoubtedly po.ssesses many factors making for their

solution. We are told by economists that the surest

and quickest way of wiping out our adverse balance
of trade is by exijorting. Tlie value of pnl]) and pai)er

exported from Canada <'xceeds that of any other of

our manufactured goods with the exception of ravuii-

tions, and munition-making is now a thing of the past.

Away back some twenty odd .years ago a lone Argo-
naut launched out on the unknown and uncharted
sea of export business. It is not recorded who the in-

dividual was, where he sent the paper, what difficulties

he overcame in finding markets, surmounting tariff

walls, or financing tiie ])roject. Although he only ex-

ported ^122 worth of paper he was the pioneer in a

movement which has grown to immense proportions.

From the ])itifully small $122 worth which he exported
twent.y-seven .years ago our exports of pulp and paper
now exceed !)!96.000.000 and the end is not yet.

The success which has been attained b.v the pulp and
paper industry is not a mater of chance or haphazard
effort. For the success of the industry three essentials

are refpiired, namel.v, abundant water jjower, large

available forest resources and a plentiful suppl.v of

labour. The province of Quebec possesses these to a

remarkable degree. Out of the Dominion's total wa-
ter power, amounting to IS.000.000 H.P.. Quebec has
6,000,000 or one third, but onl,^ a seventh of this ])ower

has been tapjjed by engineers. In adition to that, the
rivers and streams of the province nearl.y all flow to

the south which carries the products of forest and fac-

tory towards the great markets of the United States.

In regard to forest wealth, over one half of the total

pulp resources of Eastern Canada, or 300,000,000 cords,

are located in this province, while in the matter of
labour the French lumberiack is without an equal in

the world. Altogether its water power, raw material,
labour, shipping facilities, and nearness to a great
market, combine to make this province one of the
world's great pulp and pajier manufacturing centres.

The remarkable growth and expansion of the pulp
and paper industry in this province is directly trace-

able to the far-sighted polic.v put into force some years
ago by the Gonin Government. Legislation was pass-
ed a decade ago prohibiting the export of pulp wood
i-ut from CroM'n Lands, and as a result of this policy
American paper manufacturers who formerl.v depend-
ed on this province for their supply of raw material,
were forced to move their plants to Quebec and manu-
facture the pulp wood into paper on this side of the
border. At the same time the Government adopted
most progresive mea.sures in regard to conserving the
water power of the province and safe-guarding the for-

ests by institutijig thorough fire-protective measures.
At the cost of man.y millions of dollars great conserva-

tion dams were built on the Upper Ottawa, in the St.

Maurice Valley, and in other parts of the province,

with the result that the paper manufacturer is now as-

sured of a steady suppl.v of water throughout the year
instead of having floods in the spring and droughts in

the summer and fall. Stringent laws have been pass-

ed for the protection of the forests, in which work
the co-operation of the limit owners and paper manu-
facturers was enlisted. In the addition to the above
ever.v po.ssible assistance and encouragement is given
to those who desire to go in for re-forestation and the

scientific cutting of their timber resources, while the

Forest Products Laboratories at McGill continue to do
a most useful work of an experimental nature.

To-da.y, as a result of wise legislation and favourable
natural resources, Quebec province has over forty pulp
and paper mills located within her borders, or almost
half of all those operating throughout the Dominion.
While the growth of the industr.v has been most rapid

in the last few .vears it is by no means of a mushroom
nature. It has developed throughout the j'ears until

to-da.y it is almost our most important manufacturing
industry. For the year just closed, this country ex-

])orted $96,000,000 worth of pulp and paper products,

which is a far cry from the paltr.v .$122 exported a lit-

tle over a quarter of a century ago. In 1917, we ex-

ported .$71,000,000 worth; in" 1916, .$.52,000,000; in

1915, .$.3,600,000: and in 1910, $13,000,000. In that

.year our exjjorts of newsprint alone to the United
States amounted to but $1,000,000 or 15 per cent, of

their ])roduction. Last .vear our export of newsprint
was $35,000,000, or 76 per cent, of the American pro-

duction. To-da.v Canada is producing 625,000 tons of

newsprint per arninm, or half the amount produced by
our big neighbour to the south ; but in addition to that

we are producing large quantities of high grade book
pa])ers. writing papers, wrapping papers, and other
products.

The United States is becoming more dependent on
Canada for her pulp and paper. Quebec has the larg-

est available suppl.v of pulp wood on the continent, the

greatest power resources, and as the nearest province
to the large consuming centres of the Eastern States it

must continue as the great source of suppl.v. The prov-
incial authorities and the heads of the great paper mills

in the province are full.v alive to the situation, and are

prepared to "carr.v on" to a still greater extent. It is

not onl.y to the United States that our paper men are
looking for markets; the.v find that there is a great de-

mand for our paper products in South America, South
Africa, Australia, and other parts of the world. In
order to take care of the export business, the paper
manufacturers have formed an Export Association
which has for its object the closest possible relatilons

between the manufacturers, thereby securing a stand-
ardized product and also greater efficienc.v in market-
ing and selling the output.

The pulp and paper industr.v of the Dominion is one
of ovir gieat basic industries and is not dependent upon
artificial aids for its maintenance. Just as long as

the forests of the countr.v are available for cutting
over, as long as the streams furnish power and means
of communication, and the industry retains its pre.sent

technical heads, it will maintain its prominence. With-
in the last few years it has got upon a stable basis
largely through the employment of technicall.v trained
men in its mills, thro\igh the adoption of conservation
policies in regard to the care and cutting of its fore.sts,

as well as by the use of reforestation, the standardiza-
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tion of its products, and the adoption of progressive

measures of manufacturing and marketing, until to-

day it is not only our most important exporting in-

dustry, but is destined to be the most important of all

our manufacturing industries. The development of

the pulp and paper industry in this province is only

in its infancy.

RETURNED MEN MAKING GOOD.

Interviews with paper manufacturers and heads of

large paper using houses of Ottawa as to whether or

not returned men are making good, shows that the boys

from "over there"' have got their grip, and in the

majorit}' of case^ are making excellent workmen.

"Better than ever if that is possible" said Mr.

John Black of John R. Booth. I\rr. George H. Burland

of the British American Bank Note Company believes

that the experience gained by the veterans was a gain

to them, and that the course of war had helped rather

than in.iured them. The E. B. Eddy expresses its ap-

preciation for the worth of the returned man.

Returned men have been re-employed by the Eddy
Tompanv. This comr>ativ of course keens readv for

fhpm tbe nneitinns of forrner emplovees who want their

TO PUBLISH PTTLP AND PAPE^l STATtsTICS.

Bv the report of the Dominion Bureau of Rtatisties,

made public at Ottawa on last week it is sbowri bv the

Oovernment's own fi<Tnres that tb" Pulp and Paner in-

dustrv ranks second in the list of total cani+al invest-

ments, with a capitalization for the year 1917 of $186.-

7S7 40.5.

The investments of newspaner and publishin? plants,

or the capitalization rponired to ^uccessfnllv operate

them is not even included in the first ten leading in-

dpsti-ies ip the summarv of invested capital, and
neither is it referred to in the list of twenty of the

leadin"- industries of the country.

Bv the published reports in tbp press under the fren-

eral headinsr "Pnlp and Paper Tndn'trv" it is almost

impossible to strike anv average on a dailv tonnage
basis for the capitalization of a newsprint mill. Paper,
pulp, and newsprint are seemingly classified together
with a total invested capital.

On special authentic figures given to the corre-

spondent of the Pulp and Paper Magazine bv an offi-

mial of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics this week,
the investment in the newsprint mills was in 1917.

$1.50 828.fi49. This worked out on a basis of 2.400 odd
tons per day for 300 working davs per year, gives a
production of 7.'?7.5.000 tons, which on a divisor of
7.000 tons annually, gives a reauired capital invest-

ment on a daily tonnage basis of only $21. .546 odd per
ton.

The writer is further informed and his sources of
information are good, that a special report covering
the pulp and paper industrv Tvill be issued, as soon as
possible. The contents of thi<5 report or .so-called

"bulletin" is at present in the hands of the workers
of the Printing Bureau, and it is further understood
that the "copy" has b>een there for some tim<>. Proof
sheets may be drawn dtiring the present week.
.\mong some of the statistical figures which the

writer understands will, be shown when tjie report is

issued the year 1917 , will be the statement of the

total emplojnneut of 15,081 persons in the pulp and

paper industry. Of this number 659 are females.

Their wages amounted to $13,263,833, salaried offi-

cials number 1.008, 185 being females, with an addi-

tional salary of $1,940,915.

Included in the cost of materials used including sul-

phite will probably be an item of $27,156,629, fuel,

.$5,296,965, and miscellaneous expenses, $8,325,059.

The value of newsprint products in 1917, it is fore-

casted, the report Avill show were worth $38,868,084.

All other grades of paper including board, book and
writing, and wrapping papers, totals $32,975,561.

AUSTRALIAN PAPER MILLS AND TRADE.

At the annual convention of the New South "Wales

Country Press Association, which has just been held,

it was stated that the new paper mills in Queensland
(which have ji:st started operations on a small scale")

has produced a high grade paper pulp from blady and
other grasses. It is stated that the company will be
able to turn out about 20 tons of paper pulp per week.
A five-ton parcel of the pulp has .iust been turned
into prime cardboard at a Sydnev paper mill, and it

is stated showed a satisfactory return.

It was also announced at thp convention that it was
thp intention of the Xe«- South "Wales rrovemment to

build naper mills near Yarrangoliillv. about 200 miles

*"roni Svdnev. vbere there is a constant supply of

water, and that the mills trould bp napable of turning
out about 30.000 tons of newsnrint annuallv. The
pstimatpd cost of the works is f250 000. Recentlv the

Governmont s^nt lof>al woods abroad for the purpose
of manufacturipo' about 50 tons woodpuln. the paper
from which will be tested on the machines of the
Svdnev dqilv newspapers.

Tn additi' n to the supplies of new.sprint received
fro'u British Columbia and other North American
sources some heaw sbinments ar<» arriving at Aus-
tralian ports from Snandinavia Some of this paper
is in execution of orders placed a long time ago and
when costs were considerablv less, hence importers
anticipate more than average profits on its realiza-

tion in a comnarativelv bare market.

Some recentlv arrived shipments from Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland, to an extent relieved trade anxie-

ties, and an Australian steamer is announced to load

upwsprint at either "Vanfouver or Powell River in

Januarr for Cominonwealth ports.—Trade and Com-
"Toppp -Rull. No. 785.

BEA"VER COVE LUMBER & PULP CO.

The Beaver Cove Lumber & Pulp Company, with

offices at 806 Lo'-'don Building. "Vancouver. B.C., and
plant at Beaver Cove. B.C.. is making progress with

eoistruction. The eauipment will consist of a 134-

innh two-cvlinder machine, trimming 122 inches, one

drv manbine and onf> digester. The plant will have
an initial capacity of 80.000 pounds of sulphate per

24 hours

The officers of the companv are "W. H. "White,

nrosident; "W King, first vice-president; Thomas
"^Thito, c:ar>o-nd viee-president : George C. Pratt, sec-

retarv: "W. 0. King, treasurer, and C. P. Beyere, en-

gineer.
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Knives for Paper Cutting
Machines

By NIEL GRAY, JR., Proprietor Oswego Machine

"Works.

(Copyright, Canada, 1919, by the Industrial &
Educational Press, Ltd.)

No matter how carefully a paper cutting machine is

built it cannot cut right if the knife is imperfect. The
knife is most important. It must be kept sharp. It

must be of the proper shape and thickness and bevel

and temper, and free from any burrs or lumps on its

back edge. A cutting-machine knife is like a razor

that, stropped correctly, does not pull the beard, but

stropped an infinitesimally different way—a differ-

ence impossible to see except with a microscope —
pulls hard. Study carefully the knife. Most knives

are imperfect in spite of the rigorous specifications

given them by makers. They vary in thickness,

straightness, concave, bevel, flatness, temper, and qual-

ity of steel ; and also in the character of their sharpen-

ing and honing, which varies with the fineness or

coarseness of the grinding wheel and stone. These
variations need only be a few thousandths of an inch

to cause trouble.

A blue wave mark indicates where the temper is

drawn, and a file which "drags" when pushed fairly

hard across the flat of the bevel indicates the soft

spots, where the temper is imperfect.

To ascertain if a knife has a correct face, hold it

flat, face up, with one end on a window ledge, and
look along the face for variations. This is a simple

matter which any one can do. Use a perfectly straight

and clean-edged steel rule and pass it along from one

end to the other as shown in accompanying figures. A
dark spot shows the point of contact of the rule with
the knife. These dark spots shovild show only exact-

ly at the cutting edge, and at the back edge. If a dark
spot shows away from the cutting edge, it indicates

that the knife is imperfect there, and will not make a

true cut. Regrinding the face by the makers can cor-

rect this fault, except where it is the fault of the one
who hones the knife after it is sharpened.

. Hone the knife only on the bevel. To remove the

wire edge burrs along the edge lay the hone flat on
the face and rub gently so as not to round over the

edge.

A knife will sometimes cut better after it has been
ground the first time. A polished knife will give a

better surface to the cut. The cutting of the same
kind of stock will often vary with different makes of

knives. An oily rag tied to a stick kept handy and
passed along the bevel of the knife before cutting hard

stock will improve the cut. A blunt bevel is preferred
for hard stock; a long, thin bevel for soft stock.

A general rule for the length of bevel on knives is

two and one-half times the thickness of the knife. This
may be varied to suit the different materials to be
cut, but must be held within reasonable limits to pre-

serve the strength of the cutting edge of the knife,

and also to secure accurate, clean cutting.

The face of a knife should be as nearly flat as pos-

sible, and must not be convex. It is better to have it

concave than convex, but not over two or three thous-
andths of an inch concave. A knife that is too con-
cave or convex will tend to dig in or out of the work.
For safe clearance tlie knife should be a few thous-

andths of an inch thinner at the top than the distance
from its back to the line of its cutting edge.
The knife bolts should always be screwed up snug,

so that the cutting edge of the knife will have the cor-

rect pitch in relation to the pile. The top or back edge
of a knife should be held absolutely straight to get a
firm thrust-bearing all along the knife-bar. Knives
abutting against ad.justing screws for this reason are
not apt to give so good results as knives that abut
against a solid shoulder all across the knife-bar.

Dirt, oil, grease, paper, chips, etc., in the knife-slot
or bar, or a bruise or nick on the back edge of the
knife, or a defective knife bolt, may prevent the
knife seating firm and true in its proper place, and
may cause poor cutting.

Knives bought from the maker of paper-cutting
machines are apt to give the best results because they
receive two inspections: one by the knife maker, and
another by the machine maker, who is careful to see
that only perfect knives are supplied.

In order to understand how important it is to use a
sharp knife on a power cutter, throw off the belt and
pull the machine around by hand through a high cut
with a dull knife. Then put in a sharp knife and
make the same cut. Where there is much cutting to be
done and the machine is in constant use, it is well to
keep extra knives on hand to allow one to be sharp-
ened while the other is being used.

A specially tempered knife is be.st for boards or var-
nished paper. Gummed and varnished stock are like-

ly to break small pieces off the knife edge. The new
double-shear, end-pull motion for the knife now fur-
nished on the latest automatic rapid production cut-
ting machines practically eliminates this trouble.
The first place to look when work is not cut true,

after making sure there is correct clamping pressure,
is the knife. See if it is sharp. See if it has been
honed properly. See if it has the proper length of
bevel.

Grinding Paper-Cutter Knives.

It is best to grind with a soft sandstone ; but if an
emery Avheel is used, it should be about 46-60 grain,
51/2 grade, or soft enough so that a light feed can be
taken without burning or glazing the bevel of the
knife.

The operator of the grinding machine should be in

constant attendance while the knife is being ground,
and should have a liberal supply of water feeding on
the wheel where it comes in contact with the bevel of
the knife, not at the top of the wheel. If this supply
of water is cut off and the wheel continues to grind
without water, this will create friction, heat up, and
draw the temper in the knife or crack it.

Extra precaution should be taken to grind the cut-
ting edge of the knife parallel with the back of the
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knife, and not have one eml of the knife wiiler than

the other. When thi.s oecnirs the eutting edge of the

knife does not hit the eutting stick s(iuarely, and not

only has a tendency to siii]> out at the wide end, but

also to tlestroy the eutting stick quickly.

The bevel should be ground flat or a shade con-

cave out of the knife and causing the machine to cut

knife, plus one-quarter inch ,or twenty-four degrees. If

this rule is not adhered to and a longer bevel than this

i.s ground on the knife, the flat side or face of the

knife will become rounded about one-half inch back
from the cutting edge, thereby takiug the slight con-

cave out of the knife anil causing the machine to cut

tapering, i.e., the top of the cut, say four or five

inches high, will be narrower than the bottom of the

cut.

If a knife is ground on the rim of an ordinary em-,

cry wheel worn to a small diameter, the smallness of

the emery wheel will tend to make the bevel concave.

This weaken^ the edge of the knife. A knife grinder
with a cup-shape emery wheel makes it easier to grind
the bevel straight.

Honing Paper-Cutter Knives.

Every knife, when coming direct from the grinding
machine, has a wire edge which should be honed off

before the knife is adjusted to the knife-bar. Excel-
lent results in honing are obtained from No. 1 Washita
oil stone (Pike Mfg. Co., X.H., U.S.A.), or an India
oil stone made by W. H. Price, Hartford, Conn.
The knife should be laid on a bench or table, flat

side down, with the edge of the knife protruding about
one-eighth of an inch beyond the edge of the table.

The hone should be held flat on the bevel, and the mo-
tion should be a circular or rotary movement as w^ell

as up and down, and the honing should be done from

one end to ilic otiicr without lifting the hone from
the knife.

When a fine w ire edjfe appears on the flat side, lay

the hone on ligiitly with no pressure and absolutel.y

fiat, and draw from one end to the other. After hon-

ing the knife for a short time( four or five minutes)

the wife edge will disappear or get so thin that a

small piece of white ]iine or other soft wood, if drawn
along the cutting edge, will eliminate this thin wire

edge. Never hone the flat side of the knife. Never
hone a knife while in the machine.

A wooden holder foi' the oil stone will i)rotcct the

fingers.

For smooth "glass edge" cutting, the bevel of the

knife ma.v be ground slightl.v concave. Then hone
thoroughly with an extra fine hone slightly conve.x in

shape.

No method of grinding has yet been devised which
will leave a |)crfectly smooth surface, because no iruit-

ter how fine the stone or material that is used for

grinding it will leave marks on the edge of the knife,

and these marks cause roughness in the cut. The
reason the above method gives almost a perfectly

smooth cut is because a thorough honing removes most
of the marks.

BROMPTON CO. OUTPUT.
The output of the Rromi)ton Pulp and Paper Co.

for the three months euded January 31st, 1919, is as

follows

:

Newsprint, tons 3,791

Kraft paper, tons 1,652

Cardboard, tons 1,408

Sulphate, tons 6,479

Groundwood, tons 11,626

Sawmill, feet 483,048
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(From Le Digesteur.)

This diagram shows the re-

lation of time of day and night

and the age of workers to the

number and .seriousness of

accidents. The line at the

left for 115 hours lost seems

out of proportion. Note the

large number of accidents to

workers under 20 j^ears of age,

hut there may be a large num-
ber of young employees. Also

there are probably many more

employees at work in the day
time, and these would include

the 1m« eareful class.
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Technical Section

Of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

ANNUAL MEETING.
The following reports of committees are a continua-

tion of the account of this annual business meeting of

the Section begun in the last issue of this Magazine.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SAMPLES.
By A. L. DAWE, Chairman.

Your Committee takes courage from the ending of

hostilities to hope that it will be possible to collect a

complete set of European and American grades of

paper that will be available for the members of the

Association.

From such samples of English papers that have

reached Canada in the past four years it is obvious

that quality has given place to utility. Whereas the

paper makers of Canada have seized the opportunity

to broaden their range to include many lines hitherto

imported from Europe and the United States, such

as Bristol Boards, Cover Papers, Glassine Papers and
Onion skins.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS.
By S. L. BURNS. Chairman.

Your Committee has endeavoured to follow the sug-

gestions offered by the Council at the conclusion of

the last annual as to the construction of charts and the

compiling of Statistics bearing on the Pulp & Paper
Industry.

Examples of charts are displayed in this room and
will later be incorporated in a Book of Statistics cover-

ing the imports and exports of Pulp & Paper as far

back as available from Government sources. In this

connection it gives the Committee on Statistics great

pleasure to acknowledge the co-operation and cour-

tesy received from the various Government Depart-

ments, including the Bureau of Statistics who have
themselves compiled a very useful brochure of the

Pulp & Paper Industry.

The complete volume of Statistics referred to above
is practically ready for the printers and will be distri-

buted to the members as soon as possible after the

meeting.

The Committee on Statistics draws attention to the

wide publicity obtained by the industry in the past 12

months in which statistics have played a very im-

portant part.

In the opinion of the Committee it is the duty of

every member of the Pulp & Paper Industry to keep
himself posted on its vital statistics and to use all pos-

sible means of acquainting the general public with the

importance of this industry to Canada.
It is considered advisable to publish all the charts

at one time, when complete.—Ed.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
STANDARDS.

Mr. R. W. Hovey made a statement for the Commit-
tee on Standards to the effect that its work was ac-

complished in the examination and recommendation of

standard methods for the analysis of certain materials.

The more important of these were piiblished in the

Pulp & Paper Magazine, Jan. 23, and may be obtained
as reprints.

The Chairman added : You will remember that in

our li.st of resolutions we included a statement about
the ado])tion of standard methods. The Committee
propose that after the submission of new methods a

period of six months elapse before we can consider

such methods, so you have -now to suggest methods for

trial later on, and take action later.

REPORT ON THE COMMITTEE ON ABSTRACTS
AND PUBLICATION.

By J. N. STEPHENSON, Chairman.
The committee on abstracts and publication desire

to report that during the past year some sixty jour-

nals are represented among the abstracts that have
appeared almost every week in the Pulp and Paper
Magazine. The abstracting has been done by five

persons working under the direction of the Canadian
Committee, and three under the American Commit-
tee. The co-operation of the two committees which
was indicated at the last annual meeting has con-

tinued successfully throughout the year. The ex-

pense attending the work of this committee has been
$90.64 for abstracting and copying the reviews that

were taken from Chemical Abstracts. Of this amount
half was charged to the American Committee and the

other half paid by the Pulp & Paper ]\Iagazine. The
American Committee on their part paid out $40.30

to their abstracting staff, and of that the Pulp &
Paper Magazine, through the Canadian Committee,
paid one half. The total cost of abstracting during
the year was therefore $130.94, of which $65.47 was
paid by the Pulp & Paper Magazine, and the same
amount by the American Committee. It is expected
that no charge for this service will be made to the

Technical Section.

The chairman of your committee, with the assist-

ance of Mr. Clyde Leavitt on forestry subjects, and
Mr. Wang during the chairman's absence during
the summer, has put a classification letter and num-
ber on each abstract to assist in filing them. This
classification is accordinar to the plan that was sub-

mitted at the last annual meeting, and which it was
voted to try out for a year. Some few criticisms and
suggestions have been made. The committee now
desires to know whether this effort on the part of

the committee is of sufficient value to "he continued,

and particularly desires to have frank criticisms and
suggestions thta will lead to the improvement of the

plan if it is to be carried on.

In regard to publication the committee takes
great pleasure and satisfaction in submitting copies

of the Proceedinsrs of the Section for your considera-

tion. This volume contains the histor;\' of the Sec-

tion with a brief review of the paners presented
since is forniatinn. This review is taken from
the annual reports of the chairman of the Sec-

tion to the main Association. This part will prob-
ably not be repeated in subseouent issues, except for
the year immediately passed, but is included here in
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order that there may be a complete record of what

the Section has done.

Another section gives the by-laws, amendments
and discussions as they stand. The last and perhaps

the most interesting part of the hook is the bio-

graphical list of members. This has been brought as

nearly up-to-date as possible, and the committee ear-

nestly desires that the chairman be advised prompt-

ly of any errors or changes that should be made, and

that subsequent changes of addresses or position

should be made known so that tliis information may
be kept complete and up-to-date.

It was confidently expected by the committee that

this volume would have been distributed early last

summer, and that at this time there would have been

distril)uted a second volume containing the ad-

dresses delivered at the various meetings of the "Sec-

tion during the past year. ITnfortunately happenings

in connection with the removal of the publishers of

the Pulp & Paper Jlagazine to the new quarters have

upset the plans of the committee, and it will be some
time yet before such a volume can be prepared, if

the Section still wishes to incur the expense of its

preparation. A part of this volume, and to some
members perhaps the most important part was to

have been a reprinting of all the abstracts for the

year, collected according to the classification scheme
that has already been mentioned. If desired this sec-

tion could be printed separately if it is decided to

print it at all.

The actual expense of the printed proceedings

which you have in hand was .$100.00, the estimated

expense for the book of transactions including the

papers presented is about 100.00, and the estimated

expense of reprinting the abstracts that have ap-

peared during the past year is about $100.

One member of the committee, Mr. Wang, is at

present in Europe, so this report is respectfully sub-

mitted by the remaining members.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. Rape straw as a paper and fodder material.

Anon. J. Soc. Chem, Ind. 37, Xo. 19 (lOlS).—The ex-

amination of the rape plant showed, on the dry sub-

stance. Cellulose 30.31 per cent. Pentosans 24.10 per
cent, Lignin 40.06 per cent, and Ash 5. .53 per cent.

The composition of the plant substance is somewhat
similar to that of cereal straw, which suggests that

rape, like straw, might be used as a raw material, both
for paper p^ilp and for fodder. A pulp prepared by
the soda process had the composition : Cellulose .55.50

per cent. Pentosans 30.50 per cent, Lignin 10.10 per
cent, and Ash 3.77 per cent. In consequence of the
higher proportion of lignin in the rape straw as com-
pared with cereal straw, a sharper treatment is ne-

cessary in order to obtain a similar degree of resolu-

"tion. The pulp would be described as .suitable for the

manufacture of straAv board.

—

T). E. S.

A-3. Rice straw for Daper making. Anon. Paper
Maker & Brit. P. T. J. 56, No. 3, (1918).—Investiga-
tions conducted on a sample of rice straw from Egypt
give very promising results. The sample was first

examined with the following results: moisture 11.8

per cent, ash 17.6 per cent, cellulose 50.00 per cent,

expressed on the dry straw. Length of ultimate fibers

0.6 to 3.0 m.m. mostly 0.9 to 1.3 m.m. The straw was
submitted to treatment with varying amounts of
Caustic Soda under conditions similar to those em-

ployed for the manufacture of pulp. The following is

one of the many experiments conducted: Ten per

cent Caustic on weight of straw using a 2.5 per cent

solution. Cooked for four hours at 140 degrees C
with a yield of 50 per cent pulp on the straw used.

Experiments were also condm-ted on the rice husks,

but were unsuccessful as the i)ulp obtained is very

short filicrcd and makes a very brittle paper.—D.E.S.

A-4. The determination of the bleaching qualities

of sulphite pulp. Anon. Pai)er Maker l^ Urit. P. T.

.1. 56, No. .") (1918). A very unique method of de-

termining the bleaching qualities of Sulphite Pulp,

the nuiin features are as follows. A fiber slide is

made up in the usual manner with the exception that

a solution of malachite green is used in place of the

usual fibre stain. It is very easy by means of the

microscope and a' color scale consisting of green

stripes one cm. w'ide on a white cardboard to deter-

mine the strength of the color in proportion to the

scale. The lighter the color is, the easier bleaching

the fiber and vice versa. It is necessary to make up
a standard .series of classifications expres.sed in fig-

ures one to five for easy bleaching, and eight to

twelve for strong pulp. T-he value of the scale or

classification of Grade 1 must of course be estab-

lished in accordance with the best quality produced
by the mill.—D. E. S.

E-1. Analysis of sulphite acid. Pulp and Paper
M., 16, No. 46, p. 1015, No. 47, p. 1037 (1918).— A
translation of a paper by Prof. Peter Klason is given

in which the analysis of sulphite liquor before, dur-

ing, and after cooking is treated. It is shown that

the use of one iodine and one alkali titration are not
enough for the determination of free and combined
SOo, as the loosely combined SO, is not taken into ac-

count. Instead, one iodine titration, one alkali titra-

tion, and then a second iodine titration made on a

sample first made alkaline and then acidified is re-

commended. The first iodine titration indicates the
sum of the free SO,, and that present as bisulphite.

The alkali titration indicates the sum of one half the

SO, present as bisulphite, one half of the loosely

combined SO.,, and the free SO,. The second iodine

titration indicates the sum of the free SO,, the SO,
present as bisulphite, and the looselv combined SO,.

—R.C.

E-2. Method of treating sulphite cellulose waste
lye. Anon. J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 37, No. 16 (1918).—An
English patent granted to E. Oman, Stockholm, Swe-
den, Patent No. 106,493. Sulphate ^vaste lye at a
concentration of 10 per cent dry substance contains
about 2.5 per cent of sugars, 2.5 per cent of Calcium
Ligninsulphonates, and 5 per cent of Calcium Lignone-
sulphonates. The Ligninsulphonates are precipitated
by saturating the waste lye, without any preliminary
treatment, with Sodium Chloride and heating to 50-

70 degree C, and the lignonesulphonates remain dis-

solved in the saturated liquid, even after concentra-
tion.—D. E .S.

E-5 ; F-5. Manufacture of paper pulp. Anon. J. Soc.
Chem. Ind. 37, No. 19, (1918).—A U. S. Patent grant-
ed to S. W. Wells of Madison, Wisconsin, as fol-

lows: In the process of digesting wood or other fib-

rous material, the desired amount of moisture is in-

troduced into the digester during the process, in di-

rect combination with the steam whereby the cellu-
lose is protected to a marked degree from the action
of the digestion liquors, while their action on the in-

eru.sting matters is not diminished.—D. E. S .
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K-6. Method of treating vegetable fibre. Anon.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 37, No. 19 (1918).—A U. S. patent

No. 1,269,476 granted to M. W. Marsden, of Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania, for the manufacture of pulp,

the incrusting and other difficulty soluble bodies are

removed by subjecting the prepared stock to the sol-

vent action of a mixture of sodium chloride and lime

in the presence of heat, moisture and pressure. —
D. E. S.

K-8. Improvements in apparatus for coloring pa-

per. Anon. Paper Maker & British P. T. J. 56, No.

4 (1918).—An English patent granted to John Gal-

loway and Alex Stratton, No. 117,428. This inven-

tion relates to apparatus for use in coloring paper,

and has for its object to provide improved means
adapted for use in conjunction with a paper machine
or calender rolls for supplying liquid dye to one side

of the paper. In carrying out the present invention,

the dye is applied to the paper b.y means of a spraj'

pipe or the equivalent, and the surplus dye liquid is

collected into a "doctor" or distributing box.—D.

E. S.

K-12. Functions of a smoothing press. Pulp and
Paper, 16, No. .51, p. 1099 (1918).-The function of a

smoothing press is to eliminate felt and wire marks,
this being accomplished by using a soft rubber upper
roll having a contact of three-quarters of an inch to

an inch in width with the gun metal or bronze lower
roll.-R. C.

K-14. The paper cutting machine. Neil Gray, Jr.

Pulp and Paper. 16, No. 51, p. 1095 (1918).—A de-

scription of various modern types is given.

—

R. C.
K-23. Safety paper. Anon. J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 37,

No. 19 (1918).—A patent granted to E. E. Schmidt,
of Boston, in which the paper is coated with a com-
position containing ingredients capable of being de-

composed by acid and alkaline ink eradicators to re-

lease substances which stain the paper and render
writing ink containing iron indelible. Suitable in-

gredients are a soluble ferroeyanide, an iodide, gly-

cerin, ox-gall, tapioca flour and caustic soda; the ox-

gall is for the purpose of rendering the paper per-

meable to the composition.

—

D. E. S.

K-23. A new waterproof fiber paper. James Scott.

Paper :Maker & Brit. P. T. J. 56, No. 5 (1918).—Part
1 of a series of articles by the author covering water-
proofing paper. The opening chapter contains some
very useful information regarding present methods
of waterproofing.

—

D. E. S.

K-23. Process for rendering cardboard grease and
waterproof. Anon. J. Soc. ("liem. Ind. 37, No. 19

(1918).-A German patent No. 306,028, granted to L.

Buehbinder, of Vienna. The proofing composition
consi-sts of a mixture of a glue precipitate with a de-
coction of Iceland Moss containing gypsum or mag-
nesia, or with a concentrated solution of resin. The
composition is applied warm and dried at ordinary
temperatures.—D. E. S.

K-24. About cores. R. S. Kellogg, Pulp and Paper
16, No. 52. p. 2017 (1918).—The development of a

satisfactory and cheap paper core seems the best so-

lution.—R. C.

K-0. American decimal system of weights of pa-
per. Pulp and Paper, 16, No. 51, p. 108 (1918)—
An outline of the system devised by the Pulp and Pa-
per Division of the War Industries Board at Wash-
ington is given. The basis in all cases is the weight
in thousandths of a pound of one thousand sheets one
inch square.—R. C.

L-4. Brief history of the paper bag. Pulp and
Paper, 16, No. 52, p. 2015 (1918.-R. C.

L-5. Acetyl cellulose and process for making same.
Anon. J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 37, No. 16 (1918).—A pat-
ent granted to W. G. Lindsay, of Newark, New Jer-
sey, U. S. Patent No. 1,256,216. The cellulose is

treated in a preliminary bath with alcohol and acetic
acid or other diluent, which without itself altering
the cellulose induces acetylation in the subsequent
process: the treated cellulose is then treated with a
mixture of Acetic Anhydride and a diluent, such as
Benzene. The product consists of a fibrous acetyl-
cellulose, which has its original structure unaltered,
and is soluble in Acetylene Tetrachloride.—D. E. S.

L-0. Improvements in the manufacture of paper
tubes. Anon. Paper Maker & British P. T. J. 56,
No. 4 (1918).—An English patent No. 118,169, grant-
ed to Fred Wolfenden. This invention relates to the
manufacture of paper tubes or bobbins as they are
sometimes called in the textile industries. The nov-
elty of the invention is to coat one side of the paper
as it is being wound under tension in the form of a
tube by known mechanical processes, with a solution
of glue in the proportion of eight (8) ounces of glue
to one (1) .pint of water, and the outside of the tubes
are also coated with a similar solution. The tubes
are then subjected to the action of formaldehyde va-
por or a 40 per cent solution of formaldehyde for
twenty to thirty minutes, and then dried at a tem-
perature of 220° F.—D. E. S.

M-4. The cost in coal of avoidable belt slip. Pulp
and Paper, 16, No. 48, p. 10.50 (1918).—A chart from
the Cling Surface Company from which the cost of
main belt slip can be computed is reproduced.—R. C.

M-4. The last word in belt charts. W. F. Schap-
horst. Pulp and Paper, 16, No. 51. p. 1097 (1918).—
The proper size of belt for a given drive can be de-
termined graphically from the chart given.—R. C.

N-4. How much money does a soot cleaner save?
Pulp and Paper. 16, No. 52. p. 2019 (1918).-Figures
furnished by the Vulcan Soot Cleaner Co. show a
.saving of .$15,000 per boiler during the seven years'
estimated life of a cleaner.—R. C.

P-0. Employees' co-operation in safety work.
George Carruthers. Pulp and Paper, 16, No. 50, p.
1080 (1918).—Items worthy of attention in welfare
work are heating, lighting, ventilating, drinking
water supply, and accident prevention.—R, C.

R-14. Research for the pulp and paper industry.
W. B. Campbell, Pulp and Paper, 16, No. 45, p. 993
(1918).—The most .successful method of carrying out
research work on pulp and paper problems of inter-
est to a limited number of mills resembles that of the
Mellon Institute. An estimate of the cost is made;
this is raised among tho.se interested, a competent
staff is appointed with the approval of those .sub-
scribing, and the work is pu.shed along lines laid
down, making full use of all facilities of the govern-
ment laboratories.—R. C.

GROUND WOOD AT PONT ETCHEMIN, P.Q.

Henry Atkinson has recently established a ground
wood mill at Pont Etchemin, P.Q. The equipment
consists of three grinders and two wet machines. The
plant is making 10 tons of ground wood per day, and
is driven by its own water power. The manager is
D. C. T. Atkinson.
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NEW PORT ARTHUR MILL IN SIGHT.
After hearing ami sefiug many rumors that some-

thing was about to happen in regard to the develop-

ment of the Pie River anil Black Sturgeon Limits, we
note the following despateh in a contemporary. It

appears to be authentic.

J. J. Oarriek has definitely announced that his com-

pany is ready to jjroeeeil almost immediately with the

eon.struetion o f a pulp and pai)er mill at the north end

of the city.

The estimated cost of the mills is given at $7,500,000

and the number of men to be employed in the con-

struction is figured at between 1,000 and 1,500.

Contracts will be let and building operations com-

menced witli the arrival of .spring weather.

Hardy S. Ferguson, one of America's leading engin-

eers in pulp and jiaper mills, is at work on the plans.

The project has been fully financed.

Mr. Carrick will contract with the Ontario Govern-

ment for 20.000 horse power of electrical energy. The
Utilities Commission will contract for 10,000 thus

assuring the immediate development on the Nipigon

River of 30.000 horse power.

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson, ^Minister of Jjands, For-

ests and Mines, for Ontario, wired Mr. Carrick assu-

rance from the Hydro Electric Commission of power
being delivered to Port Arthur by the spring of 1920.

To fully appreciate the work that Mr. Carrick has

done to engineer the location of a plant here, it is ne-

cessary to go back several years to the time when the

Ontario Government offered for sale by tender, the

Pic and Black Sturgeon limits. Mr. Carrick outbid

three others and secured the limits and, under the

original agreement was entitled to power development
in return for improvements of $400,000 the first year

and $2,000,000 for the two successive years.

The agreement was later changed on consent of Mr.

Carrick, the Government agreeing to supply power at

cost. This entitled Mr. Carrick to a suspension of the

original agreement. On May 9, 1918, a supplementary
agreement was drawn up and as power was not avail-

able, the company was not liable to pay or make any
improvement until adequate power was supplied to

operate the mills.

BARBER-ELLIS ADD SEVERAL NEW
DIRECTORS.

The annual meeting of Barber-Ellis, Limited,
manufacturing stationers and paper dealers, Toron-
to, was held last week, and an encouraging report
for the past .vear was presented. J. F. Ellis was re-

elected President F. M. Ellis, Vice-President, and H.
Holt, Secretary. The following directors were also

elected: C. G. Ellis. Brantford; E. H. Ellis, Toronto;
Wallace Murphy, Winnipeg; W. R. Davis, Calgary:
Lome D. Graham, Vancouver and H. Scott, Toronto.
The last four have just Been added to the Board.

Barber-Ellis have taken over the business of Bar-
ber, Ellis, Davis, Limited, Calgary, of which Mr.
Davis was in charge, and the establishment in that
city will from this out be conducted under the name
of Barber-Elli.s, Limited. Mr. Davis continues as
manager, and has been given a .seat on the board of
directors as well as the managers of the Winnipeg
and Vancouver branches.
The prospects for the coming year are regarded as

most promising and the papeterie and fancv station-

ary departments of the firm are very busy while, in

the envelope factories at Brantford and Winnipeg,
the latter being opened last year, business is very

good.

Several employees of the firm of Barber-Ellis,

Limited, who have been doing .service overseas, are

expected home next month, and they will all re-

sume their former positions. Major (iarfield Gra-

ham, will) was joint manager with his brother, Lome
1). Graham, of the Vancouver branch, will continue

in the same capacity on his return. Arthur Folger,

who for many j-ears covered the territory between
Toronto and Ottawa and Northern Ontario for the

head office in Toronto, and is a member of the Third
Canadian Division, will soon be once more on his old

ground, while Major K. A. Murray, formerly attach-

ed to the Winnipeg branch, who went overseas with
the 144th (Winnipeg) Battalion, will again take up
his former duties on the travelling staff in that city.

THE PULPWOOD OUTLOOK IN ONTARIO.
The Monteith Pulp and Timber Co., Limited, of

which James Thompson, M.L.A., of Havelock, is

President, and E. R. Heyland, of Toronto, secretary-

treasurer, who handled about 20,000 cords of pulp-

wood in Northern Ontario during the past season, will

not do so during the present year owing to high rates

in transportation, limited demand and the uncertain
market for the future. Due to unsettled conditions
contracting pulpwood companies are diffident about
buying up large stocks, and very few companies are
making monetary advances to the settlers as in years
past. If a .settler goes ahead and gets out a stock
of pulpwood he has to finance himself and run the
risk of selling it later on. Messrs. Thompson and
Heyland, who also operate Toronto Investments, Lim-
ited, will devote all their attention to the latter or-

ganization and will buy pulpwood from other por-
tions of old Ontario south of North Bay. They ex-
pect to handle about nine or ten thousand cords dur-
ing 1919, and since the first of the year have .shipped
about two hundred cords to the Thorold district and
to New York points. The prices paid range from $8
to $9.50 for rough wood, and $13 to $14 for peeled,
depending on the location and the freight rate to
destination. The demand for wood at the present
time is fair.

MAY START NEW PULP MILL IN B.C.

The party of Denver capitalists consisting of E.
Thomas. E. E. Sachet and William Phillips, who were
recently up the Skeena examining their timber limits,
are reported to be contemplating the erection of a pulp
mill on the Skeena. These men bought the limits
which formerly belonged to Joseph Hunter and the
late W. J. Sutton, both of Victoria. They had not
seen the timber, but took it on report of the cruisers.
The same group hold extensive limits on the Naas
River, which have never been cruised, but which are
said to be well wooded with spruce, hemlock, cedar
and Cottonwood. In order to handle timber from both
limits it Ls suggested that the mill will probably be
built near the mouth of the Skeena on tidewater.
There is known to be power going to waste on the
Ecstall River, which would be sufficient to run a mill
and this power might be utilized for other purposes
as the country develops.—Pacific Coast Lumberman,
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Lieut. Walter Scott Waldie, of Toronto, who was

a son in law of Sir Edmund Kemp, and went over-

seas with the 122ud Muskoka Battalion, and saw ser-

vice in the Forestry Corps in England and France,

and later was with the infantry, died recently at a

Canadian demobilization camp in Wales while await-

iiif^ transport home. He was forty years of agre and

leaves a wife and three children. He was a brother

of R. S. Waldie, of Toronto, President of the Toronto

Paper Mfg. Co. Another brother. Second Lieut. C.

P. Waldie, who was with the 8th Royal West Sur-

reys (Imperials), lost his life at Loos in September,

1915, being first reported missing and later killed in

action.

The Grand Army of Canada will, commencing next

month, issue a monthly newspaper. It will contain

sixteen pages of news of interest to the G. A. C. vet-

erans.

The Development Council of Hastings County has

been organized to develop the natural and industrial

resources of that county, and alert officers and chair-

men of committees have been elected. C. S. Rollins

has been chosen as Chairman of the Timber and Pulp-

wood Committee.
It is imderstood that the Board of Health of To-

ronto, will .shortly urge the passing of a local by-law

requiring that all bread be wrapped and making it

illegal for an unsealed loaf to be offered for sale.

Many bakers, who desisted wrapping their product

during the war in compliance with the federal regu-

lation forbidding the same, have again started to

wrap a portion of their daily output.

The Fesserton Timber Co., of Toronto, have leased

the saw mill and rossing plant of the Monteith Pulp
and Timber Co. at Monteith, Ont., and will operate

the same during the coming year. The mill has a

sawing capacity of 30,000 feet a day. cutting princi-

pally spruce, and the slasher will take care of about

100 cords daily of pulp wood.
Captain J. R. F. Stewart, formerly of Edmonton.

Alta., who enlisted with the 177th (Simcoe) Battalion

and went overseas two years ago, has returned and is

spending a few weeks in Toronto. He is a son of

Elihu Stewart, of Toronto, Vice-President of the

Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co., who will .shortly

erect a 150 ton newsprint mill at Kapuskasing, in

Northern Ontario.

A federal charter has been granted to War Publi-

cations, Limited, with head(|uarters in Ottawa, and a

capital stock of $50,000.

A. P. Costigane, of Toronto, Safety Engineer of the

Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers" Safety Association,

was in Chicago this week attending a meeting of the

p]xecutive of the National Safety Council. Mr. Cos-

tigane is the Chairman of the Pulp and Paper Sec-

tion of the N. S. C. W. H. Cameron, of Chicago,

general manager of the National Safet.v Council, has

resigned to take an executive position with the East-

man Kodak people in Rochester, and was made the

recipient of a suitable presentation in token of his

<ilih.' ii]i(l fjiithful sci'xicc.s oil liclijilt' of the orjj-aiiiza-

tion.

An interesting revelation in the printing of wall

or hanging paper is being given in a large depart-

ment store in Toronto showing the progress that has
been made in this line of business during the past fif-

ty years. Half a century ago all the color designs on
wall paper were produced by means of an old time

stamping or blocking machine, which turned out six

rolls per hour, one color being applied at a time. The
process was slow and every color was a separate op-

eration with the block printing process. To-day mod-
ern machines turn out 600 rolls per day in as many
as twelve different colors at one operation. The
hand blocking of hanging paper has aroused much
interest, and the work is watched daily by a large

crowd of spectators.

It is understood that the forthcoming financial

statement of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co., of Iro-

quois Falls, Ont., will .show tliat about ten per cent

has been earned on the common .stock. Last month
the mill set a new high record in the production of

newsprint paper, turning out 228 tons per day, while

the output of sulphite pulp was around 130 tons.

Extensive interior alterations have been made to

the quarters of Barber-Ellis, Limited, of Toronto,

whereby the executive offices have been rearranged,
and a larger and more commodious sample room pro-

vided.

Duncan Chisholm, of Toronto, President of the Mat-
tagami Pulp and Paper Co., who has been in England
for some time, has returned to Toronto accompanied
by his wife and family.

G. W. Saunders, of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper
Co., was in New York recently attending an import-
ant meeting of the company, which will shortly add
another drying machine as well as a baling machine
to their equipment at Smooth Rock Falls.

The Canadian Motor, Tractor and Implement Trade
Journal is a new trade paper which will make its

appearance in Toronto next month, and will cater to

dealers and .iobbers in general selling these lines. The
new paper will be issued by the MacLean Publishing
Co.

The Toronto Globe is preparing to recognize its

75th anniversary. Several families have been sub-

scribers of the Globe since its inception in 1844, and
the paper is compiling a list of these veteran readers.

The pulp and paper division of the Bathurst Lum-
ber Co., Bathurst, N.B., intend adding fourteen new
dryers to their sulphite drying machine, and also

twelve hand barkers to their wood room, which will

increase the daily output of sulphite pulp to sixty
tons a day, an addition of ten tons. The output of
sulphite pulp will also be added to by ten tons a day,
and the facilities of the concrete liquor storage tanks
augmented so that the production of sulphate will

be brought up to sixty tons daily, the same as in

the sulphite branch.
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ANNUAL MEETINGS OF PAPER COMPANIES.

At the annual meeting of the Provincial Paper Mills

Co., Limited, which was held in Toronto on February

10th, a satisfactory financial report was presented, a

summary of which appeared in the last i.ssue of the

"Pulp and Paper Magazine." I. II. Weldon, Presi-

dent, presided. In the course of a review of the op-

erations for 191S, he stated that Avhile the profits for

the j'ear were not as large as during the previous

one, yet. under the conditions existing, and which
had to be overcome, he thought that the showing was
an encouraging one. In referring to the Port Ar-

thur Pulp aiul Paper Co., which is a subsidiary of

the Provincial Co., he added that the plant was now
turning out about fifty tons a day of sulphite pulp,

bleached and unbleached, and about half of this was
used in the mills of the Provincial Co., and the bal-

ance sold to other plants in Canada and- the United

States. lie remarked that the investment in the Port

Arthur Co. would undoubtedly continue to be an asset

to the Provincial Pulp and Paper organization. Re-

garding the future he said, "There will probably be

unsettled conditions for some time. At present there

is a very satisfactory amount of orders on the books

of the Provincial Co. This, taken in con,junetion with

the probability that many concerns, in changing to

peace-time conditions, will increase their advertising

and consequently their use of paper, leads me to be-

lieve that the paper business will be in a more*favor-

able position than many other industries for some
time to come."

The following officers were elected: President, I.

H. Weldon. Toronto; Vice-President, T. A. "Weldon.

Thorold: Sec.-Treas.. S. F. Duncan, Toronto; Direc-

tors, I. H. Weldon, T. A. Weldon, S. F. Duncan,
Alex Fasken. Toronto: Sir Charles Gordon, K.C.B.E.,

Montreal : A. B. Connable, S. B. Monroe, W. M. Love-

land and C. A. Peck, Kalamazoo. ]\Iich. The latter

takes the place on the Board of Ralph Emery, of

Kalamazoo, who passed away suddenly in December
last while on a business trip to Xew York.

The annual meeting of the Interlake Tissue Mills,

Limited, whose plant is at Merritton. Ont.. was held

Feb. 19. The statement presented was the most sat-

isfactory in the history of the concern, and it was
reported that a considerable export trade was being
done. The company has orders ahead for several

weeks. George Carruthers, of Toronto, was re-elect-

ed President ; I. H. Weldon, Toronto, Vice-President

and Treasurer; S. F. Duncan, Toronto, Secretary;

Directors, Messrs. Carruthers, Weldon, Duncan, Alex
Fasken, Toronto S. B. ilonroe, A. B. Connable and
C. A. Dewing, Kalamazoo. Mich.

The Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co., Port Arthur,
Ont., which began operations a year ago, also held

its annual meeting and elected the following offi-

cers: President, I. H. Weldon, Toronto; Vice-Presi-

dent, S. B. Monroe. Kalamazoo, Mich.; Sec.-Treas.,

S. F. Duncan, Toronto. Directors, Messrs. Weldon,
Monroe. Duncan, A. B. Connable, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

and J. M. Mackie, Montreal. It was stated that the
Port Arthur plant, which is turning out about fifty

tons daily of sulphite pulp, is bleaching about thirty-

five tons. All departments are now working smooth-
ly under the able management of A. G. Pounsford,
formerly of Toronto, Some discussion took place in

regard to the erection of the proposed new book

paper mill at Port Arthur. Plans are being prepared

for a two machine plant by the officers of the com-

pany, of which Thomas Murphy is chief engineer. If

the proposition is gone on with this season only one

machine will be installed at first. It will be 140 inches

wide, and the output will be 20 tons daily of book

and writing paper. Decision regarding the progress

of the work will be determined later. The site will

be ad.jacent to the present pulp plant, such a possi-

bility having been provided for in the original pulp

mill plans.

TELLING ENGLAND WE MAKE GOOD PULP.

The Secretary of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As-

sociation is alive to his job, all right. lie has just

sent the following letter to the World's Paper Trade

Review, London, in reply to an article that reflected

rather unfavorably on the ability of Canadian mills

to manufacture high grade pulp. It reads:

—

"I have noticed with a great deal of interest an

article in the recent issue headed "Scandinavian vs.

Canadian Pulps," and J notice, after reading your ar-

ticle, that you seem to infer that no Canadian pulp

is suitable for anything else but the manufacture of

newsprint and printing paper.

"You may not be aware that we have established

in this country a number of mills making very fine

pulps suitable for the very best papers, and of a

quality that is second to none. There is one company,
particularly, called the Riordon Company; the Nash-
waak Company, the Port Arthur Company and the

Fraser Company are three others making bleached
pulp.

"I am sending you, under separate cover, samples
of some of the fine papers that have been made in

this country from Canadian pulp and rags, and shall

be very glad to see samples of anything that can be
made of equal value from Scandinavian pulp. Our
news grade and easy bleaching has been of such
quality as to exclude all Scandinavian pulps from
the American market.

"Again, while you make reference to the spirit of

patriotism that favors trade with the Colonies, we
are not anxious to secure business on this basis, nor
do we expect it. We are making pulp on a sound,
economical basis, and expect to get the business be-

cause our product warrants it.

"If there is any question of patriotism involved I

would refer you to the enclosed resolution which was
passed by our Association in respect to dealing with
enemy countries.

"I have never yet been able to understand why
England would permit any merchandise to come from
Sweden when Sweden for the past three years has
been .shipping all of her pulp to Germany.

"Let me assure you that we appreciate your atti-

tude towards the Canadian manufacturers very much
indeed, and hope that you will continue this good
spirit.

'

'

England has reeentl.v learned a lot about our men,
and a happier understanding of each by the other
has resulted. The mother country has .vet a few
things to learn about our capacity for industrial de-
velopment, and our ability to produce good goods at
fair prices.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, February 24.—There is a steadily improv-

ing tone in the paper trade, more particularly with

respect to book and writing papers. Orders are pow
coming in more freely, and the number of inquiries

increases each week. It is expected that business

from this out will grow in volume constantly, not

by leaps and bounds, but in a regular way. The
manufacturers do not want the rush and jolt .s+ate of

affairs which prevailed a j^ear ago. They maintain

that it is not good for business, and unsettles and
handicaps merchandizing methods and production.

They like an even, steadv flow, and believe there will

be no fall in prices. It is stated that some periodical

publishers have not renewed their contracts with the

mills, liut have been looking around to see if they

could not do better by imnorting book naper from
the other side, but have o'iven up in this attempt,

and found that the Canadian plants are. after all.

charTinrr onlv a fair, reasonable rat", when the hish

cost of production is taken into consideration. All the

units of the Provincial Paper IMills Co. are active

with a nice bunch of orders on th" books, and the

Toronto Paper Mfsr. Co. report that thev have enoutrh

business to keep them going for several weeks. The
plant will have to close down toward the latter part

of March for three weeks, while the Cornwall canal

is undergoing its usual repairs and spring overhaul-
ing. Advantage will be taken of the occasion to put
all departments of the mill in good working condi-

tion.

Box factories are fairlv bnsv and envelope plants

are reporting a fair, but increasing number of orders.

As spring opens up thincrs are srettin.T britrhter.

Houses makiiisr fancv statiouerv ar^ rushed, and the

demand for choice lines of writing papers and attrac-

tive papeteries is Errowinsr all the while.

In regard to newsprint, the market continues
steadv. but the volume raovincr is not as large as it

was some weeks affo. Since the close of the war and
the passinc of the holi'dav spason there are not nearlv
as manv extras issued, while circulation in some cases

has fallen off. This has resulted in a lessened call,

but with the present sessions of the Federal Parlia-
ment and the convening of the Provincial Lesrisla-

tures, the number of readers of Canadian dailies will

increase, and there .will be a bigger requisition for
tonnage. Tissue plants are busv and are doing an
export business to New Zealand and South Africa.
Prices remain firm, and the outlook is good. Wrap-
ping paper mills are fairly active, and the fact that
present quotations have held for so long does not lead
to the belief that there will be any come-down in the
present selling figure before the middle of the sum-
mer, at any rate. The prevailing opinion in the in-

dustry is that all lines of paper in Canada will hold
firm now for some months. The fact that there has
been no decrease during the first four months of re-
adiustment is taken as a good omen that values will
be upheld.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association have .sent
out a circular notice to the effect that a considerable
amount of factory extension is being held up owing
to the uncertainty prevailing in regard to what the
government may do with the tariff at the present ses-
sion of parliament, as a result of the demands of the
Ignited Farmers and Western Grain Growers. If the
tariff issue is postponed, thereby en.suring commer-
cial stability, manufacturers are asked to state the
estimated cost of factory extension they intend to
undertake, extra capital which will be invested, num-
ber of extra people that the con.struction contem-
plated will enable them to employ ,and extra articles
which it is proposed to manufacture as a result. In-
formation is also asked regarding British or United
States firms viio may establish branch factories in
Canada.

Another move being made by the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association is compiling a list of house
orirans and employees' journals which are read chief-
Iv by industrial employees. It is proposed to submit
to such journals for publication information dealing
with the low .standards of living among workmen in
foreign competing countries, conditions of labor, the
necessity of maintaining fiscal stability and other
material which would tend to show how closely the
interest of employer and employee are interwoven.
Firms are requested to send in names of hou.se or-
gans issued by them, and tho.se of any labor or em-
ployees' papers published or read extensively by em-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephoi^es foyt murray hill.NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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ploj'ees. The pulp and paper industry is vitally af-

fected b}' conditions which regulate other industries,

and what governs the whole manufacturing situation

has a more or less reflex action upon the paper trade,

for without the prosperity and expansion of Allied

concerns, there will be little disposition evidenced by
pulp and paper producers to make extensions and
undertake the installation of new equipment.

In regard to the demand for groundwood pulp
there is a little better state of affairs prevailing. The
open winter has permitted most grinders to operate
steadily. There is still danger of a wood famine, and
this tends to keep prices up higher than they perhaps
would be under normal circumstances. In regard
to .sulphite pulp the demand has been quiet for some
weeks, but is picking up some. Stocks which consum-
ers had on hand, are becoming exhausted, and they
will soon have to enter the market to buy again. The
expected relief from Europe has not been forthcom-
ing. All firms are holding their output at the pre-
vailing figure, and while .stocks piled in some eases
are rather large, there is not much anxiety felt with
respect to the future. Export will take care of a

great deal of the business. Since the first of the year
it is reported that Canadian firms have shipped close
on to ten thousand tons of sulphite to Great Britain.
Last year one large concern at this time had nine
thousand tons piled in its yards, which had been sold
but could not be shipped owing to congestion on the
railways. This year there has been no tie-up, and
local shipping facilities are admirable. The reason
that sulphite manufacturers are determined to hold
to present prices is the fact that they do not believe
if they reduced their quotations by ten or twenty per
cent, they would sell yiy more pulp. Buyers would
still han? aloof with the expectation of further drops.
Lessened rates would not create any added demand
under present abnormal circnmstances, and the com-
panies making sulphite believe it is worth every dol-
lar they are asking to-day in view of the high cost of
production, and the fact that Norway and Sweden
are not going to be serioiis competitors in the Am-
erican market by reason of the high price of coal,
waees of labor, etc.

An interesting statement is that until the cost of
pulpwood comes down, and the price of other raw ma-
terials decline, manufacturers believe that the prices
for pnlp will hold firm. In the rasr and paper stock
market conditions are quiet, and a statement which
has been sent out by a local mill, shows some forcible
comparisons of the fluctuations. The highest pre-
war price for No. 1 white shirt cuttings was fi cents
per pound, and to-day the figure is 12 cents. For
washabe rags the highest pre-war price was 31/.
cents, and the figure now is ^^ cents. The following
shows the pre-war highest price and the present
ouotations:—No. 1 whites. SVo—6: thirds and blues,
13^_3i/^. roofing stock, 1—2; hard white shavings,
21/2—3U: soft white shavings. 13/,

—

4^ mixed pa-
pers, 45—50 cents.

Paper.
•News Crolls"> at mill, in carload lots $3.45
•News (rolls") in less than carload lots if'3.52V.

•News Csheefi at mill, in carload lots ^^.HO
•News Csheets'i in less than carload lots ....$3,921/-.

xBook papers CcarloadV No. 1 $9.75
xBook papers Tton lots\ No. 1 $10.00
xBook papers ("carload"*. No. 2 $9.50
xBook papers ('ton lots"». No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 3 $8,75

Ledgers 18c up
Sulphite bonds 13V^c
Light tinted bonds liYoc
Dark tinted bonds 16c

White "Wrapping $5,25

"U^-itings No. 2 (M.F.) 121/2 up
Coated book and litho, No. 1 $12.25

Coated book and litho. No. 2 $11.25

Coated book and litho. No. 3 $10.50
Coated book and litho, colored .... $12.50 to $14.00
Orev Browns $5.25

Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up
Fibre $7,35

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Manila B $5,60

Tatr :\Ianila $6.50

Fnglazed kraft $9.25

Glazed kraft $9.25

Tissues, bleached $1.55 to .$2.20

Tissue, (unbleached sulphite") $1.35 to $1.75

Tissues, cap $1.00 to $1 .40

Tissues, manila 90c. to $1 20
Natural greaseproof 15c.

Bleached grease proof 19c.

Genuine vegetable parchment 27c.

Bleached white elassine 22c.

Dru? papers, whites and tints 9c. to 10c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent.

Paper bags, kraft 271/2 and 10 per cent.

Confectionery ba?s 34 per cent.

Gusset bags (manila"! 35 and 15 per cent.

Straw board $75 00
Chip board .$75.00

Vat lined chip board $80 00
Filled wood baord $83.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00
\ranila lined folding board, chip back . . . . $87.50

Pnlp fold'Uff board $95.00

•Tnte board. No. 3 $75 00

Tasr board $155.00

White patent coated board $115.00 to *130 00

Grev foldins board . $115.00

Pasted board $95.00

*For Canada only.

X—These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Ptdp.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $28.00 to $31 Ofl

Sulphite, news s-rade $70 00 to stSO 00

Sulphite, easv bleaching $90 00 to $9.=;.00

Sulphite, bleached $120.00 to .*12.=;.00

Sulphate $95.00 to $100.00

Rag and Paper Stock.

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $5.50

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.00

White Blanks $1.40

Heavv Ledger Stock $2.50
No. 1 magazine $1,50
No. 1 book stock $1 .30

No. 1 manilas $2.10
No. 1 print manila $1.10

Folded news 75c

Over Issue 90c
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

NEW ADDRESS:

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Cor. of 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY
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j^j.jj^-|. $4.00 reason to doubt that mast grades of paper could be

No. 1 clean mixed papers .. 60c secured in some quarters at recessions from the

No 1 shirt cuttings .Iill.50 figures generally quoted.

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings *10.00 Newsprint is the one kind of paper which is mov-

No 1 fanev shirt cuttings $9.25 ing in volume ai)proximating normal. Shipments on

No 1 blue" overall cuttiirgs $9.25 contract are going forward steadily, and transient

Bleached shoe clip $9.25 buyers have absorbed fairly large tonnages. Mills on

rnbleached shoe clip $8.75 the whole, however, are running below normal for this

White cotton hosierv cuttings $9.75 time of the year and, if anything, there is a surplus of

Light colored hosierv cuttings $7.50 supply in the market. Quotations are maintained,

Nc'nv li"-ht flannellette cuttings $9.25 and manufacturers evince no disposition to cut prices.

No. 2 wiiite shirt cuttings .
..^. $9.00 Writing papers are distinctly dull. Demand has

Citv~thirds and blues (repacked) $4.00 been at an exceedingly low ebb this week, and mills

Flock and satinettes $2.10 almost without exception have been in want of orders.

Tailor ratrs - ..
'' $2.00 According to report, a certain New England writing

jiaper i)lant which makes a lot of Government jiaper

NEW YORK MARKETS '^'"^' which has not been closed down for lack of busi-

New York Frlu-narv -"^ —The increased aetivitv in "i-ss in seven years, is now operating on a schedule of

the paper mark.^t which was expected to follow' the "'ily two to three days a week. This instance is lUus-

convention of paper manufacturers has thus far failed trat.ve of the inactivity reigning in the fine paper

to materialize If anvthin-. the situation has been market. There have nevertheless been few alterations

characterized bv even greater quietness than before, j" pnces, manufacturers quoting at about the same

and there are no signs in view portending a pick up in I'-'vels despite the dearth of orders,

bu-siness. Consumers in general continue to hold Book papers are moving in comparatively good

aloof as buvers. absorbing merelv such quantities and volume. Mills are not runnn.g anywhere near to full

kinds of paper as their immediate reauirements call ^'apacity but they are securing suffieien business to

for while iobbers evince no desire to place orders for keep them moderately well engaged, and the market

other than' stock needed to cover eommitments to cus- tone is .steady. Periodical advertising is of broad

scope and this accounts in a large measure tor the

"S members of the trade attribute the prevailing P^sent fairly heavy consumption of book paper,

situation almost entirely to the upset condition of Wrappings and tissues have been m only routine de-

business in general and "to the policy of consumers of ^and. Government buying of tissues eonfmues and

practicallv everv commodity to hold off in purchasing this is one strong factor in the market, but trade de-

other than on a hand to mouth scale pending some ^and has fallen off to an extent. Some grades of

settlement of the peace proposition. That the paper wrappings have sagged m price slightly, notably

market will ultimately broaden is the undivided manilas.
^ , .

, , . ^ , t .

opinion expressed throu-rhout the trade. Predictions are \ severe break m board prices has occurred. Last

iust as freelv offered now as during recent weeks that week mills m the East were almost all shut down, with

'in time demand will under-o material expansion and the result that they scurried around in the market and

that the market will experience a period of brisk cut prices at a rapid rate so as to acquire enough

activity How lonsr it will be until business improves, orders to warrant their resuming operations on Mon-

however is a question resrarding which no one seems day last. The reduction m prices induced a suffi-

willin" to venture a guess °'^"t number of buyers to come into the market to

Pric'es in the majority of cases are maintained, keep manufacturers fairly well occupied most of this

Paper mills in various parts of the country display an week, but the market continues easy. Chip board has

inclination to shut down rather than cut prices in an sold freely at $35 per ton. as compared with a price of

effort to stimulate buying, arguing that the cost of $48 two weeks ago. Other grades have declined in

production does not justify their lowering quotations, proportion.

This of course is creative of a fairly steady tone. GROUND WOOD.—The market for mechanical pulp

though prices are mainly nominal and there seems no is weak and dull. Few buyers are in evidence, and

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams : "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect"

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better servics than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in tbs market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and wiD

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet Metal

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

GLUES OF
ALL GRADES

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes
Samples and quotations on request.

CANADA GLUE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL. QUE.
16 Wellington St. E.

TORONTO, ONT.

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United King-
dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an
efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

E. A. Crippen
79 Spadina Ave., Toronto

HiUcrest 4476

Paper Manufacturers' Agent

Canadian Agent
Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Vegetable Parchment.

Selling Jobbers and Converters Exclusively
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such business as is passing consists almost entirely of

shipments on contracts. There is no denying that the

market is overstocked with pulp. The remarkable

open weather this winter and the fear of a wood short-

age and a resultant scarcity of pulp has caused manu-

facturers to operate very nearly at capacity through-

out the season, so that nearly every producer has a

large stock of surplus pulj) on hand. No. 1 ground

wood freshly ground has been freely offered at $26 to

$27 a ton at the grinding plant, but only a scattering

of sales has been accomplished.

CHEMICAL PULP.—As would be expected in view

of the quietness prevailing in the paper market,

chemical pulp has been little sought by consumers this

week. Inquiry has been reported in some corners of

the trade but dealers and importers assert that the

great majority of paper mills evincing interest show
no actual desire to buy and apparently are inquiring

simply to get a line on conditions. Prices have been

fairly well maintained. Odd lots of pulp have been

sold at concessions, but there has been no general low-

ering of quotations. Domestic unbleached sulphite of

newsprint quality is quoted at a range of $70 to $75

per ton, easy bleaching at $90 to $95 and Mitscherlich

unbleached "sulphite at $110 to $115. Bleached sulphite

of domestic origin is held at $120 to $125 a ton and

domestic kraft at about $90. Foreign pulps are firm-

ly priced at a range of nominally 9.00 to 9.50 cents a

pound for bleached and 5.75 to 6.00 cents for unbleach-

ed sulphite.

RAGS.—The rag market is characterized by quiet-

ness bordering on dormancy. Consumers are buying

solely in 'hand to mouth fashion, and with trade in

their own product dull, it can be surmised how light

the current movement of rags into consuming chan-

nels really is. Prices are largely nominal. Sales of

repacked thirds and blues to mills at 3.15 to 3.25 cents

f.o.b. New York have been reported, while roofing

stock has sold at a basis of 2.60 cents New York for

No. 2 packing. White rags and most grades of new
cuttings have moved in too small quantity to estab-

lish definite market values.

PAPER STOCK.—Old papers are in a more or less

inactive position and prices as a rule have sought low-

er levels this wek. Low grades are now spiling at

substantially below the cost of production while pack-

ers claim to be realizing very little profit on the better

qualities. Box board mills have kept very much in

the background as buyers and, with most sellers hav-

ing newspaper and mixed paper to dispose of. almost

any price offered has been accepted. Flat folded

news has sold to manufacturers at as low as 55 cents

per hunderd pounds f.o.b. New York, No. 1 mixed
paper at 35 cents, container manilas at 45 cents and
overissue newspapers at 80 cents. Books and maga-
zines have been freely available at 1.25e New York,
while kraft paper of No. 1 quality has been offered at

around 2.80 to 2.85 cents. Shavings have moved only

in scattered directions and in small volume. Nomi-
nally 5.00 cents New York for No. 1 hard white shav-

ings and 4.00 cents for soft whites are the prices

quoted.

BAGGING AND ROPE. — Old manila rope is

sought in moderate quantities and prices are maintain-

ed at a range of 4.75 to 5.00 cents per pound New York.
Scrap bagging, on the other hand, has been practically

entirely neglected by manufacturers, and offers of No.
1 packing at 2.50 cents at the point of shipment have
been numerous.

OTTAWA NOTES.
Donnacona, John K. Booth, Price Bros., and Laur-

entide, are to be the four princijial mills whose pro-

duction costs are going to finally be considered in

the re-examination of the mill books now under way
by the Government's official auditor, Mr. Geoffrey

Clarkson, according to a well-informed report to the

correspondent of the Pulp and Paper Magazine at

Ottawa this week.
Brompton, on account of its high cost, has been

dropped. Fort Frances, it is understood, will be ex-

amined, making the fifth mill, but as a separate price

was set previously, both in the United States and
Canada, it is assumed that the co.sts of this mill

would not be included in the final summary .

Robert A. Pringle, K.C., the Paper Controller, had
not, up to Tuesday morning, announced any date for

the resumption of the newsprint inquiry. It appeared
that the Paper Controller was awaiting the reports

of Mr. Clarkson, which at the beginning of this week
were not at hand. It was considered likely that the

newsprint inquiry would go ahead "some time next
month."

During the past week or ten days nothing further

has been heard ])y local mill men as to the final dis-

position of the differentials. In this connection it

was generally taken that the judgment on the differ-

entials would be handed down about the same time
as the main appeals between the manufacturers and
publishers were announced by the judges of the Pa-
per Control Tribunal.

A branch warehouse of MacFarlane, Son and
Hodgson, with head offices at Montreal, was opened
at Ottawa last week. This firm has maintained an
office at Ottawa for a number of years Their, new
office and warehouse is situated at the comer of Lis-

gar and Bank streets. Mr. Alex Mcintosh, who for
years has represented this paper house at Ottawa, is

manager.
An optimistic outlook as to future paper trade con-

dition was expressed by Mr. W. L. Goodwin, sales

manager of the Richmond Paper Manufacturing Com-
pany, who visited Ottawa this week.

ilr. J. F. Taylor, secretary-treasurer of the E. B.
Eddy Company, was on Monday this week elected
alderman of Ward 1, Hull, in the municipal by-elec-
tion over ex-Aid. Lavigne. Mr. Taylor ran a straight
English ticket. His majority was fifty.

ANOTHER PAPER MAN TURNS BANKER.
Announcement was made this week in New York

financial circles, of the election of Mr. D. S. Gottes-
man, Vice-President and General Manager of M.
Gottesman & Company, Inc., Wood Pulp Merchants.
IS East 41st Street. New York City, to the director-
ate of the Sherman National Bank, New York City.

This will add another one to the growing number
of paper and pulp men, who are taking an active in-

terest in the financial institutions of the United
States. The Sherman National Bank, located on Fifth
Avenue at Thirty-Second Street, has resources in ex-
cess of $10,000,000. and is one of the institutions
which thoroughly understands the growing needs of
the pulp and paper industry.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine is in receipt of a
letter from a firm in Barcelona who wish to establish
connections with manufacturers of paper textiles vul-
canized fibre, tissues, building and roofing papers,
etc., for which there is a demand in Spain.
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EDITORIAL
»«i

ONE HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS.

A Canadian financial paper estimates, or rather,

prophecies, an expenditure of $100,000,000 in the

next two years on pulp and paper mills in the Do-

minion. It may be so, but we are not as optimistic

as that, and even question the soundness of a policy

that would throw upon the world's markets such a

vast amount of material as an investment of this

magnitude would represent. There are so many fac-

tors to be considered that one must proceed carefully

in making predictions.

A proper basis would be the fact that practically

all new production in the last few years the world

over, especially of newsprint, has been in Canada.

Even the construction of several new mills and add-

ed machines in others did not keep up with recent

demands in North America. The increased call from

foreign markets makes some further expansion in

Canada necessary. Such growth, however, should be

sound. We cannot expect to supply the whole world

at one jump. Other countries produce newsprint,

and will continue to sell it. Some of them are more

convenient than we are to markets which some of our

mills wish to compete in. Newsprint is a standard

article and will probably always be sold on a price,

service and credit basis. Sentiment is a factor now
in establishing connections, but that is not a sound

basis on which to do business. Price has always been

the big factor, and will continue so. We must re-

duce cost of production, and that is quite a different

proposition from being forced to cut prices or keep

Ihe product. It is largely a problem for the techni-

cal man, co-operating with intelligent management.

This argument is not at all intended to throw cold

water on the development of the industry in Can-

ada. We believe it on the eve of a period of won-

derful growth. But there is always a tendency, when

any line of activity proves prosperous, for a great

rush of new concerns to "get in on it." The result

is sometimes like the railway situation, where we see

two trains running on the same schedule between

the same points, and neither more than half full. On
the basis of capitalization accepted by the Federal

Trade Commission, of .^40,000 per ton daily capacity,

if an investment of $100,000,000 were put into new

neM'sprint plants it would just about double the pres-

ent Canadian output. We simply question whether

.such a splurge would be advisable.

Of course, there are other lines of paper that

should be developed, but newsprint is Canada's sheet

anchor. All wood pulp papers are really indigenous

to the Dominion, and we should convert more of our

wood into pulp at home. It is perfectly silly to ship

thousands of cords of poplar to the United States

and then import soda pulp to combine with our home-

made sulphite pulp and rag half-stuff for our book

papers. Several million dollars' worth of paper is

imported annually that could and should be made in
'

Canada. There is a growing export demand for such

lines. While concentrating on the problem of mak-

ing the best and cheapest newsprint in the world, we
should pay more attention to possibilities in other

directions. Several concerns are on the verge of ex-

tending operations, and seem likely to do so before
very long. The money necessary for this additional

equipment would not be very great, however.

We do expect to see something in the neighborhood

of thirty or forty millions go into the expansion of

this industry in the next few years, including im-

provements, extensions, new mills and necessary hy-

dro-electric plants. This much would keep the equip-

ment men in pretty good humor, and would employ

a lot of Canadian labor. Most of the additional pro-

duct would find a foreign market, and help square

our national account. We want a sane expansion of

the industry, and it is coming. There is no doubt

that prospects are rosy, and we are not viewing them
through blue glasses. We would simply leave the

balloon out of business and let the forest patrols have

the aero equipment.

FIRE PROTECTION INADEQUATE IN
ONTARIO.

Those who have given thought and attention to

the matter are convinced that the protection of the

forests of Ontario against fire is decidedly insuffi-

cient. It has been stated that if 1919 is a dry year
it will be an almost certain impossibility to prevent
a fire from becoming a worse disaster than any the

unfortunate province has yet known. Not only is

the forest in danger, but the life, property, and fu-
ture prosperity of the wooded areas of the province.

This matter has a particular significance just now,
when the country north of Cochrane is on the verge
of development. The extension of settlements and
the opening up of the country places an additional

responsibility on the government which it should not
he allowed to neglect.

The horrible disaster that befell Minnesota last
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year was directly due to the criminal indifference

and boneheaded penuriousness of the legislators of

that state. Ontario cannot afford to burn up her

citizens like that, nor destroy the means of livelihood

of possible survivors and their descendants. ' The

burned over barrens of parts of Ontario make one

weep and shiver; weep at the suffering and loss al-

ready caused by indifference and negligence, and

shiver at the certain prospect of even worse disaster

unless proper measures are promptly taken. Let a

few M.P.'s go up the T. & N. 0., look over the scenes

of former fires, get a first-hand description from sur-

vivors of what Hell is, and perhaps they would not

be content to consider their duty discharged by

keeping a chair warm in Toronto. It is said that the

principal trouble with a lazy man is that he is dead,

but can't be buried. The case of the ear-to-the-

ground legislator who is indifferent to the real need

of his country is even worse.

Let Ontario put some "pep" in her forest protec-

tion policy and get some real authority and discipline

into forest patrol. Here is a chance for real service

from and for some returned soldiers from the For-

estry Corps.

THERE IS SOMETHING IN THIS IDEA.
Editor of Pulp & Paper Magazine:

Sir, — Is a centrallj^-loeated, academically-populat-

ed, university-inoculated research bureau the last

word in industrial research? There is much to be

said for it; but does such an atmosphere, and do such
personalities get the "hang" of what is wanted in ac-

tual production?
Take beating. Great and awe-inspiring words

have been written about this operation, and some
work has been done as to effects, but these seem mere-
ly to have verified the surmises and confirmed the
practices of the old papermakers. What has been
done whereby Kipling's friend, who learned English
from a "Chinese cook in a Lancashire coal-mine," can
tell when to run his stock to the stuff chest? The
research man should investigate .such a problem right

on the spot.

The Honorary Advisory Council has urged the Gov-
ernment to erect and equip a central building for re-

search at Ottawa, and it is to provide laboratories
and opportunity for certain fellows, university grad-
uates only and "trained for research," to carry on
scientific investigations.

That is fine—but why confine the fellowships to
such purely academic gentlemen, or rather, gentle-

boys? "Why not give them, in the study of such indus-
trial problems as come before them, the companion-
ship and co-operation of men trained in the mills to
meet the stern necessities for research which arise

from day to day, and in the problems that must be
solved ere the work can proceed? The man in the
mill has done the trench work of industrial research

;

he ought to share in the glory. It may be said that
there are few mill men fitted for that kind of work.
"We have the word of Doctor Macallum that there
were mighty few of the simon-pure researchers lo-

cated, either!

Yours very truly,

(Signed) T. LINSEY CROSSLEY.

We think so, too, although the presence of said

academicians might cause steric hindrance and so

affect the orientation of the practical man as serious-

ly' to retard the reaction. On the other hand, it

seems more likely that the presence of the man who
understands what ought to be accomplished would

act as a catalyzer. The central research bureau is all

right. It requires the university iuoculation in most

cases to give one an appreciation of detail and ac-

curacy of observation that few mill men understand,

or have the patience to apply. The presence of the

mill man is not only desirable, but well-nigh essen-

tial. One of the strongest points in the plan for the

rehabilitation of the Forest Products Laboratories,

was to have expert pulp and paper makers either on

the spot or regularly available. A central bureau

should make the same provision.

One of the duties of the bureau should be to "train

for research" and it would be a most excellent thing

if we could so train a few of the wide-awake youths
ill our mills who have been cooking pulp, making li-

quor or mixing size, and are itching to know more

about it, and to make the work easier and the pro-

duct better. Give them a chance, too, we say.

Let's hear from someone else.

The proposition for a municipal paper mill for

Winnipeg is meeting opposition from the Board of

Trade. If such an organization lacks faith in the

ability of the community to conduct such an activ-

ity the idea is doomed. The Board of Trade doubt-

less considers that the business engagements of a

city should be limited to public service activities.

That is perhaps the best way to look at the matter,

and leave competitive business to private enterprize.

As we have already remarked, if any city could run
a paper mill, Winnipeg should be capable of it. As
to whether such action is good policy there is consid-

erable question. Most experience indicates that it is

not.

The announcement of a net profit of nearly 14 per

cent by Howard Smith Paper Mills shows that Can-

ada can make high grade papers to the satisfaction

of both customers and shareholders. There is still

room for expansion, especially in better grades of

wood pulp papers and specialties.

A REAL EMPLOYEE.
"Do you see that young fellow over there?" said

the manager of the factory. "He's made up his mind
that some day he is going to get my job away from
me."

"Is that so? I shouldn't think you'd keep him
around here then."

"Great Scott, man! I'd be mighty lucky if every

fellow in this plant had the same idea.
'

'—Spanish River

News.
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Distribution pf Electrical Power in Pulp and Paper Mills*

By E. B. WABDLE, Engineer, Laurentide Company.

The mills of the Laurentide Company, Limited, are

almost unique among mills of their class in that all

machinery of every description is driven by electric

motoi-s with the exception of the automatic stokers

for the coal burning boilers. This company there-

fore is peculiarly well adapted to determine the

power consumed bj^ its machinery.

The nominal daily production of the mills is about

as follows: Groundwood, 240 tons; sulphite, 170

tons; newsprint, 215 tons; cardboard and wrappers,

50 tons.

Naturally, the total power consumed varies with

the quality and quantity of the product of the mills.

The average total power consumed during 1917 was

at the rate of 21,000 h.p., and during the first nine

months of 1918, was at the rate of 21,600 h.p. The ten

minute peaks are ordinarily about 20% above the

average. These figures are electrical horse-powers

measured at the 6,600 volt bus-bars in the power sta-

tion adjoining the plant, and therefore include all

line-losses, step-down transformer-losses and losses

in motors.

Considerable attention was paid, when the plant

was equipped with motors in 1915, to efficiency of

motors, and at least one motor of each different rat-

ing was fully tested out at the factory before ship-

ment. It is therefore possible, in any individual case

where it is deemed advisable, to determine the ac-
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tual brake horse-power required to drive any particu-

lar machine. Generally speaking, however, only the

electrical horse-power input to motors is considered,

and all power consumption figures given below are

on this basis.

Power for Grinders.

There are seven 2,800 h.p. motors, 240 r.p.m. at 60

cycles, each driving two magazine-type pulp grinders

having stones 62" nominal diameter by 54" face, and
using 4ft. wood. The total production capacity of

the grinders naturally varies with operating condi-

tions. One pair of grinders, under ordinary condi-

tions of wood supply, power, and market, remains

idle as a spare.

The average daily production of each stone under

present conditions is about 20 tons. An average for

a month of 24 tons per stone, with a corresponding

input to motor of 55 h.p. per ton has been attained,

but the operating department has concluded that for

their requirements, a finer grade of pulp is more de-

sirable, to meet the particular conditions of tliis

plant.

Chart 1 shows the electrical h.p. input per ton, and
the tonnage of pulp per stone by months, from De-

cember, 1916, to September, 1918, both inclusive.

It will be noted from this chart that the rate of

power input for grinding has been increased, as in-

dicated above. The results of operation to date seem

to indicate that a power consumption at the rate of

between 65 brake h.p. and 70 brake h.p. per ton per

day is advisable to produce the quality of pulp best

suited for requirements for newsprint. This simply

confirms the figures that have been used for many
years in the best engineering practice.

Chart 2 is a typical 24-hour power chart for one

grinder motor. The scale is such that four amperes

on the chart is equivalent to about 2,730 electrical

horse-power input to motor.

The cylinder pressure is regulated by a governor,

so designed that the pressure for grinding varies in-

versely with the input current to the motor,^ Theo-

^ Described by 6. W. Dickson, in this magazine,

Jan. 2, 1919, p. 5, in his article "The Manufacture of

Groundwood Pulp."

•Address delivered at the annual meeting of the

Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association, Montreal, Jan. 30-31, 1919. Chart n.
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retically, the power eaii he held to elosely approxim-

ate a desired amount, hut in praetice it is found that

no appreciahle harm is done hy allowing the power

to vary oonsiderahly helow a predetermined maxi

mum, in short, the -jrovernor is purposely allowed to

be somewhat slujr?ish in opening the pressure valve.

This consequently does not produce the more sudden

and violent strains on piping, cylinders and coni'ct

-

tions that would occur if the governor was made

more sensitive in action in opening the pressure

valve.

Power for Paper Machines.

The power consumed hy other departments of pulp

and paper mills varies considerahly with such mat-

ters as location with reference to water supply, sys-

tems of handling stock, kind of type of machinery, as

well as operating conditions, and therefore no hard

and fast rule for power requirements per ton of pro-

duction can be laid down.
Chart 3 shows the average horse power per ton of

production and capacity used by six news machines

for the period of December, 1916, to September, 1918,

both inclusive. The dotted line shows the combined

efficiencv of all six news machines for the period.
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of 21.') tons ])er day. The following table gives

detailed figures from wliich the chart was made

(A)—GKOrXDWOOl) DEPARTMENT.
1.
—
"Wood preparing 67 h.p. per

2.—Grinding 67.00 ^' ||

3.—Screening 2.17

4.—Pumping 2.38
;).—Deckers, wet machines, water

supply, ventilating fans

and miscellaneous .90

the

up:

Speed.
610-622 ft. per min.

614-627 " " "

610-622 " "

496-508 " "

618-630 " "

616-628 " " "

Total 73.12 ". " "

(K)_srLPHITE DEPARTMENT.
1.—Acid plant and wood pre-

paring 2.09 h.p. per ton.

2.—Screening 2.06 "

3.—Pumping 2.38
4.—Refining system, wet ma-

chines, water supply and
miscellaneous 2.16 " " "

The following table shows the size and speed of

the machines:

—

Width of Wire.

Machine #2 120"

#3 90"

#4 110"

#5 124"

#6 124"

#7 100"

The average weight of sheet was 24" x 36"—32.7

lbs. The figures from which the above chart is made
were taken from actual watt-hour meter readings

and divided by the actual tonnage figures for each

month, and are therefore higher than the actual

brake h.p. by possibly o% or more. The figures in-

clude power to drive all parts of the machines them-

selves, together with the screens, pumps and stuff

chest agitators, also the exhaust fans from the dryer

hoods.

Power Distribution by Departments.
The Laurentide Company's plant can probably be

considered fairly typical of many paper and pulp
mills having a well rounded out equipment.

Chart 4 shows graphically the distribution of

power in a balanced newsprint mill with a capacity

Total 8.69

(C I—NEWSPRINT DEPARTMENT
1.—Paper machines, including

machine chests, pumps
exhaust fans

2.—Beaters, jordans, Jordan
chests and pumps, white
water pump, finishing

room machinery, roll grind-

er, ventilating fans and
miscellaneous . .

'.

7.80 h.p. per ton.

4.39

Total 12.19 " " "

(D)—AUXILIARIES AND REPAIR DEPART-
MENT:

1.—Air compressors, machine shop, pipe

shop, pattern shop, planing mill, vil-

lage water supplv and miscellaneous.. 290 h.p.

2.—Steam plant . . .

.' 90 "

3.—Mill lighting 110 "
4.—Current to employees' houses 2.50 "

Total 740 "

On the basis of 83.1%, of groundwood, and 23.0%
of sulphite, the total power for a similar plant of 215

tons of newsprint per day would figure up 78.3 h.p.

per ton, or about 16,840 h.p. total.

Not including the 6,600 volt motors driving grind-

ers and water supply pumps, and a few direct current
motors operating cranes and hoists, there are 205 550-

volt motor.s of sizes up to 350 h.p.. with a total rat-

ing of about 8,600 h.p.

All motors of 25 h.p. and up are equipped with am-
meters, and the more important feeder circuits are

also equipped with watt-hour meters. These instru-

ments have proved to be of great assistance, and in

fact they are almost essential to the safe and effi-

cient operation of motors and machinery. They
are also of use in distributing the cost of power along
the different departments.

Tests should always follow the installation of new
motors or any radical changes of drives or other con-

ditions affecting motors, in order to be sure that the
motor is suitable for the work, and that the installa-

tion has been properly made. Low loads on large
motors generally mean low power-factor on the sys-
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tern, aiul coiitiiiuously excessive overloads are ruin-

ous to any motor. Chart 5 shows a form of motor
test report which has been found very convenient.

The proper inspection and care of motors is of

course a necessity for efficient operation. One in-

.spector, with one assistant, takes all care of inspec-

tion and oiling: for the 28,000 h.p. of motors at the

Laurentide plant. The records show that the total

oil required hy all the motors in the plant is a little

less than 5 ofallons per month.
Shut downs and loss of production by reason of

motor troubles are practically unknown in a well

designed and well cared for installation. The only

motor repairs duringr the three years of all electrical

operation has been the rewinding of one 60 h.p. mo-
tor. The direct cause of the trouble having been a

belt that was put on too tight. Practically the only

trouble with up-to-date motor equipments is caused

by the wear on contact points of motor starters. It

is felt that some of the trouble is due to abuse of

the starters, and that .some of it can be overcome by
improvements in design. The trouble, of course, is

a cause of more annoyance than it is of expense.

Mr. Sabbaton, who was in the chair, said: I think
the final result which Mr. Wardle gives us showing
the amount of power consumed by the various de-

partments in making a ton of paper is perhaps in-

teresting, and will be a good final record for any
one to compare with, or to use in the design of new
power plants for pulp and paper mills.

Mr. Stadler added : I was probably one of the first

ones here who had the opportunit.v of reading over
the paper of Mr. Wardle 's on Power Distribiition.

which I think will be a very valuable addition to

your literature of Technical Details, because in re-

viewing my own collection, which has numerous n orks
in it. I find there is nothing on hand which is more
complete than the paper just given by Mr. Wai'dle.
The previous observations were very much guess
work in the power estimates; hut T am pleased to

note that some of the estimates which Avere given
previously come very close.

However, there is one thing which I caimot quite

grasp in the paper, and that is on the subject of

wood preparing, which is included in the pulp mills.

What is included? Does that include your barking
drums, or merely the wood conveyers? How do vou
distribute it. You are barking in the summer time
only, as far as I know.

Mr. Wardle concluded the discussion : That is the

point that I thought might have to be explained, and
I should perhaps have put it in my paper. It is a
hard point to explain, unless one went into a whole
lot of details; otherwi.se, you cannot show how the
power is used. As a matter of fact, we thought best

at the end to lump the whole power, summer and
winter, and divide it up in proportion, which be-

longed to the ground wood. We have five tumbling
barrels, and the.v run from four and a half to five

months; the}' require about 250 h.p. The balance
is conveyers, which run all the year round, and a few
hand barkers to do the trimming up, and the inci-

dental use of power. We figure the average horse-

power per ton throughout the year.

DISCUSSION OF MR. STADLER S PAPER,
The Application of Power in the Newsprint

Industry.

It is api)ropriate at this point to review the discus-

sion of Mr. Stadler 's paper, which was read during
the same session as that of Mr. Wardle, and ^rhich
was published in the Pulp and Paper Magazine, Jan.
30, 1919. The discussions of the papers read by Prof.
Krieblc and Dr. Nielsen will be printed in the near
future.

Mr. Stadler concluded his paper by saying : I have

MOTOR TEST
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given you my views on certain installations. I have

started the study in our own plant, and I have given

you some illustrations and certain applications which

we have adopted and have found satisfactory. Now,
that is all I think I can do, and I thank you for your

attention.

Water Power vs. Electricity.

Mr. Pounsford asked a question. It is mentioned in

this paper that an electrically driven unit is absolute-

ly the coming thing. I would like to know if Mr.
Stadler has any figures on what the cost of power
per electrically driven unit i^, and whether it can

compete with the turbine driven unit, referring par-

ticularly to grinders.

Mr. Stadler answered : As far as this country is

concerned, with the possible exception of u«;ing an en-

gine for your paper machine drive and using exhaust

steam for the drying, it seems to me you must have a

pretty peculiar location if you cannot find electrical

power cheaper than steam. You can get electric

power at a very reasonable figure, and I would not

want to say that there is any^vhere in th's part of

Canada that I know of v.here you could put iip a

steam plant to compete with the liydro electric instal-

lation.

I think you will find that electrical power is also

cheaper than hydraulic power, if you want to inalre

a good installation: I think you will find the time for

direct connecting turbines with grinders is past. As
far as the cost is concerned, it is very simple to fig-

ure. You know what efficiency you have in your
power transmission, and yoii know what the condi-

tions will be in a hydraulic plant. If von biiild a

hydraulic plant, you stick it down in a hole, but if

electric, you put it in a suitable location. Your
building cost becomes less in the long run. than if

you put your plant in a location that is not readily
accessible.

T think if -we come right down to it, the way to
build paper mills is to develop power as a hydro-elec-
tric pro.iect. and then build the mill at a place which
is most suitable from the operating and shipping
point of view.

Steam Power vs. Electricity.

Mr. Keay asked if. in comparing steam driven and
electrically driven machinery, it is necessary to add
a considerable amount of live steam to the exhaust
steam in order to furnish sufficient drying capacity.

Mr. Stadler replied : In connection with steam-
driven paper machines, it is a question of simple pro-

portion, of what demand you anticipate. Tn other
words, T do not see the necessity for putting an ex-
pensive double expansion engine on the drive, be-

cause if vou do that, you reduce the steam consump-
tion to the paper machine, and you increase the cost,

but at the sam^ time you have to use live steam for
dryins-. Therefore, why not adopt the simpler of

the two and put a simplex engine there and make up
on the drvin? element out of the additional live steam
vou would otherwise reouire. You always should
hnvp a certain amount of live steam—you should have
a factor of safetr—because in the summer time, ivhen
your stpam renuirements are rather low, you initrht

otherwisp have too much steam on the engine, which
is a wasteful proposition, but for simplicity .ind Inw
first cost, T favor the simplest type of 'ngine. and as
far as construction from an engineer's point of \ lew
^the best make you can buy.

1 think, in operating under back pressure, you
would probably have a steam consumption of per-

haps fort.v pounds per horse power.

My object in giving this paper was to obtain a lit-

tle information for myself. I know a mill not far

from here, which is using a lot of electrically connect-

ed units, using hand couplings on their grinders, and
I would like to know something about those in order

that we will be a little wiser ourselves.

Regarding Band Couplings.

The Yice-riiairiunn : Mr. Sabbaton asked whe-
ther, at the Laurcntide Company, any trouble has de-

veloped where a stone bi-eakage has occurred. Mr.
Stadler, in his paper, asks whether the motor stops,

or whether the connecting couplings give out, or

what happens.

^Fr. Mason said : "We have had several stones break,

but the flexible couplintrs have not given us any
trouble. This. I think, is due to the fact of the hu-

man equation entering into it, as we have a safety

switch which the operators can throw off before any
harm comes to the machinery. I know in one in-

stance this happened, but whether the band broke or

not T am not sure, but there has been absolutely no
trouble due to the fact that we use band couplings,

and T think the opinion is that should we duplicate

our present plant we would use the band fouplings.

T would not say it was necessary, but it gives you
another safety factor. You are liable to have a

binding in your grinder. They are always liable to

get out of alignment.

Mr. Stadler asked : Is it not the general experience,

if your shaft should become a little eccentric your
band would wear out rapidly?

Mr. jMason : "We never had one. You want to make
a good installation with a band coupling. You say
that we would not need it, then, that is a matter of

personal opinion.

The Yice-Chairman said: I believe Mr. Stadler has
hit the nail on the head. In a ma.iority of the cases

where grinders were connected direct to the water
wheel, the bearings were of a very poor type, and
were often lubricated by squirting water upon them,
and in many instances the water u.sed contained fine

sand or grit. On this account the bearings lasted but
a very short time. Rigid couplings were used and
the shafts got out of alignment and one of two things

happened, either something broke, or the .shaft was
run UTitil it became crystallized and broke. Now, we
have gone to the other extreme, and have but in a

very much better type of bearing with our electric

motor, and in addition to that, we have put in the

flexible couplings.

T quite see "Mr. Stadler 's point, and I think it is

mighty well taken. If you put in the best type of

bfju'iig you know how to set and kr'cp the beailuus
in line, he is quite ris'lit in saying that it is an open
question whether the flexible coupling is as necessary
as it might have been in the old type of installation.

I think it is open to discussion. It undoubtedly re-

quires n ;igger room, that is, more space is required
Avhere the flexible couplings are used, and it is ex-

pensive to install, to say nothing of the up-keep,
which in the partieiilar case as mentioned by Mr.
"Mason has happened to amount to nothing. ''Ut which
misrht have been considerable, and also to have
caused a considerable amount of trouble.

Mr. Stadler continued : The point I want to em-
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phasize is, that I assume that every plant wants to

simplify its installation, therefore if we could make
paper without machinery it would be an ideal thinj^.

but our aim is to cut out everything we don't want,

and for that reason I have mentioned the elastic

couplings. If you are a little doubtful as to whe-

ther you need an elastic coupling or not, I would re-

commend that j'ou leave as large a space as possible

between the bearing and the coupling on the smaller

shaft, thus permitting the shaft to deflect somewhat,

without causing stresses which would induce crys-

tallization. We have been building our mills a litt'e

too crowded. Some of the later constructions are

better, especially at the Laurentide; there they have
made a marvelous installation.

Mr. Wardle said : I want to confirm what the chair-

man has said about the couplings. The main reason

that they were put in was because we always had
trouble with the old-style coupling on account of

poor shaft alignment. The flexible coupling which
we put in in the new installation, three years ago or

more, is a band type with a continuous belt around
the periphery of the coupling, which is probably five

foot six or so in diameter, and has caused us no trou-

ble whatever, as far as I know, through the shaft

getting out of alignment. The 'hearings are excel-

lent. We have had no trouble with them at all. We
hardly know we have any bearings on the Trind-

ers or the motors. The bearings are always cool, and
we have no trouble Avith either of them.

In regard to the flexible couplings, none of them
have ever broken. The grinders are set up in two
units to one motor, and the outer grinder is connect-

ed to the inner grinder by means of a clamp eo'.ip-

ling, and one time the stone broke on the outer
grinder, and this coupling simply split right in two.

That is the only trouble we have had with the instal-

lation at all. The flexible couplings have great
strength ; the shaft next to the motor is about twelve
inches in diameter, and it is almost impossible to ex-

pect any flexibility at that point.

If we had to put in the same installation, I think
we would again put in the flexible couplings. You
get rid of a lot of the vibration between the stones

and the motor, which sometimes amounts to a lot.

Mr. Van De Carr concluded the discussion: I don't
iicHeve we could have operated our ]>lant as well

without this coupling because *he flexibility allows

us a few degrees of rotation oi^ the motor before we
start to turn the grinder, and we do that every tirae.

We hack up the motor and the motion that the motor
gets before it takes up the grinder shaft is enough to

overcome the heavy starting tongue required, and I

don't think you could get away from it otherwise

without unloading your magazine. In this instance

Ave have gotten a benefit where the designer did not
realize the need of it. It turned out a very fortun-

ate circumstance.

An arrangement has been arrived at between the

manufacturers of book and writing papers and the

r'anadian Paper Trade Association in connection with
the sale of case lots of paper. When a printer or

other consumer purchases a case lot weighing ap-

iirnximatelv .500 pounds, it must be all of one color,

size, weight and grade. If the purchaser desires more
than one size, or color, or weight of the same grade,

he must buy at least 1,000 pounds or two cases in

order to secure an assortment. This regulation will be

adhered to in the future.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF B. C. FOREST ACT
AIMED AT DEVELOPMENT OF PULP &

PAPER INDUSTRY.

Vancouver, B.C., Feb. 26, 1919.—The Honorable T.

D. Pattullo, Minister of Mines for B.C., introduced in

the Legislature at Victoria on February 25, a Bill

carrying several important amendments to the For-

est Act. Timber that is covered by the timber li-

cense and where the timber is considered more valu-

able for pulp purposes this license may be converted

into a pulp license, that is, if the holder complies with

the statutory regulations and erects a pulp plant at

a value of $300,000.

Where any site is wanted for industrial purposes,

and that site is on land covered by the existing tim-

ber license, provision is made for valuing of such

timber. The Government is taking the power to

grant a further renewal on a license that has expired

owing to non-payment of current fees and such re

newal to be granted for a period of one year with
an extra penalty attached. To reduce the fire risk

and to insure proper disposal of slasli, a provision is

made whereby the cost of destroying the slash shall

be borne by a Forest Protection Fund, and the opera-

tor, each to pay one half.

Company Towns.
In this act the majority of the privileges formerly

enjoyed by "Company Towns" in B.C. are to be abol-

ished. The general public will h.avj practically as

free access to these towns, hereafter, as ii" they were
under ordinary municipality regulations. It will be

required that all owners of every "company town"
in the future will file with the Department of Lands
n maj) showing all roads and streets. Although the

company town does not lose its property right, at

the same time all roads and streets will be open in

the ordinary way, but the company has the power
reserved to it to close such streets whenever the land
is required for company purposes.

Should transportation to and from any company
town be wholly or in part by water, a safe and con-

venient Avharf is required to be maintained by the

company, which shall have approaches for passen-

ger and freight traffic. The Lieutenant-Governor-
in-Council may fix the fee payable by outsiders for

use of such wharf. The penalty for violation of the

act is fixed at a fine not exceeding $-500, with a fur-

ther penalty of $20 for each day during which the

offence continues.

The act mentioned above referring to "Company
towns" will be of interest to many readers of the

Pulj- and Paper Magazine, as this has been very
much discussed question in B. C, and has caused
considerable trouble to all concerned. Should this

act be put in force it will, without doubt, assist in

the settlement of many arguments, both legal and
otherwise, M'hich have arisen over the authority
Avhieh companies Have formerly had over company
towns.

Brig.-Gen. J. B. White is back at his desk in the
Riordon offices in ^Montreal, and is srathering the reins

of his woods department. Gen. White savs the pulp-
wood situation for his compauA' looks all right. He
believes the experience of Canadian foresters in

Fviince will be helpful in conducting woods operations
on this side. There will be something more to say
about this good soldier next week.
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MILL STOCKS OF PAPER IN THE U. S.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the end of the

period Avith the average production for January, the

Federal Trade Commission states that:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly less than 1

week's output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 2

•weeks' output.

Paperboard uiill stocks equal slightly less than 2

weeks' output.

"Wrapping paper mill stocks eciual slightly more

than 4 weeks' output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than li/o

week's output.

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 51/2

weeks' output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

1 week's output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal almost 3 weeks' out-

put.

Felt and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

more than 21/2 weeks' output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly

more than 31/2 weeks' output.

There was a marked increase in the stocks of all

grades except newsprint, hanging and miscellaneous

specialties. The opening inventory on newsprint

was considerably reduced by the adjustments made
at the beginning of the year.

THE NEWSPRINT MARKET FOR JANUARY, 1919.

Reports from 34 domestic manufacturers operating

55 newsprint mills are given out by the Federal

Trade Commission.
The total time the 152 newsprint machines were

idle decreased about 17 per cent over the preceding

five-weeks' period. Nearly all time lost was due to

repairs.

The gain in production for the first five weeks of

1919 compared with the first five weeks of 1918

amounts to 18,510 tons of total print, and 15,306 tons

of standard news.

The December imports of newsprint were 3,274

tons less than for December, 1917. Exports for De-

cember were 6,115 tons less than for December, 1917.

The December imports of mechanically ground
wood pulp were 6,487 tons less than for December,
1917. Exports of domestic wood pulp were 4.054 tons

less than for December, 1917.

The imports of chemical wood pulp for December,
1918, were 11,829 tons more than the imports for De-
cember, 1917. The bulk of this tonnage was un-

bleached sulphite from Canada.
There was an increase of 3,689 tons in publishers"

stocks during the period. Eighty-three publishing
concerns held about 70 per cent of the total stocks
at the end of the month.

Jobbers' stocks of both rolls and sheets increased
during the period. Commitments to sell roll news were
12,888 tons greater than commitments to huy. Com-
mitments to huy sheet news were 701 tons greater
than commitments to sell.

Prices.

Jobbers' quotations for Januarv show n slight in-

crease in prices.

Eighty-three new contracts for newsprint aggre-
gating 108,954 tons were reported by manufacturers
during January. Practically one-half of this ton-
nage was sold at the Federal Trade Commission

price. The bulk of the remainder ranged from $3.75

to $4.00 for rolls f.o.b. mill in car lots. No now con-

tracts for sheets were reported.

Current shipments of roll news were at prices I'ang-

ing from .$3.75 to $4.50. Current shipments of sheet

news were at prices ranging from $4.00 to $5.00 per

100 lbs. f.o.b. mill in car lots.

More than 51 per cent, of the snliihite receipts

(news grade) on contracts ranged from $70 to $80

per ton f.o.b. mill. The bulk of the remaiiidfr ranged
higher in price. More than 48 per cent of the cur-

rent receipts ranged from $80 to $90 per ton f.o.b.

mill. Tlie bulk of the remainder was lower in price.

About 48 per cent of the contract receipts of ground
wood pulp ranged from $25 to $35 per ton. The re-

mainder ranged higher in price. About 96 per cent

of the current receipts of ground wood pulp ranged
from $40 to $50 per ton. The remainder ranged low-

er in price.

GIVING EMPLOYMENT TO RETURNED SOLDIERS.
In the matter of giving employment to returned

soldiers, the paper box manufacturers of Toronto have
taken an advanced co-operative step, which is being
favorably referred to. "W". P. Bennett, President of the

Rudd Paper Box Co. and '\''ice-President of the Can-
adian Paper Box Manufacturers' Association, has an
important plan which, instead of being a union of em-
ployees is rather a union of manufacturers. Every
employee that returns from the war will get his .iob

back as far as it is possible to give it to him. If it is

not feasible to place him in his own factory, Mr. Ben-
nett will hand the returned soldier, who has worked
at paper box making, a printed card on which is a list

of the paper box manufacturers of Toronto, where
he may be able to secure work. There are fourteen

firms on the list and a note at the bottom states that

the paper box industry provided steady work and good
wages with attractive and sanitary surroundings. The
Rudd Paper Box Co. first tries to supply the applicant

with work and if it cannot do so, he is given the card

and if he cannot find a position at any of the factories,

he is then advised to call at the government employ-

ment bureau. The cards have been sent to all the

paper box plant's in Toronto and all the proprietors

have promised to help in the undertaking. Mr. Ben-

nett believes if every other industry organizes into

such a union of employers and co-operation is exer-

cised, that a big move will be effected in solving the

problems of reconstruction and placing the returned

men in jobs.

RIORDON STATEMENT.
The annual statement of the Riordon Pulp and Pa-

per Co. shows net returns on common stock after de-

ducting preferred dividends, and other charges are

18 per cent, as compared with 21.4 per cent for 1917.

Ti is interesting to note that the statement refers to

common stock, the income from which is available

for bonus distribution to employees, amounting to

$290,880. The earnings were somewhat lower than in

1917, but larger than in 1916. Depreciation in the

1918 report includes provision for exhausted timber

areas.

Riordon 's protege, the Ticonderoga Pidp and Pa-

per Company, also shows a decline in profits for 1918.

but 56 per cent on capital is hardly a cause for tears.

The item of wages is $77,000 above the figure for

1917, and net working capital was greatly decreased.
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Soda Pulp Manufacture
By E. SUTERMEISTER, S. D. Warren Co., West-

brook, Me.

(Continued from page 218.)

In Part 1, Mr. Sutermeister discussed the prepara-
tion and composition of the cooking liquor.

PART 2.

Recovery of Lime.

The lime mud after washing out the soda is in most
plants a waste product though there is in some cases

a small local demand for agricultural or other pur-

poses. In many places its disposal is quite a serious

problem and this, as well as the hope of making a sav-

ing in the cost of lime, has led to numerous attempts to

reburn the lime and use it over again. The equipment
reqAiired for this process which is now in successful

operation in several pulp mills as well as in beet sugar
and alkali works, is practically the same as that used
in burning cement. The wet lime mud, which is freed

from water as much as possible by settling or prefer-

ably by filtration is fed into one end of a rotary kiln

through which it gradually passes, and in which it is

heated to the desired temperature by the combustion

of natural or artificial gas. The products of com-

bustion passing over the wet lime mud dry the latter

and are themselves so reduced in temperature that

verj' little heat is wasted. Practical experience has

shown that a kiln 7 ft. in diameter and 120 ft. long is

sufficient for burning 35 to 40 tons of lime per day,

while for capacities between 20 and 30 tons a kiln 6

ft. by 100 ft. is ample. If the lime mud is fed to the

kiln containing 45% of moisture the fuel consumption

per ton of lime burned will be about 9.500 cu. ft. of

natural gas or 675 lbs. of coal in the producers if

producer gas is used. Local conditions which make it

impossible to reduce the wet mud to 45% water will,

of course, greatly increase the fuel consumption. The
cost of recovery depends much on local conditions, but

it has been estimated that with coal at $2.75 per ton

the cost in a 30 ton plant would be about $2.00-$2.25

per ton of recovered lime.-

During the cycle of operations the lime takes \ip a

certain amount of impurities so that it is not practical

to use it over and over indefinitely. It has been found

necessary to remove about 10% from the circuit regu-

larly in order to hold the impurities to a constant

amount. In one plant using producer gas as a fuel

it was found that in passing once through the kiln

three pounds of impurities were picked up for each

100 lbs. of available calcium oxide. Analysis of the

lime mud used and of the lime made from it showed
the following amounts of impurities for every 100 lbs.

of calcium oxide.

Reclaimed
Mud. lime.

Magnesia, MgO 1-3 1.1

Iron and Alumina, Fefi, and AIjOj. . . 0.9 2.6

Sodium oxide, Na,0 1.6 1.1

Sulphur trioxide, SO3 0.2 0.7

Silica. SiO, 0.7 2.2

These impurities are largely derived from the fire

brick lining of the kiln and are probably held me-
chanically since they reduce the causticizing value of

the lime by only 2 per cent. If powdered coal is used
instead of gas, as in some of the first experiments,
as much as 6 per cent of impurities are added each
time through the kiln and in this case they are evi-

dently combined chemically with the lime as the caus-

ticizing value of the lime is reduced by fully 18%.
The following analyses from another plant, using na-
tural gas as fuel, show the composition of the lime
used and that of the recovered lime, the latter being
the average of samples taken during a period of six

weeks.

New Recovered
lime. lime.

Calcium carbonate, CaCOj 4.48 3.91
Iron and Alumina, FcoOa and AI2O3. . 0.15 1.62

Silica, SiO '
0.16 0.70

Calcium oxide, CaO 92.00 89.58
Magnesia, MgO 2.62 1.96

Undetermined 0.59 2.23

Here as in the previous case the increase in impuri-

ties is very largel.v caused by the kiln lining.

The recovered lime is obtained from the kiln in the

form of small, rounded, slightly oval lumps ranging
in size from that of a hen's egg down to dust. It is

often slightly yellowish or greenish in color due to the

impurities noted above, and it slakes a little slower

than good rock lime.

Cooking Operations: Principles and Practice.

The chemical principles upon which this process

depends are the solvent power of the caustic soda for

certain constituents of the wood and the hydrolysis

of other constituents resulting in the formation of

products of an acid nature which are then brought
into solution as salts of soda. Both of these pro-

cesses neutralize the alkali and render it valueless

for further work until it is regenerated. The reac-

tions taking place are very drastic in their nature,

and the degradation of the woody constituents is far

more complete than for similar constituents dissolved

by the .sulphite process. The reaction with caustic

soda starts at comparatively low temperatures as is

shown by the fact that finely divided poplar wood,
when treated with a 3.3% solution of caustic soda for

24 hours at 25° C, lost 20.3% of its weight. Higher
temperatures still further enhance the solvent power
of the alkali and greatly increase the speed with
which it works.

The cooking operation in actual practice is a very
simple one; as soon as the digester is charged steam
is turned on and the pressure raised to the desired
point as rapidly as possible, and maintained to the
end of the cook. During the period of bringing up
to pressure it is customary to blow off, from the top

4.7 7.7

-For further details of this problem see Paper, Nov.
17, 1915; Jour. Ind. & Eng. Chem., 1914, p. 937, and
Paper Trade Jour., Oct. 14, 1915.
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of the digester, the air whieh is present, and which if

not removed would introduce an error into the

pressure {lauge record. This air which is "re-

lieved" is derived in part from that present in the

chips, and in part from the space not filled with chips

and liquor on charfjins- The relief of air is general-

ly not necessary in the rotai\v type of digester.

While the cooking process is apparently a simple

one there are in reality a number of factors which

may have a decided influence on the results ob-

tained. Uniformity of cooking, with the production

of the maximum yield of satisfactory fibre, therefore

depends upon the projicr adjustment of these variable

factors, and a knowledge of the influence of each is

essential to intelligent work. A study of each in-

dividual factor is obviously impossible on a large

scale where the stock produced could not be conveni-

ently weighed and sampled for moisture in order to

determine the yield and where the cooking condi-

tions cannot be accurately controlled because of var-

iations in steam pressure, and other plant factors.

The study is therefore best carried out in the labora-

tory where it is possible to control all conditions and
work with far greater accuracy, and the following

discussion is based largely on such work carried out

bj- the writer. All of the experiments were made
with poplar chips, and all yields are expressed as per-

centages of bone dry fibre on bone dry wood.

ft"'-

.^ in 4-

'
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6.— Effect of Steam Press on Yield.

The effect of changes in steam pressure ,or, which
is the same thing, the temperature of cooking, is il-

lustrated by the curve in Fig. 6, which shows both
the yield, and the bleach required to bring the fibre

to a standard color. It is very evident that the yield

is very greatly affected by the steam pressure em-
ployed, but that the bleaching properties are prac-

tically unaffected. Throughout the range of the ex-

periments there is a nearly constant decrease of about

2% in yield for each 10 lbs. increase in steam pres-

sure. Tests on a semi-commercial scale, using a cook-

ing charge of about 400 pounds of chips, gave a j'ield

curve which was nearly parallel to that shown though
the actual yields were 8

—

9% higher. This differ-

ence in yield seems to be characteristic of the differ-

ence between a digester heated by the direct intro-

duction of steam and a laboratory digester heated by
the application of a gas flame.

The influence of the initial concentration of the

cooking liquor is shown in Fig. 7, which indicates

il|Miiiuiiiii|li!iliU|fjllilll||luumi[l

Si

Fig. 7.— Effect of Liquor Concentration on Yield.

that reducing the concentration increases the yield

slightl.y. This factor is not so important as that of

steam pressure since an increase from 80 to 100 grams
per litre decreases the yield by only 1.4%. This fac-

tor is quite closely connected in actual operations

with variations of moisture in the wood used or of

wetness of the steam supply. An increase in the mois-

ture in either of these will correspondingly dilute the

cooking liquor and increase the yield. This has also

been demonstrated by experiments of the Forest Ser-

vice, the results of which clearly showed that in-

creased condensation increased the yield while at the

same time slightly improving the bleaching proper-

ties of the fibre. Tests with chips containing vary-

ing percentages of moisture from 3 to 23% have
shown that the yield is practically unaffected if this

is taken into account and the strength of liquor ad-

justed to correspond, again indicating that it is not

the amount of moisture in the wood in itself, but its

influence on the cooking liquor which causes the

variations.

One of the most important factors in its influence

on j'ield and on the bleaching qualities of the pulp
is the amount of caustic soda employed. Figure 8

shows the influence of changing the amount added
in steps from 22 to 50% on the bone dry weight of

the wood. With the lower amounts of caustic the

yield is lii^li, but the bleaching properties of the pulp

g^r

Fig. 8.— Effect on Yield and B leach Consumption of Caus-
tic Added.
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are verj' unsatisfactory. "When 24% of caustic soda
is used the bleach required reaches a reasonable fig-

ure, while in the interval between 24 and 32% of

caustic soda it decreases rapidly, and beyond 32%,
increases in caustic have very little influence on the

bleach required. In regard to yield of fibre it is evi-

dent that below a certain amount, which is deter-

mined by the character of the wood used, decreasing

the caustic added largely increases the yield, while

on the other hand increasing it beyond a certain

point has comparativel}^ little effect as the cellulose

remaining is of a more resistant nature, and is not so

greatly affected by alkalis. This chart shows why,
in commercial work on poplar wood, it is usual to

use about 25% of caustic soda, for if much less is

used the bleach consumption is too high, while if

much more is employed the yield .suffers undulj'.

In considering the amount of alkali added no at-

tention has been paid so far to the sodium carbonate
which is always present to greater or less extent, and
which affects the causticity of the liquor u.sed. The
importance of high causticity from a financial .stand-

point has already been mentioned, but its influence

on cooking is not always well recognized. In many
plants it is considered that variations in causticity

greatly influence the cooking process, and this is

probably true where the tests of cooking liquor are

made by hydrometer only or by an acidimetric de-

termination of total alkali, for in these eases the

presence of carbonate gives the liquor a fictitious

value. If the amount of liquor to add is calculated

from such tests the actual amount of caustic soda
added may drop below the critical point and a poor
cook result, biit if the liquor is tested for its content

of caustic soda and the volume used is based on this

constituent only, then the causticity of the liquor is

without influence as the carbonate present is prac-

tically so much inert material so far as cooking ef-

fect is concerned. Even when chips are cooked with
soda ash in quantity chemically equivalent to 25%
of caustic soda, and under such conditions that a sat-

isfactory cook would result with the latter they are

found to be hardly softened at all, and only about
25% of the total weight has been dissolved by the

treatment.
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Fig. 9.—Effect on Yield of Caustic Consumed.

Closely connected with the amount of alkali added
is that used up or neutralized by the acid products

formed by hydrolysis of the wood. The relationship

of caustic consumed and the yield of fibre was very

carefully investigated in a series of cooks in which
the caustic soda added ranged up to 50% of the bone
dry wood. The results were first published in 1912,

and from this paper^ Figure 9 is reproduced. In
these tests it was found that up to the point where
14% of caustic soda was consumed the chips were
inerelj' softened, but no fibre was produced; between
14 and 19.5% consumption appears to be the critical

stage, for between these points the transition from
chips, through shives to commercial fibre takes

place. Above 19% consumption the action seems to

be almost wholly a destruction of the cellulose, and
the decrease in yield is practically constant for a giv-

en increase in caustic consumption. Spruce gives

results which are very similar to those from poplar
but the yield for a given consumption of caustic soda
is lower. This may mean that each wood must be
studied separately in order to obtain reliable data
along this line, or, which seems more probable, the

differences maj' be characteristic of those between
broad-leaved and coniferous woods.

Fig. 10.— Effect of Time on Yield and Bleach Consumption.

The element of time enters into all soda cooks and
the influence of variations in this factor is shown in

Fig. 10. where the time at full pressure varies from 3

to 9 hours. The decrease in yield is not the same for

equal increments of time, for lengthening the cook
from 3 to 5 hours decreases the yield 2.7%, while the

same time interval between 7 and 9 hours causes a

decrease of onlv 0.8% in the yield. Taking every-

thing into consideration it is to be concluded that

changes in the time of cooking will have less influ-

ence than changes of similar magnitude in any of the

other three variables.

The study of the time factor would be incomplete
without a determination of the rate at which the re-

action between the caustic soda and the wood ac-

tuRllv takes place. The analysis for caustic soda and
total alkali, of samples of linuor removed from the

cookinsr vessel at known intervals of time enables
such a study to be made easilv and with fair accur-
acv. for knowing the proportions of caustic soda and
total alkali at the .start the p^rcpntaee of caustic
coT>sumed may be readily calculated from their pro-

' Communications : Eight Int. Cong, of Appd.
Chem. XIII, 265.
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portions at a

I'ormula

:

iiy other time according to the following

B X C
X = C

Where X = Percent NaOH used up based on bone

dry wood.

A = Percent causticity at start.

B = Percent causticity at time of sample.

C = Percent NaOH added on bone dry wood.

yield for the reaction takes place with such rapidity

that over one half of the alkali which is used up ui

a seven hour cook is consumed during the first hour,

despite the fact that all, or nearly all, of this time is

required in heating up the charge to the full cooking

pressure.

To sum up the four important factors so far con-

sidered, and to make them directly comparable with

each other the following tabulation has been prepar-

ed showing what changes in each variable will cause

a decrease of 1% in the yield obtained. This estim-

ate is based on the entire range covered in the study

of each variable and for comparison a summary ol

similar fxi>erimcnts h\- tlio 1'. S. Forest Service"' is

also given.

Decrease of yield of According to experiments by
1% caused by The author. U.S. Forest Service.

Increa.se of concentra-

tion by 10.0 guis. per L.

Increase of NaOH
1.37o

Fig. 11.— Relation of Time to Caustic Consumptio

Studies along this line have been made for various

types and sizes of digesters in which poplar wood

was being cooked and three typical curves are shown

in Fig. 11. Curve A was obtained from a vertical,

stationary digester holding about 400 lbs. of chips;

curve B shows the results in a rotary digester holding

about three cords of wood, while curve C is from a

vertical stationary digester of a capacity of nearly

fifteen cords. All three cooks were made at 110 lbs.

steam pressure, and the proportion of alkali to wood

was the same in each case. The percentage of caus-

tic consumed is based on the bone dry wood which

in the two smaller tests was determined by weighing

the chips and sampling for moisture. In the largest

digester the dry weight of wood was estimated from

the average weight per cord, since it was impractical

to weigh the entire charge. This may have intro-

duced a small error into curve C. but it would affect

only its position on the chart, and not its form. Tests

of Englemann spruce and red alder have given re-

sults which duplicate very closely the curves on this

chart, while Heuser* working on beechwood ob-

tained very similar results. It is therefore fair to

conclude that the indicated speed of the reaction is

quite general for all woods generally used in the soda

process.

The difference between eooks on a large and small

scale is projbably due to differences in the rate at

which the charge is heated ; this is apparently con-

firmed by tests on a three cord rotary digester

where, by forcing the steaming beyond its normal

rate, it was found possible to make the curve for rate

of consiimption of alkali almost exactly duplicate

curve A both in form and position on the chart. The
curves also show quite clearly why an increase in the

time of cooking exerts only a minor influence on the

by
Increa.se of time

i)y 1.2 hours

Increase of steam
bv 5.0 lbs.

13.0 gms. per L.

2.0%

1 .0 hours

5.0 lbs.

I)r,.t. .f Agri. Bull. No. 80.

(To be continued.)

PAPER IN RECONSTRUCTION WORK.
The part to l)e played by paper in reconstruction

work in northern Fi-anee and Belgium is described
in an article in last Sunday's New York Sun. Ideas
taken from the Germans and extension of present
uses by American and British manufacturers are be-

ing combined. The work is going forward rapidly de-

spite the shortage in wood pulp and its products.
Waterproof pasteboard houses, easily handled and

put together, are probably the most important de-

velopment. Such dwellings have oiled paper in place
of glass windows. Screws made of wood pulp are

u.sed in putting the houses together. Tables, chairs

and other pieces of furniture are being made of paper.

Even kitchen utensils are so constructed.

Ease of transportation due to the enormous saving
in weight, as well as the ease of replacement, are the

chief factors that are making paper a universal ma-
terial of reconstruction days. Tin canisters are being

replaced rapidly by paper containers. Paper buckets

are more durable than galvanized iron or wood.
Some other uses being made of paper are the fol-

lowing:
Garages, fireproofed by a special process: harness

and saddlery : driving belts for machinery, and roof-

ing tiles. Paper clothes, counterpanes, bed-quilts, and
blankets were made in Germany during the latter

period of the war to offset the efficacious British

blockade. Some of the ships which carrj" the paper
made material to the stricken nations will be equipped
with paper lifeboats. This contribution comes from
the Japanese, who do not only thoroughly waterproof

the boats, but are enabled by a process of cementing
to build them strong and serviceable.

The gamut of utility has by no means been run in

the foregoing brief summary of possible uses to which
paper can suceesfully be put.

Heuser: Wochenbl.-fur-Papierfabr. 44. 2209. A lazv man is a dead one who can't be buried.
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Technical Section
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

By T. L. CROSSLEY, Chairman.
lu its last annual report, your committee stated that

its chief objective was to attack the tiuestiou of text-

books. In all eases where schools have been initiated

or proposed, a lack of suitable text-books was at once

evident. The same trouble was experienced in the

United States. As a result of correspondence with the

educational committee of the Technical Association, a

joint meeting was held on the sixteenth of September
last in Buffalo. The full membership of both com-

mittees was present. The meeting wa.s characterized

by earnest work and marked unanimity. We were
entertained at a very pleasant luncheon at Hotel Stat-

ler by the American committee. A result of the meet-

ing was the election of a joint text-book committee as

follows

:

From the Technical Association

:

GEORGE E. WILLIAMSON, C. P. WINSLOW,
R. S. KELLOGG.

From the Technical Section, (.'. P. & P. A..

GEORGE CARRUTHERS, T. LINSEY CROSSLEY.
Subsequently, this committee met and elected Mr,

Carruthers Chairman and Mr. Kellogg, Secretary.

The work of supi)lying text-books has three equally

important stages

:

L Preparation of Material.

2. Publication, including manner of presentation

and binding.

3. Distribution. ....

It was decided that joint action could be taken

at once on the preparation of material, and the exe-

cutives of the two Pulp and Paper Associations were

to be asked to guarantee for preliminary expenses a

fund of $10,000, divided equally between the Canadian

and United States Association.

The executive of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Asso-

ciation has approved of raising $5,000.00.

For the preparation of material, Mr. J. N. Stephen-

son has consented to act as editor-in-chief, in collabo-

ration with Mr. T. J. Foster, former president of the

International Correspondence Schools, who is not now
connected with that institution. The experience and

special ability of these two gentlemen, coupled with

the fact that they will have the brains of the industry

in both countries to draw upon, ensures the preparation

of a complete and up-to-date course for instruction

and reference, covering all phases of pulp and paper

making.
There is now in the hands of the members a tentative

synopsis of the course prepared by Mr. Stephenson

for discussion. Mr. Stephenson will be glad to have

any suggestions which occur to the members. (Synop-

sis will appear next week).

In connection with our last report, a resolution was
passed, asking the Federal Government to take action

on the report of the Ro.val Commission on Industrial

Training and Technical Education. This resolution

was brought before the executive of the Pulp and

Paper Association, and the matter was referred to your

committee to take such action as it' saw fit, to bring

the matter before the Government, and to secure the

cooperation of other technical bodies. Acting on these

instructions, your committee laid the matter before

the Canadian Chemists Convention at Ottawa, where a

resolution endorsing our attitude and assuring co-

operation was moved by Doctor Goodwin of Queens

University. At the invitation of your committee, a

meeting was called in September at which were pre-

sent (informally) representatives of:

The Engineering Institute of Canada.
The Society of Chemical Industry.

The Joint Committee of Technical Organizations.

The Canadian Textile Institute.

The Toronto Branch of the American Association

of Electrical Engineers.

The Technical Section of the Pulp and Paper
Association.

The Institute of Mechanical Engineers.

Doctor Merchant, Director of Technical Education,

Province of Ontario, and his assistant, Mr. G. J. Mc-
Kay were also present by invitation.

The result of this meeting was a general agreement
on the need for immediate action, and the represen-

tatives present were asked to get the endorsa-

tion of their several executives, and report at a later

meeting. We have received word from all the exe-

cutives but two.

In the meantime, we understand that the matter has

been taken for the present from the Department of

Labor, and is in the hands of the Reconstruction Com-
mittee, Honorable A. K. McLean being chairman. We
have been in communication with him, urging action.

We report progress, and shall continue to carry on,

believing, however, that action will be taken this ses-

sion.

With reference to Night Schools and other educa-

tional work, we have information concerning work at:

Thorold, Ilawkesbury, Sault Ste. Marie, Port Arthur,

Iroquois Falls, and Smooth Rock Falls, all in Ontario.

The influenza epidemic seriousl.v interfered with
work in all centers. Thorold had posters out to start

in October, but could not open classes. Illne.ss of stu-

dents and two teachers tied up work somewhat in Dee-

ember. The subjects being given are : mechanical
drawing, commercial work, arithmetic, dressmaking,
electricity and chemistry. Mr. Bonis, the Principal,

reports that an advance classe in mechanical drawing
has been started at the request of students who have
already attended two years. Mr. 0. W. Gay of the

Beaverboard Company, has taken this class.

Hawkesbury had a similar experience with the epi-

demic. This school reports, in addition to the usual

subjects, a Household Science course, attended, accord-

ing to our informant, chiefly by the "technical"

wives.

Sault Ste. Marie reports classes in elementary arith-

metic, applied arithmetic, a lecture course in the

chemistry and technology of sulphite, ground-wood
and newsprint, and a practice course in free-hand

sketching and dimensioning of simple objects. It will

be noted that there is a decidedly practical turn to the

work at the Sault.

Port Arthur has night-classes at the Collegiate In-

stitute, and a special course in Paper Mill Chemistry
was opened, but had to be shut down for the epidemic.

Iroquois Falls report a night school chiefly engaged
in teaching English to foreigners who work in the

plant.

Smooth Rock Falls reports a teacher in its school

who takes a class through the mill once a week, and
tries to apply the school work to the pupil's observa-
tions.
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Your committee reports the addition to its person-

nel of Mr. Nelson Gain, and wp have found him a de-

cided acquisition.

The Canadian Mining Institute has inaugurated a

movement for i-ducational reform, working on lines

suggested in papers read by Mr. C. V. Corless. In this

connection, a meeting of technical organizations was
called at Ottawa on September 20th last, and
a committee was appointed to shape up a se-

ries of recommendations to present to prov-

incial governments. Your committee was repre-

sented at that meeting by Mr. Stephenson, who was
elected secretary of the committee formed. This or-

ganization ha.s held meetings and is making progress.

At Winnipeg. Professor Osborn of the University of

Manitoba is lieading a movement for citizenship in

Education.

The Ontario Education Association is actively work-
ing for reform in educational administration. So there

is in the whole atmosphere of educational matters a

stirring of the dry bones.

The city of St. Catharines has at last voted in favor

of a technical school for that city with Merritton and
Thorold. For this advance we have to give credit to

the workers and firms who have inaugurated and have
carried on the work in Thorold.

In submitting this report for discussion, the Chair-

man said: "I would like some discussion regarding

the preparation of text-books. This. I understand, is

ready for action. It does not involve the financial co-

operation of this section, that is for the Association."

Mr. R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Joint Executive
Committee, referred to a communication from the

Federal Board for Vocational Education in the United
States. Two or three years ago Congress authorized

the Federal Vocational Board in the United States and
put up a considerable amount of money at its disposal.

That Board so far has not done any work with any
one particular industry, such as is proposed here, but
my personal impression is that the Federal Vocational

Board will be very glad indeed to co-operate with an
industry of the magnitude of the Pulp and Paper in-

dustry of the United States.

Mr. Kellogg read a few extracts from an outline

which states what this Board might do in the United

States. He mentioned some tentative arrangements
which the Committee had made regarding the prepara-

tion and publication of the books. He concluded: "I
think I am safe in saying, in the name of the Commit-
tee, that we want to follow our original desire that the

industry control very closely the character of the work,
so as to be assured it meets our requirements, and
secondly, to control the copyright and the publication,

and to see that the men employed on this work are the

very best possible men we can secure. It is very pos-

sible indeed that some form of co-operation can be
worked up with our Uncle Sam whereby we can get
the benefit of some of his money, and that is very de-

sirable. And I believe with your help, which I think
we are going to get, we can be working on this pro-
gram in a relatively short time."

The Chairman said : I would like to have a motion
in the adoption of this report pertaining to the prepa-
ration of these text books, to make sure the Committee
is authorized to get the very best men possible in the
preparation of these books, so that there will be no
doubt about the situation.

It was stated that careful estimate shows the need
of $30,000 for this work, to be furnished from the in-

dustry in both Canada and tlie United States. (The
( 'anadian Association ne.^t day pledged $10,000, spread
over two years.)

MR. SABBATON said : That the text book proposi-

tion is a most vital one, and is the first step in getting

the educational work started. If you get that, you
can build up something on it. It is up to each one
of the Tecluiical Section to tackle this proposition with
enthusiasm and to make possible the collection of that

fund from the Association as a whole. The work of

getting the text books out ought to be pushed as hard
as we can push it. If you have the text books, it is

easy enough for each mill, or each community to work
out some method in educating the men in the best way.
You want to try and educate them in the best possible

way, and where there are no text books there is no
foundation stone and it is hopeless. We must get the

necessary funds together to get the text books started.

It will take a long time any way. I think we ought
to have a lot of enthusiasm aboiit that in this country.

Mr. Carruthers, chairman of the Executive Commit-
tee on text books added : Of course it is necessary
that the decision of the Directors of the Technical
Section should be confirmed at this meeting. They
have already passed a resolution voting $5,000.00, and
I feel that if we attended to the confirming of this

action, also granting an additional five thousand
($.5,000.00) dollars for 1920, and also endorsing the

arrangements as agreed upon at the General Commit-
tee Meeting in Buffalo, that it is all that will be ne-

cessary to be done at this meeting.
As a matter of course, we can not afford to hire any

one in connection with the preparation of these text

books, who is not absolutely competent in every way,
and I think that the American section of this text book
committee feel exactly the same way. We have not
had any division of opinion as to the method of pro-

cedure, as has already been mentioned by the last

speaker, if we hope to get the paper industry on a
proper footing, and fit ourselves to make standard
papers at minimum costs, ^nd in this way meet any
competition which may come from any part of the

M-orld, it is necessary that we place some instrument
in the hands of the teachers, which is accessible to

the personnel of the paper mills. It is true that a
great deal has been written on the subject of paper mak-
ing in Canada, but it is regrettable that it has never
been put into comprehensive form, so as to be accessi-

ble to many people who wish to make a study of paper
manufacture

:

Mr. Stadler said : In seconding the motion to adopt
the report, and to urge its support by the main asso-

ciation, Mr. Carruthers has the right idea in what he
said with reference to the verj- careful consideration

which should be given this matter by both the Ameri-
can and the Canadian industry to select none but the

best men suitable for the work.
Permit me to add, that we should select men who are

active in their work, who understand the principles of

the work, and be careful not to get men who are of a

promotive nature, because the proposition is promoted
by the industry itself. I just put this as a kind of

a little memorandum, that the careful selection of the

type of men for that purpose is very important. The
text books are very necessarj^ and the work should be

started with the least possible delay.
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UNITED STATES vNOTES
A process for washing old paper stock is said to

have been perfected whereby the Bryant Paper Com-
pany, of Kalamazoo, Michigan, expects to save an-
nually thousands of dollars in labor, power and time.
The new system has been worked out by William J.

Herrbold, master mechanic, and Charles Keelan, gen-
eral superintendent of the Bryant Company's Superior
division. The device, a M'orking model of which is

now in operation at the Superior division plant, is of

very simple construction. The whole outfit can be
driven by ninet.v horse-powej;. All the stock is handled
by quick-acting valves. The services of eight men
heretofore required in stock washing operations are

dispensed with by use of the new system. The device

will readily fit into any paper mill and can be used
in connection with present equipment. The Bi-yant

Company's working model has stood up under the most
trying tests.

The Ballstou Spa paper mills of the Union Bag
and Paper Company have been sold to Frank Bischoff,

a large candy manufacturer.

Negotiations have been concluded between Marshall
Field and Co., and the Phipps Brothers of New York,
John S., rienrj^ C, and Howard, owners of the Ken-
wood Manufacturing Company, for a long term lease

of a modern factory to be erected in Chicago. A site

for a plant has been secured, located at 47th and Whip-
ple streets. As soon as the factory can be put into

operation, the company plans to turn out bags and
paper containers as its principal product.

The annual Rivers and Harbors bill, recently passed
by the United States Senate, carries an amendment
proposed by Senator Pomerene, of Ohio, which assures
paper men and other representative manufacturers in

the Miami Valley of waterway improvements that will

greatly help the industries located there. Senator
Pomerene 's amendment provides for a survey of the
Miami and Erie Canal, with a view of making it a

12 foot M'aterway from Toledo to Cincinnati. Much
of the credit for the successful outcome of the fight

for the improvements belongs to the Miami Valley
Paper Makers' Association, which has been in the thick

of it from the first.

The Eddy Paper Company, of Three Rivers, and
White Pigeon, Michigan, is increasing its capital stock

from $1,000,000 to $2,250,000.

If approval can be obtained from State officials to

flood certain State lands, the Black River district of

northern New York is to have water storage at the

river's head waters which will double and possibly

triple the power facilities. The Watertown Common
Council recently passed a resolution directing the

mayor to petition the Conservation Commission, the

State Engineer, and the Attorney-General on behalf

of the city for permission to go ahead with the project.

The sentiment back of the effort is widespread. Every
power owner in the Black River watershed, every

municipal community reaping the benefits of industry

and taking water supply from the stream, and every

farmer in the section is strongly in favor of having
the plan carried out.

The mill of the Hadley Paper Company Corpora-
tion at Hadley, New York, recently purchased by Jos-
eph Gatti, is being rebuilt. Mr. Gatti has formed a
comiiany named the Nu Era Paper Company, to han-
dle the product of this mill. W. H. Gould, of the
lloboken Paper Mill Company, Inc., has charge of the
remodelling work on the mill.

A charter has been granted at Albany to the S. and
S. Corrugated Paper Machinery Company, Inc., organ-
ized to carry on a machine shop and factory supplies
business in Brooklyn. E. and M. Saint Eve and E. F.
Stern, 580 St. Nicholas Ave., New York City, are the
incorporators. The capitalization is $15,000.
Harthorne, Fales & Co., members of the New York

Stock Exchange, are issuing a letter on International
Paper Company which was prepared by Haliburton
Fales, Jr.

Mr. Robert S. Perry has resigned as President and
Director of The Kalbfleisch Corporation. Mr. Perry
is leaving for his plantation at Cove Spring, Ga., for
the recuperation of his health. Mr. Franklin H. Kalb-
fleisch, Chairman of the Board of Directors, of The
Kalbfleisch Corporation, has also been elected to the
office of President.

H. C. CLARK & SON PLANT BURNS.
Lee, Mass., February 14, 1919.—The small but well

known plant of H. C. Clark & Son, manufacturers of

fine paper making machinery in East Lee, was prac-
tically wiped out by fire that started from an unknown
cause.

PULP MILL PROSPECTS NORTH OF COCHRANE.
We are all anxious to see progress in the North

Country, says "The Broke Hustler", and the project

of running the T. & N. 0. Railway through to James
Bay certainly should have the full support of every
one in the North Land.

Dr. Cook, of Geological Department, Ottawa, says:

—

"For 200 miles North of Cochrane the claybelt ex-

tends with the same dense growth of spruce and jack
pine as around Cochrane, the Broadback River being
practically the limit of the belt in which the timber,

in places small, is never-the-less well fitted for pulp
wood, while for a distance of 100 miles the land falls

i-apidly toward the sea, causing plenty of falls and
rapids, generating unlimited water powers, thus indi-

cating enormous possibilities for pulp and paper indus-
tries, besides which, all this vast territory shows great
possibilities for agricultural development, the climatic
conditions around James Bay being, in fact, more
favorable to crops than those around Cochrane at the
present time."

The new slasher mill of the Port Arthur Pulp and
Paper mill has been completed at Port Arthur, Ont.
An addition to the bleaching plant has been finish-

ed, and extra equipment installed. The company is

now employing over 200 men and considering that
it has been in operation only about a year the results
obtained have been most encouraging.
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All arraiiprt^ineiit has been arrived at between the

manufacturers of book and writing papers and the

Canadian Paper Trade Association in connection with
the sale of ease lots of paper. When a printer or

other eousuiiier purchases a case lot weighing ap-

proximately "jOO pounds, it must be all of one color,

size, weight and grade. If the purchaser desires

more than one size or color or weight of the same
grade he must buy, at least, 1,000 pounds or two cases,

in order to secure an assortment. This regulation
will be adhered to in the future.

A federal charter has been granted to Canadian
Kraft, Limited, with lieaiiiiuarters in Montreal, and
a capital stock of $100,000, to manufacture, export,
import, buy and sell paper and paper goods of all

kinds. The incorporators are F. M. Common, Geo. R.
Drennan, H. W. Jackson, F. G. Bush and M. J.

O'Brien, all of Montreal.
Harry Muir, for the past three years and a half on

the selling staff of the National Paper Goods Co., of
Hamilton, has taken a position with the Don Valley
Paper Co., of Toronto, in the sales department and has
entered upon his new duties.

A new organization, which has started business in

Toronto at 55 Bay street, is the A. Whyte Paper Co.,

where an entire flat has been leased. A Whyte, the
head of the company, is well known to the paper trade,
having been for the past three years manager for W.
V. Dawson, Limited, wholesale stationers, Montreal,
and previous to that he spent a long period in Tor-
onto as manufacturers' agent and also with the Buntin,
Reid Co. Mr. Whyte is handling bonds, ledgers, book,
writing and cover papers as well as bristol board
and other lines and expects to do a large business in

these ranges.

Frank A. Rolph, who is the head of the firm of

Rolph, Clark, & Stone, Limited, lithographers and en-

gravers, Toronto, has been elected a member of the
Toronto Housing Commission.
The first spring meeting of the Toronto Press Club

was held recently and the members were addressed
by Arthur Stringer, the noted Canadian poet and
novelist, who condemned the copyright laws of Can-
ada as obsolete, inadequate and self contradictory. He
said that it did not leave Canada on the map from
the standpoint of the writer.

A charter has been granted to the National Paper
Goods Co., Limited, of Hamilton, with a capital stock
of $300,000 to deal in paper and paper products of

all kinds.

Sir William Gage, of W. J. Gage and Co., manufac-
turing stationers, Toronto, is spending the winter
months in Florida.

At the annual meeting of the National Paper Co.,

Limited, Valleyfield, Que., a good report was pre-

sented on the operations of the past year. T. B. Little,

of Montreal, was elected President and Treasurer, J.

B. IMorrow, Montreal, Vice-President, and S. F. Dun-
can, Toronto, Seeretarj'. These gentlemen also con-
stitute the directorate of the company. P. L. Colbert

is the manager of the plant which has been extended
and improved greatly during the past few months.
The drying room has liad an addition of three hundred
feet built to it and the racks have been lengthened,
while the eqiii])inent has been thoroughly overhauled.
The output is now about eight tons per day.

E. S. Muiiroe, of the Wilson, Jlunroe Co., Toronto,
who is Treasurer of the Canadian Paper Trade As-
sociation, returned recently after spending a few days
in New York on business.

M. S. Kilby, of Montreal, who is engaged in the

manufacturers' agency business in tlie paper line in

Montreal, has opened a branch in Toronto at 42 Ade-
laide Street West, under the management of C. H.
Tanner. The latter was formerly in the employ of the

Copp, Clark Co., Limited, and saw service overseas.

Various special lines of paper will be handled.

The Canadian freight ship. Lord Dufferin, which
was recently sunk in the harbor at New York after

she had been rammed in the port quarter by the troop
ship Aquitania, had on board a considerable quantity
of casein which was being imported from South Amer-
ica for the various paper coating plants of the Do-
minion.

The regular quarterly dividend of two per cent has

been declared on the stock of Price Bros, and Co.,

of Quebec.

Clement H. McFarlane, of McFarlane, Son and
Hodgson, ^Montreal, was recently elected a councillor

of the Montreal Board of Trade for the coming year.

C. W. Price, who has been Field Secretary of the

National Safety Council, was elected general manager
to succeed Mr. Cameron, who goes with the Eastman
Kodak Co. S. J. Williams, late of the Accident Pre-

vention Department, was chosen as Secretary, and
E. W. Pardee as Treasurer. Mr. Costigane was suc-

cessful in arranging for the loan of a couple of Safety
films for three months. They will be shown during
May, June and July at various points in Ontario,

where there are pulp and paper mills in connection

with local Safety rallies which will be conducted by
ilr. Costigane.

A. G. Campion, of Montreal, was in Toronto last

week calling upon his many friends in the paper trade.

The many friends of Norman J: Ratcliff, secretary of

the Ratcliff Paper Co., Ltd., Toronto, will sympathize
with him in the death of his wife, which took place

recently. Mrs. Ratcliff had been in poor health for

some time and leaves besides her husband one daughter
aged six years.

P. Kellett, manager of Bulman Bros., Limited, litho-

graphers and printers, Winnipeg, was in Toronto and
^lontreal calling upon the paper trade during the past

week.

E. C. Martin, of Buffalo, representing the Scott Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pa., who was a member of the Amer-
ican army for overseas service and has been released

from military duty was calling upon the trade in Tor-

onto this week for the first time in a long period.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, March 3, 1919.—It has been intimated to

the book and writing mills that the investigation in-

to book, half-tone newspaper.s will not be proceeded

with by the Federal Government, and also that the

inquiry into the books of the Riordon Pulp and Pa-

per Co., which was to have been conducted by G. T.

Clarkson, auditor, will not be permitted. The rea-

son alleged for this is that a very small proportion of

the product of the plant is sold to the book mills in

Canada, most of the concerns in this line making their

own sulphite ; and consequently, whatever figure the

Riordon Co. chxrged for book sulphite, would have

little or no effect upon the rates obtained for book

paper. The output of that company is largely dis-

posed of across the border or overseas, and hence tlie

ieost plays no important c()mpoi\ent part in tlie quo-

tations for book papers in tlie Dominion. Apparent-

ly the last has been heard of the book pnper inquiry

which was started over a year ,nnd a half ago. The
books of only one mill were audited, and it was shown
by the figures submitted at the recent sitting in To-

ronto that the profits made on tlie finished product

of the industry were only fair :iim1 r'^asonable, and
that no exorbitant figure had been asked by the mill

for its various lines of paper. The profits of the con-

cern in question were considerably l^ss than a year
ago, as revealed by the annual statement.

The mills declare they are not anxious to take

aboard any more business from publishers, as they
have not been making any money on that portion of

their output, and they are not willing to quote jirices

indiscriminately. They prefer to attend to the or

dinary commercial requisitions on which they can

earn a fair return. Business with the book mills is

keeping up well, and the manufacturers deny there

is any combination or understandinor among them
as is alleged by the periodical publishers. They sim-

ply decline to furnish figures when they know that

they cannot make money on the business that is of-

fering, and say they can get enough orders outside.

Business with jobbers is picking up splendidly and.
although there are not many large orders placed for

other than immediate wants, these are eomin? in fair-

ly well, and as spring opens up there appears to be

an improvement. Prices are holding firm, and many
houses are getting out new price lists and catalogs

as well as booklets and other printed matter in order

to get once more into line. A number of industries,

which switched to war work, are reverting to their

regular channels and again wish to send out litera

ture announcing the resumption of their former busi-

ness, all of which makes trade for the printers who
are fairly busy, with the prospects improving all the

while. There is a feeling that this will be a big

business year after all. and jobbers must soon en-

ter the market to replenish their stocks, which are not

too large.

The pulp market remains unchanged, and prices

are holding where they were. Business with special-

ty mills is pretty good, and manufacturing stationers

report that they are active, while coated paper plants

have been getting in some nice orders during the

past few days.

In the rag stock market business is good, but in

the paper stock line there is quietness on the cheaper

grades. White blanks are moving slowlv, and there

is but small requisition for new manihi cuttings.

Board mills are fairly busy, and paper box factories

report that business is beginning to pick up. It is

stated that the present prices on all lines of board

will be continued for another three months, and an

announcement to this effect is expected this week.

The demand for newsprint has picked up consid-

erably, and the report that there is a world short-

age of news has helped to make the market active.

There is a big call for newsprint abroad, and things

generallv will show more activity as bottoms become
available for export. The recent activity in pvilp and

paper stocks and the announcement that several new
projects will go ahead, all indicate there are good

times coming in the paper business, and that this in-

dustry will operate through the period of reconstruc-

tion with less loss of business and trouble than many
others. The prophecy is ventured that if prices in

paper of all kinds can hold for another month (and

there is no indication that they will not), the turn-

over during the coming year will show as large re-

turns in volume as during the past one, which, on the

whole, was encouraging.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones |°7t murray hll.NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be

convinced.
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The pulp aud paper business i:\ Canada ij> much

more active than across the line, and if thi)it,'s pick

up over there in the near future, as is predicted, there

will be a good steady trade all summer. Envelope

plants are doing a fair turnover, wrapping paper

mills are getting busier, and salesmen, who have been

out on the road during the past few weeks, report

that there is every promise of good, fair sized orders

materializing right along. The feeling that the bot-

tom was going to drop out of the paper game is dis

appearing, and mills are now in a fine position to

make much more prompt deliveries than tliey have

for some time past. Transportation facilities are

good, labor is plentiful, and coal can be secured in

abundance. Jlanufacturing costs are high, and will

continue so, and this will naturally keep paper up to

its present values. There is no talk of reduciiig wages,

and mills were never turning out as excellent paper

as they are nnw. Tlie quality of the product is such

that purchasers are buying the best, and will not be

satisfied with anything else. There is no big demand
as might be expected for the cheaper lines. Tiie feel

ing all around is one of confidence and assurance. iVll

eyes are on Canada to develop rapidly as a great pulp

and paper country, and great strides will h? made in

this direction during 1919.

A change in the price of kraft has ju.st gone into

effect and the mill rate to jobbers in car load lots on

both glazed and tniglazed has been reduced to nine

cents. The figure up to the present has been nine

and one-quarter cents. The reason for the easing off

is that the quotation for sulphate pulp has dropped
slightly and the market has not been as active as it

was for kraft papers which, in consideration of the

r.ite charged for wrappings was regarded by the trade

as a little high.

There has also been a reduetioTi of from twenty-five

to thirty per cent, in coated blanks. The decrease ap-

plies to coated on one side, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 ply. and
coated on both sides, 4, 6 and 8 ply: railroad board.

6 ply: translucent bri.stol white 3 and 5 ply and
translucent bristol tints. 3 and 5 ply. The usual dis-

count will apply as in the past. It is understood
that the reason for the decline is that American mills.

Achich find business dull, have been seeking to secure
a market for their product in this line in Canada and
in order to meet the competition the plants in the
Dominion have made the cut.

It is expected that a large amount of kraft paper
will be shipped to England now that transportation
is opening up and freight rates are reasonable. Some
Canadian plants have large stocks on hand awaiting
bottoms.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, March 1.—Demand for the various grades

of paper has undergone no perceptible expansion this

week. The market is still in a decidedly quiet posi-

tion, and while some trade factors say they can per-

ceive slightly more interest among buyers of certain

classes of paper, practically all declare that consumers
are purchasing only on a hand to mouth scale and
that the aggregate movement of supplies into consum-
ing channels is much smaller than is customary for

this season of the year. Jobbers and dealers for the
most part have come to the conclusion that no material
improvement can be expected until the reserve sup-
plies which were stored up by printers and other con-

sumers are used up.

Despite the continued lack of important demand,
prices on most kinds of jiaper are maintained. Manu-
facturers apparently arc of the oi)iiiion that any low-

ering of quotations on their part would doubtless re-

sidt in making buyers hold off to a larger degree than
they are, and consequently evince no disposition to

cut prices. Then, too, the cost of production is a fac-

tor which is being taken into consideration. Manu-
facturers insist that labor, ftiel and most descrip-

tions of raw material are f\illy as expensive to-day as

at any time in the past, and that there are no present

indications of any of them becoming cheaper.

Newsprint is moving in a routine manner and prices

are at about the same levels. News in rolls is quoted
at between 3.25 and 3.50 cents per pound at the mill on

contract, while to transient buyers, around 4.00 cents

is quoted. Side runs are priced at 4.00 to 4.25 cents

and sheets at 4.25 to 4.75 cents, depending on the

grade and the tonnage involved. Contract customers
are doing little additional buying for the moment.
Advertising in the daily newspapers has fallen off to

no little extent during the past few weeks and the

editions of most papers have been cut down to the

point where publishers are seldom occasioned to seek

paper in the open market.
Book papers are in limited demand. On the whole

mills are securing a fair volume of business, but mar-
ket activity does not commence to approximate that

of normal times, and there is scarcely a mill in the

country running full or anywhere near it. Machine
finished book is quoted at 7.50 to 8.00 cents per pound
at the mill, and the probabilities are supplies could be
secured in some quarters at lower prices.

Fine papers are still badly neglected by buyers.

Manufacturers are operating only at a small percent-

age of capacity, and while prices are quotably main-

tained on most grades, the tendency is downward.
Tissues are sotight in moderate volume and quotations
are steady. No. 1 white tissue paper is quoted at $1.10

to $1.20 at the mill, and No. 2 white and manila at

$1.00 to .$1.05. "Wrappings are moving in a restricted

way at a pince basis of 8.50 to 8.75 cents a pound for
Xo. 1 domestic kraft.

Boards are quiet. The reduction in prices has had
the effect of causing consumers to let up even in the

small amonnt of buyine that they were doing, and
mills in eeneral are seriously in need of orders. Chip
is priced at abont $35 a ton. with news board quoted
at around $40 and binder board at $60. Eoofing paper
mills are almost entii-elv shut down. Demand for felt

has easfd off to a d^nlorable ebb and manufacturers
are having little trouble in filling the orders received

from stock. It is understood that the Government has
a large quantity of roofing felt to dispose of and this

is a quieting factor.

Groundwood.—Bovine interest in groundwood con-

tinues slack. Local dealers and mill agents report
having scant success in their efforts to dispose of pnln.

and there is a distinct easiness in quotations. Onlv
the high cost of manufacture sustains prices on their

nresent level, and indications are some grinders could
bp induced to sell at cheaner figures. About $26 a

toll at the grinding mill is the nrice commonly asked.
Chemical Pulp.—Chemical fibres are moving in a

^'•attered manner and in limited volnme. Consumers
for the most part have their current requirements cov-

ered bv contract snpplies and are purchasing spot pulp
only in infreonent cases. Prices are fairly steady.

Bleached snlphite has eased off a bit. offerings at
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5.50 cents a pouud haviug been uoted, aud sales of

unbleached sulphite at prices below the general run

of quotations have been recorded in some instances.

There is, however, no great selling pressure in evi-

dence. Pulp producers and dealers are not backward
in letting consumers know that the}' have stock for

.sale, but arc not urging mills to buy and are generally

waiting for buyers to come to them when in need of

supplies. Foreign pulp is firmly held. Several fair-

sized shipments have arrived at New York during

the past few days, but it is stated that the bulk of

the [lulp was sold to arrive, with the result that ware-

house stocks have been augmented little if any.

Rags.—The rag market is in an exceedingly dull

condition. IManufacturers exhibit only passing interest

in the offerings made by packers and dealers, and the

latter assert that even when a mill is willing to buy

the prices bid are invariably too low to justify con-

sideration. Consumers appear to be in the positiou

where they have no immediate need for fresh supplies

of rags and consequently are absorbing only such

stock as is to be had at bargain prices. Repacked

thirds aud blues have sold at 3.25 cents a pound f.o.b.

New York, aud some dealers doubtless have booked

orders at lower prices. No. 2 repacked old whites

have been obtained by mills at 4.00 cents. New York,

while No. 1 repacked whites have been offered at 5.50

to 5.75 cents. Street soiled whites are available at

3.00 cents, New York; washables at 7.00 to 7.25 cents

and fancy shirt cuttings at 8.00 to 8.25 cents. New
white shirt cuttings are quoted at around 10.50 cents

at the point of shipment, but those consumers in the

market for these rags have refused to pay this much.

Roofing rags are decidedly inactive. Few mills are

buying and it is problematical at just how low prices

supplies can be obtained. Nominally 1.70 to 1.80 cents

f.o.b.. New York, for No. 1 packing, is the basis of

quotations.

Paper Stock.—Waste paper has continued to move
into consuming channels in light volume this week,

and prices have been easy. The reaction which dur-

ing the past several weeks has carried values on the

low qualities of stock to extremely low levels has

spread to the high grades, and such descriptions of

paper as shavings, kraft and manilas have sagged in

price within the last few days. Hard white shavings

of No. 1 quality are now selling to mills at 5.00 cents

a pound New York, while No. 1 soft whites are avail-

able at 4.00c and less. Dealers are holding shavings

with a greater degree of firmness than other grades,

yet when they have been compelled to dispose of a

"portion of their holdings they have found it impera-

tive to accept weaker prices in order to move the

stock. Books and magazines are selling to manufac-

turers at around 1.25 cents New Y'ork, and possibly

some purchases could be made at $1.00 and even $2.00

per ton under this figure. Kraft paper is quotable

at a nominal range of 2.50 to 2.75 cents a pound. This

grade has dropped consistently in price and the end

of the decline does not appear yet to be reached. News
papers are freely offered by dealers at 55 to 60 cents

per hundred pounds New York, and No. 1 mixed paper

at around 35 cents. Consumers of the low qualities

of paper stock are confining their orders to small ton-

nages, current orders rarely being for more than five

cars at a time.

Bagging and Rope.—There is little change to report

in the old bagging market. Demand from consuming

quarters is at a low ebb and the prices at which sup-

plies are changing liaiuls arc unsatisfactory to sellers,

who maintain that there is very little profit afforded
them. Important buyers are aliiu)St entirely out of the
market and sales as a rule involve lots of only a car-

b)ad or two. .\o. 1 scrai> bagging is quotable at about
2.50 cents per ])ound f.o.b.. New York, aiitl roofing
bagging at about a cent cheaper. Old rope is quot-
abl}- steady and is moving in a small but consistent
way toward mills. Most transactions are being made
at l)etween 5.75 aiul 6.00 cents a pound at the shipping
Iioint. Strin<^s arc dull and easy.

MANUFACTURING COSTS IN ENGLAND.
In arguing for a contiiuiation of the ])olicv and price

of the Paper Controller in England for the production
of the jiapcr uiijis. the World's Paper Trade Review
says

:

Publishers arc now (lis|)la\'ing a feeling of unrest

over the conditions ruling newsprint in this country.

The Paper Controller is charged on the one hand
Mith maintaining the |U'ice of the domestic product
at 4 4%d., and, on the other, with preventing the im-

IMirtation of American aiul Canadian newsprint, which,
it is said, is offered here at 3d. per lb. landed in Great
Britain. There was a time during the war when pub-
lishers were glad of the assistance of the Controller

in fixing prices, which, as now, is done on examination
of the costs, a nuirgin of ]irofit Tiaturally being allow-

ed. It has to be remembered that conditions of manii-

facture for the time are of an artificial character, and
we are much worse off here than they are across the

Atlantic. As a matter of fact, it would be impossible

to produce newsprint in this country at 3d. a lb. It

costs £26 5s. a ton to pet materials into the mills,

whereas the figure of 3d. a lb. i-epresents £28 a ton.

which would leave less than £2 for manufacture and
profit ! The 4'ysd. runs out to £40 16s. 8d. a ton. De-
I'm-ting the cost of materials into the mills of £26 5s.

there remains £14 lis. 8d. to cover working expenses
aud profit. And the margin for profit is not large.

Indeed it is small compared with what many industrial

undertakings expect and get. Besides, if the basis

of price-fixing by the Controller was good in war time,

it should be equallv acceptable in the days of transition.

It is understood that an order has jnst been issued

which removes all government restrictions on the im-
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portatioii of pulp and paper to Great Britain. This

will mean that English mills may have to "go some"
if they can compete witli mills on this side under their

present handicap af high priced materials, power

and labor. On the other liand, it may not be possible

to transport sufficient quantities to seriously affect

the British market.

NEXT PROBE SESSION AT TORONTO.
Marcli :ilsi will likely lie the date on which the

newsprint probe will resume, and the session instead

of being held at Ottawa will take place at Toronto.

Tlie audit of the mill books being conducted by Mr.

Clarkson was reported to be proceeding satisfactorily

and up to the beginning of this week it had been heard

at Ottawa that the books of the Fort Frances Company

were now under investigation.

Controller Pringle when asked by the representa-

tive of the Pulp and Paper Magazine said that he did

luit know anything about the final termination of the

bookprint probe. Tlie writer from, mill sources was

informed early this week that a memorandum had been

sent out by the Pulp and Paper Association stating

that the bookprint probe had been called off by the

government following the finding by the accountants

that only one per cent of the sulphite of the Riordon

Company was used in Canada.

The use and price of sulphite was one of the prin-

cipal questions raised by the publishers in the book-

print investigation, and was the subject of considerable

debate, terminating in an order for an investigation

being made into the cost and manufacture of it.

In addition to the two above mentioned features the

writer has also been informed that a deputation of the

manufacturers waited upon Sir Thomas White some

^:Jg:gg^sg:^:^:;g:S
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time ago and asked that the Government remove the
restrictions placed on the newsprint industry. It is

rumored that the maiuifacturers asked that the re-

strictions be lifted on April 1st. No action in connec-
tion with this re(juest had been taken by the gov-
ernment up to early this week.

Conditions at the John R. Booth and E. B. Eddy
plants remained very much the same as they have been
for the past four or five weeks, the labor situation,

while rumblings of a reported demand for another
increase in wages, were heard, did not actually show
aii\- cluinge. The E. B. Eddy Company and John R.

Booth are doing everything they can to place returned
men ami give them back the positions they occupied
before tlu> war or give them other employment for

which tliev are fitted.

HAS INAUGURATED A SERVICE BUREAU,
(ieorge II. K. ilitl'oril. fornu'rly editor of the Tor-

onto Sunday World ami past President of the Tor-

onto Press Club, has opened an office in the Stair

Building, Toronto, and under the head of The Service

Bureau, of which he is President, is working up a very
desirable coiuiection in a new line. The Service Bureau
uiulertakes publicity work, syndicating, ad-writing,

sales letters, and conducts campaigns of any character.

The Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co. at Smooth Rock
Falls, Ont. have bought two of the new style "U"-bar
drum barkers from Fibre Making Processes, Chicago.

Mr. D. C. A. Galarneau, late forester for Algoma
Central Railroad, has accepted a position with the St.

Maurice Paper Company of Three Rivers. Profession-

al foresters are proving their worth to the companies.
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EDITORIAL

NO FRICTION NO WORK.
Some years ago, Prof, (now Colonel) W. H. Walker

said: "Where there's no friction, there's no work,"

with reference to educational and research work, and
this applies with peculiar aptness to the present sit-

uation in Canada.

The Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research has developed a plan for a central federal

Bureau of Standardization and Research. A consider-

able number of thoughtful Canadians are determined

and almost bitter in their opposition to the scheme,

claiming that the University is the place for research.

There are, of course, arguments on both sides. Very

few of our educational institutions have facilities at all

adequate to the pursuit of certain classes of investiga-

tion. On the other hand, they have some valuable ap-

paratus (though often out of date) and competent men

on the faculty who, if they had time, would be keen

to undertake a greater amount of important research

work. The trouble is, a professor does not as a rule

have time for more than an occasional dab, possibly

a coal or oil analysis, or a fragmentary inquiry into the

properties of some material. He may have a spare hour

on Monday, several on Tuesday, none on Wednesday,

miss his supper on Thursday, and possibly work Satur-

day afternoon and Sunday if he is a bachelor or doesn't

care for his wife's society. Good, solid, consecutive

work cannot be done under such conditions. The

summer vacation can be employed to good advantage

perhaps, in studying a problem, but to our mind would

better be used in the garden or woods, or in a manu-

facturing plant, getting first hand knowledge of in-

dustrial problems and an inspiration that would make

lecture and laboratory courses of greater interest and

value to the student.

The University is primarily a "knowledge factory"

where student learns (or ought to) how to do things,

and why. A part of this training should certainly be

an organized attack on ^ problem, not so much for the

contribution to our general knowledge, as for the

training of the student in research tactics. We do not

wish to convey the idea that the increase in knowledge

is not appreciated. Many exceedingly valuable dis-

coveries, especially of fundamental facts and laws

have been made or confirmed, and theories advanced

and disproved, by the work of professors with, or

without, the aid of students. A teacher can sometimes

organize an investigation so as to attack it in a series

of researches by succeeding classes, but student work

can be relied on to do no more than contribute inci-

dentally to knowledge. Too many things come in to

upset the best laid plans—such as difficulties of equip-

ment, time, material and temperament. By all means
let the college and university go on and train young
men and women in the fundamentals of science, the

tactics of research and the appreciation and under-

standing of history, economics and language, but we
need more than that for the development of our indus-

trial enterprise along scientific lines.

The most notable recent success in industrial re-

search has been made in two distinctly different lines.

In the first place, large and wealthy firms have re-

search departments that make many universities look

like a movie show alongside of grand opera. They
work on both fundamental and operating problems, and
get results because they can hammer away tiU some-

thing is disclosed. The other case is the Mellon In-

stitute idea, where a concern, too poor to maintain

an elaborate research organization can, with the aid

of a university, by supporting an investigator and per-

haps supplying special equipment, have an iavestiga-

tion made into a specific problem. Some excellent re-

sults of this plan are on record. The financial inter-

est insures the attention of the concern to the re-

search and an appreciation of its value.

One striking objection to the conduct of this kind

of work by a federal laboratory is that a lot of effort

would be wasted or unappreciated. In other words,

"What we get for nothing is generally worth it."

An instance of this occurred recently. A technical

man asked the Forest Products Laboratories if slab

wood could be used for pulp. He was informed that

the slab contained the best fibre and was delighted

with the information. It was entirely new to him,

although the whole investigation had been published

and he had a copy. Of course, we never miss the water

till the well goes dry, so it is doubtful whether this

is a valid argument against the collection of all the

fundamental information we can get in regard to our

natural resources and even manufactured products.

A central federal laboratory for standards is a cry-

ing need. Standards can not be established and main-

tained without research, neither can specifications be

worked out for the purchase of materials for public

works or the use of governmental departments. And
standards and specifications should be backed up by

cheek analyses and tests. How far such a laboratory

should go in the matter of purely industrial research
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is opeu to question, but we continue in the belief that

fundamental ju'cblems and many others can and ought

to be conducted in and by a central bureau. This

should include all government laboratories now doing

research work, either by co-ordination or merging.

Another serious question is whether the Council should

assume administrative duties. As at present con-

stituted the Council is supposed to be advisory, but

might be a useful agent in crystallizing our research

facilities into one body if it would proceed with suf-

ficient tact and care.

TESTING PULP.
The perennial bone of contention between pulp mak-

ers and consumers is the determination of the amount

of material they are selling or paj'ing for. It seems

a simple matter, when there is nothing in a shipment

but pulp and water, to estimate the amount of each.

But the problem is more difficult than it appears and

the source of trouble is almost wholly in the method

of obtaining a representative sample. A lot of work

has been done on the subject, but no generally accept-

ed method has yet been devised. Furthermore, the

hard work of committees will be wasted and their

efforts come to naught unless both buyers and sellers

are willing to bnry some of their own pet notions

and favorite schemes, and whole-heartedly accept and
practice as a iiniform procedure, a standard method,

formulated by a duly authorized committee and ap-

proved by the technical men in the industry. The

dead-lock will continue indefinitely if some pin-headed

purchasing agent or bull-headed manager is going to

chuck the standard method in the waste basket, put

a stick in the spokes of the w-heels of progress by re-

fusing to use anything but his own method.

In his report for the Groundwood Section Capt.

Acer emphasized the need of a standard method for

sampling pulp and determining the moisture content

and the urgency of the need. The sampling of laps

has been brought to a state where closely confirmatory

results are obtainable by different analysts. On an-

other page is the report of a committee of the Technical

Section having particular reference to chemical pulp

in rolls. It should be read with care, tried out care-

fully and revised if necessary. It should be made law

within a year and then may be amended if found de-

fective. The main thing is to have " everybody doing

it." Don't pigeon-hole it, help it along. "What do

do you hire technical men for if you don't use their

knowledge and ability?

THE ASSOCIATION'S TEXTBOOK.
On another page is an outline of the text book

on Pulp and Paper Manufacture that is being pre-

pared under the auspices, and with the support, of

the Canadian and American Associations. Every pulp
and paper man is, or should be, interested in it. Your
advice, suggestions and assistance are needed to help
make it what it might be.

FROM LUMBERMAN TO LEGION OF HONOR.

A conspicuous liounr has been done the lumbermen

and the pulp and paper industry of Canada in the

climax of the military career of Brigadier-General J.

B. White. Briefl.v told, General White has been made

an officer of the Legion of Honor by the French Re-

public for services rendered with the French Armies.

He was in command in France of the Canadian For-

estry Corps, consisting of 13,000 Canadians with an ad-

ditional attachment of 8,000 men. As Major White

he went over with the 224th Battalion. He was re-

called in 1916, when he raised and took over, as Lieut.-

Colonel, the 242nd Forestry Battalion,' consisting

largely of lumbermen. He was appointed director of

( 'anadian operations and deputy-director of the British

ill UHT. In the New Year honors in 1918 he received

the D.S.O., and in November was promoted to Briga-

dier-General.

The General's military career began long before the

war, as he was then in command of B. Squadron of the

Duke of York's Royal Canadian (17th) Hussars. He
has always been a lumberman, although his home is

now is in Westmount, and his standing in his profes-

sion is attested by his position as director of the Can-

adian Forestry Association, director of the Riordon

Pulp and Paper Co., and manager of their wood de-

partment and sawmills. Just now General White is

giving a great deal of time and attention in an effort

to get our Provincial and Federal Governments to

organize a scheme of tree planting by returned sol-

diers, especially those witli injured lungs who need

out-door work.
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Raw Materials Needed by French Paper Mills
(Translated from "Le Papier" of Nov. 25, 1918, for the News Print Service Bui-eau.)

This is the first report of the National Bureau of

Papers on the raw materials required by the French
paper mills for the five years following the signing of

peace.

Paris, October 10th, 1918.

To the Minister of Commerce, Industry, Posts and
Telegraphs.

Sir,

On June 20th, the advisory Paper Commission re-

ceived from your department a letter dated June 12th,

strongly urging that a reply be sent to the question-

naire of the British government relating to the esti-

mation of French requirements for the twelve months
following the signing of peace. These requirements
are those which can be satisfied by products from Brit-

ish dominions. Moreover this letter requested a com-
plete and detailed study of the requirements of the

French paper industry for the five years which will

follow the signing of peace. On June 22nd we remit-

ted to you a reply to the British questionnaire. The
reply was as precise as the delay permitted. Today
we are forwarding to you a full report replying to the

questions put in your letter of June 12th.

The raw materials of the paper industry are

:

1. Vegetable tissues or plants from which are de-

rived the cellulose, the essential constituents of pa-

per;

2. Rags and old papers which, though not raw
materials in the strict sense of the words, require a

special .treatment to enter into the manufacture of

paper;

3. Chemical and mechanical wood pulps which, in

reality, are half-stuff, and which are derived from the

natural sources of the raw celluloses. These celluloses

merely require a more or less prolonged trituration to

be made into paper;

4. Mineral matters, or loading and sizing, which
serve the purpose of imparting to the sheet certain

qualities, which would be lacking if it comprised only

cellulose.

If the allied governments take under their exclusive

supervision and control the division among themselves
of raw materials and half-stuffs, which the world's
markets will possess at the end of hostilities, we may
rely upon it that the practical genius of the Americans
and English will gradually deprive the Germans of

those raw materials which once made the riches and
the fortune of their country. In the number of these

industries the pulp and paper industries occupied a

high position in Germany ; they were fed in a moderate
degree with foreign celluloses, but in a very great pro-

portion with foreign wood ; the German paper industry

started from raw materials that were treated entirely

in German mills. But it was not satisfied with trans-

forming wood pulps into paper. Meanwhile, from
other causes, the cellulose industry of Germany had
achieved such an immense importance, owing to im-

ports of wood, that long before the war Germany had
become one of the chief exporters of paper pulps.

With Austria-Hungary she delivered annually to
France, during each pre-war year, more than 65,000
tons of chemical wood pulp.

If, therefore, we should simply ask that a sufficient
supply of mechanical and chemical pulps be reserved
to us for the years which will follow peace, we shovdd
be doing nothing to disrupt German manufactures.
Hence we should not be aiding our allies in attain-
ing their avowed aim to destroy Germany by pre-
venting her economic development and commercial
expansion. So far from helping, we should be on our
guard against assisting in that development, for we
may be sure that Germany attaches the greatest im-
portance to the existence and working of her cellulose
mills, in order that she may be prepared to furnish
us with pulp the first day after the war as formerly.
By a general application and organization of such an
industrial policy, she will obtain the assurance that she
can continue after the war as before to make us her
economic vassals or her negligible adversaries on the
world's markets.

As a matter of fact the allied countries before the
war possessed the raw materials of the paper indus-
try; Finland, Russia, and Canada were the greatest
producers of pulpwood, and Finland and Russia prin-

cipally supplied Germany. The certain victory of the
allied armies will leave the Entente mistress of those
natural riches which should become the generators of

new riches for those manufacturers who employ ra^sv

materials as the basis of their industry, that is, woods
of various kinds, and not alone pulps of cellulose.

The question, therefore, which we must put to our-

selves is the inquiry whether the allies will continue
to deprive their own industries of wood in favor of

Germany, or whether the allies ought not to make a

division of these products among their own manufac-
turers, in order to feed industries already existing

and capable of a still greater development.

It is the very definite opinion of the National Bu-
reau of Papers that a portion of these raw materials
must be reserved to this country, a supply sufficient

to meet the requirements of the French paper industry
not only from the finish of hostilities but for the years
which will follow, while due account should be taken
of the probable increase in consumption, an increase

which may be calculated in advance. It will be nec-
essary, besides, to assure ourselves, by an appeal to

the allied countries, and next to neutrals, for preferen-

tial treatment excluding enemy countries partly, or
perhaps, entirely, that our mills which continue to

manufacture paper from pulp may have the necessary
supplies of wood pulps. As another measure the allied

governments might usefully consider the plan of im-

posing on Germany a proportionate contribution of

chemical wood pulps, in exchange for an annual de-
livery of woods which the allies possess. Chemical pulps
from Germany should be divided among the allies or

sold to their citizens. These pulps purchased from the
Germans at cost price, and resold in friendly coun-
tries, would realize a profit for each country, besides
making the German pulp industry participate in the
payment of the German war indemnity. Having pro-
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posed these principles, we give below our answers to

the French questionnaire, as it is set forth in the letter

of June 20, 1918, of the ministry of commerce. These

answers complete those which were made on June
22nd, to the British questionnaire..

Possibilities of Production.

Pulpwood.—French production of pulpwood, before

the war, was" about 500,000 steres. (A stere or cubic

meter, is equivalent to one-fourth cord.) Imports

were equally large or 500,000 steres. The total manu-
facture of chemical and mechanical pulp utilized in

France would have required the gross total consump-
tion of 3,000,000 steres. If we take into account the

fact that French production of pulpMood will be

reduced by approsimatelj- one-half after the war, ow-

ing to the intensive exploitations made during the

course of hostilities, imports should be raised to 2,700,-

000 steres for the manufacture of the total quality of

chemical and mechanical pulps used annuallj*. This

figure may appear considerable. Yet it is inferior to

the figures of German imports of pulpwood which, be-

for the war, exceeded 3,000,000 steres annually. It

is, of course, not a question of asking for a volume
of imports so considerable that cellulose mills would
be unable to consume the supply. But as their con-

sumption will be increased by about 20,000 tons an-

nually, representing 100,000 steres, there are grounds

for asking for each of the five years which will follow

the signing of peace, taking into account also the

diminution of French pulpwood during the first years,

—an annual importation of 850,000 steres, a figure

susceptible of being greatly augmented, if French
mills develop their manufacture of paper pulp.

Rags.—Before the war imports rose annually to

about 20,000 tons of rags other than linen rags. Un-
fortunately exports of these rags were nearly 70,000

tons. It is a matter of infinite regret that the French
paper industry failed to make advantageous use of all

these resources. The same thing is true of linen rags.

We note that, before the war, exports of linen rags

exceeded imports by 27,000 tons. Besides their value

for wove papers, linen rags are becoming a raw ma-
terial of the first importance to the paper industry on
account of the recent development in France of the

manufacture of roofing boards. If the mills run short

of raw materials, there will perhaps be groiinds for

considering a continuance of the prohibition of ex-

ports during the years which will follow the war, with

exceptions in favor of our allies and by way of com-
pensation.

Old Papers.—Imports rose annually to 47,000 tons.

Exports were insignificant. Old papers came from
England. Their export from England was prohibited

during the war. We shall be obliged to ask our allies

for a suspension of the prohibition during the years

following the war, allowing us a quantity similar to

that which they formerly furnished.

Esparto.—Imports of stalks, reeds, and esparto rose

annually to about 10,000 tons, of which about half

went to the paper mills. Northern Africa is in a posi-

tion to furnish more than 150,000 tons of esparto an-

nually now that the war is over, besides the 150,000

tons which before the war were reserved to England.

The French paper industry will find in the utilization

of the esparto of Northern Africa a means of freeing

itself in part from dependence on foreign countries for

supplies of pulp — if it will make the necessary effort.

Straw.—^French mills making straw paper will find

on the national soil all the straw necessary to their

industry. Tliey have found it in the past.

Wood Pulps.—The quantities which it will be nec-

essary to import annually may be fixed at the fol-

lowing figures:

Dry mechanical pulp 200,000 tons;

Dry chemical pulp 250,000 tons;

Canada will be given the preference in orders for

these pulps, the agreement being made with Sweden
and Norway for other supplies. A certain proportion

of chemical pulps, at a special price, may be required

of Germany as a war indemnity, as explained above.

Mineral Fillers.—Tlie French paper trade imported
from England about 79,000 tons of kaolin a year. This

quantity will be equally necessary after the war.

So much may be said of the classical raw materials,

in current use before the war. After the war we may
hope that other raw materials will be available in ad-

dition to tliese, a hope we owe to the development
of the chemical industry during the war, also to a

new aspect of initiative among our paper manufac-
turers, which should be encotiraged by a tariff more
adaptable to the interests of the country. Among these

new raw materials, we may cite

:

Broom, which grows every where in France, par-

ticularly in Brittanj' and the valley of the Rhone;
Seaweed abundant in the Camargue ; The branches
and twigs of the vine ; Sorghum, an African and . In-

dian plant, also found in France, notably in Gai'd ; The
Dwarf Fan Palm, abundant in Morocco.

It is probable, besides, that we shall find ways of

utilizing a number of plant tissues, derived chiefly

from ligneous woods of various species. Wood fibres

of this origin are seldom used, but the}' are adapted
to appropriate mechanical treatment preceding chemi-

cal treatment.

Summary.—To sum up ; all the raw materials which
have just been enumerated will guarantee to the French
paper industry its former production of pulps and
papers and will permit an important development of

its manufacturers. But the guarantee of supplies of

raw materials is necessary to ensure the commercial
expansion of our country. The quantity of imports
after the war may be summed up as follows:

Wood, 850,000 steres, importation from Finland,
Russia and Canada

;

Old papers, 40,000 to 50,000 tons (importation from
Ensland) :

Esparto, 100,000. to 150,000 tons (Northern Africa)

;

Wood pulps. 450,000 tons (Canada, then Norway
and Sweden. Germany imder special conditions)

;

Kaolin. 70.000 tons" (England i.

Power Requirements of the Machinery Actually in

Operation for the Manufacture of Pulp
and Paper.

The actual French production of chemical and me-
chanical pulps requires 25,000 to 30,000 H. P., while

60,000 to 70,000 H. P. will suffice for the production

in France of all the imported mechanical pulps. Yet
it must be noted that production of mechanical pulp by
steam power will be an obstacle because of the high

cost of coal in the years that are ahead.

Relation Between Production and Consumption.
Papers.—Before the war French production was

evaluated at about 700.000 tons a year. Imports were
about 30.000 tons, exports about 50.000 tons. Con-
sumption of paper in France, figures out at about

680,000 tons, or 38 lb. per capita a year. Consumption
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during 1917 should be less; the rise of prices having
diminished the importance of some grades. Then there

is the shortage of labor in printing establishments.

Considering the increase of imports in 1917, of imports
of chemical pulps, consumption for 1917 may be put at
about 400,000 tons. So far as we know there have
been no substitutes of paper on the 1917 markets, but
old papers have been used for wrappings more fre-

quently than formerly. Stocks do not manifest a
tendency to recover rapidly; prices remain high, with
a bearish trend that makes buyers cautious. It seems
clear that the French paper industry should be able
to meet its domestic requirements. But the outcome
depends upon different factors. A plan of industrial
expansion completely modifying the pre-war condi-
tions cannot be realized unless the manufacture of
pulps is developed, unless the mills .submit to dis-

cipline and specialization, unless the French indus-
try is in a position to obtain freight rates on as good
terms as the industry of other countries, and finally,

unless coal rapidly become abundant and cheap. The
attention of the allies should be drawn to this point
and an important annual contribution of fuel should
be demanded of Germany at a special price as a war
indemnity. As regards raw materials France is bound
to continue to supply England with esparto from
Africa. She may also supply rags. On the other
hand, France must ask from her Ally; coal, kaolin,

and waste papers.

Signed : A. JANOT,
Secretary General to the Committee.

British Pauer Makers Discuss Proposition.

TTnder the ansniccs of the Paper Makers' Associa-

tion of Great Britain aiul Ireland (Incornorated) an
important meeting was held at the Pillar ITall. Cannon
Street Hotel, London, on the 30th ult., for the pur-

pose of considering a number of proposals submitted
by the French delegates to the Inter-Allied Program
Committee. The gathering was convened upon the

suggestion of the Paper Controller (Mr. H. A. Ver-
net) and was well attended by members of the As-
sociation and others connected with the trade from
all parts of the country.

The President of the Association, Mr. Lewis Evans,
D.L., Chairman (of Messrs. John Dickinson and Co.,

Ltd.), presided over the earlier stages of the pro-

ceedings, and was supported on the platform by Mr.
H. A. Vemet (the Controller of Paper), Mr. R. Hall

Caine (the Deputy-Controller), and Mr. W. A. Poster,

B.A. (Secretary of the Association).

The Paper Controller took up the French Memor-
andum point by point and gave his interpretation based
largely on discussions he had had with French dele-

gates. The deliberations brought in the broad prob-

lem of rationing and control.

A general resolution was adopted to the effect that

the British paper makers approve the principle of

co-operation with the associated nations in the supply

of paper and paper making materials. A committee

was appointed to frame proposals and submit them to

a general meeting of the industry.

The Paper Maker and British Paper Trade Journal,

which gives an excellent account of the proceedings

has some statements of peculiar interest to Canadians.

In the course of his analysis of the situation, Mr.

Hall Caine said : It is obvious that the first plank in

any programme of mutual co-operation between the

Allied countries must start with the provisioning of

raw material. If that raw material is plentiful and

the supply of it is greater than the demand, and pro-

vided there is no ring or combination or monopoly
to maintain artificial prices, the natural laws of sup-
ply and demand will regulate the market, and there

is little for any Inter-Allied Committee to concern it-

self about in the supply of raw material, but if there

is a world shortage, or if the demand exceeds or is

equal to the supply and if there are combinations, car-

tels and the formation of trusts attempted, then the

position of the manufacturer is in jeopardy. If the lat-

ter is the case, it would seem to point to some sort

of mutual protection upon the part of Allied consum-
ers, and this would naturally fall to the lot of the

Inter-Allied Committee to deal with.

I express no opinion ; you gentlemen of the Paper
Trade are in the best position to judge which of the

two conditions I have outlined is apparent at the pre-

sent moment. "We hear conflicting stories. On the

one hand we are told that there is no world shortasrp

and will be no world shortage in the .supply of wood
pulp. On the other hand, we hear of difficulties that

have been experienced during the war in Scandinavian

countries, great difficulties in obtaining lumber, labor,

chemicals, and coal. We are told that these difficulties

have not- disappeared with the sieniiTg of th*^ Armis-

tice. We are told on the best authority, that the most

difficult time for the Scandinavian wood pulp trade is

yet to come. And when we turn to Canada, we are

told that there, too, there are difficidties in wood pulp

production, and that the United States are willing to

take large quantities of Canadian wood pulp, leav-

ing but a few hundred thousand tons per annum avail-

able for export. These are the various things which
you have heard, and which I have heard: we have no
actual first-hand knowledge on these subjects, but if

the present prices of chemical and mechanical pulps

go to prove anything, they would, in some measure,

bear out these assertions. Then again, it has been

ascertained that the total exportable production of

Scandinavian wood pulp pre-war was 2.185.000 tons.

We are informed, iipon high authority, that this pro-

duction has now dropped to 60 per cent, of this total,

some even say it has fallen as low as 50 per cent. We
know that the pre-war demand for wood pulp for the

Allies, leaving out the demand of the United States,

was 2,000,000 tons. We can, therefore, very easily

see whether the present production of the pulp-produc-

ing countries will be sufficient to meet the demands
which are very shortly, we hope, to be put upon them.

It is easy to say that no such demands have yet been

made, and that it will be some time before the mills

in this country, let alone the mills in the countries of

our Allies, get back to their pre-war consumption, and

to argue that, by the time we are reorganized and
ready to take out pre-war quantities, the mills in the

pulp-producing coi;ntries would be ready to supply us

—but will this be so? Is it not our strenuous endeavor

to get our men back into the mills, and get paper-

making in all countries re-established on an even bet-

ter than pre-war basis at the earliest possible moment 1

Are we to set our pace to the pace which best suits our

suppliers of raw materials? It may be that we shall

have to do so, but is there not danger in the whole
situation? These seem to me to be important points

for the consideration of the Allied Conference.

Proceeding, Mr. Hall Caine said that in dealing

with this question he would like to submit to them a

kind of balance sheet which he thought would show
them something of the position. Prior to the war '''
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Scandinavian production of wood pulp was 2,185,000

tons, Canada exported to countries other than the

United States 400.000 tons, while the Finnish produc-

tion was 128,000 tons. This pave a total of 2,700,000

tons of pulp for Europe. With regard to consumption,

he put it at 2,00,000 tons for the Allies, 250,000 tons for

the United States, 70,000 tons from Scandinavia for

Germany, and if 250,000 tons was allowed for other

countries it would give a total of 2,570,000 tons. It

would thus be seen that if the Scandinavian produc-

tion of pulp were to go down to 33 1-3 per cent, of

what it was before the war, there was no doubt that

there would not be enough to go round unless they

could draw more from Canada. The United States

said that they could take all that Canada could pro-

duce. The German imports of pulp wood from Russia

and Finland—but principally from Russia—approxi-

mated to 1,200,000 tons. But Germany might not be

able to obtain anything like that quantity from Russia

in 1920, and would probably have to go to Canada or

Scandinavia for pulp. It was perfectly feasible that

Germanj: was going to be a much larger buyer of the

finished article than previously, owing to the fact that

it could not get the raw material for its production

of pulp. At the present moment the demand of the

Allies for pulp was 800.000 tons and the present Scan-

dinavian production was about 1.400.000 tons. It seem-

ed to him that the Scandinavians were about right

when they said that their production had .fallen to 50

or 60 per cent, of their pre-war total.

Apropos of the foregoing and in extenuation of

a brief announcement made last week, is the follow-

ing from the Financial Times of March 8:

The announcement from Ottawa this week that the

Board of Trade of Great Britain will remove all re-

strictions upon imports of paper, including wall paper

and paper-making materials, effective April 30, is ex-

pected in Canadian pulp and paper circles to stimulate

Canadian exports of these products to Great Britain.

Several of the manufacturers already have their special

representatives on the ground looking for export busi-

ness, while British houses are also sending buyers to

this country to make piirehases.

Canadian exports of pulp and paper to Great Britain

previous to the war had never reached a very high

figure. Those for the year ending March 31, 1914,

totalled $1,696,337 in value and were made up as

follows

:

Paper, wall $ 200
" felt *.... 499
" wrapping 1,053
" printing 122.207
" N. 0. P 385.993

Stationery 13.513

Pulp, chem 5.412

Pidp. mech 1.162,470

$1,691,347

Published records of exports during the war years

are not available, but it is known that there was a

very material shrinkage.

The United Kingdom is dependent to a great extent

on foreism sources for raw materials used in the paper-

making indiistry. Verv little pulp is produced locally.

Two or three companies manufacture sulphite wood
pulp for their own consumption, b\it the total thus

available is comparatively triflinsr. Prior to the war
the situation was not especially difficult, owing to the

ease with which the needed materials could be ob-

tained from other countries. For the finer grades of

paper, rags were used, as in Canada and the United

States; other materials that were employed were, in

order of quantity consumed, wood pulp, esparto grass,

and waste, including rags and old paper, old rope, jute

bags, etc.

Immediately after the restrictions were placed on

the importation of paper-making materials in 1915,

a more economical use of existing materials in the

British Isles began and has continued on an extensive

scale to the present day.

The effect of Governmental restrictions on the im-

nortation of r»aper-makin<r materials is shown by the

fact that while in 1913 the imports of paper-making
materials into the United Kingdom totalled 1,229.150

tons, in 1917 these had fallen to 446.138 tons, and for

the first six month of 1918 amounted to only 197.905

tons. While the quantity was thus reduced the value

of the imports was relatively very much greater. In

1917. for example, the quantity of paper-making ma-

terials imported was onlv 36 per cent, of the amount
imported in 1913. but the value was nearlv twice as

<?reat. Durincr the first six months of 1918 British

imports of panT-makinor materials were reduced to an

amount onlv 16 per cent, of the quantitv imported in

the comnVte vear 1913. but the value of the imports

dnrin"' tbi<! period exceeded that of the 1913 imports

bv *1 089.833.

In 1913. drv. unbleacb'>d chemical wood pulp was
secarid in importancp amoTi<r paper-mnkiuGr materials

imported into the United Kinedom. Sveden has for

raanv vears been the chief source of suppIv. with Nor-

wav. Russia and Gfrmanv fnmishincr about the same
amout each. In 1914 aud 1915 Sw^d^n continued to

shin vast ouantities of this pulp to Fnrrland. Sweden's
nrolii'HitioTi of pvriorts of pulp enabled Norwav to take

the Iparl in 191fi ho-n-pvpr. and this Ipad has not been
TplinnnisViP,^ Tho Upifpd Statps and Canada have also

furnished a conqirloT-aTilp amount in the past year or

two. At prpsput this class of paripr-makine material is

beinc imnnrtprl^in larfpr nuantities than anv other,

ovpr .*19nonnnn worth having bpen i-mportpd into the

Ignited Kinedom dnT-irnT t>ip first six months of 1918.

Mechanical Pult).

Bpfore the war drv mechanical puln was the Ipast

imnnrtant forpi^u nappr ma+prial uspd in thp British

iurlustrv. r>nrin" thp prpsput vpar it is pxcpeded in

imriortancp onlv bv drv unbleanhpd phpmical and wet

mpphanical Russia uspd to sunpiv 80 ppr cent, of all

imrvorts. Sweden is practicallv the only source at

pvpspnt.

In normal timps '(^pt mpchauical pulp constituted

thp 1ar<TPst itpm in thp imriorts of paper stock, and

until tVip prpsput voar it pontirupil to rank first. Nor-

vav s>n'r.nor1 in 1014 1 01 ^^ and 1016 an amount pop-

sidorablv lar^pr than in 1013. whpu it furnisbpd 75^^

of thp total imnorts and that pnnntrv is still thp ehief

sonrcp of supplv. Canada and "Newfoundland pach con-

tributed over 50 nnn tons in 1913. and in thp followin"'

three vears continiipd to shin lar"?" nnautitips of this

class of puIp. Dnrins? the last vear these shipments

have been almost entirely eliminated.

It is understood that nonsidprablp nnaptitips of Scan-

dinavian mdn bavp fonnd their vav into FuMand sincp

thp armisticp was siTnpd. proViaVilv on acponnt of the

"rcatpr acppssibilitv of that marVpt to thp Old Countrv.

but thp information reachipf Canada is that the de-

maud is still larsrelv in eveess of the supplv and Can-

adian manufacturers are lavin'r plans to secure a fair

proportion of the available orders.
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Soda Pulp Manufacture
By E. SUTERMEISTER, S. D. Warren Co., West-

brook, Me.
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(Coutiimed from Page 246).

Ill Part I Mr. Sutermeister discussed the prepara-
tion and composition of the cooking liquor, the ap-

paratus and materials employed, with illustrations;

in Part II. the recovery of lime, with analyses ; the

principles and practice of cooking operations, with
curves.

PART 3.

Mill Practices.

Passing from the experimental investigation of the

different variables to the actual mill operations it is

found that where poplar was originally used almost
exclusively there are now a considerable number of

woods employed. During 1916 the pulp wood con-

sumed in the soda process is reported by the Forest
Service as follows:

Kind of Wood. Cords.
Spruce 630
Aspen 394,577
Yellow pine 29,727
Jack pine 61,145
Yellow poplar 37,974
Gum 37,391
Cottonwood 19,461
Basswood 11,481
Douglas fir 7,679

Sycamore 2,246
Willow 600
Buckeye 100
Cucumber 37

Beech, birch and maple 77,751
Slabs and mill waste 26,620

These woods fall naturally into two classes with
regard to ease of cooking and the bleaching qualities

of the fibre produced. The coniferous woods, spruce,

yellow and -Tack pine and Douglas fir require a ra-

ther severe cooking treatment, and the fibre bleaches
with considerable difficiilty; for these reasons the
fibre is best employed in the unbleached condition
for paper where strength is of more importance than
color. The woods in the other group, known as the
broad leaved woods, have many properties in com-
mon and in general cook rather more easily than the
coniferous woods and yield a fibre which bleaches
much more easily.

DeCew gives the following figures as representa-
tive of actual mill results in the cooking of some Can-
adian woods

:

Wood:

Black spruce : Picea nigra . .

Hemlock : Tsuga canadensis
Poplar : P. grandidentata . .

Basswood : Tilia americana
Birch : Betula alba

Birch ; Betula lutea

Maple : Acer nibrum . . . .

From other reliable

have been collected

:

sources the following data

Wt. pr cd. Alkali pr cd. Yield air dry
bone dry. as Na,CO, fibre pr cd.
2970 900 1520

3091—3218 1035—1120 1460—1592

Wood.

White maple.
White birch .

Gum and pop-
lar 3268 680 1160

Poplar .... 2550 760 1250
Gum 2976—3040 920—1138 1215—1432

These figures show the total amount of alkali ne-
cessary for the various woods, but mill records are
often kept as the number of pounds of new alkali
which are added per cord of wood cooked. This fig-
ure necessarily varies with the efficiency of the re-
covery plant, but from actual soda mill records of
the new soda ash added and the number of cords of
wood cooked it appears that with poplar 184 lbs. of
soda ash per cord suffices when the recovery is 76%,
or 153 lbs., with a recovery of 87.5%. For a mixture
of three-fifths gum and two-fifths poplar, used dur-
ing a period of six months, 157 lbs. of fresh soda ash
was found to be ample when the recovery was 85.7%.
The time of cooking in the best modern mills is

about four hours for deciduous, or broad leaved,
woods and about six hours for coniferous woods. In
order to make a success of these short cooks it is ne-
cessary to have very vigorous circulation and a rapid
supply of steam. By removing air from the chips and
employing superheated steam it is claimed that the
liquor penetrates the chips more rapidly and that
the cooking time may therefore be shortened.

Modified Processes.

Various modifications of the soda process have been
proposed from time to time with the idea of improving
the fibre or obtaining a greater yield. Some of these,
which depend on mechanical action, have already been
mentioned but others are more purely of a chemical
nature. Many consist in the addition of small amounts
of some material which is supposed to exert a pro-
tective influence on the fibre and prevent it from be-
ing seriously attacked: Schaeht even recommends
cooking with a liquor consisting largely of sodium sul-

phite and thiosulphate and containing only enough
caustic soda to dissolve silica and aluminates. Free-
man carried out the cooking in a reducing atmosphere
obtained by passing hydrogen into the bottom of the

Specific Weight per Soda as Yield
nty. cord in lbs. Na.CO, PC. Lb s. air dry

fib re per cd
0.41 2250 900 40 1000
0.42 2300 9.50 38 970
0.43 2350 800 44 1150
0.425 2325 800 44 1135
0.58 3190 800 42 1490
0.66 3630 850 40 1610
0.64 3520 850 40 1560
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digester and out through a trap at the top until all

air is expelled. Another modification consists in

saturating the chips with the cooking liquor by means
of pressure, drawing off the excess of liquor, and com-
pleting the cook by passing in live steam. This is

claimed to give greater yield and better fibre because
the chips are uniformly treated throughout.
The protective materials which it has been proposed

to use are largely of a reducing nature, the idea being
. to prevent oxidation and consequent loss of fibre
through formation of oxycellulose. The most promis-
ing of these are .sulphur and black liquor. The latter
is used in some mills instead of water to dilute the
strong caustic to the desired .strength for cooking thus
obtaining a more complete utilization of the caustic
remaining in the black liquor and enabling a stronger
black liquor to be sent to the recoven' system. As
this use of black liquor is analogous to its use in the
production of kraft pulp in the sulphate process it

would be expected that the bleaching properties of the
pulp would suffer correspondingly and this has been
proved to be true in a series of careful tests in which
the amount of black liquor was varied between quite
wide limits. "When no black liquor was used the fibre
bleached with 8.4 ^r of bleach ; if 9% of the total vol-
ume was made up of black liquor the fibre required
10.1% of bleach; if 17.2% of black liquor was used
14.1% of bleach was necessary: while if the entire
volume was composed of black liquor which was
brought to the correct strength by the addition of
.solid caustic soda it was found that the fibre would
not bleach to the standard color even with 22% of
bleach. While black liquor injures the bleaching prop-
erties it also increases the yield of fibre, and it has
been found that 3-4% more fibre, based on the weight
of the wood, can be obtained if about 8% by volume
of black liquor is used. Any increase in the proportion
of black liquor beyond this amount has failed to in-

crease correspondingly the yield of fibre so that 8%
seems to be the limit in practical operations.
The use of sulphur in soda cooks is also a step to-

ward the sulphate process, but the amount which it is

proposed to use is only 0.1% to 0.2% on the weight
of the wood which is practically nothinff compared
with the regular sulphate cooking liquor. It is claimed
that^ this small amount of sulphur will not cause of-
fen.sive odors, but trials extending over a number of
months

_
have proved that the odors are noticeably

more disagreeable when sulphur is used. The method
of using sidphur is to add it to the liquor in the caus-
ticizing tanks and allow it to dissolve during the boil-
ing and agitation. This gives a distinct yellow color
to the liquor due to the presence of sulphides or poly-
sulphides.

Careful tests of this proposed modification have
been made on a number of woods with the following
results

:

Percentage yield on bone drv basis
Kind of wood. "Without Sulphur. "With 0.2% Sulphur
Poplar 38.9 41.9
Spruce 36.8 35.7
"White birch 40.9 40.9
White maple 40.6 41.4
Yellow poplar 41.7 42.6

It is evident that sulphur is not equally beneficial in
all cases and that each wood must be tested separately
to see whether its use would be worth while. There
seems to be no doubt whatever as to its effect on the

bleaching of the fibre as in every case that from the
cooks in which sulphur was used bleaches a little more
easily than the corresponding fibre produced without
sulphur. This property appears to be of sufficient

intensity in the case of ]iophir wood to counteract the
injurious effect of black liquor so that when both
sulphur and black lifjuor arc used in cooking poplar
the gain in .vield due to both factors is obtained while
the fibre bleaches fully as easily as that produced
with the regular, unmodified cooking liquor.

The advantages of using sulphur are not readil.v

ascertainable when operating on a large scale because
of variations in the quality of the wood and because
it is not eas.v to determine the yield \vlth accuracy.

Such reasons are doubtless responsible for the re-

ports from two mills that no increase in yield or other

advantages could be noticed.

By-Products of Cooking.
The recovery of by-products during the cooking has

been attempted at various times and is successfully

carried out when treating pine or other resinous woods.
The steam and gases relieved from the top of the

digesters are passed through coolers and condensers
and a good grade of turpentine prepared. Numerous
patents have also been taken out for the recovery of

rosin from woods rich in this substance, the processes

consisting essentially of a partial cook with caustic

soda after which the liquor removed is treated with
more cau.stic soda, or with salt, which causes a separa-

tion of the rosin as sodiuTu resinate. The importance
of such problems is emphasized by the fact there are

about 21.000,000 cords of resinous wood goinff to waste
annually in the southern part of the T'^nited States.

With the non-resinous woods there is also a pos-

sibility of recoverincr useful products from the relief.

When cooking poplar and condensing the relieved

gases there were foTind in the condensate, acetone,

methyl alcohol, an oily portion, and nitrogen bases,

probably largel.v trimethyl-amine. Of these substances

the most valuable, takinsr into consideration both the

amount and the price obtainable are the methyl al-

cohol and the nitrogenous substances, and it is prob-

able that eventually these will be recovered in most
plants of any considerable size. The quantities of these

materials which can be obtained from a cord of wood
are not definitely known, but from small scale cooks

of seven woods Bergstrom has obtained from 0.66%
to 0.83% of alcohol based on the dry wood used. It

is not probable that this could be duplicated on a

large scale because of the tremendous volume which
would have to be relieved from the digester in order

to carry over all the alcohol.

(To be continued.")

LABOR AFTER THE "WAR.
Those industrial concerns which still treat labor as

a commodity to be bought at the cheapest possible

price and to be treated accordinsrly are likely to find

themselves saddled with the in efficients who are

crowded out by the return of the soldiers. Those
concerns which have alreadv adopted a policv which
presupposes that the laborer is a human bein? with

ambitions and aspirations like other human beings,

and have held forth an incentive for their emnloyees
to work intellisentlv to increase profits should be able

to have a choice of the men whose outlook has been

so greatlv broadened by their experiences with the

colors.—The Railway Age.
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Testing Moisture in Pulp

By E. B. SLACK, Chairman Committee on Testing
Moisture in Pulp, Technical Section of the

C. P. & P. A.
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This Committee reported that the following work
has been carried out since the June meeting.

1.—Following up our report of June meeting, in

which we advised the taking of strip sample from
the wet lap pulp the full length of sheet, we contin-

ued our investigations, and have here tests taken
showing the strip sample test obtained, and also at

same time weighing balance of the lap and testing it.

This work was performed by two of the Commit-
tee, working separately, and, as will be seen, the re-

sults arrived at prove conclusively that a strip sam-
ple 3" wide, cut clean across face of roll is an abso-
lute test of whole lap.

TABLE A.

Ordinary Wet Machine Lap Pulp.
Tost Bo. 5" Strip. TTiols Sheet Test IIO. }" Strip Diole sheet.

% Air Dry 1. Air Dry % Air Dr;- % Air Dry
?T]lp Pulp pulp pulp.

1 39.65 39.25 25 42-45 43.05
2 40.65 39.20 24 40.70 40.55

} 39.05 . 36.70 25 38.55 38.15
4 56.70 37.65 26 41-30 41.45

5 40.25 40.05 27 41.80 42.55
i 38.85 39.80 28 42;75 42.65

7 39.20 39.15 29 43-05 43.55
3 41.05 42.05 30 42.00 42.05

9 4e.2o 41.15 31 42-25 41.40

10 41.95
40 i5

40.60 32 41.75 42.60

11 39.90 33 41.35 41.50

12 39.30 38.75 34 40-50 40.26

1? 39.40 39.80 35 40-32 40.31
14 42.15 42.65 56 ^^11 38.07

15 41.80 42.20 57 35.86 56.43
16 41.05 39.55 38 36.36 38-33

\l
40.80 39.95 39 40.21 39.74

42.70 43.25 40 39-91 39.66

IS 40.65 40.50 41 37-72 37.57
20 40.85 41.40 42 n.76 32.0a; Ground
21 41.65 42.25 45 30.27 30.64) Vood
22 40.40 40.55 31.50 30.94) Palp-

Average of itrlp Method 39 79 % Air Dry

ATersge of Whc le Sheet 39 32 f. Air Dry

TABLE B.
Rogers Wet Jlaehine Pulp Made Into Sheets.

Test No.. 3'- strip. Whole Sheet Tost »o. 3" Strip
% Air Dry

"hole Sheet

% Air Dry % Air Dry 1. Air Dry
Pulp Pulp Pulp Pulp

I. 46.06 46.87 31- 48.91 47.87
2. 46.10 46.72 32. 46.56 45.83
i. 48.01 46.40 33- 43-51 45.78
4. 47.50 48.20 34. 46.13 46.57

45-465. 5-85 45.44 35- 44,02
i. 44.95 45.95 36. 44.60 46.30
7. 45.75 46.63 37. 46.38 47.00
e. 47.05 47-20 38, 47.42 46.95
9. 45.17 45.70 39. 49.76 49.13

10. 46.64 46.80 40v 48.07 49.54
11. 47.30 46.88 41. 48.25 46.65
12. 45.90 47.96 42. 47.76 47.27
13. 44.61 45.64 43. 45-96 46.90
14. 45.69 46.18 44. 46-73 46.97
15. 46.20 47.10 45. 45.63 46.66
U. 45.52 47.02 46. 47-34 48.14
n. 46.88 47.52 47- 45.42 44.48
18. 46.36 46.91 48- 43.93 45.55
19. 47.37 46.55 49. 45.60 45.34
20. 47.00 46.97 50. 46.68 45.42
21. 46.58 46.72 51. 47.87 46.72
22. '-.tl 47.50 52. 48.60 47.53
23. *i.Ji 46.90 53. 48.88 47.50
24. 46.16 47.03 54. 46.60 45.70

45.3725. 4J.74 *}.91 55. 46.82
26. 47.88 49.15 56. 47.61 47.80
27. 47.77 47.25

U:
45.68 46.50

28. 46.11 45.92 46.52 47.18
29. 48.10 46,50 5'- 45.60 45.30

46.8030. 49.20 47.00 60. 47.20

Average of Strip Uethod
ATerege of TThole Sheet

The same method was also followed in testing Wet
Machine pulp made into sheets. In this instance the

tests were taken from Rogers machines. Your
Committee herewith submit the following series of

tests showing how the 3" strip sample also bears out
in conclusive fashion the correct test for whole sheet.
These tests are also shown in graphical form, chart
No. 1.

Regarding Hydraulic Pre.ssed pulp, we have made
investigations regarding the wedge method, and find
that it gives a closer and more accurate result than
the strip method. Two different members of your
Committee made investigations of the strip and
wedge method as applied to Hydraulic Pressed pulp.
One member of the Committee working on this sent
your Chairman the following:^
"From a .series of tests comparing the results by

taking wedge shaped and strip samples on Hvdrauli'e
Pressed pulp, I obtained the following:

—

Wedge—54.39% Air Dry.
Whole Lap—53.78% Air Dry.
Strip—56.23% Air Dry.
Whole Lap—54.11% Air Dry.
The wedge samples were cut according to the me-

thod proposed in our report of June 5th, 1918, while
the strips were 2" rectangular samples cut from cen-
tre of lap to outer edge, the cut portions forming a
cro.ss in every four samples."
The other member working on the same principle

obtained the following results:

—

TABLE C.

Hydraulic Pressed Pulp.

Test Bo. 2" strip Wedge Sample. Whole Lap.
% Air Dry % Air Dry > Air Dry

Pulp. pulp. Pulp,

62.60 61.68 60.94
63.00 60.20 60.75
62.07 61,15 60-60
62.55 61.01 60.32
57.45 56.10 55-80
60.80 58.20 53.40
61.25 60.12 60. 4J
61.14 59-20 59.63
62.43 61.38 60.47
63-13 60.17 60.03

Average of 2" strip Method
Average of Wedge Sarple
Average of Vhole Lap

61.64 % Air Dry.
59-93 % Air Dry.
59.74 i. Air Dry.

These two members working separately, have
found that the wedge .system gives a much more ac-
curate result than the strip method.
The following new investigations were made on pulp

that was run over dryers and made into rolls. Your
Chairman found that he was the only one on your
Committee who had the opportunity to carry out in-
vestigations in this line. He thought it would be of
interest to describe the method of testing pulp made
into rolls:-The sheet which comes over the dryers
is slit in three and wound into rolls. These rolls,
when finished, are about 18" in diameter. The winder
man, when cutting the sheet on the completion of the
roll, cuts at the same time a strip 3" in width across
face of each roll. These strips are placed in an air-
tight box and then tested. This gives a te.st for every
roll that comes from the machine.

Table D. shows the air dry test of outside layer
or sheet as compared with the average air dry test of
19 inner layers on the same roll, cutting the roll
through to the core.
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TABLE D.

Pulp Miulp ill Rolls

TABLE F.

Test of Roll Pulp After Five and Ten Days' Storage.

5 Days in Storage.

79.20
71.40
79.00
60. :o
70.4.0
dl.80
72.10
67.90
73.30
67.00
65.50
71.50
6fl.20
69.40
67.70
66.90
67.90
72.00
76,40
72.90
74.40

78.30
71.30
78.60
80.90
70.70
'80.50
71.70
68.40
73.40
67.30
66.50
72.40
60.60
69.80
68.80
67.20
67.30
71.60
76.70
73.10
74.50

position of Roll 110.4 aoU Ho.

9

T«8t. t Air Dry % Air Dry
Pulp Pulp

Roll 110.14

H Air Dry
pulp

Roll 110.19 Roll Do. 20
t Ail; Dry % Air Dry

Pulp Pulp.

Urapliical Chart No. 2 was made of 20 such indi-

vidual tests taken from "> different rolls.

When pulp made in rolls is stored, or is in transit

by railroad, car, or boat, we find that a change in

weight takes place. Several tests have been made of

rolls after being stored for five days and ten days.

These rolls were weighed every day, and afterwards

they were tested, using strip method previously de-

scribed. Table E. shows the result of variations in

Avet weight of rolls during storage of five and ten

days. Table F. illustrates how the moisture content

varies in the same roll after it was stored for five or

ten days. This is shown on two graphical charts No.
3 and No. 4. No. 3 being rolls after five days' stor-

age, and No. 4 being rolls after ten days" storage.

To obtain a correct test of pulp in rolls which have
been stored or have been in transit, the following me-
thod of testing such rolls is recommended: —
Take a test strip 3" in width across the face of the

roll from the second layer, and four other similar

strips from layers located at least 11/4 inches or fur-

ther from the outside layer.

Table G. shows the result obtained with 20 rolls

that were stored and tested in this manner.

62.90
85.00
80.50
72.40
68.30
66.20
65.00
64.'-.0

64.60
63.50
63.30
62.70
63.50
62.80
62.80
:3.4o
63.50
62.70
67.40

73.50
72.00
70.00

67.40

68.20

59.63
84.40
72.90
66,90
63.50
62.30
61.00
59.70
60.00
59.10
59.40
58.70
59.20
59.20
59.00
58.70
59.60
59.50
60.10

84.30
82.80
80.90
79.30
76.10
76.50
79.90
78.80
76.80
76.70
7:. 20
77.90
76.70
79.20
66.20

91.00
94,10
93.00
92.90
95.00
94.30
94.40
95.00
91.40
92.80
91.40
92.80
90.40
91.20
91.30
91.00
92.20
9 2-. 20
97.60

10 Days in Storage.

Roll 110.21 Roll NO. 23 Boll No.25 Roll 110.27 Roll Ho. 29

% Air Dry % Air Dry f. Air Dry t Air Dry i. Air Dry
Pulp Pulp Pulp Pulp Pulp

Grig. Toat 61.30 62.50 61.70 61.60 62,30
layer llo.l. 86.50 9 6.10 90.40 61.60 92,50

., ., 2. 86,70 93.30 63.70 82.80 83.30

.. „
J. 72.40 36.60 80.20 78.00 79.90

69.70 63.10 77.80 72.50 77.40
., „ 5. 67.70 77.70 73.50 71.10 73.80

66.10 74.00 71.40 67.10 72.00

:; :; I: 64.20
6-'..20

70.50

6^.70

66.10
p:|g

70.20
69.00

.. » 5. 66.70
' 10. 64.50 67.10 65.90 64.30

63.60
65.50

" 11. 62.40 65.30 63.90 63.20
" 12. 61.80 63.30 62.90 62.30 62.30
" 22. 61.70 62.50 61.10 61.60 62.70
" 32. 61.20 61.60 61.90 62.70 61,80
" 42. 61.60 62.40 59.70 61.30 62.20

" 52. 59.80 61.80 62.70
61.80

62.00 62.10
• " 62. 61.50 62.10 63.30 62.20
„ „ -12. 62.10 61.90 62.20 62.40 63.10

65.80 65.30 64.30 67.60 65.40

I

I

From table (J it can be seen that this method gives

a very close result.

Your t'ommittee has investigated the testing of

pulp run over dryers and made into bales, but so far

have not obtained sufficient results for publication.

Your Committee would recommend that the methods
which were suggested at the -June meeting as regards
testing of wet pulp, whether in laps or sheets, and

TABLE E.

Roll HO. Orxg, Wt.

in Lts.

WEIGHT IB LBS.

13 t. Day 2nd. 3rd, 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10 th. wt. lbs. %'

1, 156 132 151 130 129 128.5 7.5 5-5

2. 153 128 127.5 127.5 127.5 126-5 6.5 4.9

3. 141 136 134.5 134 133.5 133.5 7.5 5.3

*i
!2i

166.5 168 167 165 165 7.0

i. 178 175 174 173.5 173 8-0 4,4

«. 1(6 163 161 160 159.5 158.5 7.5 4.5

7, 148 145 144 142.5 142.5 141.5 6.5

«. 156 153 152 151.5 150.5 150.5 5.5 3.5

9. 145 142 141 1J9 138.5 138 7.0 4.8

10. 156 155 155 153.5 153 152.5
171 169 168. 5 168

3.5 3.3
11^ 175 171.5 7.0 4.0

12. 145.5 144 143.5 141.5 141 141 4.5 3.0

13. 150 147.5 147.5 146.5 146 144.5 5-' 3.6
14. 158 156.5 157 154 153 152 6.0 3.8

15. 133 132 132 150.5 129 129 4.0 3.0
16. 134 133.5 132 131 130 130 4.0 2.9
17. 153 150.5 150 149 148 148 5.0 3.2
18. 136 135 134.5 134 134 134 2.0 1.4

19* 140 138.3 138.5 137.5 136.5 136.5 3.5 2.5
20; 112 111.5 111.5 111 111 111 1.0 0.8
21. 1J9 <136 135.5 135 134.5 134 1}4 134 153 5 133 5 133.5 5.5 3.9
22. 148 144 143 142.5 142 142 142 142 141 5 141 141 7.0 4.7
23. 142 13€ 138 137.5 I36..5 136.5 136 155 134 133 5 133.5 8.5 5.9
24. 157 154 153.5 153 152 151 150. 5 150 150 150 150 7.0 4.4
25. 171 167 166 165.5 165 64 164 165. 5 164 163 5 163.5 7.5 4.3
2(,. 160 156 154 153 153 153 152. 5 153 153 153 153 7.0 4.3
27. 132 128 127 126 125 .-5 125 125 125 125 125 125 7.0 5.3
28. 142 137 136 136 136 134.5 155 154. 5 -34 5 134 5 134.5 7.5 ^?2». 132 129.5 127, 126 126 125.5 125 • 124 123 5 123 123 9.0 6.8
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[

TABLE G.

Comparison of Wet Weight, Air Dry Test, and Air
Dry Weight in Rolls When First Manufac-

tured and After Storage.

1)0. of Orlg. Talght Weight aftor Orlg.Teat Tost after Air Dry Air Dry
Roll when made stoiBge. v/hen made Storage V7hen made Vt.aft;

lbs, lie. i Air Dry % Air Dry. Hjb. Stor.

1. 136. 128.5 63.70 66,90 87 86
2. 133. 126.5 65.60 67.70 87 86
3. 141. 133.5 69.00 71.90

108
96

4. 172. 165.0 62.90 66.50 109
5. 181. 173.0 61.40 65.50 111 113
i. 166. 158.5 62.00 65.70 103 104
7. 14B. 141.5 61,50 65.20 91 92
8. 156. 150.5 63.50 65.60 99 99
9. 145. 158.0 68.50 70.20 99 97

10. 156. 152.5 66.60 68.70 104 105
11. 175. 168.0 58.50 62.10 102 104
i.2. 145.5 141.0 67.20 74.60 »e 99
13. 150. 144.5 67.35 70.00 101 101
1'.. 158. 152.0 59.63 61.90 94 9*
15. 133. ISM.O 69.78 71.10 95 92
16. 154. IJO.O 74.44 76.40 100 99

11:
153. 148.0 66.70 70,00 102 103
136. 134.0 8i.ro 82.90 110 111

19. 140. 136.5 78.68 80.30 110 109
20. 112. 111.0 91.10 91.70 102 102
21.

\n:
135.5 61.30 64.20 85 86

22. 141.0 62.70 66. 4C 93 94
23. 142. 133.5 62.50 68.30 89 91
24. 157. 150.0 62.50 65.90 98 99
25. 171. 163.5 61.70

64.60
65,80 105 107

26. 160. 153.0 66.70 104 102

11:
152. 125.0 61.80 66.00 82 82
142. 134.5 64.50 69.00 92 93

29. 132. 12J.0 62.30 66.40 82 82

Total 429J* 4118. J 2828 2853

Hydraulic Pres.sed wet pulp, should be adopted as

standard methods.
As regards pulp made into rolls, this committee

should continue investigations into the different me-
thods of testing the same, comparing the strip me-

thod above recommended with other methods, so as

to be able to make a definite statement as to which
method .should be adopted.

The Chairman, Dr. Bates, introduced the discus-

sion, saying: I would like to have the members who
liave worked on this Committee for the past year,

and also those of you who may be chosen for the new
Committee for this coming year, receive more active

co-operation of all the members of this Technical Sec-
tion. We welcome criticism as regards the methods
of working, and we would also like to hear from the
members of the Technical Section, who have done
any work in this line. I had a couple of inquiries
(luring the past week, and it kind of heartens us to

continue our work, seeing there is some interest be-
ing taken in this matter.

I think we owe a great deal to this committee for
the work they have done, and for the many good re-

sults they have to show.

In answer to a question by Mr. Pounsford, it was
stated that a temperature of 110°C. was used, and
that the length of time depends on the weight of the
sample, which is dried to constant weight.

Mr. Crossley said: "It seems to me that the tests

as outlined, or the proposed methods, are methods
which could be mere readily carried out in a ship-

ping mill than in the receiving paper mill, where it

would in some cases be impossible." It was stated
that only one member of the Committee is a paper
mill man.
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Mr. Slack added: "l had intended following dif-

ferent cars of pulp to the receiving mill, and making
tests down there, but the influenza epidemic inter-

fered. I think tliat .should be continued this com-

ing year."
The Chairman .said: 'In adopting this report, I

think it is uniierstnod that we are not binding our-

selves for any more action than the adoption of the

report. Any definite resolution as to the actions re-

commended by the committee will have to be separ-

ate." In moving the adoption of the report, Mr.

Stephenson suggested the advisability of getting

tests and analy.ses down as ""bone dry material,"' ra-

ther than basing calculations on what we estimate

as air dry basis.

Mr. Stadler said: "I am not quite ready to be the

seconder of the suggestion that Mr. Stephenson has

made. If you take bone dry pulp, I think you should

figure (in the air dry basis. It would make no dif-

ference in calculating as long as it is imderstood
\vhat the air dry basi.s is to be used. You would not

sell your pulp on the bone dry basis, and I think we
should not aim to make those tests from a scientific

point of view only. I am fully willing to second the

adoption of the report as made, but I think the mat-
ter of bone dry basis is something to which we should
give a little more consideration."'

ilr. Mason asked: "How are the wedge samples tak-

en? It seems difficult to obtain an accurate sample
by the ordinary method—if you take a piece of the
wedge from the wet edge you will have to pick a pro-

portion of wet edge. It is particularly difficult in

production to get a wedge sample as accurate as the
strip method.""

Mr. Stadler replied: '"If you have a strip sample
he would have to take it so as to have proportionately
the- same edge—that is. the wet edge would have to

be the same proportion as the whole sheet. Our mill

is making all the tests on the wedge method, and one
of our customers who is receiving quite a lot of pulp
uses in his tests half a sheet, because he does not
test so many car-loads. We are getting reports from
every car, and you would be much surprised to .see

these come in. He takes a half sheet and we take a
small wedge, and the tests come within a very small
percentage of each other. There is no difficulty in

using the wedge method, but the same might be true
of the strip. It depends on how far you cut it. It

would be a good thing if the committee on testing
would put the methods of sampling on a diagram to
show how the various strips and the wedges are cut."

COL. J. L. McAVITY'S NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. J. L. McAvity. of St. John. X.B.. who is well

known as a member of the mill supply house of that
name came very near drowning last week. When tak-
ing the ice track on the Kennebeccasis, about twenty-
five feet from shore, the motor plunged through a side
streak, about 2V2 miles above Milledgeville. The Col-
onel managed to open the door of the sedan and rose
till he struck the ice and made his way to the hole,
where Sgt. Perley Harris, his chauffeur, who managed
to get out first, helped him from the water. Robert
L. Johnson and E. R. von der Osten were unable to
extricate themselves and drowned.

AMERICAN METHODS IN FOREIGN TRADE.

After being told for years that Americans are either

"bone-headed"' or "bull-headed"' in matters relat-

ing to foreign trade, it is somewliat of a relief

to read George C. "\'edder's book on the subject, pub-
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York.
Mr. Vedder is frank to admit that there are many
Americans who know nothing about export business,

and in some cases what they do know is not so, as an
Irishnmn might say. It is to these business men who
want to know how to get a start that the author ad-

dresses his book and in a most interesting and inspir-

ing way he shows how to go about it. Several meth-
ods are described for getting a foreign foothold, de-

pending on the kind of business and character of the

field.

The organization of the export trade department is

covered in detail, with chapters on The Export. Catalog,

Foreign Credits, Handling Foreign Correspondence,
Banks, Tariffs. Shipjiing, etc. Special attention is

triven to German trade methods and German competi-

tion. German traders are said to have realized before

the war that they were "getting in a hole," and knew
that they could not compete without the unfair and
often dishonest assistance of banks and the Imperial

Government. German goods were usually inferior

and often sold with the persuasion of a financial club.

If American banks are established abroad, they should

be for the service of the community and not a trade

weapon for the American merchant. Quality goods,

fair prices and honest and considerate methods com-
prise the only trade policy that will get and hold the

business.

Mr. Vedder states that, except in unusual cir-

cumstances, "adapting a product to a market is

ridiculously reactionary." thus upsetting the advice
of George Ade and others to "give the people what
they think they want." The author also says that

"the nationalization of foreign trade is contrary to the

dictates of common sense." Almost no one will over-

buy American. English or German products because

they are such. The first consideration is quality and
service. He knocks the knockers of Americans and
says, "We have heard altogether too much of American
failures in export. It is high time we studied the suc-

cesses," and his book is the result of such a study.

The Wehb-Ponierene Act comes in for severe eritic-

i.sm. Mr. Vedder does not approve of handing out
treatment to foreign customers that will not be toler-

ated at home. He admits it might be of some advantage
to producers of raw. staple or standardized products
which must meet price (rather than quality) com-
petition. Even this does not excuse the existence of

a camouflaged cartel svstem. which is essentially a

lesralized combination in restraint of trade.

Mr. Vedder has done an unusual thing. He has
written a fascinating book on a business problem. It

costs .iust one cent a panre—the price is .$2.00—and it

is certainlv worth it.—J.N.S.

Bad mechanical wood-pulp made from decayed tim-
ber of fibres beaten dead can never yield a paper of
good bulk. Neither special beating nor tending of the
machine can obviate this defect.

TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY THOUSAND!

A poster recently distributed by the National Safety

Council shows a oroiip of cripples passing a street

comer. A bov. watchiner them asks: ""Who are those

people pop? War sufferers?"" His father replied. "No'
They are a few of the 260.000 chance-takers who ar?

seriou.sly injured every year."
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English Firm Would Serve Canadian Mills

It is the desire of the Pulp and Paper Magazine to

introduce from time to time the people who are sell-

ing Canadian pulp and paper in other lands.

We have with us to-day the firm of Powell, Lane
& Co., of (iloucester, Eng., which was founded seven-
teen years ago, by the present Chairman and Man-
aging Director, Mr. Sidney D. Lane. The following
article will tell who they are and what they do.

The company carries on a very large and success-
ful business in the distribution of wrapping papers
to the wholesale houses, and has made a special
study of the individual and particular requirements
of the most important industries. They are in a po-

Siiluey I). Lane.

sition to act as selling agents on a couniiission basis.

or to buy on merchant terms.

This department has been developed upon some-

what unique lines, with great energy and persever-

ance the special reciuirements of the large manufac-
turing industrial concerns in Great Britain requir-

ing special kinds of jiaper for their commodities have

been thoroughh- studied; and, recognizing this, large

consumers on the one hand and the paper makers on

the other, have eo-operated intimately with Powell,

Lane & Co., Ltd., and the firm's unicjue knowledge
has been of the greatest possible service to all con-

cerned. It would hardly occur to the man in the

street how varied and particular are the precise re-

quirements and how wide is the range of papers

that are necessarj- to manufacturers of various com-
modities for the packing, safe eonvej^ance, distribu-

tion and preservation of their manufactures.

Take for instance a large firm manufacturing con-

fectionery, ranging from plain chocolate bars, fancy
boxes of chocolates, cocoa, etc., to fondants and gela-

tines, almost every one of their productions has a

special predominant characteristic different from the

others, and requiring special consideration in the

matter of packing, etc.—the existan^e or non-exist-

ance of moisture, fat, or coloring matter, the neces-

sity of protection from light, heat, damp or from

al)rasure, and in the case of confectionery in fancy
boxes, etc., there is the additional attention to be
given to the color scheme so that the product being
delicately and artistically packed in boxes or car-
tons is ready to attract the nicer tastes of those of
the general public to whom such matters appeal.

Take again the cutlery and hardware trade—vari-
ous materials re(|uire different wrapping paper for
l)rotection against ru.sting or other damage—for ex-
ample, should a paper merchant finish a paper con-
taining sufficient acid to attack steel that client would
lie lost for ever.

The cotton, woollen and soft goods industries
again require s])ecial papers peculiar to themselves.

It can be quite understood that a firm who because
of constant practical experience possess jjrofound
knowledge of the special I'equirements ot the manu-
facturers and of the capabilities of this or that pp-
per mill for the manufacture of any pai-ticular and
specialized class of paper required by them, not only
perform a valuable service to the buyer, but at tlje

same time can give information and instructions of
great value to the mill who undertake to make the
special paper required.

The foregoing are only one or two instances:
there are al.so the requirements of biscuit manufae
turers, tobacco manufacturers, and manufacturers
and distributors of jirovisions, food stuffs, etc., of all

kinds. The firm's connection in Great P>ritain is in

Herbert Elsworth.

this respect .second to none, and they cannot there-
fore be clas.sed as ordinary middle men or merchants,
but are specialists who, because of their knowledge!
can advi.se both the sellers and the buyers.

Powell, Lane & Co., Ltd., endeavor as far as pos-
sible, to provide their clients with British made pa-
per; their next endeavor, when this is not possible,
is to provide their clients with Imperial papers, and
in this respect Canadian paper makers would receive
great assistance and advantage.

During the war. we understand that Powell-. Lane
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<t Co., Ltd., have been of great service to various

(Toverument Departments, who have required expert

knowledge in regard to the supply of essential pa-

pers for manufacturers and distributors of food

stuffs, both for military and civilian consumption
under war conditions, and it was largely through Mr.
Sidney Lane's energy and perseverance that the suc-

cessful manufacture of greaseproof paper has been

introduced into England during the war.

Powell, Lane & Co., Ltd., are themselves large buy-
ers of paper for maiuifacture of their own specialties,

these naturally consist of paper requisites for the pro
vision trade, etc., and amongst them special interest

is attached to the firm's patent 'Corrugoid" papei-.

This interesting product is a material of paper or

board corrugated in such a way that the corruga-
tions remain rigid and intact without the aid of any
lining sheet, thus the material has all the advantages
of being resilient from both sides, and as no lining

sheet is required it is some 33% cheaper per square
yard of a given material as compared with the old

form of corrugated materials.

Another important branch of the business has from
the beginning been the manufacture of all kinds of

paper shavings or excelsior, and in pre-war days the
firm could offer no less than 400 varioiis colors,

qualities and varieties.

This firm's outlook on business seems to be very
much akin with that which rules in the Western
Hemisphere. Personal contact with customers is one
of the most important features of their sales depart-
ment, and for this reason a competent staff is main-
tained for the purpose of calling regularly upon buy-
ers. This method has, of course, great advantages
over exchange of correspondence, as customers' ex-

act requirements are ascertained quickly, and also

the advantages of the product of particular mills are
at once explained to the buyer. This is a further as-

pect of the business which should be of great benefit
to the Canadian paper maker. Powell, Lane & Co.,

Ltd., welcome correspondence and are willing to give
information on any particular subject concerned
with the sale of paper or boards. The firm's London
address is 62-63 Queen Street.

GETTING READY FOR LARGER BUSINESS.

On every hand there is evidence of faith in a re-

vival in business, and new companies and firms are

being formed to participate in this larger commerce.
One of the new companies recently formed is the

Imperial Trading Company, with head offices at the

Herald Building, Montreal.

This company intends to deal in iron, steel, copper,

brass, lead, spelter and other metals; in rails, rail-

way er|uipnient ; motors, generators, transformers,

and machine shop tools; wool felt, cotton waste and
other textile products: also pulp mill aiul mining ma-
chinery.

The company is also negotiating for a number of

sole agencies for Canada, of important products from
the Orient, inchuliiig China, Japan, East Indies, Ma-
lay States, Ceylon. Indo-Cbina. Straits Settlements,

etc.

Major G. A. E. Bury.

The president is Major 6. A. E. Bury, son of Sir

George Bur}^ Major Bury, before joing the over-

seas forces, was a prominent barrister in Winnipeg.
He returned to Canada recently, after over three

years with the Canadian Expeditionary Force. He is

a graduate of the University of Manitoba.
The Vice-President and General Manager is Mr. E.

C. Peterson, formerly District Manager of the North-
ern Electric Corapan.y, Limited. Prior to that he was
in charge of the Production Department of the West-
ern Electric Company, Chicago, with which he began
his business career in September, 1899, immediately
after graduating from the Iowa State College, re-

ceiving the B.Sc. degree, both in mechanical and
electrical engineering.

E. C. Peterson.

TROUBLE BREWING IN PAPER MILLS.

The labor unions emjiloyed in the mills have served
notice on the manufacturers that they regard, for

wage-adjustment purposes, the war as having ended
November 11, when the armistice was signed. They
are refusing to be bound any longer by agreements
made through the American War Labor Board and are

putting forth claims to higher wages and more favor-

able conditions of employment generally. A new scale

to take effect early in May is in course of preparation.
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Technical Section
OUTLINE FOR A TEXTBOOK ON PULP AND

PAPER MANUFACTURE.
To Be Prepared for the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association and the Technical Association

of the Pulp and Paper Industry.

The outline of the text books prepared for this com-

mittee, and in which changes may be made as the work
develops, is as follows

:

Part I.—PraUminary Instruction.

In order that the course be complete and that stu-

dents be prepared to take the fullest aavantage of the

specific training to follow, it is most advisable that

provision be made for preliminary instruction in cer-

tain elementary and fundamental subjects. While it is

understood that many persons interested in the course

are well versed in these subjects, there will be many
who have little or no knowledge of them and others

who will wish to refresh their minds. It is the intention

of the committee to prepare this part of the work with

a distinct flavor of the pulp and paper industrj' by
drawing on mill and office work for illustrations, ex-

planations and problems. New sections, such as Me-
chanical Drawing. Steam Fitting. Machine Shop Prac-

tice, etc.. can be added later if the industry shows a

demand. For the present these features are available

through other channels.

A brief outline of the subjects considered sufficiently

essential to be specially prepared is as follows. It is

assumed that the student has a knowledge and com-

mand of the English language sufficient for intelligent

reading and the answering of questions.

Section 1.—Arithmetic and Mensuration.

Section 2.—Chemistrj-.

Section 3.—Mechanics and Hydraulics.

Section 4.—Heat and Ventilation.

Section 5.—Electricity.

Section 6.—Safety, Sanitation and Health.

Part II.—Preparation of Pulps.

Preface. Need of a Textbook. Plan and Scope

Acknowledgments.
Introductory. History. Extent of industry. Kinds

of raw material.

Section I.

—

Wood Production. Importance of the

forest for supply of fibre. Kinds of wood and their

properties. Proper utilization and protection. Log-

ging and driving operations.

Section II.

—

Wood Preparation. Sawing into blocks.

Conveyors, Piling, Measuring. Barking, drum and
knife barkers. Hand cleaning. Splitting.

Chipping. Screening. Re-chippcr. Drying. Con-

veying, measuring and weighing. Losses. Hazards.

Section III.

—

Mechanical Pulp. Introductory. (His-

tory, etc.) Kinds of wood. Conveying blocks. Stones.

Types of grinders. Special processes. Operation of

grinders. Dilution of pulp. Power required. Losses.

Hazards.

Section IV.

—

Treatment of Pulp. (All kinds). Screen-

ing. Refining and Riffling. Thickeners. "Wet ma-
chines. Special processes. Pressing and baling. (See

also chapters on bleaching and testing.) Drying ma-

chines. Export package. Loading cars and boats.

Storage.

Section V.

—

Sulphite Pulp. Introduction. (History,

uses, etc.) Kinds of wood. Outline of process. Layout

of plant. Acid-making. (Slaking lime, sulphur

burning pyrites, coolers.) Barker system. Tower Sy.s-

tem. Analysis of acid.

The digesters, lining and valves. Filling. Cook-
ing. Control of temperature and pressure. Testing.
Mitscherlich process. Blowing. Washing. (See chap-
ters on treatment, bleaching and testing.) Waste li-

quor. Condensers. Reclaimers. Circulation. Water
and steam con.sumption. By-products. Yield. Ha-
zards.

Section VI. — Soda Pulp. Introductory. (History,
uses, etc.) Kinds of wood. Outline of process. Lay-
oiit of plant. Causticising( Lime, soda ash, testing.)

Losses. Evaporation. Recovery of lime. Recovery of
soda. Dissolving. Use of black ash. Hazards.
Kinds of digesters. (In.sulation instead of lining.)

Filling. Cooking. Indirect heating systems. Con-
trol. Blowing. Washing. Water and steam con-
sumption. (See treatment, etc.) Waste products.
Yield.

Section VII.

—

Sulphate Pulp. Introductory. Kinds
of wood. Outline of process. Liquor making. (See
section VI.) Evaporators. Recovery of soda. Haz-
ards. Cooking. Blowing. Washing. Waste pro-
ducts. Water and steam consumption. (See treat-

ment, etc.)'

Section VIII.

—

Bleaching Pulp. Introductory. Mak-
ing liquor (from powder.) Electrolytic bleach. Test-
ing and adjusting liquor. Bleaching systems. Time
and temperature. Consumption of bleach. Bleaching
of groundwood. Hazards. (Testing color, see sec-

tion IX.)

Section IX.

—

Analysis and testing of pulp and raw
materials. Wood. Lime. Sulphur. Soda ash. Salt
cake. Bleaching powder. Sodium sulphate. Nitre
cake. Making standard solutions. (Iodine, Na^AsOj,
etc.) Moisture in pulp. (Sampling and testing.)

Color and strength.

Coal. Water. Rosin. Alum. Starch. Glue. Casein. Co-
lors. (Using standard methods adopted by the Tech-
nical Section and Technical Association.)

Section X.

—

Preparation of Rag and Other Fibres.
Introductory. Sources of rags. Classification and
sorting. Cutting. Dusting. Types of boilers. Pre-
paration of cooking liquor. Purpose and process of
boiling. Dumping. Washing. Breaking. Bleaching.
Draining.

Esparto, etc. Sources. How received. Cutting.
Cleaning. Dusting. Cooking. Washing. (Press
pate.) Bleaching. Further treatment. Straw. (Ce-
real, flax.) Jute. Hemp.

Part III.—Manufacture of Paper.
Section XL

—

Treatment of Waste Papers. Intro-
ductory. Sorting. Cutting. Dusting. Cooking in
boilers. Cooking in beating engines. Special de-ink-
ing processes.

Section XII.

—

Beating and Mixing. Introductory.
Types of beaters. Parts of the beaters. Furni.shing.
Handling the roll. Temperature. Chemicals. An-
tichlor. Brushing out. Dumping. Care of the beat-
er. Filling the roll. Kollergangs. Refiners. Stuff
chests. Mixers. Consistency control.
Section XIII.—Loading, introductory. :ilaterials.

f^se. Retention.

Section XIV.—Sizing. Introductory. Rosin. Pre-
paration of siz«. Prepared size. Effect of alum.
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Preparation of alum. Adding size and alum. Other

sizes—starch, sodium silicate, glue, casein, machine

sizing (see Section XVII.)

Section XV.

—

Coloring. Introductory. Pigments

and pastes. Dyestuffs. Making the solution. When
to add the color. Effect of alum and other chemicals.

Fading and discoloration.

Section XVI.—Paper Making. Introductory. Hand-
made papers.

The paper machine. Introductory. Sand trap.

Magnet. Screens. (Flat, rotary.) Fourdrinier part.

Rolls. Flow box. Deckle. Suction boxes. Guide
roll. Couch press. (Guard.) Dandy roll. Showers.

Trimmer. Shake. Suction roll. Putting on wire.

Sewing wire. Putting on jacket. Weight regulators.

Press part. Purpose. First press. The press rolls.

Carrying rolls. Stretch rolls. Guide roll. Washer.
Suction. Weights and levers. Putting on the felt.

Removing the felt. Washing. Turning. Pacts about

felts. Felt marks. Second press. Third press.

Smoothing press.

Dryer part. Purpose. Dryer parts. Steam joint.

Air vent. Syphon. Dipper. Crane system. Steam
regulators. Felts. Felt guiders.

Dry end. Calenders. Reels. Slitter. Winder.
Taking the paper over. Automatic carrier. Troubles
and hazards. Losses.

Driving gear. Constant and variable speed shafts.

Marshall drive. Other drives. Rope drive. Variable

speed engine. Turbines. ^lotnrs. Speed changes.

Section XTV'II.

—

Tub Sized Papers. Purpose. Mak-
ing the size. Size press. Cutter and lay-boy. Me-
chanical drying. (Barber.) Dry loft—hanging, drying,

pulling, jogging.

Section XVIII.—Finishing Operations. Condition-

ing. Supercalender. Sheet calender. Plater. Paster.

Cutter and lay-boy. Cutters (all kinds). Counting.
Trimming. Inspecting. Ruling. Packing. Ware-
housing. Shipping. Handling special papers—tissue,

toilet, napkins, boards, etc.

Section XIX.

—

Special Fourdrinier Machines. Harp-
er machine. Edwards attachment. Rice Barton and
Fales machine, Yankee, etc.

Section XX. — Cylinder Machine. Tubs. Molds.
Wires. Presses. Felts. Dryers. Calenders. Cut-
ters.

Section XXI.

—

Special Papers and Boards. Manu-
facture and use.

Section XXII.

—

Paper Testing. Mechanical micro-
scopic, chemical.

Section XXIII.

—

Laboratory Apparatus. General ar-

rangement. Hydrometer. Balance. Microscope. Bu-
rette. Colorimeter. Glassware (care, bending, etc.)

Hot plates. Ovens. Experimental pulp and paper
machinery.

Section XXTV.—Trade Customs. Sizes, etc. Office
and Mill system. Organization.

Section XXV.

—

General Mill Equipment. :Motors.
Steam engines. Belts, chain drives and gears, cone
and step pulleys. Clutches. Steam valves, traps and
separators. Pumps, plunger, centrifugal, and vacuum.
Conveyers. Elevators. Recording instruments,
(pressure, temperature, speed, CO,, weight.)
APPENDIX.—Dictionary of papers and their uses.

Papeteries. Articles made of paper. Tables of weights
and measures. Paper sizes. Formulas for belts, etc.

Charts and their use. Keeping records. Power, steam

and water requirements. List of books and journals.

Note. The order as given may have to be changed
and there arc doubtless many other items that should

be includtHl. The committee will not only he glad to

have suggestions, but believes it is the duty of every

man in the industry to he]]) make this effort a com-

plete success.

It is not possible to make up a list of illustrations at

this time, but it is intended to have each machine and
most operations shown pictorially. Full and careful

illustration is recognized as an esesntial feature of a

work of this kind.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
E-2. Ether manufacture in Sweden. Svcnsk Pap-

perstidniug. No. 22, No. 30, 1918, p. 520. Uddenholm's
Aktie Bolag, Skoghall, Sweden, have commenced
the erection of a plant for manufacturing of raw"
ether: its capacity will be 1,000 liters per 24 hrs.—G.

Hg. (This company here has a sulphite mill of 1,500

tons yearly capacity. We have no advice as to whe-
ther they are recovering alcohol.—Ed.)

E-2; F-2. Method to destroy by burning the gases

formed by chemical processes, especially in the cel-

lulose industry. Papir-.Journalen. No. 21, Nov. 14th,

1918. p. 162.—A Norwegian patent has been granted
to Zellstoffabrik Waldhof of Mannheim-Waldhof,
Germany, for a method to destroy by ignition the

gases formed during the manufacturing processes in

cellulose mills which, owing to their chemical nature
or physical composition, are comparatively difficult

to eliminate otherwise. The characteristic feature

is that the gases are carried together with, or as s\ib-

stitute for. the primary air in the combu.stion cham-
bers of gas generators, or similarly working appara-
tvis. and burned there.—G. Hg.

K-2. Method to produce cleansing material with
moisture absorbing qualities from waste paper and
textile products. Papir-Joumalen, No. 21, Nov. 14th,

1918. p. 162.—The firm of Reis & Co. of Friedrichs-

feld. Heidelberg. Germany, have been granted a Nor-
wegian Patent for an invention of a method to pro-

duce cleansing material with moisture absorbing
qualities from waste from the paper and paper tex-

tile industry. The waste is treated with alkalies, or-

ganic or inorganic acids, with compounds of sulphur-
ous or similar acids insoluble in water.—G. Hg.

K-6. Apparatus for re-pulping waste paper. Tids-

.skrift for Papirindustri, No. 22, Nov. l.'jth, 1918.—
Bertrand Navarre, Lyons, France, describes his

method thus: The sketch shows a section of the ap-
paratus in which the first operation of the process is

made. The paper is disintegrated in a water bath
and afterwards the ink is removed from the pulp. In
processes heretofore in use the pulp was disintegrat-

ed, more or less moistened, but not thoroughly wet.
The moisture causes the ink to spread all through
the pulp and to adhere to the fibres in such a way
that not even the most thorough washing could re-

move it afterwards. The invention is based upon the
fact, which has been proved by experiments, that if

old .writing or printing paper is disintegrated in a
waterbath, a washing done as mentioned below, will

remove every trace of printing or writing ink from
the pulp. The paper is brought into the trough,
which is filled with an appropriate quantity of water,
preferably hot. In the bottom of the trough are two
agiators, 2 and 3, the shafts of which can be either
horizontal or vertical. These agitators are provided
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with blades placed at an angle of 45 degrees and in

such a way that they catch between each other when
revolving. The paper in the trough will pass through

the combined action of the water and of the agitators

2 and 3, over knives or teeth placed in the bottom

and on the sides of the trough, and thus will become
defibred. A centrifugal pump, 5 (there could also be

used an elevator of suitable type) takes the pulp from

the bottom of the trough as soon as it is properly dis-

integrated and delivers it through the pipe 6 into the

trough 7, where a cylinder 8 is revolving. The bottom

of trough 7 as well as the face of cylinder 8, have nar-

row strips running lengthwise. The pulp is between
the bottom of the trough and the cylinder, and is fur-

ther defibred. The pulp now obtained is necessarily

gray in color owing to the presence of ink, etc. Un-
til now the best way of loosening the ink from the

fibres has been by washing the pulp with soap. The
wa.shing called for in this invention is done without

the aid of chemicals. Its principal feature is that the

pulp is passed through the screen, which is placed in

a suitable angle. The water passes through the

screen, while the fibres remain. When more water is

added the pulp will move a little towards the lower

part of the screen. Repeated washings will bring the

pulp down to the lowest part of the screen and the

pulp will be entirely free from ink.—G. Hg.

K-10. Methods of sizing paper and boards. Tids

.skrift Papirindu.stri, No. 22, Nov. 15th, 1918. p. 344.

—Zellkoll G.m.b.H. of Berlin, Germany, D.R.P. No.

306688. By this method animal sizing can be used

directly in the machine without addition of rosin

sizing provided the animal sizing is added to the

fibres in gelatinous form. If required, the sizing can,

by adding some hardening material, be given a melt-

ing point that corresponds to the drying temperature

as well as to the use of the finished product. Fol-

lowing is an example of the method as applied to a

stronely sized board: A quantity of sizing corres-

ponding to 10% of the weight of the solution by
heating and is given, throusrh addition of formaline,

chromalum or other hardening materials, a melting

point below the drying temperature. The mixture is

allowed to settle and get stiff, and in this shape it is

added to the pulp in the beater or koller^ang. Here
the gelatinous sizing is mechanically distributed and

thoroughly mixed with the fibres. The work on the

paper or board machine goes on in the customary

way. The moist boards, after leaving the presses, go

into the drying room, and here the sizing melts and

sticks the fibres together to a body so solid that af-

ter drying the various layers the boards cannot be

separated from each other. By exposing the nearly
dry or re-moistened boards to formalin gases or by
bringing in some other suitable way, the sizing into

insoluble form, one can by proper choice of fibres ob-

tain an excellent substitute for sole leather. The
use of this method is not confined to the example
above mentioned.—G. Hg.

L-5. Artificial silk from Swedish cellulose. Svensk
Papperstidning, No. 22, Nov. 30th, 1918, p. 520. A
company has been founded in Boras, iii Sweden, with
a capital of Kr. 1,400,000, nnd wilh the purpose of

industriallj' and commercially exploiting the viscose

and other methods for refining arid iinpio\ing cellu-

lose.—G. Hg.
fi-7. Cello yam.

—

the latest cellulose yarn. Svensk
Papperstidning, No. 22, Nov. 30th, 1918, p. 523. The
latest German invention is "Cello-yarn." This is

considered equal to "Stapelfaser, " without being
identical with it. It is flexible, stroiii'- and washable.
The methods of manufacture have been "vvorkt'd out

by Adolf Kube Co. G.m.b.H. of Dresden.—G. Hg.
R-1. Production of pulp in Japanese Saghalien.

Sven.sk Paperstidning, No. 22, Nov. 30th, 1918, p. 523.

—Swedish Consulate General in London, Eng., re-

ports to the Board of Trade .lournal, that the manu-
facture of pulp in Karafuto (Japanese Saghalien) is

constantly growing. The yearly production is ex

pected shortly to be 100,000 tons. The lumber lim-

its are extensive. Two new companies have recently

been founded. The value of the production at pres-

ent is 2.000,000 yen. It is considered that tlie Jap-
anese paper mills will be very soon altogether inde-

pendent of tlie imjiort of foreign pulp.—G. Hg.
R-1. Italian Government's own paper mill. Svensk

Papperstidning, No. 22, Nov. 30th, 1918, p. 523. —
The minister of Industry in Italy has proposed that

the Government build its own paper mill for manu-
facturing paper required for official purpo.ses.

—

G.

Hg.
R-1. New cellulose mill in Poland. Papir-Journa-

len. No. 21, Nov. 14th, 1918. p. 160.—The erection of

a sulphite mill is contemplated in Poland. The pro-

duct would be used as raw material for paper yam
for the textile industry. The necessary capital is

provided, also wood and labor are available.—G. Hg.
R-2. Tycho Brahe as a paper maker, bv P. J. Svensk

Papperstidning, No. 22, Nov. 30th, 1918, p. 517-519.

—Tycho Brahe, a Swedish astromoner of world wide
fame, who died 1601, was a pioneer not only in his

special science, but also in several useful industries.

Among other enterprises he started a paper mill on
the little island of Hven in Oresund, where he had his

castle Uranienborg. He also operated a mill in Klip-
pan, Sweden, and this latter is still one of the most
important in the manufacture of high grade papers
in Sweden.—G. Hg.

R-5. The Grerman paper market. (Der Papier-Fab-
rikant, Nov. 15th, 1918). Farmand, No. 48, Nov. 20th,

1918, p. 1070. The political situation has brought
with it large orders for the paper makers, as con-
sumers are anxious to secure stock, fearing irregu-
larity in the production for the immediate future.
There are large demands for all kinds of papers, es-

pecially however, groundwood papers for printing
purposes. The elections will demand large quantities
of this kind of paper. The question of prices has be-
come a secondarv one.—G. Hg.
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ANDPj^an
William Andrew Eakes, of Port Mellon, B.C., has

applied for a writ of attachment under the Wood-

man's Lien Act on a scowload of paper owned by

the Rainv River Pulp and Paper Co., in the Supreme

Court Regristry of Vancouver. He claims, on be-

half of him.self and six others, that wages aggregat-

ing $1,042. 2.5 are owing him. The seowload of pa-

per is at Burrard Lilet.

The Farmers' Publishing Co., which, for some time,

have been talking of publishing a daily paper in the

interest of that body for general circulation in On-

tario, have purchased the Weekly Sun, Toronto, which

was founded in 1891 by George Wrigley, and for

years was the official organ of the Patrons of In-

dustry. In 1896 it was bought by a joint stock com-

pany," which has owned it ever since. The Farm-

ers' Publishing Co., the new owners, intend in time

to develop it into a daily publication.

McClelland & Stewart, Limited, publishers, of To-

ronto, have, owing to expanding business, removed

their offices, sample rooms and warehouse to 215

Victoria St., Toronto, where two large flats are occu-

pied. They have also taken over the Canadian busi-

ness of Cas-sell & Co., of London, Eng., whose publi-

cations will be carried in stock.

The Toronto News has changed hands, a new com-

pany strongly financed, assuming control of the pa-

per,' which will be greatly improved. C. W. McDiar-

mid will continue as general manager of the News.

Hon. Frank Carrel, who is the proprietor of the

Quebec Telegraph, and a member of the Legislative

Council of the Province of Quebec, has been ap-

pointed a member of the Board of Directors of Can-

ada Steamship Lines, Limited.

The Legislative Press Gallery, of Toronto, have

elected Sir Adam Beck as Hon. President; Geo. A.

Martin, of the Toronto Globe, President; C. H. Gib-

bons, of the Toronto News, Vice-President ; W. 'Neal,

of the Toronto Star, Secretary.

Charles Gordousmith, for over twenty years iden-

tified with the Montreal Herald as city editor, and
one of the best known journalists of Quebec prov-

ince, has resigned from that paper, owing to the re-

cent change in proprietorship. When J. S. Brierley

sold his interest in the Herald several years ago to

D. Lome McGibbon, of Montreal, he was to receive,

as superiutendeut of the job printing department,

$10,000 a year for ten years. When the Herald went
into liquidation a few weeks ago, Mr. Brierley sued

Mr. McGibbon for arrears to the extent of $63,987.39.

As the pa:i^nent had been guaranteed by Lord Athol-

stan, the latter was sued in warrant}'. The suit

has been settled for $40,000, and Judge Bruneau, of

Montreal, has authorized the liquidator of the Herald
to compromise the claim.

At the annual meeting of Gummed Papers, Limit-

ed, Brampton, Ont., a very satisfactory report was
presented, and the following officers elected for the

coming year: President, Capt. R. R. Barber; Vice-

President, E. R. Colbert, and Sec.-Trcas., W. J. Hood.
Considerable new equipment was installed during the

year. Dextrine Products also reported good busi-

ness, with excellent prospects for 1919. Capt. R. R.

Barber was elected President ; W.. J. Hood. Vice-Presi-

dent : E. R. Colbert, See.-Treas., and E. W. Unsworth,
mill superintendent.

N. A. Grainger, chief forester for British Columbia,
is investigating the possibilities of patrolling the

timber sections of that province by air, and is asking

for an estimated cost.

B. P. Brockbank, formerly a well known journalist

in Hamilton, Ont., has been chosen as secretary of

the Central Branch of the Great War Veterans' As-

sociation, Toronto, and has entered upon his new po-

sition.

In the charter, Avhich has been granted to the Na-
tional Paper Goods, Limited, of Hamilton, the com-
pany is empowered to take over the good-will and
business of the National Paper Goods Co., Limited.

The capital stock is $300,000, and the company is au-

thorized to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in all

kinds of paper, envelopes, tape, twine, board, paper,
boves, shipping cases, mailing tubes, etc.

The new Port Alice plant of the Whalan Pulp &
Paper Co., Vancouver, is receiving its finishing

touches, and will be mamifacturing from this out 70
tons daily of sulphite fibre, being the only mill of its

kind on Vancouver Island. The buildings are laid

out to produce, when the market develops, about 120
tons daily. It is expected that 800 men will be re-

quired for the various operations, including logging
and saw milling.

Rev. Dr. Brisrsrs, steward of the ]\rethodist Book
and Publishing House. Toronto, has been confined to

his home for a few days with bronchial trouble, but
is improving, and expects to be around soon.

A wad of paper in his peak cap saved the skull of
a seventeen-year-old boy named Arthur Bullin, from
being fractured when he was attacked by two high-
waymen, who struck him with an iron bar and A ham-
mer. Bullin. who is a driver for a King street grocer,
Toronto, had considerable money on him at the time.
His calls scared the thugs away, and the lad owes
his life to a wad of paper.

There has been a decided slump in the price of
waste paper. Dealers in Toronto, owing to the dull
market, are now paying only 20 cents per hundred
pounds in bales, ton lots, and ten cents for waste in
bags, while the ordinary store keeper has to be con-
tent Avith having his refuse carried away gratis.

Some of the Canadian board mills are only running
part time, and buying has ebbed considerably.

Ralph King, of Toronto, Vice-President of the
Hinde and Dauch Paper Co., Limited, of Canada,
and Jlrs. King, have gone on an extended visit to
Florida.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, March 10.—The imiirovement in general

trade conditions so far as the pulp and paper industry

is concerned continues and as the weeks pass and spring

opens up, the tone of business is getting better. Ex-

ports to other countries continue to grow and advices

received by the Department of Trade and Commerce
at Ottawa evidence the demand that there is abroad

for all kinds of Canadian paper. Jobbers report that

deliveries are very good and they expect that the mills

will this year be in a position to give them all the

goods that they require. Many concerns were dis-

appointed last season owing to delayed and, in some

instances non-deliveries, and the result was disap-

pointment and dissatisfaction all around. Customers

were insistent and possessed of a mad desire to stock

up and did not take into account the shortage of labor

and other difficulties. Each n)an acted as if his were

the only business being placed and he could not under-

stand why so many people wanted exactly the same
merchandise as he did. However, everything is now
running smoothly at the mills. Shipping is good and
coal is plentiful and there is abundance of Avater and
deliveries can be promptly effected.

Prices remain firm and while the cost of production

is so high, there can be no perceptible decrease in the

figure for the finished product. True, there may be

.some declines in values later on in the summer, but

that is another story. Many representatives of Amer-
ican mills have been in Canada lately seeking business

owing to the quiet state of affairs which prevails in

the industry on the other side. In most cases whole-

salers and large buyers have been loyal to Canadian
firms. They do not forget that domestic manufac-

turers took care of their wants a year ago even at

a big sacrifice when they were offered fabulous prices

for their product abroad. The Canadian mills refused

to look at these tempting offers and patriotically

stood by the home market. Now, not a few Canadian
plants are able, by reason of improved facilities and
more help to take on some export orders and are de-

voting their attention in that direction; but they as-

sure patrons that no local interest will suffer. Reserve
supplies in the hands of consumers are being depleted

and buying increases accordingly.

Some sulphite plants and sulphate mills have slowed

down in production until the demand gets better and
export orders come in in larger volume. They do not
wish to pile too nuieh of their product but will diminish
output rather than cut prices. The big mills are pretty
well bought up and are diffident about taking chances
on the future as they are not sure that the price of

paper will keep up to where it is now for the next six

months. They do not wish to assume too heavy a re-

sponsibility during the period of reconstruction. Un-
til conditions become normal they prefer to adopt a

policy of watchful waiting.

The outlook for groundwood is regarded as more
favorable. There has been very little snow in Maine
and the other eastern states and as a result there is

liability of low water in the spring which may cause

a number of grinders to close down. This would
greatly strengthen the market.
Canadian firms have been advised that there is a

good demand for all grades of paper in Japan. In

the number of inquiries received by the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Department of Trade and
Coihmerce from week to week at Ottawa, wood pulp
plays a prominent part. Manj- foreign houses are ask-

ing for connections and information. Among the kinds

of paper that are desired abroad, are book, bonds,

kraft, vegetable parchment, onion skins, etc., as well

as coated stock. There is also reported to be a good
demand for soda ash and caustic soda from Japan
where many new large concerns, which use large quan-

tities of these materials in the process of manufac-

ture, have lately been established.

Not only will Great Britain be a large purchaser

of Canadian pulp as soon as ocean tonnage can be ar-

ranged, but France will also afford a profitable mar-

ket. It is estimated that the quantity which France

Avill find it necessary to import each year will be about

200,000 tons of dry mechanical pulp and 250,000 tons

of chemical pulp. (See article on another page.) An-
other indication that the pulp and paper industry of

Canada has a liright future ahead is the activity in

the stock quotations of the listed securities and the

rapidity with which a recent bond issue was taken up.

Book and writing mills are producing moderate

amounts of paper for export and now that the investi-

gation has been called off, manufacturers are free

from harrowing restrictions and will be enabled to de-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^°^^„urray hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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vote all their energies to production and markets. If

the newsprint manufacturers are successful in their

desire to have the restrictions on their product lifted

by the beginning of next month, it is felt that many
concerns will go ahead and increase their capacity.

Coated paper plants are busy; many houses are issu-

ing catalogues and business firms are having more liter-

ature printed than they have for many years back.

They are all getting into the market for the big busi-

ness that it is felt is bound to come in every line.

Travelers find that confidence is reasserting itself and
orders, which have been hung up, are now being placed.

There is very little over-production in any line of

goods and with the resumption of building operations,

paper mills making sheathing paper expect that the

present season will be the best one since the war
period.

NOTICE TO IMPORTERS AND REPRESENTATIVES
OF BRITISH FIRMS IN CANADA.

The Senior IJritish Tradf Commissioner in Canada
and Newfoundland (Mr. U. T. Milne, 367 Beaver Hall

Square, Montreal), has been notified bj- the Imperial

Department of Overseas Trade in London that he is

empowered to appoint an expert to examine and re-

port upon consignments of goods from the United

Kingdom, in respect of which a dispute has arisen,

and to certify the signature of such experts as authen-

tic. The Commissioner will, however, only intervene

when requested to do so by both parties to the dis-

pute.

The kind of disputes in which the Commissioner may
intervene are those regarding goods which are alleged

to be not up to sample, or which have arrived in a

damaged condition owing to faulty packing. The
Commissioner is not authorized to deal with claims

under insurance policies for goods damaged during the

voyage.
As the official Trade Representative in Canada and

Newfoundland of the Indian Government, the Com-
missioner is also authorized to act in regard to disputes

relative to shipments from India.

The remuneration of experts appointed by the Com-
missioner is a matter for the parties to the dispute. No
fee will be charged for his services.

The British Trade Commissioner at Toronto (Mr. F.

W. Field, 257 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto), is

empowered to act in disputes arising out of shipments

to Toronto and to other centres in Ontario.

REGULATING BOX FOR PAPER MACHINE.
"Makin' Paper" prints an illustrated description

of an improved "stuff box," invented by D. A. Dill-

man, an emploj'ee of the Crown-Willamatte Paper

Co., but who perfected his apparatus while working
for the Powell Kiver Company. The U. S. Patent

number is 1,166,042. It has the usual three compart-

ments, but arranged as three quarters of a square.

Numbered, in order, 1, 2 and 3, the stuff would en-

ter 2, overflow a dam into 3, and back to the chest,

and flow through on an adjustable gate into 1, and
thence to the machine. Compartments 1 and 3 are

connected by a channel across the fourth corner of

the square, and an adjustable gate automaticallj^ con-

trols the inlet from 1 to the channel. If stock gets

too high in 2 it tends to force too much into 1. In
such a ease a float is raised in 2, and through a lever

opens the gate 1 and lets such excess out into 3 and
back to the chest.

THE BOOK PAPER MARKET FOR JANUARY. 1919.

Weekly reports to the Federal Trade Commission
from 45 book i)aper manufacturers operating 77 mills

for the month of January, 1919, show tliat mill stocks

of both periodical and total book paper increased

during the period.

Reports of 204 inachines show the following loss

of time during the month, representing an average of

about 700 hours i)er week for repairs, about 2,000 for

lack of orders, anil about 700 for other reasons, prin-

cipally lack of labor, partly lack of stock.

The above figures include machines running partial

time on other grades than book paper. The total

loss of time from all causes increased about 5 per

cent over the preceding 5-weeks' period.

Imports of book paper are almost negligible, being
only 10 tons for December, 1918, and 34 tons for De-

cember, 1917. Exports of book paper were 6,225

tons for December, 1918, as compared with 4,434 tons

for December, 1917. Exports of book paper for De-

cember, 1918, were principally to Australia, Japan,

Argentina, Brazil, and Cuba. Exports of book paper
to other countries for 1918 include 684 tons to China,

593 tons to British India, and 415 tons to British

South Africa.

The principal imports of chemical wood pulp con-

sist of unbleached sulphite and sulphate from Can-
ada. More than 81 per cent of the chemical wood
pulp imported in December, 1918, came from Canada.
Imports from Norway and Sweden were 5,078 net
tons. The total imports of chemical wood pulp were
11,829 tons greater than in December, 1917.

Imports and exports of paper stock other than
wood pulp include rags and vegetable fibers. Im-
ports for December, 1918, were 2,569 tons, as com-
pared with 1,385 tons for December, 1917. Exports
were 920 tons as compared with 1,562 tons for De-
cember, 1917.

Stocks of the publishers of periodicals and maga-
zines increased 1,562 tons during the month. Th(! stocks

of book publishers increased only 30 tons, and those

of printers declined 486 tons. Total stocks showed
an increase of 1,106 tons.

Thirty-four concerns held more than 72% of the
total stock reported by the publishers of periodicals

and magaiznes at the end of January, 1919.

A total of 81 contracts for Machine Finish, Super-
calendered and Coated paper was made during Janu-
ary, 1919. The range of prices, and the tonnage were
as follows:

—

Aggregate Price per 100 lbs.

Kind. Tonnage, including Discount.
Machine Finish . . 20,192 $6.50—$7.75
Supercalendered . . 11,614 6.75— 8.50
Coated 1,530 9.25—9.50

Total (81 contracts) 33,336

It is important to note that the variation in prices
of different grades of book paper is due to consider-
able extent to differences in quality and the quan-
tity contracted for and to methods of packing.
Of the 81 contracts above, some include more than

one grade of paper, and rolls as well as sheets.

Prices quoted on book paper by jobbers were
slightly higher in January, 1919, than in December,
1918.

About 51 per cent of the current deliveries of un-
bleached sulphite ranged from $85 to $95 per ton.

The bulk of the remainder ranged higher in price.
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About 63 per cent of the contract deliveries ranged
from $90 to $100 per ton.

Excluding one item of almost 2,000 tons at $88 per

ton, about 67 per cent of the current deliveries of

bleached sulphite ranged from $110 to $120 per ton.

The remainder of current deliveries was at various

prices depending upon the quality. About 74 per
cent of the contract deliveries of bleacliod sul[ihitc

ranged from $100 to $120 per ton.

About 63 per cent of the current .soda pulp re-

ceipts ranged from $75 to $85 per ton and the re-

mainder a' from $'M to $100. More than 82 per cent

of the contract deliveries of soda pulp ranged from
$85 to $95 per ton.

DOMINION PRINTING BUREAU WASTEFUL.
The report of the Cioveniinent s Special Commit-

tee on the Dominion Printing Bureau at Ottawa was
tabled in the House of Commons last week, surpassed
any other item of interest in the Ottawa paper and
printing field within that period. The report,

while not so much of direct interest to newsprint
manufacturers or newspaper publishers, has caused
much comment in paper using houses and printing
plants. Besides paper salesmen and paper selling

houses and agencies are directl.y interested, as the
Dominion Printing Bureau was one, if not the largest,

of the paper consuming printing plants in Canada.
A very brief summary of what is contained in the

report is as follows

:

Investigating committee composed of Adam I.

Lewis, Southam Press; Eugene Tarte, La Patrie Pub-
lishing Co., Montreal ; and E. F. Slack, of the Gazette
Printing Company, Montreal, finds:

1st—Commercial inefficiency "shocking."
2nd—Labor employed in Bureau inefficient.

3rd—Proof reading staff overmanned, and could
be reduced by sixty per cent, saving in wages $-10,000

per year.

4th—Conditions in typesetting department "piti-
able."

5th—In some departments three men are emplo.yed
to do the work of two.

6th—Some of the printing costs fifty per cent more
than it should.

7th—Conditions in bindery department "prepos-
terous."

8th—Political selection of help cause of inefficien-
cy and lack of discipline.

9th—Charwomen and caretakers costing $31,000
per year.

10th—Proof reading department a dumping ground

for those who could not otherwise be placed.

11th—Editorial Board has done good work, but its

activities have been fettered by present system.

12th—Mechanical staff is paid a higher scale than

is obtained for the same work in Montreal and To-

ronto.

The blame for the above mentioned conditions is

I)laecd by the report on political patronage. The re-

port says: "We unciualil'icdly place the blame for

the existing conditions in the Bureau upon the fail-

ui'c of those to whom the King's Printer has been re-

sponsible to uphold his authority under the law,

thereby undermining the discipline absolutely essen-

tial to the successful management of the Bureau.
This condition is practically as old as the Bureau. Re-
commendations for improving conditions are made.

P. T. 0. GIVES FIGURES ON PULP PRODUCTION.
Comparing tlie stocks on hand at the domestic pulp

mills at the end of January with their production, the
figures indicate that

:

Groundwood mill stocks equal about 4^/^ weeks'
output.

News grade sulphite mill stocks equal about 8
daj^s' output.

Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal about 5 days'
output.

Easy bleaching sulphite mill stocks equal about 11

.

days' output.

Mitscherliek suljihite mill stocks equal about 7 days'
output.

Sulphate mill stocks equal slightly more than 4^^
days ' output.

Soda pulp mill stocks equal about 31/^ days out-
put.

The number of grinders and digesters showing lost

time during the month of January in operating mills
was 1,122. The.se figures do not include the machines
in 10 mills that were not in operation at all during
January, chieflj- on account of lack of orders, re-

pairs, lack of material, and lack of power.

U. S. NEWSPRINT PRICE STANDS.
The Federal Trade Commission has definitely re-

fused the request of publishers to re-open the ques-
tion of newsprint prices from Maj' 1 to July 31, 1918.
Con.sequently the only recourse left in this direction
is an appeal to the judges of the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals. The commission is still considering the ques-
tion of newsprint prices from August 1, 1918, to date,
but no decision is expected on this matter for at
least two weeks.

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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UNITED STATES NOTES.

Though there has been a decided improvement in cer-

tain sections of the country recently, conditions in the

paper industry generally are still far from satisfactory.

Unemployment continues in many branches and what-
ever betterment there may have been in some locali-

ties, no appi'eciable change in the general situation

is looked for in the immediate future. Though there

lias been no material decline in price. The demand from
mills for paper stock continues weak. Orders have
generally been for immediate delivery and for sn^iK

quantities. Once the jobbers find that they must
stock up, there is no doubt that the mills will be over-

whelmed with orders. A drop in prices would help

considerably in bringing about improved conditions

generally, but there is little likelihood of any decrease

in prices considering the high cost of everything that

enters in to the manufacture of paper.

The discrepancy in freight rates that now exists in

favor of New England paper mills and establishments

on eastern trunk line points has been declared dis-

criminatory in a report made by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission which has been investigating the

matter. Kalamazoo Valley and mid-Western paper
manufacturers generally feel gratified over the prob-

ability that the Commission will order a readjustment.

The railroads and the paper mill people in the Valley

district are to be given an opportunity to file affidavits

with the commission during the ninety day period that

the case is to be held open.

A letter sent last week to owners of the union paper

mills of the country by J. T. Carey, president of the

International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, suggests

a conference of union representatives and owners to be

held at the Belmont Hotel in New York, beginning

Tuesday, March 18, for the purpose of discussing a

new agreement sought for the union paper makers.

Fourteen points to be considered at the conference are

outlined in Mr. Carey's letter. Following are just a

few of the features mentioned. Wages are to be ad-

vanced 15 per cent.; pay is to be for 50 week's work
during the year ; double time is asked for Sunday work
and time and a half for overtime during the week;
five holidays are designed for 36 hour lay-offs, Christ-

mas to be observed for 42 hours, with full pay for

these holiday vacations: and in cases where mills are

closed and the men not notified, all those reporting for

work shall receive four hours pay. It goes without

saying that the main requirements of the union lead-

ers do not meet with approval by the manufacturers.

A remarkable showinsr for the year 1918 has been
made by the American Writing Paper Company. At
the recent annvial meeting of the stockholders at Jer-

sey City. New Jersey. President George A. Galliver

informed the holders of stock who were present at the

session that he expected a surplus of $1,252,269, which
is at the rate of $10.02 a share ^on the $12,500,000 pre-

ferred stock. This compares with a surplus of $150,-

287. or $1.20 a share on the preferred stock earned
in 1917. This showing was reflected on the stock mar-
ket where, during a ten day period the company's pre-

ferred stock rose from 28 to 38.

The plant of the Cliff Paper Company at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., which has been closed since February 2.

1918, by the government power ban, is to resume oper-

ations on April 1st instead of May 1st, as originally

planned. The mill will begin with a full quota of 120

men. The supply of material on hand is ample, and
orders are enough to keep the mill running full time.

Though the power restriction was raised the first of

January, this year, the Cliff Company decided to defer

a resumption of operations until general conditions

held out some promise of improvement.
C. B. Hewitt & Bros., Inc., one of the pioneer paper

firms in New York City, are to give up in the near

future their place at 48 Beekman Street and consolidate

their office with the warehouse at 16 to 24 Ferry

Street. The premises on Beekman Street have been
occupied bv the firm ever since its incorporation in

1868.

The National Association of Waste Material Deal-

ers are to meet this year at the Hotel Astor, New York
City, on March 18 and 1!'. The sixth annual banquet

of the association is to be held at 7 in the evening of

March 19. Meetings of the Paper Stock and Waste
Paper Divisions will be held during the morning of

the 18th.

International Paper Company earnings this year are

expected to show between $15 and $25 per share. Ac-

cumulated earnings of the past three years are ap-

proximately $75 a share of common stock, though the

market price is only $47.

The Great Eastern Paper Company, Inc., of New
• York, has increased its capital stock from $10,000 to

$30,000.

INTIMATES INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS.

Some readers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine will

be interested in the following letter to the editor from
Fibre Making Processes, Inc., (formerly American
Barking Drum Co.), Chicago:

"We are informed that a Canadian company is

marketing drums patterned closely after ours, and
we shall not hesitate to bring suit against any user

of a drum infringing our Canadian patents, which
are as follows:

No. Inventor. Title. Date.

167,103 Berger &
Guettler .. Wood Barking Ma-

chine 1-18-1916

170,808 Guettler . . . Barking Apparatus 7-18-1916

171,244 Guettler . . . Slab Barker 8- 8-1916

184,026 Guettler . . . Method of Barking
Slabs 4-30-1918

185,231 Guettler . . . Barking Apparatus 7- 2-1918
We also have other patents pending.

Yours verv triily,

FIBRE MAKING PROCESSES, INC.
By H. W. GUETTLER, Pres.

NEW JEFFREY CATALOGS.

We have ju.st received a copy of Catalog No. 210
on the Jeffrey Improved Carrier, showing the latest

type of Pivoted Bucket Conveyer for the handling
of coal, ashes, clinker, etc.

The new catalog contains 96 pages, and presents
clearly illu.strated details of the carrier, many inter-

esting exterior and interior views of large power
plant equipments and also reproductions in color of
dimensioned blue prints of typical views for the vari-

ous sizes of carrier equipment, which will be of es-

pecial interest to the architect and engineer, as it en-
ables them to incorporate the Jeffrey Carrier into
their building plans before placing their order for
the equipment. Copies can be had on application.

Catalog No. 244 describes the -Jeffrey Standard
Bucket Elevator and shows typical installations, with
dimensions, capacities, etc., as applied to various in-

dustrial problems.
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EDITORIAL
M

WILL ENGLISH MILLS MIGRATE?
There is ground for satisfaction in the announce-

ment that the policy of Empire preference declared by

England becomes a practical reality with the removal

of import licenses for goods from Canada and other

Dominions. It is a matter which will inspire much
serious thought in several countries. It appears that

several factors have been operating in such a way as

really to give preference in the British market to

goods from neutral countries at the expense of British

Dominions. This has been particularly the case with

pulp and paper from Scandinavia. Under the license

system until recently in force, the lowering of freight

rates seemed to favor the import of Norwegian and

Swedish products. - On account of the attitude of the

latter county during the war there has been a feeling

that this is unfair and as far as possible, British trade

should be kept in the Empire. N'igorous representa-

tions of the rights of the various dominions have been

made to London, and the result is a situation that is

now much more favorable, at least to Canadians.

The pulp and paper industry naturally shares in

the good fortune, and a considerable expansion of our

export business is to be expected if stocks are avail-

able from mills that are not tied up with domestic and

American obligations to the extent of their capacity.

Permanent overseas business might even induce our

mills to proceed with developments that have neces-

sarily been held in abeyance for some time.

Joy is not unalloyed in England, however, over the

prospect of large imports of Canadian papers, es-

pecially news. English publishers, like some others we

know are eager to get sufficient supplies at minimum

prices. The mills at home are handicapped by the lack

and high price of pulp and other materials, and the

disorganization and shortage of labor due to war con-

ditions. All this has naturally restricted output and

shortage of paper has circumscribed the activities of

most publishers. They argue that plenty of paper will

enable them to employ more help and the handling

of their product will make work for othei's all along

the line. This is particularly true of book publishers,

whose output has been far below normal for several

years. They want imported supplies to eke out their

requirements. A permanent market for Canadian

paper in this field would give a great impetus to our

book paper industry, which at present can ju.st about

supply home requirements. There is some question

as to whether this demand would be very permanent.

however, in consideration ojf the ^rather {favorable

situation of British book mills with regard to sup-

plies of rags, esparto and clay at home and the avail-

ability of Canadian (and other) high grade sulphite.

We think Canada should also furnish soda pulp to

the Mother Country. For wood-fibre papers of any

grade, we are yet to be convinced that Canada is not

the logical place for their production.

When it comes to newsprint paper we find a rather

complicated situation. The newspapers want Sup-

plies and the mills are apparently unable to make the

I)aper required. For several years the publishers have

been greatly restricted in the size of their papers and

seriously handicapped in consequence. The Paper Con-

troller has set price of •lV2d which is still in force,

and this does not allow much profit, considering costs

of raw material and operation. The mills are natur-

ally disappointed in the removal of import restrictions

on Canadian products, which not only lets in much
needed supplies of pulp, but also admits newsprint

at prices they cannot possibly meet. It is said that

Canadian newsprint has been offered in England at

six cents, which is about the cost of raw material to

the home mills. This would not be a serious difficulty

if there were a continued demand for all the paper

the British mills can make as well as the amounts

available here for export, which are probably not great

at this time. But England is getting her armies back

into civilian life, and putting her munition workers

at peaceful production. Many women workers have

had a taste of industrial life and like it. Their effi-

fiency and aptitude at certain work may be a big

asset in many lines of manufacture. Every oppor-

tunity for employment is being watched because it is

only the production of goods that will keep the peo-

ple busy. This is of even greater importance than

anj- mere difference in price.

The relative price of home-made and imported arti-

cles is receiving serious attention and there are indi-

cations that England will very likely adopt in some

degree the policy of a protective tariff. The war has

furnished much data on costs of production and the

machinery by which this was collected could servfe

such a policy and make it possible to base tariff regu-

lations on a scientific foundation. Since but little pulp

is made in Britain, such a policy would tend to insure

a market for groundwood and sulphite to supply the

protected paper mills. It would be likely to make

competition with Scandinavian mills very keen, unless
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llie protective policy were extended to cover Empire

products, perhaps to the extent of equalizing: freight

rates. Tinder such conditions Ciinadian pulji oiiglit to

stand a better chance in the game. Certainly we can-

not rely on war sentiment to last very long as a trade

factor, at least, in regard to neutral countries.

•Laiuiching out on a policy of trade protection is

not the end of difficulties for our brother paper mak-

ers in Englanil. They may expect constant efforts of

the press to lower or remove the tariff on newsprint,

as American history will show. Of course, the real

solution of the problem is to come to Canada with their

mills and bring their families along. We can show

them some fine manufacturing sites, and would extend

a hearty welcome. Nothing like getting back to na-

ture, i.e., Canada's woods, water powers, productive

soil and ocean and rivers for transport.

A SPLENDID IDEA.

Out in Oregon they realize the importance of the

wife or mother of each employee as an influence mak-

ing for safety and happiness in the mill. A fine ex-

ample in the effort to enlist the whole family in this

movement has been started by the distribution of the

following letter by the journal of the mill

:

"To the wives of all Crown Willamette Paper Com-
pany's employees:

"Dear Madam: Makin' Paper takes this opportunity
and privilege of writing to you to enlist your co-

operation and help in a work we are undertaking,

namely, to make the Crown Willamette Mills a very
desirable working place for your husband, your sons,

and your brothers.

"We consider you a very integral part of our great

Crown Willamette family, and feel that you are in a

very unique position to be of some considerable service

to us. Man}' of you can contribute local news of interest

for us. We would be very glad to have this, but most
important of all, every one of you can do very much
to help us out in our big safety drive.

"Did you ever consider how vitally interested you
should be in our safety work, how much it really

means to you, to your family, to your husband? As
you know, in case of accident, all the pain, worry and
misery is not borne by the man who gets hurt. You
and your family suffer as well as he.

"Talk these things over with your husband and try

to persuade him to take a very deep interest in our

safety work. Your assistance will help more than

any other influence. The company will do its full

share for safety first, but it will fail unless every man
in the plant co-operates fvdly in this respect.

"As you know, accidents cost the company money,
but they may cost the man an eye, a limb, or even his

life. The company can afford the dollars, but the

man cannot afford to lose any part of his body, or his

life. The company may afford the dollars, but the

calamity, and that we must all do our "bit" as a

patriotic measure to conserve human life and prevent
suffering as much as possible.

"We will write you again, from time to time, through
these columns. Remember, this is your company,
Makin' Paper is your publication. Help us all you can
to make it a great success. "MAKIN' PAPER."

GOOD-BYE BOOZE.
(^iielu'c is ill a state of considerabh^ ferment over

the liquor question. The Government will no doubt

stand by their guns as far as hai'd drinks are affected

by recent legislation, but there is a great deal of

effort, and cash, being spent in an endeavor to loosen

the bung on drinks of less alcohol content. No argu-

ment for booze has ever really counted, except pos-

sibly the false conception of some doctors which ia

entirely discredited. Other stimulants are better. The

National Safety Council says, in a bulletin on Freezing:

"Avoid liquor! It numbs the senses and extensive

freezing occurs before you realize it."

What more damning evidence against wines do we

need than that they are used, straight or drugged as

an agent in the seduction and perversion of girls and

women for which some of our cities are disgracefully

famous—or infamous?

The whole anti-prohibition campaign is not in the

interest of personal liberty, or the mental, moral,

physical or material benefit of the people of Quebec

and Canada. The sole and only beneficiary of the

booze policy is the financial gain of the liquor makers

and dealers, whether it be of whiskey, wine or beer.

We need alcohol for industrial use and we shall ge*

it sooner and cheaper when industry does not have

to compete with appetite.

It is gratifying to note that the Federal Govern-

ment has decreed for prohibition until peace has been

with us a year. Dominion and Provincial Govern-

ments intend to leave the final decision on beer and

wine to a referendum vote. This is a sensible move,

as the question could not well be made a party issue.

Let the people rule, but let them rule wisely and with

serious and thoughtful action.

INDUSTRIAL INFLUENZA.
Hon. W. S. Fielding, ex-Minister of Finance, refer-

ring to the period of unrest through which the country
is passing, in addressing a Red Cross gathering, said

:

"It is a sort of industrial influenza, and I suppose

it will have to go through its course. We must re-

cognize the fact, however, that the working people

in the past have not had a full share in the fruits

of their labors, and they have come to the conchision

that thej' are going to have a fuller share in the future,

whether we like it or not.

"Anyhow, there is an unrest that comes near the

bounds of disorder, and I think that it is a field in

which the womenfolk are likely to do good work of

conciliation. I was not an enthusiastic advocate of

woman suffrage, but the work that the women have
done in the war has obliged many people to give more
serious thought to the matter than before. In the pre-

sent day, when men in their passion are ready to strike

or do many other things, the women miist always stand

for the home, the children and the family."

The Sturgeon Falls mill of the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Co. has again run for a whole month with-

out a single accident. That is fine work. Let oth-

ers do likewise. It pays to be careful ; accidents are

not necessary.
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Iroquois Falls, Ontario, was scarcely more than a

name indicating a possible water power until the

Abitibi Power and Paper Company decided to use

this power for the production of newsprint paper.

The work of clearing was begun in the fall of 1913.

The pulp mill was begun shortly after, and was com-

pleted during the summer of 1914. It is interesting

to note that the first pulp was made on August 4th

of that year, which marks the beginning of the great-

est of World Wars. A few days later the first con-

signment was shipped. During the fall of 1914 work
was begun on the site for the paper mill, and from

the hill on which the structure is built there was
taken out some 55,000 cubic yards of clay. This was

used to fill in a ravine over which the paper mill

railway track was built.

A paper mill to manufacture more than 230 tons of

newsprint per day cannot be created in virgin forest

independent of a town in which workmen and offi-

cers may live. Iroquois Falls is seven miles from
Porquis Junction, which also serves as junction point

for the mining properties on the Timmins branch of

the T. & N. 0. About 40 miles north of the junction

is Cochrane, which is an important point on the

Trans-Continental. To the south of the junction are

Liskeard, Cobalt and Englehart, all fair size towns
and dependent upon the mining or lumbering indus-

tries. These were the nearest towns of any size to

the location of the new pulp mill, around which has

grown up what is now one of the most attractive

communities, both as to organization, layout and ac-

commodations, that is to be found in the north coun-

try. Too much could hardly be said of the vision,

courage and optimism of the man who could conceive

and carry out such a project as the Abitibi Power and
Paper Co. at Iroquois Falls, in virgin wilderness.

F. H. Anson, Sr., has these qualities, and he is pri-

marily responsible for the success of the companj^
because of his own character and his ability to enlist

and inspire the full co-operation of associates and
employees.

It takes time to develop such a tOAvn, but a begin-

ing was made w-hen the mill was started. A number
of difficulties were met, the most serious of which
were forest fires. It will be recalled that at the time
of the great fires, 1916, the town was completely
wiped out, and the inhabitants found shelter in the

concrete mill buildings, where by keeping the great

fire pumps continually in operation serious loss of

life was entirely avoided. Even this catastrophe did
not halt operations, and work was immediately start-

ed to reconstruct the town. Some temporary struc-

tures were erected, but these have graduallj' given

way to permanent buildings. Each dwelling is a sep-

arate house, and houses are built only on every other

lot, 50 X 50 feet each, so that each family has an addi-

tional half lot to cultivate. At the time of the edi-

tor's visit last summer the town presented a most at-

tractive appearance, wtih its well kept lawns, com-

fortable homey looking dwellings, and with good
streets and sidewalks. The streets are well made of

crushed rock covered with tarvia. These streets need
not be torn up at any time for making repairs or

changes in connection with the water guage or light-

ing systems, since these are all located in the back
lanes. Some idea of the attractiveness of the town
can be gained from the illustrations.

Pictures, however, cannot give indication of the

spirit of the place w^here the men and the manage-
ment seem to be working in the greatest harmony,
and all with an honest endeavour to make Iroquois

Falls the best town on the map. One point that might
be mentioned in this connection is the system at the

mills w^hich gives the men every possible opportunity

to find a place for which they are best suited. No man
is discharged without the fullest investigation, and
an earnest attempt to find the place where he best

fits, and no man is likely to leave until he has had a

talk with the sympathetic and enthusiastic employ-
ment officer to see whether it is the company's fault

that he desires to make a change, and if possible ar-

ranging for him to try his hand at some other work.
The same care is used in employing new men so as to

trj' if possible to put them, in the first place, in a

position where they will stay until their proficiency

warrants their promotion. This system is of great

value in transferring men temporarily from one de-

partment to another if one particular kind of work
should become slack because of a shortage of mater-
ial, adverse weather conditions or other circum-
stances.

The town was incorporated in June, 1915, and our
friend, S. G. McCoubrey, has served continuously as

Mayor. It looks as if he had a life job. We might
mention at this point an incident that has no direct

connection with the mill, but is interesting. Mr.
McCoubrey 's brother-in-law, like himself, comes from
the north of Ireland, from a little paper mill town
near Belfast. The young man referred to enlisted in

the United States Forest Regiment last January. He
was on board the Tasmania, which was torpedoed,

and was washed ashore, practically at his mother's
doorstep in February. After a little expert nursing
he crossed to France in March, and had his sawmill
in full operation in April. As the Mayor says, "That's
going some."

On the left is Director's House, facing Cambridge A ^r. liuuses in front, on Seventli Sufti, an-

by Superintendents, the Mayor, and other dignitaries.

•upied
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The lidust's aiv all hfated hy hot-air, and are equip-

ped with bathrooms and supplied with hot and eold

water. Tiiere are three ehurehes—th<> United, Angli-

can and Koniaii ("atholie. There are also a number
of fraternal soeieties. A restaurant and iiowlinj: al-

ley have reeently been eompleted, and with the addi-

tion of four pool tables this furnishes a very well

equipped centre for refreshment and sport. The fire

of 1916 has interfered with the development of the

plan for publie seliools, but temiiorary buildings have

been made good use of, and the e.xeellent staff of in-

structors has made a good record in this department.

This is a matter in which the company takes a very

deep interest, and we can expect in the near future

Looking down Seventh Street from the square.

to see at Iroquois Falls one of the most modern and

best equipped schools in the north country.

Work is not all that occupies the attention of the

employees, and other residents of the town, for there

is a brass band of twenty-five members, whose ser-

vices are in great demand in the vicinity. Sports

also receive their proportion of attention, and Abitibi

not only has baseball, basketball and other teams

representing the various departments of the mill, but

also has what might be called a varsity team in each

branch that have giveji good accounts of themselves

in competition with teams in other towns. For those

who have a literary inclination there is an op])ortun

ity to air it in the "Broke Hustler," which is pub-

lished frequently at the mill. This live little paper

gives the news of the mill with occasional knocks at

the various members, and considerable general infor

mation. Recently the Broke Hustler lias been |)ub-

lishing a monthlj" illustrated suppleme!it v.hicli has
given some very interesting views of the town and
the mill. We think it is about time that the il'i :

trated supplement introduced us pictorially to the

various members of the management and operatit..

staff of the company. It will thus be seen that

the comjjany considers more than the simple

making of profits and considers well its obligation to

see that the members of its organization and those

who come to live in the community are well housed,

well fed, well paid, healthy and happy. This, of

course, is partly good business, but the company
realizes that complete co-operation is necessary for

the harmonious working and living of the commun-
ity. It is not to the advantage of workmen or em-
ployer to be continually changing, and every effort is

made to bring the right men to Iroquois Falls, and to

make it worth their while to stay there.

The Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Ltd., has sent to

the fields of France and Flanders, just over 1,000
men, represented in the Princess Pats, the 10th, 13th,
14th, 24th, 159th, and the 228th Battalions, Second

Pioneers, First Forcstrx Draft, 2.')7tli Construction,

1st C.O.IC, 2nd C.O.K,," iCF.C., and the .\'a\iil Scr

vices.

The wooils dc|)artiiicnt extends from the camps
.just across the river clear back to the bush, and the

booms near the mill hold a large reserve supply of

logs, where the activity of the woodsmen ends. This

department is a distinct organization from the oper-

ating of the mill, but of course works in absolute

hai'iiiony with it. The editor had an opportunity of

visiting camp 16 at tea-time, and if other camps are

as well taken care of and pleasant in their location

and c(iuipment it is certainly no hardship to work
in this department of the organization.

The mill is well known as one of the most ui)-to-

ilate and efficient paper manufacturing plants on
the continent. The value of concrete construction

was fully demonstrated during the big forest fire,

when the whole coiiimunity found refuge and safet}'

within the stone-like structure. A large part of the

construction was done during an exceedingly cold

winter, but due to the care with which the concrete
work was handled there has been no trouble with
defects in the concrete. The mill is located on a
steep bank with the groundwood department so far
down that the grinders can be operated by direct

connected hydraulic turbines. There arc at present
thirty Waterous grinders using 32" wood. The pulp
is diluted and passed through the bull screens, and
then pumped to the wet machine room, where it is

screened in a new series of rotary screens, and thence
passed to the thickeners or the wet machines.
One side of the wet machine room handles the

groundwood pulp and the other side the sulphite pulp.
The laps from the twenty wet machines are then pass-
ed to fourteen 600-ton hydraulic presses and eight
baling presses which prepare the pulp for loading on
the freight cars which are run in on two tracks to the
middle of this department. The grinder room has a
daily capacity of 330 tons of groundwood, only part

A close-up of the dam and mill.

of which is available for sale, the larger part being
required for the newsprint mill.

The remainder of the plant outside of the grinder
room is operated by steam and electricity.

The steam plant is equipped with 8-478 H.P. and
2-358 H.P. water tube B. & W. boilers ; four of the.se

are fitted with the Jones' stoker, and four with the
Murphy stoker, the remaining two with the Taylor
stoker. They are equipped with both induced and
forced draft fan engines and Sturtevant economizers,
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and a couple of brick sinoke stacks well over 100 feet

high. The power station is run with 4-1,250 K.V.A.
WestLiighouse generators with three exciters. These
four machines generate 4,200 H.P. from a head of 43
feet.

The sulphite mill manufactures all the sulphite pulp
necessary for the company's requirement for its paper
mill and has occasionally an excess for sale. This mill

is equipped with four 14-ton digesters. The acid is

made with the assistance of four sulphur burners and
a Jenssen lime-stone tower system. An automatic re-

cording thermometer registers the temperature of the

gases in the combustion chamber of the sulphur burner
and also at the coolers. Recording instruments are

u.sed at practically every point in the plant, such as

steam flow meters, water meters, recording speed in

temperature gauges, etc. This equipment is backed
up by a well equipped chemical laboratory' and a

staff of expert chemists and engineers.

From the blow-pits the sulphite pulp passes three

knotters, twenty-four flat screens, five centrifugal

screens and four deckers or pulp concentrators. This

mill has a capacity of 130 tons, a part of which is

run over wet machines either for storage or sale as has

been mentioned, the rest passing directly from the

deckers to the paper machines.

The pulp passing to the machines is concentrated as

has been mentioned. An effort is made to maintain

both groundwood and sulphite pulp at a uniform con-

sistancy so that the pumps will always deliver the same
l)roportion of each pulp to the mixers and in this way

insure a uniform quality of newsprint paper which
is the main product of the mill.

From the vertical mixers which are located in the
decker and screen room the pulp is pumped to the
paper machines and can be passed through Jordan en-
gines if desired. There are four machines, one 202"
Walmesly, one 186" and two 156" Pusey and Jones
machines. The average speed is 624 feet per minute
and the average production is 228 tons of finished
paper in twenty-four hours. The record tonnage for
a siiigle day is something over 243 tons. One of the
machines is equipped Avith the Sheehan mechanical
back-tender, a rope device for carrying the paper over
the machine.

Considerable interest has been aroused by the plans
of the company to double its capacity by adding two
paper machines, each 235" wade—almost 20 feet.

These are already on order from the Walmsley Com-
pany, at Bury, England.
The management of the mill is directly in the hands

of Mr. R. A. Mclnnes, who has been in charge for the

past couple of years and has associated with him a very
capable staff of superintendents and foremen, and
has succeeded in so knitting together and inspiring

the organization that continuous satisfactorj- produc-

tion is easily maintained and with the most cordial

feelings between the management and the men. The
jiresident, Mr. F. H. Anson, Sr.. makes frequent trips

and the company is always pleased to have visitors

and a trip to Iroquois Falls remains a very pleasant

meiiiorv.

^ ^ii^'ssmBi^mm^yjj^^HMtB

Mill and tail race from the bush across the river. T he town begins to show on the crest of the hi

right hand corner is Woods Dept., Camp 15.

AN ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY OF PAPERBOXES.

The Rudd Paper Box Co.. Limited, of Toronto, of

which W. P. Bennett is President, like the millinery

and garment houses, is holding a sort of "spring

opening" by making, in their factory at 372-376 Rich-

mont street west, a varied and most attractive dis-

play of set-up and folding boxes. The exhibit has

been viewed with interest by a large number of the

customers of the firm, and is perhaps the first effort

ever made in Canada toward showing to advantage

all the new things in containers, which are ready for

the trade during the coming year. The di.splay con-

sisting of several hundred boxes of all kinds, .shapes

and sizes, colors and designs, is one that opens the

eyes of the visitor to the possibilities in this great in-

dustry.

Some time ago the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation sent out a leaflet to its members for distribu-

tion among customers, headed, "Why Send Your

Goods to Market Dres.sed Like a Slouch." The Rudd
Paper Box Co. forwarded several of these leaflets to

their patrons, and conceived tlie idea of getting up a

comprehensive display that would show all the regu-

lar and new products that they are presenting for the
coming year. Invitations were mailed to many per-
sons to witness the admirably arranged booth, which
has called forth much favorable comment.

In folding boxes there are the numerous lines which
have been produced for years, and also the new waxed
board carton, which new container is being used by
tea firms and others, being .strong and airtight. In the
set up box line the art designs and coverings are im-
posing and pleasing, and the covering, printing and
embossing are done right on the premises. Fancy
shapes and novelties are revealed in candy boxes,
perfumery boxes, handkerchief, glove, waist, hat,
collar, hosiery, toilet, bon bon, papeterie and numer-
ous other lines, whether conceived for utility and
economy or for more elaborate and ornamental ef-

fect. It is generally agreed that a good package un-
questionably has a strong influence on sales, and in
the daintier and more exclusive lines the prettier and
more irresi.stible the color scheme and harmony the
more subtle and compelling is the appeal. The Rudd
Paper Box Co. have received hearty congratulations
on their enterprise, and will make the display a per-
manent institution, probably twice a year.
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RAINY RIVER REORGANIZATION.
The Rainy River Pulp & Paper Co., with mills at

Port Mellon, Howe Sound, B.C., for the manufacture

of sulphate pulp, find it necessary to effect a reor-

ganization in order to continue operations. There

have been several successive companies operating

this mill, but none, apparently, has made a marked

success of it. The plant is only 28 miles from Van-

couver, with regular boat service. Nearby is the Mill

Creek sulphite mill of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Co.

The following plan was presented by Robt. Sweeny,

at the meeting of creditors and wage earners on

March 10th. and is transmitted with the approval of

John Elliott. Assignee.

1.—A company to be formed by letters patent un-

der the Dominion Companies Act, for the purpose of

taking over from the present company and its As-

signee, the whole undertaking, goodwill and proper-

ties of the present company, subject to the indebted-

ness below mentioned.
2.—The capital of such company will consist of

10 000 common shares, without any nominal or par

value.

3.—There shall be five directors of the new com-

pany, to be appointed in the manner following:

(a) One to be appointed by the holders of the

First Mortgage Bonds mentioned in Paragraph 4.

(h) One to be appointed bv those creditors of

the present company who receive common shares

in the new company, as provided in Paragraph 9

(c) Three to be appointed bv the holders of

the notes to be issued as provided in Paragraph
6.

As and when the securities (a) and (e) are paid off

or cease to exist, the riffht of appointment of direc-

tors held by the respective holders thereof shall pass

to the owners of the common shares of the new com-

pany.
4.—^The new company shall take over the under-

takinff and properties of the present company, sub-

ject to the indebtedness secured bv the Trust Deed
scouring the present issue of .'^200.000 Gold Bonds.
The new company shall have the right, if it shall be
found expedient or necessary to do so. to make a new
issue of first morts'asre 6 per cent Gold Bonds of the

par value of $200,000 for the purpose of retiring the

present issue.

5.—The letters patent and by-laws of the new com-
pPTiv shall also authorize the issue of $.500,000 re-

funding 7 per cent. Gold Bonds which shall be issued

for the following purposes:

fa"! $20,0.000 thereof for the retirement and re-

funding of the outstanding bonds of the present

company, or (if same are retired as mentioned
in the preceding paragraph) for the retiring or

refunding of the first mortgage bonds of the new
company issued as mentioned in the preceding
parasrraph.

Cb) .$200,000 thereof to be pledged as collateral

for an issue of $100,000 7 per cent Collateral

Gold Notes of the new company to be issued as

mentioned in Paragraph 6.

fe) $100,000 and the $200,000 when released
from the foregoing collateral pledge, to be avail-

able for sale or pledge, for the company's pur-
poses as the directors may from time to time
think fit and proper.

6.—The Letters Patent and By-laws of the company

shall also authorize the issue of $100,000 7 per cent

collateral gold notes to be .secured by $200,000 of said

refunding mortgage 7 per cent Gold Bonds. Said

notes shall be offered for sale at par. and be repay-

able as follows:

$15,000 at the end of one year.

$20,000 at the end of two years.

$30,000 at the end of three years.

$35,000 at the end of four years.

7.—A syndicate is prepared to underwrite the

whole of the $100,000 collateral notes at par, in con-

sideration of their receiving the whole of the new
company's shares as fully paid.

8.—All of the creditors of the present company
(except bondholders, wage-earners, the Government
of British Columbia, and any other preferred credi-

tors'! shall be asked to purchase an amount of said col-

lateral notes eoual to one-third of their respective

claims against the present company, at par. on condi-

tion that they receive for so doing:

(a") An acknowledgment from the new com-

pany that it is responsible for the present com-

pany's indebtedness to such creditor and that it

will pay same without interest in three equal in-

stalments, at the end of three, four and five years

from the date of incorporation of the new com-

pany, or sooner if possible.

(b) An amount of common shares in the new
company which, if taken at the par value of $100
M-ill equal the amount of their claim if a multi-

ple of $100 or if not then the nearest multiple

of $100.
9.—Any creditor not complying with the provi-

sions of the preceding paragraph shall receive from
the new company in full satisfaction of his claim

aarainst the old company an amount of common shares

"'hich taken at the par value of $100 each will equal

the amount of his claim against the old company if

a multiple of $100 or if not then the nearest mtiltiple

of $100.
10.—The common stock to which creditors of the

old company are entitled under the provisions of

Clauses S (h) and 9 hereof will be provided by the

svndicate out of the shares they receive for under-
writing the $100,000 collateral gold notes.

11.—The letters patent and by-laws will provide

that no dividends shall be paid on the common stock

until the collateral notes mentioned in Paragraph fi

have been paid off.

12—The $100,000 cash to be received from the sale

of $100,000 collateral notes will be used exclusively

for paving the following:

(a) All preferred and secured claims.

(b) Costs of incorporation and organizing new
Dominion Company and creating the securities

herein mentioned, and all the costs of this re-

organization.

(c) Enlarging the present plant and equipment.
(d) "Working capital.

13.—The form of application for letters patent and
the by-laws of the new company shall be subject to

the approval of the assignee, and the form of the trust

deeds to secure the various issues of securities here-
inbefore mentioned, and the respective maturity
dates thereof, and the form of said first mortgage
bonds, refunding bonds and collateral notes, shall

also be subject to the approval of the assignee,

Vancouver, B.C.. 10th March. 1919,
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(Continued from Page 264.)

PART 4.

In Part I, IMr. Sutermeister discussed the prepara-
tion and composition of cooking liquor and the ap-

paratus and materials employed, with illustrations;

in Part II, the recovery of lime, with analyses; the

principles and practice of cooking operations, with
curves; in Part III, mill practices with data relating

to •woods employed : modified processes ; by-products
of cooking.

Digesters.

Modem digesters for use in the soda process are

made of steel plates where formerl.y they were of iron.

This change is probably due to conditions in the iron

and steel industry rather than to any marked super-
iority of steel, for as a matter of fact steel is probably
more subject than iron to changes of internal struc-

ture which would lead to loss of strength. As the cook-
ing liquor has no corrosive action on steel no protec-

tive lining is necessary. There is even a tendency for

the cooking liquor to be the reverse of corrosive for

an inspection of digesters after being used for some
time has shown in many instances a very thin, gray-

ish coating upon the walls. Analysis of this coating
has proved that the greater part of it consists of

calcium carbonate and that not over one per cent is

material which coiild possibly have been derived from
the digester itself. The formation of this scale is prob-

ably caused by the lime salts which are introduced

either in suspension or in solution in the cooking liquor

and which are subsequently deposited either by heat

or evaporation.

Structurally digesters are made either riveted or

welded, the latter construction being preferred wher-
ever permissible because of its freedom from leaks.

Because of the uncertainty of welded joints some in-

surance companies object to this type of digester,

particularly for large units, and a welded digester

about 10 ft. in diameter and 49 ft. long is apparently

about the maximum on this account. With riveted
plates the strength of the seam can be much more ac-

curately gauged and large digesters can be safely con-
structed. They have the serious defect, however, of
frequently leaking and the only remedy appears to be
electrical welding of each seam and rivet head.
Two distinct types of digesters are used, the rotary

and the stationary vertical digester. The rotary is the
older type, but is seldom installed in modem mills be-
cause vertical digesters are superior in a number of
ways.

Rotary riveted digesters in American practice are

generally about 20-24 ft. long and 7 ft. in diameter;
larger ones have been constructed but have been very
hard to keep tight because the strains set up as they
rotate tend to start their seams. They are filled with
chips through two man-holes on the sides and in order
to get in as great a charge as possible some form of

tamping device is necessary. A steel cone fixed, apex
down, on the end of a shaft which is alternately

lifted and dropped by an eccentric gives excellent

results in packing in the chips. The liquor is also

run in through the man-hole, generallj' at the same
time as the chips. The man-holes are oval in shape
which enables the covers to be inserted and then pulled

up again.st the inside, where they make tight joints by
means of lead gaskets. When first put on they are held

in place by yokes extending across the manhole on the

outside, but as the pressure within the rotary in-

creases they are held more and more firmly against

the edge of the man-hole so that the yokes eventually

hold no part of their weight. Figure 12 shows the

con.struetion and essential features of a rotary di-

gester of a type commonly used in the soda process.

The steam for heating the charge generally enters

the rotary through one trunion : It is sometimes dis-

tributed by perforated pipes inside the rotary, but

usually blows in directly, though the inlet is sometimes
oovered with a perforated strainer plate. The trunion

Fig. 12.—Rotary Boiler. (Courtesy Baker Mfg. Co.)
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at the other end of the rotarj- is piped up so that air

or steam can be relieved through it. On the inside

the pipe extends to one side and ends under a strainer

plate so that when the rotary is in one position this

relief pipe ends aljove the surface of the liquor and
steam only can be discharged. After the cook is com-

pleted the relief line is opened and the pressure re-

duced. During this operation some fibre and consider-

able black liquor escape, hence there is placed on this

relief line a separator which takes out entrained liquor

and fibre while allowing the steam to pass onward to

a heater where it is employed in heating water for

use in washing the fibre. After the pressure has been

reduced to a safe point the man head is forced inward
by means of a lever and the last trace of pressure is

blown off. The heads are then removed and the charge

emptied into wash pits below by the simple expedient

of revolving the rotary.

Vertical digesters vary much more widely in size

than do rotaries. Formerly a digester 7 ft. in diameter
and 25 ft. tall was considered a good size, such a

digester holding approximately three cords of wood.
The present teiulency is toward larger units about 10

ft. diameter by 49 ft. tall for welded digesters and
12ft. in diameter by 40ft. tall for riveted construction.

Both of these sizes hold between 14 and 15 cords
of wood and produce eight to nine tons of fibre at each
charge when treating poplar wood.

Vertical digesters when welded are generally cylin-

drical with an inner bottom cone of perforated metal
while if they are of the riveted type the bottom por-

tion is usually conical in shape thus avoiding consid
erable Avaste space. These digesters are also fitted

with perforated false bottoms coverin? the entire con-

ical portion. The man-hole for charging is at the top
and the discharge pipe leads out of the centre of the

bottom. Steam is usually introduced through two in-

lets at opposite sides of the disrester and just above
the false bottom. Connected with each steam inlet on
the inside of the digester is a semi-circular perforated
pipe, the perforations bein? so arranged that the steam
blows upward along the sides of the digester, thus as-

sisting circulation. In some cases it has been found
to improve the cook if a small amount of steam is also

introduced just above the blow off valve in the ex-

treme bottom of the digester.

Circulation and Steam Consumption.—One of the

essentials for good cooking is thorough circulation of

^he Honor and this is secured in a number of wavs. In

Rome installations there is no special provision beyond
that caused by the inrush of steam and the relief of

air and steam from the ton. In other eases a pipe in-

side the digester extends from below the false bottom
to the top of the digester and a steam inlet is below
the end of this pipe. The steam, rushing up this pipe,

carries the cooking liquor with it and distributes it

over the top of the charge. The most satisfactory

method is to pump the liquor from below the false

bottom and discharge it into the top of the digester.

The only difference in pressure on the two sides of

the pump is that due to the height of the digester

so that vers" little power is renuired. For circulation

onlv, contrifugal pumps have been found satisfactorv
although they have to be packed ouite frequently, but
if fresh liquor is to be iniected during the cook, as is

done in some mills, a steam pump must be used. Fig-

ure 13 gives a general idea of the construction of a

vertical digester. Tt shows the man-hole and cover

at the top, the discharge pipe leading out of the bot-

tom, the steam inlets, the perforated false bottom and
the circulating pum]i with its appropriate piping.

The sequence of operations in a digester is prac-

tically the same as in a rotary: The chips and liquor

are charged through the top, no tamping being neces-

sary because »f the shape of the digester. The volume
of liquor per cord of wood varies from about 710 gals,

to 940 gals.; the lower figure being about as little as

can be used aiul still maintain circulation. Steam is

then turned on and the pressure brought up as rapidly

as possible. During this period air is relieved from the

top several times so that no false pressure may be
recorded. When the cook is completed the entire

charge is blown out under full pressure through the

blow off pipe at the bottom of the digester. A com-
plete record of all of these operations should be kept
by means of a recording pressure gauge or preferably
a recording thermometer since it is really the tem-
perature rather than the pressure which controls the

cooking and a thermometer will not give false im-
pressions if the digester should happen to fill up with
water because of excessive condensation.
The steaming of a cook may be considered as taking

place in two stages in the first of which the charge
is brought up to pressure while in the second the pres
sure is merely maintained at the desired point. In the
first stage there is a very rapid consumption of steam
while in the second only enough is used to make up
for the heat lost in radiation. Tests with a steam
flow meter on rotary digesters of three cords capac-
ity showed that for the first 30 to 40 minutes steam
was consumed at the rate of 7,500-7,800 lbs. per hour;
the consumption then dropped off rapidly until at the

end of an hour and fifty minutes it was only about 500
lbs. per hour which was just enough to take care of

radiation losses. With a larger rotary holding 6V^
cords of wood the consumption at first was at the rate

of 10,800 lbs. per hour while the radiation loss amount-
ed to 1,050 lbs. per hour. The total steam consumed
in these two tests was 12,125 lbs. for the smaller and
19,360 lbs. for the larger rotary. This latter figure

corresponds very closely with that obtained from a

comparison of the strength of the alkali entering

as cooking liquor with that discharged as black liquor

at the end of the cook.

In the case of 15 cord digesters meter records show
that from the time steam is turned on until full pres-

sure is reached there is a consumption of 34,000 to

40,500 lbs. of steam for a 12 ft. x 40 ft. digester with-

out insulating covering. The time in which this steam
is used up varies in different cooks from one and one-

half to two hours while in the intervals in which only
radiation losses have to be made up the steam con-

sumption is comparatively slight. The demand for

steam therefore varies enormously and where a num-
ber of digesters are being operated simultaneously it

is very essential that they be charged and steamed in

rotation so that no two may be drawing heavily at

the same time and the boiler house load may be kept
as uniform as possible.

The loss of heat due to radiation varies with the

amount of surface exposed and with the temperature
of cooking. With a digester 12 ft. in diameter by
40 ft. long there would be about 1,430 sq. ft. of sur-

face exposed and if the cook is made at 110 lbs. steam
pressure there would be a radiation loss equivalent to

about 1.100,000 B. T. V. per hour a.s.suming that the
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same formula holds as for radiation from steam pipes.

This corresponds to approxiuiateh' 1,250 Ihs. of steam

per hour required to make up for radiation loss. If

the digester is covered with a two inch layer of good

insulating material such as sponge asbestos or mag-
nesia about 85 to 90% of this loss can be avoided. The
radiation loss per ton of fibre in rotary digesters is

greater than in vertical digesters because their smaller

size exposes a larger surface in proportion to their en-

tire contents.

The quality of fibre from the two types of cookers

appears to show some characteristic differences. That

from the rotaries is bent and twisted and shows the

effects of the tumbling around which it undergoes

during cooking while that from the digesters is much
straighter and appears to have suffered less wear and

tear. The bursting strength of sheets made from the

two fibres under identical conditions of beating is

very different, that from the digesters averaging fiilly

70 per cent greater than that from the rotaries. This

difference in strength is very evident in the papers

in which the two fibres are used, and in order to pro-

duce papers with the same characteristics it is neces-

sary to treat the two fibres quite differently in the

beaters.

While considering types of digesters mention should

be made of one or two modified forms which are used

occasionally. One of these is the jacketed digester in

which the steam for heating is between the outer and

inner walls. These have been found by experience to

be very hard to keep tight as the stays between the

two walls are continually causing leaks. For this rea-

son the digesters cannot be covered with insulating

material and are therefore very wasteful of steam.

In Morterud's patented digester the steam is not

blown directly into the charge but the liquor is taken

Fig. 14._The parts of the apparatus figured in the

cut are as follows: A, digester; B, heating appara-

tus, in which the acid or liquor is heated up indi-

rectly; C, strainer, by which the wood chips are

kept back; D, boiler, delivering the steam wanted

for the heating; a, the steam pipe; E, condensing

water piunp, by means of which the water of con-

densation is taken from the heating apparatus to

the boiler; F, circulating pump, by means of which

the acid or liquid is kept in a constant circulation

from the bottom of the digester through the

heating apparatus and back to the digester at the

top; H and I, valves, for the inlet and outlet pipes

on the digester.

Fig. 15.—Charging Floor of Digester House.

from the bottom of the digester, passed through an out-

side exchange heater and back again into the top of

the digester. Steam is used as a source of heat in

the outside heater and the condensed steam is returnd
to the boiler under full pressure as feed water at a

high temperature. It is claimed for this process that

it saves coal and alkali and gives an increased yield

because of the more even temperature of the cooking
liquor. This type of equipment is said to be extensively

used in Europe in the sulphate process and it is at-

tracting considerable attention in America. Fig. 14
shows diagrannnatically the equipment and method of

operation of this system.

A comparison of the two types of digesters, rotary

and stationary, brings out the following points:

1. Vertical digesters save much floor space per ton

of fibre produced but require much heavier founda-

tions and much taller buildings.

2. The power required is about the same, that re-

quired to turn the rotaries being practically equivalent

to that necessary to operate the circulating pumps of

the digesters.

3. Digesters require less time between cooks. It is

possible in a 15-cord digester to blow a cook and
refill with chips and liquor ready for steaming in 50-60

miniites while with a 3-cord rotary it requires about

W^ hours to blow down pressure, "Vo-.^ hour to empty
and 1 hour to fill with chips and liquor, a total of

about three hours.

4. The steam required per cord of wood is greater

in rotaries because of their smaller size and the greater

amount of radiation in proportion to the charge. On
the other hand the steam blown off in reducing the

pressure in the rotaries is utilized in heating water
while none is usually recovered when the digesters

arc discharged.

CTo be continued.)

RICHES IN PINE WASTE.
The industrial value of a full grown pine tree is no

less than five times what we get from it. If, of all

the yellow pine cut, the entire trees were used, not

only as theoretical science, there would be added to

the estate of the American people every day 40,000

tons of paper, 3,000 tons of rosin, 300,000 gallons of

turpentine and 600,000 gallons of ethyl or grain al-

cohol, together with the fuel for these industries and
the lumber we get as it is.

Of course this would require a heavy expenditure

of capital and a large amount of labor, but the facts

remain.
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THE HOUSE OF BOWATER.
The Pulp and Paper Magazine takes pleasure in

introducing to those of its i-eaders who do not al-

ready know them, a fine old English paper house. Few
concerns with whom they do business abroad have

greater facilities for service to the Canadian pulp

and paper maker than Messrs. W. V. Bowater and

Sons, Limited, the great paper makers, agents and

merchants, of 159 Queen "Victoria Street, E.G. In ad-

dition to its commercial achievements the house of

Bowater has had the honor of providing a Lord Mayor

for the City of London, and during the war had seven

of its members, as well as its "chief," on service." We
are sorry not to have the photographs of these eight

gallant gentlemen.

Established in 1881, the House of Bowater, which

supplies every variety of paper for all branches of

the trade, has, within a period of thirty years, not

only developed its operations upon a scale of very

exceptional magnitude, but attained in connection

with the paper trade a position in some respects

unique. Their large requirements with respect to

warehouse space and transport conveniences are met

by stores in "Wor.ship Street, E., and several well-

equipped wharves, also with ample storage accom-

modation at Bowater's Wliarf, Commercial Road,

Lambeth, S.E., and Morden "Wharf. Greenwich : there

is also a Scottish branch warehouse in Hydepark
Street, Glasgow.
Apart from this, the house of Bowater has branches

in Bombay. Calcutta, Madras. Cochin. Colombo,

Shanghai. Yokohama and Kobe. Their bu-siness

ramifications also extend to Australasia, Africa,

South America, and so on. They also have business

premises at "Woolworth Building. New York.

Glancing now more particularlv at the nature of

the firm's operations, we note first their eminent

standing with respect to the supplyinsr of "news" pa-

pers, i.e., papers for the printinsr of dailv, weekly and
other newspapers and .iournals. In this department

of the paper trade they take a leading place for

transactions of quite unusual masnitude. For in-

stance, one contract a few years back represented a

.supply of paper to the value of about £3.000,000. this

being placed on behalf of "Harmsworth" publica-

tions.

The house of Bowater has alwavs proved equal to

the most exacting renuirements of its immense .iour-

nalistic clientele, which includes the publishers and
proprietors of many of the principal London and pro-

vincial newspapers. Even the extraordinary de-

mands incidental to the war, before paper restric-

tions were enforced, and special editions were of

hourly occurrence, failed to overtax their powers. All

their contracts were duly fulfilled, and many who
had no contracts with them resorted to them for sup-

plies and were accommodated when their own con-

tractors had been imable to keep pace with the ex-

ceptional calls made upon them.

But it is not for "news" papers only that Messrs.

Bowater are celebrated. They have taken up suc-

cessfully many other branches of the trade, and are

to the fore as suppliers of such lines as super-calen-

dered and machine-finished printings, fine art and
imitation art papers, and art boards, numbering
many of the largest publishing houses among their

customers for these goods. Glazed and unglazed col-

ored printings, book and pamphlet papers, mill wrap-

pers, sealings, casings, E. S. writings, typewriting
papers, art covers, cartridges, M.G., glazed and un-

glazed natures, tissues^ sulphites, glazed, unglazed,
and kraft browns, and all grades and kinds of boards
and papers generally, are also within the wide scope
of their dealings, and greatly swell the sum-total of

their trade. Nor is this all, for they have entered
largely into such auxiliary operations as the supply-
ing of papermakers' requirements, notably in the di-

rection of machine wires, belting, china clay, etc.,

handling great quantities of the same as agents for

the producers. Noteworthy in this connection is their

agency to the paper-mills of the United Kingdom for

the high-class beltings of the Southward Manufactur-
ing Company, Limited.
Yet another highly important department is that

for the handling and supplying of waste of all grades
for milling purposes. This includes waste newspa-
pers, etc., of every description, for the proper disposal

of which Messrs. Bowater have special facilities. They
possess the complete confidence of the newspaper
trades in this matter; give export or re-manufacture
oruarantees: and are, perhaps, unequalled in the ex-

tent of their buying of surplus newspapers and all

machine-room waste. Finally, there are the opera-
tions at the firm's wharves, where o-reat activity is

alwavs manifest in the liarhtering. landinir, warehous-
inT. and deliverv of goods. All such service as this is

most methodically and satisfactorily performed, to-

gether with the careful packing of goods of every de-

scription for export, this latter work being facilitat-

ed by powerful hydraulic presses of the most up-to-

date pattern.

The Bowaters came from Lancashire, originally,

and the familv has given more than one notable name
to the list of those who have served their country
with valor and distinction in both military and civil

affairs, with the example of Admiral Edward Bowater
who fought under Nelson at Trafalgar, and General
Sir Edward Bowater, who took part in the Battle of

"Waterloo, it is natural that other members of the

familv should rally to the colors. Here is the record
for the Great "War, and a proud one it is:

Sir T. Vansittart Bowater, Bart. (Hon. Colonel,

10th Royal Fusiliers), (City of London Regiment),
Lord Mayor of London, 1913-1914; Major Frank H.
Bowater (11th County of London Battery, R.F.A.)

;

Lieut. Noel Bowater (County of London, R.F.A.)

;

Lieut. Eric Bowater (28th Division, R.F.A.) ; Lieut.

Rainald V. Bowater, (Anti-Aircraft Defence, Royal
Garrison Artillery) ; Capt. Dudley Bowater ("West-

minster Dragoons) ; Capt. "Victor S. Bowater (4th

Battalion, Royal Fusilier.s, City of London Regiment)

;

Lieut. Leslie Frank Bowater (3rd Dragoon Guards).
Sir T. "Vansittart Bowater has also been the re-

cipient of a number of honors from foreign Sove-
reigns and States.

GAS MASKS FOR SALE.
The National Safety Council makes an announce-

ment of special interest to sulphite mills and bleach
plants. The United States Army offers for sale, at
$3.00 each, f.o.b. Long Island City, New York, a lim-
ited number of new gas masks of the R. F. K. and
Tissot types. Extra canisters are obtainable at .$1.00

each. For particulars address Director of Chemical
Warfare Service, U.S.A., 19 W. 44th St., New York
City. Drawings of the two types of masks may also
be seen at the Council's office in Chicago,
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
Present indications as to the outcome of the con-

ference to lie held here at the Belmont Hotel on March
IS between the paper manufacturers and officials rep-

rwentiug the Interiuitional Brotherlioods of Paper
Makers are that a complete and harmonious adjust-

ment of differences cannot he hoped for. It seems to

be the consensus of opinion among the manufactur-

ers that the demands of the union, as outlined by

President Carey, are beyond reason, and would only

form a basis of negotiation. Hut before these can be

at all considered at the conference, the important

problem of establishing the status of the present

agreements must be adjusted. It is not unlikely that

a parting of the ways may come at this juncture

without consideration of the fourteen points sug-

gested by President Carey, the more important of

which Avere reported in the last issue of the Pulp and
Paper Magazine. If this .should happen, a general

strike may follow about May 11.

"Writing and book paper manufacturers and selling

agents using names and terms for their various brands

and styles of papers "that appear to be misleading,"

have been summoned to a hearing before the Fed-

eral Trade Commission on iSIarch 28. Such names as

Holland, French, Italian, Nainsook, Vellum, etc., are

just a few of those included.

In line with its policy of expansion and in antici-

pation of an increase in business that appears just

ahead, the American Writing Paper Company, of

Holyoke, Mass., has recently added to its sales de-

partment staff, Wm. J. Blaekley, who leaves a posi-

tion as assistant manager with the Niagara Paper

Mills. Lockport, N.Y. : Kasson M. Dodson. formerly

connected with the Kimberley, Clarke Company of

Wisconsin, and Allen Bowles, who rejoins the com-

pany's sales force following a year's service in the

United States Army. President Galliver believes that

with these and other needed reinforcements the sales

department will soon be sufficiently fortified to meet

any and all demands during the reconstruction period.

The American Writing Paper Company has also se-

cured the services of Mr. F. C. Clark, who will take

charge .of its department of tests, which includes all

the routine testing work of the company, supervision

of its research work, and the scientific standardiza-

tion of its various stock lines of paper. Mr. Clark

has for many years been Chief of the Paper Labora-

tory of the Bureau of Standards, Department of

Commerce. His resignation from this post becomes

effective March 20. He is to be succeeded by A. G.

Durgin. who for the past two years has been Mr.

Clark's assistant at the laboratory, and was formerly

Professor in charge of courses in Pulp Manufacture

at the University of Maine.

According to report current in New York finan-

cial circles, an offer of 70,000 shares of National Ani-

line and Chemical 7 per cent, accumulation preferred

stock is to be made soon by a syndicate headed by
White, Weld & Co. This block of stock is said to be

a part of an original issue of $25,000,000. given in ex-

change for various properties merged in 1917. None of

it has been offered before to the public.

The Hicks-Costarino Cdiiipany, Inc., recently or-

ganized with a capital st^ck of $r)0,000 to carry mi a

waste jiapcr liusincss, iuis just opened at ()!)7-707 Kent

Avenue., Brooklyn, one of the largest packinghouses
in the Eastern United States. The new plant has ap-

jiroximately 40,000 square feet of floor space, and is

cquip[)ed with the most up-to-date appliances for sort-

ing, baling and shijiping waste paper ami rags. The
officers of the new coiu-ern are P. Costarino, presi-

dent; Daniel M. Kicks, vice-president and treasurer;

A. C. Costarino. secretary, and Leonard V. Hicks, as-

sistant treasurer. The firm of P. Co.starino & Com-
pany, formerly at 110 Classon Ave.. Brooklyn, is ab-

sorbed by the new company, but the firm of Daniel

^r. Ilicks. Inc., 140 Nassau .street, New York, is in no
way affected.

Numerous restrictions governing the transporta-

tion of paper and paper products have been removed
bv the United States Railroad Administration during

the past three months, and it is evident that a return

to a peace basis of transportation is in progress. Few
'omjilaints of delayed shipments are now being made
by jobbers and other buyers of paper.

The Japanese Tissue ]Mills at Ilolyoke. Mass., is

under new management following J. Lewis Perkins'
retirement last week as president of the corporation.

Mr. Perkins, who has lieaded the concern since its in-

corporation in 1899. is reported to have disposed
interests at a price said to have been close to $1,-

OOO.OOO. Though no information regarding the new
owners has been given out, it is believed that one of

the largest papeterie and tissue manufacturers in the

middle east, which controls the New York and New
England district on certain lines of these jiapers and
supplies, is the purchaser. Through the withdrawal
of Mr. Perkins, the management of the Japanese mills

has been assumed by William H. Bond and James T.

Robinson. Mr. Bond is treasurer, and will direct the
general management, while ]Mr. Robinson, who is as-

sistant treasurer, will be general purchasing agent.
Although Mr. Perkins will retire from actual paper
manufacturing, he will continue to be associated with
the allied paper trade by reason of his being presi-

dent of B. F. Perkins & Son. a concern which manu-
factures paper mill machinery of various descrip-
tions.

Recent tests made by the Forest Products Labora-
tory of the United States Forest Service have demon-
strated the feasibility of using waste hemlock bark
from paper mill operations for tanning purposes. The
utilization of paper mill bark for such jiurposes would
mean a source of income for the mill from a material
which is now of little or no value. In many cases it

would also be the solution of a serious problem of
stream pollution.

THE BAMBOO PAPER CO., LTD.
An interesting announcement in a British journal

is that the Bamboo Paper Co.. Ltd.. has been registered,
with a nominal capital of £20,000 in £1 shares, to enter
into an agreement with Thomas Nelson & Sons, Ltd..
and to manufacture and deal in paper pulp from bam-
boo and other materials.
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Technical Section
NEW MEMBERS.

There have been added to the Techuical Section a

number of new members of the several classes since

January 1st. They are as follows:

Ewen J. Graham, Riordon Pulp & Paper Company,
Hawkesbury.

C. ('. Moyle, Kiordoii Pulj) & Paper Company.
Hawkesbury.

H. A, Vernet, Toronto Paper Mf?. Company, Corn-

wall.

W. N. Tilton, Toronto Paper Mffr. C'ompany, Corn-

wall.

R. J. Sprang:, Canada Bo.xboard Company, Mont-
real.

"THE MORTERUD SYSTEM OF INDIRECT COOK-
ING AS APPLIED TO SULPHITE PULP."

The discu.ssion of the address on this subject by
Dr. A. E. Neilson at the annual meeting of the Tech-

nical Section was essentialy as follows. The paper

appeared in the Pulp & Paper Magazine for Jan. 30.

The Chairman, Mr. J. Stadler, said: Doctor Xeilsou

deserves great credit for giving us a description of

this process very much in detail, and it .seems to me
that from the description given, we could go ahead
and operate the process ourselves. However, we are

not prepared to do that, but we are here to discuss

it. Undoubtedly there must be somebody here who
knows something about the process, and we would
like to hear about the good and bad points. Doctor
Neilson has naturally told us all about its good
points, and we would like to hear from some of those

present, as to the other side of the question.

Mr. Pounsford asked : What effect does the strain-

er have on the blowing? In blowing the digesters,

how does it affect the strainer?

Dr. Neilson replied: It does not affect it at all, be-

cause if you are blowing the cook, you are liable to

blow a hole right through the digester, and the li-

quors will go out, but in this one the pulp is going
all around the bottom of the digester; it is not mak-
ing a hole in the centre. It goes over all sides and
all arou)ul the area down inta tlie bottom, but it does
not stick down there. In this way we get more easy
blowing.

We go many weeks without having an,y cleaning.

When this process was first in its experimental stage.

we had some trouble with it, but now we have brought
the process to a point where we don't need to clean

it at all, unless there is a breakdown in the acid

room, and, of course, then you have to clean it, but
the dirt drops down in the bottom, and can be very
easil}' cleaned from time to time.

A number of questions were asked, and answered,
by Dr. Neilson, as follows: "Do we understand that

on account of the arrangement, the figures you gave
for your acid was a low percentage of combined? Is

that a requirement for the process, or can you oper-

ate satisfactorily with a little higher combined?'"
We did not experience any trouble in making the

acid. We can use the very same acid as everybody
is doing now, in the mills. Some of them have a very

high combined, and they must have that lower down,
but if you are using an acid of one per cent combined
you can bring it down through transfusion to a

lower combined.

1 have cooked hard and green wood, and we took
it right from the woods and put it in the mill and
cut it and cooked it, and we had no trouble. The
acid was one per cent combined.
The Chairman continued: The members are very

much interested about these figures and the saving
claimed—you know, they came a long way—and the
men in this country generally say, "Well, we have a
doubt; we want to see." I think some of them really
doubt these figures, but we are all here to discuss
this thing. A little further information should be
given about these figures, and now is the time to do
so. There must be some good sulphite men here who
want to know about it.

Mr. Crossley : I understand from the speaker that
there is no relief, and if there is not, where does the
saving in sulphur come in?

Dr. Neilson : We relieve the gas when the cook i.s

finished. We don't relieve gas going up in tempera-
ture—the pressure graduallj- goes up with the tem-
perature. You get the top pressure and fill the digester
up with condensate with direct cooking. Of course
we relieve the gases when the cook is nearly finished.

Mr. Stephenson : Dr. Neilson has not explained how
that gaseous SOo escapes from the chips or is removed
from the digester and subsequently re-absorbed.

Dr. Neilson : When you transfuse the liquor it

leaves you a space in the digester, and this space will

be then filled up with gas from the acid in the digester,

some of which is inside the chips. We use the re-

claiming system similar to what is now used in the
mills.

Dr. Neilson answering questions, said : The Union
people have had this since 1914, I guess, in their sul-

phite mill.

But another mill in Norwaj' had it from about
1907—running; and another has had it since 1914.

No mills on this side are using it, because we have
not been able to get the manufacture of the copper
pipes which are needed.

The Chairman said : As far as the lower part of the
digester is concerned, I think Doctor Neilson could give

us some information as to whether there is any dif-

ficulty experienced with uncooked chips below the

strainers.

Dr. Neilson : No. We put live steam in the bottom
and it blows the chips up. What we put in there only

takes a matter of a minute and a half.

I might .say that this is only one construction ; we
have twelve constructions of strainers, and this is

only one.

The shape of the strainer is according to the shape
of the digester. If you have a very steep digester,

we never use that one (indicating) ; we use that one

in particular when we have a very bad shape, say,

forty-five degree angle, or about that, to get easy blow-

ing. That is the way we have done, but as a rule if

the digester is of better shape, we make another con-

struction. As I said, we have twelve different ways
of fixing the strainers.

Mr. Crossley : Is this chart typical of the time of

cooking? This shows fourteen and a half hours

cooking?
Dr. Neilson : Yes, because we want to cook it so.

It can be adapted to conditions.

I might say in answer to Mr. Brecke's question that
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I saw the sj^stem at the Wayagamack sulphite mill

about three weeks ago, and I got from the general

.superintendent the iiifonnation that it was working

very satisfactorily, and they had had no trouble with

it at all.

The chairman asked for the experience of the

Brojuptou Pulp and Paper Co., with the Morterud

system in their sulphite mill. Mr. Bothwell and Mr.

Olsseu replied. It was evident from their remarks

that their opinion was far from complimentary, a great

deal of trouble having been encountered. A particular

source of dissatisfaction was the use of defective ma-

terial.

Mr. Newell, of the Dominion Bridge Co., who sup-

plied the pipe in question, explained that they were

not advised of the- purpose intended nor were proper

specifications furnished. Charcoal iron, pipe could not

be obtained and, on the manufacturers recommenda-

tion, they supplied good material for an ordinary pip-

ing job, "but it was not suited to the conditions of use

and failed.

The discussion had a decided tendency to degenerate

into a personal dispute. The chairman concluded the

debate ably and diplomatically by making the follow-

ing keen observation: It would seem, gentlemen, it

is like any machine when we start building something

new. Unless the requirements are known there are

apt to be some slips, and for that reason everybody

ought to be very careful. The mere fact that certain

pipes which were specified could not be obtained, and

certain workmanship, which is an understood fact in

the European shops, had not been specified in Amer-

ican shops, makes some difference; it always comes

down to the same thing. You cannot be careful enough,

because it always takes time to develop something to

suit the locality and the country.

This is a European process, and it is a mistake that

a great many people make to have machinery design-

ed^ in Europe and built in America. Gentlemen, that

will seldom work. Tou have a different method of do-

ing the work out here
;
you have different standards

of"workmanship, and consequently, I would not to-day

accept a machine designed in Europe and built in

America. They are failures; ninety-five per cent, of

them, and without making any reference to this speci-

fic apparatus, I think the Technical Section should be

very careful in accepting European designs for use

under our conditions.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE
A-9. The determination of hypochlorites and

chlorates in presence of each other. I. Isl. Kolthoff.

Utrecht. Pharm. Weekblad 55, 12S9-9.5 (1918). In

determining HOCl by oxidation of AS0O3, the drop test

on Kl-starch paper can be avoided by direct use of

indigo, or better still methyl red in the acid solution.

The titration can be carried out in either acetic acid or

HCl solution, without any interference by chlorates.

Contrary to the HOCl determination, indigo is a bet-

ter indicator than methyl red for titrating chlorates.

The best proeediire is to add 10 cc. of 29% HCl and 10

cc. of sample to 25 ce. of 0.1 N As,0:, boil gently for

five minutes, and titrate the excess of AS3O3 with 0.1 N
KBrOa. In commercial powder, loss of available

CI is more often due to faulty packing or shipping

allowing the material to get wet, than to fraudulent

adulteration. This can usually be decided by deter-

mining both the hypochlorite and the chlorate con-

tent before shipping and after receiving. The loss of

available CI will appear as increase of chlorate. The

strength of CI is readily determined by the method

described above for hypochlorites.—Chem. Abs.

A-12. Pine rosin. W. Fahron Chem Umschau
Fete, Uelc, Waclise, Harzc 25, 3-5 (1918), The rosin

examined was obtained by dissolving residues of pine

in NaOll and acidulating the filtrate with HCl. Petro-

leum ether dissolved only 2.1% ether less than half; it

was soluble in alcohol and in aqueous NH, up to a very

small residue. The residue from extraction with pe-

troleum ether could not be extracted with ether be-

cause the undissolved matter hardened together. The
separation of the rosin in three different parts; A
soluble in petroleum ether, B soluble in ether, C so-

luble in alcohol was made in the following way ; the

rosin was dissolved in NH3, the solution covered with

ether in a separator}' funnel, then an excess of HCl
added and the mixture was immediately strongly

shaken. The residue from the evaporation of the ether

solution was treated in the same manner with petrol-

eum ether. A amounts to about 6%, is clear yellow,

bright, amorphous, viscous mass that becomes soft by
mild heat, acid value, 139.2; iodine value (Wijs),

82.6; (calculated for abietic acid C,„H3o 185.4 and 166.9

respectively) ; A, then, does not consist exclusively of

free abietic acid. The neutral compounds present

were estimated to 21.2% ; these could be decomposed
with alcohol alkali into 4.8% acids and 16.4% unsapo-
nifiable matter. The rosin acid liberated from the

neutral compounds was a hard rosin analogous to colo-

phony, saponification value 221.2. This number, much
too high for abietic acid, together with the low iodine

value, led to the conclusion that A contains derivatives

of hydroxyabietic acids soluble in petroleum ether. B
is a yellow, amorphous powder; becomes soft and
plastic while boiling with water; holds obstinately

water back that can be removed while evaporating
with alcohol. The water-free residue is completely
molten, when cooled solidifies to 2a red-brown mass
similar to colophony, not viscous and easily pulver-
able : iodine value 68.4. B is an auto-oxidation pro-

duct of A or of abietic acid. C is an amorphous hy-
drated powder, melts more difficultly than B : iodine
value 57.9. C also is probably an auto-oxidation pro-
duct of A. Composition of the rosin; 4% H,0, 5.8%
A, 34.5 7f B. 55.7% C—Chem. Abs.
D.O Celluloss substitute, A. N. Anderson and C.

Vig. Norw.. 28.771. Apr. 29, 1918. "Wood pulp is ground;
the long fibres are separated and treated chemically at
a comparatively low temperature and finally passed
through a crusher.—Chem. Abs.

E-2. Simple method for determining sulfur dioxide,
G. W. Jones. J. H. Capps and S. H. Katz, Mining Sci.

Press 117, 415-8 (1918). The authors describe in de-
tail, with grahps and an illi;stration, a method and
apparatus for determining SO, by T titration for the use
of engineers working in the field. The apparatus is

strong, cheap, easily replaceable, and assembled into a
case designed for portability. The method is not
accurate beyond 2 significant figures, but has a range
of about 10 parts per mil. by volume to 1% or more,
(as in atmosphere of pulp mill). "With the aid of a
table giving the effect upon the senses of varying con-
centrations of S0„, it is possible to estimate the small
proportions of S0\ without analysis.—Chem. Abs.

E-2. Alcohol from waste sulfite liquor. R. H. Mc-
Kee, U.S. 1.284.740. Nov. 12, Waste sulfite liquor
is subjected to the action of BaS under oxidizing con-
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ditions, forming a sludge containing BaS04 and elimin-

ating injurious S compounds and the sludge is furnac-

ed under reducing conditions to regenerate the BaS.
The purified liquor is fermented witli yeast.—Chem.
Abs.

E-2. Dyes from wast© sulfite liquor. J. Puring, U;
S. 1,283,296, Oct. 29. 100 cubic centimeters of 30° Be
waste sulfite liquor is mixed with 10 grams of a-naph-
thylamine and the latter is dissolved by gentle heat-

ing The material is then cooled and 2-25 ec. strong
HNO3 added. Intumescence results with production
of a gray porous mass. A 1-2% solution formed from
this product dyes wool, silk or leather directly by mere
immersion, removal, washing and drying. The shade
produced depends upon the proportion of HNO3 used.

With small amounts of HNO3, the dye gives flesh co-

loured tints; with larger, bright yellows, and with in-

termediate proportions intermediate shades. In some
instances additional HNO3 may be dissolved in the dye
bath itself. Different results are obtained by adding
the HNO3 in stages. E.g., if to a mi.xturc formed from
the a-naphthylamine and waste liquor, in the same
quantities as above there be added 2.5% HNO3 in suc-

cesive small portions with constant stirring, a reddish

brown HjO-soluble composition is obtained. This will

dye flesh color. If 2.5% more HNO3 be added, the

composition assumes a violet color and will dye wool
and silk brown from a neutral bath. On adding 5%
acid, a violent reaction takes place and the mass in-

tumesces. On drying, this product forms a blue-black

powder, dyeing silk and wool a yellow-brown. Using
20% of HNO3 in all, a brownish yellow powder is ob-

tained which is more soluble than the product obtained
with a total of 10% of acid and which dyes wool and
silk bright yellow from a neutral bath. Various dyes
of somewhat similar character may be also obtained by
using, instead of a-naphthjdamine, either phenol, cre-

sols, aniline benzene, toluene, or zylene. The colors

produced on wool, hair, silk or leather are fast to soap,

NH^OH, soda and bleaching soda. Chromic acid and
bleaching powder change some of the shades produc-
ed.—Chem. Abs.

E-0. M-0. Luting composition. S. Tamarai, U.S. 1,-

281,702, Oct. 15. An acid-proof luting composition,
suitable for use on vessels of reinforced concrete is

formed by mixing molten S 1 part with graphite 3

parts anri stirring and applying the mixture after

heating it to about 170°. Paraffin may also be added
to the mixture.—Chem. Abs.

P-5. Digesting cellulose materials with sulfate liquor,
0. G. Stage. V. S. 1,279.604, Sept. 24. After treating
wood chips or similar cellulosic materials with a solu-

tion of Na^SO^, NaOH, Na.S, NaoCO, in a digester,
part of the black liquor is withdrawn, weak liquor is

introduced into the digester to replace the liquor with-
drawn, the pulp in the digester is washed by the liquor
thus weakened and the liquors are well i)reserved un-
der digester heat and pressure to maintain them in

condition for subsequent burning without loss.

P-5. Wood cellulose, etc. Aktiebolaget Cellulosa.

Brit. 116,288, May 27, 1918. In obtaining cellulose by
boiling raw material such as wool with NaOH lye, the
lye is subjected during the boiling to a "contact sub-
stance" having a rediicing action, such as mercury.
The boiler is given a thin coating of Hg once every 14
days, by filling it with 0.001 normal HgCl, solution.

The lye used, which must be free from S. contains about

60 grams of Na^O per liter and its strength is main-
tained by adding lye during the boilinjr operation. The
temperature is 149-70° and additional pressure may be
obtained by dissolving soda from the dry distillation
of waste liquor in the waste lye from a previous boil-
ing after it has been freed from lignin by COj. Air
may be removed from the material to be treated by
drenching it with H^O or by exhausting the boiler be-
fore admitting the dye. The used lye may be regene-
rated.—Chem. Abs.

H-4. Electrolytic production of alkalies and chlor-
ine. N. Stratham. Brit. 118,355, Sept. 26, 1917. A
diaphragm between an anode chamber and an empty
cathode chamber allows passage of sufficient electro-
lyte to prevent back diffusion of NaOH. It may be
faced on the discharge side with less porous material
arranged so as to render the lower parts of the dia-
phragm less permeable than the upper parts. Uniform
percolation throughout the diaphram can thus be ob-
tained. The body of the diaphrag^m. may be of asbes-
tos or board paper, and the facing of finer asbestos,
incorporated with or applied to the body, and either
stepped or steadily increasing in thickness downwards.
Percolation takes place preferably at such rate that
with concentrated brine in the anode compartment, the
cathode liquid may contain about equal proportions
by weight of alkali and salt, say 11 parts of the form-
ed to 10-11 parts of the latter. A direct overflow
from the anode compartment of about 100 cc. of brine
per square foot of diaphragm surface may be provid-
ed for. The perforated cathodes may be sustaLned by
perforated ribs on coverplates.—-Chem. Abs.

H-5. Sulphite wood pulp. (Bleaching) V. Drewsen.
U. S. 1,283,144, Oct. 29. Sulphite wood pulp from
spruce, hemlock, fir or balsam wood is refined to ren-
der it suitable for the manufacture of nitrocellulose,

by bleaching for 4-8 hours with an aqueous solution of
bleaching powder, washing, and then boiling under
pressure for several hours with an aqueous NaOH so-

lution to dissolve and remove the oxy- and hydro-
cellulose, washing, and again bleaching with bleach-
ing powder while keeping its solubility in KOH be-
low 7%;.—Chem. Abs.

H-5 Treating lignocellulose preliminary to bleach-
ing. A. R. de Vains and J. F. T. Peterson. Holland,
2,395, Apr. 2, 1918. Cellulo.se is treated with a solu-
tion of CI water, then with H^O alone, and finally with
a slightly alkaline solution.—Chem. Abs.

K-18 Indurating and waterproofing fibre board.
W. V. Lander. U. S. 1,278,943, Sept. 17. Fibre board
or similar porous material is treated with a solution of
rosin and petroleum residuum in gasoline to fill the
l)ores of the material and gasoline is afterward eva-
porated from the impregnated material.—Chem. Abs.
K-18 Fibreboard resistant to fire and water. A. L.

Clapp. U. S. 1,280,400, Oct. 1. A fire and water-re-
sisting fibreboard is prepai'ed by treating bark, moss,
straw, or similar vegetable material with a solution of
caustic alkali partially to dissolve the material, mix-
ing the solution and residue thus obtained with wood
pulp, jute or other fibrous cellulose in ILO, reducing
the fibrous cellulose and other solid constituents of the
mixture to a finely divided condition, forming the
stock into sheets after the addition of a metallic salt
such as alum, to precipitate the dissolved cellulosic
material throughout the mixture, and drying the
sheets.—Chem. Abs.
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Josepli 11. Copemaii, for many years finaucial edi-

tor of the Montreal Gazette, has joined the firm of

Greenshields and Company, Montreal, and has enter-

ed upon liis new duties.

Federal charters have been {granted to the Herald

Publishing: Co., Limited, Montreal, with a share capi-

tal of $300,000, and to the Herald Press, Limited,

Montreal, with a capital of the same amount.

George Charters is superintendent of the sround

wood mill at Grand "Mere. He has been with the

Laurentide Co. five years. Since last June lie has

been in U. S. aviation service.

A federal charter has been granted to Canadian
Kraft, Limited, with headquarters in Montreal and

a capital stock of $100,000 to manufacture, export, im-

port, buy and sell paper and paper goods of all kinds.

The incorporators are F. B. Common, Geo. R. Dren-

nan. H. W. Jackson, F. G. Bush and Mr. J. OBrien,
all of Montreal.

Herbert Sherriff, of the Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co..

Toronto, has returned from the Old Country, where

he has been for a long time in charge of the London
office of the firm. Mr. Sheriff will leave in a few

days on a business trip to the Pacific Coast and will

later on return to London. He reports that the out-

look for trade with the Mother Land is promising and

believes that business in the export paper line will

greatly expand as ocean tonage becomes more and

more available and carriage rates are reduced Ito

normal.

A provincial charter has been granted to Lalonde

Bros, and Company, Limited, with headquarters at

Cochrane, Ont., and a capital stock of $75,000. The
company is empowered to secure and operate saw-

mills and to enter into the business of lumber merchants

and to buy and sell pulpwood and other wood pro-

ducts. The incorporators are R. E. Lalonde, T. A. La-

londe, J. E. Groulx, Hilair Hayes and George E. La-

londe, all of Cochrane.

The last number of Le Digesteur relates the trip

and services of the Grand" Mere fire department when
the big fire occurred at the Belgo-Canadian plant last

mouth. Chief Blanchette and his 17 assistants did

good work, $100,000 was a big loss, but it might have

been worse. Two pictures of the fire are shown. In

the same issue is a picture of a frozen wolf, weighing
140 lbs., that was trapped at the Laurentide logging

camp at Lac Panage.

Geo. W. Dickson, safety engineer of the Riordoii

Pulp & Paper Company, Hawkesbury, Ont., recently

.spent two days in Grand" Mere, renewing old ac-

quaintances. He was for a number of j'ears superin-

tendent of the Ground Wood Department at the Laur-
entide.

J. Brennaii. late of the V. 8. army, stationed at

Cleveland, has returned to Grand" Mere. He used to

be chemist for the company.

The leading ofl.v..<d.. wl I <.i...di<ui newsprint mills

are much jilea.sed at the announcement just made in

the United States that the Kederal Trade Commis-

sion has (iefinitcly refu.scd the re<iuest of publishers

to re-open the (luestion of iiewsi)riiit prices from May
1st to July 31st last, so that the only recourse left is

an appeal to the judges of the Circuit Court of Ap-

peal. Under all the circumstances it is thought very

unlikely that such apjieal will be taken.

The pulp mill of the Bathurst Lumber Co. shut

down on March oth. According to despatches this

is due. among other causes, to slackness in the pulp

market, and attitude of organized labor in the hand-

ling of the output of open-shop mills. It is not ex-

pected, however, that the plant will remain idle for

more than two or three weeks, and while pulp is not

being manufactured, extensive repair work is being

carried out.

SEEKS MORE INFORMATION ON PULP WOOD
CONCESSIONS.

In the Ontario Legislature recently. Mr. Proudfoot,

leader of the Opposition, asked from the government

replies to certain questions regarding the pulp wood
concessions of J. J. Carrick, ex-M.P. of Port Arthur,

respecting the Pic River and Black Sturgeon River

limits in the Thunder Bay district, and the reason of

their non-development as required in the terms of

sale under which large pulp and paper plants were

to be erected on the properties.

Hon. G. Howard Ferguson replied that Mr. Carrick

became possessed of the concessions as a purchaser in

the ordinary course of business by public tender, aiul

the non-erection of the industries was attributable to

war conditions, and the suspension of operations in

the providing of electric power from Lake Xipigon.

Mr. Proudfoot does not appear to be satisfied with
the nature of the replies of the Minister of Lands,
Forests and ]\Iines, and has now asked for a return of

all documents covering the original sale of the limits

to Mr. Carrick, agreements connected therewith or

supplementary thereto, and letters and telegrams
passing between the Ontario Government or any of

its members or officials and Mr. Carrick or any one
acting in his liehalf with reference to the limits.

PULPWOOD IN SHERBROOKE SECTION.

The opinion of well-posted pulpwood men of Sher-

brooke indicate that recent slackness in pulpwood
movements is due to lack of ears and the fact that

American mills have fair, but not large, stocks.

Scarcely 25 per cent, of the demand is filled, and
farmers are selling regularly. There is no indication

of lower prices, while some producers are said to be
holding their stocks in anticipation of a better de-

mand and higher prices.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, March 17.—It is now four months and

more since the signing of the armistice and those who
thought the bottom would drop out of the paper mar-
ket and that prices would tumble, have another guess

coming to them. Only on three lines have there been
any reduction and these are so slight that no material

effect has been experienced. Kraft paper was re-

duced a quarter of a cent a couple of "weeks ago, white

blanks came down about twenty per cent, owing to

the attempt of American mills to flood the Canadian
market, and this week there was a drop of ten per

cent, in toilet paper. Tissues remain the same and a

fair amount of business is being done, the mills keep-

ing busy.

The paper box manufacturers have been notified that

the present prices will continue another three months.

This will give stability to this branch of the industry

as manufacturers can go ahead and carry out contracts

and make such purchases as required to do the work
in hand. Manufacturers of fancy stationery are busy
and envelope factories are active.

With the advent of spring printed matter is going

out in large quantities and advertising is increasing

with all the papers which makes business better as

the weeks pass. In the rag market trade in all lines

is good, but in the paper stock arena things are quiet

and there has been a slight drop in No. 1 white en-

velope cuttings and white blanks, while on No. 1 print

manilas there has been a small advance. The scrap

paper market is dull owing to the board mills not

buy heavily. Stocks with jobbers are getting lower

all the while and buying is therefore on the increase.

Deliveries are good and sheathing and roofing papers

are going to be in big demand owing to the promising

building activities.

Book mills are busy and with more settled labor

conditions coupled with transportation facilities that

are satisfactory, there is not any cloud on the horizon.

Prices are holding firm and in some cases have been
advanced, particularly on the cheaper lines supplied

to publishers on which, in the past, the manufacturers

contend they have not been making any money. There

is in the trade a disposition to move slowly yet, for

conditions regarding the future are by no means settled

and a sane policy is being adopted by all mills who
are not loading up with large quantities of pulp or
other raw materials.

The sulphite pulj) business is still quiet and demand
is only fair. Export eontiniies good and prices remain
the same as quoted. Some mills have shut off a portion
of their output until the situation improves and are
at present marking time. Newsprint mills are busy and
the amount of news exported continues to run high.
It is expected that the figures of export for the fiscal

year, which ends the 31st of this month, will show that
the export business done has been well over a hun-
dred million dollars. While there is a good deal of

talk about a revision of the tariff and manufacturers
in other lines are somewhat uneasy about the ag-

gressive attitude on the fiscal question assumed by
the farmers of the West, the pulp and paper trade is

not vitally concerned. Any changes following low
tariff sentiment which comes from the prairies is not

likely to affect this indiistry adversely. The fact that

two large companies are doubling their capital stock,

one to undertake further extensions in the pulp and
paper line and the other to embark in this enterprise

.shows that the future is viewed with confidence. The
activity of pulp and paper stock on the various ex-

changes is an encouraging sign and before the end of

the present year it is estimated that many millions will

be invested in the industry. Paper companies are

acquiring additional timber and pulpwood limits which
is a splendid omen that things are very bright so far

as the discerning ones can see for the further advance-
ment and expansion of the industrA^ in the Dominion.
The hearing of the newsnrint investigation will likely

be resumed in Ottawa at the end of the present month
when further statements covering costs on some of

the leading plants will be presented. It is then prob-

able that Mr. Pringle will name a new figure for the

product which will go to the Appeal Tribunal. When
the peace terms in Europe are signed, the manufac-
turers believe that the paper investigation will then be

called off and no further attempt at arbitrary regula-

tion of prices be proceeded with. It is understood
that the counsel for the pid)lishers of periodicals and
trade papers have entered a protest against Auditor
riarksoii not proceeding with his investigation as to

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telbphone8|°o'/5murray hill, new YORK

Have an exttnsite

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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the cost and selling price of sulphite. It will be re- are not yet in a position to supply them, and the

membered that Mr. Clarkson was to audit the books probabilities are it will be some time before they are.

of the Riordon Co. to ascertain the figures with re- Then, too, if reports can be believed, prices prevail-

spect to the cost of producing sulphite pulp. The out- iug on the other side of the Atlantic, in England for

put of that company is taken very little by Canadian instance, are so high that it is hardly probable that

book mills, most of which have their own plants and, consumers in the southern rei)ul)lics will buy there

no matter what figure the Riordon Co. placed on their when they can get such paper as they require in the

product it could not have any appreciable effect on United States at far more attractive prices,

tlie price of the finished product of the book mills. The newsprint market is well maintained. Demand
However, it is now thought, in view of the protest is fairly active, and shipments by mills are very close

that has come to hand. Controller Pringle may call to the current production. In fact, talk has been
upon the Riordon Co. to furnish him with a statement heard in the trade to the effect that some manufac-
covering their costs and selling price for the period turers are having difficulty in supplying all of their

tuuier review Mithout requiring an examination of the customers. This would seem to be hardly true, how-
company's books by the auditor, unless, following the ever, for when all is .said and done, the present con-
receipt of such statement, a verification by the auditor sumption of ])rint paper is certainly no more than
as to any disputed return may \>v tlionght advisable. normal, if on a par with that customary for this time

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. of the year. With the fixed price que'stiou again to

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $5.25 be taken up on March 21, publishers naturally are not
No. 1 soft white shavings .$4.00 purchasing any more paper for the moment than they
White Blanks $1.15 actually need, which condition holds the demand down
Heavy Ledger Stock $2.50 below proportions it would possibly assume were the
No. 1 magazine $1.50 situation different.
No. 1 book stock $1.30 Book i)apers seem to have taken on more life. De-
No. 1 manilas . $2.10 mand has expanded to a degree and there is a moder-
\o. 1 print manila $1.20 ately voluminous business passing in practically all

Folded news 75e Hues of book stock. Pwees are steady, with manu-
Over-issue news ...90c facturers insistent on full quoted figures. Buying
Kraft $-1.00 i7iterest in tissue papers also is fairly active, and the
Xo. 1 clean mixed papers ...60c situation in this grade of paper is marked by firm-
No. 1 shirt cuttings $11.50 ^ess. No. 1 white ti.ssuc continues to sell at around
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings $10.00 ^-[-[^^ ,vhile No. 2 white and manila tissue are quot-
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings ..$9.25 n)^]^ ^^ between $1.00 and $1.05. Wrappings are quiet
No. 1 blue overall cuttings $9.2.5 and quotations have been lowered slightly. Consum-
Bleached shoe clip $9.2o gj-g grp absorbing only small quantities as their needs
Unbleached shoe clip $8.75 develop, and mills are forced to be content with scat-
White cotton hosiery cuttings $9.75 tered orders for limited tonnages of paper.
Light colored hosiery cuttings $7.50 Fine papers are moving in little, if anv, better vol-
New light flannellette cuttings $9.25 ^^^^ Buyers of this class of paper also" are restrict-
No. 2 white shirt cuttings $9.00 j^g, ^y^p ^ize of their orders to a noticeable degree,
City thirds and blues (repacked) $4.00 and the great bulk of sales involve unimportant quan-
Flock and satinettes $2.10 tjties. Prices are maintained, however.
Tailor rags $2.00 The board market is quiet and easy. The recent

_I~TrzrTITr3 „„ drop in prices has induced few buyers to enlarge theNEW YORK MARKETS. scope of their operations, and current business is of
New ^ ork. March lo.—Quietness continues to be narrow proportions. There has been no further re-

the outstanding characteristic of the paper market. action in values, and indications are that prices have
Still, there has been some improvement m the de- touched bottom, at least for a time. :\ranufacturers
mand this week for at lea.st certain kinds of paper, assert that thev have lowered quotations to the low-
and the tone of the market has ruled generally steady. e.st pos.sible point under prevailing production costs.
Prices have sagged m just a few instances as a re- and that if they reduce prices further there wiU be
suit of the efforts of manufacturers to secure busi- no profit in their operations
ness, and consumers have shown slightly more will- GROUND WOOD.—The situation in mechanically
mgness to buy at the reduced quotations. There has ground wood is characterized bv dullness Consumers
been no concerted price cutting, however. On the evince little or no desire to accept the offerings of
contrary, producers are quoting at levels in close sellers, claiming to have their present requirements
proximity to those named for some time past, and covered bv contract supplies, and bein<T unwilling to
there is no disposition shown to lower prices to any buy ahead. Quotations are mainlv nominal No 1
material extent. pnlp. freshly ground and of an all-spruce varietv, is

Keports have it that export demand for paper has available at $26 to $27 a ton at the pulp mill but in
increased. It is said on high authority that mills the absence of actual transactions, the question arises
are bookms considerable business of this character. as to whether supplies could be secured at lower ficr-
which would indicate that foreign buyers are at last ures or not. Indications are that some producers
coming into the market. Anticipations have been could bo induced to sell for less, for there is no denv-
and still are that once export trade opens up an ex- ing that the average grinder has surplus stocks on
tensive business be done. There seems no reason to hajid and is anxious to move a portion of his hold-
doubt that consumers in South America will have ings.
to secure their supplies of paper in this market for CHEmCAL PITLP.—Yerv little fresh activity has
at least the immediHtp future. European producers been noted in the chemical pulp market. Demand is
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at. a low ebb, ami dealers and importers report hav-

ing scant success in their efforts to persuade consume

ers to buy irrespective of the prices quoted. It is dif-

ficult to "say just what market prices are. So few

sales have come to light that it is an almost impossi-

bility to guage values. Domestic bleached pulp has

soldat 5.50c. a pound at the pulp mill, and quotatioiis

on this one grade are fairly well established at this

level, though the probabilities are supplies could be

l)Ui-chased in some quarters for less. .Newsprint sul-

phite is quotable at a nominal range of 3.25 to 3.50c

per pound, while domestic easy bleacbing is priced at

4.25 to 4.50c and domestic craft at 4.50 to 4.75c. For-

eign pulp is firmly held despite the light demand

from consuming sources.

RACiS.—Papermaking rags are moving into mill

channels only in a limited way. There has been some

demand in evidence this week for the better grades of

material, but aggregate buying has involved no great

quantities and prices have ,iust about held their own.

Repacked thirds and bhu's have been bought in the

local market by manufacturers at 3.25c per pound

delivered mill, while No. 1 old whites repacked have

sold at 5.75 to 6.00c delivered, and street soiled whites

at around 3.15e. Roofing rags are in a dormant posi-

tion. Felt mills are doing practically no buying and

prices are gradually moving to lower levels. No. 1

satinets have sold to mills at 1.60 delivered, and prol)-

ably for less. New rags are sought only in small lots.

yet prices are fairly well maintained, owing chiefly

to the fact that dealers are holding stock for better

values which they expect to prevail later on.

PAPER STOCK — Moderate activity in the low

qualities of waste paper has existed this week, and

there has been a slight firming up of prices on one or

two grades. No. 1 mixed paper has featured the de

mand and sales to mills at 40c per hundred pounds

have been recorded, which is a shade more than emi-

sumers have been prone to pay recently. Flat fold-

ed news has sold at around 60c f.o.b. New York. No. 1

manilas at 80 to 90c, and over-issue newspapers at 75

to 80c. Flat stock has moved in better volume at a

price basis of between 1.35 and 1.45c New York for

heavy books and magazines. Shavings have ruled

dull and prices are nominally at ranges of 4.75 to 5.00

f.o.b. New York for No. 1 hard whites, and 3.75 to

4.00c. for soft white shavings of No. 1 grade.

BAGGING AND ROPE—Scrap bagging continues

to be largely neglected by paper maniifacturers, and
few sales of sizable volume have been made during
the last few ^ays. Consumers claim to have their

needs covered for a time, and evince practically no de-

.sire to add to their holdings regardless of the prices

asked. About 2.50e a pound New York is the figiire

generally quoted by sellers on No. 1 scrap bagging,
with roofing quoted at 1.50c. Old manila rope is

fairly steady in price under a moderate call from
consuming plants. Strictly No. 1 rope is selling to

mills at between 4.75 and 5.00c. a pound New York.

Apropos of the u-se of cellulose for food and fodder
in Europe, we note that French wheat may contain as
high as 2.48 per cent cellulose, Australian 2.76 and
^lanitoba 3.02. The ratio of maximum to minimum cel-

lulose content is 1.63 to 1.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A TRADE-
MARK.

The Canadian Pulj) and Paper Association will give

one hundred dollars, in addition to paying the cost,

for the best design for a trade-mark or insignia, suit-

at)le for use as a label to be attached to the various

products made by its members, sulmiitted on or be-

fore Ajiril 15, 1919.

The proposed purpose for the trade-mark is to in-

crease the use of Canadiaii-nuule paper by enabling
purchasers readily to identify siudi i)aper as distinct

from that made in countries other than Canada.
It is proposed to u.se the accepted design as the

basis for an extensive Advertising Campaign to fa-

miliarize the public with facts concerning the paper-
making industry of Caiuida.

The acceiHed design must coinply willi the follow-

ing rctpiirements :

—

(1) It must bear the words "•Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association.''

(2) It nmst lend itself to reproduction in vari-

o\is dimensions suitable for placing on ordinary
boxes of stationery and for packages containing
up to 1.000 pounds of paper or more.

(3) It must be suitable for rejirodnction in

black or in two or more colors, as may be deter-

mined.

(4) On account of the beaver having already
been adopted as a paper trade-mark in Canada,
no design containing a picture of a beaver can be
considered.

The competition is open to anyone living in Can-
ada not directly connected with the Canadian Pulp
and Paper Association. It is open to employees of

any paper company in Canada, among others.

Contestants are invited to submit designs and to at-

tach thereto their own value for the drawing. The
•tlOO prize will be paid in addition to the price set

by the contestant for the accepted design. All other
designs submitted will either he paid for at the con-
testant's own valuation or returned to contestant.

Designs will be judged on their originality, sim-
plicity, distinctiveness, attractiveness and suitability

for the purpose proposed.
The award will be made by an independent commit-

tee of three competent judges.
AU entries should be addressed to

A. L. DAWE.
Secretary Canadian Pulp & Paper Assoc,

304 Shaughnessv Building,
137 McOill" Street,

MONTREAL.

Mr. F. A. Sabbaton and his mother have left for a

few weeks' rest in the South.

PRICE BROS. BOUGHT PULPWOOD.
Shareholders of Price Bros, and Co.. Ltd., are in

receipt of a circular offering them the rights to sub-
scribe to share in a syndicate composed of Sir Wil-
liam Price, the president, and certain of the direc-
tors, who purchased a valuable property last fall.

The property is situated on the Saul't au Cochon
River (flowing into the St. Lawrence about 180 miles
below Quebec on the north .shore), and consists of
about 8.50 acres of timber limits under lease from the
Crown, about 1,350 acres of freehold land, including
the bed of the river, and two water-powers. The
limits are exceptionally well timbered and are estim-
ed to contain over 3..500,000 cords of pulpwood.
The river is good for driving purposes, and the pro-

perty, according to the circular, is a valuable one.
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Coupled with the 290 miles of limits, the 700 acres

of freehold land, and the water powers owned by the

Price Bros, organization, this forms one of the most

valuable properties in all the province.

MiU Notes.

The new iron ami brass foundry is now in full Op-

eration, and making satisfactory progress.

Experiments wliich have been made in connection

with a new .stock regulator are practically complet-

ed, and the results achieved all that was hoped for.

yteps will be taken to protect this by patent rights.

OTTAWA NOTES.

The arrival of two auditors Inmi the staff of the

Government "s official auditor. Mr. Geoffrey Clark-

son, at the .lohn U. Booth plant early this week, toge-

ther with the general preparations that tlic mills are

making for the hearing on March 31, featured the

newsprint situation at Ottawa up to early this week.

The atulitors will likely spend the greater part, if

not all of the week at the Booth plant. Reports from

mill counsel indicate that they are busy preparing

their arguments and cases for the hearing at Toronto

at the end of the month. As is to be naturally sup-

posed, advance information as to the nature of the

arguments could hardly he expected, and beyond the

statement that they were preparing for what they

hoped would be the last probe session, there was no

further announcement.

Conditions with the local mills remained good so

far as labor and output went. The mild weather con-

tinued to save the mills a considerable coal bill, as

contrasted with the severe winter of last year.

Mr. J. de L. Taehe, King's Printer, stated to the

writer late last week that there was the possibility

of the strike of the printers and pressmen tying up
the demobilization of the Canadian forces and also

seriously interfering with the carrying out of the

operations of the ('anadian Civil He-Establishment

Com mission. Tlie forms u.sed for both these, as well

as many other Government departments have in the

|)ast been printed at the Printing Bureau, and their

non-issuance since the strike began bears promise of

.seriously handicapjiing the work of several Govern-

ment ileijartnients and bodies.

During the first part of this week some interest-

ing figures to the ])aper and publishing trade of the

Dominion were given by the King's Printer in reply

to a statement which appeared in the press, supposed-

ly having come from the strikers' publicity commit-

tee. It shows that the increased expenditures have

not been out of proportion to the great increase in the

work of this department since 1908.

The various matters in dispute regarding the trans-

portation of electric power in which the Ontario

i'ower Company figured some time ago, has been re-

ferred to the Exchequer Court for dispo.sal by an

order in council i.ssued by Hon. Arthur Meighen, act-

ing i\linister of Justice.

This step was taken at the suggestion of Sir Henry
Drayton, controller of the production and distribu-

tion of electrical energy, and the dispute arises out of

the proportionment of power to munitions factories.

In this connection it will be remembered that the

power of the Ontario Paper Company manufacturing

newsprint for the Chicago Tribune was diverted to

munition factories.

Do You Require More Capital ?

For ten years, Royal Securities Corporation

has been associated with the development and

financing of Canada's mo.st successful pulp

and paper enterprises.

Among them are

:

Aiitibi Power and Paper Company.

Brompion Pulp and Paper Company.

Mattagami. Pulp and Paper Company.

Price Bros. & Company.
Riordon Pulp and Paper Company.

Whalcn Pulp and Paper Mills.

Do you desire to pay off floating indebted-

ness'; increase your plant capacity ; or acquire

additional properties?

If so, why not let us suggest ways of financ-

ing your requirements? Our Engineering

and Statistical Departments are at your dis-

posal.

Royal Securities
^ 'corporation

Sale of Pulpwood Lands

in Northern Ontario
The Lake Superior Corporation and Algoma
Eastern Railway Company are open to

negotiate for the disposal of certain lands

Approximately 682,000 Acres

situated for the most part in that section of North-

ern Ontario Itnown as the Clay Belt and compris-

ing the Townships of Storey. Langemarck,
Dowsley. Nassau, Shetland, Staunton. Orkney,
Magladery. Caithness, Rykert. Doherty. Whig-
ham. Coppell. Newton, Dale, McOwen. Frater.

The lands in question are accessible to the Algo-

ma Central, Trans-Continental, Canadian North-
ern, and Canadian Pacific Railways, and should

be of particular interest to pulp and paper mak-
ers, also to settlers, in view of their agricultural

possibilities.

General Information will be furnished and plans
exhibited at the office of Mr. Alex. Taylor, secre-
tary of the Lake Superior Corporation, 1428 Bank of
Hamilton Building, Toronto, or at the office of Mr.
G. A. Montgomery, vice-president of the Algoma
Eastern Railway Company, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
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Jacklift
—-your way to lower labor

costs and bigger profits.

It t-an be done

—

tliat's why mauy pulp and paper mills in the United States are using the

Jaeklift and the platform system for handling pulp and paper. And now the Jacklift is

being made in Canada for Canadian Pulp and Paper manufacturers and others who wish to

reduce their inside trucking costs.

The Jaeklift and platform system in your plant means the easier handling of loads, the

fjuicker movement of materials, less labor, greater economy and lc3s possibility of accidents

or damaged materials.

Four Vital Points of the

1

JACKLIFT
High Lift.

A clear lift of 21,^ inches by four

easy strokes of the handle operating

an ordinary jack.

Easy Lift.

Four times the handle movement
mean^ a lifting ratio of 1 to 35. A girl

or boy can easily handle one of these

machines with heary loads.

Angle Lift.

The handle will operate at any angle

up to 00 degrees either side as easily

as straight away. This is impossible

with any other truck.

Straight Lift.

The Jacklift rises and lowers the

load in a straight line—a great con-

venience, as every other truck operator

will tell you.

These four vital points, not contained
in any other truck, place the Jacklift

in a class away above all competition,

and yet the price is practically the

same as the other machine.

Made In Canada.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company,
Limited

Sole Canadian Sales Agents.

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg,

Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria.
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EDITORIAL

KEEP YOUR EYE ON ENGLAND.
The editor was recently talking with a representa-

tive of a big paper mill in Quebec, and this gentle-

man remarked on the outlook for Canadian goods in

England. He said that while to outward appearances

the English embargo on Canadian pulp and paper

had been removed, that this was not actually the

case. The fact of the matter is that some time ago

Atlantic shipping, which had been exclusively used

on munition and other war .service, was partly re-

leased, to the extent of about 30 per cent for hand-

ling ordinary freight. The proportion was later in-

creased to fifty per cent available for this purpose.

It seems that recently there has been such an enor-

mous demand for shipping to carry over food stuffs

and other absolutely necessary materials that large

quantities of manufactured goods have piled up at

the seaports, so that instead of freight condition be-

ing easier, it is next to impossible to obtain cargo

space. This, of course, all operates to the advantage

of the British paper mill, as far as Canadian paper is

concerned, as it shuts out imported goods from the

home market. It also operates to the advantage of

the Scandinavian pulp manufacturers because, while

competition for ocean shipping keeps freight rates

high from Canada to England, the almost empty bot-

toms that are returning from Scandinavian ports to

England tend to keep those rates at a very low point,

thus greatly favoring a low price and easy delivery

for Scandinavian pulps in the British market. There

is, of course, no complaint from the British paper-

maker about getting too much pulp, and there seems

to be no fear that there will be a very serious short-

age of these materials.

Advices from England indicate that Swedish pulp-

wood is four times the price of pre-war days, but
that production of pulp may be expected to be kept
at from seventy per cent to ninety per cent of for-

mer figures. There appears to be plenty of pulp in

the market at the present time, but grave doubts
are expressed as to whether sufficient quantities

will be available next year, owing to difficulties in

getting the raw material. Some Englishmen would
like to see Canadian mills favored to a greater extent
and at the same time they would like to see Germany
prevented from obtaining Scandinavian pulp until

Allied countries are supplied. The point of this is

clear when it is recalled that Germany made a great
proportion of her 800,000 tons of pulp from wood im-

ported from Russia and Finland, sources of supply

that will not again be available for some time. Ger-

many formerly imported in the neighborhood of 70,-

000 tons only of Swedish chemical pulp, while she

exported considerable quantities to Prance and Bel-

gium.

At a recent meeting of paper men in England it

was voted to arrange for a deputation of two repre-

sentatives of the papermakers, two from the whole-

sale stationers, and two from the trade unions, to

wait on the president of the Board of Trade or the

Prime Minister with the idea of continuing restric-

tions on imports of paper until British mills were
again in working order.

A number of other resolutions were discussed and
adopted by the papermakers in regard to the hand-
liug of the paper situation. One of the interesting

provisions was an agreement to a proposal in a re-

cent French memorandum that the paper miUs de-

vastated by the war in France, Italy and Belgium
should be restored as far as possible by recovering

the machinery, or merchandise carried off by the

enemy and requisitioning in the enemy's country all

machinery or merchandise proper to replace that

which has been found to be destroyed or carried off.

It was recommended that the government be asked to

prevent the dumping of foreign papers in the British

market at prices below the current price in the coun-

try of origin.

It was remarked that steamers on the return jour-

ney from Sweden to America could carry pulp for

much less than the railway freight from any Canadian
mill. It was also stated that England had been
largely dependent upon Scandinavia for pulp be-

cause there was not enough in Canada.

The meeting was quite of the opinion that some-

thing in the way of rationing paper raw materials

should be undertaken by the Allied countries, but it

was remarked that any action should be discussed

with the neutral countries also interested. It seems
that this idea came originally from the French com-
mission on raw materials. English and French pa-

per makers are coming together in a spirit that will

make for close co-operation, and it is certainly to be
hoped that the Canadian Trade Commissioner will

keep in close touch with developments in this line,

or it is likely that a considerable amount of business
will go to other countries that can be just as well
supplied by Canadian mills.
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BOY OF TEN HURT IN MILL.

A .Moiitival paiHT rooords the award of .$4,000 to a

man in that city whose son lost an arm by having it

crushed in a machine. The accident happened the

day after the boy was employed last July.

The simple statement of such a condition of af-

fairs as will permit the possibility of such accidents

is enouprli to arouse the fiprhtinji spirit in any man

who has cliildron or remetubers childhood experi-

ences. A condition of affairs that makes it economic-

ally necessary for immature children to seek factory

employment is no credit to the nation, province, or

city where it exists. There has been on the books of

the province of Quebec a law forbidding the em-

ployment in factories of children under 14 years, and

the present is only one of many cases where the law

is disregrarded or evaded by either an industrial con-

cern or the child, or his parents. It hardly seems

possible that a boy of ten could misrepresent his

ape by four years, and pet away with it, even though

his statement mipht he sustained by the lie of a

parent. The fact that the boy was injured should

draw attention to the fact that he was employed il-

legally, although the report of the judge's decision

makes no mention of that phase of the situation. The

company who employed the boy settled with the fa-

ther by paying $4,000, although the original claim was

$10,000. A sad feature of the case is the length of

time, more than seven months, that it took to reach a

settlement. Families whose children are obliged to

seek employment when they should be plaving ball or

marbles are not as a rule able to carry extra burdens

due to such accidents without considerable hardship.

It has been emphasized in these columns that there

is something decidedly wrong with a society that

forces children into industry because of the insuffi-

cient wages of parents when some employers have

more than they know what to do with. The recent

action in England of the mine workers and the gov-

ernment might well he taken up as a precedent for

every intelligent civilized community. If working

men are to be rewarded for the fruits of their labor

according to the service they render, and if the re-

ward is not STifficient to allow them to live with some

degree of decency and comfort, then it is time that

industry changed its ideas on the rate of reward and
put a higher value on service. There are unfortun-

ate cases where children must assist to some extent in

supporting a family, but this should not he necessary

in any case until the age of 14 at le^st. so that the

children will have the benefit of at least the elements
of an education, a basis on which further progress
could be made if there is sufficient natural ambition.
Tn order to provide such an onnortunity for many
unfortunate children who are without a home sup-
norter it will doubtless be necessary to institute some
rnvm of motlicr's pension. Such provision has been

made l)y Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and is sup-

ported l>y those in other provinces who put the wel-

fare of our people, and particularly the children,

above the i)etty disputes of party politics. As "0. IT."

recently argued in the Montreal Star, it is a case of

subsidizing a mother's care and presence in the home

instead of paying for day nurseries, orphan asylums,

and reformatories. It .seems beyond chance of doubt

that such a move would really be a saving to the state

and would result in an immeasurable improvement

in the quality of citizen.ship as well as the future in-

dustrial power of our people.

Let us hope that Quebec and the Dominion will not

be satisfied with the simple enforcement of a law

which is admittedly only a partial remedy, but that

our legislators will go to the root of the matter and

make it easier for children to remain at school and

mothers to remain at home.

REFORESTATION TN OERMANY.
OcorEre Rciiwick. correspondent of the Daily Chron-

icle, is back in Germany after being absent during

the war from what was once a very familiar coun-

try. He writes in an interesting way to New York

and Montreal papers of the appearance of things in

the country which has been to us as a closed book for

four years. A curious mixture of the use of war
substitutes and foresight in making provision for the

future is shown in these words, which are quoted from

his despatch

:

"Ever and anon woods slain for war purnoses

presented themselves in the sandy, cut un land-

scapes, pictures sadly like the scenes on the old

western front, where the havoc was that of ar-

tillery. Often there was evidence that while the

Germans had ben cutting down their trees they

had also been engaged in reforestation. This

necessary work had not been forgotten in war-

time.

"In the compartments of the train the leather

coverinsrs to the cushions had disappeared, as

also the leather window straps. The sub.stitute for

leather is some cunningly woven paper sub-

stance, out of which numerous articles are made,
such as bicvcle saddles and tablecloths. But the

same old polite conductor was there, and he had
been honored by being allowed to keep his red
species of Sam Brown belt."

PLEASE, PARLIAMENT, SAVE DAYLIGHT.
TTnle.ss Canada is to be numbered among the back-

ward, reactionary nations. Parliament will have to

hurry with a daylight saving bill Without it there

will be areat disappointment throuffhout the Domin-
ion, and great confusion in international time rela-

tions. Let the people set their clocks abend, any-

way.
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Canada—The World's Papermaker.
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From Port Alice on the farthest shores of Vancou-

ver Island, to Mui'ray St. Annes, on Cape Breton,

there stretches a string of more than one hundred
pulp and paper mills. It has been the writer's good
fortune to visit a majority' of them, and to g:et a di-

rect appreciation of what this industry means to the

('anadiaii people. The mills are located more or less

in groups, conveniently situated to wood anil water

power or transportatiou facilities and markets. In

the former class are the mills of British Columbia,

those near Cochrane and Ottawa in Ontario, at the

head of the Saguenay, and along the St. Maurice

River in Quebec. In the second class is the most con-

gested group in Canada, the twelve mills in a dis-

tance of six miles along the old "Welland Canal, and
the rather scattered group centering on Jlontreal.

Isolated mills are found promiscuously through East-

ern Canada. There are, at present, no pulp or paper
mills in Alberta, Saskatchewan, or Manitoba, large-

ly because available sites lack transportation facili-

ties and are too far from markets. It is altogether

likely that the future will see a growth in population

and an extension of railways in the prairie provinoes

that will justify the erection of mills to develop the

resources of wood available in some parts of them.

The permanent and fundamental industries of a

country are those which are founded on natural re-

sources. -Apparent exceptions exist in countries like

England, which manufacture raw materials into fin-

ished articles. It is true that cotton, silk, wool,

metals, ores, paper pulp, etc., are imported, but Eng-
land has cpiantities of coal and a supply of excellent

and intelligent labor. Canada's natural resources, es-

pecially in power and raw material, arc so abundant
and varied as to make the Dominion almost self-suf-

ficient. Fields, forests, fisheries and mines hold un-

told possibilities for the wealth and welfare of our
people.

Among our permanent manufacturing industries,

the production of pulp and paper and pulpwood is

easily first. A recent estimate by the Dominion Sta-

ti.stician puts the money invested in this business at

.15186,374,90.'). These figures were ba.sed on 1917 re-

ports, and there have been a number of developments
since then, so we may safely sav that $200,000,000 is

invested in the manufacture of pulp and paper in

Canada. A considerable amount of this has come
from other countries, principally England and the

United States, although Belgian interests ai-c also

represented in Canadian mills. Statements of mone-
tary investment in this particular industry are likely

to be misleading, as they often fail to take an import-
ant fact into account, and one that makes this in-

dustry, more than any other, probably, of national
interest. It is this: With very few exceptions tlie

manufacture of paper in Canada, and without excep-
tion the manufacture of pulp and the production of

pulpwood. depends on the forest resources of the Do-
minion. These forests are for the most part owned
and controlled bv the people of Canada and admin-
istered through Federal or Provincial Governments.
The various forestry departments realize that wood

is a crop grown on forest land, the same as wheat is

on the prairie, and advantage of this is taken to pro-

vide a permanent source of income to the people,

usually by selling a license to cut pulpwood and
charging so much a cord for all wood taken off. An
unfortunate feature of the situation is that some peo-
ple think their interest ends with the collection of the

fee and give little heed to the necessitj' of taking such
precautions in the matter of fire protection and cut-

ting regulations as will insure the permanence of

this source of income. It might be mentioned here
that wood from settlers' clearings has been and will

continue to be an important source of supply to the

pulp mill. Settlers' wood is also important in that

it makes up a considerable proportion of the pulp-

wood exported, since embargoes have been placed on
such wood cut on Crown lands. The idea of this

restriction was to encourage the erection of mills in

(-anada, and has succeeded remarkably well. It is

largely on wood imported from Canada that many
United States mills depend for raw material. They
bought about a million cords last year. Without this

they would probablv have to come to Canada to

build.

Interest in Water Powers.
There is an intimate connection between forests

and water powers, and the pulp and paper industry
of Canada is deeply interested in both. If the forest

is likened to the back-bone and frame of the indus-
try, then water power can be called the muscles, man
power the brains, and such raw material as coal, sul-

phur, lime and chemicals the food that is fed into

the vital organs represented by the mills with their

extensive and varied equipment. A peculiar balance
exists between trees and rivers. The wood is re-

quired by the mill for raw material, the river is re-

quired in most cases to furnish cheap transportation
of the wood to the mill and, when harnessed to tur-

bines and generators, to furnish power and light. But,
if the wood is not properly taken from the forest, not
only is the future growth prevented or perverted, but
freshets and floods may be encouraged as seriously
to jeopardize the value of the river as a source of
power.

Canada may well be proud of her water powers,
and even more proud of their development for the
service of the people. The pulp and paper industry
h.as no small part in this country. About one-tenth
of Canada's available water power is developed, and
of this amount one-seventh is u.sed in the manufac-
ture of pulp and paper. Only electric power compan-
ies have developed a larger amount, used principally
l)y public service concerns. Only the United States
has a greater total amount of water power developed,
and only Norway has a greater amount developed
per capita than has our own country.

In regard to sources of other supplies it may be
said that when it becomes a necessary national policy
fully to develop every natural resource, the pulp and
paper industry will be among the leaders in their
utilization. Coal is consumed in large quantities, and
we have large deposits of coal and peat. Sulphur is
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imported from our neighbor to the south, but we

have plenty of sulphur in the form of pyrites if it

ever becomes econoiilically feasible or politically ne-

cessary to make use of it for this industry. Limestone

we have in abundance and there are some good veins

of sandstone for making pulp grinders.

These things are mentioned to show that the growth

and development of the pulp and paper industry must

have a wide effect on the development of every nat-

ural resource in the country, for must we not have

food for the workers, and all kinds of material and

machinery for them to work with? Does this not

mean business for the woodsman, the farmer, the

spinner, the weaver, the mechanic, the railroad man,

the merchant and the banker?

Ministers to the Daily Life of Canadians.

Let us look at the industry now from the other side

and see why it is necessary to our daily life, for this

is not the day for unnecessary things. The fact that

it assists, directly and indirectly, in the development

of our natural resources, and that it employs 25,000

Canadians in mill and yard, and approximately as

many more in the woods, and pays more than $20,-

000,000 annually in wages is not sufficient reason for

its existence. It must, and does, serve the people.

One can realize the importance of the industry in

this respect by trying to imagine what life would be

without the newspaper and the magazine, without

books and printed music, without letters of friendship

or business, without roofing paper to keep rain from

the settler and his stock, without building paper to

protect his home from the wintry blast, and wall

board and paper to make it attractive, without the

paper bag for coffee and sugar, wrappings, boxes and

cartons for food and clothing and other things, or

special papers that minister to numerous daily needs.

It is impossible to conceive of such a condition, so

we may safely assume that the paper mill has a real

place in our national life.

With one or two minor exceptions, Canada makes
every kind of paper product that Canadians require,

and, as we have seen, there is a lot to spare. There

is at present no mill making blotting paper, and
none that makes true parchment paper, nor is there

any that manufactures vulcanized fibre. These few
instances by no means exhaust the list of pulp and
paper products that could and should be manufac-

tured in Canada. It is to be hoped that our expand-

ing export trade and more intimate relations with
other countries will foster such development, possibly

by attracting capital and workmen from abroad
when our favorable situation as regards raw ma-
terials, power and other items is more widely known.
Expansion of our industries, especially those based
immediately on our natural resources is greatly to

be desired, and can confidently be expected. It should,

however, not outrun the demand or a period of stag-

nation will result, which is worse than insufficient

growth. At present the pulp and paper industry is

in ^a very favorable condition, and prospects for

healthy growth could not be better. Canada needs
more home-made paper of several varieties, and the
world's markets are short of the principal wood-
fibre products, such as newsprint, which no other
country is so well equipped to furnish.

Pulp and paper are not only important in the way
they contribute directly to the needs of the people of

Canada, but perhaps in even a greater degree, though
indirectly, by bringing money into the country in

payment for the enormous exports of this industry.

With the decrease in exports of munitions, pulp and
])a|)er mills will soon be exporting more goods thaij

any other manufacturing industry in Canada, and
bringing in money that is urgently needed to pay for

the machinery, materials, etc., that we buy from

abroad, particularly from the United States. At the

present time the account of the people of Canada
with the people of the United States shows an excess

of imports over exports, of $220,.'i74,402 for merchan-

dise only during the nine months to Dec. 31, 1918.

The effect of this on every-day business transactions,

from the payment of a magazine subscription or pre-

mium on an insurance policy to the purchase of a

tlireshing machine or flour mill equipment, is felt

in some degree by every Canadian. The paper mills,

which buzz and clatter day and night, are busily try-

ing to pay off this mortgage on Canadian industry.

One liuiulred million dollars is a lot of money, but

that is the value, at the present rate, of pulp and pa-

per ex])()rted by the mills of Canada ever.y year, and
this will go a long way toward offsetting our ad-

verse trade balance.

This is an appropriate place to notice that 15 Can-
adian companies making newsprint produced 752,000

tons in 1918 (some of them operating only a part of

the .vear), as compared with 690,000 tons in 1917, an
average daily increase of about 200 tons. The ex-

cellent condition of the mills and the ability of their

management is .shown by the fact that they produced
97.7 per cent, of their maximum capacity. The total

capacity of the 16 mills is now more than 750,000 tons
per .year. Of the total production of newsprint the
United States took over 690,000 .tons, valued at more
than $34,000,000, and considerable quantities were
shipped to Australia and other foreign markets. Can-
ada's export trade in wood pulp is already large and
is growing rapidly. Much of the pulp made in the
Dominion is further converted to paper and boards, in

which form it is sold. This is appreciated from the
statement that newsprint paper contains approxim-
ately 80 per cent, of ground wood and 20 per cent,
sulphite pulp.

Export figures for the first seven months of the
current fiscal year show a total of $57,245,135, a gain
of $14,873,782 over the corresponding period in 1917,
and of $28,864,533 over 1916, or more than double.
Following are the figures for the seven months' per-
iod:

Paper and manu-
factures of . . $13,272,977 .$20,912,832 $25,538,881

Pulp, chemically
prepared . .. 7,264,142 11,455,040 18,817,444

Pulp, mechanical-
ly ground . .

.

3,219,440 4,524,581 2,908,275

$23,75fi.559 $36,892,453 $47,264,600
Pulpwood, unman-

ufactured . . . 4,624,033 5,478,900 9,980,535

$28,380,592 .$42,371,353 $57,245,135
Neutral and enemy countries have suffered serious

losses of trade in paper and pulp, and what is more
important to us is that the kinds in which they had
the- largest dealings are the very ones that can best
be supplied by Canadian mills. Much of the trade
offered during the war could not be accepted because
of shipping difficulties, but a considerable amount of
our products found their M-ay to new markets, and
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it is altoprether likely that many former customers

of Scandinavian, German and Austrian mills have

found that Canada has the goods, and will continue

to trade with lis. Our export horizon includes South
America, South Africa. Australasia, India, the Orient,

to some extent Great Britain and Southern Europe,

and especially the United States. The spread of edu-

cation is extendinpr the demand for paper for newspa-
pers, hooks, and correspondence material. With a

far-siehted forest policy and capable managreraent of

mills, the pulp and paper industry of Canada has a

most promisinor future, and can be relied on to hold
the premier position among the manufacturing indus-

tries of the Dominion.
Wliile paper has been .substituted for many things,

no substitute has been found for paper.

NEWSPRINT HEARING POSTPONED.
The next session of the Canadian newsprint in-

auiry will be held on April 9th. instead of March
31st. The reason for the chansre is on accoiint of the

staff of the official Government auditor. Mr. Geoffrey
Clarkson. having failed to complete the audit of the

mill books in the "re-investigation" to bring the late

costs up to date. The hearine will be at Ottawa.
The long and short of the whole business is. as the

situation at Ottawa early this week indicated, that

the sixty-nine dollar price mav be carried into April,

or perhaps right into May. This is the result of an
investigation which in the House of Commons last

week was admitted by Sir Thomas "Wliite. Acting
Prime Minister to have cost $75,000. And what has it

yet accomplished beyond protecting the newspaper
publishers?

AMERICAN PUBT.TSTTP^R.q HAVE CANADIAN
EVIDENCE.

Durintr the prnceedinsrs before the Federal Trade
Commission in "Washinyton, March 21st, for a re-

opening of the price-fixing order. George W. Wick-
ersham. for the pnbli.shers. made an urgent plea for
a rehearing of evidence as to the price which should
hq-s-e prevailed from Mav 1st. 191,S. and since, on the
<?rouiid that evidence produced by Canadian authori-
ties showed that the manufacturing costs had de-

clined from that time, instead of increasing.

Henry A. Wise, counsel for the manufacturers, re-

viewed briefly the history of the proceedings, and
contended that no sufficient grounds had been shown
for re-opening the case. As to future price-fixing,
Mr. Wise contended that any new price fixed could
only be made applicable from the date of its fixing,

quotinsr from the agreement the provision that the
price fixed was to remain in effect "until a new price
was fixed." He maintained that no new price could
be made retroactive, either to August 1st or any
other date. (In this contention. Mr. Wise was sub-
sequently upheld by Mr. Walsh, counsel for the Com-
mission).

Commissioner Murdoek said that the Commission
had not been granted the necessary funds for new
proceedings.

Mr. Walsh, the Commission's legal adviser, said
that if the Commission went ahead without having
the money duly appropriated, any tax-payer was at
liberty to sue out an injunction and stop the proceed-
ings.

Commissioner Fort read a statement from Chair-
man Colver, announcing his withdrawal from fur-

ther proceedings having to do with newsprint price-
fixing on the ground that he had been subiected to
criticism because of his connection with certain news-
papers intere.sts.

DUBUC SAYS HE DIDN'T.
A Toronto financial man. who has for some time

been in touch with the affairs of the North Ameri-
can Pulp Company, informs the London Free Press
that the deal which .has been pending for some time
whereby the International Paper Company was to
obtain control of the former's stock has been finally
consummated. It is understood that the Interna-
tional has secured the whole of J. E. A. Dubuc's hold-
in? in the N. A. P.

Mr. Dnbnc told the Pulp & Paper Ma^a^ine that
this is the first he heard of it.

W. 0. ZIEMAN, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.

It is with . the very greatest of pleasure that we
have to announce the appointment of W. C. (Bill)
Zieman to the position of General Superintendent, an
appointment which we are sure will be heartily en-
dorsed by every employee in the plant. Mr. Zieman
was born in Neenah, Wis., and started his papermak-

ing career with the Great Northern Company, going
through the various stages up to machine tender, be-

ing at present twenty-six years in the trade. In
1909 Mr. Zieman went to the M. & 0. Mills at Fort
Frances as machine tender, and was assistant to the

late Mr. John Ross from 1911 until Mr. Ross met with
his fatal accident in this plant, December, 1917. At
Mr. Ross' death Mr. Zieman was appointed Superin-
tendent of the paper mill, and now, after a thorough
test, and having proved himself capable of holding
down the bigger job, his appointment as General Su-
perintendent has just been announced. — Abitibi
"Broke Hustler."

The Whitby, Ont., Gazette, says : A new paper is

predicted for Orillia, which already has three newsy
weeklies. The proposed paper, it is said, will be a
"try-weekly," with the emphasis on the "try."
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WOODPULP PRODUCTION IN 1917-1918.

Comparative figures ol' tlic \v(i()di)iilp iiuliistry I'or

the years l!)17 and 191S liave just l)een compiled l>y

the Federal Trade C'oiuuiissioii. liieliided in this

summary are statements from mamifaeturers, reeeived

in response to an inquiry sent out by the commission

as to the probable effect of peace. The consensus of

opinion is that there will first be a lull, after whieh

conditions will materially improve.

The attached sheet is a tabulation of the summary
of stocks, production, pulp used in the same estab-

lishment producing it, and shipments of pulp for the

year 1918 compared with 1917. Manufacturers were

instructed to report all tonnage on an air dry basis.

The mills have been classified for convenience into

eight principal groups according to the kinds of pulp

made. Many of the pulp mills were not keeping per-

manent records in 1917 and the first half of 1918, and
in such cases estimated figures have been used. Some
mills making several grades appear in more than one

group so that there seems to be a duplication in the

number of mills and machines. The total mills and
machines, however, represents the actual number of

mills and machines covered by the 1918 reports to the

Commission with all known duplications omitted.

Imports and Exports of Woodpulp and Other Paper
Stock.

The imports and exports of woodpulp and other pa-

per stock for the year 1918 compared with the year
1917 were as follows:

Exports of rags and other luate-

1918. 1917

Net tons. Net tons.

Imports of chemical woodpulp
(total) 393,706 398,768

Unbleached sulphite 252,357 248,173

Bleached sulphite 16,757 41,036

Unbleached sulphate 120,775 107,933

Imports of groundwood pulp
(total) 185,426 279,072

Exports of domestic woodpulp . 23,594 38,853

Imports of paper stock other

than woodpulp (total) .. .. 29,386 20,977
Exports of rags and other mate-

rials made from vegetable fi-

bers 16,459 16,312

The principal imports of chemical woodpulp con-

sists of unbleached sulphite and sulphate from Can-
ada. Before the European War Norway, Sweden and
Gernuinj' fiirnished a large proportion of the chemi-.

cal pulp imported.
The 1918 import of mechanically ground woodpulp

were 93,646 tons less than for 1917. Exports of do-

mestic woodpulp were 15,259 tons less than for 1917.

Imports and exports of paper stock other tluin

woodpulp includes rags ami vegetable fibers. Iiu

ports for 1918 were 29,38 tons as compared with 20,

977 tons for 1917. PLxports were 16,459 tons as com-

|iMrc(l witii 16,313 tons for 1917.

In connection with the commission's statistical ser-

vice the following iiuiniry was submitted to domestic

|)ulp manufacturers

:

"In what way and to what extent will the icturii

to peace conditions affect the manufacture of mar
keting of pulp?" Many manufacturers stated that

they could not answer the ((uestiou. The majority of

those who replied were of the opinion that after a

lull conditions would be good. Some stated also tiiat

export trade would become a factor.

One maiuifacturer summed up the fiiliin' outlook

as follows

:

"We believe peace conditions will luean greater

stability, though possibly temporary stagnation." An-
other replied, "It is expected there will be a gradual

increase in the number of workers available and less

difficulty in obtaining materials and supplies. There
is no present demand for pulp, but eventually, it is

anticipated there will be a good demand extending
over a considerable period."

Conditions in the pulp industry de])end directly

upon the {)aper industry.

Annual reports from domestic manufacturers of

woodpulp showed the following results by grades for

the j'ear 191S compared with 1917:

The pulp used and the pulp shipped during each

year represents only pulp produced in the establish-

ment using or shipping same.

Note.—A slight variation will be noted between
the monthly reports and the annual reports in the

matter of the stock on hand for each grade at the end
of the year 1918. This variation is due in part to cor-

rections received from the mills and for the further

reason that a few of the mills reporting on the

monthly reports were not in operation during De-
cember and failed to forward to the Commission a

report of their stocks.

The above figures do not include reports from .sev-

eral small mills that had gone out of business or dis-

continued operations before the end of 1918. This
tonnage would probably not amount to more than a

small fraction of a per cent of the total tonnage for

each grade as sho^Vn in the table.

CANADIAN FIRE LOSSES.
Fire losses in Canada during the month of Febru-

ary amounted to $1,091,834, compared with .>};3,915,-

290 in January, 1919, and $2,243,762 in February,
1918. The loss of life through fire totalled 26 in the
month under review, as compared with 87 a year ago.

No. of
.Mills

Bo. of
Gxlnders

DiKesters

FINISHED Fin-P — TONS — AIH DRY BASIS
- =="===^=^'^' " •

3n hand fir St of vear ProQuction forjiear tisud dur

i9i:

ng^vear

1917

Shipped

1918

during year

1517

nd of vear
Kind of Pulp

igis 1917 191s 1917 1918 . :917

Ground niood pulp 162 I. 2^9 l^').567 112, 1U5 1.333. "OS l,ltlt7.06E 1,229,28E l,3l'»,773 88,512 98,873 131.170 l-;,5b7

Sulphite, !te« Grade 62 2U5 21,5U6 13.634 7'"t.99'* 7UU, ;t70 6*5, 79" 636,858 102,81*1 99.700 17,905 ai.-SHt

Sulphite, Bleached 30 139 12, lliO u, 130 '*:", 525 t97,065 256, i<i7 269, 31.7 23^.058 219,658 lt,2U0 12,180

Sulphite, Easy Bleaching 6 22 l.U^l U3« 60,730 S5,0S1 58,897 55. 156 21,072 25,912 2.212 1,1*51

Sulphite, MltseherlUh 7 U7 1.752 I.IU? 7", 799 78, 751 1*5,966 50,U1«1 29,096 27, 705 l,i»«9 1.752

Sulphate Pulp 19 6l» l,2gl< U21 167. 1*38 108,1*31 100,952 Si, 770 63,680 20,798 U,i*90 1,281*

SixJa Pulp 2S 195 6.526 6. OSS WM-i 398, 68U 20U,l411 225.239 11*2. 391 172,9''7 3.395 6,586

Other than wood pulp 6 lU 178 2}1 12.gS8 11,999 lo.eoit 5,952 2.020 6.100 252 178

lOTAt OF AIL GRADES 305 1.9l4« 190, 5tU 138, 23U 3,212, 39s 3.371,569 2,552,119 2,6iti»,536 685, 670 671*, 723 165.153 190, 5UI*
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Soda Pulp Manufacture
By E. SUTERMEISTER, S. D. Warren Co., West-

brook, Me.

PART V. close to the walls while the steam escapes to the cen-

Iii Part 1, Mr. Sutermeister discussed the prepara- ^ral portion and thence out through the ventilator at

tion and composition of cooking liquor and the ap- the top. A well designed separator of this sort will

paratus and materials employed, with illustrations; handle the discharged stock with absolutely no loss

in Part IF, the recovery of lime, with analyses; the of fibre. Such a separator is shown diagramatically
principles and practices of cooking operations, with in Fig. 16 while Fig. 17 is a photograph of a separator
curves; in Part III, mill practices with data relating during the blowing of a digester. Even with this

to woods employed; modified processes; and by-pro- tremendous outrush of steam there is no loss of fibre,

ducts of cooking; in Part IV, digesters, with dia- i^ discharging a digester in this way there is a
gram.s; circulation and steam consumption; compari-

^ ^^j^.^^ „j 3^^^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^\^^ ^^^^ ^j ^
son ot rotary and stationary digesters.

^^-^^^^^^ ^^^^-^^ 15 g ^^^^^ ^^ ^,^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^_

Discharging or Blowing Digesters. culated that, after deducting the heat which will re-

As alreadv mentioned rotary digesters are dis-
"^'^'^^ '° ^^^ hTOwn stock, there are at the instant of

charged bv blowing down pressure, removing the man- blowing off 41,200,000 B. T. U., which is equivalent

hole covers and emptying the contents by revolving
^o 3-t,400 lbs. of steam. This would occupy, at atmos-

the digester. In this case the charge drops directly P*^*^"« pressure, a volume of 925,000 cubic feet. To

into pits or tanks with false bottoms in which it is ^^'^^yf'"
^^'^ ^^''^^ by means of_ an exchange heater

washed until free from black liquor. This time con-
^'"^^'^ ''^l'^'^^, *,

^^^^^ large equipment for the entire

sumiug operation is eliminated in the case of vertical
amount would have to be handled m about 15 mm-

digesters by blowing out the entire charge under full f^^- The cost of such an equipment has heretofore

pressure through a pipe connected with the bottom of J^^^
considered prohibitive and very few attempts

v,„ r™ „+ . Tu- •„ „ J. u * J -4.1 4. \, have been made to reduce this waste. Another pos-
the digester. 1 his pipe must be erected without sharp .,, ,. . _x ^ xi,- i. ^ u v x
I 1 • i,„u 4-1, t 1 V,* u 1 J J sible means ot saving part of this heat would be to
bends in which the stock might become plugged and , , , ^ « xiT c xi j- ^ i.
., . , J ., , . , 1.1 blow down part or the pressure from the digester be-
lt must be so arranged that it drams completely „ i- u • -^ ^ ^ m , .,
, • X i v.- 1 1 •

1 J X J iTc tore discharging its contents. Ihe steam thus re-
to one point at which a valve is placed to draw oft ,- , u i xi- j • u x- ^ • c

f , t • I, 1 11 X J • xi- lieved could be' utilized m heatmg water in any ot
any water or liquor which may have collected m the

^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^-^ ^^1^ ^^ much sim-
pipe through condensation or leakage. K this is not

,^^ ^j^^^ attempting to reclaim the steam when the
done the hot digester charge coming in sudden con-

^^^^-^^ ^^ -^
^j^^^,^ ^^j ^^^ -^ ^^^^^j^ -^^^^^^^ ^j^^

act with the cold liquor in the pipe is likely to cause ^-^^ necessary for each cook. It might also make it
bad hammering and possibly breakage of the pipe For

^^^^^ difficult to get uniform cooks, as it would be
the same reason the blow-off pipe is warmed up before necessary to stop steaming sooner in order to make
each blow by turning live steam into it for about ten ^p j^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^-^^^ ^^ cooking while blowing down
minutes. The size of this pipe must be ample to per-

^j^^ pressure, and it might prove hard to estimate the
mit the rapid discharge of the digester contents. For .^^^^^^ of cooking which would take place during
a digester holding 15 cords of wood a pipe eight inches ^^jg ^^^^ period especially if the rate of blowing down
in diameter is of sufficient size to allow the charge varied
to pass in about fifteen minutes when the cooking

pressure is 100-110 lbs. Under these conditions the Washing the Pulp.

velocity of the stock in the pipe is about 2940 ft. per The stock as discharged from the digester con-
second. This very high velocity together with the tains beside the fibre all of the alkali originally
sudden release of pressure helps to disintegrate the added as well as all of the material dissolved by the
charge into fibres, for up to the time of blowing the alkali during the cook. The analysis of three sam-
greater part of the chips doubtless retain their original pies taken during entire time of blowing gave the

shapes in spite of the fact that they are thoroughly following results

cooked. #1 #2 #3
Different digesters often act quite differently on Fibre, washed and bone

blowing, some discharging much cleaner than others. dry 11.38% 8.15% 7.32%
This is due at times to the shape of the inner false bot- Water 73.72" 76.48" 81.51"
tom, at other times to the size of the digesters—10 ft. Alkali as Na,0 4.14" 4.06" 2.92"
digesters have been found to blow cleaner than those Organic matter and CO2 10.76" 11.31" 8.24"
12 ft. in diameter—and at other times there is no dis- As the substances other than fibre amount to over
coverable reason. half the dry weight of the wood used some idea may
The pipe through which the stock is blown dis- be obtained of the quantity of material which it is

charges into some sort of a separator M'hich allows necessary to remove by washing. The purpose of

the steam to escape without loss of fibre. The prin- this washing is two fold, to free the fibre from un-

I'iple on which these act is that of centrifugal separa- bleaehable material and to recover the dissolved al-

tion. The stock enters at the top tangentially at high kali for further use. The first of these objects de-

spoed which causes it to pass around the separator maiids that the washing be very thorough, for a very
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little black liquor seriously interferes with the sub-

sequent bleaching; while the second requires that as

little water as possible be used, since in the recoverj'

process all the water must be again evaporated.

The most general method of washing the stock is

in pits with false bottoms into which the stock is dis-

charged from the rotaries or from the blow tank in

case of digesters. These wash pits are of such size

that each will hold the entire contents of a digester

and they consequently vary in size according to

the size of the digesters employed. A wash pit of

convenient size for a 15-cord digester would be

about Ifli^ ft. in diameter and 12 ft. deep; this will

allow plenty of room for flooding the stock with
wash water. The false bottom is formed of perfor-

ated sheet metal securely fastened to steel beams be-

neath. The space below the false bottom amounts
to about six per cent of the total volume of the tank.

In some plants a false bottom is not used, but instead

the liquor is drained off by perforated pipes laid

across the bottom of the tank, the perforations be-

ing on the under side so that there is no dead space to

hold back black liquor. This arrangement is econo-

mical of tank space, but does not give so much drain-

age surface as a false bottom. In the centre of the

pit is a large opening which can be tightly closed by
means of some type of valve, so that black liquor

will not leak through during the washing. This open-

ing connects with a spout through which the washed
fibre can be sluiced to the storage tank for unbleach-

ed stock. Fig. 18 gives an idea of part of a modern
wash pit room, and shows the spouts which deliver

the brown stock from the blow tanks on the roof.

When the pits are filled from the blow tank it piles

up at the point where the spout discharges and be-

fore washing can be started it must be levelled off.

This is done by men using long handled rakes or

hoes. During this operation it is frequently to be

observed that the color of the stock at the instant it

is turned over is a light golden brown, but that it

darkens almost immediately on exposure to the air.

In this connection it is interesting to note a statement
by Griffin" that the liquor in the digester at the

"J. Am. Chem. Soc, 1902, 24, 235-238.

B^rrL£

PL/j/y.

-^/J5c/^/7^G£: p/Pf:

Fig. 16.—Vertical and Horiz ontal Sections of Blow Tank.
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end of the cook is light rose in color. This darken-

ing of the liquor is probably due to oxidation of ma-
terials similar to pyrogallol in their nature, and it

brings up the question of whether fibre of a lighter

color or of easier bleaching r|ualities could not be

prepared by washing the stock without previous ex-

posure to air. This was tried out on a small scale,

and it was demonstrated that if the stock could be

washed without permitting it to come in contact

with air it would bleach appreciably easier than
otherwise. Unfortunately any process of washing in

the dierester is too time-consuming to be practical,

and moreover a verv large volume of water must be
used since the chips retain their orio-inal shapes, and
tbf> black linuor can he removed from them onlv bv
diffusion. The onlv valuable result from these tests

is to indicate that in handlin<r the black stock pre-

vious to washing it should be exposed to air as lit-

tl" as riossible.

Other tests aloncr sbVhtlv different lines have de-

monstrated that if the black linuor is not washed out

nromptlv the bleachinsr oualities of the fibre suffer

nuite seriouslv. In one case where 24 hours elansed

before the washin? was started, and where the stock

became cold in the meantime the bleach required was
14-15%. while part of the same cook, washed immedi-
ately after discharginsr. gave the same color, with
only 9% of bleach. That this was not entirely due

L

to the exposure to air was proved by making a cook
in a small digester and allowing it to cool completely
and stand several days before opening. In this case
the bleach required was far above the normal for
fibre produced under the same cooking conditions.
The influence of time of standing in contact with
black liquor is quite probably responsible for some
ot the unaccountable variations in the color of the
bleached fibre, for it is a more or less frequent oc-
currence that a pit of stock cannot be wa.shed prompt-

Fig. 17.—Blow Tank during Blowing.

Fig. 18.—Wash Pits showing Spouts from Blow Tank.

ly because of an accident or because the evaporators
or calciners are not able to take care of the liquor
rapidly enough.

In the actual washing of a pit of stock, as soon as
it is levelled off it is flooded with weak black liquor.
This is run on through a series of perforated pipes
so placed across the top of the wash pit that a uni-
form distribution of the liquor is obtained. As soon
as the .stock is flooded the strong black liquor is

started draining from the bottom of the pit, the ap-
plication of weak liquor being continued at the same
rate as the strong liquor drains off. This strong li-

quor is collected until it reaches a specified test,

which varies in different mills, but is quite fre-

quently 5° Be., and constitutes the liquor going to the
recovery plant. After it reaches 5° Be. it is con-
sidered weak liquor, and is then used for flooding
another pit of .stock for the production of strong li-

quor. As the pits are usually washed in rotation this

weak liquor is not collected in a receiver, but is

pumped directly onto the pit from which the strong
liquor is being taken. "When the weak liquor tests
0° Be., or even less than this if the temperature is

hiffh. it no longer pays for evaporation, and it is al-

lowed to go to waste. The washing is usually fin-

ished "with clear water, and when the washings
draining away are nearly colorless the washing is

considered fini.shed, and the fibre is ready to go to

the stock chest.

This method of washing depends for its efficienej'

nil the .iud^ment and skill of the workmen, as well as

the frequency of the tests and the accuracy of the
hydrometer used. In some plants a continuous indi-

cator is arranged so that the color of the liquor tells

at a jrlaiice how the washing is progressing. Fig. 19
gives the general idea of this device. A small portion
of the strong liquor "flowing from the wash pits i.^.

c'ontinually diverted through the glass U-tube A, and
from thence to the strong liquor tank A. secon:l

U-tube B, of the same bore as A, is placed within
the first as shown. B is filled with the liquor of the
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minimum stri'iijrtli to wliii-li it is dcsiri-il to t'ollecV

the strong liquor, and when the li(iuor in A is of llic

same color as that in U, the collection of strong li-

quor is stopped. Obviously this same device could

be used in judging the strength of the weak liquor.

In washing systematically as above outlined it is

doubtless true that the bleaching properties of the

fibre .suffer somewhat since the application -of black

liquor cannot but be detrimental even though only to

a slight extent. From the standpoint of ease of

bleaching the ideal way would be to flood the brown
stock at once with hot water, and to complete the

washing in that way. This would, however, require

a verj' large volume of hot water, and would deliver

a very weak liquor to the recovery system. The
strength of the strong black liquor, when washing

Slack Liquor Main

r/oyy to Strong

li(fuor i^-n};.

Fig. 19—U-Tube for Washing Tank.

sj'stematieally is from 8 to 12° Be. according to tlie

strength of the cooking liquor and the amount of

condensation from the steam. -The advantages of

producing a liquor of this strength for the evapora-
tors far outweigh any injury to the bleaching proper-

ties caused by the use of black liquor in washing.

The use of hot water in the final washing is gen-

erally recommended, and manj- have the idea that

fibre wa.shed with hot water bleaches more easily

than that washed with cold water. Several very
careful tests on different grades of fibre have proved
that in some eases this is true, although the saving
of bleach in favor of hot washing is not very marked.
In two tests fibres washed with hot water were
found to bleach with 10 and 8.7 per cent of bleach,

while parts of the same cooks washed with cold water
required 10.3 and 9.0 per cent respectively to give
the same color. While this saving is hardly appreci-
able there is a distinct advantage in using hot water,
and that is the saving in time required for comple-
tion of the washing. This alone, in the ease of a plant
working up to its capacity, is .sufficient to justify the
use of hot water.

The time required for washing a pit of stock de-

pcnds on tiic amount of stock which it contains, upon

liic depth which it occupies, and upon a niuubcr of

variable factors. Kven when using the same wash

pits and handling the same amount of stock in them

each time there is enough difference in the rate at

which the liciuor drains through to cause consider-

able variations in the time required. The following

data from tests of cooks in a 15-cord digester give

the aiiproxiniate times of washing when the stock

occui)ics a depth of 8—10 feet in a pit 191/2 ft. in

diameter.
hours.

Time for collecting strong liquor .. 4— 7

Time for collecting weak liquor . .
5— 8

Time for completing the wash wtih

fresh water 2— 3

Total net time 11—18

It is frequently impossible to finish the washing

without interruptions, and on the average it re-

quires about 2f) hours to complete a cycle, including

the time from the start to blow the digester until the

fibre is all sluiced into the stock chest. The time of

washing can be considerably shortened by reducing

the depth of the stock in the pits, as for instance by
dividing a charge between two pits, but the volume
of water required is much increased, which means a

,

weaker licpior going to the evaporators, and there

is frequently a greater loss of alkali in the final

washings. With smaller digester units the washing
can usually be done in less time. One mill producing

six tons of fibre per cook claims to wash in 10 hours

while in the case of units of two tons of fibre the

washing time is about "> hours.

The volume of liquor obtained in washing depend
to some extent on the way the stock drains. If the

strong liquor drains off uniformly over the entire

surface of the pit a comparatively small volume of

high strength will be obtained, but if it drains un-

evenly, due to places which are less easily penetrat-

ed by the wash water, a considerably larger volume
of lower average strength will be collected before the

desired test is reached. For large scale cooks the

volumes obtained per ton of pulp are about as fol-

lows :

Strong liquor 1600—2100 gals.

Weak liquor 1750—2220 gals.

The water required for the final washing varies

considerably more than do the volumes of strong and
weak liquor taken off. This is because there is no
special test to show the completion of washing and
the judgment of the different wash pit men as to

•when the stock is ready to bleach does not always

coincide. Another reason is that no particular em-
phasis is usually placed on the saving of water so

that the final washing is often continued much
longer than is absolutely necessary. Assuming tliat

the volume of final washings drawn 'off equals the

volume of fresh water run on the water necessary

for washing a pit containing nine tons of fibre was
found in one careful test to be 5675 gals. From con-

tinuous records taken during a period of two months
in another mill the average volume of the final wash-
ings was found to be 15,890 gals, for each nine ton

charge.

This final washing carries off a small amount of

alkali and a little fibre. By passing the water through
screens or save-alls a consideral)le part of the fibre
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oaii be recovered, but the alkali, beiii^j; in solution, is

lost. The ulkalinitj' of the wash depends on the

care exercised by the men in charge and very con-

siderable variations occiir; average samples taken

during a long period contained from 0.437 to 3.519

grams per litre of total alkali as sodium carbonate.

Greater variations than this doubtless occur in in-

dividual pits. From tests covering two months" con-

tinuous operation it was found that the loss of al-

kali averaged 11.4 lbs. of sodium carbonate per ton

of fibre produced ; this amounts to about 0.8% of the

alkali added to the digester.

A greater loss of fibre than that in the final wash-
ing occurs in the strong black liquor unless the lat-

ter is put through some kind of a save-all. The rea-

son for this loss is found in the false bottom and the

method of washing out the fibre by means of a heavy
stream of water. This drives some fibre through
the false bottom, where it collects and cannot be en-

tirely washed out no matter how prolonged the wash-
ing of the pit bottom. When this pit is again filled

with brown stock and the black liquor drains through
it washes out this fibre with it, and carries it along to

the recovery system unless a save-all is interposed.

The loss of fibre from this cause and in the final

washing depends on the depth of stock in relation

to the area of the false bottom; in pits 19% ft. in

diameter where the stock occupies a depth of 8-10

ft. the loss has been estimated to be about 0.05% of

the total fibre. While this appears small it amounts
to considerable during the J^ear, in this particular

case to somewhat over 12 tons of fibre.

Black Liquor.
As already noted more than half of the weight of

the dry wood is dissolved during the cooking and all

of this material is present in the black liquor. Because
of the severe action of the caustic soda the products
of the reaction are much degraded and the isolation

of pure substances is very difficult. There have been
recognized, according to Griffin and Little," sodium
formate, acetate and oxalate together with dark col-

ored products resembling ulmic acid. The propor-
tion of acetate is sufficiently great so that it has
proved an attractive subject for study from a recov-
ery standpoint, and a patent was taken out in 1891
by Higgins' for the preparation of acetates by char-
ring the dried liquor at 350°. Difficulties in the sep-

aration and purification of the products have, how-
ever, prevented the successful application of any
such schemes.

Because of the very complicated nature of the ma-
terials present no accurate analysis for organic con-
stituents is possible, and at best only a general idea
of their properties can be obtained. The inorganic
constituents are capable of closer estimation and
have been studied in detail by Griffin'', who gives
the following data for a black liquor derived from a
soda cook of poplar wood, all figures being based on
the weight of total solids at 100° C.
Silica (SiOJ 0.11%
Oxides of iron and alumina (FcjOs & Al.,0.) 0.02
Lime (CaO) '. !'

. . 05
"

Potash (K,0) 0.69 ''

"Griffin & Little: Chemistry of Paper .Making, p.

16.4

"Higgins: Eng. Pat. 13409 (1891).
"Griffin: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 1902. 24, 235.

Soda (Na.O) 25.69

"

Carbon Dioxide (GO,) 3.43^1
Acetic acid 9 . 89 "

Organic matter extracted by naphtha
boiling below 60= C "

1.56 •

Organic matter extracted by ether .. .. 7.14 "

Organic matter extracted by absolute al-

cohol 28.26 '•

Organic matter extracted by water 17.02 '

Total alkali by titration of incinerated

residue 44.25"

Another sample of black liquor from a soda pop-
lar cook, but derived from a different source, was
studied to determine the distribution of the alkali

among the different constituents. This sample con-
tained total alkali equivalent to 65.5 grams per litre

of sodium carbonate, combined as follows:

As acetate 25.8%
As carbonate 8.0"
As hydroxide 13.3 "

With insoluble organic acids .. .. 13.5"
With soluble organic acids 39.4"

The proportion of caustic soda present in this li-

quor is much less than that necessary according to

Klason'", who states that 40% of the total alkali

mu.st remain unused in the black liquor, and that even
if the wood is present in great excess 259.: of the orig-

inal alkali will be found unconsumed. In contradic-
tion to Klason's statement were the results of cooks
of poplar wood with varying amounts of caustic
soda ; if caustic amounting to less than 9.0% of the
weight of the wood was used none at all was present
in the black liquor, while from this point onward an
increase in the caustic iised gradually increased that
present in the black liquor, though even when 18%
was added fully 90% of it was used up and that re-

maining in the black liquor amounted to only 1-4

grams per litre. Even under practical working con-
ditions no such large proportion of caustic remains
unused, as the following analyses of black liquors
from various kinds of woods will show.

Caustic
Kind of wood Black liquor remaining

Grs. per litre Percent Percent on
NaOH causticity bone dry

wood
White maple. . 13.1—14.3 21.1—21.4 5.0— 5.1
White birch . . 8.7—21.5 12.2—28.8 2.9— 7.7
Black Gum . . 20.2—22.1 33.3—35.6 9.8—10.4
Beech 10.6—17.6 18.5—21.3 4.6— 4.8
Poplar .... 6.4—18.1 15.3—29.1 3.5— 8.0

The problem of the commercial utilization of black
liquor is one which has attracted a great deal of at-

tention, and many plans have been proposed for its

solution. A sizing agent for paper has been prepared
from the humic matter precipitated from it by acids
but the pinkish color which it imparts limits its use
to colored papers. It has also been proposed to make
a wood stain from the humus or to nitrate it for the
preparation of brown to yellow dyes. It can also be
used as a base for the preparation of brown sulphur
dyes, but it appears to po.ssess no .special advantages
over the materials generally used, nor do the dyes
prepared from it seem to be of a very desirable shade.
None of these uses would make any appreciable im-
pression on the enormous quantities of black liquor

'"Christiansen :Natronzellstoff, p. 51.
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produced annually, and in all of thein the recovery

value of the soda would be lost in precipitating the

organic matter.

Along a very different line was the attempt to re-

causticize the black liquor by addiuf,' lime. The ap-

paratus was so arranpied that the liquor was taken

from the digester, pumped through the recausticizer

and back to the digester, and the result was a ma-

terial .shortening of the time of cooking. The pre-

cipitate formed by the action of the lime on the black

liquor was very bulky and gelatinous, but while diffi-

cult to handle it did not form an insurmountable ob-

stacle. This scheme was in actual use for some time

and was finally abandoned because the increased di-

gester capacity was found to be unuecessarj'.

It has been proposed by Rinman" to precipitate

the humus by means of carbon dioxide, adding salt to

the liquor in order to obtain a granular precipitate

which can be readily handled. After drying, this

precipitate is destructively distilled and alcohol, ace-

tone, etc., recovered as by-products. In an investiga-

tion of the action of carbon dioxide on black liquor,

made some years ago by the writer, it was proved

that only 9.2% of the total organic matter could be

precipitated by this means, and that after very slight

washing this precipitate is again readily dissolved by

hot water. Veitch and MerrilP^ working with a black

liquor from southern pine, found that 44% of the to-

tal organic matter could be precipitated by carbon

dioxide, and an additional 11% by acetic acid. It is

evident that the kind of wood largely influences the

results obtainable by this method.

The most logical method for obtaining useful by-

products from black liquor appears to be by destruc-

tive distillation of the entire material rather than of

the precipitated humus as outlined above. This pro-

cess has been investigated by many experimenters,

among them Rinman, who has taken out U.S. patent

1,196,290. thus apparently acknowledging its super-

iority to the method employing humus. Such a dis-

tillation can be carried out at a comparatively low

temperature, it not being necessary to go above 400°

C

(752°F), and Lawrence" even claims that 255-300°C

gives the best results. The products obtained are,

non-coudensible gases, methyl alcohol, acetone, alde-

hydes, amines, phenolic oils, tar and the retort resi-

due containing the alkali and carbon. If lime is added
to the black liquor before distilling the acetone con-

tent of the distillate is increased, while if no addition

of alkali is made the alcohol is present in far the

greater amount. The gas given off during the dis-

tillation has a high heating value, and while the

amount produced is not enough to supply all the heat

necessary, yet it would be of material assistance in re-

ducing hiel costs. This process, or slight modifica-

tions of it, is being tried out on a semi-commercial
scale by numerous plants both in America and Europe
and the prospects of success appear to lie excellent.

"Rinman: Papier Ztg., 1911, 3489.

'=r. S. Dept. of Agri., Bureau of Chem. Hull. No.
lo9.

''Paper. Apr. 18. 1917. p. 18.

(To be Continued.)

MATTAGAMI CO. MAKING GOOD PROGRESS.
The fiscal year of the Mattagami Pulp & Paper Com-

pany of Toronto, whose plant is located at Smooth
Rock Falls, Ontario, closed at the end of March. The
results will l)e satisfactory to the shareholders, who
will receive the annual statement about May 1st. The
company for the first eight months of its fiscal year,

which ended necember 31st last, showed net earnings

of $334,580, of which $101,793 was written off to re-

serve for ileplction of timber account, this reserve

standing at $200,000 at the end of 1918. This deduc-

tion left funds available, equal to three times the bond
interest. During the year the company's third diges-

ter was completed, and all that is required to increase

the eapacit.v of the plant to 45,000 tons per annum
is the installation of a new drying machine, which is

now being proceeded with.

W. C. EDWARDS CO. TO BUILD PAPER MILL.
Coiisidoratiou has been given by the private bills

committee of the Commons to the bill increasing the

capital stock of the W. C. Edwards and Company,
Limited, Ottawa, from $4,400,000 to $8,000,000. Mr.
II. P. Hill, solicitor for the company, explained that

the purpose of the increase in capital stock is to pro-

vide funds to enable the company to go into the pulp
and paper business, in addition to the lumber busi-

ness. He intimated that the company will build a

pulp and paper mill at Ottawa or Rockland, more
probably at the latter place. The committee did not
object to the proposed increase in capital stock, but
the bill stood over because the question arose as to

the necessitj' of rescinding former legislation affect-

ing the company, in view of the fact that the bill be-

fore the committee includes a new by-law which may
to some extent conflict with a previous act.

PUBLICATIONS LARGER; MORE ADS.
There was an increase over January in the average

number of pages per copy in all editions of newspa-
pers. Weekl.v magazines showed a slight decrease in

the average number of pages per issue. The average
number of pages of all other publications using book
l)aper showed an increase.

There was an increase over January in the percent-
age of advertising to reading matter in all editions of
publications using new^sprint. The percentage of ad-
vertising to reading matter for weekly magazines of
16 pages and over, and the monthly magazines using
book paper increased. The percentage of advertising
to reading matter for weekly magazines of less than
16 pages and of semi-monthly magazines showed a
decrease.—Federal Trade Commission.

F. J. Fellowes, manager of Eaton's nrinting de-

partment, Winnipeg, is at present in Eastern Can-
ada, visiting the mills.

The Woodlands section of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association is issuing a bulletin written by
Mr. Ellwood Wilson, chief forester for the Lauren-
tide Co., Grand Mere. Que., on the burning of slash.
This briefly emphasizes the importance of disposing
of the debris, and gives directions how it can be safe-
ly burned. The bulletin will be issued to limit hold-
ers and members of the section.

H. B. Hart, president of the British-American Wax
Paper Co. of Toronto, is in England looking after the
formation of a subsidiary company on the other side.
Mr. Elwood is also in London. Details are not yet
available, but Jas. MacArthur, who is manager of the
Toronto plant, thinks the Engli.sh plant will prob-
ably be in or near London.
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Technical Section

CANADIAN WASTE SULPHITE LIQUOR AS A
POSSIBLE SOURCE OF ALCOHOL.

Following is tlie discussion of Di\ Krieble's ad-

dress at the auuiial meeting of the Technical Section
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. The ad-

dress was published in the Pulp and Paper Magaizne
on January 30.

Dr. Bates who occupied the chair, opened the dis-

cussion :

This paper is what our friend Dawe calls "high-
brow stuff," but don't be afraid to di.scuss it. There
are a number of those present who have been inter-

ested in this subject, and it seems to me that this

paper has a value as an indication of what to consider
when you are studying .your waste sulphite liquor.

We are very apt to think of the apparatus, costs, etc.,

without studying our individual conditions.

Mr. Keay continued: I have been .somewhat as-

sociated with the work to which Dr. Krieble has made
reference. Some of the samples were sent also to

Mechanicville, where the Ekstrom process of recover-

ing alcohol from sulphite waste liquor is used, and
the results checked almost exactly with those which
Dr. Krieble recorded.

There is another process which was proposed with-

in a year or two by Dr. McKee, of Columbia University.

I don't know whether it will be interesting or necessar.v

to go into the technical details of this, but it is op-

posed to the contentions of the European investigators

that it is necessary to get the SO, out of the waste
liquor before fermentation is attempted. Dr. McKee
by blowing air through the liquor was able to carry
on fermentation and keep the j'east alive, without
entirely removing the SOo or acid by neutralizing the

liquor.

We tried it ourselves, without much success, but
we finally sent some samples to Dr. McKee, and he
returned four analyses, which also checked wevy
closely with the results of Dr. Krieble, so it shows
that there are three or four practical methods where-
by recovery of alcohol may be effected.

We went into the matter very thoroughly, not ex-

actly from a commercial point of view, hut rather
from i)atriotic motives, and we hoped to produce the
alcohol when it was most needed, but fortunately
the war has closed, and we trust the necessity for se-

curing this alcohol in large quantities for munition
purposes is no longer urgent.

In connection with the paper, two very important
matters appear to be .settled. One is that there is no
great difference between the yield of alcolioi from
the balsam and the spruce. It was tliought the dif-

ference in yield amongst the mills must be account-
ed for by the fact that some had more balsam in the
wood. Dr. Krieble has successfully disproved that..
The second one is that it will be necessary, if one
hopes to obtain a high yield of alcohol from the
waste liquor, to keep the sulphite cooking tempera-
ture below or around 140 or 145 degrees centigrade.

There is a curious fact about the -elationship be-
tween the fermentable .sugars and th-^ organic resi-

due in the liquor. There seems to be a definite ratio
in certain localities. One locality in Eastern Canada
gave 21 per cent, of this fermentable sugar, and in

another locality it was 14 per cent—exactly two-
thirds. That was not represented by one mill alone;
there were three or four mills in one case.
The commercial a.spect of this by-product recov-

ery, now that tlie war is over, depends entirely upon
what the Government's attitude will be toward per-
mitting industrial alcohol to be duty free. For 65
per cent, over-proof industrial alcohol, the excise tax
is something like $1.23, isn't it?

The Chairman: $2.40 per proof gallon, amounting
to .$4.95.

Mr. Keay: For commercial use that throws it out
of the question. Xo mill in Canada will be interest-
ed. If this excise tax were taken off, there undoubt-
edly would be a great demand for alcohol for indus-
trial purposes, over what there is now, otherwise
the matter can not be of great interest. Mr. Stadler
and 1 estimated that on the pre-war ba.sis;, t]ie Laur-
entide and the Belgo-Canadian Companies together
could have produced all the alcohol that was' used
for industrial purposes in Canada. There sliouM be,
following the taking off of the duty, an extra demand
over former requirements.
The Chairman: It might be of interest to explain

the commercial phase to those present. It is true
that the high excise tax has limited the consumption
of alcohol in this country. I might say that a bill
for the removal of the excise tax has been authorized
by the Reconstruction Committee of the Cabinet, and
Parliament will probably act on it in the coming
session, so it is hoped that Canada will soon be al-
lowed free industrial alcohol. That is the only hope
we have of extending the consumption of alcohol
through the development of the manufacturing of
various products that can be made from alcohol.
Mr. Crossley: I understand the proposition has

been made before the Advisory Council of Research
that no foodstuffs can be used for alcohol. If that
were carried out, I .suppose it would increase the mar-
ket for industrial alcohol.
The Chairman: I doubt very much if anv Parlia-

ment would make such rigid restrictions as 'prohibit-
ing the use of foodstuffs for alcohol, as Mr. Crossley
refers to. It is true that the raw materials for alco-
hol are now imported, corn from the United States
and molasses. Sulphite liquor is about the only raw'
inaterial we have in this country. It is a waste pro-
duct and not a foodstuff, but I am pretty sure that
sulphite alcohol will have to survive on the basis of
competition, and no doubt that is the best basis

Mr. Carruthers a.sked
: I would like to inquire what

volume of liquor would be necessary to warrant the
investment for the recovery of sulphite liquors?
Would only the large mills be able to engage in this
or would a, say, two-digester mill, of 50 or 60 tons'
utilize it?

''

Mr Berger replied: As near as I can understand
it. It does not pay to recover alcohol from a verv small
mill, because the overhead would be too high' but it
IS just a matter of the price vou could "-et for' the al
^•'^°^:

,f
t the present time, I don't think it would be

profitable for any mill of less than 40 tons per dav

thisT
'°*° '* ^'^'^'^ ^''"'''^^^" "'"' ^^« ^'^a"" than

Mr. Keay, replying to a question of the Chairman,
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said: It would actually cost, at present prices, in the"

neighborhood of thirty cents per American gallon to

produce this alcohol fi-om sulphite waste liquor in

Canada.
As a motor fuel. 1 understand alcoliol is not en-

tirely satisfactorj-—not as satisfactory as rjasoline. It

may be enriched by liydrocarbon oils aiul satisfactor-

ily used. That is a i)oiiit which must be taken into

consideration, if we propose to use alcohol for this

purpose. T think that, with the prevailing cost of

.supplies, and equipment, it would be rather discour-

aging for mills producing much under one hundred
tons of sulphite pulp per day to undertake this alco-

hol recovery.

Mr. Stadlcr: I don't think that alcohol made from

sulphite waste liquor will ever be used as fuel in this

country, because the cost of production is too high,

the present price of gasoline and other fuel consid-

ered, but what will probably help the recovery of al-

cohol from sulphite waste liquors, is the increased

demand of alcohol for manufacturing ])urposes. At
the present time, practically all the products which
are made from alcohol are imported into Canada ; I

have no figures at my disposal just now, as to how
much is imported, but I went through this list some
time ago, when the Belgo-Canadian and the Lauren-

tide were investigating the matter, and T believe that

if there is a little interest shown by the manufactur-

ers using alcohol, the mills which are now running

their waste into the river will socni consider the pro-

duction of alcohol from this sulphite waste liquor.

It is for the Canadian manufacturers to manufacture

stuff which can be made out of alcohol. There are

a good many such articles which, with a little edu-

cational work, can be made at home, and we will not

have to import so mnch.
Mr. Stephenson: In a recent number of a British

chemical periodical there was a report of a discus-

sion there on this matter, of industrial alcohol, and
its relation to two phases; one. the use of grain and
the other the nse of wood products. It was also stat-

ed that if one hundred million srallons of alcohol could

be placed in Great Britain, and mixed with fifty mil-

lion gallons of benzol, which could be recovered and
easily obtained, the motor fuel problem of Great Brit-

ain would be very largelv taken care of. The dis-

cussion also brought out the advisabilitv or at least

the possibility of British Dominions furnishins the al-

cohol from their wood waste, and waste sulphite li-

quor.

The Chairman : I misrht say that in Canada there

are two or three large distilleries that make "booze"
and industrial alcohol from srrain and molasses. Some
of these companies have spoken rather favorably of

waste sulphite liquor as raw material for alcohol, and
have said they would like to set in touch with some
of the mills which were considering makinar sulphite

alcohol : that the?" misrht be interested in the distill-

ing end. They have the necessary equipment, which
is now practically idle, and they know the ferment-
ingr and distilling business.

This sulphite alcohol industrv is well established
in Europe, and will be established hi Canada, and I

think the lesson of this paper and disc\ission should
be that great care should be taken with the first de-

velopment. Too much should not be taken for

granted, and I hope we will be willing to pool oiir in-

formation and make the first development a .success

as a basis for further expansion.

.Mr. lla/.cM: 1 had occasion to look into this ((ucs-

tion oi' industrial alcohol from sulphite liquor, and

among other things, while looking into it, I had one

or two conferences with the iiiaiuigers of one of the

distilleries, and we both thought the odds in favor

of alcohol from suli)hite liquor were very slender.

The cost of production—I am sorry I have not got

tile exact figures here—the cost of production was
so near the ordinary cost of alcohol when the duty

was removed that it became a venture of rather

doubtful outlook. Now, in a new industry like thi.^,

one wants a very good chance of financial success.

There is just one other suggestion that occurs to me
in connection with the matter for the pulp manufa'i-

turer. I don't think that the cost of refining is .so

serious a one if handled along certain lines, as it

might be. The wood alcohol people establish the

oven plant where the wood is cheap, separate the

acetic acid and concentrate the crude wood alcohol

to 90% strength, in a simple and inexpensive still.

This unrefined crude wood alcohol is then shipped in

tank cars to a central jilant. where it is refined for

the market.
If thus plan of operation were followed by the pulj)

mills it would minimize materially the expense of re-

fining, as the distilling equipment needed at the mill

would be comparativel.v inexpensive. The proced-

ure suggested involves no loss of labor or of heat,

and a central refinery operating for the benei'it of

all the mills in a given district such as for the prov-

ince of Quebec would be perfectly feasible, and, in

my opinion, economical, as it woidd reijuire only one

expensive refining outfit and eliminate the duplica-

tion of plant and of staff otherwise involved. 1

think such a pooling of the refining operations is :i

logical development that should be carefull.v consid-

ered.

The Chairman suggested that in planning any such
co-operation, the pidp mill see to it that the refiner

does not get all the profit.

Mr. Stadler: The refining installation which is re-

quired is a very small percentage of the plant cost.

The main cost of the installation is in getting what-
ever alcohol there is in the waste liquor, and separ
ating it. I think in a mill of a capacity of one hun-
dred tons per da.v or more it would be much better

to refine the alcohol, and if any of the big mills took
it up, the}' would finish the alcohol ready for use.

Mr. Berger: There is one point that might be
brought into this discussion, and which will have
some bearing on the future, and that is, the pollu-

tion of the streams. I do not know how strict Can-
ada is regarding this matter, but the United States
Government is getting very .strict along this line.

They are getting after the mills for polluting the
streams, the same as the tanneries and stock yards,
or anything like that. No doubt other countries will

do likewise.

Mr. Hazen stated that during the week he had
seen a sample of the evaporated liquor, and found it

contained 28 per cent tannin, which is being used
in some cases in place of high priced tannin.
The Chairman said: It is not really tannin, but is

used to fill in—as a filler in connection with tannin.
NOTE: On the charts on page 118 of this Maga-

zine, the curves should all begin at the .5th hour in-

stead of the 4th.

A discu.ssion of Sulphite "Waste Liquor by the T. A.
P. P. I. is giveii in Paper, March 19.
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W. C liej-iiokls, who enlisted with the (Jth Canadian

Mounted Rifles, Hamilton, for overseas service, and

was taken a prisoner at tlie battle of Cambrai, by

the Germans and kept in confinement for three

months, recently returned to Toronto. He was for

several years employed on the office staff of the Pro-

vincial Paper Mills Co., and has now taken a position

with the Barber mill at Georgretown, Ont.

Gunner Arthur A. Hobson, who has been overseas

for several years with the 22n(l Howitzer Battery,

2Tid Canadian Division, has returned to Toronto. He
was formerly employed for several years in the of-

fice of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

Archie Reid, formerly accountant in the office of

the Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toronto, who enlist-

ed with the Cobourg Heavy Battery, and later was
with the 2nd Division Heavy Trench Mortars, has re-

turned from overseas. He has pone to Valleyfield,

Que., where he has been appointed office manager of

the National Paper Co.

H. C. Woods, of Vancouver, has been appointed

manager of Warwick Bros, and Rutter. manufactur-

ing stationers, Toronto, succeeding N. A. Sinclair, who
occupied that position for the past fifteen years, but

left recently to take a responsible position with a

large New York concern. Mr. Woods has been with

Warwick Bros, and Rutter for the past eighteen

years, and has covered the western territory. R. S.

Greenwood, formerly in the book and stationery

business in St. Catharines, and latterly with the

Robert Simpson (^o., Toronto, has joined the staff of

Warwick Bros, and Rutter, and will supervise the

ground formerly looked after by Mr. Woods.
T. J. Allen, of Paper Sales. Limited, Toronto, spent

the past week calling upon the trade in Ottawa and
other eastern points, and reports that the prospects

for spring business are good.

John B. Benson, passed away recently in Midland.
Ont., at the age of eighty-four years. He was widely
known as a timber and pulp wood expert.

W. D. Woodruff. President of the Lineoln Paper
Mills Co., Merritton, Ont., accompanied by his wife

and young son, is spending a few weeks at Jekyll

Island, off the coast of Georgia.

Aid. Thomas H. Manlev, of Sarnia. Ont., died re-

cently from an attack of influenza. He was forty-

four years of age, and had held a number of import-

ant positions, being prominentlv identified with the

Knis-hts of Pythias. Aid. Manlev was widely known
as a paper, stationerv and book dealer, and conducted
a successful biisiness.

Travis A. Tod. formerlv with the Federated Press.

Montreal, and also former sales mana£rer of the Na-
tional Paper Co.. is now at the head of the Montreal
Herald iob department. Messrs. Ronalds and Thorn-
ton, until latelv identifi^^d with the latter establish-

ment, have ioined S. B. Foote & Co., Montreal, who
ai'c widelv known printers in connection with the

piililir'ntion of Telephone Directories, etc.

VV. 15. Frederick, ot Kuehester, X.Y., representing
the Diamond State Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa., manu-
facturers of fibre papers, was in Toronto last week
calling upon the trade.

The remains of Lieut. Scott Waldie, late of the

Canadian Forestry Corps, who died recently at a

Canadian demobilization camp in Wales, from pneu-
monia, were brought to Toronto and taken to Bur-
lington, Ont., last week, for interment. Lieut. Waldie
was a brother of K. S. Waldie, President of the To-
ronto Paper Mfg. Co., and previous to joining the

122nd Muskoka Battalion for overseas service, was
sales manager of the Victoria Harbor Lumber Co.

Col. F. H. Deacon, of Toronto, has purchased the
property of the late John Waldie, 75 Park Road, Rose-
dale, Toronto, at a price that is stated to be $110,000.

The real estate covers about eight and a half acres,

and was the home of Mr. Waldie, for many years iden-

tified with the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., and the Vic-
toria Harbor Lumber Co.

E. D. Hand, a veteran publisher, died recently in

Feuelon Falls, Ont., at the advanced age of eighty-
seven years. In the early days there w^as not a bet-

ter known or more respected newspaper man in the
Midland district. He established several weekly pa-
pers, including the Lindsay Advocate, which after-

wards became the Warder, the Bobcaygeon Indepen-
dent, and latterly the Fenelon Falls Gazette, which
he conducted for many years until he retired. Four
daughters and three sons survive Mr. Hand.

A charter has been granted the ChippcM^a River
Timber Co., Limited, with a capital stock of $500,000,
and headquarters in Toronto, in the Manning Ar-
cade, 24 King street west. It is understood that Cana-
dian and Illinois capital are interested in the new or-

ganization, which is empowered to carry on a lum-
bering business in all its branches, as well as manu-
facture and deal in pulp and paper. The company
have acquired extensive timber interests in Northern
Ontario, which they will proceed to develop in the
course of a few months, and erect a saw mill as well as
take out a considerable quantity of pulp wood.

It is expected that the first annual meeting of the
Canadian Paper Trade Association, of which John F.
Ellis of Toronto, is President, and N. L. Martin, of
Toronto, secretary, will be held in Winnipeg in June,
at a date to be fixed later. John Martin of Winni-
peg, is Vice-President of the Association, and E. S.

Munroe, of Toronto, Treasurer.

An important convention of photo engravers, rep-
resenting firms from all parts of Canada, from the
Atlantic a.s far west as Winnipeg, was held in To-
ronto last week, at which a national association of
the craft was completed, and officers elected. Sev-
eral leading photo engravers from the I'uited Sttaes
were also in attendance to assist in the organization
of the Canadian body ,and to advise the craftsmen
of the Dominion out of the experience gained by a
similar association now operating across the border.
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The plant of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., at Corn-

wall, Ont., will be closed down for two weeks from

ilarch 29, while the annual repairs are being made

by the Department of Railways and Canals to the

Cornwall canal. During this time the paper mill

equipment will be given a thorough overhauling.

T'nited Paper Mills, Toronto, are opening a branch

in Hamilton, at 64 John street North, and have taken

over the flat paper section of the National Paper

Goods, Limited. C. W. Paul, who has been western

Ontario representative of United Paper Mills for

some years, will have charge of the new Hamilton

branch, and still look after his old ground. National

Paper Goods will devote their attention henceforth

exclusively to the manufacture of envelopes, pape-

teries and fancy stationery, and will greatly increase

their facilities and output at their premi.ses, 144 Queen

St. North, Hamilton.

A charter has been granted to the Jost Company,

Limited, with head(iuarters in Montreal and a capital

stock of $50,000. to carry on the business as manufac-

turers of and dealers in pulpwood, pulp, paper, etc.

Among those interested are P. M. Jost and A. E.

Weaver, of Westmount, Que.

Howard J. Searight, private secretary of Brigadier-

General J. B. White, manager of the pulpwood and

lumbering department of the Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co., Montreal, died recently from an attack of pneu-

monia. He was twenty-six years of age, and had been

in the service for eight years. The remains were tak-

en to Norwood, Out., his former home, for interment.

The Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co., Port Arthur,

Ont., are taking on a number of returned soldiers in

their woods, shipping and chemical research depart-

ments, and reports that the men are making good in

their new work. A. G. Pounsford, general manager

of the company, was in Toronto last week on business,

and reports that the mill has an ample supply of pulp-

wood on hand for the coming year.

John G. Sutherland, of Dayton, Ohio, sales man-

ager of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills,

Limited, was in Toronto last week calling upon his

many old friends in the trade. He reports that all

the plants of the company are busy and running

smoothly.

The regular quarterly dividend of one and three-

quarter per cent, on the preferred stock of the Abitibi

Power and Paper Co., Limited, has been declared

for the past quarter. The Riordon Pulp and Paper

Co. have also declared their regular quarterly dividend

of one and three-quarter per cent, on the preferred

stock of that organization, while the Pacific-Burt Co.,

Toronto, manufacturers of counter check books and

paper boxes, have just announced the regular divi-

dend of one and three-quarter per cent, on the pre-

ferred shares.

The United Financial Corporation has been formed

representing the union of C. Meredith & Co., Limited,

Montreal, with the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York,

Sir Charles Gordon, who is vice-president of the

Bank of Montreal, and was president of the Meredith

house, retains the presidency of the new organiza-

tion. Sir Charles is a director of the Provincial Pa-

per Mills Co., Toronto. Among the other directors

of the new financial merger are George Chahoon, Jr.,

President of the Laurentide Co., Grand' Mere. Que.,

and C. R. Hosmer, who is a director of the Canada
Paper Co., Limited.

Ebenezer Picken, the veteran proprietor of the

Beaver Hall Hill book shop in Montreal, passed away
suddenly last week, aged seventy-eight years. His

shop was the resort of many liook lovers, who were

in search of ancient prints, fine old engravings, and

rare publications, and had been conducted by him
for forty years. Mr. Picken represented probably the

last of the old school of book sellers, who knew and
tlioroughly loved the contents of the volumes which

filled his shelves.

The Toronto News, which was recently acquired by
a new company, this week appeared under a new
title, and is now issued as the Toronto Times. C. W.
McDiarmid continues as general manager, and F. D.

L. Smith as editor-in-chief. The new daily presents

an attractive typographical appearance, and has

adopted the plan of arranging all the news under de-

partment heads, so that the reader knows where to

look for what he wants. The experiment will be

watched with interest.

Large quantities of pulp are being shipped via Hali-

fax to France. Recently 40,000 tons were forwarded
by one company in that city.

The Montreal Star has joined the ranks of two-cent

papers. For some months the Saturday edition has

been two cents, but the publishers held on at one

cent for the other five daj^s. They say that contracts

for paper at a very favorable price are expiring, hence
the increase.

Geo. H. Hadskis, formerly Purchasing Agent of the

Lake Superior Paper Co., and the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Mills of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario,

has severed his connections with the above companies
to take up the duties of Sales Manager for The Lind-
say Wire Weaving Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, covering
Canada and all Eastern States.

NEW PAPER IN CALGARY.
Robb Sutherland announced that the Evening News

Company had received a charter and would operate
an evening newspaper in Calgary, starting in April.

The moderation league is back of the enterprise, he
said. The incorporators are Robb Sutherland, Charles
J. Lang, H. J. Marshall and Sergeant-]\Iajor Bateson.
'Sir. Sutherland states that the organization has no
connection with the Calgary Canadian.

UNCAS MILL IN CANADIAN HANDS.
The "Uncas" mill of the American Straw Board

Co. at Norwich, Conn., is now the "locus operandi"
of the Ironsides Board Corporation. Canadian in-

terests have acquired the property, which contains
three board machines, one 76", one 122" and one 132"
five c.vlinder machines, with a capacity of 150 tons
per day. Additional equipment is being added in the
form of .stone roll beaters, ball bearings on main
shafts, cylinder molds, etc., and Sturtevant hot air
system on the machines.
The new company proposes to manufacture high

grade test and fibre boards only, for which a mar-
ket has already been secured. The president is J. G.
Mays, wlio is well known among pulp and paper men,
and who for three years has been connected in an
official capacity in the development of the 150-ton
sulphite mill of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co. T.
W. Fraser is engaged as Local Manager.
We wish you great success, Joe, and hope you will

buy your pulp in Canada.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, March 24:.—The paper iuar£et continues

spotty, and lately there have been many ups and

downs. Business with some firms is decidedly bri^sk,

and with others it is comparatively quiet. All buy-

ing is largely from hand to mouth, and there is no

disposition to place large orders. There are several

reasons for this, and one is the uncertainty regarding

the tariff. Until the Fhianee Minister at Ottawa has

delivered his budget speech, and it is known what

changes if any are to be made in the fiscal policy of

the country, there will naturally be a certain amount

of hesitancy. Manufacturers and other large concerns

Avant to know if the business war profits tax is to be

continued, what will be the legislation in regard to

income assessment, how it will be applied, etc., and

there is also the element of labor. What will be done

on May day, will there be any strikes or fresh de-

mands? There are many features that have to be

taken into consideration, and naturally firms are pro-

ceeding cautiously.

Prices are holding firm in nearly all grades. There

has been a reduction of about a quarter of a cent on

bristols. It was mentioned recently that there has

been a decrease of about eight to ten per cent, on

toilet papers. During the past week there was a

drop on bleached tissues. No. 1 bleached have been

selling, 20 x 30 size, per ream, at $1.55, and the fig-

ure is now $1.35. The quotation for 24 x 36, per ream,

has been $2.20; it is now $1.90. Toilet and tissue

plants are fairly busy, and are able to give prompt
deliveries. Coated paper mills are running pretty full,

and it has been rumored that there is going to be an
increase of one cent in raw stock. If this comes into

effect it wil mean an advance in the figure for the

finished product.

The market for sulphite pulp is still quiet, and pro-

duction has been cut down by a number of mills.

Prices are still holding at the figures quoted, and it

is felt that in a short time there will be an increased
demand. Sulphate pulp is now quoted at $90 at the
mill. Shipments of kraft paper and sulphate pulp to

England and France are limited owing to the restric-

tions and absence of sufficient ocean tonnage. There
are quite heavy cargoes going forward, hnwovor, to

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, although

some of the mills have large stocks on hand. Wrap-
ping paper mills report business as fair.

There was a meeting of the wrapping paper sec-

tion of the Canadian Paper Trade Association held

recently in Toronto, at which several matters were
taken up and better trade relations considered. A
resolution was sent to the tissue and wrapping paper
mills pledging the support of the Association to the

Made-in-Canada movement, and expressing a willing-

ness to .ioin with the manufacturers generally in the

proposition to encourage the use and sale of Cana-

dian-made paper products. It is understood that the

m:niufacturers of kraft paper have adopted a resale

price on kraft in ton lots and less than ton lots in or-

der to stabilize conditions, and in the interest of bet-

ter conditions in merehandizinor.
""

It is expected that, what will probably be the last

sittinsr of the news print iTivestigation will be held

in Ottawa on Monday, April 9th. The auditors have
been completing their supplementary reports, and the

mills will submit their final argument in the case. As
soon as the Peace terms are signed it is expected
thfjt the government regulation and control of news
Tirint will be called off. and the old law of supply and
demand will henceforth govern. The news print mills

are busv. as advertising with the most of the daily

and weeklv papers is good, and .shows in many in-

stances a decided increase. The result is that orders

are beincr increased, as with the discussion on the

t-iriff and Parliamentary proceedings, there are addi-

tions to the number of regular readers. There have
been favorable conditions so far as water and mild

wpather are concerned for production, and the coal

bill of most mills are decidedly less than a vear ago
owiuGr to the exceptionally warm weather. Shipping
r-onditions are also excellent, and no complaints are

heard with respect to transportation.

There is a marked dullness in the waste paper line,

and mills are not buying heavily for the most part,

as paper box manufacturers are not busv. and board
mills are well .supplied. Some printers have a good
stock of low grade bonds and machine finish paper
on hand, as well as white wove writing paper. With
tlio lionk mills gcncrnlly business is good, and the out-
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look U i-oiisidered favorable. Altentiou is being di-

rected more and more to export business. Prices are

rigid, and it is pleasing to record there has been a

considerable picking up of conditions in these lines

across the border. That the future of the paper in-

dustry is viewed with assurance is indicated in the

way that the listed stocks keep up in value and the

trading brisk. There is a feeling that earnings this

year will be better than evei". and with conditions

stabilized and no unforeseen barrier in the way, the

volume of trade during 1919 should be satisfactory.

Each week sees a number of new incorporations

in the pulp and paper arena. Companies are getting

ready to make extensions when the proper time comes,

and with the recent reductions in the price of steel it

is believed there will be a fall in the cost of pulp and

paper mill eipiipmeut to something like those which

prevailed before the war, although installations, ow-

ing to labor and other conditions, will never be as low

as in 1913.

The price at which tag manilla is now being sold

by the jobbers to the consuming trade is <s cents in

car load lots, S^/j cents on one half ton, and up to ton

lots, and 9 cents in ream lots up to one ton.

The price of board will be the same for the next

three months or up to the end of June, as it has been

for the previous three months, straw board being .^75

per ton. chip board. $75, vat lined chip board $80,

filled wood board $83, news lining 80 cents per 100

sheets of 1,200 square inches.

ilnch interest is being taken by Canadian artists

and designers in the com]ietition inaugurated by the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association in the prize of

one hundred dollars offered for the best trade-mark

design or insignia suitable as a label to be attached

to the various products of the members, the contest

closing on April 1.5. As is explained in the official

announcement the purpose of the trade-mark is to

increase the use of Canadian made paper by enabling

purchasers readily to identify such paper as distinct

from that produced in countries other than Canada,
and the competition is open to any one not directly

connected with the Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation.

Paper.

•News (rolls) at mill, m carload lots -$3.45

•News (rolls) in less than carload lots $3.52V^
•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

•News (sheets) in less than carload lots .....$3,921/^

xBook papers ('carload). No. 1 $9.75

xBook papers (ton lots\ No. 1 $10.00

xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers Cton lots), No. 2 $9.75

sBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots). No. S $8.75

Ledgers 18c up
"sulphite bonds IS^^c

Light tinted bonds 14i/4e

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White Wrapping $5.25

Writings No. 2 (M.F.) 121/2 up
Coated book and litho. No. 1 $12.25

Coated book and litho. No. 2 .$11.25

Coated book and litho, No. 3 $10.50

Coated book and litho, colored .... $12.50 to $14.00

Grev Browns $5.25

Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up
Fibre $7.35

Manila. No. 1 $7.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $6.50

Ungla/.cd kraft $9.00

Glazed kraft ., ..$9.00

Tissues, bleached $1.35 to $1.90

Tissue, (unbleached sulphite) $1.35 to $1.75 1

Tissues, cap $1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, manila 90c. to $1.20

Natural greaseproof 15c.

Bleached grease proof 19c.

Genuine vegetable parchment 27c.

Bleached white glassine 22c
Drug papers, whites and tints 9e. to 10c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent.

Paper bags, kraft 27^,^ and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent.

Gusset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent.

Straw board $75 00

Chip board $75.00

Vat lined chip board $80.00

Filled wood board .$83.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

Manila lined folding board, chip back . . . . .$87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board, No. 3 $75.00

Tag board $155.00

White patent coated board $115.00 to $130.00

Grey folding board $115.00

Pasted board $95.00

•For Canada only.

X—These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Pulp.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $27.00 to .$29.00

Sulphite, news grade $70.00 to $75.00

Sulphite, easT bleaching $90.00 to $95.00

Sulphite, bleached $120.00 to .$125.00

Sulphate $90.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. March 22.—There has been very little

change of an important character in the paper mar-
ket this week. Demand for at least some kinds of

paper has expanded, but aggregate business contin-

ues to involve limited quantities of merchandise, with
buyers still pursuing the same conservative policy

that they have followed for some time. Export busi-

ness has increased to an extent. South American
buyers appear to be gradually acquiring confidence
in the market, and the maintenance of prices, and
are placing orders with less hesitancy than has char-

acterized their actions during recent months. Domes-
tice consumers, however, are confining their pur-
chases mainly to supplies directly needed, though
the gradual increase in consumption is creative of a

somewhat better demand.
Prices on the whole are close to levels previously

reported. Certain grades of paper, notably coarse
papers and the cheaper qualities of writing, bond
and ledger, have sagged slightly, but there has been
no great amount of selling pressure exerted on buy-
ers, and the fluctuation in prices has been within
("omparatively negligible limits.

Newsprint is one of the firm items in the trade at
jn-esent. Publi.shers are absorbing supplies in a eon-
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sistent way, and are frequently coming into the mar-

ket for additional lots to augment their contract

shipments, with the result that a fairly large tran-

sient business is passing. Between 3.75 and 4.00 cents

per pound is the range of prices quoted to transient

purchasers on roll newsprint, wliido side runs are

selling at 'S.'tO to 3.75 cents.

Book papers are in steady call and ileniand appears

to be on the increa.se. Prices are firm and mills are

displaying a more independent attitude than for some

time. Wrapping papers are in light demand, and
prices are easy. No. 1 kraft is ([uoted at around 8.00

cents a pound, and No. 2 at 7.00 cents. Fine papers

are sought only in restricted volume, yet (juotatious

are maintained. Most mills have comparatively large

stocks of high grade writings on hand and, because

of the fact that the bulk of their holdings has been

produced at high costs, are little disposed to cut

prices simply as an inducement to buyers.

Boards have firmed in price. Manufacturers are

now quoting at a basis of about $37 to .$38 per ton

for chip, and seem determined to maintain prices

notwithstanding the rather slow demand from con-

suming sources.

GROUNDWOOD.—Inactivity reigns in the market
for groundwood pulp, and few transactions involv-

ing important tonnages of pulp are going through at

present. Consumers apparently have their current

requirements covered bj' contract supplies, and are

unwilling to accept offerings of spot pulp unless be-

ing in actual need of additional amounts. Between
.$26 and $27 a ton at the grinding plant is the range
of prices in the East, with some sales reported at con-

cessions.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Demand for chemical pulp
continues dull. Such sales as are being accomplished
by manufacturers seldom involve other than negli-

gible tonnages, and there is a distinctly easy tone

to prices on domestic grades. The truth of the mat-
ter seems to be that producers have stocks on hand
which they are anxious to move, and which they are

unable to find an outlet for, so that they are offer-

ing to .shade prices in an apparent effort to attract

buyers. Foreign pulp is held with comparative firm-

ness, though offerings appear on the increase. Never-
theless, available supplies of imported pulp are de-

cidedly meagre, and owners seem to be well able to

hold for the prices wanted. Domestic bleached .sul-

phite is quotable at a range of 5.25 to 6.00 cents a

pound. One of the largest producers is still quoting
the latter figure, though sales in other quarters at

5.75 cents, and even down to 5.25 cents, have been
recorded. Domestic unbleached sulphite of news-

print quality is held at arouiul $70 per ton, while

easy bleach is quoted at $S5 to $90. Kraft is weak
and available in larger quantities than for some time

at $85 to $90 a ton f.o.b. pulp mill.

HAGS.—The market for rags is quiet, and few

transactions of an important character have been eon-

sunuuated this week. Mills are coming into the mar-

ket at intervals to purchase odd parcels of stock

found available at attractive prices, or else needed to

fill out supplies on hand on some run of paper, but

the aggressive movement of supplies into consuming

channels is at best light and of insufficient volume

to have influence on values. No. 1 repacked old white

rags are .selling at around 5.50 cents a pound, while

repacked thirds and blues are freely available at 3.25

and street soiled whites at 3.00 cents. New cuttings

are in restricted call, though in the long run there is

a relatively better demand for them than for old

stock.

PAPER STOCK.—Low trrades of old paper are

sought in fairly large volume, and prices in one or

two instances have risen just a shade this week. No.

1 mixed papeJ" has featured the demand, and has sold

in larger quantity than for some time, with mills

paying in the neighborhood of 40 cents per hundred
pounds f.o.b. New York. Flat stock also has been

sought in a consistent way at a price basis of around
1.25 cents for heavy ])ooks and magazines. High
grade paper stock is noticeably neglected by manu-
facturers. Shavings are moving merely in lots of a

carload or two at a time, and in scattered directions.

Dealers explain the poor demand for shavings to the

easier position of wood pulp, and the resultant larger

\ise of the primary nmterial by mills. No. 1 hard
white shavings are offered at about 5.00 cents a pound
New York, while No. 1 soft whites are available in

good-sized tonnage at 4.00 cents and less.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—The situation in old bag-

ging is characterized by dullness and easiness. Con-
sumers are confining their current purchasing to an
occasional car or two found available at low prices,

aud it is problematical just what definite market
values are. No. 1 scrap bagging is offered at 2.40

to 2.50 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, and the prob-
abilities are supplies can be secured at cheaper fig-

ures. Old Manila rope is moving in a fairly consis-

tent manner, though in limited volume. Arrivals
from abroad are increasing, and this of course
prompts consumers to keep out of the domestic mar-
ket unless in immediate need of fresh supplies. Be-
tween 4.75 and 5.00 cents a pound at the point of

shipment is the range of quotations on No. 1 domestic
rope.
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EDITORIAL

IMPROVING FOREST SERVICE.

A proposal has beeu made in Outario for convert-

ing the forestry service into a permanent perennial

organization. It is felt by many that more stable

L'onditions can be obtained and greater efficiency by

enlarging thrf scope of the present organization, and

changing it so as to give the members of the force

greater authority.

Major A. K. Lawrence, who has lived for some

years in the north country, and has had a good oppor-

tunity to study forestry and forest ranging condi-

tions at first hand, has conceived a plan

whereby the operation of forest protective measures

can be made more effective. A careful estimate in-

dicates the possibility of covering the ground at a

less expense than is now carried by the province for

maintaining the present fire ranging force, and other

activities that might be undertaken by such a force

and connected with their regular duties. It would

be possible by thus combining the duties of fire rang-

ing, timber estimating, log scaling, protection of

game, inspection of homestead sites, etc., to provide

work for a permanent force throughout the year. And
to these duties could be added the policing of the

forest covered areas and the operation of nurseries

and reforestation of burnt over and other waste

lands not suited to agriculture. Including police du-

ties with those of the fire ranger and game warden

is a very easy and natural step, and if we add to this

a regular uniform for these officers we immediatel3'

stabilize the force and give the individuals a respect-

demanding position in the community which cannot

be expected of a civilian. The wearing of a uniform

and a membership in a permanent and respected or-

ganization which is rendering an important service to

the community will have a very inspiring effect on

the members of the force, and will tend to maintain

discipline and foster an esprit de corps which is an

exceedingly important factor in a body of men who
are given the degree of authority thai should be ex-

ercised by a force of this kind in the community they

will serve.

The present service has done good work under a

very considerable handicap, both as regards funds
and men available as forest rangers. The time of

the head of this .service is so greatly taken up with

petty administrative duties that it is practically im-

possible to give the degree of attention to real for-

e.stry problems that the situation deserves. The new

plan would make it more attractive for a man who
loves the woods to find satisfactory employment the
year round, and it would be a simple, as well as a
sensible matter to allow a part of the force, or per-
haps even to require them, to take up the intensive
study in the winter time of some special features of

fire protection, reforestation, or other subjects con-
nected with their work. The Ontario .service is al-

ready employing a number of returned soldiers, and
it is likely that a majority of the force can be re-

cruited from these men who have served on the other
side, and have learned to respect and honor a uniform,
to appreciate discipline and who, if they have beeu
in the forestry service, will have seen the advantage
of maintaining forests in a .state of maximum effi-

ciency.

The Royal North-West Mounted Police are known
the world over for the wonderful service that they
have rendered, not only in maintaining order, but in
assisting in many ways in the settlement and devel-
opment of new stretches of country. It is not too
much to expect that similar service can be rendered
by a well disciplined, conscientious organization in
the north country, especially as a large number of the
new settlers are likely to be soldiers who appreciate
discipline, but would quite likely resent being dic-
tated to by an ordinary civilian. An outline of the
plan as conceived by Mayor Lawrence, and approv-
ed by a number of permanent Ontario citizens, who
are deeply interested in the future of the forest, is

as follows:

"An organization such as the proposed Ontario
Forestry Service could consist of headquarters op-
eratmg with a forestry board, who could conjointly
arrange the policy of all forestry matters and em-
ploy the personnel of the service, taking into con-
sideration medical fitness and competency.

•'The area to be safeguarded would be divided into
four districts, with a district commander in charge
The district commander could be in charge of 100 to
125 permanent men, and his authoritv could be lim-
ited to .such extent as settled by the 'forestry board
Each district could be divided into four po.sts, with a
post-commander or supervisor over one-quarter of the
permanent force of the district.

'With four district headquarters and sixteen posts
the country would have twenty permanent points
where they could obtain a.ssistance and where they
could have their business settled quicklv From the
sixteen posts the men of the Forestrv Service branch
off to do the actual patrol work and other duties

'The headquarters of the Ontario Forestry Ser
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vice, the loiu' .lisliut Jioatliiuai-UTs. and the sixteen.

l)o.sts .MMilil l>i' linked tofrether l>y wireless, and at-

ladled to the I'linr ilistrn-l lieadiiiiarters a limiled

nuiiiber "f airplanes, fitted with wireless, used lor

the same purpose as in the army, naiuel.v, lor oliser-

vations and jrettinj;; in toueh with the ground or fire-

light in-r foree when a fire is loeated, „

'•Our first duty is prevention—prevention of fires

being started. This ean only he done* on the ground

hy -du effieient foree .seeing that fire hazards are re-

nioved outside the danger season, anil that fires are

not allowed to run ranii>ant in that season.

•Airplanes or hydro|)lanes have their use, and

should he used in reascniahle nunihers for the only

purpose for whieh they are designed, that is, for ob-

servation, and equipped with wireless and the maps

of the eo\intry squared on tiie Freneh s.v.stem. They

would l>e of great value in notifying the posts when

a fire is loeated. init the root of the whole situation

lies in jiroper prevention, and this view must not be

lo>t ill any plan that is being eonsidered.
""

matters as are of jautunl interest we shall experience

a perioil. not only of great prosperity, but of un-

broken iia]»j>iness and peaeeful relaliotiships that will

be the liest result that we eoidd hope to reeeive from

the strenuous vears of the (4reat War.

THE WHITLEY SCHEME IN CANADA.

A reeeut despatcli from Toronto states that the

Whitley scheme is to be made use of iu Ontario. For

those who have not followed the developments of

Tiritish industry we may briefly state that a commis-

sion appointed to investigate the causes of industrial

unrest iu England and to suggest possible remedies

has made recommendations which are already being

put iu force ou the other side. Au excellent account

of the progress that has been made in this regard will

lie found iu the Saturday Evening Post for March

15th. The idea is simply to bring qualified represen-

tatives of workmen and employers together on a

friendly footing to discuss matters of importance to

both and by improving conditions and maintaining

friendly relations so as. by conference and eo-opera-

tion, to avoid misunderstandings and trouble. The

working of the plan involves the organization of the

employers of the important industries in a district

as well as the organization of the workmen. The

plan as far as it has .been tried out in England gives

such good promise of satisfactory results that it is

very gratifying to note a similar movement in On-

tario. This will be watched with interest, and we

trust that it will demonstrate the practicability of tne

plan in such a way as to encourage its adoption

throughout the Dominion. Our industries are not so

thoroughly unionized as many of those in England,

hut the value of such organizations cannot be ques-

tioned when they are conducted on sane principles,

and not manipulated purely for selfish interests. Simi-

lar organizations of employers would -do away with

the unfair methods which some concerns oecasionall.v

practice for their .selfish interest, and whieh are usual-

ly dependent for their' gain on the exploiting in some

manner of the laboring man.

There is certainly a new era dawning in industrial

relationships, and if Canadian employers and work-

men will onl.v keep together and co-operate in such

' Kraft mills seem to lie a bit under the wi'atlier. oi-

ls it a touch of "spring fever?"' Clie-r up. there are

signs of a general revival of business '-onfidenee and

activity, and this should consideraldy inerea.se lU'-

iiiaiid for wrai)pings and shijjping containers. - The

fibre box has come to sta.v, although it seems to be

more or less in hiding just now. In considering the

kraft market we must remend)er thaf, iu ju-oportion

to the amount u.sed, there has been a greater inerea.se

in |)ro(luetion of this line than of almost any other.

It seems strange that with building operations al-

read.v one-fourth larger than last year, the demand for

boards and building papers is not greater. The call

will come, then watch the groundwood and other

pulp.

A well-known groundwood pulp jiroducer says

Canada should have no difficulty in competing on

price of mechanical pulp with Swedish manufactur-

ers in the English market. His mill is on tide-water,

whieh ma.v make a considerable difference, but there

are encouraging amounts of groundwood leaving

Halifax. Certain Nova Scotia mills should take on a

new lease of life. Let us hope the provincial govern-

ment will protect the future of these mills by estab-

lishing immediatel.v a progressive and comprehensive

forest policy. It will pay.

We met His Honor, the Mayor of Iroijuois Falls, in

Toronto recently. He was after some of that gov-

ernment money to build houses for the Abitibi work-

men. Perhaps when the government is directly in-

terested financially in houses in regions subject to de-

struction by forest fires, there will be more interest

in the matter taken by the Legislature.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
A council for the direction of technical studies has

been formed by the teachers of the Montreal Technical
School, under the patronage of Mr. Gaspard DeSerres.
president of the corporation of the school, witli the
following objects

:

To stud.v the conditions and needs with regard to

the industries and the workmen

;

To render the programme of technical education
made adequate and satisfactory to the needs of the
country

;

To plan a programme of propaganda by wliich the
members of the council, in their respective special-

ties, will bring before the public the advantages of
technical education and training;

To generally develop technical studies and their ap-
plication, and to place before' the board of directors
of the school sugge.stions and jilans for consideration
and action.
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Inspecting Human Machinery
By l.)K. FISKE, of the Life Extension Institute, New York City.

32S

Introdueiiig- Dr. Fiske to the Technical Section of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association at tlie an-

nual meeting, Jan. 30, 1919, Vice-Chairman F. A.

Sabl)atsoa, said : This life extension work is of really

vital importance. The men who work for us in our

mills, unless they are healthy and well-kept, are never

efficient. We have begun to appreciate that a great

deal more since the epidemic wa.s in our midst, than

we ever did before. We have taken some verj- short

steps in this direction in Grand' Mere, and we hope to

take some longer steps in the future, and 1 think that

what Doctor Fiske has to say will be of interest to

you all.

Doctor Fiske began his addi'ess.: I deem it a great

privilege to be allowed to apjx'ar upon your pro-

gram this afternoon—rather unexpectedly to me —
ami at first thought it might seem that my topic is

rather far-removed from your interests, but this

morning I listened to many interesting papers on the

subjects of forest conservation, and the subject of

forestry cidture, and this afternoon I have listened to

your papers here on the subject of the care of the

machinery, and the proper type of machinery and
the conservation of machinery, how it increases its

efficiencj', etc., and it seems to me that the care of

your. forests and j'our macliinery has no more signifi-

cance than the efficiency of the human body.

The war has, I think, brought this subject up to

the surface in a waj" that nothing else could have
done. We have been accustomed to move along; we
have noticed men at their work, and assumed that

they were all healthy, and that the average man need-
ed no attention at all, until something luippened ; un-
til they broke down. That has also been the attitude

of medicine. Medicine has, for decades and centuries,

missed its opportunities in prevention; it has applied
itself largel.v to emergency methods; the medical
profession is greatly attached to the emergency me-
thods, and emergency treatment—to cure I'ather than
to prevent.

In community hygiene we have accomi)lished much,
but we received a severe shock in this epidemic of

influenza, which showed the limitations of preventa-
tive methods. The influenza, while it is claimed, took
the robust and healthy, as well as the under-nourish-
ed, still I think you will find there was lack of re-

sistance in the human body wherever the attack
proved fatal.

The war made a call on men at the most vigorous
age of their lives, and the resulfs were shocking to

many of us. Not so to myself and my associates, who
had been making these examinations of a large group
of average men, and who could predict in advance
about what actually occurred in the draft. The re-

jections of men between the ages of twenty-one and
thirty-one were thirty-eight per cent of the men in

the United States: in the second draft, it ran about
the same, and in the last draft, where they raised the

age limit to thirty-five, the rejection rate also in-

creased to about forty to fift.v per cent. No accurate
figures have heen obtainable as yet, but I understand
the rejection rate at the camps was about that fig-

ure, due to the increased efficiencv of the examina-

tion, and through the fact that we had gone into a

higher age limit.

I showed a chart this morning demonstrating the

death rate from the age of twelve upw-ards, and the

death rate at forty is about three times the death rate

at the age of twenty, which .shows us how foolish our

attitude is tow'ard men in early maturity and later

maturity.

We see men at work and we believe they are ac-

tive and efficient, and they themselves have consid-

erable confidence- in their vitality until some acid

test is applied, such as the draft, and it is then that

the men of the middle age realize where they are, and
realize that there is some underlying weakness that

disqualifies him from being a good soldier. That is,

the average man at that age.-

That is a condition we should not look upon with
gloom, but with hope, because, knowing that many
of these conditions that disqualified men (for the

draft are caused by wrong living habits and by neg-

lect of the human body, and knowing the ordinary so-

called "aging processes" are due to causes, many of

them preventable, and controllable—I say, when we
know that, we can very clearly see that we age too

fast ; too much chronic disease ; that we work below
par—most of us—because of neglect.

There is an immense amount to learn. Nobody
in 'this line of work claims to know everything about
how to live. We know a great deal about it; we know
a great deal about^the causation of diseases which we
did not know five or ten years ago. That knowledge
should be put to the best possible used. I know of a

Bank in New York City where three of the most im-

portant men had to be absent for a year; apparent-
Ij^ a foolish proposition that men with the intellect

and requirements big enough to allow their handling
a business of the magnitude of this one, to allow their

bodies to get in such shape. All of this can be pre-

vented by common sense overhauling of the human
body, just as you inspect your machinery to find out
the early signs of trouble and enable you to check
that trouble in its inception.

Of course, men must grow old and men must die,

but that does not mean that we should consent to

grow old before our time, or consent to a sure pro-
gress of attack in the young people as a necessary
thing. I can name a number of definite causes which
are responsible for old age, and for a great deal of de-
pression in the human body, and I would be ver.v

glad if anybody could tell me if they know of any
other causes. Some that I know of are infection,

poison, mental apathy, mental drain, physical apathy,
physical drain, food deficiency and food excesses.
Apart from these thing.s—and hereditj- (which is the
partial cau.se), I know of no causes for old age and
death. Many of these things we cannot absolutel.y
prevent. As one of our great surgeons. Doctor Mayo,
has said, "Life is a continual struggle with micro-
organisms," and that is true, and in the long run we
are beaten, but we can carry that fight on in a much
higher plane. While we cannot extend human life

very miuch, we can broaden it, and make it ii better
life, and I think there are very few people wiio, with
a careful overhauling of the human body, to find
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out tlioir imlivitluiil iit'ods. ami the api)lu-atioii ol' lliu HEAVY LOADING OF PAPER DESIRABLE.
riih's of Hl'o as wo know theiu now, but would have A letter to the Xow.s Print iServiee Hnreau I'rom C.

their life broadened, their eapaeity for the enjoyineut K. Philips of the ear service section of the United
of living improved, aiul their eapaeity for improve- States Railroad Administration contains a report show-
ment eidarged. In what peculiar way can that be injr the loading of various paper mills in New Eng-
done? land and New York districts for the month of .lanuary,

Our Life Extension Institute has approached the Ul.t.

problem iu this way. Curiously euough it was a The report indicates what sliipi)ers are doing to-

busijaess man who first saw this thiug clearly, lie wards car conservation, which is considered just as

was a man who carried a large life iusurauee policy, imiiortant now as it ever was, in order that the rail-

and he conceivetl the idea that his insurance company roads may he in po.sition to meet demands for equip-

could well afford to examine him every year to find nient at all times.

out his condition and keep him alive. There was The administration is urging consignees to place
money in it, for the insurance company, as he wa.s their orders for maximum car loads when possible, and
carrying .several hundred thousand dollars' worth of if that is not feasible that they club in with other con-
insurance. He carried that thought to a number of signees in their section in order to buy full ear loads,

life insurance men and scientific men, and he was The average car loadings in the New P^iigland district

looked upon more or less as a crank, but he finally for the past four months are rejjorted as follows:
persuaded enough men to join with him, and started Month Paper Pulp
the Life Extension histitute. I had been doing work October 54 435 68 014
of this description in the life insurance companies, November 56153 69034
examining men year after year in a certain group, Deeejnber 57246 67975
and had shown that the death rate iu that group was Januarv 55927 75301
only about half of the actuarial expectations. The average capacity of the ears supplied for paper

This work has been carried on until it now extends in New England in January was 80.000 pounds, and the

to above six hundred thousand life insurance policy average loading of paper at 77 points in round num-
holders. Employers of labor have also extended a bers was 56,000 pounds, or 70 per cent, of capacity,

similar privilege to their employees in connection In the New York district, during January, the aver-

with their welfare work, and numbers of individuals age capacity of the cars supplied for paper at 39 points

have joined our Institute to secure the periodical ex- was 81,7.50 pounds, and the average loading of paper

amination of the human body, ascertain the needs. 53,600 pounds, or 66 per cent, of capacity,

advise us of the activities of life, the family history To this Mr. Philips added:

and early historj- of the life, and everything relating "We have liad two or three cases brought to our

to it, and we are trying to give the individual the ad- attention where it was claimed heavy loading of large

vantage of what science knows rrow as to how we newsprint rolls caused them to be damaged. In each
should live. ]\Iore than one hundred thousand people case that we have investigated we have found the

under that system have been examined, and of course damage was not the result of heavy loading but the

there has accumulated an immense amount of ma- results of letting the rolls fall from the top of the

terial which we are studying, and which we hope to ears to the floor or from the cars to drays,

use, as well aas many instruments which we use in "In such eases we have suggested that machinery
carrj-ing out our work. .such as a revolvator be used in unloading cars the same

As I say, there were numy men, factory hands to as iu loading them,

bank managers, who were rejected in the draft, and "It has not been necessary to discontinue the

I should say that .sixty per cent, of the troubles found heavier loading of paper on this account, as after the
in the draft would have been prevented b,v proper investigations were completed, consignees were shown
hygiene and proper inspection of the human bod.v that it was in unloading that the paper was being
from year to year, and by the application of the very damaged and not because equipment was heavily

simple principles of hygiene. loaded."

I hope this subject will interest many of you, and I

want to say that everything we have in the Life Ex- FIVE FEET OF SNOW IN 6ASPE.
tension Institute in the w^ay of statistics or informa- Messrs. James A. Conners, J. I). Latno, L. T. Cal-
tion on this subject, you are welcome to, and it will houn, and Byron T. Bartlett, of the Sewall office,
be a great privilege for me to answer any inquiries timber cruisers. Old Town, Me., have gone on an ex-
which you may send to our office in New Y'ork, and tensive pulpwood cruising job in the Gaspe Penin-
if you come to New Y'ork, we will welcome you in the sula, P.Q. They expect to get labor there to help
Institute, and if you become interested in what we them and to finish the careful mapping and estimat-
are domg, if we can assist any of you in starting i^g of some 40,000 acres of land before the spring
anything like this in your country, we will be very breakup. They report to the Old Town office that
glad to do it. the weather in that country is not unduly cold, but
Our work extends throughout the country and to that there is 5 feet of snow at present,

some extent in Canada. We have five thousand phy- Sergt. Bvron T. Bartlett, who has served in one of
sicians throughout the country, who are doing our the Gas and Flame Regiments in France, and seen
local work, and anything attaching to this problem of action since the first part of Julv, has taken up his
the human welfare can be found m our office. old work of timber cruising for the James W. Sewall

office at Old Town. Sergt. Bartlett was given the
Wasn't that a grand April Fool trick the Weather Croix de Guerre for bravery in action while in

Man played on us, Tuesday! France.
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By E. SUTERMEISTER,
S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook, Me.

(Coutiuiied from Page 314.)

PART VI.
In Part I, Mr. Sutermei.ster di.scussed the prepara-

tion and composition of cooking liquor and the appa-
ratus and materials employed, with illustrations; in

Part II, the recovery- of lime, with analyses; the

principles and practices of cooking operations with
curves; in Part III, mill practices with data r€latiug

to woods emplo.yed ; modified processes, and by-pro-

ducts of cooking ; in Part IV, digesters, with dia-

grams ; circulation and steam consumjjtion ; com-
])ari.son of rotary and .stationary digesters; in Part V,
discharging or blowing digesters ; washing the pulp,

with analyses of black liquor and illustrations of ap-

paratus.

Recovery of Soda.
During the early days of the process the recovery

of the alkali from the black liquor was not attempted,
but it was very soon rendered necessary by the dif-

ficulty of disposing of such large volumes of waste
liquor without causing a nuisance as well as by the

expense of continually replacing the entire amount of

alkali used in cooking. The recovery of the alkali is

especially easy from a chemical standpoint since the

riiaterial dissolved from the wood is present in such
condiinations that on burning it leaves the alkali be-

hind as carbonate in the black ash. Moreover, the

fuel value of the dissolved woody matter is so great

that its combustion furnishes a supply of heat, which,

if utilized in efficient equipment, will be nearly suf-

ficient to evaporate the weak liquors to such a point

that they will support their own combustion. While
the recovery process is comparatively simple chemieall.y,

the equipment required is one of the most expensive

parts of a soda mill and the efficiency of its operation

has a very important bearing on the cost of production.

According to Griffin and Little'^ the strength of

black liquors going to the evaporators is from 6° to

9° Be at 160° F. the higher gravity being reached only

very rarely, while in some mills it is customary to run

them at 3° to 4° Be. This latter figure is entirely too

low for eeonomieal operation and would appear to in-

dicate careless work or inadequate equipment. When
cooking with liquor containing 90-9.5 grams per litre

of caustic soda with a causticity of about 90% the

black liquor first draining away tests on an average
13-14° Be. at room temperature which would be

equivalent to 11.5° Re. at 160° F. Under the.se con-

ditions there should be no difficulty in preparing for

the evaporators a liquor which will test 7.5-8° Be. at

160° F."
The following analysis of an average sample of the

black liquor first draining away from the stock in the

wash-pits indicates in a general way the propoi'tions

^* Chemistry of Paper Making, p. 164.

''' Between " 75° and 180° F. the gravity of black

liquor has been found to decrease 1 degree Be. for

each 34° rise in temperature.

between the inorganic and organic constituents in such
liquors

:

Black liquor testing 12% Be at 70° F.

Per cent.

Grams per Per cent, on total

litre by weight solids

Total solids 180.2 16.42
Water 917.3 83.58
Caustic soda 19.5 1.78 10.8
Total alkali as Na^O .... 49.9 4.54 27.7
Organic matter precipitat-

ed by H,SO, 27.3 2.49 15.2

In order to burn the black liquor continuously it is

necessary to concentrate it to at least 30° Be. at 130°

F. and it is desirable to bring it up as high as 40°

or more. In practice this concentration is performed
in two quite distinct types of apparatus, one of which
involves essentially open pan evaporation while the

other consists of multiple-effect evaporation under re-

duced pressure.

Evaporating Systems.

Open pan evaporation was used in the earliest sys-

tems, the pans frequently being arranged one above

the other in order to obtain better utilization of the

heat, but the volume of liquor to be handled proved
too great for such equipment. An improvement over

this apparatus is the Porion evaporator which, accord-

ing to Griffin & Little'' was formerly much used in

England and in Europe. This consists of a brick

chamber, the lower part of which forms a shallow

reservoir, and through which pass two cross shafts

which are driven from outside. On these two shafts

are fixed paddles which, on revolving at high speed,

throw the black liquor into the upper part of the

chamber in the form of a fine spray. At one end of

this chamber is the calcining furnace in which the

concentration and incineration are completed. A coal

fire at one end of this furnace assists the operation

and all the products of combustion pass through the

evaporating chamber on their way to the stack, thus

heating and evaporating the liquor while themselves

being cooled down to approximately 85° C. When the

liquor in the reservoir reaches a density of about 29°

Be. it is removed to a tank over the ealciner into which

it is gradually fed. This evaporator is comparatively

cheap, both in first cost and up-keep, and is claimed to

yield three-quarters of a ton of ash per ton of coal

burned.

Somewhat similar in principle is Enderlein's evapor-

ator in which the spray-producing paddles are replaced

by wrought iron discs about six inches apart. These

discs, revolving partly in the liquid, carry a thin film

of the latter into the hot gases which are forced to

pass between the discs in order to reach the chimney.

According to Beveridge" this apparatus shows very

" Chemistry of Paper Making p. 172.

'^Beveridge—Papermakers' Pocket Book, p. 106.
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aearly as good fuel eoonoiny as the multiple effect

evaporators.

This second class of evaporators, known as niul-

liple effect evaporators, makes use of the fact that the

boiliufr point of water, or other liquid, is lowered by
reducing the pressure under which evaporation takes

place. The effect of pressure upon the boiling temper-

ature of black liquor of different strengths is given

in the following table, records of pressure and vacum
l)eing in inches of mercury.

Per cent.

Deg. dry mat- Boiling Points in Degrees C. at

Be. at ter by 41" 20" 0" 10" 25"

24° C. weight. pres. pres. pi'es. vac. vac.

7 7.8 124.5 114.3 101.0 90.5 58.5

16 18.5 125.5 115.6 102.4 91.2 60.5

22 27.1 128.0 117.5 104.0 93.0 62.0

27 36.6 129.9 119.6 107.1 95.3 63.8

32 46.8 131.8 121.6 109.8 97.5 65.6

37 57.6 135.5 124.7 112.0 100.9 69.0

The apparatus for multiple effect evaporation usually

eonsi.sts of a number of vacuum pans, or "effects," so

joined together that the steam from the liquor boiling

in the first effect is passed into the heating space of

the second effect, the .steam from the second effect is

used to boil the liquid in the third and so on through

the .system. This is rendered possible by main-

taining in each effect a lower pressure than in

the preceding one so that in spite of the in-

creased concentration of the liquid the .steam from

the preceding effect is sufficiently hot to caiise it

to boil. The vacuum in the final effect is maintained

by means of a condenser and pump. The number of

effects which can be used successfully depends upon

the rate at which the heat supplied by the steam in the

first effect is dissipated by radiation and conduction.

As many as six effects are used in some cases, though

four are much more frequently used for black liquor.

Evaporators may be divided roughly into two classes,

those in which the liquor to be evaporated passes

through tubes which are surrounded by steam and those

in which the steam is in the tubes while the liquor

surrounds or trickles over them. Both types are used

in soda mill work and both are capable of giving good

Figf. 21.—Yaryan Horizontal Type Evaporator,

tesy of Chas. Ordway.)

(Cour-

Fig. 20.

—

Yaryan Evaporator—Ordway-Yaryan Re-
turn Bend Arrangement.

service if they are properly designed and efficiently

handled.

The Yaryan evaporator, belonging to the first

class, is one which is very extensively used in handling

black liquor. Each effect consists of a riveted shell

with tube sheets bolted and packed to cast iron rings

which are riveted to the ends of the shell. Tubes are

expanded into the tube sheets and are arranged in

series the heads being pocketed in such a way as to

form return bends for the coils. These tubes are 3

inches in diameter and 12 ft. long and as five tubes

form a single unit the liquor has to travel 60 ft. before

it is discharged. The liquor enters the back end of

each effect and is distributed to each coil by running

an open-ended pipe from its feed gland down to a

common level in the feed chamber, thus insuring equal

feed to all the coils. This arrangement is shown in

Fig. 20. After passing through the tubes the liquor

is discharged into a separating chamber containing

baffle plates on the front end where the vapor and

liquor separate, the vapor passing through a catch-all

to prevent entrainment and thence into the heating

space of the second effect, while the liquor collects in

a small drum just below the separating chamber and
from there goes to the tubes of the next effect.

The distinguishing feature of the Yaryan is claim-

ed to be film evaporation which is accomplished by
forcing a very small stream of liquid into a compara-

tively large tube. The liquor immediately boils, fill-
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ing the tube with foam and steam, and forcing the

entire contents very rapidly towards the discharge

end. This results in rapid, absorption of heat due to

the fact that new liquor is constantly being brought
into contact with the heated tube. The time required
for liquor to pass through all the effects' of an evapor-

ator is only a few minutes, and as only a small amount
of liquor is present at any one time the evaporator can
be started and stopped very quickly.

Several types of Yarj-an evaporators are on the mar-
ket, the horizontal type being shown in general view
and a section of one effect in Fig. 21 This type re

quires that sufficient steam pressure he carried tn

produce circulation between the effects. In the verti-

cal t.vpe the effects are arranged one above the other,

which is suitable for low steam pressure as the circula-

tion is aided by gravity. A third type, known as the

Ordway-Yaryan box type, is constructed with all the

effects in one shell thus reducing radiating surface

and saving space.

In operating the Yaryan the density of the discharge

can be increased or decreased either by increasing or

decreasing the steam pressure or the feed. To increase

the capacity it is necessary to increase the steam

pressure. As the liquor contains impurities which
gradually form scale on the tubes it is necessary to

wash the evaporator occasioiuilly ; this can be done by

shutting off the liquor aiul turning on an increased

feed of hot water for about h;df an hour. It is also a

good plan to leave the evaporator full of hot water

over the week-end shut down.
The Yaryan is veiy economical of fuel, it beinsr

claimed by the patentees that a double effect will

evaporate 16 lbs. of water per pound of coal burned
under the boiler, assuming a boiler efficiency of 8V2
lbs. of water per pound of coal. The triple effect is

claimed to evaporate 23yo lbs., and the cpiadruple

effect 3OV2 lbs. of water per pound of coal. Actual

tests on a triple effect Yaryan running black liquor

showed an evaporation of 18-20 lbs. of water per pound
of coal according to the above assumptions.

Another make of evaporator in which the licpior is

in the tulies and the steam around them is shown in

Fig. 2l'. Tliis evaporator was developed from the

standard return tubular boiler for the special purpose
(if handling foamy and delicate liquors. In this

evaporator the amount of liquor in circulation is very

small and as the liquor level is kept low the foam is

broken up in the upper part of the tubes where film

evaporation takes place. The liquor in the tubes' is

said to attain a speed of 100 ft. per second which
tends to keep the heating surface clean. The opera-

Fig. 22. "Buflovak" Rapid Circulation, Semi-Film

Evaporator. (Courtesy Buffalo Foundry & Ma-
chine Co.)

Vertical Cross Section.

Fig. 23.—Zaremba Evaporator.

tion of this evaporator is sufficiently indicated in the
sectional elevation.

The other type of evaporator in which the .steam is
in the tubes while the liquor is around them, is illus-
trateil in Fig. 23, which shows a section through one
effect of a Zaremba evaporator. Figure 24 shows a
triple effect layout such as is u.sed in handling black
liquor except that the height of the bodies mn.st be
made greater than indicated in order to prevent loss
by foaming.

The shell of the.evaporator is c.vlindrieal and usually
made of ca.st iron,- the heating surface consists of a
bank of tubes through which steam passes and which
are given a sufficient pitch toward the discharge end
so that condensation is rapidl.v drahied off. The
li(|uor circulates up past the tubes and downward
tbrouL'h segment-shaped openins's between the tubes
;nul tlie sides of the evaporator. The vai)or space above
the tubes is so. arranged that its entire "volun»e is oper-
•'tive in preventing loss bv entrainment and as an ad-
ditional precaution there is provided an internalsepar-
ator which returns to the boiliner liquor anv particles
which ma.v have reached the dome of the body. Tti-

sMcction of the interior is provided for by means of

';ite slass peep boles and internal illumination bv
'c'trii- light.

'I'liis evaporator is used ver.\' successfull.\ in liandl-

".' black liouor in ;i niinibcr of different mills. In
1

1

.. lartrest installation a (inadruple effect made up
o'" bodies encli 1-1 ft. in diameter is evaporating 3.'i0.00fl

;';illiins of lilark lii|uor daily.

There are many other makes of evaporators on the
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Triple Effect Lajovt.

Fig. 24.—Triple Effect Lay out of Zaremba Evaporators.

market and many have been tried with more or less

success for handlinor black liquor. A few of the more
important points which should be considered in select-

ing an evaporator for this work are: (1) Simplicity of
construction; (2) Ease of cleaninfr; (3) Exact level
control ; (4) Fast and uniform circulation.
The concentrated black liquor which is removed from

the final effect by means of a pump and discharged
into a tank above the incinerating furnace, seldom tests

more than 38°-40° He., partly because it is difficult to

pump more concentrated liquor and partly because of

the tenacity with which liquor of this strength retains

the last portions of water. It is still incapable of main-
tain its own combustion but when run into a furnace,

which is heated by the flames from a fire-box it very
soon takes fire and adds much to the heat otherwise

])assing from the furnace.

(To be continued.)

WILL CANADIAN SHIPMENTS OF MECHANICAL
BE FACILITATED?

Scandinavian mills know from past experience that
Rriti.sh paper-makers look with grave suspicion on any
attempt to force up wood pulp prices by agreement,
and any step in this direction must direct serious
attention to the possibilities of shipments from Can-
ada. At the present time it is considered as anom-
alous that the price of Scandinavian pidp and im-
ported paper, chiefly from Sweden, should be prac-
tically the same f.o.b. price. It must also be borne in
mind that there is a strong feeling in favor of facili-

tating trade between the Mother Country and her col-

onies, and as the official mind .seems to be anxious
that our manufacturers should not be mainly depen-
dent on foreign sources of supply — a feeling engend-
ered by war experiences — there is the possibility of
assistance from the Ministry of Shipping in promot-
ing the export of Canadian mechanical to the Ignited
Kingdom. Again, with inflated Scandinavian prices,
it is contended that the Canadian product would show
a substantial saving in cost to the Briti.sh papermaker.

OSWEGO-SEYBOLD CUTTING MACHINE
MERGER.

The business of the Oswego Kapid-Production Cut-

ting Machines has been purchased by Charles Sey-
bold. President of the Seybold Machine Co. This
important move by these two large concerns is the
result of recent negotiations and careful arrange-
ments to conserve the same prompt and efficient

service as before, with the increased volume of busi-

ness that is in hand.
Both the plants of the Oswego Machine Works at

Oswego and the Seybold Machine Co. at Dayton will

be fidly engaged in production for some time with
business actually in hand, and the present growing
export business and the very large export business
imminent will doubtless make further large plant
additions necessary.

The trades will be glad to know of this move be-
cause it will mean further economies in production,
and at the same time a conservation of all the care in

construction that has made the cutting machines of
these two concerns famous throughout the world.
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Automatic Grindstone Dresser
Patented in the United States and Canada by Fred E.

Riley, Patentee.

When grouudwood pulp was first introduced as an
element in the structure of the paper fabric, its advent
was watched with the interest due such radical de-

parture from the paper making art as then in vogue.

After passing through the experimental stages fostered

by a few long headed pio'iieers, it was judged a ''good,

cheap filler" and a multitude of manufacturers rush-

ed to its production. Little attention was given to the

quality of the groundwood pulp since it was consid-

ered simply a "Filler"; it was cheap and required

little equipment for its manufacture. The real integ-

rity of the sheet of paper rested upon the sulphite

used in its composition, and the percentage used was
based upon the salvage from the "Screened to

Death" ground wood fibre provided. The Fathers

of the Industry early saw with dismay the ever in-

creasing rapidity with which the supply of available

river wood approached the vanisliijig point, and the

beginning of the era of car wood and the consequent

jump in cost.

The operators responsible for the actual quality of

the pulp, understood fully that they were the real

jiroducers of the paper, and that the finished product

and cost of same depended largely upon their skill

and effort.

To offset iu a measure tlie marked increase in cost

tion such as to best suit the operator's wish as to the
point of contact of burr with surface. of stone; that is,

the relation in elevation of burr and stone. The "U"
shaped base affords protection for the motor from
the hot pulp, as well as an ideal support for the mahi
carriage.

The Main Carriage is primarily a most substantial
carrier for Cross Carriage, and secondly it furnishes
a cover for the ways upon which it reciprocates—

a

most necessary provision to the life and efficiency of
the machine. It also protects the operator from ac-

cidents during the dressing period.
The Cross Carriage is moved in and out by means

of a motor attached to main carriage. The yoke
holding the burring or dressing wheel is securely
fastened to the Cross Carriage, and its alignment
fixed at factory. One holder or yoke is furnished
with each machine so that it need not require re-

moval—simply change burr when needed.
The depth of cut is governed by a feed screw turned

by the hand wheel shown in illustrations. The motor
withdraws the burr from the stone at the end of each
run across the stone, so it may be inspected and cooled
while returning for the next cut.

The fluid pressure to operate both the main and
cross carriage motors is distributed through pa.s-

.sages cored in main carriage cover and in circuit
with the valves shown, while the waste pa.sses away
through like passages cored in cover. This .system
does away with unsightly piping, and in addition to

of wood and the variable quality of same, grinders
of greater ]u-oducing value were installed, and stones
selected for the size and uniformity of grit, as well
as of strength to resist the strains to which they are
subjected.

The stone to produce the greatest quantity of good
pulp per hour must have a uniform cutting power,
possible only when cutting speed is maintained and
surface of stone is true and properly dressed. The
fre((uency and the method of caring for stones is an
operation requiring extreme skill. Since no two
stones po.ssess the same characteristics, skilled opera-
tives must be provided with accurate machines to
give the special treatment required and when re-

quired.

The "Automatic Dresser" illustrated, has been de-
veloped by men of practical experience in the art,

and the results obtained are a guarantee of its merits.
The construction is .such as to permit read.v attach-
ment to all standard makes of grinders, and such at-

tachment when made insures a rigid relation between
the two—in fact, they are as one complete machine.
The base can be rolled in its supports in a dircc-

its evident serviceability lends no obstruction to the

view of the operator.

OPERATION.—Owing to the fact that all stones

to-day are being run at high speeds and "pushed"
for production, they require regular treatment by
well designed and perfectly mounted burring wheels,
and the return travel of carriage, even though rapid,

allows the "rest" required to relieve the terrific

strains on the arbor when in "cut." Before start-

ing machine new or after inactive period, oil all mov-
ing parts and repeat often. To true stone or to give
it the "cut," turn on the pressure and then wait

—

the burr flies in till it meets the stone — thence once
acros.s—out again and then back home. While car-
riage is returning, the feed screw is turned to give
depth of next "cut," and this turning of the screw
is up to the judgment of the operator. Since the
hand wheel is located well back from grinder, he
can perform his duty with safety and efficiency. The
turning of the feed screw is the only hand operation
required.

The rate and depth of "cut" beins controlled me-
chanically, insures marked saving of "stone" as well
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as a ciittinsr surface not possible in a hand operated

machine. Mr. Kiley expects soon to have his ma

chine built in Canada.

It is durable, cleanly and reliable in operation.

The valves used are special for the machine and

desijrned as positive in action, and to operate with

little wa.ste of power fluid.

The movin<r element or carriage is attached to

Iwise by nuts holdin<r motor stem, and the removal

of one nut permits the removal of car^ia^'c. should

Its removal be necessary.

The illustrations are of a left hand machine to

dress a 30" stone, and the main carriage runs off

base to the right into dead space back of grinder. By
interchanging supi>ly and waste connections (hosei.

the burr will be in "cut" at either right or left side

of stone as wished by the operator.

The right hand machine is the rever.se of the left

liand. the like parts being duplicated in both except

the l)lock and feed screw box. which are of opposite

hand.

A system of temi>lates has been developed insur-

in'.r interchangeable parts, and parts duplicated

vhere possible in the design, such as the two valves,

cises and gearing, and the two motor pisto'i heads

and packings.

All bolts and screws are standard and can be re-

placed from mill store.

7*11 vital pnrts are dowclled in ))lace at fpptorv if-

ter m-icbine is tested, so that with the directions fur-

ni.shed. it may be installed by the user.

The illustrations are of an Automatic Grindstone

Dresser, made by the Record Foundry & Machine

Company, Livermore Falls, :Maine. It is designed for

the purpose, correct in principle and b-iilt along prac-

tical, mechanical lines.

PULPWOOD COSTLY IN SWEDEN.
Asked to indicate the future outlook for the Swed-

ish pulp trade, Robert Erikson, who has been in

Scandinavia for si$ months, is reported in the World "s

Paper Trade Review as saying:

"The position is this: On account of the restricted

output this year the mills have not used up the 1918

logs, so they have a fair .stock with ^vhich to carry

on"~ into 1919. On the other hand, the quantity they

will get from the forests this year will be_ so small

that they will not have enough for the following year,

since they liave to cut the logs a year in advance in

order to float them down in the spring floods to tbe

mills.

"Therefore, as they will not get a year's consump-

tion out of the forests this winter, the quantity of logs

for the immediate future is bound to be short, even

if they get enough to run the next twelve months,

which is doubtful.

These conditions tend to .send up the price of

•imber. which has risen enormously, and that, toge-

ther with the higher rates of wages and costs of

I'her raw materials, is reflected in the cost of the

•lulp. Before the war the co.st of timber to make a

'on of sulphite was roughly about 50 kr.

"According to present prices it is 200 kr. The rea-

^-^ for this abnormal rise is that sawn-wood goods
ivi" advanced "^o much, sidphite mills havinsr to com-

•>^te with the saw mills in buying logs. With the de-

nrnid which will be made upon timber in the recon-

struction of Europe, the price is likely. to remain high
for some time to come."

PULP AND PAPER EXPORTS TO ENGLAND.
In a recent issue of the I'ulp and Paper .Magazine

it was noted that an analysis of British imports of

])ulp and paper made no mention of Canada. The

World's Paper Trade Review, which published this

analysis, has heard our comi)laint. and gives the fol-

lowing interesting information:

A full li.st of countries supplying the British mar-

ket -s not given in the monthly Board of Trade Ke-

tnrns, but a reference to the annual statement of the

I'nitcd Kingdom shows the following to be the prin-

cipal imports from Canada :

—

Reel Paper.

liHT 12,ti.')S i-wts. £1.'),7;U

litlti .)7,S().S 44,8r)4

i;)i.") 90,71.-) " r)3,7()6

1914 (ir),702 " 38,210

l!n3 .)7,686 " 31,003

Printings and 'Writings—not on Reels.

1917 4,145 cwts. i:(;,(i34

191(; 9,116 •• 8,7(iS

1111.-) 8,858 " 0,404

1!I14 l,.-)73 •• 1,389

1913 7(;(i • 479

Packings and Wrappings.
1917 50.590 cwts. £75,119

191(5 85.774 " 97,014

1915 19,612 " 18,467

1914 1.945 " 1,183

1913 992 •• 664

Mill and Wood Pulp Board.

Iin7 :J>.366 i-wts. t;4(),34'l

1916 139,626 ' 80.709

1915 211,722 " 100.833

1914 169,802 " 78,718

1913 225,615 " 104,161

The following entries are given as showing United
Kingdom imports of papermaking materials from
Canada:

—

Bleached Chemical Pulp

—

Dry.
I!tl7' 306 tons £13,782

1916 667 " 23,933

1915 92 " 1.104

1914 — " —
1913 267 " 3.163

Unbleached Chemical—Dry.
1917 13.522 tons £522.921

1916 20,381 " 717,509
1915 357 " 4,164
1914 12 " 126

Chemical Wet.
1917 1,461 tons £24,851

1916 4,496 ' 93,650

Mechanical Wet.
1917 2 tons £10
1916 27.4.57 " 133,962

1915 37,501 " 115,469

1914 110.331 " 2.59,702

1913 69.090 " 156.276

Owing to the lack of import licences and shipping
facilities very little paper or pulp reached this coun-
try from Canada during 1918.

The following figures show the total exports of
British paper to Canada:

—

1917 25,939 cwts. £102,202
1916 44,386 " 123,.-.41

1915 73,463 "" 127,.s7:i

1914 125,449 " 202,896
1913 172,158 " 265,635
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ONTARIO PUBLISHERS CONSIDER COPY-
RIGHT ACT.

A meeting of the book puhli.slier.s and printers of

Ontario was held in Toronto last week to consider tli^

new Copyright Bill whieli has been introdueed in th'^

Senate. It was pointed out that the failure to insert

a manufacturing clause would practically ruin tlu'

publishing industry in Canada, placing the market in

the hands of the United States and English pulilisli

ers. Another serious matter seems to be that no limit

or time is fixed, after the original publication, when
the copyright must be taken out in Canada. Through
this failure the reading public may be deprived of any
literary work at the author's or publisher's pleasure.

In the new bill introduced in the Senate Sir James
Lougheed said that it was designed to put the copy-

right law of Canada in such a shajjc that it would be

possible for the Dominion to adhere to the revised

convention of Berne, signed in 1908, and to which
nearly all the civilized countries of the world ad
hered. The bill, it is contended, established a unifoi-ni

period of copyright protection, consisting of the lif"

of the author and for a ])eriod of fifty years after

his death. It extends copyright protection to records

and cinematogroph films, aiul in addition to s^curiiiL'

full copyright protection in all i)arts of the Emiiir,".

secures the same protection in tlie Uniteil States and
in other countries, which have not adhered to the

Berne convention.

The bill has been referred to a special committee,
and, before it is again brought up, all persons inter-

ested in its provisions, will be given an op|jortunity

to appear before the committee and be heard. The
publishers and printers of Ontario will send a delega-

tion to Ottawa at an early date to present the points

raised at their meeting in Toronto.

Formerly in Canada, says the Montreal Star, there

had to be registration before copyright. Now, the

right "subsists in every original literary, dramatic,

musical and artistic work." It becomes an automatic
right, subject only to conditions of citizenship, etc.

There is to be an optional registration as a simple

method of proof, but such registration is not neces-

sary.

How does the new bill affect newspapers? In the

first place, whatever is copyrightable in the paper be-

comes protected automatically. If registration is de-

sired, the whole paper, and not merely individual

articles, can be registered. Moreover, one registra-

tion will serve to copyright all sid)sequent is.sues.

Provision is made for the rights of staff contribu-

tors to newspapers as well as for the owner of the

paper. If the writer of a story or article is in the em-
^lovment of another and the work is done in the

course of his employment, the employer, in the ab-

sence of any agreement to the contrary, shall be the

first owner of the copyright, but. again, in the ab-

sence of any agreement to the contrary, there shall

lie reserved to the writer himself the power to re-

strain other publication. Book rights, for example,
will be reserved to the original writer.

There is to be no infrinorement of copyright if a

newspaper publishes a report of a political address
delivered at a public meeting. Lectures, however,
can be copyrighted bv notice and made immune from
report, but a newsnaner can give a summary of thr^

lecture. All these provisions follow the lead of the

British Act.

DR. BATES LEAVES FOREST PRODUCTS.

After a numlicr of years' service as Superintendent
of the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada, Dr.
John S. Bates has resigned to enter commercial work.
His new connection is with Price Bros. & Co., where
his chemical engineering training and experience in

connection with wood products and technical re-

search will be a very considerable asset to that pro-
gressive organization. It will be remembered that Dr.
Bates made an exhaustive .study of the use of yellow-

pine waste before coming to Canada, and since his con-
nection with the F.P.L. has directed many researches
of interest and value to the pulp and paper indus-
try. During the war he has rendered great service
to the Imperial Munition Board in the matter of cer-

tain electro-chemical products manufactured at

Shawinigan Falls.

In addition to many other pressing duties. Dr.
Bates has been the energetic Chairman, and, to a
large degree the inspiration of the Technical Section
of the Canadian Pulji & Paper Association. More
jiower to him !

SAVED.
Here is a joke from the American Printer that pap'T

makers will ai)|)rcciate. .\ New York printer ordered
several hundred dollars" worth of handmade paner
and. knowing stock-cutters' ways and weaknesses,
and fearing they would trim off these precious (^dges.

he wrote on the joli instruction cuvidopc. 'S'lvo

deckel edges." Sf\eriil days afterward a huiidlc was
placed on his desk. "What's this?" he asked in sur-

prise. "Oh. them's the deckel edges you ordered
saved."
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WOOD PULP FIGURES FOR FEBRUARY.
Ill connection with the Federal Trade I'onnnissious

current statistics of the paper industry a summary
of the monthly reports required from manufacturers

of wood pulp and other kinds of pulp u.sed in paper

makiiifr. is submitted herewith for the month of Feb-

ruary. 1919. The table shows the kind of pulp, the

stocks, production, pulp used and shipments for the

month. The pulp used and the pulp shipped during
each month represents onlj' pulp produced in the es-

Finished Pulp
No. of On hand

Kind of Pulp Mills 1st of

month
Ground wood pulp 157 131,885

Sulphite. News Grade ....... 63 20.551

Sulphite, Bleached 33 7.393

Sulphite. Easy Bleachiiifr 8 2.241

Sulphite, Mitscherlich 7 1.714

Sulphate pulp If) 6,560

Soda pulp 28 4,305

Other than wood pulp 4 114

Total of all fjrades 294 174,763

tablishment using or shipping same. Loss of pro-

duction is shown by giving the idle machine time re-

[lorted by each company for each kind of pulp.

Pulp Production.

The following is a tabulation of production, jiulp

used witliin the establishment where produced, ship-

ments, and stocks of finished pulp, in tons of 2,000

pounds on an air diw basis, for February, 1919, for

294 operating mills:

Tons Air Dry Basis

Produc- Used Shipped On hand
tion for during during end of

month mouth month month
101,009 98.712 5,038 129,144-

53,576 43,417 7,142 23,568

35,627 18.181 13,260 11,579

5,140 3,129 1,743 2,509

6,432 4,136 2,279 1,731

8,712 5,416 3,100 6,756

27.262 15,688 10,375 5,.504

470 494 90

238,228 189,173 42,937 180,881

All known duplications have been excluded from
the "Total of all Grades."
Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic pulp

mills at the end of the month with their production,

the figures show that

:

Groundwood mill stocks equal about 5 weeks' out-

put.

News grade sulphite mill stocks equal about 10 days'

output.

Bleached .sulphite mill stocks equal about 7 days'

output.

Easy bleaching .sulphite mill stocks equal about 11

days' output.

Mitscherlich sulphite mill stocks equal about 7 days'

outpiit.

Lack of Orders
Kind of Pulp No. of Total

Grinders & Hours
Digesters Idle

Groundwood 26 6,844

Sulphite, News Grade 33 5.498

Sulphite, Bleached 18 1,829

Sulphite. Easy Bleaching .... 6 797
Sulphite. Mitscherlich

Sulphate pulp 23 6.096

Soda pulp 21 3.066

Other than wood pulp

Total 127 24.130

Sulphate mill stocks equal about 18 days' output

Soda pulp mill stocks equal about 5 days' output.

Mill stocks of other than wood pulp equal about
4^/2 days' output.

Loss of Production.

The number of grinders and digesters showing lost

time during the month of February in operating mills

was 1,197. The.se figures do not include the machines
ill 11 mills that were not in operation at all during
February, chiefly on account of lack of orders, re-

pairs, lack of material, and lack of power. The num-
ber of hours lost for various reasons is shown in de-
tail in the following tabulation

:

Repairs. Other Reasons.
No. of Total No. of Total

Grinders & Hours Grinders & Hours
Digesters. Idle. Digesters. Idle.

181 28.258 607 142.277*

78 2,215 12 2,061

30 2,856 22 1,448

15 1,611 7 458
1 552 16 3,869

28 1,944 67 6,030

4 78 2 438

337 37.514 733 156,581

''Includes 106.560 hours due to low water. 19.024 hours due to anchor ice. and 3.731 hours due to lack
of power.

REST PERIODS FOR INDUSTRIAL WORKERS.
Research Report No. 13. National Industrial Confer-

ence Board, presents the experience of leading Amer-
ican establishments with "rest pauses. "" giving an idea
of the extent to which systematic recesses in the day's
work have been used in this country. This report also
indicates how far such pauses are desirable from the
standpoint of health and of industrial efficiency. Cop-
ies may be purchased from the Board, 15 Beacon Street,
Boston, Mass. Price, $1.00.

DON'T OIL THE FLOOR.
One of the Crown Willamette employees writes

'"Makin' Paper" as follow.?: "When 'kids' we were

told to 'save your pennies, the dollars will take care of

them«elves'. How about applying this motto to our
oil consumption? 'Boys, save the drops of oil. thp gal-

lons will take care of themselves.' Don't oil the frames,
stands, floors, etc., but put just enough on the bearing.?

to keep the machinery running smoothly."
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
Users of dyes, chemicals, fertilizers, and other pro-

ducts originated by German science were notified

last week by the Alien Property Custodian that im-

portations from Germany hereafter would be subject

to prosecution as infringement of ]iatents licensed

under the Trading with the Enemy Act for use by
American manufacturers. This decision blocks effec-

tually any attempts that might be made to dump
great surplus stocks which Germany was reported to

have accumulated with the intention of underselling

and perhaps stifling the new American industries in

the same lines. Alien Property Custodian Garvan,

in a letter to Burwell S. Cutler, Chief of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, said that all of

the 400 German dye and chemical patents have been

seized by the Alien Property Custodian and sold to

the Chemical Foundation. The Chemical Foundation
is to use these patents to prevent interference by the

Germans after the war with the American industries

to which they relate. The patents will be available

under license regulations. The office of tlie Founda-
tion is at 81 Fulton St., New York.

George C. Sherman, president of the Taggarts Pa-

per C!ompany, a distinguished Democrat and philan-

thropist of Watertown, N.Y., has been named by Gov-
ernor Smith to succeed the late Hendricks S. Holden
as a trustee of the New York State College of Forestry

at Syracuse University. Mr. Sherman, who is par-

ticularly familiar with forestry problems, having
studied the subject in a practical ;uid scientific man-
ner for many j'ears, can be depended upon to devote
his attention to the duties of the office with a char-

acteristic zeal that will demonstrate his high value to

the school and to the problems confronted. The gen-

eral expression of opinion on the appointment of Mr.
Sherman is that no better selection could have been
made.

The Hoard of Directors of the International Paper
Company have declared a regular quarterly dividend
of one and one half per cent on the company's pre-

ferred stock for the quarter ending March 31st, 1919.

A conference relative to standardization was held

last week in Washington between representatives of

the Industrial Co-operation Service of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and representatives of the glazed
and fancy paper and cardboard manufacturers. Those
present at the conference included : G. Frank Meriam,
of the Glazed and Fancy Paper Manufacturers and
the Cardboard Manufacturers; I. 0. Van Duzer, of

the Glazed and Fancy Paper Manufacturers; S. A.
Smith, of the Cardboard Manufacturers' A.ssociation

;

Mr. Durgin, chief of the paper laboratory of the Bur-
eau of Standards, and Messrs. Cutter and Lennihan,
of the Industrial Service. It is believed that as a re-

sult of the meeting the Secretary of Commerce will

write a letter endorsing in some mea.sure at least the
ideas which were presented by the paper men. Among
the recommendations made by Mr. Meriam and oth-

ers were a request that the number of shades be re-

duced, and that by having a standardized thickness
many advantages might bo afforded.

Frank C. Raker, owner and publisher of the Ta-

coma, Washington, "Ledger and News-Tribune," who
is largely interested in the Cascade Paper Company,
has announced that negotiations for the financing and
construction of a $600,000 book paper mill at Tacoma,
have been completed. The new mill, which will be

built by the Cascade Paper Company, is to have a ca-

pacity of 20 tons of high grade book paper daily, and
is the first paper mill of any kind to be established on
the Pacific Coast since the signing of the armtistiee.

A certificate of incorporation has been granted to

the Burnside Tissue Mills, Inc., recently organized
with Nathan G. Read, who several weeks ago ac-

quired the old Walker paper mill at Burnside, Conn.,

as one of the principal stockholders. The new con-

cern will manufacture lightweight papers which will

include tissues, napkins, etc. Mr. Read states that in

no sense will the product of the Burnside mills be
competitive with that of the Japanese Tissue Mills,

of which concern he is vice-president. The amount of

the capital stock subsci-ibed for the new company is

$51,200. Francis W. Cole, former corporation counsel

of Hartford, Conn., is secretary of the new corpora-

tion.

The American Strawboard Company's property in

North Dayton, Ohio, has been sold to Mrs. Anne G.

Gorman, for a reported consideration of $25,000, and
will be used for welfare purposes. Following a fire

and adverse market conditions, the company's pro-

perty has been in di.suse for several years past. It

was at one time a splendid going concern and a money
maker.
The National City Bank of New York in a recent

compilation shows that exports of dyestuffs from the

United States to Australia in 1917 amounted to $72,-

500, as compared with $16,725 in the preceding year.
This, says the bank's statement, illustrates the
promptness with which the world responded to the
development of the dyestuff industry in the United
States. It is shown by the bank's figures that no
oidy were the dyestuff manufacturers of America
efjual to the task of providing their own country with
the supjilies which could no longer be obtained from
Germany, hut they were able to some extent to ship
a part of their manufactures to other countries. In
1914, the exportation of dyestuffs from the United
States was, all told, but $356,919. In 1915, $1,177,925
was sent out, and in 1918 total exportations were rep-
resented in round figures by $16,922,000.

Brigadier-General J. B. White, of Montreal, who is

pulp wood and saw mill manager of the Riordon Pulp
and Paper Co., and had charge of the forestry opera-
tions of the Carftxlian corps in France during the
war, addressed a well attended meeting recently of
tlie Engineers' Club in Montreal, on the important
part that timber played in the winning of the Euro-
pean conflict, where Canadians produced two million
tons of timber. He stated that had it not been for
the foresight of the French people in conserving their
forests and producing new forests the war would
have been lost.
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Technical Section

NEW MEMBERS AND MEMBERS' NEWS.
Thr Ti'cliiiH'al Sfrtiou ^onIillU(•^ in >lii>\v a healthy

growth, although if eaeli iiicinbfi- wore represented

as a pound, one eould hardly say the body had

reaehetl a state of obesity. Members reeently eleeted

are: C. D. Jentz, St. ilauriee Pulj) and l^iper Co.; 11.

J. C. Chapman, Ab'itibi Power & Paper Co.; R. W. Ar-

vesen, lielgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Co.; Henry C.

Carruth, Mead Paper Co.. Dayton, Ohio, and Theo.

F. Spear, Broinpton Pulp & Paper Co.

Mr. n. Grindstadt, of Oeean Falls, B.C., has .sent

the Secretary a jiosteard showing a very exeiting ski

juni])ing eo7itest wiiieh lie nia\' have been witnessing

in Norway. Mr. (irindstadt exi)eets to return aiiout

the middle of the month, and there is some likeliluJod

that he has entered a peri)etnai jjartnershii). Well,

Oeean Falls is a delightful place to keep hou.se.

Sapper Andrew Christensen, former superintendent

of the sulphite department at Oeean Falls, is now re-

siding in Kininel Camp Park as a member of the Can-

adian Engineers. He expects to be detained tliere for

some time.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-7. Thermal dissociation of sulfur dioxide. .1. B.

Ferguson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 41, 6i)-72 (1918). P'rom

the ecpiilibrium constant for the rediu'tion of SO. by
CO and that for the dissociation of COo, F. calculates

the thermal dissociation of SO_. from 1000 to l.jOO°

and from 1 to 0.001 atmosphere. It is found to be

somewhat less than that of either U.O or COj.

—

Chem. Abs.

A-7. Sodium sulfide and other products from niter

cake. II. P. Bas.sctt. Chem. Met. Eng. 19, I'M (l!)18j.

A discussion of some of the methods that have been

proposed for the utilization of niter cake, e.g., the pro-

duction of Xa.S04 by neutralizing with CaO : the

manufacture of HCl, HNO,, and H.SO^, etc. The au-

thor considers the production of Na.S as the best so-

lution of the problem, and suggests that the partial

oxidation taking place in Berthier's method be ob-

viated by using C in the form of bituminous coal.

The volatile matter given off keeps the furnace (of a

special, air-tiglit design) full of reducing atmosphere.
This reaction does uot require a high temperature,

96% conversion being obtained at 650" in a east or

wrought iron tube furnace. Means must be provided
for cooling the material as discharged from the fur-

nace out of contact with the air. As the added C is

in excess of that required for the reduction, the cin-

der will contain some free C and will require leaching
and crystallizing to recover the Na._,S in marketable
form.—Chem. Abs.

A-12. Production of turpentine and rosin in India.
Anon. Drugs, Oils and Paints 34, 124 (1918).—The
botanical varieties of pine trees, rosin and turpentine,
and the distribution and area of the forests in India,

are given.—Chem. Abs.

A-14. Device for testing the tearing strength of
paper. R. 0. Wood, Brookline, assignor to A. D. Lit-

tle, Inc. U.S. Pat. 1,273,972, J.S.C.I., 37. No. 21
(1918).—The sheet of fibrous material is held firmly
along a straight-edge, and means jirovided for moving
a lever connected with a gripping device up an in-

clined plane at an angle to the base-plane of the

straight-edge, the force required to move the lever so

as to tear the sheet being indicated upon a pressure

gauge. 1). E. S.

A-14. The art of determining the composition of

papers. iL'art irt'tal)lir la composition tics papiers).

E. Arnould, Le Papier, 1918, 21, p. 181. The paper

mill suiierintendent sliould be thoroughly familiar

with the properties of all the various kinds and grades

of stock, and of the other raw materials which enter

into the composition of paper. He shoidd be in a

position to determine the composition of any sample
submitted to him, by physical, chemical and micro-

scopic examination, to duplicate it with suitable ma-
terials, and to determine the cost of protluction in

his mill. This is relativelj' simple in the case of lower

grade papers, but becomes a very difficult matter
when dealing with high grade papers, requiring years
of practical experience and a fair amount of technical

knowledge. (Sec also Pa|)er, Mar. 26).—A. P. C.

A-0. Standard methods of analysis. Pulj) & Paper
M.. 17, No. 4, p. 7"). The tentative methods of analy-

sis of raw materials as submitted to the Technical
Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

are given.—R.C.

D-4. Mechanical wood pulp. (Les pates mecaniipies
de boisj. P. Rochon, Le Papier, 21, p. 202, (1918);
continued from p. 165. A description of horizontal

and vertical grinders and their respective advantages,
and of the conditions which ensure the best results.

(To be continued).—A. P. C.

DO. Process and means for producing all-wood pa-
per (making ground wood). Anon. .1. S. C. I.. 37, No.
22 (lltlN). A r. S. Pat. 1,277,7:^7 granteil to A. H.
Lefebvre, Watertpwn, N.Y. Wood is ground to pro-
duce a mixture of fine fibrous material and partially
reduced material, the pulp, from the grinder is passed
through a scrubbing tank and then through a hydro-
static gravity separator, in which the foreign mat-
ters are separated; the cleaned material is then
screened and the portions which are rejected by the
screens are treated in a refiner to produce a relative-
ly coarse fibrous pulp Avhich is mixed with the pulp
coming from the original grinder,, so that it again
passes through the gradhig .sy.stem.— I). E. S.

DO. The manufacture of groundwood pulp. G. W.
Dickson, Riordon Pulp and Paper Co.. Pulp and Pa-
per, 17, No. 1, p. 3; No. 2, p. 30.—The principal sub-
jects covered are the history of the process, various
types of grinders and the stones used in them, the
subsequent treatment of the pulp until its fini.shed
form is reached, the variables affecting the product,
its use, modifications of the usual process, and power
requirements.—R. C.

D-0. Cellulose substitute. A. X. Anderson and C.
Vig. Norway, 2S,771, Apr. 29. 1918. Wood pulp is

ground, the long fibers .separated and treated chemi-
cally at a comparatively low temperature and finally
passed through a crtisher.—Chem. Abs.

E-2. Alcohol and other products from waste sul-
fite liquor. R. 11. McKee. V. S. 1,284,739, Nov. 12.
Waste sulfite liquor is purified by treating it with
BaCO, under oxidizing conditions, thus forming a
sludge containing BaSO^, and, after separating"' the
sludge, the purified liipior is fermented and di.stilled
to obtain alcohol. The sludge is furnaced under re-
ducing conditions to obtain BaS and the latter is then
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couverted iuto BaCOs by treating it under pressure

with CUo from tlie fermentation vats.—Chem. Abs.

E-2. Decomposing sulfite waste to extract organic

and inorganic materials. T. K. Streliieuert. Xorw. 28,

tJ41, Mar. 11, V.J1S.—In a modit'ieatiou of the process

of 21:,l-40, the waste is evaporated to 90'/c of its vol-

ume before decomposing, so that a portion of the lime

salt is precipitated, and the combined SOo is liberated

thereby facilitat-ing precipitation and increasing the

yiehl of drj- product.

Xorw. 28,655, Mar. 11, 1918. In a modification of

the process of 24,110, the !S0o is converted iuto SO., in

the presence of small quantities of H.SO,.

R. W. Strehlenert. Swed. 43,860, Apr. 3, 1918. —
The lye is heated in an autoclave under high pres-

sure produced b.y the introduction of S0._. in such

amount that its partial pressure is greater than that

of the steam pressure at the prevailing temperature,

whereby H^SOo required for the reaction is formed
by oxidation of the H,,SO;;.—Chem. Ahs.

E-2. Crops for the production of power alcohol. W.
K. tirimwade. Commonwealth of Australia, Advis-

ory Council of Sci. and Ind., Bull. 7, 153-61 (1918).—
The importance of alcohol as a substitute for gasoline

is pointed out, and data are pre.sented regarding
price, source and production of alcohol. The fac-

tors influencing the selection of a crop for its produc-

tion are fully outlined, and stress is plai-ed upon the

fact that the commercial success of the industry rests

mostlv with the proper choice of the crop.—Chem.
Abs.

"

EG, F-0. Digester and associated apparatus for the

manufacture of cellulose. K. Scliaurfrlliergcr. V. S.

1,282,635, Oct. 22.—The apparatus is esi)ecially adapt-

ed for the manufacture of jmlp from wood, bamboo
or es]iarto.—Chem. Ahs.

F-4. Recovering alkali and other substances in cel-

lulose production. O. (;. Stage, (an. 1S7.316, Nov. 5.

1918.—The strong black liquor is withdrawn from
the cellulose digester and replaced with a weak liquor

which washes the pulp: then both the strong and
weak liquors are transferred to the furnace for use
as fuel therein under heat and jiressure without ex-

posure to the air.—Chem. Abs.

F-5. Process of producing soda cellulose particular-

ly wood cellulose. Aktiebolaget Cellulosa. Stockholm.
Via J. S. C. I. 37, No. 21 (191S). English Pat. No.
116,288.—Wood is digested with caustic soda without
the use of sulphide by carrying out the process in the
presence of a contact substance favoring reduction.

Mercury is especially suital)le for this purpose. The
digestion liquor employed is weaker than that com-
monly used, and should contain about 60 grams of

NaoO as caustic soda per liter. To maintain this dilu-

tion and provide sufficient alkali for digestion, the
•wood may either be boiled with about double the
usual quantity of lye or a portion of stronsr caustic
lye may be added later in the process when the initial

portion is exhausted. The principal extraction of the
incrusting substances should take place at a tempera-
ture not exceeding 170°C., and the process may be ac-

celerated by the application of air pressure.—D. E. .'-i.

F-5. Digesting cellulosic materials with sulfate li-

quor. O. G. Stage. V. S.. 1.279.604. Sept. 24.—After
treating wood chips or similar cellulosic materials
with a solution of Na„S04, NaOII, Xa.,S. Na.CO, in a
digester, part of the black liquor is withdrawn, weak
liquor is introduce/1 into the digester to replace the
liquor \\ithdrawn, the pulp in the digester is washed

by the liquor thus weakened, and the liquors are all

preserved under digester heat and pressure to main-
tain them in condition for subsequent burning with-

out loss.—Chem. Abs.

H-5. Treating lignocellulose preliminary to bleach-
ing. A. R. de Vaius and J. F. T. Peterson, Holland,
2,395, Apr. 2, 1918.—Cellulose is treated with a solu-

tion of CI water, then with H2O alone, and finally

with a slightly alkaline solution.—Chem. Abs.
H-5. Method and apparatus for bleaching paper

pulp. Anon. .J. S. 0. 1., U. S. Pat. 1,277,926 granted
to J. E. Ileiskanen, Canton, N.C.—The pulp is treated
in a series of circulating units, each consisting of a
pair of vertical tanks, the bottoms of which taper to

a connecting passage in which a propeller is situated.

Adjustable means are provided whereby a portion of

the pulp circulating in each unit is allowed continu-
ously to flow over into the next unit of the series,

whilst the remainder is returned to the tanks from
which it was propelled, the amount of pulp continu-
ously passing over from each unit to the next being
e(iual to the amount coutinuouslv fed into the appara-
tus.— O. E. S.

H-5 Refining wood pulp. (Bleaching.) V. Drew-
sen. U.S. 1.283,113. Oct. 29. Pine, .spruce or similar
soda or sulfate process wood pulp is refined to render
it suitable for the manufacture of nitrocellulose oi'

other u-scs by bleaching for several hours with an
aqueous solution containing 2-8% CI calculated on the
dry weight of the pulp and then treating the yellow
partially bleached product thus obtained with NajCO^
solution under pressure for several hours. The solu-
bility of the pulp in KOH is reduced to less than 7%.—Chem. Abs.

K-6. Fiber for paper-making. C. Beadle. U. S.

1.286,502, Dec. 3.—Fibrous material such as freshly
cut stems of Hedychium coronarium are prepared for
the manufacture of unbleached paper by treatment
with an alkaline solution, e.g., a solution of NaOH, at
atmosphere pressure, and at a temperature below
the boiling point, while simultaneously disintegrating
the fibers by a beating operation. Organic .sub-
stances are retained which are usually removed by a
washing process, and these processes serve to in-
crease the weight of the product.—Chem. Abs.

K-6. Paper Pulp (from Papyrus). J. Wells Brit
120.086, O.-t. 24, 1917.—Material for the production
of paper is obtained by heating previously dried and
iiiattired papyrus with lime water at temperatures
not substantially exceeding 100°. Either the dried
and mature stalks may be treated, or the inner fiber
and pith obtained from such stalks.—Chem. Abs.

K-6. Process and apparatus to make paper stock
from dead leaves and other vegetable matter. (Pro-
cede et api)areil perinettant de faire de la pate a pa-
pier en partant de foiilles mortes et autres matieres
vegetales). La Papier. 21, p. 210 (1918). French pat
ent No. 488,940. granted to Mrs. K. Bramsou (nee
Adeler). Seine, France.—A. P. C.

K-12. Improvements to paper machines. (Perfec-
tionnements aux machines a fabriquer le papier) Le
Papier, 1918, 21, p. 210. French patent No 488 907
granted to Wm. Alex. Aitken, England. The patent
covers a device wiiereby the suction-boxes are made
to oscillate about their longitudinal axis.—A. P C

This would 1h' a -rrand old world if everybodv paid
their bdls as cheerfully as they pay grudges.
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A federal cliarter lias been granted to Clarke Uro-

thers, Liinitetl, of I'.ear i»iver, N.S., with a eapital

stoek of !t!l,r)00,()()0. \er\ wide powers are granted

tlie organization, whieii lieretofore has been known
as Clarke Bros., and among them is to manufaeture

and deal in pnip and paper.

.]. ('. Kirkwood, former editor iif i'rinter and

Publisher, Toronto, and for some months past iden-

tified with the Canadian Press A.ssoeiation as assis-

tant manager, has gone to England, where he will

take eharge of the publieations and publieity for the

Federation of British Industries. Mr. Kirkwood has

written several books on advertising and sales topics,

and his many friends ii\ the imblishing and paper

business will wish him every success in ids new post,

which is a responsible one.

A charter has been granted to the ^IcLaurin Lum-
ber Co., Montreal, with a eapital stoek of ifilOO.OOO to

take over the business conducted by John R. Mc-

Laurin. The new company is authorized to manufac-

ture and deal in pulp wood and all articles made in

whole or in part in wood or any of its products.

The annual meeting of the Ontario Pulp and Paper

Makers' Safety Association, of which A. P. Costigane

of Toronto, is secretary and engineer, and I. H. Wel-

don, of Toronto, President, will be held in the board

room of the Provincial Pulp and Paper Mills Co., To-

ronto, on Tuesday, April 15, at 2.30 p.m., when the

annual reports for the past year will be submitted

and officers elected for the next twelve months.

Major General Alex McDougall, former director

general of timber operations in England and France,

and his brothers. Col. Kenneth JIcDougall and Sam
MeDougall, of Ottawa, intend going into the timber

and pulp wood business. They have secured an op-

tion on a tract of land in the province of Quebec,

which consists of 620 square miles. The land is on

the north bank of the St. Lawrence, about 260 miles

northeast of Quebec, and is richly wooded with tim-

ber, which will yield large quantities of pulp Avood.

The eapital stock of the Mattagami Pulp and Pa-

per Co., whose head offices are in Toronto, and whose
sulphite pulp mill is at Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., has

been increased by letters patent from four million to

seven million dollars by the creation of 30,000 shares

of new stock of $100 eacli. The plant of the com-
pany is busy and an additional drying machine and
extra barkers are being installed as well as other

improvements carried out.

A. E. Millington, who for the past two years has
been manager of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills

at Swanson Bay, B.C., has retired from that position

and has been succeeded by K. J. Carney as acting
resident manager. Jlr. ^Millington, who some years
ago was superintendent of the pulp plant of the Span-
ish River Pulp and Paper Mills at Espanola, was
presented with a diamond pin on behalf of the super-

intendents and foremen of the Whalen Co. He ex-
jircssed his ajijireciation of the loyalty and co-opera-

tion extended iiini during iiis ii'nnrc of llic nianager-

siiip. Freil Fielding, supi'i-intcndcnl of llic pnIp plant,

made the j)resentatioD.

Major .1. P. Fitzgerald, formerly on the editorial

staff of the Toronto Telegram, who went overseas

with the 180th (Sportsmen's) Battalion, and saw sev-

eral years' service in France, returned last week on

the Royal George, and will resume his former news-

paper position, lie .will be banqueted at an early

date by the Sportsmen's A.ssoeiation.

.1. O. licrity. proprietor of the "Ontario," Belle-

ville, was in I'oronto during the past week attend-

ing the annual meeting of the Ontario Associated

Boards of Trade. Among the resolutions carried was
one reaffirming one passed in 1912, supporting a
project for the development of the French river

waterway connecting Lake Nipissing with the Great
Lakes, and urging the Federal Government to make
provision for the commencement of the work in the

1919 estimates. It is stated that the new route would
open up immense jnilp wood and other resources, and
it is estimated that 35,000 horse power can be devel-

oped at three locks, and that the sale of the power
to Northern Ontario industries such as pulp and pa-

per mills, and mining developments, would pay the

interest on the cost of construction of the waterway,
which is placed at eighteen millions.

At the annual meeting of the F. N. Burt Co., Lim-
ited, held in Toronto recently, a very satisfactory re-

port was presented. The profits exceeded those of

the previous year by .$100,377, and totalled $-170,376.

After deducting the transfers to Reserves, the amount
written off Patent Acctmnt, and dividend payments
on the preference and common shares, the balance
in profit and loss account has been increased by $103,-

919, and now stands at .$376,783. The balance is .sub-

ject to deduction of the United States Excess Pro-
fits Tax on the 1918 earnings of the Buffalo busi-

ness, the amount of which cannot be ascertained as

yet. A Reserve of $40,000 has been set aside to pro-
vide for income taxes in both the United States and
Canada. The company manufacture sales books and
kindred lines. S. .1. Moore, of Toronto, was re-elect-

ed President of the Company, and all the old officers

were re-appointed. The dividend on the preferred
stock was advanced from a six per cent to an eight
per cent basis, and the report presented was the best
in the history of the company.

The Rudd Paper Box Co. of Toronto, have recently
issued some attractive advertising literature in the
interest of the waxed board carton, and also empha-
sizing the selling value of suitable packages for all

lines of goods.

The many friends of Arthur D. Huff, for many
years the transportation expert of the Laurentide
Co., will sympathize with him in the loss of his father.
Rev. D. Lucas Huff, who died last week in Hailey-
Iniry. at the advanced age of 87.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, April 1.—The market in the pulp and pa-

per line continues spotty, and some firms report

good business, while others declare conditions of trade

are quiet. There are so many disturbing factors that

business will not likely settle down to a fair, steady

going basis until the peace t«rms are signed in

Europe, and it is found out what the fi.seal policy of

the Federal Government is going to be, and what
other legislation will be enacted so far as income

assessment and the tariff is concerned.

So far as pulp and paper is concerned, it is not

thought that a revised fiscal policy would interfere

materially with the industry, but it might play havoe

with other lines of paper.

Speaking in the House of Commons on the McMas-
ter amendment to the tariff. F. N. McCrea. M.P.,

President of the Brompton Pulp and Paper Co. of

East Angus, Que., who opposed the amendment, stat-

ed that he was a manufacturer, and would be only

too glad to have free trade in his own line of business,

but, if there was going to be free trade, it should be

uniform. Some Canadian industries were not pre-

pared to compete against the world, the same as the

pulp and paper industry. Prices in all lines of paper
are holding up, but many plants are o]ierating to re-

duced capacity. During the past week most encour-

aging news in the pulp and paper line has come to

hand. One is the new ruling of the Canadian Trade
Commission under which it will be possible for Can-

ada to resume exportation of wood pulp to Mexico,
and another is that a ship has just left Halifax with

a full cargo of pulp for England, which constitutes

a record during the past two years. "While many ship-

ments of pulp have been sent over of late, this is the

first full cargo. It consisted of 4,.583 tons, about half

being mechanical pulp from Nova Scotia plants, and
the remainder sulphite pulp from Ontario mills.

In Quebec some of the mechanical pulp plants are

suffering from low water and are runninsr only to

nart capacity. Buying from the United States has
fallen off and stocks are piling up. Purchasing is.

therefore, from hand to mouth, but the prosnects are

encouraging. The British control of paper will be lift-

ed, it is announced, by the end of April, and import

licenses will allow up to seventy-five per cent, of pre

war amounts. The action of the British authorities is

very satisfactory to the daily and periodical press of

the Old Land, as the regulations have been very strin-

gent. The demand for pulp as well as paper from
England and the Continent is steadily increasing, and
with the opening of navigation, providing steamers can

be obtained freely, there should be no difficulty in

disposing of the surplus output of Canadian mills, as

well as the stocks on hand. Many tons of sulphite pulp
are now going forward. It is believed that very soon

the requisitions from the United States for pulp will

increase as each week sees an improvement across the

liorder in the paper business, which has been very
quiet and stocks are low.

Envelope factories are busy, and so are concerns

making fancy lines of stationery. The business, which
was done at Christmas time the past year exceeded
all expectations, and the houses catering to this trade

do not purpose being caught short next holiday season.

Paper box plants are fairly busy in the set up and
folding box line, but mills making corrugated boxes
are quiet. There is an ever widening demand for ear-

tons of all kinds, and during the war the use of tin

and other metal receptacles was so expensive that
many turned to waxed paper and board packages of

one kind and another. There is still some prejudice

to overcome in this line. Tea houses, which for years
used the lead package, have found that it was easily

broken or torn, and are now substituting another pack-
age in the shape of the waxed board carton, which is

stronger, more secure and completely air tight. Now
the coffee and cocoa houses, which have employed tins,

are going to use waxed board containers, although the

public has become seized of the idea that, unless cof-

fee and cocoa are put up in tins the contents will lose

some of their flavor. This is a mistake, and the or-

ganizations, which are adopting the board container,

hope in a short while to banish the idea that tin is

necessary. To-day more manufacturers of various lines

oF products than ever are using different styles of car-

tons, and set up carboard boxes. They recognize the
economy, utility and cleanliness of such means. This

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones |°^^ murray hill. NEW YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show
what we can do.

you
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IS bound to make additional business for the paper box

eoncerns, and the board mills, who report that the pros-

pects for the I'oining year are very bright.

In the rag and paper stock market the cheaper

grades. are movijig slowly, but there is no demand for

the expensive lines, and quotations are in some cases

merely nominal. Board mills arc buying lightly and

adopting a conservative policy. In rags there is very

little moving, and the demand is ([uiet. It is hoped

by the dealers that there will soon be some improve-

ment. Prices on all lines of cuttings and roofing stock

have dropped considerably tluring the past fcAv days.

The demand for newsprint continues brisk, and the

big daily papers are larger than ever, as advertising

has been extensive this spring. It is interesting to note

that in spite of the hundreds of newspapers which

have gone to the wall during the past two years or

have merged with others, owing to the high cost of

newsprint and general overhead expenses, there are

rumors that more ventures are to be made. An On-

tario town which has three newspapers, will, it is

stated, shortly have another, and one city in the East

already served by four editions (two morning and two
evening), may have another rival, while in a Western

Canadian city, a fourth daily is announced, in spite of

the fact that three have been in the field for some

years, and one of them, at least, has had a difficult

struggle. The United Farmers of Ontario, who talked

of . a daily paper in their behalf, are more sensible

than some persons engaged in the publishing world,

and are content with the acquiring of an established

agricultural weekly, instead of launching a new pub-

lication in an already overcrowded field.

The question was often asked by newsprint manu-
facturers which woi;ld come to an end first, the print

paper investigation in Canada or the war, and the

war won out. Now the interrogation is looming up
which next w-ill terminate first, the signing of the

Peace terms or the newsprint probe ? The former is

likely to prove a victor from present appearances, as

the present figure of $69 may go until the end of May.
In the meantime, the people of the Dominion foot the

bill and the industry suffers, for no construction work
or enlargements will be undertaken until the ban of

federal regidation and price control is removed.
Wax paper manufacturers are busy at present, and

report that requisitions from bakers for paper to seal

their loaves are again coming to the front. During
the war wrapping bread was forbidden by the Food
Control Board, but now the bread manufacturer may
do as he pleases, and the demand for the enclosed
loaf is widening. When the regulation of no wrap-
ping was enforced, wax paper firms turned their at-

tention to other directions, and built up a splendid
business.- Necessity in their ease proved the mother
of invention, and education, and with bread wrapping
coming back, the industries in the wax paper line will

be busier than ever. A dozen years ago there was
only one firm in Canada making wax paper, and the
process of arousing the public and manufacturers of
various commodities to the use of this air tight and
•water tight wrapping was slow. Of late years the de-
mand has grown greatly, and there are now seven or
eight plants, and there is business for all of them.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $5.25
No.' 1 soft white shavings $4.00
White Blanks $1.15

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.50

No. 1 magazine • • .$1 -50

No. 1 book stock $1.30

No. 1 manilas $2.10

No. 1 print manila $1.20

Folded news ; . . . .'. 75c

Over-issue news ""'^

Kraft *4.00

.\'o. 1 clean mixed papers 60c

No. 1 shirt cuttings ''VijC

.\o. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings SVgC

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings ..,...^..70

No. 1 blue overall cuttings
'

.. . . ., • • ,6p

Bleached shoe clip 7c

White cotton hosiery cuttings .8c.

Light colored hosiery cuttings 7c.

New light flanncllctte cuttings 6V^C

No. 2 white shirt cuttings .8c

City thirds and blues (reiiacked) '2,y2C

Flock and satinettes 1 -Toe

Tailor rags 1.65c

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, :Marcli 29.^Gradually but steadily the

market for paper is taking on new life. Indications

are that a greater volume of business has been trans-

acted this week than during any similar length of

time for some months, and the beauty of the improve-

ment in the market is that it covers practically every

grade of paper, and that the inerea.sed demand is of

the healthiest character. Domestic consumers have

purchased with greater freedom, and demand from

export sources has undergone consistent expansion.

The most actively sought grades. Comparatively

speaking, are news and book. This i.s doubtless due

largely to the fact that there is an advertising boom
on, and that publishers of daily news])ai)ers and cur:,

rent periodicals are being compelled to enlarge the

size of their jniblications, with the result that the con-

sumption of paper of these descriptions is growing
day by day.

It is the opinion of representative members of the

trade that the market will continue to as.sume a more
active complexion in a gradual way. Few, if any,

look for any sudden developments in the way of an

overnight demand, for it is felt that l)uyers will pur-

sue a conservative policj^ and will broaden the scope

of their operations as their requirements warrant.

That activity lies ahead of the market, however, no
one questions. The belief is expressed on all sides

that a very large consumption of paper of most every
grade will prevail during the forthcoming months,
and, in view of the fact that jflbbers and users gen-

erally have light stocks now on hand, it is expected
that buying will reach broad proportions. Illustra-

tive of the increasing consumption may be cited thie

instance of a well known weekly farm paper- which
within the past two months has doubled in size by
reason of a corresponding increase in advertisements.
In other words, this newspaper, which sevpral months
ago ran about forty pages, is now printing eighty
pages. Magazines as well are steadily adding page
after page with each succeeding issue, which i.s being
reflected by a much larger movement of paper.'
Newsprint mills are operating at very near' to ca,

pacity and are .shipping the great bulk of their out-

put virtually as soon as it becomes available. Prices
are firmly maintained, and there has been a stronger
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tone in the market, which is attributed iii part to the

refusal of the Federal Trade Commission to grant

the request of newspaper Rublishiug interests to re-

open its investigation of newsprint paper costs and

prices.

Book papers also are moving in increasing volume,

and at stronger prices. Consumers in frequent cases

are finding it necessary to seek additional lots of

paper in the open market to augment their contract

supplies, with the result that a growing transient

business is passing. Fine papers are in better demand,

though it is noticeable that buyers are still confining

their purchases of writing paper largely to the cheap-

er ((ualities. Tissues are firm and are sought in mod-

erately large quantity. No. 1 white is selling at be-

tween $1.15 and $1.2r), while No. 2 white and manila

tissue are quotable at $1.00 to $1.10. Wrapping pa-

pers are rather quiet. There is a fair call for them,

but most of the business current is on contract, and

the aggregate movement is of less than normal vol-

ume for this season of the year. As the Easter season

draws nigh, however, it is expected demand will ex-

pand.

The market for boards is decidedly more active,

and prices have advanced. Mills are running on

longer schedule than for some weeks, and are not oc-

caskfning the difficulty in disposing of their product

that they have recently been up against. Chip board

is selling at $38 to $40 per ton, while news is quoted

at $40 to $45. and binder board at around $70.

GROUND WOOD.—A routine trade of compara-

tively small volume is passing in mechanical pulp.

Consumers are buying in a restricted manner, gener-

ally absorbing only such tonnages as they require to

fill out their contract supplies, and. in the absence of

important demand, prices are gradually declining to

weaker levels. Between $25 and $26 per ton at the

grinding mill is the present range of quotations, and

consumers are experiencing no trouble in covering

their wants at the lower edge of quoted values. Indi-

cations are, however, that surplus stocks of ground

wood are not as large as some have made them out to

be. and an advance in prices would not surprise most

members of the trade. In fact, predictions are made

that values will rise, owing to the shortage of wood.

CHEMICAL PULP.— Business in chemical pulp

this week has involved a comparatively small amount

of material. Inquiry has been more active, but those

consumers showing interest have done no buying of

a substantial character, presumably having their im-

mediate needs provided for and inquiring merely to

get a line on prices and conditions. There is an easy

tone to prices on domestic pulps. This is not surpris-

ing in view of the long period of quietness the mar-

ket has passed through, and yet sellers are not press-

ing their offers and appear to be satisfied to await

the entrance of consumers into the market as buyers

before endeavoring to do business. It is apparently

realized that efforts to stimulate buying at present

would likely have just the opposite effect, and deal-

ers in domestic pulp and importers consequently are

pursuing a waiting policy.

RAGS. — The situation in rags remains practical-

ly the same as previously reported. Sales are being

made, but manufacturers are purchasing in hand to

mouth fashion, and evince little or no desire to an-

ticipate their needs ahead. Most of those actually

in the market for supplies seek to buy at concessions

in price and are frecjuently refusing to meet the fig-

ures asked by dealers. Repacked thirds and blues,

])robably the most active description of stock, are

.selling to mills at around $3.25 f.o.b. New York, while

old No. 1 whites are quotable at $5.50 and new white

shirt cuttings of No. 1 grade at $10.00 to $10.50. Hoof-

ing rags are in poor demand, owing to the fact that

felt mills have little business, and are runaing only

on part time schedule,

PAPER STOCK.—Increased activity has prevailed

in the market for the low grades of old paper this

week, and prices in one or two instances have ad-

vanced. Box board mills have bought with consid-

erably more freedom and in larger volume, and sell-

ers of such grades as No, 1 mixed paper, folded news,

manilas and similar descriptions of waste paper have
ooccasioned no difficulty in finding a market for

the bulk of their outpiU. No. 1 mixed paper has sold

at 45 cents per 100 pounds New York, and the mar-
ket has firmed to the point where it is doubtftd whe-
ther sizable tonnages of mixed paper can now be se-

cured under this price level. Folded news is selling

at 60 cents f.o.b. New York, and slightly higher, and
while there isn't quite the demand that exists for

mixed paper, there is a sufficiently large movement
to be creative of firmness in quotations. Books and
magazines are quoted at around $1.30 New York to

mills, and are sought in fair volume, while kraft pa-

per has strengthened in price slightly under a broader
call from consuming quarters. No. 1 kraft is now
held at .$2.15 to $2.25 per 100 pounds New York. Shav-
ings are in slight demand, and quotably lower. Be-
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tVfeen $4.70 and $4.y0 is the current market for No.

1 hard white shavings, while soft whites of No. 1

quality are priced at around $3.75.

BAUGIXU AND KOPH—No fresh activity of an

important character is noted in the market for scrap

bagging and okl rope. Domestic maiiila rope is off a

bit in price, owing to a slowing up of demand from
consumers and increased arrivals of foreign rope, and
offerings at .t-i.nO to $4.75 per 100 pounds are report-

ed, with few takers. Manufacturers apparently arc

holding back in buying in anticipation of a further

decline in values as receipts from abroad increase.

Scrap bagging is sought only in restricted amounts,

with dealers quoting at a basis of $2.25 to'.$2.50 f.o.b.

New York for No. 1 packing.

THE EXPANSION OF A GREAT INDUSTRY.
In twenty-five years the value of the output of the

pulp and paper industry in Canada had become 1

1

times greater than it was. Probably at the prevail-

ing rate of development the consumption of pulp-

wood in 1928 would be at least 3 1-4 times that of

1916. ten times greater than in 1904, or 5,500.000

cords per annum. At this rate the remaining sup-

ply would be 121,000,000 cords, or, without allowing

for further supply, would be 121.000.000 cords, or.

without allowing for further increase, sufficient only

for 22 years more. Commenting on the plain need for

regrowth and reafforestration. Mr. Campbell suggest-

ed that the returned soldiers might be employed to

advantage on the planting of trees.

LARGER FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH WORK.
Now that the war is over, there is a general ex-

pression of opinion that arrangements should be made
by the Federal authorities to extend the work and
scope of the Forest Products Laboratories of Can
ada. There is pressing need for the study of the

great natural resources of the Dominion, and Poi- the

extension of an adequate research program. The in-

vestigative work has been hampered during the past

four years owing to the enlistment of so many inein

bers of the staff for overseas service. It was origin-

ally intended, when the Laboratories were opened five

years ago, in Montreal, that they shoidd move to a

permanent building in 191S, designed to suit the re-

quirements of their specialized activities, and of suf-

ficient size to accommodate an adequate investiga-

tive staff, but the Federal authorities found it onl

of the question to provide such a structure during the

period of the war. The present Laboratory building

is now approaching a dangerous condition, and lias

outgrown its quarters. Certain activities are eireuin

scribed, and the cry is for a new building.

A comprehensive review of all published literature

on spent liquor from sulphite pulp mills has been
compiled, and is now in the hands of the printer. It

will appear shortly as Forestry Branch Bulletin. No.
66, entitled, "Waste Sulphite Liquor." This will

prove an extremely valuable book of reference to

pulp and paper manufacturers, and to all intere.sted

in the elimination of waste. An improved method
for the estimation of cellulose in wood, worked out
at the Laboratories, was published early in the year.
This method is being used in a series of complete
analyses of Canadian pulp wood species now in pro-
gress.

Special analyses are also being made to determine

the resin content of Canadian pulp wood species, and
the composition of the resins. These analyses are

being made in such a way as to show the relative

resin content of the various species when freshly

felled, when felled and river driven and stored for a

year.

A review of tlie work completed some time ago at

the Laboratories on the technique of beating paper
pulp is being prepared for publication. Studies of

tlie fibre dimensions of Canadian woods have been
continued during 1918. Data of this kind, besides

being of considerable scientific interest, is also of

practical value to the pulp and paper industry.

NEWSPRINT PRICE AGAIN EXTENDED.

At Ottawa this week the official price of news-

print paper in Canada was extended by the Paper
Controller, Mr. Robert A. Pringle, K.C. The price,

therefore, of $69 per ton will in all probability be

the official price in Canada until June 1st.

The Canadian newspapers, it is understood, will be

represented at the next session of the inquiry.

The general impression in paper manufacturing
circles was that the reports would serve to substan-

tiate the manufacturing costs previously shown at

other hearings during the investigation.

At the annual meeting of the Right of Way Mines
held at (Jttawa last week Jlr. Jackson C. Booth was
elected president. The annual report of the company
was adopted without discussion.

In the House of Commons last week the cost of the

Canadian Official Record came under fire. This is

the weekly publication of the Department of Public
Information. From its first number, October 1st,

1918. to date, it was shown that the cost of this jour-

nal had been $18,747. The information was given to

Sir Sam Hughes by Hon. J. W. Kowell.

^Ir. Rowell, in his reply, said that he was aware
that there had been certain newspaper criticisms, but
that such criticisms were small in comparison with
the strong eudorsatiou which the Canadian Official

Record had received from newspaper and other
sources.

The weekly expenditures, according to Mr. Rowell,
were -liSlO for salaries, and $140 for material.

POWDERED COAL.
The receipt of Bulletin No. 11 from the Quigley

P"'urnace Specialties Co., New York, reopens the ques-
tion of pulverized fuel in boiler plants. A number
of concerns build equipment for using slack coal, lig-

nite, and peat in powdered form. The rapidity and
completeness of combustion of powdered solids is

akin to the burning of gaseous or sprayed liquids.
Steam power plant engineers in Canada do not seem
to have fully grasped the opportunities for using in

this way the huge deposits of peat and lignite which
should be put to work and so relieve our heavy de-
mand on American mines. Considerable information
on the handling of powdered fuel can be obtained
from this bulletin.
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EDITORIAL

A LITTLE DISPUTE,
In the Atlautic iloiitlily lor March, Arthur D. Little,

who is well known as an industrial investigator, and
who has done a considerable amount of research work
in connection with pulp and paper manufacture, has

contributed an ai-tiele calling attention to some of the

glaring wastes of natural resources in the United

States, and indicates some of the possibilities for de-

riving great wealth by their proper utilization. Among
the wastes which came in for particular attention we
Find the lumber industry almost in first place. The

statement is made that "enough yellow pine pulp-

wood is consumed in burners, or left to rot, to make
double the total tonnage of paper produced in the

United States. Meanwhile, our paper makers memorial-

ize the community on the scarcity of paper stock and

|)ay $18.00 a cord for pulpwood wliich they might buy

for $3.00."

Mr. A. L. Dawe, Secretary Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association, has sent an open letter to the trade

journals calling attention to this statement of Mr.

Little's, and rather sharply criticizing the manner in

whick the statement is made, and mentioning some

other points not entirely complimentary to the work
that has been done by Mr. Little's organization as an

industrial expert. Reference is made to Mr. Little's

testimony before the Federal Trade Commissioh. The

letter is printed in full in a recent number of one

of our contemporaries, and beside it is a reply from

Mr. Little who mildl.y but firmly maintains his posi-

tion, and particularly calls attention to the need of

wakening the people to a realization of the possibili-

ties that are being wasteil by the ]u-esent methods of

handling our natural resources.

It is no new thing to Mr. Little to have cold water

thrown on his efforts at conservation, since one of

his first positions as an expert was in a paper mill

where, after pointing out to the owner that a verv

large per cent, of stock was being thrown into the

river, said owner paid him the balance of his con-

tract, and told Little to clear out, as he did not intend

to have an^yone tell him how to run his business.

There is considerable need for prophets to continue

crying even though it be frequently in the wilder-

ness. Some daj' they will be heard and then a new

era in the conservation and utilization of our enormous

resources will begin. In this particular case it seems

that Mr. Little left himself somewhat open to criti-

cism from the luilp mill operator's standpoint because

he did not state whether the cost of the pulpwood re-
ferred to was wood on the stump or slash left in the
woods, or the same material cut and piled in the stor-
age yard. Neither is it stated that in order to make
use of this yellow pine for pulp it is necessary to install

an expensive plant for the removal and recovery of
turpenthie and rosin, and that so far the pulp pro-
duced seems adapted almost altogether to the coarser
grades of wrapping papers and boards.
There are other points brought up in the article

referred to that will be given further attention at
another time.

THE SWEDES ARE GETTING NERVOUS.
In a recent number of the Canada Luml)erman there

ap])ears an article from a Swedish source to the effect
that some agency is at work endeavoring to discredit

Swedish pulp and paper makers in the eyes of the
Allies. It is inferred that the agency is German, and
that the object is to pave the way for German pulp
and paper to the exclusion of the Swedish product.
The possibility of such a development is rather at

variance with the ideas of British paper makers, who,
in conference recently, gave very serious consideration

to the possibility of competition between the paper
mills of Germany and the Allies for available pulp
from Scandinavia. It is anticipated by them that
the German mills will for some years be heavy im-
porters and that unless some provision is made, Eng-
lish and French mills may suffer for lack of raw ma-
terial if Germany is permitted to buy Scandinavian
pulp without any restriction, and that such possibili-

ties of supply would put Germany in a position to

compete too favorably with English and other allied

manufacturers of paper.

A WHALE OF A PAPER MILL.
Some time ago reference was made in this magazine

to the movement in Winnipeg for the establishment of

a paper mill at that place, to be built and operated by
the municipality. A Montreal publication states that

the rate payers of Winnipeg may soon have an oppor-
tunity of voting on such a mill to cost $300,000,000. To
put it very mildly we would say that this would be

"some" mill. Winnipeg is a prosperous and far-

sighted community, but if they have any such ideas

as this of the paper industry we should certainly advise
them to put their eggs in another basket.
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SHORT COURSES AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.
l'"iir a miiiilii'r ol' yuar.s llu- roiiiiiuttec on Ediicatioii

for ilu' .sci-liuii (if the Canadian Pulp and I'aper As-

sociation lias heeu advofatinjr the establishment of

short courses at one or more of our universities. The

idea has been to i)erniit men in the mills who have

some natural ability and an and)itioii to become bet-

ter acqiuiiiited with tiie principles of pulp and paper

uianufacture, to attend such cla.sses where they can

concentrate on the stud\' of special phases of the

industry. A program alonjr these Jiues seemed almost

on the point of succeeding when it was found that

the mills were having so much difficulty in operating

with insufficient labor and under the stress of heavy

demand tluit men could not be spared for sufficient

length of time to take up these courses.

As will be seen on another page the New York State

College of Forestry at Syracu.se has taken up the idea

and with the co-operation of the Vocational Educa-

tion Committee of the Technical Association, Dean

Raker is able to announce that such courses will begin

on April 15th. It may not be possible for any of our

Canadian mills to send men this year, although it would

be greatly to their advantage to do so. One or two

mills liad selected men for attendance at the Toronto

Technical School if enough could have been procured

to warrant the establishment of sufh courses and it

may be that the plans of these manufacturers can now

be carried out, particularly as there is more labor avail-

able than has been true for some time. The announce-

ment gives an idea of tlie work planned at Syracuse

and we have no doubt of the value to the mill men

of taking up such studies so as to extend his knowl-

edge of the principles of his industry.

We are heartily in sympathy witli tlie movement

and extent our best wishes to our New York friends

in their efforts. It was contemplated at one time to

arrange for such courees at the University of Maine

where the first Pidp and Paper School on this con-

tinent was established. That, however, was not found

to be feasible under the conditions prevailing at Orono.

One of the great difficulties in such a situation is the

eharactei'" and educational qualifications of the men

who attend from the mill. We had some slight ex-

perience at a summer school session and appreciate the

difficulty that the professors at Syracuse will have

in giving instruction of interest and value to men who,

in the mill, have had so much experience that they find

it irksome to study what apparently does not go di-

rectly into a digester or beater. But it can and must

be done, and the result will fully repay the effort.

It is interesting to note that the heavy exchange

rate between Canada and the United States is not an

unmitigated evil after all. A Montreal paper recently

calculated that the 10,000 odd tons of newsprint ex-

ported to the United States weekly brought over

*14. ()()() crfdil to tlic |):ipfr-in;il<iM-s liy reason of

the l! per cciil. |)ri'niiuiii uw \r\\ York funds. Since

the industry provides a total nf Mpproxiniiilcly $1^00,-

OOU in .\e\v York funds daily tiie ailvantage to Can-

adian i)roduccrs fnuu the exchange rate is calcidated

at $4,000 a day. The article goes into further details

in regard to some particular mills.

This ailvantage in exchange will tend to off-set large

payments of )U-emiums in other days because of heavy

purchases of nuudiinery and (Mpiiiiment from United

States manufacturers.

Sonu'body sent us a clipping from Tiu' Pulp and

Paper Jlagazinc, entitled, "Don't oil the floor." On
it was written, "Better still, use S.K.F. ball bearings.

They save oil, requiring oiling only once every four

to six months. Save SOME power, too."

Perhaps bu.vers are observing Lent in g(nng without

supplies they would ordinarily purchase.

CENSUS OF THE PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY.
We have received tlirough the courtesy of the l)o-

nioniou Statistician of the Forestry Branch, an ad-

vanced proof of the comprehensive census of this in-

dustry for 1917. This has been prepared by Mr. R.

H. Coats with the co-operation of the corresponding
departments of the various provinces. It consists

of 52 pages in English with a translation of the first

thirteen pages into French. The 25 tables are given
in both French and English. A resume of the nujre im-

portant figures was issued to the Press of Canada
some months ago and was widely published. Some
of the more important matter will be given in the Pulp
and Paper ilagazine in the near future. It is to be

regretted that there is so much delay in getting out

reports of this kind as the paper mills exerted them-
selves in the matter and supplied the information as

promptly as possible so that by April of last year
most of the data, if not all of it, was in the hands of

the Bureau. Mr. Coats has worked with great energy
on the Census, but Government publications seem to

have succumbed to the chronic malady of being away
behind. Nevertheless, the Bureau of Statistics has
done an excellent piece of work on the Census and we
trust that the standard will lie kept up and that it

will be possible to produce future reports of this kind
with greater promptness.

ENCOURAGE CANADIAN CHEMISTS.
There are num.v chemists finding their life work in

pulp and paper, and many more could be absorbed.

Norway and Sweden have supplied us with man.v high-

ly trained men, but there remains no excuse now if we
do not develop Canadian trained technologists and re-

search chemists for our paper industries in larger

numbers than ever before. Wtih such an assured

market in the United States and foreign countries it

becomes a public duty to foster scientific research in

this industry, to the end that Canadian brains may
place on a truly economic basis, the utilization of one

of our greatest sources of national wealth.—Canadian
Chemical Journal.
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The Pulp and Paper Industry and Its Place In The Period

Of Readjustment

This pai)er was reail by .J. X. Stej)hei).son at the an-

nual met'tiufj: of the Technical Section of the Cana-

dian Pul]i and Paper Association on the occasion of

the visit to the ^lontreal Technical Scliool, Jan. HI,

There is no doubt but that the world, and ]iarticu-

larly the industrial world, is on the verge of a social

renaissance. The lamentable unrest in many quar-

ters is but a phase of a general development. ITnrest

is commendable in so far as it is striving for better

things, clearly seen. The regret comes when unrest

is caused, as it usually is, by more or less deplorable

conditions, and when it involves or contemplates in-

jury to, or destruction of, any portion of the com-
munity that is not in the eruption.

l>ut liajipily there are more jieaceful signs of

efforts tiiat arc acting ])owerfully toward improving
the lot of those at pre.sent among the less fortunate
of us. We cannot look on men as being divided into

classes, as has been done for too long. Yet the state-

ment that all men are born free and equal is largel.v

untrue because it does not take into consideration

two important factors in life—circumstance and op-

portunity.

Biology has a law which is briefly expressed in the

phrase "the survival of the fittest." Industry
rhanges this to "the arrival of the efficient." The
])resent trouble with industry is no doubt largely

due to tlie fact that in arriving, succeeding, climb-

ing to the top, or whatever you choose to call it. too

little thought has been given to those who fail out

of the race, or who never even started. Thoughtful
persons do not hesitate nor fail to recognize the ef-

fect of environment on the development of both mind
and body, and character is even more susce[)tible tn

the influence of circumstance. In many cases the ef-

fect is a strengthening of moral fibre, but too often

the tendency is in the opposite direction. Recogni-
tion of this factor is the basis of town planning and
modern housing schemes.

But other things are needed for growth than i)ro-

viding a good place to plant. There must be oppor-
tunity and encouragement for development and ex-

pression of character. Education is the most impor-
tant factor in this regard.

The Pulp and Paper Industry is one of the most
active agents in Canada in both these matters. There
is no doubt but that the majority of the managers of

our mills are progressive, broad minded and big
hearted men, but there are some who apparently do
not yet appreciate the human element in industry.

This, in general, ma.v also be said of the workmen.
Both emjiloyers and employees, especially the leaders

of both, realize the need of elevating and maintain-
ing at a high standard all conditions of living and
laboring. This means that attention must be paid to

the conditions nnder which work is done in the plant

and the circumstances that will affect and maintain
the tone of the eomniuiiity. The progressive execu-
tive may plan work along these lines, and the men
will certainly desire it. but the accomplishment of

l)lan and desire is largely in the hands of men who
have themselves been blessed with educational oppor-
tunities.

The problem is largely an fugineering and techni-

cal one, but also involves economic and social fac-

tors. In fact, it would be difficult to say which pre-

dominates. It seems to me that all three are so close-

ly connected that our fundamental education should

include such training as would enable everybody to

appreciate in some degree their significance. A
knowledge and understanding of fundamental prin-

eiple.s is necessary for the successful solution of any
problem and the broader the foundation, the better

the chance of success. This is stated notwithstand-

ing the fact that some problems are solved by a hap-

py blunder, u.sually after an enormous wa.ste of ef-

fort. For this reason T believe that our courses of

study, if they are to fit the coming generation to take

their places as efficient, dependable citizens, must
pa.v more attention to the development of characters

that will recognize, accept and discharge their social

obligations. This includes business, political and com-

munity relationships.

The aim of our educational system is wrong if it is

simply to make better cooks, Ijack-tenders, firemen

'

or bookkeepers. A school is a public institution and
can best serve the public by developing a more uni-

forndy high standard of citizenship at the same time

that it develops individuals who are more capable of

producing commodities essential or desirable for the

comfort and well-being of everybod.v. Our efforts are

nf)t limited to ourselves and our neighbors, but com-
paratively few are aware of the channels by which
the things we do and make are felt outside a very
limited circle.

Opportunity for Technical Men.
Because this period, commonly called the period of

reconstruction, is so largely concerned with the so-

cial aspects of life is no excuse for evasion of respon-

sibility by the technical man on the ground that he
is an engineer, chemist or any other kind of scien-

tist. It rather eiiijihasizes the need of his doing a lot

of thinking about how he can contribute to its solu-

tion. There is no doubt in my mind that the techni-

cal man must be largely instrumental in so training
the nuin in the mill that he may be in a position, if

lie has initiative, to grasp opportunities to advance
himself. This means that each man should have a

chance b.v study, and by education to entitle him to

greater reward. There is no question that compensa-
tion is most equitably based on quality and quantity
of production, i.e., on service. The technical man,
more than anybody else, is able to guide and stimu-
late progress in this regard, by improvements in pro-
cesses and machinery and assistance in educational
work. It is not enough to give a man a job. he must
be in a position and a condition to grow. Some jobs
are but little better than graves, where initiative is

smothered. And placing .some men is like planting
dead sticks—they lack the vitalizing spark of initia-

tive. The latter difficulty can be largel.v overcome
by giving everybody a better intellectual start and
taking more pains to consider temperament and fit-

ness in employing men.
The condition under which men live and work is a

problem for engineers, and involves town planning,
hou.se design and building, and sanitary and safety
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provisions. This matter is of particular importanee

to the pulp and paper industry, since most of the mills

are located in small towns, and are often the only

industry in the plaee. Many of these towns are model

communities, and the industry can well be proud of

tliem. The almost total absence of serious labor trou-

ble in pulp and paper mills in the last four years

shows that living and working conditions must coni-

jiare favorably with those met in other industries.

But our aim must be toward improvement. This in-

dustry is a real leader in the economic life of the

Oomiuion, and must always set a good example. To

do so means that it must attract and hold the best

type of men, both for management and operation.

That sentence .suggests a thought as to whether

there is not too great a gulf between the manage-

ment and operation: whether the responsibility of

management is not in most instances so concentrated

as to savor of autocracy. The idea of extending the

burden of management may be likened to the exten-

sion of the franchise in political matters. The prin-

ciple of democracy in state and municipal affairs is

being applied daily with more and more foree. That

residence in a country and community and contribu-

tion to its welfare entitle intelligent men and women
to a voice in the government, is the basis of demo-

cratic politics. The right to and demand for this

opportunity has been the torch that has started more

than one revolution. A .man is bound to have more

respect for and interest in the community which he

helps to govern through the effect of his vote. Why
should intelligent men not have a voice in the admin-

istration of the affairs, at least the internal affairs, of

the industry in which their lives and labors are in-

vested? Men are not so enthusiastic as they used to

be about being "managed." They do not like as a

class to be dictated to. It is true they usually have a

choice of dictators, but that does not dispell their

idea that business management is autocratic and au-

tocracy is not popular, and will become less so.

The problem is to see that workers are better fit-

ted to exercise such a business franchise, to provide

an education that will give them both broader and
deeper views of affairs and enable them properly to

appreciate and discharge the added obligations.

I believe this is the readjustment that will take our

serious thought and best efforts. The problem is more
difficult because it is largely a new one. Extension

of trade is a matter in which business men have had
experience, and for which there are fairly well de-

fined methods. The absorption of returned soldiers

and getting munition workers back into occupations
of peace are also big problems, but are not so funda-

irvental to the continued welfare and even stability of

nations as the problem 1 have endeavored to outline.

These others have been recognized, and the solution

of them pretty well assured. They are problems ra-

ther of re-establishment than of readjustment.

The technical man is vitally interested in this whole
affair, largely because he is a sort of connecting link

between management and men, because he is respon-

sible for much of the work in safety and sanitation,

and the control of processes and particularly because
he is expected to be a leader in matters of education.

He must therefore be more than a teachnical man, be-

cause if only the technical side of education is devel-

oped we shall drift toward the German idea of ma-
terial efficiency. The opportunity for the technical

man in way of service and guidance is great, and the

responsibility is great.

The pulp and paper industry is Canada's biggest

permanent manufacturing industry. It contributes

ill many ways to the peoiilc of Canada, by developing

resources, employing labor, making jiroducts that are

absolutely essential to the daily life of each one ot

us, and helping to provide a national income with

which to pay for the things we must bring in from
our neighbors. The forests and water powers the

Almighty has so abundantly placed in what is now
the Dominion contribute far more to our welfare be-

cause used by this industry. The proper u.se of them
ilemands greater care and thought than they have

been given in the past. The industry can supply more

materials than at present is done. The development

of new kinds of paper and new uses for paper goes on

almost daily. A greater number of educated men
and of better educated men is much to be desired. No
industry has more attractive possibilities than this

for the man who really wants to do something. Fig-

ures are tiresome, and this talk probably is also, but

I would just remind you that there is a string of

mills from the Atlantic to the Pacific that want real

men. I have worked in paper mills and know how in-

teresting the work is, and technical men are daily

making it more so. There is a chance for real expres-

sion in it, and satisfactioii in 'doing something wortli

while. I would say, in closing, "Get in and get un-

der," then lift with vour whole strength.

SAFETY IN THE HOME.
IMrs. Nettie—stuck a pin in her finger while dress-

ing. Blood })oison resulted. She died sixteen days
after injury.

Five cents' worth of iodine would have saved this

woman's life! Every man in this plant knows this

—

but does your mother, your wife, your daughter and
your little son?

Falling down stairs is one of the most common acci-

dents in liomes. Stairs arc freciuently dark, handrails
are either not provided or are not used ; sometimes stairs

are so .stee]i as to be dangerous, but the chief trouble

is due to slii)ping on some object, such as a piece of

runner, a toy and occasionally a cat.

The average home contains a very considerable equip-
ment of tools and knives and other devices which have
sharp edges, and which can cut older ])eople as well as

children. Tools should be hung up or placed in racks,

and particularly should one avoid having a mixture or

sharp knives and other devices in drawers of tables.

—

(ilead Co-operation.)

NEWSPRINT FOREIGN TRADE GREATER IN U.S.
The 1918 imports of newsprint were 36,970 tons

greater than for 1917. Exports for 1918 were 2,762
tons greater than for 1917. Here is the table

:

Net tons Net tons

1918 1917
Imports of newsprint (total) . 596,082 .559,112

From Canada 581.013 .533,080

From Newfoundland 14,836 24,781
From elsewhere 233 1,251

Exports of newsprint (total) . 96.652 93,890
To Argentina . . . 18,187 25.205
T^i Cuba 8,186 9,001

To Chile 4,722 6.556

To other countries 65,557 53,128
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Pulp and Paper Courses at Syracuse University.

Many readers of this magazine will be interested in

the Short Courses in Paper and Pulp Making, Dry
Kiln Engineering and Timber Grading to be given

at the New York State College of Forestry at Syra-

cuse University, April 15 to June 1. Dean Hugh P.

Baker describes them suijstaiitially as follows:

Courses in Paper and Pulp Making.

For many years the Technical High Schools of Eu-
rope have been training men as experts in the manu-
facture of pulp and paper. With the rapid develop-

ment of the paper and pulp industry in America, a

large number of these men have come to America to

assist as technical men in the development of the in-

dustry.

Because of the opportunities ahead of the industry

in the period of reconstruction following the war, it

seems to be an unusually o|)portune time to train

young men in America for American economic and
iiulustrial development. There has been a distinct

and a growing demand for men trained thoroughly

in the manufacture of paper and pulp and in the pro-

duction of raw supplies used in this important in-

dustry. With this demand for the trained expert,

there has come a demand for the training of the

worker in the mill, and it is to supply this last de-

mand that the College of Forestry at Syracuse is

holding this year for the first time, a short course in

paper and pulp making.

Description of Work to Be Given in the Short Course.

It is felt that the j'oung man beginning work in a

l)aper mill should have a certain amount of work in

the structure of timber, in elementary chemistry, in

mechanical drawing and in liusiness English aiul the

writing of reports. Work along these lines to be of-

fered in the Short Course will be of the simplest char-

acter, and will be given largely as demonstrations and
laboratory work rather than as lectures. However,
the Departments of Forest Chemistry, Wood Tech-
nology and Forest Utilization of the College will

give a series of lectures in connection with lalioratory

work and demonstrations that will be a foundation

ui)on which there may be developed a better under-

standing of paper and pulp making.
The short course in Paper and Pulp ^Making will

consist of lectures, laboratory work and field demon-
strations in Elementary Chemistry, Mill Engineering
Practice. Preparation of Wood and Manufacture of

Various Forms of Pulj) and the Manufacture of Pa-
per.

The excellently equipped laboratories and the For-
est Library of the College will be open to short course
students and every effort will be put forth to make
the short course practical and worth while to the men
who attend. The regular teaching force of the Col-

lege will carry the work in Chemistry, Wood Struc-
ture, Drawing, and certain phases of Paper Making,
and experts will be brought in from the outside to

handle the various phases of the paper making work.
Besides the regular work in the various courses of-

fered, there will be a series of evening lectures by
. some of the best known Foresters, Paper and Pulp
Manufacturers and Chemists in the country.

Any man who has had an eighth grade schooling

will be accepted for a period of from two to six

weeks. The work will be adapted to men from the
mills rather than for college men, and every effort

will be made to put the work in such form that it may
be taken advantage of in an effective way by those
who attend.

The schedule as now worked out calls for lectures,

demonstrations and laboratory work in the forenoons
of the week, with the exception of Saturday. The
period immediately following luncheon, that is from
one to two p.m., will be given up to round table dis-

cussions of the work of the morning and of the prac-
tical work to be taken up in laboratory and field in
the afternoon. From two until four or five the time
will be spent in the drawing room, in elementary work
in mechanical drawing and curve plotting, in the
chemical laboratory, in the laboratory of wood tech-
nology and in the paper and pulp laboratory. Visits
will be made each week to paper mills in the vicinity
of Syracuse, which is in the centre of a district of

some 20 miles in extent in which there are 18 separ-
ate paper and pulp mills. The College is easily acces-
sible to the Oswego and Black River districts and
the great pulp producing region of the Adirondacks
is within a few hours of Syracuse.
Laboratory Facilities for the Teaching of Paper and

Pulp Work.

The State of New York has erected for the use of

the State College of Forestry a forestry btulding
which is probably the best equipped building of its

kind in the United States. In the basement of this

Home of the New York State College of Forestry
at Syracuse University. The building behind the

powrer house contains some wood working ma-
chinery and the experimental dry kiln.— (Photo,

J. N. S.)

building there are over 14,000 square feet devoted
to laboratories of various kinds. The paper and pulp
laboratory and the forest chemistry laboratory are
well equipped not only with necessary chemical ap-
jiaratus and reference libraries, but with machinery
which is classed as semi-commercial. This large sized
equipment comprises practically all of the pieces of
machinery usually found in a commercial plant, such
as small experimental beaters, wet machines, diges-
ters, stuff chests and other apparatus of this general
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c-lianifter. This e(Hiii>imMit is of two spei-ial types of

ilesi<rn—first, special iiaiul frames, baby beaters and

siu'li eqiiiinneiit as may lie used for elassroom demon-

stration and for student experimental work. Seeonil.

the semi-eommereial eipiipment whieh repre.sents the

type of apparatus found in all paper and pulp plants.

Faeilities are offered for sueh physical tests as

burstiufr, .stretehinj:. erumplin}:. and .sueh other tests

as are applied to eommereial papers. Laboratory

bleaehinjr devices have been installed for refrular

ela.ssroom demonstration, and a 'ipound exi)erimen-

tal beater is used for (piick tests on small lots. Hand
molds and dandy roll sections are used to teach the

l)rinci|)les of water markinfr, feltin>r jiroperties of

various pulps, etc.

Short Course in Dry Kiln Engineering and Timber
Grading.

With the cmistrnction of dry kilns in nuniy of our

plants, there has developed a j;reat need for men who
understand the jirincijiles of dry kiln en^iiieerinj;- and

who can not only handle the dr.v kilns mechanically

but who have some conception of the problems in-

volved in the extended u.se of dry kilns and of tim-

ber prepared for final use by dry kiln.s.

The New York State College of Forestry const ruct-

Case in rotunda of N. Y. State College ol Forestry

Building, a fine collection of birds, animals, and
insects, showing the wild life of the forest.

ed during the past summer, in connection with the

College of Forestry Building, a complete commercial
dry kiln where both research and instruction is be-

ing carried on with the various wood.s used in the in-

dustries in New York. Constant inquiries coming
from all parts of the state as to the dry kilning of

timber and requests for information as to literature

upon the subject has led the College to believe that a

real need ma.v be met by offering the short courses
in dry kiln engineering. Therefore, the courses have
been outlined whieh will begin April L5 and continue
until June 1. As in the ease of the short course in

paper and pulp industr.v. fundamental work in struc-

ture of timber and in tindier grading will be given
by the Department of Wood Technology and Fo)-est

Ttilization in the College. The work will be of an ele-

mentary character, and will be given largely through
work in laboratories and as field demonstrations.
To supplement the work as given by organized de-

partments of the ( ollegc. technical men will be

brought from the outside to give a series of talks

and demonstrations on dry kiln constructi(Hi and

practice.

It is difficult to describe .just what timlier grading

has meant in this country during the past 2.') years

because it lias meant so many different things in dif-

ferent places. Efforts have been made by Lundter-

men's Associations to standardize grading and excel-

lent iirogress has been made. However, there is plain-

ly a need for better knowledge of .just what is nu>ant

l)y timber grading, the princii)les inv(»lved in

grading, and with this a better knowledge of timber

itself.

Among very many other things the war deuHni-

st rated the tact that such knowledge as we have of

tiiid)er grading is confined to compai-at ively few men.

Young men were put into the work of grading spruce

and other woods used esi)ecially in airjilane constnu--

tion who had no knowledge of wood and less of grad-

ing.

The New York State College of F'orestry, which

has been working for several years on problems of

forest utilization in the state, believes that there are a

number of young men in the state who wf)uld like to

know more about tind)er grading. It is therefore of-

fering a short course continuing for six weeks from

.\pril I'l in timber grading. As in the case of the

r;hort courses in. paper and jiulp and dry kiln engin-

eering, a certain amount of ])reliminary work will be

given in the structure of wood, in defects conuiion in

wools, etc. With this will be given a certain amount
of work in Forest I'tilixatioii and a few lectures will

lie sriven in Log'jrii>g and Lumber Engineering. Ther?
w'U then be given a great deal of work in gr-idinir

o'' lumber as fouiul in wholesale and retail yards in

and about Syracuse. S.vracuse has some very c^cel-

Ipnt lumber yards, and these yards are slad to o^'fer

oiiportunities for such instructional work as th'> C(>1-

1
'" will give in this short course.

it is felt that a young man coming in from retail

or vho'esale Innilier .vards or from the woods can

giin verv mucli from such work as will lie offered in.

these courses.

Snec^al Lec^i'res by Well Known Men in Forestry,

Paper ind Pulp Manufacture, Forestry Chem-
istry, Etc.

In connection with the short courses already out-

lined, and outside of these courses, there will be of-

fered a .series of lectures by well known men who
have played important parts in the development of

forestry, in paper and pulp manufacture and in forest

chemistry. These addresses Avill usuall.v be illustrat-

ed, and there will be from one to three each week. In

this wa,v, those who attend the short eour.se will have
opportunity nf becoming acquainted with leaders in

their particular kind of Work.
Expenses of the Short Course.

The only expenses connected with any of the Short
(^our.ses outlined above will be a registration fee of

•"i<.5.00. Other expenses will be incident to the trip to

Syracuse, and living in the city during the period of

the Short Course. Room and board may })e secured
in the cit.v near the Fniversit.v at from $6 to .-|;S per
week. It is not probable tliat rooms in the rniversit,v

Dormitory will be open to any of the Short Course
men. Inquiries regarding rooms will be answered
and suggestions made as to where rooms and board
may be .secured.
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By E. SUTERMEISTEK,
S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook, Me.

(Continued from Page 330.)

PART VII.

In Part I, Mr. Sutermeister discussed the prepara-

tion and composition of cooking liquor and the ap-

paratus and materials employed, with illustrations;

in Part II, the recovery of lime, with analyses; the

principles and practices of cooking operations, with

curves; in Part III, mill practices with data relating

to woods employed ; modified processes ; and by-pro-

ducts of cooking; in Part IV., digesters, with dia-

grams; circulation and steam consumption; compari-

son 'of rotary and stationary digesters; in Part V,

discharging or blowing digesters; washing the pulp,

with analyses of black liquor and illustrations of ap-

paratus; in Part VI, recovery of soda; evaporating

systems, with illustrations.

Black Ash Furnace.

The furnace itself consists essentially of an iron

shell lined in such a way that the interior is some-

what conical with the big end toward the fire box
or discharge end. Modern furnaces are 20 ft. long

and 9 ft. outside diameter, and the lining is about
15 inches thick at one end and 9 inches at the other.

The material used in lining the furnace is ordinary
hard burned red brick. To help in resisting the wear
on tlie lining it has proved advantageous to place at

frequent intervals between the bricks pieces of cast

iron ; the links from old chain grates, mounted with
their edges flush with the bricks have been found
excellent for this purpose. The furnace is encircled

with two heavy rails or bands, and is supported on.

two pairs of wheels slightly wider than the rails and
upon which the latter rest. In the space between the

rails is a heavy gear which is moxinted on blocks fast-

ened to the shell of the furnace. This leaves a space
for air cooling between the shell and the gear, and
makes the latter less liable to break because of ex-

pansion and contraction. The furnace is made to

turn by means of a small steam engine, the power be-

ing transmitted through a set of reducing gears to

that fastened to the furnace. The speed of turning is

from one to three revolutions ])er minute, according
to the condition of the liquor supply, the heavier the
liquor the faster must the furnace be turned in order
to carry it up sufficiently far on the sides. Mounted
directly under the shell is a pair of heavy beveled
wheels, one on each side of one of the rails; these are
placed so' close to the rail that a .slight endwise mo-
tion of the furnace brings the side of the rail in con-

tact M'ith one or the other of the wheels, and further
sliding of the furnace is prevented.
At the discharge end of the furnace is a firebox or

traverse furnace, mounted on wheels, which rest

upon rails, so that the whole can be easily drawn back
from the furnace when repairs to its lining are neces-
sary. This fire box is usually arranged to burn coal

and refuse wood or it may be constructed to burn oil

or gas where either of these is available. The amount
of fuel which it is necessary to burn in the firebox de-

pends on the strength of the liquor entering the fur-

nace, but m any case It is comparatively small. It is

usually impossible to get accurate data as the amount
of refuse wood consumed is not measured in any way.

In one mill where both wood and coal were burned,

the amount of the latter only was 120 lbs. per ton of

black ash produced.

The liquor from the storage tank enters the back
end of the furnace proper in a steady stream, and
gradually works its way forward, being heated more
and more uitensely until it is finally discharged at

the other ejid onto a conveyor or into iron cars. Dur-

ing its passage through the furnace the last of the

water is expelled and the organic compounds are de-

composed, so that the discharged ash contains prac-

tically nothing but sodium carbonate and carbon. If

the ash is well burned it is discharged in a glowing

condition, and shows no flame or smoke, or at most a

slight bluish flame ; if the furnace is pushed a little

too hard the ash may be incompletely burned, in

which case it will show considerable yellow flame and
maj' continue to burn even after it is dumped into the

leaching tanks. The amount of ash which can be

burned in a 20-ft. furnace in 24 hours by experienced

men is about 30-33 tons, under exceptionally favor-

able conditions it may go as high as 42-43 tons. The
lining of such a fiirnace will last about six months
under ordinary conditions, but if production is pushed
to the limit it will need repairs in rather less time.

The composition of the cooking liquor has some in-

fluence on the way the black ash burns. If salt is

present due to the use of electrolytic caustic soda, it

is found that the best results are obtained when it

amounts to about 5-7% of the total inorganic consti-

tuents; if it is much less than this the ash becomes
sticky in the furnace and the difficulties of burning
are increased. If the salt content rises to 15% of the

total inorganic material the furnace charge becomes
too fluid and the burning is unsatisfactory.

It is the practically universal custom to install with
each black ash furnace a boiler through which all

products of combustion, whether from the furnace or

the fire box, must pass on their way to the chimney.
Much heat is saved in this way, and a considerable
amount of steam is raised for use in the evaporators.
It has been .shown that a furnace burning 21 tons of
black ash per day will, if in good condition, de-
velop 150-160 horse power. By the use of an econo-
mizer a still further saving in heat can be made pro-
vided a use can be found for the hot water.
Figure 25 shows diagramatically the arrangement

of a modern black a.sh furnace with its accompanying
fire box, or traverse furnace, and the boiler setting
for the recovery of waste heat.

Losses in Recovery.
The losses in the burning of the black ash are very

difficult to determine since the process is a continu-
ous one, and reliable measurements of the materials
going to and coming from the furnaces are very sel-

dom made. The loss is, however, an appreciable one,
as more or less finely divided black ash is carried
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into till- flues by I he ilral't ami possibly a small amount

of soda is also ai'tiially volatilizcii hy the intense lo-

cal heat. It has been estimated liy some authorities

tliat as much as H'/o of the alkali may be lost up the

flues. This material makes it difficult to keep the

boiler tubes clean, and it also collects in the main

flues, where it becomes fused or sintered tojirether by

the heat into such lar<;e masses that the draft is

considerably reduced. This fused material on solidi-

fying is so hard and dense that it is necessary to use

sledges and bars to break it out. Tt is not by any

means all sodium carbonate as the folowiug analyses

of two different samples prove.

Solubility in Percent

Color water sodium carlionatc

Cream white tinjred

with yellow and

green All soluble 26.1

Light to dark brown Largel.v insoluble !).">

In some plants the loss up the flue is prevented, or

reduced to a minimum, by installing a stack about S

feet in diameter by oO feet high, througli which all

the smoke and gases have to pass. This stack con-

tains baffle plates at intervals, and weak black li-

(juor is sjirajed into the toij by means of a bell spray-

er. This liquor passing downward over the baffle

plates dissolves the solid matter out of the smoke, and

is evaporated by the waste heat. It is caught in a

tank at the foot of the .stack, and is pumped through

the tower again and again until it reaches the de-

sired strength when it is filter-pressed to remove solid

matter which might prove troublesome in the subse-

quent operations, and then goes to the evaporators.

Such a .stack necessitates the use of a fan to maintain

the draft which would othprwise be destroyed by the

descending spray.

The recovered ash from the furnace, when well

burned, will contain from 65 to 80% of sodium car-

bonate, together with small amounts of impurities,

including iron, alumina, lime, silica and .sulphur de-

rived from the wood and from the fuel used in the

fire box. When of good qifality it will give a solu-

tion which is practically colorless, but if underburned
the solution will be brownish, the depth of color de-

pending on the amount of undecomposed organic mat-

ter present. Such coloring matter does comparative-

ly little harm unless present in excessive amount, when
the organic material thrown down by the lime in re-

eausticizing may cause the lime mud to settle poorly.

It indicates, however, that part of the soda is not be-

ing recovered in such form that it will give its maxi-
mum service, and for this reason brown leach liquors

are to be avoided.

Leaching Systems.

The black ash goes from the furnace by conveyors
or cars to the leaching tanks, of which two general
types are in use. One type consists of simple open
tanks with false bottoms covered with a layer of

sand into which the black ash is dumped. As the ash
is frequently flaming and nearly always glowing
when put into the leach tanks, the addition of water
from above causes the generation of much steam and
leads to explosions, which blow the ash from the
tanks. For this reason the first flooding is done from
below, the water entering below the false bottom and
gradually working up through the ash until it is

Iborouglily saturated. This M>lution is then drawn

off an<l the ash washed a numlicr of times with weak

liquor or water run unto the top of the charge. The

solution first obtained and the first washing, or in

some cases the first two washings, are mixed and sent

to the causticizing room as leach li(iuor. The final

washings, which are four or five in nundier. are <'ol

lected ami used ujjon a tank from which the first

leachings have just been taken. In order to obtain

the best residts from this .system of washing it slioidd

be done .systematically, the first washing being made

with the strongest liquor, and this being followed by

continually weaker' and weaker solutions, until the

fiiud wash is with water, rnfortuiiatcly the ctiuip-

mcut ill many mills is not arranged so thai the vari-

ous wash liquors can be kept scjjarate and tlir i-csull

is a co)\siderable loss of soda.

The washing is best done with warm liquor or

water, the maximum solubility of sodium carbonate

being between '-V.i^ and TO^C. : above the latter tem-

perature its solubility diminishes slightly. Apart

from its lower solubility in cold water there is a much
greater tendency for the formation of hard lumps,

which are not easily penetrated, and from which the

soda is leached out with much difficulty. Such lumps,

and even masses of considerable size, are apt to form

in very cold wt>ather, and particularly in tanks ex-

posed to cold drafts or in those located close to the

outer walls of buildings. The loss of soda from this

cause may be considerable, while the reduction in the

q)eed of leaching may cause serious annoyance

through inability to keep up with the rest of the mill.

The other type of leaching equipment consists of

tanks which can be closed tightly so that pres.sure

can be maintained. These tanks vary from 200 to

300 cubic feet in capacity, and for efficient opera-

tion four or five should be connected in series during

the washing. " Each tank, or shell, is provided with a

cock at the bottom, through which the liquor can be

turned into the line leading to the causticizing room
and two cocks at the top, one for hot water and one

for circulating the liquor from shell to shell. The ash

is brought to the leachers in cars or by a drag chain

in an enclosed chute. In the shells it rests on false

bottoms through which the liquor, but not the waste,

can pass, and which are supplied with central open-

ings through which the waste can be sluiced after

leaching is completed. In operating this system hot
water is pumped under a pressure of about. 80 lbs.

onto the top of a charge which is most nearly wa.shed;
it passes through the ash, through the false bottom,
and is forced into the top of the next shell and so on
through the system. The liquor from the bottom of

the strongest .shell passes directly to the alkali room.
In any system operating in this Avay one shell is cut
out for discharging and filling, while the others are

being leached.

The ash, when put into a leacher is very hot, and
when brought into contact with water generates con-
siderable steam and gas. To avoid danger of blow-
ing np the leachers it is customary to wet down the
ash before closing the .shell, and to do this without
blowing the ash from the shell requires considerable
experience on the part of the leacherman. The chief
advantages of this system are a saving in floor space
required, and in the time of leaching as a shell can be
leached in 20 to 25 minutes.
Judging from results obtained in actual practice

there is very little to choose between the two svstems,
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and it appears tliat just as good and efficient work

can be done with one as the other.

Black Ash Waste.

The black ash waste after leach in<? out the alkali

always contains a small amount of soda, which can-

not profitably be recovered. The amount of such loss

depends on the care used in leaching, the tempera-

ture of the water employed, etc. ; it may vary from

a few tenths of one per cent (based on the dry waste)

for good work, up to four or five per cent for iinsat-

isfactory conditions. This would correspond, in the

case of the greater loss, to about 1.25 to 2.75% of ttie

total alkali present in well burned ash. While the

determination of the amount of this loss appears to

be an easy matter it is frequently the case that the

leach tanks are so arranged that it is almost impos-

sible to get a fair sample of the M'aste. If the tanks

are so placed that they discharge directly into the

sewer some form of sampling tube should be used

which will permit of obtaining a continuous sample
from the top to the bottom of the tank. If the dis-

charge orifice is accessible a sample should be taken

during the entire time of discharge.

The black ash waste is a very light, bulky carbon
which is of such a consistency that it retains me-
chanically a large amount of water. When allowed
to drain as much as possible in the leach tanks the

rop portion still contains about 80-85% of water,

while if treated in a centrifugal machine this may be

nn

Fig. 25.—Diagram of Black Ash Furnace
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reduced to about 68-70%, beyond this point it is ne-

cessary to apply heat in order to reduce the amount

of moisture. Analysis of a sample of waste which

had been oven dried and then exposed to the air

gave the following results:

Moisture 6.06%
Sodium carbonate, NaoCO, 2.51"
Calcium carbonate, CaCOg 1.17"
Sodium sulphide, NaoS 37

"

Magnesia, MgO 34
"

Iron & alumina, FejOj & AI2O3 26"
Silica 17

II
Calcium sulphate 07"

Carbon by difference 89.05"

Numerous attempts have been made to utilize this

waste material for various purposes, but no use has

yet developed which will take more than a small part

of the total amount made. It has been tried and

found unsatisfactory in making gunpowder, printing

ink and dry batteries. A small amount is used in pre-

paring decolorizing carbon, but the most promising

outlook appears to be its use as a fuel. This has been
tried many times with only partial success because of

mechanical difficulties, and because of its high mois-

ture content. If handled in the wet state it may be

burned mixed with slack coal, if the proportion used
is not too high and provided a thorough mixture is

made, while if dried it should be possible to burn it

in any boiler setting which is adapted to pulverized
coal. It might also be made into briquettes by using
a binder of pitch or other material. Its use as a fuel

is certainly indicated by its high heating value, 14370
B.T.U. per pound of air dry waste, as determined by
calorimetric methods.

(To be Concluded.)

PULP AND PAPER EXPORTS IN JANUARY.
Belated trade returns, issued by the Department of

Trade and t'omnierce, give the value of the January

exports of paper, i)iilp and pulpwood, from Canada,

as ,$8,100,332. a gain of ,$3,147,935 over January,

1918, made up as follows:—

Month of January. 1918. 1919.

Paper and 111 frs. of ,$2,859,425 $4,582,687

Pulp, chem. pulp 1,328,823 2,193,194

Pulp, mech. ground 289,496 362,322

Pulpwood 484,653 972,129

Total $4,962,397 $8,110,332

4,962,397

Increase $3,147,935

For the first ten months of the current fiscal year

the total exports amounted in value to .$80,834,760,

a gain of $21,363,227 over the corresponding period

of 1917-18, and of $38,305,015 over that of 1916-17.

Figures for the ten months follow :

—

Ten months. 1916-17. 1917-18. 1918-19.

Paper & mfrs. of $20,051,794 $30,424,405 .$37,963,319

Pulp, chem. prep. 11,262,806 15,963,707 26,268,144

Pulp, mech.
ground .... 5,440,942 5,664,149 4,035,940

Pulpwood .... 5,774,103 7,419,272 21,567,357

THE PRICE OF PAPER.
In the University Magazine. Montreal, for February,

Mr. Archibald MacMechan presents an open letter to

the journalists of Canada in which he criticizes rather
severely the various sins of which the newspapers are

guilty, and which are largely responsible for the high
price of paper. The worst of these he claims is the
curious, childish, iiniversal rage for bigness, bragging
of the number of columns they contain. He pictures

a New York club on Sunday morning with men in

arm chairs buried under an avalanche of paper.
Mr. MacMechan suggests a few remedies. He says

there is no reason why papers should be so big while
there are many reasons why they should be smaller,

to the advantage of the owners, the journalists, and
the general public. "With a smaller journal the pub-
lic, would get better material in briefer form. This
critic would begin with the padding: he would cut

out the boiler-plate cartoons from the United States

joke factories: he would cut out the "beauty hints,"

adding that Canadians are beautiful enough as it is;

he would cut out the joke column and the talks,

travelogs, etc., also pictures of actresses and murder-
ers. He would also do away with scare-heads and
other useless headline space, adding that the vice of

headlines is that they tell you everything and that

either the heading or the article should be eliminated.

In support of his arguments he mentions a number
of successful and highly esteemed newspapers which
have made their mark because they have been small

and maintained an excellence in the inverse ratio

to their size,

$42,529,745 $59,471,533 $80,834,760

The heavy increase in the value of the unmanufac-
tured pulpwood is due both to higher prices and to

an increase in the quantity exported. The figures

show that, despite the embargo on the export of wood
cut on Crown lauds, Canada is still allowing a large

amount of raw material to leave the country, which,

if manufactured here, would add several million dol-

lars a month to our credit on international trade ac-

count. (During the calendar year 1918, the amount
of pulpwood exported was 1,350,000 cords.)

LABOR LEADERS VISIT ABITIBI.
On Sunday afternoon, March 11th, Jlr. Jerry T.

Carey, President of the International Brotherhood of

Paper Makers, and Mr. John P. Burke, President of

the International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and
Paper Mill Workers, arrived in Iroquois Falls and
were enthusiastically welcomed by the members of

both local Unions.

A joint meeting of the two Local Unions, as well as

separate meetings of each were held.

On Monday Mr. Carey, Mr. Burke and a joint com-
mittee from both Local Unions held a conference with
officials of the Abitibi Power & Paper Co., chiefly for

the purpose of having a friendly discussion on various
points in connection with the decision of the War
Board. Mr. Melnnis, the General Manager, presided
at the meeting.

WOOD PULP MAY GO TO MEXIO^.
The Canadian Trade Commission announce*^ a new

ruling under, which it will be possible to resiijne ex-

portation of wood pulp to Mexico. Owing to'condi-

tions arising out of the war both Canada- arid the

United States were obliged to exercise extreme cau-

tion as to permitting the exportation of any paper-
making material. The relaxation is being made simul-

taneouslv in both countries.
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ENGLAND WANTS CANADIAN PULP.
Apropos of the announcciiient that British restric-

tions controlling imports of paper will be lifted on
the 30th April next, and that this market will then

be open to the world, the following will be of inter-

est to the industry on this side of the ocean.

The annual demand for newsprint in Great Brit-

ain is about 500,000 tons. The paper mills in Great
Britain are understood to have sufficient capacity
to supply 400,000 to 450,000 tons, the balance must be
imported.

The annual demand of this market for pulp—in-

cluding both sulphite and groundwood—is approxim-
atel}' 1,200,000 tons. A British expert considers it

quite reasonable to expect that Canada should sup-

ply at least half of this amount.
He considers, therefore, that Canada has an un-

precedented opportunity to secure the bulk of the

pulp business in this country, and also to supply
newsprint and other manufactured papers. The paper
manufacturers of Great Britain are to-day organized
as they never were before, and he expressed per-

sonally the opinion that the Canadian manufactur-
ers will be acting in their best interests if they con-
centrate their efforts in the immediate future chiefly
upon the sale of pulp.

Members of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Associa-

tion have been asked to make a definite statement
at once covering the jiossiliilities -oi ex]iort of both
|)ulp and paper from Canada to England during
the ensuing twelve months—what quantities of both
chemical and groundwood pulp are available, what
quantity of newsprint, and a list of other classes of

paper, cardboard, etc., which Canada is now produc-
ing in exportable quantities.

But quite another view of the situation may be de-

rived from February figures on imports to England.
The large tonnage from Newfoundland is but little

more than two-thirds of the rated capacity of the mill

at Grand Falls, which is over 60,000 tons per year,

or about the figure given in the above communica-
tion for the whole newsprint requirements from out-

side Great Britain. The total imports of this paper
in February were some 5,000 tons, or at the rate of

about 60.000 tons per annum. No Canadian news-
print is mentioned, but the small American shipment
may have been partly Canadian paper. There seem
to be two ways of selling our paper to England

—

either di.splace the Scandinavian article and supply
any increase in demand, or sell to British agents with
foreign connections. The immediate chance seems to

be for pulp exports, but we believe paper can be sold

in England through a vigorous and continuous sell-

ing campaign. In this connection, reference should

be made to page 339. in the last issue of this maga-
zine.

The "World's Paper Trade Review notes the arrival

in February of 67.120 cwts. of reel paper from New-
foundland, which comprised over 69'^ of our total

imports of this class of paper (96.166 cwts). A small

quantity? also came to hand from the United States,

viz., 1.296 cwts., whilst reel paper received from Nor-
way amounted to 22,650 cwts., and from Sweden 5,100

cwts. Printings and writings not on reels were a poor
import, viz., 18.051 cwts., Norway being responsible

for 14,190 cwts.. Sweden for 2.063 cwts., and the

TTnited States for 1,660 cwts. Belgium supplied 680

cwts. out of 959 cwts. of printed or coated paper. Nor-
wa.v and Sweden hold a monopoly in the British mar-

ket in regard to the supply of packings and wrap-
pings, the former country shipping 33,792 cwts., and
the latter 21,270 cwts. out of a total importation of
58,572 cwts. Imports of strawboard amounted to
45,134 cwts., and miU and wood pulp board to 22,789
cwts. The total imports last mouth were 244,978 cwts.
of the c.i.f. value of £596,816, an increase in quantity
of 4.2 per cent, and in value of 17.3 per cent, com-
pared with P^bruarv of last year.

Papermaking Materials.
Ninety-seven per cent of the imports of papermak-

ing materials into the United Kingdom last month
represented wood pulp. The total receipts were 46,846
tons, valued at £902,745. Compared with February
of last year, the quantity shows an increase of 30 per
cent, and the value a decrea.se of 7 per cent. A fea-
ture of the imports (as compared with the corres-
ponding month of last year) was the increased re-
ceipts of mechanical wood pulp, viz., 12,185 tons.
Chemical wood pulp shows an addition of 1,314 tons.
Esparto, however, was down 2,538 tons.

ENGLAND AND CUBA IN MONTREAL.
Mr. A. Dykes .Spicer, representing James Spicer &

Co., Limited, of London, England, called on the Can-
adian Pulp & Paper Association last week. Mr. Spicer
is here in ('anada looking for supplies of paper, and
ill course of conver.sation he brought out a sample of
the new waterproof paper treated in a secret process
which was used extensively in the war operations.

^

It has been used for trench waders and also for
Sou' Wester hats, even for vests and capes, and is

the best imitation of the well-known Japanese mul-
berry paper that Mr. Dawe has yet seen.
Some idea of the tremendous size of some of these

war ventures may be gauged by a statement made by
Mr. Spicer that he employed 30,000 people working
on gas masks, which was part of their war work.
Another caller was Mr. J. Nelson Polhamus, rep-

resenting Cuban interests and looking for supplies of
new.sprint. Mr. Polhamus, who wears the red ribbon of
the Legion of Honour, was connected with the diplo-
matic service of Cuba, and represented his country
in various parts of the world.

PROFITS IN PAPER STOCKS.
The investor in the shares of Canadian pulp and

paper companies has, with but few exceptions, had no
cau.se to complain over the results of the year's busi-
ness. Profits, while on the whole not as large as in
the previous year, owing to the increasing cost of pro-
duction, have yet been .substantial, enabling directors
to declare gratifying dividends, or at least set aside
considerable reserves. The market value of .shares

has improved and will doubtless continue to improve
as the public comes to a clearer realization of the
foremost place which Canada is bound to take as a
producer of these most essential commodities. — Prom
The Globe's Annual Financial Sun-ev.

SMITHS FALLS PAPERS AMALGAMATE.
The Smiths Falls News and the Rideau Hei'ord

newspapers are to be amalgamated in Smiths Falls,

with Mr. Harry Sutton, of the Rideau staff manager
of the company. Colonel Balderson, proprietor of

the News, still retains his interest in the new company-.
Mr. G. F. McKimm, for many years proprietor of the
Record, is retiring from the newspaper business.
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THE BORREGAARD SULPHITE MILLS.
Sulphite numufaeturers will be interested in the

following data on one of the best known mills in in-

ternational trading circles. It is taken from Tidss-

krift for Pappirindustri, Dec. 31st, 1!>18.

The General Manager for A. S. Horregaard, ,Mr. X.

Wessel, gave on December 12th a paper on ""A. S.

BOKHEGAAKD." in C'hri-stiania Board of Trade and
C'oinnierce. The company is producing in their mills

in different places of the world a little more than

180.000 tons air dry bleach cellulose per year. The
company has in Xorway the following mills:

Borregaard and Hafshnid produce !)0.000-n."),OOU

tons bleached cellulose, 20,000 tons fine paper, par-

ticularly writing paper, 12,000 tons ground wood
pulp, and 0,000 tons ferro-celisium, besides various

other products from brick yards, flour mills, saw
mills, etc.

They arc using for their own consumption 26,700

horse power from Sarpfossen. Their property covers

0,00 maal (1 maal = 0.25 acre.) The company are

operating their own railway with 6-8 engines and sev-

eral hundred freight cars. Sarpsborg is consuming
15,000 logs a day. The coal is brought automatically

to the mills from silos of 3,000 tons capacity, the boil-

ers, also, are automatically fed.

They own a steamship of 3.000 tons capacity.

For utilization of the tops and slabs of spruce the

company has bought Ilurum !~!ulphite Mills of 12,000

tons capacity.

They also own a small paper mill in Drammen for

manufacturing special grades of paper.

In Sweden the company owns and operates Klara-

fors Sulphite Mills, with a production of 13,500 tons

.strong sulphite, Edsvalla and Forshaga, together pro-

ducing 23,000 tons bleached sulphite, and Deie Sul-

phate and paper mill, with a production of 20,000

tons sulphate pulp, and 12,000 kraft paper. Besides
these they have a paper mill at Klarafors of 10,000

tons capacity. Further they have a number of

ground wood mills with a total production of 18,000

tons and sawmills, with a production of 10-12,000

standards. The power for all the.se plants is .sup-

plied from their own power station at Deie and Fry-
gfors with 7,000 horse powers. This power station

also delivers electrical energy to the city of Karlstad
and a number of industrial plants.

In Austria the company owns and operates Hallein
and Villach. together producing 43,000 tons bleached
cellulose, and 5,000 tons fine paper. The Hallein mill

has its own water fall and power station, and an
electrolytic bleaching plant.

In West England the company has the Barrow mill,

with a production of 12,000 tons paper, and 12.000
tons cellulose.

The total area of the company's wood limits in

-Xorway and Sweden is almost one and a half million
maal. The annual regrowth in the company's woods
exceeds 2.000,000 cubic meters solid measurement. The
wood limits in Austria cover 42.000 maal. and are
located clo.se to the mills; also here the regrowth is

vcn- satisfactorv.—G. Hsr.

part of foremen and workmen. The closing of muni-

tion plants has thrown temporarily out of employment

several men with excellent training and experience as

safety engineers and inspectors. The Xational Safe-

ty Council has on file the names of these men and

their ijualifications. If you are interested write us,

stating the approximate salary you arc prepared to

pay, the size and nature of your plant, whether you

wish a man for safetj' work only, or to take up other

industrial relations, activities, also, etc.

B. C. WANTS MORE PULP AND PAPER MILLS.
Britisii C'dlunibia is starting an agitation for se-

curing more pulp and paper mills for that province,

aiul looks with longing eye on the Australian field,

where the demand for newsprint exceeds che avail-

able supply. The Pacific Coast province is abinidauL-

ly stocked with ideally suitable timber, and well

equipped with the necessary water power, yet, at the

present time, there are only .seven mills operating in

the province. It is believed there is ample evidence

for the development of mill board and wood pulp
board export trade with the Old Country, and rhat

the Panama Canal route should enable B. C. manu-
facturers to compete with some fairness against east-

ern contemporaries.

It is also felt there should be a good opening in

South China for the sale of Canadian paper of all

kinds. During the period of the war Japanese mills

endeavored to take full advantage of the diifieully

of obtaining the customary supplies from Xorwa.v.

Sweden and the United Kingdom, but, according to

reports received in British Columbia, the Hong Kong
buyers are nuich dissatisfied with the quality of the

Japanese products. Chinese stationery is a special

kind of paper of an inferior grade somewhat below
that of the better class of newsprint used in Canada.
There is also a large trade of a. kind of paper dj'ed

red and used by the Chinese for decorative purposes.

Owing to the spread of education there has been a
great increase in the number and in the size of the
newspapers issued in the Chinese language. It i.s said
of the printing paper imported with difficulty bj'^

Australia between 1914 and 1917, just eighteen per
cent, came from all Canada. The balance was taken
almost entirely from the United States. Supplies
from Xorway and Sweden were shipped spasmodic-
ally during the earlier period of the war. but latter-

ly became non-existent. Japan catered to the demand
for a while, but not very successfully, while the cus-

tomary shipments from England dropped off com-
pletely. It is felt that British Columbia should have
been strongly active in such an easy market, even
allowing for the shortage of tonnage. A leading au-
thority on the subject in Vancouver ^ays there
should be no doubt of the future increase in B C. 's

proportion of the trade. The eighteen per cent, from
Canada should have been seventy-five per cent., for
it is certain that Australia cannot hope to mpkc pa-
per from her hardwoods to compare with tnat which
can be turned out from the native spruce of the Coast
and other eminentlv suitable timbers.

A GOOD TIME TO ENGAGE SAFETY ENGINEERS.
Kmployers are coming to realize more and more the

advantage, especially in large plants, of placing an
"vpprieneed safety man in charge of accident preven-
tion activities, relieving the executive of much detail
work and insuring the maintenance of interest- on the

Ordinary newspaper does not alwa.vs need to be
freed from printers ink in order to be able to u.se it

again. For toilet-paper up to 10 per cent., and for
rotary-printing up to 40 per cent waste newspaper
sent through the edge-runners has been employed
with an admixture of tale and with specially careful
tinting with indanthreublen GGS and auranin.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
A Yvvy ;icli\c' (leiiiaiiil lor lalior saviiio; maL'hiiU'ry,

lidfli ill jiaprr mill and jolibers" warehouse, is re-

))ortc(l liy the Charles Uvv.k ("omiiaiiy, which has the

I'hiladeljjhia af^eiiey for eutters, slitters, and liihe-

iiiakiiio' ma(diiiies. Tlie except ioiial deiiiaiid is uii-

douhtedly due to pi-eseiit hif>-h hd)or costs.

If America is to t;ike full advantage of the position .

she has {iained in the dyestuffs industry through Ger-

many's loss of world markets she nmst improve the

(piality of her goods. This is the opinion expressed

tiy Mr. Sidney Rich, who was formerly a consular of-

ficial in Germany. The need for improvement, says

Mr. Rich, means that manufacturers in the United
States must go deeper into research work, and base

their operations on a scientific basis rather than sole-

ly on ((uantity production. American dyes, according
to Mr. Rich, have not yet reached tlie standards of

German dyes. So far American dye manufacturers
have been seeking popular shades and quantit\' pro-

duction. Closer co-operation among the American
manufacturers would mean greater success in cap-

turing overseas markets.

A novel feature, introduced as jiart of the program
at the last montldy dinnei' of the Purchasing Agents'
Association of Northern California, was offered by
Mr. Charles P. Armstrong, Pacific Coast representa-

tive of the American Writing Paper Company. Mr.
Armstrong, sliowed, during the course of a lecture,

the actual manufacture of ])aper, illustrating by a

method of hand production all tlie various processes

involved in the art of making paper.

A. H. Halman, who for many years was connected
with the A. Hartung Company, has embai'ked in busi-

ness for himself. He has just organized the Federal
Paper Company in Philadelphia. The new enterjirise,

which is to specialize in liond and writing papers,

began operations recently at 902 Walnut Street.

Albert Meisterheim, general manager of tlie Kala-

mazoo Trading (^ompany of Kalamazo, Michigan, re-

ports that his concern is extending its activities and
adding to its line. It has recently taken on a line of

foreign pulps, imported by the Wood Pulp Trading
Company of New York City, also wire screens, the

product of the Green Bay Wire Screen Works.

The log drives on the Kennebec, Penobscot and
otlier Maine rivers will soon be under way, now that

the Maine paper companies have completed their sea-

son's work in the woods. Operations this year have
been much larger than expected, conditions having
been most favorable.

A half million dollar paper mill, with F. W. Lead-
beter, one of the Northwest's expert paper mill men
at its head, is to be erected in the near future at

Salem, Oregon. A sulphite mill, a wood pulp mill, a

large boiler house and an acid plant are to go up
as adjuncts to the mill. The mill will make a special-

ty of sulphite papers, the higher grades, and later it

may also make newsprint. One of the largest paper
making nuichines capable of producing any kind of

paper will be part of the equipment. Work of con-

struction may not be started for a month or so, but

notwithstanding this, Mr. Leadbetter confidently

liojies to have the mill in operation one year from now
and to he employing 200 men.
The Eddy Paper Company of Three Rivers, ilichi-

gaii. is to start soon on the erection of its new mill. A
box factory will be built first, a power plant will then
lie erected, and the paper mill proper will follow.

Tliree or four years may pass before the plant is com-
pleted. A bonus of $32,000 offered by the Booster
Association of Three Rivers for the erection of the

company's new mill in that city is to be forthcoming
in three installments of $8,000, each to be paid upon
the completion of a part of the plant.

The Great Southern Lumber Company, in keeping
with its plans to make Bogalusa, Louisiana, the cen-

tre of paper manufacturing in the South, has pur-
chased the Louisiana Fibre Board Company's mill at

Bogalusa, together with all of the latter company's
holdings. The sale is said to have involved a very
large amount of money paid in cash. The Louisiana
Fibre Board Company was a pioneer in the making
of pulp aiul paper from yellow pine saw-mill waste.

Morris Blynn, Jo.seph D. Cohen, T. J. O'Shaunessy
and Albert Beck, all of whom have just been mustered
out of the service of the United States Army, are the
ineorj)orators of a new paper concern to be known
as the Blynn Paper Company, whose warehouses and
offices are soon to be opened for business at 220 Wash-
ington Street, this city. All of the men listed in the
incorporation papers were actively associated with
the jiajier business previous to their enlistments. The
new firm is desirous of securing agencies for wrap-
ping papers, paper bags, toilet papers, towels, nap-
kins, egg cartons and other paper products of a like

nature.

IMPORTATION OF DYESTUFFS.
The U. S. War Trade Board announce that hereaf-

ter all applications for licenses to import dyes or dye-
stuffs must be accompanied by a statemetn giving
complete specifications of the character of the d.yes

or dyestuffs proposed to be imported. A Supplemen-
tal Information Sheet, procurable from the Bureau of

Imports, Washington, or from any branch office of

the Board, should be used for this purpose.

PULPWOOD IN BRISK DEMAND.
American mills again bought very extensively of

Canadian pulpwood. There was a large quantity
available, and prices remained firm, an average value
to Canadian mills being about $8.50 per cord, with an
advance this year. The official figures show that Am-
ericans purchased to an unusual extent, and those in

this branch of the trade .state that stocks in hand are
very large. Canadian mills are also in the same posi-
tion. The outlook for the present year is for a very
much reduced cut, owing to labor shortage, the in-

fluenza epidemic, and the difficulty of hauling, in
many parts consequent on a small fall of snow. This
shortage is not likely to affect mills to any extent this
year, but will do so in the following period. For the
eight months of the fiscal year the exports of pulp-
wood totalled $10,846,864, against $6,329,763 in the
corresponding period of 1917.
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Technical Section

A LITTLE TECHNICALITY.
Goslii llallberg: is helping' along the future member-

ship of tlie Teehuieal Section. A baby boy came to his

liouse JNIareh 17, and seems inclined to stay. He and
his mother are both well, but tlie hitter's general state

of health makes it advisable to leave soon for the

Pacific ('oast. Tlie family is now at Hawkesburj^

;

Mr. llallberg: havinfr resigned as chemist at Smooth
Roek Falls for the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co.

Congratulations "G. li."

Sigmund Wang is back at Hawkesbury, after sev-

eral months in Norway. If he had known what the

Publication Committee has to do pretty soon he would
probably have stayed over tliere.

Two more members have been added to the Technical

Section : F. J. Leduc, Belgo-C'anadian Pulp and Paper
CoJnpany, Shawinigan Falls, and Charles W. White-
house, Abitibi Power & Paper Company, Iroquois

Falls, Ont.

From the Council Chamber.
A. L. Dawe says the Council re-elected all Chairmen

of Committees as of last year. That means either that

we are giving satisfaction or they can't find anyone
else. Let's go to it, fellow-chairmen; make this year

a hummer.
Special recommendations were made to the Commit-

tee on Education as to expediting the preparation of

text-books and the- Committee on Moisture asked to

carry out further tests on lapped and hydraulic press-

ed pulp as well as rolled and baled pulps.

One very important decision arrived at was that

the Council decided to ask Canadian universities to

impress upon all students the desirability of their

considering the pulp and paper industry' as a future

livelihood. The Secretary was instructed to circularize

the mills to find out those who would be willing to

give summer employment to any Canadian students,

and it was proposed that three prizes of -$100, $50,

and $25, with accompanying medals, be given for the

best essa.v on "My Summer's Work in the Pulp and
Paper Mills."

Summer Meetings.

Through the courtesy of Sir William Price the mem-
bers will have an opportiniity of visiting the Kenogami
mills of the Price Bros. Company. So as not to con-

flict with the spring meeting of the T. A. P. P. I.

which is to be held in Buffalo on June 11th, it was
decided to call the Slimmer Meeting for the end of

July. Full details of the meeting will be sent out

very shortly as a veiw large attendance at this meet-

ing is expected. It will include the wonderful boat
trip down the St. Lawrence and np the Saguenay.
Technical papers will probably be read on the boat,

when regular business, etc., can also be disposed of.

A cordial invitation has been received from the

Technical Association for a joint meeting in Buffalo
and vicinity, June 11-14. The invitation of Sir Wil-
liam Price had ah-eady been accepted, so a fully rep-

resentative joint meeting could not be inanaged. There
n'ill be many Canadians present, and the mills of the

Niagara Peninsula will arrange for visits by those

attending the meeting. One day will be spent at the
Hammermill plant at Erie, Pa.

The Council of the Woodlands Section' have de-

cided to hold the summer meeting at the end of June

at Berthier, taking advantage of the offer of Mr.

Piclie of the large building at the Berthier Nurseries

for this purpose.

The Section has, at the same time, a very cordial

invitation from the Laurciitide Company to visit their

nurseries and while it is a little early yet to give defin-

ite dates and particulars, please bear in mind that this

should be one of the most important conferences that

have been held for many years.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-14. Differentiation of Soda and Sulphite Pulps. P.

Kleiii, "WochsHir, I'Mpierfabr. " Vol. -IS, pp. 'JlfjO-ei.

(In (icniian).—Pulp prepared by .sulphite process

contains residues of the wood substance. In .soda

pulp, the more drastic chemical treatment destroys

these residues. The residues may be stained readily,

depending on the presence of resin, so that care

must be taken not to dissolve the resin if NaOH is

used in preparing the .slide. A solution of rosaniline

sulphate, with a little ethyl alcohol and ILSO., stains

the contents of the pitted pores strongly in the case of

sulphite pulp, but not with soda pulp. As little as 5

per cent sulphite pulp can be determined in a mix-

ture.—Paper Makers Mo. J.

F-5. Soda Wood Pulp by lingerer's Process. Ziegel-

meyer, C. "Papier Ztg. ' Vol. 42, pp. lS.^)5-6. (In

German).—In this process, the digestion of the wood
by the soda or sulphate process is carried out frac-

tionally by the counter-current principle. A battery

)f boilers is used, and the spent liquor comes in con-

tact with fresh wood. At Stuppach a pulp mill using

this process is producing about 5 tons of pulp daily.

The pulp can be bleached with a 1 to 2 per cent

bleaching powder.—Paper Makers Mo. J.

K-6. Process for treating certain plants for making
paper, and other products therefrom. (Procede pour
le traitement de certaines plantes en vue de la fabrica-

tion du papier et produits en resultants). Le Papier,

1918, 21, p. 191. French patent No. 486,398, granted

to the Societe A. Olier & Cie., Puj-^-de-Dome, France.

—The process consists essentially in treating freshly-

cut green plants with an alkaline solution, at atmos-

pheric pressure, at a temperature below the boiling-

point of the solution, and in separating the fibres in

a beater, either before, during or after treatment
with alkali. It is claimed that raw material can be
converted into material suitable for paper making
within 4 hours' time. The process may be modified by
treating the plants at the ordinary temperature.
This requires a much longer time, which may even
reach 4 weeks. By careful manipulation, the alkali

does not dissolve the ligneous matter, but merely
softens it and at the same time "hydrates" it. This
has a three-fold advantage: it renders the stock "self-

sizing," i.e., no other sizing need be added; the fibres

swell considerably and can carry a large amount of

mineral matter; and the yield is much greater than
with the methods of cooking at high temperature and
pressure, sometimes being increased by as much as

50%. Some plants are not suited for this treatment,
and a test is described which permits of judging, to a
certain extent, whether a given material would give
good results. When the fresh-cut green plants cannot be
treated immediately, they may be crushed between
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rolls, and dried, and subjected to treatment at any
subsequent time, using a little more alkali and a

slightly higher temperature than with green material.

If eare is taken not to add an exee.ss of alkali, it will

all be neutralized, and all washing may be eliminated

if desired. The process lend.s itself to many varieties

by means of which many different kinds and grades

of ])aper may be obtained.—A. P. ('.

K-12. Fourdrinier paper machine. J. Alpine, Stevens

Point, Wisconsin, U.S. Pat. 1,275,826. J. S. C. I. 37,

No. 21 (1918).—The frame of the machine is carried

on a platform pivoted on a fixed bed at the receiving

end anil adjustably connected with the bed at the

other points, so that the further end may be raised or

lowered. The frame carries a breast roll at the pivot-

ed end, a couch roll at the end distant from the pivot-

eil end, and a .set of suction-boxes between the two
rolls. Another suction-box is supported by the plat-

form beyond the couch roll and a take-off is similarly

supported between the couch roll and the last suc-

tion-box, a take off conveyor being arranged to tra-

vel over the take-off roll and the suction-box asso-

ciated with it. Cleans are provided for adjusting

the inclination of the platform and frame.—D. E. S.

K-12. Paper-making machines. Anon. Chem. Ind.

37, .\o. 20 (1918).—An English patent No. 118,511,

granted to E. Partington, of Worcester, Eng. Some
of the drying cylinders over which the web of paper
first j)asses are maintained at a temperature higher

than that of the remainder of the cylinders, and suf-

ficient to impart to the damp paper enough heat to

cause the water therein to evaporate freely as it

passes over the lesser heated cylinders. For instance,

in a range of 16 cylinders the first five may be heated
so as to raise the temperature of the web to 200°P.,

and the temiierature of the succeeding cyliiulers may
fall i)rogressively at the rate of about 10°F., so that

the temiierature of the last is about 90°F\, thus pre-

venting baking and cockling of the paper.

—

D. E. S.

K-14. Method and means for finishing paper to pro-

duce cloth finish. Avw. -I. S. C. I„ 37. No. 22 (19181.

U. S. Pat. No. 1,277,714. granted to H. -J. (Juild. as

siguor to Eastern ^Mfg. Co.. Bangor, Jle. — Belts of

suitable textile material are fed between two rollers,

the pajier under treatment lying between the belts.

One of the rollers is of a hard material and the other

is of a material sufficiently yielding to bring about a

slight relative motion between the paper and the

belts while under the pressure of the rollers, but at

the same time has sufficient compressive rigidity to

ensure that each side of the paper receives an impres-
sion of the textile belt with which it is in contact.

—

I). E. S.

K-18. Corrugated cardboard with metal sheeting.

(Carton ondule a face metallique). Le Papier, 21, p.

210 (1918). French patent No. 488,860, granted to

the Societe Beige de l"Ondulium, Belgium.—A. P. (".

K-18. Fiberboard resistant to fire and water. A
U. Ciapp. U. S.. 1.280,400. Oct. 1.—A fire and water-
resisting fiberboard is prepared by treating bark,

moss, straw or similar vegetable material with a solu-

tion of caustic alkali partially to dissolve the mater-
ial, mixing the solution and residue thus obtained
with wood pulp, jute or other fibrous cellulose in

H.O. reducing the fibrous cellulose and other solid

constituents of the mixture to a finely divided con-

dition, forming the stock into sheets after the addi-

tion of a metallic salt such as alum to precipitate the

dissolved cellulosic material throughout the mixture,

and drying the sheets.—Chem. Abs.

K-19. Etchable coated paper. Anon. J. S. C. I. 37.

.\o. 22 (1918). All English Patent, No. 119.:568,

granted to .1. ^lilnc, Toronto, L'anada. Paper is coat-

ed M'ith a composition prepared with 290 lbs. of blanc

fixe, 580 lbs. of china clay, and 65 gals, of water
mixed, a solution containing 125 lbs. of gelatin, 2 lbs.

of glycerin, and 12 oz. of aluminum acetate in 25 gals,

of water. The coated paper is printed with a medium
capable of resisting the etching li(|uid, and then heat-

ed for a short time with a dilute solution of bleach-

ing powder. The acidity of the aluminum acetate

causes the formation of hypochlorous acid which de-

stroys the binding qualities of the gelatin in the ex-

posed portions of the coating, so that the materials
of the coating can be washed away, leaving the print-

ed device in relief.— U. E. S.

K-23. Transfer-sheet. A. L. Clapp, ILS.. 1,280,;399.

Oct. 1.—Transfer-sheets for embossing or stenciling

on leather, cloth, silk or other' materials ai'e prepared
by coating paper on one side with a composition com-
]iosed of aniyl acetate 6 cubic centimeters, rosin 2

grams, linseed oil 1 cubic centimeter, nitrocellulose

0.5 gram, and a colored powder, such as bronze pow-
der 4 grams. The paper may be first coated with dex-
trin to prevent jienetration of the color mixture, CCl,
and rosin, or alcohol, rosin and shellac may also serve

as vehicles for the ci)lor powder.— (

'hem. Abs.

K-23. Indurating and waterproofing fiber board.
W. V. Laiuler, U.S., 1,278,934, Sept. 17.—Fiber board
or similar porous material with a solution of rosin and
petroleum residuum in gasoline to fill the pores of the

material and the gasoline is afterward evaporated
from the impregnated material.—Chem. Abs.

K-23. Translucid reinforced paper. (Papier trans-

lucide arme et son precede de fabrication).—Le Pa-
pier, 21, p. 194.( (1918). French patent Xo. 488,577,

granted to Edmond Bellan, Seine, France. —The pro-
cess consists in binding two sheets of paper, between
which are placed metallic or textile threads, by
means of a glue which renders the paper translucid.

—A. P. C.

L-4. Cardboard containers for canning. (Boites de
conserve en carton), liulletin of the Australian Scien-
tific .Society, through Le Papier, 21, p. 210 (1918).—
Cardboard containers are coated with a methyl al-

cohol solution of a special resin, obtained by the ac-

tion of carbon dioxide and formaldehyde, thereby
preserving the contents from decomposition.—A.P.C.

L-4. Paraffined cellulose containers, for chemicals.
(Recipients en cellulose pariffinee pour produits
chimiques). Le Papier. 21, ji. li»4 ( 15118 1. French pat-

ent No. 488.457. granted to the Etablissements Pou-
lene freres.—Containers for caustic or easily decom-
posed chemicals are made by moulding hot paraffined
cellulose. The stopper consists of a piece of paraffin
or paraffini'd cellulose.—A. P. C.

L-4 Tubes of fibrous material and phenolic conden-
sation product. L. T. Frederick. U. S. 1.284,298, Nov.
12. Tubes adapted for use as electric insulation are
formed by treating paper with a phenolic condensa-
tion product which will serve as a binder, winding the
dry sheet around a mandrel without applying heat or
pressure to build up a tubular body and then a))i)lying
heat and pressure so as first to soften and then to
harden the pheuolie condensation product. (W. H.
Kempton's pat. 1,284,363 is similar).—Chem. Abs.
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PRICE BROS. & CO. PROGRESSIVE. INQUIRY FOR MILLBOARD—A SIGNIFICANT
Kenogami. DROP.

No char^'e of laxity can lu- laid ai llif (loor.s of .Manchester, Eng.—As the result of investigations

.Messrs. Price lirothers and Couipany, or their .Man- it is learned that there is at present a hig demand for

a"er. Mr. .lohn Ball. ••Progression" is their creed, millboard and wood-pulp hoard. The scarcity of wood

and no effort is spared to practice it. No better proof during the last three years has brought board boxes

of this can be given than the figures appended. The into more common use, and as they have been found

company found its product was so good it command- to answer the purpose for whicli they have been

ed a ready market, and did not hesitate to put in ad- utilized, the demand is likely to be much greater in

ditional grinders, digesters, and an additional paper the future than it was in pre-war days,

machine, to meet the increased demand. The conn- In PHIi the <iiiaiitities anmially imported exceeded

try was' at war. money difficult to obtain, the price 1,:500,000 liiindredweights. The quantities fell, ow-

of materials almost prohibitive, but there was no sign ing to lack of transportation facilities and other

(if the white feather. The work had to go ahead, and cau.ses, to 879.!)90 hundredweights in 1916, and to

in this decision the management was influenced just •241,!tf)7 hundredweights in 1917. The leading sources

as much by the idea of business progression as in the of supply before the war were Russia, Sweden, (Jan-

welfare of the workers, who naturally would benefit ada and Germany. Small quantities were imiiorted

jilsii. from the United States, and these have advanced

No other mill in the country can boast that its en- from '28.136 hundredweights in 1913 to 114,134 hun-

tire production of newsprint is covered by only four dredweights in 1916. Canadian supplies have dimin-

contracts. The principal credit is of course due to ished year by year, the quantities being 225,615 hun-

that Prince of Papermaker.s, .Mr. John Ball, but he, dredweights in 1913. 169,802 in 1914, 211,722 in 1915,

himself, is the first to admit that he could not have 139,626 in 1916, and 38,366 hundredweights in 1917.

obtained the results he has without the very active Samples of boards have been forwarded to the De-

co-operation of his directors, and of the organization partment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, and af-

lic has under his control. ter inspecting the same firms desirous of increasing

1914. 1915. 1916. 1917. 1918. their sales should forward prices to the Manchester

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. iiuiuirer, whose name and address accompanies the

Groundwood . 35,228 34,521 40,419 46,942 58,500 samples. Refer to File 20060.—Trade Commissioner

Sulphite . . 9,036 15.134 24,209 24,532 25,000 .J. E. Rav.

I'aper .... 42,806 47,182 49,763 52,437 64,000

FATAL ACCIDENT IN PAPER MILL.
Total Product 87,070 96,837 114.391 123.911 Ul.oOO ,j(,ii„ Pshick, an Austrian, employed as i)apermaker,
No. of ilen . 462 445 500 566 609 i„ the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Mill at that place,

Tons Product niet his death instantaneously while on duty on
Per .Man . . 1!»4 219 228 219 "242 :\lareh 19, about 10.30 p.m. In" attempting to remove

Tons of Paper
^ ^ ^ a hiose piece of paper from the rewind rollers, his.

Per .Man . . 92 .
i 107 119.5 !)2.6 103.8 hand was .jerked between the rolls and instantly drew
Jonquiere. ii[j^ head and body in up to his waist. A pressure of

The preceding |)aragraphs denoted the progress of ^,„„p fj^e or six "tons crushed the life out. H'e was
the Kenogami .Mills, we now give figures to illustrate taken lifele.ss from the machine, his head and body
the advance made at Jonquiere. It will be remem-

i,.,,!].^. mangled. He leaves a wife and one child to

bered that prior to 1914, this mill had been in opera- lament his earlv decease,
tion under the present company for some twelve years

or so

:

1!I14. i:il.'). 1916. 1917. 1918.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

(Jroundwood 6.930.5 6,262.7 9,242.3 5,516.3 13,000.0

Cardboard .'),373.1 5,982.7 7,175.7 6,050.7 7,800.0

Paper 5,116,4 6,315.1 9,349.1 9,541.5 10.101.6

Total Product 17.420.0 18,560.5 25,767.1 21,108.5 30,901.6

No. of Men 164 " 184 198 183 206

Tons Product per Man 106.0 100.8 130.1 115.3 150.0

Tons Paper per Man 31.19 34.3 47.2 52.1 49.03

Increase in Wages, 1915 to 1918—90.87 per cent.

Increase Product per Man was 50 per cent—or 50 tons.

NOTE.—Groundwood mill was closed for four jjcrhaps, inconveniently situated. The old sulphite

months in 1917 for reeon.struction. This meant, prac- digester, which was not in use, was removed to Keuo-
tieally, a loss of 3.800 tons of groundwood, which was gami, where it is doing good service, and the posi-

the production for the corresponding four months of tion it occupied otherwise utilized. In 1917, new
1916. water wheels were put in, and a new grinder room
The same dominant forces which have been at work i^^iit, with additional grinders. The result is appar-

at Kenogami are in evidence here, and the results ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ fj^^^^^^ ^ , ^^^ convenient finish-
achieved are perhaps more remarkable. When thev . , , ,, , , , , . ,. .

took over the mill it was in poor condition. It has '"^ ^0°^ ^«« '^e^" ^^^ed, and the working conditions

now been practically re-built, and may be described generally are much improved. But we will let the

as a modern and up-to-date establishment, although facts speak for themselves.—Kenogami Tickler.
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(ieorge II; Mead, of Dayton, Ohio, was in Toronto
last week attendinfi: a meeting of the directors of the

S|)aiii.sh Kiver Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, of

wliieh he is President. He recently returned from
Miami, Florida, where he was a member of a fishinfi;

l)arty, which captured a hujje shark weighing 1,100

pounds, and measuring more than sixteen feet in

length.

J. F. Ellis, of Toronto, {'resident of tiic Canadian
Paper Trade Association, who lias been spending
s(!veral weeks in Florida in company with Mrs. Ellis,

returned home during the past week after a very
pleasant winter outing in the south.

Harry L. Wilson, of the Winnipeg Envelope Co.,

Wininpeg, who is a former resident of Toronto, sjienf

the jiast few days in Montreal, Toronto and other points

east on a business trip, and called ii|)on many friends in

the trade.

Jolin Robertson, of the Wardrol)e Chambers, Lon-
don, Eng., who for several years has represented a

number of American mills in tlie Old Country, was in

Toronto and Montreal last week in the interest of

overseas paper trade and placed a number of orders

for export. Pie is a former resident of Montreal, and
his many old friends were pleased to greet him.

During the coming summer one of the largest and
most influential i)arties of United States editors,

which has ever come up from the south, will visit

the ("anadian West. It is understood there will be

tlii-ee hundred in the comi)any, and that every State

ol' the Union will lie represented. Arrangements have
been made for the trip by J. Hruce Walker, Director
of Pidilicity for the Department of Immigration.

(iuy F. Warwick, who for many years was a mem-
ber of tlie firm of Warwick Bros, and Rntter, manu-
facturing stationers, Toronto, died suddenly last week
at his liome, aged sixty-three years. lie joiiu'd his

father in business in 1881, and remained with the es-

tablishment initil 1897, wlien he retired. Surviving
him are his wife, one son and two daughters. His
brothers, Oeorge R. and Charles E. Warwick, are still

active in the busine.ss of Warwick Bros, and Rntter.

George E. Clialles, of Toronto, sales manager of

the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., returned last week
fi'om an extended business trip to IMichigan. Iowa and
Ohio, where he was calling upon all the book mills.

He reports that the majority of them are running light,

but that they confidently expect business will pick

up materially in the near future.

On the Commission, which will be appointed by the

federal government to inquire into the best methods
of securing an entente between Labor and Capital, it

is stated that Smeaton White, of the Montreal Gazette,

will be one of the representatives chosen. Mr. Justice

Mather, of Winnipeg, will be the Chairman of the

Comnnssion.
It is understood that the |n'intcrs of Toronto, Ottnwa

and Montreal will shortly ])resent a claim for much
higher wages owing to the increased cost of living.

The jireseiit scale in the job offices in Toronto is $24
per week. In Windsor, Ont., the printers recently
received an increase of .$8 per week, and it is stated
that tlie Typographical Unions of Ottawa, Toronto and
Montreal, will ask for $32 per week.

Owing to repairs being made to the basin of the
Cornwall canal the plant of the Provincial Paper Mills
Co., at Mille Roclie.s. Ont.. was closed down for several
days last week, but the industry is again in full opera-
tion. The Barber mill on the Credit river at George-
town, which had a mild freshet was shut down for a
day and a half recently until the trouble was over.

A charter has been granted to the Midland Wood-
workers. Limited, with a capital stock of $500,000
and headquarters in Toronto. The company is em-
powered to manufacture, bu.v, .sell and deal in wooden,
corrugated paper and fibre board boxes and shooks,
lumber, and woodwork and wood products of all kinds.

It is announced that the Abitibi Power and Paper
Co., of Iroquois Falls, Ont., contemplate erecting thirty
or forty workmen's residences this summer and the
work will give employment to a large number of men.
Many friends in the publishing field M'ill regret to

learn of the death of N. B. Colcock in London, Eng..
who passed away recently in the .seventy-sixth year of-

his age. He was formerly Agent-General for Ontario
ill the P>ritish Isles. Mr. Colcock established the Wel-
land Telegraph and in 1883 went to Brockville to con-
duct the Times which was later acquired by A. T.

Wilgress. now King's Printer for Ontario.

A charter has been granted to Les Ateliers dc Mcn-
uciserire d'Amos, Limitee, with heacUiiiarters at Amos,
in the district of Quebec, with a capital stock of
$20,000. Among the powers conferred on the <-oiii-

pany is to manufacture, sell and deal in jnilp and oper-
ate pulp making plants.

Sautauriski Lumber Co., Limited, has l)een granted
a federal charter with a capital stock of $200,000. and
head offices in Donnacona, Que., to carry on in all its

branches the busin-ess of a manufacturer and dealer in

logs, timber, pulp, pulpwood, paper and other pro-
ducts and by-products of wood and pulp.

The city architect's department of Toronto has
taken active steps to guard against the n.se of a certain
make of wall-board for interior finish in houses in-

stead of plaster. In every instance where the material
has been used in bedrooms, the in.speetors of the build-
ing department have ordered that it be torn off and
replaced by plaster on the ground that the board, in

case of a fire, makes such a smoke as to choke any
person in a room so that escape would be very un-
certain.

Alex. Elison. who was President and Manager of
the Paper and Hardware Products Co., Montreal, was
recently sentenced to three years on the cliarge of

forgery, in connection with bills of lading for cari
for scrap metal, the signatures of which he forged
and on which he raised money.
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.1. T. Stirrelt, who lias lieeii editor of
'

' liulustrial

Caiiada" foi- the past seven years, has been a))|)(iiiite(l

(ieiieral Secretary of the ('aiia<liaii .Mamifaeturers'

Assiieiatioii. Toronto.

Tiiere was seven feet ol' miow at Frazerxille last

weelv. A suilden thaw would lirin^^ chances of ((uite

a flood.

Hri};. -General Wliite, in eharfre of woods operations

for the Hiordon Co., says tlieir ln<rs are all lianled out,

ready for the drive. They lo(d< for the hreak-up most

any time now.

The aj^itation for developin<r the French River so

as to provi(h> a wa'.er route from (ieor;i:ian Ha.v (wet),

to North I'.ay 'dry), seems to be (inieted for the pre-

sent by the attitude of the Minister of i'nblic Works

at Ottawa. 'Notiiinfr doinp: this year," says Sir Jos

epii. I'.nt tiie idea is not dead by a jrood deal.

Flijrht-Ijiout. H. H. Hall is back from the other side

and is resumin<r his connection with tlie Howard Smith

Pa|)er Mills. Ltd.

Another II. S. P. M. man came in ^loiiday nijiht and

was welcomed at the station by Messrs. Dawe, Mc-

I;ean. Larkin and other old associates. The hero was

y.,M.S. .lohn .1. Kelly. M.C, D.C.M. He goes back to

his old jol).

The Howard Smith mill at Heauharnnis is now
ecpiipped with a chemist. Mr. (Jorman, the newcomer

was with thr :\Iead Paper Co. at Chllllcnthe, Ohio.

He aiul Mrs. Gorman attempted to come thniu?h in

a motor, but stuck in a snow-drift at Osweu-o last

Tuesday.
E. Simonson has .severed his c(ninection with the

I'.atlinrst Lumber Co.. and has fione to Buffalo, X.Y.,

where he will establish himself as eonsultinjr expert.

As superintendent of the Bathurst sulphite mill he has

improved the quality and greatly Increased i)roduc-

tion In a very short time without makinp: extensive

changres in equipment.

The editor of the Pulp and Pa])er Magazine, with

.Mrs. Stephenson and Miss Scott, of St. Albans, Vt.,

visited the Beauharnois plant of Howard Smith Paper

Mills, and were much Impressed with this fine mill.

In the absence of Mr. Courtney, who Is resting: at

Atlantic City, Mr. Metcalfe proved a very good ho.st.

.Mr. SticklesWas at the mill, installing a steam control

apparatus on the paper machine. Plans seem quite

complete for the new paper machine that is being

built by the Dominion Bridge Works.

Royal Securities Corporation, Limited, announces

that it has purchased from Eraser Companies, Lim-

ited, the New Brunswick lumber operators, $2,000,000

six per cent, first nuirtgage bonds maturing serially

from 1919 to 1929.

The new financing Is to reimburse the company

for expenditures upon a new 35,000-ton bleached sul-

phite pulp mill at Edmundston. N.B.. which went Into

operation la.st December. The new mill is situated^ in

close proximity to pulpwood supplies exceeding 4.650.-

000 cords, and Is strategically located in relation to

both the American and British markets.

Mr. Leon A. Nix. a graduate of Syracuse Eorestry

School, and recently with the Chemical Division of

the T'nited States Army, at Baltimore, has been made

assistant to Mr. Galarneau. Forester for the St, ^Vlaur-

ice Paper Company, with headquarters at Three

Rivers. Quebec. Mr. Galarneau will begin Ills work

with a map and estimate of the timber lands of the

company.

Geo. Wilson, of Clark Bros. & Co.. Ltd., Winnipeg,

who has been in California during the past two
months .seeking removed health, is so far recovered

that he Is expected back at his desk early In April.

•lohn Martin, of the John Martin Paper Co.. Win-
ni[)eg. who has been 111 for several months. Is at i)re-

sent In Florida recuperating. Recent advices Indi-

cate that he is slowly regaining liis health and
strength.

RE-ENTER, MR. McINTYRE.
The Edittu- and Publisher, .New York, says that A.

<i. Mclntyre. special representative of the Committee
on Paper of the American Newspaper Publishers' As-

sociation, has resigned to give his entire time to his

l)rivate interests.

He is interested in some two or three Jtulp and
paper mills, both in the United States ami Canada,

and will build a ])ulp mill in Canada this summer, the

details of wiiich will be announced In the trade (lapers

in the course of two or three weeks.

Mr. .Mclnt.vre is leaving for Hot Springs with \uh

family for a month, after which he will go to Canada
to start the construction of his new mill.

MR. BULMAN CELEBRATES FORTY-NINTH
BIRTHDAY.

William J. Bulman, of WinnijH'g, I'resident of the

Canadian Manufacturers' As.sociation and liead of the

widely known firm of Bulman Bros., Limited, litho-

grai)hers and printers, celebrated his fort.v-nlnth blrth-

da.v on April 5, and received the congratulations of a

large number of frieiuls. Mr. Bulman. wiio was born

and educated in Toronto, began his business career

as llthogra|)her with Alexander and Cable, Toronto,

thlrt.v-four years ago and in 1892 left for Winnipeg,

where he established his present organization. He is

an aggressive and wide-awake business man and has'

held many important offices. He M-as President of

the Winnipeg Industrial Bureau for two years and is

an ex-member of the Advisory Board. Department of

Education for ^lanitoba. as well as Vice-President of

the Manitoba Patriotic Fund, a member of the Coun-

cil of the Winnipeg Board of Trade, and Vice-President

of the Canadian Reconstruction Association. Mr. Bul-

man has served on the School Board of Winnipeg for

many years and was the originator of the Imperial

Home Re-union Association and President of the Win-
ni]ieg Branch. He is the father of the idea of the

movement for the promotion of citizenshi]) through the

Public Schools of Canada and a national conference

of the educational leaders and business men is now
being originated at which leading exponents from

abroad will be present and give counsel. Mr. Bulman
has always taken a deep Interest in the affairs and

progress of the Canadian i^^anufacTurers Association.

One Year of Safety Work,
by the Four Wheel Drive Auto Company reduced ac-

cident frecpiency b.v 55 per cent; reduced the num-
ber of hours lost per emplo.vee by 83 per cent ; re-

duced the compensation paid per $100 pa.v-roll from
94 cents to 26 cent.s—comparing 1918 with 1917. This

was- accom])lished in spite of an increase of 105 per

cent in the number of hours worked during the year.

The time thus saved was enough to build thirt.v ad-

ditional motor trucks for the American Army I—The
Army now has enough motor trucks—but industry

still needs whole men.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toroiild. April 7.—There is no ra(lit.-al eliali^e in

the pulj) and paper market, hut with the advent of

.sprino;, husiness in many lines is jiieking nj). Tlie ex-

port demand ^rows constantly and, during the first

ten months of the present fi.scal year shipments of

pulp and paper amounted to over eighty million dol-

lars, wliieh shows a gain of over twenty-one million

dollars during the corresponding period of the pre-

vious fiseal twelve months. Coated paper jilants are

husy, envelope factories are active, and wrapping pa-

per industries are beginning to receive more orders.

As the M-eeks glide by, the big mills are looking

more and more to the export situation, and the an-

nouncement that the Canadian Export Paper Com-
pany has opened an office in London, Eng.. is a sig-

nificant omen of the treiul of even'ts. The oidy things

standing in the way of heavy exports at the ]iresent

time are lack of bottoms and excessive freight rates.

The pulp companies especially are hoping that some

avenue will be opened up in the near future to al-

low the shii)inent of their surplus product abroad.

Stocks are getting pretty large, although production

has lieen considerably curtailed. Jlills across the line

are bu.ving only in limited quantities.

There have been fre((uent rumors that there has

been a drop in the price of suli)hite. As far as can

be learned, the figure which is prevailing at the pres-

ent time, is $90, f.o.b. mill, for book sulphite. There

has been a decline in the quotation for bleached,

which is now being disposed of at $100 to .$105 at mill.

Representatives of Canadian firms, who have recent-

ly returned from extended trips to the I'nited States.

rejiort that the market continues dull, and tlie ma.ior-

ity of the plants are working onl.v to part capacity,

but prices are being well maintained. There is no
talk heard of lower wages, and as long as the figure

for raw materials, coal, transportation, cost of living

and other items are at their present level, there will

be no radical recession in the value of the finished

article. As mentioned recently, there was a reduc-

tion of about eight per cent on toilet papers: the dis-

count which was formerly 17 per cent. beiii<r now 2.")

on all lines, with additional discount for large orders.

There has been a slight dro]) in the price of bristols of

the cheaper variety. Wrapping papers are holding
their own, and it looks as if the mills will en.joy a
very fair summer.
The eyes of the world are being directed more and

more to Canada as a pulp and paper centre, and it is

being demonstrated that the plants in the Dominion
can produce pulp of as good quality, purity and tex-

ture as any country in the world. The output of

l)leached pulp is being increased all the while, and
more concerns will bleach their product before the
end of the present year, thus- enjoying a wider mar-
ket for their goods.

An interesting experiment is being conducted by
the Provincial Paper Mills Co. through its subsidiary
organization, the Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co.,

where recentl.v a quantity of sulphite pulp made from
])oplar wood was made. Some cars of this pulp have
been shipped to the Montrose plant at Thorold, where
book i)aper will be manufactured from it, and if the
paper turns out satisfactory, it may be important in

the matter of the fut>ire use of raw materials here.

Envelope manufacturers have been much interest-

ed in the announcement from Washington that the

two cent postage rate -on letters and the one cent
postage on drop letters would be restored on July 1st

next. Tt is not likely that the old rate will revert in

Canada for some time to come, as the war tax of one
cent has produced an extra revenue of about six mil-

lion dollars a year, and this looks good to the Fin-
ance Minister at the present time.

Jobbers report that business for the first quarter
of the present year has on the whole exceeded that
of the corresponding three months of 1918, and de-

liveries have been far better. All orders are filled

with reasonable promptness, and while large con.sum-
ers are only buying as neeessit.v demands, there are
man.\' more smaller consignments going out which
rolls up the volume. Collections are good and trav-

ellers report an increased showing in orders each
week.
The Ontario (iovernment has been jietitioned b.\' the

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^o'^murray hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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AsscH-ialcd Boards ol' TvmU- U>v tlu- Proviiu'e to Uuild

the r.& N. (). Kailway from Cochraiu' lo Jaiues Bay,

a distam-e of about 160 milos. which extension would

open up a country rich in pulp wood and forest pro-

ducts. The exploration of Ungava, which will be un-

dertaken this season by the Quebec Government, is

also expected to reveal much pulpwood wealtli. The

Ganadian Pulp and Paper Association has called at-

tention to the fact that the export value of pulp wood

are now over double what they were two years ago

ii.'o This is caused by the higher price of wood, and

iifso to an increase in the amount exported. Millions

of dollars' worth of raw material are .still going to

the other side of the border which could and would

be turned into a finished product in the Dominion if

more encouragement had been given to the pul]) and

paper industrv. This fact is being brought home more

and more and it is hoped, with the signing of the

Peace treaty, that federal regulation and arbitrary

interference" with prices will be a thing of the past,

and that many of the large corporations which have

been hanging back, will proceed with the enterprises,

which thev have in hand, but have deferred owing to

short sighted action of the Ottawa administration.

The Ganadian Gommissioner in Paris has sent word

to Ottawa that Ganadian jiaper manufacturers should

studv immediately the proper means of organizing

their trade on the French market. Dealers in Paris

are anxious to get supplies of book paper, wrapping

paper and other lines. It is pointed out that Scan-

dinavian papermakers have already put forth a .seri-

ous effort to capture the French trade, and it would

be regrettable if Canada and the Allies should find

their places taken. (We have names of some agents.)

One leading company is conducting a vigorous

campaign in Toronto for rags, of which 1,000 tons are

desired^ It is also stated that 2,000 tons of waste

paper and books are required. For mixed rags of all

kinds from one cent a pound up, according to qual-

ity, is being offered; for tailor clips, three cents a

poiind up, according to quality. For newspapers and

books, bundled, the figure is 2.") cents per hundred

pounds, and for loose papers ami books. 20 cents per

hundred.

April 10. 1019.
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NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, April 5.—Moderate activity prevails in

the local paper market. Demand has improved to

quite an extent during the current week, and the

market appears to be gradually but surely working

into that position anticipated by traders for some

time. Buyers are showing decidedly less reluctance

to operate, jobbers and dealers are augmenting their

stocks with greater freedom, and mills are booking

more business than for some months. The situation

from every point of view is undergoing improvement.

Export demand is expanding to the same degree as

that from domestic sources, and new markets are be-

ing constantly opened up in foreign countries, which

means that the expansion in business should be made
permanent.

Prices are characterized by more firmness, and

values are rapidly becoming stabilized on definite

levels. Of course, there is still wide fluctuation be-

cause manufacturers are repeatedly changing their

quotations in their efforts to secure orders. This, how-

ever, is nothing more than an ordinary condition.

and such pi'icc revisions as arc heuig cl

a healtliy character.

Tiie demand for newsprint is good. As i)reviously

pointed out in this report there is an advertising

boom on in the States, and newspapers and current

perioilicals are finding it necessary to enlarge in or-

der to provide space for the increased amount of ad-

vertising they are carrying. This, of course, is re-

sulting in a larger consumption of paper, and the

average publisher is not only using the entire amount

of paper received on contract as soon as it is de-

livered, but is having to purcha.se additional sup-

plies in the open market. Prices are firm, and the

tendency on those grades of news not governed by

fixed prices is upward in price. Book mills are get-

ting more business than for .some time. Most of them

continue to run at below capacity, but demand is on

the increase, and it appears that ere long manufac-

turei-s will have a sufficient volume of orders to ne-

cessitate their operating on full time. Reports arc

heard of sales being made at figures slightly under

those generally named in the trade, but such Iransac-

(ions ai)pear to be only in instances where mills have

not regular contracts with consumers.

The fine paper market is holding its own. Demand
is not bri.sk, but mills as a rule are securing a fair

amount of business, and prices are being maintained.

Buyers continue to show preference for the cheaper

grades of bond and ledger paper, and manufactur-

ers are frank in saying that they expect this conili-

tion to exist for some time owing to the fact that

during the war period consumers became accustom-

ed to using the lower qualities of writing paper. Tis-

sues are moving with regularity and in good volume.

Prices are firm and the trend, if anything, is toward
higher levels. Goarse papers .show little change. De-

mand is not as broad as usual at this season, but

dealers and manufacturers are hopeful that as the

Eastertide draws near, large consumers of wrappings
will come into the market for increased supplies.

The board market is steadily growing more active.

Box makers are laying in spring stocks, and mills

are getting more orders than at any time for several

months. Prices are on the up trend. Ghip board is

quoted at between $38 and $40 per ton at the mill,

and it is questionable whether sizable lots can now
be purchased at less than the lower figure. News
and straw board are freely sought and firm in price.

GROUND WOOD.—The mechanical pulp market
is marking time. Current demand is, in the aggre-

gate, quiet, yet there is a moderate amount of busi-

ness being done, and prices are holding steady. Re-
ports are heard from time to time of this or that pro-
ducer lowering prices, but it is believed that the re-

duction applies only to limited lots of pulp which
the holder is anxious to move. Between $25 and $26
per ton at the grinding mill is the range of quota-
tions on pulp of No. 1 quality for spot shipment.
CHEJUGAL PULP.—Only 'a routine demand pre-

vails for chemical pulp, and the market has under-
gone little or no change this week. Consumers are
buying in piecemeal fa.shion. limiting their purchases
to lots directly required and evincing a lack of dispo-
sition to anticipate their forward needs. Prices on
domestic sulphite range around 5.50 cents per pound
at the pulp mill for bleached of No, 1 grade, and 3.50
cents for unbleached of newsprmt quality. Domestic
easy bleaching is selling at $80 to $95 a ton, depend-
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

NEW ADDRESS:

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Cor. of 42nd Streel

NEW YORK CITY

BRANCH OFFICES:

Buenos Aires, Argentine,

Rio de Janerio, Brazil.
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SALE OF
Surplus Military and

Naval Stores
DRY GOODS, CAMP SUPPLIES, FOOD
HARDWARE, SCRAP METAL, JUNK
Cloth; new and second -hand cloth inj;', e(|uipment, hardware, teuts,

blankets, camp supplies. :: Flour, jam, canned eva])orafed milk,

tea, coffee, etc. :: Condemned clothiiifx, junk, old brass, metals,

leather, rubber, etc.

SALES WILL BE MADE BY SEALED TENDER.

Persons desiring to tender are reiiucsted to coiiiinunicatc with THE SECRE-
TARY OF THE WAR PURCHASING COMMISSION, BOOTH BUILDING, OT-
TAWA, stating the items in which they are interested, whether new or second-

hand or both.

Arrangements will be made to have samples on exhibition at places throughout
Canada: specifications, full details, and tender forms will be mailed when ready
to those who have registered as suggested above.

IF INTERESTED PLEASE APPLY NOW.

Institutions May Make Direct Purchase Without Tender.

Dominion, Provincial, and Municipal departments, hospitals,

charitable, philanthropic, and similar institutions which are conduct-

ed for the benefit of the public and not for profit may purcha.se

goods without tender at prices established by the War Purchasing
Commission.

All communications should be addressed to the Secretary, War Purchasing
Commission, Booth Building, Ottawa, wh o will be glad to supply lists and further

details to those interested.

ing on the grade and the amount concerned, while

domestic kraft is quoted at $8.5 to $90. Importers re-

port transacting little business of an important char-

acter. Available supplies are held with firmness,

however, and in the absence of selling pressure, quo-

tations are fairly well maintained at levels of nomin-
ally 9.00 to 9.50 cents for foreign bleached and 5.50

to 5.75 cents for unbleached sulphite.

RAGS.—Paper mills are buying very few rags on

the whole at present. Orders are being received by
sellers of course, but the aggregate volume of sup-

plies moving into channels is light, and dealers ex-

press surprise over the lack of worth while interest

shown by manufacturers. Prices are fairly well

maintained, chiefly by the refusal of holders to sell

at lower prices. Consumers apparently look for a

decline in the market, and are purposely holding aloof

as buyers; dealers, on the other hand, can foresee

nothing but a strong situation ahead, and are declin-

ing to cut prices to levels at which mills could pos-

sibly be induced to buy. How much longer this dead-

lock condition will exist is problematical, but in the

meantime manufacturers are absorbing merely such

rags as they actually need, and business uffers there-

by. Repacked thirds and blues are selling in a small

way at around •i<3.25 per hundred pounds f.o.b. New
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enonnous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in tha market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE,

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

GLUES
of all Grade* for

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes

Samples and quotations on request.

Canada Glue Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL, QUE.
16 Wellington St. E.

TORONTO, ONT.

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United King-

dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an

efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

CAUSTIC SODA and

BLEACHING POWDER
WINDSOR BRAND

Manufactured by:

CANADIAN SALT COMPANY LIMITED
Windsor, - - Ont.

Selling Agents:—
Nichols Chemical Co., Ltd.
Montreal, Que. and Toronto, Ont.
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PANZL'S PATENTED
LINING COMPOSITION

the SAFEST and BEST material for

Lining of Sulphite Pulp Digesters and

Acid Reclaiming Tanks and Towers

Parxzl Linings are Safest and Most Durable

I or Informatio

Panzl Digester Lining Company
505 Washington Ave. - Muskegon, Mich.

MARVELOUS
is the action of light to increase

production and efficiency.

Mill and Factory White
on the walls ant/ ceilings of
your plant will produce efficiency

and improve sanitary conditions.

"WRITE us

A. RAMSAY CS, SON COMPANY
1 Makers of Paints and Varm'shes since 1842

TORONTO MONTREAL VANCOUVER

^'<)^k. Ni). 1 repacked wliite rafjs are available at $5.r)()

to .-f;.").7') Xew York, while street soiled whites are

i|tiotal)le at ^8.00. Roofuig rajTs are in a doriiiaiit

posit ion owinfT to the refusal of mills to buy. Kelt

iiianufaetiirers evidently are .still \vantin<r for busi-

ness, and are intentionally remaininjr out of the rajr

market until aetivity in their own Hue justifies their

imrehasiu'r larfjfer supplies of raw material.

PAl'HH STOCK.— A fairly {rood business has been

transaetetl this week in the low jrrades of old papers.

Xews aiul mixed jiaper have moved in larfjer volume
than for some time, and i)riees have risen slifrhtly.

Demand for kraff paper also has been better, while
a ready market has existed for books and mafrazines
within certain i)riee bounds. Hifrli-jrrade material,

sueh as shavinjrs, has, on the other liand, been notice-

ably nejrlected by commerce. This is possibly due
to the pulp situation, and the fact that manufactur-
ers have been able to <>:et all the pulp wanted at prices

more in their favor than waste paper stock. Flat

folded news of No. 1 jrrade has sold to mills at Gii

cents per hundred pouuds f.o.b. New York, with
some purcha.ses reported at a shade under this level.

No. 1 mixed pai)er has freely commanded '^0 cents

Xew York, aiul reports have been heard, thoiifrh not

confirmed, of some mills ^ranting better prices. No.
1 kraft has sold at 2.2.') cents a pound at the point of

shipment, while heavy books and magazines have
fetched 1.35 to 1.40 cents in sales to consumers. >Shav-

iufrs are largely nominal in price. Dealers quote
in the neighborhood of 4.50 to 4.75 cents f.o.b. New
York for No. 1 hard whites, and aroiuid 3.75 cents for

soft white shavings of No. 1 quality, but indications
are supplies can be secured at cheaper figures.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—With arrivals of foreign
rope on the increase, the demand for domestic ma-
terial has eased off to an extent, and prices as a re-

sult are (luotably lower. Offerings of .strictly No. 1

domestic nianila rope have been made to mills at 4.25
cents a pouud New York, although it must be said

most .sellers are asking higher prices. Scrap bag-
ging is little sought, and quotations remain at about
previous levels. Demand from one or two sources
has improved slightly, but the movement at large is

of light volume, and No. 1 packing is available at

2.25 to 2.50 cents a pound f.o.b. Xew York.

The Laurentide and Riordon Paper Companies
have co-operated in buying 1,500,000 spruce trees to

plant the coming spring, in addition to those from
their nurseries. Each will plant about a million trees.

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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Yale Hoists
increase efficiency and lighten labor efforts wher-

ever there are heavy loads to be handled.

The Yale Spur-Geared Block makes it possible

for one man to handle a foxir-man load easier,

quicker and with less possibility of damage or acci-

dent.

No matter what your business may be or what

load problems you may have there is a Yale Chain

Block to meet the condition. Each Yale Spur-
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—
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of its efficiency.
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The Canadian
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EDITORIAL

THE PULPWOOD EMBARGO AGAIN.

In the aiiuual statement of the International Pa-

per Company, President Dodge makes a rather vigor-

ous attack on the policy of Quebec and Ontario for

putting an embargo on the export of unmanufactur-

ed pulpwood. It is stated that when U. S. manufac-

turers leased certain Crown Lands in 1890 there were

no restrictions and wood was freely shipped until

1910, when the embargo was laid on. Figures are

given to show the enormous growth in the newsprint

industry in Canada since the regulation took effect,

an increase of from 161,000 to 738,000 tons in pro-

duction and 2,600 per cent in sales to the United

States. In the meantime, the production of news-

print was less in the U. S. in 1918 than in 1910. This

is due to the diversion of more machines to other

grades than were installed for newsprint production.

The point is raised that the Americans have been

forced to move their paper mills over into Canada.

We are unable to discover other than the Fort

Frances mill in Ontario and the Brown Corporation

plant at La Tuque, Quebec, which have been estab-

lished in these provinces since 1910 by American con-

cerns with mills in the States. The former makes
newsprint and the latter, sulphate pulp. We have

grave doubts that the attitude and action of the Pro-

vincial governments had any serious effect. Some
other factors deserve important consideration. Sev-

eral mills have been built in British Columbia by Am-
erican capital, but thej' each have a different story.

One of the pleas of the American holders of Can-

adian limits is that they have title to 32,000,000 cords

of wood, praeticalh^ in perpetuity, and that they

would be satisfied to take for export merely the an-

nual growth, 1,280,000 cords. The argument is ad-

vanced that if this supply were assured from Can-

ada the price now paid by American publishers for

both home and foreign newsprint paper would fall.

The first point in this paragraph to dispose of is

the argument about the price of paper. It is a very

strange thing to see an American newsprint manu-
facturer endeavoring to reduce the price of news-

print to the publisher in this manner. Why should

the unrestricted importation of Canadian wood af-

fect the cost of production of a mill with a local sup-

ply? The answer seems to be that this is but a ruse

to get the wood mentioned in the first sentence of the

preceding paragraph.

And why do the American mills want this wood
so urgently? Because they have wasted their own

heritage and now turn hungry eyes on the green

beauties of the north. They slaughtered and burned

their own great forests and cut the hillsides so bare

that the rains and melting snows washed the rocks

clean of productive soil. To avoid this kind of ex-

ploitation of the Canadian forest is one of the great

ends accomplished by the embargo. Suppose it were

permitted to cut and export the assumed annual

growth, what would happen? One guess may be as

good as another, but ours is that the easily accessible

timber along the rivers would be hacked out to the

extent of the annual growth, or more, with a tem-

porary drop in wood costs to a few mills. This would

not seriously affect the price of paper because other

mills would be operating under constantly increas-

ing wood costs and would only result in greater pro-

fit to the mills concerned. The Pulp and Paper Maga-

zine is delighted with the prosperity of every paper

mill on the continent, and hopes it will continue, but

that is different from the privileges asked.

The removal of duty on Canadian newsprint is

quite as much a factor in the situation as the pulp-

wood embargo and is of the publishers' own making.

If that is indirectly causing an increase in price by
encouraging more mills on this side, let them agitate

for a new tariff. That would give the American

mills a bigger margin of profit, but would hardly

encourage the building of newsprint mills. Canada
is the place for the industry, and it only requires

more intelligent regulation of the cutting and care of

the forest by Canadian mills to assume its perman-

ence.

If American mills want Canadian wood they can

buy it from settlers, cut from freehold lands or build

mills in Canada. Of course, the last is preferred, as a

jrood American usually makes a good Canadian.

The patents of Hermann Frasch, which revolu-

tionized the mining of sulphur and established the

United States as the world's leader in its production

have been declared free for the world to use. There
are enormous deposits in the Gulf States, but they
are hardly inexhaustible. It is to be hoped that the

removal of this restriction will not be followed by
indiscriminate exploitation and wastage. Here is a

fine place to institute government regulation of the
mining of a most important natural resource. Com-
ing generations will need sulphur and wasteless utili-

:?ation is necessary.
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A GOOD MAN FOR THE PLACE.

On tlie liulustrial Kelations Comiiiission which has

recently been formed for the purpose of looking into

the industrial relations that are likely to beeonie

strained and to encourage adjustment before the

breaking point is reached, includes one of the most

honored members of the Pulp and Paper Industry,

Mr. Carl Riordon. He is associated on the Commis-

sion with Chief Justice Mathers, as chairman; Senator

White, President of the Montreal (iazette Publishing

Company, Mr. Charles Harrison, .M.l'., who has been

head of the order of railway conductors on Eastern

lines of the C. P. R., both of whom represent the pub-

lic; Mr. T. Pauze, lumberman, of Montreal, who with

Mr. Kiordon repre.sents employers; Tom Moore, Pres.

of the Trades and Labor Congress, and J. W. Bruce,

Member of the Labor Appeal Hoard, Toronto, who

will represent employees and Thos. Bciigough, To-

ronto, Secretary of the Commission.

Mr. Riordon has long been known as one who

takes the deepest interest in the welfare of his em-

ployees, with whom he has deep sympathy, and of

whose problems he has a lively appreciation. He is

a big-hearted, hard-working employer, who realizes

the advantage of satisfactory relations between the

workman and his employer, and does not represent

the so-called capitalist.

The Riordon Company was established in 18."i7, and

has had a fine record as a progressive concern. The

company now operates large pulp miUs at Merritton

and Hawkesbury, Ont., and is erecting a fine new-

mill with a model town at Temiskamiug, Que. If the

other men on the Commission have the wideness of

vision and largeness of heart that characterises Mr.

Riordon, we can confidently anticipate some excel-

lent results from the appointment of this Commis-

sion. They have a big work to do, and work which

is urgently needed ju.st at this time, perhaps more so

than at any previous time in the history of Cana-

dian Industry. The Commission having to do with

employment and the relations of railway workers to

the raihvays has filled a w-ant in that field and the

present Commission, which appears to have been con-

ceived by Senator Gideon Robertson, should fill a

similar want in the general industrial field.

Mr. Tom Moore, has shown himself an admirable

leader and champion of the working man. He has

shown a wide vision and an appreciation of the many
factors w-hich must be taken into consideration when

.iu,dging such an intricate problem as industrial re-

lations. The moderation of Mr. Moore taken toge-

ther with his high ideals and earnest desire to im-

prove the conditions of labor, and at the same time

maintain business enterprise in a profitable condi-

tion, is worthy of emulation by some of the more

radical "doctors" of industrial affairs.

The Commission has a big job, and a rather lim-

ited time has been set for covering a large field, but

it is made up of men of great energy, and wc have

no reason to doubt that the result of their investiga-

tions will be of the greatest value to Canadian Indus-

try. It is understood that they start out for the far

West next Tuesday. The mining industry is not rep-

resented on the Commission, a fact that would .seem

to increase the responsibility of the present members.

.\() doubt they will be well advised, however.

Good progress is being made in lining up pulp and

p.iper mills to co-operate w'ith the Universities by

taking students to work for the summer. A fine work

that deserves success.

A correspondent of tiie Financial Post, asks that

paper when, and in what amount. Dominion of Can-

ada $5.00 bills were issued. Our contemporary states

that the amount issued in 1913 was $6,104,047. How
do you cotiiit $47 in $5 bills, "F. P."?

An editorial in Paper calls attention to the great

increase in advertising in the United States, and

comments on the peculiar appropriateness of a vigor-

ous campaign at this time. War times and troubles

liave in-oken many business connections, and adver-

tising is the l)est means to re-establish former rela-

tions and get regular business back on the rails.

The school to be built at Kalamazoo by the Veget-

a'lile Parchment Co., and the Western Paper Makers'

Chemical Co., will be watched with great interest.

There will be a children's playground, public recrea-

tion centre and special classes in keeping w'ith the

interests of the community. The cost of the build-

ing is estimated at $10,000. Who can place a figure

on the returns to the children of Parchment?

Through the courtesy of A. L. Dawe, secretary of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, we are able

to reproduce on the cover of this issue, a copy of the
memorial to the patriots of the industry who gave
their lives in the cause of libert.v. The memorial Avas

unveiled at the annual meeting of the Association in

Montreal in Januarj-, where it was a feature of the
decorations of the banquet hall.

FOREST WASTE.
We have used up about half the forests we origin-

ally possessed. Although there are forest forming
associations in nearly every state, supplementing the
excellent work of the national forest service, trees

are being used up faster than they are being grown.
When a tree is cut less than half of it reaches the
consumer. The sawmill wastes amount to 49 per cent
of the tree. Forest fires cause a loss of $25,000,000 to

$50,000,000 yearly. There are 147 national forests
in the United States, consisting of 155.166,679 acres.
—Thrift Magazine.

The weather is so changeable of late, we are in-

clined to refer to it as "she."
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Model Townsite of Kipawa Fibre Company
Kipawa, P.Q., has been adopted as the site for a been selected because of the proximity of timber lim-

model community by the Riordou Pulp & Paper Co., its and water powers derived from Kipawa Lake,
in connection with their new mill for the production For the purpose of promothig the mill and town, the

of pulp. The location at Kipawa has apparently company has brought under control a compact area

PL.AA' CI row.N.^rrt; at
KIPAWA
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of about ten square uiiles, which is to be developed

into a model townsite with the consent and approval

of the Quebec Government, and the co-operation of

the Commission of Conservation, through its town

planning adviser, Mr. Thomas Adams.

The accompanying plan of the proposed develop-

ment, provided through the courtesy of the Commis-

sion of Conservation, illustrates the site overlooking

Lake Temiskaming, which is part of the Ottawa

River. The site of the mill is to be south of the town

on the opposite side of Gordon Creek, the stream by

which the waters of Kipawa Ijake drain into Lake

Temiskaming.
Choice of Ground Limited.

The choice of a suitable townsite was rendered very

limited by the fact that a mill location had been se-

lected to take up nearly all the available level land.

Furthermore, physical features, such as Lake Temis-

kaming, Gordon Creek and the tracks of the C.P.R.,

were governing factors to be taken into considera-

tion. In addition, 'at a point to the east of the area

shown on the map, there was an existing mill and
village, known as Lumsden's Mills, on which the

whole level land was taken up by lumber yards.

The only available land for a town, therefore, was
hilly ground to the north and south of the mill site

overlooking the lake and river, considerable portions

of this land being covered with huge boulders, and
timber or shrub of various sizes and densities. After

a thorough investigation, the location north of the

mill site was selected and although apparently a

steep hill, was found on inspection to embrace con-

siderable fairly level areas, which might be devel-

oped to provide easy grades and economical ar-

rangement of lots if a proper plan were adopted.

As a first step toward preparing such a plan, a

topographical survey was carried out by Messrs.

Ewing. Lovelace and Tremblay. of ^Montreal. "WTiile

this survey was being carried out. a preliminary

sketch plan was prepared. After a consideration of

several alternatives, the main lines of the plan il-

lustrated herewith were determined on and surveyors
were instructed to locate the roads on the ground. For
this purpose, paths had to be blazed through the for-

f^\ and the plotting carried out under peculiar dif-

ficulties, a large part of the work being performed in

th? heart of winter.

Water Conduit Introduces Difficulties.

Considerable care had to be taken to select sites for

the churches and other public institutions. Other ex-

isting features which had an influence on the plan
were the position of the station and the existence of

a good hotel overlooking the lake, situated in what
can be made a beautiful park. A factor which intro-

duced considerable difficulty was the intention of
constructing a water conduit, which is .shown to in-

tersect the whole town, for which provision had to be
made in carrying out the plan. The only approaches
between the small areas of the town on the south of
the conduit and the larger area on the north, were
to be obtained by bridges over the conduit, which is

above ground and 8 ft. in diameter. The grades of the
streets, therefore, had to be determined not only with
du'^ regard to the contours of the land, but also in
relation to the artificial obstruction created by the
conduit.

The final arrangement is illustrated and shows the
m^'-" approach from the .station bv two curved roads
leadlrg tn '^ho central square in different directions.

The character of the ground made more direct ap-

proach impossible. The central square location was

the only level area of any size suitable for the pur-

l)Ose after leaving the low level occupied by the vil-

lage green. From the central square, there is a main

avenue running parallel with the lake and following

an easy grade.

Less Than Five Per Cent Grades.

Notwithstanding the steepness of the ground, the

contours ranging from G'>0 to 1,000 ft., the grades of

most of the streets are less than 5 per cent. Had the

land been laid out in the u.sual rectangular form, the

grades^ in some cases, would have amounted to 18

per cent.

The suggestions on the plan show mostly semi

detached houses, with a few individual houses and
some grou])s of three to six of the smaller types. Care

has been taken to give the residences a good aspect,

with ample air space and open .surroundings for each

house. Messrs. Ross & McDonald, of Montreal, have

been entrusted with the design of the houses, the

first of which have been erected. It is expected that

a large ntimber will be constructed shortly and that

the mill will be completed and in operation. The
architects are permitted to use their discretion with

regard to the grouping, sizes and location of the

houses, but will adhere to the plan so far as the lo-

cation of streets is concerned, and will not diverge

from the determined arrangement of public build-

ings.

After the plans had been prepared, consideration

was given to the problem of Avater supplv and drain-

asre. and after consultation with IMessrs. R. R. and W.
S. Lea. ^Montreal, it was found that no read.iustment

of the plan was necessary to enable an economical
system to be designed.

A town manager and engineer has been appointed
to assist in the promotion and development of this

townsite as a model communitv.—Contract Record.

BAYLFSS ASSISTS AUSTIN IMPROVEMENTS.

Between the Bayless Corporation and the Austin
n^onle who have bent their energies toward a better
and bifrfrpr Austin, the town now has all the improve-
ments of any laree town. Two excellent churches,
both grade and high schools, also a hospital that is as
well eouipped as any for manv miles around.
Now thev are to erect a Community Club costing

*70.000. This is made possible through the eneour-
aarement of the Bavless Corporation, who will make a

donntion of one-half the cost of the Club, the other
l^alf to be made up by the emplovees and townspeople.
Further than this the Bavless Cornnratinn have acreed
to pay .5 per cent dividend on all out^tandinsr stock.

The outside dimensions of the Club will be annroxim-
atelv 100 V.V 200 feet, and it will contain a theatre,
pool and billiard room, swimming pool, dance hall,

restaurant nlub rooms for ladies and men, class rooms
for the children and everythinsr that .should be in an
up-to-date club including a librarv and reading room.
The grounds will comprise tennis courts, croquet

ffrounds. sand piles, swiners. etc.. to furnish amuse-
ments for all ao-es. The Bavless Corporation are do-
insr this to enable their townspeonle and employees to
make one more step towards the eniovments of a
larger town and to furnish them with the highest
quality of entertainment and amusement.
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Probe Postponed to May 5th.

The intimation that Governmental control of the
Canadian paper industry would automatieal'ly cease

with the signing of the peace treaty, the exclusion of

the December-January costs, the report that the news-
paper publishers had entered formal appeal against

the last order of the Paper Controller in extending
the $69 price to June 1st, together with the rejoining

of the newsjiaper publishers as parties to the Canadian
newsprint inquiry, were the big features of the

"probe," which continued in session at Ottawa Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Thursday night last week.
On the whole it is hard to say .just who had the

better of the two day sitting. The publishers, who
practically held the floor, brought out various points

in their examination and cross-examination of Mr. W.
D. Taylor, Mr. Clarkson's assistant, in support, of their

previously outlined cases, which were more fully gone
into during the hearing of the appeals before the

Paper Control Tribunal last January. The manufac-
turers were just about to start their cross-examination

when the session came to an abrupt halt and post-

ponement made to May 5.

A feature of the inquiry was the information that

wood costs are not yet going down, and in fact, so

the correspondent is given to understand by a Gov-
ernment official, more likely to go higher (with the

exception of Fort Frances) for some months to come.

The increased cost over all as given in the estimate

will range from one dollar per cord upwards. The
wood used by J. R. Booth and now going into his costs

is around $20 per cord. This is the high water mark,
and the value this company places on the cost of wood
for this year's operations.

A verj" interesting and perhaps finally important
reference as to the manufacturing conditions was made
on Thursday afternoon in connection with the con-

sideration of the Donnacona Company when the Con-
troller Mr. Robert A. Pringle, K.C., said that the

September costs showed an increase of ten dollars over

July, and the December-JauTiary costs had showed an

additional increase of ten dollars over September. A
twenty dollars increase it seemed.

The end of the probe is not yet, for the inquiry was
adjourned until May 5th, and with the exclusion of

the December-January costs it is altogether probable

that a still further session will have to be called and
after all this (if it stops there) is wound up. There

are the ajipeals before the Judges of the Paper Con-

trol Tribunal that have to be taken into consideration.

The efforts made on behalf of the newspapers was
to substantiate or make evidence to back up their con-

tention regarding the certain reductions which they

claimed'should be made, rather than an attempt at dis-

proving or offsettins? the advance of $8 per ton which
was made by Mr. Pringle. The extent of these de-

duction summed up from a piibliser's standpoint might
run all the way from $14 downwards. It will be left

for the Controller and the Judges of the Control Tri-

bunal to decide. Meanwhile the $69 price continues.

During the inquiry it developed that John R. Booth,

Jackson C. Booth and Fred Booth, tosrether draw $90,-

000 in salaries each year, half of which is chargeable

to the newsprint end.

The latest principal costs and fisrures as contained

in the October-November reports which were filed but

not read, .showed for five of the six mills, Donnacona,

Port Frances, Price Bros., Laurentide, and John R.

Booth (the exception being Spanish River), that the
average manufacturing costs, exclusive of return on
capital invested, were for October $49,22, and Novem-
ber $52.82.

The figures of the new reports on groundwood, sul-

phite and newsprint as furnished the writer were as
follows, and will be interesting as reflected in current
prices for pulp and paper:

Groundwood.

Mill. October. November,
Laurentide $19,58 $17.67
Price Bros 20.82 20,39
Fort Frances 20.14 20,11
John R. Booth 20 . 55 25 . 92
Donnacona 21.06 23.80

Sulphite,

Mill, October. November.
Laurentide $42.32 $42,68
Price Bros 43.59 43,30
Fort Frances *(none) *(none)
J. R. Booth 53.56 59.64
Donnacona 59.20 62.33
*Do not manufacture sulphite.

Newsprint,

Mill. October. November.
Laurentide $51.59 $46 . 74
Price Bros 45.86 46,43
Fort Frances 51,37 55,63
J. R. Booth **(none) **(none)
Donnacona 50.29 53.33

**Strike situation. Lower production in Octo-
ber-November.

Counsel in attendance were : Mr. W. N. Tilley, K.C,
and Mr. A. J. Thompson, representing the newspaper
Committee of the Canadian Press Association, Mr.
George H. Montgomery, K.C, newsprint section Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association, George F. Hender-
son, K.C, John R. Booth, John F. Orde, K.C, E. B.
Eddy Company, Senator Ross, K.C, Fort Frances
P\ilp and Paper Company, and Mr. M. C Martin, rep-
resenting the Chicago Tribune, and the Ontario Paper
Company.
A summarized report of the proceedings is as

follows:

Mr. Pringle ruled out the evidence of W. J. Hagenah
MS to the valuation of the John R. Booth plant, and
intimated that the Control Tribunal simply wanted to

get at the correctness of figures on which the $69
price was based.

All the Judges want to know is whether these esti-

mates which have been put in from time to time are
liacked by facts.

Mr. Montgomery said the manufacturers were not
afraid to have their estimates tested, and referred to

evidence which had been given by Mr. P. B. Wilson,
of the Spanish River Mills, and by Mr. F. A. Sab-
baton, of Laurentide.

Mr. Taylor explained that it would be po.ssible for
the cost of materials to increase and be placed in

stores, but not at the same time immediately enter
into and be reflected in the costs of manufacture.
Near the close of the Wednesday morning session

the Controller said it had been communicated to him
that the whole new.sprint matter would terminate
immediately with the sign in sr of peace, and that then
the control of the paper industry would go by the
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board. He gave it as being his opinion that a final

decision be arrived at as soon as possible.

Mr. Pringle decided not to allow the December-

January costs to be included in the discussion.

The reports of the official auditor were put in and

filed, and were not read. Many of the deductions

contained in the reports, it was stated, had been

checked over by Price Waterhouse and Company, and

that though the i)rinciple of auditing was still a

question of conflict between publishers and manu-

facturers, they apjieared to be otherwise agreed to

the deductions if the principle was admitted.

Mr. Tilley introduced comparative figures as to the

adding of the eight dollars per ton for increased costs

to the Laurentide mill previous to last September. He
claimed that in every instance except October they

showed a price much below that used by Mr. Pringle

in fixing his price in September. Regarding October

and the influenza, Mr. Tilley said the costs should

not be taken into account for ]irice fixing, as such a

contingency, like strikes, were among the natural

hazards of the industry.

Mr. Montgomery attempted to have the December-

January costs introduced, saying that the higher costs

in October and November might not have been so

largely due to the influenza epidemic, as to the nor-

mal increases in expense, and that the only way to

ascertain the exact amount would be to include the

December-January costs and sec where the curve of

increase would fall. The refpiest was not granted.

Mr. Clarkson said: "We have adopted principles

and policies and they (the newspapers) have asked

for certain deductions from them. T understand the

appeal tribunal asks us to go over the figures. "We

have done so, and so have the accountants for the

newspapers and the manufacturers."
Mr. Pringle said the situation seemed to be that it

now rested with the Judges and himself to further go

over the reports if they cared to do .so. To this sug-

gestion Mr. Clarkson replied "Exactly."
Mr. Henderson complained as to Mr. Taylor filing

reports, which he claimed, he had never had an op-

portunity of seeing. Such a report was the July-Octo-

ber report sent out by Mr. Clarkson and afterward
recalled. "Is it right to spring these at the last mo-
ment? I have known of the existence of one of them
for some time, and have vainlv written three times to

get it."

Mr. Pringle said he remembered the document in

question, and that it had beeii sent to him and re-

called, it was the same with the manufacturers, and
he wanted to know why the publishers had not also

returned the report when Mr. Clarkson had requested
them to do so.

Mr. Clarkson explained that Mr. Imrie, manager
of the Canadian Press Association had been asked for
it and had refused to give it up.

Mr. Pringle finally ruled that the documents to be
put in, in this connection, must be such that the Gov-
ernment's auditor took responsibility for it.

The presentation of the auditor's reports, together
with various explanations regarding some of them
was the principal matter taken up at the Thursday
morning session of the inquiry.

One of the principal points raised by the newspa-
pers was the inclusion of such charges as patriotic
fund, grants, etc., as cost charges, instead of paying
them out of profits. Mr. Clarkson "s reports indicat-
ed that the deductions made as asked for bv the

newspapers were ri;ilit if it be finally decided that

such items should he eliminated from costs. The de-

fence of the numufacturcrs was i)retty much along

the lines of that advanced before the Paper Control

Tribunal, when it was broadly argued llmt such

grants were general business exi)enses, and were pro-

l)erly chargeatilc as had been done.

In the report on the .lohn R. liooth mill the audi-

tor seems to lean toward aceei>tance of the conten-

tion that the Controller was wrong in adopiug a

principle of averaging for the purposes of ])riee fixa-

tion. The effect, according to the report, would be

about 29 cents per ton reduction. In reference to

the wood costs the report .says: "If it should be held

that all wood used during 1918 should be averaged

the deduction to be uuule would be $'4.R!) per ton of

newsprint for the six months."

The allocations of commissions on American sales

and the inclusion of wrappers in the weight of the

newsj)rint production at the Booth plant is also re-

ferred to in the Clarkson report.

Speaking on the contention of the newspaper pub-

lishers regarding the so-called diversion of power
from the Canadian to the. American side by the Fort

Frances Company, IMr. Taylor agreed with the view

that if Canadian power had been taken on a fifty-

fifty basis there would have been a reduction in mill

costs on the Canadian side.

The hearing and evidence of Sir Willitim Price was
the big feature of the Inquiry on Thursday afternoon.

Mr. Tilley went to some length in questioning on cer-

tain expenditures on river improvements and dams.
The amount expended ranged around $22(5,000.

Mr. Tilley went on to argue that the money spent
on river improvements in 1917 as well as in 1918 had
helped to deo-ease the cost of this year's drive. Sir

William did not altogether accept or agree with this

view. He explained that if there had been no such
expenditure in 1918, that what was left in the river

in way of improvements after many had been de-

stroyed would not have enabled the drive to get

down. In one instance he recited how one series of

new wing dams had been swept away. At another
stage he said the amount of saving on a drive largely
depended whether the spring was a good or a bad
one for it. jMonies spent on roads were also men-
tioned.

Questioned as to how much he thought would be
spent on the rivers this year, Sir William said that
the amount would be around $100,000, part of which
would be s])eut on opening up a new river.

Sir William told how the operations of the M.S. A.
worked out, how mill hands had decamped and that
on the whole the mill had become inefficient. He
also stated that woods costs were even higher this

year than last.

The Controller commented that he thought they
were coming down. Sir William said they were com-
ing down a little in the bu.sh. but that the men in the
mills were asking higher prices. He did not think
that any lessened cost would be reflected in the mills
for quite a while. "Wood eo.sts are higher by quite
a bit, and coal is lower, but we will not be using our
new coal until September," said Sir William.

At the close of the session on Thursday night it

was found that a convenient date for continuing the
Inquiry would not be until May 5. There is some
po.ssibility of the advent of Peace by that time, and
the end of the probe business.
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By E. SUTE RMEISTER,
S. D. Warren Co., Westbrook, Me.

PART VIII.

(Concluded from Page 354.)

In Part I, Mr. Sutermei.ster discussed the prepara-

tion and composition of cooking liquor and the ap-

paratus and materials employed, with illustrations;

in Part II, the recovery of lime, with analyses; the

principles and practices of cooking operations, with
curves: in Part III, mill practices, with data relating

to woods employed ; modified processes : and by-pro-

ducts of cooking; in Part,IV, digesters, with diagrams;
circulation and steam consumption ; comparison of

rotary and stationary digesters; in Part V, discharging
or blowing digesters; washing the pulp, with analyses

of black liquor, and illustrations of apparatus; in

Part VI, recovery of soda ; evaporating systems, with
illustrations; in Part VII, the black ash furnace, with
illustrations; lo.sses in recovery; leaching systems;
black ash waste, with analyses.

(This paper will be reprinted in pamphlet form,
with stiff cover, and will soon be available. The price

will be 50 cents each, or three copies for $1.00.—Ed.)

Treatment of Fibres.

The fibre from the wash pits, when it is .iudged to

be sufficiently washed, is discharged through a large

pipe or sluice-way into a stock tank. The wash oits

are often arranged with a water pipe fixed in such a

position that it supplies water under high pressure

to the fibre in the immediate neighborhood of the

stock pipe. When the latter is open the rush of water
through this pipe loosens up the fibre and dilutes it

sufficientl.y so that it will flow rapidly to the stock

tank. At the same time a stream of water under high

pressure is directed onto the stock from above to

loosen it up and wash it down to the stock pipe. The
time required for this operation will be two to three

hours for a pit holding nine tons of fibre ; it will ne-

cessarily vary with the amount of fibre in the pit, the

distance to the stock chest, the size of the stock pipe,

the water pressure, ete.

The stock chest into which the fibre passes from
the wash pits is placed below the latter so that they

may be emptied by gravity. It should be sufficient-

ly large to hold a considerable supply of fibre so that

a delav in completing the washing of any pit of stock

mav not cause the rest of the plant to be idle. It is

desirable to have it fitted with an agitator of some
sort, which, however, needs to move only fast enough
to keep the fibre from settling permanently at anv
point, for if this takes place the fibre is likelv to rot

s«nd turn black. The concentration of the fibre in

the stock chest depends on the care used by the men
in emptying the wash pits, but even when the mi"T

vniim amount of water is used it probably seldom e'^

<"»eds 2 per cent of total dry matter

Enotters.

Prom the stock chest the fibre is pumped to some
form of knotter. In preparing the chips no attempt

;s made to remove knots, and when chip screens arc

not used there are also present large slivers and some-

times chunks of wood from the ends of the logs. These

are not thoroughly penetrated by the cooking liquor

and so appear in the stock as hard, dark brown

masses, and it is the duty of the kiiotters to remove
them.

Knotters of various designs are on the market, arid

iu a good many mills home made devices are used.
The principle of all such apparatus is the same—to
bring the diluted stock into contact with perforated
or slotted plates which will retain the knots and
coarse pieces while allowing the finer material to

pass through. The perforations are large enough for
shives and many small slivers to pass through, so that
the stock is not yet sufficiently free from them to be
ready for further treatment. The knotters do, how-
ever, relieve the screens of much work, so that their

capacity is greatly increased.

Fig. 26. -Worm Knotter. (Courtesv of the Baker
Mfg. Co.)

Figure 26 shows a general view, from the outlet

end, of a worm knotter which is much used in the

manufacture of sulphite fibre, and is also capable of

doing good work on soda fibre when plates with the

proper perforations are employed. The diluted stock

enters at the opposite end to that shown, and is car-

ried through the cylinder by a worm inside, which
causes it to travel about fifty feet before discharging.

The good fibre passes through the perforations into

the vat, from which it is removed to the screens, while

the knots are discharged from the pro.iecting ring at

the end. This machine reauires verv little power, and
is capable of handling a large amount of stock

^.nother tj'pe of knotter is shown in gereral view
'n Fig. 27. Within the outer easing is a shaft on
'•rhich is mounted a perforated sheet metal drum. Tki"?

s hexagonal in section, and is in two parts, one of

which is of considerably greater diameter than the

other. The stock to be treated flows in a contin'ious

stream, through an opening around the shaft, into

the larger portion of the perforated drum, and as the
latter turns it is dashed round vigorousl.y enough in

cause all but the knots and uncooked chips to pass
ihrough into the outer casing, from which it goes ttt

the screens. The knots and coarse, undercooked
pieces are discharged at the end opposite the inlet onto
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a conveyor or into any suitable container. A shower

pipe fixed above the drum assists in keeping the

plates clean.

A simple home-made contrivance to do this work

may be constrnoted by mounting a trough with a per-

forated bottom over a good sized tank, and fitting

it with a scraper conveyor to remove the knots. The

trough .should be given a fairly steep pitch and the

stock should enter through a gate or head bo.K at the

lowest ji.-H-t. In in-dcr to get a irood si'iiaration of

Fig. 27.—Horizontal Rotary Screen. (Courtesy Sher-

brooke Machinery Co.)

fibre and knots spray pipes should be so placed that

as the knots are removed by the scraper they are giv-

en a thorough washing before being removed from

the perforated plates.

Any of these knotters will do satisfactory work
when the stock supplied is of the proper density —
which depends on the type of machine—but if too

little water is used the fibre cannot pass through the

perforations, and considerable of it is apt to be lost

with the knots. The home-made apparatus just de-

scribed is probably less subject to such losses than

most commercial machines, because the knots are

washed before they are discharged.

The coarse material removed by the knotters con-

tains much perfectly good fibrous raw material, and
as it has already been partially cooked it is in even

better condition than the original chips. If the chip-

per and crusher are in such condition that many knots

are present it. is well to collect them as they are dis-

charged from the knotter and return them to the di-

gester to be recooked with the next lot of chips.

Screens.

After leaving the knotters the next step in the pre-

paration of the fibre is to screen it, the object being

to remoye as many as possible of the small shives (im-

perfectly cooked bits of wood) which -were not large

enough to be taken out by the knotter, but which are

too large and contain too much incrusting matter to

bleach well. The screens used for this purpose are of

several different types, the most common of which are

fiat diaphragm screens and rotary screens.

The diaphragm screen is shown in perspective in

Fig. 28. It consists essentially of an upper, heavy,

wooden vat in the bottom of which are fixed brass or

bronze plates with very narrow slots, .010 to .012 inch

wide. This vat is clamped firmly to a base in which
are fixed heavy rubber diaphragms. These are given
a slight up and down motion by means of cams at-

tached to the shaft, which act on the diaphragms
tlirough pitnians. In operation the stock flows into

the vat and is continuously discharged through an

opening connected with the space between the plates

and the diaphragm. As this space is entirely filled

with water in which the fibre is suspended the mo-

tion of the diaphragm causes it to surge up and down
through the slots of the screen plate, keeping the lat-

ter clear and in condition to allow the passage of the

fibre. The outflowing screened stock is controlled by
a gate which permits the depth of stock in the vat to

be regulated ; this in turn influences the rate at which
the stock screens.

When using this kind of screen for soda pulp the

dirt and .shives settle on the plates and tend to work
through the slots more than is desirable. This can
be avoided to some extent by arranging a scraper

conveyor to remove the shives and dirt continuously

from the surface of the plates or the screens can be

set up in series as is done with sulphite; the last of

the screens in this case would produce dirtier fibre

than the first. Even under the best operating con-

ditions the flat screens cannot be considered as good
for soda fibre as the centrifugal screens.

One type of centrifugal screen is vertical. With-
in the oiiter casing there is a partition formed of

screen plates of cold rolled perforated copper. The
lower flange of this partition is bolted to the edge of

a divided trough in the bottom of the casing and this

trough is provided with two outlets, one connecting
with the space inside the screen plates, and one w'ith

the space between the screen plates and casing. The
stock enters this screen at the top and is distributed

by centrifugal wheels, which are provided with cen-

tral chambers around the hub and ports leading from
these chambers to the arms. The centrifugal motion
which these wheels impart to the pulp, together with
the air current created by them, carries the stock
against the wall of screen plates with sufficient force

to cause the desirable material to pass through the
perforations while the coarse material and dirt drop
down on the inside. The two portions, good fibre

and screenings then pass out by the two .separate

openings already mentioned.
This screen requires only about 15 h.p. when oper-

Fig. 28.—Side-opening Diaphragm Screen (Cour-

tesy Waterous Engine Works.)

atmg at its maximum capacity, which is about 25-30
tons of soda pulp in twenty-four hours. The floor
space occupied is very much less than for flat screens
of an equal capacity, and very little attention is re-
quired. The screen is very durable, as no wood, rub-
ber, or other .short life material is u.sed in its con-'
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struction, and cases are ou record where the screen

plates have been in use for three years, and were
even then in good condition.

Figures 29 and 29a show two views of a horizon-

tal type centrifugal screen. , The principle is the

same as in the vertical. The stock enters the funnel

shown at the left of Fig. 29; the screenings are dis-

Fig-. 29.—"Quiller" screen, showing- pulp inlet.

Removal of part of casing and of screen shows vanes
which distribute pulp and impart momentum to car-

ry it through the screen.— fCnurtcsy Waterous En-
gine Works.)

charged from the spout at the riglit of Fig. 29a, and
the screened pulp is delivered through the large open-
ing extending along the hottoni of the screen.

Sand Settlers.

After screening the fibre is usually put through
some form of sand settler or riffler in order to re-

move fine dirt, sand, cinders, etc., which have proved
too fine to be taken out by the screens, but which
would be detrimental to the finished product. These
sand settlers are usually built iu the form of long,

low troughs in the bottom of which there is placed
some coarse material such as cocoa matting, to assist

in retaining the dirt which settles out. A photo-
graph of such a sand settler is shown in Fig. 30.

The pitch of these troughs is very slight,

so that the velocity of flow is comparatively
low, and at intervals strips of board are fixed across

Fig. 2Sb.—Horizontal centrifugal screen. Stock is

fed to the centre.— (Courtesv J^herbronkc Macliinecj-
Co. )

the trough to- still further check the flow and giVff'. a
better opportunity for the dirt to softie. As th^se
boards maintain a greater depth of stock at the .enter-
ing end than at the discharge end it is obvious, tjiiit

the velocity increases as the stock pas.ses througlvAhe
riffler. It is best to have the sand settler all oiv the
the same level, though if space is not available it may
be divided into several troughs placed one over, the
other. In this case the flow from one trough t(j the
next below causes violent agitation and curpettts
which interfere with the satisfactory settling o|;the
dirt. Regardless of the structural details of the sett-
ler the principle on which it operates is that of pass-
ing the stock, mixed with a large volume of water,
through it at such a rate that the dirt will settle while
the fibre is carried along in suspension. This in-

volves a careful adjustment of the proportion of stock
to water and of the rate of floAV, for if there is too
little water or the rate of flow is too great the dirt
cannot settle, while on the other hand, if the flow is

not fast enough the fibre will settle out with the
dirt and nothing will be accomplished.

Fig. 29a.—"Quiller" screen, showring screenings

discharge (under pulley), and pulp delivery outlet.

— (Courtesy Waterous Engine Works.) Fig:. 30.—Sand Settlers.
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The averatrc pulp mill rift'lor is probably const nict-

etl to fit the si)a('e available rather than because of

definite knowledfje that certain conditions must be

fulfilled. Iji fact there is a frreat lack of satisfactory

information on the subject, and it is not possible to

state just what should be the rate of flow or the area

or volume of the riffler per ton of- fibre. Because of

this ignorance it is frequently the case that the pro-

duct of a mill is increased by the addition of new di-

gesters, or in other ways, without at the same time

enlarging the sand settler, the result being that fibre

passes through it too rapidly for efficient separation

of the dirt. There is good opportunity for improve-

ment in the design of this apparatus, and a thorough

study of the problem would probably prove very

beneficial.

Concentrators.

All of tliese processes tlirou^;ii which the fibre is

put after leaving the wash pits require that it be

handled in a highly diluted condition. At the vari-

ous points in its course the following amounts of

water have been found to be present for every pound

of bone dry fibre.

In wash pits 3 . 53 lb.?.

At knotter 87.74 lbs.

At centrifugal screens and sand

settlers 135.20 lbs.

As this is altogether too dilute to be handled pro-

perly in the bleaching system it is necessary that part

31.—Drum Washer Concentrator.

of the water be removed. This is accomplished by

numerous devices, among which may be mentioned

the worm knotter. If this is covered with plates con-

tainins: suiall perforations the fibre will not pas.s

throuarh to any extent, while the water drains away
rapidly, being aided in its passage by the tumbling

over and over of the fibre, as it is worked along bv

the worm. When used as a concentrator the good

fibre is delivered from the same point as knots when
it is used as a knotter and the waste water is drawn
off from the vat.

Another type of apparatus, which is old fashioned,

but is stiU doing good work in many mills, consists

of a series of drum washers mounted in a long vat.

Fig. 31 shows a photograph of this type of concentra-

tor. Each washer is octagonal in section, and is con-

structed inside with a series of dippers, which scoon

UP the water and deliver it from an opening at th^

axis of the drum. The washers may be covered wjtb

old machine wire, but this is apt to develop holes o^

tear s-jddenly and considerable loss of fibre may tak**

place before the leak is discovered. Perforated sheet

copper has been found very satisfactory for covering

these washing drums, and although the iiulividual

holes are larger than tho.se in the machine wire the

actual loss through them is no greater. In this ap-

paratus the highly dilufcd stock from the sand set-

tlers enters in a continuous stream at one end of the

vat and is worked along toward the discharge end by

the turning of the washing drums, each one of which

takes out part of the water as it passes the stock

along. In one outfit of this kind in which there were

five drums in series the average results during a

week's run proved that the amount of water per

pound of fibre was reduced from 1,248 lbs. to 24.6. In

removing this water a small amount of fibre is lost,

but if the covering of the washing drums is in good

condition the loss is very slight. From a number of

careful tests it has been found that one pound of

fibre, or rather of suspended matter, is present in a

volume which varies from 5,700 to 11,500 pounds of

water. This loss amounts to about 1.2% of the total

fibre passing through the concentrator, but as it is

usual to carry back to the screens about half of this

water the actual loss is only about 0.6% of the total

fibre. Even this is not as bad as it seems for micro-

scopic examination of the suspended matter removed
from this water by filtration shows that most of it

consists of fragments of fibres and of cells from the

medullary rays, and that its paper making value is

very slight.

Alter leaving the concentrator the fibre is ready to

be bleached, and is usually carried to the bleaching

system by some sort of conveyor or by pumping.

THE END.

STRAWBOARD MANUFACTURE IN ENGLAND.
Commentintj on the strawboard situation in Eng-

land, and referring to sample of the product of an
English mill using English straw which sold at £24

when Dutch board was £30. the World's Paper Trade
Review says

:

"We imagine that British box makers will be very
loth to use foreign-made boards when an equally

suitable strawboard substitute can be secured at a

cheaper rate. Not only is the British board made in

our own mills, but also from our own material. Our
greatest regret is that bookbinders have not yet been

convinced that a board better than that made by the

Dutch is available from our own mills at an equal or

cheaper price. Two years ago we had high hopes that

the problem of straw utilization and strawboard
manufacture was well on the way toward solution,

but it now seems obvious that very little progress has

been made, and we doubt if the effort to organize

the collection and u.se of straw will be maintained
now that the war is nvpv

If we. had the same initiative and orarauiiiation here

as the papermakers of Auierica. the subiect of straw
utilization would have been thoroughlv discussed

and investigated for the benefit of the trade gener-
ally. Statistics and mill data would have been is-

Gued for the use of the mills interested, and very
probably sound progress would have been made.
However, we are a conservative lot, even now, and it

is already evident that the future of British paper-
making will be much like its past, except for the more
direct participation and influence of Governmental
action."
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ABITIBI ITEMS.
The Toronto "Globe" takes a vigorous shot at th&

Abitibi Power and Paper Co. for i-eferring to earn-

iugs as a percentage of $5,000,000 common stock. The
paper declares this is all water and represents uo
money or labor investment, but onh^' a government
rented right to use timber limits and water powers.

The Financial Post" comes to the support of the

company with a batterj^ of excellent argument, in

which we find:

'The Abitibi Company secured these rights under
a Government policy that is still in force and sup-

ported by the 'Globe," which seeks to encourage the

development of unproductive areas. The Abitibi

Company found these limits a forest primeval, and
from first to last has spent from $7,000,000 to $8,-

000,000 developing this, creating an industry that

produces 220 tons of newsprint a day, and saves the

countrj- from the danger of a paper famine, and in-

cidentally has enabled the 'Globe' to get its paper at

a lower price than if there were a serious scarcity

of print. Moreover, millions of dollars' worth of pulp
and paper are shipped every year across the border,

and besides the general advantage of a distribution,

help the cause of exchange between the two coun-

tries. It took over lands that were useless to the

Government, and valueless practically for settlement.

It made the lands valuable, worth over five million

dollars—not for settlement, for the land is covered
with forest, but for pulp and paper manufacturing.
What created this value? Not the Government; not
contiguous developnunit, for there has been none

;

it was the expenditure of the company in millions

of dollars in an out-of-the-way place along the T. &
N. 0. Railway."

'-

The pulp departments are operating only to the

extent necessary to supply the paper mill. This is

largely due to the lessened demand from smaller
mills that have been able to make their own pulp re-

quirements. It is expected that low water conditions

will revive the demand for pulp from mills with
plenty of power.

W. A. Blake was recently added to the board of

directors. He was president of the Montreal Board
of Trade last year, and is prominently identified with
a number of important concerns.

PUBLISHERS COMPLAIN AGAINST McINTYRE.
The Publishers" Paper Company filed a complaint

that A. G. Mclntyre misused his position as president,

director and general manager in making an agree-

ment on behalf of the company with the IMooney &
VanDyke Co. of Canada, for groundwood pulp. It is

stated that $10,000 was paid the latter, and that only

$320 worth was delivered. Jlclntyre is charged with
knowing their inability to live up to their agreement,
and that the Publishers' Paper Co. did not authorize

the transaction. A refund of monies is demanded.
. Mr. Mclntyre makes a general denial of the charges
and states that while he made the contract without
a vote of the board of directors, each knew of the deal-

and yet expressed no disapproval. He denies that

the transaction was other than for the good of the

company, and according to current business practice.

He says the complaint was not filed by anyone with
authority to do so, as the directors were not elected

in the prescribed manner. He asks for dismissal of

the complaint, and demands payment of costs by the

plaintiff.

LOOKING BACKWARD.
Ten years ago, or rather in 1908, the British Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Company was formed in Van-
couver with the intention of immediately starting con-
struction of a pulp and paper mill at Nelson, B. C.
It was the intention of this concern to manufacture
wrapping paper. Nothing ever came of this intention,

however, and yet we still occasionally hear of some
new company being formed for the erection of a mill

at this place. There seems to be wood and water
enough, but market and financial conditions have
not yet made the proposition a feasible one. In fact,

announcement is made in another column of the in-

corporation of a eompanv to establish a mill at Fernie,
B. C.

PULP"WOOD RE-FORESTATION.
The Abitibi Power & Paper Company, Ltd., in-

tends to begin a re-forestation program this year and
has asked for the co-operation of the Commission of

Conservation in this work. The Commission has been
co-operating with the Riordon Pulp & Paper Com-
panj- and the Laurentide Company, Ltd., for one and
two years respectively in re-forestation work, and
considerable headway has been made. The initial

.studies have concerned the rate of re-fore.station of

cut-over pulpwood lands under natural conditions. In-

vestigations to date point to the fact that it will take
from .50 to 100 years for spruce and balsam to grow
to merchantable size on these cut-over lands, where-
as lumbermen have thought that re-forestation would
take place in about 30 years. Another disquieting
feature the investigations have disclosed is the fact
that where the pulpwood species are cut down- the
new growth is predominantly hardwood for which,
as yet, there is little market. These scientific facts
are of paramount importance both to the pulp and
paper industry as well as to the Governments con-
cerned, which has always drawn large revenues from
the forests.

SOME CANADIAN FORESTRY PROBLEMS.
A general meeting of the Toronto Board of Trade

was held this week at which Dr. C. D. HoM'e, of the
Faculty of Forestry, Toronto University, gave an in-

spiring address on "Some Canadian Forestry Prob-
lems." He stated that the conservation of the wooded
wealth of the Dominion was of the greatest import-
ance, and that the forest products of the country-
were valued at $116,000,000 in 1917. The industries
wholly or partially dependent upon wood in some form
increase the wealth of Canada by .$250,000,000 annually.
Dr. Howe added that the lumber industry with an
invested capital of approximately of $150,000,000
stands third as the producer of wealth in the Do-
minion and employs 50,000 people, and distributes
annually in wages .$40,000,000. The forests of the
eastern provinces contributed during the past ten
years through sales and rents around $35,000,000.

TO EXPLORE UNGAVA.
The steamer Amherst, carrying the first group of

explorers who will penetrate the wilds of the Ungava
for development work, left Quebec on April 8 for
Clarke City, on the North Shore, whence the party
will proceed inland to the Ungava region.

Never try to put a belt on when it is in motion.
Many a person has lost his life or a limb by doing
so.
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SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS.

As a aevelopiiu'iit of tlio action taken by the Teeli-

iiical Section in establisliineat of a class of Student

Membership, efforts have been made to provide ac-

tual contact between the student and the industry by

encouraging mills to employ students in the summer

vacation. After ••feelin<r out" the mills belongiug to

the Association, the following letter is being sent out

to the colleges and universities:

"Dear Sir,—We are very anxious to interest .stu-

dents in Canadian Universities in the possibilities

that lie in the pulp and paper industry. Believing

that there are a great many students who would like

to spend their .summer vacation in both useful and

instructive work, arrangements have been made with

several of the companies who are member.s of this

As.sociation to find room for students during the

summer mouths.

In the hope that some of the students may consider

the pulp and paper industry as their future livelihood

three prizes of |lOO. $50 and $25, with accompanying

medals, have been offered by the Executive of the

Technical Section of this Association for the best

essay on "My Summers' Work in Pulp and Paper

Mills," and this offer is open tn the students of any

Canadian University.

Those who desire to enter any. of the Canadian

mills for the summer months will, of course, be re-

munerated at the standard wages, and are requested

to communicate, in the first place, with A. L. Dawe,

Secretary of the Technical Section, Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association. 304 Shaughnessy Building,

Montreal.

Some of the mills which have ali-eady signified their

willingness to accept students under these condi-

tions are as follows:

Laurentide Company, Ltd., Grand Mere, Que., 10

students for foi-estry division.

RoUand Paper Company. St. Adele, Que., 1 student.

This company manufactures high grade papers.

Kinleith Paper Mills, Ltd., Merriton, Out., manu-

facturers of book and writing papers, four or five

students.

McLeod Pulp Company, Liverpool. X.S.. manufac-

turers of pulp, 1 student.

Brompton Pulp & Paper Company, East Angus,

P.Q., 5 students.

Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Sault Ste. Marie,

Out., have vacancies for a few students.

Dryden Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., Dryden, Ont.,

manufacturers of piilp and paper. 6 students.

Don Valley Paper Company. Toronto, Ont., 1 stu-

dent.

Interlake Tissue Mills, Merriton, Ont.. 1 student.

Powell River Company, Powell River. B.C., manu-
facturers of pulp and paper, 6 students.

Yours trulv,

A. L. DAWE.
Secretary."

No doubt other opportunities will arise and it is

honed +hat all the places will be filled. Two ends
will be served : the man who should enter the indus-

trv will find the place he belongs in, and the misfit

who might have fallen in by accident will know at

least one thing he doesn't want, and the industry
will be saved that many deadheads.

EXPERTISM IN ENGLAND.
An iudicatidii that the Knglisli i)aper maker is

working up to tlic need of the expert is shown in the

announcement of Messrs. Sindall and Bacon, that to

meet the growing needs of their business as analyti-

cal and consulting chemists, they have removed to

larger and more convenient premises at 27 Walbrook,

London. IvC 4.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-4. Testing- moisture in pulp. K. P.. Slack. P\dp &

Paper, 17, .\o. 1, p. 26.') (PtP)). It is shown that a 3"

strip cut across the whole width of the lap is repre-

sentative of the lap, that for hydraulic pressed pulp,

the strip method gives results about 2% higher than

the wedge and than the whole sheet, and that a 3"

strip cut across the face of a roll represents the roll

when freshly made. For testing rolled pulp after

storage, it is recommended that a 3" strip across the

roll he taken from the outside layer and four others

from layers at least IVi" inside the roll. Tables and

charts are given showing the agreement of the re-

sults of various test methods, and the moisture con-

tent of various lavers of rolled jmlp after storage.

—

R. C.

D-4. Roberts' brothers invent hydraulic pulp stone

grinder. Paper Mill. 41, Xo. •"):). The burr, which ex-

tends across the entire face of the stone is applied

by hydraulic pressure, which may be varied at will,

and is automatically withdrawn after any predeter-

mined time of sharpening.—R. C.

E-2. Purification of sulphite-cellulose waste lyes.

H. Achcnbach. Nussdorf. Ger. Pat. 306,898. J. S.

C. L 37, No. 24.—The spent liquor from the digester,

which may undergo a ]ireliminary purification by
spraying, is fed into the top of a serubbing tower

packed with stones and allowed to trickle down in

contact with ascending hot flue gasses. The concen-

trated liquor is collected at the bottom of the tower,

whilst the vapors containing sulphur dioxide and
volatile acids pass away through the hood of the

tower, into a horizontal tubular cooler containing ar-

rangements which facilitate the maximum utilization

of the cooling water.

—

D. E. S.

E-2. Canadian waste sulphite liquor as a source

of alcohol V. K. Krieble. Pulii & Paper, 17, No. 5, p.

116 (1919).—The best Canadian liquors contain as

high a percentage of sugar as those in Europe, and
should yield 1% alcohol by volume. Two classes of

liquors, one containing 20*^ of its organic matter as

sugars and the other 289r. Tt was concluded that

most of the sugars were produced before the seventh
hour, that any subsequent temperature of over 145°

C. reduced the yield, and that the first sugars destroy-

ed were the fermentable ones.—R. C.

E-5. Indirect cooking by forced circulation. Dr.
Albert E. Neilsnn. Pulp & Paper. 17, No. 5, p. 105,

(1919).—A brief resume of sulphite cooking is given,

followed by a complete analysis of the Morterud pro-
cess —R. C.

K-6. Preparation of puln from sugar cane for pa-
T)er making. W. O. Kazalsi. Kitaeuchi. assignor to

H. E. Ridines, Yokohama, Japan. U. S. Pat. 1,278,199.

•T. S. C. 1. 37. No. 24. A fibrous composition or paper-
making pulp is prepared by treating sugar cane leaves
with water, caustic soda, lime, bleaching powder and
sulphuric acid.—D. E. S.
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UNITED STATES NOTES
A spec-ial i-oiimiittee of five re])resentiiig the Am-

erican Pulp and Paper A.ssociatioii has given through

D. A. Smith, one of its members, assurance to Col.

Arthur "Woods, special assistant to the Secretary of

War, that the organization is ready to give the full-

est co-operation of the paper industry to any plans

Colonel Woods may have for giving the war veter-

ans proper work. Colonel Woods has charge of the

work of providing employment for discharged sol-

diers and sailors. Practically every paper mill in the

country, Col. Woods was told by Mr. Smith, had tak-

en back all employees discharged from the service,

and would continue to do so. He asked to be noti-

fied of any case of paper manufacturers refusing to

do so, and requested the names and addresses of sol-

diers and sailors who entered the service from the pa-

per industry and have been unable to find proper em-
ployment.
The Constantine Board & Paper Company, whose

mill at Constantine, Michigan, was gutted by fire last

September, with a loss of $200,000. has had the de-

stroyed buildings reconstructed and announces that

it will be possible to resume operations on or before

May 1. The new mill will have a capacity of 50.000

pounds of board every 24 hours, and will give em-
ployment to about 60 persons.

In the annual report of the International Paper
Company made public last week, President P. T.

Dodge, referring to the pulpwood supply of the con-

tinent, says that owing to the vast consumption for

various uses, American wood, suitable for pulp, is

rapidly disappearing. The remaining stand of the

company, he says, is largely in the Canadian prov-
inces, where it has very extensive holdings in fee and
under Crown leases, in addition to its holdings in the

United States. The Canadian wood from leased

Crown lands, sa.vs the report is not available to the

United States mills, since its exportation to the States
is prohibited, although exportation was permitted
when existing leases were made. This grossly unfair
condition is said to be due to the failure of the Wash-
ington legislators and officials to protect a home in-

dustry. The result has been the steady growth of

Canadian mills with no increase in the United States
for some years. "Certain it is," concludes the re-

port, "that many of the new mills in the United
States—outside those owned by the International Pa-
per Company—will be compelled to discontinue, and
that the industry will be confined largely to Canada
and European countries; It ^s equally certain that
to protect its interests and secure nroper profits, the
International Paper Company will be compelled to

transfer its operation^ in nart to Canada in order to

utilize its unexcelled wood holdings and water pn
e rs

. '

'

According to the annual report, the International
Paper Company and subsidiaries for the year ended
December 31, last, show a net after taxes of $5,022,026.

against $8,851,503 in 1917. The .surplus after pre-

ferred dividends was $3,522,026, equivalent to $17.82
a share on the $19,704008 common out.standing. In
1917, the surplus, after preferred dividends, was $7,-

390,402, equivalent to $37.41 a share on the $19,750,-

940 outstanding.

Plans for launching a nation-wide publicity and
educational campaign to offset the propaganda cir-

culated before the war by the Imperial German Gov-
ernment that German made dyes and chemicals were
far superior to those produced in other countries,

were outlined last week at the convention of the Am-
erican Chemical Society at Buffalo. Details of the
campaign are being mapped out by the newly organ-
ized dj'e section of the society under the leadership
of Dr. J. M. Reese, of Philadelphia, associated with
the du Pont de Nemours Company. All of the dye
chemists of the country will be asked to become af-

filiated with the d.ve section of the society. "Dyes
made in Buffalo will soon become known all over
the world," said William H. Nichols, president of the
American Chemical Society. "Buffalo is fast becom-
ing the d.ve making centre of the world.

'

'

William S. Culbertson, member of the United
States Tariff Commission, addressing the convention
of the American Chemical Society at Buffalo last

week, urged the enactment of tariff and unfair com-
petition laws to protect essential and desirable* chemi-
cal industries, such as the manufacture of dyestuffs,
developed during the war. The tariff commissioner
said he had not regarded with favor the plan adopt-
ed by Great Britain to provide State aid for the dye
industrv and an embargo on d.ves except where im-
portations were permitted under special licenses.

"The alternative," said Mr. Culbertson, "is a tariff

which will equalize with a fair margin the conditions
of competition between the United States and for-

eign countries."

The American Seamless Container Company was
recently incorporated at Wilmington, Delaware, capi-

talized at $300,000. T. L. Corteau, P. B. Drew, and
M. M. Clancy are the incorporators. The new con-
cern will manufacture seamless containers, boxes,
etc.

The Cliff Paper Company, whose mill at Niagara
Falls, N.Y., has been closed since the Government
power restriction order went into effect more than
a year ago, resumed operations last week. The mill
is now being run at capacity day and, night, a full

force of 60 being employed.
The H. S. Crocker Company, of San Francisco.

l)assed on April 1 into the hands of Sylvain S. Kauf-
man,, of Los Angeles, his brother, Eugene Kaufman-
and William H. Lowe, of San Francisco. The con-
cern has been for more than sixty years under the
control of the late H. S. Crocker, and his heirs. It

has been reincorporated under the same title, with
an authorized capital stock of $1,500,000, of which
$1,000,000 is common stock and $500,000 is preferred.
The officers of the reorganized company are : Sylvain
S. Kaufman, president: John T. Gilmartin, vice-presi-
dent, and Eugene Kaufman, secretary and treasurer.

The Ohio Public Health Bulletin records a typhoid
epidemic because the bleaching powder used for dis-
infection was only 20 per cent, of the guaranteed
strength, so the bugs got by. Chemistry pays.
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REVISED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR PULP
AND PAPER LITERATURE.

A classification systfin I'dt riliiij;- ahstraets, litera-

ture and patents, was proposed by the Coiinnittee on

Abstracts at the fourth annual meeting of the Teeh-

Hical Section. It was voted to try the scheme out for

a year. Since that meeting some valuable suggestiona

have been received and important changes made, es-

pecially under Forestry. The committee invites fur-

ther criticism, so that the system may be made most

satisfactorj-.

So many members are using this scheme that the

classification of abstracts will be continued. In or-

der to sujijily the many recpiests for copies of the sys-

tem, it is necessary to reprint it, and this occasion is

taken to make a few necessary changes—all of H

;

N-9; P-1: Q-4; R-4; R-9: and R-14.

MAIN DIVISIONS.
This index is divided into 16 classes, as follows:

A.—Properties, chemistry and testing of raw and
building materials and finished products.

R.—Forestry.

C.—Wood preparing and equipment.
D.—Groundwood manufacturing and equipment.
E.—Sulphite manufacturing and equipment.
F.—Soda and sulphate nuinufacturing and equip-

ment.
G.—Pulp preparing and drying, operation and equip-

ment.
H.—Bleaching, bleach manufacturing and equipment.
K.—Paper manufacturing and equipment.
L.—Articles produced from pulp and paper.
M.—General equipment.
N.—Power generating and equipment.
0.—Water supply and equipment.
P.—Safety engineering.
Q.—Planning and construction.

K.—General.

Each class is divided into the necessary number of

sub-classes.

The classes and sub-classes can be further extended
as required.

As far as po.ssible the same subjects in the differ-
ent classes have the same sub-numbers, for example

:

ilanufacturing control and tests is sub-number 1, by-
products is sub-number 2, and consumption of raw
material, unit power and yield is sub-nundjer 3.

« * *

A.—PROPERTIES, CHEMISTRY AND TESTING
OF RAW MATERIALS, HUILDING MATER-

IALS AND FINISHED PRODUCT.
(Note.—Chemistry and testing for cojitrol of manu-

facturing proces.ses is filed under the various
groups of manufacturing.)

A.— 1 Wood.
A.— 2 Rags.
A.— 3 Straw and similar raw materials.
A.— 4 Chemical wood pulp.
A.— 5 Mechanical wood pulji.

A.— 6 Fuel.

A.— 7 Limestone, lime, sulphur and pyrites.
A.— 8 Sodium carbonate, hydroxide and .sulphate.
A.— 9 Bleach and salt.

A.—10 Water.
A.— 11 Clay, other fillers and coating materials.
^-—12 Size, rooin, starch, alum, glue and casein.
-\.—13 Dyes and colors.
'^-— 14 Paper and manufacturers thereof.

disposal, plant-

iiul, siu)w.

A.— L") Cellulose and |U'oducts thereof.

.V.— 1() Building material and metals.

A.— 17 Oils ami lubricants.

A.—18 Chemicals.

A.— Miscellaneous.

B—FORESTRY.
B.— 1 Botany.
B.— 2 Silvicuit\ire (cutting, bn

ing, research).

B.— 3 Protection (fire, insects, fungi,

animals, etc.).

B.— 4 Utilization (logging, logging engineering,

milling, waste, by-products, distillation, ac-

counting, production, consumption).

B.— 5 Techiu)logy (proi)crties, seasoning, kiln dry-

ing, use of preservatives, wood substitutes).

B.— 6 Engineering (surveying, niai)i)iug, construc-

tion, camp management).
B.— 7 Management (mensuration, finance, working

plans, organization.)

B.— 8 Grazing.

B.— 9 Economics (Forest resources, influences, con-

ditions, policy, legislation).

B.—10 JIarkets (domestic and foreign).

B.— Miscellaneous (text-books, education, reports,

history).

C._W06d PREPARING AND EQUIPMENT.
C.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

C.— 2 B.y-produets.

C.— 3 Consumption of raw material, unit power and
yield.

C.— 4 Wood measurement.
C.— -5 Transportation and storing.

C.— 6 Slashing and saM' mills.

C.— 7 Barking and cleaning.

C.— 8 Chip preparing.

C.— Miscellaneous.

D.—GROUND WOOD MANUFACTURING AND
EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—For pulp preparing and drying see Class G.)
D.— 1 ]\Ianufacturing control and tests.

D.— 2 By-products.
D.— 3 Consumption of raw material, unit pow-er and

yield.

D.— 4 Grinding, grinders and .stones.

D.— f) Wood treatment for grinding.
D.— ^Miscellaneous.

E.—SULPHITE MANUFACTURE AND
EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—For pulp preparing and drying see Class G.)
E.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

E.— 2 By-products.
E.— 3 Consinnption of raw material, unit power and

yield.

E.— 4 Acid making and recovery.
E.— 5 Cooking. «

E.— Jliseellaneous.

F.--SODA AND SULPHATE MANUFACTURE
AND EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—For pulp preparing and drying .see Class G.)
F.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

F.— 2 B.y-products.

yield.

F.— 3 Consuniption of raw uuiterial. unit power and
F.— 4 Liquor making and recovery.
F.— 5 Cooking.
F.— ]\Iiseellaneous.
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•LP PREPARING AND DRYING—OPERA-
TION AND EQUIPMENT.

-For manufacture of pulp and equipment for

same, see Classes D, E, P.)

Manufacturing control and tests.

By-products.

Consumption of raw material, unit power and
yield.

Pulp handling and conveying.

Washing and concentrating.

Screening and riffling. See also K.—ll.)

Refining.

Wet machines.

Drying machines.

Pressing and baling.

Save-alls. (See also K.—13).

Shipping, storing and weighing.

Pulp, quality and grading.

Miscellaneous.

G.—PI

(Note.-

G.— 1

G.— 2

G.— 3

G.— 4

G.— 5

G.— 6

G.— 7

G.— 8

G.— 9

G.—10
G.—11

G.—12
G.—13

G.—

H.—BLEACHING, BLEACH MANUFACTURING
AND EQUIPMENT.

H.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

H.— 2 By-products.

yield.

H.— 3 Consumption of raw materials, unit power and
H.— 4 Bleach manufacturing.
H.— 5 Bleaching.

H.— Miscellaneous.

K—PAPER MANUFACTURING AND
EQUIPMENT.

(Note.—See also Class G.)

K.— 1 I\Iaiiufacturing control and tests.

K.— 2 By-products.

K.— '.i Consumption of raw material, unit power and
yield.

K.— 4 Boiling and washing.
K.— 5 Pulpers, shredders and chests.

K.— 6 Special treatment of fibrous materials.

K.— 7 Beating and refining.

K.— 8 Coloring.

K.— 9 Loading.
K.—10 Sizing.

K.—11 Screening. (See also G.—6.)

K.—12 Paper machines.
K.—13 Save-alls. (See also G.—11.)

K.—14 Finishing and incidental operations.

K.—15 Newspaper and hanging.
K.—16 Kraft and wrapping papers.

K.—17 Writing, lioiid and book papers.

K.—18 Board.s.

K.—19 Coated and waxed papers.

K.—20 Grease-proof and pareliment papers.

K.—21 Building and roofing papers.

K.—22 Tissues.

K.—23 Special papers and treatment thereof. (See
also class L.)

K.—24 Packing, warehousing and shipping.

K.— Miscellaneous.

L.—ARTICLES PRODUCED FROM PULP AND
paper;

L.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

L.— 2 By-products.
L.— 3 Consumption of raw material, unit power and

yield.

L.— 4 Containers from paper and pulp.

L.— 5 Artificial silk and other cellulose products.

L.— 6 Papier mache and molded products.

L.— 7 Paper yarns and products thereof.

L.— Miscellaneous.

M.—GENERAL EQUIPMENT.
M.— 1 Manufacturing control and tests.

M.— 2 By-products.
M.— 3 Consumption of raw material, unit power and

yield.

M.— 4 Mechanical transmission.

M.-— 5 Repair shop and accessories.

M.— 6 Electrical transmission, motors and accessor-

ies.

M.— 7 Heating, ventilation and lighting.

M.— 8 Pumps.
M.— 9 Transportation in mill and yard.
M.—10 Fire protection.

M.— Miscellaneous.

N.—POWER GENERATING AND EQUIPMENT.
N.— 1 ^lanufacturing control and tests.

N.— 2 By-products.
N.— 3 Consumption of raw material, unit power and

yield.

N.— 4 Boiler house.

N.— 5 Coal and ash handling.
N.— 6 Steam plants.
.\'.— 7 Hydro power plant.

N.— 8 Internal combustion engine plants.

X.— 9 Electrical power generation.

N.— Miscellaneous.

0.—WATER SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT.
O.— 1 Water supply systems.
O.— 2 Filter plants.

O.— 3 Purification and softening plants.
().— Miscellaneous.

P.—SAFETY ENGINEERING.
P.— 1 Safety appliances and practice.

P.— 2 Education and hygiene.
P.— 3 Social welfare.

P.— 4 Hospital and fir.st aid.

P.— 5 Safetj' statistics.

P.— Miscellaneous.

Q.—PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION.
Q.— 1 Town planning and building.

Q.— 2 Mill plannig and building.

Q.— 3 Construction co.st.

Q.— 4 Concrete.

Q.— Miscellaneous.

R.—GENERAL.
Description of mills and items relating thereto.

Biograph}^ and literature.

Office system.

Business relations and trade customs.
Statistics and market reports.

Manufacturing .system.

Labor.
Transportation and freight rates.

Tariffs, taxes and laws.

Financing and investments.

Insurance.

Manufacturing costs.

Societies and associations.

Research and standardization.

Miscellaneous.

R.— 1

R.— 2

R.— 3

R.— 4

R.— 5

R.— 6

R.— 7

R.— 8

R.— 9

R.—10

R.—11

R.—12

R.—13
R.—14

R.—

Tightening or guide pulleys should be applied to

the slack side of the belts and near the smaller pulley.
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Af^PJHB
Charles \'. Syrett, manager of the Victoria Paper

and Twine Co., Torouto, was in Baltimore, Md., last

week attending the funeral of Charles F. Corning,

Vice-President of the Ilulibs and Corning Co., of Bal-

timore and Richmond.

F. A. Ritchie, of Ritchie and Ramsay, Limited, coated

paper manufacturei's, Toronto, is home after spending

a pleasant winter holiday in Trinidad and other islands

of the We.st Indies. He greatly enjoyed the outing

and returns in fine health. C. N. Ramsay intends

leaving the latter part of next month on an extended

trip to Great Britain and Europe, and will be absent

for some time.

Fred L. Ratcliff, President of the Ratcliff Paper

Co., Toronto, who with his wife, has been spending

some weeks at various points in Florida, has returned

home and is once more at his desk and enjoying better

health than he has for many months past.

A. B. Stovel, of the Stovel Co., the well known print-

ers and publishers, of Winnipeg, was in Toronto last

week on his way back from a trip to New York and

Hot Springs, Va.

E. Pullan. of Toronto, has returned from a business

trip to England, where he has been looking into the

possibilities of the export trade in rags and other

lines. He reports that the great barrier in the way
of foreign business at the present time is the excessive

freight rates and shipments at present are limited.

Joseph G. Mayo, assistant to the manager of the

Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co., Smooth Rock Falls,

Ont., recently resigned and has gone to Norwich,

Conn., where he has taken a responsible position as

president of the Ironsides Board Corporation.

E. A. Crippen, of Toronto, who represents several

important paper mills of the Tnited States in Can-

ada, has removed his offices from 20 to 28 Royal Bank

Chambers, Spadina Ave, Toronto., where he has larger

and more commodious quarters.

It is understood that steps are being taken to estab-

lish a pulp mill in Fernie. B.C. The owner is C. E.

Hope, and the proposition is now being considered by

the Board of Trade of Fernie.

The dates of two most important gatherings have

been set. The sixty-first annual convention of the Can-

adian Press Association, Inc., will be held at the King

Edward hotel in Toronto, on Thursday and Friday,

June 5 and 6, and an interesting program has been

arranged. Larger quarters than usual have been se-

cured for the sessions of the various sections. The

fourth annual convention of the Canadian Paper Box

Makers' Association will be held at the "Windsor Hotel

in Montreal on Tuesday, June 24, and an extra attrac-

tion in connection with the conclave is the trip which

will be taken by steamer from Montreal to the

Saguenay river, from June 24 to 27. The business

sessions will be continued on board the boat, and it is

expected that th,e attendance will be unusually large

and representative.

Tlu' Caiiatliaa Trade Corporation, Limited, has been
formed with a capital stock of -tlOCOOO, and head-
(juarters in IMontreal as well as a branch office in

London, p]ng., to carry on a general trading, exporting
juid importing business. C. C. Gardner, formerly of

the Canadian Bank of Commerce. Montreal, is at the
Ip-ad of the new organization.

The pidp mill of the Nashwaak Pulp and Paper Co.,

at St. John. X.B.. has resumed ocjirations after being
shut down for some time. During the interval ex-

tensive repairs and alterations have been made to the

plant.

The new pulp plant at Beaver Cove, B.C., which
will have an output of forty tons a day, will be in

operation in June. The equipment is now being in-

stalled. The company will also operate a .saw-mill

with a daily capacity' of 125,000 feet. W. H. "White

is manager of the company, and G. C. Pratt, secretary,

•md Chicago capital is at the back of the enterprise.

The company holds some 500,000.000 feet of hemlock
and larch.

J. V. McNaulty, formerly a widely known newspaper
man of Lindsay, Ont., who for several years past has
been manager of the "Western Lumberman at Van-
coTiver, and R. J. Templeton, editor of the paper, have
bought the Pacific Coast Lumberman, of Vancouver,
from the Edgecumhe-Toorabs Co., and have taken pos-

session.

J. J. Gibbons, of Toronto, who is at the head of the

well known advertising firm of J. J. Gibbons. Limited,

has been appointed Chairman of the Toronto "War Sav-

ings Stamp Committee.
The coating paper plant of the Provincial Paper

Mills Co., at Georgetown, Ont., is closed down for a

few days owing to the engine having to be shipped to

Gait to undergo some extensive repairs.

"Waterproof Paper Products and Their Industrial

Possibilities." was the .subject of an interesting and
instructive address delivered recently before the Mont-
real Branch of the Engineering Institute of Canada,
by J. A. De Cew, of Montreal. Besides substitiites for

lAOodenware he referred to the possibilities of the

paper cloth industry, and the vast development of the

use of paper products. During the past decade a large

number of new uses had been found for paper pro-

ducts, the latter even supplanting boards for concrete

forms. Future developments were largely tied up
r.\ the ability of manufacturers to make paper products

waterproof. The real development and commercial

worth of paper cloth had yet to be demonstrated al-

though various experiments in several countries had
been made with some measure of success.

The many friends of Carl Riordon, of the Riordon
Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal, are congratulating him
on being made a member of the Royal Commission to

investigate industrial relations in Canada. He repre-

sents one of the largest employing firms in the Do-

minion and is a past president of the Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, April Irt.—There is a steady improve-

ment in trade in all lines of paper, and business is

getting better all the while. Considering the numer-
ous disturbing elements such as the tariff legislation,

the income tax, the signing of the peace terms, and
other eontingeneies of the future, the wonder is that

business has kept up as well as it has. Printing es-

tablishments and publishing houses are getting bus-

ier all the while, and jobbers report that a fine trade

has been done in all lines. Buying is being conducted

a little more freely each week, and a more hopeful

tone prevails all the while. There is a steadily bet-

ter outlook for export, and if a preference is granted

the British Dominions there should practically be no
limit on the volume which Canada can do with the

Mother Countrj* with improved facilities for trans-

portation.

There is at present being produced in Canada more
book, bond and writing paper than the Dominion,
under normal conditions, can absorb. This was
caused by the starting up of a new plant some months
ago, and another machine is about to l)e added to an-

other plant, which will place the industry in a fine

position for export. There is one thing about the pa-

per manufacturing business, and that is, it either

runs behind the normal demand or anticipates it when
a new machine is installed, and requisitions then have
to overtake production. The process of adjustment
generally extends over some months, and book and
bond paper are now abundant to meet all Canadian
needs. Export business will supplement local re-

quirements, that might not in themselves be sufficient

to keep all plants busy and running to capacity.

Every one connected with the pulp and paper busi-

ness feels that Canada is on the eve of big develop-

ments. Not only has the Dominion taken a foremost
place in the matter- of newsprint, but in a pulp sense

it is rapidly coming to the fore. As much of the sul-

phite is being bleached at the present time there will

be a wider demand than ever for the product and
foreign importations to the United States will be re-

placed by the Canadian article. It is less than three

years ago that the output of bleached sulphite in

Canaihi was not over sixty tons a day, and now it

runs to several hundred tons. One company alone

by the end of 1919 will be turning out 260 tons of

bleached, and others are getting ready to install the

necessarj' equipment for the conversion of their pro-

duet into the bleached article. Prior to the war there

was imported into the United States from Europe
about fifteen million dollars' worth of pulp annually,

and tills quantity is now probably twice as valuable,

and Canada is going to meet the demand.
More and more attention is being devoted to re-

forestation, and the fact that three large Canadian
companies have combined to conduct reforestation

programs shows that cognizance is being taken of the

future. Initial studies are being conducted concern-
ing the rate of reforestation of cut-over pulp wood
lands under natural conditions. The Commission of

Conservation is co-operating in this most important
work.
The newsprint investigation seems as far off re-

garding final settlement as ever, and another ad-

journment has taken place. It looks, as has been con-

tended for some time, that the government is play-

ing for time and awaiting the signing of the Peace
terms in Europe, when the inquiry will, in all likeli-

hood, be called off. This is the rumor that is going
around at any rate. The extension of the present
price of $69 for some time and other omens would
indicate that the report may be true. It is also al-

leged that as soon as Peace is declared, the probe will

end as regulation was adapted as a war measure, and
the Government will be thankful to be rid of a nasty
problem. The federal authorities want to please both
the manufacturers and publishers, and marking time
would seem to be the best way out of the dilemna
at this juncture.

The Dominion Postmasters' Association has been
meeting at Ottawa, and one of the subjects which
created considerable discussion was the difficulty en-

countered in the handling of second class mail mat-
ter. It was pointed out that all second class matter
is carried far too cheaply, and its transmission at the
existing rates constitutes a great financial loss to the

country each year. A resolution was passed calling

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^o^^murray hill, new YORK

Kave an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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for an increase of the postal rates on newspapers, and

the proliibition of scrap paper as wrappers. It has

been tlie practice of several ]Hil)lishers to cut up olil

newspapers and label them and use these as wrap-

pers. The wrappers are very brittle, and frequently

come off. causin<: delays, anil non-delivery of papers

for which the postal department is unjustly blamed,

business in the rag and paper line is only fair,

and mills are not buyinjr freely. The trade hopes to

do a large export business in the near future, and

the possibilities have been investigated. The ocean

freight on rags is now 31/0 cents per pound, whereas

it was formerly one cent, and before the war the car-

riage from Toronto across the water was as low as 45

cents a hundred, which included rail haul as well.

Some cargoes of rags have been sent forward of late,

but the quantity is limited, and if there was substan-

tial reduction a splendid foreign business could be

undertaken. England is in the market for large quan-

tities.

There are more inquiries all the time coming in for

paper, and when shipping facilities are adequate,

there will be much expansion of the trade. Produc-

tion and distribution are more rapidly becoming ad-

justed on the other siile. and reports to hand are to

the effect that a better tone prevails each week. There

is no doubt that trade with ("anadian jobbers and

mills has not suffered to the same extent that it has

across the border. The continued activity in pulp

and paper securities shows that the general feeling

is one of confidence in the development and pros-

perity of the industry as a whole. Prices in all lines

are holding firm, and the reductions, since the sign-

ing of the armistice, have been very few, and over

five months have elapsed. This, in itself, constitutes

a good augury for the success of pulp and paper ac-

tivities during the coming year. As has been fre-

quently pointed out in these columns, the great ques-

tion now is export, so that the surplus quantities will

be shipped abroad to take np all stocks now on hand.

and cause pulp mills especially to resume their wont-

ed aetivitj^

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $28.00 to .1^29.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $75.00

Sulphite, ea.sy bleaching $87.00 to $89.00

Sulphite, bleached $100.00 to $105.00

Sulphate $85.00 to $90.00

Paper.

*Xews (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.-15

*News (rolls) in less than carload lots ....$3.5214

*News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

*Xews (sheets) in less than carload lots ....$3.92i/^

xBook papers (carload), Xo. 1 $9.75

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 1 $10.00

xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

sBook papers (ton lots). No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18e up
Sulphite bonds . . • 131^0
Light tinted bonds Uy^c
Dark tinted bonds 16c
White "Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (M.F.) 12y2C up
Coated book and litho. No. 1 .$12.25

Coated book and litho. No. 2 $11.25
Coated book and litho. No. 3 .$10.50

Coated book ami litho, colored $12.50 to $14.00

( J rev Browns $5.2;)

Writing No. 1 ( S. C.) 13c up
Fibre $7.35. .. .$7.35

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Manila |{ $5.60

yh ..$6.50

I'nglazed kraft . . $9.00

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached $1.35 to $1.90

Ti.ssue (unbleached sulphite 1 $1.25 to $1.75

Tissues, cap $1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, manila 90c. to $1.20

Natural grcasejiroof 15c.

Bleached grease proof 19c.

Genuine vegetable parchment 22c.

Bleached white glassine 22e.

Drug papers, whites and ti)its 81/20 to 9c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent.

Paper bags, kraft 271/2 and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent.

Gusset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent.

Straw board $75.00

Chip board $75.00

Vat lined chip board $80.00

Filled wood board $83.00

News lioard $80.00

Double manila lined board .$90.00

^lanila lined folding board, chip back $87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board. Xo. 3 $75.00

Tag board $155.00
White patent coated board $115.00 to $130.00
Grey folding board $115.00

Pasted board .$95.00

•For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
X'ew York, Ajiril 12.—Moderate activity has pre-

vailed in the paper market this week, and prices on
most grades have been maintained. Slight recessions

have occurred in quotations on certain grades, but
generally speaking, the price situation shows little

change, despite the absence of strong factors in the
market. Demand from consuming sources continues

light, buyers absorbing merely hand-to-mouth quan-
tities of paper as their needs arise, and evincing prac-

tically no disposition to anticipate their requirements
ahead. The fact that some manufacturers have re-

duced prices a bit has prompted consumers to pursue
an even more conservative policy than previously, so

that the lowering of quotations has had exactly the

opposite effect from that desired. Xevertheless, the

consumption of most descriptions of paper is on the

increase and because of this, consumers have neces-

sarily been compelled to enlarge the volume of their

oi'ders. which, on the whole, has promoted a better

movement of supplies.

Possibly the strongest grade of paper at present

is newsprint. Mills are running at very close to capac-

ity and are promptly shipping their product as soon

as it is available. Publishers are taking their full

contract allotments and searching for additional sup-

plies. Naturally under such conditions, prices are

firm, aiul job lots of news are fetching attractive prices

in current sales.
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Book ])apers also are firm and in more demand. Re-

l)orts from mill centres are to the effect that maiiu-

fai'turers are gradually hroadeningr the seo])e of their

operations, and .iiidyring from indications, the hook
pajter industry is entering into a period of hnsiness
activit.v and prosperity. Consumers are freely inquir-

ing for supplies to augment their contract commit-
ments, and are placing orders for substantial quan-
tities of paper for immediate and future delivery.

Prices are firm and advancing. Tissues are in mod-
crate call and cpiotably steady. Reports have been
heard of manufacturers granting slight concessions in

price on certain grades, but the popular brands are

holding steady and are moving in a consistent, though
somewhat restricted, manner.

Fine papers show little improvement. Such dcinaiid

as prevails runs more to the low grades, and buyers
are confining their jnirchascs even of these ((ualitics

to goods directl.v required. Prices on some kinds of

writing papers have declined. Competition betAveen

mills to secure orders has induced some to lower quo-

tations, and bu.vers, apparentl.v feeling that the long

awaited fall in the market had commenced, are hold-

ing off in so far as their requirements will permit.

Wrapinng papers also are comparativcl.\- quiet, al-

though they are moving in larger volume than re-

cently. Demand is noticeably restricted, however,
and in this instance also runs toward the cheaper

grades.

Boards arc steadily picking up in point of activity.

Bo.x makers are laying in spring supplies and are

purchasing with much more freedom than has char-

acterized their attitude for some months. Neverthe-

less, there are no consumers who are stocking \vp be-

yond their actual requirements. Xo one doubts, appar-

entl.v, that the.v will be able to secure all the board
wanted when they want it. and conseqiiently are not

buying ahead. In view of this, predictions are made
that the usual mid^summer period of dullness in the

board market will fail to develop this j^ear, for it is

expected consumers will be in the market off and on

all the time.

Groundwood.—Very little change has occurred in

the mechanical pulp situation. Demand continues at

a low ebb and business during the present week has

consisted chiefl.v of transactions involving small ton-

nages of pulp seldom exceeding two or three carloads.

Consumers report the.v are supplied with contract pulp

and with stock on hand and have not .vet begun to bu.v

in the open market in a normal wa.v. Indications are,

however, that reserve stocks at consuming plants are

being rapidl.v reduced, and grinders look for demand
to expand with a rush in the verv near future. Quo-

tations range about the ^26 per ton mark in the East.

and while talk is heard of some suppl.v being avail-

able at slightl.v lower figures, it is not believed that

an.v sizable amount can be bought at below ^26.

Chemical Pulp.—^Chemical pulps are in restricted

demand and the market is dnll. Dealers in domestic

pulp and importers of Scandinanvian fibre are a unit

in describing conditions as unfavorable, and they as-

sert that the sales they are putting through have little

influence on the general trend of the market. The
whole truth of the matter seems to be that consumers

are not in need of fresh supplies of .sulphite. Most
of them are relying on contract shipments and are

finding these ample to serve their current needs, and
because of the fact that there is no inducement for

them to stock up, they are holding aloof as buyers.

i'riees are eas.v and several grades prevail on lower
levels. Foreign bleaclied sulphite has sold in this mar-
ket at S.li') cents per pound ex-dock, while foreign un-
bleached suli)hitc has declined to 4.50 cents, with
sales definitely recorded at that price. Scandinavian
kraft has fallen off in price to a marked extent, quo-
tations now prevailing at from 4.50 to 4.75 cents a

l)ounil on the dock. Domestic grades are relativelj'

steady. Xe\\si)rint sulphite is held at between $65
and .$70 per ton, while easy bleaching sulphite is

(pioted at 4.1i5 to 4.75 cents, and domestic kraft at
4.L'5 to 4.50 cents.

Rags.—Aside from one or two grades, very little

linsincss has passed in rags this week. Several dc-

scri|)tions have moved in a fair way, but it is signifi-

cant that the.v have been going into other channels
than for pajwr mills. Repacked thirds and blues have
ruled fairl.\' active, but fibre mills have been the chief

bu.vers. New white shirt cuttings also have been sought
for export, while the low-]iriced grades of new stock
have moved toward shredding plants in moderate vol-

ume. Paper manufacturers on the whole evince a lack
of interest in the offerings of dealers. Occasional
sales are being made, but mills are confining their

purchases to rags f(nind available at attractive prices

or those which they immediatel.v need. Thirds and
blues of repacked qualit.v have sold at around 3.25

cents per pound delivered mills, or in the neighbor-
hood of 3.00 to 3.15 cents f.o.b. New York, depending
on the freight rate. No. 1 new white shirt cuttings

have realized around 10.50 cents a pound in sales to

exporters, while old No. 1 repacked whites have been
offered bv dealers at 5.50 cents New York, and street

soiled whites at about 3.00 cents. Roofing rags are

still in a more or less lifeless position. Felt manufac-
turers are doing practically no bu.ving, and it is dif-

ficult to sa.v just what actual market values are. Re-
ports have been heard of scattered sales at a basis

of around 1.45 cents, delivered mills, for mixed satinets.

Paper Stock—Demand from box l)oard mills has been
the outstanding feature of the old paper market this

week, and a fairl.v large movement of the low grades
of stock has been in view. No. 1 mixed paper has
led in demand and sales to consumers at around 45
cents per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York, have been
numerous. Folded news also has moved in good vol-

ume at a price basis of about 60 cents New York,
while a moderate call for books and magazines has
existed, with sales recorded at an average figure of

1.30 cents New York for No. 1 packing of heav.v book
stock. Shavings are extremely quiet and prices are
nominal. Current transactions rarely involved more
than a carload at a time and there are verv few bu.vers

in the market even for lots of this minor character.

Kraft paper also is moving more slowl.v than it has
been, while no important demand prevails for manilas.

Bagging and Rope.—Only a routine business has
been done in scrap bagging and old rope. No. 1 scrap

bagging has sold in limited quantities at around 2.25

cents a pound f.o.b. New York, while No. 1 domestic
manila rope is available at 4.00 cents New York.

TELL IT TO J. KINDLEBERGER.
.Mr. Hoover said' that in some of the war-devastated

countries a considerable portion of the population
was unable to leave their homes because of insuffi-

r-ieut clothing, while new-born babies in Serbia were
wrapped in paper because cloth was not available.
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We vsdsh to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better servics than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in ths market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Ho5i;s Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

GLUES
of all Grades for

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes

Samples and quotations on request.

Canada Glue Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL. QUE.
16 Wellington St. E.

TORONTO, ONT.

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United King-
dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an
efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

J. FORD & CO.
Manufacture

Hanging, News, Bag, Wrapping
and Po^er Papers;

—also

—

Roofing, Carpet & Lining Felts
Inquiries are solicited

'"''^'^ Portneuf Station, P.Q,
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LINK-BELT OPENING MONTREAL BRANCH.
The ever iiKTcMsintj: dcMnaiul for Liiik-Bolt throii.Kli-

out the Dominion aiul tlie desire to render customers

in the eastern section lietter service, the manufac-

turers have opened a branch at 1195 St. James St.,

Montreal.

A liberal stock of ijojiular types of Link-Rclt -will

be carried in stock at Montreal in the future from

which all orders in that section will be promptly

filled. This will not only enable the Canadian Link-

Belt Company to render its customers a more prompt

service than has hitherto been possible, but will also

effect for them a considerable savinpr in freight and

express.

For the present, the Montreal branch will serve

largely as a -warehouse all engineering assistance be-

ing rendered by the Canadian Link-Belt Company at

Toronto, where Link-Belt is manufactured for the

Canadian market.

Although shipments for the Montreal and Quebec

territory will be shipped from the Montreal branch,

all correspondence should continue to be addressed

to the Canadian Link-Belt Company, Toronto.

LESS COAL AND MORE EFFICIENCY.
Owing to the fact that Canada must import such a

large proportion of the coal required for steam mak-
ing purposes it is practically necessary that the high-

est efficiency be maintained in the use of fuel sup-

plied. One of the easiest ways of wasting fuel is to

throw steam away without extracting from it the last

foot-pound of its energy. It is well known that the

lower the pressure against which the steam operates

the greater the amount of work done. One of the recent

important developments in the production of high

vacuum is the steam jet air piimp. This apparatus is

fully described, both as to principle of operation and
construction in Bulletin No. 11.3 of which we have re-

ceived a copy from the Wheeler Condenser and En-
gineering Company, Carteret, N.-T. The Bulletin con-

tains a number of carefully drawn diagrams showing
details of the pump and other features in regard to

its use. There are also a few illustrations of other

types of apparatus used by the pulp and paper mak-
ers.

The majority of pulp and paper mills in Canada
derive most of their power from water powers either

direetl.v or indirectly, but there are a number of

places in the mill where the maintenance of a vacuum
is necessary, and where the apparatus manufactured
by the Wheeler Company could be used.

MacKinnon Steel Co., Ltd., will .supply all neces-

sary steel work for an eight story apartment house

being erected on Drummoiul Street, Montreal' by R.

R. DuTremblay. The value of the steel work will

amount to approximately sixty thousand dollars.

NEW NOBLE & WOOD CATALOG
Within a few weeks The Noble & Wood Machine

Co., of Hoosick Falls, N.Y., will present to the Paper
Trade their new catalog. The catalog will contain
about 1.50 pages, with cuts and descriptive matter of

their line of Paper Mill Machinery, and will be both
interesting and valuable to paper mill owners, super-
intendents and purchasing agents. A mailing list

is now being made up and those wishing to receive a

copy of this book are requested to write The Noble
& Wood Machine Co.. in order to have their names
placed On the list.

Wherever there is dissatisfaction in the working of

a belt, the matter should be taken promptly and vigor-

ously in hand, as generally when the real facts are

ascertained, it will l)e found that the trouble is not with
the belt itself, but is on account of overwork, or some
irregularity in the machinery.

Pulleys should be a little wider than the belt re-

(|uired for the work, and should be slightly curved
about one twenty-fotirth of the width of the face.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co. has sent out Bulletin 210, a

finely done 96 page book, bound in cloth. It de-
scribes the Jeffrey pivoted bucket conveyor, especial-
ly adapted to steam power plants.

Wilson -Paterson Co'y
Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL.

AGENTS FOR

Caustic Soda
^da Ash
Sal Soda
Sulphate Alumina
Calcium Chloride

Magnesium Chloride

Silicate Soda
High Grade Glues

Dry Colors

ROSIN

i

Direct Shipments or From Stock.

WAREHOUSES AT MONTREAL AND TORONTO.

If^^H ^H Rustproof elastic paint. Superlo

^^1 ^1 Oruphite or Red Lead. Defies
^H H matic conditions. Used by Admiralty
^^^H and War Office. Made by Griffiths
^^^"^^ Bros. & Co., London, England.

SPIELMANN AGENCIES, Regd., 45 St. Alexander St.,

CRANES & HOISTS

Electric or Hand v* Trollies, Tracks, etc. I

NORTHERN CRANE WORKS LTD. - WalkerTllle. Ont.

THE PETER HAY KNIFE Co., Ltd

GALT ONT.

^^ I
KNIFE-£?0l

Machine

Knives,

Chipper,

Barker
* Paper-

Cutter

Knives.

Made from the best English Steel and Warranted
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EDITORIAL

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.
One of the most frequently presented cures for in-

dustrial unemployment is a scheme for public works.

There are many improvements which the government

could undertake and which would provide labor for

many workmen who are unemployed at the present

time and the prosecution of which would stabilize the

demand for labor. There are two phases of this idea,

however, which it seems, should be given careful con-

sideration. In the first place, the large sums-

that have been spent on munitions during the last

four years, have come very easily into the hands of

finance departments, and have induced habits of ex-

travagance which have no place in the period upon

which we are entering. The spending of public money

for public works is frequently done with a lavishness

that would cause the immediate discharge of the man-

agement of an industrial organization. Public monies

come froui the public pocket and should be used for

the public benefit. The public certainly benefits from

better roads, better railway and canal transportation

facilities, and the public, because the public is blessed

with perpetual life, will benefit from such long dis-

stance improvements as replanting burned over and

other waste lands into productive forests. Also the

part of the public represented in the workmen who are

given employment in such work will naturally bene-

fit, but none of the advantages is reason or excuse

for the waste or the needless expenditure of one cent

of the money which the people of Canada must pro-

vide. It is too difficult for our country to raise funds

for carrying out such a program as may be necessary

to have any of it mis-spent.

Another phase, and one which is closely connected

with that just mentioned, is that a program for pub-

lic works should be made out with the idea of stabiliz-

ing labor conditions by absorbing unemployed labor

and should not make such demands on labor supplies

as would cause a competition of public employment

with agricultural or industrial needs for labor. Such

competition it seems would result in an artificial de-

mand that would unbalance wage schedules. Such

public employment should be at fair wages, however,

which should serve as actual compensation for ser-

vices rendered and not be in the nature of charity

or unemployment insurance.

The idea of assuming or undertaking public works

at this particular time is especially commendable and

should be in the hands of the best qualified men who

> Q/lNt* 4>!S>^ ^1^^ 4.^^H^^ M/{^Ji (Li^SP >L^Sfi 4jJS0 tUSP <l-!}s0iL>&^

can be found to take charge. If carried out with the

intention of really serving the people and doing it

economically as a business proposition, there is every-

thing in favor if its being undertaken and started

promptly. The unfortunate feature of unemployment

is that the people affected are almost always those

least able to provide for enforced idleness and it is a

good deal better, both morally and financially for the

community to employ such labor at fair wages and

receive services in return, than to permit their sup-

port by either public or private funds, because in either

of these cases, the public pays and it is better both

for the public and for the workman that he give some-

thing in return, and the more nearly even the ex-

change the better will be the feeling on both sides. So

we say again, yve need public works and the under-

taking of needed public improvements is particularly

to be encouraged at this time so as to absorb our sur-

plus labor, but we insist that it is not right in organiz-

ing public works that the people's money be wasted.

FORTUNES IN RAG-PICKING.
We ordinarily think of the rag-picker as a person

of very humble estate, and frequently think that we
are conferring a favor on, if not giving actual char-

ity to, the gentlemen of the rags, bones and bottles

brigade, when we sell our rags and waste paper for

a few cents.

A recent despatch from Wa.shington states that

rag-picking and the collection of old paper, scrap-iron

and other waste represent an annual turnover of

more than $2,000,000,000. It is further stated that

there are more than 400 millionaires in the United

States who have made their fortune in the rag-pick-

ing business. Among men in war work with the Waste

Reclamation Service of the United States is a Harvard

man who gave up a position worth $10,000 a year to

serve the Government, and is now going back to his

rag-bags and waste sorting business.

From the enormous number of grades and vast

quantities of this material that come into the var-

ious paper mills making many kinds of paper, one
can readily appreciate the size of the business tba*

must be maintained in order to supply the demand
of just the paper mills. The paper mills, however,

take only a fraction of the waste that must be col-

lected and sorted. To go into the whole field would
take many pages, but we may briefly indicate a few
of the more important features. In the fir.=t place
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we have the fine paper mills using only new white

cuttings of linen and cotton, then we have those

making the next cheaper grades of rag papers which

make use of colored rags and soiled whites, then we

have the mills that are equipped to use the rags

which cannot be efficiently bleached, and finally the

felt manufacturer who uses the cheapest of the rags

that go into the paper mill. In another class are the

mills which use waste paper, and Ivere again we have

a gradation of the mills making such papers as a fine

white printing, or a good grade of bond and ledger,

which take either soft white cuttings or hard en-

velope cuttings, and the like, we have mills equipped

to take white printed papers containing a high class

stock, and we have cardboard mills that take the

lowest grades of -wastes.

Besides the paper mills we have the textile indus-

try, which uses enormous quantities of the woolen

or mixed rags that are of no use in the paper mill,

and from them make a large part of the woolen

garments that we wear. In fact, if it were not for

recovered wool it would be impossible to make more

than one small wool garment for each person. Then

there is the enormous industry dependent upon the

collection and recovery of old iron, and there are

also the fertilizer and soap industries, which to a

considerable extent rely on the greasy and boney

materials that are recovered from garbage, although

these hardly come into the field of the rag-man. An-

other phase of the industry which has become very

important of late is the recovery of the tin from waste

cans.

And so we see that what looks to be a very lowly

job turns out to be a very important factor in one

of our sources for the supply of certain raw: mater-

ials.

POOR JOHN BULL.

England is having a rather difficult time getting

settled.' John Bull's family has been through a most

difficult experience, and the danger in some respects

is- not yet over. From what we read, the paper indus-

try is about as completely unsettled as can be imag-

ined. There is apparently no definite idea, collec-

tively, of what is wanted. Restrictions are removed,

but seem to be still in effect. Mills have bought sup-

plies, not yet delivered, at prices that obligate them

to costs greater than the present quotations on fin-

ished paper. Price-fixing has apparently prevented

the accumulation of profits to meet this condition,

which all thinking persons knew was sure to come.

Paper mills want pulp on the most favorable terms,

and some want all foreign papers excluded till the

industry is again working to capacity, while others

want a protective duty on imports. We can readily

see the force of the argument for re-establishment,

but we feel that Canada has a right to a preferential

call for pulp and for .such papers as British mills

cannot supply at present.

The Industrial and Kducatioual Press, publishers of

the Pulp & Paper Magazine, have an official seal. lie,

she or it, was caught off the Nova Scotia coast and

given to Captain F. W. Wallace, who served on the

Canada Food Board. He is the editor of the Cana-

dian Fisherman, published by the same concern. The

seal was presented to the Press last week by Cap-

tain Wallace, and was christened Admiral Beatty,

ye editor assi.sting in the ceremony. Beatty has a

little ocean all to himself in cool waters of the

spring-fed pond on the grounds of the Garden City

Press. He is a gray seal, about four feet long. Some-

one started the story that there was a mermaid in

the pond.

An English contemporary says: "An improvement

in the quality of Canadian "news" is reported. It is

said to be whiter and firmer, and without the grey-

ish-brown look which distinguished it during the war

years."

Winnipeg still has visions of a municipal paper

mill. At a meeting next Monday a committee will

be appointed to gather information. If the necessary

by-law is passed, it is expected that work will begin

next winter. Some people think the "City fathers"

are in their second childhood.

Italian paper makers are alive to the need of tech-

nical training for those who will occupy positions of

responsibility in the operation of the industry. A one

year course has been established at the Institute of the

Royal Experiment Station for the Paper Industry, at

Milan. Special courses are given on the theory of

the industry and facilities are afforded for analysis

and other laboratory work in connection therewith.

Work began in November, according to predictions

in L 'Industrie delle Carta e delle Arti Graphiche for

October.

It looks as if Ontario children will be obliged to at-

tend school until 16 years of age, and to continue a

shorter term each year until the age of 18. Provision

is made for proper instruction in the localities af-

fected. It begins to look as if Quebe<; will be im-

porting brains for some time to come unless there is

more encouragement given to public instruction.

If possible, the machinery should be so planned that
the directions of the belt motion shall be from the

top of the driving to the top of the driven pulley.

The Navy League of Canada is issuing a series of

educational leaflets on the British Navy. They will

serve to show why and how Canada should support
the sea force of the Empire. The titles of the parts
received are—Policy of the Navy League of Can-
ada; Heroic War Work of the Merchant Marine;
British Navy and World Freedom: British Navy in

History. Each is written by a different authority.
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How to Determine the Composition of Paper'

By E. ARNOULD

We are on the eve of resumption : in our paper mills
young managers of manufacturing who hope to re-

sume their places with those who having been trained
since the war are destined for the career of paper-
maker. I propose to write now, for their benefit, a
page of information that may prove serviceable to them
on the interesting question of determining the com-
position of paper. The first condition of success is to

learn and to know thoroughly all the pulps employed,
their particular qualities as well as their defects and
the properties which distinguish one from another.

I have already discussed in the technical reviews
(and I still keep this work complete at the disposi-

tion of those interested) the varieties which constitute

an indispensable record for those occupied in the in-

dustry and especially the superintendents of mills.

Furnishes are made of all descriptions, under various
forms, just as the doctor does, who combines a number
of substances, rich in a certain therapeutic property,

in quantities of suitable proportions for the purpose
of effecting relief or a cure in the case of a patient

afflicted with a duly verified disease. The operation
of papermaking is conducted somewhat in the same
manner, determining the furnish by the mixture of dif-

ferent materials, which combinations may be simple or

complex.

For ordinary papers, the furnish is, of course, very
simple and need practically consist of but one kind
of pulp, selected for its satisfactory quality and low
cost. Thus for the manufacturer of newsprint and sim-

ilar kinds, the composition is of the most elementary
and simple character known : 20 per cent, of unbleach-

ed sulphite pulp; 60 to 70 per cent, of mechanical
woodpulp ; 10 to 15 per cent, of old papers, a small

amount of mineral loading and rosin sizing. As in this

class of paper, the weight is almost always uniform
and rather light, the essential feature is to obtain a

sheet of such strength that it will not break on a high

speed machine. However, there are newspapers and
newspapers, and to quote an extreme I may mention
the New York Herald for which a higher degree of

whiteness is demanded and such strength in the sheet

as will allow the reader to hold it unfolded, without

its giving way.

There exists in the paper trade, a very national rule

to the effect that the degree of whiteness shall always

be proportional to the selling price. Consequently the

tint of a paper, even its coloring, may require in the

furnish the employment of more or less of bleached

pulp, of finer pulp of a special coloring, care in beating

or pulping, more or less suited to the quality and the

price.

This means that between these two qualities of news-

print there will be a scale of intermediate kinds of

furnish, a simple choice of pulps.

But when we have to do with fine, semi-fine or

special papers it is quite another thing. The com-

position is complicated by more numerous elements.

^Translated for Paper from Le PapieT, Vol. XXI,
No. 11 (1918), pp. 181-185.

in strictly regulated proportions in order to obtain
papers possessing certain qualities and properties de-
manded by the customer or in their use.

All the science of the papermaker must be displayed
in all the different cases, according to the precepts
of the art and all the resources which the variety of
pulps placed at his disposal. In some fine papers only
rag-pulps are used, sometimes with the addition of
substitutes treated chemically, or fine paper wastes of
the same kind. These may be found in the collection
of all the rag pulps commonly employed, about thirty-
five different kinds, which can compose by themselves
almost all fine papers. Some kinds of rag pulps may
be substituted one for the other in the furnishes, on
condition that the sorting or picking has been care-
fully done and that care has been taken in the pre-
paration, in view of the change.
The study of the preparation of these pulps is a

very tedious one and in regard to their employment,
it in addition requires a knowledge of the qualities of
each kind, and a calculation of their yield and net cost.

Complete knowledge of this subject is difficult to
acquire because it is very rarely that a paper mill uses
all the kinds of rag pulp, old and new, and in addition
all the stuff of flax and hemp and fibre wastes.
When a superintendent, the best qualified in a mill

to make useful researches by the analysis of that which
the type of paper to be reproduced contains, recog-
nizes, as is commonly said, a salad of pulps of all kinds
in a paper, the properties of which seem, with certain
exceptions, errors in principle, the ignorance of pre-
cedent should be very evident.

There are formulas that are quite normal or com-
prehensible but suppose there is found, in a single
furnish, rag pulp, chemical woodpulp, mechanical
woodpulp, a little chemical poplar pulp, straw, or
esparto, well this is certainly absurd and contrary to
all logical practice.

Before any other consideration of price, of supply,
of any difficulties whatever, the choice of the pulps
which are alone suitable for the composition of a fine
paper should be fixed, in order that the quality, the
whiteness, the strength, the flexibility, the weight, the
opacity, the feel or the inertness will be considered
by the nature and characteristics of the pulps intro-
duced. The price paid to the mill should never be
the cause of delaying this operation for it is only logi-

cal, it is a re.sult of the conditions prescribed and al-

most always demanded by the customer. In any event,
it is unwise for a manufacturer to bind himself to a
stated price, before he has completely informed himself
as to the components that should enter into the type
to be reproduced. Mistakes are costly and for this
reason it is necessary to be careful. T have known a
skilled salesman, of forty years experience, to send me
an order for very white paper, at a price not very
high, without noticing that the sample was couched
on both sides with a coating of 8 erams of barium sul-

phate. However, if it is agreed formally, without
reservation, to reproduce any sample of paper at a stip-

ulated price, there should be no hesitation, it must be
made, as nearly like as possible in all its features, even
if money be lost on the order. If there is quibbling,
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or cheatinjr, if it is made nearly, there is exposure to

a call for aceountiiigr, for possible discount to the

dissatisfaction and loss of the customer. In such a

case, it is best to inform the customer that a mistake

has been made as to the quality and first cost of the

paper but that if he will not agree with the evidence,

you will honor your agreement all the same.
Do these remarks not indicate how necessary, how

indispensable it is to know from the ground up, all

the pulps and to be able to properly analyze a paper?
In the case of a microscopic examination of a sample
of paper to be reproduced, there is room, in most in-

stances, to be guided by the composition of the sam-

ple, but it is not always advisable to follow it blindly

without consideration or misgiving. The observer,

after the verification of his qualitative and quantita-

tive analysis of the different raw materials, should

seriously consider the presence and the proportions

and not make a final statement in a definite way until

fully convinced and assured.

It often happens that a shortage of pulp at the

mill compels you to set aside the principles above

commended but for once it does not do to act lightly,

because substitution in this material is a very delicate

matter and demands, as in the operation of counter-

feiting, rather more knowledge and ingenuity.

I will take up the actual work of the superintend-

ent preparing the furnish of a new paper. Of what
importance is the style? There is always room to

make contrasts, to make comparisons between the sam-

ple to be followed and other, similar papers, already

made at the mill. The comparison will furnish in-

formation as to the whiteness, the shade, the firmness

to the touch, the sizing, the calendering, the feel, the

thickness, the opacity and the flexibility. These data

will have no other value than for the eye ; the touch,

the examination of an observer will be based on ex-

perience and long practice in this style of examination.

For the benefit of the paper a good superintendent

may be satisfied with this simple examination, he may
estimate the proportion of mechanical pulp, if there

is any, and the quantity of mineral loading present.

But if the paper departs from the regular qualities

there is no means by which he can inform himself

exactly, except by microscopical analysis of the char-

acter and quantities of the pulps he should employ.

I again insist on the imprudence of copying and adopt-

ing as a whole, the result of the analysis of a previous

sample, for the good faith of the manufacturer may
be deceived and the product supplied be in complete

contradiction with the principles and the price of the

paper. It therefore seems evident that it is necessary

to know how to make a complete and exact analysis

of a sample of paper and to be keenly on the alert for

the more or less dishonest practices made use of under
the name of competition. I would advise young fore-

men, who lack this knowledge to take the necessary

lessons, in order to perfect themselves and acquire.

by practice, the faculty of getting through a matter

advantageously iinder all circumstances.

There are still manufacturers who. working by
empiricism, do not believe they should accept this

advice and who, continiiing on empirical estimations,

to cut off all these instructive questions of manufac-
turing, finish by bearing all the consequences. But
this is a serious mistake, an error of routine or of

foolish pride, for all this opposition and this obstinacy

sooner or later is pre.iudicial to the progress of their

business and the confidence of their customers.

After a long experience in the industry, I allow my-
self to remark to those who wrap themselves in routine

and tlie least effort, that the.v act so only because of

their lack of the true science of the business and the

confirmation of their practical knowledge. It is the

same with those beginners who will not assume the

sacrifices of a s.vstcmatic aiiprcnticcship of sufficient

duration and who believe themselves to be valuable
men, familiar with and consunmuite in the manifold

difficulties of the business of paper manufacturing.
No, whatever the man ma.v be, whatever may be his

intelligence, his theoretical instruction, his activity,

his changing about from mill to mill, he requires more
than ten years of constant work in the mills to be
able to solve the problems of industrial responsibility

that rest on the superintendent of a paper mill and
at the same time hold the confidence of all those who
surround and assist him.

Thus for instance, a very small detail among the
visible and exterior exactnesses in examining a sam-
ple of paper that is to be reproduced and Avhich is of

great importance in determining on a furni.sh, is to

.iudge accurately of the whiteness of the original

pulp, that is to say the actual state of the paper in

question without any coloring. This recognition, this

starting point, is not only necessary in order to give

in the composition, the right percentage of white,

dull or unbleached pulp; but it indicates what will be
the proportion of coloring to be added to the pulp to

produce the tint of the sample to be copied. The
incapables. the dubious papermakers, depend only for

a decision on a preliminary attempt made on the

paper machine, but then, what of the delay, the time
and money lost? Still it is sometimes wise, even in-

dispensable, to have recourse to the test on a small
scale, but only when dealing with important orders

with special quality papers, with watermarks of exact
dimensions. This study of the basic pulp of a paper,

is incited only by intuition and a lengthy experience

in these investigations as, also, the acquisition of the

sense of touch of paper, which conveys information
as to all its physical characteristics.

Close to a good superintendent who is open and com-
municative, the young foremen assimilate, as rapidly

as possible, all these means of determining the basic

state of the pulps by his methods of observing, of

.iudging and utilizing all that is explanatory, of the

contents of the furnish and the change it must undergo
during beating, coloring and working on the machine.

Those among them who are vain, who find everything

simple and easy in carrying on the manufacture of

paper and who attach no importance to this study of

detail, remain, in .spite of age, managers with .super-

ficial and incomplete knowledge. Better than that,

they teach you that the love of the trade, confidence

in one's self in practice, in theorv. in thoughts and ac-

tions, then the personal feeling that results from en-

lightened experience, without ceasing to be reserved,

without ceasing to be refreshed, more and more ra-

tional, never becoming in any instance disagreeable,

or causing offence except to the ambitious who believe

they know everything and that in everything they can

touch the hand of the master.

A mill superintendent, who in all fairness, appre-

ciates as should be. the goodwill and the individiial

capacity of each of his subordinates always finds him-

self advantageously seconded and gets the best work
out of them, to the benefit of the mill he is connected

with.
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I will imagine a superintendent preparing the nee- in the finished paper. In the course of manufacture
essary studies to determine the eomposition and the the beaterman should never lose sight of what method
price of an order of paper, of which a sample has of beating, what duration of this process should be
been sent him for exact reproduction. I will euum- followed because there is a close relation between the
erate the factors of observation in the order known. composition and the mode of beatino' of which the
1.—Examination of the sample and of all its physical particulars and the careful requirements should be

characteristics, to determine the class of paper to entered on the beater's record sheet,
which it seems to belong.

2.—According to this class, comparison with similar .

These observations, for the most part conventional
types at the mill, to determine the basic pulp, its white- '" ^o^"! '^"f^ scope, stipulated by the superintendent
ness, its weight and its coloring. are like transmission of his ideas, of his conception

3.—According to its hardness, its strength, its stiff- o^ ^^e work to be done, to be regulated and followed
ness, or on the other hand, its flexibility, determining as much by the foreman as by the beaterman and
the method of beating, short, long or smeary. even the raachinetender.

4.—Detennining the degree of sizing. Let us suppose, for instance, that there is to be under-
5.—It dealing with a special paper, I submit the taken the manufacture of roval record of 20 kilo-

sample to the action of reagents for starch and for o-rams, to be of 123 grams to the square meter:
gelatin, to determine their presence and proportion.

6.—If, on the contrarj', it is a common paper, of beating record
mixed composition, I investigate by reagents, the X Number of order. H. Number of Mill order,
character and percentage of mechanical pulp or its Beating Engine No. i

entire absence. 3000 kilos, white, slightly blued, calendered 50x65 of 20 kilos.

7.—If the paper is coated, I examine the two sides B'i!^JhV^H'%,'!fnt,>"'"k-
„^^''='8'" ^" ^n^ve meter: 123 grams.

J , A • 1 -i a- Tn -^ 11 S !! J
^u Pnite Iv H. 4 vats of 20kg. — 80k. @ 40 fr. 32.

and observe the grain and its fineness. If it is calend- Beached boda imip.K n. 3 vats of 20kg. ~ 60k. @ 38 fr. 22.80

ered, I note the surface finish and investigate the u„L 'nv j^'bteached .' "Il ofMkf; = .Ik: 1 50 /r" HI
mathematical handling which is an important indi-

ledger broke "^ts of i6kg. — 16k. @ 30 fr. 2.56

cation.
ffosin size 00 lit r ( "' dT" ''^' 68.10 fr.

8.—I incinerate 2 or 5 grams of the sample, in or- Suiphate'of i'lumin"^ ioo"ii"ers (strained) \ o fr'

der to ascertain the exact residue. Examination of coro'Hng*"\Tu?amarine^biue^"
^^° ^^'^ ® * percent jjso fr.'

the ash enables me to determine the nature of the Method of bealmg. Nor to be beaten too hard at tlie leginnmg" lor

loading and to decide as to the excellence of the Duration. Four hours (progressive),

choice of the substance or on the advantage there
Smeary b,-aiwgie-jeiii,,g off. One' hour.

would be in changing this substance for reasons of
°''""^'-^- Strong, hard Paperj^^st.ff „o. breaking on .he fold.

quality or price. R^g"'" '"'^ """^
'Is k|:::::::::::::::;;;;::-- ^t'l

9.—I determine, by means of comparison sample of Kaolin 3o kg l.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.W'.ll t-^°
• 1 !• 1 n • .

Rosin size. •"

the same weight, same quality, same calender finish. Sulphate of alumina

the degree of opacity or of transparency of the type
Coiormg ,20

to follow. Calculated on yield of paper ysTioTe.

10.—I make microscopical analysis, qualitative and Normal waste on sn-TngUnen pulps ""ercenl

quantitative of the fibres, and after consideration p^odlfction "^ ^^xs
''°''", ,1"'' '""''' « p"^^"

, -,.• i- T i il, i c xi 1

rroauction. 174x8 = 13kg. 920 or 174— i3,9-'o. ,60 kil.
and verification, 1 note the percentage of the pulps
. .... - , ' too
to Within D per cent. Production. 18x30 — 5kg. 400 or 18— 5,400 12,600 kil.

11.—If the paper should possess a given tearing "T^T^
length or absorptive property, as in blotting paper. Production 30x45 = 13kg. 500 or 30—13.500. 16,500 kii,

or filter paper, or meet the conditions expressed in 100

the order, I verifv them, as far as possible from the v- 1 . ^ .1. u ,• Ti,,.,, ' . , , ,
Yield of the beating 189k. 100

sample submitted. '89 kg. 100 cost 76-30; i kg. costs 76.30

All this work has taken half an hour. Informed, iSg.io

or at least very much enlightened on all these points, '°° ^^' "^' rS-joxwo ~ 40 fr. 34.

I reproduce the furnish in all its details. If I control 189.10

the pulps, all is well ; in the contrary case, I make
substitutions by means of those I possess and which I" accordance with this method of calculating the

are suitable and I determine the cost price to the cost price, there is to be added to this figure of 40

100 kilograms (200 lb.) gross yield of paper. francs 34 per 100 kilo-s, the cost of packing, of trans-

However, at the moment of apportioning the per- portation, the discount and all other expenses of

centage of each pulp, in bulk, according to the data manufacture and general expenses and there is thereby

of the microscopical analvsis on the summary exam- obtained the net price at the mill per 100 kilograms

illation, it is alwavs well" to reflect whether" we are "f saleable paper. I have, of. course, simplified all

not deceived or have not made a mistake and only the calculations of- cost price .because our only pur-

to arxive at a final decision in conformance with the pose in this article- is the manner of properly deter-

rules of approximation previously determined by ex- mining the composition of the paper,

perience. Thus, in all papers there is a certain per- In the case of an order including several sizes of

centage of strong pulp for the framework of the sheet different weight per square meter, that is to say, the

and another which we term filling pulp or loading smallest under 100 grams and the heaviest above
pulp, from which there should logically be but little this weight, it will be in order, so that the paper may
deviation and which skilled practice brings within a have the same qualities and properties required to

trifle. It is the same with the quantity of opaque, flex- make two distinct furnishes. Obviousl.v the furnish

ible and other pulps as well as the quantity of loading of the lighter sort is more complete in the beater the

to be introduced so as to retain 10, 20 or 30 per cent, duration of beating is slightly longer, the charge in-
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t reduced slightly increased, on account of loss and

is raised more as the paper to be made is lighter.

It is therefore of the greatest importance, in pre-

paring different furnishes for the same paper of var-

ious sizes and weights, that the greater the departure

from the thickness of the sheets the greater the var-

iation of the weight of the pulp in the furnish by

heatiug, as well as the mineral loading introduced,

which normally decreases in weight in proportion as

the weight per square meter of the paper is iiu'reased.

It may be understood that in a charge otherwise

equal in two papers, that which is the thickest is

much more brittle than the thin, the reason for which

is, that the thicker retains, in the course of manu-
facture, more mineral substance than the thin paper.

This confirms what I have said before that for two

papers of different weights, one thin, the other thick,

both before being finished should contain the same
percentage of residual charge, and that which is the

thinnest should be preferably the heavier loaded.

For all special papers, fine and superfine, the

furnish is sometimes very troublesome to make up be-

cause the working orders are sometimes transmitted

by administrations arbitrary in demand or by per-

sons or department heads, who have arrived at an

opinion in more or less good faith by reading some

treatise on papermaking or through the counsel of

some unscrupulous merchant, which they have only

partly understood. The following are some instances

of this character:
1.—Very great whiteness is demanded at a price

that does not admit of the use of first class pulps.

2.—It is stipulated that the paper shall be very

white and at the same time very opaque and without

loading.

3.—That the paper should possess great resistance to

longitudinal tearing, with the provision, that the cross-

wise tearing resistance shall be equal to at least

60 per cent, of that of the length, or therefore the

average of two lengths.

i.—Mineral loading is to be tolerated in paper re-

quired to be of great strength, at the same time it

must not be knowingly introduced.

5.—Much handle is required on a paper which may
be loaded according to desire.

6.—You are notified that the tint must not be

transient, must not change on exposure to the air, to

the light, or to alkaline or acid baths, but no care

has been taken to inform you that this priced color-

ing calls for an additional expense.

7.—It will be impressed upon you that the paper

should display the same resistance to tearing in two

directions or should be similar in one direction to

the other, which is almost impossible.

8.—It may be demanded that a paper shall have

a very pronounced grain on one side, but not on

both sides of the sheet or that the grain be absolutely

the same on both sides.

9.—An exactly similar finish for both sides of the

sheet is not easy to obtain, at least it will not be

very pronounced, so that the paper can pass through

the dry calender rolls at the end of the paper

machine.
10.—^For some papers it is demanded that they

shall be absolutely free from particles of iron or of

copper, from free acid, from odor, from traces of

chlorine, etc., at the same time all these conditions call

for verj- exacting care in the preparation of the

pulps that are always inadequate.

There are tiius innumerable surprises insinuated

into the specifications that may accompany an order,

and which it is very prudent to recognize thoroughly,

study well and state very exactly to avoid com-

plaints when acceptaiu'c of the order is refused.

There is a general rule, which, aimed at the re-

sponsibility of the work in a paper mill and which

for the sui)erintendent, is positive; that is, that he

does not assign to one foreman any more than to his

subordinate, whatever may be tlie reason, to manu-
facture an order of paper of shade or (puilit.v infer-

ior to that of the sample supplied and which is to be

followed. It is quite a matter of course in such a

case, that the mill maiuifacture this order with little

or without profit rather than expose itself to a claim

for accounting, the dissatisfaction or loss of a cus-

tomer.

It is therefore wise, in case of an error in the fur-

nish, to resort to every means of correction that re-

mains possible, or if this causes too much loss of time,

to use to the best advantage, the pulps concerned
for another, almost similar paper. The considera-

tions relative to the fixing of a cost price foi- all or-

ders, whether before or after manufacture, have
much in common with the contents of the furnish,

but T shonld make them the ob.ieet of another opera-

tion. I should add that the good combination of the

pulps in the beating engine plays an invaluable part,

first for the beating and afterwards for the work of

conversion on the paper machine.

There are pulps which cannot, by any means, be
beaten together; these are for instance, very hard
linen pulps with the strong sulphite pulp, but, on the
other hand, it is quite possible, with soda pulp. I do
not explain here the reason, each may seek it for him-
self, the study is very instructive.

Does it seem logical to beat, at the same time, pulps
having fibers of altogether different hardness and
strength? Is it not taking the risk of .seeing the
most tender kind reduced to dust while the hardest
will be barely shortened? It is therefore proper,
either to beat them separately or at least, not to in-

troduce the most tender into the beater until the oth-

er has been reduced to a certain extent, that is to

say, at the half or three (piarters of the beating per-

iod.

At present there is no production of wood-pulp
or paper within Siberia ; the paper market of West-
ern Siberia is supplied ehiefl.v from European Rus-
sia and Finland, while Japan has recently developed
an export of paper to Eastern Siberia. Three or

four years ago an attempt was made to start a small

paper and pulp mill at Tomsk, but the project was
abandoned, presumably for lack of capital or be-

cause of the difficulty of purchasing equipment from
abroad. There appears to be an attractive opportun-
ity for the development of a pulp and paper industry

in Western or Central Siberia for the supply of the

domestic market, and some progress in that direction

will no doubt be made within a few years. There are

also possibilities for the wood-pulp and paper indus-

try in the maritime district of the Russian Far East,

but in view of the increasing production of Japanese
pulp and paper in Northern Japan and Corea present

commercial prospects of such undertakings in East-

ern Siberia are now uncertain.
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President Bothwell on the Pulpwood

Embargo.
"Removing the restrictions from the exportation of

Canadian pulpwood to the United States would not
result in reducing the price of newsprint paper to
American consumers although it would reduce greatly
the sale of Canadian-made pulp and paper in the
States," said J. A. Bothwell, president of the Cana-
dian Pulp & Paper Association, when asked what
effect the proposed removal of the embargo on export
of wood cut from Crown lands in Quebec would have
upon the industry here. Mr. Bothwell is vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Brompton Pulp and
Paper Company, which operates mills on both sides
of the line, and is therefore in a position to give an
impartial opinion.

"In a statement issued by the American interests

which are openly advocating the repeal of the export
restrictions, it is said that prior to 1910, when the
importation of pulpwood from Canada was unrestrict-

ed, the average cost of prepared wood at the Amer-
ican company's several mills was about $10 a cord
It has since risen to as high as $20.20 a cord. The argu
ment is advanced that if Americans had the right to

come into Canada and cut wood without restriction

the price would come down and cheaper paper for

American consumers would result," said Mr. Both-
well. "In my opinion the high price of pulpwood in

the States is not due to restrictions on exports from
Quebec. The cost of pulpwood in Canada since 1910

has advanced almost to the same extent as it has in

the States, the dominating factors being abnormally
high wages, excessive cost of supplies, lack of efficient

labor and increased freight charges. These factors

would not be affected by removing the restrictions

on export. The wood would still cost as much as it

does to-day. The only result would be that a large

proportion of the wood now being manufactured into

pulp and paper in Canada would be exported to the

States and used to keep American mills in operation.

Some Canadian mills would either have to close up or

reduce their output, capital invested in the industry

on the strength of the export restrictions would suffer,

the demand for Canadian labor would be reduced and
Canada's international trade account get a further set-

back.

"The American interests have issued an appeal to

the American Newspaper Publishers' Association,

which is meeting in New York this week, in which they

ask Congress to approach the Government of Quebec
with a view to securing the removal of the restrictions

complained of. In their appeal they say:

" 'Unless the present opportunity is grasped, the

future of newsprint manufacturing lies in Canada un-

der foreign laws and with the industry unresponsive

to our regulations and free from its share of taxes to

our Government.
" 'Unless an adequate supply of pulpwood is assured,

American production will gradually disappear, the

price-regulating competition of American mills will

cease to be a factor in the market and the Canadian
product will reach whatever price level the law of sup-

ply and demand may force it to.'

"I do not know," said Mr. Bothwell, "What effect

such an argument may have upon the interests to

whom it is addressed; but it seems to me that con-

sidered from Canadian and particularly from the Que-
bec point of view it affords the best sort of reason
for allowing the present arrangement to remain undis-
turbed. Our authorities certainly will not want to da
anything that will prevent Canada from becoming the
dominant paper-producing country of the world."

PAPER AND PULP CONTROL IN FRANCE.
A French Ministerial decision of March 1st estab-

lishes a temporary control on all imports of paper
pulp, paper and cardboard other than that used for
newspapers. All such imports will henceforth be made
exclusively by the Comptoir des Pates et Papier, 154,
Hid. Haussmann, Paris, or for their account, by the
State. The Minister of Industrial Reconstruction, in
agreement with the Departments concerned, will fix
the prices at which the goods in question are to be dis-
tributed by the Comptoir, as well as the quantities and
sorts of paper to be imported. All import licenses wilt
be made out in the name of the Comptoir and the basis
of calculation for their re-sale will be a co-efficient
of the foreign products, as compared with the national
production. The Comptoir will likewise enjoy prefer-
ential transport arrangements and will receive a com-
mission on business transacted. The measures referred
to likewise apply to import licenses issued prior to the
publication of the present decision except as regards
cost price.

The decision under review states that the measures
referred to cover a period of three months, subject to
extensions for like periods of three months, but must
in any ease terminate at latest on December 31st, 1919.

MA'KING PULP IN QUEENSLAND.
It is stated that the work of making paper pulp at

the Queensland Pine Go's mill at Yarraman appears
to be progressing satisfactorily. The Acting Director
of Forests (Mr. Swain) has informed the Minister for
Lands that the company is observing the terms of its
agreement in regard to the manufacture of pulp from
tops of pine timber. The Minister for Lands states that
judging from reports made by the Director and re-

ports from the South, the prospects for this industry
are very promising.

JAMES BEVERIDGE IN ENGLAND.
Mr. James Beveridge, who was associated with sev-

eral leading British paper mills as a chemical engineer
and pulp and paper expert before settling in Canada
in 1901, is at present on a visit to England, renewing
acquaintance with his many friends. Mr. Beveridge
was formerly associated with the Northfleet Paper
Mills, Thos. Owen and Co., Ltd. (Hyjerpen Mills, Swed-
en), A. E. Reed and Co., Ltd., and Olive and Parting-
ton, Ltd., and is widely known throughout paper
trade circles. He has been connected with several im-
portant Canadian enterprises.

Strong representations are being made by many
sections of the trade to get in the thin end of the
protective wedge. Even the pulp dealers have now
joined in the outcry, though as likely as not they
will be the first people to object to it when it comes
into general use, for some of them, at all events, will

suffer if a preference is given to Canadian pulp.

—

World's Paper Trade Review.
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CUTTING METHODS ARE KEY TO FOREST
WEALTH.

It is of the greatest importam'e that we fully realize

that our virgin forest resources are by no means in-

exhaustilile. but that they can be made so by the ex-

ercise of jiroper supervision over the methods of cut-

ting. This means the practice of scientific forestrj',

and this, in turn, involves the employment of large

numbers of well-trained and thoroughly-experienced
foresters in the supervision of woods operations.

These men are simply not to be had at present, but,

with the close of the war. considerable numbers will

be available. Forestry practice in Canada may be
expected to receive a decided impetus with the re-

turn of the men who are now rendering such valiant
service in Europe in producing the timber supplies
essential to military operations.

British Columbia, Quebec and New Brun.swick
have provincial forest services, who.se duties include
supervision over cutting operations on Crown lands.

In the West, the Dominion Forestry Branch has the
same responsibility, in regard to Dominion forest re-

serves. Thus, in each of tliese provinces there is al-

ready at least the begmnings of a technical forest ad-
ministration, in the hands of men educated and
trained jiarticularly for such work.

In Ontario, on the other hand, the Provincial For-
estry Branch is concerned primarily with forest pro-

tection, forest nursery work, etc., but has no direct

administrative connection with the enforcement of

cutting regulations on Crown timber lands. On Do-
minion lands in the West, similarly the Dominion
Forestry Braiu-li has no adiiiiiiistrative connection
with cutting operations on licensed timber berths or
on unlicensed lands outside the forest reserves. In
Nova Scotia, there is, as j'et, no technical forest ser-

vice at all, though the Provincial Government has for
some time had the matter under consideration.

Until technical forestry methods, based upon the
best business considerations from a long-time point
of view, are put into effect on all the non-agricul-
tural forest lands of the Dominion, we shall be min-
ing our forest resources, rather than treating them
as a crop, and shall therefore be sacrificing the per-
manent welfare of the country for the sake of a tem-
porary advantage.—C. L.
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This chart seems a fairly good indication of the dependence of American mills on Canadian wood.
As this is largely obtained from settlers, it means a heavy drain on their future resources, especially
where cutting is greatly in excess of the need of land for agriculture, and where it it is not properly done.
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SPANISH RIVER IMPROVEMENTS.
In a receut muiiber of the Spanish River News there

is an interesting series of pictures showing some of

their recent improvements in their plant at Espanola,
Ont. An extension of brick and concrete contains
nearly 10,000 feet of concrete floor and an equal
amount of wood floor area for the use of the finishing

department. The loading platform is provided with
hanging roofs so that there are no obstructions to in-

terfere with trucking.

A new penstock is being put in together with the
accompanying water wheel and the generator which
it drives. This is unit number 4.

The Locomotive and Crane House has also been
built to house this part of their equipment.
Between the Drum Barker Room and the Wood

Room a new barked wood conveyer has been installed.

The convej'er is of the 6 chain type for conveying the

barked wood and a new wood chute has been built to

the Pulp Mill.

In the Drum Barker Room, drums numbers 2 and 3

have been raised and number one will also be placed
on a new level.

PUT HIM IN A BEATER.
An Irishman with an extra large stomach went to

see a doctor to learn what could be done towards
having it reduced. The doctor looked at him with a

very professional look, and then at the large stomach,
and then said: "You will have to diet" (dye it). At
this the Irishman jumped up, much offended, with the

remark, ''Pwhat do yez think me stomach is — an
Easter egg?"—The Pulp Press.

GIFT OF WOODLAND TO ONTARIO.
A most unique piece of legislation was introduced

in the Ontario Government during t he past week,

when Sir William Hearst, Premier, presented a bill

to make possible a private forest reserve in Waterloo

county, which has been set aside by Mr. Snider, of

St. Jacobs. It is provided that the trees may only be

cut with the consent of the government. It was stat-

ed that the donor of the woodland to the Crown had
created a precedent of private co-operation with the

policy of public reforestation and the Legislature ex-

pressed its appreciation of the public spirited gift.

NEW REGULATIONS REGARDING WINDOW
ENVELOPES.

The post office department has issued new regula

tions in regard to window envelopes about which
much complaint has been made in the past with re-

spect to the illegibility of firms' names and addresses.

The regulations go into effect on June 1st next, and
among other provisions is one that .such envelopes

shall bear the name and address of the sender, which
shall be placed in the upper left hand corner on the

address side. The stationery used must be white, and
it is announced that window envelopes not conform-
ing to these and other regulations shall be unmailable.

The Canadian Barking Drum Co., Toronto, has taken
over the exclusive right to manufacture and sell the

American barking drum in the Dominion of Canada.
Mr. B. Branch, who formerly had charge of the wood-
room operation in a prominent Canadian mill equijiped

with these drums, is in charge of this business.
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Picture taUnn on the ocf.ision of tlie \ isit of Der Vcreiii .li i '"( lliil(.-o iiiid f ijnei Ou-niikcr ~ to Daily Chronicle

Paper Mills. Sittingbourne, Eng.. about ten years ago. (Courtesy of Mr. Fred Barnes, Shawinigan Falls). A
number of distinguished persons are shown in the group. Reading, left to right, one sees: Seated on grouml,

Pr. Wrede. silicate size expert. On chairs. Dr. Klemm, paper chemist: Dr. Henry P. Stevens, author of "The Papei-

Mill Chemist": Robert Donald, late editor London "Daily Chronicle"; Herr Schmidtmann; Frau Schmidtmann; Frank

Lloyd. Mgr. Dir. Edward Lloyd. Ltd.; Frau Ferenczi: Mr. Fifoot, Mgr. "News of the World"; Herr Ferenczi, editor

"Papier Zeitung"; the late Chas. S. P. Phillips, editor "The Paper Maker." London. Standing behind chairs: Freil

Barnes, chemist: . sub-editor "The Paper Maker"; . . two managing directors. "Konigsberger

Zellstoff Fabrik" and "Nonlcleutsfh Cellulose Palirik" (Tilsit); the late Clayton Beadle, author. "Chapters on Paper-

making." etc.. collaborator with Cross & Buran on "Cellulose": the late R. G. Hutchisoi. inventor of the Lloyd-

Hutchison drive for paper machines, used on Walmesley machines; R. W. Sindall, author of "Technology of Paper-

making." etc., etc., is the gentleman with the beard, standing at right of doorway, coat buttoned. Others in the

picture are members of the staff of Edward Lloyd. Ltd.. and others associated with the British and German pulp and

Iiaper industry.
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HOW JACK CANUCK HELPS UNCLE SAM.
The Now York Moruiug Sun. in a leadiufr editorial

article, under the caption 'Canada our trade jewel,"

savs

:

"What is this marvellous Canada, our next-door

neighbor and good friend, that it can come into our

markets, war times or peace times, and buy from us

as no other nation, population unit for population

unit, begins to do? Where is there another to be

prized by us as we should prize this staunch ally,

opulent "customer and near kin? How high is the

limit which shall be placed upon the value of the re-

lations between that country on the one side and our

country on the other side of a thin boundary line

stretchiugr nigh 3,000 miles from the Atlantic to the

Pacific?

While the war waged we were astounded at the

magnitude of Canada's part in it, with only some 10,-

000,000 inhabitants; at the men, the money, the sup-

plies Canada sent over: at the materials Canada took

from us to help keep the war machinery, the indus-

trial machinery, the business machinery of the Do-

minion driving at top speed. But here is the war

ended—ended four months ago; and what is Canada

still doing in our markets? Only more and better

than ever; that is all.

In January last year our exports to Canada went

beyond $50.300.000'; but in January this year they

topped $.55,700,000. How does that measure in our

international trade?

Well, compare : All Africa bought from us in Janu-

ary only nine millions of dollars against Canada's

ne'arlv fiftv-six millions of dollars. All Oceania took

from' us $27,400,000: aU South America $52,000,000.

All Asia, with many hundreds of millions of people,

bought from us only six and a half millions of dollars

more than Canada with its few millions of people.

Consider our exports to Canada for the seven

months of the fiscal year ending with January. In

the corresponding seven months preceding—all war

months—we sold to Canada goods amounting to

$428,700,000. That was huge. Yet in the corres-

ponding seven months ended with last January —
some four and a third of them war months, and

some two and two-thirds of them peace months—we
sold to Canada goods amounting to no less than $542,-

500,000.

Compare again: To all Africa our exports for the

seven months. $38,000,000; all Oceania, $123,000,000;

all South America, $337,300,000: all Asia, $475,400,-

000. Canada was sixty-seven millions of dollars high-

er than Asia and eighty-two millions of dollars high-

er than all Oceania and all South America' put toge-

ther.

Compare once more : In the seven months Canada
bought from us a quarter of a billion of dollars more

than Canada sold us. All Asia bought from us $195,-

000.000 more than all Asia sold us. All South Am-
erica bought from us $121,000,000 more than all

South America sold us. All Oceania bought from us

$10,000,000 more than all Oceania sold us. Africa, on

the other hand, sold us $6,000,000 more than all Africa

bought from us.

In that crown of our foreign trade, in truth. Can-

ada is the bright particular jewel. Not many years

will pass, we may be sure, before in our whole firma-

ment of international commerce Canada will be,

among all, the shining star."

Of course, it is gratifying to have all that to spend,

but couldn't a little of it be spent at home? We owe
the genial uncle a tidy account now, in spite of the

fact that he is our best customer also.

MANY NEW COMPANIES GRANTED CHARTERS.
TluTc have been an unusually lar^'o miuiher of

charters granted to new organizations durmg the

past few days. It would appear as if the printing

and publishing business is enjoying a large measure

of prosperity, while a number of concerns are think-

ing seriously of getting into the pulp wood and pulp

line.

A charter has been granted to the Thompson and

Heyland Lumber Co., Ltd., with a capital stock of

$40,000. and head offices in Toronto. Wide powers

are conferred upon the organization such as erecting,

building and dealing in building material, acquiring^

lands, mines, minerals, etc., to manufacture pulp and

paper; and to carry on business as manufacturers of

and dealers in logs, timber, pulp wood, lumber, shin-

gles, etc. The members of the company are James
Thompson. M.L.A., of Ilaveloek and Toronto; and E.

R. Heyland. of Toronto.

The Toronto Times, Ltd., has been incorporated with

capital stock of $500,000 and head offices in Toronio,

to print and publish newspapers, books, pamphlets,

magazines, and to carry on publishing, engraving,

lithographing, bookbinding, etc.

Another organization in the same line is the Char-

ters Publishing Co.. Limited, with a capital stock of

$30,000. and head offices in Brampton. The com-
pany is authorized to do a general printing business

and to publish weekly newspapers. Among the in-

corporators are Samuel Charters, M.P. ; J. E. Fuller-

ton, and Clarence V. Charters, all of Brampton ; and
Samuel Wilson, of Weston.
The Peoples Journal, Ltd., with capital stock of

$10,000, and headquarters in Toronto, has been grant-

ed a charter to start, acquire, establish and print

newspapers, journals and magazines, and to carry on
the general business of publishing.

A provincial charter has been taken out by Mathe-
son Products. Ltd.. with a capital stock of $100,000,

and head offices in Matheson, Ont. The company is

empowered to manufacture, purchase and acquire and
trade in all kinds of goods, and also carry on the
business of lumbering in all its branches, and to

manufacture and deal in logs, lumber, timber, wood
and pulp, and all kinds of natural products and by-
products thereof.

British Possessions Exploration Co., Ltd., with a
capital stock of $40,000, and headquarters in Toron-
to, has been formed. Among the powers conferred
are to carry on all kinds of exploration work and
business, and to manufacture, sell and deal in lum-
ber, logs, timber, pulpwood, and all other wood pro-
ducts.

Still another new organization is the Canadian Cork
Board Co., Ltd., with a capital stock of $100,000, and
headquarters in Toronto. The concern is authorized
to buy, sell and deal in all kinds of goods, wares and
merchandise.
Coming nearer home we find J. A. Daoust, of Ste.

Anne de Bellevue. P.Q., incorporated at $20,000 and
with general privileges, including the manufacture
and sale of pulp and pulpwood. Propinquity to the
office of the Pulp and Paper Magazine has nothing
to do with the matter, as far as we know.
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URGES PULP PRODUCTION IN FRANCE.
Following a report by M. Albert Crolard, the Gen-

eral Congress of Civil Engineers (France) has passed
a comprehensive resolution embodying the ensuing
points:

—

(1) That the production of cellulose pulp be develop-
ed in France as rapidly as possible, using home and
colonial resources, and that in the Peace negotiations
the authorities obtain from our Allies — the English
(Canada) and the Russians (Finland) — the establish-
ment of an export duty on their wood destined for
enemy countries (this dutv not being applicable to the
Allies).

(2) That more fir wood be supplied for the manu-
facture of paper through a more i-ational exploitation
of the forests under State control, especially by regu-
lating every year felling (as is done in several other
countries) according to the needs of various indus-
tries (State services, timber, carpentry, packing, paper
pulps, etc.), in order to avoid the jerks and surprises
of the market.

(3) That the manufacture of fir cellulose carried on
some years ago with firs of the Landes be resumed and
perfected.

(4) That with regard to the aspen and poplar (es-

pecially the poplar), great progress be made in their

production, following in this the example of Italy in

her cultivation of the poplar by rapid growth.
(5) That the attention of the Minister of Agricul-

ture be drawn to the great importance of this cultiva-

tion from the national point of vieM'.

(6) That the mechanical wood industr.y profit from
the development of electric power and utilize ration-

ally the amount disposable at certain hours of distri-

bution from centres of hydraulic power.

(7) That the production of alfa pulp be brought up,

as soon as possible, to high capacity, at a price which
will permit of its employment in the manufacture of

papers suitable to compete with those at present im-

ported into France and having the same properties,

reckoning on (a) the development which has taken
place owing to the war in factories making chemical
products (hypochlorite of soda) ; (b) the widest ex-

ploitation of alfa fields, taking all precautions for their

preservation and the organization of the raw material

market, by the Governments of Algeria, ]\Iorocco and
Tunisia; (c) the cheapest transport rates for N. Africa
and across the Mediterranean.

(8) That with regard to chemical straw, the fall in

the prices of chemical products produce the same aus-

picious development as for alfa.

(9) That the practical employ of Colonial fibres

be determined by industrial experiments which fulfil

the conditions necessary for their utilization (organi-

zation of the market at the loading place, transport,

stocks). In this connection, all researches for the Col-

onies, at present divided among various organizations,

should be centralized and completed so as to utilize

practically fibres coming alike from direct collection

and from the indirect waste products of industry.

(10) That the industrial study of all fibres be cen-

tralized in a single institute at once scientific and in-

dustrial in its organization ; that the Paper School of

Grenoble be fully developed (aided by State subsidies

and grants from interested groups) by undertaking

the manufacture of paper under the scientific direc-

tion of the Ministry of Public Instruction (Grenoble

T^niversity), and that the Paper School be officially

nominated to give information to the Ministries of

Commerce, Agriculture and the Colonies.
(11) That in this School every year indu.strial exper-

iments be made with fibres not yet utilized growing
ni France or her Colonies, using adequate quantities
and adopting varied methods of trituration in order to
demonstrate to experimenters the special qualities
of these papers, which for certain users, in spite of their
higher net cost, are capable of useful application.

HOW GOVERNMENT HELPED PAPER MILLS.
During his recent visit to Canada and the United

States, the Commonwealth and Victorian Governments'
printer placed orders for over £100,000 worth of print-
ing paper in about equal values in each country of
origin.

Before leaving Australia, the printer was supplied
by the Dept. of Trade and Commerce with an itinerary,
suggestions as to sources of supplies of particular
grades, and numerous letters of introduction to the
proprietors of Canadian mills.

The Department received some complimentary let-
ters from Canadian companies (who benefited bythese
orders) in recognition of the efforts made by the Trade
Commissioners Service to render practical assistance
to paper and other manufacturers in the Dominion.

If the initial bulk shipments are satisfactory, it is

anticipated that in future the Federal and State print-
ing offices in the Commonthwealth will, to a much
larger extent than hitherto, import a considerable por-
tion of their requirements from Canadian mills.

KINDS OF PAPER JAPAN WANTS.
^
Mr. A. E. Bryan, Canadian Trade Commissioner,

Yokohama, reports that there is a demand for nearly
all kinds of paper in Japan. The attention of those
firms wi.shing to find a market in Japan, is drawn to
trade inquiries Nos. 560-564, published in number 793
of the Weekly Bulletin.

For the information of Canadian paper mills, it may
be of interest to give the various paper sizes which are
mo.st acceptable to the trade

:

Book paper of all kinds, 25 by 37 or 31 by 43
Bonds, 18 by 33 (13 pounds up).
Greaseproof vegetable parchment, onion skin, etc

20 by 30.

Account book papers, 32 by 44.

Kraft papers, 36 by 48.

News comes in various sized sheets or rolls.

WOODPULP IN CUBA.
Cuba uses a considerable quantity of woodpulp. This

was supplied before the war chiefly by Norway, but
for the past two years Canada has been supplying part
of this demand, and with better shipping facilities,

should be able to secure a large share of this business.
There is no duty collected on woodpulp into Cuba.

NEW VICE-PRESIDENT, AM. PAPER EXPORTS.
Benjamin LeBree, Jr., until recently sales promo-

tion director of the Parsons Trading Company, has
become vice-president of the American Paper Ex-
ports, Inc., a combination for export trade of the
leading American paper manufacturers.

The Salmon Lake Drive and Boom A.ssociatioii,

Ltd., will probably erect a large wood and pulp
plant at Lac au Saumon, Quebec.
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Technical Section

MANY STUDENTS INTERESTED.
It is piiltiiijr ilif iiiiitt.M- oiuiMTvativi'ly to say that

the Canadian riiiversitios have never taken the inter-

est in the pulp and paper industry that has been

aroused by the action of the Technical Section. Last

week there was published on this page, a letter of

the secretarj-, annoimeing a nund)er of opportunities

for students to work in the mills during the summer.

Already more than 45 students have asked to be

placed. They come from Queens. MeGill, Toronto,

and Mount Allison, with British Columbia and oth-

ers still to be heard from. They come in swarms. Mr.

Dawe has had as many as 10 McGill .students call on

him in one day. Mr. Crossley, chairman of the Com-

mittee on Education, is assisting at Toronto. The

students often wish to go in pairs. They are really

in earnest about going into the work, and their en-

thusiasm is a rich promise for the future of the indus-

try. The students are mostly chemical engineers or

foresters. There seems to be a lack of appreciation

of the opportunities for mechanical and electrical en-

gineers on the part of both the university and the

mill.

The movement is by no means one-sided, in fact, it

can't be. The mills are showing a very keen inter-

est. Several mills find themselves only just able

to keep up with their agreement to take on returned

soldiers who want paper mill work. The Technical

Section wants to help this good work rather than hin-

der in any way by urging the student proposition, al-

though hoping the mills will consider the building

of a scientific foundation for the fnture. One mill

wants to see a scheme worked out whereby they can

make an arrangement to have a student return in

successive vacations, feeling that he would not be of

particular value above the ordinary workman the

first period, but. having found himself, would be of

special service in subsequent periods. The mill would
carefully watch the student group the first year, and
pick those who show promise and aptitude. An Am-
erican mill did this with students from the paper and
pulp department at the University of Maine, and was
quite pleased with the result. That was a private

arrangement. It is a Canadian idea to organize on an

association basis.

It is pleasant to note the progressiveness and wiP-

ingness to co-operate on the part of several of the

smaller mills, and a bit .surprising to see some of the

larger mills making little apparent effort to accom-
modate a few students in the organization. Perhaps
thev do not realize that sometimes it is better to give

a chemist or engineer a little experience in the office

or yard than in the laboratory or machine shop. We
have known of young men getting a very good idea

of materials from a .summer's work in the store room.
It is the atmosphere of the mill and the attitude or

the man that counts, more than the particular job he
is ]iiit at.

aiiuut a year ago, and the shaft was very badly bent

up. The niachine was down two days for repairs to

the drive, but due to the coupling giving way, no

harm was done to the engine. Otherwise it might have

taken nnicli longer, as the engine is made in Eng-

land.

The Pulp & Paper ^lagazine is also advised of a

ca.se at the St. Maurice Pulj) and Paper Co., where a

stone broke and jammed, and much valuable machin-

ery would have been damaged and time lost, had not

the flexible coupling saved the situation.

ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL
MEN.

The Local Committee of Arrangements for the

Spring Meeting of the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industry to be held in Buffalo, June

11-14, 1919, is now engaged in arranging details of

railroad transportation to Erie, Pa., and Buffalo,

N.Y., and planning for hotel accommodations, ban-

quets, luncheons and automobile transportation.

The assembly point or rendezvous for members on

the opening day of meeting, Wednesday, June 11, is

Erie, Pa., and not Buffalo, N.Y. Every member who
plans to attend the meeting should in the first place

.secure transportation to Erie, Pa., and arrange to

reach there early on Wednesday morning. A com-

mittee will be at the railroad .station to receive visi-

tors. During the stay of the members in Erie, they

will be the guests of the Hammermill Paper Com-
pany in an inspection of the extensive Hammermill
Bond plant, and at luncheon and dinner during the

day.

Special ears will be attached to the regular train

leaving Erie for Buffalo at 9 o'clock in the evening.

Buffalo is a two-hours' ride from Erie. It is expect-

ed that those who purpose attending the meeting will

arrange in advan^-p with any of the hotels named in

"Paper" for April 2. on page 22.

It is planned to hold two business or scientific ses-

sions in Buffalo on Thursday, June 12, and the day
^'ill close with a complimentary banouet for mem-
bers and their friends at the Hotel Statler, which will

be headquarters of the association during the meet-
ing. Numerous details of the program of meeting
have yet to be worked out. There are mill visitations

being planned for Fridav. June 13. but adequate and
timely announcement will he made from the Secre-
tary's office. An attendance of several hundred mem-
bers is looked for.

Paul Kelloeg. Larkin Companv. Buffalo, is chair-
man of the Local Committee of Arrangements; C. C.

Heritage, National Aniline & Chemical Company. Buf-
falo, is secretary for the United States program, and
E R. Low of the Beaver Board Company, Thorold.
Ont.. is secretary for the Canadian members. ; ,

A "WORD FOR FLEXIBLE COUPLINRS.
The paper machine of the Reauharnois ;\rill of ''^'

Howard Smith Paper Jlills is driven by a two cylin-

der vertical engine, set about midway of the vari-

pMe sneed shaft. It is connected to the shaft by flex-

ible band couplings. Something happened one day

The engine, shafting, and machines may be able
to do a full day's work; the shop or mill is filled with
operatives who are paid for doinar a full day's work:
a full day's work is expected—but after all. it is not
accomplished. The machines do not run to speed, or
improper delays occur, occasioned by too much "tak-
ing up" and repniring of helts.

(See also Page 404.)
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UNITED STATES NOTES

I

Government efforts to stabilize prices through the
Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce and
consequentlj' bring; a quicker if artificial adjustment
of business and industry to a peace basis have been
definitely set aside. There is believed to have been
a deeper significance than was generally believed in

a recent statement by Secretary Redfield to the effect

that he had joined with the Industrial Board in a cable

to President Wilson, asking whether the Industrial

Board should be discontinued. The sending of this

cable followed consideration of a formal opinion with
respect to steel prices and the methods adopted in

reaching the steel price agreement from Attorney-Gen-
eral Palmer. This opinion has never been made pub-
lic. While an official statement with respect to it

cannot be obtained, it is known that the opinion was
adverse to the methods employed because they run
counter in spirit if not in fact to the Sherman anti-

trust law and the Clayton act.

Permanent quarters have been opened at No. 1 Mad-
ison avenue, New York Cit.v, b.v the Bureau of En-
velope Manufacturers of America. The bureau was
formed three .years ago as a branch of the American
Envelope Manufacturers' Association for the purpose
of giving valuable service and help to manufacturers
of envelopes. Until recently the bureau had its head-

quarters in Kansas City, Mo. It. has a membership of

thirty manufacturers of envelopes and is rapidly

growing.

The T. S. Morris Company, of Madison, Wis., was
recently merged with the General Paper and Supply
Company, also of Madison. As a result of this con-

solidation which ensued following the death of Thomas
S. Morris, the General Paper and Supply Company is

considered one of the State of Wisconsin's largest

wholesale paper concerns. The capital stock has been
increased from $30,000 to $100,000. Leo. T. Crowley,

who has been identified with the General Paper and
Supply Company since 1910, becomes the consolidated

firm's president and treasurer. Milo C. Hagan will be

vice-president and George J. Sturm, secretary. The
business will be continued at the Morris plant, 714-16

Williamson street.

American Writing Paper Company preferred stock

has been strong on the markets of late on the belief

that the annual report, which will be issued soon, will

make a more favorable showing than in the previous

year. The report is expected to show about $10 earned

on the preferred shares, as compared with $1.20 earned

in 1917 and $20.20 earned in 1916.

The Paper Makers' Chemical Company, having com-

pletely outgrown its present quarters on Main street,

in Holyoke, Mass., and because of a shortage of satis-

factory sites in that city, will remove in the immediate

future to Williamansett, ju.st across the river from

Holyoke. This concern supplies the paper trade

throughout Connecticut and the eastern part of the

country with rosin, sizing and other chemicals neces-

sary for the making of paper. It located in Holyoke

about three years ago.

Papers of incorporation were filed last week at

Albany, N. Y., naming Max and Moses Bookspan, and

Samuel Goldstein, all of New York City, as the in-

corporators of the Uneeda Paper Box Company, capi-

talized at $5,000, which is to engage in the manufac-
ture of paper boxes.

At its first annual meeting, held in New York on
April 2nd, the Paper Traffic Association of New York,
elected as trustees for a term of two years Alfred Kinn,
of the J. E. Linde Paper Company; W. B. Murtha, of

the Harper Paper Company, and Mr. Dolge, of Henry
Lindemeyer & Sons. Paul E. Vernon, of Paul E. Ver-
non & Co., and Mr. Marquart, of Dill and Collins, were
elected for one year. Though it has been in existence

for less than a quarter of a year, the organization has
already been of considerable benefit and service to

those of its members who had matters of traffic to

bring to its attention. The present limited member-
ship, however, handicaps somewhat the activity of the

organization. With the accession of more members
and increased revenue it is expected that all of those

concerned in its activities can be benefited in a great

many more ways as regards the traffic situation. The
association headquarters are located at 150 Nassau
street.

George W. Millar & Co., a pioneer New York house
started in 1860 under the name of Mannahan & Millar,

has been taken over by a new corporation formed last

week, who, under a new plan whereby employees may
become stockholders, are going to continue the business

at the old address, 284 Lafayette street, and under the

old name of George W. Millar and Company. The
new corporation includes in its directorate W. D. Ma.v,

Leslie W. May, and W. D. May, jr., who in 1910 bought
out the Millar interests. The new officers of the firm
are as follows: W. D. May, chairman of the board of

directors; J. C. Mallalieu, president and general man-
ager; F. W. Bascom, 1st vice-president; J. F. Levens,

2nd vice-president ; L. W. May, treasurer ; W. D. May,
jr.. assistant treasurer, and 0. D. Hyde, secretary. It

is said that many of the employees have alread.v availed

themselves of the privilege of becoming stockholders.

A well-known paper-maker writes: "I wish you
could prevail on the Paper-makers' Association to

really get a move on with regard to some practical

scheme for improving the technical knowledge of the

rising generation of paper-makers. As you said, sir,

recentl.v — what is needed is a strong hand. Perhaps
also something might be done in the direction of de-

termining what can be done on commercial lines in the

direction of ascertaining what class of papers hither-

to made in enemy countries can be made in Great Bri-

tain and Ireland. If paper-makers could meet and
franklv discuss the subject, something useful might
be achieved.—W.P.T.R.

HYDROPLANES FOR FOREST PATROL.
The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association has urged

the Government to meet the request of the Government
of Quebec for the loan of two Hydro-aeroplanes for

Forest Patrol service. This matter is now being taken

up by the Department of Naval Affairs with the Gov-
ernment of Quebec, with a view to making satisfactory

arrangements for such a service.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

IlX-0. Soda pulp maniifacture, E. Sutermeister. Pulp

fe^ftptT. 17, No. !i. 10. 11. 1:2, pp. 215, 243, 263, 298

(m£i\),—lu i-austifiziiif,' with lime, the more dilute

t5"h6oda ash solution, the more efficient the process,

liffireased pressure or temperature do not increase

this efficiency. Desirable limes .should be high in

available calcium oxide, and settle quickly. The best

test is a practical one on a laboratory scale. High

causticity results in distinct money savings. Instead

of siphoning off the clear liquor after causticizing,

filter presses may be used. It is claimed that their

use gives increased efficiency in -washing the sludge

and as much as 66';'c increase in the amount of clear

liquor obtained. A continuous process using the Dorr

thickener is giving satisfaction in some cases.

Lime mud can be reburned, using kilns of the ce-

ment burning type at a cost of $2.00 to $2.25 per

ton. Using gas fuel 37o of impurities reducing the

causticising power 2% and using powdered coal 6%
of impurities reducing the causticising power as much

as 18<^ are introduced into the lime for each passage

through the kiln. Between 70 pounds and 130 pounds

steam pressure, an increase of 10 pounds reduces the

yield about 2^ . Between 40 gm. NaOH per liter and

80 gin. NaOH per liter each increase of 10 gm. per

liter reduces the yield by about 17c. The amount of

bleach used increases very rapidly until 26^0 caustic

is added, and then the rate of increase rapidly dim-

inishes. The yield decreases as the per cent caustic

increases, but at a steadily diminishing rate. The

use of 2r,% soda ash in place of 25*^! caustic hardly

softens the chips. The yield decreases and the bleach

consumption increases as the cooking time increases.

With a 14% caustic consumption, the chips are mere-

ly softened, between 14% to 19.5% consumption there

is the transition to commercial fibre, while with over

19.5% cellulose is destroyed.

It has been suggested to use black liquor in dilut-

ing strong caustic with the object of protecting the

fibre. If 9% of the total volume is black liquor, the

bleach required increases from 8.4% to 10.1%, and

the yield is increased 3 to 4%. A greater volume does

not give increased yield. The use of 0.1 to 0.2% of

sulphur may increase the yield as much as 2%. de-

pending on the kind of wood used. From cooks of

resinous woods, turpentine can be recovered from

the blow-off gases, and methyl alcohol, nitrogen

bases, and acetone when poplar is used.

Soda pulp digesters are unlined steel shells, the

seams being either welded or riveted, either horizon-

tal rotary or .stationary vertical, having a capacity

of from three to fifteen cords. The heating may be

either direct or indirect, and the circulation natural,

forced by outside pumps, or induced by inside steam

jets. Steam consumption for about the first half

hour is at the rate of from 2,000 to 2,500 pounds per

hour per cord, dropping rapidly until at the end of

about two hours it is only 10 per cent of this value.

Total steam consumption is 2.000-2.400 lbs. per cord, be-

ing larger the smaller the digester. Rotaries require

more floor space, but less height than vertical diges-

ters, about the same power, more steam owing to their

smaller size, and much more time to blow and re-

charge.—R. C.

K-6. Production of paper pulp from papyrus. H. H.
."^pieer. London, from J. Wells. Cairo. Egvpt. Eng.
Pat. 120,086. J.S.C.I. 38, No. 1. —Papyrus is thor-

oughly dried and matured, for instance, by storage

for 1 year, and then crushed between rollers; the

crushed material is boiled for 4-8 hours, in open pans

with water and 25-30',; of its weight of lime, and

treated mechanically for the separation of the fibres.

Siulan papyrus yields about 36% fibre. Alternative-

ly, the inner fibre and pith alone may be treated by
this process.—1). E. S.

K-12. Suction couch rolls. L. JI. Blyth, Leith. Eng.

Pat. 120.147. .1. S. ('. I., 38, No. 1.—A suction couch

roll is composed of a central solid roller and an outer

perforated cylinder, which is supported concentric

with the solid roller by means of intermediate roll-

ers, which revolve in bearings on the end frames. The
central roller and outer cylinder are positively driv-

en in opposite directions, and the intermediate roll-

ers revolve by frictional contact with the driven

parts of the apparatus, etc.—D. E. S.

K-12. Suction boxes. W. A. Murrav and C". E. Put-

nam, Chisholm, lie. U. S. Pat. 1,280,524. J. S. C. I.,

38, No. 1.—In a Fourdrinier machine, several suc-

tion-boxes are coupled together and the whole set is

connected with a mechanism for imparting to it a

unitary reciprocating movement in the direction of

the travel of the wire.—D. E. S.

K-12. Method and machine for making paper. C.

E. Pope. Springfield. Mass., assignor to Great North-

ern Paper Co. U. S. Pat. 1,279,756. J. S. C. I., 37,

No. 24.—To remove the paper web from the paper-

making wire at the beginning of the operation of the

machine or after a break, a narrow strip of the pa-

per is formed at one edge of the wire, and two oppo-

sitely directed transverse jets of air are directed

against the two edges of the strip at the point where
the strip leaves the wire, so as to meet behind the

strip. The adhesion of the strip of paper to the wire

is thus broken at this point, and the strip deflected

from the roller so as to fall on to the press roll felt.

—

D. E. S.

K-12. The determination of loss of steam from
driers. B. M. Baxter. Pulp & Paper. 17, No. 7, page
159 (1919).—The return from the driers is piped to

weighing tanks, a cold water connection being made
between driers and tanks so that all steam in the re-

turn may be condensed. The temperature of the

steam, of the cold water and of the mixture is de-

termined, together with the amount of cold water
used. From this data the loss in pounds of steam can
be computed.—R. C.

K-14. Knives for paper cutting machines, Niel

Gray, Jr. Pulp & Paper, 17, No. 9, p 221 n919).—
Simple tests to determine whether a knife is right or

not. together with directions for sharpening, are

given.—R. C.

K-14. Means for imparting surface finish to paper.
H. P. Howe. Steep Falls, assignor to Eastern Mfg. Co.

r. S. Pat. 1.278.659. J. S. C. I., 37, No. 24.— The ma-
chine comprises a pair of curved finishing plates co%'-

ered with linen fabric, which is maintained under
tension on the convex surface of each plate. The
curved plates are oscillated in tangential contact with
each other between a pair of calendar rolls. Means
are provided for feeding sheets of paper between the
two oscillating plates and for stacking them in a re-

ceiving box after passing between the rolls.—D. E. S.

K-17. The manufacture of book papers from wood
fibres, A. O. Bowness. Pulp & Paper, 17. No. 8. p. 195.

(1919).—A general discussion of the manufacture of
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all-wood book papers is given, including remarks un-

der the headings of bleaching, beating, sizing, color-

ing and loading, and machine operation.—R. C.

K-18. Water and fire-resisting fibre-board. A. M.
Clapp, Marblehead, a.ssignor to The Metalite Co.,

Amesbury, Mass. U. S. Pat. 1,280,400. J. S. C. I., 38,

No. 1. (See Pulp & Paper, p. 297).—D. E. S.

K-18. Method of filling and indurating porous ma-
terial. W. V. Lander, Newton, Mass., assignor to Gen-

eral Indurating Corp. U. S. Pat. 1,278,943. J. S. C. I.,

38, No. 1. (See Pulp & Paper, p. 297).—D. E. S.

K-13. Manufacture of acid and weatherproof pa-

per. Heddernheimer Kupferwerk and Suddeutsche

Kabelwerke, A-G., Abt. Sudeutsche Kabelwerke in

Mannheim. German Pat. 307,867. J. S. C. I., 37, No.

24.—An oxidising agent such as red lead or the like

is incorporated with the pulp and the dry finished pa-

per is subsequently impregnated with a drying oil,

which is oxidized in the paper to a coherent protec-

tive layer capable of resisting acids and moistures.
—D. E. S.

K-23. Process for waterproofing fibrous material.

B. F. Bovard, Winona, Minn. U. S. Pat. 1,280,954.

J. S. C. I., 38, No. 1.—The material is immersed in a

solution of saponified linseed oil and casein until the

fibres are thoroughly saturated ; the excess moisture

is then removed by squeezing and the material is im-

mersed in a solution of an aluminum compound, and
finally dried.—D. E. S.

L-4. Rendering porous vessels impervious to fluids.

G. H. Hadfield, Mitcham, and A. E. Bowtree, Sut-

ton, Surrey, Eng. Eng. Pat. 120,410. J. S. C. I., 38,

No. 1.—In making the joint between the sides and
ends of the vessel, one or both of the surfaces to be

united are previously coated with a composition simi-

lar to that which is to be used for making the porous
portions impervious, and the parts are joined before
the composition has dried. The vessel, consisting for

instance, of a paper or cardboard tube with metal
caps or rings at the ends, is then mounted on a re-

volving s\ipport, and a little of the melted composi-
tion is poured in. The vessel is rotated on a horizon-
tal axis at a sufficiently high speed to cause the cen-

trifugal force to overcome the effect of gravity on
the portions of the fluid, which for the time being
are vertically above the axis of rotation. Corrections
for error in centering the vessel are partly overcome
by the distribution of some of the fluid by means of

a brush, to the interior.—D. E. S.

M-4. The application of power in the newsprint in-

dustry. John Stadler. Pulji & Paper, 17, No. 5, p.

Ill (1919).—Where direct connection is possible a
rigid coupling is the best, provision being made to

take care of trifling bearing level differences by the
flexure of the shaft. Such a connection is not de-
sirable if the machine driven causes severe vibration.

Geared drives for electric motors are not recommend-
ed owing to difficulty in caring for them and to vi-

bration set up. Chain drives, best run in oil, are sat-

isfactory if sudden changes in load are not made.
Belts are silent, do not transmit vibration, and tend
to throw off on sudden overload. Rope drives are
not usually applicable to motor drives on account of
excessive rope speed.—R. C.

M-6. Distribution of electrical power in pulp and
paper mills. E. B. Wardle, Pulp & Paper, 17, No. 10, p.
2.37 (1919).—A very complete sketch of power dis-

tribution as computed by the Laurentide Company is

given. Total power was about 21,000 H.P. in 1917.

Grinders producing about twenty tons per day used

from 55 to 65 H.P. per ton. ' The newsprint ma-
chines averaged 7.8 H.P. per ton. The whole ground-

wood department averaged 73.12 H.P., the sulphite

department, 8.69 H.P., and the newsprint department
12.19 H.P. per ton of product.—R. C.

P-2. Educational campaign. Paper Mill, 42,j^No. 9,

p. 18 (1919).—A complete' account is given -ef the .

proposed course for paper and pulp makers recently

submitted by the committees on vocational education

of the Technical Association of Canada, and the

United States.—R. C.

P-2. Progress of the Typothetae's three-year pro-

gram, E. T. Miller. Paper IMill, 42, No. 7, p. 2 (1919).

—It is proposed to work out a standard cost-finding

system and standard courses in salesman.ship, estim-

ating, accounting, and business administration.—R.C.

P-2, R-6. Intensive training and management. W.
0. Lichtner. Paper Mill, 42, No. 11, p. 10 (1919).—R.C.

R-5. Raw materials needed by French paper mills.

Pulp & Paper, 17, No. 11, p. 259 1919), A. Janot, Paper
Mill, 42, No. 8, p. 10 (1919).—Data is given on French
imports and exports of paper making raw materials.

—R. C.

R-5. Report of the National Paper Bureau on the
needs of the French paper industry during the first

five years after peace is declared. (Rapport de I'Of-

fice National des Papiers sur les besoins de la Pape-
terie francaise en matieres premieres au cours des
cinq annees qui suivront la signature de la paix.) Le
Papier, 21, p. 185 (1918).—France will need to im-
port annually at least 850,000 steres of wood (1 stere=
35.31 cu ft. about Vl cord), between 40,000 and 50,-

000 tons of waste paper, 100,000 to 150,000 tons of

alfa, 200,000 tons of mechanical pulp, 250,000 tons of

chemical pulp, 70,000 tons of kaolin. It can supply
its own needs for cotton and woollen rags and straw.
60,000 to 70,000 H.P. would suffice to manufacture
all the mechanical i)ulp imported, and 25,000 H.P. for
the chemical pulp imported. The industry can sup-
ply all domestic requirements, but there will prob-
ably be little or no exportation for some time, with
the possible exception of the very highest grade pa-
pers.—A. P. C.

R-5. Report on the resources and economic needs
of France in the post bellum period, and on the
changes to be made in the tariff protecting the paper
industry. (Rapport sur les ressources at besoins eco-
nomiques de la France au lendemain de la guerre et
sur les modification a apporter au tarif douanier pro-
tegeant les industries du papier). Le Papier, 21, p.

188 (1918).—The French paper industry demands
that a special duty be placed on all wood exported
from Allied countries to the Central States, and on
all pulp imported by Allied countries from the Cen-
tral States, and also that the tariff be raised on chemi-
cal pulp imported into France, but not on mechanical
pulp.—A. P. C.

R-7. Making work attractive. R. B. Wolf. Pulp &
Paper, 17, No. 5, p. 99, No. 7, p. 165 (1919).—Further
particulars are given concerning the standardization
of processes and output in a news mill and of the
methods u.sed to arouse the interest and secure the
co-operation of the workers.—R. C.

R-0. The Russian paper industry. Le Papier, 21,
p. 197 (1918).—Notes on the developments of paper-
making in Ru.ssia since the 16th century. Report pre-
sented in 1916 to the Paper Committee' in Petrograd
by G. R. Saellmann. —A. P. C.
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the veteran steward of the ^Methodist Book and Pub-
lishing House, Toronto, and a director of the Toronto
Paper Jlfg. Co., will sympathize with him in the death
of his wife, who passed away last week, aged 73 years.

She was the daughter of the late William Clarke, of

Melbourne, Australia, and while visiting relatives in

Montreal with her mother over fifty years ago Mrs.

Briggs first met her husband. The deceased was very

prominent iu church work, and besides her husband
leaves one son, A. W. Hriggs, of the legal firm of Briggs

and Frost, who is secretary of the Toronto Paper Mfg.

Co. Dr. Briggs is now in his eighty-third year and
has been Steward of the Methodist Book Room for

forty years.

The offices of the Grand Division of the Canadian
Brotherhood of Railroad Employees have been trans-

ferred from Halifax to Ottawa, and the Canadian Rail-

road Employees Monthly, which is the official pub-

lication of the Brotherhood, will, .starting with the is-

sue in May, be published from Ottawa. The typo-

graphical appearance of the paper will be greatly im-

proved and increased printing facilities be at the dis-

posal of the publishers.

Howard A. Casey, of Holyoke, Mass., who repre-

sents the Crocker-ilcElwain Co., manufacturers of

writing papers, was in Montreal and Toronto recently,

calling upon the trade.

Arthur Lucas, representing Robert Fletcher & Son,

Limited, Manchester, Eng., who are the proprietors of

the Kearsley Paper Works, Stoneelough, was a late

visitor to the trade in Montreal and Toronto, and his

many old friends were pleased to greet him. His trip

is to assist in the reconstruction of trade and the re-

newal of pre-war relations of his firm with their Can-

adian customers.

H. M. Thome, secretary-treasurer of the Canada
Paper Co., Montreal, is spending a holiday in the south

and visiting various points of interest.

Sir Charles Gordon, of Montreal, who is a director

of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., has gone on a visit

to England, accompanied by Lady Gordon.

I. H. Weldon, of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., Tor-

onto, and his wife, are spending a few days at Hot
Springs, Virginia.

Alex. Buntin. of Buntin, R«id Co., Toronto, and

family, are spending a few weeks at Atlantic City.

Joseph Kilgour, of Kilgour Bros., Toronto, who has

been for several weeks in the simny south, has returned

home.

John Martin, of the John Martin Co., Winnipeg,

is now at Atlantic City, where he hopes to regain his

health, which has been very poor for many months.

N. G. Czowski. of Montreal, general manager of the

Canada Box Board Co., was in Toronto last week on

his return from a biisiness trip to New York City.

The many friends of R. S. Waldie, of Toronto, Presi-

dent of theToronto Paper Mfg. Co., are congratulating

him on the recent advent of a son and heir in his family.

John Kashkofsky, who was a member of the staff of

E. PuUan, Toronto, and went with the Canadian Ex-

|ic(lit iiiiiary l-'oi'^'r lo Silici-in. Ir.i^ rrlurrinl lidiuf and
will resume his former duties with the firm. Mr.
Siegal, who was manager of the Hamilton branch of

the firm before he enlisted, will also be back to Tor-
onto in the near future.

W. E. Smallfield, former President of the Canadian
Press Association, and proprietor of the Renfrew Mer-
cury, which has been in the control of one family
for nearly half a century, has sold the .journal to W.
R. Davies, late of the Herald, Thamesville, Ont., who
in turn has disposed of his publication to Ross Mc-
(iuire. son of William McGuirc. postmaster of Tilson-

burg and publisher of the Tilsonburg Liberal. Mr.
Davies is a former Chairman of the Ontario and Que-
bec division of the Canadian Press Association.

A. P. Costigane, of Toronto, Safety Engineer of the
Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' A.ssociation, spent a

few days last week in Hawkesbury, Ont., at the plant
of the Rinrdon Pulp and Paper Co., and reports that

active work undertaken in the interest of the Safety
movement is receiving every encouragement and sup-

port at the mill.

The plant of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. at Corn-
wall, after being closed do\iTi for the past two weeks
during which repairs were being made to the Corn-
wall canal, resumed operations on Jlonday. The
equipment was thoroughly overhauled during the

shut-down.

J. E. Savard, who for several years was on the sell-

ing staff of the Canada Paper Co. in Montreal, but
for a considerable period has been with Joseph For-

tier. Limited, manufacturing stationers, ilontreal, died

very suddenly while at work on Saturday. He was
well known in the paper trade and leaves a wife and
large family.

A meeting of those who are favorable to a manu-
facturing clause being inserted in the copyright bill

now before the Senate was held in Toronto this week.
Dan A. Rose is the chairman of the committee having
the manufacturers' end in hand.

A CLEVER ADVERTISEMENT,
An enterprising and unique bit of advertising was

carried out recentl.v by a Toronto department store and
a local .journal. One page of the daily had printed

on one side of it a large advertisement of seasonable

wall paper of a pretty chintz pattern suitable for a

bedroom. On the reverse side was a sample in colors

of the special range offered. Rolls of the hang-

ing paper were run off on the rotary press and on
the pattern side were single lines at top and bottom
giving the name of the firm and the price. The innova-

tion aroused much interest among house-wives who are

naturally thinking a great deal these days of spring

decoration.

Care shmald be taken to let belts run free and easy,

so as to prevent the tearing out of the lace holes; it

also prevents the rapid wear of the metal bearings.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.
Toronto, April 21.—Bujsiness with all the juills con-

tinues very fair, and newsprint plants are exception-

ally busy. Advertising has never been better with

the big daily and also the weekly papers than it has

liuriug the present Eastertide, and this has kept up

the demand. Newspaper publishers are interested in

the proposed legislation which Hon. Rodolphe Le-

mieux has introduced at Ottawa, whereby public

journals may be compelled to disclose the names of

their owners. This law has been prevalent in the

United States for some years, and it is stated that

the arguments in its favor are as valid in Canada as

the.y are across the border. A number of leading

journals have favorably commented upon the pro-

posed legislation and contend that the readers of the

press have a right to know whether it is an untram-

meled organ of opinion or the mouthpiece of special

interests. One leading exponent of public thought
avers that such a law would blow away a cloud of

suspicion that has gathered around the press through

attacks which are, with scarcely an exception, ground-

less. During the last parliamentary election the

statement was made by certain public men that the

big daily journals were bought tip, or otherwise in-

fluenced financially, to take up the Unionist cause.

This is a slander on the dignity and unimpeachable
character of the leading mediums in the Dominion.
The allegations have been of such a broad, general

character that individual publishers have not been
able to get at those making the charges. Had they
been .specific the caluminators would have had to

face proceedings in the courts.

Business with book and writing mills is good, and
tissue and toilet plants are also kept active. One
leading manufacturer in the latter line stated this

week that he could get enough export orders alone if

he wanted to accept them to keep his mill going. The
producers are looking after home interests first, the

same as they did during the war, and if export facili-

ties open up in the way of tonnage the.y Avill be able

to take aboard considerable in that direction. Prices
are holding firm and, with the revival of business on

the other side of the border, there is a better feeling

prevailing throughout the trade. It is felt that the

coming summer will be a busy one, and from this out

there is bound to be more business going. Commer-
cial houses and jobbers who have been hanging back,

have now found that prices are not going to come
down and that wages will not fall, and, therefore, the

idea of a decided drop in quotations is slowly but

surely being bani.shed.

Paper box factories are getting busier and report

some nice orders, while box board mills are kept go-

ing to capacity, and more orders have been received

during the past few weeks than for a long time pre-

vious.

There has been appearing in the press a great deal

started on the other side, to have the embargo on

Crown lands pulp wood removed, so that the wood
from these limits would not have to be turned into

pulp or paper in the Dominion, but could be shipped

across the border in its raw state. Thus a blow would
be dealt at the upbuilding of the pulp and paper in-

dustry in Canada. The Dominion is now supplying

American publishers with about 33 per cent of the

newsprint which they use annually, whereas ten years

ago the export busines.s in that line was practically

nothing. The result of the embargo placed on the

export of pulp wood from Crown lands is that there

are to-day full.y a dozen big pulp and paper concerns

doing business on a large scale which would never

have been brought into existence, had it not been for

the wise provision adopted by the provinces of On-
tario, Quebec and New Brunswick. The story that

there is going to be some amendment to the non-ex-

port regulation is revived every nov and then, but

those who are in a position to know take no serious

stock in the rumors. It might be well to let sleeping

dogs lie, as the opinion prevails that, if much more
is heard along this line, the agitation may gain an on-

ward sweep, and, the situation may be reversed.

Instead of removing the embargo it may be

made to apply to private lands as well. In fact, such

a step would have been taken long ago, had it not

been for the opposition of the rural representatives

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo/^ murray h,ll. new YORK
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and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.



4ns

ill the lejrisiatures, wlio have put up a powerful plea

in behalf of the private owner or settler, eonteiuliii';

that he would be at the merey of the home market,

and would have to sell his wood at a prreatly redueetl

priee.

A leading pulp wood firm in Quebee stated this

week that the quantity of wood eut by settlers in that

provinee duriiifr the past season would be approxim

ately 20 per eent less than a year ago. There had

been a eonsiderable fallinfr off in the demand owing

to the pulp mills being rather quiet sinee the signing

of the armistice. Although this should have the ef-

fect of lowering prices, it is considered that such will

be only temporary. The pulp business is expected

to be revived at an early date, and is sure to come

to its own. Prices are holding firm, and the outlook

gets better all the while. No one has any fear but

That the future of the industry is assured, and while

orders are cnming a little more freely than they were,

there is still much room for improvement. In ground

wood buying is slow, but sales are being made in lim-

ited quantities. Some shipments of sulphite pulp

have gone forward during the past week. With the

opening of navigation on the St. Lawrence and the

Welland Canal there is expected to be considerable

improvement in the shipping situation from this on

in the matter of bottoms to carry cargoes.

In the rag and paper stock market there has been

a drop in prices on most lines, and while conditions

are a little brighter than they have been for some

time, it is only the cheaper grades of paper .stock

that are in active demand. The more expensive lines

are showing somewhat more life than recently, but

conditions might be much improved. In rags, requisi-

tions are more numerous than they were, and there

are some calls for flocks and satinettes.

Toilet papers in Western Canada have been reduced

considerably, and now the discount is 35 per cent in-

stead of 25, f.o.b. mill.

A notice has been sent out by the Canadian Paper

Trade Association that the packings adopted by tis-

sue mills have not been uniform, and that the use of

the forty ream bale did not coincide with the resale

price of" fifty reams. The tissue mills were con.sulted,

and a new "system of packing has been adopted that

will be more convenient to the jobber. It has been

decided by the mills that hereafter ti.ssues are to be

packed in" five, ten, twenty and fifty ream bales, and

it is thought the adoption of these packings will meet

the situation.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $.3.75

No. 1 soft white shavings $3.25

White Blanks $1-00

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.20

No. 1 magazine $1.40

No. 1 book stock $1.20

No. 1 manilas $2.00

No. 1 print manila 90c

Folded news 70c

Over-issue news 80e

Kraft $3.00

No. 1 clean mixed paper.s 60e

No. 1 shirt cuttings 8c

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 7i/^e

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings 6%e
No. 1 blue overall cuttings 6e

Bleached shoe clip 6V>e
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White cotton hosiery cuttings 'C

Light colored hosiery cuttings '•••; •••.•6^

New light flannellette cuttings .. .." . ,^. \. ...Be
•

No. 2 white shirt cuttings .7e
.

City thirds and blues (repacked) 2%C;
Flock and satinettes ,^^.l^^;
Tailor rags xm

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, April 19. — Demand for the various

grades of paper has been fairly consistent, but of

limited proportions this week. Merchants as a rule

report doing a moderate business, but say that con-

sumers are still noticeably restricting their buying,

confining orders to supplies directly needed and show-

ing no disposition to anticipate their requirements

ahead. Prices continue to sag on most grades, al-

though there has been no drastic recession. A new
factor has entered into the situation, making for easi-

ness in value. Wood-pulp has commenced to decline,

with the result that paper manufacturers no longer

have the high cost of raw material as an argument
for the maintenance of prices on their finished product.

Then, too. there are certain paper makers who are

cutting prices apparently in an effort to stimulate buy-

ing, feeling no doubt that the nearer normal prices

reach the greater freedom buyers will exercise. Wheth-
er action on the producers' part in lowering prices is

accomplishing the desired result is questionable. In-

dications are that it isn't, that rather than inducing

consumers to increase the scope of their buying, it is

causing them to be more cautious in their purchasing

operations.

The cheaper grades of paper, such as newsprint

and the lower qualities of book paper, are moving into

consuming channels in comparatively good volume.

This is due primarily to the increased volume of ad-

vertising publishers are receiving and the resultant

larger consumption of paper. It is quite apparent,

however, that even consumers of these descriptions of

paper are pursuing a most conservative policy and
are absorbing only siich supplies as they need from
week to week. There is nevertheless a sufficient

amount of buying being done not only to sustain

prices, but to give them a strong tone, which condition

is in direct contrast to the easiness existing in other

grades. Newsprint is firm, with mills receiving the

full fixed prices on contract shipments. Side runs

are commanding attractive prices, while transient buy-

er? are finding it necessary to meet the figures quoted
to obtain supplies. Book paper is selling at between
8.00 and 8.50 cents per pound for super and around
8.00 cents for machine finished.

It is a difficult matter to report accurate prices

on fine papers. Quotations are being changed so fre-

quently that prices are different every day and manu-
facturers seem less hesitant to reduce prices in their

anxiety to secure business. Tissi;es have eased off

slightly. No. 1 white is offered in at least some quart-

ers at as low as $1.00, while No. 2 white is available

at 90 cents. Wrappings are in restricted demand and
prices irregular. Around 7.50 cents a pound on No. 1

kraft wrapping is the basis generally quoted, though
indications are purchases could be made at lower levels.

The market for boards is moderately firm. Buying,

while not voluminous, is steady, and there is_ consider-

able more activity than was in view a short while ago.
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Prices vary to a marked extent, but $40 per ton for

I'liili and $4:i to $;iO for news board are representative
(liKitaliiiiis nauu'd liy mills.

Ground Wood.—No perceptible ex])ansion in the de-

mand for mechanical pulp has occurred this week, and
the market remains in very much the same position

previously reported. Sales have been scattered and
have involved limited tonnages as a rule, for consum-
ers have confined their orders solely to pulp needed
for direct use. Prices are maintained, with about $26
per ton at the frrindin^ mill in the East being the most
common quotation made. Reports that Canatliau grind-
ers are shipping sid)stantial amounts of groundwood to

Knglaud have a sustaining influence on the market
here, for it is felt that the export movement from the

Dominion will effect the removal of much of the sur-

plus supply across the border, and that when demand
increases iuiyers will not find the acciiniulation that

it is liflii'\t'(l they think exists.

Chemical Pulp.—Reaction in foreign pulp prices has
been the leading feature of the M-eek in the pulp mar-
ket. Certain importing firms have cut prices on spot

supplies of sulphite and kraft to a marked degree, and
Scaiulinavian pulp is now being offered at lower prices

than for a long time. In fact, prices on dock stocks

have been reduced to below the cost of replacement
on the other side, which of course makes for an un-

healthy market condition. Foreign unbleached sul-

phite has sold at 4.00 cents per pound ex dock, not-

witlistanding the assertions of importers that it costs

considerably more than this figure to bring piilp over

from Sweden under prevailing conditions at a profit.

Scandinavian kraft pulp is selling at $80 a ton al-

though it is stated on high authority that pulp of this

class cannot be replaced at present for less than $90.

Foreign bleached sulphite is available in limited par-

eels at 8.00 to 8.25 cents per pound, and imported easy
bleaching sulphite at 4.50 cents. Domestic grades are

holding up fairly well in price, but the decline in im-

ported pulp naturally has a softening influence, and
sales have been recorded at lower figures. Domestic
bleached is quoted all the way from 5.00 to 6.00 cents

per pound at the pulp mill. One of the chief producers
is still asking the latter price, while sales have been
made of No. 1 bleached of good quality at 5.50 cents,

and of No. 2 grade at 5.00 cents. Unbleached sul-

phite of news grade is quoted at $65 to $70 a ton and
easy bleaching at $80 to $90, while domestic kraft is

selling at around $70.

Rags.—The market for rags contiiuies in a more or

less comatose state. Demand shows little or no im-

provement, and apparently the only thing holding
prices on jjrevailing levels is the high cost of collection

and sorting and the resultant refusal of dealers to

lower their asking figures. Representative members of

the sujtply trade insist that they cannot produce ma-
terial to sell at prices below those they now are quot-

ing, and seem determined to get the prices wanted or
else not to do business. Pajier manutacturers, on the

other hand, seem to be in no immeiliate need of fresh

supj)lies and are keeping out of the nuirket excepting
for occasional jnirchases of small lots. Repacked thirds

and blues are chiefly called for, and are selling to

manufacturers at between 3.00 and 3.25 cents f.o.b.

New York, depending on the quality of packing and
the amount involved. White rags are noticeably ne-

glected, and ol'ferings of No. 1 repacked whites at 5.50

cents New York, No. 1 miscellaneous packing at 4.75

cents and street soiled whites at 3.00 cents are report-

ed. The situation in roofing material is extremely
dull. Felt mills evince little or no interest and very
few rags are being shipped. Prices have worked down
to levels where packers cannot hope to break even in

producing stock, and there seems little reason to doubt
that once constimers resume buying they will neces-

sarily have to grant better prices to bring out sup-

plies. New rags are moving mainly elsewhere than to

manufacturers of paper, and are nominal in price.

Reports are heard of sales of No. 1 white shirt cut-

tings for export at around 10.00 cents per pound, but
there is some question that business in this connection
is actually being done.

Paper Stock.—Low grades of old paper continue to

move into consuming channels in comparatively large

quantity, while mills still evince a lack of worth while

interest in the better qualities. No. 1 mixed paper
features the demand at present, and board manufac-
turers freely offer betwcpn 45 and 50 cents per hun-
dred pounds f.o.b. New York. Folded newspapers are

in less call than they have been recently and prices

are off a bit, sales being reported at 50 to 55 cents

at the point of shipment. Manilas are quiet, while
buying interest in kraft paper is cooled to a marked
extent. Shavings are almost unsalable in any siz-

able quantity and qiiotations are rapidly dropping.

No. 1 soft white shavings can now be purchased at 2.75

to 3.00 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, while No. 1

hard whites are offered at around 4.00 cents.

Bagging and Rope.—A firm market situation pre-

vails for old nianila rope, and reports are heard of

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams : "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the
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sales to mills up to 4.50 cents a po\iiul f.o.b. New York,

thoup;h iiulieations are most of the business passingr

is bein>r done at slifjhtly lower figures. Scrap bagging

is quotably steady and in restricted demand. Im-

portant consumers are doing little buying, and current

orders seldom call for more than a carload or two at

a time. Prices arc at a basis of about 2.25 cents per

pound New York for No. 1 scrap bagging, free from

tender.

HANDLING CUTTERS IN CANADA.
Followiuji till' rccfiit iiiiiMiuiic-riiifhi lliat a combina-

tion of the Scybold Jlachinc Co. and the Oswego .Mach-

ine Works, readers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine will

be interested to know that the Toronto Type Koundry

Co. have been appointed direct selling agents in Can-

ada for Seybold paper cutting machines, threc-knifc

book trimmei-s, die presses, corner cutters, automatic

knife grinders, etc. : also for Oswego automatic rapid

production cutters, Brown & Carver cutters, and On-

tario cutters.

A SHAVED OFF BUSINESS CARD.
Our Pacific Coast manager sends us a tuuquc busi-

ness card bearing the address of Clark & Lyford. Ltd.,

Forest Engineers, which Mr. P. L. Lyford passed him

at a recent visit to this firm's office. Tt is a cross

section the thickness and size of an ordinary visiting

card, but it is cut from a piece of soft maple. These

are manufactured by a firm in New York State. This

is a use for timber new to the publishers, and is really

the latest thing in "shingles."

AN IMPORTANT OFFICE FUNCTION.

Probably no part of the office work is more im-

portant than the manner of filing correspondence, re-

cords, and data on manufacturing operations— and

probably none gives more trouble when not properly

conducted. A monthly magazine devoted entirely to

this subject was started in New York last year. It is

called "Filing," and is published at 320 Broadway.

The .subscription price is $2.00, but a trial subscrip-

tion is offered for a short time at iisl.OO for nine

months. A fine series of articles is outlined as well

as regular discussions of such subjects as Follow-ups,

Specialized Filing, Filing Equipments, File-room Prac-

tice, Use of Index Cards, Inspection of Papers, Train-

ing of Personnel, Saving of Filing Space, Informa-

tion Bureau Work, Filing Methols in General. Equip

nient of Mailing Rooms, Government Methods of Fil-

ing, Relation of File Room to Other Departments,

etc. An idea for a dollar is cheap.

EVACUATOR FOR PAPER MACHINE DRYERS.
r. S. |iatent No. 1.2-')S.O.")."). ilcsvTihes the invention

of the device of Clyde L. St. Clair and John H. Hoff-

man. According to "Makiu' Paper" for February,

which .shows several drawings, there are a series of

special flanges on the inside of the dryer and extend-

ing, with one complete turn from one end to the

other. These ribbons convey the water, which at high

speeds would otherwise simply be held by centrifu-

gal force against the shell, to a spiral outlet, through
which it is conveyed to the centre of the dryer head

and out through the trunnion. It is stated that this

device will remove all water of condensation from a

dryer, having a peripheral spee<l of nearly 900 feet

per minute.

ST. CLAIR VERTICAL CENTRE CRANK
ENGINE.

St. Clair Bros., of Gait, Ontario, have recently goiu>

into the manufacture of a line of plain vertical crank

engines, based on 80 pounds initial pressure, from 3

to 18 horse jxiwcr. There is hardly an industrial

plant in Caimda which cannot find use for such an

engine as is illustrated liercwitli. ami is particularly

adaptable for the operation of hoists, elevators, etc.

With so much construction work taking place among
the pulp and paper mills this season, the engine should

prove of jiarticular use to the industry. The manu-
facturer will be glad to send full data in this connec-

tion to anv firm interested.

THE SCHOOP METAL SPRAY PROCESS.
Two years auu tlif Tcrhnii'al Section .saw a demons-

tration of this process and some interest has been
aroused, both in this country and Europe, in its ap-
plication to pulp aud paper mills. A book of 266
pages with 130 illustrations, covering the develop-
ment and application of the process has been pub-
lished by H. Guenther and M. U. Sehoop, Stuttgart;
price 9 marks. It is called "Das Schoopsche Metall-

spritz Verfahren, seine Entwickelung und Anwendung
nebst einen Ueberblick iiber .seine Stellung zu den
ubrigen Metallisiennigsmethoden und einen Abriss
seiner Patent Be.schiehte,"

BEARDMORE BELTING BOOK.
We picked up the new catalog of the Beardmore

Belting Co., Toronto, with the idea of glancing through
a lot of uninteresting stuff. Strange to say, nearly
every page has been read and much good material
discovered. Some of it will appear as "fillers" from
time to time in the Magazine, giving our readers some
helpful pointers on belts and their use. This company
makes all kinds and styles of belt and supplies such
accessories as cement, belt hooks, etc.
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BURRS.
Catalog No. 1 of the Interuational Burr Corporation

of Watertown, N.Y., was handed the editor by Wm.
Whyte, of Canadian Fairbanks-Morse, who handle

these burrs. The booklet tells how the burrs are made,

shows eight of the general styles of cut and explains

the new expanding mandrel for holding these shell

burrs rigid.

BALL BEARING MANUFACTURERS COMBINE.
Of interest to all users of bearings is the combina-

tion just announced, effective May first, of the Hess-

Uright Manufactnring Company, the SKF Ball Bear-

ing Company, the Atlas Ball Co., and the Hubbard Ma-

cliine Company. Tlie new company, under the name

of SKF Industries, Inc.. will offer a comprehensive

line of ball bearings, including the Iless-Bright deep-

groove type, SKF self-aligning radial and thrust bear-

ings and' ball bearing pillow-blocks and shafting hang-

ers.

Through the medium of its engineering organization,

backed up by a well equipped laboratory, the new

company will be able to place at the service of bear-

ing users the knowledge gained in many years study

of anti-friction bearings of all kinds. On request,

manufacturers' problems will be analyzed in detail and

that type of bearing recommended which (independent

of sales considerations) is best suited to the conditions

met. In addition the laboratory staff will carry on

research studies affecting anti-friction bearing design

and application.

SKF Industries, Inc., is the consummation by physi-

cal consolidation of a merger, begun some time ago of

the four companies mentioned under the direction of

B. G. Prvtz, President; W. L. Batt, Vice-President;

J. P. Walsh, Comptroller and S. B. Taylor, Sales Man-

ager. The principal office will be at 16.5 Broadway,

New York City, with branches at Boston, Philadelphia,

Atlanta, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago and San Francisco.

Wiiilc this new method departs widely from the one

now in use, it is, for the most part, a change in the ar-

ranging of commodities under large headings rather

than a change in the nature of the items included under

the present groupings. It will not, therefore, destroy

the possibility of comparing future trade statistics with

the past.

Paper and pulp come under wood products which are

Class 3 of the decimal system.

POWELL, LANE & CO., LTD., OPEN LONDON
OFFICES.

The enterprising firm of Messrs. Powell, Lane &
Co., Ltd., paper merchants, etc., of Gloucester, Eng.,

have established London offices at 62-63 Queen St.,

Cannon St., E.C. 4. At this address the firm's paper

department will be conducted, and all inquiries for

paper, boards, etc., should be addressed there. The

manufacturing department will be continued at the

Docks, Gloucester. Mr. H. Elsworth, who has had 20

years' experience of the London paper trade, will be

in charge of the new office.

In this connection we wish to correct an error in

our issue of March 13th, where Mr. Lane's name was
])laced under Mr. Elsworth 's picture, and vice versa.

Our readers may make this correction so they will

recognize these gentlemen, siiould they happen to

meet.

U. S. PAPER STATISTICS.

A despatch from Washington says:—A comprehen-

sive reclassification of our statistics of import and ex-

port commodities is being worked out by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce in co-operation with

the customs service, the Shipping Board, the War Trade

Board, the Tariff Commission, and other governmental

agents for submittal to the Secretary of Commerce and

the Secretary of the Treasury. The objects in view are

to give a more logical arrangement to our trade statis-

tics, to facilitate both the tabulation and the utilization

of these statistics, to increase the comparability of im-

port and export figures by having a common classifi-

cation for both and to give greater detail.

The new classification will be on a decimal basis. All

commodities are divided into ten main groups. Each of

these groups is in turn sub-divided into minor classi-

fications. For the purpose of export statistics the sub-

division will be carried to four places. For example,

grains are subdivided into wheat, corn, oats, etc. Wheat

is again divided as grain, flour, bran and middlings, etc.

p'or imports the classification will be carried to five

figures. The more detailed classification of imports is

required in order to make it possible to use the classifi-

cation for the details required by the Tariff Act, and

further to meet the wishes of the commercial interests

of the country. In both exports and imports the new

scheme will give a much greater detail than is found in

the present classification.

NEW SYSTEM OF PACKING TISSUES.
The Wrapping Paper Section of the Ontario

Branch of the Canadian Paper Trade Association re-

cently held a meeting at which it was pointed out

that the packings adopted by the tissue mills were

not uniform, and that the use of the forty ream bale

did not coincide with the resale price of fifty reams.

The matter was taken up with the tissue paper manu-
facturers by N. L. Martin, of Toronto, secretary of

the Canadian Paper Trade Association, who request-

ed that some new scheme of packings be adopted that

would be more convenient to the jobber. It has been
decided by the mills that hereafter tissues are to be
packed in five, ten, twenty and fifty ream bales, and
it is expected that the adoption of these packings
will adequateh- meet the situation. The results ac-

complished in this matter, it is pointed out, are only
another evidence of the advantage of co-operation
and an indication of what can be accomplished by as-

sociation effort.

A NEW FREIGHT LINE TO EUROPE.
The C. P. R. Ocean Services announce the first sail-

ing of the War Belle, a freisrht steamer of 9,000 tons
dead weight, about May 10th. This event will mark
the resumption of direct service between Montreal and
Antwerp, Belgium. The future of the service depends
largelv on the outcome of this venture. It is felt that
manufacturers of board, roofing and sheathing papers
should be able to make good use of this opportunity
in placing these important liuilding materials in the

hands of the reconstructors of Belgium and northern
France. There should be a considerable demand for

them in connection with the use of wood for rebuild-

ing in those countries.

Mr. Wm. McGlashen, of the Beaver Board Compan-
ies is now on the other side with interest of wallboard,

etc., but we are not aware of any active campaign
to push the use of roofing and building papers.
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EDITORIAL
mmm

LESSONS FROM THE SAFETY REPORT.

On auotlier page ol' this issue we publish the an-

nual reports of the president and the secretary of

the Ontario Pulp & Paper Makers' Safety Associa-

tion. This organization has been laboring for sev-

eral years with great energy and considerable suc-

cess to reduce the number of injuries, temporary, per-

manent and fatal, to the workmen in Ontario mills.

The present report in some respects might seem to

contradict this statement in that the total number of

accidents in tlie past year was greater by 36 per cent

than the number in 191 S of the total number of non-

fatal accidents and the number of fatal accidents in-

creased from 7 to 11 or about 57 per cent. The time

loss resulting from these accidents increased almost

.31 per cent. On the face of it this would seem to in-

dicate that )io progress had been made but that, on

the contrary, conditions arc worse now than they

were a year ago.

It is necessary, however, to take into consideration

two factors which do not appear in the figures. In

the first place the number of employees has increased,

although not in as large a ratio as have the acci-

dents. In the second place it will be found on read-

ing the report that 50 per cent of the increase in ac-

cidents is the result of happeniiigs in three mills, and
that three mills are responsible for 50 per cent of the

increase in time loss because of accidents, and that

30 per cent of the time loss was experienced bj- the

employees of two companies. We have not been ad-

vised as to the names of the mills or companies who
are responsible for this serious laxitj' in regard to the

prevention of industrial accidents, but we note that

the merit .system of rating the assessment for work-
men's compensation will, in a measure, penalize them
for their slackness in allowing such conditions to

prevail as are reflected in this statement. Unfor-

tunately the Workmen's Compensation Act will not

soothe the pain of a crushed finger nor return to the

family circle the bread winner whose death might
have been prevented by better safeguards on his ma-
chine or the insistance on greater carefulness in and
about the mill. We believe that a mill which does

not maintain a safety organization and strive con-

tinually to educate employees to thp necessity for

eternal vigilance and proper habits is as criminally

negligent as the mill which fails to provide for guards
on elevators and lights on stairways.

It is onlj' by a continued campaign of education

and co-operation which is necessary to unite employer

and employee in this important work that progress

can be made. The result of the last year's work of

the association is much less discouraging if we leave

out the effect on the figures of the accidents and

time loss in the three guilty mills. This of course, is

not intimating that other mills could not have done

better, for we know they could have done better, and

we believe that during the current year laboring con-

ditions will be improved to such an extent that next

year's report will be much more encouraging than

the one before was.

One of the pleasing features of Mr. Costiganes re-

]-.ort is the statement in regard to the general im-

jirovement in sanitary conditions in the mills and
particularly his reference to the appreciation of the

improvements by the majority of the workmen. We
believe that it is just as difficult for workmen to learn

proper habits of health and sanitation and safety in

an ill kept, unsafe, unsanitary mill as it would be to

succeed in a musical career with nothing to practice

upon but a broken-down, out-of-tune, piano. Of

course, workmen will respond to sincere efforts to

make their work and conditions of labor more
healthful, cheerful and safe. Of course, there are

some who have been popularly called "rough-necks"

who will not respond to such efforts, but their num-
ber is comparatively small, and they are not at all

typical of the Canadian workman. The appeal for

Safet}' First co-operation and for improvements in

the habits of the men themselves must be addressed

to the sound-minded, steady Canadian workman who
is, and will continue to be, the greatest asset of the

couutrJ^ He will be glad to co-operate with the pro-

gressive manufacturer, largely because it is in his

interest to do so and it is in the manufacturers' in-

terest to do a little more than his share, if necessary.

In fact, it is his duty to make every effort to im-.

prove working conditions even if there were no fin-

ancial return connected with it. The rebates which
the merit system has made possible to a number of

mills that have exerted themselves to improve condi-

tions and reduce accidents shows that an effort pays
in dollars and cents, and it must pay an even greater
return in the feeling of security and satisfaction that
must come to the workmen who are employed in

plants where these real efforts are made.

Our mills have not yet begun to realizA the possi-
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I)ilities in connection with tlie Safety First movement.

Tlie results of the work of the Ontario Association

shows the need for, and the value of, such an organi-

zation as this. Canada must begin to realize the need

for a widespread safety movement, and to be in a

jiosition to make progress nationally along these lines.

Many milts not in the Ontario organization are do-

ing excellent work, but their successes and their fail-

ures are not known, even anonymously, to the other

mills in the same line of work and so their experience

is of no value to anyone but themselves, and the ex-

licricuc of others is not available to them. There is no.

mass movement in this important direction, and it is

to be hoped that the paper mills and perhaps asso-

ciated industries throughout the Dominion can soon

be united in some organization that will do for the

nonunion what the Ontario Association is striving to

do for the mills of that province. Such an organiza-

tion would be worth while if it did nothing but suc-

ceed in securing a higher standard of paper making

machinery, and succeed in having the manufacturer

provide his machinery with suitable safety devices be-

fore its installation in the mill. There seem to be

indications of the possibility of some such organiza-

tion and we strongly urge those in a position to pro-

mote it to assist in every possible way. It is greatly

needed, and it cannot be achieved too soon.

GETTING BACK TO NORMAL CONDITIONS.

The Boston News Letter aualy.ses after the war

conditions in trade following the Civil War in the

United States and the Napoleonic Wars as affecting

Great Britain. In the first case it was found that

commodity prices declined gradually for thirteen

years following 1866, but that the drop in any one

year did not exceed 9 per cent; in the other case the

maximum drop was a little over 11 per cent in one

year, and the decline was spread over a number of

years. The paragraph notes that a very consider-

able decrease has already occurred in some basic ma-

terials, and intimates that a continued rapid decline

must not be looked for.

Reports seem to indicate a gradual return to nor-

mal conditions, and that trade is being re-established.

In England there are, of course, conditions to be con-

sidered that have not confronted the papermakers on

this side, and yet even there we find considerable

paper being offered at prices that indicate a return to

normal and stable conditions. It will naturally be

some time before all the stocks that were bought at

high prices have been disposed of with any degree of

advantage to the holders as paper is beginning to

come oil the market, or at least is in sight, that will

have been produced from much lower priced raw ma-

terials. The situation in this regard seems to be

([uite different on the other side than it is here and

in the United States, where jobbers have apparently

been able to keep their stocks pretty close to a mini-

mum and to dispo.se with fair promptness of their

higher priced materials. In fact they are living

closer to the mills, and the mills arc living closer to

their raw materials.

While the recent prices for pulp and paper have

been primarily due to the high costs of raw materials

it would seem that the demand for limited supplies

has enhanced the value of such material as has been

available. This condition is to some extent changed

at the present time, and there is apparently a closer

balance between supplies and requirements. This is

due both to an increase in capacity for production ami

distribution and to a distinct curtailment of pur-

cha.ses in several lines of the trade. Indications .seem

to i)oint to very little chance for any lowering of

wages, with rather more than a possibility that there

will be increases in some lines, at least inerea.ses in

cost of unit production as far as the labor factor is

concerned. The only solution of this problem is more

efficient organization and equipment.

Large orders for timber and textile products have

been placed in Canada recently for export to Great

Britain and a large credit has been established in

Koumania for Canadian products and some materials

in Italy and France. A period of increased activity

in the building trades is imminent, and altogether

there is every evidence of increased and continued

employment for some time to come. There are some

demands noted for Canadian papers in the export

market, and, of course, we look for greater activity

along this line. Taking a broad view of the indus-

trial situation it seems that, even with a number of un-

encouraging factors, the general aspect of the matter

is a challenge to go firmly forward and make every

effort to place business so that there will be more
opportunity to do business. Hesitation will get us

nowhere. Business is built on faith, and this is no
time for doubting. Canadian business has a sound
foundation and a bright future. Let ils go forward in

that belief.

FAITH IN LABOR.
"I hear people talking Bolshevism, but such thoughts

roll off my back like water off a duck's, because I,

personally, have known personally more of the men
I have been working with than many so-called em-
ployers, and I have yet to meet, in any plant with
which I have been associated, a man with whom I could
not sit down and reach a fair decision as regards his

relation to myself. That is the spirit of the Spanish
Kiver Pulp and Paper Mills, I hope, to-day."
"I have also tried to see all sides of labor, and I

never had a plant with which I was connected, down
for a single hour, until last summer. I hope it will be
my good fortune never to go through a similar ex-
perience in any concern with which I have the slight-

est connection.

"The operating policy of this company is to organ-
ize through Spirit and Enthusiasm to the point of
Maximum Efficiency.—Pres. G. H. Mead, at the Ban-
quet of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills.
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The annual meeting of the Ontario Pulp and Paper

Makers' Safety Association was held on Tuesday,

April 15, in the board room of the Provincial Paper
Mills Co., Limited, Toronto. L H. Weldon, Presi-

dent of the Association, presided, and there was a

good representation from Ontario mills, both in per-

son and by proxy.

The report of A. P. Costigane, reviewing the pro-

gress and development of the work for the past year,

was optimistic and comprehensive. While an in-

crease in the number of accidents was reported, it

was shown that the aggregate of workers in the mills

was very much larger, and that the added number of

accidents was not in anything like as great a jjropor-

tion as the increase of full year workers during the

same period. Mr. Costigane dealt encouragingly
with different phases of the work, both from a hu-

manitarian and business point of view, and referred

appreciatively to the co-operation and support ex-

tended him during the year just closed.

President Weldon also dealt in his remarks with
some aspects of safety work, and the particular at-

traction of the merit rating system of assessment. The
reports of Mr. Weldon and Mr. Costigane follow

:

'

The officers elected for the coming year were

:

President—I. H. Weldon (Provincial Paper Mills

C!o.), Toronto; Vice-Chairman—George Carruthers
(Interlake Tissue Mills), Toronto: Secretary and
Safety Engineer, A. P. Costigane, Toronto: Directors

—H. I. Thomas (J. R. Booth), Ottawa; Col. C. H. L.

Jones (Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills), Sault

Ste. Marie. Ont.; C. B. Thome (Riordon Pulp & Pa-
per Co.), Hawkesbury; R. S. Waldie (Toronto Paper
Mfg. Co.), Toronto, and C. Nelson Gain (Don Valley
Paper Co.), Toronto.

The Chairman's Report.

The report of I. H. Weldon, President of the Asso-

ciation, was as follows :

—

Reviewing in my own mind the period since our
last annual meeting, it seems to me that it is impera-

tive to promote closer co-operation between the op-

erative personnel and the executive of each of the

mills, in reducing accidents and improving general

conditions of employment, and the instrument ready
to our hand, viz.: Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers'
Safety Association, which is doing so much to estab-

lish confidence and mutual respect between employer
and employee, should receive our whole-hearted sup-

port.

Anyone who has studied even .superficially the

in-oi)lems of the reduction of accidents will be forced
to the conclusion that the best results are to be ob-

tained by the education of the employees to take care

of themselves. Of course it is necessary to safeguard
physical hazards to prove good faith, and this must
always be the first step taken, otherwise the employ-
ees would be justified in questioning the sincerity of

the movement. The directors of this Association are

convinced that the best results can only be obtained
along educational lines, and the report of our Secre-

tary and Engineer shows that a large portion of his

time has been devoted to efforts in this direction. We
hope that during the current year that even more
time will be given to this important phase of the work.

Education, which is one of the lines of activity of

this Association, bulks largely as a means of solving

the problem of industrial unrest, bj^- making it pos-

sible for the rank and file of employees to so equip

themselves as to be ready when opportunity offers to

take a higher place in the industry, by rousing the

personal ambition of every employee and so give the

death blow to the present tendency to retard produc-

tion to the speed of the least efficient individual, and
by encouraging good men to become better. Unfor-

tunately there are no suitable text books on the pulp

and paper industry, so that up to the present there

has been very little effort at self-education, as there

"as no reliable source of information accessible to

those ensraffed in the industry. This want has been

recognized bv the industry and a joint committee of

the Canadian and American mills is now engaged in

workinsr out a plan whereby a complete set of text

books eoveriufir all departments of the industry will

be produced and brought within the reach of every

emnloyee.
The tendency of indnstrv in everv line is towards

T"i+or standardization, ffreater efficiencv and the

pl'mination of waste, through the anplication of

sr.ionti*'i(' methods to production problems. Up-to-
dqte machinerv is more and more taking the place of

muscnlar effort, hut not the place of brains, which
;ir° now morp than evpr beinar sonsfht bv far-siehted

inanaarers. The complicated modem mill ealls for

brain workers rather than muscle workers. Muscle
'•o>-k"rs th'>re alwavs will be. and this class of la-

'>or will alwavs be low paid (comparatively speak-

hiff) because it is so inefficient. The text-books re-

ferred to above should make it possible for muscle
workers, by night classes, or correspondence instruc-

tions, to so improve themselves that they will pass

from the muscle working class to the brain working
class, and enjoy increased remuneration for their ser-

vices.

While reading over an advance copy of the Secre-

tarv and Enarineer's report. T noticed that two new
features of the Workmen's Compensation Act are now
in force, viz.: Medical Aid. and the ^lerit Rate me-
thod of assessment. The former added $6,639 to the

cost of compensation for the vear 1917, but as the

Medical Aid Amendment to the Act only came into

operation on Julv 1st, 1917, the figure T have quoted
only covers medical aid for the second half of the

year. The fiarure for 191R is not yet available, but in

any case will be materially larger than 1917, as it will

cover a full 12-months period.

The Merit Rating system of assessment is more
equitable than the pool system formerly in use. Un-
der the new system each, firm's assessment is regu-

lated by the cost of their own accidents. If a firm's

accidents are low a refund is made, if too high, a

supplementary assessment has to be paid. During
the year Merits issued numbered 20, and amounted
to $7,517.10: the Demerits issued numbered 6, and
amounted to $4,855.64. The former were issued to

those firms whose record of accident.s entitled them
to a rebate and the latter to those firms whose re-

cord of accidents called for a further contribution to

cover the cost. Twelve firms came out square, re-

ceiving neither a merit or demerit. If the mills want
to keep down their assessment, they can do so by
taking every available means of keeping down their
accidents.
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PRINCIPAL CAUSES

or ACCIDENTS

JFFZCTS

Finance.

The audited statement, copies of which have been

distriltuted, shows that the affairs 'of the Association

have been carried on very economically. After allow-

ing for increased salary, transportation, and hotel

accommodation, we are still about ^500 per year be-

low the figure which it cost ns as a member of the

Federation of Safety Association.

Secretary and Engineer's Report.

A. P. Costigane, Secretary and Engineer of the As-

soeiatioB, in his general review, said

:

The year which has recently closed. 1918, has been

one of great activitj-, expansion and progress in ac-

cident prevention and welfare work. There is now
hardh' a mill in Ontario of any size which does not

appreciate in a greater or lesser degree the import-

ance of this work in promoting a more friendly feel-

ing a more friendly feeling between employers and
employees, and at the same time making for greater

efficiency in the everyday work of the mills. The re-

iteration of the principles governing this movement
has had a marked effect on employees who are now
beginning to realize that by .supporting the move-
ment they are helping to improve their own conditions

of emploj-ment, reducing the danger of physical in-

jury and pushing into the background the anxiety of

wife and family for the safety of the bread winner.

Another gratifying feature of the work is the im-

provement in personal cleanliness and habits of the

employees in those mills where up-to-date toilet ac-

commodation and wash rooms have been provided.

The cost of such improvements is amply repaid by

the higher moral tone of those benefitted. Remarks
made to the writer by workmen, during his visits to

mills, has convinced him that all such improvements
are really appreciated by the majority of the men, al-

though sometimes the acts of a few irresponsible and
morally depraved men give the opposite impression.

Instead of being discouraged by isolated acts of van-

dalism, the management of the mills should, for the

protection of their right-minded emplovees, endeavor
to eliminate those who persistently delight to wallow
in dirt and filth.

The educational side of the movement was some-
what interfered with during tlie latter part of the

year owing to an epidemic of Spanish Influenza,

which claimed victims all over the province. The pro-

gram of activities in this direction had in conseriuence
to be greatly curtailed. Safety rallies were held at

Ilawkcsbury. Iroquois Falls anc) Cornwall. The pro-

gram of meetings included the,. pre.sen ting of special

safety films depicting in telling, storj"; form the cause-s
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and effects of accidents. It is proposed during this

year to further expand educational work, and if the

loan of films can be arranged your engineer proposes
'o tiike a tour round the western mills, holding a

meeting at each stopping point, and stimulating in-

terest by the exhibition of films and suitable ad-

dresses to mill employees.

A meeting of Safety Engineers and those interested

in Safety in the mills was held at Ottawa last March,
but unfortunately was not so well attended as it

should have been considering the excellent program

provided. It is proposed to hold a similar meeting
.during this summer at a western point, possibly Port
Arthur. Up to the present all meetings of this na-
ture have been held at eastern points, and it is felt

the iie:^t meeting should be in the west, to give the
mills located there an opportunity to be represented
in gi'eater numbers.

During the year the following meetings and con-
ventions were attended by your Engineer:

d) Summer meeting of the Technical Section.
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(2) Meetings of Educatiou Committee, Technical

Section.

(^3) Annual Convention, National Safety Council.

The National Safety Coumiil convention held in St.

Louis was the most successful yet convened, in spite

of war activities and adverse labor conditions, show-

ing the enormous influence this movement is having

on the industries of both Canada and the United

States. The city of St. Louis entered heart and soul

into the convention. Full co-operation was given

by the churches, the police, the fire department,

street railway, automobile owners, and all employers

of labor. The result was astonishing. The week

which ended with September 14th, 1918, saw 10

deaths from accidents in St. Louis. This was a nor-

mal week, for there were 510 such deaths during the

calendar year 1917. The following week, that of the

convention, during which everyone helped to pre-

vent accidents, there was only one one accidental

death in St. Louis, that of a drunken driver, who
rolled off the seat of his motor truck to the pavement,

and was killed by the fall. The wonderful safety

week of St. Louis shows what may be done to save

human life by a community that is willing to take the

trouble. The same effort exerted in the pulp and

paper mills of Ontario would soon reduce accidents

to the vanishing point.

During the convention your Engineer was appoint-

ed Chairman of the Pulp and Paper Section. This

appointment is a delicate compliment paid to the

Canadian mills by their American brethren. This

position carries with it membership of the Executive

Council, in which position your Engineer will be ini-

tiated into the inner working of the Council, and

should glean much valuable information for this As-

sociation, which should more than offset the expense

of attending the meetings which are usually held in

New York or Chicago.

Workmen's Compensation Board's Report, 1917.

The Workmen's Compensation Board's report for

1917 was issued during 1918, and contains much valu-

able information. An analysis of this report shows
an increase in the total number of compensatable ac-

cidents in all industries from 15,690 and 281 deaths

in 1916 to 20,765 and 2.33 deaths in 1917, equal to an
increase of 32.34 per cent in non-fatal accidents, and
a decrease of 17.08 per cent in fatal accidents; but a

comparison of estimated payrolls shows that in the

meantime the number of full year workers had in-

creased from 271,700 in 1916 to 277,750 in 1917, equal

to 2.22 per cent ; so that the frequency of accidents

during these two years, taking all industries toge-

ther, has shown a large increase even when allow-

ance has been made for the increase in workers dur-
ing the same period.

Taking the Pulp and Paper Industry only, and in-

cluding woods operations, the total number of com-
pensatable accidents have increased from 593 and 15

deaths in 1916 to 753 and 20 deaths in 1917, equal to

an increase of 26.98 per cent in non-fatal accidents,

and an increase of 33.3 per cent in fatal, but during

tile same period the total number of full year work-

ers has increased from 5,600 in 1916 to 9,650, equal

to 72.32 per cent, showing that as far as the Pulp

a!ul Paper industry is concerned the increase in the

total number of accidents was not in anything like

as great a proportion as the increase of full year

workers during the same period.

The time lo.ss increased from 14,569 days in 1916

to 21,094 days in 1917, equal to 44.1 per cent, show-

ing that the severity of accidents was considerably on

the increase.

The total amount collected from class 2 was $119,-

367.31, including 8,170.05 carried forward from 1916.

Of this amount .t29, 148.79 was paid out in actual

compensation, $25,494.29 was taken as the capital

value of pensions awarded, $200 was held for defer-

red com])eiisation, $3,319. .50. paid for medical aid,

$17,177.82 for continuing disability, $18,005.23 for

outstanding accidents, $932.56 for disaster reserve

fund, .$3,933.47 paid to Safety Association, $888.01

for administration expenses, $3,319.-50 for estimated

medical aid, making a grand total of $102,419.17

charged against the class, making a credit balance of

$16,948.14, to be carried forward to 1918 report.

On the basis of the total amount charged against

tlie class every $100 contributed by the employers
would be divided as follows:

1917. 1916. 1915.

Compensatioji other than
pensions $ 28.46 $ 24.44 $ 32.32

Deferred obligations . . . . 60.35 69.29 59.07

Paid to Safetv Associa-

tions . . . .

"

3.84 3.85 1.63

(incomplete year).

Administration expenses .

.

.87 2.42 6.98

Medical aid 6.48

(incomplete year).

.$100.00 $100.00 $100.00

Accidents Reported During 1918.

The total number of accidents exclusive of woods
operations reported by the mills during the year 1918
was 1,124 non-fatal, and 11 fatal accidents, compared
with 8.52 non-fatal and 7 fatal for the year 1917. This
means an increase of 36.24 per cent in non -fatal and
an increase of 57.14 per cent in fatal accidents. Dur-
ing the same period the total number of full year
workers increased from 6,792 in 1917 to 7,064 in 1918,
or an increase of 4 per cent.

The total time lost increased from 14,249 days in

1917 to 18,650 days in 1918, an increa.se of 30.88 per
cent, showing that the increased severity of acci-

dents greatly exceeded the increase in full time
workers.

Accidents
(non-fatal)

1916, 1917.

15,690 20,765

593 7.53

Inc.

Comparison Table 1916-1917. All Industries.

Accidents.

(Fatal),

Inc. Dec. Full Year
Workers.

Lu

1917. 1916. 1917. 1917. 1917.

% % %
32.34 281 233 .... 17.08

Class 2 (Pulp & Paper Mills)

26, 9S 15 20 33.3

1916. 191' 191-

Time Lost.

(In Da.vs)

1916. 1917.

271,700 277,7.50 2.22 447,183

only including Woods Operations.

5,600 9,650 72.32 14,569 21,094

Time Lost

per full yr.

worker
(in davs).

1916. 1917.

1 . 64 ....

3.60 2.18
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Accidents
Non-fatal

1917. IMIS.

852 1.124

Ine.

1918.

%
36.24

Comparison Table, 1917-1918. Class 2.

Accidents Inc. Full Year Inc.

(Fatal) Workers
Time Lest

(In Days)

1917.

7

1918.

11

1918.

%
57.14

1917.

6.792

1918.

7,064

1917.1918.

%
4 14,249

1918.

18,650

Time Lost

per full yr.

worker
(In Days)

1917. 9918.

2.1 2.63,,

At first sight these figures appear discouraging,

but analysis of the reports of each mill reveals that

increases in accidents are confined to a few mills and
decreases have been shown in nearly all mills where
accident prevention has been vigorously pushed.

50 per cent of the increase in the number of acci-

dents is due to 3 mills; 50 per cent of the increase in

the time lost is due to 3 mills; 34 per cent of the in-

crease in the time lost is due to the operations of 2
new companies.

For the past ^^ear or two the problem of securing
an adequate supply of labor to carry on successful-

ly has occupied the attention of the management of

the pulp and paper mills of Ontario, and while the

scarcity of labor interfered to a large extent with
the carrying into effect of improvement pro-

grams, still the situation has been beneficial to

the industry in that it has caused the employers to

give serious attention to the necessity of safeguard-
ing the lives and limbs of their employees, and the

improvement of working conditions generally. In

some of the leading mills not only has the safeguard-
ing of physical hazards received attention, but sani-

tary conditions and welfare problems have been stud-

ied, resulting in much needed improvements being
effected. To those firms who have not yet grasped
the significance of the Safety Campaign, the writer
makes an earnest plea for their active co-operation,

not only on the humanitarian basis, but also on the

basis of self-interest. Under the new system of Merit
Rating adopted and put in practice during 1918 by
the Workmen's Compensation Board, each firm is

more or less financially liable for its own accidents

(although not removing the collective responsibility'

of the group). At the end of each year an adjust-

ment is made whei'eby those firms whose j'ear's ac-

cidents did not cost the amount of the assessment
receive a merit refund; on the other hand, firms
whose accidents cost more than the assessment would
warrant are called on to pay a further demerit as-

sessment. Is it not better to spend more money every
year in improving the plant, from which expenditure
some benefit will accrue, rather than spend the money
in compensation for injuries to employees from which
no benefit can accrue, either to employer or employee,
and oftentimes leaves the residue of partly maimed
workmen, whose decrease of efficiency is a burden on
the industry?
Another aspect of the results of accidents which

should carry weight from the financial point of view
is the cost of interruption and replacement due to

injuries. It will be readily admitted that this handi-
cap on industry does exist, although it is looked on
as a more or less intangible factor, and not capable of

determination. In the writer's opinion this cost can
be determined. When an employee is fatally or seri-

ously injured in any plant there is bound to be almost
a complete cessation of work by fellow employees in

the immediate vicinity of the victim. A certain num-
ber will drop their work to give aid and will remain
with the injured man until he is removed to the hos-

pital—sometimes accompanied by one or two of his
friends. After the removal of the victim there will

be further interruption to the work owing to the wit-
nesses of the accident discussing among themselves,
and with others the details of the occurrence. Pol-
lowing this, much time and energy is expended offi-

ciall}' in investigation, interviewing, witnesses, exam-
ining conditions, etc., and in the event of an inquest,
the attendance of all officials directly or even remote-
ly responsible for the occurrence. A value can be put
on all these interruptions, and when such figures are
compiled the total will be astonishingly high even
when the reduction of output is not taken into con-
sideration or the cost of training a new man to take
the place of the victim. From the point of view of
the humanitarian or the hard-headed business man-
agement it pays to co-operate actively in keeping ac-
cidents to the minimum.

TEACHERS GET LESS THAN SCRUB-WOMEN.
The Scientific Monthly reviews the need of action

as provided in a bill before Congress for a National
Department of Education concludes as follows: Every
line is a lesson to Canada.
The importance of the problem of Americanization,

it is held, has been emphasized repeatedly during the
war and is self-evident from the fact that there are
now 13,000,000 foreign born in this country. Not
only many of these, but many of the native born, ap-
parently are ignorant of their duties and responsibili-
ties as citizens.

Advocates of the bill insist that it is essential in
any form of constructive legislation to meet the il-

literacy peril, that provision be made for the govern-
ment to assist the states in paying adequate salaries
to teachers, and that more teachers, well-trained, be
provided. Referring to the fact that there are 22,-
000,000 children of school age in the United States, a
brief laid before the Hou.se Committee in behalf of
the American Federation of Labor, the American
Federation of Teachers and the National Association
said:

The Bureau of Education reports that the average
annual salary paid teachers in this country in 1918
was $630.64, which is $243 less per annum ' than the
average wage paid to scrub-women in, the United
States navy yard. Is there any Wonder that results
are not always satisfactory? Inefficient schools are
almost invariably the result of inadequate support.
Low salaries are driving many good teachers out of
the profession a,nd filling the ranks with the imma-
ture, inexperienced and untrained.

Of the 600,000 teachers in America 100,000 are less
than twenty years old; 150,000 have served two years
or le.ss; 30,000 have no education beyond the eighth
grade; 200.000 have had le.ss than a high school edu-
cation. Our government has been accu.sed of giving
more thought to agriculture and commerce than to
education; more attention to livestock than to chil-
dren.
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Trade Enquiries

("aiiiulians interested may receive further iiifortna-

tiou by addres.siii<,' Department of Trade and Comiuerce.
Ottawa, yriving numln'r of item.

135. Strawboards and leatherboards.—A Newcastle
firm are interested in importing the above in carload
lots as soon as conditions permit.

137. Strawboards and pulpboards.—A Hull firm are

preiiiircd tn place urdcrs in ten to fiftcen-hits for

strawlxiard.s and in five to 10 ton lots for pulpboards
as siKin as conditions permit.

139. Paper and cardboard.—A Leeds firm would
like to receive offers on the above with samples as soon

as conditions permit.
14'_'. Strawboard.—A I5radford firm wish to receive

offers and samjilcs of the above with a view to busi-

ness as soon as conditions permit.
2')!). Wood-pulp board. A Bristol concern who are

large bu\crs of wood-pulp board, to weigh in the size

40-inch by 45-inch above 180 sheets to the hundred-

weight, desire quotations f(u- a contract of 100 to 150

tons per annum, delivered in lots of 10 tons per month.
303. Pulp board and strawboard.—A Leeds firm is

interested in the above with a view to future business.

324. Wall paper.—A Durban commission bouse is

prepared to take up the representation of a (."anadian

wall jiaper house for Durban and district.

351.. Pulp.—An influential firm in Manchester wishes

to hear from a mill in a position to export large quan-

tities of piilp.

388. Pulp boards.—A Bristol firm wishes to be put

in touch with a ho\ise in Canada manufacturing pulp

boards for interior work.
428. Paper and raw furs.—French firm in touch with

manufacturers and traders in Lyons and eastern part

of France would like to act as agent for Canadian ex-

porters of paper and raw furs.

446. Paper.—Experienced printer now wishing to go

into the paper business, having a good clientele in

Normandy, desires to represent Canadian manufac-
turers of printing paper, bookbinding paper, wrap-
ping paper, carbon paper etc.

455. Wood-pulp.—A Genoa representative wishes to

get in touch with Canadian houses prepared to export

wood-pulp.
456. Wood-pulp.—An important firm of commission

agents in Genoa woiild welcome correspondence from
Canadian houses desirous of opening trade with Italy

in wood-pulp.
457. Wood-pulp.—A firm in Turin which imports

raw material for Italian paper-makers would like to

hear from Canadian houses exporting wood-pulp.
458. Wood-pulp.—Paper-makers at Turin inquire for

Canadian wood-pidp.
459. Wood-pulp.—A Turin firm of paper-makers

seeks connections in wood-pidp with Canada.
460. Wood-pulp.—An important firm manufactur-

ing paper at Turin is anxious to obtain supplies of

wood-pulp from Canada.
461. Wood-pulp.—Paper-makers at Verzuolo, Italy,

wish to purchase Canadian wood-piilp.

462. Wood-pulp.—An important firm manufacturing
paper at Fabriano. Italy, would handle Canadian wood-
pulp.

463. Wood-pulp.—A firm of important merchants at

Genoa, Italy, would be glad to enter into relations with
Canadian wood-pulp firms.

464. Wood-pulp.—A Milan, Italy, paper-maker would
be glad to hear from Canadian woodpulj) exporters.

465. Wood-pulp and paper-making machinery.—A
(Jenoese firm of representatives would handle Can-

adian wood-pulp and paper-making machinery.
507. Cardboard.—A Bristol box manufacturer desires

to import canllioard from Canada.
510. Paper and board. — A London paper agent,

claiming an established connection among wholesale

stationers and paper merchants, wishes to secure the

agency for Canadian manufacturers of paper of all

classes, aiul also of manufacturers of board, particu-

larly folding box and cheap greyboards. He would
like to receive samples and other information from
Muinufacturers, a7ul is prepared to visit Canada to

make arrangements.

560. Coated book paper.—Probably the largest im-

porter of paper in Japan is anxious to obtain 2,000

tons of coated book paper—sizes 25 by 37 and 31 by
43; w'eight about 60 pounds. In January, 1918, this

paper sold at about 11 cents c.i.f . Yokohama ; in De-

cember, 1918, it sold at 19 cents c.i.f. Yokohama. Can-

adian mills can therefore see the great increase in the

cost of this paper, and can also estimate whether they

can com])ctc with these prices. Samples can be seen

on application at the Commercial Intelligence Branch,

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

561. Cloth book-cover paper.—A large firm of im-

porters in Japan is very anxious to hear from Can-
adian mills manufacturing book-cover paper such as

Interlakin paper. Samples of this paper may be seen.

on application to the Couimereial Intelligence Branch
of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

562. Book-cover paper.—A Tokyo firm desires to re-

ceive samples and quotations from Canadian mills man-
ufacturing plain book-cover paper of all colors. Sam-
])les of the kind of paper required may be seen on
application to the Commercial Intelligence Branch of

the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

563. Grease-proof paper, vegetable parchment and
onion-skin paper.—A large paper importer in Japan is

anxious to receive samples and quotations from Can-
adian mills manufacturing the above. The usual size

demanded on the Japanese market is 20-inch by 30-

inch. Large quantities of this kind of paper are sold
annually. Samples of the above paper can be seen
on application to the Commercial Intelligence Branch
of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

564. Writing paper.—A Tokyo firm which is a large
importer of foreign writing paper into Japan is

anxious to receive quotations from Canadian mills
manufacturing high-class bonds. Samples showing the
bond which is very popular amongst the Japanese, can
be seen on application to the Commercial Intelligence
Branch of the Department of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa.

567. Paper.—A Liverpool wholesale paper distributor
desires to secure the sole agency for paper mills mak-
ing book and writing paper, newsprint, wrapping
paper, etc.

596. Wood-pulp.—A Leith firm, w^ho are large im-
porters of raw materials for paper-making, wish to
secure the exclusive Scotch agency for ea.sy bleaching
or soda or sulphite pulp, and strong sulphilte pulp,
for a good Canadian mill with a view to business as
soon as conditions permit.

645. Paper and printing.—Genoa. Italy, representa-
tive handles on commission paper, office .sundries,
printing inks (colored), paints and varnishes.
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673. Paper.—A dealer in paper in Paris wishes to

get supplies of book paper, wrapping paper and fine

paper. He wishes to receive samples from Canadian
manufacturers.

689. Wall paper.—Inquiry is made by a manufac-
turer's agent at Antwerp for names of Canadian
paper manufacturers able to supply paper to be print-

ed as wall paper.

694. Wood-pulp.—One of the oldest and most im-

portant paper-makers of Italy desires to place orders

in Canada for wood-pulp.
720. Agency.—A Genoa, Italy, representative would

handle on commission piece-goods in general and haber-

dasherj-.

782. Wood-pulp paper.—A British firm M-ishes to

get in touch with a Canadian manufacturer of wood-
pulp paper suitable fur a foundation for roofing felt

and paper suitable for underlining carpets.

788. Sulphite board.—A London firm would be glad

to hear from Canadian manufacturers wlio can supply

sulphite board for containers and boxes, in large quan-

tities.

824. Cardboard.—A Glasgow firm wishes to get into

touch with Canadian exporters of the above.

829. Boxboard.—An Edinburgh firm wishes to get

into touch with manufacturers of boards suitable for

making folding boxes and cartons.

WOOD PULP STOCKS LARGE IN U. S.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the American

pulp mills at the end of March, with their production

the Federal Trade Commission reports:

Groundwood mill stocks equal slightly more than

28 daj's output.

News grade sulphite mill stocks equal about 13

days' output.

Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly more
than 10 days' output.

Easy bleaching sulphite mill stocks equal about 14

days' output.

Mitscherlich sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less

than 10 days' output.

Sulphate mill stocks equal about 21 days' output.

Soda pulp mill stocks equal about 7 days' output.

Mill stocks of other than wood pulp equal about 5

days' output.

Loss of production was very large during March,

chiefly on account of lack of orders, repairs, lack of

material and lack of power.

William Dyson, .secretary of the Amalganuited So-

ciet.y of Paper "Workers, England, states that many
members of the Union are idle because returned sol-

diers are given their jobs. He makes no complaint

to this, but strongly objects to letting down the bars

on American and Canadian paper when Engli.sh mills

are running about 50 per cent of their capacity, com-
pared with full time on the other side, just to furnish

cheap paper to the publishers- who are talking very

loudly about using British made goods. He says fair

competition is thus impossible.

II. W. Appleton, formerly with Eobert W. Hunt &
Company, and recently "Works Manager, Toronto

Plate Glass Importing Co., has joined the staff of

Burns & Roberts, Ltd., railway and contractors'

equipment, Toronto.

CANADIAN FORESTS AS AN IMPERIAL ASSET.
Robson Black, Secretary of the Canadian Forestry

Association, contributes an excellent article of fifteen
pages to the University Magazine for Febniarj'. He
refers to the activities of Canadian foresters in Eu-
rope and to the suddenly developed aeroplane spruce
industry in British Columbia. He has considerable
also to say on the wonderful development of the pulp
and paper industry, whose exports have increased in

eighteen years from $122.00 to about $100,000,000.
Lumbering is not only Canada's mo.st widely dis-

tributed industry but one which is the country's great-
est employer and, with pulp and paper making, holds
more capital and distributes more wages than any
other Canadian industry. Lumbering has opened up
large agricultural and grazing areas and has sup-
plied winter employment for thousands of farmers
who were getting a start with their new endeavors.

In spite of the largeness of the lumber business and
its importance as a nation industry, many lumber com-
jianies are finding themselves without sufficient tim-
ber supplies, particularly white pine, and pulp com-
panies also are becoming handicapped because of the
depletion of accessible timber areas. Some of our pro
vinces have allowed their timber supplies and lumber
Inisiness to become almost a matter of history and yet

the public is not awake t<> the necessity of protecting
what forests are left from the ravages of fire and in-

sects, and of providing for the continuation and even
of the increase of a supply of timber for future gen-

erations. Our major industries, such as mining, fish-

ing, agriculture, construction and many manufactures
are large consumers of wood, to an extent which is

certainh' not appreciated.

It is stated that two-thirds of the Dominion is incap-

able of prodiu'ing other than timber crops, and that

with a start of 200 years in agriculture, only nine out

of the 200,000,000 acres in Quebec are being farmed
and this ratio cannot be seriously changed by agri-

cultural expansion. Near 70 yjer cent, of New Bnins-
wick is fitted only for timber growing. In regard to

the political apathy so prevalent in regard to conserva-

tion of forest resources in this country. Mr. Black
says. "Dead timber lands tell no tales." and so the

politician gets by. In another place he says that prob-

ably two-thirds of the original inheritance of forests

have been uselessly burned. The author adds a few
comments showing how much greater our forests re-

sriurces were in the various provinces in generations

sone by than they are to-day. He says that in Sas-

katchewan, 7,000 square miles in one piece of non-

asricultural land has been completely stripped by fires,

and that one forest fire ran 450 miles across the Pro-

vince of Manitoba. It is strictly the lack of fire pre-

vention that has made our prairie provinces the tree-

less wastes of to-day.

Mr. Black points out the essential differences and
conditions between forestry problems in Europe and

those in Canada, and shows that the enormous cost of

lumbering operations and distances from markets is

largely responsible for the waste in woods operations.

The article is concluded by a summary of the ravages

of fire and the enormous consequent expense of life

and property. He might also have mentioned the lau<l-

slides, floods, bare hillsides and buried valley lands

caused by ill considered stripping of forests where

trees should have been left to hold the soil.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Black's review of the

situation will be read as widely as it deserves and
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that public opinion will demand and support adequate

provision for the maintenance of Canada's forests in

the place they have to hold in the economics and re-

sources of the Empire.

This article has been reprinted as an attractive

16-pape pamphlet by the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion, Booth Bldg., Ottawa, and may be had on ap-

plication.

CONTINUES WAR LABOR BOARD'S WAGE
AGREEMENT.

At the second meetinfr between the newsprint manu-

facturers and the International Brotherhood of Paper-

makers, held at the Murray TTill hotel in New York,

most of the manufacturers favored the idea that the

question of any increase in wages or labor cost cannot

be intelligently or fairly decided under the economic

and industrial conditions now prevailing. The con-

census of opinion among them was that there should

be a reasonable postponement of decision on the ques-

tions raised. Tn a bulletin sent out under date of

April 21, the Tntemational Paper Company defines its

present position and future attitude in its relations

with its employees as to working conditions and wage

rates which are at present controlled and regidated

by the award of the National War Labor Board, dated

April 27, 1918. Referring to the agreement by the

manufacturers concerned and the trade unions to abide

by all decisions and regulations of the Board, the bul-

letin says that the International Paper Company has

thus far observed and adhered to said award, and

that it is its purpose and intention to continue to ob-

serve and maintain the provisions and conditions of

the award \mtil a mutually satisfactory agreement

dealing with the relations between the company and its

employees can be substituted. Discussing the matter

of the proposals made by the paper-makers, the bulletin

says in part: "The trade imions having notified the

manufacturers to meet them in conference for the pur-

pose of preparing for a renewal of agreements and bet-

ter understandings," to be substituted for and take

the place of the award of the War Labor Board, and

having submitted in advance copies of propo.sed

changes in working conditions and wage scale, which

provides for several changes in working conditions,

which of themselves would create large increases in

existing labor or wage cost, the company takes the

position that the question of any increase in wages or

labor cost cannot be intelligently or fairly decided

under 4he economic and industrial conditions

existing 'now, and so far as it can .iiidge, likely to

continue for a considerable time. In view of the fact

that the National War Labor Board's awards are still

in effect, and are meant to be until peace has been

proclaimed by the President of the United States, the

company declares its intention to observe and carry

out the War Labor Board's award for the full period

for which it provides and if no mutually satisfactory

agreement has been made in the meantime, until May
1, 1920. The company also declares its intention and

willingness to enter into the negotiation of, and if pos-

sible agree on, terms and conditions of employment

and wase rates, to take the place of the existing award

o' the War Labor Board, dealing with such subjects,

not later than 30 days after a proclamation of peace

bv tlie President of the United States."

MEIGS PULPWOOD COMPANY OPENS OFFICE.

The Meigs I'ulpwood ( 'onipaiiy inc. of New York,

have opened up offices in the McGill Building, Mont-

real, forging another link in their organization for

the i)rodiictioii of p\ilp\vood throughout Canada gen-

erally, and particularly in New Brun.swick, and the

Province of Quehoc Tlie Meigs people have been in

the pulpwood business for many years in the Adiron-

dacks, in Vermont, and in different parts of the

United States, and have been operating in Canada
for a mituber of years in a most successful way, us-

ing all the modern methods of production which are

being evolved from time to time. They have selected

only such districts where a high grade of wood is pro-

curable, and are carrying on their business under a

guarantee which has made their product a standard

for quality and weight in the pulp and pa]ier districts

of the United States, particularly the northern New
York mills.

They have associated with them, looking after their

Canadian business and their Canadian production,

Major V. C. Shorey, who is well and favorably known
in business circles throughout Canada.
Now that the war is over and business is getting

down to a solid basis again, the Meigs Pulpwood
Company arc developing their policy energetically,

and are acquiring large freehold timber limits for the

production of high grade pulpwood. TTp to the pres-

ent time their full output has been absorbed by the

American pulp and paper mills, but they hope in the

near future to develop their Canadian business to a

corresponding extent and along the same lines in

which they are doing business in the TTnited States.

Mr. Walter Meigs, President of the Company, has
been identified with the pulpwood and lumber busi-

ness for the past 20 years, his father before him having
established their business many years ago, when it

was in its infancy.

There is a fine opportunity for a concern of this

kind to conserve the pulpwood resources as far as
they control them, by careful cutting and protection
methods.

I

HE WANTS THEM TO SEE CANADA.
At the annual meeting of Becker & Company in

London. Mr. F. Becker said he wanted to see some of

the boys in their office have a chance to come to Can-
ada, and hoped to make the necessary plans.

Referring to his visit to America, Mr. Becker de-

scribed the wonderful pulp producing prospects of

the Dominion and mentioned the case of the Chicou-
timi Company, which had increased its production
from 30 tons to 1.000 tons. This, he said, could not
have been done but for Beckpr & Company. He de-
scribed the position of the Chicontimi Mill, and also
referred to the sulphite mill at Ha! Ha! Bay.
One of the startling statements of the report was

that the turnover during the past vear had amounted
to £4 000.000. £3.000.000 of which was for wood pulp
bought for the French, British and Italian Govern-
ments, and it is a source of great pride and sati.sfae-

tion to the company that this enormous business was
conducted without any profit whatever to Becker &
Company. •

.
.; .

Short belts reouire to be tighter than long ones.
A long belt working horizontally increases the grip
by its own weight.
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Special Meanings of Trade Terms
Last week Jlr. Arthur Lucas, of the well-known

English tissue paper manufacturers, R. Fletcher & Son,

called on the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association. He
gave Mr. Dawe a copy of the following literary gem
which he contributed to the World's Paper Trade Re-

view last summer. Some of these conditions can be

laughed at now, but there was a time when it was
no joke. Now we dare anyone to say that one Eng-

lishman, at least, has no .sense of humor.

Paper.

A substance made from fibrous materials in .sheets

or webs; used for printing and writing on. When it

was discovered that the war would last more than

twelve months, it was deemed advisable to consider

the supply of paper and material, lest it .should be ex-

hausted before the press was able to use up the

amount of copy provided by Armageddon. In spite

of Mr. Belloc's decimation of the German reserves, a

policy of attrition pointed to exhaustion of our pa-

per supph' before the last batch of Huns was disposed

of and the last rumor contradicted. Economy be-

came necessary, and Government control quickly fol-

lowed. It was some time before the discovery was
made that paper was used for other purposes. Those
who in 1913 used two sheets of brown casing to wrap
their holiday luggage were reduced in 1918 to one
sheet of small-hand cap or a 6's envelope. As there

was little difference in price, many preferred a kit-

bag.

"News."
Generally white; leaves the mill in large reels;

reaches the public in sheets (much reduced"), printed
on both sides. The war could not be carried on with-

out the daily papers; they are necessary for raising

money, also show how to spend it (see advts.) Give
the latest in.structions from innumerable controllers-

correct them ; repeat them in a different form ; and
even advise their readers what to do with ;heir waste
paper. Intelligent anticipation in providing for their

requirements enabled the press to place a list of run-
ners at Newmarket in the hands of the public in time
to be useful to bookmakers, even in the fourth year
of the war.

News-Offcnts.
That part of the web not required by the press, and

so sold for wrapping purposes: apparently it is run
on the more expensive side of the paper machine.

Waste Paper.
Til 1914 Iiardiv worth cartasre; in 1918 (see daily pa-

ners"! raw material for munitions, for which every
buyer offers the "extreme top prices." Production
now almost a Government monopolv. Food Control
'Department has a fine record, so have some others,

hence the abundance of munitions, and "customers
will please bring their own wrapper."

Railway or "Government" Buff.

A thin glazed paper, generally received by the pub-
lic through the post, in printed form, and with a re-

ply paid envelope. Most unpopular: difficult to read,

and worse to write on. Always the last letter opened;
nroduces much thought, and spoils many breakfasts.
N.P> —The small numbers on the corners have nothing
to do with the Calcutta Sweep or any other lottery.

Bank Paper.

A thin tub-sized writing, made from rags; the high-

est grade is known as John Bradbury; recently the

term has become so broad as to cover anything from a

real bank to a thin imitation news.

Kraft.

A strong brown paper, originating from Sweden at

the end of the nineteenth century. Proved itself the

Jimmy Wilde of the wrapping paper world, and
knocked out everything at its weight. Later it got

into bad company, and had to bear the prefix "Genu-
ine." During the Great War, like Kultur, it fre-

quently changed K to C, and subtlety was required

in handling some of the Craft that entered the paper
market.

Strawboard.
A board made from straw; of great general utility

(not to be confused with the Board of Trade) ; im-

ported from the Continent; mainly Holland. Firm,

clean, and of golden hue before the war; its price

was as the price of dross. Lack of tonnage compelled
the production of substitutes

;
gone was the golden

hue, but dross was at the price of ivory boards.

Common Brown.
Wrapping paper of the lowest category; color un-

certain ; quality, common
;

price, largely a matter of

conscience. It may be animal, vegetable or mineral,

and is not to be recommended as a tobacco substitute.

Although common, it became scarce during the Great
War, and was frequently camouflaged as English

strawboard, "common rope," etc., a process which
enhanced its price but not its reputation.

Greaseproof.

Genuine—a paper capable of containing butter
(when obtainable) and enabling the butter-retailer

(pre-war) to make a slight profit by weighing the

wrapper, even on margarine. In 1917-18 a dead loss

was made except in the case of "pate de fois gras"
(no coupon required.)

Minimum Substance.
The thinnest sheet produced for sale in any grade

of paper. A peculiar effect was produced by war.
conditions, while shortage of materials and need for

the most stringent economy prevailed ; some mills in-

creased their minimum substances. Buyers, however,
"carried on" with the remark that it seemed "a bit

thick."

Regfulations.

Four pages of printed matter, difficult to compre-
hend and impossible to observe. Usually revised be-

fore anyojie gets a thorough grip of them.
Licence to Import.

Official testimony to the damnable efficiency of

the U-boats.

Reduction of Licence.

Testimony to the efficiency of a Government de-

partment.

"Free" Paper.
Paper without obligations, moral or otherwise ;_

travels about "on the loo.se" until it gets knmvn to

the police, often through consorting with aliens. It

is always going up in price until it reaches the Lon-
don limit ; then someone has to use or repulp it.

Tonnage.
Pre-war, the weight in tons of paper carried in a.

ship. After two years of control its meaning might
be construed as the weight in ounces, grams, or dwts.
of paper, per person, per period, perhaps, that one
might expect to receive, provided that the Govern-,
ment did not require it, the mill had materials, men.
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to work it and clerks to calculate the rations; also

ii Swedish, that the importer had sufficient patience,

subtlety, and cash in hand, to conform with the regu-

lations. Anyone attempting to square expectations

with results, and dividing the remainder pro rata

among his customers, is safe for a very fat head and
a doubtful volume of thanks. If the war lasts another
two years, tonnage will probalily be superseded by
parcel postage.

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE PAPER IN-

DUSTRY FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH,
1919.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the ciul of March
with the average production for the month it will be

seen, according to Federal Trade Commission re])orts,

that:

Newsprint mill stocks ecpial slightly more than 7

days' output.

Book paper mill stocks equal about \'-\ (ia\-.s' out-

put.

Paperboard mill stocks equal slightly more than

11 days' output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 38 days' output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 12

days' output.

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 41

days' output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal about 20 days' out-

put.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly less than
10 daj's output.

Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

more than 14 days output.

IMiscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 23 days output.

Stocks of all grades were greater at the end of

March than at the beginning of the month. The to-

tal stocks of all grades in the hands of manufactur-
ers at the end of March amounted to 271.86.5 tons.

Adding to the stocks of the mills, the newsprint and
book paper stocks of jobbers, printers and publish-
ers and the mill sotcks at terminal and delivery points
on March 31, gives a grand total of 563,246 tons in

stock of all grades reported to the Federal Trade
Commission.
The principal reasons for lost time were lack of or-

ders and repairs. "Other reasons'' include lack of
labor, lack of material, lack of power, etc. One mill
operating two machines reported 794 hours' lost time
due to lack of coal.

PRICE BROS. PROFITS.
Total profits of Price Bros. & Co., derived from sales

of lumber as well as pulp and paper, amounted to
$1,493,691 for the year ending February 28, as com-
pared with .$1,374,782 for the previous twelve months.
A number of important improvements have been made.

In his report to the .shareholders the president. Sir
William Price, points out that the lumber operations
of the company during the year had been very satis
factory, largely owing to the extra demand from the
Tnited States market. The pulp and paper branches
had continued to suffer from the increase in the cost
of labor and all raw materials and supplies; but on
the other hand, transportation difficulties previously
experienced had been considerably eliminated.

LAURENTIDE BUSY.
In an interview this week in Montreal (reorge H.

Chaiioon, jircsident and general manager of Lauren-
tide, stated that the mills at Grand'Mere were running
at full capacity in all departments. lie declared that

everything was in fine shape and the company was
never busier in its existence, looking forward to a

good season.

A NEW BRITISH PAPER MILL.
Albert E. Kct-d and Co.. Ltd., have liouglit a large

site on the borders of Aylesford, and intend to build

a big paper mill. The site, which is in Xewhythe par-

ish, lies close to the river Medway, with the advan-

tages of its tidal waterway, and is bounded on one

side by the North Kent Railway. A stream of fresh

water runs through the grounds. Messrs. Reed con-

template putting up their new mill as soon as the

condition of the labor market and facilities in the

building trade become more settled. It is i)art of their

plan to erect dwellings within a convenient distance

for their en\ployees.

This groundwood mill is at liishop's Falls, Nfld.

TIME LOST AND PAPER MADE IN U. S. MILLS.
Reports to the Federal Trade Commission from 56

mills operating 158 machines running full or partial

time on print paper showed loss of time during the

month of ]\Iareh due to: Lack or orders. 753 hours;

repairs. 1,373 hours: other reasons. 1.232 hours. One
mill operating two machines reported 970 hours lost

on account of lack of material. The total time the

machines of 56 mills were idle was approximately

double that of the preceding period of correspond-

ing length.

The total production of newsprint paper for the

first three months of 1919 was 330,060 tons (of which
322,333 were shipped) compared with the production

of 293,035 tons during the corresponding period last

year. Total newsprint produced in March was 116,856

tons, including 106,002 tons of standard news. The
gain in production for the first three months of 1919

compared with the first three months of 1918 amounts
to 40.025 tons of total print, and 38,016 tons of stand-

ard news.

Imports and Exports.
The imports and exports of printing paper valued

at not above 5 cents per pound (practically all news-
print), and of wood pulp for the month of February,
1919, as compared with the month of February, 1918,
in net tons, were as follows:

Feb. '19. Feb. '18.

Imports of Newsprint (total), all

from Canada 54,339 38,428
Exports of Newsprint (total) .... 14,946 5,075
Imports of Ground Wood Pulp

(total) 8,667 7,861
Imports of Chemical Wood Pulp

(total) 21,927 16,911
Unbleached sulphite 13,200 9,171
Hleached sulphite 644 1,729
rnbleached sulphate 7,767 6,011
Bleached sulphate 316

Exports of Domestic Wood Pulp. . 3.092 2.434
There was a decrease of 5,-346 tons in publishers'

stocks during the month of March. Seventy pub-
lishing concerns held about 47 per cent of the total
stocks at the end of the month, Jobbers' stocks de-
crea.sed slightly,
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New Type of Portable Conveyor
To secure eeouomieal operation and greater et'fi-

eieney iu handling material, labor must be supplant-

ed by machines, and those selected which are best

adapted for tlie particular work. Men with wheel-
barrows are too costly to use in storing, moving or

loading material, but, at the same time, the old style

conveyors required a great deal of labor in shovelling

the material up into the receiving hoppers.

A new type of portable conveyor, which cuts the

labor of feeding one-half, is shown in the accompany-
ing illustrations. The most distinctive feature of

this machine, called the Scoop Conveyor, is the Scoop
on the feeding end, which. can be pushed or complete-

ly buried into the material to be conveyed. This

makes it possible to simply scrape the material onto

the carrying belt, instead of lifting it up by shovel-

fuls into the feeding hoppers of ordinary conveyors.

Another exclusive feature of this machine is the

construction of the sides or skirt plates as they are

called. These form a trough which enables a 12-ineh

wide belt to equal in carrying capacity a 20 inch or-

dinary troughed belt. This is readily understood
when one remembers that on a troughed belt, the ma-
terial is carried in the centre or trough, that on the

sides falling into the trough or rolling back, where-
as, the side plates on the Scoop Conveyor hold the

material together, giving the whole width of the belt

carrying effectiveness. It is due to the skirt plates,

also, that a 24 ft. long Scoop Conveyor will convey
material as high as a 30 ft. troughed belt. The re-

sultant saving in belt expense is considerable, as two
new 12 inch x 24 ft. Scoop Conveyor belts can be pur-

chased for the price of one 20 inch x 30 ft. troughed
conveyor belt.

While the Scoop Conveyor has been on the market
only a short time, the manufacturers state that there

are now over 1,000 in use, and that they are receiv-

ing over 50 per cent repeat orders. This would seem
to indicate that the machines are giving good satis-

faction to their owners.
The money savings resulting from the use of a Scoop

Conveyor are due, first, to the saving in labor, second,
to the speed at which material is conveyed.

Fig. 1.—Unloading from coal car to storage pile

with a Scoop Conveyor.

Capacity and Uses.

The carrying eajiacity of the Scoop Conveyor, based
on handling coal, is one ton per minute, provided a

sufficient amount of coal is maintained at the receiv-

ing end of the machine. If the storage pile is of suf-

ficient height, one man can easily feed one ton in one
and a half minutes, or if the pile is low, he may re-

quire from two to four minutes. Where speed is re-

quired two men may be provided for feeding. In
unloading hopper bottom cars the machine and one
man can remove one ton per minute.

I''ig. 2.—Using three Scoop Conveyors to unload from
hopper bottom cars to large storage pile.

Large size coal, coke, crushed stone, etc., fed by
one man re(|uire from three to six minutes for one
ton or half that time with two men.
The Scoop Conveyor is used principally for stor-

ing, reclaiming and loading bulk material and light

articles. There are an unlimited number of uses for
the machine, in addition, such as elevating material
to tanks or platforms in chemical and industrial
works, feeding from cars and delivering into fived
conveyors or stoker magazines at power plants, etc.

Almost any kind of material can be handled, such as
coal of all kinds, ashes, sand, crushed stone, sulphur
chips, and lap pulp.

The Scoop Conveyor may be used singly, in tandem
or in triplicate as may be required. The employment
of sets of two or more allows for an increase in height
of the storage pile or conveying distance. Fig. 2 il-

lustrates three machines unloading coal from hopper
cars up a long steep incline.

The Scoop Conveyor is made in three different sizes
13'8", 19'8" and 24'. The width of the conveying belt

on any of these sizes may be either 12" or 16" wide
as desired. Size 13'8" elevates to a total height from
the ground of 5'9", the 19'8" size maybe adju.sted for
Miiy height from 6 feet to 9 feet, and the 24' size may
i>e adjusted for any height from 9 feet to 12 feet.

The machines are furnished with either electric motor
or gasoline engine, or where customer prefers to fur-

nish and install motor himself, motor support and
drive from motor shaft are provided.

The electric motor or gasoline engine, mounted un-
der the frame, transmits power to the conveyor by
means of a chain and sprocket connection to a shaft
extending beneath the conveyor. From a sprocket
on the other end of this shaft the power in turn is

transmitted to the driving sprocket, located at the
upper end of the conveyor.
The carrying belt is a high grade of heavy duck

and rubber conveying belt and duck cross strips.

These transverse cleats are provided to prevent the
material from slipping back down the incli»-ip.

For catalog and other inforr^^t^on address the mqjiu-
facturers. The Portable Machine Co., Inc., Passaic.
N.J.
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Ottawa Notes
Little if any trontile witli impor mill labor is ex-

pected to materialize in the Ottawa district on or about
May 1st, when strikes and new demands of labor are
usually presented. The reason for this as given by
statements in the press from Albany some time ago
was that the new demands as then announced would
not be formally presented until May.
The general view of paper makers at Ottawa up to

early this week seemed to be that nothing m-ou1c1 be

done in the situation until sometime between May 1st

or 2nd, up to May 11th, if organized labor adhered
to their announced policy. The award of the National
War Labor in the United States, decreed that the

schedules set for the workers would extend to the

duration of the war and six months thereafter. Labor
at its convention at Albany claimed that the war vir-

tually ended with the signing of the armistice on
November 11th, and thus that the "six months there-

after" would mean May 11th, as the date for new
or increased demands being presented. Though no
official announcement had been made there is a pos-

sibility that the prospect of paper mill labor present-

ing new demands on May 11th will be taken up or

referred to when the newsprint inquiry resumes in

session on May 8th.

Announcement that the Canadian Newsprint Inquiry
had been adjourned from May 5th to 8th, together
with the uncertain attitude of labor as to the pulp
and paper mills after May 11th, featured the Can-
adian newsprint situation as it existed at Ottawa
up to Tuesday this week. The reason for the post-

ponement of the newsprint probe was due according
to official announcement by the Paper Controller from
a "request from both sides."

The reason for this as given was on account of it

being found that there was not sufficient hotel ac-

commodation at Ottawa, owing to conventions being
held to accommodate those whose presence at the

probe would be necessary.

High water conditions prevailing this spring in the

Ottawa river has for the past week or ten days led to

a decline in the development of power for paper manu-
facturing purposes at the John R. Booth and E. B.

Eddy plants. The decline is not as yet serious and up
to the beginning of the week it was not thought by
paper manufacturers that any great inconvenience

%vould be experienced. The chief hardship so far has

been in the operation of the grinders at the E. B. Eddy
Company at Hull, Que.
According to paper manufacturers the height of the

river below Chaudiere falls this spring is from three

to four feet higher than during corresponding seasons

in other years. The increased height is attributed

largely to spring rains and the quick going away of the

snows in the Ottawa Valley area drained by the Ottawa
River. The "northern waters" usually come down
around May 24th to June 1st.

There is a twenty foot head at the Chaudiere at

present, but the Booth mill does not anticipate any
trouble.

Workers in the E. B. Eddy Compaiiy have been
placed on the eight hour shift principle throughout
the whole plant. The paper makers some time ago
made the eight hour day a part of their demands, and
following on this other organized labor presented a

similar request, which was acceded to on the part of

the company.
Lieut. Fred James, formerly of the Citizen Editorial

Staff aiul later official war correspondent with the

Canadian forces recently returned to Ottawa.
Scrgt. K. II. Pringle, son of Mr. Roiicrt A. Pringle,

K.C., the Paper ('ontroller, arrived back in Ottawa last

week after being overseas with the first Canadian
Tank Battalion.

Gunner Hugh McLean, son of Angus McLean of

tlie Bathnrst Lumber Co., Bathurst, N.B., who was
with the 12th Canadian Siege Battery, and sailed for

England in December. 1917. is expected home in a few
days. Gunner IMcLean was M'ith the (Canadians in

the fighting in France and went through the severe

engagements at Caudirai. The battery had just reach-

ed Mons when the armistice was signed.

Messrs. S. Cassett and 0. Cassett, formerly with

the Spanish River Pulp & Paper Company, Saulte St.

Marie, have taken positions in the paper mill at Iro-

quois Falls.

T. A. Weldon, vice-president of the Provincial Paper
Mills Co., who with his wife and daughter, has been
spending the past winter in Toronto, has returned to

his home in Thorold for the summer months.
A new industry which will supply both local and

export markets is now being completed on Industrial

Island, Vancouver, B.C., and will be known as the

Pacific Roofing Co., Ltd. The chief product of the

plant will be asphalt ready roofing, in rolls, the as-

phalt compounds for which are secured in British

Columbia, the company thus using a local product in

the manufacture of its output. The company will

have represoitatives in Australia, New Zealatul. and
the Orient.

SOLDIER SENDS SAMPLES OF PAPER CLOTHES.
What may be the most complete set of samples in

Canada of the paper clothing made in Germany is now
in the office of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-
tion. They were sent by Cajit. John H. I\rcLachlin of

Arnprior, Out., and were bought in Bonn, German}-.
The collection consists of underwear, braces, corsets,

aprons, towels, and material apparently intended for

furniture covering, but which might possibly be used
for dress goods. At first glance the garments seem
to be made of very coarse linen, but a close examina-
tion shows that they are composed entirely of paper
that has been cut into narrow ribbons, twisted into

threads and then woven in the ordinary way. It is said

that the paper is heavily sized so that the garments
will stand washing once or twice, but this seems
doubtful.

The undyed goods are grey in color, and the gar-

ments are neatly made. The colors of the dyed fabrics

are bright and attractive, and the patterns are tasteful

enough.
Judging from the tickets . attached to some of the

pieces the price of the articles is very high. A pair

of braces is marked at what is equal to about 85c.

Canadian money and a paper apron, that would cost

here if made of cotton about 60c. to 75c., is valued at

$3 in Germany.
While these fabrics testify to the ingeniiity of the

German they are also an evidence of the great straits

the countrv was reduced to for textiles.

ST. MAURICE PAPER'S PROFITS.
The operating profit of the St. Maurice Paper Co.,

Limited, for 1918 amounted to $1,468,488, as compared
with $1,060,853 in 1917. The siirplus was .$562,300

and total assets $9,727,425, an increase of nearly
•tl.OOO.OOO.
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UMTED STATES TsfOTES
The Amerieaa Publishers' Association, which held

its thirty-third annual meeting last week in the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City, closed the ses-

sions Frida.y afternoon with the re-election of the fol-

lowing officers for the coming j-ear: T. P. Glass of

the Birmingham News, president; George McAneny,
of the New York Times, vice-president ; John Stewart
Bryan of the Richmond News-Leader, secretary, and
Edward P. Call of the New York Journal of Com-
merce, treasurer. The concluding session of the meet-
ing was given over to a discussion of the newsprint
situation and the report of the association's paper
committee on the Publisher's Paper Company, a

corporation organized to bring additional paper into

the American market during the shortage, which be-

came serious in 1917.

The tour worker's bill, after having come closer to

passage this year than at any time since it became a

piece of legislation, was finally killed last week in the

Massachusetts Senate. Paper manufacturers of Holyoke
are elated over the defeat of the measure- Although
tlie proposed legislation would have proved super-

ficial insofar as the large manufacturer is concerned,
eighty-three per cent, of whom have voluntarily adopt-
ed the three tour systems, it would, had it been en-

acted, have worked great hardships on the small manu-
factui'er, perhaps driving many of them out of busi-

ness.

A conference will be held in the near future by
committees representing the Philadelphia Stationers'

Association and the Paper Trade association for the

purpose of discussing and adopting some plan of dis-

tribution along the line of what is considered a logical

and legitimate apportionment of business. One of the

plans formulated proposes to have consumers come
direct to the paper warehouses, make selections and
place orders which will be delivered and billed through
the stationary firms of which the buyers are regular

customers. The stationers have felt in need of some
such plan so as to end the abuse which had grown
up due to the direct sale of paper to the consumers,
ordinarily patrons of the stationers, at a price with
which the latter cannot compete.
Ogden Mills, Philip T. Dodge. William D. Russell,

Ogden Reid, Albert Wiggin, and Herbert A. Wilder
were elected directors of the International Paper Com-
pany at the annual meeting of the board of directors

last week.
James White, president of the James White Paper

Company, the well-known Chicago jobbing hoTise, died

April 18, following an operation to correct a condi-

tion caused by jaundice. Mr. White, a very prominent
member of the Chicago paper trade, was a leader in

organization work, taking an active part in the coun-

cils -of the Western Paper Merchants' Association and
the National Paper Trade Association. He was bom in

Bainbridge, Ireland, and emigrated to Chicago in 1875,

residing there ever since.

The entire fourth floor of the Irving Trust Com-
pany's Market and Pulton Branch Building in New
York Cit.y has been leased for a long term of .vears

to the Chemical Foundation, Inc. The Chemical Found-

ption is a $600,000 company organized at the sugges-

tion of the Alien Property Custodian by members of

the American Dyes Institute, the American Manu-
facturing Chemists' Association, and others engaged in

the various branches of the chemical industries. The
foundation will purchase from the Alien Property Cus-
todian and hold for the chemical industries and for
the country at large the German-owned United States
chemical and allied patents as well as enemy trade-
marks, etc- These will be licensed to American manu-
facturers.

The anniial convention of the National Federation
of Paper Box Manufacturers will be held this year
at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, May 7 and 8.

A discussion of prices during the after war recon-

struction period and the bearing on them of raw ma-
terials and of labor will be participated in by speak-
ers from all parts of the country, and the results of

the educational uniform, cost accounting campaign,
which the Federation has been conducting during the

past year, will be disclosed.

Director General of Railroads Hines has petitioned

the Interstate Commission for a reopening of the Mich-
igan percentage cases in which the commission held
that rates between Eastern trunk line territory and
certain Michigan communities were not unreasonable
in themselves, but were constructed to give undue pre-

ference to cities in Ohio and Indiana and to Detroit.

When the National Association of Manufacturers
opens its twenty-fourth annual convention in New York
May 19, many important problems will be considered,

among them, the Government ownership of railroads,

Government supervision and stabilization of trade
prices. Federal revenue and tax legislation, employment
relations, employer's duty to provide jobs for soldiers,

revision of patent laws, social and industrial unrest,

industrial legislative outlook, and vocational trainfng.

The United States has never exported much paper
to Japan, but this export has increased during the

war about 580 per cent. Five per cent of the Japan-
ese printing paper comps from the United States.

From Japan the United States imports tis.sne paper
and etching paper.—U. S. Tariff Commission.

BOOK STATISTICS.
A chart of all the books published in Britain and

the United States in 1918, says the Christian Science
Monitor, .shows that 922 books of history head the list,

while 788 books of fiction in second place, and with
books of sociology and economics following closely in

third place to the number of 721.

The war, of course, is responsible for the preponder-
ance of historical works : biit the disparity of the
figures as between fiction and non-fiction is rather
surprising. Yet it is characteristic of book publishing
from year to year, contrary to the general impression
that fiction far outnumbers works of more serious

import.

Less than nine per cent of new publications last

year were fiction. But it is safe to say that the num-
ber of copies sold in each class will not maintain that
average, as authors of serious books know to their sor-

row, apd writers of best sellers to the contrary.
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Technical Section

FIRST STUDENT MEMBER.
Till' honor of being the first student iiienilier of

the Teehnieal Section goes to Mr. Henry II. Mleakney,

lOS Broadway avenue, Ottawa, who is now at Queen ".s

University, in his first year Science. He is endeavor-

ing to secure a position in a paper mill for the sum-

mer months in which the secretary is endeavoring

to give him every possible assistance.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-1. Eucalyptus as a source of paper. (L eucalyp-

tus bois de papeterie. Sa culture en France). -I. Mi-

eol de Purteiiioiit. Le Papier, 22, \o. 1 (Jan., PtPn.

p. 17.—Eucalyptus yields about 42 per cent of cellu-

lose fibres. The fibres are rather short (about O.D

mm.), but extremely fine (about 16/i in diameter),

and con.sequently they felt very well, and they are al-

so very .strong. The tree possesses the advantage of a

remarkably rapid growth, a growth of 20 years,

yielding about 1,000 steres per hectare, while it is but

"very rarely that 500 steres are obtained from other

species of 75 years' growth. The author suggests es-

tablishing eucalyptus forests in the swampy regions

of Southern France, thereby creating an important

source of wealth for the country, and at the same time

changing an unhealthy swamp into a healthy and

habitable region.—A. P.—C.

A-3. Australian papermaking woods and fibres.

Paper 24 (i;)l!>). -\'o. 2, p. 11-12 and 40. Kesearch be-

ing conducted for development of independent in-

dustry in Australia.—E. K. M.
A-3. Waste pulp fromNew Zealand hemp. Anon.

Bulletin Imp. Inst. 16, 134-S (IDISK—A large amount
of waste pulp is obtained from the leaves of the New
Zealand hemp plant ((Phormiura tenax). Two sam-

ples of this pulp were taken ; one was sun-dried be-

fore placing in sacks, the second was rotted for 2

months, sun-dried, then placed in sacks. These sam-

ples were examined as to their value for the manu-
facture of paper pulp. Analysis gave : (sun-dried

moisture 8.3 per cent, cellulose in dry pulp 31.8 per

cent; (rotted sample), moisture 8.9 per cent, cellulose

37.4 per cent. In both cases the cellulose was of poor
quality, and of no value for paper making. The heat-

ing value of the sun-dried pulp is about 45 per cent

that of good steam coal.—Chem. Abs.

A-14. The Webb paper tester. Bv -T. D. Mab-ohn-

son. Paper 23 (1919). No. 26, p 16-18 and 24 (1919).

No. 1, p. 13-14.—A new instrument for testing cor-

rugated fiber, boards. The component parts of the

board may be tested separately. The Webb tester is

roughly the size of a desk telephone. Pressure is ap-

plied to the plunger by means of a helical steel spring

surrounding the upper part or "barrel of the plung-

er. This spring is compressed by turning a hand-
wheel, the force being transmitted by suitable gear-

ing. A dial, actuated b.v a rack and pinion, measures

the deflection of the spring, and is calibrated to

read in pounds per square inch. In addition to the

puncture test, the Webb machine may be used for

tensile, elongation, and compression tests. The ten-

• sile test, especially when "across the grain." is an
important index ofthe value of a fiber box as a .ship-

ping container. The pocket-.size model makes it pos-

sible to test corrugated boxes under conditions which

are impossible at present. Besides corrugated pro-

ducts, the Webb machine can be used for testing

numy other flat substances, sucii as paper, cardboard,

•solid fiber" boards, gummed tape, fabrics, etc. (A
criticism of this instrument by F. P. ("leveland, of B.

F. Perkins & Son is found in Paper 24, No. 3, p. 21.

He draws attention to some defects of plunger ma-

chines, and the advantages of diaphagram apparatus

like the .Mullen tester).—E. K. M.
A-14. Vegetable fibres used in papermaking (Test-

ing).— l\ep<ii-t of the Pa[)er Testing ( 'oniniittee. Am-
erican Technical Association. By Fred ('. Clark, Pa-

lmer 23 (1919).—No. 25, p. 12-13. Method of j)repar-

ing chloriodide of zinc, ])hloroglucinol and aniline sul-

])hate. Classification and characteristics of the nioi'c

common vegetable fibers in the textile and jiapcr in-

dustries under following heads:

FIBER
I

Individual cells
|

Microscoi)ical I Color

I

Length breadth ! ;ip|)earanee ] reaction

t

with
' various

reagents

B-4. A new use for dead leaves. (Utilisation des

feuilles mortes de tous les arbres feuillus comme ma-
tiere destinee a la fabrication d"un produit nouveau
susceptible de diverses applications industrielles).

French patent 488,941, granted to IMrs. Karen Braiii-

son, (nee Adeler) Seine, P^rance. Le Papier, 22, No. I,

Jan., 1919, p. 28.—The process consists essentially in

subjecting dead leaves to a very high pressure, there-

by making blocks or plates. They may be first

washed, bleached with chlorine, treated with an ag-
glutinant, and colored : but any or all of the.se opera-
tions may be omitted if desired. The finished "pla.s-

tic" can be easily worked so as to make articles such
as are made from casein, celluloid, and similar bodies.

It is a good heat insulator.—A. P.-C.

B-9. Forest products statistics.. Paper 23 (1919).
No. 26. p. 11-14 and 24 (1919). No. 1, p. 15-17 and 38.

—A classified list of U. S. Government information
adopted from compilation, by the U. S. Central Bur-
eau of Planning and Statistics, Statistics Clearing
House.—E. K. M.

C-7. The Whitham barking machine. P>y George S.

Whitham. Jr.. Paper 24 (1919), No. 1. p. 12, U. S.

patent No. 1.277,S08.—The machine is described as
one for the purpose of removing the bark and color
from logs of pulp wood without removing any of the
solid wood or splintering the fiber of the outer sur-
face. This is accomplished by bruising and thus loos-
ening to some extent the layer of bark, without suli-

stantial destruction of its continuity, and then peel-
ing it off by means of a water jet of high velocity and
directed at a suitable angle. Illustration.— E. K. M.

D-4. Report of Groundwood Committee. T. A. P. P.
I. (Grinding hardwood). J. O. Mason, Paper 23 (1919)
Xo. 24, p. l,s-19.—Statement read on tlie grinding of
hardwoods at the Laurentide Co. Total hours run,
54: cords ground per hour, 3,284: lb. per 24 hours,
78.736. Fibers very fine, but uniform. For summer
I'onditious 10 to 15 per cent might be beneficial to
.'- 'V as a whole.—E. K. M.
DO. Mechanical pulpwood (Les nates mecaniques

V"- bois ^ P Hochon. Le Papier 22. 1, .Taii.. 1919. pp.
1-15.—This is the last of a series of 3 articles. In it

the author describes the Voith magazine grinder and
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shows its advantages. He takes up screening and re-

fining, giving detailed descriptions of both flat and
centrifugal screens and of their action. He describes

also the princij^le and the action of the deckers, save-

all, and wet-machine, including the wet-machine with
.several vats. After enumerating the uses and pro-

perties of white groundwood, he concludes with a de-

scription of the process of making "brown"' pulp,

which consists essentially in steaming the wood be-

fore grinding.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Fermenting sulfite liquors. R. H. McKee.
Brit. 120,.'320, May l.i. llHS.-To jiroduce alcohol from
sulfite li(iuors containing fermentable sugars they

are treated with yeast in the ])resence of excess O. The
amount of free S0._, in the liipior is preferably reduced
to 0.35 grams per liter by boiling, blowing air through
the solution while heated, or other methods. The
liquor is then brought to a temperature of 27-8° and
yeast is added. Air is blown through the liquor while

fermentation is proceeding. The liquid is then distd.

to separate the alcohol, alkali beiuir added to fix the

SO.,. The air used in the process is waslied in unfer-

mciited liciunr tn recover alcohol caiTicd off by it.

E-5. Pulu from waste wood. (Fabrication de la Cel-

lulose: Utilisation des dechets de bois). ('. Flaunet.

Le Papier, 22. No. 1. (Jan., linrii, p. 23.—The follow-

ing process, which is api)licable to such waste as edg-
ings and saw-dust, is due to Messrs. Breeh and Ty-
lorowski. and is being used by the Rosenblum Com-
pany. The wood is introduced into a vessel, and a

'solution" of resin solvents in water is added. The
amount of solvent should be lV^-2 per cent of the

wood, more or less, and about 1 per cent of ammonia
is also added. The solvents should be of such a na-

ture as to emulsify with water. The wood is cooked
for 4-;") hours at a temperature of 110°r. When all

the resin has been extracted the vessel is opened at

the bottom, when under a pressure of about one at-

mosphere, thereby electing the liquid and vapor, but
leaving the wood. By adding lime before extracting
the resins, a lime soap is formed, the recovery of the
ammonia is greatly facilitated, and the treated wood
is lighter in color. The wood is then steamed, which
obviates the necessity of chipping. It is then made
into puln by the sulphite jirocess.—A. P.-C

K-6. Obtaining Dulp, etc., from sea tan/r. A' Frv-
(lensbcrg. Brit. 120.761, Nov. 19, 1,917.—In prepar-
ing sea tang, particularly Zostera marina, for paper
nulp or for strengthening plaster, stucco, and the
like, the whole mass, which may he bleached with CI,

chloride of lime, or the like, is dried in the air or ar-

tificially and then comminuted by ordinary crushing,
rubbing, or carding processes to the required degree

'

of fineness.—Cliem. Abs.

K-23. Photographic paper technology. Paper 23
(1919), Xo. 17, p. 11-13.—Clarity and purity of water
is first in order as is also the cleanliness and refining

of the pulp. All parts of the apparatus that come
in contact with the pulp must be so constructed that

their presence or utilization will not be a source of

contamination liy iron. Some photographic papers
receive the exposure directly on their surface, but
the larger proportion record the image on an emul-
sioTied surface superimposed on a baryta coating. The
intermediate gelatin, "lue. and baryta the whole is

subsequently more or less thoroughly calendered. The
I'nrvta sin-face receives emulsions of chloride, bro-

mide or iodide of silver. The sizing of the paper

should be of extraordinary intensity by means of a
size containing a great deal of free rosin, which is

further re-enforced by gelatin, casein, wax or starch.

The papers are usually heavy, varying from 100 to

200 grams per square meter, aiid composed of se-

lected raw materials: sometimes pure rags, sometimes
a combination of rags and chemical pulp. It must
be clean, pure and free from all particles of iron or
of bronze. Alum (double sulphate of aluminum and
potassium) should be employed for sizing in prefer-
ence to sidphate of alumina, which only too often con-
tains a i)ercentage of iron.—E. K. il.

K-23, The absorption of water by vulcanised fiber
and erinoid on exposure to moist air and the conse-
quent change of electrical resistance, K. G. Allen, Sci.

Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc. 15, 40.'5-l-l (1918).—Plates of

vulcanized fibre, red and blue erinoid, 5,5 x 5.95 x 0.5

cm. were exposed to air of saturated humidity for 400
hours, when the fiber had absorbed 3.42 grams, the
red erinoid 1.43 grams, and the blue erinoid 1.26

grams. Comparable results were obtained Avith sam-
ples in the form of tubes. Tables are given showing
the electric resistance of the samples, and the effect
of increased absorption of water at various tempera-
tures.—Chem. Abs.

K-0. Rotogravure process of illustrating. Paper 24
(1919). Xo. 1, p. 11-12.,—No screen is used in the
half-tone process and plate reproduces best on poor
paper.—E. K. M.

L-7. Paper textiles. LiUiaii B. Storms, Iowa State
College. J. Home Econ. 10, 451-6 (1918.)—A sum-
mary of the development of paper textiles. A biblio-

graphy is appended.—Chem. Abs.
L-0. Stencil-sheet. J. A. Ambler, IT. S. 1,288,792,

Dec. 24.—A stencil-sheet is prepared by passing an
open-texture porous paper through a solution of gela-
tin and CaCl..., and then through a solution of glycerol.
The sheet is tough and pliable.—Chem. Abs.

L-0. Paper pipes. (Tuyaux pour tous usages et em-
nlois quelconques obtenus par enroulement ca encol-

laee continus de papier on carton.)—French patent
489.11.') granted to P. ^M. Dalery. France. Le Papier,
22, 1. .Tan., 1919, p. 29.—Pipes" which may be put to

all uses may be obtained by continuous winding of

paper on a suitable machine. To strengthen the pipe,
wire gauze, or thin sheets of leather or textile fabrics
are wound with the paper. In order to render them
waterproof and to prevent decay, they are treated
both inside and out with a waterproofing substance,
and nun" after be given a metal covering.—A. P.-C.

L-0. Paper soles. (Semelles en paoier). Le Papier
21, No. 11. (Nov., 1919). p. 190.—About .30 sheets of
paper are first soaked in turpentine, and then treated
with a glue juade up o'f turpentine, Spanish white,
resin lac. linseed oil and litharge. The composi<-'
tion is then submitted to high pressure. After .scrapi

ing and polishing it will fufnish soles as waterproof,
and as durable as the best of leathers.—A. P.-C.

R-0. How to size up men at sight. Bv Katherine
^l H Bla.-kford. Paper 23 (1919i. No. 24. p. 11-16.—
A lecture before Technical Association of Pulp and
Paper Industry on character analysis for business
purposes. Individuals are classified according to the
following characteristics: color, convex and concave
tvnes (significance of), size, structure, self-expres
sion. the fat man, texture, proportion, feminine and
masculine characteristic, expression, condition and
natural aptitudes and education.—E. K
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Mr. AVaiiiwriL'-lit. of tlic ('im;iili;iii Expi)rt I'ii|itM-

Company. Moutreal. was in Toronto iliiriu^ the past

week on business and called upou a number of mem-
bers in the trade.

Sergrt.-Major H. H. Dunn, salesman for the Victoria

Paper and Twine Co.. Limited, Toronto, returned home
recently after being: at the front for four years. Sergt.

Dunu was wounded twice and also affected by gas-

He was warmly welcomed back by his old a.ssociates

into the Victoria fold.

The coated pa]ier plant of the Provincial Paper Mills

Co. at Georgetown, Ont., which was shut down for

several days, resumed operations on Monday of this

week. The cylinder head of the boiler, weighing four

tons, was sent by express to Gait where it was found
necessary to make new borings and have the valves

restored by Goldie & McCulloeh, who worked night

ind day on the job and sent the cylinder head back
to the mill by express.

There has been quite an influx of new cars among
the paper men in Toronto and Thorold. I. H. Weldon,
of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., is driving a new
seven passenger JIcLanghlin ; S. F. Duncan, of the

same company, a new Peerless: George Carruthers, of

the Interlake Tissue ^lills a Studebaker, while F. JL
H. Ciishing. of the ilontrose mill. Thorold, motored
to Toronto last week, making his debut as a driver

of a Gray-Dort.

The Ilampel Paper Box Co., of Brantford, Ont., have

purcha.sed the old Queen's hotel building in Woodstock,
Ont., and repairs are being made to the property. When
completed a new paper box factory will be in opera-

tion in Woodstock which will increase the opportunity

for employment.
The pulp mill of the Bathurst Lumber Co., Bathurst,

X.B-. which has been down for some time started

up again this week. Fourteen additional dryers have

been installed on the sulphite machine, which will in-

crease the tonnage by twenty per cent. The company
have also put in a new fuel economizer, so that the

plant is in good shape.

Colin La Foi-tune. of Port Dover, Ont., who is the

oldest lumberman in Canada, celebrated his hundred
and first birthday last week. He is still quite vigorous

and busies himself with many little tasks each day.

For sixty-five years he was engaged in the business

of felling and driving timber and is the last of five

brothers, four of whom died at the ages of 106, 103,

98 and 94. Mr. La Fortune resides with his daugh-

ter, Mrs. F. L- Nicolls, Port Dover, and is fond of

gardening and outdoor work, such as raising poultry.

A new paper plant is being .started at St. Boniface,

which is a suburb of Winnipeg. J. S. Hughes is the

promoter and manager of the concern, which has ac-

quired the old Arctic lee Company's building on which

several thousand dollai's has been spent in alterations

and additions. The machinery is now being installed

at a cost of over .$50,000, and the mill will employ
about twenty-five hands at the outset. (Advices do

not state the character of the plant or kind of pro-

duct.)

Thr \'irt,,i-ia l^ipcr ,111(1 'i'winc Co,, l-imitnl. of T(ir-

onto lia\<' lii'i'M aiiiiiiintcd selling agents for the Dex-
trine Co., of Thorold. Ont-, manufacturers of white
and dark British gum and white and yellow dextrine

ami pastes as well as dry gum in 7)owder form and
Grip-tite light and heavy gum in liquid form. The
company report a large sale for these products and
have received many repeat orders. Since the Dextrine
Co. at Thorold began making these products in Can-
ada, they have met with a large measure of success,

being the pioneers in this line.

J. J. Carri(;k. ex-M.P. of Port Arthur, Ont., who has
been away from home for several weeks, was in Toronto
recentl.v on his return and reports that Port Arthur
is booming. Mr. Carrick expects to go ahead with his

large pulp and paper mill in that city in the near
future.

All the past year there has been a steady shipment
of pulp and paper from British Columbia mills from
the Coast to Transpacific ports and cargoes are ex-

pected to increase as time passes. Dtiring the past

week the Australian motorship Challamba loaded paper
at Powell River and the steamer Maeedon at Ocean
Falls for shipment to Australia.

It is understood that the work on the new pulp and
paper mill of the Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co.,

which will be erected at Kapuskasing, Ont-, will start

shortly. A tour was recently made by the officials of

the company and its engineering staff, accompanied
by S. A. JIunda.v of Bradford, Pa., president, and Elihu

Stewart, of Toronto, vice-president of the company.
Both American and Canadian capital is interested in

the venture and it is expected that contracts for con-

struction will be awarded in the near future.

The Nominingue Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., have been
granted supplementary letters patent to change their

name to Eugene Patenaude, Limitee.

A charter has been granted to the British-Canadian
Pi!l)lishing Co., with headquarters in Toronto and a

capital stock of .$40,000 to manufacture, buy, sell and
deal in goods and wares merchandise of various kinds.

A charter has been granted to the Mageau Lumber
Co., Limited, with head offices at Field, Ont., in the

district of Nipissing and a capital stock of .$2.50,000

to carry on the business of lumbering and pnlp manu-
facturers in all its branches. Among the incorporators

of the new concern are Zotique Mageau, M.L.A-, of

Sturgeon Falls. Ont. ; Joseph U. Lamarre, D. Thibert

and Hector 0. Tremblay, of Field township.

Josiah Hallett, one of the best known and most high-

ly respected residents of York Count.v, who died fi.t

his home in ]\lillville. carried on in the winter season

extensive lumbering operations on the Nashwaak
and tributaries. For many years he operated for the

late Alex. Gibson, and since Gibson's death has been
getting out logs for the Xashwaak Pulp and Paper
Company. Last winter he got out two million feet of

lumber for this company. He had cut as high as six

million feet in other winters, but did not operate as

extensively last winter.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, April 'lb.—There is not much change in the

pulp and paper situation except that trade grows bet-

ter all the while and orders are coming in more freely.

The outlook is improving each week, and while some
mills are very busj' others could stand more business.

The jnilp market is expected to improve in the near
future and some plants, which were closed down have
resumed operations. There is little demand at present

for pulpwood and considering its high cost, and the

quiet "condition for the finished product, buying is

limited. More inquiries are coming in all the while

from foreign countries for Canadian paper, and it is

hoped that, with the opening of navigation, there will

soon be some improvement in the situation although
ocean rates continue to ascend and the government has

as yet released only thirty per cent of space for com-
mercial shipments. It may take a few months to get

into the swing but the export business is bound to

come and when it does Canada can look for the great-

est year ever in pulp and paper i)roduction. Pulp and
paper securities have been ver.v active on the stock

market, and this is a very good trend of affairs. There

is an excellent demand for newsprint and all mills

are bu.sy.

Box board plants report an increase in number of

orders and periodical publishers are taking larger

quantities of book paper owing to advertising- Special

editions of trade and technical papers show a large

gain in advertising and jobbers report that trade is

coming stronger and those firms, which evinced a dis-

position to hang back, are now buying more freely.

The ground wood pulp market is rather quiet and
one leading manufacturer stated this week that, con-

sidering the high price he had to pay for the wood
delivered at his mill and the figure which he could

obtain for his finished product it allowed little or no
profit and that it was a difficult proposition to make
ends meet. All mills have plenty of water, owing to

heavy spring rains, to operate their grinders and the

absence of export business places the outlet at a mini-

mum. Some plants which have made for sale to out-

side concerns, have so curtailed production that they

luanufacture only what they can use themselves. With
the mills on the other side of the line getting busier,

it is expected that buying will pick up in the near
future.

With respect to the agitation from over the border
to have the embargo on raw pulp wood cut on Crown
lands removed so that large shipments can be made
to the United States, it is recalled that the Ross Gov-
ernment in Ontario was the first to place such restric-

tions on unmanufactured wood. Up to that time the

forests of the north were being rapidly depleted by
Michigan and Wisconsin pulp and lumber concerns.

The daily papers severely criticized the Department
of Lands, Forests and Mines for allowing this wholesale

exploitation to go on and the criticism bore fruit.

What has been the result? In Ontario alone there

have been erected the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co.

plant, the Dryden plant, the Abitibi plant, the Fort

Frances plant, the Spanish river plant, the Port Arthur
plant, the Soo plant and others largely on this account.

There are three large pulp wood limit concessions in

the north upon which pulp mills each costing a million

dollars will be built before many months or as soon

as capita! is released in sufficient quantities to permit

of the erection of new undertakings. In all sales of

pulp wood or timber limits the province, for many
years, has inserted a proviso that the wood must be

manufactured into lumber or pulp before its export

from Ontario is sanctioned. Quebec followed suit in

this excellent piece of legislation and later came New
Brunswick. The outcome is that Canada is becoming
the greatest pulp and paper producing country of the

world and intends to retain that position. In Quebec,

the advancement of the industry has been more wond-
erful than it has in Ontario, and no industry in the

Dominion has been making greater strides than the

]iulp and paper in spite of the fact that federal regu-

lation and interference with prices has greatly hamp-
ered expansion since the outbreak of the war. One
company in Ontario is now offering 680,000 acres of

pulp wood for sale and were the embargo not in force

all the product of these pulp lands would be shipped

across the border and the province would have in a few

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones IS^'smurray hill, new YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be
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years only the slasli as a reiniiider of what she once

possessed.

It is expected that the water will he let out of the

old Welland canal at the end of May and the plants at

Thorold. Merritton and St. Catharines will all take

advantage of the occasion to overhaul their equipment

which they have not heen in a position to do satis-

factorily for the past two years owing to rush of

orders- Envelope factories are busy, paper box plants

arc getting more active and speeialty mills all report

that orders are keeping up well.

Deliveries of paper are now good and all whole-

salers who lost many orders last year due to the great

rush are able to take care of the needs of their cus-

tomers. Collections are reported to be good and things

}-re moving along with an even steady swing. The

l)redicted decrease in prices has not come and there

i> now little, if any talk heard of values being too high.

What few price reductions have taken place have not

been in t he least encouraging. They have not re-

sulted in increasing the business in those lines and

have only stimulated the desire for still lower prices.

Labor conditions are very favorable, but there is no

sign of wages coming down and raw materials of all

kinds keep up to a high figure. There are no artificial-

ties about the paper business in the Dominion and, in

the meantime, the watchwords are conservation and a

policy of judicious expansion and sound selling.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. April 26.—General ronditions surround-

ing the paper market remain unchanged. If anything,

business has been of larger volume during the past

week, though trade activity continues to be of less

than normal proportions, and consumers show equal

cautiousness in their buying operations as they have

been prone to do for some time. Nevertheless the

situation is improving. Demand is gradually under-

going expansion and indications are that the market

is well on the way to assume its normal position. Ex-

port business is steadily increasing, and domestic con-

sumers apparently are being compelled by force of

necessity to enlarge the volume of their orders al-

though still purchasing only as their requirements de-

velop.

Prices continue to be unsettled. For a time, quota-

tions appeared to have become Avell stabilized, but

.since then conditions have arisen which have caused

prices again to become irregular. Raw materials are

sagging and this is creative of easiness in values on

the finished product, and while there have been no

drastic declines, mills in many instances have granted

concessions to secure orders.

The newsprint situation is possibly the strongest

end of the market at present. Manufacturers are

shipping the great bvilk of their production about as

soon as it becomes available, and demand is of suf-

ficent breadth to absorb practically all the supply avail-

able. Publishers are constantly coming into the mar-

ket for additional amounts of paper, while demand

from export sources is increasing. Prices are firm

and mills are insistent for full quoted figures.

Book papers are moving in a consistent manner and

at steady prices. Demand is good and reports from

manufacturing centres indicate that it is expanding-

Many mills which have been running on part time

are iow said to be operating at capacity and to be

finding a ready market for all of their output. Quo-

tations arc maintained and are tending upward.

The firmness aiui activity prevailing in the iiews-

in'iut and book paper nuirkets are in direct contrast

to the situation in' writing and wrapping papers. De-

mand for the latter descriptions is narrow, and mills

as a unit are eagerly seeking business. Fine grades

of writing are particularly quiet. There is relatively

a fair movement of the cheaper qualities, but high

grade stock is little souglit, and nuuiufaeturers are

having difficulty in disposing of stocks they have on

hand which they have had in store for a considerable

length of time. Wrajijiings are moving only in limited

quantities; consumers in general confining their buy-

ing to amounts for which they have direct need.

Tissues also are comparatively quiet, and prices have

eased off a bit. No. 1 white tissue is now selling at

around $1.10, while manila tissue is available at $1.00.

Boards are fairly lively, and the market is in a

steady position. Demaiul is of a spasmodic character,

however, and mills running full one week find them-

selves with few orders to fill the following week. The
movement has as yet failed to attahi .such proportions

as to cause any further enhancement in values, and
prices are stationary, ranging around a basis of $40

per ton for chip board.

Ground Wood.—The activity in the newsprint mar-

ket is not i-eflected in any large demand for ground

wood, and the market is in almost as dull a condition

as has prevailed for several months. Purchases are

of course being made in the open market, but con-

sumers as a rule are absorbing merely minor tonnages

of spot pulp, with the result that prices are just about

being maintained at previous levels- No. 1 spruce

ground wood is freely offered by eastern grinders at

$26 per ton at the pulp mill, and reports are heard of

some supply being available at a dollar a ton less.

Chemical Pulp.—Considerable selling pressure on

foreign jmliis has again been in evidence this week,

and the market has been in an unsettled state. The
prices named in some quarters on Scandinavian pulp

have been below the cost of importation, which would
indicate that holders are anxious to liquidate such

stocks as they have on the docks on in warehouses.

For example, rumors have been heard of sales of Scan-

dinavian kraft pulp at as low as 3. .50 cents per pound
delivered mills, while importers assert that latest quo-

tations from the other side represent a cost of just

a shade below 5.00 cents landed New York. Foreign

unbleached sulphite has been offered on spot at as low

as 4.00 cents a pound, while foreign bleached has

sold at 8.25 cents ex-dock, the latter grade being rela-

tively steady owing to the scarcity of spot holdings.

Domestic pulps rule fairly firm, but are in poor de-

mand. Unbleached sulphite of newsprint quality is

offered at 3.25 to 3.50 cents at the pulp mill, domestic

easy bleaching at 4.00 to 4.25 cents and kraft at 3.75

to 4.00 cents- Bleached sulphite prices range any-

wheres from 5.00 to 6.00 cents per pound, depending
on the quality and amount involved.

Rags.—Very little activity of an import scope has

been apparent in the rag market this week. Dealers

have not exerted pressure on buyers, for the feeling

is common in the trade that a broad market and

strong prices will soon exist for rags. Traders base

their belief in this regard on the exceptionally light

accumulations of material in the market and at col-

lection centres, and the difficulty collectors are having

hi locating normal supplies throughout the country.

i
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Prices therefore are well luaintained despite the gen-
eral hu'k of luiyiujr. No. 1 repaeked whites are held
at 5.25 to 5.50 cents f.o.b. New York, repacked thirds

and blues at 3.00 cents and black cotton stockings at
2.75 cents. Uoofing stock is in little call, yet it is

doubtful whether any sizable tonnage could be pur-
chased for less than 2.70 cents f.o.b. New York for No.
1 stock. New cuttings are moving only in small quan-
tities to mills and prices are mainly nominal, with
dealers asking 10.00 cents for No. 1 white shirt cut-

tings and 6.75 cents for No. 1 washables.
Paper Stock.—Old papers have been in decidedly

less demand during the past several days. Box board
mills retired from the market early in the week, while
other consumers have displayed little interest of a

worth while character. Those firms whicli have orders
for the low grades and which were buying freely from
packers, were notified to stop shipping temporarily,
with the result that demand fell off to a marked degree.
Shavings continue to be neglected. Consumers show
practically no desire whatsoever to buj' either soft or

hard shavings, and with stock piling up in dealers'

hands, quotations are steadily sagging to lower levels.

The only reason accounting for the pronounced dullness

in this class of paper stock is the situation in wood
pulp- Apparently paper mills are using the latter in

their present operations in preference to old stock
owing to the relative cheapness of pulp. No. 1 hard
white shavings are available at 3.75 to 4.00 cents f.o.b.

New York and soft whites for No. 1 grade at 2.75 to

2.85 cents. Books and magazines are offered in sizable

volume by dealers at 1.25 to 1.35 cents New York, while

Uraft paper of .\o. 1 (piality is quoted at 1.90 to 2.00

ci'Mts and No. 1 print manilas at 90 cents to $1 00 per
luMidrcd i)ounds. Folded newspapers are selling to

mills at around 50 cents f.o.b. New York and No. 1

nii.xed paper at 45 cents.

Bagging and Rope.—A firm undertone characterizes

till' situation in old manila rope. Demand from con-
suming sources is nothing out of the ordinary but avail-

able supplies ap])ear to he light, and those firms having
rojie to sell are insistent on full quoted prices. Reports
are heard of representatives of large New England
consumers absorbing the bulk of rope moving out of

New York at a price of about 4.50 cents per pound
f.o.b. shipping points for No. 1 domestic rope, although
dealers as a rule tell of being unable to induce manu-
facturers to pay quite this much. Strings are moving
better than they have in a long time, but at low prices,

around 1.50 cents being all the chief consumers offer-

Bagging is in limited demand and quotable at a basis

of about 2.00 cents per pound f.o.b. New York for No.

1 scrap.

PAPER PRICES IN ENGLAND.

There is distinct evidence of a general levelling up
in price, according to the World's Paper Trade Re-
view, which says: In fact, it is becoming apparent
that we are nearing the end of paper reductions, and
already relative value is assiiming shape for the first

time in four years. During the week we have come
into contact with the following figures: E.S. wi-itiiig

We Make

Sealing Wrappers
and Make Them Well

INVICTUS FIBRE
FIBREKRAFT

DUPLEX WRAPPERS
WATERPROOF WRAPPERS

The latter especially useful for Export and Express Parcels

Also Paper for Case Lining Plain and Waterproof
Samples and Prices Gladly Sent

Montrea

CANADA Paper Co. limited

Toronto Windsor Mills, P.Q.
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detaU, In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better servics than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

GLUES
of all Grades for

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes

Samples and quotations on request.

Canada Glue Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL. QUE.
16 Wellington St. E

TORONTO. ONT.

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Expoit

We have our own offices in the United King-
dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an
efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Wilson -Paterson CoV*
Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL.

AGENTS FOR

Caustic Soda
So "'a Ash
Sal Soda
Sulphate Alumina
Calcium Chloride

Magnesium Chloride
Silicate Soda
High Grade Glues
Dry Colors

ROSIN
Direct Shipments or From Stock.

WAREHOUSES AT MONTREAL AND TORONTO.
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papers, good quality, 8%d. per lb.; esparto writings,
9d. per lb.; second quality E.S., 8V:,d. per lb.; eominon
wi-itings, li/jd. per lb.; S.C. and imitation art print-
ing, 7(1. per lb.; fine J\I.F. printing, 6M.>d. to Ti/od. per
lb.; eoiumon printing, 5d. and aiAd. per lb.; news
printings, 4d. per lb. Antique printings are offered
at 7d. per lb. Common Englisb bank is offered at 8d.
per lb. ; foreign rag banks at Is. Id. per lb. ; good
English banks (named), lid. to Is. 2d. per lb. For-
eign colored S.C. printings are on sale at 6d. per lb.;

English tinted writings at Sd. and lOd. per lb.

Very little demand is being made for wrapping pa-

per, despite a rapid tumbling in price. Agents are
offering rope brown wrapping at €i2 per ton, good
quality, English imitation kraft at £70 per ton, glazed
casing at £56 per ton; Scandinavian kraft at £60 to

£80 per ton, the former price being the lowest we
have heard of. Foreign millboards are selling at £45
per ton. best English millboards at £55 i)er ton, but
it must be observed that in quality the English mill-

board is infinitely .superior to the imported product.
English boxboards of good quality can be secured at

£18 to £20 per ton. which compares favorably with
the price asked for direct fulfilment of Dutch straw-
board. For forward delivery (May or June) of the
latter, quotations are based upon £16 10s. per ton
minimum, with extras for lining, or for U/o lb. boards
and upwards. Doubtless by the time delivery is

made for orders booked at this price, the English

board-makers will be in a position to offer .still bet-

ter terms and value. Another factor influences the

situation, and that is the probability of renewed re-

striction and a change in our fiscal policy. Very few

orders are being booked for foi'ward delivery, which
do not take cognisance of the fact that revenue may
have a very great effect upon the selling price of im-

ported goods.

VULCAN SOOT CLEANERS FOR RETURN
TUBULAR BOILERS.

This is the title of a new ISullctin just published by
the Vulcan Soot Cleaner Company, Du Rois, Pa. This

Bulletin describes their Model "M," front end type,

and tlieir Model "R," rear end type. The Bulletin

states that since 1906 aproxiraately two million h.p.

of return tubular and Scotch Mariiie Boilers of many
different t.vpes were equipped with these two cleaners.

The Bulletin shows how the Cleaner is installed in

settings of typical construction. It gives the results

of tests conducted by the Engineering Department
of the University of Illinois, and by the Iowa Soldiers'

Home, at Marshalltown, Iowa.

All engineers who are anxious to save eoal, who
operate tubular boilers, and who are troubled with soot,

should have a copy of this bulletin.

THE
COMPAGNIE NatIONALE desPAPIERS

CAPITAL FRANCS

w.ioxlLo to receive samples and prices trom M.anufacturers ano

iLxporters desirous of developing their Oale of papers & boards in France.

THE "COMPAGNIE NATIONALE DES PAPIERS "

is tlie lirst xirm especially estaolislied in France lor the direct dealing with

Printers, Editors, and Consumers of papers and boards of all kinds.

THIS COMPANY POSSESSES AN
ORGANIZATION OF AGENTS REPRESENTATIVES

IN ALL THE LARGEST CITIES IN FRANCE

MAIN OFFICE : PARIS. 53, Rue de Chateaudun Telegraphic-Address : NALPAPIER-PARIS
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Fairbanks-Morse

Induction Motors

Sturdy in Construction and Efficient in Operation—no Joints

in the Rotor—the end rings are cast in place. We
recommend particularly the Ball Bearing Motors. They
save money. They are efficient and clean. They require

only occasional lubricating with grease. The motor may
be mounted on wall or ceiling without changing the motor

frame—the Ball Bearings have no distinct top and bottom.

The Canadian Fairbanks -Morse Co., Limited
"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods" n
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EDITORIAL

OUR NEIGHBOUR TO THE SOUTH.

Under the title, "Our Neighbour to the North,"

our friend, the contributing editor of Paper has some-

thing to say in regard to the embargo on pulpwood

which can hardly be allowed to pass without com-

ment, although we do not desire our remarks to be

construed in the nature of a dispute.

The writer of the editorial referred to, with a true

Republican instinct, looks on the attempt at recipro-

city as a blunder that has resulted in a one-sided

tariff arrangement, particularly as regards the paper

industry in the United States. There can hardly be

any connection assumed to exist between the result

of the Reciprocity Act and the embargo that cer-

tain Canadian provinces have placed on the export

of pulpwood, but there is something strangely coin-

cident in the fact that the manner in which the reci-

procity legislation was handled by Congress has re-

sulted in free newsprint paper to the American pub-

lisher as regards import duties on Canadian paper,

while the pulpwood embargo has resulted in strongly

encouraging the establishment of new pulp and pa-

per mills in Canada rather than in the U. S.

We quite agree with the implication our contem-

porary that the U. S. Government has not listened so

much to the manufacture of newsprint as to the user

of it. To our mind there .seems two ways in which

the U. S. Government can come to the support of their

industry if they wish to retaliate against the em-

bargo placed on pulp wood on Crown lands. One
way is to do what should have been done fifty years

ago, and that is to require proper forestry methods

so as to conserve timber limits to the use of the peo-

ple, both of the present and of future generations.

The other is to lay an import tax upon paper of

newsprint grade brought into the U. S. The idea of

a retaliatory duty is not at all new, since the Con-

gressional Record of May 3rd, 1913, contains a dis-

cussion in which the matter of the embargo was giv-

en considerable attention. To quote from page 1002

:

"Most of the forests in Canada are owned by the

Provinces, and are called 'Crown Lands.' The right

of stumpage is leased or sold, and there is a restric-

tion in all the leases or sales providing that the wood
shall be manufactured in Canada. That is consider-

ed a restriction. Paper made from that pulpwood, or

from pulp that is made from that pulpwood, does not

come in free. The Treasury Department has ruled

wliere paper is made partly from pulpwood that is

cut on private lands, they will ascertain the propor-

tion of the pulpwood that was had in the manufac-

ture of paper and admit free the proportionate part

made from the pulpwood cut on the private lands

and impose a duty on the proportionate part made
from pulpwood cut on the Crown Lands." Thus we see

that there has been in existence for at least six years

the machinery intended to compensate the American
industry- for any inconvenience to the industry in

the U. S. that might be cau.sed bj- the restriction on

the export of pulpwood. It looks a bit awkward—hin-

dering, rather than helping the paper maker.

As to the intimation by our contemporary that "the
export prohibition comes dangerously near confisca-

tion" we may say that the licenses on timber limits are

renewable annually and are understood to be termin-

able at the wish of either the holder or the govern-

ment. Further than this it is generally understood

that certain pulpwoojj limits have greatly appreciat-

ed in value even to the extent of from 200 to 400

per cent, so that the expense of holding them is more
than compensated by this condition. There is prob-

ably not a single good limit held by American con-

cerns that could not readily be disposed of at a good,

if not a handsome, profit.

As to whether or not there is an argument to justify

the embargo we should like to point out the condition

in which American mills now find themselves. Not
many years ago enormous quantities of timber were
cut on the hill-sides of Maine and floated down the
three great rivers to the sea. Saw-mills were the

basic industry of many Maine towns, and the Pine
Tree State got its name from the wonderful store
of this timber that nature had planted there. What
has happened to it? The hill-sides were stripped
bare, the slash was left to breed rot and fungus and
insect pests, and to encourage fires that deprived the

soil of its power to reproduce another forest crop
even if a thought were given to the need for reaffores-
tation. The result is that even Bangor, the city point-
ed out in the geographies as the lumber centre of

the United States, has brought in cargoes of pine
boards where .streams of vessels once carried them
out. Naturally the population that depended on this

iiidu.stry for their livelihood has had to take up other
pursuits or move elsewhere. There is practically no
more pine in Maine. What has happened to pine is

happening to spruce. Lumber mills are sawing this
pow that the old king of the forest is deposed and
this u.se of spruce makes pulpwood more expensive.
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Tlie..;^B5fnious drain on the fOuilVrous forest is m-

cfeasingly felt, and the pulp mill and the lumberman

are going further and further into the wilds to get

the material needed. Even to-day, with the shadow

of timber famine falling across the path of the lum-

ber and the pulp and paper industries, hardly any

serious attempt is being made to re-establish the for-

est anywhere in the United States.

With the end of supplies in sight of manj- mills

some of them have turned to Canada. Instead of tak-

ing measures to insure a continual growth in their

own land thej' have killed the goose that laid their

golden eggs, and have come North in the hope of

finding another brood. The fact that the Canada
goose has turned out to be somewhat in the nature

of an owl and looked with some degree of wisdom
and foresight on the situation seems to disturb those

who would have raided the nest. Canada has fore-

seen the danger in time, and intends to have her for-

est resources continue to contribute to the welfare of

future generations of Canadians.

CANADA'S OPPORTUNITY.
We have recently read in an Enji'lish paper a refer-

ence to a statement of Sir Auckland Geddes regarding

the present as Canada's opportunity to place wood
pulp and paper in England. He, of course, mentions

the need of shipping facilities and it is encouraging to

note that the man who is soon to occupy the principal's

chair at McGill University is so soon showing an ap-

preciation of the importance in Canada's trade of the

Pulp and Paper industry. But there is another oppor-

tunity which Canada has so far failed to grasp and

that is the opportunity of educating her sons in a

manner which will better fit them for participation in

the great industries of this country which depend upon

our wonderful natural resources. There is none more

important than the Pulp and Paper industry, although

we fully appreciate the position in our national life

of mining, agriculture and fishing. None of these,

however, besides pulp and paper making, seem to touch

so closel}' the development of all the other natural

resources than the forests which furnish the raw ma-

terial for most of our mills.

, Sir Auckland Geddes will soon guide the policy of

a great University and one which has a proud record

in serving the country. He will bring with him an

appreciation of Canada's place in the Empire that can

hardly have been gained under other circumstances

than the experiences of the last few years. We hope

that his vision will include a conception of the part

which McGill can play in promoting the progress of

our great industries. We hope he will study the rela-

tion of the University of Manchester and the paper

making school there with the mills of England, and

that when he comes to Montreal we may see steps

taken for the establishment of a similar or even better

school in connection with McGill University where

tluM'e are advantages not to be had anywhere it Eng-

land, lie will find here in the Forest Products Labora-

tnries an organization and equipment that have served

certain ])liases of the industry for some time by con-

ducing researches in regard to special problems of

I)ulp and paper manufacture. The full possibilities of

the laboratories have by no means been reached as their

use has l)eeii too closely restricted. There will be

found also the Technical Section of the Pulp and Paper

Association whose hundretl and more enthusiastic

members would be only too glad to see a Pulp and

Paper School established in Canada, and who would

lend every assistance to ensure its success. McGill

University with its already excellent department of

chemistry could most appropriately offer a course in

eliemieal engineering with what might be called a

I)ulp and paper bias. By associating the courses of

instruction in the distinctly technical courses of in-

struction in pulp and paper technology with the work,

or at least with the personnel and equipment of the

Forest Products Laboratories, there would be a com-

bination that ought to bring results of utmost import-

ance to the future development of this industry in

Canada. So far as we have been advised there has

as yet been no complete course broached which would

make use of the many opportunities available to Mc-

Gill University through its possible connections with

the Laboratories, the Technical Section and the neigh-

boring pulp and paper mills.

A beginning has been made in the effort of the

Technical Section to arrange for summer work in

paper mills by students in the Canadian Universities,

but this, of course, is simply accepting the instruction

as it is given and adding to it a taste of the pulp

and paper mill so that the student may be better guided

in choosing his future work. We need a definite, well-

planned course in Paper Technology in Canada. We
feel that McGill University is the logical place for

this to be given and we hope that the new principal will

institute a move in this direction. He will find many

agencies inside and outside the college walls ready to

render all possible assistance.

ARE PAPER MAKERS DECEPTIVE?
The Federal Trade Commission held a well attend-

ed session at Washington last month, at which the

subject of the classification of paper was given seri-

ous consideration. It seems that some one has sug-

gested to the Federal Trade Commission that the

names commonly given to some kinds of paper may
possibly be misleading. There seems to be no charge

that these names are intended to deceive anybody.

The discussion seemed to bring out a general feeling

that there is no possible harm in continuing the use

of the names that have become familiar to papermak-
ers, dealers and users, while endless confusion would
result if an attempt were made to change these

names.
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The trade has become so familiar with such terms

as bond, vellum, ledger, parchment, crash, onion skin,

etc., that it would be a very difficult matter indeed to

change the custom even if it were desirable. The

claim was made that such a term as Japanese is

quite incorrect as applied to any paper not made
in Japan. It is obvious that onion skin paper is not

made from onion skins, neither is parchment paper

made from the skin of the goat, nor is vellum made
from the skins of kids, and everybody knows it. The

statement is made by the manufacturer and dealer

that any such restrictions as are proposed by the

Commission at this critical time when the industry is

just getting back on its feet would have a most seri-

OU.S effect on its recovering from the depressing sit-

uation it is struggling through. It i-s justly claimed that

it would be quite impossible for the American manu-

facturer, hampered in this way, to compete with

other manufacturers in markets where paper is not

known by its table of contents, but by its accepted

trade name. England, France, Italy, Germany, Scan-

dinavia and Canada will continue to sell their wares

under the familiar names, and we do not anticipate

that the Federal Trade Commission will do anything

so foolish as to deliberately tie the hands of the Am-
erican papermaker by any such crazy restrictions as

have been proposed. The only point where there

seems to be a possibility of mis-branding in an in-

tentionally deceptive sense is in the matter of hand

made papers. The possibility of imitating a deckle

edge on the paper machine as well as the possibility

of making certain machine moulded papers makes
it very difficult if not impossible for anybody except

the very expert person to distinguish between such

papers and the real hand-made sheet. To call such a

sheet hand-made is certainly fraud. But even in this

case there is still the possibility of enlisting the regu-

lar course of legal procedure to make it very unpleas-

ant for the person who attempts .such deception.

Kraft and manila papers are also grades that sonu'-

times do not live up to the reputation attached to

their names.

To our mind the cure for such difficulties as may
be feared, due to the use of the accepted trade names

is the specification. If a concern wants an all-rag

bond, a pure sulphate kraft, a manila with not over

20 per cent sulphite, or a book paper with 15 per

cent clay, it is a simple matter to say so in the con-

tract, and a chemist will very soon tell whether the

conditions are met. Here is a place to apply a little

scientific common sense and not muddling interfer-

ence.

All chemists and chemical engineers in Canadian
pulp and paper mills are expected to attend the Domi-
nion Chemistry Conference at the Windsor Hotel, Mont-
real, Friday and Saturday May 16 and 17.
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YELLOW PINE IS NOT ALL THAT IS WASTED.
In a recent number of the Pulp and Paper Magazine

we had occasion to refer to an article by Arthur D.

Little's article. Another engineer now enters the dis-

tic Monthly and to several letters discussing the sub-

ject of using yellow pine waste in Pulp and Paper
mills as well as other subjects brought up by Mr.
Little's article. Another engineer now enters the dis-

cussion. Mr. Joseph Wallace relates his experience in

purchasing slabs, edgings and other saw-mill waste for

a paper company in Mississippi for which he paid

$.50 a cord in 1909. Mr. Wallace does not give an
account of the results of this purchase nor are we
advised as to whether this is still a source of supply

for this mill nor what is the present price of the

material.

There seem to be two lessons to be drawn from tHe

statements regarding the availability of this paper

making material in the United States. In the first

j)lace the American mills have butchered their pulp

wood supplies of the species ordinarily used for this

l)urpose. The amount of waste of yellow pine in-

dicated by Mr. Little would more than furnish all the

raw material used by American mills. Its use would,

of course, necessitate long hauls to present mills or

would require moving of present establishments to

the vicinity of supply. As far as we know there is

no restriction in the United States on either move. If

serious attempts are made to convert this waste into

pulp and paper it woiild largely reduce the amount

of pulp wood exported from Canada, most of which

is obtained from settlers in clearing their land for

a'rriculture, although in some cases settlers have been

known to settle solely for the purpose of cleaning up

what timber and pulpwood they could log and mar-

ket. The cutting off of timber requirements for his

wood might have a tendency to encourage a reversion

o*^ the settler to his former practice, only too largely in

vogue, of burning his timber to clear his land. This,

of course, can be regulated by more careful supervision

und patroling of forest lands by a forest police force.

It is, of course, newspaper which is the really import-

ant product of a forest as far as quantity utilization

of pulpwood is concerned. Already we find the cheap-

er grades of paper being made from woods which are

too resinous to be employed for this purpose, but which

are adapted to the production of papers from pulp

made by the soda or sulphate process. The sulphate

process seems to be the one best fitted for the con-

version of yellow pine waste. As we have already

pointed out the economical utilization of this material

requires an intermediate extraction plant for turpen-

tine and rosin and there is some doubt in our mind

as to whether there is to be found a market for this

material that woiild pay for the extraction of the quan-

tities available from the amount of wood that can be

converted into paper according to the figures of Mr
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Little. It is known that sulphate pulp is bleached in

European mills, but we are quite sure that this pulp

is not made from trees containing anything like the

quantities of rosin that are present in the southern

pine species. We do not know whether the conditions

of pulping and bleaching which works successfully

with European woods and applj' to their markets would

fit in with Auierican conditions.

There is one thing that we do feel sure of and that

is a necessity for both Americans and Canadians to

take more heed to the way the forest lands are handled.

If the American people give the thought and action

to Mr. Little's appeal for conservation which the mat-

ter deserves we shall find our neighbors replanting

enormous areas of deforested timber lands and to some

extent we will find a migration of mills to the com-

paratively cheap timber and water power of the Rock-

ies. The result in a couple of generations will be that

American mills will be largely restored in the matter

of pulpwood supplies and their dependence on Can-

adian wood will be that much decrea.sed. By that

time it may be anticipated that the purely agricultural

lands from which pulpwood can be readily exported

will have been cleared of this timber and a balance in

this regard will have been reached.

On the other hand if our Canadian Governments do

not immediately undertake a thorough-going forest

policy which will include the conservative and scien-

tific utilization of our present cuttings, and compre-

hensive reafforestation, our Canadian mills will become

worse and worse off as regards their pulpwood sup-

plies. Some mills are already beginning to feel seri-

ously the pinch of bringing their pulpwood long dis-

tances and the burden of their expense is increasing.

The time will surely come when the limit will be reach-

ed beyond which the mill cannot transport its wood

and continue to live at prices which will be quoted

by the mill that has foreseen these difficulties and

provided for a convenient and continually productive

pulpwood siipplj'.

If Mr. Little's article and the discussion of it bring

ibout a real improvement and awakening to conditions

as they are and as they ought to be the end and object

of his communication will have been served. Let us

not only keep the embargo, but put more restriction

on the Canadian lumberman who would jeopardize by

careless and wasteful methods, the whole future of

industries dependent on the forest.

BE CAREFUL OF FIRES.

Summer is coming and it may not bring so many

rain clouds as last year, or serve so efficiently in

protecting our forests from fire. The great stretches

of pulpwood timber in Ontario, Quebec and New-

Brunswick were almost immune from serious fires

last year. This was due in part to efficient protec-

tive organizations where they existed, and to the

kindness of nature where they did not. With the ex-

t-eption of the sea-planes that will soon be scouting

for fires in the St. Maurice Valley we have been un-

able to note any particular improvement in fire pro-

tective organizations in other provinces. New
Brunswick is moving forward and Ontario has made

a start, but there is a long way to go before the goal

of the conquered fire fiend is reached or even the

success of Quebec is duplicated. Farmers have learn-

ed that the weather is not to be relied on, and those

foresters or governments entrusted with the protec-

tion of the forest who leave it to the weather man
to prevent fires are doomed to disapjiointment. Past

experiences are soon forgotten, especially by those who
had nothing at stake and suffered no loss in connec-

tion with them, but the Province of Ontario will never

entirely recover from the Matheson fire nor will the

State of Minnesota from the catastrophe of last sum-

mer. Yet the danger of just such misfortune hangs

over many parts of the Dominion to-day, and the

danger will increase as the warm days come, and the

old slash becomes tinder awaiting only the pipe ashes

of the hunter, the neglected camp fire of the prospec-

tor, the spark from the passing locomotive or the neg-

lected brush fire of the settler to send the whole dis-

trict up in smoke.

The I'"'orestry Branch of Ontario is striving to edu-

cate the people of that province to the need for great-

er care, and in this effort has prepared a couple of

calendars that will be a constant reminder of the dan-

ger of fire and the duty of the individual. One of

them .shows the camp fire being properly extinguished.

The other shows, in brilliant colors, the neighboring

forest consumed by the flames and the settler hur-

rying from the cabin with what few possessions he

can carry on his back, not even sure that he himself,

can escape the fate that will soon overtake his little

home.

Canadians have feared this, the worst enemy of the

.settler, the lumberman, and the future prosperity of

the Dominion, ever since they first settled in these

great forests. Fearing fire and repeatedly fighting

fire has not yet taught the majority of our people

the necessity for preventing fire. They do not seem
to realize how easy it is to stop a fire from starting

even though they may know from experience that it

may become impossible for human efforts to stop it

from spreading. The problem is fundamentally one
of education, and though the lesson is an important
one it has proved very costly, and has not yet been
really learned. The P'orestry Branch of Ontario along
with other organizations interested in the problem
is trying to do its part and we venture to predict

that there is no effort that will bring greater results

than a successful attempt to educate the Canadian
people to the danger of fire and in the means of
preventing it.

Let us all follow the advice of the Forestry Branch
Calendar, and Be Careful of Fires.
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(Prepared in collaboration with the Dominion For-
estry Branch; The Department of Crown Lands,
Nova Scotia; The Department of Lands and
Mines, New Brunswick; The Department of Lands
and Forests, Quebec and the Department of

Lands, British Columbia.)

Introduction and Summary.

A considerable growth in the pulp and paper in-

dustry of Canada is shown by comparing the statistics

of 1915 as given in the Census of Industry for that

year, with the production in 1917, as presented in tie
present report.

In 1915 the number of active mills was 80, and the

value of production $40,348,001. In 1917 there were
83 mills in operation, with a production of .$96,340,-

327, an increase in the latter year of nearly 140 per
cent.

Another important measure of growth is found in
the consumption of pulpwood, which in 1915 was 1,-

405,836 cords, according to the returns of the For-
estry Department, and in 1917 was 2,104,334 cords,
or an increase of nearly 50 per cent, during the same
period. The total ciit of pulpwood was 2,355,550
cords in 1915 and 3,122,188 cords in 1917, exports of
pulpwood having risen from 949,714 cords in 1915
to 1,017,854 cords in 1917.

The increase in land, buildings and fixtures was
$10,078,229 or a gain per cent, of 13.53; in machinery
and tools, the increase amounted to $27,410,331 or
86.04 per cent.; in materials on hand, stocks in pro-
cess, etc., the increase was $10,648,149 or 61.1 per cent.

;

and in cash, trading and operating accounts, etc., the
increase was $4,913,893 or 48 per cent. The increase
in the total capital investment was $53,050,602 or
39.66 per cent.

TABLE I.—Wood-pulp Production, Use and Sale by Classes of Mills, 1917.
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Capital iiivestiuciit in pulp ami paper mills for the years ineiitioiied may We suiiuiiari/.ed as follows:

Increase

Land, buildings ana fixtures

Machinery and tools

Materials on hand, stocks in process, etc..

Cash, trading and operating accounts, etc.

Totals

1915 1917 Amount Per

$ $ $ cent.

74,383.608 84.461,837 10,078,229 13.5

31.856,265 59.266,596 27,410,331 86.0
17.2.54.317 27.902.466 10,648,149 61.1

10,242,613 15,156,506 4,913,893 48.0

133,736,803 186.787,405 53,050,602 39.6

Salary and wage payments rose from $10,464,399 in

1915 to" $20,358,019 in" 1917, an increase of $9,893,620

or 94.6 per cent. The ayerage number of salaried

employees in 1915 was 1,131; this number increased

to 1,563 in 1917 or by 38.2 per cent. Tlic ayerage

number of wage-earners also shows a remarkable in-

crease, being 14,177 in 1915 and 21,400 in 1917, or an

increase of 50.1 per cent.

Paper Board Manufacturers.—In the classification

of industries (if the Hurciiu of Statistics an item is in-

cluded under the designation "Pa])er board manufac-
tures." The establishments listed under this heading,
four in number, are not coyered in the present report,

as their product is a re-manufacture of materials pro-

duced in paper mills. The statistics for these estab-

lishments follow :

—

No. of Establishments.

Paper Board Manufactures.
Siilaried Employees Cost of Value of

Capital emi)loyees on wages materials products
$ No. Salaries. No. "Wages. $ $

2,187,172 20 38,629 385 328.758 1,013,459 2,242,697

Arrangement of Report.—The statistics of the report
and the present summary deal with the various phases
of production, raw materials, capital and equipment,
employees and miscellaneous expenses in the order
named. A brief review of recent import and export
statistics is added.
For the purposes of the investigation, the several

concerns were grouped under three headings: (1) mills

making pulp only; (2) mills making both pulp and
paper; and (3) mills making paper only. Statistics

are presented in the tables for each of these groups
as well as for "all mills."

Production.
The opening tables of the report (Tables I and II)

deal with the production of wood-pulp and paper re-

spectively.

Woodpulp.—The production of wood-pulp in the
Dominion in 1917 in all classes of mills amounted to

1,464.308 tons, compared with 1,296,084 tons in 1916
and 1,074,805 tons in 1915. Of the 1917 product, 804,-

472 tons were used by the producing mills in the
manufacture of paper, whilst 659.836 tons were made
for sale. The amount received for pulp sold was $32.-

824,626, or an average price per ton for all classes of

TABLE II.—Paper production in Canada and the Provinces by Classes of MUls, 1917.

Kinds of pToduc

Eep^ces de produl

Newsprint Paper
Itirolb
In sheets
Hanging papcra
Pooler paper .

.

Book *nd wrillni! papen
Book, wood 6brc chief tngicdicnl..
Book. ngschitJ insredicnt

Plate, map lithograph, etc
Cardboard, bristol Doard,
Coated c

Writing paper
All other fine pnpcr.

.

VlnpplDit Papers
Manilla I rope. i^te. tag. etc)
Heavy wn\ppin({ (mill wrapper).

,

Straw wmpping
Bo«i]s or Kood maoilla
Kraft paper
All other wrapping paper .

.

Binder's board
All other boards

Other Paper Products
Tissue paper
Toilet paper
Blotting paper
Building, roofing and sheathing paper..

Miscellaocous
All other products

,

In paper mills

Dana les moulins i papit

In Pulp and papvr i

s les moulins & pulpo ct

Value

Valeur

us.sss
161.000
2,160

7M.2W
196.999
234. as;

Quantity-

Quantity

3,555

814
3.973

147

1.R4

Value

313.042
35, SI

1«7,42«

3,9wS

103.455

British Columbia

Colombie Britann.

Quantity Value

Valeur

41S.S3I
313.012

54.976

21.000
2. 112. 911
1,1.9.728

Tons

7(.t77
72.441
3.633

Quantity Value

Quantity Valeur

SM.ns
161. (XW
6.125

!.«J

l.SlS

Mi. 718

S3. 165

Ills. 435
is.3;o
185.32?

1.408 151.553

IM.Mt
«..«1
.-.Joo

SC,21S
: :

i.<i;.i>2
196. <>»

234.S37

:
2.1M.H«

-

rt9.86<.

iw.oir
63.306

z

2.WO.000

S.IVJ.JTJ ».M4 ;.Ii8.»W

I.I54.2N 31LN2
3.SS0.3;0 310.110

2^1.830 5.1152

8.4U
5%

3.»<2

l.»47
SS7

2.001

Quantity Value

QuAntiti Vjdour

Ton.'*

2K.(M

"
slioi

59S
141

35. (1(

6.5S6

646
3.4»l

Quantity Value

Qu3ntit6 Valeur

10 OCT.. 370;

420.2<(0
5<>.810;

10.3-'S

310, SIS

6.401

6.995

I".. 13)1

1W.1I«|

15. 1.V!

21.t.7o' 44.4scl

351. 15>; - 3.-V.1.1.'.«j

.9W.JK ;>J.STtSJ.!W».««'
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pulp of $49.75. The average value of the different
kinds of pulp made for sale was $28.06 for ground-
wood, $72.31 for sulphite fibre and $68.26 for sulphate
fibre. The export price of mechanical or ground wood-
pulp in 1917 was $28.32 and of chemical pulp $73.01.

The value of the entire output of wood-pulp if cal-

culated at the average price per ton realized for that
portion which was sold would be $72,849,323.

The item "Miscellaneous products," amounting to

$1,222,333 in Table I is almost wholly made up of sawn
lumber.

Paper.—Table II shows the quantities and values
of the various kinds of paper products by groups for

each class of mills, the totals for both classes being as

follows :

—

P.C. of P.C.

ton- and
Tons Value nage value

Newsprint paper ... .689,847 38,868,084 80.8 62.4
Book a n d writing

paper 48,141 9,310,138 5.6 14.9

Wrapping paper . . .. 50,360 5,646,750 5.9 9.1

Boards 54,080 3.543,164 6.3 5.7

Other paper products. 11,261 1,487,122 1.3 2.4

All other products

(value only) 3,438,107 ... 5.5

The newsprint group accounts for 80.8 per cent, of

the tonnage and 62.4 per cent, of the value ; book and
writing paper for 5.6 per cent, of the tonnage and 14.9

per cent, of the value ; wrapping paper for 5.9 per cent,

of the tonnage and 9.1 per cent, of the value ; boards

for 6.3 per cent, of the tonnage and 5.7 per cent, of the

value ; and other paper products for 1.3 per cent, of

the tonnage and 2.4 per cent, of the value. The re-

maining item for which no tonnage is given represents

but 5.5 per cent, of the total value of all production.

The average value per ton for each group was as

follows: Newsprint $56.35, book and writing papers

$193.40, wrapping paper $112.12, boards $65.50 and
other paper products $132.06.

(To be continued.)

DIDN'T KNOW THEY HAD A STRIKE.

Word comes from Watertown, N.Y., that a strike

which has been officially in existence in five New
York paper mills, and which also included the Don-
nacona Paper Co., has been declared off. There is

now no objection on the part of the International

Brotherhood of Paper Makers to members of the Un-
ion or their sympathizers accepting employment in

these mills along with non-union workmen.
When this news reached officials of the Douna-

cona Paper Co., the statement was that this is the

first they knew they had a strike, so completely has
the mill adjusted itself to the absence of union work-
men and so well has the organization trained paper
makers from their own ranks. It is pleasant, how-
ever, to note that better relations now exist between
the union and these paper mills.

There is a natural law relating to belting that is not
generally known, but which is nevertheless of value
in practice. The hug or adhesion of a belt is as the
square of the number of degrees which it covers on the
pulley. For example, a belt that covers two-thirds
of the circumference of a pulley requires four times

the power to make it slip that it does when it covers
only one-third of the same pulley.

PASTE THIS IN YOUR HAT.
To assist buyers of Bonds and Linens, Plat Writ-

ings and Ledger Papers, in making our .specifications
for their needs which will conform to the new plan
of manufacturing to Standard Substance Numbers,
this table has been prepared bv the Howard Smith
Paper Mills, Ltd.
The Substance Numbers mean pounds to 17 x 22

:

i.e., 17 X 22 No. 13 is 13 lb. Folio No. 16 is 16 lb.

Folio No. 20 is 20 lb. Folio, and so on.

The number in any other size is to the Folio basis;
i.e., 17 X 28 No. 28 is 28 lb. Folio basis (actual
weight 35.5 lbs.) 19 x 24 No. 16 is 16 lb. Folio basis
(actual weight 19.5).

Soon numbers will have become as familiar to the
minds as M-eights, but until that time it will be well
for the buyer to consult the list in making out speci-
fications. That is to say, if you have been buying 17
X 28—36 lbs., find the nearest weight in the table,
which is 35.5 lb., and order No. 28; or if you have
been buying 19 x 24—20 lb., the nearest weight is

19.5 lbs., order No. 16.

In ordering odd sizes all that is necessary to de-
termine the Folio basis desired, then specify this Folio
basis, i.e., Substance Number together with the size
of the sheet wanted a.nd the number of reams re-

quired.

Copies on stiff cardboard may be had on applica-
tion.

Table Showing Actual Weights (figured to

Yi lb.) of Standard Substance Numbers

SIZE SUBSTANCE
No. IS No. le No. 20 No. 24 No. 28 No. 32 No. 36 No. 40 No.H

14 X 17
14 x34

8.5
16.5

10.

20.5
12.5
25.5

15.5
30.5

18.

35.5
20.5
40.5

23.
46.

25.5
51.

28.
50.

15 X 19 10. 12. 15. 18.5 21.5 24.5 27.5 30.5 33.5

16 X 21
16 X 26
16 X 42

11.5
14.5
23.5

14.5
18.

29.

18.
22.

36.

21.5
26.5
43.

25.
31.
50.5

28.5
35.5
57.5

32.5
40.
64.5

36.
44.5
72.

39.5
49.
79.

17 X 22
17 X 26
17 X 28
17 X 44
17 X 56

13.

15.5
16.5
26.

33.

16.

19.

20.5
32.
40.5

20.
23.5
25.5
40.
51.

24.
28.5
30.5
48.
61.

28.
33.
35.5
56.
71.5

32.
38.
40.5
64.
81.5

36.
42.5
46.
72.
91.5

40.
47.5
51.
80.

102.

44.
52.
56.
88.

112.

18 x23
18 x46

14.5
29.

17.5
35.5

22.
44.5

26.5
53.

31.
62.

35.5
71.

40.
79.5

44.5
88.5

48.5
97.5

19 x24
19 X 26
19 X 28
19 x30
19 X 48

16.

17.
18.5
20.
31.5

19.5

23!
24.5
39.

24.5
26.5
28.5
30.5
49.

29.5
31.5
34.
36.5
58.5

34.
37.
40.
42.5
68.5

39.
42.5
45.5
49.
78.

44.
47.5
51.
55.
88.

49.
53.
57.
01.

97.5

53.5
58.
62.5
67:

107.5

20 X 28
20 X 56

19.5
39.

24.

48.
30.

60.
36.
72.

42.
84.

48.
96.

54.
108.

60.
120.

66.
132.

21 x32
21 x33

23.5
24.

29.
29.5

36.
37.

43.
44.5

50.5
52.

57.5
59.5

64.5
06.5

72.
74.

79.

81.5

22 X 25 >^

22 x34
; 19.5
26.

24.
32.

30.
40.

36.
48.

42.
56.

48.
64.

54.
72.

60.

80.

66.

8S.

23 x28
23 x31
23 X 34
23 X 36

22.5
25.
27.
29.

27.5
30.5
33.5
35.5

34.5
38.
42.
44.5

41.5
45.5
50.
53.

48.
53.5
58.5
62.

55.
61.
67.
71.

62.
68.5
75.5
79.5

69.
76.
83.5
88.5

76.
84.
92.

97.5

24 x38
24 x48

31.5
40.

39.
49.5

49.
61.5

58.5
74.

68.5
86.

78.
98.5

88.
111.

97.5
123.

107.5
135.5

26 X 32
26 X 33
26 x34
26 x38

29.
30.
30.5
34.5

35.5
36.5
38.
42.5

44.5
46.
47.5
53.

53.5
55.
56.5
63.5

62:5
64.
66.
74.

71.
73.5
75.5
84.5

80.
82.5
85.
95.

89.
92.
94.5

105.5

98.
101.
104.
110.5

27 X 40 37.5 46. 58. 69.5 81. 92.5 104. H5.5 127.

28 X 34 33.
28 X 38 37.
28 X 40 39.
28 X 421^ 41.5

40.5
45.5
48.
51.

51.
57.
CO.
63.5

61.
68.5
72.

7B.5

71.5
79.5
84.

89.

81.5
91.
96.

102.

91.5
102.5
108.
114.5

102.
114.
120.
127.5

112.
125.
132.

140.

30 x38 39.5 49. 61. 73. 85.5 97.5 109.5 122. 134.

31 X 53 57. 70.5 88. IOJ.5 123. 140.5 158. 175.5 193.5

34 x44 52. 64. 80. 96. 112. 128. 144. leo. 170.
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Endless Leather Belts

In tlii>ir house organ, the Amphibian, Sadler &

Haworth make some very good suggestions in con-

nection with the important problem of belts.

One very important and valuable quality of the

leather belt, to which sufficient attention is not given,

is the facility with which it may be made endless, and

the great advantages which characterize an endless-

belt in its smooth operation over the pulleys and its

freedom from fastening troubles. It is (luite possible

to make endless Rubber, Halata and Stitched Canvas

belts, but this can be done satisfactorily only at the

factory in the process of its manufacture, involving

a delay of a week or ten deys, which is in most cases

prohibitory. Endless joints in these belts, too, are

without the special convenience of the endless joint in

the leather belt because of the fact that when they

stretch, and shortening becomes necessary, it is im-

possible to do anything with the factory point. It

cannot be opened and remade after a piece has been cut

out, but the only recourse is to cut the belt, and make

a new joint with laces or hooks, after which it is no

longer an endless belt, and all the advantage of it once

having been endless is lost. It also is not possible

with these belts to make a satisfactory joint over the

pulleys, but otherwise must be restricted to those

places where it may be possible to open the shafting, or

where the two pulleys are outside the hangers. There

restrictions make it possible to use the fabric endless

belts in comparatively few eases where an endless belt

would be desirable.

The leather belt, on the other hand, can be .success-

fully made endless by any good mechanic who is train-

ed to work to line. After the possession of the proper

belt clamps and other tools, and a good cement, all of

which are readily obtainable, the only problem, and

one easily mastered, is to have the belt drawn up

straight and the ends square. With very little prac-

tice any intelligent mechanic can make a first class

joint on a belt in its proper position around pulleys,

and to the proper tension. Furthermore, when this

belt has stretched a little so that its tension has been

decreased, the same intelligent mechanic can open the

joint he has made, cut out such a number of inches as

may be thought desirable, make a new joint in the

same manner as before, all in very little time, and the

belt is soon ready for continuous duty, without the ob-

jection of a lace or hook joint.

So much of all the belt trouble is due to deficient

connection of the ends, that we think we should give

some special consideration to the subject and inform

the buyer how simple an operation it is to make a

leather belt endless, and the advantage of so doing.

Those methods of fastening the ends, which require

holes to be cut or punched through the material of the

belt, necessarily weaken the belt at that point, and

when one of them pulls out, as they are likely to do,

there results a crooked belt which makes trouble. The

various forms of wire lacing, both those inserted by

machine and by hand, distribute the strain more

evenly over the width of the belt, but are open to the

objection that the perforation which they require be-

come-s a point of weakness. No other form of joining

the ends of a belt can compare in efficiency and per-

manency, and in ultimate economy with the endless

joint. Though this fact is recognized and there are

many endless leather belts run, an endless joint adds

so much to the efficiency of the belt, and dispose so

eoniiiletely of the many annoyances which follow the

use of other methods, it would seem to be a wise policy

on the part of the makers of leather belting to en-

courage among their customers the use of belts made
endless, and to afford them every facility for doing

this work simply and cheaply.

Toward tiiis end we are prepared to supply the ne-

cessary clamps, rods and tools to enable our custom-

ers to do this work themselves, or where this is im-

possible to send men from our factory to do same at

reasonable charges.

After a little practical experience the facility with

which a leather belt may be made endles.5 will soon

prove an advantage over any other type of belting.

That a belt in which all trouble may be so completely

banished by an ojieration so simple, is worth several

times the cost of a belt in whieh trouble with the joints

is constant, will be readily understood by anyone using

belting as a means of power transmission.

Should any of our customers desire to have their

belt-man given practical instruction in the making of

endless belts, we ask you to send him in to our factory

at Montreal, where we will en.sure that he is given all

necessary training.

Corn Cob Adhesive
As previously described, corn cobs are digested with

water under pressure at a temperature of 140 to 160

degrees C. for about one hour, after which the resulting

product is pressed to remove the absorbed solution and
resulting liquor evaporated to about 32-33 degrees Be
density. The j'ield thus obtained was 30-35 per cent.

of the weight of the cobs employed.
It is now proposed to subject the solid residue to a

second digestion with water under the same conditions

as described above and to use the resulting solution

to digest a fresh charge of cobs. The final solution is

then evaporated as before and the residue redigested

with water, etc.

Under these conditions, the total volume of water
to be evaporated in concentrating remains about the

same as formerly, but an extra digesting and pressing

operation is introduced.

The yield of adhesive material (32 degrees Be solu-

tion) amounts, under the new conditions, to over 50

per cent, of the weight of the air-dried corn cobs.

It is proposed also to use the waste material for fuel

thus reducing the cost of operation.

Extensive data are being collected, concerning the

most favorable locations regarding raw material. In

cases where a portion of the supply must be shipped

it is proposed to consider the possibility of baling to

reduce volume.

It is hoped that the way may soon be paved for the

large scale manufacture of this product.

In connection with the movement to use sulphite

waste liquor for making alcohol, it is interesting to

note that the molasses as "miel" whieh is a by-pro-

duct of the sugar industry in Cuba will produce 64,-

000.000 gals, of high grade alcohol. In addition to

this, there would be produced 18.800 tons of potash and
4.800 tons of nitrogen as by-products. Most of this

"miel" has previously been sent to the United States

and Great Britain. It seems likely that converting
it in Cuba would only transfer the location off convert-

ing plant and not materiall}' increase the supply of

alcohol.
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Need of Science in British Paper Mills
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Tke following comniunicatiou to the World's Pa-

per Trade Review is quite apropos of conditions in

many mills ou this side. Some Canadian mills are

taking the right course by "planting"' chemical stu-

dents this summer.
What are we going to do? This question can be

asked and answered according as we emphasize vari-

ous words in the sentence. What are we going to

do? Something or nothing; make paper as soon as we
get sufficient raw materials and coal. One mill may
say: "We are glad to see the war over; we shall in

time get our men back ; the mill will once again be on

the Monday to Saturday stunt; back to the old days."
Yes, I fear too many mills will go back to the old

days and the old ways. What are we going to do?
Are we going to get a move on and in what direc-

tion? Keep up the prices and hang the quality? Is

that the move?
Am I talking wildly when I say there are paper-

makers in thi.s country who would be quite pleased

to see the war-time conditions still prevail? Think
of it. Now is the time we should be doing something
to improve the old. Stationers and printers will ask
for, and demand, something better.

Germany—confound the word—have we not heard
it often enough since 1914? We are not going to be

so pig-headed as not to look for good work that may
have been done somewhere in Germany. We as pa-

permakers are not going to pick German brains; let

us use our own, as the German manufacturer used his.

He applied the principles of papermaking in a scien-

tific way. He elaborated them scientifically. Result

;

Improvements in quality coincident with economies
in the processes of manufacture.

Unscientific Papermakers.
We liad many ideas, it is true, but the elaborating

and application of them were too often left to the
German, and the results were lost to us. Why? Be-
cause—and I say it with full knowledge—as paper-
makers we are not scientific. How many mills in this

country have a fully qualified, exjiert clicmist? One
who has specialised in the practical application of

scientific principles to all the departments of the pro-
cess of manufacture. I do not refer to the youth or
man who bosses around the soda recovery plant, tak-
ing periodic samples of ash, waste lime and caustic
liquor, tabulating his days work in terms of percent-
age of NaO. Nor to the person who weighs out one
gramme of paper, burns it till the ash is white, and
whose work is represented as percentage of clay.

No, emphatically no. They are not chemists, but the
fault is not theirs; it lies with the mill management.
The writer saw him in the machine house, and he was
told that the "Lab." was his place. "Go and stay
there; I will know where to get you if I want you."

Value of the Specialist.

The word "chemi.st" is somewhat of a misnomer.
The individual is, or .should be, a specialist or expert.
The real active mill manager in all but name, and in
many eases, in name also. If, as papermakers, we
are going to do something in the future ; that is, some-
thing T)etter than we have done in the past, then we
must look to our specialists. They really exi.st, but
have seldom been permitted to occupy their correct
positions in paper manufacture and mill economy.

Owners, think over it. Directprs, think over it.

Managers, think over it. The specialist—call him

chemist if you will— is with you, and not against you.
Give him his real opportunity now, and he will justify •

it. He will pull you out of many a difficulty. Do
not run away with the idea that because you started
in the cutter-house, filling the broke-bag with deckle
parings, or because you have "let down" a beater,
or because j^ou have set the stuff-cock, and you are
now manager, you know everything. You don't, and
neither does the specialist. But he has had oppor-
tunities you never had. it is not your fault; but it is

to his advantage.
The real active chemist, specialist, expert, call him

what you like, should occupy the place of import-
ance in every progressive paper mill which is his

due. If j-ou, owners, directors, managers, would only
open your eyes to the fact, then you should and you
would get a better sheet, a better price, and a better
profit.

In this respect the German manufacturer beat us.

Even if we despise the whole race, we must own up
to the fact that while we slept, the German was very
much awake. He employed chemical experts, and they
were the real controllers of the mills. Some of my
readers have in times of peace visited paper mills in

Germany. Let me ask them how often they have been
inti'oduced to "Herr Schmidt, our chemist." I pr:--

dict, never. They may have been introduced to "H(i/
Schmidt." and it ended there.

Visit a mill at home and if a chemist is employ i-

1

the manager is alwaj^s particular to say, "Mr. Smith,
our chemist,'" followed by a significant wink, which,
being properly interpreted, means: "Hook it to the
roaster house, and stay there." Not so with Herr
Schmidt. He stayed with .you, and drew your leg as
only a German can, and all the time you were un-
aware of the fact that he was the mill chemist and
specialist. You were out for information, and got
very little of importance ; he was out for information,
and got all he wanted. If those of my readers who
have been there will now tax their memories I think
I can hear them one and all say, "Exactly, quite
right."

Managing directors of paper mills in this country
are often men who have had office training. So-called
business men, with the idea of saving pennies, forget-
ting that a penny saved may, and often does, cause
the loss of thousands and tens of thousands of pen-
nies, not to mention pounds. The so-called business
man should never dictate regarding the details of
any manufacturing process. In this his business
training is of absolutely no value. Let us pocket our
pride and our old-fashioned methods, and take cer-
tain parts out of certain pages of the German book.
Now is the time. It might have been difficult five
years ago; to-day it is easy.

Look to the Future.
If we improve our proces.ses we will improve the

quality and turn-out. If a complaint comes in, it
should be investigated by a competent man, who
should go to the stationer's warehouse, or to the
printer's office, make investigations, find out what
is really wanted, and locate the fault. If the sta-
tioner or printer is at fault, .say so, tell him what to
do to prevent a recurrence. If the fault is at the
mill, hurry back and put it right. In these respects
your "bu.siness man" is worse than useless—station-
ers and printers know that, though they don't al-
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ways say so, bat ((uietly ^o elsewhere for their sup-

plies—lieeause owing to his iguoranee of details of

manufat'ture he is unable to trace faults, and conse-

quently unable to find remedies. The competent man
i.s your chemical expert. A "" business man'" manag-
ing director once said to the writer, "'I am not a

chemist, and I am not a paiiernuiker, but I am a busi-

ness man with sonu» commonsense." and then proceed-
ed to talk common and uiicoiiiimou nonsense.

Put the Chemist in His Place.

Ownjers. directors, managers, put your chemical ex-

pert on his proper plane if you have one; if not, get
one. You will not regret it in the future. Your ac-

tion will be fully justified before you produce another
balance-sheet. Germany had a large market for her
paper. British pajiermakers. move now, and secure
it. It is within our grasp. If we let the chances of

to-day sli]). we shall hear pai)ermakcrs asking exact-

ly the same question I have already asked, but with

the emphasis on another word in the sentence ex-

pressing despair, and it will be too late to do any-

thing
—"What arc wc going to do?"

Papermaking is probably the most intricate of all

our national industries. Scientific in every detail,

and in every department. A good sheet of paper is

the result of the application of well-defined princi-

ples in chemistry, jihysics and engineering. Ry fur-

ther investigation we shall be able to produce any-
thing which the printer or stationer might demand,
but before doing this we must for ever banish the

old "rule of thumb,"' which, if it has any claim to

the word "rule,"" may be summed up thus:—that it

is the onlv "rule"' which proves the exception.—N.
X. X.

Patronage and the National Forest Menace
\W C. 1). HOWE, Ph.D.,

Assist. Professor Faculty of Forestry, Fniversity of

Toronto.

(Address Before the Board of Trade of Toronto.)

of agitation and effort forest protection, the safety of the forests is still

largely in the hands of Providence. I mean it depends
upon weather conditions. Things go fairly well until

we have an exceptionally dry season. The technique
of fire-fighting methods lias not been sufficiently de-

veloped to cope with the extra dry season. A very ef-

fective preventive method, although successfully prac-

tised in certain districts in the West, has not yet been
employed other than experimentally in the East, name-
ly the disposal of the slash which becomes extremely
inflammable in softwood forests, as in the north coun-

try. Unless the slash in certain districts is burned at

the time of lumbering, we may as well become resign-

ed to periodic forest holocausts. The best fire-fighting

organization in the world coidd not master a situation

in which all the odds were against it.

Crime of Political Patronage.

Another reason for this insecurity of the forest,

the reason more time and thought have not been put
upon the development of fire-fighting methods is

largely because they are efficient workmen or even
good fire-fighters, but for other reasons.

I have only words of highest praise for the men in

charge of the Dominion and Provincial Forestrj'

Branches. There are men at Ottawa ; there are men
here in Queen's Park, men in nearly every provincial

capital, hard-working patriotic men who are giving the

best efforts of their lives in the attempt to protect our
forest capital, but they are far from successful because
in the end they find astride every trail that hideous
grinning monster, political patronage. Who is to

blame for this state of affairs? Xow, I have thought
over this matter a good deal and have come to the

conclusion that no politician, no official of the Gov-
ernment is to blame they are simply the victims of

an inherited political tradition with regard to the

methods of handling Government business. Yon and
I are really the responsible parties. The average citi-

zen is to blame because he does not demand in Gov-
ernment business the same standard that he demands

After nearly thirty years

Canada stands almost naked of any forestry practice,

of any definite carefully formulated plans for the man-
agement of forests. The primary object of forestry

practice is to maintain the capital stock in a produc-

tive condition. I take this to be the foundation upon
which all legitimate business rests — the security of

the investment. Business men should make this their

initial demand upon the state — a demand in behalf

of the forests in which they are part-owners, which
yield revenues to the public treasury, and so indirectly

reduce the cost of carrying on the country' 's business,

whatever it may be.

One-third of the geographical area of Canada doubt-

less is incapable of producing trees of sawlog size be-

cause of inhospitable climatic or soil conditions. The
actual sawlog produeting areas probably do not total

500.000 square miles, and at least one-half of this has

been burned. The capital values destroyed by fire

are incomprehensibly large. The effect of this loss of

wealth ujion industry is already apparent, for it has

forced lumber concerns to seek materials each year

farther and farther from the market, which means that

the eonsunuM- has to pay more and more each year for

the products of the forest.

Devastating Forest Fires.

We as consumers are paying heavily to-day for our

neglect of this elementary business precaution, yet

the failing of timber supplies through the devastation

of forest fires is not the most serious aspect of the

problem. Thousands of square miles of forest land

in the Dominion have been so severely burned by re-

peated fires that they will lie barren of commercial

tree's for hundreds of years unless they are planted by

man. Other thousands of square miles, less seriousl.v

tnrued, are restocking themselves naturally to valu-

able .species, but these areas are being constantly re-

duced and transferred into the first class mentioned

because of inadequate fire protection.

Although millions of dollars have been spent on
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in his own private business. Political patronage is a

question of public morals and the problem will be
solved only on this fjround.

As a Business Proposition.

Our so-called forest revenues are not revenues at all.

They represent so much mone.y taken from the capital

stock; an average of 1.5 million dollars in Ontario for

the past 10 years, and nearly the same for the proving'
of Quebec. It is not revenue at all; it is borrowed
money. We are already paying exorbitant interest on
it in the steadily rising pulpwood and lumber prices,

and will pay a higher rate each year so long as the

practice of borrowing is continued. Also, because we
are each year reducing our forest capital and so re-

stricting its production we contribute in the aggre-
gate large sums of money to pay the wages of lum-
bermen in the States instead of paying our own lum-
bermen. We do this every time we buy Southern
pine to furnish our houses and practically every house
I have entered in ten years of residence in Toronto con-
tains more or less Southern pine.

This borrowed capital must be restored to the for-

est either in the form of planting or in the form of

regulated logging operations — probably both, if our
lumbering and puljiwood industries are continuously
to be maintained even at their present capacities.

Either method of restoration will be very costly, but
we or our children because of pi-evious neglect will

be compelled to pay the price. The longer we wait,

the higher the price.

Let me point out a great anomaly that very largely

accounts for our present forest conditions. Husiness
men will appreciate the point. The Forestry Hranch at

Ottawa is charged with the care of 25,000,000 acres of

Dominion Forest reserves. It has a staff of technically

trained foresters. With the ,?xception of settlers'

permits and a few odd logging jobs, the activities of

the {branch are confined to fire protection. All the

licensed lands, all the big logging operations within

the Forest Reserves are in charge of another Branch at

Ottawa, which has not a forester in it.

The Province of Ontario has around 7,000,000 acres

in forest reserves. It has 10,000,000 acres under tim-

ber license and practically the same area in pulpwood
concessions. There is a Forest Branch with technically

trained foresters. There are no better foresters in the

Dominion, yet they have no part in carrying out the

timber regulations for the licensed lands. That is in

the hands of another Branch which has no forester

in it.

Managing forests so that they will remain con-

tinuously productive is a big job; it calls for men with
special ability and special training. Manufacturers do
not turn over their technical problems to clerks.

A PAPER MILL IN FRANCE.

Though in active service with the American Ex-
peditionary Forces in France, Lieutenant Winship
Hodge was unable to forget his duties back home and
when an opportunity came visited a paper mill near his

training camp, says a correspondent to the Paper Mill.

A Hodge takes to paper just as readily as a duck to

water and his little journey proved of interest, and
is well worth repetition. He is now holding down
his old position of general purchasing agent of the

Kalamazoo Paper Company, and was in liis office when
asked to tell what he really thought of French paper

mills as far as able to judge by the one visit made.

They are certainly different from the American
paper mill, was his reply. "The single mill that I
visited was in the village of Blanzet, near the city oflermont t errand, in the mountainous regions of Cen-
tra J^ ranee. One day I was exchanging confidencesand news with a French officer and told him that Iwas in the paper business in America. He then ini
parted the information that a mill was located about
live nnles away. My first brief leave from camp Iused to bike over to see this mill."My first surprise came in looking for it. American
mills are usually located adjacent to water powerand on the Ime of a railroad. This particular niiU atBlanzet was perched high on a hill overlooking the
vil age and from ten to twelve miles from the nearest
ra, road. Every pound of coal used by the mill had
to be hauled that distance bv team

'•Bles.sed with a sightly location, the mill boasted
architecture suited to the site. It was built of stoneand the exterior view more resembled a public library
or art gallery than a manufacturing plant. The interior
was scrupulously clean and well finished. Most of thewood work was varnished and every bit of equipment
was kept in the best of order. The machine, German
built, trimmed a finished sheet about 30 inches wide
and was able to turn out about four tons every 24
hours.

The beaters were small copper tubs, set in wood frames
Another surprise in store for me was in the in-

spection of the water supply. I found that it came
trom springs away up in the foot hills of the moun-
tains and was clear as a crystal and ice cold. An arti-
ficial race had been constructed, ample to handle all
the fiowage from the many springs. Thousands of
brook trout disported in this race. The waterway was
so constructed that it formed a water fall 200 to 250
feet high, furnishing ample power to operate a turbine
and drive the mill equipment.
"The output of this mill was photographic paper

and high grade blotter. The man who took me through
told me that they were able to dispose of their entire
output of photographic paper at three francs, or about
60 cents a pound. The blotting paper produced was
the highest grade I ever saw. It was made of soft
white rags, wa.shed absolutely clean and then spread
on the floor, first a layer of rags and then a layer of
chloride of lime. This was continued for several
thicknesses. The lime destroyed the fibre in the rags
and left the .substance soft and fluffy.

ORIGIN OP BOND PAPER.
Mr. C. A. Crocker, before the Federal Trade Com-

mission, speaking at some length on the word "bond,"
explained its origin with the Crane mills. He said
that years ago the Crane Company (as it does to-day)
manufactured a bank note paper. Someone got hold of
some of this bank-note paper and used it for printing
a bond on it. This party liked the paper, wanted to
print some more bonds and wrote to the mill for some
"bond" paper. The mill did not know what was want-
ed and had to a.sk for further details. That, explained
Mr- Crocker, was really the origination of the word
"bond." He said that the word "bond" did not in-
dicate any particular quality of paper. He said that in
his opinion the finish is one of the characteristics of
a bond paper and another is that it is not usually a
highly finished paper.
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Technical Section

ANOTHER GOOD MAN GONE.
H. W. llovey, who has been on the staff of the

Forest Products Laboratories of Canada since his

graduation from Mc(iill University, has resigned to

accept a jiosition with the Abitibi Power antl Pai)er

Co., at Iroquois Kails, Ont. Since O. F. Bryant left

the F. P. L. early last year, Jlr. Hovey has been in

charge of the Pulp and Paper Division. His experi-

ence in this department has been a fine preparation
for his new position, where it is understood he will

conduct research work in chemical engineering ])rob-

lenis connected with the operation and control of a

complete newsprint paper and pulp plant. Good luck I

CONTRIBUTIONS TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
FUND.

Among the first contributions received in the

month of April by the Vocational Education Com-
mittee of the Technical Association of the Pulp and
Paper Industry for the operation of a course of in-

struction in pulp and paper mill practice were two
checks for .$50 each from the Manitowoc Shipbuild-

ing Company, Manitowoc, Wis., and F. C. Huyck &
Sons, Albany, X,Y. The Miami Vallej" (Ohio) paper
manufacturers as a group, have pledged .$2,000 to the

fund, and Wisconsin paper manufacturers who are

members of the Wisconsin Traffic Association ex-

pect to raise the sum of $3,500. (We understand this

is accomplished).
•A list of the subscriptions received to Saturday,

May 3. follows. It should be understood that the

suiris contributed are for this year's fund, and simi-

lar amounts are pledged by the same firms for 1920.

Contributions Acknowledged.
Manitowoc Shipbuilding Companv (Maehinerv) $ 50
F. C. Huyck & Sons (Felts) . . .

." ".
. 50

Finch, Pruyn & Co., Ine 100
Crocker-McElwain Company 100
Port Huron Sulphite & Paper Company 100
B. F. Perkins & Sons, Inc. (Apparatus) 50
Schmidt & Ault Paper Company 50
Remington Paper & Power Company 50
Defiance Paper Company 50
Crane & Company 100
B. D. Rising Paper Company 50
Fort Orange Paper Company 50
Eastern Manufacturing Company 125
Fletcher Paper Company 100
Skaneatles Paper Company 50
Lee Paper Company 50

Total $1,125

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-2. Investigation of tree seeds in Japan. Inter-

national Rev. Agr., June. 1916. p. 841. The best tree

seeds should be taken from a young seed-tree grown
in a locality similar in climate to the place where the

seeds are to be sown. The persistence of the germinat-
ing power of forest tree seeds varies according to

species, and is influenced by the conditions under which
the seeds are kept.—C. L.

B-2. Thirty-seven years of spruce selection, in Aus-
tria. International Rev. Agri.. August. 1917. p. 1116.

Experiments conducted under the auspices of the Im-

perial Forestry Experiment Institute of Marialirunn,

External factors (quality of the soil, formation of

clumps, etc.), have the greatest influence on growth in

all the trees examined.—C. L.

B-3. Suitability of wood for constructing mill build-

ings. W. Kynoch and R. J. Blair, Forest Products
Laboratories of Canada. Points out the necessity of

preservative treatment of construction timbers in

building ojierations where there is danger of decay.

Mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) is an efficient

jireservative. Zinc chloride and sodium fluoride are

others. Preservative treatment in mill buildings is

necessary only where the conditions are unusually ex-

acting. Suggestions are given as to precautions to be

taken in building construction, also means for pre-

venting infection by decay in lumber yards.—C. L.

B-3. Forest protection in British Columbia. Clyde
Leavitt. Western Lumberman, October. 1918, p. 71.

The forest resources of British Columbia can, under
conservative exportation, supply at least five times

the present cut without depleting the capital stock.

The forest revenue of the province is around .$2,500,000

iinnually, from provincial Crown timber lands alone.

Protection from destruction by fire is, however, an
essential pre-requisite to continued forest growth on an
adequate basis. Only 28,000 square miles, or 8 per
cent, of the total area of the province, now bears
sufficient timber to be classified under provincial law
as statutory timberland. This leaves the enormous
area of 125,000 square miles, upon which the stand
is less than 8 il. on the Coast, and less than 5 M. in

the interior; 200,000 square miles is incapable of pro-

ducing timber of commercial value, because of alti-

tude, rock, wet soil, or complete denudation by past

fires. The argument is developed to show the urgent
necessity for greater expenditures on forest fires pro-

tection, partieularlv in areas of voung forest growth.

—C. L.

B.-4. The contribution of forestry to the problem of

public nutrition during the war, in Germany. Inter-

national Rev. Agri.. August. 1917, p. 1127. A review
of a German article, showing the very considerable

attention paid to this subject in Germany. Potato re-

placed in the production of alcohol by wood and by
residuary waters containing sidphite from the manu-
facture of cellulose : the u.se of wood residuary waters
containing sulphite and tree-leaves in the production
of sugar, etc.—C. L.

B-4. Work of department of aeronautical supplies,

Imperial Munitions Board. IVIajor Austin C. Taylor.
Western Lumberman. January, 1919, p. 38. Sitka
spruce the best adapted to aeroplane construction.

British Columbia the only part of the Briti.sh Empire
where supplies of this timber exist. Selective loseing
used. Under ordinary methods of cutting, only 1%% of

lumber is suitable for aeroplane construction. The best

Tades of Douglas fir were also used in aeroplane work,
totaling in November, 1918, 1.382,000 feet, as con-
trasted with 6,8.50,000 feet of Sitka spruce. The total

shinments and production of aeroplane lumber, spruce
ni^d fir. from January to Xovember. 1918, were 35,-

348.000 feet. When operations were suspended, in De-
cember, it was estimated that 40 million feet of spnice
timber remained in the woods, and that all told the
quantity in the water stood at 50 million feet.—C. L.
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B-4. Production of fuel alcohol and wood pulp in
connection with the sawmills in B.C. A. Hollden, West-
ern Lumberman, October, 1918, p. 59. Shows that the

present output of forest products hi British Colupibia
is far behnv an adequate proportion of the present
stand of timber and of the annual growth. Describes
the utilization of sawmill waste in the United States
for the manufacture of alcohol, and urges similar de-

velopments in liritish Columbia, at sawmills and pulp
mills; alcohol as a future substitute for gasoline. Dif-

ferent kinds of paper pulp; making of mechanical
pulp ; manufacture of newsprint described ; chemical
wood pulp; sulphite pulp; soda pulp process; recovery
of chemical in sulphate pulp mills; production figures

and particulars; market opportunities.—C. L.

B-9. The work of the Philippine Bureau of Forestry.

International Rev. Agri., January, 1918, p. 66. A
review of the annual report of the Director of this

Bureau, 1917. Education of the public ; surveying and
inspection; investigation; forest school; protection;

reforestation lumber trade.—C. L.

B-9. Timber resources of Russia. Timberman,
October, 1918, p. 47. The timber area of Russia is

approximately a billion and a quarter acres, of which
the Government owns three-quarters of a billion acres.

Siberia contains half the forests of Asia. Russia's
capacity to export timber has been developed to only
a fractional extent.—C L.

B-9. South meets to adopt forestry policy. Ameri-
can Lumberman, January 11, 1919, p. 46. Report of

forestry convention of the southern states, held at

Jacksonville, Florida, Januarj- 6. Necessity for forest

research ; inventories of existing forest resources

:

methods of fire protection
;
policy for railways in this

work; need for publicity; problem of cut-over land;
forest education ; organization by the several states

urged ; also need for greater appropriations by the Fed-
eral Oovernment for fire protection and for a census
of the forest resources of the countr.y.—C. L.

B-9. British Columbia's Special Timber Licenses.

Ralph A. Logan, Western Luml)erinaii, October, 1918,

p. 67. A very large percentage of the valuable timber

in the province has been acquired under some form of

alienation; this rei)resents only about 5 per cent, of

the total area of the province. Of the 11,500,000 acres

of privately-owned timberland, 75 per cent, is held

under special timber licenses. Describes terms and
conditions; ground rent, stumpage dues, forest pro-

tection tax, adjustment of royalties, etc. Shows that

the great fortunes in the lumber industry have been

made from the increase in stumpage values, rather than

from profits in operation.—C L.

B-9. Commercial development of forests in British

India. International Rev. Agri., June, 1916, p. 846.

The Indian forests comprise no less than 250,000 square

miles. An encouraging advance has been made in the

commercial development of these forests. Paper pulp

is made from bamboos, savannah grasses and firwood.

In the Punjab, a concession for the extraction of spruce

and silver fir from the Kulu forests for the manufac-

ture of wood pulp has been granted. Tanning ma-

terials, manufacture of matches, tea-box industry,

manufacture of railway sleepers from sal and deodar;

experiments in preservative treatment of less durable

species. The Forest Department recognizes that ef-

forts to secure commercial success are as much a part

of their duties as the scientific management of the for-

est property entrusted to their eare.—C. L.

B-9. Dominion Forest Reserves, British Columbia.
D. Roy Cameron, Western Lumberman, October, 1918,
p. 73. Describes what the.se reserves are, and how
they are protected and administered; classes of timber;
settlers' permits, timber sales. In connection with the
latter, the provision for leaving seed trees, brush dis-
posal, etc., increases the logging costs from 15 to 25
per cent. Where the timber is mature and ready for
cutting this is offset by a reduction in the upset price
placed on the stumpage. No royalty is collected on
timber sales, the stumpage price paid as the cutting
proceeds being the only form in which change is made.
Development of grazing resources. Details of admin-
istration

; forest supervisors, forest /assistants, and
rangers; lookout stations. The Forestry Branch does
not administer the licensed timber berths, which arc
under the Timber and Grazing Lands Branch. — C
L.

B-9. Logging problems at Woodlands Section, Pulp
and Paper Association. Can. Lumberman, October,
1, 1918. p. 27. Report of meeting held at Montreal,
Sept. 20, 1918. Discussion by President W. G. Power
of added cost involved in leaving woods in better
shape; uniform system of logging in eastern Canada;
company camps vs. jobbing .system; co-operation log-
a-insr; available timber supplies; use of portable mills
to increase utilization of birch and poplar. Paper by
Dr. C. D. Howe, of the Commission of Conservation,
showing tendency of present methods of cuttins: to

increase the preponderance of hardwoods; susceptibil-
ity of balsam to disease : show growth of spruce and
balsam, particularly under shade of old stand, es-

pecially hardwoods. Paper by Ellwood Wilson, For-
ester for the Laurentide Company ; necessity for for-

est research; experimental method: necessity for for
est planting, due to depletion of virgin forests over
2-reat areas : lack of progress in logging methods

; ques-
tion of mechanical transport; increasing percentage of
halstim used in manufacture of pulp.—C. L.

B-9. Timber Sales in New Brunswick. Canada Lum-
berman, October 15, 1918, p. 34. Lists of properties
and jiurchasers, with prices, of Crown lands, ]iut up for

sale at Fredericton, October 3, 1918. This marks a

chansre of polic.y from the former practice of dispos-

ing of Crown timber only under the licensing s.ystem.

The stumpage prices bid average about double thos-^

received on the former basis. The total payment is

in the form of stumpage dues, no ground rent beinor

charged, and a specified limited time being allowed
for exploitation.—C. L.

B-10. Lumbering activities in Nova Scotia. B. H.
Dunfield. Canada Lumberman. October 15, 1918, p.

29. By the time, in 1917, when exports were greatly

restricted, due to shortage of shipping, a brisk demand
for lumber developed from the United States, ship-

ment being largely by rail. There has been a heavy
demand for hardwood, as well as for spruce. Not-

withstanding increased costs, the year's business has

proved quite satisfactory.—C. L.

B-10. After-war conditions in British Columbia.

Norman McLean, Western Lumberman, October, 1918.

p. 65. Future prosperity in the lumber industry de-

pends on labor conditions, organization, transportation,

and preferential trade within the Empire.—C. L.
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A fliai'icr Ikin Iuhmi •rraiiit'il lo liui lierlDrdN, Luiiil-

ed, witli lieadiiUiirters in Owen Sound. Ont.. and a

capital stock of .+-10,000, to carry on a {renerai adver-

tising, lithographiutr and printing busines.s. etc. The
incorporators of the company are James H. Ruther-

ford, for many years publisher of the Owen Sound
Times, E. A. \V. Rutherford, and A. D. Creasor, of

Owen Sound, and Peter Rutherford, of Toronto, who
is a well known advertising manager.

A new organization, which has just been granted a

provincial charter, is the Abrasive Wheel and Pulp

Stone Co., Limited, with a capital stock of .^40.000,

and head office at Mohawk, in the county of Brant,

to manufacture and sell pnlj) stones and all kinds of

abrasive stones as well as emery, and carborundum
wheels, etc. The incorporators are George H. Hattye,

.Matthew F. JIuir, and others, of Brantford, Ont.

The Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal, have

declared their regular quarterly dividend of 2i/2 pei"

cent on the common .stock of the company.

A provincial charter has been granted to Northern

Pulp, Limited, with head office in Winnipeg, and a

capital stock of ^200,000, to manufacture, buy, sell

aiul deal in pulp and paper as well as lumber, timber

and wood products of all kinds, including timber lim-

its.

W. H. Davies, late of the Thamesville Herald, who
has purchased the Renfrew Mercury, was presented

by the citizens of Thamesville, previous to his de-

l)arture, with a handsome little booklet, the majority
o' the pages of which were made up of ten dollar

bills.

Paper Sales, Limited, Toronto, have removed their

offices from the fifth floor of the Bank of Hamilton
building to larger and more commodious quarters on
the first floor of the Webster building, 53 Yonge St.

X. L. Martin, secretary of the Canadian Paper
Trade Association, has removed his offices from 64

Wellington St., West, Toronto, to 73 King Street

West, near the corner of Bay Street, where he has
splendidly fitted up quarters in a mo-t central loca-

tion. Mr. Martin .states it as probable that the an-

nual meeting of the Association, which will be held

ne-'t month, will take place either in Toronto or Mont-
real, instead of Winnipeg, as at first intended.
John T. Berhalter, of the sales staff of the Tnter-

lake Tis.sue Mills, Toronto, who has been ill, is able to

resume his duties.

W. H. Cannard, representing the Hudson-Sharp
Machine Co.. Green Bay, Wis., was in Toronto last

week calling upon the paper trade.

W. B. Fredericks, of Rochester, representinn- the
Diamond State Fibre Co., Bridgeport. Pa., manufac-
turers of vegetable parchment, glassire and fibrp
board, was in Toronto lately calling uBon the trade.
The accounting department of the Mattagami Puln
1 Pin-r Co.. Toronto, will shortlv be removed to

s.uoath Rock Falls, the site of the plant.

.J. ilcwill, Jr.. rroulciil ol' Papci- Salc.i, Liniitcil,

Toronto, has returned from a business triji to Chi-

cago, and other jioints west, in the interest of the

firm.

J. W. Dafoe, editor of the Winnii)eg Free Press,

who recently returned from Paris, where he partici-

pated as a member of the Canadian delegation at the

Peace Conference, will be one of the speakers on Edi-

torial Night at the Canadian Press Association, Tor-

onto, on June 6. HLs subject will be "Canada and the

Peace Conference."

The Ontario Department of Jjands, Forest and
Mines has decided that the use of the hydroplanes

in patrolling the extensive limits of Northern Ontario

is too costly and impracticable at the present time to

be given a trial, and that further developments will

be awaited in the use of these machines before they

can be put in operation in the province. The ranger
system will be employed this season, at any rate,

along with watch towers and telephones.

(iood progress is reported on the newsprint paper
mill enterprise in Winnipeg, which W'ill cost three

million dollars. A committee of the city council has

been appointed to secure all data regarding costs,

maufacture and operation. W^hen this special com-
mittee reports back to the council, if the verdict is

favorable, arrangements will be made for the sub-

mission of a bylaw to the ratepayers and, in the

event of the measure being carried, construction on
the large undertaking will commence next winter.

T. F. Battle, of Niagara Falls. Ont.. acting on be-

half of the Dominion Government, has entered suit

against the Thorold Pulp Co., of Thorold. Ont., to re-

cover ,$16,600. The claim represents extra water
power from the old Welland Canal, which is alleged
to have been used by the pulp company in excess of

its contract with the government.

W. E. Jephcott, of the Dominion Paper Box Co.,

Toronto, accompanied by his wife and daughter, will

.shortly leave on a trip to Great Britain and Europe.

Fire broke out last week in the five storey build-
ing on Temperance street, Toronto, the first floor of
which is occupied by the Canada Linotype Co., and
the basement by the United Paper Mills, paper job-
bers. The cause of the blaze is unknown. The United
Paper Mills report that the damage to their stock in

one corner of the building was about $500, eau.sed
by water.

A provincial charter has been granted to the Mor-
rell Pulp and Paper Co., Limited, with chief place of
business in Montreal, and a capital stock of $20,000,
to manufacture and deal in paper, pulp, pulpwood.
timber and manufactured paper products, as well as
*i purchase timber limits. The incorporators of
''ip organization are John ^Morrell. W. G. Rohrer. Wm.
''ouper. John D. Tennant, Henry S. Couper, all of
Montreal.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, ]\lay 5.—Business in the paper line im-

proves steadily. With the demand at home and the

prospeets for export growing brighter all the while

there should be a good year'.s biisines.s in hand.

Plants which never before cultivated an export con-

nection are now making preparations to do so, and
by the end of June it is expected there will be con-

siderably more space available for commercial pur-

poses, whereas there is now only 30 per cent. When
the boys are all home from abroad it is felt that rates

will fall and cargo space be adequate to take care of

some of the big consignments looming up for overseas.

The newsprint investigation will be resumed at Ot-

tawa this week, but how publishers expect there will

be any fall in price is more than any surface indica-

tion reveals. In another week increased wages will

go into effect, averaging from eight to ten cents an
hour additional, while the eight hour shifts are being
introduced in the majority of the leading mills, which
also tends to pile up costs.

There has been a feeling all along that as soon as

the peace terms were signed that the control of the

newsprint and book paper industry in Canada would
automatically cease. The regulation was undertaken
as a war measure, and, with the signing of peace the

strife will be at an end. The old law of supply and
demand, it was believed, would then be reverted to.

But there has been introduced in to the Federal Par-
liament a bill to extend the operation of all war meas-
ures acts until the close of the present session, and
this may mean many months yet if, as is predicted,
parliament soon ad.iourns, and a fall session is held.

Control, therefore, may go on for some months yet.

It appears as if the book paper investigation is to

be resumed, and it is understood that the government
auditor has been ordered to Cornwall to investigate

the books of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. It will be
remembered that only one company's books were in-

vestigated, and that was the Provincial Paper Mills

Co. The auditor reported that he considered, in view
of his findings, the company were not asking any
undue price for their finished product, and there the
matter rested. The users of book paper have since

got bu.sy, and urged upon the government that the

books of another company be audited in an effort to

show that the manufacturers have been charging too

high a figure. What it is hoped to gain by this latest

move can not be comprehended. The Provincial Pa-
per Mills Co., according to the statement presented
at the annual meeting, showed less earnings than dur-
ing the previous year, and now the report of the To-
ronto Paper Mfg. reveals a falling off in earnings.
Two years ago the profits of this concern were $212,-

749; la.st year they were $198,030, and the year just
clo.sed disclose a drop to $162,373. Even one of the
mediums using book papers in commenting on the
showing states that the decline is undoubtedlj' due
to steadily mounting eo.sts, which have not been com-
pensated for by an equivalent increase in the price of
the finished product. It would thus seem that there
is not much to be gained by going ahead with the in-

vestigation and declaring that the companies are
making exorbitant profits by asking too much for
their paper when the annual statements tell a differ-
ent tale.

There is some improvement in the outlook for siil-

])hite pulp and more inquiries are coming in, while
more sales have been made. Plants which have either
been shut down or have greatly decreased production
are beginning to operate more fully. Owing to the
book mills on the other side of the line reporting a

gratifying gain in business during the past few days
orders are commencing to come in with something
like the old time demand. The improvement will, of
course, be slow, and buying will be on a conservative
basis, but the manufacturers all believe that things
are on the mend, and from this out there should be
more doing. Book .sulphite holds firm at $87.50 to
$90 per ton at mill, while bleached sells at $100 to
$105.

The ground wood pulp market continues dull, but
it is hoped there will be betterment in the near fu-
ture. Toilet and ti.ssue mills are getting busier, and
during the past week there was a reduction of 10 to
12 per cent in tissue papers. Drug papers are half a
cent easier, and vegetable parchment has gone down

a cent. Otherwise there are no reductions to record.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones foyNuRRAY hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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and prices in all other lines hold tight. There is a

rumor that there may be an increase in the near fu-

ture in some lines of the cheaper book and writing

papers which are being turned out at too low a cost

in view of constantly mounting expenses of produc-

tion. The board mills are busy and buying is active,

while paper box plants continue to receive additional

orders. Some concerns report a scarcity of girl labor,

and state if help was available they could employ

many more hands.

Coated paper plants are very active, and all other

lines are quite busy. It is believed that England will

shortly place with the Dominion an order for a quar-

ter million tons of pulp. This would relieve all con-

cerns of their surplus stocks, and cau.sc the industry

to become as active as it was before the signing of

the armistice. England is looking for a big supply

of Canadian groundwood pulp, and when this stock

begins to move there will be an improvement in local

conditions. Prices will become firmer and things

brighten generally.

In sending out a price list of their papers to Cana-

dian customers a well known English firm state that

quotations are merely temporary, as it is impossible

to -show any definite or firm prices until the signing

of peace. All orders are taken at the figure ruling

on the date of shipment, so that customers will se-

cure the benefit if quotations should fall and prompt-

er deliveries are a.ssured than have been the ease for

some time past.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $27.00 to .$29.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $75.00

Sulphite, easv bleaching $87.50 to .$90.00

Sulphite bleached $100.00 to $105.00

Sulphate $85.00 to .$90.00

Paper.

•News (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.45

•News (rolls) in less than carload lots . . .
.$3.52yo

•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

•News (sheets) in less than carload lots .....$3,921/2

xBook papers (carload), No. 1 $9.75

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 1 .$10.00

xBook papers (carload), No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up
Sulphite bonds 13y2C

Light tinted bonds 14y2C

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White "Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (M.F.) ....12y2cup
Coated book and litho. No. 1 $12.25

Coated book and litho. No. 2 $11.25

Coated book and litho, No. 3 .$10.50

Coated book and litho. colored .. . ..$12..50 to ,$14.00

Grev Browns $5.25

Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up
Fibre $7.35

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $6.50

Unglazed kraft $9.00

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached $1.20 to $1.60

Tissue (unbleached sulphite) $1.10 to $1.-50

Tis.sues, cap 90c to $1.20

Tis.sues, manila 80c to l.lOe

Natural greaseproof l^c

Bleached grease proof Wc
Genuine vegetable parchment 21c

Bleached white glassine 22c

Drug papers, whites and tints 8 to 8yoC

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent

Paper bags, kraft 27y2 and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent

Gusset bags (manila) .. 35 and 15 per cent

Straw board
' $75.00

Chip board •I^^'' <^'^

Vat lined chip board ^'"'OOO

Filled wood board $S3.0()

News board $90.00

Double manila lined bnanl $!t0.00

Manila lined folding lioanl. chii) ha.-k ,. ..$87.50

Pulp folding board .$95.00

Jute board. No. 3 .$75.00

Tag board $155.00

White i)atent coated board $115.00 to $130.00

Grey folding bo;i

Pasted board

.$115.00

..$95.00

•For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

has charac-

viewing the

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. May :i.—Moderate activity

tcrized the paper market this week and.
situation in its entirety, a fair amount of business has
been transacted. Consumers are reported to be still

confining their orders to paper immediately needed,
but indications are that the requirements of many have
increased in a way that they have been compelled to

enlarge their buying operations. Prices are maintained
in most instances. There have been slight recessions

on some grades, principally the high quality descrip-

tions of paper, but no important change has developed
ill quotations.

Newsprint and book papers continue to be sought
in good volume. The former especially is active, and
mills almost without exception are running at capac-

ity production to keep their customers supplied. A
glance at the size of the local newspapers gives one

an indication of the heavy consumption of newsprint

the country over. Local dailies which ordinarily run

from sixteen to twenty-four pages frequently are put-

ting out editions at present of thirty-four to thirty-

six pages. And a significant feature of the situation

is that they are so crowded with advertisements that

there is nowhere near the customary' amount of read-

ing matter in them, which would infer that publishers

are keeping the size of their editions down to as low
a point as their volume of business will permit. Prices

on newsprint are firm, and there is an active demand
from the transient trade. Contract consumers are ab-

sorbing not only all the supply due them from mills,

but are also purchasing numerous spot lots.

A very good business has recently been done by
hanging paper mills. Demand for this class of paper
has eased off somewhat during the past few days, but
manufacturers are reported to still have quite a vol-

ume of unfilled business booked which necessitates

tlieir operating at close to maximum capacity. This

season has been a lively one in the wall paper trade,

and the probabilities are demand will continue good for

some time in view of the extensive building operations
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in all sections of the country now petting under way.
Majrazine and other periodical publishers are absorb-

ing larfre quantities of ]>aper, with tiie result that the

movement of book papers is steady and underfroing

expansion. Quotations are maintained, and there is

no sign of manufacturers shading prices. In fact,

there is no apparent reason for them to do so, for the

great majority of mills are securing enough business

to kee]i them well engaged.
Fine papers rule quiet. Some buying of course is

iietter done, but consumers are placing orders only for

hand-to-month quantities, and the demand continues to

run toward the low-priced lines. Consumers of writ-

ings, bonds, and ledgers seem obsessed with the belief

that jirices are to go lower, and consccpuMitly are ab-

sorbing supplies only as their requirements develop.

Proof is not wanting that some mills are granting eon-

cessions on many of their lines to get business, with

the res\dt that quotations are irregular. Tissues are

moving in camparatively good volume and at un-

changed prices. No. 1 white tissue is quotable at be-

tween ^1.00 and $1.10, while Xo. 2 white and manila

are priced at 90 cents to .+1.00, depending on the

qiuUity and the amount of paper involved.

Coarse papers are sought in a restricted way. Job-

bers report a quiet demand from the consuming trade,

and dealers themselves seem determined to keep their

stocks down to as low a level as they can. Mills are

anxiously seeking business, under which conditions

prices naturally are easy.

Boards are in i-ather a novel position. Demand in

th? aggregate is light, and mills are running alternately

for a few days and then shutting down until they have

accumulated sufficient orders to warrant them start-

ing up again. One week rep(H-ts are to tlie effect tliat

board manufacturers are busily engaged ; the next it

is learned most plants are not operating. Prices are

fairly steady at a basis of between $40 and $45 per

ton for No. 1 chip board.

Ground Wood.—There has been little stirring in the

mechanical pulp market. Most grinding establish-

ments arc kept moderately busy attending to the wants
of their contract inistomers, l)ut demand for spot U t.s

of pulp is decidctUy quiet. The monthly review of

the paper and pulp mai'kets of the Federal Trade
Commission shows that mill stocks of ground wood in-

creased by about 11,000 tons during March, and that

on March 31 aiiproximately a month's supply was
held by manufacturers. Grinders are offering with
freedom, yet there is no marked selling i)rcssure in

evidence. About $26 ])er ton at the producing mill

is the quotation most commonly named on No. 1 spruce
pulp, with limited tonnages available in certain di-

rections at $2.">.

Chemical Pulp.—A distinct 1\- better dcniand has pre-

vailed this week for chemical pulp. Consumers have
been in the market in lai'gcr nunibei- and have absorbed
heavier amounts of l)ulii than for some time. Indica-

tions are that many mills have succeeded in moving
a considerable portion of their surplus stock, and the

probabilities are once excess supplies have been taken
out of the market, prices will undergo advancement.
There has been less selling pressure exerted on foreign

pulps and the tone of this end of the market is firmer.

Importers seem less willing to dispose of their dock
stocks at the low figures which have been recently

quoted, and many of them have marked up their ask-

ing price, probably figuring that there is nothing to

.iustif.v their selling available supplies at prices way
liplnw the cost of rcjilacement. Domestic bleached siil-
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phite is quotable all the way from 5 to 6 cents per
pound. Several mills produeing an extra strong: pulp
are asking 6 cents, while sales of No. 1 bleached have
been i-ecorded in other quarters at 5.50 cents and of
\o. 2 sulphite at 5 cents f.o.b. pulp jilant. Xewsprint
sulphite is selling at around ^65 per ton at the pulp
mill and domestic easy bleaching at $85 to $90. Kraft
of standard No. 1 quality is held at $80 to $^3, al-

though southern kraft is available at lower prices.

Rags.—The principal feature of the rag market
this week has been the improved inquiry for roofing

material. Felt manufacturers have evinced more in-

terest, and the firmer iiosition of low-grade stock has

caused the better qualities of rags to strengthen in

.sympathy. Xo appreciable change in prices has oc-

curred, but the situation is marked by a steadier under-

tone, and holders of stock have been far more in-

sistent on the prices asked. The market in the ^liddle

West is very much firmer than in this section of the

country. This probably is due to the fact that there

are fewer dealers and packers in the West, and with

less competition to combat, owners of rags there are

better able to hold for the prices wanted. White rags

are selling locally at a basis of between 5.25 and 5.50

cents per pound for No. 1 repacked stock. Paper mills

are absorbing only slight amounts of these rags, for

most grades of whites go into high quality paper, and
manufacturers are not producing normal tonnages of

fine papers. Thirds and blues are sought in compara-
tively good volume, but it is noticeable that the bulk
of buying is being done by consumers other than paper-

makers. Prices range around 3 cents f.o.b. New York
for repacked blues. Stockings are in little demand

and are available at 2.75 cents at the shipping point,

while cotton quilts, batting and ganzies are quiet.

Hoofing rags in New York are quotable at about 1.70

cents f.o.b. for No. 1 packing, and 1.50 cents for No. 2

material. There is a wider difference in prices on the

two grades than usually exists owing to the relative

scarcity of Xo. 1 rags.

Old Papers.—Little business of an important scope
is cuiTcnt in the paper stock market. Low grades,

which have recently moved in fairly large volume, are

now almost equally as dull as the high qualities, and
dealers and packers opeidy complain of the difficulty

in securing orders from mills. Prices have shown
steady decline throughout the week. The truth of the

matter is that production, despite most concerns re-

ducing their output, is in excess of the demand, and
waste paper is a commodity which rapidly drops in

price once the movement into consuming channels is

interrupted. Shavings of all kinds are practically

unsalable for the moment. Mills evince little or no
interest in either hard or soft whites, while colored

shavings are virtually a drug on the market. Prices

are nominally around 4 cents per pound on Xo. 1 hard
white, 2.75 cents on No. 1 soft white and $1 iicr hun-

dred on colored shavings.

Bagging and Rope.—Occasional sales of a carload

or two of -Xo. 1 scrap bagging are being made at

l)rices ranging from 2.00 to 2.12y2C per pound, delivered

mills, with the market as a whole exhibiting very little

life. Old manila rope is firmly quoted at 4.25 to 4.50

cents f.o.b. New York. Mixed strings are moving with

greater freedom at an average price of about 1.65 cents

a ])ound.
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EDITORIAL
i^.m

m >.mm:

THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S ADVICE.
Ill 1916, the Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association, realizing the intimate relations

that must exist between the Forest Products Labora-

tories in Montreal and the industry appointed a spec-

ial advisory committee whose duties would be to co-

operate with and assist the laboratories. The work

of the committee has been of such a nature that little

has been heard of its activities. Nevertheless this

work has gone quietly on and the services of the com-

mittee have already been of considerable assistance to

the .staff.

The Forest Products Laboratories have now reached

a critical point in their existanee and it seems that the

opportunity for maximum service has come to the

advisory committee, provided the Forestry Branch is

prepared and willing to accept and make use of its

good offices. The institution on University street has

for some time past served as a training school for re-

searchers for the paper industry of Canada instead

of being the goal of their ambitions. A position at the

laboratories should be a coveted one to which men
should aspire and not simply a stepping-stone from

which to enter what are now the more attractive and

lucrative positions in industrial work.

There was a time in the infancy of the research idea

ill Canada when the Forest Products Laboratories of-

fered about the only opportunity for men desiring to

take up a life of investigation work in the problems
relating to the utilization of forest products. Indus-

trial leaders, however, have been gradually awakened
to the necessity for carrying out researches on their

own problems and by competent staff in their own
organization. This has put a considerable strain on

the available supply of properly trained men and
those who have given satisfaction and produced re-

sults have been naturally the fir.st to be absorbed as

positions have become available in the mills of the

Dominion. The industrial concern is thoroughly aware
of the dollars and cents standard for measuring ser-

vice and satisfaction and managers do not hesitate

to pay a man what he is worth measured in terms of

the service that he is expected to render. It is logical

then to suppose that a man is worth as much to the

Dominion of Canada as he is to any individual con-

cern and it can therefore be reasonably supposed that

a man should be paid what his services are worth.

Government institutions do not seem to proceed

on this basis and the Forestry Branch is not an ex-

ception in this regard, for we find a communi-
cation ill the Journal of the Enginering In-

stitute of Canada protesting against the fact

that clerks and stenographers who are ready to

take their positions on leaving high school or per-

iiaps without even that much education received a

salary equal to, if not greater than, what is offered

a graduate from an engineering institute. The work
of the Forest Products Laboratories is important work
and to carry it on effectively requires a well paid

staff. In order to make the work efficient the staff

should be as permanent as possible, which cannot be

the case when a man knows he is able almost at any

time to find a position in industrial life that will add

from 25% to 50% of his salary. We are aware, of

course, that pensions and other features of the Gov-

ernment position must be taken into consideration,

but there should be some provision for putting such

work as we are discussing on a basis equivalent to

similar work in the industrial world and to pay what

it is worth. A research man cannot do satisfactory

work unless he is satisfied and is relieved of giving

much attention to matters other than the problems in

hand and unless a man has a comfortable salary

and one that he knows is appropriate to his position

one can hardly expect him to be really contented.

Superintendents of the Laboratories have not re-

mained more than three or four years, and the same
is true of the other positions in this institution. Fif-

teen months ago the present exodus started when 0.

F. Bryant resigned as chief of the Pulp and Paper
Division to become superintendent for Bennett, Ltd.

ThS beginning of this year W. B. Campbell, then as-

sistant superintendent of the laboratories left to be-

come vice-president of Process Engineers. H. N. Lee

for four years chief of the division of timber physics

resigned last year to take up war work in the United

States, and E. K. Mansfield accepted a position with

a large paper concern in Brooklyn. The next to

leave was Dr. John S. Bates, who has been superin-

tendent of the Laboratories since 1914 and who is

now with Price Bros. & Co. The last departure that

we have heard of is R. W. Hovey, who leaves the

position of chief of the Pulp and Paper Division

to take up research work for the Abitibi Power and
Paper Co. The primary reason for these changes can
in each case safely be said to be the question of sal-

ary. No intelligent man expects to be paid more than
he is worth, but when an intelligent man is fully aware
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that his services are worth i-ousiderabl.v more to some-

one else thau bis present employer has even the in-

eliuation to pay he is quite likely to change employers.

Cue trouble with many government positions is that

the public does not put a sufficiently high value on

the service that is expected and that should be given.

There is an old adage wliich says, "What we get for

nothing is generally worth it," and it is quite as true

to say that if we want satisfactory service we must

ourselves set a sufficiently high value on what we

want. Canada needs a $5,000.00 service in the direc-

tion of the Forest Products Laboratories. There is no

more important natural resource than the trees of the

Dominion and we venture to say there is none that will

pay more handsomely for investigations into the prop-

er e.xploitation and use of the forest and its products.

^S.OOO.OO may not be the full value and probably is

not the full value of the services of a first class man

as superintendent of this important work, but such a

salary would at least indicate the importance that is

attached to the position and give assurance of reason-

in the ai^pointment of
able permanence ni tne appoinimem in a first class

man.
The advisory committee for the Forest Products

Laboratories has given a great deal of thought to this

matter and has recommended the names of four men

who have shown marked ability and who have had

intimate acquaintance with the problems of the work

of the laboratories and who have had the experience

that should give them a broad vision of the possibdi-

ties for service as superintendent of the laboratories.

It is earnestly and confidently hoped that the officials

having in hand the appointment of the new superin-

tendent will be guided by the advice of this commit-

tee, and select the best man available.
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Should the scheme be carried out, as it is likely to be,

it will ensure not only sure but very generous divi-

dends."

It woidd be interesting to know where the Post gi)t

any such ideas as this as we are reliably informed that

there is absolutely nothing to it. In some industries

in England there have been certain amalgamations in-

tended to insure the operators against the suicidal

competition which existed before the war ami which

apparently was instigated by certain European pro-

ducers. This was particularly the case with the clay

industry, where the producers were cutting each others

throats instead of competing intelligently with their

German rivals. Similar action might be conceived as

possible among the paper makers of Great Hritain. It

cannot, however, be conceived even remotely possible

as between the paper-makers of Canada and those of

any other country. If the writer of the Post editorial

were to ascertain the feeling of Canadian producers

of book and higher grade papers toward the manufac-

turers of similar grades in the United States and Eng-

land his remarks would have had a very different tone.

REGARDING COMBINATIONS.

A clergyman in Winnipeg has made the assertion

that the Canadian Press Association is a combine,

and we find the editor of the Manitoba Free Press

taking issue with Rev. Ivens in the matter. The

Free Press states that there is nothing whatever in

the way of a combine, but that the Press Association

is the most democratic body imaginable, where any

newspaper that can pay its dues may be a member and

where each member has one vote.

A different kind of combination is touched upon by

the Financial Post of Toronto in an editorial note

which states: "The book paper manufacturers of the

United States and Canada, who last year strengthened

AS IT LOOKS TO US.

Another hearing has come and gone and yet the

newsprint question is unsettled. ^ast week Mr.

Pringle, the Canadian Paper Controller, heard further

evidence on the subject of cost of manufacturing

newsprint paper-. It will he recalled that the publish-

ers were not satisfied with the judgment of the court

and obtained a reopening of the case for the presenta-

tion of evidence which they hoped would support their

contention that the cost of paper should be based on

the actual cost of the materials that were actually

used in its manufacture. The particular bone .of con-

tention was the cost of the wood, and it was even

advocated that a mill should take pains to pick out

the cheapest sticks in its wood pile and convert them

first into paper so that the publishers could imme-

diately have the advantage of any reduction in price

that might be so effected.

The evidence presented at Ottawa last week seemed

to have disturbed if not actually upset the theories

of the publishers in regard to these price reductions,

especially relating to the use of wood. A number of

eminent men in the accounting profession were called

as witnesses, and their testimony, which was even

agreed to by Mr. Clarkson, was not at all in line with

what the publishers had apparently hoped would be

brought forward. The evidence seems to support the

time honored business custom which every cross-roads

storekeeper has the intelligence to apply, namely, to
their position very materially by coming to a closer

understanding and adopting similar terms and prices,

are now considering similar relations with the paper increase his retail price when the wholesale cost ad-

manufacturers of Great Britain. The ultimate object vanees. He knows from experience that when whole-

is the division of territory, standard terms, and finally sale costs decline, public opinion will force him to

the elimination of competition, which was quite keen lower his retail prices and that if he does not advance

at times during the war and for many years before, his price to the consumer when the wholesale price
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goes up, the psychological moment is passed and he

is likely to be left with high priced goods on which he

will not be able to realize a necessary profit.

It is understood that Mr. Pringle will make a state-

ment by the time this magazine is mailed, but it is not

expected that he will make any change in the price.

It seems that the evidence received is for the enlight-

enment of the Judicial Tribunal, and will be delivered

to them. Whether or not they will require a further

oral argument remains for them to decide, but it is

hardly likely that a decision can be arrived at before

the first of June.

A phase of the hearing which may be misunder-

stood by the public has to do with the price that the

Fort Frances Co., will hereafter charge for its product.

According to newspaper reports the readers might

get the impression that a change in basic price of

newsprint has been made by Controller Pringle. Such

is not the ca.se. At the time the basic price of $69.00

was made consideration was had for the fact that the

Fort Frances Co., had to pay a duty on sulphite pulp

nged in its paper mill. This pulp is brought over the

line from the sulphite mill located across the river on
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the American side. A customs duty amounting to

$3.15 per ton of newsprint has been paid by the paper
mill and with other costs, apparently not sustained
by other mills, brought the cost of manufacturing for
this plant $4.00 higher than was considered fair to
other mills, and the Fort Frances Co., has been per-
mitted to charge $73.00 per ton for its product. Now
since the company has been refunded 99% of the
duty it paid to the Canadian Government, its costs
have been reduced by $3.12, and the company has been
ordered to make a corresponding reduction in the rate
at which it has billed paper to Canadian newspapers
since July 1, 1918, from which date the rebate of duty
has been effective. Naturally .such extra payments
as newspapers have made are to be refunded. Some
dissatisfaction was found by certain publishers -over

the delay of the company in making rebates, but the
company could hardly be expected to hand back such
moneys until similarly reimbursed by the Government.
It can be hoped that this matter is now satisfactorily

adjusted and we can also hope for an early settle-

ment of the newsprint difficulty that has kept a large
portion of the Canadian public stirred up for the past
few vears.

Discolored Pulp
W. A. McCrBBl.V, Field Lal)oratory of Plant Patho-

logy, St. Catharines, Ont.

Through the kindly assistance of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories, the Pul]i and Paper ilagazine

has the pleasure of introducing a new contributor,

whose article will be found of great interest and
value to those who make wood pulp. Although the

word done is limited, the indications are important.

During the spring of 1918 attention was called by
a local pulp mill to a difficulty they were meeting
in producing sulphite pulp of the requisite grade of

whiteness from spruce stock which appeared to be
of good quality. Since no improvement resulted af-

ter changing the process in various ways, the man-
agement concluded that the real trouble lay in the

stock itself. "When the logs were examined it was
found that though apparently sovind. the sap-wood
was somewhat discolored, and this discoloration was
cither general or in patches, or in streaks running in-

ward from the surface. All sorts of conditions were
met with, but in general the dark colored portions

wore present in the sap-wood from a half inch to an
inch in dcptli. Under the microscope it was readily

seen that in all eases the tissue discoloration was as-

sociated with very dark fungus filaments. These in

themselves were responsible for some of the discolora-

tion, but there was also apparent an additional and
very marked browning of the wood tissue in their

immediate neighborhood. Here, then, was the source
of the trouble.

It might be expected that the effect of the sulphite
process would be to bleach out the color from these
parts, but an examination of the finished pulp from
tliese logs showed that it had not done so. Appar-
ently the invading fungus has somewhat the effect

that is produced when wood is tui'ned into peat,

where the color developed in tlie Avoody tissue is so

stable that it is unaffected by years of exposure to

water, soil minerals or sunlight.

At first glance it is hardh' conceivable that such
a comparatively thin layer of only partially discolor-

ed sap-wood should have such a profound effect on
the finished product, since the centre of the log was
in all cases jierfeetly sound and free from the brown-
ing. But a little closer consideration shows that this

effect is perfectly natural. It must he apparent that
the respective amounts of sound and discolored pulp
will he proportional to the cross-sectional areas in-

volved. In a log 7" in diameter (which was about
the average size u.sed) the total cro.ss-.sectional area
would be 38.5 square inches. If the discolored area
forms a ring 1" deep around the outside, the sound
wood within would then have a diameter of 5", or a

oro.s.s-sectional area of 19.6 square inches, leaving a
cro.ss-.seetional area of 18.9 square inches for the dis-

colored area. In other words the amount of pulp
from the outer discolored portion of such a log is

almost equal to that from the inner sound portion.
It may be of further interest to note that the ]n-o-

cess employed gave a much less complete separation
of the fibres in the tissues where the. fungus was
Ordinarily by this process the fibres are well separ-
ated and distinct in the resulting pulp, but in the
pulp made from the affected wood there are to he
seen numerous masses of undigested fibres. As these
masses in all cases contain fungus filaments, and are
more or less browned it .seems fair to conclude that
the fungus brings about in the tis.sues certain changes
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which render them somewhat resistant to the diges-

tive process. The microscope further revealed in

the pulp from fungus-infested tissue immense num-
bers of fragments of tlie brown fungus filaments.

These are individually very small, but they are mim-
erons enough to have a quite appreciable effect on

the general color of the pulp.

It may be concluded from the above that log stock

in which the sap-wood is noticeably invaded by fungi

and is streaked, flecked or generally discolored in

consequence, may be found unsatisfactory for nuikiiig

a pulp of a fine degree of whiteness; that the fungus

and the wood browned by it are likely to withstand

the sulphite process, aiul that the fibre separation in

such wood is likely to be incomplete.

The Forests of British Columbia
The recently published rcjjort of the Conimission

on Conservation on the forests of British Columbia,
by Roland I). Craig, F.E., and II. X. Whitfonl, Ph.D.,

is a comprehensive work, well illustrated with maps
and photographs. Through the co-operation of the

Provincial and Dominion Governments, the timber
owners, the Canadian Pacific Railway, and other in-

terests, the authors secured very complete data on
which to base the estimates. The province was di-

vided into 66 districts, for which separate estimates
of the staiul were compiled.
The forest resources of the province are estimated

to be approximately 350 billion feet saw-material,
with au additional 16 billion feet suitable only for
pulp. In addition to the estimate of the stand, the
report describes the effects of the climate, soil and
topography on the forests, and outlines the various
systems of tenure under which the forest resources
have been alienated. Interesting chapters are devot-
ed to the description and distribution of the various
species of trees and to the injuries done by insects.

The total land area of the province is 355,855 .sq.

miles, of which approximately 200.000 .sq. miles is

Coast
Million

Species. ft.

bd. measure.
West, red cedar 59,000
Douglas fir 64,000
Spruce (1) 14,000
West, hemlock 52,000
Balsam (2) 19.000
Lodgepole pine 20
West, yellow pine
Yellow cypress 3,700
Western larch

White pine 1,100
Black Cottonwood 400

incapable of producing forests of commercial value.

About 145,000 sq. miles lie above the merchantable

timber-line, and on 55,000 sq. miles below the timber-

line the soil is either so rocky or wet, or the forests

have been so completely tlestroyed by fire that there

is mi hojie of luitural rc-establi.shment of forest con-

ditions for centuries.

Of the remaining 155,855 .sq. miles, which is cap-

able of producing forests, only about 28,000 sq. miles

—less than one-fifth—carries sufficient timber to be

classified as statutory timberland. In the interior of

the ])rovince, there are areas of forest land, aggregat-

ing 23,800 sq. miles, which, though not reaching this

standard, carry between 1,000 b.f. ajul 5,000 b.f. per

acre, part of which may be utilized. Only very mea-

gre data have been obtained, as yet, as to the area of

land which can be u.sed for agricultural purposes. The
forest land classification indicates that somewhat over

5,000 sq. miles is grass land, or very open forest,

some of which is suitable for cultivation, but the

greater jiroportion is of value only for grazing. In

addition, there is, ))erhaps, from 12,000 to 15,000 S(|.

miles, cleared or under forest, which is more valuable

for agriculture than for forest production. Deduct-
ing this potential agricultural land, say 20,000 sq.

miles, from the total capable of producing commer-
cial timber, there is 135,855 sq. miles of absolute for-

est land which should be devoted permanently to

forest production.

The timber on about 100,000 sq. miles, or two-

thirds of the original forest land, has been totally

destroyed by fire, and on over half of the remaining
55,855 sq. miles the timber has been seriously damag-
ed. It is estimated that the province has lost, through
forest fires, at least 665 billion feet board measure. As
the present total stand of saw material in the whole
Dominion probably does not greatly exceed this

amount, the seriousness of this loss, due very largely'

to public carelessness, is apparent.
The following table indicates the composition of

the present stand of saw material:

Interior. Total.

Million Jlilliou

Per ft. Per ft. Per
cent. bd. measure. Cent. bd. mea.sure. cent.

27.4 18,019 13.2 77,019 22.1
29.4 12,573 9.2 76,573 21.8
6.7 .58,-375 42.8 72,375 20.6

24.6 12,164 8.9 64,164 18.3
9.2 13.838 10.2 32,838 9.5
.1 12.130 8.9 12,150 3.5

4,208 3.1 4,208 1.2
1-9 ... 3,700 1.1

3,152 2.3 .3,152 .9

.5 1,617 1.2 2,717 .8

.2 272 .2 672 2

213.220
(1) Includes Sitka spruce, Engelmann spruce, w
(2) Includes alpine fir, lowland fir and amabilis

Of the species used in the manufacture of pulp and
paper (hemlock, balsam, spruce and cottonwood)
there is 170 billion feet, which is equivalent to 243
million cords of pulpwood. This may be increased
to 2.50 million cords by utilizing smaller timber. As
the supply of pulpwood is becoming a verv serious
matter in eastern North America, it is important to
know that so considerable a supply may be obtained
in British Columbia.

100.0 136..348 100.0 349,568 100.0
hite spruce and black spruce,
fir.

vince has averaged only 1.250 million board feet. With
a .stand of 350,000 million board ft. of timber of com-
mercial size, and with other 100,000 sq. miles of land
on which .voung forests are established and which, if

protected, should produce from 5.000 million to 7,000
million hoard ft. per annum, it will be seen that the
forest resources of Briti.sh Columbia can, under con-
servative exploitation, supply at least five times the
present cut without seriouslv deuletin? the canitfll
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Probe Evidence Goes to Judges
Ujj to ^loiula^- this week at Ottawa the opiniou was

that the Controller would give a judgment on the

whole matter at Ottawa either on Wednesday or

Thursday of this week. This, in addition to the

"ruling"' given by the Controller on Saturday morn-
ing to the effect that the Fort Frances Company
.should reimburse western Canadian newspapers to

the extent of $3.12 per ton retroactive to July 1 were
the most important items of interest. The whole in-

vestigation, which began on Thursday afternoon and
lasted day and night until Saturday afternoon was
largely based on the technical inquiry into detailed

costs.

After the Controller has given his judgment, the

whole newsprint case will then be before the Judges
of the Paper Control Tribunal in appeal.

The two day and night sessions fairly reeked with
bewildering sets of figures. Several witnesses from
Price, Waterhouse and Company gave evidence as

well as Col. Montgomery, formerly connected with
the War Mission at Washington. In addition there

was much expert evidence as to the value of raw
material, and its relation as to the cost of the finish-

ed product.

When the inquiry opened at the Court Hou.se last

Thursday afternoon at 2 p.m., the usual roll call of

counsel was taken as representing tlie various inter-

est involved. It was virtually the same as that which
appeared before the Controller at the previous ses-

sion. News interest in the afternoon session began
when the costs of the Fort Frances mill came under
consideration. The Controller, after some time had
i)een spent, quoted costs for Fort Frances back to

early in 1917 on the "average" principle. Mr. W.
N. Tilley immediately protested on the ground that
the matter before the inquiry at the present time
had nothing to do with 1917. He went on to refer to

what Mr. Pringle's order setting the $69 price in

September last had been based on the eo.sts of the
fir.st six months of 1918, plus eight dollars per ton.

The Controller came right back with an explana-
tion, celling Jlr. Tilley that when he made the order
last September he had taken into consideration every
thing that had preceded. All of his orders, he said,

had been interim orders, and as such were subject to

revision. One of these orders fixed a price of fifty

dollars per ton.

The Controller drew Mr. Tilley "s attention to the
fact that price fixing was a war measure, and that it

could be looked at as such in a "broad way." Mr.
Tilley, in reply, said "We (publishers) do not want
a miscarriage of justice through throwing in costs

which have never been cheeked up."
The Controller went on to explain that all the

costs and all the information about the inquiry had
been furnished to the newspaper publishers.

The Controller repeated that both sides had had
all the evidence. Mr. Tille.v maintained that there
was no evidence for the reason that there had been
no investigation into the early figures. ]\Ir. Mont-
gomery said this was because Mr. Tilley and the
newsnapers had absented themselves from the inve.s-

tiffation.

Later on dnrinu- the Thursday hearing Mr. Mont-
gomery placed Mr. F. G. Daniels, general manager

of the Dominion Textile Companj-, on the stand, for

purpose of showing the entering into cost of raw
materials, as in their relation to the cost of manu-
facture. The reflex was the principle or practice

used, in the use of cotton as compared with "wood"
costs. Mr. Montgomery inquired as to the I'elation

or fixation of the cost of raw materials.

Mr. Daniels said: The value placed upon raw ma-
terials was (as in reference to his experience) their

current market or replacement value. As an in-

stance he told of yarn prices which he said "rose
and fell practically in unison with those of raw cot-

ton."
Mr. Tilley further, in his examination, went into

the rise and fall of price, wanting to know if he
price of the manufactured article always came down
as soon as the market for raw cotton. Mr. Daniels
said it might not necessarily happen immediately, but
that there might be minor fluctuations.

Fort Frances again to the Fore.

P^irther on Mr. Phillips made the statement that

the Fort Frances Company had since the beginning of

1919 beein selling its paper in the United States at a

price of $78 per ton, and has contracts lasting to the

end of the year.

The question of the diversion of power was gone
into, and Mr. Phillips put Mr. 0. Zoellner, engineer
for the Fort Frances company on the stand, to show
that last year an average of slightly more ^than

4,000 H.P. was retained for use in Canada. An agree-

ment betwen Fort Frances and the Crown was pro-

duced by Mr. Phillips, providing that 4,000 H.P.
shovild be retained on the Canadian side.

Counsel for the newspapers contended that there
were other statutes that provided that there should
be an equal or fifty-fifty division, with a surplus of

1.000 H.P. being kept on the Canadian side. Mr.
Phillips admitted that there was more than half of

the power being sent to the United States.

Further on the Controller remarked that according
to the figures of Mr. Clarkson that Fort Frances had
made a profit of .$15.61 per ton during the July-No-
vember period, without allowing for cost deductions
which the publishers claim they are entitled to. The
average profit for Fort Frances from March, 1917,
to November. 1918, was given to be $8.72 per ton.

A night session was held Thursda.v night.

On resuming Frida.v morning, Mr. Dahlberg, con-
tinuing on the question of the diver.sion of power,
said that in 1917 the Canadian Government, fearing
a repetition of the flood of 1916, had ordered the
flood gates opened. Instead of 1917 being a flood
season, it had been a dry season, and consequently
a diminishing of water power.

Not An Ally.

]Mr. Edward Beck, a well known newspaperman,
and now publicity agent for the Pulp and Paper As-
sociation, was called to the witness stand by Mr.
Phillips, to tell of his going to Fort Frances in April,

1917, to see the wastage of water owing to the flood

sates being kept open by the Government's order. He
testified that he had seen the gates open and water
going to waste. When cross-examined by Mr. Tilley,

he said that he was not at present connected -with the
Fort Frances Company. "Or with allied interests?"
asked Mr. Tilley. "Not so far as I know with allied
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interests," replied Mr. Reek, who further went on to

explain that Fort Frances was not a member of the

Association which employed him.

Mr. W. I). Tavlor, .Mr. Clarkson's assistant auditor,

followed, and was examined by Mr. A. J. Thompson,

a.ssistinfr Mr. Tilley. During the course of his evi-

dence he said that if the power developed on the

Canadian side had been divided on an equal or ••fifty-

fifty' basis it would have manufactured one thous-

and more tons of <rroundwood than that required by

Fort Frances from July to November inclusive m
1918. The purpose of this evidences was to show that

if the <rroundwood had been manufactured through

the power which was diverted it would not have add-

ed to or swelled the high cost of purchaseil ground-

wood.
The Principle of Price Fixing.

The in-inciples of [)rice fixation were taken uj). Mr.

George H. Montgomery, K.C., placed Col. H. H.

Montgomery on the stand as an expert witness.

George H. jMontgomery wanted to know of Col.

Mont'gomerv what general principles had been adopt-

ed as regarding the cost of raw material that went

into the manufacture of a given commodity. Mr.

Tilley immediatedly objected, claiming that the news-

print inquiry was not concerned with what had been

done in price fixing by anybody else. After some ar-

gument, Mr. Pringle said, "I think I ought to hear

The principles on which the United States fixed

prices."

Col. Montgomery said that as far as possible it

had been the practice to take in the raw material

going into the products at current market prices, un-

less in the opinion of the price fixers there had been

a manipulation or stimulation of the market, which

did not justify such a course. Col. Montgomery was

later asked if there were manufacturers who had an

accumulation of stocks purchased or produced at

less than current rates. "Some at less: some at

more," replied witness.

To establish a possible equitable basis they had to

disregard old costs and apply current co.sts. In the

case of the largest steel producer in the United States.

their actual costs were only a fraction of the ruling

market. This steel producer owned practically all

the sources of raw material, and his book costs were

only a fraction of the market price. Some other steel

producers had to buy their raw material and the

price fixers had to fix a fair price for all.

Witness was asked if he had dealt with price fixa-

tion where wood was concerned. Newsprint was not
among the products under his control, but in the case

of acetate of lime he had allowed current costs for

wood. "We were not guaranteeing that we would
take their (manufacturers') products for a specified
time, and as we were not going to reimburse them in

the future for the present high costs, we felt it would
be unjust not to take in the wood at current market
prices," said Col. Montgomery.

In copper, for instance, when fixing a price of 26
cents per pound the method was to get a report on
each mine found to be above 24 cents in cost of pro-
duction, and as most of these turned out to be produc-
ing at a loss even before the war. and as 26 cents gave
a profit to the majority of the mines, that figure was
fixed.

The rule was to give the companies as much profit

as they had made in prDxitable periods before the

war, but at the end of 191^ costs had increased so

that original profits under price fixation were of

course reduced.

•Quibbling figures," was the term applied by Mr.

F. A. Sabbaton, assistant manager of the Laiirentide

mills, to the deductions asked by the newspapers,

when he was later called to the stand. The charge

of $106,000 charged into a period of twelve months

for river and stream improvements was gone into by

]\rr. Tilley. ISIr. Sabbaton explained the yearly in-

creasing charges, and attributed them to bigger

drives, and the higher cost of labor and food. lie

asserted that newsprint costs got the benefit of

cheaper production when such materials as ground-

wood and sulphite are manufactured in larger quan-

tities than are required for newsprint, and the sur-

plus sold or otherwise used. Mr. K. S. Coleman, of

the St. Maurice mill, later gave evidence eorroborat-

insr Mr. Sabbaton on this point.

During the evidence of Mr. Sabbaton considerable

amusement was eau.sed in eourt when he told of the

days when "wasteful methods" used to prevail at

the mills before "screenings" etc., was utilized. He
cited one instance where so many knots had been

dumped into a river that they were now being re-

covered, and utilized in the manufacture of paper.

This caused Mr. Tilley to remark, "and sold to us

at $69 a ton."

The Fort Frances Tariff Drawback.
On Saturday morning the chief matter of interest

was that of the "ruling" of the Controller regarding

the distribution of the "drawback" on the Fort Fran-

ces mill, whereby the price for Fort Frances was re-

duced from $73 per ton to $69.8S. a reduction of $3.12

per ton, as provided for when the extra margin was
allowed over the $69 set for other Canadian mills.

The first ruling of the Controller was for a reduc-

tion of $3.15 per ton, but through Mr. Phillips'

pleading for the three cents involved on the one per

cent of the duty not rebated, the figure was brought
down to $3.12.

"

GOOD TIMES AT IROQUOIS FALLS.
One of the important social events on the calendar

for the Abitibi people is the Paper Makers' Ball on

Easter Monday night. The event this year was es-

pecially delightful, and the attendance was so large

that the stage had to be removed from the hall. A
pleasing feature of the ball was the prize waltz, which
was won by Miss Maud Scherman and Mr. Harry
Buncke, who has but lately returned from service

with the American military forces.

To show the ingenuity of the paper makers in get-

ting up something interesting in the way of a pro-

gram we give the names of the waltzes, one-steps

and fox-trots which were applied to these dances
by the paper makers. When the pulp makers have
their chance we expect to see an equally interesting

set of musical selections. These are the names the
paper makers picked out

:

Dance Program.
Felt Mark; Put on Wire; Wash Felts; Lumps

Running: Water Drops: Around the Dryers; Nothing
"to Itt": Another Skip; Sew Wire; Dandy Mark.

Throwing Hay—Refreshments.
Spot on Wire; Belt Breaking; I Would Have Got it

Over If; Soft Edge: Slitters Jumped: Too Much
Moisture: Last One Stuff Gate; Change Slitters;
The 12 to 8; Shut Her Down.
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(Continued from last issue.)

RAW .MATERIALS.
Raw Materials Used in the Manufacture of

Wood-Pulp.
Table.s III, IV, V, and VI, deal exclusively with the

Avood used in pulp manufacture, forming the principal

or primary raw material. Table VIII treats of those

of a secondary nature which are used with wood in the

manufacture of chemical pulp.

Table III.—Pulpwood by provinces—1916 and 1917

(omitted).

Kinds of wood

Table IV.—Pulpwood by Kinds
No. of

firms

reporting Quantity.

1917. 1916. 1917

No. Cords. Cords.

The consumption of pulp-wood in all mills making
pulp, whether purchased or cut from own limits, was
2,104,33-1 cords of the value of $18,817,483 in 1917
as compared with 1,764,912 cords valued at $13,104,458
in 1916 and 1,405,836 cords valued at $9,426,217 in

1915, or an increase of 688,498 cords, or nearly 49.7

per cent., in the two j-ear period. The average price
per_cord was $6.71 in 1915, $7.42 in 1916, and $8.94 in

191/, an increase of $2.23 per cord or nearly 33.2 per
cent, in the two years.

Tlie order of importance of the five provinces re-

of wood—1916 and 1917,

Perceut
distri-

bution.

1917

PC.

Total

value.

1917

$

Aver, value

per cord.

1916

$ct.

1917

$et.

Total 73 1,764,912 2.104,334 100.0 18,817,483 7.42
Spruce 41 1,203.557 1,678,656 79.7 14,711.131 7.66
Balsam Fir 18 433,154 .309,515 14.7 3,040.396 7.31
Hemlock 7 82,307 101,321 4.8 950,175 5.88
Tamarack 1 .5,786 0.3 39,1.32

Poplar 4 6,177 .5,168 0.2 43.647 6.76
Pine 1 39.717 2.850 0.1 2.5.650 4.84
Cedar 1 1,038 * 7.3.52

8.94

8.76
9.82
9.73

6.76

8.54

9.00

7.08

*Lpss than one-tenth of one per cent.

Table VI.—Materials used—Pulpwood Consumption by Kinds of Wood and Classes of Mills, whether pur-

chased or cut fr om own limits.

Kiixla of wood by prov

British CoiumbU..

Hemlock
Poplar

»w Brunswick..

Spruce
Balsam Fir..

Hemlock.. .

.

Poplar......

Spruce
Babam Fir. .

Hemlock . ..

Poplar
Jack Pine

—

Balsam Fir.

.

Hemlock ...

Poplar

Balsam Fir.

.

Hemlock . .

.

Poplar
Jack Pine. ..

Tamarack. .,

Cedar

Pulp MilU

Moulim kjm}pi!

Purchased

.\chet6

H3.757
13.678
3.376

Value

Valeur

v.vu

16.260

199,414
18,162
14.862

117.813
1.578
3,000

25.650

37«,W4

1.MC.4M

1,403,0.50

83.524
22,902
1.334

25,650

14«,8M

132,840

17.010

601.192
42.924
31.316

1,171,7m

1.017,

153,090

3.938.804
299,566
253,722

Pulp and Paper Mills

Moulins k pulpe et k papier

Purchased

Achett

Valeur

17<.*48

48.215
109.308

1,702
9.471
7,352

133,157
79,679
.1,2«1

260.026
82,932
25,399
4,400

1.350,1

632.482
8,437

23.914

2,903.931
8S5.582
169,016
37.623

57,«88

29,247
24,403

354,634
31,507
16.527

a»,ta

289,800
138,474

3,232,362
377.947
292.703

4,790

8,77C,05C

6.465.346
1.771,724
504.535
4,790

All mills making wood-pulp

Tous moulins faisant la pulpe de bois

Purchased

Achet«

1,748
1,1

32,188

27,664
2.488
2.036

17,124

16.260
354
600
10

183.171

171.802
4.420
2.895
1.206
2,850

M3.I82

169. 133

89.348
1,281

403.783
96,610
28,775
4,499

Valeur

119,976
114,348

1,702

9.471
7,352

232, <»

199,404
18.162
14,862

117,183
1.578
3,000

60

2,356,(23

2,200,685
65.836
51.271
13, 181

25,650

2,584,984

1,669,103
883,530

8,437
23,914

5,549,335

4,306,381
969,106
191.913
38,857
25,650
9,471

7,352

487,474
31,507
33.537

Value

Valeur

4.249,992
377,947
445,m

3,367.347
1,592,211

2,100

,274,873
212,905
72.546

10,404,150
2,071.290

758.257
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Table V.—Pulpwood by processes

No. oi"

Processes.

firms

reporting

1917

C^uaiitity.

Total 78

Meelianieal 42

bulpbite "^5

Sulphate 8

Soda -^

PJlb

Cords.

1,764,912

cS27,258

727,945

201,954

1916 and 1917.

I'tTcent

distri-

Imtioii.

1917

P.O.

100.0

45.8

40.7

13.0
n.5

1917

Cords.

2,104.334

964.479

855,489

274.646

9.720

Total

value.

1917

18,817,483

7,787,455

8,708,317

2,223,802

97.909

Aver, value

per cord.

1916

$ct.

7.42

7.63

7.57

6.05
7 . 32

1917

$ct.

8.94
8.07

10.18
8.10
10.07

Table VII.—Average number of pounds of Pulp prod iced per cord of Wood, by Classes of Mills, 1917.

Ontario. Quebec. Canada.
British

Columbia.Kimls of pulp by pi'Ocesses.

Pulp mills

—

Soda proees.s

Sulphate process 1,198

Sulphite process 1,000

Mechanical process

Pulp and Paper mills

—

Soda process

Sulphate process 968
Sulphite proeess 1,273

Mechanical process 2,305

All mills making pulp

—

Soda process

Sulphate process 1,083

Sulphite proeess 1,137

Mechanical process 2,305

mained the same as in 1916, Quebec leadino: with 1,-

109,869 cords or over half the total. Ontario was sec-

ond with 735.691 cords or over a third of the total.

British Columbia was third with 134,814 cords, New
Brunswick fourth with 105,586 cords, and Nova Scotia
last with 18,374 cords. The quantity of pulp-wood
consumed in each province is an increase in everj"

case as is the average value per cord of wood.

Spruce continues to lead all classes of wood, being
79.7 per cent, of the total in 1917, balsam fir and hem-
lock being next in order of importance. These three

woods all show increases from 1916. Poplar and pine
show decreases from the preceding year and tamarack
and cedar are reported from British Columbia for the

first time in several years.

The greatest proportion of the wood used still goes

into the manufacture of ground wood-pulp although the

three chemical processes are making heavier demands
on the wood supply each year. In 1915. 52.9 per cent,

of the wood was used in making ground wood-pulp.

In 1916 this proportion decreased to 46.9 per cent, and
a further decrease to 45.8 per cent, is recorded for

1917. The increase in the proportion of wood used for

the manufacture of chemical pulp does not represent

an equal increase in the production of pulp by these

methods. Table VII, which gives the average number
of pounds of pulp produced per cord of wood by each

process, shows the relatively large quantity of wood
used by the chemical processes. Where over a ton of

pulp per cord of wood is produced on the average by
the mechanical process, only 1,105 pounds are pro-

duced by the sulphate proeess, 1,063 by the sulphite

proeess. and only 930 pounds by the soda proeess.

The mechanical process does not demand the use of

the most expensive grades of wood, and the average

value. $8.07 per cord, is therefore the lowest on the

New
Brunswick.

Nova
Scotia.

1.100

1,116

1,902 1,818

1.176

772

2,137

930

1,100

1,116

1,902 1,818

1,151

2,214

930

1,176

961

2,176

1,025

2.023

930

1,101

1,053

2,008

930

1,063

1,039

2,016

1.15S

978

2,970

930

1.035

1,159

2.176

930

1,105

1.063

2,043

list. Certain species such as jack pine which cannot
be used to advantage in other processes are useful in

making kraft pulp and the average value of wood used
in the sulphate process, $8.10 per cord, is also low. The
best quality of pulp-wood went into tlie manufacture
of sulphite at $10.18, and soda pulp at $10.07 per cord.

Table VIT shows the average number of pounds of

pulp produced per cord of wood by each of the pro-

cesses. For the mechanical process the highest average
was 2,305 in British Columbia and the lowest 1,818

in Nova Scotia, the average for the Dominion being
2.043 pounds per cord. By the sulphite process the

highest average 1,137 pounds is again found in British

Columbia, and lowest 961 pounds in Ontario, the aver-

age for the Dominion being 1,063 pounds. The sul-

phate proeess shows highest in Ontario with 1,176

pounds and lowest in Quebec with 1,063 pounds, the

average for the Dominion being 1,105 pounds. The
soda proeess shows the lowest production, viz.. 930

pounds per cord.

Other materials used in the manufacture of wood-
pulp are given in Table VIIT, and the value represents

the cost of the different classes as laid down at the mill.

Nova Scotia, producing groundwood or mechanical pulp

only, does not appear in this table.

Materials used in the Manufacture of Paper.—The
materials used in the manufacture of paper are shown
in Table IX. The quantity and value of pulp used,

whether produced or purchased, includes groundwood,
617,029 tons with a cost valuation of $9,984,597: sul-

phite fibre, 239.129 tons valued at $10,613,617: sul-

phate fibre 28,822 tons valued at $1,773,029 : and soda
fibre, 6,001 tons of a value of $448,746. The value of

other materials iised. such as rags, old or waste paper,

alum, etc., was $5,797,445. The total cost of all ma-
terials used was •*2S. 61 7.434.
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Fuel Consumption.—Table X shows the quantities

aud values of the different kinds of fuel used in each

class of mills. Bituminous coal accounts for nearly

94 per cent, of the total value of all fuel used. There

were 988,624 tons used, of which 865,145 were of for-

eign and 123,479 of domestic origin. Of fuel oil, 7,-

287,546 gallons of foreign aud 1,393,500 gallons of

domestic origin were used, the total value being

$235,211.

Table VIII.—Other Materials used in the manufac-

ture of Wood Pulp, by Kinds and Classes of

Mills for Provinces, 1917 (abbreviated.)

All Jlills Maiiufactur-

Kii-ds of materials by provinces ing Wood pulp.

British Columbia

—

Sulphur 5,869 139,983

Sulphate of Soda 245 5,656

Soda ash 104 7,476

Limestone and lime . . . . 10,078 40,435

Other misc. materials . . .... 500

soda

Oi^tario

—

Sulphur .

.

Sulphate of

Soda ash

Limestone and lime .

Other misc. materials

Totals

17,261

3,955

1,034

18,430

439,743

91,304

32,630

204,014

834,521

Quebec

—

Sulphur .

.

Sulphate of

Soda a.sh

Limestone and lime . .

,

Other misc. materials

soda

Totals

Totals

New Hrunswick

—

Sulphur
Sulphate of soda . . . .

Soda ash

Limestone and lime . .

Other misc. materials

Totals

Nova Scotia

—

Sulphur
Sulphate of soda . . .

Soda ash

Limestone and lime .

Other misc. materials

Totals

5,585

1,565

936

5,634

194,050

139,502

38,815

33,136

72,939

200,923

485,315

Canada

—

Sulphur
Sulphate of soda . . .

Soda ash

Limestone and lime .

Other misc. materials

1,602,212

19,389 475,942

25,431 300,856

3,643 139,880

57,193 195,218

863,392

1,975,288

48,103 1,195,170

31,196 436,631

5,717 213,122

91,335 512,606

1,899,336

Totals 4,256,865

Table IX.—Materials used in the manufacture of Pa-
per by Kinds and Classes of Mills for Canada,

1917 (abbreviated.)

All classes of mills

making Paper.
92,973 28,617,434

.... Kinds of materials.

.... Total for Canada

.... Ground wood pulp .... 29,837

Soda fibre 1,680

Sulphite fibre 59,893

Sulphate fibre 1,563

.... All other materials .... ....

Table X.—Fuel Consumption for Classes of Mills by Provinces, 1917. (Abbreviated.)

9,984,597

448,746

10,613,617

1,773,029

5,797,445

;ls for Canada

—

(Canadian

Quantity.
Bituminous coal, slack, ton 15,560
Bituminous coal, lump, ton 17,350

Bituminous coal, run of mine, ton .

.

90,569

Anthracite coal, lump, ton

Anthracite coal, dust, ton

Coke, ton

Gasoline, gal 1,700

Oil (fuel) gal 1,393,500

Wood, cord 47,906
Gas, m.c.ft

Other fuel

(To i>e Continued.

Foreign.

\'alue. Quantity. Value.

98,685 292,492 1,999,267

158,968 194,906 792,739

625,088 377,747 3,032,458

964 12,010

6,826 36,230

30 601

570 63,400 18,220

29,517 7,287,546 205,594

120,527

12,727

MR. BECKER IS OPTIMISTIC.

The Paper Maker and British Trade Journal

prints a recent interview with Becker and Co. Mr.

Becker believes the Swedish manufacturers are mis-

representing the wood -pulp situations by making
statements that would lead papermakers to think
there is a shortage of wood-pulp, but says that under
normal conditions, with sufficient coal and tonnage
Sweden, Norway and Finland could deliver pre-war
production, if not more. He also intimates that the
Swedes and Norwegians have been deliberately in-

flating the price of pulp, and that costs mentioned
are absurd. Mr. Becker also believes that there is

no foundation for the recent statements of invest-

ment of German capital in Swedish mills, because the
rate of exchange would make it particularly impos-
sible for the German to buy up interests in Sweden,
whereas Swedish financiers can buy in German in-

vestments at about half price.

Mr. Becker is most hopeful for the future of the
pulp manufacture in Canada, and states that Eng-
lish and French paper makers can rest quite easy
while the Scandinavian waterfalls and trees con-
tinue to charge so much extra for performing their
natural functions, and take such an intelligent inter-
est in the signing of the armistice and the fall of
freights as to raise their cost of production 30 kr.
per wet ton of mechanical and 60 or 70 kr. per ton
of sulphite pulp.
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CANADIAN EXPORTS FOR FEBRUARY. makers as well then left the plants. To-night vir-

Canulian exports of pulp, paper and pulpwood for luall.v all ..l' th. mills had suspende.l operations .•.....-

Febm
' 19lTamom>u.d'^i.^aluo to $8,777,227, as pletely. In Palmer Falls, Fort Edward am other

a.t ins W40-M5t) for February. I'JIS. an increase of plaees the paper makers have voted not to return to

Sosf 100 per cent A large proportion of the in- work until the demands of the strikers are met
almost luu

f^l^l'^^J^, nrintin*? naoer of which 1^'ive thousand members of the International Bro-
crease is accounted tor by printing paper, oi wnicu

o,,i„i,;t„ «„.! p..,i..r Mill Workers
797 708 cwt valued at $2,278,16(i. were exported in therhood ot 1 ulp Sulphite and Pap. i Alil WorKers,

Februarr 1918 as against 1,242.G74 cwt., valued at and the members ol the mee uuncs organ.bation, em-

$4305099 in February, 1919. February, 1918, was ployees ot^ the International Paper (on.pany. went

one of the months to which the $60-a-ton price for on strike Monday.
^ ^.^ ^ . .

newsprint paper, fixed under the Federal Trade The company had offered an increase of approxim-

Crmdi agreement, applied, while the February, ately 10 per cent m wages to take ettect today, but

1919, fixed P;i- was $75^0^3 a ton, which accounts
^^^^
J-

-^-^J^^,^, .„,,,,,,, „, ,.,„,„ .j,,, ,„ ^en

*"Erpor\s'lf''her rplljtre 366.371 cwt.. valued cents an hour. The company's offer was from four

at $1260,024. in February, 1918, and 491,016 cwt., to six cents and an eight hour day. 1 he mechanics

vahted at $1916.828 in FH.ruarv, 1919. (iroumhvood demanded 60 cents, and were offered 55 cents,

expor s fell off $3,824 in value for the month, 147,030 .
The strike situation so tar as the union is concerned

c^^t valued at $222,245, being exported in February, ^^ to be handled by II W Sullivan, of Orono, Maine,

l5l8 agSt 164.673 cwt., valued at $217,421 in Feb first vice-president, who took charge o the interna-

IQIQ tional headquarters in Fort Edward to-day, when

'Tpo-ts of unmanufaetured pu'.pwnod in February. President Burke left with President J. T^ Cjirey, of

1919 totalled 145,747 cords, valued at $1,411,100 as the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, for

agakist 36,515 coMs in February, 1918, valned at Sault Ste. Mane, to conter with Canadian manufac-

$3.59.486, an increase for 1919 of nearly 300 per cent, turers.
o„+:„„„„ rxr,^ v-n.iaA

a significant showing in view of the agitation for a ranence ±ias J^naea.
d si„mni.rti.L ^ s

„„„:„^i. X^ o^r,«T-f nf Before starting tor Canada, Mr. Burke issued the
removal df the restrictions against the export oi . . . ,.

pulpwood cut from Crown lands. The 145,745 cords followmg statement:

o pulpwood exported in February, 1919, were cap- ^

"It is my opinion that this strike is largely physcho-

able of producing 97,163 tons of newsprint paper, logical in its nature. The men have gotten into a
duic UL p u B

> \,.„„i/i i,^,,p State of mind m the last year over repeated delays
which, at the export price ot $(o a ton, would Jiave . . , • • c ^i. -nr t \ t> j
, • . \ ^ ^j d^TocTfio:; ;„ct^ori ^f +!,<. *i All in receiving decisions from the War Labor Board
brought into Canada $7,28 (.025, instead ot tne !t)l,4rJ.l,-

^-i ^i i i
• ^ -u \ i. j i ii,

i,iri • 1 1, J vi, „„ 1 k ,, «,o„„font„,.ori intn until the breaking point has been reached, and they
100 received, had the wood been manutactured into

•
i , ., • i ^ i i-i i

• j
\~ ' *]•*!„ f„., are simplv determined to cease work until some kind

naoer here and exported m that torm. „ ^-'l- ^ i- ^ a e ii, *•

Til, A t } A f f tin ^^ ^ satisfactory adjustment ot the wage question
1 he detauea tigures loiiow

:

has been effected. I think it is regrettable that at
Month of February. 1918. rJVJ. • xt v i

, c f (to Kco 7n-i itt; 9Q1 a7H the conference with the company m New York we
Papers and mfrs. ot $<i,DbU,(Ul iho,^oi,»<o j ] *. £ ii.ii
Chemical Buln 1260,024 1,916,828

^id not have time to have delegates from the local

,, , . V ^
t'

' 909 0/ir; 917/191 unions m attendance.
Mechanical pulp ^^^'^^^ ^"'^^^ President Burke was opposed to a strike until fur-

.$4 042 970 $7 366 127 ther conferences could be had with the representa-

Pulpwood
'

'3591486 i;41l',100
^ives of the company.

1917 "^^tr^'l^^ LATEST STRIKE NEWS.
Eleven months. 1917. 1918. 1919. , , , . t m j u i^- i

p . gj^^ jjjjj.g
A threatened strike was averted Tuesday by r inch,

of " $22,381,067 $32,985,106 $43,195,197 Pru.vn & Co., at Glens Falls, by granting mechanics

Chemical pulp 12,266,447 17,223,731 28.184,972 60 cents an hour, and other workers a flat increase

Mech. pulp . . 5,794,326 5,886,394 4,253,361 of five cents an hour. Independent negotiations were
'

conducted between the company and representatives

$40,441,842 $56,095,231 $75,633,530 of the men.

Pulpwood . . . 6,025,886 7,778,758 13,978,457 The War Labor Board has informed John P. Burke,

President of the Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Work-

$46,467,728 $63,873,989 $89,611,987 ers, that the war will not be over till the peace treaty

is ratified, and that if the fact that the wage agree-

_, ^^.,„.^ .„,, „™^,„„ ments made for the period of war were not honored
INTERNATIONAL MILLS CLOSED BY STRIKE.

^,^, organized labor generally, such reasoning as that
Glen Falls, N.Y., May 12.—The situation m the of the pulp and paper workers would have brought

strike of the pulp, sulphite and paper mill workers industrial chaos.

union and mechanics in the 32 plants of the Interna-

tional Paper Company is unchanged to-night. Presi-

dent Burke, of the union, to-day notified General NORWAY'S PAPER MILLS CLOSE.
Manager Allen Curtis, of the company, of the action Christiauia, May 13.—Norwegian paper mills have

taken by the men, but no reply has been received, stopped working wholly or partially, chiefly owing

The locals to-day agreed to permit a sufficient num- to the new restrictions on paper imports to Eng-

ber of men to return to work to assist the paper land. Hardly any mills have orders in hand. It is

makers in running off stock in the vats so that it said that the British restrictions will be withdrawn,

would not spoil. This required only a few hours, in six or eight months, but lonp: before then all Nor-

and the members of the mechanics' organization, em- *vegian paper industries will have to close down.
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UNITED STATES BOTES'
The price stabilization plan through which the In-

dustrial Board of the Commerce Department was to

bring a lower level of prices and to stabilize them at

a point which would encourage buj'ing and bring

((uick industrial and economic adjustment to peace

conditions is at an end. Secretarj- of Commerce Red-

fiel dannounced last Friday that the resignation of

Chairman George N. Peek and the full membership
of the Industrial Board had been accepted. They
had all turned in their resignations on April 22, due
to the attitude of Director-General of Railroads

Hines, whose determined opposition to the price

schedule fixed for steel caused a controversy that di-

vided the President's Cabinet. The President was
appealed to in Paris, and at his suggestion another
effort to obtain an agreement M'as made. This was
attended with failure, the result being that prices in

general have not at all been lowered, but have even
shown a decided upward trend.

The first annual convention of the National Paper
Box Manufacturers' Association will be held Wednes-
day and Thur.sday of this week at the Traymore Ho-
tel, Atlantic City, N.J. It is expected that every firm
in the association will be represented.

The newly organized Fort Howard Paper Company
has planned the construction of a paper mill at Green
Bay, Wisconsin. It is estimated that a total expendi-
ture of $200,000 will be needed to complete the plant,

the machinery and other necessary equipment alone
requiring an outlaj- of $150,000. Operatioiis will be
started with one paper machine. Officers of the Fort
Howard Paper Company are : Samuel H. Cady, presi-

dent ; Ludolf M. Hansen, vice-president ; Austin E.
Cofrin, secretary-treasurer and general manager.

The Union Alliance Corporation, New York City,

has just been incorporated with a capital at $100,000.

L. F. Mentz, J. S. Regan, and R. T. Woodruff, of 257
West 92nd street. New York City, are the incorpora-
tors. The concern will deal in pulp and paper.

According to. a report submitted by the officers of

the United States Playing Card Company, the gross
earnings of the concern for 1918 were $1,089,921.83.

The net earnings were given as $944,415.24, after de-

ducting reserves for depreciation on buildings and
plant e(|uipment of $14.5,506. .")9. This net is before
deducting the 1918 federal taxes. The surplus is

given as .$2,226,026.01. Assets are in excess of $6,-

474,000, consisting of cash, Liberty Bonds, accounts
receivable, finished merchandise, real estate, build-
ings, equipment and the usual items, .less reserves
totalling $2,324,670.

The dye and chemical census of the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce will be made public
soon. The census this year, it is understood, will con-
tain many names and other data which were omitted
in the past.

The Paper Pulp LTnderwriters, Manhattan, New
York, capital, $10,000. was among the recent incor-
porations at Albany, New York. E. C. Hull, J. Culp
and M. T. Harrington are the incorporators.

Papers in a damage suit have been issued against

the JMonarch Paper Company of Michigan, by the

Bryant Paper Company and the Illinois Envelope
Compan.y. $300,000 is asked by the former and $50,-

000 by the latter, because of damages alleged to have
been sustained when the Monarch mill dam broke on
the night of June 23 last, wrecking buildings and
machinery. It is charged that the dams of the defen-

dant were old, weak and decayed, and that the gates,

sluices, spillways, flumes and flash work were inade-

quate and stopped up. Due to the negligence of the

defendant in so maintaining the dam, the Bryant
company and the envelope concern allege that dam-
ages approximating the amounts mentioned in the

action papers resulted to their respective plants when
the waters of the Monarch mill pond inundated them.
This suit is said to call for the largest amount of

damages sued for in the history of the Kalamazoo
Valley paper industry.

The Aniline Dyes and Chemicals, Inc., have opened
a western branch office at 227-233 West Huron St.,

Chicago, in charge of J. B. Jones. The Aniline Dyes
and Chemicals, Inc., will carry a stock of dyestuffs
and chemicals for the paper, tanning, textile and paint
industries at the new branch.

A. W. P. Took Labor Into Confidence.
The American Writing Pajier Company has issued

its annual report for the year ended December 31,

1918. showing a surplus after charges and war taxes
of $1,252,629, equal to .$10.02 a share earned on the
$12,500,000 preferred stock as compared with a sur-

plus of $150,287, or $1.30 a .share earned on the pre-
ferred in 1917. According to the report the Ameri-
can Writing Paper Company led the paper industry
in advancing prices. The concern began in the latter

part of March. 1917, it says, ".striving to bring prices
consistently into line with increasing manufacturing
costs. The labor leaders were taken into our con-
fidence, and the situation placed squarely before
them. It must in ju.stiee be said of them that they
showed a rare sagacity and breadth of view in advis-
ing their constituents to await a more favorable sit-

uation in the industry before pressing their demands.
When the advanced prices put into effect July 1 ma-
terialized into operating profits a general advance in
wages of approximately 20 per cent was granted as of
that date. This relieved the tension in the labor sit-

uation."

PAPERMAKERS STRIKE AT RUMFORD, ME.
About 200 papermakers employed by the Continen-

tal Paper Bag Company, a member of the Interna-
tional Paper Company, went out on stirke at two
o'clock Saturday afternoon. The men demand an
eight-hour day and an increase in wages, which
amounts to 15 per cent. They have been working nine
hours a day.

P. L. Colbert, manager of the National Paper Co..
Valleyfield, Que., .spent a few days in Toronto last
week on business.
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Technical Section

GOING TO KENOGAMI.

Plans for a wonderful trip up the Sagucnay and a

fine meeting of the Teehnical Seetiou in July are

roundiuj; into shape. As a prominent feature of the

projrraiu, it has been i)roposed to hold a round table

tliseussion of the "Kequirenieuts and Uevelopmeiit

of the Laboratory in Pulp and Paper Mill Operation."

This i.s a very timely subject, and should answer the

(piestion of many mills as to whether and why they

shouUl have a laboratory or make use of the eon.sult-

injr ehemieal engineer.

The joint meeting at Erie, Huffalo and Niagara
distrii't will be most interesting and enjoyable.

—

\Tatch for further details.

A new member has been added to the Teehnical

Seetion, Mr. II. R. Dorken, Dryden I'nip & Paper
Company, Ltd., Drvden, Ont.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-10. Market for B. C. Douglas Fir in Australia,

Western Lumiiernian,, IfllH, p. 4L'. The fni-fsts of

Australia, reduced by fire, logging and clearing, are

iu)t capable of supplying the needs of the population ;

they are composed almost entirely of hardwoods of the

eucalyptus and acaeia families. Douglas fir is pre-

ferred for building, owing to its light weight and ex-

cellent working tpialities; this himber sells for less

than the native species. The annual consumption of

himber is arouiid one billion feet, of which one-half is

imported. Of the importations in 1914, 50 per cent,

came from the Ignited States and only 3 per cent, from
Canada. To secure their fair share of the business,

Canadian mills must be equipped and maintained to

give a dispatch equal to competitive United States

mills : there must be adequate organization and eo-

ojteration between British Columbia mills, and, in turn,

with United States mills, to control the export mar-

ket, with the object of maintaining a profitable price

level, adjusting the grades so that the consumer can

get what he can use. and vet wHl take more of the

log.—C. L.

L-0. Where some of the (waste) wood goes. Paper
23 (1!119), No. 2.5, p. 15.— (li Wood flour mad.; by
grinding spruce or hemlock on the end grain, against

a revolving grindstone, the wood being kept in a wet
condition while grinding. Used with other materials

in the manufacture of explosives, linoleum, and phono-

graph records. (2) Spent tan bark in the manufac-
ture of shingles and roofing felts. (3) Sulphate or

kraft paper used in the production of twine, rope,

webbing, furniture, reed, basket braid and rugging.

(4) Viscose, a wood product used in the manufacture
of fibers for wood silk, in greaseproof sausage casings

and in protective covering for the contents of candy
boxes. In general the wood is first treated by the sul-

phite process, the pulp is treated with caustic soda re-

sulting in solutions on treatment with carbon bisul-

phide. The resultant substance is run through dies

if strands are desired, or spread into sheets. A hard-
ening solution is applied, after which the viscose is

ready for commercial use as silk fiber or protective

covering.—E. K. M.
M-4. Paper Driving belts. Anon. Machinery, Vol.

Nxv., No. 6, February, 1919, p. 497.—It is said that
paper driving belts have been introduced into Ger-

man workshops. The paper is cut into narrow bands,

which are then spun, and the belts are made by weav-

ing or braiding. Woven belts are of two kinds— i)a-

per fabric and |iaper thread— the fabric being more
often used. The fabric is first cut into bands about

12 feet long, whicii are subseciucnt ly made into the

desired width and thickness. A sti'cngthening core

is interposed, made of either cotton or sheet metal,

though more recently the cores have been made of

interwoven |)ai)er thread and metal wires. The core

is encased in paper strips and the whole is then sewn
with strong thread. These belts are said to be very
flexible, and to wear satisfactorily. The tensile

strength is from 560 to 700 ]uiun(ls per inch of width.

—I. Franklin Inst.

R-1. New French pulp company. Le Papier, 22, No.

1. (-Ian., 1919), p. 21.- The Societe des Cellulo.ses dc

TAfriipu' Francaise du Nord has recently been ini-or-

porated at Alger, Algeria, with a capital of 3 million

francs, for the manufacture of i)ulp, paper, and al'

lied products.—A. P.-C.

. R-0. Theory and practice in papermaking. By
James Strachan. Pajier 23 (1919), No. 25, p. 11-12.—
What the iiraetical pajiernrnker has to learn from the

chemist and vice versa.—E. K. M.

SODA ASH IN CANADA.
The estinuited consumption of soda ash in Canada

is now 50,000 tons. During the past four years the

lack of soda ash has been felt by a great many Cana-
dian industries which were entirely dependent on

foreign supplies. Most of the soda ash used came
from England, and, with the war, Canada was prac-

tically shut off from supplies. Now, however, Messrs.

Brunner, Mond (Canada), Ltd., have their new plant

at Audierstburg, Ont., practically completed. The
town of Amherstburg is well situated, and the raw
product.s—salt, limestone and ammonia—are easily

available. The jilant has one of the largest lime kilns

known, being HO ft. high. Taken altogether, it is one
of the most complete soda ash plants in the world, and
is designed in such a way that the capacity may be
readily increased with the demand. The company
produce their own power, and obtain their salt from
wells practically at the plant. The limestone used is

also taken from quarries on the property.—Can. Chem.
Jour.

ONTARIO'S FOREST RESOURCES.
It is stated by the Commission of Conservation that

Mr. Roland D. Craig, of the forestry staff of the com-
mission, will commence at once a survey of the forest

resources of Ontario, especially pulpwoods. Mr. Craig
has just returned from British Columbia, where, as

chief inspector of the Aeronautical Branch, Imperial
Munitions Board, he has had under his supervision the

production of spruce for aeroplane construction. Mr.
Craig is the author of a report on the forest resources
of British Columbia, to be published shortly by the

Commission of Conservation.

Horizontal, inclined and long belts give much bet-

ter effect than vertical and short belts.
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At the annual meeting of the Canadian Consumers
Casein Co., Limited, which was held in Toronto re-

cently, a good year's business was reported for 1918.

The following officers were elected for the coming
year: W. C. Copping, St. Johns, Que., President and
Managing Director; Vice-President, C. N. Ramsay,
Toronto; Secretary, F. H. Gage, Toronto; Treasurer,

I. II. Weldon, Toronto. The company, which is oper-

ated by all the coated paper plants in the Dominion,
has been in existence for the past three years, and in

that time has worked up a splendid business with

Canadian dairies. Before the inception of the Cana-
dian Consumers Casein Co., most of the purchases
of this commodity had to be made through U.S. brok-

ers and others, while a great deal of casein was be-

ing .shipped out of the country. By the formation of

the organization a flourishing Canadian industr.v has

been established and the price paid to producers for

casein at the present time is double to what it was
three years ago.

G. G. Rooker, has been appointed assistant man-
ager of the Canadian Press Association, and has en-

tered upon the duties of his new position. He was
for two years advertising manager for the Times-
Journal of Fort William,, and previous to that was the

western business representative of the Toronto Globe,

with headqviarters in Winnipeg. Lieut. Rooker re-

cently returned from service overseas, with the 5th
Battalion. He was wounded a couple of times in the

leg, and saw severe fighting at Cambrai, Hill 70 and
I'asschciulaele. He was for a considerable time in the

hospitals.

The pulp and paper manufacturers along the Old
Welland Canal have been notified that the water will

be let out on May 23. This will mean that while the
waterway is being cleaned out and repaired, the mills

in Thorold, Merritton and St. Catharines will also

take advantage of the shut-down to overhaul their

plants and put them in good shape for the coming
season.

At a meeting of the members of the Toronto Board
of Health held last week a resolution was unanimous-
ly carried that all bakers be requested to wrap their

bread and other products of the bakery. Dr. Hast-
ings, Medical Officer of Health, recommended this

course some time ago. A conference will be held with
the bakers in a few days.

Dr. J. W. Ross, Canadian Trade Commissioner at

Shanghai, China, was in Toronto recently, and con-
ferred with a number of paper manufacturers who
were making inquiries in regard to trade possibili-

ties in China.

The Toronto Board of Education is getting to be
very economical. It was stated that the printing
plant at the Technical School would have to be en-
larged in order to be able to do all the printing of
the Board. The matter was discu.ssed, but when it

was learned that ,'t!8,000 would have to be expended
for equipment, no action was taken.

Sergt. E. G. R. Clark, who has been with the Cana-
dian Siberian Expeditionary Force, is expected back
to Toronto in a few days. He will be warmly wel-

comed home by his many old friends in the paper
trade, with which he has been identified many years.

Richard Brown, head of the firm of Brown Bros.,

Limited, Toronto, is not enjoying good health at the

Iireseut time, and is unable to come down to business.

"Sir. Brown, who passed his 85th milestone this week,
has resided in Toronto ever since 18-i6, and with two
of his brothers, established ten years later the house

o*" Brown Bros., which is the largest stationery, ac-

count book manufacturing and book binding firm in

the Dominion. For over sixty years Mr. Brown has

! e-^n a leading and respected member of the business

cammunity in Toronto, and no man has been more
biglily esteemed. Until the last few months he has

lieen coining down to his office regularly at least for

a portion of the day, but lately has not been feeling

well enough to leave his home. For many years he

was a director of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., and in

'•^cent years his place on the board has been taken by
Ills son. T. Albert Brown.

J. J. O'Connor, of the Beauharnois Division of the

Howard Smith Paper Mills, and for .some years sup-

erintendent of the Don Valley Paper Mills, Toronto,

M'as in Toronto recently, and called upon a number
of friends in the trade.

W. S. Hodge, of the Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co., To-

ronto, has ijone to England, where he takes charge
of the London office of the company, which is locat-

ed at Cravenhouse. Kingsway, London. For nearly

three years this office was managed by W. H. Sher-

riff. who recently returned to Canada, and will make
his headouarters in Toronto. Mr. Sherriff lately re-

turned after a hurried trip to various centres in the

west, and is once more on a business visit to the Coast.

The firm, who are Canadian selling agents for the

Wayagamack Co., report that the demand for kraft

paner is active, and that the outlook good.
The Camden Paper Mills, which are located at Cam-

den East, Ont.. and have been making manila wrap-
nina: for some time, have closed down, temporarily. It

is stated that as soon as certain reorganizations in

the staff are effected there is a possibility of the in-

dnstry resuming operations.

The recent heavy rains have delayed sending the
fire rangers north, and thev will not begin patrol
work in Ontario until May 15—two weeks later than
usual. The wet season has saved the province about
WO.OOO in forest protective work, although it has
boon hard nn farmers and eardeners.
Hon G. H. Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests

anrl Mines for Ontario, is on an extended business
trin to the North, and is helping to initiate the great-
est chain of public works yet undertaken in a sinsrle

voar in New Ontario. Mr. Ferguson is visiting the
sito of the Kapuskasing paper plant and other indus-
trial sites.
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I. H. Weldon, President of the Provincial Paper

Mills Co., Toronto, has been spendinj; the past few

weeks at A.shville. N.C has returned home much un-

proved in health.

The Canadian Markin-r l^runi Co., Limited, have

opened executive offices in the Koyal Bank Build-

ing, Toronto, under the management of Mr. B.

Branch. Ileretofore all Canadian business was taken

care of from the parent company's offices. The Fibre

Makinsr Processes, Inc.. Chicapro, but the grrowth of

the Canadian business necessitated the Canadian

company. The new company is a distinct orfjaniza-

tion, but at the same time will have at their disposal

the facilities and experience of the larfje number of

installations of barking drums, which have been

placed in the various pulp and paper mills of the Con-

tinent by the Fibre Makinp: Processes Inc. Mr.

Branch has had a wide experience in the manufacture

and operation of barkin? drums, and is already well

known to the Canadian industry.

At thf annual meetinpr of Kitchie and TJamsay, Lim-

ited, coated paper manufacturers, Toronto, which

•was held recently, an encouraprinpr report was pre-

sented on the operations of the past year. F. A.

Ritchie was re-elected President and Manasrin^' Pi-

rector. C. N. Ramsay. Vice-President, and J. M. Fin-

lay, Secretary-Treasurer. Geor<ie W. Pauline, yrho

has been a director of the company for some time,

was appointed assistant qreneral manaprer, and his

many friends in the trade will conjrratulatc him on

his well deserved promotion. The plant of th'^ com-

Danv in New Toronto is busy at present, and the out-

look for the coming season is good.

John Martin, of the John Martin Paper Co.. Winni-

peg, who has been several weeks in the south for the

benefit of his health, is expected to spend a few days

in Toronto this week on his wav home. M'v Martin

is much improved, and hopes in the near future to re-

gain his old time vigor. His many friends will he

pleased to Aveleome him back to the ranks. Mr. 5Iar-

tin is Vice-President of the Canadian Paper Trade As-

sociation.

The Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp Co. at Vancou-

ver, will have their new pulp mill and saw riill nt

Beaver Cove, P.C, in operation the latter part of

June. The saw mill will cut 12.^M feet in 10 hours,

while the pulp mill will turn out 40 tons of heavy

or kraft pulp. The company expect that their mar-

ket for pulp will be divided between the United

States and the Orient, and they will also .ship some

of their output to Australia and New Zealand. The
Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp Co. have over .500.-

000.000 feet of timber, consisting mostly of hemlock

and larch, which will be used entirelv for pulp, the

larch making practically as good pulp as the hem-

lock or spruce.

MEETING OF N. A. PULP AND PAPER CO.'S,

The North American Pulp & Paper (lompanies

Trust give notice of a special meeting of the .share-

holder.s"to be held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel on May
"22, 1919, for the purpose of considering the ex-

change of the Chicoutimi Pulp Company's common

.shares for a like amount, par value, of common

shares of the Sagucnay Power Company; to author-

ize an increase in the juimber of preferred shares

from 2.5,000 to 30,000, aiul to reduce the dividend

thereon from 7 per cent to 6 per cent cumulative from

April 1st, 1919; to change the preferred .shares, if

increased, into Sagucnay Power shares, and to in-

crease the number of directors of the Chicoutimi

Pulp Company to nine.

The Sagucnay Power Company will become the

Sagucnay Pulp and Power Company, and proposes

to acquire the controlling interest in the Chicoutimi

Pulp Co., the St. Lawrence Pulp and Lumber Corp.,

the Chicoutimi Freehold Estates, Ltd., the Roberval-

Saguenay Railway Co., the Sagucnay Light & Power

Co.. and the Chicoutimi Port Co.

CORNWALL STRIKE ENDED.
Cornwall. May 12.—The strike in fhe finishing room

of the Toronto Paper Co. mill here came to an end

to-day, when all the female employees of the room,

and most of the men returned to work.

The company has taken on a full staff and the four

paper machines and the pulp mill has started up full

blast again.

The employees of the finishing department hand-

ed a petition to the office demanding an advance of

pay amounting to nearly .30 per cent. Later they

were informed that the demand could not be com-

plied with, and they walked out. The employees of

the other departments continued to work, but with

the finishing department closed it was impossible to

keep the plant in full operation, and three out of

the four paper making machines and the pulp mill

were shut down.
The company's labor

four vears.

•ost has doubled in the last

New Construction at Laurentide and Chicoutimi,

Construction has started on an addition to the fin-

ishing room of the Laurentide Co. at Grand I\Iere,

Que. The building will be of steel, concrete and brick,

three storeys high, and in dimensions, 70 x 250 feet.

An extension is also being built to the groundwood
plant of the Chicoutiuii Pulp Co. at Chicoutimi. which
will cost about $350,000.

IT MADE NO DIFFERENCE TO "THE STAR."

A short time ago the Montreal Star, which has

maintained its price of Ic. per copy, with the excep-

tion of Saturdays, when the price is 2c., in spite of

increases in many items of cost, and while practically

every paper in Canada increased its rates, has final-

ly suecumhed to the pre.s.sure and is now selling at 2c.

per copy everj' day. An inquiry from the Pulp &
Paper Magazine as to the effect of this advance in

price on the circulation of the paper is answered by
the statement that practically no difference in this

regard is noticed. This has been the result, or rather

the lack of result, that is observed in practically ev-

ery other case where the sale price of a paper has
been increased, providing the paper had been filling a

real place in the community.

FIVE MILLION SEEDLINGS A YEAR.
The Provincial Forester of Quebec. Mr. G. C. Piche.

announces that the capacity of the tree nursery at

Berthierville, is to be increased to an annual product imi

of 5,000.000 young trees, partly in contemplation of

the Provincial Government adopting a programme of

forest planting on denuded Crown timber lands.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, May 12.—There i.s not much change in the

general market situation except that things are veer-

ing around to good steady business. There is consid-

erable unrest in labor circles, but most of the mills

appear to be getting on very well with their help,

although one strike last week came like a bolt from the

blue, when the men demanded an increase amounting
to 83 per cent on the average, and this in spite of the

fact that two advances have been given them during

the past year, and an eight hour tour instituted.

While the newsprint companies have shown greater

profits during the past year than before, the book
and writing mills have not lieen able to make any such

showing, and with decreased earnings and added de-

mands upon their exchequer on the part of labor, it

begins to look as if there will be a radical increase

in the price of all kinds of book, bonds, ledger and
writing papers.

Jobbers report that business is improving, and that

those whose stocks were low are beginning to pur-

chase more freely. During the past week there was a

reduction of about 7 per cent on toilet papers, and
onl}' the week before there was a decrease of some 10

to 12 per cent on tissue papers. There has also been
a decline in the price of jute twines from 4 to 5

cents per pound, and the discount on paper bags in

carload lots has been increased from 2i/2 per cent to

5 per cent.

There is good demand for kraft paper of all kinds,

and business in sulphate pulp is picking up. The
improvement which was reported last week in sul-

phite pulp continues to grow, and with the increasing
activity of the book mills on the other side of the line,

more purchasers are entering the market. The worst
has now passed in the pulp business, and from this

out there should be something like the old time activ-

ity, paper box factories are buying more freely and
getting busier with the approach of the summer sea-

son. More mills are turning their attention to ex-

port and will do a large business in this direction as
soon as transportation facilities open up.

It is pleasing to learn, according to the returns
submitted each month, that shipments of paper show

big gains and the only falling off is in mechanical
pulp. There have been plenty of rains on the other
side as well as in Canada, so that all the grinders can
operate, while most of the mills have big stocks of

wood on hand, and are not entering the market for

fresh supplies at present. When the new tariff is

brought down and the income tax for the coming
year fixed and labor becomes more settled, and the

soldiers are all home, there will be a m\ich more set-

tled feeling about the trade. There is no concern
buying now any more than it feels justified in un-
dertaking, and while the normal quantity of busi-

ness is good there is naturally some restlessness ow-
ing to the manufacturers not knowing what is likely

to happen. However, so far through the reconstruc-
tion period, the trade has come through very well,

and before many more months are over, it is felt that
the greatest l)usiness in the hi.story of the indu.stry

will be done. Coated paper plants are busy, and
so are envelope factories, while wrapping and build-

ing paper mills are rushed with business and on the
whole the outlook is good.

The public have faith in pulp and paper enterprises,

and this is evidenced by the way in which all securi-

ties are taken up and the constant rise in the price of

stocks which are listed. Another indication of the
stability of the future is the large number of new
companies which are being formed. All industrial
concerns, which have anything to do with wood, now
take every precaution to see that their charters con-
fer on them the right to manufacture, buy, sell and
deal in pulp and paper. This shows that they are
looking to the future with much interest. There has
been a brisk demand, so dealers declare, for all kinds
of wall papers, and there is a disposition to think
that the requisitions will continue good in view of
the extensive building operations. Some of the de-
partmental stores have been putting on demonstra-
tions of how wall papers are made, and others in

their advertising have published illustrations show-
ing the progress that has been achieved in the produc-
tion of hanging paper. The result has been that the
interest of the people has been aroused as never be-
fore.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^^^^smurray hill, new YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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There is likely to be a general wrapping of bread,

and this will cause wax paper concerns to have more

business than ever. AH waxing plants areb usy at

the present time, and some of them report that the

bread wrapping trade is coming back with a ven-

geance. The newsprint business is good, and leading

dailies in the big cities of Canada never contained as

much business in the advertising line at this period of

the year as they do now. With big stores taking as

high as four full pages some days, it looks as if the

future of the newsprint business is bright.

There is a peculiar situation about the whole pub-

lishing business just now, and that is the big papers

are making more monej- than ever before, while the

smaller ones have as difficult a struggle in numerous
instances to get along as a man out of work. The
result is further amalgamations, and in some in-

stances reduction in size. There are more ine|uiries

being received each week from foreign countries for

paper, but no definite decision can be arrived at for

some months yet, until it is known what transporta-

tion facilities will be afforded and ju.st what freight

rates, which are now very high, will be. There is an

expression that more accommodation and lower

eharges will be the order within the next two months.

According to reports received from certain cen-

tres of New Brunswick, the pulp wood prospects do
not look very bright for the coming season. The
supply of cars during the past season was very good,

and practically all the wood was shipped. This has

filled the mills up with a good supply, practically

lessening the demand. The price has dropped from
$12 per cord to as low as $10, f.o.b. loading place.

The output during the coming season will be about
half of what it was last season. These figures apply
more particularly to new territory, whereas in the

older settled districts the production will be about
the same. The prevailing quotations for four ft.

peeled spruce and balsam pulpwood is from $10.50 to

$11.50 per cord. There is very little stock on hand
at present of last .vear's wood, and the situation is

not the most promising. Unless the mills come out
with a fair figure to comport with the high cost of

living, there will not be a great deal of pulpwood
got out this year. The pulpwood dealers are afraid

of the market, and will not encourage the farmers to

cut.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp .$26.00 to .$29.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $75.00
Sulphite, easy bleaching $87.50 to .$90.00

Sulphite bleached $100.00 to $105.00
Sulphate .$80.0 Oto .$82..50

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York, May 10.—The market for paper has un-

dergone appreciable improvement this week. De-
mand from various sources has broadened, and more
business has been transacted than during any .simi-

lar length of time in some months. Jobbers in com-
mon report a marked expansion in demand from not
only their regular customers, but also from outside
quarters, while activity in the export trade has quick-
ened to a material extent.

In fact, judging from appearance, the market is

rapidly getting into a position predicted for it for
some time. Consumers are placing orders with great-

er freedom, and while most of them seem still inclined

to restrict their buying to supplies immediately need-

ed, indications are that they are being compelled by

necessity in keeping the wants of their customers fill-

ed to broaden the scope of their purchases. Export-

ers tell of a growing demand from foreign buyers for

various kinds of paper. This applies i)articularly to

the South American trade, and the movement of pa-

per in this direction is a.ssuniing proportions where

it .seems that this end of the business is going to play

an important role in the future market.

The increased activity in the jobibng trade is re-

flected by enlarged operations of mills. Advices state

tiiat those mills that have been closed down are now
running in a regular way, while those plants which

have managed to keep going in some manner or otlier

during the quiet spell are now reported to be operat-

ing at full capacity or very close to it. Manufactur-

ers are gradually cutting down surplus stocks of their

product, and are shipping out the bulk of their cur-

rent output. Truly, the market is in a more favor-

atile condition from every viewpoint.

Newsprint manufacturers are having little or no

difficulty in finding a market for practically all the

paper the.v are producing and at firm prices. Con-

sumers are absoriiing not only their full contract com-
mitments, but are constantly coming into the market
for additional supplies. The reason for this is self-

evident. The volume of advertising the average

newspaper is now carrying necessitates the printing

of extra large editions, with the result that the con-

sumption of news is large. Side runs are in good
demand, and prices are fully maintained. Hanging
paper is moving actively, and mills are busily engaged.
The book paper situation continues to show im-

provement. Publishers are buying in a consistent

manner, and are repeatedly increasing the size of their

orders for spot lots of paper to augment their con-

tract supplies. Prices are firm, and there is a strong
upward tendency to those quoted on most grades of

books. Tissues are quotably steady, and are moving
in god volume. Jobbers are buying, and the demand is

of a very healthy character owing to the fact that
.such .supplies as merchants are absorbing are going
almost directly into consumption.
Writings continue to be relatively the slowest mov-

ing class of papers, yet there has been an enlarge-
ment of the demand during the past few days. Deal-
ers have not been as hesitant to place orders, and
mills as a rule are .securing sufficient business to
keep them running at a fair ratio of normal capac-
ity. Wrappings and other coarse papers are sought
in better volume and prices are maintained.
The board market has shared in the activity gen-

erally prevailing, and most manufacturers are mod-
erately well engaged. Reports have been heard of an
increase in the price of board, but this has not been
verified. Quotations are firm, however, and the ten-
dency is unmistakably upward.
GROUND WOOD.—^Mechanically ground wood is

moving in a consistent way on contract, but demand
for spot pulp remains rather quiet. Consumers are
purchasing extra lots occasionally, but, on the whole,
there is little call of an important scope from tran-
sient buyers. Quotations are maintained at from .$25

to .$27 per ton f.o.b., eastern grinding mills for No. 1

ground wood, and producers evince no disposition
to lower their asking prices notwithstanding the dif-
ficulty some are experiencing in moving all of their
output.
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L'llEMlCAli PULP.—A (lofidedly better demand
exists lor the various grades of fheinieal pulp, and

more business has been transacted within the past

few days than for a long time. Local dealers and

mill agents report consumers to be buying with con-

siderably more freedom, and importers say they are

gradually reducing their limited holdings of spot

pulp. Prices are more or less irregular. Offerings

of foreign pulp continue to i)e made at rather low

figures, and this has necessitated domestic manufac-

turers lowering their quotations to a certain extent on

some grades. Holders of imported pulp are dispos-

ing of dock and warehouse stocks at prices substan-

tially below the cost of replacement, and the only

explanation offered for this is that owners of such lots

of Scandinavian pulp as are available in this market

are anxious to liquidate supplies. At the same time,

very little pulp is being bought on the other side for

shipment to this market. Importers are unwilling

to buy on their own account owing to the high prices

prevailing in Sweden and Norway, while manufac-
turers in those countries are sending little pulp here

on consignment. Kraft is the weakest item in the

trade at present, and offerings of Scandinavian kraft

at !)i80 per ton ex dock and domestic kraft at $70 at

the pulp mill are noted. Domestic unbleached sul-

phite of newsprint quality is quoted at $65 to $70,

easy bleaching at 4.25 to 4.50 cents per pound, and
bleached sulphite at around 5.50 cents. Soda pulp is

firmly quoted at between 4.25 and 4.50 cents at the

pulp mill.

RAGS.—The rag market is in a much livelier posi-

tion, and prices in some cases have advanced. Manu-
facturers show more interest and are absorbing in-

creased quantities of practically all grades. Roofing'

stock in particular is sought. Felt makers are ac-

cepting virtually all the rags offered within reason-

able price bounds and purchases have been recorded
establishing values on higher levels. No. 1 foofing

is .selling locally at about $36 per ton f.o.b. New York,
while reports from the Middle West tell of sales at

$38 to $40. White rags are quotably higher, with
dealers now demanding 5.75 cents a pound for No. 1

repacked old whites, and 5.25 cents for miscellaneous
packing of No. 1 grade. Thirds and blues are mov-
ing in larger quautitj- at a price range of from 3.00

to 3.50 cents f.o.b. shipping point, depending on the
packing and the amount of material involved.

PAPER STOCK.—Old papers fail to show the ac-

tivity that exists in the markets for other kinds of pa-

per mill .supplies. The reason for this is difficult to

ascertain. Some traders attribute it to the present
situation in woodpulp : others are inclined to believe

mills have bought ahead and arc now purposely
keeping out of the market in an effort to bring prices

down. At any rate, demand is narrow, particularly

for the better class of stock, and prices are unmis-
takably on the downtrend. Shavings are in a posi-

tion where firm offers from consumers can secure
them at almost any price within reason. No. 1 hard
whites are available at around 3.75 cents a pound
f.o.b. New York, and soft whites of No. 1 quality are
offered at 2.65 to 2.75 cents. Books are fairly

steady and in comparatively good demand. Sales of
heavy books and magazines are reported at 1.30 to

1.35 cents New York and of over-issue magazines at
1.55 to 1.60 cents. Mixed paper and folded news are
sought only in a limited way, with quotations rang-
ing between 40 and 45 cents per hundred pounds on

the former, and from 50 to 55 cents on the latter.

HAH(JIN(J AND ROPE.—The market for old Ma»-
ila rope is firm and demand is good. Indications are

that dealers as a rule are sold ahead, and there is

consequently an active inquiiy for i"ope with which
to cover commitments. Quotations run from 4.25 to

4.50 cents a pound f.o.l>. .New York for No. 1 pack-
ing. Scrap bagging is moving in scattered directions

and in restricted quantity at a price basis of from
1.75 to 2.00 cents New York.

A LITTLE FUN AT GOTTESMAN S EXPENSE.
At Christmas time, when remembrances were sent

out by many firms in the paper trade, M. Gottes-

man & Co., addressed to the Pulp & Paper Magazine
one of their combination telephone and calendar
pads. The editor happened to open the package, and
was so pleased with the appearance of the article,

which was gotten up in aluminum with celluloid cal-

endar disks, that he proceeded to attach it to his own
telephone. Tlie advertising manager claimed that the

calendar was intended for his department, so to set-

tle the dispute Gottesman & Co. were appealed to,

with the result that a second pad was sent. The joke
is still on the advertising department, as the presi-

dent of the Industrial & Educational Press made off

with this pad also. P''ortunately our advertising man-
ager has a good disposition.

TORONTO PAPER MFG. CO. EARNED LESS.
The annual financial statement of the Toronto Pa-

per Company, Limited, for the year ended March 31,

1919, is less cheerful for the shareholders than tliat

for the previous year, although the general tone of

the report indicates that continued strengthening of
the cash position has been one point kept in view by
the management.

Earnings for the year, after taxes, but before any
other deductions, amounted to $162,374, as compared
with $198,590 in the previous fiscal period. Bond in-

terest and dividend and bonus distributions were low-
er, while $18,000 was written off to depreciation re-

serve as compared with $32,000 the previous year.
Surplus for the year amounted to $48,896 as again.st

$63,050.

In their report to shareholders, directors state
that owing to war taxes it was decided that it was
prudent to reduce last year's bonus on the stock.
There will be no change at present in their policy,
which is to pay 3 per cent half-yearly, together with
any bonus they can pay with confidence.
The properties are in good fiscal condition, and no

important capital expenditures are contemplated.
While it is impossible to forecast, they see no reason
why the company should not enjoy a good year's
business. A modest export connection has been form-
ed during the year.

The annual meeting is scheduled to take place on
:May 16, at 2.30 p.m.

LA TUQUE WANTS BETTER SERVICE.
A delegation of citize?^ from La Tuque appeared

before the Chamber of CTmmerce in Montreal last
week to present a petition for better railwav connec-
tions between that town and Montreal. At present
a journey from La Tuque to Montreal entails two
changes at Harvey and Garneau junctions respec-
tively.
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Sealing Wrappers
and Make Them Well

INVICTUS FIBRE DUPLEX WRAPPERS
FIBREKRAFT WATERPROOF WRAPPERS

The latter especially useful for Export and Express Parcels

Also Paper for Case Lining Plain and Waterproof
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C^Ai>A Paper Co. limited

Toronto Windsor Mills, P.Q.

GLUES
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Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.
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efticient Export eonneetion.

A. G. De SLjfbinin & Co.
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WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

T. J. McGOVERIT, 505 Iiumsden Bld{r., Toronto, Ont.
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BRITISH PULP ASSOCIATION CONSIDERS
CANADIAN PREFERENCE.

At the L'l'iicl aiiimiil incctintr nf ili.> liriiisli Wnodpulp
A.ssneiation, wliieli \va.s held at the Loudon Chamber
of ('niiiineree on the 13th of March, it was moved,
"That in th; opinion of tiiis a.s.soeiatlon Canada .slionhl

he preferalily treated as to its output of pulp." There
was s:)me discussion as to the advisability of passing
sueh a motion and one member remarked that he did
not think Canada was treating England very well by
plaeinof paper in that country at Id. per pound less than
it could be made thei'e. Another member considered
that in view of the difficulty that was experienced in

deliveriii}: Canadian pulj) that such a motion rather
lacked point, it was a .sort of blank checiue. ]Mr. Beck
cr explained tiiat the motion iiniilied preferential treat-

ment in every shape and form and others suiiported
his proposition so that the motion was carried and it

VMS thi^refore vote 1 that the resolution he submitted
f > the Board of Trade.
An interestinif iliscussion took |)lace in re<rard to

the jiaprr trade restrictions. It was stated that tlie

paper trade was in a perilous state and that many
paper mills had closed down because of various re-

strictions and that more mills might have to suspend
operations. Paper-makers were loaded with high priced
material which had been bought at enormous profit

to the Government. Although one member susrgested

that any action of the pulp association protesting the

free importation of ])aiier fnun foreign coinitries dm'
ing the period of reconstniction would seem a selfis'i

move, yet such a resolution was -passed. It was es-

lilained that the object of this resolution was to pro-

tect the paper industry of England.

WAR TRADE BOARD NOT TO ESTABLISH
CREDIT RATINGS

The attention of the War Trade P>oard having been

called to a statement appearing in the "Weekly Bul-

letin" of the American Manufacturers Export Associa-

tion of March 29, 1919, to the effect that "with cer-

tain records which have been secured by the Bureau
of War Trade Intelligence (of the War Trade Board*
as the nucleus for the service, it is proposed to build

up a new and distinct bureau of the Government whos"
sole duty it will be to furnish American exporters with

credit ratings on firms in foreign countries who pur-

chase American goods." they have authorized the fol-

lowing statement

:

"The War Trade Board have no knowledge of the

establishment of a bureau of the character above de-

scribed, nor have they ever considered a proposal to

make available for such purpose the records of the

Bureau of War Trade Intelligence."

ELECTRICAL POWER AVAILABLE.
The Dominion Water Power Branch has just issued

a concise talnilation of blocks of electrical power
;ivailable for sale in Canada on January 1, 1919. The
data include : name and address of company or muni-

cipality, primary power (water or fuel), amount of

power for sale, rate for K. W. or H. P., and acces-

sibility to transportation. The table is arranged by
provinces. The primary power in Ontario and Quebec
is all water, in Saskatchewan. Manitoba and Nova
^''^oti-i it is 5)11 fuel and in the other provinces a mix-

ture. The Water Power Branch is thus endeavoring

to assist Canadian industry to have comparative power
figures on which to base plans for location.

SOME FINE CANADIAN POWER PLANTS.
The art of catalogue making has reached a high

state of development and an example of the attractive

lu-oductions po.ssible in the commercial field is found
in the bulletins recently issued by Viele, Blackwell

& Buck—Expoi'ters, Importers, Engineers and Con-

tractors -49 Wall Street. New York. A number of

the illustrations shown are taken from const eviction

work on Cana(li<in power plants, both hydro-electric

aiul steam. One of these pictures shows a method of

transporting steel jiipe in Northern Canada, in which
eight large sections are seen on board a scow. Bulle

tins 1, 2 and 3 give much detailed information in re-

gard to specifications for materials aiul the jiroperties

of the various steel pieces that enter into construc-

tion. In a special bulletin on power plants we find

the introduction jirinted in English. French, Italian,

Spanish, and Portugese and among the pictures there

arc a number of interest to Canadians as they show
(Icveloiinients at Niagara Falls, Out.: the Northern
Canada Power Co., Porcupine, Out.; the Northern On-

tario Light iSt Power Co., Cobalt, Out.; and many other

interesting pictures of modern steam and electric pow-

er pl'iiit installations. The stages of construction an-

show)' in a number of cases and show the methods of

procedure very clearly.

"BABY" CYLINDER MACHINE.
The illustration shows the miniature cylinder ma-

chine made i}y .Ine Kaster in 1904 at -the old Camas.
Wash., mill. This machine was on exhibition at the
Lewis and Clark Exposition, Portland, Oregon, in

1905 and regardless of size, actually made paper.
When you note that the length of truck used for

foundation, is but thirteen feet, you will realize what
a painstaking task it must have been to manufacture
and assemble the hundreds of parts required to build
this "Tom Thumb" paper machine- Each and every
part is |)erfeet in detail; as much so, as will be found

Joe Raster's Baby Cylinder Machine

in the regulation paper-making machine. The ma-
chine was driven by standard Marshall drive and felts

made from same material as used in present-day woolen
felts. To enable you to judge width of machine, paper
made measured ten inches in width. Dryer rolls are
eight inches in diameter, calender rolls are two and
three inches diameter, and all other parts of machine
in propoi'tion. One-fourth and one-eighth inch pipe
was used in steam connections on dryers.
The machine was named in honor of H. L. Pittock,

as shown by arch that surmounts the calender stack.
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STORAGE RESERVOIRS ONLY HALF-WAY
MEASURE.

A liuUetin of the tJolU'ge of Forestry at Syracuse

emphasizes the fact tliat the buildiug of storage re-

servoirs aloue will not solve the flood or water con-

servation problem in New York. The building of

storage reservoirs must be combined with general re-

forestation.

The present interest in the development of water

power in New York is emphasizing the problem of

bringing about regular flow in streams for both

power and domestic use. There is no questiou of

course but that streams must be kept to a certain

level throughout the year to be of value in the pro-

duction of power. Where a stream fills its banks for

a few months of the year and then dwindles to no-

thing, necessitating the use of steam power for the re-

mainder of the year, these streams can be said to be

of really little value to the state. There is no ques-

tion but that the building of storage reservoirs at

strategic points on water conr.ses will assist in hold-

ing water back and allowing the streams to fill to a

higher level through a longer period of the year, but

the building of these reservoirs is only solving half

the problem. If the forests are stripped off, allow-

ing melting snow and rain to rn.sh rapidly to the

streams, this flood water will carry soil that will fill

the reservoirs as rapidly as they are cleaned out. That

this is the result of building reservoirs without pro-

per reforestation of the headwaters of the stream

has been evidenced repeatedly in the Alps in France

and Italy, and in our own western mountains in Cali-

fornia.

Forests have a marked influence in conserving the

water which falls in the form of rain and snow. The

branches of the trees break the force of the rain, let-

ting it fall to the ground and pass into the soil easily.

The cover formed by decaying leaves and sticks is a

sponge-like mass called duff or humus, and this has

a great water absorbing capacity. It takes up in pro-

portion to its volume a vast quantity of water and

gives it off slowly over a period of .several months,

thus maintaining springs and an even flow in the

streams.

General uniformity of stream flow- in every section

of the country will probably be brought about only

as the result of widespread and intelligent reforesta-

tion combined with a limited number of large .stor-

age reservoirs at the headwaters of streams. If in

connection with the reforestation of the barren areas,

storage reservoirs are constructed so that the flood

waters of spring may be impounded and given off

gradually during the dryer seasons of the year, the

combination of the two—the forest and the storage

reservoirs—will come as near solving the problem of

uniform flow in our streams as anything that can be

contrived by man. Proper control of runoff is the

only thing that will maintain a suppl.y of water in

streams upon which manufacturing industries are

dependent and insure proper levels for navigation.

While forests act as protectors of the soil and con-

servers of water, they will be producing a crop of

voad that will give increasingly large returns. There

are, therefore, both direct and indirect benefits to

'^^ obtained from the reforestation of the non-agri-

cultural hillsides and ridges which form so consider-

able a part of the great state of New York. There'

should be, therefore, constant co-operation between

tho.se who wish to develop the waterpower of the

state or cities using w-ater from our forests with the

agencies carrying on reforestation. Without pro-

per forest cover there can not be proper water .sup-

ply.

BOVING & COMPANY ACQUIRE FACTORY.

Boving & Co., whose home office is at Kingsway.

London, W.C. 2, have been prominent engineers for

pulp and paper mill work for some years, and have

equipped whole plants in a most satisfactory manner
by careful oversight of construction by associated

builders. During the war this concern acquired an

engineering works at Stoke-on-Trent, have remodeled

them considera])ly and contemplate further exten-

sions. Tliey will be equipped tn build hydraulic tur-

bines in units as large as Ifi.OOO TT.P., and are also

working on large orders for pulp mill equipment for

France. Japan aiul India. Thoy expect soon to em-

]iloy about 600 workmen.

TORONTO WILL BE THE MECCA.
Toronto will be the scene of a great gathering of

iournalists from all parts of the British Empire in

.'>entember, 1920. when the Imperial Press Conference

will meet in the Queen City. Sir Camnhell Stuart,

a member of the Executive Committee of the Empire
Press Union, was in Toronto recently, conferring

with local press officials on the preliminary arrange-

ments for the conference.

The last meeting of the Tmnerial Press Conference

was held in London. England, in June, 1909, and was
one of the memorable gatherings of representative

men in the historv of the Empire. Leaders and mak-
ers of public opinion from Canada. Australia, India,

Africa. Egvpt and from the remotest reaches of

Britain's overseas Dominions assembled and sat in

Hose conference for four days. The meeting in To-

ronto next year will be the greatest conference ever

held in Canada, and it will be one of momentous im-

port to the future of the Empire.

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE TRIMBEY
REGULATORS.

Some time ago there .was ileseribed in the Pulp &
Paper Magazine the Trimbey Consistency Regulator

and the Weight Regulator perfected by the same in-

ventor. For a time these were handled by the Glens

Falls Machine Works, but are now being manufac-
tured by M. G. Tibbetts, of Glens Falls. N.Y., with

whom is associated Mr. F. M. Champion, an engineer

who was engaged in similar work before joining the

military forces of the United States. The claim of

the inventor, that the consistency regulator will au-

tomatically control and keep uniform the consistency

of slush stock, seems to be substantiated by the num-
ber of instruments that are already in iise : 15 of the

41 being installed in Canadian mills. The same may
he said of the weight regulator which so governs the

flow of paper stock to the machine that the Aveight

of the .sheet is held uniform without the constant at-

tention of the machine tender, even though the den-
^sitv of the stock in the chest may vary considerably.
'"^Of the 60 weight regulators in use 27 are attached to

Canadian machines.
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EDITORIAL

WHO IS A CHEMIST?

The public has a very clear conception of the mean-

ing of such terms as doctor, lawyer, minister, and

perhaps, even engineer, but by many minds the word

"chemist" is entirely misunderstood. Not only is

the pharmacist often mistaken for a chemist, but even

among those who have had some chemical experi-

ence the word does not carry the weight that it should

as indicating the attainment of what might be called

at least a standard degree of ability in this branch

of knowledge. Many people who are associated in

some way with chemical matters realize that there

is a chemistry which deals with almost purely theo-

retical considerations and another branch which

comes in more intimate touch with daily life and the

problems of engineering and manufacturing, and

which bears the general name of Industrial or Ap-

plied Chemistry. But whether a chemist devoted his

energies to the field of Applied or the field of Pure

Chemistry the name chemist has not carried the dig-

nity and importance that its intimate association with

daily life really warrants.

The young lawyer looks forward to passing the

examination to the Bar and being admitted to the

fellowship of the legal profession. The same may be

said of the doctor, but the chemist and the chemical

engineer have no standard to qualify by, and in the

attainment of which he is enabled to claim the recog-

nition of the community which he deserves. The
work of the chemist during the war has shown not

only the wonderful ability of this type of mind to

concentrate on and solve problems of pressing mili-

tary importance, but has also called attention to the

many other ways in which the chemist has contribut-

ed to the welfare of the people.

At the convention of Canadian chemists, including

members of the Society of Chemical Industry,

which met in Montreal last week, there was organiz-

ed the Canadian Institute of Chemistry, which has

for its primary object the elevation of the status of

the real chemist i.. the eyes of the people of the Do-

minion. The organization committee which was ap-

pointed at the convention a year ago has labored

with great energy during the past twelve months to

bring about such an organization and presented to

the convention a well thought out and carefully pre-

pared statement of what such an institution should

be, and what it might accomplish. The importance of

the step is well shown by the length and earnestness

of the debate upon almost every one of the items

contained in the plan as presented by the committee.

And while the debate waxed quite warm at times it

is gratifying to know that no personal animosities

were aroused over the points of conflict.

We are unfortunately unable to present at this

time the revised plan of organization, but it is grati-

fying to know that a motion was passed with the

result that the Canadian Institute of Chemistry was
duly organized on Saturday, the 17th of May, 1919,

and that a council was elected to select the names
of the charter members from among the most dis-

tinguished men in this profession in Canada. A num-
ber of minor items were left for the council to decide,

and it is expected that details of organization which
could not be disposed of at the moment will soon be

worked out by the council, and that before another
convention is called there will be a truly Canadian
organization which will represent the many really

qualified chemists who are now laboring under the

handicap which lack of public recognition has so long
placed upon them.

There is a growing number of pulp and paper
chemists in Canada, but for the most part they are con-

spicuously absent from meetings of Canadian chem-
ists. Some few may be affiliated with foreign socie-

ties. Such member.ship does not exclude them from
belonging to the Canadian section of the Society of

(Jhemical Industry (or the new form of local affilia-

tion with individual branches) nor from membership
ill the newly organized Institute. They should con-

sider it a privilege as well as an obligation to belong

to these organizations, and their employers should
encourage them to do so. What strengthens the sta-

tus of the chemist lengthens and broadens his service,

and the service of the chemists is a growing factor in

the development of our industries.

Mr. H. J. Roast, 393 Guy St., Montreal, is secretary

of the council, and will be glad to have the names and
addresses of every chemist in Canada, whether he
wishes to apply for membership in the Institute or
not. as will Mr. Alfred Burton, Toronto, secretary for

the Society of Chemical Industry.

We would remind Mr. Becker that a newspaper
press in England could not be very far from a paper
mill anywhere on the busy island.
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TEN MILLIONS FOR TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

The public is beginning to realize that the public

schools of Canada can be improved. This couviction

has been expressed recently in two suggestions for

financing improvements in the system. The finan-

cial a.spect is most important, and must be carefully

considered and provided for.

Major G. W. Stephens suggests using for this pur-

pose any indemnity that Canada might happily re-

ceive from Germany. He said: "'As that indemnity

•will go to the federal Government and as the prov-

inces have control of education, I would suggest that

the federal Government give a share of it to the prov-

inces only on condition that every mother's son and

daughter be taught the duties of citizenship from the

ages of seven to twelve, in every school from the At-

lantic to the Pacific. Let the press teach it, and let

the churches preach it to their congregations." If no

indemnity is received the Major would discourage

subsidies to railroads and use the money for the bene-

fit of the people.

Hon. J. A. Calder, Minister of Immigration and

Colonization, has introduced in Parliament a meas-

ure for the promotion of technical education in Can-

ada. He proposes to pay to the provinces, in pro-

portion to population, ten million dollars from the Con-

solidated Revenue Fund. The payments would ex-

tend over ten years, beginning with the 31st of last

March, and would gradually increase from $700,000

to $1,100,000 per year. The bill provides that no

province shall receive a grant of more than the pro-

vincial expenditure for technical education. Not

more than 25 per cent, of such grant is to be used

for land, buildings or equipment. Other provisions

are also made.

It is apparent that most of the fund would go to

teachers' salaries. The need for increases here is pain-

fully evident. There is, however, some question as to

whether there are sufficient teachers available of

such attainments as to warrant the expenditure of

such a sum and there is more doubt as to the capacity

of schools to handle the classes who should be in at-

tendance. Perhaps Mr. Calder has overlooked the

present inadequacy of school accommodation in plac-

ing such a restriction on the use of the fund, and also

overlooked the possible desirability of allowing this

temporary financial support to be put into perman-

ent form by using more of it to erect and equip

buildings, leaving the maintenance and salary bur-

den more in the hands of the provinces, who must

later take it on. If suddenly shouldered with the

extra burden of $775,000 (distributed, of course),

the provincial authorities might find it a difficult

task.

The idea of the bill is a good one, and some such

legislation should be passed immediately. We believe

it is a grave mistake to restrict educational develop-

ment to technical education alone. There is urgent

need for the training in Canadian citizenship and so-

eiitl and industrial obligations, such as Major Ste-

phens referred to. This deeper foundation of true cul-

ture and character building is really more necessary

than the increase in the means for merely material ad-

vancement.

If Great Britain settles on a policy of keeping the

lid off in regard to all pulp and paper from the vari-

ous parts of the Empire, we may expect to see capi-

tal flowing into Canada in an increasing stream from

America, England and Scandinavia. Norwegian in-

terests are already busy with pulp mill preparations,

and as their expen.ses increase for wood, coal, sul-

phur and other materials, to say nothing of labor,

one can hardly wonder that they are turning to con-

sider manufacturing and marketing conditions on this

side.

Laurentide .stock seems to be like a ditch—the

more you cut off it, the bigger it gets. There is talk

of again dividing the shares, which now have a mar-

ket value of more than $220. For an honest, fair-

dealing, law-abiding industrj', Laurentide seems to

get on pretty well.

WHO ARE NOT "CAPITALISTS"?
When people talk of "Labor" and "Capital" they

usually mean by "Labor" the man w-ho works with

his hands by the day. By "Capital" they mean the

corporation or big employer who grinds down his

workers for selfish reasons. No wonder labor and
capital, thus represented, are opposed to each other.

This is due to a misunderstanding of the terms. Ev-

eryone who helps to produce anything useful to man-
kind is a laborer. The man who sits at a desk and
plans is as much a laborer as the man who drives riv-

ets or watches a loom. He is entitled to the reward
of his effort. Nor could the mechanic exist with-

out the planners forethought any more than the

planner's plans could take shape without the strength

and skill of the manual worker. Capital is an "ac-
cumulation of the products of past labor capable of

being used in the support of present or future labor."

That is to say, every man who, by work and thrift,

has been able to save money or buy furniture or a

house or a liberty bond is a capitalist. Does the man,
who by hard work and careful expenditure has been
able to buy a little home for his family, want this re-

ward of his labor swept away?—Brockton Times.
In regard to the possibility of industry without

capital. Dr. E. J. Dillon, an eminent authority, writ-

ing of Russia, says:

"Not ten per cent of the factories of Russia are
working at the present time. Industry is practically
at a standstill, because under the system of the Bol-
sheviki the factories have been seized by workmen
who have no capital to carry on the industries. Of
course, many workmen got a great deal of monej%
but what happened was simply that they took money
and used it up on them.selves and the things they
were interested in or wanted to spend it for, and
then there was none left. There is nothing left now.
Economically, it is absolutely impossible for the Bol-
shevist Government and the Bolshevist sj-stem of
running things to last."
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Analysis of Coal
The Committee ou Standards of the Technical Sec-

tion of the C. P. & P. A. has approved the method of

analysis compiled by the joint committee of the Am-
erican Chemical Society and the American Society

for Testing Materials. The text and illustrations are

taken from the Journal of Industrial and Engineer-

ing Chemistry, Vol. 9, p. 100 (1917), by permission.

When the method has been before the Technical
Section for a period of probation (six months), it

becomes the adopted standard unless revised.

Preparation of Laboratory Samples.
Apparatus.

Air-Dr3dng Oven.—The oven is to be used for air-

drying wet samples, and may be of the form shown
in Fig. 1. This is not absolutely necessary, but is

economical where manj' wet samples are received.^

Galvanized-Iron Pans 18 by 18 by lV2iii- Deep for

air-drying wet samples.

Balance or Solution Scale for weighing the galvan-
ized-iron pans with samples. It should have a capac-

ity of 5 kg. and be sensitive to 0.5 g.

Jaw Crusher for crushing coarse samples to pass

a 4-mesh sieve.

Roll Crusher or Coffee-Mill Type of Grinder for re-

ducing the 4-mesh product to 20-mesh. The coffee-

mill type of grinder should be entirely enclosed and
have an enclosed hopper and a receptacle capable of

holding 10 lbs. of coal. This is to reduce the moisture
losses while crushing.

Electric ^

Pig. 1.—Drier for Coarse Samples.

The outlet for air at the top may be connected with

a chimney or any other device which will furnish

a suitable draft. (Bulletin No. 9, Geological Sur-

vey of Ohio, p. 312).

^For details of air-drying oven see Bownocker,
Lord and Somermeier, "Coal," Bull. 9, 4th Series,

Ohio Geological Survey, p. 312 (1908) ; or F. M. Stan-

ton, and A. C. Fieldner, "Methods of Analj-zing Coal
and Coke," Technical Paper No. 8, Bureau of Mines,

p. 4 (1912) ; or E. E. Somermeier, "Coal, Its Composi-
tion, Analysis, Utilization and Valuation," p. 71, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co. (1912).

Abbe BaU Mill, Planetary Disk Crusher, Chrome-
Steel Bucking Board, or any Satisfactory Form of

Pulveriser for reducing the 20-mesh product to 60-

mesh. The porcelain jars for t he ball mill should

be approximately 9 in. in diameter and 10 in. high.

The flint pebbles should be smooth, hard and well

rounded.

A Large Riffle Sampler, with 1/2 or % in. Divisions

for reducing the 4-mesh sample to 10 lbs. (Fig. II.).'

A Small Riffle Sampler, with V4 or % in. Divisions

for dividing down the 20 and 60-mesh material to a

laboratory sample (Fig. II).

FlO. U—RUFLB S4MPI.BR

{.BulUlin No. 9, Geological Survey of,Ohio. p. 313)

An 8-inch 60-mesh Sieve with Cover and Receiver.

Containers for Shipment to Laboratory—Samples

ill which the moisture content is important should al-

ways be shipped in moisture-tight containers. A gal-

vanized-iron or tin can with a screw top which is

sealed with a rubber gasket and adhesive tape is best

adapted to this purpose. Glass fruit jars sealed with

rubber gaskets may be used, but require very care-

ful packing to avoid breakage in transit. Samples in

which the moisture content is of no importance need

no special protection from loss of moisture.

Method of Sampling.

(A) When Coal Appears Dry.—If the sample is

coarser than 4-mesh (0.20) and larger in amount than

10 lbs., quickly crush it with the jaw crusher to pass

a 4-mesh sieve and reduce it on the larger riffle sam-

pler to 10 lbs. ;- then crush at once to 20-mesh by
passing through rolls or an enclosed grinder, and take,

without sieving, a 60-g. total moisture sample, im-

mediately after the material has passed through the

crushing apparatus. This sample should be taken
with a spoon from various parts of the 20-mesh pro-

duct, and should be placed directly in a rubber-stop-

pered bottle.

Thoroughly mix the main portion of the sample.

'E. E. Somermeier, "Coal, Its Composition, Etc.,"

McGraw-Hill Book Co. (1912).

-If the sample is crushed to pass a 6-mesh screen it

may be reduced to 5 lbs.
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roducp on the small riffle sampler to about 120 g.,

and pulverize to (JO-iuesh by any suitable apparatus

without regard to loss of moisture. After all the ma-

terial has been passed through the 60-mesh sieve, mix

and divide it on the small riffle sampler to 60 g.

Transfer the final sample to a i-oz. rubber-stoppered

Fig. Ill—Toluene or Glycerin and Water Oven for Detkrmininc

Moisture

iTrchnicul Pal>.-r \o 76. Bureau of Mines, p 16)

bottle. Determine moisture in both the 60- and the

20-raesh samples by the method given under moisture.

Computation—Compute the analysis of the 60-mesh

coal, which has become partly air-dried during samp-

ling, to the dry-coal basis, by dividing each result by

1 minus its content of moisture. Compute the analy-

sis of the coal "as received" from the dry-coal analy-

sis by multiplying by 1 minus the total moisture found

in the 20-mesh sample.

(B) When Coal Appears Wet—Spread the sample

on tared pans, weigh and air-drj^ at room temperature,

or in the special drying oven, shown in Fig. I, at 10

to 15° C, above room temperature, and weigh again.

The drying should be continued until the loss in

weight is not more than 0.1 per cent per hour. Com-
plete the sampling as under dry coal.

Computation—Correct the moisture found in the

20-mesh, air-dried sample to total moisture "as re-

ceived," as follows:
(100 — % Air-drying Loss) X (% Moisture in 20-mesh Coal)

+ % Air-drying Loss ^= Total Moisture "as received"

Compute the analysis to "dry-coal" and "as-re-

ceived" bases as under dry coal, using for the "as-

received" computation the total moisture as found

by the formula in place of the moisture found in the

20-mesh coal.

NOTES.—Freshly mined or wet coal loses moisture

rapidly on exposure to the air of the laboratory,

hence the sampling operations between opening the

container and taking the 20-mesh total-moisture sam-

ple must be conducted with the utmost dispatch and
with minimum exposure to air.

The accuracy of the method of preparing labora-

tory samples should be cheeked frequently by re-

sampling the rejected portions and preparing a du-

plicate sample. The ash in the two samples should

not differ more than the following percentages.

Per cent

Xo carbonates present 0.4
Considerable carbonate and pyrite present.. 0.7

Coals with more than 12 per cent ash, con
taining considerable carbonate and pj'rite. 1.0

I...

ir-

i
I

>ii

Determination of Moisture.

Apparatus.

Moisture Oven—This must be so constructed an to

have a unifonn temperature in all (Kirts and a mini-

mum of air space. It may be of the form shown in

Fig. III. Provision must be made for renewing the

air in the oven at the rate of two to four times a min-

ute, with the air dried by passing it through concen-

trated sulfuric acid.

Capsules with Covers—A convenient form, which

allows the ash determination to

be made on the same sample, is

the Txoyal Meissen porcelain

capsule No. 2, % i"- ^^^^V ^^^

1% in. diameter; or a fused

silica capsule of similar shape.

This is to be used with a well-

fitting flat aluminum cover, il-
-

histrated in FMg. TV.

Glass capsules with ground- '

arlass caps may also be used. _; ^

Thev should be as shallow asi fio. iv— porcelain C/

possible, consistent with eon-^ ="" with Flat alu-

, 1 IT NUM Cover
venient handling.

Method.

(A) Sixty-Mesh Sample.—Heat the empty cap.sules

under the conditions at which the coal is to be dried,

stopper or cover, cool over concentrated sulfuric acid

(sp. gr. 1.84) for 30 minutes, and weigh. Dip out

with a spoon or spatula from the sample bottle ap-

proximately 1 g. of coal, put this quickly into the

capsule, close, and weigh at once.

An alternative procedure (more open to error), af-

ter transferring an amount slightly in excess of 1 s-

is to bring to exactly 1 g. in weight (± 0.5 mg.) by

quieklv removing the excess weight of coal with a

snatula. The utmost dispatch must be used in order

to minimize the exposure of the coal until the weight

is found.

After removing the covers, nuickly place the cap-

sules in a pre-heated oven fat 104 to 110° C.) throuarh

which passes a current of air dried by concentrated

sulfuric acid. Close the oven at once and heat for 1

hour. Then onen the oven, cover the capsules quick-

ly and place them in a desiccator over concentrated

sulfuric acid. "When cool, weigh.

^B) Twenty-Mesh Sample — Fse 5-g. samnles

weiehed with an accuracy of 2 mg. and heat for l^A

hours: the procedure is otherwise the same as with

the RO-mesh sample. Methods of greater aeeuracv

for the determination of moisture are given in the

prpliminarv report.

The permissible differences in duplicate determina-

tions are as follows:

Same Different

Analvst. Analvsts.

P.C. P.C.

l\Tnistnre under 5 per cent 0.2 0.3

^Toisture over .') per cent 0.3 0.5

Determination of Ash.

Apparatus.

Gas or E1e»^tric Muffle Furnace.—The muffle should

havp wood air circulation and be capable of haviner

i+c tpmneratnre reeula+ed hotT-pon 700 and 750° C.

Por^oia.in CaTisules.—Eoval Meissen porcelain cap-

sules Xo 2. "4 in. deep and 1% in. in diameter or simi-

lar .shallow dishes.
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Method.

Place the porcelain capsules containing the dried

coal from the moisture determination in a cold muffle

furnace or on the hearth at a low temperature and
gradually heat to I'edness at such a rate as to avoid

mechanical loss from too rapid expulsion of volatile

matter. Finish the ignition to constant weight

(±0.001 g.) at a temperature between 700 and 750°

C. Cool in a desiccator and weigh as soon as cold.

The permissible differences in duplicate determina-

tions are as follows:

Same
Analyst.

P.C.

No carbonates present . . . . 0.2

Carbonates present 0.3

Coal with more than 12 per

cent of ash, containing car-

bonates and pyrite 0.5

NOTES.—Before replacing the capsules in the muf-

fle for ignition to constant weight, the ash should

be stirred with a platinum or nichrorae wire. Stirring

once or twice before the first weighing hastens com-
plete ignition.

The result obtained by this method is "uncorrect-

ed" ash. For "corrected" ash see the preliminary

renort. The actual mineral matters in the original

con] are usually very different in weight and compo-
sition from the weight of the "uncorrected" ash.

Different

Analysts.

P.C.

0.3

0.5

1.0

Fi

For

PlaiinurTJ rhodium-

;. \'.—Electric Tube Furnace for Determining
Volatile Matter.

110 volt ahernating current. 60 ft. of nichrome
wire. No. 17 B. & S. gauge, will give the required

temperature. The temperature must be con-

trolled by an cNternal resistance.

(Technical Paper No. 7fi, Bureau of Mines, p. 21).

Determination of Volatile Matter.

Apparatus.

Platinum Crucible writh Tightly Fitting Cover.—
The crucible should be of not less than 10 nor more
than 20 cc. capacity; of not less than 25 nor more than
35 mm. diameter; of not less than 30 nor more than
35 mm. height.

Vertical Electric Tube Furnace; or a Gas or Elec-
trically Heated Muffle Furnace.—The furnace may be
of the form shown in Fig. V. It is to be regulated to

maintain a temperature of 950° C. (±20° C.) in the
crucible as shown by a thermo-couple kept in the fur-

nace. If the determination of volatile matter is not
an essential feature of the specifications under
which the coal is bought a Meker burner may be
used.

Method.

Weigh 1 g. of the coal in a weighed 10 to 20 cc.

platinum crucible, close with a capsule cover and
place on platinum or nichrome-wire supports in the

furnace chamber, which must be kept at a tempera-
ture of 9.50 " C. (±20° C). After the more rapid
discharge of volatile matter has subsided, as shown
by the disappearance of the luminous flame, tap the

cover lightly to seal the crucible more perfectly and
thus guard asrainst the admission of air. After heat-

ing exactly 7 minutes remove the crucible from the

furnace and without disturbing the cover allow it

to cool. Weigh as soon as cold. The loss of weight
minus moisture eqnnls the volntile matter.

Modification for Sub-Bituminous Coal, Lignite and

Peat—Mechanical losses are incurred on suddenly

heating peat, sub-bitnminotis coal, and lignite; there-

fore they must be sub.ieeted to a preliminary gradual

heating for 5 minutes; this is best done by playing

the flame of a burner upon the bottom of the cruci-

ble, in such manner as to bring about the discharge

of volatile matter, at a rate not sufficient to cause

soarking. After the preliminary heating, transfer the

crucible to the volatile-matter furnace and heat for

n 7iiiiiutes nt 950° C. as in tbi^ reirular method.

The permissible differences in duplicate determina-

tions are as follows

:

Same Different

Analvst. Analysts.

P.O. P.C.

Ritiuninous coals 0.5 1.0

Lignites 1.0 2.0

NOT'PS.—The cover should fit closely enough .so

that the carbo-n deposit from bituminous and lignite

coals does not burn away from the under side.

Resriilations of temperature to within the prescrib-

ed limits is important.

Determination of Fixed Carbon.
Compute fixed carbon as follows:

100 — (9f Moisture -I- % ash + % Volatile Matter)
= Fixed Carbon.

Determination of Sulfur bv the Eschka Method.
Apparatus.

'^as or Electric Muffle Furnace, or Burners for ig

iiitino- poal with the Eschka mixture and for igniting

thp barium sulfate.

Porcelain, Silica, or Platinum Crucibles or Capsules
for igniting coal ivith the Es- 'ika mixtui'c.

No. 1 Royal Mer^sen porcelain capsule, 1 in. deep
and 2 in. in diameter. This eap.sitle, because of its
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shallow form, presents more surface for oxidation

and is more convenient to handle than the ordinary

form of cnu'ihle.

No. 1 Royal Berlin porcelain crucibles, shallow

form, and platinum crucible of similar size may be

used.' Somewhat more time is required to burn out

the coal, owing to the deeper form, than with the

shallow capsules described above.

No. or 00 porcelain crucibles, or platinum, alun-

dum or silica crucibles of similar size are to be used

for igniting the barium sulfate.

Solutions and Reagents.

Barium Chloride.—Dissolve 100 g. of barium chlor-

ide in 1000 cc. of distilled water.

Saturated Bromine Water.—Add an excess of bro-

mine to 1000 cc. of distilled water.

Eschka Mixture — Thoroughly mix 2 parts (by

weight) of light calcined magnesium oxide and 1 part

of anhydrous sodium carbonate. Both materials

should "be as free as possible from sulfur.

Methyl Orange.—Dissolve 0.02 g. in 100 cc. of hot

distilled water and filter.
_

Hydrochloric Acid—:Mix 500 ec. of hydrochloric

acid isp. gr. 1.20 1 and 500 cc. of distilled water.

Normal Hydrochloric Acid—Dilute 80 cc. of hy-

drochloric acid (sp. gr. 1.20) to liter with distilled

water.

Sodium Carbonate — A saturated solution: ap-

proximately 60 g. of crystallized or 22 g. of anhy-

drous sodium carbonate in 100 cc. of distilled water.

Sodium-Hydroxide Solution — Dissolve 100 g. of

sodium hydroxide in 1 liter of distilled water. This

solution "may be used in the place of the sodium-

carbonate solution.

Method.

Preparation of Sample and Mixture.—Thoroughly

mix on glazed paper 1 g. of coal and 3 g. of Eschka

mixture. Transfer to a No. 1 Royal Meissen porce-

lain capsule, 1 in. deep and 2 in. in diameter, or a No.

1 Royal Berlin crucible or a platinum crucible of

similar size, and cover with about 1 g. of Eschka

mixture.

Ignition.—On account of the amount of sulfur con-

tained in artificial gas, the crucible shall be heated

over an alcohol, gasoline or natural gas flame as in

procedure (a) below or in a gas or electrically heat-

ed muffle as in procedure (b) below. The use of ar-

tificial gas for heating the coal and Eschka mixture

is permissible only when the crucible is heated in a

muffle.

(a) Heat the crucible placed in a slanting posi-

tion on a triangle, over a very low flame to avoid

rapid expulsion of the volatile matter, which tends

to prevent complete absorption of the products of

combustion of the sulfur. Heat the crucible slowly

for 30 minutes, gradually increasing the temperature

and stirring after all black particles have disappear-

ed, which is an indication of the completeness of

the procedure.

(b) Place the crucible in a cold muffle and grad-

ually raise the temperature to 870-925° C. (cherry-

red heat) in about 1 hour. Maintain the maximum
temperature for about IV2 hours and then allow the

crucible to cool in the miiffle.

Subsequent Treatment — Remove and empty the

contents into a 200 ec. beaker and digest with 100

cc. of hot water for % to % hour, with occasional

stirring. Filter and wash the insoluble matter by

decantation. After several washings in this manner,

transfer the insoluble matter to the filter and wash

5 times, keeping the mixture well agitated. Treat

the filtrate, amounting to about 250 cc, with 10 to

20 cc. of saturated bromine water, make slightly

acid and boil to expel the liberated bromine. Make

just neutral to methyl orange with sodium hydrox-

ide or sodium carbonate solution, then add 1 cc. of

normal IICl. Boil again and add slowly from a pi-

pette, with constant stirring, 10 cc. of a 10 per cent

solution of barium chloride (BaCU. 2 H.O). Continue

boiling for 15 minutes and allow to stand for at least

2 hours, or preferably over night, at a temperature

just below boiling. Filter through an ashless filter

pai)er and wash with hot distilled water until a sil-

ver nitrate solution shows no precipitate with a drop

of the filtrate. Place the wet filter containing the

precipitate of barium sulfate in a weighed platinum,

porcelain, silica or alundum crucible, allowing a free

access of air by folding the paper over the precipi-

tate loosely to prevent spattering. Smoke the pa-

per off gradually and at no time allow it to burn

with flame. After the paper is ]n-acfically consum-

ed, rai.se the temperature to approximately 925° C.

and heat to constant weight.

The residue of magnesia, etc., after leaching,

should be dissolved in hydrochloric acid and tested

with great care for sidfur. When an appreciable

amount is found this should be determined quanti-

tatively. The amount of svilfur retained is by no

means a negligible quantity.'

• J. Am. Chem. Soc, 21 (1899), 1125.

of a coal is almost completely oxidized to sulfuric acid

and the washings of the calorimeter may be u.sed for

the determination of sulfur.

(To be continued.)

"TRADING WITH THE FAR EAST."
"Trading with the Far East," a companion vol-

ume to "Trading with Latin America," is a new title

in the Foreign Trade series issued by the Irving Na-

tional Bank, Woolworth Bldg., New York. It mar-

shalls facts and information for the man who is too

busy to gather them firsthand, and outlines effec-

tive ways of meeting the problems arising in con-

nection with the routine of trade activity in the

Orient. In acquainting the manufacturer or export-

er with outstanding factors in trade beyond the Pa-

cific, it provides an interpretation for commercial

purposes of conditions in what promises to be one of

our most exceptional markets for years to come.

MATTAGAMI ISSUE UNDERWRITTEN.
It is understood that negotiations are practically

completed with a group of Canadian and American
bankers, headed by a Montreal financial house, for

the underwriting of approximately $1,500,000 of

bonds of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Company,
one of the largest producers of easy bleaching sul-

phite pulp in Eastern Canada.
The company's plant at Smooth Rock Falls, Ont.,

has been in active operation for a little over a year,

and has established an excellent record of earning
power.
The purpose of the new financing is the comple-

tion of extensions now under way to increase the

company's annual pulp output from 30,000 tons to

45,000 tons.
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Census of Pulp and Paper Industry^ 1917
(Continued from last issue.)

AGENCIES OF PRODUCTION— (1) CAPITAL—
MILL EQUIPMENT— POWER EMPLOYED.

Five tables of the report (Tables XI, XII, XIII,
XIV, and XV) deal with capital and mill equipment.
The first of these gives a general view of the dis-

tribution of capital investment by provinces iinder the

headings (a) land, buildings and fixtures, (b) machin-
ery and tools, (c) materials on hand, stocks in process

and (d) "working" capital—cash, trading and operat-

ing accounts, bills receivable, etc. A total capital in-

vestment of $186,787,405 is thus accounted for, of which
$84,609,584 was in Quebec, $72,006,972 in Ontario and
$22,584,652 in British Columbia. Land and buildings

represent an investment of $84,461,837, machinerv of

$59,266,596, whilst working capital was $15,156,506.

Over 76 per cent, of the total investment is in the

class of combined mills, 19 per cent, in mills producing

pulp only and nearly 5 per cent, in mills making paper

only.

Each province shows an increase in capital over 1915

except Nova Scotia, where the decrease amounted to

$199,030. British Columbia's capital investment rose

from $8,344,416 in 1915 to $22,584,652 in 1917; New
Brunswick from $3,927,858 to $7,136,277 ; Ontario from

$57,173,623 to $72,006,972, and Quebec from $63,641,956

to $84,609,584.

The average total capital invested in pulp mills was
$1,057,610; in pulp and paper mills $6,192,365; and in

paper mills $323,241.

Pulp Mill Machinery.—Table XII shows the equip-

ment of mills engaged in the manufacture of ground

wood or mechanical pulp by provinces for all classes

of mills operating in 1917. The total yearly capacity

of mills making ground wood-pulp in the Dominion

was 1,088,431 tons, dry weight, of which Quebec's

equipment represented 601,436 tons or 55.2 per cent.

Ontario represented 357,250 tons, or 32.8 per cent., fol-

lowed by Briti.sh Columbia with 100,600 tons, or 9.2 per

cent., New Brunswick with 21,145 tons or 1.9 per cent.,

and Nova Scotia with 8,000 tons or less than one per

cent. The actual output of ground wood-pulp in 1917

was 923,731 tons.

Table XIII presents statistics of the equipment in

mills making chemical pulp by the various processes.

The sulphite process leads with a yearly capacity of

540,718 tons and an actual output of 400,433 tons. The

sulphate process has a yearly capacity of 176,496 tons

with an actual output of 135,854 tons, and the soda

process, a capacity of 5,800 tons and an actual output

of 4,136 tons.

Table XI.—Capital invested in the Pulp and Paper
industry, by Provinces and Classes of Mills,

1917 (omitted).

Table XIII.—Pulp mill machinery by Processes for

the Provinces and Canada, 1917.

Xo. of Digesters.

Sulphate. Sulphite.
All mills making pulp :

—

British Columbia 6 10
New Brunswick 5 10
Ontario 6 30
Quebec 19 30'

Canada (total) 34 82

1

Table XIV.—Paper mill machinery (abbreviated.)
In all mills making paper

—

Paper mill British Ontario Quebec Canada
machinery. Columbia

Fourdrinier ma-
chines . . . 8 40 42 90

Capacity per 24

hours .... 460 1,249 1,044 2,753
Cylinder ma-

chines . . . 6 7 13
Capacity, per 24

hours .... 359 198 557
Yearly capacity

ni paper, tns. 138,000 407,240 417,575 962,815

Paper Mill Machinery.—In Table XIV is given ma-
chinery with which the different classes of mills are
equipped for the manufacture of paper. The total

yearly capacity of the mills in the Dominion is 962,815

tons of paper, of which Quebec has a capacity of 417,-

575 tons, Ontario a yearly capacity of 407,240 tons,

and British Columbia a yearly capacity of 138,000 tons.

The actual output by provinces in 1917 was—Quebec
391,600 tons ; Ontario 383,555 tons ; and British Colum-
bia 79,004 tons, or a total for the Dominion of 853,689

tons. From the figures above given it will be seen

that Quebec and Ontario are nearing their full capac-

ity, being within 25,975 and 23,685 tons respectively.

Power Employed.—Power employed whether owned
or rented, is given in Table XV, which shows that the

principal sources of power were (a) electric motors

run by current generated by the establishment, namely,

1,620 "units of 87,563 rated h.p. and 59,676 h.p. actually

employed; (b) electric motors operated by rented pow-

er number 971 with a rated h.p. of 101.498, of which

'Includes soda pulp machinery.

Table XII.—Equipment in mills making Ground Wo od Pulp by Classes of Mills, and by Provinces, 1917,

(abbreviated.)

Schedule British New Nova Ontario Quebec Canada

Columbia Brun.swic

All mills making ground wood pidp

—

Number of grinders 50 6

Capacity per 24 hours 330 27

Horse-power used on grinders 24,000 2,000

Yearly capacity of mill, dry weight, tons 100,600 8,000

Nova
Scotia

26

105

4,400

21,145

160

1,154

80,300

857,250

325

1,995

134,727

601,436

576

3,611

245,427

1,088,431
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S7,061 were actually employed; (c) water wheels num-
bering 352 with a rated h.p. of 287,800, of which 250,-

030 were actually employed; and [d) steam engines of

which there were 304 units with a rated h.p. of 43,646

and 34,493 actually employed. fthe total power

actually employed, 75 per cent was in pulp and paper

mills, 22 per cent, in pulp mills and 3 per cent, in paper

mills. The province of Quebec used 51 per cent, of

the total power actually employed, Ontario 31.3 per

cent., British Columbia 13 per cent., New Brunswick 2.5

per cent., and Nova Scotia 2.2 per cent.

Table XV.—Power employed by Classes of Mills and
Provinces, 1917 (omitted.)

(To be continued.)

Pumping Sulphur

(From Dupout Magazine and The Little Journal.)

Large deposits of sulphur are found in various

parts of the United States; in Nevada, Wyoming, Utah

and in Louisiana and Texas. The deposits in the

western states are not so large and for a variety of

reasons have not been so readily available for produc-

tion in large amounts at low cost.

Although the failure to solve the waste liquor

problem of the "sulphite" industry stands as an in-

dictment agaiust the chemical engineer, his achieve-

ment in making available the inexhaustible sulphur

deposits in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana, is one of the

most notable and picturesque among the many tri-

umphs of American industrial research. A great de-

posit of sulphur lies 1000 feet below the surface un-

der a layer of quicksand 500 feet in thickness. An
Austrian company, a French company and numerous
American companies had tried in many ingenious

ways to work this deposit, but had invariably failed.

Misfortune and disaster to all connected with it had
been t\ie record of the deposit to the time when Her-

man Frasch, an enterprising American chemist, ap-

proached its problem in 1890. Frasch had the back-

ing of John D. Rockefeller at one time in this enter-

prise, and it was one of the big mistakes of that fin-

ancier that he withdrew his support and forced Frasch
to interest other capital. If Rockefeller had not been
afraid of losing a few dollars he would to-daj' have
been the sulphur king as well as the oil dictator.

Frasch conceived the idea of melting the sulphur in

place by superheated water, forced down a boring,

and pumping the sulphur up through an inner tube.

In his first trial he made use of twenty 150 H.P. boil-

ers grouped aroimd the well, and the titanic experi-

ment was successful. The pumps are now discarded,
and the sulphur brought to the surface by compressed
air. A single well produces about 450 tons a day,
and their combined capacity exceeds the sulphur con-
sumption of the world.

Holes are drilled through the overlying deposits of

sand or other material to the bottom of the sulphur
bed. The beds often have a thickness of as much as

200 feet and cover an area of many square miles.

The holes are cased or lined with ten-inch pipes which
contain three other pipes one within the other, as is

shown in diagram.

"Water heated to 167° C. (322.6° F.) under a pres-

sure of 100 pounds is forced down the well through
the six-inch pipe in order to melt the sulphur. Heated

ftOT WATflf
MOTCOMP.AIR

SULPHUR BEl>

Frasch Api)aratus for Extraction of Sulphur.

compressed air is forced down the one-inch tube, and

mixes with the melted sulphur, reducing the specific

gravity therebj'—affecting it as yeast does bread

—

making it lighter. The sulphur is raised to the sur-

face through the three-inch pipe by the pressure of

the column of hot water combined with that of the

compressed air. A series of strainers at the bottom

prevent earthy material from beinf forced upward.
The melted sulphur is run into huge bins, 50 feet

high, built of rough planks, where it cools and solidi-

fies to form a block of practically pure sulphur, some-

times containing 100,000 tons. The block is broken
by blasting, loaded on cars by means of steam shovels

and shipped.

Sulphur has many important uses. Pasteur found
that finely divided sulphur was effective in destroy-

ing parasites on trees, and vines and it is used as a

constituent of sprays. It is used in wool bleaching

processes and as a disinfectant, also in the manufac-
ture of black powder and fireworks. A most exten-

sive use is made of sulphur in the manufacture of

hardened or "vulcanized" rubber, and of course, in

the paper industry it is used in making the enormous
quantities of sulphurous acid necessary in the pro-

duction of "sulphite" or chemical pulp.

PAPER MAKERS WAGES UP.
The Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co. has agreed

to the men's demand for an increase in wages
amounting to 15 per cent above the scale set by the
War Labor Board about a year ago for the paper
makers, and the pulp makers have made a similar
demand.

The strongest part of belt leather is near the flesh

side, about one-third the way through from that side.

It is therefore desirable to run the grain side on
the pulley, in order that the strongest part of the belt

may be subject to the least wear.
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RECLAIMING WASTE LAND WITH FOREST.
Believing that many readers of the Pulp and Paper

Magazine would be interested in the results of the
planting on the shifting sands of Quebec, Mr. G. C.
Piehe, chief of the Quebec Forest Service, was asked
for a statement on the subject. Immediately on his re-

turn from Europe he wrote the following concise re-

view of what has been done. It is understood that the
invitation to visit the plantations is by no means lim-

ited to the editor. Mr. Piche adds some figures on the

number of trees in the provincial nurseries which will

be interesting to those contemplating reforestation.

The letter reads:

"We have set there about 80,000 transplants of

Scotch and white pine, also Norway spruce with a

small amount of green ash and elms. The Scotch pine

seems to have made the best show. Spruce appears to

do well in some special corners. The hardwoods were
only ti'ied to fill up the gaps where there was a tuft

of grass on the edges of the land to be reforested.

They have not proved to be very good though we met
a few specimens apparently flourishing. The white
pine has a delicate foliage and it will only make a good
showing when its top is about two feet from the soil.

We have covered nearly 45 acres which we consider

as reclaimed. On the remainder of the area (250

acres) we have sown beach grass with great success.

As you know this herb will grow vigorously in shift-

ing sands, and it has been used extensively in Europe
for the holding of the frontal dunes along the sea

shores. It is our intention to resume the plantations

this spring as we have about 75,000 trees which have
been transplanted during two years on the grounds
and which we intend to distribute through the beach

grass zone.

I would ask you to take a trip to Lachute when our

men will be at work, that is during the month of

May.
We have done similar work at Berthier Junction

but we have used there a different and perhaps a

more efficient method, that is, we have employed only

Scotch pines and planted them a little closer than at

Lachute. Then, we have protected the surface against

the carrying power of the wind by covering it par-

tiall.y with brush and debris of birch trees. The re-

sult has been very eneoi;raging. We have set there

about 40,000 trees covering 25 acres, forming little

patches here and there throughout the sand. The
beach grass was also used but found not to give prompt
results as it takes about three years before it makes
any show.

I firmly believe that the method employed at Berthier

will give quick results and the loss of individual trees

is very small. Naturally if there are any dangers of

fire the brush will increase the chances of same.
The average number of trees shipped from the

ntirsery during the last five years is about 500,000

and the present stock of the nursery is evaluated at

4,750,000, of which Si/o millions are spruces, half a

million Scotch pines and the remainder consisting of

various soft and hardwoods."

JAS. WHALEN ACTIVE IN PULP CIRCLES.

The many friends of James Whalen, of Port Ar-
thur, President of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Co.,

Vancouver, and of the Port Arthur Shipbuilding Co.,

are congratulating him on attaining the half century
mark in life. A few days ago he celebrated his fif-

tieth birthday. Mr. Whalen was born in Gollinwood
in 1869, and went with his parents to Port Arthur in

1873. There he was educated and first engaged in

the logging business, and later became a railroad
contractor. To-day, by his energy and business ag-
gressiveness, he is connected with a large number of
progressive industrial concerns, a number of which
he has been the sole organizer of. He is President
and General Manager of the Western Dry Dock and
Shipbuilding Co., Port Arthur, President and Gen-
eral Manager of the Canadian Towing and Wreck-
ing Co., President of the General Realty Corporation,
Vice-President of the Canada West Coast Navigation
Co., as well as President of the Port Arthur Ship-
building Co. of Port Arthur, and the Whalen Pulp
and Paper Mills, Vancouver.

It is just two years ago that the Whalen Co. en-
tered the pulp manufacturing field on a large scale
by amalgamating the British Columbia Sulphite Co.,

Mill Creek, Howe Sound, the Empire Pulp and Pa-
per Mills, Swanson Bay, and the Colonial Lumber
and Paper Mills, Quatsino Sound, Vancouver Island.
The mills give direct employment to 1,200 men, as

well as several hundred more in logging operations.
The plant at Mill Creek is now producing 90 tons

of sulphite fibre daily. The Swanson Bay plant is

turning out about 30 tons of pulp daily. In August
last the Whalen Co. opened their Port Alice unit,
the first sulphite fibre plant on Vancouver Island.
This has a capacity of 60 tons daily, but the mill and
buildings are laid out to produce, when the market
demands, double this quantity. George P. Whalen
is general manager of the Whalen Pulp and Paper
MUls.

The pulp and paper industry has been a rapidly
expanding one in British Columbia. The Powell River
Pulp and Paper Co., of Powell River, have an output
of 225 tons of newsprint daily, as well as about the
same quantity of groundwood and 50 tons of sul-

phite fibre. The Pacific Mills Co., with plant at

Ocean Palls, B.C., have a daily capacity of 185 tons
of newsprint, and 35 tons of kraft wrapping paper,
while the Rainy River Pulp and Paper Co. at Howe
Sound have been turning out kraft pulp only.

Belts of coarse, loose leather will do better service

in dry warm places than in wet or moist. For use in

these last-mentioned places try our Waterproof Cement
Leather Belting ; they are made of the finest and
firmest of leather.

ALBERTA HAS FIRST HONORS.
One experiment in aeroplane work, and only one,,

has been authorized thus far by the Dominion Gov-
ernment. Some time during the summer the Dominiori
Forestry Branch will test a machine in Alberta. It is
understood that the ordinary military plane as it
stands is regarded as unsatisfactory for forest guard-
ing, and that a stock machine of slow speed will be
considerably altered under the direction of Canadian
aviators who understand fire protection work. This is
an interesting and commendable move on the part of
the Dominion Forestry Branch and will be eagerly
watched.
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CANADA'S CHEMISTS FORM INSTITUTE.
Tlie Canadian Institute of Chemistry came into be-

ing at the elosing session of the Canadian chemists'

convention at the Windsor Hotel on Saturday. The

new Institute will be formed on the lines of the In-

stitute of Chemistry of Great Britain and Ireland, and

will have a body of fellows and associates who will

use after their names the letters F.C.I. C. and A.C.I.C,
respectively. The body will seek incorporation in

each of the provinces of the Dominion, and will in

time become a closed body.

Definite requirements for admission were laid

down, the object beinjr to raise the profession of

chemistry and chemical engineering to a strong posi-

tion among the other learned professions.

A nucleus of twenty-eight charter members was

elected, and in their hands was left the election of

officers for the first year of the new Institute. Dr.

J. Watson Baiii. of Toronto, will be chairman of the

body of twenty-eight until other officers are chosen.

The original members are

:

Prof. M. A. Parker, Winnipeg; Harold J. Roast.

F.C.S., Montreal: E. G. R. Ardagh, B.A.Sc. Toronto:

Dr. J. S. Bates, Kenogami, P.Q. Dr. George Baril.

M.D., Montreal: Dr. Harold E. Bigelow, Sackville,

N.B. ; Dr. A. T. Charron. St. Hyacinthe. Que.; J. A.

Macdonald Dawson. B.A., Vancouver; Dr. L. F.

Goodwin. F.I.C., Kingston, Ont. ; I. Grageroff, Esq.,

Montreal: Dr. D. M. Mcintosh, Vancouver; Dr. A.

McGill, Ottawa: J. Rice, F.I.C., Ottawa; MacKay and

C. C. Forward. Nova Scotia; Dr. R. F. Ruttan, Mc-

Gill University : Dr. F. F. Shutt, Ottawa ; S. J. Cook,

Ottawa; Dr. Lash Miller and Alfred Burton, Toron-

to; F. J. Birchai-d, Winnipeg: Prof. McLaurin, Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan; T. Thorvaldson, Saskatoon,

and Messrs. Lehman and Kelso representing Alberta.

The fervent hope that the future destiny of the

chemical industry in Canada would be for the estab-

lishment of the peaceful arts of reconstruction, in-

stead of being devoted to the production of destruc-

tive agencies, as has been necessary during the past

four years, was the keynote of the sentiments ex-

pressed at the closing banquet of the Convention held

on Saturday night.

A resolution, moved by J. N. Stephenson, second-

ed by Dr. Milton Hersey, was passed embodying re-

commendations for compulsory education up to the

age of 14 years, with a possibility of continued educa-

tion for two or more years. The resolution also em-
phasized the necessity for education along the lines

of community interests, training in citizenship, and
higher salaries and requirements for teachers. The
resolution will be sent to the Ministers of Education
in the various provinces of the Dominion.

S. J. Cook, Ottawa, moved a resolution, and was
seconded by A. H. C. Heitman, Toronto, in which the

Federal Government was strongly recommended to

enact immediately such legislation as will preserve to

Canadians the privilege of continuing to utilize en-

emy owned dye and chemical patents in Canada, un-
der a system of licenses as at present. The resolu-

tion was passed unanimously.
Professor E. G. R. Ardagh, of the University of To-

ronto, extended a cordial invitation from the chem-
ists of Toronto to hold the next convention in that
eitv.

U. S. APPROACHES END OF TIMBER.
People talk of "a coming coal famine. But at tlie

lowest computation there is plenty of coal in the

world to carry us on for a thousand years to come.

The famine tliat is coming soon—that is almost on us

now—is in timber.

Barring Russia and Scandinavia, no European

countrv has had timber enough for her own needs for

a long" time past. As for the United Kingdom, we

have been spending over twenty-five millions a year

for years past on imported timber, most of it from

Norway and the United States.

But "the States are rapidly coming to the end of

their own resources. During the past 30 years they

have cut over seven hundred thousand million feet.

Figures like these mean little to anyone, so let us

me'ntion that the weight of this timber was 1,400

millions of tons or enough to load 250.000 large

steamers.

Canada is as badly off. There is said to be now

no merchantable pine within 300 miles of Ottawa. Pine

has doubled in cost between 1900 and 1914. Its pres-

ent price is four times what it was ten years ago.

Burma teak has seen a rise in price almost equal to

that of pine.

Oak is getting scarcer every day, and railway com-

panies are having the greatest difficulty in getting

the American oak which has been considered indis-

pensable for wagon scantlings.

Honduras, once considered a veritable treasure

house of tropical timbers, is cut almost clear, while

Cuba and San Domingo are in a similar plight. Am-
erica is now importing largely from Africa.

The one great forest remaining is that of the Ama-
zon, and much of that wonderfiil timber is quite in-

accessible. It looks as though we must either replant

or go without.—Pearson's Weekly.

TREES FOR SALE FOR REFORESTRATION.
The Pulp & Paper Magazine has received from the

Berthierville Nursery a list of various trees which

they have for sale this year. It includes 18 varieties,

ranging in age from two to nine years, and in

height from 2 to 36". Of some species there are sev-

eral hundred thousand trees available, and for others

only a few thousand. The prices range from $2.50

per" thousand for Norway and White Spruce up to

$75.00 per thousand for the blue or Colorado Spruce.

A second list gives trees more suitable to decorative

planting, with prices ranging from 5c. and 10c. up to

50c. apiece. These trees are older and higher, and

there are fewer of them available. Of the forest trees

we might note particularly : .281.000 Norway Spruce,

808,000 White Spruce, 44.000 Blue Spruce, 20,000,

Engelmann Spruce, 160,000 White Pine. 400,000

Scotch Pine. 67,000 Blue Spruce. 99.000 Douglas Fir,

36,000 European Larch.

Technical Association, June 11-14.

Technical Section. Kenogami. July.

NASHWAAK MAY HAVE TWO MILLS.
The Nashwaak Company of Fairville, have been

shipping their output of pulp to the United States,

but there is some talk that it plans on utilizing a new
mill at Marysville for its American trade and manu-
facturing at its plant at St. John for overseas export.

The market for pulp in Great Britain is said to be

strong, as newspapers are resuming their normal

size as fast as they can arrange for supplies of paper.
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UiVITED STATES ^OTES
Commissioners of conciliation were detailed late

last week by the United States Department of Labor
at the request of Vice-President R. G. Dahlberg, of

the International Paper Company, to several of its

plants in an effort to end strikes that were called ear-

lier in the week by paper mill workers, who argue

that the armistice terminated wage and working
agreements made for the period of the war. The War
Labor Board maintains that the war will »ot be over

until the treaty of peace is ratified. Mr. Uahlberg

told Labor Department officials that the industry

could ill afford to stand an interruption at this time,

and hoped the men would be induced to return to

work, leaving adjustment of differences to a board

of arbitration. Commissioner Joseph R. Buchanan
has been assigned to offer mediation at the plants

of the company at Fort Edward, and Commissioner

P. J. Rohde has been detailed to International Falls.

One of the principal grievances, all of which have to

do with the question of increased pay, is that the

papermakers have been granted the full increase de-

manded, while an effort is being made to reduce the

demands of the other unions.

Active support is being given to the plan of secur-

ing employment for all returning soldiers, sailors and
marines by the Employers' Council of the re-employ-

ment committee of New York for service men. The
American Paper and Pulp Association, the Associa-

tion of Employing Printers and the Master Printers'

Association are three paper and allied trade organi-

zations who are members.
The recently organized Peerless Paper Products

Company of Menasha, Wis., is ready to start construc-

tion work on its projected plant at Menasha. A site

has been acquired and the contract for the building

work will be awarded in the near future. Paper spe-

cialties will be the principal product of the new con-

cern.

The New York office of the War Trade Board at

45 Broadway, was permanently closed last Thursday.
Matters which come under the jurisdiction of this or-

ganization until the signing of peace will be taken

care of at the Custom House by C. J. Brooks, acting

for the Bureau of Imports ; James F. Kane, for the

Bureau of Transportation ; and M. B. Wilcox, for the

Bureau of Exports.
It is expected that an agreement to take the place

of the award of the War Labor Board last year will

soon be reached bj' union representatives, and the

five newsprint manufaeturers who have been meet-
ing recently at the Murray Hill Hotel in New York
to discuss the basis for a definite agreement. The
employees, pending further discussions, have agreed
not to declare strikes in the mills of the companies
involved until the final agreement is submitted for

approval to the employers.

The recently formed Folding Box Manufacturers
National Association meets on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this week at the Hotel Traymore, Atlan-
tic City, N.J. The meeting, which is for the general
member.ship and open also to all folding box manu-
facturers of the country, whether identified with the
association or not, will be devoted to subjects pertain-

ing exclusively to the folding box industrj^, such as
industrial conditions, group management, assembling
of .statistics, trade practice and competitive condi-
tions and anything relevant to the industi-y that may
be considered for the consideration of the members.
An undeleted chemical and dyestuff census pre-

pared by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce has been completed. It will be made public
next week. The census gives import of dyes and
chemicals by trade name.
The Wisconsin Conservation Commission has issued

an order that prohibits the discharge of waste into
the rivers and other bodies of water in that state.
This means that all paper mills in Wisconsin must
immediately install machinery for the disposal of
industrial waste, which, it is declared, has heretofore
been largely responsible for the pollution of the
State's streams and lakes.

The first annual convention of the National Paper
Box Manufacturers' Association, held May 7 and 8,

at Atlantic City, N.J., brought together all the trade
interested in box board, fancy papers and allied .sup-

plies. In all, over 300 delegates attended the sessions.
W. C. Carlson, of the Milwaukee Paper Box Company,
was elected president; E. P. Wentworth, of the Hayes
Box Corporation, Haverhill, Mass., was chosen vice-
president. Other officers elected were : Henry Stortz,
of Henry Schmidt, Philadelphia, treasurer," and J
L. Kalleen, Philadelphia, secretary. After war condi-
tions and the labor question were among the more
important topics discussed. There was a con.sen.sus
of opinion that, owing to lack of proper labor, pro-
duction would be much restricted for a long time and,
as a consequence, prices must remain high.
The possible merger of several of the biggest chemi-

cal concerns of the country is being discu.ssed in the
financial district of New York. No annoujicement
lias been made, nor is any expected in the immediate
future on such a combination, but it is known that
stockholders of some of the concerns reported to be
interested in the merger have been approached by
directors in a roundabout way to find out their at-
titude toward the proposition. The concerns reported
to be considering the huge combination are the Na-
tional^ Chemical and Aniline Company, the General
Chemical Company, the Semet-Solvay* Company and
the Barrett Company. It is believed that such a com-
bination woidd produce the largest firm of its kind in
the world, and probably it would rival in size and
i'nnortance the Steel Corporation. The idea behind
such a merger, of eour.se, is a determined plan to
nre.sent a strong front again.st invasion of German-
made chemicals or dyes.
With the idea of aiding its employees to bring down

the cost of living. The Lakeside Paper Companv of
Neenah, Wisconsin, recently purchased a carload of
biarh grade Java eoffee, selling it at cost to the em-
n'ovees. The latter were enabled to get at 33 cents
n nound coffee that otherwise would have retailed at
-to cents. The company is now arranging to lay out
for use of its employees a large community garden
ui which they can raise their winter supply "of veget-
ables.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

D-4. Automatic grindstone dresser. Pulp & Paper,

17, No. 14, p. 331 (1919).—Kiley's p.iteiit dresser con-

sists of a main carriafie. eontaiiiin<j water passages

and providing a cover for the ways on which it moves,

on which is mounted, at right angles, a cross carriage

carrying the burr. By hydraulic power, the burr is

caused to press against the stone, move across its

face, withdraw from the stone, and repeat the cycle.

The depth of cut is regulated by a hand wheel.—R.O.

F-0. Soda pulp manufacture. E. Sutermeister, Pulp

& Paper, 17, No. 14, p. 327, No. 15, p. Sfil, No. 16, p

375 (1919).—Black liquor should reach the evapora

tors at about 8° Be. These may be of the type in

which the liquor is beaten into a spray through which

hot gases pass, of the type in which a thin film of li-

quor is raised on iron disks into a current of hot gases,

or of the multiple effect type.

The concentrated liquor is burned in a cylindrical

furnace about twenty feet long by nine feet outside

diameter, which is lined with from nine to fifteen

inches of brick, and is provided with a firebox at

the discharge end. Properly burned ash glows but

does not flame. The capacity of the above furnace is

about thirty tons of ash per twenty-four hours, with a

possibility of as much as forty-three tons under the

most favorable conditions. If salt is present due to

the use of electrolytic caustic soda, the amount should

he about six per cent. By using a boiler to recover

heat from the furnace gases l.'iO to 160 II.P. per 21

tons of ash can be developed. Soda losses in the

stock may be 8 per cent, but may be reduced by wa.sh-

ing the gases with dilute liquor. Well burned a.sh

contains 65 to 80% sodium carbonate. Leaching of

the burned ash is done either in open or in pressure

tanks, both utilizing the counter current principle.

Screens may be of the flat diaphragm type, with

plates having slots .010—.012 inches wide or of the

centrifugal type. The latter is preferable and re-

quires about one-half horse power per ton of pulp

per 24 hours. For one pound of fibre there is in the

wash pits 3.53 lbs. of water, at the knotter, 87.7 lbs.,

and at the screens, 135.2 lbs. Loss of fibre in the con-

centrators may be about 1.2%.

—

Tl.C.

K-6. Removing impregnating material from paper.

W. 0. Gaviior, Assignor to ^M. Goodman. Chicago, 111.

r. S. Pat! 1,284,647, J.S..C.T., 38, No. 3.—The impreg-
nated paper is immersed in a liquid with which the

impregnating material is freely miscible, only when
fused, and the liquid is heated directly to a tempera-
ture sufficient to fuse the impregnating material and
to cause the convection currents to agitate the paper
and diffuse the impregnating material throughout
the liquid. The liquid containing the dissolved im-
pregnating material is then withdrawn.—D.E.S.

K-23. Manufacture of wateroroof paner. T T.

Croll. Glasgow. Eng. Pat. 121..318. J.S.r.I.. 38, No.
3.—The web of paper is passed direct from the de-

livery end of the paper-makins: machine through a

bath of water-proofing material, such as a solution

of wax. The paper is led into, through, and out of

the bath by guide rolls, and passes into a drying
chamber, in which it travpls round a series of rolls,

while subjected to the action of currents of air pro-

duced by fans or by forced draught.—D.E.S.
M-9. A new type of portable conveyor. Pulp & Pa-

per, 17, .\u. l.S, p. 427, (Pll!)).—A scoop conveyor, us-

ing a flat belt and side retaining plates, handles as

much material as one of the troughed belt type two-

thirds again as wide and raises it 25 per cent higher.

—H. ('.

P-2. Pulp and paper courses at Syracuse Univer-

sity. Pulp and Pajier, 17, No. 15, p. 34!), (1919).—

A

short course in paper and jndp, dry kiln eugineering,

and timber grading is to be given from April 15th to

June 1st. Lectures and laboratory demonstrations

will be combined with .semi-comercial work and mill

visits. The course is designed primarily for mill men.

P-5. Ontario's pulp and paper mill accidents. Pulp

& Paper, 17, No. IS, p. 417 (1919).—The report sub-

mitted at the annual meeting of the Ontario Pulp &
Paper Makers' Safety Association is given. The re-

port of the "Workmen's Compensation Board for 1917

is included. Carelessness on the part of the injured

caused 70.91% of injuries, unavoidable causes 18,68%.,

carelessness on the part of a second party 9.43%, and

not cla.ssified causes 0.98%. Fingers were injured in

27.58% of the cases, hands in 12.46%, back, ribs or

legs in 19.48%, eyes in 4.62%, head or .scalp, 7.65%.,

arms 9.34^, feet or toes, 12.56%, and miscellaneous

6.31%.—R. C.

R-2. Revised classification system for pulp and pa-

per literature. Pulp and Paper, 17, No. 16, p. 382

(1919).-R. C.

R-5. Imports of pulpwood into the United States.

Pulp & Paper, 17, No. 17, p. 398 (1919).-Data by
months from 1915 to 1918 inclusive, is given.—R. C.

DRYING PAPER AND PAPER BOARD.
A British patent has been granted to the Thames

Paper Co., Ltd., and Mr. J. B. J. Privett, engineer,

covering improvements in drying paper, paper board,

etc.

The steam employed is led to the drying cylinder

by a pipe and, after having given up its heat in the

drying cylinders, is withdrawn therefrom to a con-

denser by means of a syphon-pipe and header which

may communicate with several drying cylinders or

several sections each consisting of a group of drying

cylinders. The mouth of the .syphon-pipe dips be-

low the surface-level of the condensed water accu-

mulated in the cylinder. The interior of the condenser

is in communication with an air-pump adapted to keep

the pressure within condenser approximately at or

below atmospheric pressure, and to pass the con-

densed water to a hot well, whence the water is re-

turned to the boilers by a force pump or injector.

An additional advantage is gained in consequence

of the partial or complete removal of the usual non-

conductive film of air from between the wall of each

drving cylinder and the body of steam within the

cylinder.

The device whereby exhaust steam, when used as a

source of supply to the drying cylinder, is reheated to

the temperature required in the drying cylinders,

may be heated by electric resistance coils, gas jets,

or other means as may be found most convenient.

The cooling water for the condenser as supplied

from a water tank, the water, after passing through
the condenser, is employed in a suitable part of the

nRpermaking or other apparatus, as by the shower
pipes.
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J. F. MacKaj', who for fifteen j-ears was business

manager and treasurer of the Toronto Globe, and in

August last was appointed treasurer of the Russell

Motor Car Co., Toronto, has become secretary-trea-

surer of the Will.ys-Overland, Limited, West Toron-
to, and entered upon his new duties. Mr. MacKay is

a former President of the Canadian Press Association.

An exhibit of a real paper coat from Wahn, Ger-

many, is attracting much attention and comment in

the window of a large Yonge street clothing dealer

in Toronto.

At the seventh soldiers' banquet tendered return-

ed men in the Armouries, Toronto, this week, there

was a set of tables known as Newspaper Row. Each
of the Toronto dailies acted as host, and the event

was one of the biggest yet organized in the line of

military feasts.

Plans are now well under way for starting work
on the new pulp and paper mill of 200 tons capacity.

which will be erected at Kapuskasing. Ontario, by
the Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co.. Limited. It is

likely that construction will get under way next
month.,

James Patterson, editor and proprietor of the Mir-
ror, Meaford, Ont., passed away recently, in his 37th
year. He had conducted the Mirror since the death
of his father in 1912.

John L. Forsythe, of Buffalo. N.Y.. representing

the American Writing Paper Co., spent a few days in

Toronto recently on business.

At a meeting of the Executive of the Ontario Safe-

ty League, held in Toronto, of which A. P. Costigane
is a member, the committee authorized the purchase
of one million gummed stickers for distribution, ap-

proved the rules for a cartoon contest open to all

artists in Canada, endorsed the rules for a safety es-

sav competition for pupils in Ontario schools, and
attended to various other important matters. Twen-
ty industrial members were admitted to the League.
At the annual meeting of the Toronto Paper Mfg.

Co. held in Toronto on May 16th, R. S. Waldie was
re-elected president. W. J. Sheppard, Vice-President,
and A. W. Briggs, Secretary. Rev. William Briggs,
T. Albert Brown, R. A. Lyon and T. H. Watson were
re-appointed directors. The annual statement, as

nublished some time ago, was adopted and other rou-
tine matters attended to.

The Don Valley Paper Mills. Toronto, which were
closed down for a week owing to repairs to the Leon-
ard engine, have resumed operations, and have a large
number of orders on their books. The mills have just
adopted the three tour sy.stem among the employees.
and the plan is working out well.

Robert T. Houck, of George H. Mead & Co., Day-
ton. Ohio, formerly Toronto representative of the
Laurentide Co., was in Toronto last week, calling up-
on a number of old friends in the trade.

G. W. Saunders, of Toronto, chief of the account
ing department of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co..

has gone to Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., where he is now
permanently located. The head offices of the com-
pany have been removed from the tenth floor of the

Bank of Hamilton Building, Toronto, to the thirteenth

floor.

The rossing plant of the Eastern Lands Depart-
ment of the Canadian National Railways, located at

Foleyet in Northwestern Ontario, has begun opera-
tions for the season, and will ross about 12,000 cords
of pulp wood, the capacity being about sixty cords a

day. Contracts have been closed for the supply of

this amount. Charles Jacques is superintendent of

the rossing plant this j'ear, and also the .saw mill,

which will cut about five million feet, as weU as 250,-

000 ties for the Ontario division of the C. N. R.

Several members of the Ontario Safety League, as

Avell as pulp and paper men, on the invitation of A.
P. Costigane, safety engineer of the Ontario Pulp and
Paper Makers' Safety Association, had the pleasure

of witnessing a private exhibit of the film, entitled,

"The House That Jack Built," at the Universal Film
Co., 106 Richmond street West, Toronto. This film

has been loaned to Mr. Costigane by the National
Safety Council, and was shown at Georgetown on
Tuesday night of this week at a local picture house.

There was a large and representative attendance of

employees of the two coating mills, and the Barber
mill in that town, and a short address was delivered

by Mr. Costigane on Safety Work. Another film en-

titled "Careless America," is expected to arrive in a

few days, and the two will be shown at Safety Ral-
lies to be held in Toronto, Frankford, and other towns
after which they will be taken to Northern Ontario
and the West, by Mr. Costigane, who is arranging
for several Safet.v gatherings among paper and pulp
mill employees.

J. Hewitt. Jr.. President of Paper Sales, Limited,
Toronto, has returned from a business trip to Quebec,
Montreal and other eastern points.

There have been several meetings of protest on the
part of the bakers of Toronto, owing to the decision
of the Board of Health, calling for the wrapping of

all kinds of bread. It is pointed out that the staff of

life is high enough in price at the present time, with-
out having an extra two cents tacked on to cover ad-
ditional expense for paper and labor if all loaves have
to be sealed. In the larger plants, where bread wrap-
ping machines are used, the cost would be about one
and one-eighth of a cent a loaf, and in the smaller
bakeries where the work would have to be carried out
by hand, the outlay would be fully two cents a loaf.

It is probable, owing to the strong opposition against
the order of the Board of Health, it will be modified.
There is now talk of having only a paper band around
each loaf, which would avoid contact of fingers in

handling.

Owing to the letting of the water out of the old
Welland canal, practically all the mills in the Niag-
ara Peninsula will close clown for a few davs. The
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Intcrlake Tissue Mills annoum-e that they will eoii-

timie to run, as the cleetric power for the operation

of the plant is seeured from Xiapara, and the water

used for filtering:, whieh usually is drawn from the

eanal, will be obtained from the town of Merritton,

arrangements having been made to that effeet. The

plant is very busy at the pi-esent time, doiu": a larfre

export business in tissue papers with New Zealand,

South Africa and Great Pritain. in addition to an ac-

tive domestic demand.

S. J. Moore, of Toronto, who is President of the

P. N. Burt Co., and the Paeifie-Burt Co., has been

elected Honorary President of the West End Y. M.

C. A., Toronto, in whieh institution he has always

taken a deep interest.

Among the Toronto firms who are affected by the

bigr tie-up in Winnipeg, are Barber-Ellis. Limited. W.
J. Gage & Co., Brigdens, Limited, British & Colonial

Press, MacLean Publishing Co., Hugh C. Maclean,

Limited, and others.

Sydney W. Ewing, manager of the Montreal

branch of the Victoria Paper and Twine Co., spent

the past week at the Toronto office.

J. Holt, representing the Nashua Gummed & Coat-

ed Paper Co., Nashua, N.H., called upon the trade in

Toronto and other cities during the past week.

The Dickson Co.. Ltd., Peterboro. has been granted

a federal charter, and incorporated with a capital

«!<-o"k of $1,000,000, and headquarters in Peterboro.

Wide powers are conferred upon the company, who
are authorized to take over as a growing concern, the

business, lands, leases, franchises, assets, etc., of the

Dickson Co. of Peterboro. Ltd., whieh concern was
iiicornorated under the provincial laws of Ontario.

Tbo comnany is empowered to own and operate saw
mills and mills for the production of boxes, sash doors,

furniture, etc. ; to manufacture and deal in lumber of

all kinds, and to own and operate s-ronnd wood and
chemical pulp plants, paper, cardboard and other

mills. Among the incorporators are Dickson David-
sn-^. and S. Dickson Hall, of Peterboro, and others.

The plant of the Garden City Paper Co., ^Merritton.

's rushed with orders at present, and may have to

withdraw shortly from the market until production
cnteh°s nn with the business in hand. The wax pa-

per division is also very busy.

The new machine of the Brompton Pulp and Paper
Co. at East Angus, is ranidly being erected, and will

soon be in operation. This is the first new machine
to be put in service in Canada since fighting ceased
in Europe.

B. C. Root, of the Hydraulic Machinery Co., is on
his way to B. C. (meaning British Columbia this

time), where he will doubtless sell enough "Hymac"
pumps, presses and wet machines at least to pay for

the excursion. He is stopping off at several points en
route, and on return. If he has as good a time as

the editor did last summer, he will want to stay at

about every place he stops.

R. W. Hove.v and J. N. Stephenson visited the

plant of Bennett, Ltd., Chambly Canton, P.Q., last

week. They were entertained by O. F. Bryant, who
explained the manufacture of leather board, which
was invented by F. C. Norton, President of the com-
pany. Mr. Bryant has in.stalled an experimental
plant, consisting of a Dilts beater and Noble & Wood
wet machine, with necessary chests, pumps, and mo-

tor. A chemical laboratory is also being equipped.

W. F. Norton, who has been with the American army
in France is back on the .job.

ChicOutimi Pulp Co. plans croetion uf a .$;i75,000

mill. Cement, lumber, belting, shafts, pulleys, hy-

<lraulie presses, grinders, wet machines, centrifugal

pumi)s and heating apparatus will lie i-cquired. Plans
are in progress for repairs to tlic mill, says the Con-
tract Record.

SEAPLANES TO SCOUT ST. MAURICE FORESTS.
The |)r(i\iticc of (Quebec is not to be behind in its

measures for forestry protection. The St. Maurice
River Forestry Protection Association has completed
arrangements for guarding the forests of the members
of this association by means of aeroplanes.

Through the medium of Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, Minis-

ter of IMarine and Fisheries, the St. Maurice Forestry
Protective Association, which has been working in close

harmony with the Provincial Government for forest

])rotection for many .years past, has made an arrange-

ment whereby there will be two seaplanes start on
the task of patrol work of their forests by June 1st.

The two machines will be turned over by the minis-

ter next week, and will fly from Halifax to Three
Rivers at that time- By June 1st they will be ready
for their patrol work. Ste^yart Grant, who has been

with the British Navy for two or three years and has

the Navy Cross for sinking a submarine, will be in

charge of the operations of the seaplanes. He is a

IMontreal boy. The general technical direction of the

aeroplanes will be under Major MacLaurin, Royal Can-

adian Air Force.

The St. Maurice River Forest Protective Associa-

tion has the second largest forest area to protect, that

of the Upper Ottawa being the largest in the province.

The St. Maurice reserves total 15,000 square miles of

forest area.

CUT LOGS LOOSE—FINED $50.

Quebec, Jlay S.—A trapper, canoeist, settler who
opens up a river blocked by rafts, booms or logs is

liable to severe penalties in Quebec province, accord-

ing to a decision delivered here to-day by Judge Lan-
gelier, in the Quebec police court.

Eddy Boisvert, a settler in the Abitibi region, was
charged with having smashed a boom holding logs

on the River Harricana, above Amos. Boisvert ad-

mitted having cut the boom loose with an axe, but

he claimed that a river was a public thoroughfare,

and that no one had a right to block it. This was ad-

mitted by the court, but the latter added that no man
has a right to cause the loss of logs or rafts even to

clear the way of a river, but that any one find-

ing a river or stream obstructed by logs, rafts,

booms, etc., may sue the owner of such obstruction
for damages.
The court fined Boisvert $50 and costs or 15 days'

.iail, and Judge Langelier said that the next .settler

or whoever comes for trial on a similar charge will

get the full penalty of the law.

If there is too great a distance between the pulleys,

the weight of the belt will produce a sag, drawing so

hard on the .shaft as to cause great friction at the
bearings : while at the same time the belt will have
nn unsteady, flapping motion in.jurious to it.self and
to the machinery.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, May 19.—Mills generally report that busi-

ness i.s getting better all the while, and a good, steady,

even trade prevails. There are signs multiplying on

all sides that the co.st of paper will go up instead of

de.scending. Some of the big newsprint plants have
advanced the wages of the paper makers by 15 per

cent, and pulp makers will also get an increase. Then
other mills have adopted the three .system production

costs are going up all the while, and the consumer
will, of course, have to meet the demand eventually,

since all costs are passed on to him. As stated last

week there was a reduction on toilet papers, this

amounting to five per cent. The discount off list

prices is now 30 per cent, instead of 25 as formerly,

and on ear load lots the following i.s in effect—30,

20 and 10, instead of 25, 20 and 10. It is stated that

where any reductions were made this side of the line,

it has been to meet American competition. Some of

the plants across the border have been very slack,

and have been looking to Canada for business and
cutting the figure to secure orders. This applies more
to wrapping paper, toilet and tissue, and specialty

plants than aj others.

Notice has been sent out by the board mills that

there has been a reduction of 10 per cent on straw-

board, chipboard and vat lined board of 10 per cent,

amounting to reductions of $7 per ton in the case of

the first two, and .$7.50 in the third. One company
in a letter to the trade, state that owing to the un-

certainly prevailing, especially in coneetion with
labor, they are unable to state definitely the period
during which the new prices will prevail, and they
reserve the right to withdraw them at any time.

Paper box factories are getting very busy, and re-

port a good outlook.

Business with all other plants is moving along nice-

ly, and the demand for pulp of all kinds, with the ex-

ception of ground wood, is improving. Prices are

holding firm. Jobbers report that during the present
month trade has been very satisfactory, and buyers
are entering the field for larger supplies. They real-

ize owing to the general industrial restlessness that

prices are liable to be advanced at any moment, and
are taking time by the forelock. In order to meet
the demands of labor some mills are considering giv-

ing their employees who have been with them over
five j'ears, two weeks' holidays, and those who have
been under five years and over one in the service, one
week. Owing to the excessive exaction made by rail-

way employees it is felt that higher freight rates may
soon be ushered in, and this will add to the cost of

paper.

The export business is looming up better and ship-

ments have been made by a number of concerns to

New Zealand, South Africa and to England. As cargo
space is released, there will be more and more Cana-
dian paper sent abroad. Some mills, which never did
any foreign business, are contemplating working up
a connection that will take about one-quarter to one-
third of their normal output. More and more inquir-
ies are being received every week from foreign
sources, making diligent inquiry relating to supplies,
prices, etc.

At the annual meeting of the Toronto branch of
the Canadian Manufacturers Association it was
charged by a leading publisher that there was a com-
bine among the book mills. A resolution was carried
protesting against any interference with the tariff of
Canada, until a commission is appointed to investigate
thoroughly and devise a tariff which shall be equit-
able and just to all elas.ses, and that will best serve
the welfare of the country as a whole. It was point-
ed out that the tariff was a national question, and
should not be decided in the interest of any one sec-
tion, but in the interest of the entire people.

Assertion of Combine is Absurd.

In regard to the assertion that a combine exists

among the makers of book papers, several manufac-
turers regard the charge as not serious enough to

warrant a denial for, on the face of it, the allega-
tion is absurd. Speaking of the attitude of the in-

dustry a leading manufacturer said, "It is true we
have an association, but prices are never mentioned
or though of. In the interest of greater production,
to prevent waste, eliminate unnecessary lines, eon-
serve supplies, and furnish good material and service

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 2°^4„urray hill, new YORK
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and steady market
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When you have

any surplus to
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to our customers, we have formulated certain trade

customs to which the jobbers have agreed. We have

adopted the substance basis and certain standards

now prevail, but to talk of a combine among book

paper manufacturers, where each mill turns out a

different variety, and with a product so diversified

in character as book and writing paper is nothing

short of ridiculous. If book paper were like bricks,

steel billets, ingots, shingles or some other commod-

ity of a regulation basis, size and weight, where there

is practically no deviation from certain regulations

there might be something worth while paying atten-

tion to, but not in a variable commodity like paper,

where no two mills produce exactly the same qual-

ity, texture or ingredients.

The Government auditor, who was put to work in-

vestigating the books, reported that no excessive

price was obtained, and what has the investigation

amounted to? "The book mills are making less

money to-day than they did a year ago, much less,

and this shows that we have not advanced prices to

keep pace with rising costs. I would like to see the

affairs of some publishers investigated by the Com-

mission, and I believe the boot might be on the other

foot," said a book paper manufacturer.

Wax paper plants are well engaged at the present

time, and have large orders from confectioners, who
are very busy. On the whole the paper trade is mov-

ing along steadily, and considering the unrest which

prevails on all sides and the many strikes which are

in progress in other trades, there has been a minimum
of labor troubles. The principal reason for this is

that practically all mills have adopted the eight hour

plan, whereas many other trades have not. The man-

ner in which certain bond issues of large companies

are being taken up by investors shows that the shrewd

ones have full confidence in the future of the indus-

try.

There is a good demand for newsprint, and the big

dailies continue to carry more advertising at this

season of the year than they have at any period since

the war. It was announced from Ottawa that no

longer are certain dailies in the Dominion, which hap-

pen to be of the right political stripe, on the patron-

age list. It was admitted that formerly such a list

was in existence, but it does not prevail to-day. News-
print manufacturers believe that the verdict of the

Appeal Tribunal, which is expected any time now,

will be satisfactory, and that they will get justice in

view of advancing costs and higher rates of wages
which prevail.

In twines there has been a considerable drop in

price. Government control of the jute industry in

Great Britain is now off, and there has been a decided

drop in jute twines, the mills quoting much lower

figures, while Canadian quotations are from three to

four cents less per pound.
Paper.

•News (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.45

•News (rolls) in less than carload lots . . . .$3.52%
•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

•News (sheets) in less than carload lots ....$3.9214

xBook papers (carload), No. 1 $9.75

xBook j)apers (ton lots) No. 1 $10.00

xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up

Sulphite bonds 13y2C

Light tinted bonds I^VbC

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (M.P.) 12 1/20 up

Coated book and litho, No. 1 $12.25

Coated book and litho, No. 2 $11.25

Coated book and litho. No. 3 $10.50

Coated book and litho, colored .. ..$1-J.r)0 to $14.00

Orev Browns $5.25

Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up

Fibre $'7-35

Manila, No. 1 $^.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $6.00

Unglazed kraft $9.00

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached, 20 x 80, per ream $1.20

Ti-ssues (unbleached sulphite) per ream .. ..$1.10

Tissues, cap, per ream 90c.

Tissues, manila, per ream 80c.

Natural greaseproof 15c

Bleached grease proof 19c

Genuine vegetable parchment 22c.

Bleached white glassine 22c

Drug papers, whites and tints 8c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent

Paper bags, kraft 271/2 and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent

Gusset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent

Straw board $63.00

Chip board $63.00

Vat lined chip board $67.50

Filled wood board $83.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

Manila lined folding board, chip back . . . .$87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board, No. 3 $63.00

Tag board $120.00

White patent coated board $115.00 to .$130.00

Grey folding board .$115.00

Pasted board $95.00

*For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $26.00 to .$29.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $70.00
Sulphite, easy bleaching $85.00 to $90.00
Sulphite bleached $100.00 to $105.00
Sulphate $80.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, May 18.—Firmness and activity have

been the outstanding characteristics of the paper
market this week. Demand has steadily undergone
expansion, and it can be accurately said that the
market is now in a better condition than has pre-

vailed for a long time. Not since the pre-armistice

days have buyers operated with the freedom that has
attended their actions during the current week, and
representative members of the trade say that every
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indication points to the arrival of the period of activ-

ity tliat has so long been anticipated.

Exporters and domestic consumers alike are plac-

in" orders for sizable quantities of paper. Evident-

ly"" buyers have finally regaineil confidence m the

iliarket and are purchasing accordingly, or else their

requirements have expanded to the point where they

liave been compelled to seek larger amounts of pa-

per Reports from mill centres are highly favorable.

I'racticallv all plants, with the exception of box board

mills are running at much greater capacity, with some

operating full. One of the most encouraging features

of the situation has been the increased demand for

fine papers. Buyers have come into the market for

substantiallv heavier quantities of bond and ledger

papers, and while demand has run more toward the

eheape'r qualities than ordinarily, the aggregate move-

ment of these descriptions of paper has assumed siz-

able proportions. Under the broader demand, prices

tend strongly upward. Rag bonds in particular in-

cline upward' in value, and manufacturers are report-

ed to be frequently refusing to book orders ahead at

the prices accepted for small lots of paper for im-

mediate delivery.

Another strong item in the trade is book paper.

Mills in general are operating at close to capacity, and

the majority of them are. having little difficulty in

finding a ready outlet for practically all of their pro-

duction. Prices are hardening and advances seem

inevitable if the present demand continues. Book

mills in the West are especially busy. Those in the

Kalamazoo district are reported turning down orders

in some instances, while manufacturers further West

are experiencing a lively demand for their product.

The newsprint situation has been strengthened by

the strike of operatives in the International Paper

Company's mills, necessitating the shutting down of

some of" the largest print paper plants in the States.

(.•onsiderable concern is felt by trade factors over

the strike. Present reserve stocks of newsprint are

far from large, and it is appreciated that available

supplies will soon be entirely eliminated if the mills

should remain down for any length of time. Every

effort is being made to settle the strike, and it is

hoped that Government agents of the Labor Depart-

ment will effect a compromise between the manufac-

turers and mill workers so that production will be re-

sumed. Prices on news are very firm, as would be

expected under the circumstances, and holders are

"uarding their vinsold stocks with all possible care so

as to keep their regular customers supplied.

Tissues are firm and moving in decidedly better

volume. Wrappings also are sought in larger quan-

tities and prices are firming. The one weak spot in

the market lies in box boards. For some reason or

another, consumers of boards are doing remarkably

little buying, and mills are seriously in need of or

ders. Prices are being quotably maintained, but in

dications are that some manufacturers are reducing

their quotations in an effort to stimulate demand.

Chip board is obtainable at around $37.50 to $40 per

ton at the mill, and the probabilities are some sup-

plies could be purchased down to .$35.

GROUND WOOD.—The strike among newsprint

mill workers, compelling some plants to close down,

has had no material effect on the mechanical pulp

market, other than being creative of a slightly easier

demand. Shipments are still going forward to con-

tract buyers, and oeca.sional sales of fairly sized ton-

nages arc being made to transient purchasers. Prices

arc at about the same levels, grinders quoting from

.$2G to .$27 per ton for No. 1 prime pulp at the pro-

ducing point, with some offerings of small parcels at

$25 noted.

CHEMICAL PULP.—There is little or no change

to report in the chemical pulp market. Dciiiand has

ruled fairly active this week, and prices are main-

tained at generally unaltered levels. Consumers are

absorbing larger amounts of sulphite than for some

time, and there is not the hesitancy shown in paying

the prices asked by manufacturers that there was a

short while ago. Consuming mills apparently are us-

ing more pulp and conseciuently are placing orders

for what they need without reluctance. No new de-

velopments are recorded in the foreign situation.

Very little pulp is arriving from the other side and

importers are firm in their conviction that it would

be poor business judgment to purchase supplies on

their own account in Scandinavia with the future

filled with so much luicertainty. Such pulp as is be-

ing bought in Sweden and Norway, therefore, is on

contract for consumers here, with the result that spot

stOL-ks are being reduced rather than increased.

Domestic unbleached sulphite of newsprint grade is

quotable at $65 to $70 per ton at the pulp plant, while

domestic ea.sy bleaching is offered at $85 to $90 and
bleached sulphite at 5.25 to 5.75 cents a pound. Kraft

of domestic origin is available at $70 a ton, while

Scandinavian kraft is quoted at the relatively low

price of around $80. Foreign unbleached .sulphite is

selling at 4.00 to 4.25 cents ex dock, while such lots

of bleached sulphite as are available are priced at

8.00 to 8.50 cents per pound.

RAGS.—The rag market' is in a stronger position

than has been evident in a long time. The entrance

of roofing felt manufacturers into the market several

weeks ago has prompted consumers of other kinds of

material to resume buying, and the movement of rags

during the current week has reached broader propor-

tions than at any time since pre-armistic daj-s. Prices

have advanced in quite a few instances. Repacked
thirds and blues are now quoted at around 3.50 cents

a pound f.o.b.. New York, as against 3.00 to 3.25 cents,

the prices ruling up to a short while ago. White
rags are selling at a basis of 5.75 cents for No. 1 re-

packed whites, and are sought in increasing volume.
Roofing rags have risen sharply in price. No. 1 stock

is noM' held at an average figure of 1.90 cents f.o.b.

New York, while No. 2 packing is moving freely to-

ward mills at 1.75 to 1.80 cents. Offerings at the
higher prices are far from plentiful. Dealers are
very bullishly inclined regarding roofing rags, and
are holding a portion of their stocks for higher prices.

New cuttings are firm and moving in a steady man-
ner. White shirt cuttings of No. 1 quality, which not
so long ago were being bought by manufacturers at

around 10 cents a pound, are now practically unob-
tainable for less than 11 cent.s, while numerous deal-
ers are demanding more.

PAPER STOCK.—Wa.ste paper has thus far failed
to share in the increased activity prevailing in other
papermaking materials. The chief reason for this is

that board mills haven't the necessary volume of busi-
ness to bring them into the market for sizable ton-
nages of old paper, and dealers and packers are ex-
periencing no little difficulty in locating outlets for
their product even at the low level of prices now rul-
ing. Prices are characterized by an easy undertone
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and there is no question that many grades of old pa-

per are selling at figures below the present cost of

production. Mixed paper of No. 1 grade is available

at 40 cents per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York, and
folded news at 50 cents. Shavings are moving in such
light volume that it is a dififcult matter to ascer-

tain just what market values are. Offerings of No. 1

hard white shavings at 3.85 to 4.00 cents per pound
New York, however, are noted, while No. 1 soft whites

are available at 2.75 cents. Books are about the firm-

est grade of stock and heavy flat books and maga-
zines are freely bringing 1.35 cents New York in sales

to mills.

BAafiTNO AND ROPE.—A strong tone is di.splayed

by old Manila rope and sales at 4.50 to 4.75 cents n

pound have established higher prices this week. Scrap

bagging is sought only in a limited way. with the

bulk realizing no more than 2 cents New York.

CANADA'S OPPORTUNITY.
The announcement made in the House of Commons

by Sir A- Geddes, of the Government's decision to

remove the restrictions on imports of paper opens

the way for a greater utilisation of Canadian sup-

plies, which should be available shortly, says the

Yorkshire Post. The pulp and paper industry of the

Dominion was compelled, owing to war-time exigen-

cies, to do little more than mark time while the world-

conflict raged, and the production possible under the

hampering restrictions hardly sufficed to meet the

home demands. The leaders of the industry, how-
ever, did not allow their view to be obscured by pre-

vailing conditions, and the anticipated post-war de-

velopment is now in progress. With new capital

available for an extension of manufacturing plant,

Canada, in addition to satisfying her home require-

ments, will be able to meet in larger measure the ever-

increasing demands from abroad. The shipping short-

age may have temporarily a restraining influence on

the broadening of the trade with our other Colonies

and with South America, but the Canadian Govern-
ment are alive to the necessity of securing greater

cargo space, and their official representatives in Lon-
don and the Canadian trade mission are doing all that

is possible in this direction.

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR CANADIAN
PRODUCTS.

Major Barlow, whose firm of Paper Mill Agents is

located at 36-40 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4, has
communicated the following encouraging note on
trade prospects with England

All the business world—and lastly but not least

—

the Paper World—is anxiously waiting for the settle-

ment of Peace—a just Peace, in order that it may set

its house in order and settle down once more to some-
thing like normal trade. One thing only will then be
likely to upset our calculations—namely. Govern-
ment fetters in the form of regulations and restric-
tions—which, however, are likely to be released when
we have approached the day of Peace. All enter-
prising manufacturers who have prepared for the
"after war' possibilities, can avail themselves of the
great opportunities for fields of expansion. All mar-
kets must be in a depleted state of supply and, as the
demands of labor and this cause of disturbance to
trade, have been sati.sfied. and our demobilized men
settled down to pre-war occupations, as a natural
corollary, demand must increase and trade expand.

This will be the case in all markets, and none the less

so in the British market, where all anticipate a great

revival in trade and increase of production and con-

sequent decrease in cost, by which means alone, can
an individual firm and a country hold its own antl

pay the accumulation of debts.

Most eyes in tlie Paper World on this side are

turned to our great Dominion—Canada—to whom we
look to satisfy a good j)ortion of our reciuirenuMits in

jju]]), iioards and j)apcr, and judging from the great

exi)ansion that has taken place there during the last

ten years, we venture to think we will not be disap-

pointed. No country is in a better position and has
l)etter natural resources to meet the demands of these

branches of trade, and as markets reopen to the nat-

ural flow of trade, we are confident Canada will not

be found lacking in enterprise to satisfy all demands
for pulp and paper and their accessories, made upon
her.

A NEW DIRECTORY OF PAPER MAKERS.
.\ pulilication wliosc annual appearance is looked

for as regularly as the coming of the new calendar is

the Directory of Paper Makers of the United King-

dom, which is published by Marchant Singer & Co.,

47 St. Mary Axe. London, E. C. 3. When these pub-

lications arrive they are sometimes laid away for

some time before even being looked at, but it hap-

pened with the current issue that a day had not

passed before we had occasion to refer to it twice, and
by means of the excellent cross indexing of the paper
mills we were immediately able to obtain the infor-

mation that was sought.

The directory for 1919 is the 43rd annual publica-

tion. It sells for 2 shillings, or 2s. 9d., including post-

age, to countries outside of the United Kingdom. The
262 pages of the publication contain a wealth of in-

formation regarding the paper mills, paper dealers,

trade customs and manufacturers and dealers in pulp
mill machinery and supplies. The following list of

contents will give the reader a conception of the scope
of this excellent directory:

Alphabetical List

—

England and Wales,
Scotland,

Ireland.

List of Paper Enamellers. etc.

Paper Makers' Representatives & Paper Agents,
London,
Provinces.

London Wholesale Stationers.

List of Mills—Numerical.
List of Mills—Alphabetical, with the Names of the

Occupiers.

List of Mills—in Counties Alphabetically.
Classification of Makes with Makers' Names.
Trades Designations used by Paper Makers, Whole-

sale Stationers, etc.

Section 1—Actual Watermarks.
Section 2—Trade Names (not being Actual Water-

marks).
Addresses of Firms—referred to under Trade De-

signations.

Paper Trade Customs.-
Sizes of Papers.
Paper Trade Publications.
Index to Advertisers (Alphabetically)
Scale of Advertisements.
Classification of Advertisers.
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COMING TO BUY PAPER.
Davies & Koyle, 7 t)ld Swan Lane. London, E.C.

4, intend to take advanta'.'e of the freedom from rti^

strict ions on import of Canadian paper in England
by developing sources of supply in the Dominion. Mr.

\V. A. Dewsnap, a member of the firm, is on his way
to Caiuida with the intention of buying, and readers

of the Pulp and Paper JIagazine who desire to get

in touch with him may address communications in

care of the magazine.
Davies & Koyle are about the largest importers

of wrapping papers in the United Kingdom, and it is

hoped that Canadian mills may find in Mr. Dewsnap's
visit an opportunity to get a large share in the trade

that has formerlv gone to Scandinavia.

PARSONS AND WHITTEMORE MOVE.
Many jnUp antl paper men have known well the

road to Parsons & Whittcmore, in Xew York. They
have moved to 2i)9 Broadway, which should be more
convenient to the trade than the former location on

F'ulton Street. The new location will be within a

stone's throw of where W. H. Parsons & Company,
paper merchants and manufacturers, were located

fift.v years ago, and where the president of the com-

pany entered that firm more than thirty years ago.

The firm of Parsons & Whittemore was establisheed

on the first of July. 190.S. and later was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York. The com-

pany has its own branch offices in Sydne.v and Mel-

bourne, Australia; Bombay, India: Santiago, Chili;

Buenos Aires; Cape Town; Havana, and has agents

in all the important markets of the world ; at the pre-

sent time three members of its staff are travelling

in Great Britain, Australia and South America; the

two latter visiting the branch offices and agents of

the company. The business of the company has in-

creased very largely, which has necessitated occupy-

ing space on four floors of 174 Fulton Street, and this

became very inconvenient and impracticable. That
building having been acquired by the Telephone Com-
pany, who need practically the entire space for their

own offices, necessitated the removal and the new of-

fices at 299 Broadway will be very much more con-

veniently arranged with better light and air, having
unobstructed light on three .sides. Canadian pulp and
paper men are invited to call.
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TECHNICAL TRAINING BASIS OF QUALITY.
lu the Montreal paper.s last week reference was

made to a certain statement of Dr. R. F. Ruttan, of

McGill University, and the Advisory Coimcil for

Scientific and Industrial Research, before the Com-

mittee of the House of Commons, regarding the

quality of Canadian pulp and paper products. Dr.

Ruttan 's remarks will naturally receive wide atten-

tion and be given the important consideration that

they deserve. In the quotations made last week,

however, an unfortunate situation arises, because it

was impossible to mention more than an extract, and

the extract quoted completely misrepresents the im-

pression that the whole statement was intended to

convey. The printing of the quotation referred to is

likely to cause some misunderstanding of the situa-

tion. In order to convey his ideas correctly to those

engaged in the Pulp and Paper Industry, a complete

quotation of Dr. Ruttan 's remarks so far as they re-

late to this industry is given.

"In Canada there is a market for a large number of

well trained men. I will give you one example,
though I could give you others. One of the biggest

industries in this country is the manufacture of pa-

per and pulp. We have an enormous capital invest-

ed in that industry. There are mills all the waj'
from Labrador to British Columbia. Do you know
how many Canadians there are in charge of the ex-

pert work in connection with these mills? There are

only two ; in fact, there was only one until quite re-

cently, when another one was appointed. We have
not trained the men, with the result that those in

charge of the technical work, especially the chemists
in the larger mills throughout Canada, come from
Norway, Sweden and the United States. We have
only one, or perhaps two, who are Canadian gradu-
ates. The question of how research should be car-

ried on in larger industries is comparatively easily

settled, because the manufacturers are all alive to

it, and the paper and pulp and other large industries
are asking for help. They want the men. The
Shawinigau Falls Company have recently established
a research laboratory to deal with four or five of their
large industries there."

Someone remarked, "It might be pos.sible, through
the Central Institute, to obtain men who would be
capable of doing research work in these indu.stries,

"

and Dr. Ruttan continued, "Yes; you might get spe-
cial research men in connection with paper and pulp,
but better from the Forest Products Laboratory if

that is once more put on its feet by being properly
staffed. The training there should begin after gradu-
ating from the university; after having received a
general scientific training, specializing on the paper
and pulp industry and applying their fundamental

knowledge to this industry. You could thus expect to

get valuable men. The great trouble with pulp and
paper in Canada is, not the quantity we are turning
out—because we are turning out a tremendous lot at

a big profit for the country—but that we cannot com-
pete in the export trade with the highest grade of pulp
made in England and Sweden until our pulp is many
degrees better than it is to-day. That is thoroughly
well recognized. While our mills are turning out a

good commercial grade of pulp, authorities on this

question of paper and pulp, agree that the quality

of paper and pulp they are turning out is vastly in-

ferior to the more valuable high grade paper and
pulp which they produce in England, Norway, Swe-
den and the United States ; and the reason is that they
cannot obtain university men of sufficient skill and
scientific training in pulp and paper technology. It

is our hope to be able to provide them in the near fu-

ture."

The question was asked: "Why should not the pulp
and paper manufacturers establish their own indus-

trial research laboratories as they do in the States?
There are small concerns in the States conducting in-

dustrial research for the sake of their own business."
Dr. Ruttan replied, "The paper and pulp industry
was prepared some time ago to unite and contribute

a liberal amount each year for the maintenance of re-

search in connection with that industry. They could
not come to an agreement with the Government in

connection with the conditions under which they
were to use the Forest Products Laboratory in Mont-
real. They considered employing two or three ex-

perts for research in pulp making and paying them
proper salaries not two or three thousand, but five

or six thousand, and to high class men to carry on
the research work. It seemed impossible at the time
to come to a satisfactory arrangement with the Gov-
ernment regarding the use of the Forest Products
Laboratory."
The paragraph in the daily press reads:

"Canadian Paper Inferior."

"Dr. Ruttan remarked incidentally that the great
trouble with pulp and paper in Canada is the quality
being turned out—because they were turning out a
tremendous lot at a big profit—Canada, he said, could
never compete in the export trade until our pulp and
paper are many degrees better than they are to-day.
Authorities admitted, he said, that Canadian pulp
and paper was vastly inferior to that turned out in
England, Norway, Sweden and the United States. The
reason was because of the insufficient skill and scien-
tific training of the men who were making the pulp
and paper."

There is some difference of opinion as to how far

the Pulp and Paper Laboratories are to go in providing
technical a.ssistance to the industry, and there is some
difference of opinion as to whether the Laboratories
should be a training post from which men should en-
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ter the industry or vice-versa, but there is no argu-

ment as to the iiuinediate need of greater teehniual

control in the production of pulp and paper.

It is possible to beud all efforts to increase the al-

ready great quantity production of our Canadian

mills, and it is also possible to concentrate scientific

knowledge and technical skill in raising the quality

standard for our goods. No doubt both of these me-

thods must be followed by our industry. The first

is necessary in order to reduce overhead charges and

by mechanical efficrency produce the; goods at the

lowest possible cost. This line of action is already

being pursued by some of our mills with consider-

able success. The need of quality standards has not

been so apparent, but those who look forward to the

future of Canadian goods in the world's markets real-

ize that we are falling far short of our possibilities,

and that we cannot begin too soon to build up a repu-

tation for quality. Only last week we had occasion

to compare samples of paper from a number of Can-

adian mills, with samples of the same grade of paper

from typical mills in the United States, and it must

be admitted that in most cases there was a very con-

siderable difference in the character of the product.

Even in taking pains to match up widths and speeds

of machines, the cleanness, formation and finish of

the sheet was in most instances distinctly in favor of

the American paper. Probably no complaint had ever

reached any of these Canadian mills from the pub-

lishers regarding the appearance of the paper, be-

cause for the last few years most publishers have been

glad to get anything that would run through the

presses and hold together till sold on the news-

stands. One of two things is bound to happen, how-

ever, in the future of newsprint quality. Either the

publisher and the public will* accept paper of com-

paratively poor quality, or the increase in produc-

tion, of which we are beginning to see preliminarj-

signs, will introduce a period of competition in which

quality will play an important part. Some news-

papers will no doubt continue to print the "latest" on

almost anything in the shape of paper, but there are

others more discriminating who will demand an ar-

ticle of attractive appearance. For mills who cater

to this market it will pay to take "pains.

Newsprint, of course, is the major product of our

Canadian mills, but is by no means the only one, as

will be appreciated when we consider that in the year

1917 we exported more than 500,000 tons of pulp

valued at $26,000,000, of which $19,000,000 represent-

ed chemical pulp and the balance groundwood. It is

probable that the consumer of pulp is even more par-

ticular as to quality than the consumer of paper would

be, especially the consumer of chemical pulp. It is

only within the past few years that Canadian mills

have considered the possibilities in the production of

high grade pulps, and there are not many companies

who can be said to produce what even pretends to be

a really first class article. Even with the effort that

has been made by tliose concerns to improve the

iiuality of their product, the standard by which Can-

adian pulp is judged cannot truthfully be said to

compare with the best that is made elsewhere. It is

in this high grade jn-oduct that Canada's future

largely lies, and it is toward excellence that she must

strive. The fault cannot be laid entirely to the lack

of technical men either in the pulp or paper mills,

since there are occasional instances of the blockmg

of progress by the '-just get by" policy of the man-

agement. There can hardly be anything more discour-

aging to an enthusiastic conscientious technical man

than to have his recoiuniendations set aside or delib-

erately disregarded.

We agree heartily with Dr. Ruttan that there is a

great dearth of technical men capable of .solving the

problems of the Pulp and Paper Industry, and we

also agree with him that the standard of quality for

Dominion products is not what it should be, and

that this is largely due to lack of technical advice

and scientific control. We are sure, however, that

progress cannot be made until the management of

our mills wake up to the realization of the need for

technical advice, and the universities take more de-

liberate action toward training men for industrial

work and the Government undertakes the mainten-

ance of such institutions as can properly carry out

the investigation of problems too large for the plant

laboratory. The training of the researchers is one of

the very important steps in such a program, and one

in which the Government can well serve the countrj'

by setting the example of making research positions

of greater value and so of greater service.

We should not interpret Dr. Ruttan 's remarks as

meaning that the Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry

is barred from competition in the world's markets.

Let us rather study the matter honestly and see

whether we are not laboring under the severe handi-

cap of lower manufacturing standards of quality than

other countries, and make an earnest effort to make

better pulp and paper than anybody else. If Canada

is going into the race for world trade, let's get on a

quality basis. Caulked boots are just the thing on a

log drive, but we shall need regular running shoes on

the cinder track. The world knows that Canada can

produce the quantity. The best quality can be made,

too, if the right effort is made to do it. The brains

of technical men must be used.

How much better it would have been if the paper

mill strike had been settled before it began. A real

understanding can almost always be more easily

reached over a cigar than under a club.

Many paper men will learn with dtep regret of

the death of Hugh Pomeroy Blaekinton, treasurer of

the Noble & Wood Machine Co., on April 28th.
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The Importance of Testing Building Materials

By EMMANUEL MAVAUT, Concrete Expert, of

Milton Hersey Companj-, Limited, Engineers
and Chemists, Montreal.

One often wonders why it is that so many engineers

and architects seem adverse to having their building

and structural materials inspected and tested before

accepting them for use in their work. Too often this

is omitted during the construction of high priced

dams, bridges, breakwaters, office buildings, thea-

tres, etc., where the professional reputation of the

engineer or architect, the capital of the inventer, and,

quite frequently, the lives of many people are at

stake.

Is it through ignorance? Is it through jealousy and
selfishness; not wanting any other engineer or chem-
ist to .share the credit for the appearance or assured

safety of the structure? Or is it through a mistakenly
economical point of view? We will review these

points one by One.

Is it through ignorance? I may answer that in quite

a few cases it is. Engineers of high standing have
deliberately claimed to me that it was not necessary

to test an.ything ; using as an argument that cement
was standard, that any experienced man could tell

good sand at sight, and that, as far as stone was con-
cerned, limestone was limestone, and that was all there

was to it.

These men start the work without knowing the

((uality of the materials they are using; and, too fre-

quently, their structures fail. If it is concrete, the

mass crumbles, disintegrates, cracks, or otherwise
goes to pieces, and the average person who sees it

concludes that, after all, concrete is a poor invest-

ment.

Let us review the arguments of these engineers.

They claim that cement is standard. I say it is not;

though I know the cement manufacturers, especially

the larger ones, do all in their power to have the ce-

ment not only up to specifications, but as near per-

fect as practically possible. But the chemist and
superintendent can not be all over the works at once

;

and, for that reason, there is always a possibility,

though it may be remote, of the cement coming out

too fresh, too high in sulphuric anhydride, or in mag-
nesia, or too low in specific gravity.

These defects, which can not be found without hav-

ing the cement tested, will cause many different

troubles in concrete work. For instance, one defect

will cause the cement to set too quickly; that is, it

will take its initial and sometimes its full set before

being placed on the job, or, in other words, while the

men are mixing it. In this case, there will be no ce-

mentitious qualities between the different lumps of

concrete as it breaks up when being deposited, and
so many stones covered with mud might just as well

be thrown into the forms; the result would be as

good.

On the other hand, another defect might cause the
concrete to set too slowly. This naturally retards the
work, because the forms can not be taken off as
quickly as planned. If the ri.sk is taken and the
forms removed, there is a great possibility of the
structure failing. If slow setting cement is used in

tlie winter time, and freezes before it sets, the con-

crete will soon disintegrate. Even if it should not

totally collapse, it will be a constant cause of expense
for repairs and an ever-present ej^esore.

I had occasion, some time ago, to condemn eighteen
cars of cement containing over 16,000 bags, and
amounting to over $11,000 in value. These eighteen
ears, which had been purchased by two of our larg-

est Canadian manufacturing firms, were condemned
for the reason that the setting took place in from eight

to twenty minutes. It should take at least one hour,

as determined by the Gilmore needle. Had not that

cement been tested, it would naturally have been
used, and, without a doubt, the work would have
failed because of the concrete setting before being
placed.

Outside of this particular case, I have had occasion
to condemn cement quite a few times in different

parts of the country. In the majority of cases, the

cement manufacturer was not to blame for these fail-

ures in cement, but either ^e railway company or
the contractor was responsible. Cement is often
stored in unsuitable sheds where dampness and rain
injure it. How many of us have not seen bags that
were set as hard as rocks taken out of temporary
storage sheds? In such an instance, while only cer-

tain baprs may be usable, many others, and frequent-
ly a very large quantity, have been affected to such
an extent that they should not be used.

Another instance came to my personal attention
last summer. An electric power development com-
pany situated in the Province of Quebec, were about
to rai.se their dam. The cement was purchased and
.stored beside the falls in an enclosure with no front.
After this was filled with cement, a few boards were
put up to protect the cement from the spray of the
falls; but cracks ranging from one to ten inches were
in evidence. The result was that the spray reached
many of these bags of cement, making some of them
so hard they had to be broken up with shovels be-
fore using. I drew the attention of the .superinten-
dent to this fact, but his answer was that the cement
was first class.

It stands to reason that had this cement been test-

ed before using it would certainly have been con-
demned, as chemical action had already taken place,
rendering it of little value. This is but one of the
many eases where the cement company was not to
blame, and similar instances occur almost daily; but,
whether the manufacturer or the contractor is re-
sponsible, if the cement is not tested, and the work
supervised by an experienced concrete inspector, the
investor is likely to .suffer.

Now let us go into the sand question. It is claimed
that any engineer or experienced man can tell good
sand at a glance. That is impossible. He may be
able to tell that it is too fine, if it is very much too
fine, or too dirty, if it is very much too dirty; but,
beyond that, there are no engineers or experienced
men who can tell at sight whether this sand or that is
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good and reliable for strong and dense concrete work.

All sand contains more or less silt or dirt. The rea-

son for this is that it is composed of small particles

of broken rock, of different sizes and compositions,

coming from different parts. These particles have

been washed away or transported from their differ-

ent sites at different times and settled in layers of

different thicknesses in what is now a workable sand

bank or deposit. Therefore, there is no guarantee or

even likelihood of uniformity, and one carload of

sand may be first class and the next of very poor

grade for concrete work.. Also the dirt and silt,

which is very injurfous to sand for concrete purposes,

are bound to be present in some parts of the sand

bank; because the small particles of rock that are

wa.shed towards the bank will naturally carry with

them more or less of this fine material.

The above shows conclusively that, in order to be

sure of good results, the sand .should be tested : not

only once, but continually while the work i# in pro-

gress.

Besides the avoidance of injurious silt, there is the

size or grading of the sand to be considered. Tt should

be well graded, having a certain proportion retained

on each sieve from, say. the eighty mesh to the one-

quarter inch sieve. If all of the sand grains are of

nearly the same size, the voids will be too great, and,

unless an additional amount of cement is used, the

voids will not be filled. If too fine, the concrete will

not be of the required strength. The reason for hav-

ing sand well graded is so that the fine narticles will

fill the voids of the coarser particles, thus reducing
them to a minimum.

Ib order properly to proportion a concrete mix-

ture, it is necessarv to determine the voids: for. with-

out this information, the engineers are working
blindlv and probably wastefnlly. Wliere they are

figuring on having a good dense concrete for a reser-

voir, or oil tank, or foundation, the result is ant to be

different : and. if the water goes throiigh the wall,

concrete once more gets a black eye.

Another verv bad fault in some sands, which can

not be determined without testing, is that they con-

tain in.inrious chemicals. Sometimes the drainage
from some industrial plant such as a chemical works,
soap factorv or tannery, though located several miles

awav. will contaminate a sand supply, rendering it

unfit for u.se in making concrete. As a rule, such
contamination is discovered bv making three-to-one

briauettes with the sand under consideration, and
also with standard sand. A comparison of the re-

sults will soon tell whether or not there are unjurious
chemicals present.

Some years ago. I had occasion to deal with a very
interesting case of the above type. A companv de-
cided to build a concrete lanndrv building in East-
ern Ontario on the site where an old stable had been
standing for years. Thev tore down the old build-
ing; and, in excavating for the cellar of the new.
ran across such nice looking sand that they decided
to use it in the concrete mixture for the new .struc-

ture. They had no end of trouble. The concrete would
not set. and the walls fell in.

In carrying out an investigation, it was found that
briquettes made of this sand would crumble in the
hand after seven days' setting. These briquettes were
so disintegrated that they could not even be put in
the machiufi to test, An analysis was made, and we

found that the sand was saturated with ammonia
which had percolated through from the horse man-

ure.

As a result of this investigation, tlie saiul had to be

taken away from the site of the work, the old con-

crete thrown out. forms rebuilt, new sand purchased,

and the work reconstructed. All this delayed the

work, cost money for material and labor to replace

that wasted, and inconvenienced the owners. A sen-

sible program of testing would have prevented any
of this trouble.

I would venture to say that three-quarters of the

failures in concrete are due to poor sand ; and then

some engineers will not hesitate to state that it is

unnecessary to have sand tested.

As far as stone is concerned, the same argument
holds as in the case of sand. In order to regulate the

mixing of concrete, the voids must be determined:

and. in order to get good results, the stone must be

clean, strong, well shaped and well graded.

It might well be stated that the best argument for

the general inspection and testing of all building and
structural materials is that every large corporation

such as the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk, the

Canadian National Railwys, the ^lontreal Tramways,
the Montreal Light, Heat and Power Company, the

Harbor Commissioners of Montreal, Toronto, Ham-
ilton. London. Peterborough, the Departments of the

Covernment, provinces, states, the counties and muni-
einalities that are at all progressive, and large pri-

vate concerns too numerous to mention, all have their

materials thoroughlv tested before using. The sooner
other engineers and architects make up their minds
to have testing and construction supervised by ex-

perienced men, the sooner eyesores, failures and con-

stant repairs to concrete work will stop.

Is it through selfishness? T happened to inter-

view the City Engineer of one of the larger cities

of Canada on the subiect of supervising concrete con-
struction, and the testing of materials for same. Af-
ter a long conversation, he agreed that the construc-
tion materials should be tested, but turned around
<ind said: "Where do we come in? You will be the

-^'- doing the work, and getting the credit. The
Municipal Council will say. 'These engineers of ours
are no use if they mu.st get their materials tested and
work supervised.' If we were to do that, we might
find ourselves out of a .iob." Whether it is the effect
of the above policy or not it is hard to say; but this
particular citv has had constant trouble and very
heavy expenditures for replacing defective work:
which evnenditure has. of course, fallen upon the tax
payer. They erected a Fat Stock Show building, and
the whole thing collapsed. Their water main cracked,
and. as it was a suction system, sewage, polluted
water, and so forth, was sucked into the mains and
contaminated the drinking water. This caused a tv-
nhoid fever epidemic that carried off in the neigh-
borhood of a thousand people, and forced the city to
open emergencv hospitals that it had to furnish and
provide with doctors, nurses and orderlies. The boiler
in one of their municipal buildings exploded, killing
one man .injuring others, and wrecking the building.
A pavement about twenty-five city blocks in length
took on the form of a corrugated road and had to be
relaid a few years after it was fir.st put down.

It goes without saying that all this trouble cost the
city many thousands of dollars; which expense
might, and very likely would have ben avoided had
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all the materials used in these constructions been

tested and the work supervised by some one particu-

larly familiar with each type of construction. Any
possible loss of prestifje to an engineer or architect

through the employment of outside specialized inspec-

tion and testing could not conceivably injure him as

much as one such failure as we have mentioned. In

fact, after the failure, some one will ask why he did

not have knowledge enough to understand that he

needed such specialized service. The family physi-

cian does not try to operate on his patient's heart;

the Plant Engineer should not think it necessary to

pretend that he knows it all, either; and the same

applies to the outside engineer or architect. Special-

ists usually pretend to know but one thing, but to

know that one thing uncommonly well.

Is it through an economical point of view? With
some engineers and architects it is. A good many of

them will say that this or that work is not of suffi-

cient importance, or will not be seen, so spending

money on tests for it is wasting. Thi.s is verv unwise

economy; in fact, not economy at all. It is a case

of saving the pennies to throw away the dollars: for.

when the construction materials are tested and ac-

-'>+"d by specialists, and the work supfrviscd bv
tbem^ the engineer or architect is practicallv roUeved
of all responsibility except that of havinf solectcd

ponin^te'it specialists to do the work. He chv not do
all this himself. He must hire some one: so -vvliv not

those particularly competent to take care of the nnr
tifular matter for him?

Besides, if his plans and specifications are correct,

he is sure there will be no unwarranted expense for

repairs, and the structure will be there to stay as a

monument to his name and a foundation for his fu-

ture reputation in the engineering profession.

The engineers and architects who are foremost in

their professions would not consider for a moment
the proposition to have their plans and specifica-

tions executed without full inspection and testing as

the work progressed ; therefore, why should men who
have not yet reached the pinnacle of professional

success risk failures that might forever preclude their

arrival?

LITTLE THINGS CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE.
By ROBERT HACKETT.

Superintendent of Sulphite Mill, Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills, Ltd.

A great deal of damage and a great many accidents

may occur because workmen do not think. On Oct-

ober 20th the construction crew at the Soo began the

erection of Blowpit stack directly above the cooler in

the Sulphite Mill. Evidently the men who went to

work in this tower did not use their thinking power,

as they let the timber drop a distance of 70 or 80 feet

on the new and expensive cooler that had just been
completed. The cooler was damaged so that it took

considerable time to repair but this was small compar-

ed with the after effects. Some of the workmen start-

ed to think when it was too late and covered the cool-

ed with dryer felt, covering the lead pipes so the acid

maker could not .see the damage done. The result was
pitch in the Sulphite pulp. The acid dropped way be-

low what is generally used for cooking. Among the

many causes of pitch may be mentioned air leaks in

the pipes leading to the coolers, and the precipitation

of calcium monosulphite in the pulp. When the tim-

ber was dropped on the cooler the lead pipe broke
allowing air and water to mix with the gas. The air

changed some of the SO^, gas into SO3 which caused
calcium sulphate to be formed when it came in contact

with the limestone and water in the towers. This cal-

sium sulphate carried in suspension in the acid, unites

with the resins of the wood forming a sticky mass call-

ed pitch. On the other hand the air leak dilutes the gas

and a weaker acid is made which causes some calcium

monosulphite to be precipitated in the pulp and this

also unites with the resins of the wood causing pitch.

The pitch makes the screens in the paper mill work
hard, causes numerous breaks on the machine and is

the cause of a great many delays to the paper machine.

The pitch is also very hard on the wires and clothing

of the machine, all of which are very expen.sive at the

present time. The damage that follows runs into

thousands of dollars to say nothing about the discour-

aging hard work done by the machine help, all caused
by the careslesness of a few mechanics. They did not do
it intentionally but before starting a now task Stop,

Look and Think. Try to avoid accidents and damage
to machinerj- as well as men.—Spanish River News.

A TOW BOAT BUILT TO LAST.
The Powell River Company are having a tow boat

built by the W. R. Menchions, of Vancouver, B.C.,
that is constructed especially for their wants. The
.idea has been to have a boat that will .stand up un-
der all conditions.

The boat is .50 feet over-all; 13 feet beam; 6 feet

draught, and is powered with a 75 H.P. Type C. 0.
Fairbanks-Morse semi-Diesel oil burning engine.
The boat %vill be reinforced to stand a lot of hard

knocks. It is kneed with hanging knees, and has
two sets of pointers in the box. All clamps, guards,
and shelf are of one piece from end to end. This
means that some of the pieces are 56 feet long. All

[joints are creosoted, and she is salted from the bilge
up.

It is expected that the boat will be finished by the
first of July. The idea lias been not to spare expense,
but to build a boat that will stand up to the work re-
quired of it, and last.

WILLOW WOOD USED TO MAKE SOUTH
AMERICAN PULP.

Wood pulp is being made in Argentina from a mix-
ture of poplar and willow, according to B. S. Webb,
Canadian trade commissioner in Buenos Aires. At
first attempts were made to manufacture sulphite pulp
locally from the Araucaria pine, but these attempts
did not give commercially successful results. Then
the Fabrica de Pape El Fenix installed a plant for
making pulp from the willow and poplar trees which
grow abundantly on the island, which form the delta
of the River Platte.

Under present conditions the price of this mixture
enables newsprint to be manufactured locally at a cost
which is nearly as low as the landed cost of imported
roll newsprint, and considerable Quantities have been
turned out dnring tlie year, but the business has not
been found to be profitable aiul the output of the pul])

plant is now beina' used for the making of flat news-
print, wrapping, paper bags, etc.
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Analysis of Coal

(Concluded from last issue.)

Blanks and Corrections.—In all cases a correction

must lie applied either (1) by running a blank exact-

ly as described above, using the same amount of all

reagents that were employed in the regular deter-

mination, or more surely (2) by determining a known
amount of .sulfate added to a solution of the re-

agents after these have been put through the pre-

scribed series of operations. If this latter procedure

is adopted and carried out, .say, once a week or

whenever a new supply of a reagent must be used,

and for a series of solutions covering the range of

sulfur content likely to be met with in coals, it is

only neces.sary to add to or subtract from the weight

of barium sulfate obtained from a coal, whatever de-

ficiency or excess may have been found in the ap-

propriate "check" in order to obtain a result that is

more certain to be correct than if a "blank" correc-

tion as determined by the former procedure is ap-

plied. This is due to the fact that the solubility er-

ror for barium sulfate, for the amounts of sulfur in

question and the conditions of precipitation pre-

scribed, is probably the largest one to be considered.

Barium sulfate is soluble' in acids and even in pure

water, and the solubility limit is reached almost im-

mediately on contact with the solvent. Hence, in the

event of using reagents of very superior quality or of

exercising more than ordinary precautions. tTiere

may be no apparent "blank." because the solubility

limit of the solution for barium sulfate has not been

reached or at any rate not exceeded.

As shown in the preliminary report," the Atkinson

and sodium peroxide methods give results in close

aereement with the Eschka method. Resester 3' has

shown that if 5 per cent of nitrogen is present in the

gases contained in the bomb calorimeter the sulfur

The permissible differences in duplicate determina-

tion>^ are as follows

:

Same Different

Analvst Analvsts
P.C. P.C.

Sulfur over 2 per cent . . .. 0.10 0.20

Sulfur under 2 per cent .. 0.05 0.10

' J. Am. Chem. Soc. 32 fl910\ 588: 33 finill. 829.

= This Jnurnal. 5 dPlSV .^24.

' Ibid.. 6 riOU). S12.

Determination of Phosphorus in Ash (Omitted).

Calorimetric Determination.

Apparatus.

Combustion Bombs.—The Atwater, Davis. Emer-
son. Mahler, Parr, Peters, Williams, or similar bomhs
may be used. The bomb shall have an inner surface
of platinum, gold, porcelain enamel, or other mater-
ial which is not attacked by nitric and sulfuric acids,

or other products of combustion.

Calorimeter Jacket.—The calorimeter must be pro-

vided with a water-jacket having a cover to protect
the calorimeter from air currents. The jacket must
be kept filled with water within 2° or 3° C- of the tpm-
perature of the room (except in calorimeters which
are totally submerged, where the jacket temperature
is controlled by a thermostaf) and should be stirred

continuously by sonje mechanical stirring device.

Stirring of the Calorimeter Water—The water in the

calorimeter must be stirred sufficiently well to give

consistent thermometer readings while the tempera-

ture is rising rapidly. The speed of stirring should

be kept constant. A motor-driven screw or turbine

stirrer is recommended and the speed should not be

excessive. This maj- be determined by adjusting the

temperature of the calorimeter to equality with that

of the jacket and allowing the stirrer to run continu-

ously for ten minutes. If the temperature of the

calorimeter rises more than about 0.01° C. in this

length of time, the rate of stirring is excessive. Ac-

curate results cannot be obtained when too much en-

ergy is supplied by the stirring device or when the

rate of stirring is irregular. The portion of the stir-

ring device immersed in the calorimeter should be

separated from that outside by nonconducting ma-
terial, such as hard rubber, to prevent conduction of

heat from the motor or outside air.

Thermometers — Thermometers used .shall have
been certified by a government testing bureau and
shall be used with the corrections given on the cer-

tificate. This shall also apply to electrical resistance

or thermo-electric thermometers. Corrections shall

also be made for the temperature of the emergent
stem of all mercurcial thermometers, and for the

"setting" of Beekmann thermometers. For accur-

ate work, either Beekmann or .special calorimetric

thermometers graduated to 0.01 or 0.02° C. are re-

quired. Such thermometers .should be tapped lightly

just before each reading to avoid errors caused by
the sticking of the mercury meniscus, particularly

when the temperature is falling. A convenient me-
thod is to mount a small electric buzzer directly on
the top of the thermometer and connect it up with
a dry cell and a pu.sh button. The button should be
pressed for a few seconds immediately before each
reading.

Oxygen.—The oxygen used for combustion .shall

be free from combustible material. The bomb when
filled should contain at least 5 per cent of nitrogen
to insure complete oxidation of the sulfur.' The total

amount of oxygen contained in the bomb for a com-
bustion shall not be less than 5 g. per gram of coal.

But the combustion must be complete, as shown by
the absence of any sooty deposit on opening the
bomb after firing.

Firing Wire—The coal in the bomb may be ignited
by means of either iron or platinum wire. If iron
wire is used, it should be of about No. 34 B. & S.

gauge and not more than 10 cm. (preferably 5 cm.)
should be used at a time. A correction of 1600 calor-

ies per crram weight of iron wire burned is to be sub-
tracted from the observed number of calories.

Standardisation.—The water equivalent of a calori-

meter can best be determined by the use of the -stan-

dard combustion samples supplied by the Bureau of
Standards. The required water equivalent is equal
to the weight of the sample multiplied by its heat of
eombu.stion per gram and divided by the corrected
rise in temperature.
The calorimeter shall be standardized by the com-

bustion of standard samples supplied by the Bureau

I

' Regester, This Journal, 6 (1914), 812.
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nt' Standards and used according to the directions

g-iven in the certificates which accompany them. A
standardization shall consist of a series of not less

than five combustions of either the same or differ-

ent standard materials. The conditions as to the

the amount of water, oxygen, firing wire, method of

correcting for radiation, etc., under which these com-

bustions are made shall he the same as for coal com-

bustions. In the ease of any disagreement between

contracting parties a cheek standardization may con-

sist of two or more combustions of standardizing

samples.

Manipulation.

(1) Preparation of Sample.—The ground sample is

to be thoroughly mixed in the bottle and an amount,
approximately 1 g., is to be taken out and weighed in

the crucible in which it is to be burned. Coals which
are likely to be blown out of the crucible should be

briquetted. After weighing, the sample should pre-

ferably be immediately placed in the bomb and this

closed. This procedure is necessary to avoid sublima-

ation in the use of naphthalene for standardization.

(2) Preparation of the Bomb.—The firing wire, if

iron, should be measured and coiled in a small spiral

and connected between the platinum terminals, us-

ing, if necessary, a piece of platinum wire somewhat
heavier than the iron wire, to make the connection.

The platinum and the iron must both be clean. About
0.5 cc. of water should be placed in the bottom of the

bomb to saturate with moisture the oxygen used for

combustion. When the crucible is put in place in the

bomb, the firing wire should touch the coal or bri-

quette of standard material. For the combustion of

standardizing samples iron wire is preferable to

platinum.

(3) Filling the Bomb with Oxygen.—Oxygen from
the supply "tank is to be admitted slowly to avoid blow-

ing the coril from the crucible, and pressure allowed

to reach 20 atmospheres for the larger bombs or

about 30 atmospheres for the .smaller bombs, so that

the bomb shall contain an amoimt of oxygen suffi-

cient for complete combustion, namely, at least 5, g.

per gram of coal, or other combustible. This me-
thod of filling will in.sure 4 per cent of nitrogen in

the larger bombs, irrespective of the nitrogen con-

tained in the oxygen.

(4) Calorimeter Water.—The calorimeter is to be
filled with the requiredamount of distilled water,
depending upon the type of calorimeter. The amount
ma.y be determined either by measurement in a stan-

dardized flask or by weighing. The amount must
be kept the same as that used in standardization of

the apparatus.

(5) Tem-cerature Adjrstm.ents. — Tlie initial tem-
perature in the calorimeter should be so adjusted that

the final temperature, after the combustion, will not
be more than 1° C, preferably about 0.5° C, above
that of the jacket, under which conditions the total

correction for heat gained from or lost to the sur-

roundings will be small when the rise of temperature
is 2° or 3° C, and the effect of evaporation will also

be small.

(6) Firing Current—The electric current used for

firing the charge should be obtained from storage or
dry cells having an electromotive force of not more
than 12 volts, since a higher voltage is liable to cause
an arc between the firing terminals, introducing ad-
ditional heat, which cannot be measured with cer-

tainty. The circuit should be closed by means of

a switch, which should remain closed for not more
than 2 seconds. When possible, it is recommended
that an ammeter be used in the firing circuit to in-

dicate when the firing wire has burned out.

(7) Method of Making an Observation.—The bomb,
when ready for firing, is to be placed in the calori-

meter, the firing wires conneetecl, the cover put in

place and the stirrer and thermometer so placed as

not to be in contact with the bomb or container. The
stirrer is then started, and after the thermometer
reading has become steady, not less than 2 minutes
after the stirrer is started, temperatures are read at

1-minute intervals for 5 minutes, and the charge is

then fired, the exact time of firing being noted. Ob-
servations of temperature are then made at intervals,

depending upon the method to be used for comput-
ing the cooling correction. When the temperature
has reached its maximum and is falling uniformly, a

series of thermometer readings is taken at 1-minute
intervals for 5 minutes to determine the final cooling

rate.

(8) Titration.—After a combustion the bomb is to

he opened, after allowing the gas to escape, and the

inside examined for traces of unburned material or

sooty deposit. If these are found, the observations
shall be discarded. If the combustion appears com-
plete, the bomb is to be rinsed out thoroughly and
the washings titrated with a standard alkali solution

(1 cc. = 0.02173 g. HNO3 = 5 calories), using me-
thyl orange or methyl indicator, to determine araound
of acid formed. A correction of 230 calories per gram
of nitric acid should be subtracted from total heat
observed. An additional correction of 1300 calories

per gram of sulfur in the coal should be made for the
excess of difference in heats of formation of SO^ and
aqueous HjSO^ over the heat of formation of aque-
ous HNO3.
The following method of computation is recom-

mended to take the place of the Pfaundler or other
similar formulas for computing the cooling correction
(radiation correction).

Observe (1) the rate of rise, rj, of the calorimeter
temperature in degrees per minute for 5 minutes be-
fore firing; (2) the time, a, at which the last tem-
perature reading is made immediately before firing;

(3) the time, b, Avhen the rise of temperature has
reached six-tenths of its total amount (this point can
generally be determined by adding to the tempera-
ture observed before firing, 60 per cent of the ex-

pected' temperature rise, and noting the time when

' When the temperature rise is not approximately
known beforehand, it is only necessary to take ther-
mometer readings at 40, 50, 60 seconds (and possibly
70 seconds with some calorimeters) after firing, and
from these observations to find when the tempera-
ture rise had reached 60 per cent of the total. Thus,
if the temperature at firing was 2.135°, at 40 seconds
3.05% at .50 seconds 3.92°, at 60 .seconds 4.16°, and
the final temperature was 4.200°, the total rise was
2.07°; 60 per cent of it was 1.24°. The temperature
to be observed was then 2.14° -f 1.24° == 3.38°. Ke-
ferring to the observations at 40 and 50 seconds, the
temperatures were respectively 3.05 and 3.92°. The
time corre.sponding to the temperature of 3.38° was
therefore

3.38 — 3.05

40H X 10 = 44 seconds.
3.92 — 3.05
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tliis point is reached; (4) the time, e, of a thermome-

ter reading taken when the teniperattire chan-ro has

become uniform some 5 minutes after firinj-'; (5)

the final rate of cooling, r^, in degrees jier minutes

for 5 minutes.

The rate r, is to lie multiiilied by the lime b a in

minutes and tenths of a minute, and this proiluct

added (subtracted if the temiierature was falling at

the time a~) to the thermometer reading taken at the

time a. The rate r. is to be nudtiplied by the time

(—b, and this product added (subtracted if the tem-

perature was rising at the time c and later) to the

thermometer reading taken at the time e. The differ-

ence of the two thermometer readings thus corrected,

provided the corrections from the certificate have

already been applied, gives the total rise of tempera-

ture due to the combustion. This multiplied by the

water equivalent of the calorimeter gives the total

amount of heat liberated. This result, corrected for

the heats of formation of UNO, and H.^SO., observed

and for the heat of combustion of the firing wire,

when that is included, is to be divided by the weight

of the charge to find the heat of combustion in cal-

ories per gram. Calories per gram multiplied by 1.8

give the P>ritish thermal units per iionnd. (Sec ex-

ample.)

The Permissible differences in duplicate determina-

tions are as follows:

—

Same Analyst. Different Analysts.

0.3 Percent. 0.5 Percent
In practice, the time b—a will be found so nearly

constant for a given calorimeter with the usual

amounts of fuel that b need be determined only oc-

casionally.

The results should be reduced to calories per gram
or British thermal uuits per pound of dry coal, the

moisture being determined iipon a sample taken from

the bottle at about the same time as the combustion

sample is taken.

Example.

Water equivalent = 2r)r)0 g.

Weight of charge = 1.0o35 g.

Approximate rise of temperature expected = 3.2°.

60 per cent of approximate rise = 1.9°.

Ther-

Observations mometer Corrected Temperature
Time Readings (or corrected Beckmann

thermometer readings.)

10—21 15.244- Thermometer corrections

taken from the certificate

22

23

24
25

26a
Charge fired

27.2b
31

32

33

.

'
34

35

36

0.250
0.255
0.261
0.266
0.272

17.2*

18.500=

0.498
0.497
0.498
0.494
0.493

15.276°

18.497°

(*) The initial temperature is 15.27°; 60 per cent of
the expected rise is 1.9°. The reading to observe is

then 17.2°.

Computation,

r, — 0.028° -=- 5= 0.0056^^

per min.. b—a.. = 1.2 min.

The corrected initial temperature is

15.276° -f 0.0056^ X 1.2 = 15.283°

r, = 0.007° -^ 5 = 0.0014°

per min. ; c—b .... ^3.8 min.

The corrected final temperature is

1S.497° -4- 0.0014" X >i-H = 18.502°

Total rise is 18.502° — 15.283° .... = 3.219°

Total calories 2550 X ^-219 = 8209

Titration, etc — 7

Calories from 1.0535 g. coal 8202

Calories ])er (Jram 7785

or, Hritish Thermal I'nits per lb... 14013

The result obtained by the above method of compu-
tation and determination is the total heat of combus-

tion at constant volume, with the water in the pro-

ducts of combustion condensed to li(iuid at the tem-

perature of the caloriiiicter, that is, about 20 to 35°

C.

Net heat of coinbustiou at 20 shall refer to results

corrected for latent heat of vaporization, as follows:

Total Heat of Combustion in B. t. u. — 1040 {% Hy-
drogen X 9) = Net Heat of Combustion in B. t. u.

per Pound.
Also
Total Heat of Combustion in Calories — 580 {% Hy-

drogen X 9) ^ Net Heat of Combustion in Calories

])er Gram.
NOTES—For anthracite, coke and coal of high ash

content, which do not readily burn completely, the

following procedure is recommended : The inside of

the crucible is lined completely with ignited asbes-

tos in a thin layer pressed well down into the angles.

The coal is then sprinkled evenly over the surface of

the asbestos. Otlierwise the procedure is as previous-
ly described.

The method of computing the "'cooling correction"
described in Technical Paper No. 8, Bureau of Mines,
pages 28 to 32, may also be used.

NEW PLANT OF THE BEAVER COVE LUMBER
& PULP COMPANY NEARING COM-

PLETION.
Situated 175 miles from Vancouver, on the East

Coast of Vancouver Island, near Alert Bay, the Bea-
ver Cove Lumber and Pulp Company, Ltd., are now
erecting a million dollar plant that will be right up
to the miiuite when completed, which will be some
time during July.

There will be three departments to the plant, the
pulp mill, lumber mill and shingle mill. The pulp
mill is so laid out that a total of five units may be
erected as required.

When completed tliese mills will be capable of
turning out: 40 tons of pulp per day; 125,000 feet of
lumber per day; 180.000 shingles per day.
For the present the company are purchasing logs,

but as soon as the plant is completed the company will
build a railroad into their own timber holdings, of
which there are five billion feet right behind them.
The direct management of the plant will be under

Mr. W. H. White, President and General Manager,
assisted by Mr. W. 0. King, l.st Vice-President and
Treasurer, and Mr. George C. Pratt, Secretary.
From all indications this bids fair to be one of the

most representative enterprises of its kind in British
Columbia.
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Census of Pulp and Paper Industry, 1917
(^ ontinued from last issue.)

s alaries and
Male Fern a le wages
No. No. *

1917 384 5 1,280.191

1915 346 17 1,042,563

1917 961 213 1.288.821

1915 626 142 728,475

1917 20,730 672 17,789,007

1915 13,512 665 8,693,361

AGEXCIES OF PRODUCTION— (2) EMPLOYEES.
SALARIES, WAGES, AND WORKING TIME.
Tables XVI, XVII, XVIII, and XIX, pre.sent the data

of the report under the above headings. In Table X^'l
a general review is given of the numbers of persons,
male and female, employed on salaries and on wages
by classes of employment, together with total wages
and salaries. A comparison by classes of employment
i)etween the returns of 1917 and 1915 is as follows:—

Total

Officers, superintend
ents and managers.

C'lerks, stenographers, 1917

salesmen, etc

Employees on wages .

The average salary of officers, superintendents and
managers advanced from $2,872 i)i 1915 to $3,291 in

1917, or an increase of 14.6 per cent.; that of clerks,

.stenographers and salesmen from $948 in 1915 to $1,098

in 1917, or a per cent, increase of 15.8. The average
wages of employees in all mills increased from $613
in 1915 to $831 in 1917, or an inci'ease of 35.5 per cent.

The greatest amount of employment is found in the

combined mills, being 66.4 per cent, of the total em-
plo\-ed in the industry.

Table XVII shows the number of employees by
months of the year. The months of highest and lowest

employment var.y according to province. The highest

numi)er employed in pulp mills is in the months April-

August, and the lowest in the month of January and
February. In pulp and ])aper mills the range is from
July-November for the highest and from January
April for the lowest. The variation in paper mills is

not so marked as in the case of the other classes of

mills, as is shown by the slight deviation of the monthly
returns from the averages for the Avhole year.

Table XVIII affords an opportunity to note the rise

in wages incidental to the increased cost of living,

compared with the statistics of classified weekly wages
taken in 1915. A comparative statement for the years

1915 and 1917 is given beloM'; it shows that of the

13,287 employees on wages in 1915, the number re-

ceiving less than $10 per week was 4,888 or 36.8 per
cent., while in 1917 there were only 1,546 who received
less than $10 per week, or 7.1 per cent. Those receiv-

Table XVI.—Employees, Salaries anl Wages by
Classes of Mills for the Provinces, 1917,

(Abbreviated.)

Canada.

Officers, Superintendents &
managers

Clerks, Stenographers and
other salaried employees

Employees on wages ....

All mills.

Males. Females. $

384 5 1,280,191

961 213 1,288.821

20,730 672 17,789,007

Total salaries and wages 22.07.' 890 20,358,019

Table XVII.—Employees by Months for Classes of

Mills by Provinces, 1917 (Omitted.)

Table XVIII.—Classified Weekly Wages by Prov-

inces and Classes of Mills, 1917, (Abbreviated).

Canada:
Under $3

$3 but under $4 . . .

.$4 but under $5 . . .

$5 but under $6 . .

$6 but under $7 . . .

$7 but under $8 . . .

.$8 but under $9 . . .

.$9 but under $10 . .

.$10 but under $12 . .

$12 but under $15 . .

$1 5 but under $20 . .

.*20 but under $25 . .

$25 and over 1,904

All mil s.

16 yrs of age U idei 16> rs.

and over of age

'38
"s 2

24 17 3 6

44 84 3 10

72 141 14 13

114 112 17 9

122 95 3

477 108 17

1,331 50 8 1

5,595 14

8.117 6 (

3,119

ing more than $10, but less than $15 per we(
5,877 in 1915 or 44.3 per cent, of the whole.

i'eek number
-, as against

6,999 in 1917. or 32.2 per cent. Those receiving $15
per week, but less than $20 numbered 1,564 in 1915

Comparative Table of Ci"ssf ed Weekly V/ages.

Male

Under $4 38

$4 but under $5 24

$5 but under $6 44

$6 but under $7 72

$7 but under .$8 114

$8 but under $9 122

$9 but under $10 477

$10 but under $12 1,331

$12 but under $15 5,595

$15 but under $20 8,117

$20 but under $25 3.119

.$25 and over 1,904

TctpJs 20.057

1917 L915
Under Under

16 16
emale vears Total Male Pemale vears Total
8 2 48 36 88 109 233

17 9 50 29 98 13 140
84 13 141 48 195 16 259

141 27 240 258 136 34 428
112 19 245 567 113 7 687
95 3 220 1,205 16 9 1.223

108 17 602 1,915 3 1.918
50 9 1.390 3..343 3 9 3.348
14 5.609 2..539 2,539
6 7 8,130

3.119

1,563

546
1 1,564

546
1 1.905 402 402

63? 106 21,699 12,451 652 184 13,287
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or 11.8 piM- i-eiit., as against S,l:30 in 1917 or 37.5 per
i-ent. Those receiving $20 per week but less than $23
ninubered 546 in 1915 or 4.1 per eeut., as against 3,119

in 1917 or 14.4 per cent. Those receiving more than
••1^25 per week were 402 in number in 1915 or 3 per cent.,

as against 1,905 in 1917 or 8.8 per cent.

The average weekly wage of all employees irre-

spective of age or sex was approximately $15.76 in

1917, and $13.42 in 1915; an increase of $2.34 per week
or 17.4 per cent.

Table XIX shows the averages of working time per

year, per week and per shift for each class of mills.

It will be seen that in all Canada combined mills oper-

ated the greatest number of days in the year, namely
295.9, followed by paper mills and pulp mills in the

order named. The hours per shift and per week were
greatest in pulp mills, followed by combined mills and
paper mills respectively. Taliie XIX (omitted here"i,

presents these statistics by provinces and for the

Dominion.

Transportation Topics
NEW AREANGEMENTS FOR PRE-PAYMENT OF

FREIGHT.
The Transportation Department of the Canadian

Manufacturers Association sent out last week Cir-

cular No. 189, which reads as folloW'S:

"We have just received from the Canadian Railway
War Board Circular No. 107. dated Montreal, May 6th,

embodying new regulations for the extension of credit

for payment of freight charges.

The Bond requirement, as contained in Circular No.

97, does not appear in the new circular. Credit will

be extended to financially responsible firms who fill

cut the application for credit and agree to pay ac-

counts within the prescribed time. All bills or ac-

counts rendered within the periods mentioned below

must be paid on or before the dates shown opposite

:

From 1st to 7th of each month—on or before 14th of

that month.
From 8th to 14th of each month—on or before 21st

01 that month.
From 15th to 21st of each mouth—on or before last

day of month.
From 22ud to last day of each month—on or before

7th of month following.

All bills are payable at the designated office of the

carrier, and unless otherwise arranged the designated

office shall be that of the carrier's agent from whom
I'Otiee of charges due is received.

"Where application for weekly credit has not been

filed, agent may be authorized to grant forty-eight

hours credit to responsible parties, which will be con-

sidered cash payment. At points where there are no

banking facilities, or where firms have no account-

ing office, arrangements may be made whereby rep-

resentative of shipper or consignee may make settle-

ment by giving carrier's agent sight draft on shipper

oi consignee. The regulations also apply to cartage

companies.
The above is a brief outline of the new circular.

It will be noted tbat the credit period is practically

I'he same as that in effect to-day.

The Canadian Railway "War Board are having cop-

ies of this circular printed and distributed through

agents of the carriers. "We are also securing a supply

to be sent to each one of our Branch Secretaries, and
those interested may secure copies from them.

DEMURRAGE RATES SHOULD BE REDUCED.
The i)rcsciit liigii vav ilemurragc rates ap])licable

in Canada, whicii the ISoard of Railway Commission-
ers stated should be maintained during the war, might
well be reduced now that the abnormal conditions

existing at the time they were established have

changed, and there is an abundant supply of empty
cars. Applications have already been made to the

Railway Commission fur restoration of the old de-

muri'age rates of one dollar per car per day and re-

ports from Washington indicate that new rules will

l)e made effective shortly by the I'nited States Rail-

road Administration providing for reduction in the

liresent rates on their lines to the basis of two dol-

lars per car per day for the first four days delay be-

yond the free time limit and five dollars per car for

each succeeding day's delay.

Another matter at present before the Canadian Rail-

way Commission is the " Average Demurrage Plan."

.\ request was made for this arrangement by the Can-

adian Manufacturers" Association as far back as 1913,

but the Commission withheld their decision and an-

nounced when the matter was taken up with them
again in 1917 that it would be held over until "'after

the war." They have not intimated that it will re-

ceive attention. This arrangement, if put in force on

Canadian Railways, should prove beneficial to pulp

and paper mills. The new demurrage niles proposed

by United States Railroads provide that where the

average agreement is entered into between a shipper

and the raihvay, the shipper will receive a credit for

each day a car is released in less than the free time

limit, .such credits being applied against demurrage
which may accrue on other cars delayed beyond the

free time limit by teh same shipped or consignee dur-

ing the same month. Under this arrangement if a

mill released a car of pidpwood within one day, but

delayed a day over the free time limit in releasing

another car, or a car of coal, for instance, the credit

created by the quick release of the pulpwood car

would cancel the demiirrage accrued on the coal car.

Onh' four credits are recoverable against demurrage
on any one car under the United States regulations,

and if a car is delayed more than four days beyond
the free time limit the fifth and each succeeding day
would be charged demurrage at five dollars per ear

the same as though no agreement for average demur-
rage had been entered into. Accounts are to be bal-

anced and settlement made at the end of each month
and if credits exceed debits accoiuits will be cancelled.

The United States regulations do not permit credits

on inward ears being applied against debits on out-

ward cars or vice versa, and considerable dissatis-

faction with the new rules on this aecotmt is being ex-

pressed by the shippers.

The Average Demurrage Plan if put in force on

Canadian railways would apply only where the ship-

pers entered into the necessary agreement to adopt it

with their local railway representatives.

If it pays the big pulp and paper companies to re-

forest their waste lands, planting three-year-old seed-

lings as a cost of from $9 to $10 an acre, why should

it not pay the provinces which have large areas of

waste land to pursue the same policy? asks the St.

John. N.B.. Telegraph.
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Technical Section
REPRESENTATIVES TO BUFFALO MEETING.

Aiinounceineiit is made that the Technical Section
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association will be
officially represented at the meeting of the Technical
Association of the Pnlp and Paper Industry, June 11-

14, by the following delegates: Mr. Dan Daverin,
Provincial Paper Mills, Thorold ; Mr. George Carnith-
ers, Interlake Tissue Mills, Toronto; Mr. Nelson Gain,
Don Valley Paper Company, Toronto ; Mr. T. Linsey
Crossley, Toronto, and Mr. A. F. Costigane, Toronto.
Mr. John Stadler, chairman of the Technical Section,
will also be present.

In view of the excellent program of papers and
mill visits it is expected that there will be a large at-

tendance, including many members of the Technical
Section. Mr. C. C. Heritage, of the National Aniline
& Chemical Co., Buffalo, is secretary of the Local
Committee of arrangements and .should be advised im-
mediately by those who will attend. He will be glad
to secure rooms, if it is not left till too late, M-here

desired. Prices are very moderate. Mr. Henry F.

Obermanns, Hammermill Paper Co., Erie, Pa., is the
man to write to if you are going to Erie.

General Program'

Those who can do so are reaue.sted to assemble on
the morning of Wednesday, June 11, at the Hotel
Lawrence, Erie, Pa., for registration, badges, etc. At
10 o'clock automobiles or special trolley cars will be
taken for a visit of inspection to the plant of the Gen»
eral Electric Company in Erie, returning to Hotel
Lawrence in time for luncheon. At 2 o'clock the mills

of the Hammermill Paper Company will be visited,

and in the evening the members will be guests of the

company at dinner in the Hotel Lawrence. This will

conclude the program for the first day of meeting and
the party will leave for Buffalo on train leavinsr Erie

at 8. .39 p.m. It is somewhat less than a 2-honr run
from Erie to Buffalo and members may expect to

reach headquarters shortly after half-past 10 o'clock

in the evening.

In Buffalo the headquarters is Hotel Statler. Paul
Kellogg, Larkin Company, Buffalo, is chairman of the

Local Committee of Arrangements, witTi C. C. Heri-

tage, National Aniline & Chemical Company, and
Emile R. Low, The Beaver Company, associates.

At business sittings to be held at Larkin Company
Auditorium, Buffalo, on Thursday, June 12, papers
and addresses of the greatest importance will be pre-

sented, and it is hoped that a worthy representation of

the membership will attend. A complimentary ban-

quet will be given at Hotel Statler in the evening to

which all members are invited. Members are asked
to signify their intention as to attendance.

Invitations have been received from paper and pulp
manufacturers on the Niagara frontier, U. S. A., and
Niagara peninsula. Canada, for visits of inspection to

their mills, and a few industrial plants in Buffalo and
Niagara Falls have likewise courteously offered to

open their plants to the inspection of members of T.

A. P. P. I. and their guests. Details of these visits

will be announced later. The visits to American plants

will occupv the entire day on Friday, while Satnrdav,

June 14. will be taken up with a trip to Niagara Falls,

and visits to i)ul]) and paper mills in Thorold, Mer-

ritton and St. Catharines in Ontario, where members
will be guests of the Canadian paper manufacturers.

ANOTHER AMERICAN MEMBER.
It is a pleasure to announce the election to member-

ship in the Technical Section of Mr. F. C. Clark, head
of the Research Division of the American Writing
Paper Co. Mr. Clark has had much experience in

paper mill work and for a number of years past has
had charge of the pulp and paper work of the IT. S.

Bureau of Standards. He is now engaged on what
will result in the first attempt to sell high grade
papers to the public on a specification basis.

Dr. Christian Bay of the Riordan Pulp and Paper
Company, Hawkesbury, has also been elected a full

member in the Technical Section. He was ten years

a chemist in the Greaker Pulp and Paper Mill, Nor-
waj' and for three years was Technical Manager of

the Enso Sulphite Pulp Mill in Finland. He was born
in Odalen, Norway, and is a member of the Norwegian
Engineering Institute and the Association of Nor-
wegian Pulp and Paper Engineers.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-1. Pulp from the bark and the wood of the bao-

bab of South Africa. (Le bois et I'ecorce de baobab
de I'Afrique du Sud.) Bull. Imper. Inst., 15, p. 326,

(1917), through Chimie & Indu.strie, 1, p. 433, (1918).

(See Pulp & Paper, 16, p. 938 (Oct. 17, 1918).—A.
P.-C.

A-12. Casein waterproof glue. H. A. Gardner,
(Aircraft Technical Note No. 46, Navy Department,
Bureau of Construction and Repair, May 23, 1918.)

—The Forest Service has recently completed some
very extensive tests with casein glue. These tests

have demonstrated that there are now available, com-
mercially at least, three brands which are all fur-

nished by the makers in the form of dry compounds
to be mixed with water. These glues are to be con-

sidered waterproof in the sense that they are not
dissolved out or injured by water. Permanently pro-

lojiged soaking causes such glues to soften and become
weak, but upon subsequent redrying they regain their

former strength. The principal difficulty with these

glues is in their rapidity of setting after being mixed
with water: from two to five hours is the longest per-

iod of fluidity. Experimental batches of casein glue,

to which certain materials have been added to delay
the set, have, however, remained fluid and workable
for periods as long as forty-eight hours. Attempts
have been made to determine what percentage of bad
joints would occur in using casein glue. Every one
of about 200 specimens made by ordinary mechanics
wn»^ found satisfactory. It is believed that, if the in-

structions of the manufacturers are followed casein
fflue is a safer material for aircraft construction than
hirlf glue.—J. Franklin Inst.

A-15. The distillation of cellulose and of starch in
vacuo. (Sur la (distillation de la cellulose et de I'ami-
don dans le vide.) C. R. Acad. Sc, 166, pp. 3-9, 1918,
thi-ongh Chimie & Industrie, 1, p. 279, 1918.—Pure
cellulo.se (cotton) when gradually heated in a di.still-

ivi,-;' apparatus under a pressure of 12-15 mm. gives off,

first water, then, between 200-300° C, a heavy yellow
oil, which turns to a pasty, semi-crystalline mass.
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tormina' 4'! per cent of the cellulose taken. 10 per

ci-nt of the cotton remains as a carbonaceous resi-

due. A wiiitc compound (formula CulI„,()J can be

extracted from the distillate by means of hot water

and acetone. This is identical with the levoglucosan

which Tauret extracted from glueosides. The au-

thors suggest the polymerization of levoglucosan to

cellulose, starch or dextrin.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Alcohol from waste sulphite liquors and from

wood. (Production d alcohol des lessives sulfitees et

du bois.) Brennerei Ztg., May 21, 191S, through

("himie & Industrie. 1, p. 781, 1918. According to re-

sults obtained in Sweden, the cost of a plant for the

recovery of alcohol from waste sulphite liiiuors is

quite low. Twelve of these plants have been erected

in Germany, sufficient to handle the liquors produced,

which were about half those on a peace basis. The

vield is reckoned at 40.51 per ton of dry pulp, or 9.1

"per cu. m. of liquor, and the estimated production is

116,000 hectolitres (about 2,600,000 gals.) The liquor

is treated with powdered limestone with a little

slaked lime, and small quantities of ammonium sul-

phate, superphosphate and yeast extract (obtained

from previous fermentations) is added. The steam con-

sumption is high owing to the fact that the fermented

liquors contain only 0.9-0.95 per cent of alcohol. The

fir.st experiments on alcohol from wood, carried out

at a plant near Cologne, resulted in an average yield

of 60 litres per ton (metric) of dry wood, and this

may yet be improved.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Improved method of precipitating lignone in

waste sulphite liquor. (Perfectionnements dans les

procedes de precipitation du lignone des eaux resi-

duelles des procedes dans lesquelles sont produits des

sulphites de cellulose). Chiinie & Industrie. 1. p. 775

(1918).—The operation takes place in two stages. The

apparatus described consists of: (1) 2 digesters of

about 100-150 cu. m. with external heaters in which

the liquor is heated to 140-150° under 4-5 atmos-

pheres pressure, by means of the gases and vapors

escaping from autoclaves in which is carried out the

second stage of the process. (2) A series of auto-

claves heated to 200-210° by means of live steam,

and in which is effected the precipitation of the lig-

nones. The autoclaves are fed at regular intervals

from the digesters. Under these conditions the

treatment in the autoclave requires but 20-30 min-

utes.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Synthetic alcohol in Grermany and Switzerland.

(Production de I'alcool S3nitlietique en AUemagne et

en Suisse.) (himie & Industrie, 2, p. 236, (1919).

—

This industry has greatly expanded in Germany dur-

ing the war to supply alcohol for fuel, and has large-

ly supplanted alcohol obtained from potatoes. 115,-

000 tons of alcohol are obtained as a by-product in

the manufacture of celluloid (287,000 tons), and

178.000 tons are obtained from saw-dust. But the

largest amount of synthetic alcohol is obtained from

calcium carbide. This process is also largely used

in Switzerland, where, moreover, the acetaldehyde

is also oxidised to acetic acid.—A. P.-C.

E-5. Process for making pulp from bamboo. (Pro-

cede pour la production de pate a papier ou de cellu-

lose, au moyen de bambou, et autres vegetaux simi-

laires, et produits en resultants). French patent No.

475.981, granted to J. L. Jardine and Thos. A. Nelson.

England, June 29, 1915. Le Papier. 22, p. 88, 1919.—

The usual processes emploj-ed for making sulphite,

when applied to bamboo and similar woods, yield a

pulp which cannot be successfully bleached on a com-

mercial scale. This is due to tlic excessive acidity

of the cooking liquor caused liy the liberation and

retention in the digester of gaseous SO.. In the

usual sulphite itrocess this gas is kept in contact with

the wood as long as ]>ossible, and is relieved merel.y

in order to permit sufficient steam to enter the di-

gester. When bamboo is treated in this manner, a

secondary reaction sets in during the last stages of

the cooking, aiul a brown aldehydic compound is de-

posited on the fibres, rendering them unfit to be

bleached. If, on the other hand, the hydrolysis is

cheeked to prevent this deposit on the fibres, the

lignin is incompletely broken down, which also pre-

vents the pulp from bleaching. The present patent

covers a process whereby the lignin, and the peetose

and coloring nu\tters are removed sufficiently to al-

low of .successful bleaching of the resultant pulp with-

out any excessive consumption of bleach. To ensure

the complete removal of the ligno-eonstituents, a

sufficient amount of available SO, must be supplied

for their sulphonation. A base yielding a soluble sul-

phite (preferably sodium or magnesium) must be

supplied to remove the peetose matters. As the pro-

portions of the ingredients of the wood vary, it is

advisable to have an excess of both the active .sub-

stances in the liquor. A satisfactory liquor (Mg.

base), is as follows: Total S0.„ 3.25 per cent; free

SO,, 1.80 per cent.: combined SO.,, 1.45 per cent. The

wood is crushed, cut into pieces of a suitable length,

and charged into a digester. About 4% litres of the

above-mentioned liquor are required per kilo of bam-
boo. When the digester has been filled it is steamed

by introducing the steam directly into the liquor, but

provision must be made to allow any SO. liberated

to escape freely at the top. In the later stages of

the cooking, when most of the SO, has been driven

off, the relief valve may be partially closed to pre-

vent waste of steam. Cooking is stopped when the

total SO., in the digester is about 1.0 per cent. It takes

about 5 hours to bring the pressure up to 75 pounds,

and the cooking is continued about 10-12 hours

longer. The yield is at least 50 per cent. About 12

per cent bleach (calculated as 35 per cent bleaching-

powder), is "required to bleach the pulp completelv.

—

A. P.-C.

OTTAWA NOTES.
The recommendation of the Paper Controller to the

Judges of the Paper Control Tribunal which has been
dail.v expected did not up to Tuesday morning mater-
ialize. Mr. Pringle stated that he expected his order
to be out in a couple of days.

At the E. B. Eddy sulphite plant the high water
partially submerged some of the buildings and the

view was expres.sed that if the river rose another fif-

teen inches that a considerable portion of the ex-

tensive operations of the E. B. Eddy and J. R. Booth
plants would cease. The Booth saw-mill and board
mill closed owing to the high water. Six hundred men
were put out of work. The water in the Ottawa river

is eight feet higher than it has been since the flood

season in 1909. The depth at the foot of the Rideau
Canal locks registering 24 feet 6 inches.

Mr. George H. Millen, president of the E. B. Eddy
Company, up to the beginning of this week, reporteda

good demand for the various grades of paper manu-
factured by this company.
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M. S. Kilby, wholesale paper dealer, Montreal, was
in Toronto last week on a visit to C. H. Tanner, man-
ager of his Toronto hraneh, 42 Adelaide street west.

Roland D. Craig, who is now a member of the for-

estry staff of the Commission of Conservation, Ot-

tawa, and recently completed a report on the forest

resonrces of British Columbia, is spending some time

in Toronto interviewing the members of the timber

and pnlp wood trade. He is condi;cting an inquiry

into the wood resources of Ontario, on which he will

be engaged for some time. His work will deal especi-

ally with available quantities, conditions, operating

costs, production, etc.

For some time the industries of Thorold have been
suffering from power shortage, and one of the con-

cerns which recently had a large portion of its power
cut out was the Beaver Board plant. Sir Adam Beck
was lately interviewed by a deputation from Thorold
and the request placed before him for a block of

power, which, he stated, the town could have at any
time. The Board of Trade and Town Council of

Thorold are looking for definite assurance of suffi-

cient hydro power in order to deal with pro.spective

industries.

George Carruthers, President of the Interlake Tis-

sue Mills. Toronto, spent several days in New York on
business last week.
The water has been let out of the old Welland

Canal, and all the paper plants along the route are

taking advantage of the shut down of two weeks to

overhaul their equipment and make necessary re-

pairs. The Montrose mill of the Provincial Paper
Mills Co. is laying a new concrete floor in the beater

room of their No. 1 machine mill, and also putting a

new fireproof roof on the buildintr as well as enlarg-

insr the facilities of their coal yard for the more ex-

peditious handling of fuel. A new concrete bridge
is beinsr erected over the canal at Thorold between
locks 22 and 23. which will be known as the Keefer
bridge, while the old wooden gates on the waterway
as fast as they become useless, are being replaced by
concrete ones. The old "Welland Canal will not be
used anv lonarer for shippins: purposes, but the water
will be employed entirelv for power. Up to this sea-

son barares bearing pulpwood and other supplies have
been brouffht in bv this route, but henceforth only
the new Welland Canal will be used for this purpose.
John Martin, of the John Martin Paper Co., Winni-

pesr. spent the past week in Toronto calling upon his

many friends in the trade. He has been passing the

past few weeks in the south for the benefit of his

health, which is much improved. Mr. Martin hopes
in the near future fully to recover his former vigor.

During his stay in Toronto, a meeting of the book and
writing section of the Canadian Paper Trade Asso-
ciation, of which Mr. Martin is Vice-President, was
held at the office of the secretary, N. L. Martin, and
a warm welcome was extended to him. It is likely.'tf

that the annual gathering of the Canadian Paper

Trade Association will be held in Montreal on June
24th next. Definite announcement will be made in

the near future.

E. H. Judge, of Price Bros, and Co., Quebec, and
H. D. Dean, of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co., have
been elected members of the Executive Committee of

the Purchasing Agents' Association of Montreal and
district.

J. W. Hennes.sy, wood superintendent for J. R.

Booth, at Fort Coulonge, Que., died in Boston recent-

ly, and the remains were interred at Fort Coulonge.
C. De Wolf Reid, of Montreal, was in Toronto this

week, calling upon the members of the paper trade.

In Toronto recently Judge Morson dismissed the

suit brought by Xewsome and Gilbert, manufactur-
ing stationers, 122 Richmond street west, against A. J.

Victor and Co.. Toronto, for $331 for paper destroyed
when the water overflowed in the flat rented b.y them.

Driver W. George H. Logic, son of James Logic, the

well known paper mills representative of Toronto,
has returned from overseas. He enlisted with the

54th Battery in February, 1916, and on his arrival

in England was transferred to the 2nd Divisional Am-
munition column. Driver Logic spent twenty-six
months in France, and was in all the leading engage-
ments from Viiny Ridge up to the close of the war,
and. beyond being gassed once or twice, escaped un-

scathed. Previous to joining the colors he was with
his father in the paper business, and will resume his

former connection.

Acer & Co., of Montreal, have been appointed sell-

ing agents for the kraft pulp of the Dryden Timber
and Power Co., Dryden, Ont. The demand for kraft
pulp has been improving considerably of late.

W. J. Taylor, of the Woodstock Sentinel-Review,
and President of the Canadian Press Association,
which will hold its sixty-first annual meeting in To-
ronto on June 5 and 6, has returned from an extend-
ed business trip as far as Victoria and Prince Rupert.
In an interview Mr. Taylor stated that he is more
than ever convinced that the eastern manufacturer
and the western farmer should get together and set-

tle the tariff issue on a basis mutually agreeable.
Charters have been recentlj' granted to Belanger

& Bolduc, Limited, with head offices in Quebec City
and a capital .stock of $20,000 to carrv on a general
lumber and pulpwood business, and to deal in char-
coal, etc. Among the incorporators are Philippe
Bechard, of Montmagny, and Wilfrid Bolduc, J. A.
LaRue, Eugene Trudel and G*orge Cantiu, of Que-
bec. Another concern which has been incorporated
is La Compagnie des Bois du Nord, to manufacture
wood, pulp and the products thereof. The head of-

fice is in Amos, Quebec, and the capital stock .'|;99,000.

Those back of the new organization are David Gourd.
C. E. Marchand. Philippe Massicotte and Eugene La-
fleur, of Amos, and J. O. Mori", of Villemontel, Que.
The Don Valley Paper IMiils Toronto, have installed

a new North save-all iu the beater room, and made
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other improvements in equipment. The plant is very

busy at present with orders for several weeks ahead,

and the three tour system, whieh was instituted vol-

untarily on the part of the mana^rement, is working
out satisfaetoriiy to all concerned.

(". E. Nicely, assistant sales manajrer of the Toron-
to Paper Mfg. Co., Toronto, spent a few days this

week on a visit to his father, F. P. Nieelv, manager
of the La Salle Paper Co., South Bend, Tn'd.

E. Maguire, who is at the liead of the Safety Work
of the Ahitibi Power and Paper Co., Iroquois Falls,

Out., was in Toronto recently on business.

W. McLaughlin, who was overseas for two years,

has taken a position as chief accountant with the
Fraser Companies, Ltd.. Edmundston, N.B. Previous
to" his present connection IMr. McLaughlin was for
five years with the Lanrentide Co., of Grand Mere,
P.Q., as chief accountant and office manager.
The New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd., whose saw

and rossing mills are at Jack.sonboro, Out., report
that they started operations early in the month. They
further state that the labor situation is not bad. and
there are plenty of men, but all do not .seem inclined
to work. The demand for both rough and worked
lumber, as Avell as pulpwood, is good, and the com-
pany are .shipping out both. W. K. Jackson, of Buf-
falo, president of the organization, states that prices
are satisfactory, although none too high considering
the high cost of production.

BRITISH IMPORTS OF WOOD PULP.
The imports of wood pulp into the United Kingdom

during the week ended April 26th, 1919. were

:

Tons. £
Bleached Chemical, Dry 416 14,999
Unbleached Chemical, Dry 4,457 116,679
ilechanical. Dry 351 8,275
Mechanical, Wet 4,556 49,287

9,780 189,240
The receipts for the week ended April 27th, 1918,

were

:

Tons. £
Unbleached Chemical, Dry 3,600 160,782
Mechanical, Dry

. . 635 2.3,143
Mechanical, Wet 808 10 335

5,043 194,260

INTERNATIONAL PAPER MILLS RESUMED
WORK.

New York, May 26.— :\Iil]s of the International
Paper Company in several states which had been
closed throughout the greater part of the month
through a strike of the employees for increased wages,
resumed operation to-day, it was stated at the com-
pany's offices here. The men returned to work under
orders of their uuion officials pending a conference
between the latter and heads of the company over the
wage demands which the company had claimed were
in violation of a decree of the National War Labor
Board. Officials of the company have agreed to meet
delegates from the locals Wednesday in New York
for a conference on the wage question.
The union has reached an agreement with the St.

R«gis Paper Company of Watertown.

DEATH OF W. P. GUNDY A SHOCK TO TRADE.
.Many friends wrr.' shocked last week at the sud-

lien death of W. 1'. (Imuly, president of W. .). Cage &
Co., manufacturing stationers of Toronto; and presi-

dent of the Kinleith Taper Mills, St. Catharines, Ont.
Mr. (Jundy was one of the outstanding figures in Tor-
onto business life, and took a very active part not only
in the advancement and progress of the paper trade
in general, but also in the larger affairs of th^ city.

He was a former jirosident of the National Club, the
Toronto Board of Trade, the Ontario Pulp & Paper
Makers' Safety Assn.. a trustee of the National Sani-

tarium Assn., and the Toronto Free IIosi)ital for Con-
sumptives, lie joined the staff of the W. J. Gage &
Co., 38 years ago and gradually worked his way to

the highest position in the company. It M'as only a

few months ago that Sir William Gage resigned the

l)resideney to become chairman of the board, and Mr.
Gundy was appointed president.

For the ])ast year and a half he has been a member
of the War Purchasing Commission, Ottawa, and his

services were given freely, and devotedly and with-

out any personal recompense, other than the faithful

discharge of a patriotic duty.

Mr. Guiul.y was born in St. Catharines, 60 years ago,

and as a boy entered the civil service in the Ontario

Government Printing Bureau. Besides his wife, he

leaves his mother, three brothers and three sisters.

Mr. Gundy regarded public service as a duty which
every progressive business man owes to the commun-
ity. He was kind, thoughtful and earnest, possessing

splendid judgment and sound common sense. He
brought to bear upon every question in the commercial
world a broad view and a clear mind, and had always
taken a deep interest in the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Assn., and kindred organizations. Heart failure was
the cause of his death, the end coming suddenly in

his apartments in Ottawa on May 23. His remains
were brought to Toronto, and the funeral took place

on Monday afternoon. May 26th, from his late resi-

dence, 4 Hawthorne Gardens, Rosedale, to the Metro-
politan Methodist Church, of which he was a lead-

ing member. The last sad rites were attended by
many repre.sentatives of the paper trade and employes
of W. J. Gage & Co., among whom he was held in the

highest respect and greatest esteem.

McINTYRE HEADS NEW COMPANY.
The securities of a new piilp and paper concern will

shortly be offered the Canadian public. Clarke Broth-
ers of Bear River, N. S., who have been operating a
lumber mill for some years, are now planning to build

a sulphate mill. To finance the undertaking they are

selling bonds which carry with them a bonus of com-
mon stock, says the "Editor and Publisher."

A. G. Mclntyre of New York, w^ho is a son-in-law of

W. G. Clarke, is to be president and managing director

of the new company. Mr. Mclntyre was until recently

Special representative of the Committee on Paper of

the American Newsjiaper Publishers' Association and
the president and general manager of the Publishers'

Paper Company.

$12,000 IN WASTE PAPER.
In a bale of waste paper received at a paper mill

at Charleston, W. Ya., was found a certified check
for $12,500, which had dropped on the office floor of

a Baltimore business house and been swept up by the
janitor.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, May 26.—Business during the past week
was about normal, although the holiday, the general

labor unrest and acute industrial situation in some

of the cities had its effect in cutting down business

in the West. In spite of the many untoward condi-

tions jobbers report that ]\Iay has shown a consider-

able improvement over previous months ; in fact, one

wholesaler declared that the volume done was in ex-

cess of anything for several years past. There is no

doubt that the future of the paper industry is bright,

and one thing stimulating buying is that the idea

prevailing for some time, that paper was going to

come down in price, has been exploded. Buyers are

beginning to forget about past conditions, and to

look to the future. They realize that the mills, with

their three tour systems, which are now general,

higher wages and increased cost of transportation and
operation, will have to elevate quotations in the near

future. The trend of everything is in that direction.

A leading paper dealer, who has always given con-

siderable thought to prevailing conditions, has shown
that, except in a few lines, paper products cannot be

reduced.

Business is good on the whole, and toilet and tissue

mills are weeks behind in their deliveries, and mar
have to refuse some orders if trade keeps up. Spe-
cialty plants are also active, and the whole tone of

conditions is improving. The pulp situation is grow-
ing stronger. It is interesting to note that improve-
ments and extensions to plants are going ahead and
definite announcement may be expected in a few
days regarding the project at Kapuskasing, Ont.,

where the Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co. will pro-

ceed with the erection of a two hundred ton news
plant, as well as the building of mechanical pulp and
sulphite plants capable of supplying all the raw ma-
terial for the newsprint division. Another trend of

the times is evidenced in the installation of an addi-

tional newsprint machine by the Brompton Pulp and
Paper Co., at East Angus, which will more than dou-
ble the output of this organization, while the Howard
Smith Paper Mills will, in the course of a few weeks,
have their second unit at work at Beauharnois. This

all demonstrates that manufacturers have faith in the

future of the Dominion as a great pulp and paper

producing country, and one wonders how much more

rapid and strong would have been the development if

the government had not taken a hand in the control

and regulation of news and book papers and arbi-

trarily fixed prices.

The trade is looking more and more to export, and

regret that it is impossible to take greater advan-

tage of foreign business which is being offered to

Canadian mills on all sides. Good news has been re-

ceived by some of the larger paper manufacturing

companies, which is to the effect that, on June 1st,

the British Government will reserve only fifty per

cent of the tonnage instead of seventy per cent, as

at the present time. In this connection it is inter-

esting to note that the Cunard Line has recently dou-

bled its shares without increasing its capital, or, in

other words, the company proposes to capitalize its

reserve fund to the extent of issuing to shareholders

one new, fully paid up, ordinary share for each ordin-

ary .share now held.

One matter in which the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association and the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-

tion is vitally interested is in the work and research

efforts of the Canadian Forest Products Laboratories,

]\Iontreal. The Laboratories have been losing some
of their best men, who have gone into industrial and
commercial spheres owing to the large remuneration
offered. At a meeting of the Executive of the Cana-
dian Lumbermens' Association held during the past

week, this question was discussed and the President,

W. Gerard Power, manager of the River Quelle Pulp
and Lumber Co., stated that the Federal Government
should pay sufficient salaries to keep technical men
and experts at the Laboratories, and the Government
will be communicated with respecting the matter.

W. M. Stokes, of the Forest Products Laboratories,

waited upon the members of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association to support the request for speci-

mens of Canadian woods to be shown at an exhibi-

tion of timber grown within the British Empire, to

be held in London, Eng., in October, under the aus-

pices of the British Board of Trade. The species,

grades and sizes of Canadian forest products, it is

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones |°^^murray hill, NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be

convinced.
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pointed out, should be as representative and compre- niills. so as to maintain deliveries to contract custoni-

hensive as possible. It is desired that the whole of the ers. The result has hccu a very active demand tor

Canadian timber and pulpwood industry should be newsprint, with the entire production ahsorhcd by

fully represented, consistent with the ability of the anxious buyers immediately it has become available.

Dominion to export, so that all ports from which a Present indications are that the strike will soon be

piven species can be shipped should be mentioned in settled. (See notice elsewhere of adjustment.) It is

the catalogue. The specimens will consist of spruce, understood that the employees of one of the prmcipal

hemlock, paper birch and other woods, and will be mills affected have offered to return to work and to

first shipped to the Forest Products Laboratories in discuss their demands with officials of the company

Montreal. provided the operatives in other plants will ajrree to

Paper box factories are busy, and board mills report do the same, and officials of the company and Labor

fair business. Envelope coated paper and other Department representatives are now endeavoring to

plants are enjoying good business, and the demand persuade the rest of the strikers to resume work on

for sulphite pulp is getting stronger each w-eek, and Monday.
buying is more free. Prices are well maintained. Prices on newsprint have not undergone any

There is not much change in the rag and paper change, but they have hardened to a perceptible de-

stock market. A very light demand exists for white orree, and there is no question that if the limited

envelopes and soft white shavings, but book stock production continues for any appreciable length of

is moving as usual. There are some calls for No. time, values will advance. Mo.st of the independent

2 manilas. but on the whole the general situation is news mills have disposed of such surplus stocks as

unaltered. Cotton rags for paper making are not they had on hand, and buyers are now having consid-

moving very fast, while a better requisition for roof- arable difficulty in placing further orders,

iug stock is noticeable. Book paper mills are experiencing a very good de-

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. mand for their product. Publishers of magazines

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $3.75 and other periodicals are steadily increasing their

No. 1 soft white shavings $3.00 purchases, owing to the growing volume of adverti.s-

White Blanks $1.00 ing business they are being favored with, and .scarce-

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.20 ly a month passes that the average consumer of book

No. 1 magazine $1.30 paper does not find it necessary to purchase addi-

No. 1 book stock $1 .20 tional lots of paper to augment his contract supplies.

No. 1 manilas $1.65 ]\rost mills are running at very near to capacity, and

No. 1 print manila TOc are shipping the great bulk of their output almost as

Folded news ''Oc .soon as it becomes available. Prices are firm, an

Over issue, news 80c while no advancement has been recorded, indications

Kraft $2.50 are that prices will rise before they decline.

No. 1 clean mixed papers 60e Demand for fine papers is on the inerea.se, and

No. 1 shirt cuttings 10c prices are firmly maintained. Consumers of bond,

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 8c linen and ledger stock evidently have regained eon-

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings 7c fidence in the strength of the market, and are plae-

No. 1 blue overall cuttings 6I/2C ing orders with less reluctance than for some time.

Bleached .shoe clip 6i/^e Manufacturers are getting more business and in eon-

White cotton hosiery cuttings 8e sequence do not show the disposition to grant eon-

Light colored hosiery cuttings 6c cessions in price that they have recently.

New light flannellette cuttings 6c Coarse papers are in moderate call and steady in

No. 2 white shirt cuttings 7c price. Kraft wrappings are moving in increasing

City thirds and blues (repacked). No. 1 3^4^ volume, while buying interest in manilas is good.

Flock and satinettes $1.50 Fibre papers are quotably firm and moving with regu-

Tailor Rags $1.50 larit.v. Tissues are holding firm after the decline of

several weeks ago, with No. 1 white quoted at around

NEW YORK MARKETS. $1.00. No. 2 w^hite at SO to 90 cents, and No. 1 manila

New York, May 24.—Activity in the paper market at around 80 cents,

has continued to increase this week, and the market The market for boards is in much contrast to that

has been possessed of all the elements of strength, existing for the various grades of paper. Demand is

Consumers have operated as buyers with consider- light, and mills are seriously in want of orders,

ably more freedom than for some months past, job- Prices are easy, and indications are some maniifac-

bers have found it necessary to broaden the scope of turers are granting concessions as an added induce-

their purchases, and mills are now running on a nearer ment to buyers to operate. Chip board is quoted at

to normal scale than at any time since the signing of around $37.50 a ton at the mill, and news board at

the armistice. Prices on all grades of paper are firm, the u.sual price of about $5 more.

and there is a decidedly upward tendency in view in GROUND WOOD.—More activity has prevailed in

quotations on certain descriptions. the mechanical pulp market this week. The strike

The newsprint market has been particularly of operatives at certain newsprint mills has affected

strong this week. Because of the strike of operatives the pulp plants of this concern as well, with the re-

in the plants of the largest producing company, con- suit that the loss of production of ground wood is be-

sumers have been compelled to seek supplies from ing more generally felt than the loss of consumption
other manufacturers, while it is reported that the by those news mills shut down, for other paper mills

company itself has made large purchases from other have been compelled to .seek pulp in the open market
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to aufrmeiit their regular supplies owing to the in-

creased operations of their plants. Independent

grinders, therefore, have sueeeeded in licniidating a

considerable portion of their reserve stocks, and are

now less inclined to entertain bids for pnlp at the

low prices that have been mentioned in some quar-

ters latch-. Between ^'26 and $27 a ton at the Ea.st-

ern grinding mill is the current range of quotations,

and most manufacturers are insistent on the higher

figure.

niEJIICAL PULP—No change of an important

scope has come over the chemical pulp market. Busi-

ness of moderate proportions has been done this

week, and prices have been maintained. Consumers

are still confining their orders to tonnages immediate-

ly needed, but with activity in the paper market on

the increase, most users of pulp have found it neces-

s'trv to absorb larger amounts of raw material. ITn-

bleaehed sulphite of newsprint qualit.v is selling free-

ly at $65 to $70 per ton at the pulp mill, while do-

mestic bleached sulphite is quoted at 5.25 to 5.75 cents,

with some producers asking up to 6.00 cents for ex-

tra strong bleached. Easy bleaching is selling at

$85 to $90 a ton, and domestic kraft at $70 upward,
depending on the grade and the amount involved.

Foreign pulps are quotably steady, with the bulk of

business at present consisting of limited lots of a hun-

dred tons or thereabouts which holders of stock on

the docks and in warehouses release from time to

time. Several local importing firms now have repre-

sentatives in the Scandinavian countries, and it is ex-

pected that some definite information concerning con-

ditions there will soon be available.

KAfrS.—Cotton rags are moving in increasing vol-

\ime and at higher prices. Ever since felt manufac-

turers came into the market about a month ago. val-

ues have consistentl.v climbed, and high grades have

advanced in equal proportion to the low-prices de-

scriptions. No. 1 roofing stock has sold this week at

2 cents f.o.b. New York, while mixed satinets have

commanded around 1.80 cents. Prices on the former

are relatively higher than on the latter owing to the

greater .scarcity of cloth strippings as a result of the

.slow operations of w.ioUcn rags graders whence the

supply of strippings comes. Thirds and blues of re-

packed ([uality arc selling at between 3.50 and 3.75

cents, with good country packing firmly held at the

higher level. White rags are sought in increasing

quantity at a basis of around 5.75 cents New York for

\o. 1 "repacked whites. New cuttings are moving

with more freedom and at firm prices. No. 1 white

shirt cuttings are quoted at around 11 cents New
York, and the bulk of available supply is held at

stronger values.

PAPER STOCK—The market for waste paper rules

generally quiet. Demand is slight, and current ship-

ments seldom involve more than four or five carloads

at a time, with mills exhibiting pointed reluctance to

buy in wholesome volume. This reason for the dull-

ness apparently is the slight operations on board

mills. Most of these plants have stocked up at the

low prices recently ruling, and are now unable to ab-

sorblurther lots because of the lack of storage room.

No. 1 mixed paper is selling in the local market at 35

to 40 cents per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York, and
the offered supply is in excess of the demaiul. Flat

folded news is worth no more than 50 cents New
York, and many manufacturers are securing stock at

lower figures. Shavings are nominally quoted at 3.75

to -1.00 cents a pound New York for No. 1 hard whites,

and around 2.75 cents for soft white shavings of No.

1 grade. Kraft is steady and moving at between 2.00

and 2.15 cents, while hook stock is freel.v sought and
is rising in value, sales being noted at 1.40 to 1.50

cents New York, or at an advance of about $2 a ton.

BAGOING AND ROPE—The rope market is steady
of tone and a fair trade is passing at between 4.50

to 4.75c a pound for No. 1 Manila rope. Scrap bag-
ging is moving chieflj- toward one source at prices

ranging aroiuid 1.90 to 2.00 cents per pound f.o.b.

New York.

WOOD PULP REVIEW FOR APRIL.
In connection with the Federal Trade Commission's

current statistics on the paper industry, a summary
of the monthly reports required from manufacturers

of wood pulp and other kinds of pidp used in paper

making, is submitted herewith for the month of April,

1919. The table shows the kind of pulp, the stocks,

production, pulp used and shipments for the month.

The pulp shipped during each month represents only

pulp shipped to a concern different from the one pro-

Finished Pulp
No. On hand

Kind of Pulp. of 1st of

Mills. month.

Ground wood pulp 162 150,678

Sulphite, News grade 62 27,128

Sulphite. Bleached 33 13,971

Sulphite, Easy Bleaching 7 3,037

Sulphite, Mitscherlich 7 2,470

Sulphate pulp shredtacm
Soda pulp 28 7,380

Other than wood pulp 7 127

Total of all grades 211,320

ducing it. Loss of production is shown bj- giving the

idle machine time reported by each companj- for each
kind of pulp.

Pulp Production.

The following is a tabulation of the production,
pulp used by the company producing it, shipments to

outside concerns, and stocks of finished pulp, in tons

of 2,000,000 pounds on an air dry basis, for April,

1919, for the operating mills.

Net tons — Air Dry Basis.

Produc- Used dur- Shipped On hand
tion for ing month during end of

month. month. month.
146,896 114.657 8,139 174,778
50,059 41.144 7,436 28,607
37,610 19,860 15,350 16.371
4,296 3,167 1,491 2,675
6,322 3.902 2,484 2,406

10,651 6.874 3,215 7,091
28,225 17.574 8,411 9,620

925 824 163 65
284,984 208,002 46,689 241,613
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Total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills on
April 30 amounted to 241,613 tons. Stocks of all

t;;rades increased during the month, except Easy
I51eaching Sulphite, Mitscherlieh Sulphite and Other
than Wood Pulp.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic pulp
mills at the end of the month with their average daily
production based on the 24-months' period of 1917
and 15)18, the figures show that:

Orouiidwood mill stocks equal slightlj' more than
30 days" average output.

News grade sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less

than 12 days' average output.

Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly more
than 10 days' average output.

Easy bleaching sulphite mill stocks equal about 10
days' average output.

Mitscherlieh sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less

than 10 days' average output.

Sulphate mill stocks equal slightly less tlian Ki

days' average output.

Soda pulp mill stocks equal slightly more than M

days' average output.

Mill stocks of other than wood pulp imjuuI slightly

less than 2 days' average output.

Total mill stocks of all grades of pulp cfpial slight-

ly more than 22 days' average output.

Loss of Production.

The number of grinders ami digesters showing lost

time during the month of April in operating mills

was 1,1.52. These figures do not include the machines
in 4 mills that were not in operation during April,

chiefly on account of lack of orders, repairs, lack of

material and lack of power. The total time lost in

March was 193,363 hours, and 168,741 in April.

Among the reasons for lost time is the interesting

item of 2,705 hours for news grade sulphite digesters,

due to dirty water. Groundwood pulp mills lost 25,-

026 hours because of low water, etc., and sulphate and
soda mills lost 7,704 hours on account of labor condi-
tions.

SUMMARY OF THE U. S. PAPER INDUSTRY
FOR APRIL.

The total time the machines were idle, reported by
domestic mills was 240,057 hours, as compared with
243,386 for March. This includes the machines in

mills which were closed down completely. The prin-

cipal reasons for lost time were lack of orders and
repairs. "Othe Treasons'' include lack of labor, lack

of material, lack of power, etc. Five mills reported

3,226 hours lost on account of labor trouble. Paper
board mills lost a total of 86,900 hours, five mills

41,151, and wrapping and tissue each about 32,000.

Comparison of Stocks and Production.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the end of April.

1919, with the production for the month, the Federal
Trade Commission states that

:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly more than 8

days' output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 14

days" output.

Paper board mill stocks equal slightly less than 12

days' output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 41 days' output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 15
days output.

HAROLD J. GROSS. JAMES H. HURLEY and

E. TUDOR GROSS, Auctioneers.
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Adding Machine, Typewriters.

Send for descriptive catalogue to

G. L. & H J. GROSS
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Real Estate and Insurance. 170 Westminster St

Providence, Rhode Island.
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Fine paper mill stocks einial slijrhtly more than 44

days ' output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

22 days' output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

14 days' output.

Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

more than 11 days' outimt.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more

than 26 days' output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades e(iual slightly

less than 17 days' output.

Stocks of all grades except felt and building were

greater at the end of April than at the beginning of

The month. The total stocks of all grades in the

hands of manufacturers at the end of April amounted

to 287,994 tons. Adding to the stocks of the mills,

the newsprint stocks of jobbers and publishers, the

hanging paper stock of wall paper concerns, the mill

stocks at terminal and delivery points on April 30,

and the transit tonnage of publishers and wall paper

concerns gives a grand total of 522,9.5,5 tons of all

grades reported to the Federal Trade Commi.ssion.

Production of paper, by grades for the month of

April, 1919, compared with April, 1918, in net tons,

was

:

New.sprint (Standard and Special Grades of News),

116,278 and 111,480.

Book (M. F., S. S. G., and Coated), 67,623 and 76,-

702.

Paperboard (Straw. Chip, Fibre, Leather, etc.),

138,802 and 162,836.

Wrapping (Kraft, Manila, Fibre, etc.). 48.158 and
76,8.59.

Bag (all kinds), 9,435 and 13,197.

Fine (Writings, Bonds, Ledgers, etc.), 22,470 and

29,823.

Tissue tToilet, Crepe, Fruit Wrappers, etc.), 10,900

and 9,830.

Hanging (No. 2 Blank, Oatmeal, File, etc.), 7,326

and 4,858.

Felt & Building (Hoofing, Sheathing, etc.), 17,844

and 24,807.

Other grades (Specialties not otherwise classified),

13,048 and 14,648.

Total of all grades, 451,889 and 525,040.

Total sbipinents were 435,760 tons, and 505,598

tons for 1919 and 191S, respectively.

Imports and Exports.

Newsprint is the only grade of which the United

States is a heavy importer. Practically all of this

tonnage is imported from Canada. The value of the

exports of newsprint in March. 1919, amounted to

almost one million dollars.

Book paper and fine paper are the principal grades

exported, the conibined value of the two amounting

to almost four and one-half million dollars for March,

1919.

The total imports of all grades were worth $3,690,-

129. practically the same for March, 1919, as for

March, 1918. The value of the total exports, how-

ever, for March. 1919. was almost three times the

value of the exports for March, 1918. The amount
for the month was .$8,085,981.

l\Ir. F. I. S])ielman, of Spielman Agencies. Regd.,

Montreal, agents for Griffiths Bros. & Co., London,
I'.ritish Aluminium Co.. British Ever Ready Co., etc.,

is aliDUt to unilertako a business visit to England.

DA VIES & ROYLE,
ESTABLISHED 1867

7, OLD SWAN LANE, 141, BATH STREET
LONDON, E.C.4. GLASGOW.

Largest Importers of Wrapping, Packing and Bag Papers

in tlie United Kingdom.

Telephone: CITY 8880 (2 lines)
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THE STRIKE AND STRIKES.
Practically ever.vbod.y in Canada is affected in some

degree by the strike which has been in progress in

Winnipeg and other Canadian cities. Nearly everj^

paper and magazine as well as many of the prominent

leaders in industrial and political circles have express-

ed their views and labor men have also had consider-

able to say in regard to this important event. While

the strike was ostensiblj^ called in the interest of

obtaining wider recognition of the principle of collec-

tive bargaining, the Winnipeg affair soon developed

into an open movement of a distinctively revolutionary

character whereby the Strike Committee endeavored

to substitute Soviet rule in place of the duly elected

municipal authorities. Although a large number of

Winnipeg workmen answered the call and many trades

unionists were induced to join in a genei'al sympathetic

strike it soon became apparent that the ma.ioritj^ of

the citizens of Winnipeg were not to be so easily robbed

of their political and personal rights so that the force

and success of the strike movement seems to have dis-

tinctly subsided.

There are, unfortunately, a considerable number of

members of trade unions in other parts of Canada who

have been mislead by what appears to be misrepresen-

tation of reasons for the Winnipeg trouble and in

other cities a number of so-called sympathetic strikes

have broken out. In but few if any cases were there

local reasons for precipitating a strike of any charac-

ter. In some cities there evidently was some slight

disaffection which might easily have been settled in

a peacable manner had there been a serious attempt

to do so. In some eases it is evident that these slight

differences of opinion which might easily have been

adjusted were seized upon as an excuse for a general

walkout. The result has been in many cases a seri-

ous loss of work and wages, and a loss of production

in lines where continuance work was sorely needed

and .by workmen who had little or nothing to gain by

such demonstrations. The building trades in Toronto

is an instance. One of the causes for the present in-

dustrial unrest has frequently been stated to be the

lack of housing and the increases in rents. Just when

an opportunity has come along for workmen connected

with the building trades to assist in alleviating this

condition and when a chance for remuneration work

has come along many of them have joined the strikers

in Toronto and it can hardly be expected under these

conditions that thej' will have either the sympathy of

the public or the satisfaction of having accomplised

something worth while. The same may be said of

most factors in every sympathetic strike. It is incon-

ceivable in this day that workmen in any line should
desire involving the whole community in a general

disturbance and to ask their fellow workmen in other

lines to sacrifice their wages and .in some cases even
their jobs when a board of arbitration can bring about
a settlement fair to both sides and without the loss

of the wages needed by the workmen and their famil-

ies or the loss of production of goods needed by the

country. It must be realized that without production
no wages at all are possible and that disturbances

such as we are now witnessing, which not only curtail

profits to both worker and employer, but also indicate

a condition of instability in industry discourage the

investment of the savings of the public in industrial

enterprise. Without the confidence of the general

public in manufacturing and other industrial enter-

])rises it would be impossible to command the capital

which is necessary for supplying the buildings and
equipment that must be furnished before workers can

be provided work whether they be trade unionists or

not.

Paper mills and pulp mills have so far been in no
wise affected directly by the strikes in various parts

of Canada. But they have been affected indirectly be-

cause these strikes have made difficult or impossible the

distribution of the product of the paper mill upon
whose sale depends the employment and the living of

the paper maker. To go out on sympathetic strike

would, of course, be the height of folly, and it seems
that the pulp and paper union men realize this. Most
of the mills are more or less at a distance from centres

affected by .strikes, but it is doubtful whether the pulp
and paper makers even in the infected -areas can be
induced to lend their support to a movement which
is obviously none of their concern and in fact one
which offers the gravest dangers to the stability of

Canadian industry by attempting to undermine the

right of every citizen to have his share in both the

privileges and responsibilities of democratic govern-

ment. The sound common-sense of these men will

check any tendency completely to disrupt Canadian in-

dustrial life just when events are beginning to take a

turn which indicates a large and speedy improvement
in the relations between the workman and his employer,

and the opportunities for the former to share in the
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policy and affairs of tlie plaut wliere he works, at

least so far as his fomlitions of labor aiul living are

involved.

The industrial world has quite generally come to ac-

cept in some degree at least the idea of having workers

orjianized into trade unions aiul some have accepted tiic

idea of collective bargaining. The organization of the

workmen has many distinct advantages, particularly

where an effort is made to iiiii)rove the character and

capacity of the worker, capacity not only for quality

as well as quantity of work, hut also capacity for as-

suming a share in the responsibility of management.

To our minds the principal disadvantage of collective

bargaining is that it discourages the old-time intimacy

of the workman with liis employer such as most of the

older paper makers enjoyed.

A cartoon significant of the situation appeared last

week in a Montreal i)aper. The picture showed Capital

studying the book of Labor and its problems, and

Labor was shown studying the book of Capital and

the problems of nuinagement. It is this mutual study-

ing of the problems of the other which must eventually

be" more generally jiractised if we are to hope for a

happy solution of what is called the labor problem and

a more satisfactory relation between the two great

elements of industi'ial life.

A PAPER MILL IN A PRESS ROOM.

Some little *tir was hki.Ic tlu- other day, when Mr.

F. Becker, of Becker & Co., London, told a news-

paper correspondent in Montreal that a newsprint

mill should be as close as possible to the press room of

the consumer, and further suggested that Canada's

long suit is pulp, of which British paper mills de-

maud enormous quantities, and which they would be

glad to buy from Canada.

Mr. George F. Steele, of Canada Export Paper Co..

who is probably the best informed man on this side

of the water regarding export conditions and for

eign requirements, particularly for newsprint, dif-

fers with Mr. Becker. In an interview published in

the Financial Times he points out that Mr. Becker

is in the fortunate position of being the largest im-

porter of pulp and the third largest manufacturer of

paper in England. It may readily be inferred that

Mr. Becker is slightly biased in favor of his own busi-

ness, and this, of course, can not be imputed as evil

in him. Furthermore, Mr. Becker had shipping in-

terests before the war, and was thus in an advan-

tageous position to secure ships for carrying pulp

from Canadian pulp mills to his paper mills and cus-

tomers in England.

Mr. Steele cites several instances where new.sprint

mills have been located almost at the back door of

press rooms, and have had not anything like the mea-

sure of success that one would expect from Mr.

Becker's argiiments. In fact, one of these sold its

equipment practically as junk. It seems that the

trend of modern uuiuufacturing is rather to conc«n-

trate than to disperse operations, carrying the pro-

ducts as near to completion as possible at points close

to production of principal raw nuitenais. This ten-

dency is particularly noticeable in regard to fertiliz-

ers, cotton goods, metallurgical work and even the

production of power at the mouth of the coal mine.

Tiie success of the paper mill in the woods lies in

keeping the forest reasonably accessible by conser-

vation and reforestation.

Ships are the solution to Canada's export trade in

pulp and paper, according to Mr. Steele, who says

that only 30 per cent of outgoing tonnage is released

for commercial business, and paper men find their

proportion of this quite hard to get. The production

and export of pulp only would scarcely relieve the

situation, as very few, if any, individual companies

could own their own ships. The shipping situation in

regard to pulp, paper and other manufactures here

is just the reverse of that in Scandinavia. With Can-

ada it is "all going out and nothing (comparatively)

coming in.'' Norway and Sweden import so much

stuff that there is plenty of outbound cargo space.

The matter of a subsidy to equalize freight rates is

touched on by Mr. Steele. We are inclined to be-

lieve that this would not work out well. The debate

over the railroads shows the doubtfulness of wis-

dom in passing carrying charges on to people who
have but a very remote, if any, participation in the

benefits. This argument would be as pertinent in

this case, only more so. It is true, however, that by

shipping England a higher class freight, more money

would come to Canadians to spend in England for

return cargoes, and this extra business should have

an effect on freights.

The factor likely to give greatest benefit to our

l)ulp and paper industry is England's preferential

treatment of the Dominions. In making the best of

this, let us not fail to consider the present state of

the industry in the Old Land, and do nothuig that

will retard its recuperation from effects of the war,

which we have not felt at all in comparison.

PURELY PERSONAL.
It has been discovered why the editor is not beeona-

ing gray headed. The gray hairs fall out—and great
i the fall thereof !

. Our congratulations to the new Canadian Institute

of Chemistry on the receipt of the first subscription

to the Foundation Fund, a check for $500. Our com-

pliments to the Jas. Robertson Co. for their appre-

ciation of the value and aims of the Institute as well

as their generosit.v and ability to make this substan-

tial contribution. The office of the Institute is the

Kingdon Building, Beaver Hall Hill. Montreal.
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The Balsam Injury in Quebec and its Control

By J. M. SWAINE, Division of Forest Insects.

- (Reprinted from the Agricultural Gazette of Can-
ada, Vol. 6, No. 3, March, 1919.)

Few problems are more important in the future of

pulpwood supplies for Canadian mills than the dis-

eases and insects affecting spruce and balsam.—Ed.

We are beginning to realize at last that our Cana-

dian forests are disappearing very rapidl.y, but very

few, even among those of us familiar with our woods
appreciate how fast this process has actually become.

Fires, insects and fungi are the greatest enemies we
have to deal with. The fire problem is rapidly being

solved. The Forest Protection Associations of this

province are demonstrating how successfully co-oper-

ative measures can deal with such problems. The in-

juries by insects and fungi, on the other hand. have,

until recently, been practically unrecognized. The
actual conditions, however, indicate that these injur-

ies are annually much greater in our forests than

that caused by fires. We have a most disheartenine:

example of combined insect and fungous destruction

sweeping through the balsam forests of Eastern Can-

ada at the present time. Upon hundreds of square

miles of forest the balsam has been very seriously in-

jured or killed within the last eight years, and on

large areas of this practically all the balsam is al-

ready dead. The injury appears to be spreading rap-

idly in the balsam and a similar trouble is affectin?

the .spruce in a much smaller degree. How far this is

to spread Ave do not know, but certainly all balsam
in infested forests is threatened with destruction.

This subject is of the utmost importance to the lum-
bermen and provincial authorities of Eastern Canada,
and should receive immediate and very serious con-

sideration.

It is my purpose to describe very briefly the causes,

present status and probable future progress of this

balsam injury in the province of Quebec, and to sug-

gest the only methods we have been able to devise
for checking its further development. The conditions
in Ontario and the Maritime Provinces are somewhat
different, but the .suggestions with regard to slash

disposal apply there with equal force.

About ten years ago an outbreak of the spruce bud-
worm developed in the spruce and balsam forests in

this province, and rapidly spread throughout a large
part of it. The injury was caused by a small brown-
ish caterpillar, which occurred in myriads and fed
upon the foliage of spruce, balsam and hemlock. The
adult .stage of the insect is a small yellowish brown
moth. The moths fly readily and can thus distribute
the injury rapidly. This outbreak lasted only three
or four years in most parts of the province of Que-
bec, and then died away, so that the spruce budworm
is not now an active agent in the present destruction
of the timber.

Injury to the Spruce

The budworm affected spruce, balsam and hemlock.
The injury to the hemlock we shall disregard. The
spruce was severely affected, but usually .survived the
attack. The caterpillars feed chiefly upon the buds
and outer foliage on the spruce, particularly upon
the upper part of the crown. And while the outer

foliage is reddened and the trees may appear as

though scorched, there is usually enough foliage left

to carry the trees over the outbreak in fair condition.
The injury to the spruce is, however, evidenced in two
ways. If trees which have passed through an out-
break are cut, and the annual rings e.xamined, it will

be found that for the three or four years of the out-
break there was practically no growth at all. And,
also, the many dead tops found on spruce during the
last few years were caused as a direct result of inten-
sive defoliation of the apex of the crown by the bud-
worms. Isolated spruces in a heavy balsam stand
are frequently very .seriously injured or killed out-
right. It may also be stated that during the past
season we have received reports of injury to spruce
in Quebec province that indicate either important
bark-beetle attacks or the incipient stages of trou-
l)les similar to those we now have in the balsam. The
matter will be carefully investigated next summer.

Injury to the Balsam.
The injury to the balsam was very much more se-

vere. The caterpillars prefer the balsam foliage and
occurred upon it in much greater numbers, so that
the balsams were very badly defoliated over large
areas. Thousands of trees were killed outright as a
direct result of the budworm defoliation, and an in-
finitely larger number were so badly weakened that
after the budworms disappeared it meant a desperate
struggle for them to regain normal health even
though no other destructive agents attacked them in
the meantime. A tree is like a human in this, that
when it is weakened by any one disease it is therel)y
rendered more susceptible to attack by any other
distemper that may chance along. And it happened,
unfortunately, that these weakened balsams were at-
tacked by four other destructive enemies, two para-
sitic fungi and two species of bark-boring beetles.
The spruce budworm itself has caused its injury and
disappeared. It was the primary cau.se of this whole
trouble, and while much of the timber weakened by
its defoliation has died through lack of vitality, much
of the remainder has since been killed and is now
being attacked by the.se four other enemies.

The Present Enemies of the Balsam in Quebec.
The more destructive of the two fungi is the old-

fa.shioned Ground Rot or Heart Rot, common in east-
ern balsam since the history of lumbering began. Al-
though it has always been more or less common
with us, it .seems to me that it has simply run riot in
our Quebec woods in these budworm injured balsams.
The species is apparently Polyporus schweinitzii. It
spreads through the root .systems, and also through
the air by spores borne on fruiting bodies formed
above the ground. Injured trees die gradually from
the bottom of fhe crown upwards, showing here and
there dead branches, the foliage generally thin, and
the trunk and branches bearing an abundant crrowth
of pale green lichens or "moss." Trees showing these
characters are almost invariably affected by the heart
rot.

The second fungus we have called the San Rot. It
appears as a white shet-t of mycelium growing up-
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wards over the roots between the bark aiul the wood.

By the time it reaches and completely surrounds the

base of the trunk the sap flow is entirely cheeked:

the tree then dies rapidly and appears as a "red top.'"

This disease is not nearly so eoninion as the heart

rot, but it is an enemy well worth watching.

The more destructive of the beetles is the Eastern

Balsam Bark-beetle. This tiny, black, hard-shelled

beetle, 2nim. loiifj, is abuntlant everywhere in the

bark of balsam slash and in all dyinji balsams. Both
beetles and their larvae cut their tunnels between the

bark and sapwood, and when they occur in immense
numbers in living trees the sap flow is readily check-

ed and the trees soon appear as red-tops. This has

been the chief cause of the red-top balsams so com-

mon in this Province during; the last ten years. It

usually attacks dying bark and weakened trees, but

when abundant will kill green timber. Slash and
fire-killed trees form its great breeding ground.

The second beetle is a snout-beetle or weevil, which
may be called the Eastern Balsam Weevil, one-third

of an inch in length and greyish in color. Its eggs

are laid in the green or dying bark individually in

groups of punctures. The jnincturcs bleed and the

balsam drying on the bark in whitish glistening

patches betroys the disease. This injury is new to

this Province. It was found to be spreading rapidly

in green timber in some localities this summer, and
will prove without doubt a serious enemy to the bal-

sam.

Present Status of the Balsam Disease.

The present condition of the balsam in relation to

this injury appears to be serious enough. The dis-

ea.se is widely distributed ea.st of the Saguenay river,

but in some districts it has been particularly destruc-

tive, corresponding to the sections most heavily af-

fected by the original spruce budworm outbreak. On
some of these areas, extending over many square
miles, from 20 to 50 or even 90 per cent of the balsam
are already dead or badly diseased, and on parts of

these areas the balsam has been almost entirely killed.

The most extensive area of which we have knowledge
covers the upper waters of the Coulonge and Black
rivers, and the country to the northward. On large
.sections of this country the balsam has been almost
entirely destroyed and the reports indicate that the
spruce is also becoming affected. The quantity of
balsam already killed by this disease in Quebec Prov-
ince is simply enormous.

What is the Outlook for the Future?
Doubtless many of the trees that have died during

the last two or three years were too badly weakened
by the budworm to recover in any ease, and had sim-
ply survived for a few years and finally died. It is

therefore possible that the mortality in the balsam
will not be so heavy in the future as it has recently
been ; but on the other hand there is an immense quan-
tity of balsam barely struggling for life at the pres-
ent time, and the four destructive agents I have al-

read.y described certainly constitute a very .serious

menace. A careful consideration of the whole prob-
lem indicates that the balsam unon or near these dis-

eased areas is threatened with destruction within the
next few years: but how far the trouble will spread
into districts not vet affected we do not know. And.
in addition, the reproduction that will appear on
these areas will be largely balsam, since mo.st of the

|)resent stand is tiiat species, and is likely to meet

most unhappy conditions. "With the ground, contain-

ing the roots and stumps, and also the standing tim-

ber rotten with fungi, and with the surrounding

coiuitry infested b.\' the destructive beetles, what
chance will the young trees have to make good tim-

i)er? The future of the balsam in the infested parts

of tliis Province is certaiidy far from bright; and if

there are any practical measures available for avoid-

ing loss, checking the spread in new areas, and im-

proving the conditions on the badly injured sections,

they sliould certainly be employed without any fur-

ther loss of time.

Suggestions for Improving the Situation.

There is no panacea, no cure-all, for such a coiidi-

tion as this. The injury already covers such large

areas and the mortalit.v has been so high that only a

great fire could properl.v clear this ground for the

next crop. The balsam timber is so low in value that

measures available when dealing with pine, spruce

and Douglas fir are out of the (juestion here. I have
oidy three .suggestions to make in regard to control

measures.

(1) Utilize the Threatened Balsam. It is evident

from what has just been said that the balsam upon
the injured areas and also that near it .should be

utilized as rapidl.y as is commercially feasible in or-

der to avoid total loss. It is possible that the diseased

areas might be dealt with as burns are now treated as

regards stumpage dues and diameter limit. The dy-

ing trees, like the fire-killed timber, are attacked b.v

the large boring grubs, and the timber entirely ridd-

led, at latest by the end of the second season follow-

ing the death of the trees; so that prompt utilization

is necessary, if the dying timber is to be saved.

(2) Burn the Sla.sh.—There appears to be only one
practical method by which we can hope to accom-
plish anything definite towards checking the spread
of the disease, and that is by burning the balsam
slash. Slash-burning will not only check the injury
in and near the disea.sed areas, but it will greatly
improve the conditions for the next crop. Suppose,
for example, that we have a limit of mixed balsam
and spruce in fair condition, but that a few acres of
the disease has developed on one side of it. where
the bud-worm injiiry happened to be particularly se-

vere. If the injury is neglected it is likely to spread
in the surrounding timber. Suppose we log that part
of the limit, cutting out all the diseased balsam, and
the remaining balsam and spruce down to the diame-
ter limit, and then burn the slash on the .snow. The
result will be that we destroy practically all the de-
structive beetles on that area, since they are in the
di.seased and dying balsam bark, and also we get rid
of the greater part of the fungus in the wood above
the ground. In addition to that, we have destroyed
the slash which would have been a prolific breeding
srround for many beetles and fungi for several years.
There would still be the fungus left in the roots and
stumps, but that is apparently beyond our reach by
any practical means. This method woidd certainly
be effective in checking the spread of the disea.se if

the cutting were extensive enough to include all or
nearly all of the iniured timber. If many diseased
trees were left, or if there were many others an.v-
where in th^ neisrhborhood. the result would be less
marked; although it would certainly be beneficial.
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and in proportion to tUe percentage of the diseased

timber removed and burned.

In addition to the benefit to the standing timber,

the destruction of the beetles and the fungi in the

slash and the removal of the slash as a future breed-

ing ground would materially improve conditions for

the young growth which would follow the cutting.

Now suppose that this method were carried out ev-

erywhere throughout the Province, consistently, as a

definite policy, to the degree at least that all balsam
slash were burned the winter it was cut. Is it not evi-

dent enough that the practice must have a marked
(effect in checking the balsam injury in the sections

where the cuttings were made, and what is of the

greatest importance, in preventing the development
of the disease in areas not now affected? It would
do more than that. It would do away with a most
dangerous breeding ground for destructive insects

and fungi, reducing thereby the number of dying
trees about old cuttings, and would help to give ns

a healthier reproduction. There is no doubt at all

that any considerable quantity of balsam slash will

constitute a serious danger to neighboring balsam
timber, even though the latter is still healthy, and
this is particularly true for the next few years, which
will determine how far this injury is to spread.

(3) Increase the Percentage of Spruce in the

Stand.—A still better method in the example I used a

few minutes ago would have been to cut out abso-

lutely all the balsam of pole size and over, leaving
on the ground only young balsam and the spruce be-

low the diameter limit, and then to burn all the slash.

T have read Mr. Hoffman's paper on the effect of

seed trees on reproduction, and probably we have all

felt that his deductions are true for the eastern woods
also. There can be little doubt that the reproduction
that springs up must come mainlv from the seed
stored in the soil. But I still feel that if all balsam
seed-trees were removed and spruce seed were falling

each year, well scattered over the area, that the spruce
seed would surely modify the following reproduction
to a considerable degree, and give a higher percent-

age of spruce by the time the crop reached timber
size. This question is of great importance and leads

to the last point I wish to make. We have discovered
in our studies of the budworm outbreak, particularly

in the work in New Brunswick, where Mr. J. D. Tot-
hill, of the Entomological Branch, has also been
studying the balsam problem, that the sections carry-
ing a high percentage of balsam were most *'.<?avily

injured. In other words, the higher the percentage
of balsam in the stand, the heavier the budworm in-

jury has been to both balsam and spruce. If, then,

we can affect the- reproduction by any method of

lodging so as to give a hislier percentage of spruce in

the stand, by just so much we shall be insuring
jiarainst serious injury from the next budworm out-

break: for other outbreaks will surely develop, at

least in the lifetime of the next crop of balsam and
spruce. If our foresters can devise any method of

lumbering bv which th^ nercentajre of snruce in the
coming- reproduction can be increased they will be
obtaining two most imnortant results, giving us more
valuable wood as well as more healthy timber.
The arffument in favor of burning pine and spruce

slash is verv nearlv as strong, through similar rea-
sons; hut the practical difficulties in the way are, in

this case, apparently somewhat greater, although

probably not impossible of solution. If we could have
an agreement between the Governments of Quebec,
New Brunswick and Ontario, by which balsam and
spruce .slash from pulpwood cuttings should be burned
each year everywhere throughout those provinces, I

do not believe the lumberman's expense would be in-

creased at all by the slash burning; the cost would
be carried over to the consumer, where it properly be-
longs. Pine cuttings and spruce cuttings made chief-
ly for lumber require separate consideration, since
the lumber must meet competition from southern and
western forests. Even for this condition there are
several solutions, one of which would be for the Pro-
vincial Governments to estimate the cost of burning
the slash and to reduce the amount of the stumpage
dues so as to reimburse the lumbermen for the part,
or all, of the extra cost incurred by slash burning.
These are merely suggestion.s. The real problem is

infinitely greater than costs. It is simply this: that
our balsam forests are dying wholesale ; that if the
mortalit.v continues to spread as rapidly in the next
ten years as it has in the last ten we shall by that
time have very little more balsam slash to burn, in

Ouebec Province at least. That is the great problem.
If slash burning will help materially to check the trou-
ble, and I have set forth here the reasons why I be-
lieve it will, by all means let us burn the slash. As I

see it now the question has eome to be, not, "Shall
wc burn slash?" but, "How can be burn the slash to

best advantage?"
Finally, slash is the garbage of the woods; and

just as the city garbage must be destroyed to protect
the health of the citizens, so should the forest garbage
be burned for the protection of the trees. How can
we expect the remaining timber to be healthy when
each year we distribute throughout the Province
many square miles of this rubbish, the finest breed-
ing ground for insects and fungi that could possibly
be conceived?
As a preventive and insurance against insect and

fungus troubles the slash should always be burned;
Itut at this time, when slash burning will without any
doubt go far towards checking the balsam disease in

regions where it has only started, and in preventing
its development in areas that have thus far remained
healthy, particularly at this time, when it is so essen-
tial that we find some method for fighting this dis-

ease, let us develop a wav to utilize the only means
that appears to be available, and Burn the Garbage.

REPRODUCTION OF FORESTS.
A systematic study of the rate of reproduction and

"rowth of Canadian forest trees of the commercial
species has been undertaken by the Advisory Coun-
cil for Scientific and Industrial Research by the
Council for S. & I. Research, through scientific sur-
veys of some eighty square miles of an old cut-over
lumber district on the Petawawa Military Reserve.
T'bo data beinsr secured will in the course of a few
vears give, for the first time, the essential definite
information enabling the Dominion and Provincial
Governments to inaugurate on a scientific and prac-

'

tical basis a scheme of re-forestration paralleling the
best results obtained in the past in Europe. Our
forest wealth, now in danger of exhaustion through
reckless waste and disregard of adequate conserva-
tion systems, can only thus be preserved as a great
and permanent national resource.
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Census of Pulp and Paper Industry, 1917
(Coueluded from last Issue.)

Jume f), 1919

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES OF PRODUCTION.
Miscellaneous expenses, taken for the first time

since the Decennial Census of 1901 are fjiven in Table

XX. The principal items are unclassified sundry ex-

penses amountinj; to .1;3,667,765 or nearly ;{4 per cent,

of the total, and ordinary repairs to buildinfis and ma-

chinery amounting to .$3,391,960 or 31.4 per cent. Rent

of power constituted 9.5 per cent-; taxes (internal rev-

emue, war, etc.) 7.4 per cent. ; insurance 7.37 per cent.

;

taxes (provincial and municipal) 6.6 per cent.; all oth-

Table XX.—Miscellaneous Expenses by Classes of

Mills for Provinces, 1917.

Pulp Pulp & Paper

Items of Expense Mills. Paper Mills.

Mills.

Rent of Offices, Works,
and machinery .... 14,734 166,713 9,899

Rent of Power 112,300 867,833 47,548

Insurance 164,271 609,418 23,630

Taxes:
Internal Revenue, War,

etc 158,967 585,008 54,455

Provincial, Municipal,

etc 141,533 560,233 18,155

Royalties Use of Pat-

ents, etc 666 1,878 12,283

Advertising Expenses . 9,873 22,307 6,753

Travelling Expenses. . 44,147 100,621 20,423

Ordinary repairs to

buildings & machinery 799,225 2,-378,938 213,767

All other sundry ex-

penses .. ..." 1,042,.568 2,282,314 342.883

Total 2,488,314 7,575,263 749,796

er expenses, including rent of offices, works, etc.,

royalties and use nf patents, advertising and travelling

expenses, 3.7 per cent.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
The Tables presented in the Report (tables XXI,

XXII. XXIII. XXTY, XXV, and XXVJ) are designed

primarily to illu.strate the relation of home manufac-

tures to exports of this most important raw material.

The value and per cent, distribution of the wood-

pulp imported into Canada is shown in Table XXI. by

countries for the calendar years, 1915, 1916 and 1917.

It will he seen that importation from European coun-

tries has ceased by reason nf the war. and is confined

Table XXI.—Imports of Wood-pulp for the Calen-

dar years 1915, 1916 and 1917 by Countries.

Countries from which 1915. 1916. 1917.

imported Value. Value. Value.

Total value of imports $423,331 $5.52,002 $587,369

United States .. .. 316,843 552,002 587,369

Great Britain .... 745

to the United States in 1916 and 1917. The increase

in value during 1917 over the previous year amoiinted

to .$35,367 or a little less than 6.5 per cent- Quantities

are not available for the years mentioned.

Table XXII gives the quantity and value of the

exports of wood-pulp for the calendar years 1915, 1916

and 1917 to the United States, Great Britain. France,

Japan and all other countries, classified under the

heads of mechanical and chemical. The total quan-

tity exported in 1917 was 511,803 tons of the value

of "$26,192,906, of which 250,403 tons valued at $7,082,-

206 was mechanical, and 261,760 tons valued at $19,-

110,700 was chemical pulp. There was a decided fall-

Table XXII. Exports of Wood-pulp by Countries

for the Calendar years 1915, 1916 and 1917. (Ab-

breviated. Given to show distribution.)

Average

Kinds of pulp & coun- Quantity Value. value

tries to which exported. per ton.

ton. $ $

Total wood-pulp ex-

ported 511,803 26,192,906 51.17

Mechanical pulp ,.. . 250,043 7,082,206 28.32

Chemical pulp 261,760 19,110,700 73.01

Total to United States . 473,849 23,049,292 48.64

Mechanical pulp .... 248,375 7,048,306 28.38

Chemical pulp . . . . 225,474 16,000,985 70.96

Total to Great Britain 20,875 2,037,017 97.58

Mechanical pulp

Chemical pulp .. .. 20,875 2,037,017 97.58

Total to France 1,668 33,900 20.32

Mechanical pulp .... 1,668 33,900 20.32
Chemical pulp

Total to Japan 13,762 933,350 67.82

Mechanical pulp ....

Chemical pulp .. .. 13,762 933,350 67.82

Total to all other Coun-
tries 1,649 139,347 84.50
Mechanical pulp ....

Chemical pulp .. .. 1,649 139,347 84.50

ing off in the exports of mechanical pulp, amounting
to 79,709 tons, thoxigh the value shows an increase

of $1,432,841. On the other hand there was a marked
increase iTi the export of chemical pulp, amounting
to 32,613 tojis and a correspondingly marked increase

in the value amounting to $7,415,823. More than 92.5

per cent, of the quantity and 88 per cent, of the value
of all pulp was exported to the Ignited States. The
average value per ton for all kinds of pulp exported
was $51.17 in 1917 as compared with $31.03 in 1916
and $25-48 in 1015. Mechanical pulp ro.se from $15.67

Table XXIII.—Exports of Pulp-wood from Canada
in the calendar years 1915, 1916 and 1917 for

each Province by Quantities and Values.

(Abbreviated),

Quantity. Value.
Provinces. 1917.

British Columbia 329 747
New Brunswick 156,255 1,145,967
Nova Scotia 770 5,498
Ontario 161,652 1,166,316
Quebec 698,839 5,603,894
Canada 1,017,845 7,922,422

per ton in 1915 to $17.13 in 1916, and $28.32 in 1917.
Chemical pulp which was $38.36 per ton in 1915 rose
to $51.04 in 1916 and $73.01 in 1917.
The quantity and value of pulpwood exported by

nrovinees for the calendar years 1915, 1916 and 1916
is given in Table XXIII. Though the quantity dropped
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by 50,362 cords in 1917, the value increased by $1,055,-

753, owing to the rise in prices.

No pulpwood is imported into Canada.
In Table XXIV which shows the production, manu-

facture and export of pulpwood, the statistics for

production are obtained by adding the quantities used
in manufacture to those of exports for the calendar
year 1915, 1916 and 1917. The table shows also the

value per cord and the per cent, distribution of the

pulpwood produced between manufacture and export.

It will be seen that the production has increased from
year to year in quantity and value, and in average
price per cord. The quantity used in home manufac-
ture is gradually increasing; in 1915 the percentage

manufactured was 59.7, in 1916 it was 62.3, and in 1917

it was 70.4.

Tables XXV and XXVI deal with the exports and
imports of paper as such. They do not deal with articles

manufactured frofn paper. The total value of paper
imported increased from .$2,402,557 in 1915 to $4,204,-

968 in 1917. The total value of paper exported in

1915 was $18,430,013, while the total value exported in

Table XXIV.—Production, Manufacture and Exports
of Pulpwood compared for the calendar years

1915, 1916 and 1917 by Provinces.

QuiiAtit^

Cord
Csoadi

PrDctactioa... a.IK.lM
Huobctlin 2.104.334
Eipoct 1.017,

QoMm
Produetioo. 1.80ft,

UMofictan 1 109,

Export 698,

OnUrlo

ProductioB 897.343
Muobctun 735, Ml
Eiport 181. M2

N«w Bmiuivteli

Prodoetioa. 261,841
UHMkctnr* KH.&M
Eipon 15

BHIUi OhlBkb

Pradactka. 135.143
MaMbetara 134,814
Eiport

Nan^nOi

ProdiictioD.. 19,094
MaaalMrtiin 18,324

Valu

Val«ur

28.739,905

7!922!422

Valaur p>r
""boi. it^ufpe

1917 was $35,774,636. That is our imports of paper
in 1917 increased in value over those of 1915 by $1,-

802,411 or by 75 per cent-, while our exports of paper
in the same period increased by $17,344,623 or by 94.1

per cent.

CANADIAN VISITS GERMAN PAPER MILL.
Joe G.ill, an emploj-ee of the Laurentide Company,

who has been overseas, had the interesting experience

of visiting a large German paper mill at Bergisch-

Gladbach, Rhineland. The general manager escorted

him through the whole plant and pointed out all items

of interest. This plant is known as J. W. Zanders, was
established in 1822, and in addition to straw, esparto

and wood pulps, manufactures a large line of special

papers. There are seven machines and about 1,700 em-
ployees. The daily production is 80 tons. The ground-
wood mill is equipped with Voith magazine grinders.

CANADLAN PAPER AGENT FOR LONDON.

As a result of the conference in Ottawa last Thursday
lietween the pulp and paper interests and Lloyd Har-
ris, the Canadian Trade Commissioner in London, who
is visiting Ottawa at present, a meeting of the Cana-
dian Pulp and Paper Association is to be held on
Thur,sday, June 5th, for the purpose of selecting a

representative to go to London for the purpose of
keeping in touch with the market there as well as
with the Canadian Trade Commission in that city.

In the course of the meeting Mr. Harris strongly
recommended such action as one of the best methods
of the Canadian pulp and paper trade deriving the
benefits which might be obtainable through closer con-
tact with and understanding of the conditions there.
It seems probable that this step will be taken.
One of the chief obstacles to the Canadian export

business in that trade has been the problem of secur-
ing steamship accommodation. Opportunities to .secure

space have been lost, it was pointed out, through lack
of machinery to grasp them when they arose and thus
chances of making shipments to advantage have been
lost. The matter of high rates is also an obstacle, but
it is believed by the trade that these will come down
eventually.

Should a representative be appointed to go to Lon-
don one object would be to watch the freight situation

and immediately communicate the facts to Ottawa.
These could then be at once laid before the pulp and
paper trade and prompt action secured.

The general feeling in the trade was that the ship-

ments of pulp and paper to England could be largely

increased with the provision of the machinery sug-

gested.

VETERAN REPRESENTS WATEROUS COMPANY.
The Waterous Engine Works Company of lirantford.

Ont., has appointed Sergt. Charles Kendall to repre-
sent it in British Columbia. Sergt. Kendall enlisted in
the 67th Battalion "Western Scots," Sept. 1, 1915,
and went overseas in March, 1916. His battalion land-
ed in France on August 13, 1916, as pioneer battalion
to the 4th Canadian Division, and went at once into
the Ypres salient and six weeks later was transferred
to the Somme.

Sergt. Kendall was with the battalion until the later

part of October, when he was ordered to report to di-

visional headquarters as draughtsman in the intelli-

gence department. He assisted in preparing the plans
for capturing Regina Trench and later on the plans for
Vimy Ridge. One month after the famous ridge was
taken he was transferred to the Forestry Corps at the
request of Gen. McDougall and did duty with the dif-

ferent forestry companies, placed in the areas next
the front-line trenches, until October 28, 1918, when
he was seriously injured in a collision between his

motorcycle and a fast moving railway engine between
Arras and Doullens.

After six months in various hospitals in France and
England, Sergt. Kendall arrived in Vancouver at 10.30

p.m. Thursday, on the military hospital train, and be-

fore noon next day Mr. C. H. W^aterous had placed
him in charge of their interests in British Columbia,
the position held by Mr. Hugh Gilmour for so many
years. Sergt. Kendall has had many years' experience
in sawmill construction and operation, as well as in

the pulp and paper industry.
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THE STORY OF THE C. P. & P. A. TRADE MARK.
The raiiadiaii Pulp «S: Paper Assoeiation recently

started on a qjiest for a traile-niark sueii as eould

be used for the purpose of hihelinjr anil identifying: all

the pulp and i)aper produets made by its members.

The Assoeiation invited sufjgestious from everybody

interested and offered to pay $100 for the suggestion

ailjudged best adopted to the purpose in view, as well

as to pay the price placed upon it by the person sub-

mitting; it.

The result was that over 150 designs, some of them

very ai-tistic in conception and showing the result of

a great deal of work in their development, were sub-

mitted. Prof. Ramsay Traquair, of MeGill ITniversity,

president of the Arts Club of :Montreal, and ]\lr. F. W.
Stewart, president of the Montreal Publicity Associa-

tion, were invited, together with Mr. A. L. Dawe,

secretary of the Assoeiation, to pass upon the entries.

After spending considerable time in judging the re-

spective merits of the many designs submitted, the

judges unanimously agreed that a design submitted by

^Iv. Harold IMcKvers, a student in the Department of

Architecture of MeGill University. Montreal, canio

nearest to meeting all the requirements.

The Avinning design shows an idealized spruce tree

(the basis of the Canadian pulii and paper industry)

AA550CIATION-.

enclosed in a triangle, around which the words, "Can-

adian Pulp & Paper Association" are disposed. At the

back of the tree appears a rising sun whose radiating

rays spread out to the inner lines of the triangle. In

the right and left corners appear maple leaves, a Can-

adian national emblem, made universally familiar by

its appearance on the shoulder-straps of the Canadian

soldiers.

Used as a label and in other forms where the use

of colors is practicable, the trade-mark will appear in

three colors, the tree and the maple leaves in green,

the orb and its radiating rays in red or orange and the

rest of the design in black. When reproduced in this

form the design appears very effective, while even in

subdued black and white it has a distinction and char-

acter quite impressive.

The design is to be registered as a trade-mark. It

will be used on all packages and boxes, etc., contain-

ing Canadian-made good paper and pulp products. In

order to familiarize the Canadian public with its ap-

pearance, the Association is planning an extensive ad-

vertising compaign in which the merits of Canadian-

made paper will be extolled.

SIR GEORGE BURY HEADS WHALEN CO.

Sir George Hury, until recently vice-i)residt'nt of

the Canadian Pacific Railway Comiiany, has been elect-

ed ])resident and chief executive of the Whalen Ptilp

and Paper Mills, Ltd., with offices at \'ancouver, where

he was due to arrive last Friday. .lames Whalen, the

former president, who has other large financial inter-

ests on the Pacific Coast, in relinquishing his position

retains the chairmanship of the board of the company.
George Wluilen. who has been managing director will

l)robal)le devote his time entirely to the organization

(if export busiiu'ss coiniections. The entrance of so

lirominent an executive as Sir George Bury will be

welcomed in pulp and paper circles as another iiuHca-

tion of the outstanding importance of the industry,

(t is understooil that further interesting and favorable

announcements will be made shortly in regard to the

Whalen Co. financing, in which Montreal and Chicago
interests are said to have taken a very large interest.

It is a good thing for British Columbia to have men
like Sir George itlentified with Pacific industries. One
of the princijjal difficulties is ocean service and efforts

must be made to bring in return cargoes from the

Orient and elsewhere by the vessels that take out Can-
adian goods. For a territory with a population less

than that of Montreal, the Pacific Province does a lot

of business. The Whalen company is among the con-

cessions contributing largely to the prosperity of the

province and in this connection it may be said that Mr.

McMaster, Avho was James Whalen 's right hand man at

Port Arthur, has done good work in solving problems

of labor, production and transportation. The company
is now making 200 tons of sulphite daily and before

long will be doing business all over the globe making
use of the Panama Canal.

The Port Alice mill is one of the few pulp plants to

jiroduce to capacity from the stai't. It was designed

liy y. D. Simonds for 60 tons daily and has regularly

nuide 72 tons, a part of which is bleached.

NEW MATTAGAMI STOCK OFFERED PUBLIC.

In connection with the $2,000,000 issue of Mattagami
Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, 7 per cent. Convert-
ible Sinking Fund Mortgage Debenture Stock, which
they are offering the public, Greenshields & Co., make
a few comments, both in general and in particular.

Pulp and paper is Canada's greatest industry—an
industry in which our wealth of raw material and
water power gives us the advantage over the world.
Investors who have bought Canadian pulp and paper
securities when the companies they represent were in
their early stages have secured high yields and have
eventually made large profits.

The Mattagami Company hold 965 square miles of re-

markable timber limits so laid out in the Mattagami
River Water Shed as to enable the company to bring
its wood to the mill at the lowest cost that we have
found in our experience with Canadian pulp and paper
companies. The economical water power development
at the company's mill site provides the other chief
factor in the low cost of operation. Canadian compan-
ies as a class can manufacture pulp and paper to-day
at a lower cost than any other country, but we have
not found any company better situated for this than
the Mattagami.
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Recent Development in the Cornish China Clay Industry

(By our Cornish Correspondent.)

The mariner who has passed through the gale ap-

preciates the calm which follows; indeed, he who
l3est knows how to value and appreciate the calm is

he who has for a long period known no other but

storm, cloud, rain and cold. The war automatically

closed several of the best markets; money due could

not be recovered from enemy countries, and Russia

was economically a closed chapter. There were com-

paratively speaking, few sales, and markets were
more or less restricted. Buyers were swamped with

offers, and these naturally forced down prices, as al-

ways happens when supply exceeds demand ; and the

prices realized for clays were too often than not con-

siderably below the cost of production. Each producer

hoped that the war would be over sooner, and went
on selling his clay for less than he produced it for,

and was piling up losses in such a way that many
firfns were faced with imminent ruin. Workmen re-

ceived inadequate wages. They knew that their em-
ployers were losing money and realized that in many
eases an increased wage bill would mean the closing

4own of many works.

Soon these clouds broke, and the sun began to

shine once more on the China clay industry. The pro-

ducers threw aside their old prejudices and jealous-

ies, and determined to pull together. The world re-

quired a certain amount of China clay, and no more
for the time. "We will produce all that is required,

and we will sell all that is required, but we will see

to it that each producer shall have his own share of

the business and no more, so that all in the trade can

live," they said. The paper makers and all other

manufacturers using China clay are prospering, and
accumulating profits, and therefore it became im-

perative for the China clay merchants to charge fair

prices with the costs of production, so that masters
and men mav pull through until brighter times come
aeain. So the company called the Associated China
Clavs, Ltd., was formed to distributed business even-

ly among all producers on a common basis of i;iormal

capacity, and to regulate prices. There had been
minor difficulties and slight differences of opinion

amonsr a few producers on the question of policy,

but the Associated China Clays, Ltd., has passed
throusrh its first year of working—the most trying
voar in the historv of the industrv—very satisfactor-

ilv. indeed, and all the members have remained loval

to their new institution. The result is that with
economv, all producers can just make both ends meet,
and the various industries requiring China clay re-

ceive .sunplies they need at prices that are not un-
duly hifirh compared with the cost of production and
the cost of other raw materials.

Tjooking back over the period they passed throusrh
Kpfore the formation of the Associated China Clays,
Titd.. the China clay producers know how to assess

the value of that comjianv to the industry, and they
arp nleased with their united action. The unanimity
p^isting among the producers has rendered many
thins.s practicable that otherwise would have been
difficult, if not altogether impossible. With the ex-

ception of one or two small firms representing less

than three per cent, of the trade, all are united in

this organization. All the employees are united in

their "Workers' Union," consequently when the Gov-

ernment's Whitley Commission scheme was called in-

to existence the China clay industry was one of the

very first of all the industrial concerns in the king-

dom to set up its National Joint Industrial Council.

This Council, consisting of ten employers and ten rep-

resentatives of the employees, has done excellent

work. It has established a bond of good feeling be-

tween masters and men, and has been able to wipe

out many of the anomalies which had hitherto exist-

ed. On more than one occasion this Council has made
its existence felt at the very centre of Government
administration. Such is the report of the first year's

existence of the Associated China Clays, Ltd., and no
doubt in the forthcoming period of reconstruction,

this combination will play an important part in the

resuscitating the Cornish China clay industry to its

former world-wide standard of activity.

Since my last notes the spirit of combination has

made a tremendous advance, and the amalgamation
of three of the very largest firms of China clay and
China stone producers have become an accomplished

fact. The three firms concerned must be well known
to all readers of the Pulp & Paper Magazine, and it

will mark yet another important era in the Cornish

China clay industry. They are The West of England
and Great Beam China Clay Company, Ltd., of St.

Austell, Messrs. Martin Brothers, of Plymouth, and
The North Cornwall China Clay Co., Ltd.", St. Beward,
Cornwall, and the business of these three will be con-

ducted under the style of English China Clays, Limit-

ed. The operations of the premier company. The
West of Ensland and Great Beam Co., Ltd., are the

most formidable in the whole district, and include

clay mines producing such well known clays as "Dub-
bers" and "Dorothy" and other equally well known
works which are situated at Trethosa, Little Johns,

North Carloffgas, Kernick, Hallew, Hendra, New Hen-
dra. Great Beam, Carrancarrow, all near St. Austell,

Cornwall, and also at Plympton, Devon; China stone

quarries at Hendra, near Nanpean. They also op-

erate cooperages for the manufacture of casks for

nackinq- clay for the continental and colonial mar-
kets, if reouired, brick and tile works at Carloggas,

and .qround China stone at Ponts Mill, St. Blazey. The
yearlv production of this firm in 1900 was consider-

ablv over 100.000 tons, which is sufficient to show
the frreat strides made even in those days, but it was
not accomplished without much spade-work. With
incroasinsr railway facilities the output of the "West
of England" soon grew to over 200,000 tons per an-
niini, which was the high water level achieved just
iipfore the war. Whilst it would be impossible to get
the railwav to each of the works already mentioned,
the firm did the next best thing by erecting their

drvinsj kilns alongside the railway, and the clay
conveyed thereto from the works in its liquid form in

earthenware pipes.

At Drinnick Mill Station Nanpean, the company
have a very large drying depot for several of their
best works, which effects a considerable saving in the
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cartage of coal as well as the cartage of clay. Con-

sequeutly the cost of production is reduced very ap-

preciably. With modern labor saving appliances

such as" the steam navvy for removing the over-bur-

den around the pits, and various other electrical con-

trivances as well as an improved system of drying,

the company have already effected considerable eco-

nomy. Even since the war one of the principal en-

giueers of the firm has informed me that their new-

est principles for drying have reduced the consump-

tion of coal by more than 30 per cent, a saving that

cannot but be appreciated particularly during the coal

crisis. The whole of the works are connected with the

head office at St. Austell by a private telephone.

Messrs. Martin lirothers, of Plymouth, although

far distant from the activities of mid-Cornwall, are

nevertlieless (piite in touch witli the industry by wire,

and there has always been an ever increasing com-

munication between them and the Cornish dayopolis.

This firm is .somewhat akin to the West of England

Co. in that it is more or less of a family institution.

The late Mr. Thomas Martin was the luanaging di-

rector for a great many years, and under his wise su-

pervision their works at Leemoor, Devon, Goonbar-

row, (St. Austell). Burgotha, Virginia, Little Trevi.s-

coe, in St. Stephens in Hranwell, Cornwall, were very

largely developed. Upon the death of Mr. T. Martin,

the mantle of responsibility fell on Mr. Reginald Mar-

tin, who has maintained the best tradition of his an-

cestors, and he has succeeded in enhancing the repu-

tation of the firm throughout the world. The most

important operations of the firm are at Lee Moor,
Devon, where they have also brick and tile works of

large dimensions, and China stone (juarries at St.

Stephens, in Cornwall.

The North Cornwall China Clay Co., Ltd., although
the youngest of the three amalgamating firms, are not

by any means the least known. This company hR--^

only one pit, which is known to be the very largest

of its kind in existence, and it is situated nea* Corn-
wall's very highest altitude "Rough Tor." but the

vast and undeveloped clay bed here concealed is suf-

ficient to afford every possibility of becoming as pro-

ductive as the other firms together in course of time.

The clay from Stamnon !Moor is conveyed to the near-

est railway .iunetion at Wenford, about 9 miles dis-

tant, where the company have erected one of the fin-

est and best equipped range of drying kilns to be
seen in the industry. The normal yearly outputs of

the three firms combined, as at present fixed by the

Associatpd China Clays, Ltd., is 430.000 tons. The
normal China stone output amounts to another 2.'i,000

tons, and the ground China stone an additional 5,000
tons per annum.

ilr. Rearinald Martin has been appointed the chair-
man of the new company. The English China Clays,
Ltd.. and he is one of the three manasmsr directors.
He became actively associated with Martin Brothers
in thp year 1889. After the death of his father he
had the assistance of his brother, Mr. Claude Martin,
but on the outbreak of war the latter obtained a com-
mission as Lieutenant in the Coldstream Guards, and
was killed in action at Cambrai in 1917, and since
his lamentpd death Mr. Reginald Martin was obliged
to undertake the sole responsibilitv of the firm's
srreat business. The prominent position that has been
achieved by this firm fully demonstrates his enterpris-
ing activities, and business capacity, Avhich should

serve him well in his new sphere. Mr. Reginald Mar-

tin is a vice-chairman of the Associated China Clays,

Ltd.

Mr. T. Medland Stocker, J. P., another of the new-

ly apjxiinted managing directors, is also well known
not oidy in the St. Austell district, but also in the

many home, continental and colonial markets. He is

a son of the late Mr. Thomas Stocker, (one of the

pioneers of the China clay industry). He entered the

service of his family's firm. The West of England

China Clay Co., in 1893, and upon the death of his

father lie became chairman and managing director.

Mr. Walter Sessions, is the third managing director

of the new combination, and will, we understand, be

principally engaged in the sales department, a posi-

tion which very few men are better adapted for, or

are more successful in. Following a meritorious busi-

ness career, Mr. Sessions applied his acumen to the

North Cornwall China Clay Co., Ltd., with eminent

success, with the result that the firm soon became
reconstructed on a sound basis, and made commend-
able progress.

The intentions and policy of this new company are

naturally much commented upon locally, and no small

amount of curiosity is created even among the other

China clay producers as to their future relation.ship

with the producers' association. I am informed, how-
ever, that the object of the new company is to work
in harmony with the other cla.v producing firms, and
for the mutual advantage of all engaged in the in-

dustry and that the newly formed English China
Clays, Ltd., intends heartily to support the policy o^

the Associated China Clays, Ltd. The advantages of

co-operation amongst China cla.v producers have been
exemplified on more than one occasion during the
past few years. Through the unprecedented ad-
vance of living there would have been a labor crisis

but for the formation of the producers' association,

and the inception of the National Council of the China
Clay and China Stone industry. The former secure
better prices, and the latter a more amicable relation-

ship between the employers and the employed. Wages
have been increased from 7d. per hour to Is. Id. an
hour for the ordinary day laborer. It is observed in
the memorandum of a.ssoeiation that the fullest pow-
ers have been obtained to enlarge the scope of busi-
ness, and a firm of this magnitude should be enabled
to conduct research work on a large scale to the mu-
tual advantage of the firm and the trade and dis-
trict generally.

Following elo.se upon this combination I am au-
thoritatively informed that the well known firm of
Messrs. H. D. Poehin & Co., have just acquired the
China clay properties of Messrs. J. W. Higman &
Co. The latter firm have been in the clay trade for a
great number of years, the founders of "this firm be-
ing among the early pioneers of the industrv. Mr. J.
W. Higman, J.P., the head of Messrs. J. W. Higman
& Co., has been very prominently associated with the
China clay industry as the chairman of the Associar-
ed China Clays, Ltd., and the chairman of the Na-
tional Council of Employers and Emplovees. The
principal mine of this firm is at Gunheath. near St
Austell. Messrs. H. D. Poehin & Co., the purchasino-
firm, which are well known to North American p^-
per makers, are not only large China clav mine pro-
prietors, but have been established as a big chemical
manufacturing firm for over 100 vears Messrs
Poehin 's best mine is at Gothers, St. "Dennis, where
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very large extensions have taken place in recent

years. At Halviggan, St. Mewan, adjoining the par-

ish of St. Austell, very important developments have

taken place, including the erection of a very large

di'ving kiln and settling pits at Burngullow Station,

on the main Great Western Railway line. In recent

years the firm have been directing considerable at-

tention to their West Cornwall properties in the Pen-

zance district. Their "Leswidden" and "Balles-

widden" mines are producing some of the whitest

clays on the market, and now the war is over greater

extensions are contemplated. Better shipping facili-

ties have been constructed by the firm in the Pen-
zance Harbor, and similar progress has been noted

with the firm's other works, near Liskeard. This

firm's normal yearly output as fixed by the produc-

ers' association, of which they are members, is 109,671

tons, making them the fourth largest producing firm.

Their latest acquisition will increase their capacity to

134,568 tons per annum. Thus, under the new condi-

tions, Messrs. II. D. Pochin will become the third on
the list. The three leading producing firms are as fol-

lows: The English China Clays, Ltd., 430,000; Messrs.

John Lovering & Co., 151,000 and Messrs. H. D. Pochin
& Co., 134,568 tons per annum.

Observing the value of China cla,y as an important
raw material in many articles that issue from chemi-
cal factories and laboratories, the importance of

Messrs. H. D. Pochin 's large holdings in various clay-

works cannot be over-estimated. Mr. H. Stanley
Pochin is the managing director and as a capable ad-
ministrator he is second to none.

PROPORTIONATE RATES ON MIXED CARLOAD
FREIGHT.

Canadian pulp and paper manufacturers are ad-
vised by Mr. G. P. Ruickbie, their transportation ex-

pert, that supplements have just been received to

freight tariffs and providing for the application (pro-

portionately) of respective carload rates on mixed cars

containing articles in Groups A and B to points in

Canada east of Port Arthur with a minimum weight
of 40,000 lbs. per car. Under this arrangement a mixed
car of newsprint, wrapping and writing paper, for in-

stance, will be charged Group A rate on newsprint
and wrapping, and Group B rate on writing. Hereto-

fore such a mixture was charged the highest, or Group
B rate on the entire car.

So far Mr. Ruickbie has only received the C. P. R.

and the G. T. R. tai-iffs giving effect to this arrange-

ment, the C. P. R. issue being supplement 17 to Tariff

E-3081 and the G. T. R. supplement 24 to Tariff CP-
128. No doubt similar tariffs have been issued by oth-

er railways publishing rates from Eastern Canadian
mills, and. if not already received, copies could be ob-

tained from the railways.

A mixed ear containing different articles, all of

which are included in Group A of the tariffs, will con-

tinue to take Group A rates subject to the highest

minimum weight applicable in the tariff on any one

article in the car. Similarly mixed cars containing

articles, all of which are included in Group B will

take Group B rates, but on mixed cars of articles in

Groups A and B the respective carload rates will be

protected, and as pointed out above this is a privilege

which has heretofore been denied by the railways.

CARGO SPACE RELEASED BUT NOT AVAILABLE.
The advantage of belonging to the Pulp and Paper

Association is shown afresh in the following communi.
cation from the Associations transportation specialist.

It illustrates the value of having a man right on the
job. Many instances could be cited of similar prompt
and efficient service.

"In this week's Pulp and Paper Magazine it is

stated that some of the larger paper manufacturing
companies have beeii notified that commencing June
1st, the British Government will reserve only 50 per
cent, of the tonnage instead of 70 per cent, as at pres-

ent. This, I understand, is correct, but as far as we
can find out here, the additional space released by the

British Ministry of Shipping for the month of June
is practically all booked up with meat and other food
stuffs so that the additional space referi-ed to as being
released for commercial traffic is not likely to benefiF

this industry. It is felt, however, that by the end of

June the bulk of last year's grain crop moving over-

seas will be out of the country and opinions are ex-

pressed that commencing the 1st of July the amount
of space requisitioned by the British Ministry of Ship-

ping will be still further reduced, so that chances for

securing space for commercial freight should then be
somewhat better."

"Ocean rates are still being maintained on a high
basis and it has been stated that lower rates are obtain-

able from United States Seaboard ports. This, I under-

stand, is correct, but only in so far as bottoms owned
by the U. S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corpor-
ation are concerned. These boats represent a compara-
tively small proportion of the total number sailing from
U. S. iiorts, and I understand that their space is prac-

tically all taken up with U. S. freight. So far as British

bottoms sailing from U. S. ports are concerned, the Bri-

tish Ministry of Shipping requisition the same amount of

space as they do on traffic from Canadian ports, and
it is claimed that vessels owned independently of the

U. S. Emergency Fleet Corporation, are not feeling

the competition of the lower rates, being protected by
the latter, and are maintaining their rates on the same
level as is being charged from Canadian ports, and are

being offered more traffic at these rates than they can

accommodate."

OTTA'WA NOTES.
The almost certain adjournment of the previously

announced session of the Judges of the Paper Control

Tribunal which heretofore had been taken as granted

would be held on June 4th or 5th, was the chief item

of interest to both the manufacturers and publishers

up to early this week. According to the best infor-

mation which could be obtained from most reliable

sources at Ottawa up to early this week there is prob-

ably not going to be a sitting of the judges until

around June 16th.

Outside of the labor situation, which did not show
any great amount of unrest in the pulp and paper

mills at Ottawa, there was little or nothing to com-

ment upon. The water in the Ottawa river is now re-

ceding, and the danger of a general tie-up o'' the

John R. Booth and E. B. Eddy pulp, sulphite and pa

per mills, was to all appearances past.

Do not allow oil to drip upon the belts. It destroys

the life of the leather.
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UMTED STATES BOTES'
1=3

Jacob Do Juliii, president of tlie Finnish L'elhilose

Union, llelsintrfors, Finland, visited New York last

week in eonneetion with an iin]iortant mission eou-

eerniii^ the food supply for his Governiuent. Inci-

dentally Mr. l)e Julin interested himself in matters

looking to the development of a market in America

of the pulp manufactured in his country. All the

pulp mills in Finland, fifteen in number, with a capac-

ity of 200,000 tons, are included in the Finni.sh Cel-

lulose Union. This orjiaiiization is now planninjr to

increase its existin<r facilities with a view to reachiiifr

an annual output of 300,000 tons, 100,000 of which will

fill domestic needs in Finland, leaving the remainder

available for export purposes. Much of the surplus

Finnish pulp was exported to Ru.ssia before the war,

but owing to the disturbed conditions in that coun-

try, an outlet for it is being sought elsewhere, and

according to Mr. De Julin, the Finnish Cellulose Un
ion will make a special effort to develop a market in

America.

The first full cargo of wood pulp to arrive in the

United States from Finland since lOlo, arrived in

New York on May 8th on the American steamer

"Garfield." It was consigned to the Lagerlof Trad-

ing Company, Inc., of New York, which before tlie

war handled most of the chemical pulps imported

Into the T'^nited States from Finland. The consign-

ment consisted of somewhat over 2.000 tons, and Avas

carried to America by the "Garfield" on her return

trip from Finland, where she had gone with a cargo

of food-stuffs for the starving Finns.

According to reports received by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce at Washington,

thei-e is need of paper in Bordeaux, France, little hav-

ing been imported or manufactured, during the war,

and a requisition being also placed by the French

Government upon paper during that time. Before

the war a considerable amount of paper was import-

ed by France from Germanv and some from Italy.

The Ilammermill Paper Company, at Erie. Pa., re-

cently held celebrations in observance of the twen-

tieth anniversary of the establishment of its plant

there. Two ceremonies were combined in the cele-

bration, the first of which was the unveiling o^' a

bron7e tablet presented by the employees as a t^sti-

monial to Ernest E. Behrend and Dr. Otto F. Beh-

rend, respectively the company's president and trea-

surer, and the second consisted of the presentation

of diplomas and srold watches by the company to aU

those of the employees who have been with it for the

entire twenty years. There are ten who hold this re-

cord.

Export of dves and dyestuffs from the United

States during April were valued at $1,451,442, as is

shown bv the figures just made public by the Bureau

of Forei<?n and Domestic Commerce. Exports dur-

ing April of last year were valued at $1,070,380. Dur-

irsr the 10-month period endinsr with April the value

of such exports was $15,518,076. as compared with

*13.966.193 during the same period last year, and $8.-

683,239 during the same period the year before. Dur-

ing April tt>tal exports of cheiiucals, drugs, etc., had

t value of $10,745,585, as compared with $12,758,496

during April of last year. During the ten month
period, ending with April, the value was $126,083,053,

as compared with $152,279,359 during the same per-

iod last year, and $152,396,786 during the same period

Uie year before.

The thirty-two mills of the Ijiternational Paper
Company, which have been .shut down since May 11,

.< the result of the walk-out of paper workers, re-

sumed operations Monday of last week. A confer-

ence between union leaders and the company offi-

cials held later in the w'eek at the Murray Hill Hotel

in New York, is believed to have resulted in an un-

derstanding that will continue the mills in opera-

tion.

A case of interest to paper manufacturers and news-

paper owners relative to contracts for paper has just

been decided in the United States District Court at

Boston. Two papers, the Lowell Sun, and the Wor-
cester Post, had decided against them two suits

Avhereby they sought to recover for an alleged breach
of contract on non-delivery of paper. W. H. Parsons
and Company, with whom both newspapers had con-

tracts for paper, was the defendant in the action. At-

torneys for the newspapers contended that bj' not
making any objection to the curtailment of the de-

liveries each month, the paper eompanj' waived the

contract terms, and that its silence was equivalent to

being willing to continue delivering paper. But the

lawyers for the Parsons firm argued that the silence

meant that both parties agreed to the breaking of the

contract. Judge Morton, in deciding the case against
the two newspapers, said he could not find when
they had made any claims or given any orders based
upon amounts that were not used up.
The foreign trade committee of the Chemical Al-

liance, Inc., has submitted a report recommending
the organization of a $15,000,000 chemical corpora-
tion under the Webb-Pomerene law. The capital will

be divided into $10,000,000 of "omraon, and $5,000,000

of preferred. The former is to be subscribed by manu-
facturers participating fully in the plan and the pre-

ferred stock will be offered to manufacturers who
desire to co-operate, but wish to maintain their in-

dividual organizations. Participation will be on the

basis of average annual sales of each chemical handled
by each manufacturer, and profits will be distributed

in the .same proportion as dividends on the common
stock.

The old idea of establishing pulp and paper mills

for the manufacture of paper for the Government
has again been advanced in the shape of a bill in-

troduced in Congress by Representative Raker, of

California. The measure has been referred to the
House Committee on Printing, and it is more than
likely that it will be allowed to die, a fate that has
been met by similar smaller bills in the past.

Messds. James A. Conners and Joseph D. Latno, of
tVio Jam^s W. Sewall office, timber cruisers. Old Town.
>Tc)iTie. have returned from a short exploration trip in

western Quebec.
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Technical Section

T. S. MAN IN FRANCE.
Second Lieut. Allan A. Lowe, 59lh Pioneer Infantry,

U.S.A., is now stationed at Maugienues, France, a
tow'u which wa.s occupied by the Germans for nearly
four year.s. Mr. Lowe is a member of the Technical
Section, and has been with the Laurentide Company
seven years.

Several new men have been added to Laurentide
Technical staff. We hope to see them enrolled in the

Technical section.

Mr. Alexander B. Blandy, of Greenwich, N.Y., has
recently joined the Inspection Staff of the Paper Mill

Department. At the time the United States entered the

war, Blandy was a student at the Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute at Troy, N.Y. He entered the army
and has seen service overseas. (Joming from a family
of papermakers, Mr. Blandy will doubtless make good
in GraiuI'Mere.

Among the newest arrivals at the Inn is George
Anthony Balko, who joined the ranks of the Lauren-
tide Company as assistant to Mr. Bauter. Mr. Balko
is a graduate of Stevens Institute of Technology, Ho-
boken, N.J., and a member of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. He recently received his dis-

charge in the United States Navy, having been over-

seas. He served as an Engineer Officer in the -Ignited

States Navy on the U. S. S. Hickman. Mrs. Balko is

exjiecting to join Mr. Balko in a. very short time.

The newest member of the Section is Mr. J.

f)"l)onoghue, Laurentide Compjiny, Grand'Mere.

BUFFALO HOTELS FILLING UP.

It is now impossible to get accommodations either

at the Hotel Statler, the Iroquois Hotel or the Lafayette

Hotel. Members can still secure rooms at the outlying

hotels, if applications are made promptly.

A large attendance is looked for at the meeting
which opens on Wednesday, at Erie, Pa., and continues

on Thursdaj- with business and scientific sessions at

Larkin Auditorium, Buffalo. An extensive program
of excursions and mill visitations has been arranged
for Friday and Saturday, details of which are given

in the official program which was mailed to members
last week.
Among the features of the technical sittings will be

a paper by Dr. Otto Kress and Sidney D. Wells, of

the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., on

the Manufacture of Cellulose for Book Paper from
Cotton Linters; A Description of a New Testing Oven
for Woodpulp, by F. M. Williams and A. Description

of a Process for Recovering Alcohol from Sulphit3

Waste Liquor, by Prof. Ralph H. McKee.
Special interest attaches to the announcement of a

paper and discussion on The Use of Colors in Paper
from the ^Manufacturers' Standpoint. The discussion

will be opened with a paper by Dr. W. H. Watkins,
of the National Aniline & Chemical Company. Wel-
fare Work in Factories will be discussed by Dr. H. R.
Ilonrigan, of Larkin Company, who will illustrate his

remarks with appropriate lantern slides.

In connection with the visits to plants and points of
interest in Buffalo, the Buffalo Foundry & Machine
Co., has prepared and distributed a map of the city,
show'ing the route of the tour and giving a brief note
of explanation of things to be .seen.

PRESIDENT HATCH, T. A. P. P. I. LEAVES
HOLYOKE.

Raymond S. Hatch, manager of the research de-
partment for the Crocker-McElwain and Chemical
Paper Companies, has resigned his position to become
general manager for the Hamersley Manufacturing
Company's mill in Garfield, N. J. Mr. Hatch came to
Holyoke as chemist for the Crocker-McElwain Com-
pany and was later made superintendent and head of
the research department. He is president of the Tech-
nical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.

MEETING OF THE WOODLANDS SECTION.
On the 2rjth and 26tli of June, the Woodlands Sec-

tion of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association will
hold a meeting at the Quebec Government Nur.series
at Berthierville in response to an invitation from
Mr. Piche, the Chief Forester. A special sleeper will
be attached to the trains leaving Montreal and Que-
bec, respectively, at 11.30 p.m., and will be left off at
Berthier Junction. Breakfast will be served here,
and the plantations and nursery visited. There will
be a general discussion on reforestation, its commer-
cial practicability, methods and costs; a report of the
committee on logging improvements, slash disposal
and other matters of interest. The cars will then be
taken to Grand'Mere, where the members and guests
\yill pass the night. The following day the planta-
tions of the Laurentide at Grand'Mere, and the nurs-
eries and plantations at Proulx will be visited, and
the cars will then proceed to Three Rivers to be at-
tached to the afternoon trains for Montreal and Que-
bec. Much interest is being taken in this meeting,
and good results are expected from it.

AMERICAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO TEXTBOOK
FUND.

During the week of May 24, R. S. Kellogg, secretary
of the Committee on Vocational Education of the Pulp
and Paper Industry, has deposited with the treasurer
of

_
the Technical A.ssoeiation the following sums re-

ceived on account of the Vocational Education Fund :

Previou.sly acknowledged $1,87.5.00
Strathmore Paper Company 12.5.00

Hammermill Paper Company . . . . 100.00
New Haven Pulp and Board Com-

pany 50.00
Pettebone-Cataract Paper Company 26.38

Total $2,176.-38

The flesh side is not liable to crack, as the grain
sometimes will do when the belt is old, hence it is

better to crimp the grain than to stretch it.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

R-0. German industry and the War. (L'industrie

allemande et la Guerre), (.^himie & Industrie, 1, pp.

15'J-2:5S. (IS'lSi.—The authors show in detail what

meaiis were employed for supplying these needs in

each of the principal German indu.stries. It is evident

from a close scrutiny of the metliods used, that the

(Jerman chemists have not made any imiiortant new

discoveries; they have made the very most, industrial-

ly, of manv reactions which had barely passed the ex-

perimental" stages when war was declared. To sup-

ply the enormously increased demand for alcohol,

recour.se was had to molasses (which was used to a

relatively small extent before the war), beets, sugar.

A large number of sulphite plants produced it from

their "waste liquors, and though certain difficulties

were experienced the process was, on the whole, suc-

cessful. A certain amount was obtained from saw-

dust by hydrolysing with dilute sulphuric acid at a

pressure of about 7 atmospheres; but this process was

not very extensively used. Alcohol was also obtained

from calcium carbide, but this process was not greatly

used both because hydro-electric power is not

over plentiful in Germany, and also because that

country requires very large quantities of car-

bide for the manufacture of acetylene. In August,

1914, Germany was cut off from one of its important

sources of wood, Russia; but by the invasion of Po-

land, Lithuania and Courland, she soon more than

made up for early losses. The pulp industry was

strained to its utmost capacity, for it had to .supply

the needs of the army for nitro-cellulo.se and of the

civil population for textiles, besides furnishing a cat-

tle-feed and supplying the country with paper. This

was accomplished only by considerable importations

of Scandinavian pulp. Substances containing a high

percentage of cellulose, such as straw, sawdust or

woodpulp, have for the most part little or no nutritive

value. By suitable treatment with caustic soda, they

are rendered much more highly digestible, and have

been largely used in Germany as fodder. Attempts

have been made to obtain the same results by substi-

tuting hydrochloric or organic acids for caustic soda

;

but so far no satisfactory results have been obtained.

The authors discuss the problems facing both the

French and the German industries after the war. the

steps which should be taken by the former if they

hope to compete successfully on the world markets.

—

A. P.-C.

K-8. Improvements to the production of aniline

black on vegetable fibres. (Perfectionnements ap-

portes a la production de noir d 'aniline sur les fibres

textiles vegetables). French patent No. 489.GOl, grant-

ed to the Calico Printers' Association and E. A. Four-

ueaux, England, Feb. 25, 1919. Le Papier, 22, p. 91,

(1919) _—This patent covers a process for producing

aniline black on vegetable fibres, which is ehar-

terised by the use of special mixtures of aniline or

its homologues, acid, oxidizer, thickener and cataly-

ser.—A. P.-C.

K-23. Safety Paper. E. E. Schmidt, U. S. A. P.

1,269,863. Chimie &. Industrie, 2, p. 324, 1919.—Pa-
per coated with a composition containing sodium or

potassium ferrocyanide, sodium or potassium iodide,

glveerine, ox-gall, tapioca flour, and caustic soda.

—

A." P.-C.

M-4. Cast iron pulleys versus steel pulleys. (Poul-

ies en fonte et poulies en acier.) La Papier, 22, p.

.51. (1919^.—Cast iron resists Tell against compres-

sion, but not so well against tention; steel resists

equally well in both cases, its co-efficient of resist-

ance being higher in both ca.ses. Cast iron is much
more brittle than steel. A deformed steel pulley can

be repaired, while it is very difficult to repair a

broken cast iron pulley. When working at high

speeds the cast iron pulley is much more likely to

break from the effects of centrifugal force than steel

pulleys. Moreover steel pulleys are from 40-60 per

cent lighter than cast iron pulleys of same diameter,

and consequently absorb less power. Steel pulleys

are generally made in two pieces, cast iron pulleys

in one ; hence the former are much more easily set

up or replaced. Owing to the contraction of iron on

cooling, cast iron is nearly always subjected to inter-

nal stresses, especially at the junction of the arms

and rim, and this is increased by the exiiansion due to

the heat of faction. After a cast iron pulley has been

in use for some time, the belts slip more than on a

steel pulley. When pulleys move at very high speeds

the resistance of the air becomes apjireciablc, and it

is smaller in the case of steel pulleys. Cast iron pul-

leys can be very easily and quickly turned out. Pul-

leys with very wide rims or very small diameters are

much more easilv made of cast iron than of steel.

—

A. P.-C.

N-4. OU separator for boiler feed water. (L'eau

d 'alimentation des chaudieres.) Le Papier 22, p. 53,

(1919).— Condensed steam from an engine alwaj's

contains small quantities of oil from the cylinder.

This oil had defied all efforts at filtration, for it ex-

ists in the form of minute globules less than 0.001 mm.
in diameter, and consequently it passed through the

closest filters. By subjecting the condensed steam to

an electric current at 110 volts, the emulsified oil

globules are agglomerated, and can then be filtered

out.—A. P.-C.

N-7. Hydro-electric resources of France. (Les
forces hydro-electriques de la France). Le Papier, 22,

p. 84, (1919).—The total hydraulic power in France
is estimated at 9 million H.P., of which 800,000 were
being u.sed in 1914; in 1918 this had increa.sed to 1,-

500,000 : while in the same period the invested capital

had increased from 400 to 1,500 million francs. The
energy is utilised for the production of electric steel,

elestrolytic iron, ferro-alloys, aluminum, copper, zinc,

rare metals, chromium, tungsten, manganese, silico-

manganese, nitrogen products, chlorine, caustic soda,
phosphorus, carborundum, etc. The pulp and paper
industries ab.sorb about 30,000 H.P.. and the textile

industries 20,000.—A. P.-C.

N-0. Sources of mechanical energy. (Electricity,

Steam, Gas or OU). (Choix du mode de production
de I'energie mecanique—energie electrique, machine
a vapeur, morteur a gaz, ou moteur Diesel a essence.)
LTsine, through Le Papier, 22, p. 52 (1919).—Ow-
ing to the low efficiency of small steam engines, small
mills which do not require steam for other purposes
than generating mechanical energy, .should u.se elec-
trical energy, even at a relatively high cost per unit.
Should electrical energy not be available, gas or fuel
oil should be used. Promising results have been ob-
tained in attempts to utili.se the heat of flue gases,
but so far these are applicable only to large plants.
A gas engine is a more delicate piece of machinery
than a steam engine, but the maintenance charges are
much lower. Teh Diesel engine requires but little

room ,and can easily be run bv anv good engineer—
A. P.-C.
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P. B. Wilsou, of Sault Ste. Marie, who is vice-presi-

dent of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Lim-
ited, spent the past few da.ys in Toronto. He attended
the graduating exercises of the nurses of Toronto Gen-
eral Hospital at which his daughter, Miss Doreen Wil-
son, received her diploma.

The Ontario Government is advertising in connection
with the sale of timber berths in the districts of Al-

goma, Sudbury and Nipissing, eosisting of ten town-
ships in all, the right to cut red and white pine timber,

the tenders to be received b.y Hon. G. Howard Fergu-
son, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines up to July
16th next.

There have lately been printed and distrib^ited to

members of the trade, the trade customs of the Tissue

Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

and also the Canadian Box Board Trade Customs of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

The many friends of R. S. Waldie, president of the

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., Toronto, are congratulating

him on his appointment as a director of the Imperial

Bank of Canada to fill the vacancy caused by the

death of Cawthra Mulock of Toronto. Frank A. Rolph,
of Rolph, Clark, Stone, Limited, lithographers and en-

gravers, Toronto, has also been added to the Board
of the Imperial Bank taking the place of the late Hon.
W. J. Hanna. Mr. Rolph was a member of the War
Board at Washington and is also a member of the Tor-

onto Housing Committee.
W. J. Sheppard, of Waubashene, Ont., vice-president

of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., is a member of the

Board of Directors of Eastern Theatres, Limited, Tor-

onto, capitalized at $1,800,000, who will erect a new
moving picture and vaudeville house on Yonge street,

Toronto, with a seating capacity of 3,500, which will be

the largest theatre in the city.

George R. Gray, woods superintendent of the Span-
ish River I^ilp and Paper Mills, spent a. few days in

Toronto last week on business. He reports that, owing
to the high water caused by the recent heavy rains,

the company's siipply of pulpwood has been coming
down the streams in splendid .shape and driving con-

ditions were never better.

L. E. Sayre, Jr., vice-president of the Canfield Paper
Co., New York and Philadelphia, was in Montreal last

week, calling upon the trade.

Alfred Phillips, now of the Phillips Paper Co., Win-
nipeg, formerly of firm of Barkwell-Phillips Co., of that

city, was in Toronto recently calling upon the trade.

The name of the latter house is now the Barkwell
Paper Co.

George Crosier, of the firm of HenrA^ & Leigh Slater,

Limited, paper makers, Manchester, Eng., was in Tor-

onto last week on business and called upon many Can-
adian customers.

John Martin, of Winnipeg, after spending several

days in Toronto, left recently for the west and will

spend some time camping on the shores of Lake Winni-

peg until his health is completely restored.

Lieut. -Col. W. W. Burland, of Montreal, who is

widely known in Canadian paper circles from his long
a.ssoeiation with the trade, has been appointed com°-
mandant of the Canadian Bisley team in England.
One hundred and fifty selected marksmen from Can-
adian areas are now attending the Bisley eliminating
triahs.

There was unveiled in the Necropolis^ cemetery, Tor-
onto, last week, a monument erected to the memory
of William B. Prescott, President of the International
Typographical Union of North America from 1891 to
1898. The splendid monument was purchased by sub-
scription of the international members. The late Mr.
Prescott was born near Toronto and was apprenticed
to the printing trade in the old Canada Presbyterian
office, Toronto, and later worked on the city dailies.
To him is largely due the credit of the system of educa-
tion of apprentices in the printing trade, he being one
of the early pioneers in technical education for the
craft. Another of his great achievements was in carry-
ing over the printing trades through the crisis that
occurred when the typesetting machines began to he
introduced in the offices. Mr. Prescott died in Chi-
cago in 1916 where he was manager of the Sheppard
Publishing Co., and Chairman of the Instructional
Course of the International Union. He initiated the
Toronto Union in 1883.

The Hydro Electric Power Commission has taken
over the electric plant and transformer station from
James Battle, of Thorold, Out., and the price paid was
$100,000 in four per cent bonds. It is understood that
the town will take over the plant. This will be good
news to the industries' in Thorold, a number of which
have been complaining of late of shortage in power.
Mr. Battle had a twenty-six year contract with the
Ontario Power (.'o., and supplied a number of indus-
tries and private consumers. He has always been a
great booster for Thorold and was instrumental as
industrial commissioner for a number of years in in-
ducing a number of pulp and paper plants to locate
in that busy town.

Lieut. -Col. C. H. L. Jones, manager of operation for
the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Sault Ste.
Marie, Ont., was in Toronto recently on business.
The job and book printers of Toronto have entered

into a new arrangement with their employees for an
increase in wages of $8 a week, making the regular
wage $32. The number of working hours remain the
same as formerly—forty-eight a week. The job print-
ters will, however, get a forty-four hour week in May,
1921, through an agreement made by the Master Print-
ersof America with the International Typographical
Union.
Lloyd Harris, Chairinau of the Canadian Mission in

London, Ens:., addressed a large gathering of biLsi-

ness men this week in the Assembly Room of the Tor-
onto Board of Trade. He spoke on "Canada's Trade
Development" and partieulirly pointed out the ex
c-^llent openings and v iJe demand for Canadian lum-
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liiT, pulp ami paper produi-ts in uliicli ho felt a jrreat
overseas trade would be develi)ped in the near future.

Brifradier-General J. B. White, of Montreal, who is

liead of the woods and saw mill department of the
Uiordon Pulj) and Paper Co.. and had ehar<re of the
operations of the Canadian Forestry Corps in Franee,
spent a few days in Toronto reeently on business and
reports that busine.ss in the pulp and paper line is ex-
eellent.

Mr. Chabot, of the Ilammermill Paper Co., Erie,
Pa., wa.s in Toronto lately callinpr upon the trade.
Owing to tlie -reneral industrial situation, which

made it impossible for a larjre number of the officers
and members to attend, the si.xty-fir.st annual meetin<r
of the Canadian Press Association, which was to have
been held in Toronto this week, has been postponed
indefinitely. It is probable the p:atherin? will take
place in Toronto durinpr September.

Capt. J. E. Smith, formerly on the staff of the Sher-
brooke Record, is back from France. He went over
with the 117th Battalion early in 1916, and was later
with the R. A. F-, and then with the Army of Oc-
cupation.

One machine of the St. Maurice Paper Co., at Cap.
^ladeleine, P.Q., has been shut down recentl.v. due to
the breakin-r of a shaft.

At the annual meetin>r of Price Bros. & Co.. J.
Leonard Apedaile was appointed managing director.
From the "Tickler" it is learned that No. 5 ditrester
has practically all been delivered at the mill and erec-
tion is goinof forward rapidly. R. P. Greig has bcfrun
his duties as night superintendent of the paper mills.

The woodroom of Price Bros .*c Co.. started operating
in full for the season on April 29th. Although the
weather was cold and wet, quite satisfactory progress
has been made during the opening days. When full

production is reached, which should be very shortly, it

is expected that 1.200 cords will be prepared daily from
the emjiloyment of about 45 men.
H. E. Ball. luanager of the Montreal Branch of the

E. B. Eddy Co. is spending his holidays at Philadelphia
and Atlantic City. He is expected back in harness this

week.
The Fraser Companies' Sulphite pulp mill at Ed-

munston. X.B., is down for a short time in order to
change over the bleach system and to provide addition-
al .sewage facilities. The power development is nearly
finished, giving about 3,000 H.P.
Almy, Van Gordon and Evans are conducting com-

plaints of interest to paper makers against the Direc-
tor of Railroads. Walter D. Hines. before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. One is in behalf of the
Waste Merchants' Association of New York, who have
had to load freight in New York that should have been
inspected, checked, and placed in cars by the carrier,

asking that the several railroads involved he command-
ed to perform such .service and to pay the complain-
ants a reasonable reparation for handling and lighter-

age. The other case is the complaint of John Richard-
son & Co., of Boston, and others for excess freight

rates charged in China clay, etc.. because of unreason-
able allowances for lighterage. In each case it is claim-

ed that defendant has violated the Federal Control
Act. Complainants expect to win in each case, both
of which were ably handled by counsel for each con-
testant.

It is stated that all deferred dividends will be paid
off by the Abitibi Power and Paper Co. before the
end of the year.

GOING ON AT GRAND MERE.

Le Digesteur sa.vs:—Mr. Crooker has returned from
England and it is our opinion from what we have seen
that he .just simply Malked in and selected any of the
real board orders that John Bull happened to have
on his books. That heavy rumbling noise that you
hear occasionall\- is the cardboard iTiachine nuiking up
these orders at the rate of fifty to sixty tons daily.

With the installation of the new moisture testing
system on the news machines, the nmisture content in

pai)er has been increased 1 per cent. This, in addition
to effecting an appreciable saving in stock, improves
the running qualities and .surface of the i)aper. Please
do not confuse this with the proverbial system of

"watering the stock" as it luis no relation whatever
to this universal pastinu'.

Mr. H. ^lorrow has gone to Grand Falls, New-
foundland, where he lias acceiited a position.

New Pulp Washing System.
Digester Number 1 has been temporarily shut down

to allow the i^lacing of a new tile bottom in the blow-

Iiit. This will make three blowpits with tile bottoms,
and it is planned to eventually have tile in all six,

instead of the wooden bottom, as it present. The tile

have the advantage of losing less stock while drainins:

because of the snuiller size of the perforations. It is

found that the u])keep cost of tile and wood bottoms
is practically the same.

We believe that the high pressure system of wash-
ing the stock in the blowpits deserves mention. For-

merly the washing was done by four men working from
the top with streams of water, and 1-^4 hours were
required to wash each pit. With the new method the

time is reduced to 1 hour, and can be done in less if

necessary. Only two men are needed to do the work
of the former four. As this was shift work it is a

saving of six men for the 24 hours.

The mechanism of the .system is as follows: A short

distance above the false bottom of the pits are placed

13 nozzles spaced equally around the outside and di-

rected toward the centre of the pit. The nozzles on the

side of the pit farther away from the outlets are made
larger, which drives the stock out. These nozzles are

supplied with water from a special pump which gives

about 58 lbs. pressure per square inch. The outlets

from the pits were made large and now when the

stock in the pit is well washed the water is turned on

and the stock is moving on its way to the screen room
and finally the paper mill in short order.

The mone.v savins of this system is no mean item

either. The cost of installation was $6,500. The saving

effected amounts to $4,000 a year, or 61 p.c. on the

investment. It is considered to be the best innova-

tion made in the department for some time.

Clarence Hillsmith. of Boston, Mass.. has been ap-
pointed managing director of the Mattagami Pulp
and Paper Co.

It is possible to effect quite a savins by using baskets
cut from sulphite laps instead of rubber on the digester
cover unions.

Large scale trials made at the Titaghur Paper Mills
''Bens'alV bavins- shown that bamboo pulp is snitab!"
for niakiiKT hieh duality paper, the government ol

Burniah has granted concessions for the cutting of

bamboos for this purpose.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, June '2.—Hiusiiies.s in the pulp and paper

line continues good and in spite of the industrial un-
rest and general strike situations which prevail in a

large number of trades, the paper mill and inilp jilants

are moving along steadil.v. General agitation has been
in progress for an eight liour day. The workers in the

paper industry have enjoyed this boon in some plants
for several years owing to the inauguration of the
three tour system. Nearly all mills have recently put
the ])lan in operation. Some book mills are inished to

the limit with orders. The.v rei)ort that jobbers, who
were hanging back, have started in to place large con-

tracts realizing there will be no drop in price and are
getting eager i-egarding deliveries. There appears to

be an undercurrent of opinion in the trade that l)ook

and writing papers will advance. Owing to everything
else going up in price it is not expected, in view of the

general situation, that quotations for paper can stand
still. Ojie cause tiiat is destined to contribute to higher
values in paper is that not as much peeled puljiwood
is being taken out by settlers as last year. This is

accounted for by three reasons, one being that the

companies are not anxious to make any fixed prices

owing to uncertainty of conditions; another is that set-

tlers in the absence of a fixed price for their product
are hanging back aiul the third and last reason is

that the rains have filled up tlu' swam]>s and low lying

ground and made cutting in many cases difficult if

not impossible. One leading pulpwood operator in

northwestern Ontario, who has taken out a great deal

of pulpwood in the past, states that he did not cut any
last season and he thinks the cost of taking out the

wood has reached tiie highest point ever attained. The
price paid by one Ontario firm for peeled pulpwood.
on board cars, run from $10 to $13 a cord d(>pending

on freight rates to point of destination. More and
more buyers are anxious to purchase peeled wood due
to the saving in freight as the latter is a big item at

the present time and may go still higher.

On the newsprint question. Controller Pringie sticks

by his figure of $G9 per ton having consideration for

the heavy costs of in-oduction and the nuiking of rea-

sonable profits by the firms. The final argument in

the appeal entered by the publishers before the tribunal
of judges will be heard in Ottawa this week, but it is

felt there will be uo reduction in price. One of the
larger Toronto dailies has increased its advertising
rates materially iu order to take care of advancing
costs for materials, wages, etc. There was a reduction
in tissue and toilet papers some time ago owing to var-
ious contributing factors, but during the past week
there went into effect an increase. The discount on
toilet papers, in car load lots, has been restored to 25,

20 and 19, whereas it was 30, 20 and 10. There has
been an advance of ten to twelve per cent on tissues

and the mills are far behind in their orders.

The pulp market is gradually improving and manu-
facturers are looking forward to export trade reports
from across the border indicate increased requisitions
and from now on there should be a perceptible im-
provement in coiulitions. The worst has passed and fu-

ture buying will soon take care of all surplus stocks
on hand. That there is firm faith in the future of the
C'aiuulian pul]) and jiaper industries is evidenced by the
strength of the stock on the Montreal and Toronto
exchanges and the underwriting of various securities.

One leading firm which has underwritten the bonds
of leading companies, is advertising in large newspaper
space its reasons for backing pulp and paper enter-

jirises and points out that during the last fiscal year
the exports in juili) and paper were nearly double of

what they were two years ago. It adds that such in

vestments are safe, jjrofitable and patriotic and to-

day of all Canada's manufacturing export industries,

pulp and paper is the largest.

As a result of an important conference held with
Lloyd Harris, of the Canadian Trade Commission in

Ottawa by pulp and jiaper manufacturers, it is the in-

tention of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

to hold a special general meeting this week to consider

the appointment of an overseas representative who
will be in a position to take full advantage of all offers

of tonnage and keep Canadian firms posted on just

what is going on. In this respect the |)aper industry

will be following the example set by white pine huuber
manufacturers of Ontario who have had a dul.v quali-

fi'^d commissioner in London for several weeks doing

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo75 murray hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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propaganda work. He reports that his reception has

been most cordial and he finds everywhere a great

interest in all things Canadian. His preliininary re-

port, made a few days ago. is full i)f encouragement

and bears out .iust what the pulji aiul i)aper men are

up against—the need of increased ocean transportation

facilities and lower freight rates. However, he does

not despair on this point and fully expects that during

the present month and succeeding ones, conditions will

appreciably improve as nearly all the soldiers from

over.seas are noAv home, and large cargo spaces are

likely to be released.

So far as can be learned there is not going to be a

great deal of building in the pidp and paper indus-

try this year by reason of the uncertain labor element

aiid the hope that steel and other .structural material

may come down in price. It is felt that equipment

may also take a drop. At least, several firms which

have been considering extensions are of the opinion

tliat waiting another year will do no harm at any rate.

(4oo(l progress is being made in the erection of the

buildings of the Kipawa plant of the Riordon Pulp

and Paper Co.. and over a thousand men are on the pay

roll. Plans have been prepared for several workmen's

houses by the St. ^Maurice Paper Co. at Cap de Made-

leine. Que. The dwellings will be of frame construc-

tion, the foundations being of concrete. All the houses

have basements, bath rooms, electric light and are

heated by a hot w-ater system. There are four stand-

ard units being used, four rooms, five rooms and six

rooms. A school house will also be erected. The

object in view is to provide comfortable quarters for

the workers, built at a cost which will enable them to

be rented at a figure within the means of the employees

and at the same time give the company some return on

their investment.

Several meetings in the interest of safety work,

which were to have been held during the present week

among employees of pulp and paper mills have been

postponed for some time, owing to the prevailing hot

weather and other causes. However, preparations are

going ahead to resume these educative and interesting

gatherings in the near future.

There has gone into effect an advance of ten per

cent, on coated boards and blanks, and it is probable

there will be another increase in the near future.

Current quotations are :

—

Paper.

•News (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.45

*News (rolls) in less than carload lots .. ..$3,521/2

•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80

•News (sheets) in less than carload lots $3.92y2

sBook papers (carload). No. 1 $9.75

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 1 $10.00

xBook papers (carload), No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots). No. 2 $9."5

xBook papers (carloadl. No 3 $S.2.>

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up

Sulphite bonds ... 13VoC

Light tinted bonds . l^Vac

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (M.F.) I21/2C up

Coated book and litho. No. 1 . . ..$12.25

Coated book and litho, No. 2 ... . .$11.25

Coated book and litho, No. 3 $10.50

Coated book and litho. colored . . . .$12.50 to $14.00

Grev Browns $5.25

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Writing No. 1 (S. G.) 13c up
Fibre $7.35

Manila B $5-60

Tag Manila $6.00

Unglazed kraft $900

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached .$1.35 to $1.90

Tissues (unbleached .sulphite) $1.25 to $1.75

Tissues, cap. per ream $1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, numila, per ream 90c to $1.20

Natural greaseproof 15c

Bleached grease proof 19c

Genuine vegetable parchment 22e.

Bleached white glassine 22c

Drug papers, whites and tints 8c.

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent

Paper bags, kraft 27V2 and 10 per cent.

Confectionery bags 34 per cent

Gu.sset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent

Straw board $63.00

Chip board $63.00

Vat lined chip board .$67.50

Filled wood board $83.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

Manila lined folding board, chip back .. ..$87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board. No. 3 $63.00

Tag board $120.00

White patent coated board $115.00 to $130.00

Grev folding board $11.5.00

Pa.sted board $95.00

•For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $26.00 to $29.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to .$70.00

Sulphite, easy bleaching $85.00 to $90.00

Sulphite bleached $100.00 to $105.00

Sulphate $80.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, ^lay 31.—While no important changes

have developed, the market for paper has ruled firm
this week and from all quarters have come reports of

increasing activity. Consumers in all sections of the

country have been freely in the market for fresh sup-

plies and have absorbed comparatively large quantities

of paper at firm prices. Indications are that mills

are running at greater capacity than at any time since

last fall. and. judging from the reports received, most
of them are booking orders which will soon necessitate

increasing their output to an even larger extent.

While the export market is still far from brisk,

members of the trade say that substantially more busi-

ness is being secured, and it can be accurately said

that there is a larger movement of various kinds of

paper abroad at present then possibly ever before in

the history of the industrj^ in this country. Foreign
buyers apparently have come to realize that further

drops in prices are unlikely, and are purchasing in

heavier volume though still pursuing a cautious pol-

icy, generally confming their orders to amounts ac-

tuallv needed.
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Xewsprint is movin;.' in a consistent way and in larjro

voinine. The resnniiition of operations at the mills of

the leailiiifr produeer tliis week had little or no effeet

on the demand; if anythin<r, buyers have been more
anxious for fresh supjilies. This prohabh- has been due
to the faet that while produetion was eurtained. stoeks

of many eonsnmers were redueed to a very low ])oint.

so that buyers have come actively in the market this

week for paper with which to replenish their depleted

holdintrs. Prices are stron;?, and manufacturers arc

hesitant about aceejitinfr orders for larpc tonna<res for

future delivery. One leading: produeer is known to

have refused to quote a month ahead on 600 tons

wanted for export, owiufr to labor conditions and the

uncertainty snrroundinfr the future.

Book papers are actively sought and prices arc

strongrly maintained. The majority of mills are run-

ning full, and authoritative factors in the trade assert

that about all that is recpnred to advance prices is a

sliirlitly larjrer demand. There is at present a suf-

ficient demand to absorb virtually the entire output,

and should buyers increase the volume of their orders,

there seems little question that the competition for

supplies would soon run prices up. Ti.ssues are .steady

antl in fair demand. No. 1 white tissue is quoted at

90 cents to i);1.00, while No. 2 white and manila tissue

are sellin? at between 80 and 90 cents. Wrajjpin;,'

papers are sousrlit in better volume and at firm prices.

Fine pajiers are movinp: in steadily increasing: quan-

tity and prices tend .sharply npward. The cost of pro-

duction of bond and ledger papers is monntingr, raw
material beinfr costlier than heretofore, and manu-
facturers say they are compelled to get higher prices

for their product in order to operate at a profit.

The board market is quiet and prices are rather

easy. Demand has improved to a slight extent this

week, but box makei-s and other consumers are still

buying in hand to month fashion, and most mills are

badly in need of business. Quotations are nominally

maintained at a basis of aronnd $40 per ton for chip

board, but indications are purchases can be effected

in some directions at lower prices.

Groundwood.—The market for mechanically ground-

wood is holding its own, although the situation on the

whole is marked by quietness. Sales are being accom-

nlished, of course, but consumers are absorbing only

limited tonnages of pulp, and aggregate offerings are

in excess of the demand. This is the time of the year

when grinders nsually have large surplus supplies on

hand, and under the circumstances, it is not surprising

that prices tend to show weakness. Around $25 to $26

l)cr ton at the producing mill is the price generally
nanu'd on Xo. 1 groundwood in the east.

Chemical Pulp.—A fairly good business has been
done this week in chemical pulps. C"onsunu>rs have
been iu the market for moderate amounts of domestic
fibre, and occasional sales of limited quantities of spot

foreign ])ulp have been reported. Prices on the latter

seem inclined to advance. During the jiast few months
importers have been gradually liquidating their dock
and warehouse stocks until now there is a very small

sui>ply to be had on this side, and with replacement
costs considerably beyond the prices ruling on spot

pulp, sellers are becoming more insistent in their de-

mands for higher prices. Domestic uidileached sul-

phite of newsprint quality is selling at $60 to $70 ])er

ton at the jmlji mill, while domestic easy bleaching sul-

phite is quoted at 4.25 to 4.50 cents a jiound and
bleached sulphite at around 5.50 cents. Soda jiulp

is freely sought and is firmly priced at $85 to $90 a ton,

with very few manufacturers offering. Kraft, on the

other hand, is weak antl in little call.

Rags.—The rag market displays a decidedly more
active comjilexion. (Consumers are in evidence as buy-

ers in larger numbers than for a long time, and sup-

plies are being absorbed with freedom and at higher

prices. Substantial advances have been recorded on
several classes of stock, and sellers are now pursuing

a cautions policy in accepting further orders, claim-

ing that the scarcity is becoming more acute and that

it costs them more to replace the stock moved. No. 1

rejiacked white rags are said to have sold in the local

market this week at as high as 8 cents a pound. If

transactions were actually made at this price, there is

no question that the rags involved were of choice

grade, for other dealers are offering good quality pack-

ing of white rags at around 6.50 cents delivered mills.

Repacked thirds and blues are bringing 4 cents a pound
in sales to mills, while roofing stock is moving briskly

at a price basis of about 2 cents f.o.b. New York. Felt

manufacturers are among the most active buyers of

rags at present, and few lots of satinets placed in the

market within reasonable price bounds remain long

unabsorbed.
Paper Stock.—A slightly better demand has pre-

vailed for waste paper this week, and the market has

been characterized bj' a livelier tone. Consumers,

however, have continued to restrict their purchases to

an appar-ent degree, and demand at best has failed to

assume large enough proportions to take care of all the

sup]ily available. This applies particularly to the low

grades, which continue rather weak in price. No. 1

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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mixpil paper eominaiuls no more than 40 cents per

Imuihvil pounds f.o.b. New York, while numerous sales

have ticeii niaile at lower figures. Folded news is sell-

ing at an average priee of vtO cents New York; over-

issue news is worth in the neighborhood of 85c. New
York, and wliite blank news about $1.00. The most

generally sought grade for the moment is flat stock.

Hook mills are freely iniiuiring for supjilies ami ship-

pers are disposing of all the books and magazine com-

ing their way at prices ranging around 1.50 cents New
York for heavy flat stock, and from 1.20 to 1.25 cents

for mixed books. Shavings are in quiet demand and

(luotations run from 4 cents a pound upward on No. 1

hard whites, depending on the packing and the amount

concerned, and from 2.75 to 3.00 cents on soft white

shaviiig.s of Xo. 1 quality.

Bagging and Rope.—The market for old Manila rope

is in a stationary position, with sales reported at 4.50

cents per pound New York for No. 1 domestic rope.

Strings are sought at a price basis of about 2 cents

f.o.b. shipping point. No. 1 scrap bagging is moving

in liniiteil quantity at 2 cents New York.

NEWSPRINT PRICES PAID BY PUBLISHERS.
The weighted average contract price paid by Amer-

ican publishers during April. 1919, f.o.b. mill in car-

load lots for standard news in rolls was $3,375 per

100 pounds. This weighted average is based upon

more than 500 contracts involving more than one mil-

I'on tons. These contracts, most of which extend until

December 31, 1919, include a few long-term contracts

made prior to the war at very low prices. The major-

ity of the contracts which cover the bulk of the ton-

r.?.ge are prices between $3.50 and the price of $3.7525

per 100 pounds fixed by the Federal Trade Com-

jnission.

Current purchases of standard roll news in carload

lots f.o.b. mill ranged from $3.50 to $3.95 per 100

].onnds. The weighted average market price based

upon pui-chases totaling more than 4,000 tons was

.$3,716 per 100 poimds.

The imports of newsprint for March, 1919, which

were all from Canada were 5044 tons less than for

March, 1918. The Exports for March, 1919, were 721

tons greater than for March, 1918.

The imports of mechanically groundwood pulp for

:\Iarch. 1919, were 96 tons greater than for March,

1S18. The Exports of Domestic woodpulp were 1315

tons greater than for March, 1918.

The imports of chemical woodpulp for March, 1919,

v.ere 4100 tons less than the imports for March, 1918.

The bulk of this tonnage was \mbleached sulphite and

sulphate from Canada.

PULP HISTORY IN SWEDEN.
Sweden's first wood pulp grinding mill was erected

in Ohnan, TroUhattan, in 1857, says Consul George

D. Hopper. It was followed in 1866 by another wood

pulp mill, after which a number of new mills in suc-

cession grew up in different parts of south and cen-

tral Sweden, but as far as regards Noorland only in

exceptional cases.

In 1870 the number was not less than ten. Twenty

years later the number had growni to about seventy.

As early §s 1870 the cellulose manufacture gained a

footing in Sweden, due mainly to the energetic and

conscientious labor of Count Sten Lewenhaupt, who
was the initiative spirit in and director of the erec-

tion of the majority of cellulose mills in the new in-

dustry.

AUSTRALIAN INSPECTING TIMBER
UTILIZATION.

Mr. L. 11. I'.oas, ciiicf of the Forestry Products La-

boratory of the Commonwealth of Australia, was in

Vancouver on May 12. lie is making a tour of the

world investigating the forestry problems of the dif-

ferent coimtries, and is now on his way East to Madi-

son, Wisconsin. From there he will go to Washing-

ton, New York and Montreal, spenduig some time at

McUill before sailing for England.

Mr. Boas stated that some time ago experiments

were made in an endeavor to produce a good paper

pulp from hardwood growths, but with no success,

Siiu>e then Australian scientists have been experi-

menting with second growth saplings, and although

nothing definite has yet been obtained, there are

good hopes of satisfactory results.

The Forest Products Laboratory of the Common-
wealth Government is in connection with the Coun-

cil of Science and Industry, created by the Federal

Government for the purpose of carrying out research

in any developments associated with Australian in-

dustries. The laboratory will be established at Perth,

in Western Australia.

Mr. Boas will particularlj' investigate those cen-

tres where forest research has been carried on, and
will make special enquiry at Madison, Wis., and
Montreal, concerning the elimination of fungi, the

utilization of wood waste and the diseases of hard-

wood, the Australian forests being mostly comprised

of this class of wood. It is the object of the Govern-
ment to preserve and utilize them to the fullest ex-

tent.

In British Columbia, Mr. Boas stated, the water
transportation is so plentiful that logs may be

brought to the mills and the waste used for fuel. In

Australia this is not so and the mills very frequently

have to be brought to the logs, consequently shipping
the waste for fuel is not so commercially possible as

in B. C.

Another problem that will be looked into by Mr.
Boas is the seasoning of hardwood. This has never
been done successfully, and is one of the reasons for

his visiting Madison where, it is recently reported,

thej' have made progress in a kiln-drying process.

Jarrah, an extremely hard wood and one of the
most important timbers of Australia, is used in the
manufacturing of expensive fumitui-e. in railroad
ties and other outdoor construction. It is impervious
to weather, insects and dry rot, but no means of dry-
ing it has been found excepting to leave it to time.
Piles that have been in use for ninety years have been
found to be properly cured, but this is too long to
insure any possibility of commercial exchange. If

the process of curing this wood can be found a great
timber industry will be created in Australia.
Mr. Boas came to Vancouver from California.

From England he will go to France, then to India,
and then home. The whole trip will probably take at
least nine months.

AN EXPENSIVE SUBSTITUTE FOR COAL.
Because of lack of export opportunities and other

markets for the abundant corn crop, the Central Ar-
gentine Railway has been using corn for fuel in their
stationery power plants, among others in the one at
Canale San Fernando, which is producing power for
the local trains.—^Farmand, Dec. 21, 1:^18.
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Hydraulic Trueing Device
I'affiitcd ill United States aiul Canada, and Jlanu-

Taeturod by The Waterows Enprine
Works Co., Ltd.

Until reeently the stone tnieintr device has l)eeii <>:iven

very little attention, any attachment that would sharp-
en the stone beinjr considered good enou'rh.

Experiment and observation, however, proved so
conclusively that the condition of the stone not oidy
affects the condition and quality of the pulp produced,
liut is also a lar-re factor in tlie amount of power con-
sumed, that efforts have been made to develop a truc-

injr device that would keep the stone trround sliarp
and true and in the best condition for work.

It was recognized, that the stone, to produce the
sarreatest quantity of pood inilj) per hour, ninst have
a nniform cuttinfr power, possible only when the speed
of the stone is maintained and its surface is true and
uniform.

The hydraulic truein": device has been desifrned to

overcome the defects of the existinjr hand trueintr de-

vices.

The main defect of the hand trueing devices was

mits of the stone being ground to any desired surface.

The most iiii])ortant advantage of this trueing de-

vice is that it moves tlie burr across the face of the
stone without labor on the jiart of the operator, and
at a speed that is absolutely uniform.
This device is very heavy, being thoroughly braced

and having the metal distributed to best advantage.

BARKING DRUM HEAD A NORWEGIAN.
.Mr. 11. W. Curttlrr, l'i-csi,lcnl of Kihiv .Making Pro-

cesses, Inc., wliicli controls the American Harking
Drum (-0., visited Toronto recently in connection with
the incorporation of the Canadian Harking Drum Co.,

handling American barking drums. He is a Norwegian
by birth and came to this country five years ago, ami
has made a remarkalile success in developing the

Anu'rican barking drum. One hundred and fifty of

these drums are at present in operation on this con-

tinent.

;\rr. Guettlcr stated that he has demonsti-ated that

clean pulp can be made by using American barkinj
drums if profierly operated, and thereby the last ob-

.iection against the use of barking drums is removed.
The Canadian Barking Drum Company are looking

the inability of the operator, no matter how conscien-
tious, to maintain the burr at an even speed across
the face of the stone.

The trueing device illustrated has been developed
by men of experience in pulp mill work, and is now
well past the experimental stage, being in success-

ful operation in a number of mills in the United States
and Canada. It is a sturd}', well built machine through-
out, having the weight distributed so as to best resist

the pressure exerted on it by the stone.

It is made for 27" and 35" stones and can be read-
ily attached to any make of grinder.

The movement of the tool across the face of the
stone is obtained by an hydraulic cylinder cast within
the frame. The piston rod is of bronze, extending
through the end of the frame, and attached by a

heavy yoke to two polished steel rods, which, in turn,

are attached to the sliding block carrying the tool,

making the movement of the sliding block correspond
absohitely with the movement of the cylinder.

A simple four-way valve controls the movement of

the piston, permitting the motion to be started, stopped
or reversed at will. This assures absolutely uniform
grinding, and the wide range of speeds obtained per-

forward to a good business and are at present en-
gaged in installing two 10' x 30' drums for the Matta-
gami Pulp & Paper Co., one 10' x 30' drum for the
Ontario Paper Co., and two 8' x 20' drums are being
installed by the Lake Superior Pulp and Paper Co., at
Sault Ste. Marie, Out., making a total of fifteen drums
being operated by this company. A number of instal-

lations are now under way in American plants.

NEWSPRINT PROSPECTS BRIGHT.
"Paper men think that there is little chance of the

newsprint industry returning to the old price-cutting
methods, and keen competitive markets witnessed
before the war. Newsprint is scarce throughout the
world. There is a shortage of 1,000 tons daily in the
United States. Little competition is expected from
Germany and Scandinavian countries. The Ameri-
can product has secured a good foothold on the
South American markets, where normally the for-

eign product held firm sway. With these conditions
prevailing, it is believed that International Paper
Company will have a big market for all the paper it

can turn out for some years to come."—Exchange.
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EDITORIAL

" 'NUFF SED."
A. L. Dawe, who for more than two years has served

most acceptably as secretary of the Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association, is going to London as repre-

sentative of the pulp and paper industry of Canada
in connection with the work of the Lloyd Harris Com-
mission. The advisability of having such a repre-

sentative was stronglj^ urged by Mr. Harris and imme-

diate action was taken by the Association. It is a big

proposition and one that will require skill and tact

as well as a wide acquaintance with production and

capacities of the various mills. Some knowledge of

market conditions, trade customs and transportation

problems is also essential. Mr. Dawe has these quali-

fications, and in addition he is an Englishman, so will

be right at home. In the words of a popular adver-

tisement, " 'Nuff Sed.

"

DESTROYERS OF THE FOREST.
The Canadian Forestry Association has a man's size,

life long job on its hands in its work of protecting the

future of Canadian industries that are dependent upon

the forest and which are seriously threatened with ex-

tinction by carelessness with regard to fires. They

have recently put out a booklet in which the story of

a camp fire is given as a dialogue between the spirit

of the flames and a boy who went out in the woods for

an adventure. This certainly should bring home to

the careless camper not only the danger of leaving a

fire that is not completely extinguished or allowing a

camp fire to get too large, but it also contains some

of the most pointed directions for extinguishing a fire

that we have seen. The whole thing is presented in

an interesting way that makes very good reading and

can be made the basis of a very lively evening's meet-

ing for a troop of Boy Scouts or Camp Fire Girls or

even for a reading lesson in a school class room.

The hot weather of the past week has brought shud-

ders of anticipation to nearly everyone in Canada who

gives a thought to the serious and dangerous condi-

tion in which most of the Dominion is found as regards

protection from forest fires. The long wet spring

seemed to give promise of safe woods conditions for a

considerable time and the high water has no doubt

kept marshes in a very wet condition, but the rapidly

falling water level and the very hot days will very soon

change the whole state of affairs from a condition of

safety to one of extreme liability to a serious fire. In

fact, a fire in Quebec has already destroyed 12,000,000

feet of timber.

With the destruction of forests in Europe both by
shell fire and excessive cutting there has come in a call

for Canadian timber that will make heavy inroads on
our supplies and the destruction that has already taken
place in Canada indicates that much greater care must
be taken for the future if we are to have any assurance
of the continued operation of industries depending
upon this kind of raw material.

Efficient forest protective organizations are neces-

sary, but the most important of all considerations is

to have an intelligent public whose conscience will

not permit them to throw lighted matches or hot pipe

ashes or cigarette butts promiscuously about the

woods, nor to leave camp fires with a single live coal,

nor permit settlers to burn brush except under per-

fectly safe conditions. Railroads are pretty well regu-

lated and the fires from locomotives are becoming
quite infrequent while section hands are also taking

more care in regard to the danger from fire. It is the

general public and the individual conscience that must
be appealed to in order to prevent fires from starting.

It is only by keeping fires from getting a start that

we can hope to make our forests completely safe from
this danger.

Other Destroyers.

While a spectacular element of the forest fire easily

arouses the attention and impresses the public with

the seriousness of this menace we are told that the

more unobtrusive and less noticeable dangers of fun-

gus and insect are really responsible for a greater de-

struction of forest timber than is the forest fire. The

importance of this matter and the extent of the injury

was ably presented in an article by J. M. Swaine, pub-

lished in this magazine last week. Mr. Swaine not

only shows the enormous damage done by insects and

fungi but has also indicated means of preventing or at

least minimizing the amount of destruction. The burn-

ing of slash which Mr. Swaine advocates has been dis-

cussed in forestry meetings for several years and there

is a wide difference of opinion as to the cost and value

of this work. It is here shown, however, to be abso-

lutely necessary if we are to protect certain areas from
complete destruction of present growth and the almost

certain prevention of future reproduction. As stated

in the article referred to it is not a question of cost

but a question of necessity if we are to have any future

growth of timber in these infected areas. The matter
of slash disposal will be thoroughly discussed at the
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coming meeting of the Woodlands Section the L'oth of

this month, and it is sincerely to be hoped that some
working agreement can be reached wliereby this im-

portant work will be immediately undertaken, and

prosecuted with the intelligence and vigor that the

situation demands.

SAVE THE KIDDIES.
It is sickening to think of the number of children

who lose lives, limbs or health each year because of

accidents or other effects of carelessness. Some people

think children are naturally careless and that is all

there is to it. It is true that children find it difficult

to concentrate their minds on a single topic, but they

can be taught to think. If they are not taught to think

they usually must learn and the lesson is then a more

difficult one.

The Ontario Safety League has issued a leaflet to

fathers and mothers asking them to teach children to

be careful, to form the safety habit. This simply

means teaching tbem to think and to stop taking

chances.

Don't wait till your boy or girl is run over. Point

out the danger of trolley, motor, train or wagon.

Don't wait till a match sets the child's dress afire.

Explain why fire is not to be played with.

Don't wait till your boy cuts his finger with a knife

or his foot with an axe. Teach him to leave them alone

till big enough to use them, then show him how to

handle tools safely.

It should give everyone of us real pleasure to cheat

the hospital and poor house of victims of carelessness

by giving more attention to the habits of children.

PAPER MILL DENTISTRY.
Interest in grinders is not i-oufiued to mechanical

pulp mills. Among American firms that appreciate

the relation between the condition of a man's "grind-

ers" and his working efficiency is the Eastern Mfg.
Co. In about four months the company dentist made
465 examinations and 264 extractions were necessary.

There were 18 acute abscesses, 282 fillings, and 255

I)rophylaetic treatments. Fifteen X-rays were made.
One patient gained 5 pounds in a month, due to dental

treatment that put him in good condition all round.

Another man who had been totally incapacitated for

three weeks was completely restored to health by the

proper treatment of an abscess. This is an important

phase of Safety First work that intelligent manage-
ment is attending to. Workmen are a bigger asset

than machinery, but their depreciation and upkeep
have not been included in mill policy till recently.

In their commendable plan to give to boys who en-

listed in the army such technical or vocational train-

ing as will largely overcome their handicap in indus-

trial work, we would remind the Soldiers' Re-estab-

lishment Commission of the danger of over-crowding

tlie trades it is easiest to provide training for.

WHOSE FAULT IS IT?

A soldier was on the train, going from .Montreal to

his home in Ontario. lie was drunk and made a

nuisance of himself, behaving with impudence — even

vulgar discourtesy — toward an officer. At the first

stop he was taken from the train, put in irons and

conducted to the "cooler." It is possible that rela-

tives or friends were expecting him on that train and

gathered to meet him about midnight. We are not

advised as to that. Neither do we know whether he

was a regular drinker.

What does stick in our crop is the fact that this man,
who had seen service overseas got no better treatment

lui his return than would put him in disgrace and in

the hands of the police. Whose fault is it? This is

not an isolated case. Keep your eyes open and j'ou

will see those who think they are doing the soldier

a favor by slipping him a bottle of booze. Sometimes

this is gratis, but more often it is at an exhorbitant

price for a deadly draught. The person who sells in-

toxicating liquor — especially to a soldier — is a laAV-

breaker and a rascal. The person who gives it is a fool.

Some say the trouble is because the wliiskej' now-a-

(lays is bad. There is no such thing as good whiskey,

any more than there is a good Devil.

We feel strongly on this subject and think it is high

time that persons in positions of influence as well as

the common people realized the demoralizing effects of

liquor and cut it out.

WE ARE CLAD TO HEAR IT.

In the editorial columns of Paper for May 21st, ex-

ception is taken to a statement recently made on this

page that "Hardly any serious attempt is being made
to re-establish the forest in the United States." We
read that while there are some who cut timber with

entire disregard to the future, the greater part of

American timber is owned by responsible people, and
that these private owners as well as the Governments
are doing good work in the way of saving and re-

growing the forests. That is good news, and it

should be an inspiration to the Canadians who realize

that in many parts of the Dominion the present pol-

icy is bound to bankrupt the future, and who are

urging, and in some cases practicing, more enlight-

ened methods of handling forest operations. Pro-

vincial Governments have taken several steps toward
insuring the future of the forest, and in protecting
the interests of Canadians who are dependent upon
th.; conversion of the forest into marketable commodi-
ties, but there yet remains a lot of work to be done
in finding out just what our forest resources are, and
in imposing the proper regulations for handling them
so that reproduction will be assured, and so that the
ever-great function of the forest, the regulation of

stream flow, shall be forever maintained.
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War Uses of Pulp and Paper

By A. a. DURGIN,

Cliief of Pulp ami Paper Division, V. S. Bureau of Standards.
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hi beginning his address, Mr. Durgin said: "I have
an exhibit, representing some four or five hundred
samples, gathered from the American Expeditionary
Forces, from the Canadian Government, from mills

about the country, and from other sources, which, un-
fortunately, I was unable to get into New York on
account of the express embargo, and because of that,

I will have to submit the exhibit to your Secretary at

some other time, for subsequent examination by as

many of your members as may desire it."

The secretary of the Newsprint Service Bureau, be-

fore the annual meeting of which the following ad-

dress was read, has given permission for its publica-

tion. He wishes to invite anyone connected with the

industry who comes to New York to drop in at Room
1102, 18 East 41st Street, and inspect the interesting

exhibit referred to by Mr. Durgin. If possible to do
so, there will be published at a later date, pictures of

some of these interesting articles. In the meantime,
it will be necessary to exercise the imagination.—Ed.

WaUboards.
The exigencies of war brought into use in all of the

countries, both enemy and allies, many new and novel

uses of paper which prior to that time had never been
considered, because no demand had been created for

them. The historj^ of war-time uses of paper and paper
products in our own country commenced with the con-

struction of cantonments. When it became evident

that these enormous cantonments were to be construct-

ed as temporary shelters and over one and one-half

million square feet of wallboard was necessary for

each of them, it was found advisable to devote con-

siderable effort to determining the best board for the

purpose. The War Department issued their first series

of contracts prior to the completion of investigation

by the Paper Section, but submitted samples from
the entire lot to note confirmity with delivery. No
one could assume that fibre wallboard at this stage was
a war product, and it is mentioned in this report for

the sole purpose of showing the changes which the in-

dustry itself has undergone as a result of conditions

brought about by the war. It developed that at the

outset there was no relationship between quality and
price and this was entirely aside from any attempt

at sophistication by the manufacturers, but entirely

due to the lack of critical and discriminating study of

the industrial jjroducts. Definite methods for testing

this material were developed by the Paper Section of

the Bureau of Standards, and as a result of tlieir

work definite specifications Avere developed, which
produced a Wallboard far superior in every particular

to any produced prior to the entrance of our country

into war. Sample curves submitted show the relative

increase in resistance to absorb moisture between
hoards submitted at the start and at the close of the

construction period. A great deal of work was done

on waterproofing and to an extent on fireproofing

these boards. In general, wallboards may be consid-

ered under two classes: these which are laminated,

and those which are built in a single sheet. Samples of

both of these types of boards with the curves repro-

ducing the best development from each type are here

shown, together with many samples of the earlier pro-
duct showing how much improvement had been made
in the product. The total amount of wallboards of all

kinds used exceeded two hundred million square feet,
which a tonnage equivalent to one-fifth of that of an
equal quantity of lumber. In other words, had lum-
ber been used, over two hundred thousand additional
tons of freight would have been transported. In addi-
tion to cantonment construction, fibre wallboards were
u.sed in camouflage work and the homogeneous type
formed a part of ambulance body, as a substitute for
wood, to reduce the danger of casualties caused by fly-

ing M-ood splinters when ambulances were struck by
shells. Because of its strength, moisture resistance,
light weight and durability, this produce gave most
satisfactory results for the above-mentioned purpose.
This wallboard was also used in the construction of
special portable dressing stations. Sheets four feet by
eight feet by three-eighths inch thickness were fitted
with metal tongue and grooved edges, so that they
would form a light, compact and portable structiires
which were easily transported, and could be erected
within a few hours. The inside of these structures
was enameled to secure cleanliness and ease of dis-

infection. During the latter periods the subject of
plaster boards was investigated. This material con-
sists of a centre of gypsum plaster with outer paper
hirers. Its strength, moisture, resistance and dur-
ability, together with its fire-resisting properties, re-

commend it as an excellent product for construction
when dui-ability is a factor. It is safe to predict that
a wider peace outlet will be assured this product, and
that it will be a distinct factor in competition with
lath and ]ilaster.

Gas Masks.
Immediately following the nuestion of providing

wallboards for housing our soldiers, came the demand
from the Expeditionary Force to provide some ma-
terial which could be used in a gas ma.sk as protection
against phenol-dichlorarsene, blue cross shell, or G-76,
or sneeze gas, as it was variously named. Together
Avith the request for this product was submitted a
sample of crejie paper used by the Ensrlish in their gas
masks as defence against their method of attack. Ac-
tual sample submitted for duplication consisted of

sheets of paper similar to exhibit No. 4, 1 inch square.
Being cognizant of the fact that paper similar to this

product was commercially manufactured by two mills

in the Ignited States for use as a substitute for ab-
sorbent cotton, representatives of the Paper Section
were detailec^ 'o these mills to co-operate with the Gas
Defense Seiwice of the Bureau f)f Mines, rhemical
Warfare Servace of the United States Army, and dur-
ing the early part of the war. the Medical Porps. in

altering this American product so that it mieht he
more exactly a replica of the Enslish paper. Both of

the American manufacturers cooperated with the

Goveniment in the most whole-hearted manner, turn-

ing over to the Government the use of their machines,
and the services of their entire staff, with the sole

idea of developing in the minimum of time a product
which could be considered satisfactorv. Production on
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the Ameriean paper. Exhibit No. 7, was started dur-

ing the month of May. 1918, and the first American
Gas JIask Cannister was, what is known as the Cover
type, wrapped with this American-made duplicate of

the Entrlish paper. Modifications in warfare, however,

made new changes imperative. During the months of

June and July, special investigation on effect of slight

alterations in the beating, machine treatment, etc., of

this product was carried on in one of our American
plants. The necessity for this second investigation

was due to alterations in methods of gas warfare,

whereby high concentrations of poisonous gases were
localized by explosive shell bombardment. The sec-

ond factor which made imperative a change in the

t.vpe of paper used for protection was the necessity

of reducing pressure drop in the gas mask to a mini-

mum, so that men wearing them could go through the

severe physical exertion contingent on defense without

suffering exhaustion. Following this new develop-

ment alteration was made in the type of canister, and

the final canister provided was that shown in Exhibit

No. — . In its special development from the metal

core, which was filled with chemicals, the core wrap-

ped with paper to the ultimate can with outside metal

protection from the elements. Between the time in

Avhich the English paper was developed and the final

paper product was produced by the Paper Section,

numerous other developments took place. For a time

the use of paper in construction of these canisters was
supplanted by the use of wool. One of the wool .iack-

ets which cover canisters is shown. The shortage of

wool and the expenses attendant on its production led

to the investigation of the Accordion type of canister,

represented in Exhibit No. — . A paper felt and every

other conceivable, thought of, filtering method was
investigated in attempting to provide a suitable canis-

ter of this type. The paper best suited for this pur-

pose was a heavy sheet, weighing 500 pounds to the

ream, 25x40, made from raw rags which were beaten

only sufficiently long to insure their passing throusrh

the gates into the machine. Just before the signincr

of the Armistice, there was a project on hand to mold
out of paper a t.vpe of box which could then be slinned

on over the metal canister and avoid the difficulties

which had been encountered in hand-windine. The
wooden model exhibited is the type which was deliver-

ed to the National Federation of Box Board Manufac-
turers, together with samples of paper, in requesting

their co-operation in the problem.

A roll of paper which was nearest perfect protection

is shown in Exhibit No. — . This paper was made
from 100 per cent, rag, beaten an exceedinglv short

time, but under conditions of control which were
elaborate. Examination of the sheet will show that

it is absolutely the antithesis of anything which a

paper manufacturer would normally produce. Tested

on the tobacco smoke machine, its protection was 99 8.t

per^cent. perfect. It also received a high ratina: when
tested with sulphuric acid, ammonium chloride, in the

form of smoke, and in actual service tests in the eras

house. Shown herewith is the experimental eras labor-

atory of the Paper Section, equipped so that actual

man tests could be taken. The flanqres shown in this

picture were used for introducing the paper to be

tested. The actual poison eras was to be srenerated in

the roll shown in the picture No. — , by means of

detonating bombs. The Gas Defense Service had manv
laboratories of this type, but very much more elabor-

ate, scattered over the entire country, where men

were hourly subjected to physical tests to measure the

protection of gas masks against various noxious and
jioison gases developed by the enemy. Exhibit No. —
is the German canister which was worn like a muzzle,

a separate section of the same showing the sheet of

paper used for lu-otection and the paper screen which
formed a backing for it. This German paper was sub-

mitted to the Paper Section by the Offense for exam-
ination into its reproductibilty. Analysis showed its

composition to be 100 per cent, rag, and a slightly

beaten stock. The exact method of its manufacture
was developed by the Paper Section and several hun-

dred samples were submitted to the Gas Offense and
used by them in their research tests.

A great deal of special development work along the

line of preparing satisfactory Tiaper for gas mask.s was
conducted by the Forest Service Laboratory at Madi-
son. Wisconsin, and by many other commercial com-
panies in all parts of the country. The folder will give

an idea of the number of samples of paper prepared
in working on this problem, each single sheet in the

book represents one machine furnished.

Hospital Supplies.

The shortage of cotton lead the Serffcant-Gcneral's

Office of the Army and the Navy to adopt the use of

paper as substitute for cotton and for use in sursrical

dressings. There also had developed a permanent use

for this product in hospitals throughout the T'^nited

States and Canada. Comparison between the paper
absorbent and hisrh-grade surgical cotton shows the

following relationship. Moisture content of paper fi.27

per cent., moisture content perfect absorbent cotton

4.34 per cent. Initial rate of paper six times the initial

rate of cotton, detention by drop test, paper 17.4

cubic centimeters of water per gram: cotton. 4.(5 cubic

centimeters per gram. Total absorntiop 18.5 per cent,

paper, and total absorption cotton 20.7 per cent. That
this product was not confined to this countrv alone
is evident bv the sample of German wood cotton ten

years old. indicatinsr that this product has been sue

cessfully used in Germanv in nart at least during th'it

period: also a sample of Cellulosavadd. made in Swed-
en, auantity of which was shipped into Germanv dur-

ing the first part of the war. The British substitute

is the same prodiiet as that used in construction of

gas masks.
Another product which had direct hosnital use. was

the crepe paper bandage, a distinct American nroduct.
This bandage was larfrelv used bv the Medieal Sertn'ee

of both Armv and Navy as a substitute for cottnn

bandages in cases of where drv dressings were made.
It had certain advantages in flexibilitv in wranni'i"

wounded joints. This flexibilitv r°snlted directlv

from the crepe. In personal conversation with o"p
of the surgeons who had over two venrs' pTnerience in

the large American hosnital at Nuillev anr) at tVe

front, stated that he had obtained vorv s'ltisfRetorv

results in using this material in large nuantities

Containers.
For transportation nurnoses certain sneeiql nqnpr':

"•Pi-p nrenared Samnle No. — shnwq tlio TVT Tiiner

made bv the V, B Eddv Company- of TTnll P. O.. for

the Imnerial Munitions Board of Canarta The onalJtT
nnd form of liner nroved siieces«fiil after snveral fail-

ures -nith other tvnes earlier in the T.-ar StoeV io

rontrlTlv 50 ner cent, cordnife fiVire. and 50 r>er cent,
tjiilnliito TVie features of the naner are str°Tif»tli

eo'inled with the crepe effect to nrevent bursting n^-

dTuare. and the absence of alkalinity. The features
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of container manufacture are shaping a large sheet

into a i-eetangular hag, sewed up one side, folded at

the bottom, and pasted so that no paste comes in con-

tact with the TNT crystals. It is stated that in a cer-

tain warehouse the floor gave way and the TNT boxes
dropped several feet with considerable breakage of the

boxes themselves, but without any loss of TNT by rea-

son of the weight of liners. Analysis shows the sheet

to weigh 77 pounds per ream, 25x40 inches, to have a

bursting strength 13 points, ash 1.02 per cent, and
.07 of an inch creped for each inch of original paper.

One of the important investigations conducted by
the Industrial Research Division was that of producing
a suitable waterproof interlining for baling. Domestic
and overseas cargo space was very effectively con-

served by shipping goods in bales in preference to

boxes and crates. Clothing, blankets, and leather goods
Avere so packed and shipped. Much special develop-

ment work along this line was conducted by the TTnited

State Paper Laboratory at the Bureau of Chemistry.
Their experiments show that papers made expansive in

both directions by creping and corrugating are now
available, and that these papers successfully withstand
tests, although the tensile strength of the paper is

very materially reduced by the creping. They, there-

fore, advise re-enforcing the paper in some manner.
In connection with the question of shipment, the

Forest Service developed a satisfactory type of water-

]iroof label, which consists of heavy kraft pasted by
hide srlue directly to the box and painted with for-

maldehyde. They state that the only serious objec-

tion tn this method is the alteration in color which re-

sults after several months' exposure.

The development of bags of paper has received con-

siderabl procress in this country durinsr the war.

There are submitted Exhibit No. — and No. — , show-

ing actual American develoiiments in the line of bag:

production from paper. Exhibit No. — is used for

sbi^iment of onions and similar materials which are

destroyed if they arc not given free access to the air.

Sample No. — is basrfrinc: made directly as a substitute

for burlap. Tn addition to the above the following

Oerman samples are submitted. Sacks to replace jute

and hemp bags:

1. Grain 9. Sugar
2 Potatoes in. Borax
3. Flour 11. Salt

4. Malt 12. Cement
5. Meal 13. Coal

fi. Seed 14. Soda
7 Fertilizer 15. Wool
R. Coffee

Tfnder date of .Tanuarv 2nd, Trade Cmnmission'^r H.

a. Brock reports that the utilization of naDpr sacks

and containers has very larorely increased durin"' the

"•ar. in part due to the greatly au!riiien<^pd harvest, and
in part to shortasre of raw materials Tlmso binfc; ^,^r'^

used for transportation of errain^; not'itr.n<5 oto ;n

"reat number, and in lesser quantities for transnnrtn-

tion of flonr. malt, seed, etc. The advqntacros; of t'--'-^

PRper products are that they arp of unifor'" t^s'In

strenortb all over, that thev are free from odor fud
do not have loose fibres which n^''^' with the contents

The disadvantages of this are that hooks cannot be

u.sed as extensively as with the ron° Vmirs on ani^^nnt

of dans-er of tearins. To substitute this "nns or lu^s
were attached to the corners of the bag. which render-

ed the use of hooks uiinecessarv.

- S«bmission No. — consists of numeroix.s/jsamnles of

foreign twisted yarns and threads, part of which ts'ere

used in producing the German products previously
referred to, others were used as substitutes for
twine in wrapping. For comparison, several samples
of American twines are also submitted.

Continuing in logical order toward the actual war
materials, we find that the American manufacturers
of explosives had sufficiently developed the teehnic
of producing .smokeless powder from either sulphite
or sulphate pulp to be inaugurated just prior to the
signing of the Armistice, a program which would have
used enormous quantities of both of these pulps for
conversion into smokeless powder. This development
is not in any sense a new one. Smokeless powder
from wood pulps had long been an established product
in Germany. The projected output for America was
somewhat in excess of five hundred tons per day from
the Du Pont plant alone.

The Ordnance Department report that paper con-
tainers were used extensively for storage and shipment
of powder charges for separate loading ammunition,
and the accurately weighed smokeless powder charges
loaded ip silk bags or placed in fibre containers and
the containers themselves shippd in wooden boxes.
The first type of containers for cannon charges, 5 inch,

6 inch and 8-inch guns was metal-lined and the box
rendered air-tight by .soldered seams. These were not
satisfactory for ocean shipment. The containers which
have been adopted for paper charges are of two
clas.ses : first, fibre, consisting of cylindrical tubes
built up of waterproof paper with metal ends crimped
on ; second, of steel. Because of lack of production
facilities for steel containers, the paper tube was
adopted for the paper charges. The acceptable design
was five plies, straight wound paper cemented with
asphaltum. These tubes were tested under two pounds'
air pressure, Mullent test of the entire wall, twenty-
four hours' submersion, and when these tests were
successfully withstood they were specified for the con-

tainers. Designs in detail are shown in accompanyins
prints. The alternate construction made by hydraulic
pressure from sulphite or sulphate pulp, perfected bv
the Brown Companv, is shown in the third print. This
container was satisfactorv for 155 millimeter gun and
met all tests without difficulty. The general con-

clusions on these fibre containers, sample Exhibit No.
— and No. — , was that they were satisfactory for

shipment or storage of explosives for a short time,

but that they were absolutely unsatisfactory for lonsr

storage durinsr peace conditions. The recommendation,
therefore, was that further storage of explosives in

these cases be eliminated and that all powder stored

in fibre containers be repacked in steel.

Another war product involving the use of paper as

one of the nrincipal products in construction was the

paper hand serenade, completed sample Exhibit No.
— . spctional sample Exhibit No. — , accompanied bv
nnoffifial sketch This grenade was officially known
IS Offensive Hand Grenade marked 3. Tn operation

it was held in the right hand, lever firmly against

"•renade body, cotter pin withdrawn and arrenade

thrown. As the srrenade leaves thp hand, lever is

thrown off and hits the primer. The primer io-nites

thp fuse which in turn ignites the detonator at the ex-

piration of five seconds, detonator detonates the high
•—^losive with which the srrenade is loaded. This type
of q-i-enade had very limited effective radius and was
"sed more for moral effect asrainst the enemy than
for any other irpose. Its "xplosive charge was four
ounces of TNT,

(To be concluded.

1
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A PLEA FROM NEW ZEALAND.
With the present agitation for puttiiifr Canadian

pulp and paper products in a favorable position in

foreifrn markets the followiufz letter from New Zealand

comes like a pin-priek. In the days just past, when
paper consumers in the Island Continent could obtain

supplies only by sending a Government vessel to Brit-

ish Columbia, it was of course impossible to find ship-

ping for all the paper wanted, even if there was
enoufjh available. The shipping: situation is not easy,

even yet, but it certainly behooves our paper Tuakers

to exert themselves in an effort to put Canadian paper

on a better footinpr in New Zealand. Now is the time

to do it. The shipping? situation cannot be the only

reason for the small percentage of Canadian paper
used there in the past.

The letter referred to reads :

—

Sir,—In your issue of January 23rd, which has just

reached us (April 23rd), I notice you are asking the

question, "Are we neglecting New Zealand?" The
reason for the inquiry is that the imports of printing

paper into New Zealand during the last few years

have doubled while Canada's share of the increase only

amoimts to £13fi :0 :0. New Zealand publishers will

agree with you that they have been seriously neglected,

and they would like to feel that more consideration

will be displayed towards them in the future, but they
T'. rather doubtful regarding the outlook.

I do not thiak that any publishers in any part of

the world have been so badly catered for during the

war. as the newspaper proprietors and printers of Aus-

tralia and New Zealand. Having no pulp and paper
industry of our own. through neglect to developing
our own resources, we are absolutely dependent on

supplies from foreign countries and one after another

they dried up, till, so far as newsprint w^as concerned
we were solely dependent on British Columbia. While
you in Canada were fighting over whether you would
pay 2.75 or 3 cents a pound for newsprint, it w'as cost-

ing us as high as 10 cents to land it in New Zealand.

To-day, six months after the cessation of the war, it

is costing from seven to eight cents. I have paper
landing at present that cost 4.20 cents, f.o.b. port of

shipment, while the freight and other charges come to

about 3.50 cents. I have known 5 cents per pound
to be paid for freight alone from America to New
Zealand, and some unfortunate publishers have been
glad to get it at that. The freights at the time of writ-

ing are still $25.00 per ton measurement, and we don't

know whether to commiserate ourselves on having
to pay it or congratulate ourselves that it is no wors*)

As a matter of sentiment, I think most New Zealand
publishers would prefer to deal with Canada for the

future, but you may depend upon it we are going to

reach out for relief, from whatever quarter it comes
and if Canada wants to maintain its connection with
New Zealand, it is up to the Canadian manufacturers
to .study our requirements and give us the best pos-

sible treatment.

A New Zealand Publisher.

N, B. SAW MILL BURNED.
A fire, which did damage to the extent of $140,000

destroyed the Saj-re and Holly Lumber Company's
plant at Chipman, last Monday afternoon, and be-

tween two and two and one-half million feet of lum-
ber, valued at $80,000 went up in smoke with the mill.

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.
Increased Costs Suggest Increased Rates.

Tlic 4Sth Annual (ieneral Meeting of the Canadian

Manufacturers Association is being held in Toronto

on .Tunc 10th, 11th and 12th. The report of the

Transportation Committee to be submitted at this

meeting shows that the net operating income for the

year 1918 of all railways comprising the United States

Railroad Administration was approximately $750,-

000,000. As the Government, under the Railway Con-

trol Bill, guaranteed a return of approximately

$!).')0,000,0()0, it will be noted that the net operating

income fell short of the guaranteed return by some
.$200,000,000. There does not seem to be any doubt
but that the railways will be restored to private own-

ership or at least to private operation, possibly by
the end of this year, and the opinion of those who
have studied the matter seems to be that before this

can take place some provision will have to be made
to enable the railways to operate on a paying basis,

and that a further general increase in freight rates

IS inevitable. If such an increase occurs Canadian
pulp and ]iaper manufacturers know, from past ex-

periences, that they must look for a corresponding
advance in their rates to United States points, as

these rates, particularly to Western points, are gen-

erally speaking, predicated on the rates applicable

from New England and New York mills.

Apart from the Ignited States railway situation,

the Canadian roads have their own problems as, from
the report of the Transjiortation Committee of the

C. M. A. above referred to, the increase in wages paid
to C!anadian railway employees, owing to the adop-
tion by Canadian lines of the McAdoo Award,
amounted to $67,000,000. An application is now pend-
ing in the Locomotive and Car Departments of the
railways which, it is estimated, will add approxim-
ately $19,000,000 per annum to the present payroll.

Increased operating expenses due to high cost of

railway materials is said to represent $14,000,000 for

the present year. This makes a total of $100,000,000,
which it is estimated represents increased cost of op-

erating Canadian railways. As against this it was
figured that the 25 per cent increase in freight rates
made effective in August last would increase the
earnings .$43,000,000, and this was figured on the
volume of traffic handled in 1917, when large quanti-
ties of war material were moving.
The removal of the 7—

• per cent war tax on bitu-
minous coal, as announced in the Finance Minister's
Budget will no doubt mean a reduction of .several

millions of dollars annually in the Canadian Rail-
ways" co.sts of operation.

"Leather belting cannot safely stand above 110

deg. of heat."

Re Through Ocean Bills of Lading.
Announcement has just been made that, effective

July 1st, the Canadian Railways will resume the prac-
tice of furnishing through rail and ocean bills of
lading for transatlantic freight.

For the last few years, due to the uncertain ship-
ping conditions, the railways have discontinued fur-
nishing through ocean bills, and have only been is-

suing bills of lading to the seaboard, which then hnd
to be exchanged for ocean bills as soon as the freight
cleared. This meant considerable inconvenience
to the exporter and delay in having his documents
reach consignee.
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FIRST AERO FOREST PATROL.
Three Rivers, June S. — From Halifax to Three

Rivers by air is the feat terminated to-daj- by Lieut.
Graliam, his wife and their mechanic. They arrived at
Three Rivers at 3.10 this afternoon and greeted by a
thronsr of people.

This flight from Halifax to Three Rivers was made
in one of the hydroplanes the St. Maui-ice Forest Pro-
tective Association has procured to patrol timber limits
in Quebec province. Lieut. Graham has been engaged
for this aerial patrol.

The aviators left Halifax on Friday last and went
to St. John, X.B., the next day. They left on Friday
afternoon for Lake Temiscouata, but were forced to
land in llaine owing to a severe electrical storm they
encountered.
From there they flew Saturday to Lake Temis-

couata, landing in the course of the afternoon, and
thence they started for Riviere du Loup at 6.15 p.m.
Saturday, arriving there fifteen minutes later, having
covered over thirty miles in fifteen minutes.

At Fraserville the flying machine softly slid down-
ward, dropping gently in the waters of the St. Law-
rejice, at the Riviere du Loup point. There were hun-
dreds of persons at the point and when the aviators
landed after circling above the city, a regular proces-
sion of automobiles, motorcycles and rigs of all sorts

started for the jioint.

The three aviators anchored their h.vdroplane, were
rowed ashore and were interviewed by The Gazette.
They stated that their trip, generally spaking, had
been splendid. They saw a number of forest fires on
their way west from St. John, N.B., but none veiy
grave.

Their progi'ess from the Maine border to Fraserville

was somewhat hampered by poor gas they bought
there, and at Fraserville they looked for a new suppl.v

of gasoline. Finally the St. Lawrence Furniture Com-
jiany. to help the aviators, sent three dmms of its

supjily of gasoline down to the water gront and into

the tanks of the hydroplane.
Early Saturday evening the aviators attempted to

fly from Fraserville to Quebec, but the heavy sea pre-

vented them from taking to the air. It was finally

decided that the flight from Fraserville to Three Riv-

ers would be postponed until Sunday.
At one o'clock this afternoon the hydroplane left

Fraserville. She did a splendid flight passing Quebec
city shortly after two and landed at Three Rivers at

3.10. At Three Rivers they were officially received

by the Hon. J. A. Tessier, provincial Minister of High-

ways and also mayor of Three Rivers; li.v ilr. R. F.

Grant, president of the St. ilaurice Protective Associa-

tion; Mr. Sorgius, manager of the St. Maurice Forest

Protective Association, and EUwood Wilsop, of the

board of directors.

Mrs. Graham was presented with a bouquet of roses

by Mrs. Tessier and the aviators were then taken in

automobiles to their hotel. They had dinner and then

departed again in their hydroplane at 6.30 to-night for

Lac a la Tortue, seventy miles north of Three Rivers.

Ending the first commercial flight in Canada, and
wearing lightly the honor of being the aerial pioneer

of the uncharted .sky between Halifav and the St.

Maurice river Lieut. Stuart Graham, with his wife as

navigator and a mechanic, brought his seaplane to a

stop on the placid waters of Lac La Tortue, a mile and

a half from Grand 'Mere at 7.10 o'clock Monday even-

ing, coming from Three Rivers in twenty minutes.

Lieut. Graham speaking of the report that he had
been forced to land in Engle Lake, when Lake Temis-
couata had been his objective, because of a heavy
thunderstorm, said that he had dodged the storm and
had landed in Eagle Lake in error. The maps he car-
ried were not too good, and the two lakes looked much
the same. The only other experience the party had
was at Riviere du Loup when attempting to get up for
the flight to Quebec. The water in the river was rough
and his navigator received a good drenching, when
the nose of the craft dipped. Generally speaking the
trip had been uneventful and the seaplane had stood
the journey well. Lieut. Graham was met by IMr. Ell-

wood Wilson, a director of the St. Maurice Forest
Protective Association, ^h: Wilson explained that the
plane, with another to be flown from Halifax had
been placed at the disposal of the association by Hon.
('. C. Ballantyne.

Lieut. Graham on Tuesda.v left for Halifax to bring
the second plane to Grand 'Mere. Both will be used
for spotting and reporting fires and for surve.v work.

This ends the first chapter of the most radical ad-

vance in the field of forest fighting. Further de-

A^elopments will be watched with great interest.

A GOOD SHOWING FOR B. C. IN JAPAN.
The Ja]ianese ronsumption of jiulp is apjiroximately

180,000 tons. Of this amount 80,000 is produced in

Japan, and 100,000 tons are imported. The Whaleu
Co. of Vancouver, B.C., it is estimated, furnished at

least one-third of the amount of pulp that was im-

ported by Japan last .vear. Under proper management
this company will be able to compete with the Swed-
ish pulp.

Mr. A. E. Mcilasters, who has been secretary trea-

surer of this company since January, 1910, states

that the daily output of the company at present is

180 tons, divided up about evenl.v between the three

plants located at Port Alice, Swanson Bay and Mill

Creek.

BIG FOREST BURNING.
With the loss by fire of twelve million feet of lum-

ber, valued at about ^500,000, one of the worst forest

fires ever known in Quebec province, has ravaged the

wood of the Chaleur Ba.v ilills Company, near Resti-

gouche, in Bonaventure county, for several days. The
blaze started oii Saturday and has continued uncheck-

ed, threatening the mill and the little surrounding vil-

lage, only the desperate efforts of the seven hundred
souls employed in the mill saving their homes.

The company's head office is in Sherbrooke, and the

firm conducts an extensive lumber business, shipping

large quantities to France and Belgium.

Mr. Dorais Panneton, a director of the firm, says the

loss is entirely covered bv in.surance.

BOOTH'S TAXES.
In contending that the occupation of valuable land

in Ottawa and not paying municipal taxes is working

a hardship on industries. The mayor of that city said

:

•'Mr. Booth's industries and employees do not de-

ns and from the city anything like the same costly civic

standard of living required by the Government and

it^ employees. Mr. Booth, with 2,000 emplo.vees, pays

$75,000 in taxes and water rates. In the same propor-

tion the Government with 12,000 employees should in

fairness pay $600,000, and then a great deal more.'
'
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SENDING PAPER REPRESENTATIVE TO
LONDON.

Pulp and papei" luamit'ai'turprs to tlie number of

two score, met in the Kitz-Carleton recently and dis-

cussed ways and means of improving their export
business with Great Britain.

It was voted to send Mr. A. L. Dawe, secretary of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, to London, to

act as pulp and paper advisor to the Lloyd Harris
Canadian Trade Mission, the suggestion that an ex-

pert familiar with the industry be sent, coming from
Mr. Harris himself.

}ilv. Dawe has been with the Pulp and Paper Asso-
ciation for some years, and prior to tliat was engaged
in the paper trade both here and in England.
A long discussion took place, concerning the dif-

ficulty of obtaining shipping and the excessive

freight rates now in force between Canada and Great
Britain, the prevailing sentiment being that Canada
ought to be prepared to look after iier own shipping
interests at the present time without depending so

much upon the Old Country. It was stated at the
meeting that some ships now owned by the Canadian
Government are being employed in bringing foreign
products to this country from Cuba and elsewhere,
which might better be employed in carrying Canadian
products, such as pulp and paper for which there is

a steady demand, to England, under such arrange-
ments as would make it possible for Canadian pro-

ducers to meet foreign competition. It was also stat-

ed that the American .shipping board has diverted
several ships to the St. Lawrence route, some of which
Avere reported as being now engaged on cargoes in

Jlontreal. Efforts will be made to obtain space on
these boats for Canadian pulp and paper exports. The
statement was also made that this diversion of Ameri-
can .shipping is but the beginning of a regular service
between Montreal and Liverpool by ships owned by
the American Government.
Mr. J. A. Bothwell, president of the Canadian Pulp

& Paper Association, presided at the meeting, which
was open to anyone interested in the industrv.

EXPLORING THE RAG MARKET.
Mr. E. Pullan. one of the largest dealers in Canada

in waste paper and rags, has returned to Toronto from
an extended bu.siness trip to England, where he has
heen looking into the possibilities of export, particu-
larly in the rag line. He reports that the chief diffi-

eult.v in the way at the present time is the very high
freight rates, which run as high as 31/2 cents a pound.
He has shipped a few cars, but the prospects of big
business at the present time with the excessive car-
riage charges and the scarcity of bottoms are not very
bright. The rag and paper stock market is dull at
present, and the mills are buying only in limited quan-
tities. Board plants are fairly active and prices are
well maintained, but the proprietors hesitate about
stocking up and are simply marking time in the mat-
ter of purchases.

—
"World's Paper Trade Review.

MR. MEAD ON BUSINESS CONDITIONS IN
EUROPE.

"We found business conditions in France and Eng-
land better than we had expected." said George H.
Mead, president of the George H. Mead Company
and the Mead Pulp and Paper Company, Thursday,
when commenting upon this trip to Europe, where he
spent about four weeks, accompanied by H. E. Talbott.

jr., investigating industrial conditions aiul attending
to some matters of busiiu'ss connected with the paper
industry.

"The ]iulp and i>aper situation, especially, we found
in mucii better sliape than we had expected to fiiul

it," continueii ilr. Mead. "Of course, 1 gave par-

ticular attention to this branch of industrial activity

and am consequently in better position to discuss it

than I am to talking about other lines. However, I was
impressed with the sentiment that business conditions

both in France and England are much more encourag-
ing from the standjioint of those nations, than I had
expected to find them.
"There is but little complaint heard as to the bur-

dens resulting from the war and everybody seems to

be working together to the end that its effects may be

overcome as quickly as possible," said Mr. Mead.
"There exists a remarkable inianimit.v of sentiment
and l)Oth England and France are jiroeeeding rapidl.v

on the highway to business success and consequent
industrial development.
"A great nuiuy of the plants are operating only on

half time," he declared, "but there is bright promise

that ere long they will not only be running at full

capacity but expanding and conducting their various

lines of trade upon an almost unprecedentedl.y pros-

perous basis. The people are anxiously awaiting the

signing of the peace treaty, believing that the success-

ful negotiation of that instrument will tend to stead}'

matters and establish a more substantial foundation,

upon which to build. It is t^<? consensus that the Lea-

gue of Nations would become a strengthening factor of

the peace treat.v. In fact, the belief exists that without

the League of Nations, the treaty consummation would
be found almost impossible."

Mr. Mead said that according to all indications, there

is an abundance of money in circulation in France and
England and that the situation there generally is far

from being hopeless. Mr. Mead and Mr. Talbott spent

one week in Paris and two weeks in London.

CROSSLEY HANGS OUT HIS SHINGLE—OR IS IT
A CHIP?

Mr. T. Linsey Crossley, A.M.E.I.C, who has been
associated for a number of years with Dr. J. T. Don-
old, of Montreal, and who established the Toronto
laboratory of J. T. Donald & Company, consulting

chemists, has taken over the Toronto office and la-

boratory of that firm at 4.3 Scott street, and will there

carry on the business of consulting chemist and chemi-

cal engineer. Mr. Crossley acted as chemist and
draughtsman for several years with well-known firms

in the pulp and paper industrJ^ During the war, his

time has-been largely taken up with work for the
Imperial Munitions Board.

It is safe to say that no one in Canada, not direct-

ly in the employ of a pulp or paper mill, has worked
harder for the success of the industry than has Mr.
Crossley. Since the formation of the Technical Sec-
tion he has been chairman of the Committee on Voca-
tional Education, and in other ways has contributed
to the work of the Section. The Pulp and Paper
Magazine wishes IMr. Crossley the success he deserves
in his chosen field.

The word "newspaper" does not come from some-
thing "new," but is derived from the initial letters
of the four quarters: north, east, west, south.
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UNITED STATES AOTES
The George W. Diamoud Company, recently or-

ganized in Wisconsin with a capital stock of $200,000,

at a meeting of its stockholders held in ilihvaukee

last week, increased its total stock to $2,000,000, and
decided to erect its plant at Depere, Wisconsin, upon
which construction woi"k will begin at once. A pat-

ent paper box machine invented by George W. Dia-

mond, organizer of the company, will be the main
product of the machine shop, and it is planned to use

the mill for the manufacture of a Ipatent coated
chip board, which will be converted into boxes. Three
shifts of 150 men each will be employed and, accord-

ing to Mr. Diamond, the mill will have a capacity of

80 tons every 24: hours.

Statistics prepared bj' the Federal Trade Commis-
sion show that during 1918 wood pulp consumption
by the pulp mills of the United States approximated
5,258,305 cords, and the production recorded by the

same mills amounted to 3,313,032 tons of pulp. A de-

crease of four per cent from the 1917 figures is shown
in the consumption of pulp wood and the wood pulp

production was 51/0 per cent under the figures for 1917.

The 1918 production of mechanical or ground wood
pulp fell off 11 per cent as compared with 1917, and
that of soda pulp 20 per cent. The production of sul-

phur pulp, however, was 80 per cent in excess of the

quantity reported for 1917.

The Forest Products laboratory of the University

of Wisconsin at Madison, is continuing its wartime
experiments with wood pulp as a source of explosives.

The investigation was first taken up during the war
due to a threatened cotton shortage. The produc-

tion of acid and sulphate pulp suitable for nitrating

have other peace time applications as in the manu-
facture of lacquers, pyroxylin or gun cotton, products

such as collodion, celluloid and certain varnishes.

Various methods were developed as a result of the

experiments for the production of acid and sulpliate

pulp suitable for nitration purposes. This suitability

was proved conclusively by tests made at a govern-

ment arsenal.

The Pacific Coast Advertising Men's Association

opened its convention last Sunday it Portland, Ore-

gon, with a display of the printer's art which cost

several thousand dollars to assemble as a special fea-

ture of the exhibits. Prominent publishers, advertis-

ing experts, educators and public officials of the Pa-
cific Coast composed the galaxy of speakers diiring

the four-day session.

A general improvement in conditions during the

month of May in the folding paper box industry was
reported by members at the thirteenth membership
meeting of the Folding Box Manufacturers" National
Association held May 29. 30 and 31 at the Hotel
Traymore, Atlantic City. N.J. After the signing of

the armistice last fall the volume of busiitess had
fallen off on an average of 25 to 35 per cent, but
early in April an improvement in conditions set in

which has brought up the volume in a number of es-

tablishments to a nearly normal standard. The out-

look for the future is regarded as verv favorable.

Captain Dudley Field Malone, who responded to

the toast "Our Guests" at the Pulp & Paper Banquet
has just finished an interesting case. He defended
Skipper Pederson and his son Adolph, who were on
trial in New York for the murder at sea of Axel
Hanson. It was charged that Adolph chased Hanson
overboard and the Skipper countermanded an order
to come about for his rescue. Both Pedersons were
acquitted.

Prof. C. W. Easley, head of the Chemistry Depart-
ment at the University of Maine, which includes the
courses in Pulp and Paper Technology,-, lias accepted
a position at Syracuse University. Dr. McKee, who
started the courses at Maine, is to read a paper on
Alcohol from Sulphite Waste Liquor at the Technical
Association meeting at Buffalo.

ANOTHER SUIT AGAINST THE PUBLISHERS
PAPER CO.

The Brooklyn Standard-Union has brought suit
against the Publishers Paper Company for $3,558.25
for non-delivery of paper on contract. The Standard
Union alleges that this sum in question represents
paper paid for, but not included in the company's de-
liveries.

GORDLAS GOULD DEAD.
Gordias H. P. Gould, president of the Gould Paper
Company of Lyons Falls, N.Y., and president of the
Donnaconna Paper Company of Donnaeonna, Quebec,
died Monday night at the Clifton Springs Sanitarium,
Clifton Springs, N.Y., where he had been under treat-
ment for the last five weeks for inflammatory rheuma-
tism. Had he lived until Tuesday Mr. Gould would
have been 71 years of age. For many years Mr. Gould
had been a prominent figure in the newsprint manu-
facturing business, and he was widely known among
the manufacturers and publishers. He had just been
elected President of the Newsprint Service Bureau.

HOWARD SMITH PAPER BONDS.
A public offering was made recently by A. E. Ames

& Co., and Nesbitt, Thompson & Co., of an issue of

$800,000 6 per cent, first mortgage, fifteen-year sink-

ing fund gold bonds of the Howard Smith Paper Mills,

Ltd. The bonds are offered in denominations of $100,

$500 and $1,000 at 93 and interest, to yield 6% per

cent.

A. E. Ames & Co. point out that the assets securing
the bonds are over 2% times the amount of the bond
issue ; that the current earnings exceed those for 1918
which were over four times the bond interest require-

ment and that the maturity of the bonds is a desirable

one.

The company has two mills, the Beauharnois and
the Crabtree, both located near Montreal, and at the

present time turns out about 79,000 pounds of high-

grade bond and ledger paper per day.
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Technical Section

CANADIAN MILLS TO ENTERTAIN.

It is rc^'reltiHl that tho exr.-llciit pro-rram for the

Technical Association meeting arrived too late for

publication last week. ( IJlame it on Burleson). In

addition to the visits at Erie and the fine program of

papers on Thursday, there is an interesting schedule

of mill visits for Friday and Saturday. One of two

trips nuiy be chosen Friday morning, either Niagara

Falls or Buffalo. The former includes several paper

mills. In the afternoon the nu'mbers aiul friends

will visit the Xatioiud Aniline and Color Co., a print-

ing plant, and the Buffalo Fountlry & IMachine Co.

CANADIAN DAY.
Saturday, June 14, will be Canadian Day. Many

are the happy recollections of when the Technical

Section met on the Peninsula in June, 191(5.

:Members of the association will be the guests of the

Pulp and Paper Manufacturers of the Niagara Peum-

sida for the day. Special trolleys will leave Hotel

Statler promptly at 8.30 a.m., travelling over the

High Speetl linr.' The trolleys will be met at Niag-

ara Falls by the Canadian Committee and the party

will proceed by automobile.

Around Goat Island, viewing both Falls, thence to

Victoria Park, and through Lundy's Lane, famous as

a battle ground of the War of 1812, past Blackhorse

Tavern, at one time well patronized, but now dry.

The following Canadian mills will then be visited:

Beaver Wood Fiber Company, Ltd.

Ontario Paper Company, Ltd.

Foley-Rieger Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.

Lunclieon will be served at Grenville Hall, Thor-

old, Ont. The following mills will be visited during

the afternoon

:

Provincial Paper Company, Ltd.

Thorold Pulp Co., Ltd.

Interlake Tissue Mills, Ltd.

Riordou Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.

Lincoln Paper Mills Company, Ltd.

Garden City Paper Mills Co.. Ltd.

Kinleith Paper Mills, Ltd.

Then return from St. Catharines, Ont., to Niagara

Falls, N.Y. The return ticket to Buffalo entitles the

holder to come on any trolley, so that opportunity

Avill be given to view the Falls after the close of the

excursion to Canadian mills to all who may desire to

do so.

The following firms have assisted in the work of

the convention

:

Beaver Board Company.
Birge and Sons Company.
Buffalo Foundry and ^Machine Company.
Cliff Paper Company.
Hammermill Paper Co.
Larkin Company.
Loekport Felt Company.
National Aniline & Chemical Co.
Niagara Wall Paper Company.
Pettebone-Cataract Paper Company.
Spaulding & Sons Company.
Tonawanda Board & Paper Company.
Upson Company,

and
Canadian Mills, Ho.sts on June 14.

The Canadian Reception Committees are as follows:

Manufacturers.

Heaver Wood Fibre Co.: T. H. Neville, Mgr., and

F. (!. CaUaiian, Supt.

Ontario Paper Co.: Warren Curtis, jr., Mgr., John

F. Hyan, Supt.

Foley-Rieger Pidp & Paper Co.: Ed. P. Foley, .Mgr.,

Joseph Foley, Supt.

Provineial Paper .Mills: T. A. Weldon, Mgr., Dan.

Daverin.

Interlake Tissue -Mills: Geo. Carruthers, Mgr., J.

.1. Herb, Supt.

Thorold Pulp Co.: E. 11. Morris, Mgr., James Wil-

son, .Supt.

Riordon Paper .Mills: P. Byrne, Mgr., V. Salnum-

son, Supt.

Lincoln & Lybster Mills: W. I). Woodruff. Mgr.,

E. L. Kinsey, Supt.

Garden City Paper .Mills: L. H. Gardner, Mgr., E.

liurgess, Supt.

Kinleith Paper Mills: 11. F. E. Kent, Mgr., W. A.

Anderson, Supt.

Thorold Board of Trade: A. B. Begg, A. Martin, sr.,

.1. E. Carpenter, L. 11. Needham, J. A. Batten, L. B.

McCleary, A. F. Robertson, I). R. Crombie, Robt. Mc-

Phersou, Dr. C. B. Macartney.

The committee plans to have fifty automobiles to

convey the guests about St. Catherines, Merritton

and Thorold. I
ANOTHER NEW MEMBER.

Albert Tilton, superintendent of the groundwood
pulp mill of the Quebec and Saguenay Pulp Co., at

St. Amedee de Peribouka, Que., has been elected to

membership in the Technical Section. Mr. Telton is a

graduate of the University of Maine, where he spe-

cialized in Pulp & Paper Technology, and has had
several years' practical mill experience.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-2. Studies on nitrification in natural soils and

its importance from an ecological point of view in

Sweden. H. llesslemanu. International Rev. Agri.,

June, i:tl8, p. 662.--C. L.

B-2. The red spruce; its growth and management
in the United States. L. S. Murphy, Bulletin No. 544,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.—This
bulletin discusses the methods of management best
suited to various conditions It is estimated that, un-
der average natural and uniform conditions, .50 to

60 years are necessary for the maximum production
of wood used for paper pulp. If judicious thinning
is carried out this period may be shortened by 5 to 10
years. For timber production 100 tT) 120 years either
in virgin or selection forests are required. The bul-

letin contains many volume and measurement tables.-

—C. L.

B-2. The second crop of pulpwood. H. C. Belyea.
Can. For. J., Aug., 1918, p. 1836.—Discu.sses the fac-
tors influencing the rate of growth in the virgin for-
est and on cut-over pulpwood lands. Growth under
a heavy crown cover in Virginia forest is not to be
accepted as part of the productive forest, and can
not be used as a measure of future possibilities. The
effect of the removal of the over-topping trees is an
increase in the growth of surviving suppressed ma-
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terial. This emphasizes the necessity for the atiliia-

tion of the hardwoods iu our mixed forests operated

primarily for pulpwood.—C. L.

B-2. Grow trees for aeroplane building. E. Wilsou,

Can. For. Journal, Aug., 1918, p. 1813.—Keeommeuda-
tions for future supplies of suitable eastern spruce.

—

C. L.

B-2. Vegetation as an indicator of the fertility of

sandy pine plains soils in northern Wisconsin. T. J.

Dunuewald, International Re\. Agri., April, 11)18, p.

416.—The soils of sandy plains vary considerably in

their ability to produce a second growth after the

removal of the pines, and after the many severe fires

which succeeded logging operations. The under-

growth of cleared woodland is a good indication of

the cropping capacity of the soil. Heavier growth
shows a higher content of plant food, the presence of

more fine material in the soil, and especiall}' a greater

moisture-retaining capacity, enabling the vegetation

to resist drought.—C. L.

B-3. Forest fires in the United States in 1915. J.

6. Peters, Circular No. 69, office of the Secretary,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

—

The .statistics contained iu this circular represent the

first attempt at an annual estimate of forest fires in

the United States. In general, the most comprehen-
sive reports were tho.se obtained from States with
recognized fire protective systems, and from the Na-
tional forests. The statistics represent about 56 per

cent of the forest area of the United States. The to-

tal area burned is estimated at 3,306.650 acres, and
the total loss as slightly over $4,000,000. The estim-

ate for the entire area of the United States would be

around 6,000,000 acres burned, with a loss of ap-

proximately $7,000,000. The returns obtained in the

ITnited States show that where there is a protective

system most of the fires can be controlled before

making headway, and that extensive and destructive

fires are few as compared with states having no such
protective .system.—C L.

B-3. The holocaust in Minnesota. E. G. Cheney,
American Forestry, Nov.. 1918, p. 643.—A descrip-

tion of the great fire of Oct. 12, 1918, which devastat-

ed large areas in Northern Minnesota. See also

"The Great Minnesota Fire,'" by J. F. Hayden, at p.

648 of the same issue. The loss of life in these fires

was estimated at 1,000,000, and the property loss at

well up toward $100,000,000. Editorial discussion on

p. 652. Press comments pages 654 and 655. See also

editorial comment in December issue, p. 755.—C. L.

B-4. Mill scale study of red and white oak. David
G. White. Amer. Lbrman., Oct. 12, 1918, p. 47.—The
basis for accurate accounting can best be secured
through a mill scale stud.v, the purpose of which is to

get information on the quantity and <iuality of lum-
ber that can be produced, the rate of production per
hour, and the cost of manufacturing from different

classes of logs: also the relative cost of sawing per

1,000 feet net lumber tally, and the waste in manu-
facturing lumber. The possession of information of

this kind should enable mill operators to improve
their methods of manufacturing and accounting. Thi>
article reports the results of separate studies of red
and white oak in Arkansas, made under the auspices

of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory.—C L.

B-4. The motor truck in logging. Can. For. Journal.
July. 1918, p. 1798. Arlvautages and disadvantages;
comparison with team haul, railways, etc.; import-
ance of good roads.—C. L.

B-4. Martime pine operation in France. Capt. John
D. Guthrie, A.E.F., American Forestry, Nov., 1918, p.

657.—C. L.

B-4. The uses of wood; woods used in the manu-
facture of handles. Hu. ilaxwell, Amer. For., Nov.,

1918, p. 679.—Discusses the many different species of

wood used for handles, and their relative merits. Thn
annual demand for wood by handle makers iu the

United States approximates 280,000,000 feet, con-

sisting of 33 kinds, of which four are softwoods, 23

native hardwoods, and 8 hardwoods of foreign origin.

Hardwoods contribute more than 99 per cent of the

whole. Twent3" billion feet of standing hickory re-

main in the United States.—C. L.

B-4. Where and how to use thin saw. Lee Prior.

Amer. Lbrman., October 12, 1918, p. 53.— Sugges-
tions looking toward the avoidance of waste in the

manufacture of lumber.—C. L.

B-4. Effect of the war on forests of. France. Col.

Henrj- S. Graves, Amer. For. Dec, 1918, p. 709.

—

France has given much of her forests to the needs of

the war. The burden is already felt by the people
through local scarcity of forestry materials, and
through high prices. It is predicted that France
w^ill have to import much of the timber needed for

reconstruction. In the portion of France occupied
b.v Germany the forest capital was largely destroyed
and will have to be rebuilt through long years of

patient effort. The forests in the rear also suffered
seriousl.v, through the necessary cutting of timber for
the use of the Allies.—C. L.

EG. Wood-pulp in Argentina. (La pate de bois en
Argentine). Le Papier, 22, p. 56 (1919).—Until late-

ly Argentina was dependent on Scandinavia and Can-
ada for most of its pulp. Attempts were made to

make sulphite from Araucaria pine, but did not meet
with success. Two years ago the Phoenix paper mill
began erecting a pulp mill for using poplar and wil-
low, which mixture has given excellent results. When
mixed with an equal proportion of imported sulphite,
a satisfactory paper is obtained at about the same
price as that paid for imported newsprint rolls. The
mill is modern in every detail, and turns out news-
print, wrapping paper and paper bags.—A. P.-C.

R.-1. Paper from bagasse. (Le papier de bagasse.)
Chimie & Industrie, 2, p. 237, (1919).—A paper mill
with a dail.v capacity of 165 tons is being erected at
Olaa (Hawai) for the manufacture of all kinds of
paper. This production will utilise only one-tenth
of the available supplies of bagas.se of the sugar fac-
tories of Olaa. The mill has been planned with a
view to being gradually expanded so as to ultimately
utilise all the available supplies of bagasse, should
the venture be successful, in which case the output
could reach 165 tons a day, and even more should the
factories in the other islands follow this good exam-
ple. The mill cannot start for another year, as the
required machinery could not be obtained during
the war.—A. P.-C.

R-5. The paper industry in India. (L 'Industrie pa-
petiere dans I'Inde). La Papier. 22, p. 59 (1919).—In
spite of its vast forest areas, India produces only 50,-

000 of the 75.000 tons of paper annually consumed,
and even this production is at times maintained only
by the importation of European pulp, and the produc-
tion has been practically .stationary for rhe last ten
years. The erection of several new pulp and paper
mills is projected to put an end to this abnormal -sit--

Liation.—A. P.-C.
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C. N. lianisay, of Kitehie ami Uainsay, Liiiiiteil.

coated paper maiuifac-turers, Toronto, accompanied

by his wife and daugrhter, left recently for En<rland.

where they will spend the next few months.

Sir Georgre Hury, the newly appointed President

and chief executive of the ^Y]lalen Pulp and Paper

Co., Vancouver, has arrived in that city to beprin his

new duties. Sir Georpre, who will take up his per-

manent residence in Vancouver, expressed every con-

fidence in the future of the pulp and paper industry

of British Columbia, and believed there will be a

rapid advancement in the expansion of the markets

ami output.

S. J. Frame, of Toronto, secretary-treasurer of the

Canadian Paper Box Association, which convention

will be held at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, com-

nuMicinjr on Tuesda.v, June 24, to be followed bv a

trip down the St. Lawrence as far as the Sagruenay

river, arrivinjr back in Montreal on Friday. June 27,

reports that the prospects are briprht for a record

breakinjr attendance. The oratheriufr is expected to

be one of the most successful and profitable from

everv standiioint held in the history of the association.

J. L. ^FcNicol, of Ottawa, assistarit pancr coiitrollc.

was in Toronto this week on a visit to his son. Gilbcr'

McNieol, who is employed in the Don Vallt^y pajici

mills.

A. M. Huestis. of Toronto, who is the r!anadlaii

representative of the Kalbfleisch Corporation of New
York, spent tlie past week in ^Montreal and \cw York
on a business trip.

"Wm. O. Cameron, representing: the Richir.ond Pa-

per Co. of Halifax, N.S., was in IMontreal rccerilv

ciHiiitr upon the trade.

A. T5. Rilance, managrer of the Natinnil M;iniil'ac-

tnrin? Co., Vancouver, B.C.. was in Toronto lately

cdli'-rr upon the paper trade.

Owin? to the death of W. P. Gundy. President of

AY. J. Gagre and Co., manufacturing: stationers. Toron-

to, there has been a reorgranization of the officers o''

tlip comiiany. H. H. Love, who has been identified

with the company for the past ten .vears, and has
filled the position of Vice-President, has been elected

president, and H. F. E. Kent, Avho has been assistant

sreneral manager, has been appointed Vice-Presiden'
•ind jVraiino-or Mr. Love is a son-in-law of Sir W:'
liam GasTP who will continue as Chairman of thf

Board of Directors. The reor<ranization of the Kin
' Mth Pap°r Mills of St. Catharines, of which the late

"*fr. Gundy was also President, has not yet been ear-
riefl o'lt. The plant, after being: .shut down for two
weeks owing: to the repairs to the old Welland Cainl
resumed las^ Fridav. and duriuT the cessation of op
erations was '»omp1"te1v ov^rbaiiled. so that the
'-nninment is in eveollp^t sbpn". The mill has a g:ood

*ock of orders o" hn"d.

V charter h^s been Trinterl to "Weinb^ll Holni^s
Limited, with headnr.nrtcrs in Londop. Out., and a

capital stuck of .$40.1)00 to carry on the busniess of

booksellers, publishers and printers, and to deal in

paper, books, stationery and office supplies.

E. \. PLu-court. of the E. H. Harcourt Co., Limited,

lithog:raphcrs, Toronto, was married recently to Miss

Gertrude Charlotte Kingsley, daug:hter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Kinjrsley, Toronto. Mr. Harcourt and bride

left on a motor trip throujrh a number of cities in the

U. S., and on their return to Toronto will take up
residence at 74 Hepbourne street.

F. C. Sutton, representing James Lumsden, Son &
Co., Limited, wholesale stationers, Glasg:ow, Scotland,

was in Toronto and other cities recently seeking .'to

place orders for large quantities of paper for over-

seas.

Sergt E. G. R. Clarke, of Toronto, who has been

with the Canadian Expeditionary Force to Siberia,

has sailed from Vladivostock for Canada, and, is ex-

pected to arrive home in a few days, Hjs manj'
friends in the paper trade will be glad tp, welcome
him back.

The Interlake Tissue Mills, of Merritton, are sink-

ing a six inch well, which has already been drilled to

a depth of one hundred feet. The well will be suidc

probably a hundred and fifty feet in the hope of ob-

taining a .STipply of pure fresh water for the filter-

ing plant of the company.
IMiss Cecil M. Davis, of the head office staff of the

Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toronto, is spending her
holida.vs in the Muskoka district.

Xorman E. Wainwright, of the Canadian Export
Co., Montreal, was in Toronto during the past week.
He was accompanied by Mr. Weston, of New York,
who has been appointed South American representa-
tive for the Canadian Export Paper Co. Jlr. Wes-
ton is well known to the members of the industry in

the Dominion, being a former member of the staff of

Barber-Ellis, Limited, Toronto.
Hal Choate, for the pa.st years on the staff of the

Toronto Times, and more recentl.v managing editor,
has resigned and has been .succeeded by Mr. West,
late of the Border Cities Star, Windsor, Ont.
The original drawing of the trade-mark, which

has been adopted by the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association, and will appear on the wrapper of ev-
ery package, has been purcha.sed from the Associa-
tion by the Provincial Paper Mills Co. of Toronto,
who paid $100 for the work, which was the produc-
tion of Harold :McEvers. of the Department of Archi-
tecture of McGill University. Montreal. Mr. I. H.
Weldon, President of the Provincial Paper Jlills Co.,
will have the device framed and hung in his office!
In the years to eonie it will be a very valuable sou-
venir, of which Mr. Weldon has a number connected
with the industry.

C. Nelson Gain and Harry L. Muir, of the Don Val-
ley Paper Co., Toronto, spent the past week in Mont-
real on business. Mr. Muir is to take care of the cus-
tomers in this district, where the trade has increased
very much.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, June 9.—If tliere is one industry in Can-

ada that is alive and aggressive, it is the pulp and pa-

per industry. Instead of sitting down and waitinp

for trade to come its wa^', the organization is getiing

right after foreign business. The members wi'l not

be content until they secure all the orders they can

comfortably take care of in addition to catering to

domestic demands. The Association has not onl.y

adopted a representative trade-mark, but has decid-

ed to send a representative to Great Britain to act in

conjunction with the Canadian Trade Mission. In the

selection of A. L. Dawe. the enersretic secretary of

the Association, it is unanimously admitted that n bet-

ter appointment could not be made, for Mr. Dawe is

familiar with the trade from all angles. H' lias had
the requisite experience in the Old Count'-v and >'^an-

ada to give weight, service and responsib'lily to the

post, and possesses the necessary technical knoYiJedg'

of paper, manufacture, organization, shipm^Tit. etc.

In addition to all this the Canadian Pulp and Pppf^r

Association is enteriTic upon an extensiv camnaiErn
of advertisinsr. which will tend to familiari7f> the i-nr-

snmer with the trade mark of the indnstr\'. a>id asks

customers to look for the triangle on the wrapper of

everv package that thev buv. The Association is

pointing out that Canadian printers and others should
eniplov Canadian-made paper, and p.iinis out the in-

congruitv of certain firms nsin? foreicrn-made papers
for booklets that tell pponle to nse !\Tadp in-Cannda
•roods. It is further emphasized that the best paper for

whatever purpose reouired is made ricrht in this

conntrv. and this fact should never be forgotten.

There is no donbt that the wide piiblicitv c.nm-

nnicn will have a beneficial effect ^nd bv means of

the propaganda there will be sounded forth a notn
that, while during the war there mav have 'leen <:nme

evcuse. on the srround of economv and convenience,
in usine poor naner and noor nrinfed matt-^r that
dav i.s now nqst and the "better the paper the better
the booklet " Cnincidpnt with this nnblieitv work of

the Cariadian Pnln and Paper Association !« th° ad-
vertisin"- lioinjr done bv the Toronto Master Printers
and PnoVbirders' Ass'n. who noint out that everv-
tbinn- fTiflf nrnos into tbf> makinn" of nrinted mnftf"^

now costs more than it did a year ago. and fliat nii

top of this, a heavy advance of union wages became

effective at the first of the month, the increase be-

ing 33 1-3 per cent. It is stated that Toronto printers

had no alternative, therefore, but to advance prices,

but every effort will be made by the printers to see

that work justifies fully the cost of its production.

The newsprint mills are making a fine showing,

and working under good conditions. Production has

been increased during the past four months by some

10 per cent owing to favorable running conditions,

while there has been an increase of stocks on hand.

The number of inquiries coming in from abroad con-

tinues to grow, and .shows that many countries are

looking upon Canada as the great pulp and paper

producing land of the world. The one barrier i.s

shipping facilities, but steps are now being taken to

overcome this handicap as much as possible, and it is

expected from now on there will be a decided im-

provement. The fact that one large book and writ-

ing paper concern is adding another machine, that a

large sulphite plant is installing another digester

which will increase its capacity by one-third, that an-

other plant is being erected with an output of 12.^

tons a day of bleached sulphite, and other organiza-

tions will early next year go ahead with extensions

both to buildings and equipment, .shows that the trade

intends to keep pace with the world-wide augmented
demand.

There may be an increase in book and writing pa-

per prices in the near future owing to wages being

constantly in the ascendancy. There have been no
changes in prices on any papers during the past week,

and jobbers report a good business with an active

requisition in all lines. Deliveries are reported iiretty

fair, and those who have been expecting cheaper rates

in the pulp and paper line are doomed to disappoiTit-

ment.
It is semiofficially announced that another increase

in freight rates is likely to be expected on all Cana-

dian roads in the near future, on the ground that the

present charges are insufficient for carrying

companies to meet operatinir and maintenance costs,

and also because of the high and growing outlay for

materials and labor. The increase, which will be

asked will, it is rumored, be 20 per cent. During the

past vear two increases were granted, one of 15 per

cent and another of 25.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo^sMURRAv hill, new YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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It is rumoreil that tlio Ontario Paper L'o. of Tlior-

old. Out., intend m tlie near future to double its

newsprint eapaeity, wlule tlie lirompton Pulp and Pa-
per Lo. has just put in operation a second ma«hine,
adding lOU per eent to its output ot newsprint. En-
velope nianufaeturers and nianufaeturuig stationers

are t)usy at the present time, and some oi the fonuer
are going after export business, i'aper coating plants

are active, and expect to be l)iisy all the summer. The
water conditions at all pulp mills have been good, and
the market for sulphite is improving steadily, while
prices are holding firm. Outside of the unrest in

labor circles and lack of ocean carriage facilities

there are not many distributing elements in pulp anil

paper manufacturing circles at tlie present time.

The output of pulp wood in the Sudbury district

will this season be about lo i)er cent greater than lasr

season, and the wood has been practically all cu;

from the concessions of the pulp and paper comiian-
ies, according to reports received from the Crown
Timber Agent of Sudbury, who also states that lum-
bermen will have their output of logs to the mil is

much earlier this season owing to drivers being more
plentiful and the water for floating the logs good.
There is a better demand for all grades of nev cot-

ton rags in Canada and the United States, and Am-
erican packers are anxious for stock. There is a

slight demand for news and mixed papers, but not
many calls for the more expensive lines. Tlie murker
is about the same a.s last week.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.
No. 1 white eiiveloiH' ciittiiifrs .t-'i.(iO

No. 1 soft white shavings $3.00
White Blanks $1.10
Heavy Ledger Stock $2.00
No. 1 magazine $1.30
No. 1 book stock $1.20
No. 1 manilas $1.65
.\'o. 1 print manila 70c
I'''olded news 70c
Over is.sue, news 80c
Kraft $2.50
No. 1 clean mixed papers 60c
No. 1 shirt cuttings IQi/, n^.
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 9^91/^2
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings 7 7i^e
No. 1 blue overall cuttings 71/, 7a/^c

Bleached shoe clip J5 8V4c
White cotton hosiery cuttings lOe
Light colored hosiery cuttings 71/^^
New light flannelette cuttings 714c
No. 2 white shirt cuttings 71/^c
City thirds and blues (repacked). No. 1 'n/lp
Flock and satinettes $180
Tailor Rags $1 8.1

NEW YORK MARKETS.
Owing to delay in receiin of our regular market re-

port from New York, the following notes are quoted
from "The Daily Mill Stock Reporter" for Tuesdav
June 10.

A fairly good demand existed for chemical piiln
yesterday and prices were maintained. Importers ami
dealers reported no pointed call from any source for
any specific grade of pulp, but were a unit in asserting
that the market was substantially more active than for
several months and that the demand was gradually
assuming normal proportioBS.

Quotations f.o.li. pulp mill or e.\-doek:

Iiniiorted bleached sulpliitc $7.50—$8.00
Domestic bleached sul|)liite 5.25— 5.75
Imported unbJeaciied sul 4.00—4.50
Foreign easy bleaching 4.75— 5.00
Domestic easy bleaching 4.25— 4.50
Sulphite, news grade 3.25— 3.50
Domestic soda bleached 4.25— 4.50
Mit.scherlieh unbleached 5.00—5.25
Scandinavian kraft 3.75— 4.00
Domestic kraft 3.50—3.75
Sci-ecnings, refined 1.25— 1.50
Screenings, unrefined 75— 1.00

Mechanical pulp was ((uotably steady .yesterday and
a moderate transient demand was reported, while mills

continued to be kept well engaged in suiiplying the

wants of their contract customers. Eastern grinders
(pioted around $2(i per ton for spruce of prime quality

at the point of shipment, with quotations to western
users a shade lower owing to the higher freights in-

volved.

NORTH AMERICAN REORGANIZATION.
.\t a s|)ecial meeting of the North American Pulp

& Paper ('omi)anies in Montreal last Friday, the share-

holders ajjproved of the organization of a working com-

liany. to be called the Saguenay Pulp & Paper Com-
liany, and authorized it to make an issue of $5,500,000

6 per cent, serial gold bonds for the purpose of pur-

chasing from the N. A. Pulp & Paper Companies and
the Chicoutimi Pulp Co.. $1,500,000 first mortgage
lionds of the latter company, and $300,000 similar

bonds of the Saguenay Power & Light Company; to

purchase from the Saguenay Securities Company, $1,-

170,000 first mortgage bonds of the Chicoutimi Pulp
Co. ,and $1,200,00 Oof the Saguenay Power Company,
to pay the debts of the Chicoutimi Pulp Company and
its subsidiaries, and the cost of completing the Pont
-inland (Port Alfred) plant.

The .shareholders also ap)iroved the transferring

of the preferred shares of the Chicoutimi Co. into

a like niunber of shares of the Saguenay Pulp Com-
pany: the reduction of the dividend from 7 to 6 per
cent., and an increase in the number of preferred

shares to even the disbur.sement.

The new company elected directors for the next two
years as follows: E. C. Pratt, areneral manager of Mol-

sons Bank : R. F. Hammond, Craig, Becker & Co.,

N.Y. ; Louis Chable, vice-president American Paper
Exports Co., N.Y.: J. T. Steele. Buffalo: Hon. F. L.

Beiaue, vice-president Banque d'Hochelaga: Hon. J.

^I. Wilson. Hon. N. Gameau, Joseph Quintal, president

Ch--<mbre de Commerce: and J. E. A. Dubuc.
The new company will possess water powers of 200,-

000 li n., of which its subsidiaries are now using about
30,000.

MATTAGAMI ISSUE SUBSCRIBED.
The annonncenient is made by The Royal Securities

Corporation that the issue of .$2,000,000 Mattagami
Pulp & Paper 7 p.c. convertible debenture stock, of-

fered publicly some ten days ago. has been completely
subscribed. The relative ease with which recent pulp
nnd paper offerings have been absorbed would seem
to indicate that the investment public are quite alive
to the importance of the industry, which ranks as the
Dominion's greatest in an export trade way.

T'ne number of issues recently placed, also, indicates
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that the Ludiistry itself is preparing to take the fullest

advantage of its possibilities for remunerative busi-

ness outside of Canada. The appointment of a special

representative of pulp and paper interests to co-oper-

ate with the Canadian Ti-ade Mission in London is

further evidence of the enterprise of the Canadian
produi'prs.

STRUCK AND UNSTRUCK AT FORT FRANCES.
On Monday of last week at i o'clock the pulp and

.sulphite workei's at the paper mill again went on a

strike. The men were called out by the Fort Frances
Local Union No. 92 because they claim that James
Touge had been discharged without good cause. No
notice had been given to the company of this con-

templated action so that it came as a great surprise to

all the citizens of Fort Frances as well as the officials

of the company. Mr. Tonge had been engaged as a

machinist and he had been laid off. Upon inquiry from
the compan}'"s superintendent, it was learned that the

company's contention was that there was work for

(inly one machinist since construction had ceased and

it was therefore necessary in their opinion to lay off

one machinist. They retained the services of a mar-

ried man and laid off the single man who happend to

be Mr. Tonge. It appears that Mr. Tonge is the secre-

tary of the local union and a meeting was convened

and the men decided to go out on a strike as their sec-

retary, Mr. Tonge was being discriminated against.

By dint of continual hard work on the part of the

mayor and toAvn council and several conferences and

meetings of the workers, the company agreed to allow

Mr. Tonge to continue at work in some capacity uiitil

the president of the union could arrive and arrange

for proper arbitration of the case. The strikers re-

sumed work Wednesday evening. Paper makers Avere

of course deprived of work because of the strike.

Article 10 of the agreement recently made between

the company and the union provide there shall be

no strike or lockout, but that grievances shall be arbi-

trated if not adjusted by proper complaint and com-

promise. Mr. Tonge admitted that this clause had not

been followed and President Coward of the local ad-

mitted that the company had not been notified of the

strike. The men claim that the company broke the

agreement made last month by changing the working

conditions, and refusing to take back certain men who
had taken an active part in fighting for the men's

rights.

THE NE"W SULPHATE PLANT OF CLARKE BROS.

In the new sulphate pulp plant, which will be erected

by Clarke Bros., Limited, of Bear River, N.S., the

capacity will be thirty tons a day, and it is also pro-

posed to erect a new saw mill of a cutting capacity of

31,000 feet daily, as well as enlarge the ship repair

yard and dry dock of the company and double the

output of the clothes-pin factory. Clarke Bros., Lim-

ited, have an offer of a contract for the sale of their

entire product of sulphate pulp to the Ironside Board

Corporation manufacture test jute board used in the

manufacture of corrugated and fibre shipping cartons.

Clarke Bros., Limited, own in fee simple some 40,-

000 acres of land containing -approximately 400,000

cords of pulpwood and beside these holdings have

available an unlimited supply of not less than 10,-

00.000 cords of wood suitable for the purpose of manu-

facture at their saw mills, woodworking plants and

sulphate mill. The latter will be erected at Bear River

at the crossing of the Dominion Atlantic Railway and
the river. The company own their own water power
on the Bear River, three miles from the village, cap-

able of developing about 4,000 h.p.

As ah'eady announced in the "Pulp and Paper Mag-
azine,'' A. G. Mclntyre will be the president and man-
aging director of the new sulphate pulp plant and as-

sociated with him in the construction, building and
operation of the mill, will be Joseph G. ilayo Presi-

dent of the Ironside Board Corporation, and formerly
general manager of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper
Company, Toronto ; A. A. MacDiarmid, chief engineer
of the Ironsides Board Coi'poration, who is former
manager of manufacturing of the Northcliffe Mills,

Newfoundland, and U. !S. Government expert for the

U. y. Federal Trade Commission on paper price fixa-

tion; F. W. Frazer, secretary of the Publishers' Paper
Co., and formerly secretary of the Dominion Govern-
ment Forest Products Laboratories, Montreal; Andrew
Block, who is the builder, designer and manager of

several of the largest Swedish pulp mills, and Howard
Cunninghiam, recently engineer of the Nova Scotia

Steel & Coal Co., who will be resident manager for

Clarke Bi-os. The latter, who have for thirty-five years

been well known and successful lumbermen and wood-
woi-kmg manufacturers, recently obtained a federal

charter. The authorized capitalization of the company
is $1,000,000 seven per cent, serial bonds, and $1,500,-

000 common stock. There is now being offered to the

public $875,000 seven per cent, first mortgage (closed)

two to ten year serial gold bonds, at par with accrued

interest, carrying 3 bonus o'f twenty per cent, common
stock of the ebinpany.

EARNINGS SHOW SOME FALLING OFF.
The amiual rejiort of the Pacific-Burt Co., Limited,

of which S. J. Moore, of Toronto, is president, for the
year ending March 31, has been printed and shows
that the profits were somewhat lower during the past

twelve months than for the previous corresponding
period. The profits last year were $83,743 compared
with $101,551 the year before. The balance brought
forward a year ago was $38,026 compared with $65,174
the previous year and the amount carried forward this

year is $29,654. Of the total sum at the credit of

profit and loss account, $16,025 was transferred to real

estate and plant reserve, $5,037 reserve for taxes and
the usual sum of $58,500 went in dividends, 7 per cent,

on the preferred and 2 per cent on the common. The
sum of $12,552 was written off for patents. The re-

serve for real estate and plant now amounts to $70,000

and the amount written off against patents reduces

that account to $210,000. The changes in assets and
liabilities are not large and the outlook for the coming
year is regarded as good while, considering that oper-

ations during the past twelve months were conducted
under war conditions, the showing is regarded as a

very favorable one.

NO NEWS FOR SIX DAYS.
Buenos Aires, Tuesday, June 3—(By the Associated

Press.)—Buenos Aires, a city of more than 1,500,000

inhabitants and with more than thirty daily news-

jiapers. has now been without newspapers or even

news bulletins for six days.
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The Lincoln Paper Mills, Merriton, Ont., showing the
exclusive use of Dominion Friction Surface Belting
in Paper Mill (above) and on Motor Drive in Sul-

phite Plant (right).

Perfectly Satisfactory Service

This is the way the Lincoln Paper Mills of

Merriton, Ontario, sums up

Dominion Friction

Surface Belting
The conviction expressed in this statement is clearly

established by the fact that onr belting' is used ex-

clusively in both the ])aper mill and sid])hite plant of

the Lincoln Paper Mills.

The reason is obvious—Dominion Friction Surface

Belting is not merely rubberized fabric — it is satur-

ated with our special friction ru})ber surfacing which

makes it take a non-slip grip on pulleys that transmits

the total force, of each power unit, that can be trans-

mitted by belting.

It is absolutely uniform and dependable—conserves

l)ower and labor
—"speeds up" production and is the

most eeouomieal belt for every transmission purpose.

It is the result of over fifty years of belt-making ex-

perience by the oldest and largest rubber organization

in Canada.

Ma kers of

Rubber Conveyor Belting

Rubber Covered Belting

Rubber Covered Rolls

Deckle Straps

Steam and Fire Hose

Water and Air Hose

Packings

Screen Diaphragms

Dominion Tires, the GOOD Tires

and Industrial Rubber Goods for

Every Purpose

Service Branches:

Halifax, Hamilton, Brandon
St. John, I^ondon, Beglna,
Quebec, Kitchener, Saskatoon,
Montreal, North Bay, Edmonton,
Ottawa, Ft. William, Calg-ary,

Toronto Winnipeg, Lethbridg-e,

Vancouver, Victoria.
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HOW TO MAKE FACTORY ROOF TIMBERS LAST
LONGER.

Althougli there is scant inl'onuation mi the serviee

and cost of treated roof timbers in cotton mills, paper

mills, and other lmilding:s where hijrh humidity causes

rapid decay, a number of preservative treatments which

it will undoubtedly pay to use riiay be suggested. The
following are given in Technical Notes of the Forest

Products Laboratories at iladison. Wis.

Preserving Timbers by Steeping Process.

The steeping process consists nu>rcly in soaking the

tinii)er in a water solution of a preservative such as

zinc chloride, sodium fluoride, or mercuric cldoride.

The wood must be thoroughly seasoned. It is left in

the solution one day for each inch in thickness and
one ailditional day. After treatment, the timber should

be air dried before using. Specific directions for the

use of this process (and they are especially necessary

for handling mercuric chloride) may be secured from

the Forest Products Lal)oratory. iladison. Wisconsin.

Zinc chloride attacks lead paints, but is very desirable

otherwise. Mercuric chloride is very effective, but is

poisonous and has a decided corrosive action on steel,

so that steel tanks cannot be used with it. Sodium
fluoride does not attack paint, is not corrosive, and in

most other respects is very desirable.

Non-Pressure Creosote Treatments.

Timbers may be coated with coal tar creosote by a

brush treatment, by dipping in hot oil for 5 to lo

minutes, or the hot and cold bath method. This last

method consists of submerging the lumber in hot oil

for several hour.s, and then either allowing the oil to

cool down slowly with the wood in it, or plunging

the wood into cool oil and leaving it for several hours.

Coal tar creosote is objected to by some insurance

companies as a fire hazard, but whether or not it reall.v

does add greatly to the inflammability of wood is a

debatable question. The odor of creosote may be objec-

tionable in food storage rooms, but is not usually dis-

pleasing to workmen. Creosoted wood cannot be paint-

ed oyer successfully because the oil quickly conies

through the paint and discolors it.

Pressure Treatment.

Although pressure treatments are the most expensive,

they are the most effective because they result in the

greatest absorption and penetration of preservative.

Roof planking should receive 8 to 12 pounds of creo-

sote per cubic foot, or V2 pound of the salt if zinc

chloride is used. Such treatment should add at least

twentj- years to the life of roof plank.

Effectiveness of Treatment.

The effectiveness of treating timber depends upon

maintaining a complete envelope of treated wood
around the untreated interior of the piece. If this

treated layer is broken through decay can enter and

destroy the untreated interior in spite of the treated

outer layer. For this reason lumber should be cut to

final dimensions before treatment. Whenever it be-

comes necessary to cut into treated timber the un-

treated wood exposed by cutting should be given two

brush coats of creosote or some other preservative.

The addresses of wood treating companies adjacent

to any given locality may be obtained from the Secre-

tary- of the American Wood Preservers' Association,

:Mt" Royal Station. Baltimore. :Md., or from the Forest

Products Laboratory.

BELGIAN PAPER INDUSTRY.
In a r«»i)ort "U the present position of the Belgian

l»aper manufacture, the Norwegian Consul-General at

Antwerp states that the industry has suffered from

tl.c war relatively much less than other trades.

Several factories were certainly robbed of their

nuu'hinery, ilriving belting, copper, etc., but new ma-
terial will presumably soon be obtained with the help

of the United States. The large paper factory near

Duffel was destroyed in the early months of the war,

but it has meanwhile been rebuilt. Several factories

have been able to work during the war, though only

irregularly, and have for the most part produced

paper for general use.

The Belgian government lias lately instituted a com-
mission which is now engaged in regulating every-

thing required for putting all the factories in work-
"" order and obtaining the necessary raw materials,

fcic manufacturers may make their purchases inde-

].
" ieutly, but the bidk of the goods bought are sub-

jefet'4o the control of the commission, which will act

in i^o-operation with the other allied countries. It is

thought that these transitional provisions will last only

a few months.—Standard Dailv Trade Service.

EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON THE STRENGTH
OF PAPER.

When paper is bought and sold under strength

specifications uniform and accurate results cannot be
obtained unless the atmospheric humidity under which
the tests are to be made is specified.

Many experiments were performed at the U. S. For-

est Products Laboratory at Madison. Wisconsin, on
various weights of 13 different papers made on ground
wood-s\ilphite, all sulphite and kraft furnishes. The
tests were conducted in a constant humidity room
after proper seasoning of the paper, for which 21/2

hours are usually sufficient. Tests were made at 41,

53, 64, 65, 77 and 82 per cent, humidity, at approxi-

mately 70° F. The Laboratory's standard test condi-

tion is 65 per cent, humidity at 70° F.

The results of the tests are as follows

:

1. The bursting strength increases with decrease in

humidity. Total variations in strength of from 21.5

to 30.0 per cent, were obtained at varying humidities

compared with the standard strength.

2. The breaking length, as tested by the Schopper
machine, both across and with the machine direction

decreases M-ith increase in humidity. The papers

tested showed a variation in breaking length of from
25.7 to 37 per cent, from the standard strength.

3. The stretch of the papers both with and across

the machine direction increases with increase in hum-
idity.

4. The folding property of the paper is affected to

greater degree by variations in moisture content than
any of the other properties. For example, a com-
mercial 60 lb. kraft paper at 44 per cent, humidity
withstood 968 double folds and at 82 per cent, hum-
idity showed a folding test of 6660 double folds. Some
papers reached their maximum folding strength below
82 per cent, humidity, showing that too high a mois-

ture content may make paper too limber for maximum
folding resistance.

—

V. S. Forest Products Laboratory
"Technical Notes."
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Sealing Wrappers
and Make Them Well

INVICTUS FIBRE
FIBREKRAFT

DUPLEX WRAPPERS
WATERPROOF WRAPPERS

The latter especially useful for Export and Express Parcels

Also Paper for Case Liniiftg Plain and Waterproof
Samples and T-ices Gladly Sent

CANADA Paper Co. limited

Montreal Toronto Windsor Mills, P.Q.

GLUES
of all Grades for

Cores, Wrappers, Sizing, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes

Samples and quotations on request.

Canada Glue Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Stores:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL, QUE.
16 Wellington St. E.

TORONTO. ONT.

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United Kiiig-

doiu and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an

effieiejit Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

WASTE PAPER
THE LEVrS, TORONTO

0. & S. LOCOMOTIVE CRANES
LOCOMOTIVES

Flat Cars. Log Loaders Cable, Chain. Boilers, etc.
Rails, Motors and Machine Shop Equipment.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
T. J. McGOVERN, 505 ttunsden Biag., Toronto, Ont.
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SEVERAL NEW CONCERNS ORGANIZED.
Many lu'w I'ompaiiif.s in ilio paixT, publishiiij,' aiid

|)rinting line have lieeu organi/ed during the past

low days.

The World of Hooks, Limited, is the name of a new

organization, which has been granted a provincial

charter with headquarters in Toronto, and a capital

stock of $40,000. The purpose and object of the en-

terprise is to carry on the business of printers, book-

sellers, bookbinders, stationers. lithogra|)lu"rs. en-

gravers, paper and ink manufacturers, designers, pub-

Hshers, etc.. and to conduct business as proprietors

and publishers of magazines, journals, newspapers,

books and other literary works and undertakings,

and especially to take over the publication known as

"The World of Books." The gentlemen behind the

concern are all well known book publishers of To-

ronto in the persons of Thomas Allen. Frederick D.

r.oodehild, Samuel H. Gundy, John McClelland,

Ceorge J. McLeod. Frank Wise, Henry Brophy and

Krnest W. Walker.

A charter has been granted to the Sudbury NeAvs,

Limited, with head offices in Sudbury, Ont., and a

capital stock of .1;20.000, to carry on the business of

publishing, printing, bookselling and to i.ssue news-

papers, etc.

Smith & Stone, Limited, with a share capital of

$100,000, and chief place of business in Toronto, is a

new company, with wide powers, including the right

to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in paper, pulp,

lumber, etc.

London Shipping Containers. Limited, with a capi-

tal stock of .$50,000, and head offices in London. Ont.,

have been granted a charter to make, sell and deal

in paper, cardboard, wooden and metal containers,

boxes, barrels, pails and bags of all kinds, and to

manufacture and deal in paper, cardboard and other

material. Among the incorporators are Thomas H.

Lacey, George W. Stephenson, and William J. Reid.

manufacturers, of London.

Crane, Newton and Selby. Limited, Toronto, with a

share capital of $40,000, have been granted letters

patent to carry on a printing, engraving, lithograph-

ing, paper making, and advertising business. The

men behind the new enterprise are William A. Newall,

John P. Selby, Walter T. Crane and Jacob Bolander;

all of Toronto.

The Snyderfiba Barrel & Box Co., Ltd., with a capi-

tal stock" of .$200,000. and chief offices in Montreal,

have been incorporated. Wide powers are conferred,

and among them are to maintain and operate pulp

and paper mills or any by-products thereof; and to

purchase and operate lumber and saw mills; and to

manufacture and deal in timber, lumber, wood, etc.

Among the incorporators are William Taylor, Fred

W. Tofield, and Bruce S. Crombie, Montreal. An-

other concern granted a charter is the Canadian
Snyderfiba Container Co.. with a capital stock of

$100,000. Headquarters are in Montreal, and the

powers of the company are similar to those of the

Snyderfiba Barrel & Box Co. The personnel of the

incorporators is also largely the same.

LATE PULP AND PAPER NEWS.
H. H. McCrcatli. for many years on the business

staff of the Toronto Star, has bought the Goderich

Star from Van Atter and Naftel, and will add con-

siderably to the plant, which will be removed to new

(luarters. Mr. McCreath has also been promoting a

fifteen million dollar steel plant for Goderich.

All the paper mills along the route of the old Wet-

land Canal, which have been closed down for the past

two weeks while the water was let out of the canal,

have resumed oporati(ms. Advantage was taken of

the occasion of non-operation to give the equipment

of each plant a thorough in.spection and carry out

several necessary repairs and improvements.

Sir Charles B. Gordon, of Montreal, who is a direc-

tor of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toronto, has

been elected a member of the Board of Directors of

the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company, Mont-

real.

Ritchie and Ramsay, coated paper manufacturers,

Toronto, have inaugurated a plan by which all em-

ployees of the company, who have been in the service

five years or over, M'ill be given a two weeks' an-

nual holiday with pay, and those who have been en-

gaged over one year and up to five will receive a

week's holiday with pay. The company are operat-

ing their plant during the summer months of June,

July and August for five days a week, the employees
being allowed each Saturday off, and receiving the

same rate of wages for a five day week as they for-

merly did for six. This generous action on the part

of the firm was voluntary, and is one that is much ap-

preciated by the staff at the mill.

A workman in the gronndwood mill of a Canadian

plant who punched his card for three days without

going to work was brought up Viefore the J. P. and

fined $32.25 for obtaining money nnder false pre-

tenses.

J. & J. MAKIN, Limited
WALLHEAD MILLS,

ROCHDALE, - - ENGLAND

Telegraphic Address:—

TINFOIL, ROCHDALE, ENGLAND.

SPECIALTIES:—

TINFOIL PAPERS, PLA IX AND
EMBOSSED,

FOR:—
PACKETTING TEAS, COFFEE,

CAKE WRAPPING,
TOBACCO WRAPPING,
ETC., ETC.. ETC.

WHITE COATED ENAMELS,
PLAIN PAPERS for:—

TEA PACKETS, Etc.

GLAZED CASINGS, ETC.

ENQUIRIES SOLICITED.

Correspondence to be addressed to our WALLHEAD
MILLS, ROCHDALE, ENGLAND.
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MATTAGAMI

PULP & PAPER CO., LiniliTED

BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Speeiallx* la

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Glean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 41 St Street New York, N.Y.
Established 18M
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TAXATION OF TIMBER IS UNWISE.
Ottawa. -May :>(). Kfcciii pi "•_'iMtiis .m lu'W taxes

issued liy powertiil Canadian orjraiiizatitnis, particular-

ly the Western fanners, contain clauses urjirinur imposi

tion of taxes on all natural resources includintr of

taxes on all natural resources indudiiifj timber. The

various •lovernmcnts of Canada now collect about $8,-

000.000 a year on the timber lands under lease to opera-

tors, and a sum vastly in excess of the fore«toing is col-

lected from wood-usinjr industries. Quebec's plan is to

auction off the rigrht to cut timber on public lands

and this has recently broujrht the public treasury as

hijrh as .^1.000 a square mile of forest. Tn addition the

holder must pay a ground rent of $o a squre mile, and

fire taxes. Should fire devastate his lands, he loses.

of course, the heavy original investment and all annual

payments, lender these circumstances, the campaifrn

to load new taxation on timber limits is rigrhtly meet-

ing with orgranized opposition. World-wide experience

in the handling of forests has shown that every incen-

tive must be provided to encourafre the holdinir of

timber lands over lonpr periods of time. Heavy taxa-

tion, as the United States has learned, forces the owner

to cut his lands bare in order to extract the maximum
value and then throw the lands back upon the grovcrit-

ment as barrens. The public interest, as Dominion

forestry officials have repeatedly urpred. lies in a con-

tinuous production of timber rather than the stripping

of mature and immature growth. A plan now being

worked out for reasonable timber taxation on lands

privately owned allows the municipality a small annual

tax and provides for a division of profits when the

timber crop is mature enough to cut. This refers to

only a very small percentage of Canadian timber hold-

ings wliich are nearly all on so-called 'Crown Lands,'

owned by the L'overnmcnts. The government forests

are now bringing in public revenues as high as $1,-

SOO.OOO a year in the case of Quebec and $2,000,000 for

lii-ilisli Columbia.

JOST COMPANY HANDLE PULPWOOD.
The business of the Jost Company, Limited, was

started by P. M. .Tost, in 1917, with the object of estab-

lishing a purel\' brokerage and commission business in

pulpwood, enat>ling producers, dealers and jobliers to

find a ready market for their wood at a nominal cost

without entering into direct negotiations with mills or

being troubled with details of freight rates and other

questions which arise in connection with direct con-

tracts with consumers. Later the business was form-

ed into a partnership with A. E. Wever and later in

March. 1919. formed into a limited company under

the present title with the introduction of further fin-

ancial interests.

The present directors of the company are : P. M.
•Tost, president: A. E. Wever, vice-president; J. Greg-

ory Smith, of St. Albans, director: D. H. Loynachan,
secretary.

While the company may extend its operations and
becojue producers, it is their intention further to ex-

tend their brokerage business and offers an unique

service to pulp and paper mills, whereby they can

negotiate purchases and complete contracts for their

full requirements of wood, thus relieving their pur-

chasing department of any worry as to their supply

of pulpwood. The company is in a position to handle

all such shipments between the shipping point and
destination in a satisfactory manner.

Branches.

New York

San Francisco

Chicago

New Orleans

Seattle

Tokyo

Koe

Havana

Bogota

Lima

Callao

La Paz

Valparaiso

Santiago

Yaldivia

Punta Arenas

Caracas

Kingston

Port of Spain

GRACE & CO., LTD.
DOMINION EXPRESS BLDG.

MONTREAL^, QUE.
EXPORTERS — IMPORTERS — SHIPPERS

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP

GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS — COATED

BOOK & BOARD

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Branches.

Loudon
Liverjiool

Paris

P>ordeaux

(Jenoa

liarcelona

Dakar
Calcutta
( 'olombo

Shanghai
Hongkong
Rio de Janeiro
Santos
Sao Paulo
Buenos Aires

B-itavia

Singapore
Penang
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa
New Zealaiid

Australia
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Avoid Delays in Getting

Your Electrical Equipment

Aiiytliiiii;- in your electrical specifications—anything in equip-
nu'iit t'ldin a (lynaiiio or generator down to the smallest lamp

—

we ai'e now in a position to supply. Save the time and worry that
ordiiiarilN' i-oines in ordering these goods hy laying your needs
before us.

(ilance at the list Ix-low and let us help you in your recpiii'e-

ments.

GROUSE HINDS COMPANY—
( 'ondulets. Safety Panels.

(Cabinets, Locomotive ( 'ondulets,

Tmpei-ial Projectcns and Reflectors.

CONDUITS CO., LIMITED—
Galvaduct and Loricated
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CAN. LACO PHILLIPS COMPANY—
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R. E. T. PRINGLE—
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The Canadian Fairbanks -Morse Co., Limited
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EDITORIAL
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SHOULD RESEARCH BE CENTRALIZED?
One of the bigge.st problems at present facing the

SL'ieutifie men of Canada is tlie question of whether
there should be a central national Bureau of Research.

It is quite generally accepted that a bureau of stand-

ards and testing can very well be a central institution

original state to a central institute. The matter of
the utilization of fish waste is an instance in point and
there are doubtless others where even a day in transit
would cause, or might cause, a considerable change in

the character of the material. This would doubtless
apply to numerous other products while there are many

but when it comes to matters of research there appear that would not be affected at all

to be wide differences of opinion. This is especially

noticeable in regard to provisions for industrial re-

search. On the one hand there are those who are for

the centralized bureau because of the advantages in

the matter of equipment and trained specialists in cer-

tain phases of the work and in tlie handling of some

of the more intricate instruments and processes and

the esprit de corps and concentration of knowledge

which would be available through conference and dis-

cussion at practically any time, as well as very con-

siderable saving by the elimination of duplicate equip-

ment and a multiplication of buildings. On the other

As far as the inspiration to the student is concerned
we feel that the presence of a central bureau need not
interfere in the least with a man in the university of
British Columbia studying the percentage of cellulose

in Douglas Fir or the bleaching properties of pulp
made from Western Cedar, neither would it interfere

with the student at Halifax from investigating a

method for extracting oil from cod-fish livers. To our
mind these people who argue against a central bureau
of research are both right and wrong. They are right

ni asking for better support of our universities and
tor greater opportunities for students to investigate

hand we find many who have given deep thought to problems of local interest and importance, but we feel

the subject and are in direct opposition to the cen-

tralized bureau idea. These would prefer to have the

Government subsidize the university and private labor-

atory, to furnish them witli the necessary equipment

and other assistance ami argue particularly that in-

dustrial and research work should be carried out in

close proximit.y to the important centres of the indus-

try involved. Thej- also argue for the advantage to

the coming generation of researchers in having an

opportunity at their doors for undertaking scientific

studies of direct interest to local activities.

There is much to commend this line of reasoning

and as far as purely industrial research is concerned

there is comparatively little to be said against it, es-

Itccially as the debator.s on that side of the question

seem to have in mind the pursuit of investigations on

particular phases of industrial problems which affect

individual communities or concerns. In the latter case

the plan of the Mellon Institute at Pittsburg is

strongly favored, whereby the firm interested contri-

butes to the conduct of an appropriate research in a

convenient university laboratory. It is further argued

that by such government or private subsidies to uni-

versities the ablest professors will be able to remain as

teachers of the coming generations of investigator.s.

which is their right and proper place in the educa-

tional world. In support of iheir views our friends

remark on the necessity for having research carried

on at the point of production of raw materials be-

cause of the difficulty of transporting them in their

that they overlook the necessity for research in regard
to certain fundamental properties of our raw materials

or intermediate products that would not naturally be

unilertaken by either the private laboratory or the

university staff. Another point to remember is that

the work of a private laboratory or a privately endow-
ed University is private property and fundamental re-

search for the benefit of the general knowledge of

the public is not so undertaken, while it would be in

either a central federal bureau or a government sup-

ported university research. It seems as though either

of these offers about an equal chance for political

patronage unless better guarded than mo.st public

affairs. We have already pointed out in these columns

that the university professor for the most part is so

overloaded with teaching duties that it is difficult for

him to plan and carry out a consecutive line of in-

vestigalion, notwithstanding the many brilliant ones

that have been performed by university men, who have

been almost entirely responsible for the progress that

has so far ])een made. It remains, however, that there

is still much work of a fundamental nature to be done

and we believe that a central bureau could and would

do a gre^t deal of investigation that would be of prim-

ary importance to our Canadian industries. In fact,

we believe that sucii a bureau should undertake the

Work that would really form a basis for the further

investigation and industrial application that can be

undertaken by the universities or the private labor-

atory. Results of Government work, whether done in a
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central bureau, in depart iiieutal laboratories or in

subsidized universities, ean be taken as starting points

or leads to be followed by those industries which can

best follow theni up into eommereial developments,

but we feel, if all our effort were concentrated on the

purely industrial problems, as some seem to favor, that

many important phases of fundamental research would

be entirely neglected aiul that the purely industrial

man would soon find himself in the position of the

farmer down in Maine who was shin<rlinfr his barn

during such a dense fog that wlien the sun came out

lie found he had shingled several feet beyond the edge

of the roof.

The editor would be glad to have the opinions of

others on this problem, which is really one of vital im-

portance to the future of our industries. It might well

form the basis of a discussion for the next meeting of

the Technical Section.

A BRITISH TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION.
One of the interesting events of the last few months

is the revival in England of a movement for a British

Technical As.sociation. The pulp and paper men in the

Old Country, and when we speak of pulp and paper

men it is limited practically to the manufacturers of

paper, have looked with more or less wonder on the

rapid development of the industry on this side of the

Atlantic. Those who have looked carefully into the

matter conclude that one of the factors which is rapidly

making itself felt in the growth and standing of the

industry is the work of the technical men. In England

the idea seems to be rather prevalent that the technical

man in the paper industry is the chemist and sugges-

tions for the formation of a technical association have

for the most part involved the consideration of a so-

ciety of paper mill chemists. At least this is the con-

clusion that one arrives at in reading ^he British trade

journals.

A few months ago Sindall & Bacon, one of the best

known firms of industrial chemists in the Old Coun-

try, proposed that a meeting be arranged for this fall

at which such an association could be actually organ-

ized. In the meantime they very generously offer to

undertake a large part of the work of making neces-

sary- arrangements. Sindall & Bacon propose to in-

clude chemists, engineers and mill managers who are

directly concerned with the industry and persons quali-

fied by reason of occupation or business interests de-

pendent upon paper, etc., as eligible to membership.

In a letter to the World's Paper Trade Review they

outline the scope of the association's work. This is

largely along the lines already being followed success-

fully by our American and Canadian technical orgaii

izations.

One of the very interesting suggestions made by

Sindall & Bacon, and one which there may be some

chance of adopting on this continent a little later, is

that the proposed association issue a certificate on

satisfactory examination by waj' of encouraging the

scientific education of junior chemists and engineers.

This is going a little farther than the American anil

Canadian technical men have as yet considered desir-

able, but it is a step which may eventually be iicces

sary to establish tlie status of young men in tiie indus-

try who wish to make a special study of pulp and

paper manufacture. We believe that in time such a

suggestion might develop into the revival of a modern

ized and improved system that would l)e a satisfactory

substitute for the apprenticeship system which at pre-

sent has no counterpart in the training of ]>ulp and

|)aper makers.

We feel that the organization of such an association

in Great Britain would be an excellent thing for the

Canadian industry as well as that of England. There

is a wealth of experience tied up in the lives of men
on the other side for which there has been no outlet

in the form of an open discussion of questions of inter-

est such as invariably follows the presentation of a

jiaper at one of our Technical Section meetings. In

addition to this discussion of matters of technical, and

]ierhaps in some cases onh' local interest, there would

be the great advantage of having a mouth-piece to the

best technical practice and knowledge in England

which would greatlj' facilitate the establishment of

standards for our industry. Such matters as methods

of determining moisture in pulp would naturally come

up for consideration and committees of the British,

American and Canadian societies working on the same

problem could without doubt arrive at a satisfactory

solution to practically any question that might arise.

It is not known to us and may not be known to

the promoters of the idea how many technical men
there are available in Great Britain for such a society,

but there must certainly be enough to form a nucleus

for an organization of this kind. A degree of success

which might reasonably be expected will depend not

only on the initiative of a few enthusiastic men like

Sindall & Bacon, but will rest very largely on the

attitude of the concerns by whom the members are

emploj'Cd. If they take a generous view of the matter

and not only encourage their chemists and engineers

to join and attend meetings of the association, but

also permit the publication of data and the discussion

of mill problems at the meetings the whole industry

will obtain a very great benefit from such a society.

It would be a great pleasure to the Technical Sec-

tion to have some of our Old Country friends attend

the summer meeting and see how the work is carried

on over here. They might get some first hand ideas

that would be of assistance.

Owing to the industrial unrest it has been decided
that the annual meeting of the Canadian Paper Trade
Association, which was to have been held in Mont-
real on June 24 and 2.1. will not take place until Sep-
tember next.
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Importance of Quality—and How to Get It

By L. H. SHIPMAX,
Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills.

The editor had somethinir to say about the quality
of ('auadian pulp aud paper in a recent issue. Mr.
.Shipman's article was written before that but not read
until after. The Spanish River News has given per-
nii.ssion to reprint it. Xothinjr better could happen the
industry in Canada than to have every mill go at this
problem of quality in some such manner as is men-
tioned here. Every boost in quality adds to Canada's
reputation. Every defective shipment, except when
so understood and expected, hurts the whole industry.

Considerable space is being given in the newspapers,
trade .journals, etc., these days regarding the keen Eu-
ropean competition which manufacturers on the Amer-
ican continent in all lines of trade are going to be
compelled to meet very soon, now that the war seems
to be about over and peace is soon to be declared.
Many and varied are the sugge.stions which are being
offered from all quarters as cure-alls for our present
difficulties and to help our industries get on such a
running basis that they can compete successfully with
our European brothers as reirards financial return to
the capital invested ; and satisfactory working condi-
tions and money return to the men engaged in actually
doing the work of operation of these industries.

This Mhole question Is a pretty broad and complex
affair, some of its phases being of peculiar interest to

our company, while others are more remote as far

as our company family is concerned.

There is one phase of it, however, which is of close

personal interest to everyone of us who is engaged in

making his livelihood from his efforts in newsprint
manufacture. This phase can be well summed up in the

term Quality of Product.

We will not have to wait ff)r the Peace Conference
to decide whether the Monroe Doctrine is specificall.v

mentioned in the new constitution of the proposed
League of Nations before we bump against a real

competition in the newsprint business. Nor will we,

as members of the Spanish River organization, have
to wait for that European competition to get passage
on the limited ocean cargo space from Europe to Amer-
ica. And when I say America I mean the Western
hemisphere.

We are going to know the competition of our own
land with a big C and know it because it will have

bruised us if we are not careful. We have seen the

sulphite shipments of Canadian mills cut in two since

the signing of the armistice. This means that only

mills making the very best quality can keep all their

digesters running to-day and each unit of digester space

turning over in the same length of time as during the

six months previous to the armistice. Many sulphite

mills during the last eight weeks have looked upon
cold empty digesters aud accumulations of dust on the

stilled press rolls of wet machines.

Furthermore, ask the Sales Department of anv news-

print company on our continent to-day to show you

his complaint file. Compare the number of letters of

this nature received during the past three months.

Then sit down and ponder. G^et out behind the barn

in the bright spring sun and whittle a stick and think.

Wpi"'r
"^''* ^^'^ hesitancy on the part of sulphite

buyers these ever increasing complaints from news-
print buyers, mean.
You won't be long in reaching a conclusion and that

conclusion will be about as follows: We have got
to get out and hustle and make our sulphite ricrht
make our ground-wood right, make our newsprint
right, if we are going to continue to hold our jobs and
have plenty of work six davs a week.

It is all wrong to sit back and .say that we've heard
this all before

: that this is nothing new ,- that it 's an old
story; that ever since the days of old Mit.scheriich there
have been complaints and that in all probability as
long as there is sulphite and paper made they" will
continue.

These objections to waking up and getting on theMnd wagon are all right as far as thev go, but thev
don't go far. They're short sighted.

It IS true that there have been complaints for vears
in the newsprint business and that more or less atten
tion has been paid to them by the manufacturers- and
we, or some of us, are still running more or less sue-
cesstully. A close study of the development of the
bu.siness in past years will show, too, that a great many
ot the improvements in our manufacturing processes
have been due to the intelligent attention given to these
coirplaints and to efforts made to eradicate their
causes.

But the thing which should not be lost sight of justnow by those who counsel the belittling of the menace
ot the gathering cloud of competition is the fact that
the situation is not like past ones, of passing moment
only. We have listened to complaints before, we have
made bland promises, we have done much or little as the
occasion seemed to demand, and we have got bv CANWE DO THAT NOW? ^ '

These things, market conditions, competition etc
run m waves or periods. Complaints are manv and
then few. The product has to be good or we can slack
oft a bit and get by. This is happening right alon"
every few mouths. Ask any man though, whose busi^-
ness It IS to study price of stock movements and he will
tell „vou that stocks never move readily up nor steadily
down. If a .stock is on the rise, it moves up a bit, then
recedes a lesser bit ; then it moves up some more," then
recedes a little. Rut each upward movement will be
greater than the following receding one.

The Years Just Past.
Thus, while over a period of time there are many

minor fluctuations, the general effect is one of a larg'e
wave, or period. And to-day we are at the bottom of
one of the biggest waves in the newsprint competition
game that any of us alive have known. Our com-
plaints, which we have paid more or less attention to
as they appeared as little notches in the downward
trend of the curve, gradually grew less and less as the
\yar wore on until last fall before the armistic was
signed it became a oue.stion only of gettine the paper
to the publishers. Anything went. The cry was paper,
more paper, never mind the quality onlv get us the
paper. And we got it to them. That's all'history. We
fot it and while we did not forget entirely the quality,
still that was subordinate.
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It hail to be so; otherwise the publie would liave

had no newspapers to read. No newsprint man should

he severely criticized because he made poor newsprint

during' lillT and 191S. It is a wonder he was able t"

turn out paper which was printable durinfr that per-

iod. Because of freijrht embarsrocs. inriuenza, unskilled

and insufficient help, the newsprint man has c.xperi-

ened in his mills a taste, yes, a stomacli full, of a certain

section of hell let loose. It can be described adequately

in no other way. And so it is no wonder that the

quality deteriorated.

The Present is Different.

We have got to the bottom nf the liill, we have had

our big i-est on competition and arc now starting an

another big hill; the biggest one in our newsprint lives.

To the victor belong the spoils.

This should be sufficient answer to the man who

says. "WeVe heard complaints before and have kept

running and we'll probably hear them again, and very

likely keep running." Rut .just remember, we've never

yet in our newsprint history climbed s\U'h a hill of

competition as we are starting up now.

How to Meet the Situation.

Very well then, what about it? What shall we doV

How shall we emphasize Quality of Product if that is

the solution to our problem? The answer in general

terms is:

l.st. By intelligently studying and finding out just

what we are doing and how we are doing it.

2nd. By applying intelligence to the bettering of con-

ditions which we find wrong through our studving.

The method usually employed in most pulp and

paper mills to keep track of the quality of product

manufactured is to keep no regular systematic record

of quality factors at all. When a particularly emphatic

kick arrives, immediately there is a creat hurrying

and scurrying to and fro of Manager, Superintendent.

Department Heads. Chemist, Engineer, and any one

who may be supposed to be able to throw some light

on the trouble. As a rule, if there are six men en-

gaged in the investigation, there are six different

opinions as to the cause of the trouble. A great

stir-up and hullaballo ensues, and when the smoke

clears away the manager makes a guess as to

which opinion is the right one. writes his

sales force that the trouble is discovered and remedied,

tells his superintendent and department heads to do

thus and so, and immediately forgets the matter. No
record is kept of the happening, the real trouble may
or may not have been found, in fact it may reall>- have

been only a bluff on the nart of the newsprint buyer

or it may have been in his OAvn printing plant and

blamed on the manufacturer. The deplorable part of

the whole thing is that there is no real record kept,

and the terms used are vasue and indefinite. No-

bod.v really knows .iust what is happening, eonsequenlty

no really intelligent effort is made to keep the product

UP to a certain definitely understood staiulard. (Per-

haps I am over-drawing this picture, but T want to

drive the point home.")

The main essentials of the above outlined situation

are happening in paper plants right along on matters

pertaininor to inter-departraeutal affairs. And a great

deal of tlie hullabaloos at trouble times could be avoid-
ed if only definite standards were set and accurate re-

cords kept of hoM- close the plant comes to reaching
those standards.

All this is not because of anv ijiherent dishonesty on

the part of the newsprint manufacturer. He is merely

I In victims of circumstances. He wants to deliver a

good iiroduct, one which will be satisfactory to his

1 iistiimcr but custom has been not to talk about qualit,\

of product in any terms of measurable dimensions.

.S ) long as he can't describe tt) ])coplc and have each

of tliose three \inderstand the same thing. Mhat incen-

tive is there to effect and maintain definite inter-

departmental quality records? There has been lu) such

incentive. But one is on the way. Wc have already

sensed it and have begun to act accordingly.

We have already st;irted along these lines hut can

go a long way \et before wc should begin to do any
))rophesying about it. Incidentally wc have .just been

through the throes of a general mill "clean-up.'' Wc
have tried to eliminate the aecunndations of dirt and
scrap material which were the products of working
under war conditions. While we are priding ourselves

on the good tidy appearance of liur iilants we must nor

forget that the.v won't stay so indess every last one of

us keeps his sub.icct in mind. We must remember that

Qalit.v of Product aiid ('Icanliness of Plant go hand
in hand.

We must keep our eyes open for dirt and consider

every bit of it or ever.v condition which we find in the

plant which could in any way cause dirt to collect

—

I say we nnist consider it in the same category as wc
would Bill Hohenzollern or the devil himself and trein-

it aecordingl.v.

If our present effort is going to have permanent re-

sults looking towards meeting the coming competitioii

then we have got to keep our quality of product right

and in order to do this we have got to be able to define

that qualit.v in understandable terms and to keep a

record of it from day to day in order to know, wlieii

trouble arises, ,inst what has happened and not have

to guess about it.

A Couple of Examples.
Perhaps a couple of examjilcs will suffice to sho\\

still more clearly what is meant.
The paper, say, goes off in (juality. Anybody at all

conversant with ncAvsprint can take a sheet and in a

moment declare it to be a good or poor one. The
usual procedure is to hold it up to the light and glance
through it and declare its forniation not close enough.
Then one feels of it and says it.s finish is poor. Per-

haps a Mullen test is made and the strength found to

be low. The machine tender says the blankety groiuid-

wood man is sending him too free groundwood.
All right. "How free do you want it?" says the

groimdwood man. '"The same as you had it last

week," says the machine tender:

The all wise providence which directs this vale of

tears is the only one in possession of this information.

All the groundwood man knows is that last week he

was'pot getting any complaints from the machine
room and so he tries to remember how the stock looked
to him in his colored glass last week and adiusts

srinding coiiditions until the stock looks in the glass

like he remembers it did last week. Perhaps he hits

it and perhaps not. In his anxiety to get away from
the free side he will probably get it too slow.

Now in any mill which wants to cut its troubles

down as low as is possible, in a business like ours, whose
middle name is trouble, the paper man should have
been able to say to the groundwood man. "Here, I 'me

getting a bum .sheet because your groutidwood is too

free. To-day's test shows it to be running around 180
while last week evervthing was fine when the ground-
wood was 140.'' Then the man in the groundwood
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has somethinfr definite to go on. And having that

definite figure in mind he is much more apt to keep
the groundwood at that definite quality.

We have already done this. We have been keeping
for some time past a definite record, in understandable
terms, in actual figures, of just what our groundwood
quality is from day to day. To be sure, this record
does not inform anybody how to make good ground-
wood. That is the province of the groundwood man.
The record allows the papermaker and the ground-
wood man to get together and to understand each
other; it allows the groundwood man to know what
the papermaker wants and so the groxmdwood man
doesn't have to guess any longer as to what kind of

stuff he is supposed to furnish. Incidentally when he
gets hlankety blanked by the machine room for poor
groundwood which he has not furnished, the record
backs up his statement that his product has been 0. K.
This illustrates the general principle for which 1 am

contending and everybody seems to be agreed that this

groundwood freeness test and record is a thing of real

value.

Another example in the paper end. Our sales force
goes out to get a contract from a publisher and they
tell him we are going to furnish him with Xo. 1 news-
print. And the}- shoot off a lot of heated atmosphere
about its going to be a well formed sheet, of good fin-

ish, better than any we have ever furnished, etc. They
get the contract and all goes well for a time. Six
months later the publisher gets hold of a sample of

paper from some competitor which he thinks is better

than we are furnishing. Perhaps it is, perhaps not.

Anyhow, he complains about our sheet. Its finish is

rotten, he says, just like a piece of wrapper; it is not

well formed, is very wild, just like a snow storm, and
consequently breaks in his presses, and so on until the

sales force begins to see red and send telegrams.

Then we at the mill get the wise bunch together and
hold one of o\ir periodic consultations. The natural

thing in most any business but papermaking would be

to look over the records of the previous six months
and see whether our finish had deteriorated and if so.

how much. Also to see how the formation had been

running lately. But no, we are paper manufacturers.

We don't keep quality records in this business. Our
grand-daddy didn't and what was good enough for

him is good enough for us.

We just scurr>' round like an old hen with chickens

when a hawk is in the sky, bump into each other, swear,

and when we are tired of doing this, we attempt to

look wise and decide that the sheet is as well formed

as it ever was or else we instruct the superintendent

to go out and give the machine tender hell and let it

go at that. "Yeah, that's us all over. Mable!"
But We Can't Continue on so Any Longer.

There's a seat waiting on the wagon for us and if

We're wise we'll occupy it. Otherwise some of us will

wish before the year is up that we could work six days

a week instead of four.

And it's all very simple after all. While it's a new
tale in the newsprint business it's an old story in other

lines.

Our sales force shouldn't be allowed to sell No. 1

newsprint without knowing what No. 1 newsprint is.

We looked over sixteen samples of competitor's paper

the other day, all of which were supposed to be No. 1

newsprint, and found fourteen different kinds of

cleanliness, eicrht different formations, four different

finishes, six with basic weight over thirty three pounds,

seven with basic weight under thirty one pounds, and

sixteen different Mullen tests. Yet they were all No.
1 newsprint. Now, it's fai-cical to sell a graded product
and be unable to specify the details of the grade, yet
we have attempted to do so.

'

If a customer complains to us that our paper is

dirty, we want to be prepared to know whether he is

right or wrong and to know, if it should prove he were
right, how long our paper has been running dirty and
how dirty it is.

When we are making colored paper again, that is

white newsjjrint, we want to be able to know each
day whether the color is right and if not, how much
it is off color, and to have on tap at any time records
of last week's color, the week before, and so on.

And similarly in all our departments. We must know
what we are doing and how we are doing it.

Only in this way can we hope to keep our quality
such that Spanish River newsprint will be considered
as a standard in the trade and further it will only be
by each of us holding this ideal constantly in mind
that we wall be able to meet the vigorous competition
which is soon due.

SPLENDID FOREST RESERVE OF ALBERTA.
By HON. CHARLES STEWART,

Premier of Alberta.

The Province of Alberta has 16,711,000 acres of tim-

ber lands under Forest Reserve. This comprises about
14 per cent, of the total area of the province. With
reasonable protection from fires, the supply of timber
products is assured for all time. Most of the land

under Forest Reserve is not well adapted for agricul-

ture. It is, therefore, the policy of the Government to

preserve the existing species and propagate new types

in order to supply adequately the needs of the people

for home consumption, and export for the future.

Moreover, the Reserves are generally situated near
the sources of the rivers and streams of the Province,

and thereby ensure the natural regulation and con-

servation of the water supply and water power.

The estimated stand of the timber as far as sur-

veyed in the existing Reserves, reaches the enormous
estimate of 21,000,000,000 board feet. For the last

year in which figures are available (namely the fiscal

year ending March 31st, 1918), the annual production

was as follows

:

Ft. B.M.
Lumber 67,024,000

Lath 3,488,400

Railway ties '. 50,955

Shingles 1,276,250

Piling props 2,197,000

Besides these products, great numbers of fence posts,

telephone and telegraph poles, and fence rails are cut

each year. The cutting of timber of Forest Reserves

is strictly regulated by the Government under license.

At the present time, there are 2,030 square miles of

timber lands under license, for which the licensees pay

a revenue to the Government for the privilege of tak-

ing timber.

A system of permits to settlers and homesteaders

is in vogue, whereby they may secure timber supplies

for fencing and building, and during the last fiscal

year, over 11,613,000 feet B.M. of logs and lumber,

have been cut by the homesteaders for improvements

on their homesteads. This is a very important con-

sideration to the new settler in Alberta. Timber for

building and fencing is generally close at hand in the

northern half of the province, at very little cost fQX

these necessary improvements. _^
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T. A. P. P. I. Meeting a Great Success

June l!l, l!ll!l

The T. A. P. P. I. (attention was unkindly drawn

by the speakers to the first tliree letters), enjoyed

itself from June 11th to the 14th, with the b\ioyant

exhilaration eharacteristic of that body.

On the 11th. the meetings opened at Erie, with the

Hammermill people as hosts; these had the co-opera-

tion of the General Electric Company. Visits were

made in the morning to the plant of the General

Electric Company, who later entertained the dele-

gates at lunch in the Company's well-equipped res-

taurant. The Hammermill plant was given a pretty

thorough look-through by as interested a lot of

guests as may be given the run of a plant. The ban-

(luet in the evening at the Hotel Lawrence was char-

acterized by good fellowship. Chairman Hatch ac-

knowledged in a graceful way tlie hospitality of the

entertaining companies, and introduced Mr. N. W.
Wilson, of the Hammermill Company, who replied on

behalf of the company.
The party proceeded thence to Buffalo, which city

seems very popular just now. For some unaccount-

able reason, the Waterworks Association was con-

vened there. Rooms were at a premium, and we

know of a Canadian delegate who slept in grandeur

in the colonial banquet room in one hotel. (Note the

member).
On the 12th, at nine a.m., well on time, special

tralleys carried the party to the plant of the Larkin

Company, ho.sts for the day. The morning sessions

were held in the auditorium of the Company, with

RajTuond 8. Hatch in the ghair. Reports of eoiumit

tees were largely reports of progress, as this was not

the annual meeting. In connection 'vith ihe educa-

tional work, Mr. George Carruthers iddvessed the

meeting, outlining a practical method of giving a cor-

respondence course in the paper industry, based on

the text-books to be published. Doctor Otto Kress,

of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis-

consin, gave an interesting paper on •"The Utiliza-

tion of Cotton Linters for Paper Making."' Large

quantities are available annually, and require Ics:-

.soda and bleach than woods. After a jolly buffet

lunch and movies provided by the Company, a trip

through their extensive plant was enjoyed.

The afternoon session was interesting and -.aiicd.

A record was made in procedure in that all the pa-

pers on the program were read, and the meeting ad-

journed four minutes ahead of the schedule, with all

business completed. These included :

"A New Testing Oven for Wood Pulp," by F. M.
Williams.

"Alcohol from Sulphite* Waste Liquor," by Profes-

sor Ralph H. McKee.
'"The Destruction of Wood and Pulp in Storage

by Fungi and Bacteria," by Professor S. F. Acree.

"Paper Colors from the Manufacturers' .Stand-

point," by Doctor W. H. Watkins.
The complimentary banquet in the evening will

be long remembered. Mr. Hatch called upon Jlr.

Stadler to speak as representing the Canadian i'eeh-

nical Section. He voiced appi'eciation of our gener-

ous entertainment by the local committee, and gouijr

into more serious matters, ad\ ised all in the industry

to study the wishes of customers in the nearer for-

eign markets for paper mills of United States and

Canada. Mr. Weirs, of the Larkin ('()iii|)any acting

as Toastmaster, called on Mr. Botsf )rd, of llie liui'-

falo Board of Trade, "Lawyer-Poet Speaker." who
made a most interesting, witty and timely appeal for

every one to be governed by common.sense in their ac-

tions and statements with relation to presem condi-

tions of unrest. Music was in the hands of Mr. Sis-

sons, of Watertown. Some thought it was too much
in his hands at times, but that was pure jealou.sy.

:\liss Ruth Cummings, a young lady of Buffuln, added

very largely to the evening's enjoyiuent by her art

and personal charm in .several solos. Popular re

frains were participated in under the graceful lead

given by Miss Cummings, supported l)y tlie Water-

town Romeo.
Friday two excursions were organized: one to visit

Buffalo industries, and the other to visit Niagara

Falls, and industries there. We took in the former,

and enjoyed visits to Niagara Lithographing Com-
pan.v, Pratt and Lambert A^'arnish Company, and the

Pieree-Arrow Automobile plant.

The Niagara Falls trip included visits to the Achi-

son Graphite Co., Cliff Paper Co.,' Defiance Paper Co.,

and Niagara Wall Paper Co., P^ttebone-Cataract Pa-

])er Co., Hydraulic Power Co.

Saturday morning, at S.30, two special trolleys took

the party to Niagara Falls, where we were met by T.

N. and St. C. cars, and the Canadian entertainiuent

committee. At Thorold the streets and shop fronts

were decked with flags, and banners were strung,

reading, "Canada Welcomes You," "Thorold an
Ocean Port," etc. There the visitors were placed in

forty automobiles, each bearing a large banner, "Can-
ada Welcomes T. A. P. P. T." After visiting the plants
of the Beaver Board Company, the Ontario Paper
Company, Foley-Rieger Company and Provincial Pa-
per Mills, lunch was served in Grenville Hall. About
.300 sat down to an abundant meal, M-ith flowers, flags,

music and "two-and-a-half."
The memi was attractively prepared on mottled

paper and contained, besides the list of "eats," in-

teresting data on the new Welland Ship Canal—Can-
ada's Panama,—a list of the peninsula mills, with
their products, and the committee. According to the
menu, as we recollect it, the gue.sts ate "Welland"
soup, "Beaver Board" biscuit, "Foley" fritters,

"Thorold" turkey, "Interlake" ice cream, "Provin-
cial" pie, etc.

As a souvenir of the occasion, guests were given
"A Message from Thorold," a booklet showing the
schools, churches, factories and attractive views of
the city. A number of. pulp and paper mills are illus-

trated. There .are interesting views of th-e canal aud
some pertinent data and other information.

After singing "God Save the- King," and "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee," .Mr. George Carruthersj' as
toast master. Avelcomed the visitors on behalf of the
local committee. He then introduced Mr. Stadler. as
chairman of the Canadian ^W^ehnical Section.-and re-
ferred to him asha-.vintrpe«i«vfid the .lineabej.weein
the United States ajid-.Oanada.- . Mr. SiadlteJSHbonrisi^
the srreetings of the CHnadiaa:.Se.ction, nlodftsfly db.

precated any idea of .annesiing.-the Ujiited Stages,
even if his Buffalo speech saggasted it. , , ,.- '- '

.
Shart • addresses

:
were made-'by Mayor* F. GK i&rii^.
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dale, Thorold; T. "F. Hastings, Merrttton, and Al-

derman Kift'er, for the Mayor of St. Catharine's. For-

mer Major Burgoyne, of the "Standard," St. Cath-

arines, spoke for the Press. Mr. Miller, United States

Consul at Niagara Falls, Ontario, made a brief ad-

dress, rising to the "Star Spangled Banner." Mr. T.

J. Keenan moved a vote of thanks to the Thorold
committee, and asked Doctor Otto Kress, of the For-

est Products Laboratory, Madison, to second him. The
last speaker was Mr. Battle, former Mayor of Thor-

old. Every speaker had something definite to say,

and sat down when he had said it.

After lunch, we were all "Movied" for the third

time in Thorold. Los Angeles had nothing on Thor-

old for movie stars that day. Visits were made to

the Interlake Tissue Mills, Riordon Paper Company,
Lincoln Paper Company (both mills), Garden City

Mills and Kinleith Paper Mills at St. Catharines.

The local committee and the Thorold Board of

Trade deserve the best that can be said for their hos-

pitality and foresight.

The next meeting of the T. A. P. P. I. will be in

Chicago in September, during the week of the 22nd,

to coincide with the Exhibition of Chemical Indus-

tries, which this fall will be held there instead of New
York.

P.S.—T. A. P. P. I. means Technical Association of

the Pulp and Paper Industry.

It would be impossible to exaggerate the courtesy

and efficiencv of the T. A. P. P. I committees.

CANADIAN EXPORTS $99,259,166.

Official trade returns for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1919, just made available, show the value

of Canadian exports of pulp, paper and pulpwood for

the twelve months as $99,259,166, as compared with

$71,825,500 for 1918, and .$52,975,457 for 1917, or a

gain of $27,433,666 over 1918 and of $46,283,709

over 1917. In detail the figures show:
1917. 1918. 1918.

Paper & Mfrs. of $26,123,215 $37,865,330 $45,165,795

Woodpulp, chem. 14,032,920 19,133,813 30,226,856

Woodpulp, mech.. . 6,371,133 6,487,079 4,479,915

$46,527,268 $63,486,222 $83,872,56§

Pulpwood, unmanufac-
tured 6,448,189 8,339,278 15,386,600

Total $52,975,457 $71,825,500 .$99,259,166

For March, the concluding month of the year, ex-

ports jumped $1,694,668 over those of March, 1918,

the figures showing:
Month of March. 1918. 1919.

Paper & Mfrs. of $4,880,224 $5,970,598

Woodpulp. chem 1,190,082 2,041.884

Woodpulp, mech 600,685 226,554

$7,390,991

Pulpwood unmanufactured . 560,520

$8,239,036

1,408,143

cance of this becomes apparent when it is considered
that the quantity of unmanufactured pulpwood ex-

ported last year was sufficient to have made 1,064,694
tons of paper, or about one-half the total quantity of

newsprint used in the United States where the wood
was sent. Sold at $75 a ton, the present market price

in the States, this quantity of paper would have
brought into Canada $79,852,050, instead of the $15,-

386,600 received for it in the form of wood.
Exports of printing paper led all other grades in

quantity and value. In 1918-19 Canada exported 13,-

248,542 cwt. (approximately 662,427 tons) valued at

$40,718,021. This is an increase of 1,146,677 cwt. (ap-

proximately 57,334 tons), in quantity and $6,739,674
in value, over last year. Other grades of paper ex-
ported were: Paper board, $3,037,279; wrapping, $2,-

452,296; photographers' paper, $1,302,886; wall pa-
per, $360,567 ; felt and roofing, $310,778, and miscel-
laneous, $983,968. All showed a substantial increase
over last year.

Exports of chemically prepared pulp in 1918-19
amounted to 8,382,730 cwt., valued at $30,226,856, as
against 5,385,010 cwt., valued at $19,133,813 in 1917-

18, an increase of 2,947,920 cwt., in quantity ,and $11,-

093,043 in value. Exports of mechanically ground
woodpulp showed a falling off for the year of 802,-

968 cwt. in quantity, and $2,007,164 in value as com-
pared with the previous year. The figures being, 1917-

18, 4,311,694 cwt., valued at $6,487,079; 1918-19, 3,-

508,726 cwt., valued at $4,479,915.
The United States led as our best customer for pidp

and paper, the United Kingdom, Japan, Australia and
New Zealand, following in the order named. Cana-
dian printing paper exported in 1918-19 was distri-

buted as follows:

Cwt. Value.
United Kmgdom 9,310 $ 38,484
United States 11,880,069 36,031,358
Australia 643,101 2,081,911
New Zealand 242,336 862,402
Other countries 473,726 1,703,866

Total $7,951,511 $9,646,179

The significant feature of the returns, apart from
the general increase in quantity and value, is the large

amoxmt of pulpwood exported. This has grown from
982,671 cords, valued at $6,448,189 in 1917, and 1,002,-

127 cords, valued at .$8,339,278, in 1918, to 1,.597,042

cords, valued at $15,386,600, in 1919, an increase

in one year of practically 100 per cent. The signifi-

13,248,542 $40,718,021
The chief foreign markets for Canadian pulp dur-

ing the year were

:

Chemical Pulp. Cwt. Value.
United Kingdom 140,364 $ 611,399
United States 7,414,825 26,256,265
Japan 639,997 2,775,486
Other Countries 137,744 583,706
Mechanical Pulp.

United Kingdom 2,528 3,033
United States 3,453,149 4,418^555
Other countries 53,049 58,327

France, which imported from Canada 626,285 cwt.
of mechanical pulp, valued at $471,040 in 1917, took
none at all in 1918 or 1919, while exports to the
United Kingdom of both chemical and mechanical
pulp fell off from a total of 1,163,224 cwt., valued at
$3,057,422 in 1916-17 to 142,892 cwt., valued at $614,-
4.32 in 1918-19. This was due entirely to lack of
shipping facilities. Shipments of both paper and pulp
from Canada to England should show a constant in-

crease from now on.

No newspapers in Berlin because of a strike, accord-

ing to a despatch. Maybe the Germans will get the

truth now.
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War Uses of Pulp and Paper
By A. G. DUllQIN,

Chief of Pulp and Paper Division, U. S. Bureau of Standards.

(.C'outinucd from last issue.)

Cartridge Belts.

Exhibits No. — , No. — and No. — , three samples

of expendable cartridge belt for use with machine
guns. This cartridge belt was prepared as a substitute

for metal previously used for that purpose. The sam-

ples submitted are of the types No. 1 aud 2, 80 pound
kraft with a 40-nu'sh muslin cover; sample No. 3, 60

pound kraft with 115 threads of cotton string longi-

tudinallj' interspaced between the papers. These sam-

ples show method of placing clips which was done by
machinery, giving an accurate and efficient method of

producing this material. A great deal of special work
along this line was done by the Paper Laboratory of

the Bureau of Chemistry. These belts were exposed to

various conditions of heat aud cold, of the extreme

limits, and were found satisfactory throughout the

complete range. The asphalt did not melt and soften

under the elevated temperatures and the belt remained

flexible in the cold. The Ordnance Department reports

large quantities of this material had been purchased and

that it would have been standard equipment by the

first of the year. These belts were made in continuous

rolls in five thousand pocket lengths, loaded and cut

in proper length for packing into expendible ammuni-

tion boxes.

Exhibit No. — , expendible cartridge box for machine

gun ammunition. In the interests of conservation of

metal, a second type of cartridge box was designed by
Captain Ladoo, blue print of the original design, photo-

graph of the finished box and one of the specimens

here exhibited. This box with an ingenious mechanism

for introducing the shells into the breach was to

be used for the strip type of expendible ammunition

belt. A great deal of valuable work was done in col-

laboration with the Ordnance Department and the

Paper Section by various manufacturers of cardboard

boxes throughout the United States. Several samples

satisfactorily duplicating the original submission were

obtained with promise of quantitative production ou

demand. The signing of the Armistice together with

other developments lead to the abandonment of this

problem.

The Forest Products Laboratory at Jladison, de-

veloped a waterproof plug for shrapnel shells, which

consisted of a mixture of asphalt and wood pulp, liaving

many advantages over the paraffined wood. Much
work has already been done on this product and it

seems quite possible that this mixture would find in-

dustrial application where waterproof and heat resist-

ing articles are needed.
Pulp for Power.

The restrictions on sulphite pulp for nitration pur-

poses were exceedingly strict. The best sulphite pulp

for this purpose was spinice pulp, digested from ten

to twelve hours at 65 pounds steam pressure, iising

not more than 5.5 per cent total sulphur dioxide. Hem-

lock can be substituted for spruce to an extent of 20

per cent. Sulphite pidp is not to be bleached. Under

clearly defined chemical methods for analysis, it must

conform to the following specifications : Not more than

.8 per cent, ash, not more than .8 per cent, ether

extraction, not more than 25 per cent. KOH soluble.

For soda pulp, pulp from jack-pine was successful, 8

to 10 hours at 90 to 110 pounds, using 10 per cent,

caustic soda. It must conform to strict specifications,

among which are: ash limitation, not more than .8 per

cent., ether extraction not more than .4 jicr cent., KOIl
soluble not more Iban 8 per cent.

Airplane Fabric.

The Paper Section of the Bureau of Standards under-
took the development of a paper which slioidd have
sufficient tensile strength to be used as a substitute

for linen and cotton in airplane fabrics. This pro-

])ositiou was undertaken when it became evident that

the supply of linen was entirely inadequate to produce
wing coverings and before the weaving of cotton fabrics

had been developed to the extent of j)rodncing a fabric

preferable to linen. It was thought advisable to en-

deavor to produce a paper of satisfactory strength to

increase the amount of raw material capable of being

converted into products satisfactory for this purpose.

Exhibit No. —, is a roll of paper prepared for this

l)urpose. The raw material from which this paper was
made is a mixture of jute and nuinila rope. Examina-
tions of strips of this paper will show its remarkable
tensile strength. A great many various types of ex-

periments were performed on this paper with the idea

of rendering it waterproof aud fireproof and' several

runs of this paper were actually submitted to and used
by the Aircraft Production Service in covering the

wings in an experimental and special type of airplane

which had specific war functions.

Another form of material that was used extensively

at the front was a woven textile fabric colored green
for camouflage use. The sample here shown is in itself

an answer to the question of resistance of paper fabrics

to varying atmospheric conditions, because this sample
has been in actual service for a period in excess of six

months. The shortage of jute and hemp in the enemy
countries forced the development of many products
which were direct substitutes for products made from
jute, hemp and manila, and sisal.

The complete German bed sack taken from prisoners

showing evidence of actual field service is an example
of the extent to which the central powers were forced
to go in the field of substitution. The photograph
here shown gives a very good idea of the method in

which these fibres were woven. The scale photo-

graphed in the paper gives a method of direct com-
parison.

Paper Textiles.

The previously mentioned shortage in the central

powers forced still greater changes or substitutions

which affected the personal equipment of the soldiers

themselves. There are exhibited samples of wrapped
leggings from German prisoners. The first sample in

loose weave consists of strands of all sulphite paper,

reinforced with a few cotton threads. The second sam-

ple consists of a warp of all sulphite, the fill being
for the most part ramie, but containing traces of cot-

ton. This second sample is a much closer weave than
the first. Sample No. 3, obtained frorat he Director of

Military Intelligence shows a larger, authentic sam-
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pie of puttees, obtained from German prisoners and
essentially the same as the smaller pieces discussed
previously. Other parts of the equipment were the
haversack, the grenade carrier, in which the warp was
all sulphite paper and the fill a mixture of ramie with
some sulphite. The last exhibit of paper for military
equipment is a section cut from a haversack and woven
entirely from sulphite stock.

An actual project was under investigation to equip
part of our army with paper underclothing, made
from the Japanese fibres and cleverly constructed so

that no buttons were necessary. It was assumed by
the promoters of this project that the clothing could be
made sufficiently cheap to compete with the wool and
cotton provided and that a suit could be worn until

it became unserviceable and then discarded. Ten com-
plete suits including socks were taken across during
the month of September by one of the Army officers,

with the consent of the Secretary of War, and with the

avowed purpose of making a comparative test. Prior
to departing with these samples, samples were sub-
mitted to the Bureau of Standards for comparison as

to protecting qualities, that is, heat conductivity, with
the standard clothing furnished by the armj', and it

was found that tliese paper garments had about 10

per cent, greater protection against cold than did

standard equipment. Along the same line were pa-

per vests. Exhibits No. — and No. — , which were
used quite largely by the aviators because of their

light weight and great protection.

Great as were the developments forced by shortage

of material on the militar.y forces of the central powers,

they did not approach the changes effected on the civil

population, due to the fact that the civil population

was compelled to make sacrifices wherever possible

to the military. The first two samples submitted are

authentic samples of paper clothing, the first worn
by prisoners and by soldiers on garrison duty, and
the second by the civil population. This clothing

made from paper, or at least containing a high percent-

age of paper, was quite largely used. The principal

comment on this product was that it showed distinct

tendency to crease in the folds and to sag and conform
to the shape of the individual wearing it. It is also

stated that its resistance to moisture was less than that

of pre-war textiles. That the shortage was not confined

to the central powers alone is demonstrated by the

series of samples obtained from Sweden and other Scan

dinavian countries. The.se samples were made of 40

per cent, twisted paper, 40 per cent, cotton, and 20

per cent, wool waste, or shoddy. In teehnic of pro

duetion much better products were developed in the

Scandinavian countries than in Germany, as will be

readily shown by examination of the samples here

submitted for comparison.

The critical shortage of leather in the Scandinavian

countries lead to the development and utilization of a

paper woven driving belt. A small sample cut from

one of the Swedish driving belts is here shown, and

demonstrates the ingenuity of the manufacturers in

developing a practical substitute for leather and for

rope drive.

Before the war the textile industry with paper as

raw material had not passed the experimental stage

in either Germany or Austria or the Scandinavian

countries. At that time there were aboitt two factories

in Germany actually engaged in the manufacture of

paper textiles. By the middle of the year 1917, when

the effect of the English blockade became noticeable,

there were two hundred and fifty firms engaged in

the production of paper textiles in Germany alone, and
additional in Austria, giving a total of three hundred
tirms m the central empires engaged in the production
ot these various substitutes. At the very outset of
the war there was one firm operating in Norway, onem Denmark, and four in Sweden. Throughout the
entire period the development in the Scandinavian
countries was slow, first because the paper textile in-
dustry did not have the impulse that it had in the
central empires, and second, because the Scandinavian
countries had been entirely dependent upon German
manufacture for machinery. Between 1906 and 1908
there was perfected in England, a scheme of textile
paper manufacture based on plans developed by an
American, whom the Consular Service reports to have
had wide experience in America, in England, and in
India, in the production and development of textile
fabrics. The impulse provided to the textile industry
in Germany which was entirely lacking in allied or neu-
tral countries was that provided by the general impres-
sion prevalent in Germany that it would be a long time
after the suspension of hostilities before free com-
mercial intercourse with other countries was estab-
lished and adequate supplies of raw materials for her
industrial development were afforded.

The consensus of opinion from all of these countries
is that the best type of product for all these textiles
is kraft. It should, however, be noted there are cer-
tain well-defined restrictions which limit the applica-
tioii of kraft to all papers. A compilation of some
of the uses to which the textile substitutes were put
and samples showing some of the actual products is

now given: shoe-laces, braiding, a small sample of
which was obtained from Sweden and shown in Exhibit
No. —

; webbing, four samples of which are shown;
tailor's and milliner's sundry, carpets and mattings;
numerous samples of wliieh ai-e shown in Exhibits No.— and No. — . Together with these samples is shown
an American product woven from paper which has
.seen actual service under the most trying conditions
for a period in excess of five months. Wall coverings
and tapestries are shown in Exhibit No. — . The pos-
sibilities of using many colors in paper and the varia-
tions of patterns by skill of the weaver open a broad
field for the use of these paper textiles for wall cov-
erings and tapestries. A small sample of insulating
material for covering electric wires is shown. Roof-
ing felts which previously were composed of wool
waste for the most part were prepared in Germany,
using paper as a basic substance. Exhibit No. —
shows a samjile of the class of products known as school

knapsacks, market bags and shopping bags. In Ger-
many, skirts and petticoats were made from paper, as

also were children's clothing. Recent communication
from the Consular Service states the stream of com-
munications to the German press telling of new inven-

tions in the field of textile substitutes has largely

subsided and the enthusiasm has likewise waned, of

which announcements have repeatedly been made that

success had at last crowned their efforts to manu-
facture a suitable substitute for cotton from domestic

plants. The promise that new materials as substitutes

for clothing for the entire civilian population of Ger-

many has not been fulfilled and the scanty reports

appearing hardly hide the fact that the textile sub-

stitute movement has approached failure. Paper sub-

stitutes were not suitable for clothing, but were largely

employed for manufacture of other products as ex-

hibited. These have found a ready sale, not because thp
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|)iililie are convinced of the serviceability or superior
value of tbe paper products, but because there is abso-

lutely no otlier marketable product to be obtained.
Collars and shirt fronts were prepared from paper
and one of these collars is exhibited as item No. —

.

The actual production of this product has been seri-

ously considered in America, the idea being to

produce a paper collar, salable, at a price of less than
five cents, which can be worn for a day and discarded,

eliniinatintf dependence on laundry.

Small Exhibit No. — shows the leather substitutes

which were very common in Cicrniany and which are

100 per cent, paper, painted in imitation of leather.

It will be noted that at best they are a very exceed-

ingly poor imitation of the leather or artificial leather

commercially sold in this country.

Consular reports state that a satisfactory sail cloth

has been prepared and that corsets and brassieries

were commercially manufactured and sold from paper.

Having reviewed in a general way the class in

which substitution took place, I wish to mention in

brief the definite methods commercially used in the

manufacture of these textile fabrics.

Quoting in abstract from Consular Reports of De-

cember 7, 1918 : The proposition consists in converting

lengths of paper into textile yarn, with the associated

question of actual utility of the finished product. The
elements of the problem are there: first, sub-division

of the web of paper into strips of suitable dimension

;

second, twisting and rolling of these strips continuously

into cylindrical form ; third, subjecting the cylindrical

length of paper to a twisting operation to increase its

tensile strength to the maximum.
Process of Emil Claviez et Cie

:

Sj'stem No. 1. The rolls of paper are taken, and cot-

ton, jute, hemp waste pasted thereon. The roll is then

cut into small strips and spun. The waste does not

add any strength to the final yarn, but gives it the

appearance of a fibrous yarn. System No. 2 is that of

taking a roll of paper in the humidified state, cutting

into numerous strips and spinning. It must be spun
moist. The speed of these machines has militated

against their success in ordinary peace times. Exhibit

No. — shows finished product made from this proces.s.

The Kellner-Turk system is a modification or con-

solidation of the early plans of Carl Kellner, pioneer

in the wood pulp industry, and of G. Turk. It con-

sists essentially of a scheme for twisting the fibres and
rolling the strip into a hard circular aggregate. The
Kellner system is designed to succeed the press rolls

of the paper machine. The stock is introduced over

endless bands or rollers, the spinning and twi.sting car-

ried out on the still moist thread. Most of the twisting

is carried out on the wing jspindle machine. As oper-

ated the process has limitations due to the relatively

slow speed at which twisting of the thread can be

effected.

The Crone system covered by eight basic patents has

the following advantages: Formation of web on the

machine wire and it^ sub-divivsion into strips by the

impact of jets of water, strips are subjected to action

of press rolls for removal of water, dried over dryers,

and wound in magazine roll which holds a series of

discs in close contact, from which they are detached

for fui'ther operation of twisting. The winding off

and twisting is done on a slitter machine, comparable

with those used in the cotton spinning industry. The
Engli-sh have adopted in their textile work a type of

slitter and rewinder. It is cheaper to construct and

more rai)id in outi)ut than any of the other continental

machines. They have also modified and rendered more
highly efficient the nuichincry for spinning the strips

into finished thread.

No mention has been made of the artificial textiles

which have been prepared by converting pulp or paper
into secondary products like cellidose nitrate or cel-

lulose acetate, and from that prodm-ing artificial silk.

It should, however, be noted that while this is not a

new process, war conditions very nuiterially stimulated

the production of this ju-oduct. Tliei-e also has been
recently brought to Anu-rica the scheme for making
non-inflammable moving-picture film.s., using paper
basic stock of any type as raw material.

Even in the reconstruction period, paper is having
its new or novel uses in commercial work. From the

Forest Products Laboratory of Canada, we learn that

paper and pulp arc being used in the production of

artificial limbs. Definite information has not been

obtainable as to whether the limbs so made are the pre-

liminary or practice limb, or whether paper will enter

into the final product or finished limb. From the same
source we learn that the Japanese have perfected a

paper vessel for cooking purposes.

FORMED PAPER MILL SUPERINTENDENTS'
ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of superintendents of twenty-five

Wisconsin pulp and paper mills last week, a new na-

tional organization, to be known as the Pulp and Paper
Mill Superintendents, was formed. The association

was organized for the purpose of est.ablishing a closer

bond between the superintendents of the various mills

and to afford them a means of interchanging views
regarding the problems confronting paper mill sup-

erintendents. National officei's were elected as fol-

lows: William C. Nash, Lakeside Paper Co., Neenah,
Wis., president; J. P. O'Connell, Northern Paper
Mills, Green Bay, Wis., vice-president; Peter J. Mas-
sey, Chicago, secretary and treasurer.

The Export Journal of Canada, which is issued by
the Export Publishing Co., 171 St. James St., Mont-
real, has made its appearance. The mission of the new
publication is to get the foreign importers and the
Canadian exporters together. The Export Journal
claims to be the first and only exclusive export maga-
zine in the Dominion, and will be issued monthly. H.
R. Pickens is the publisher and Frank Wall the editor.

At a meeting of the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co.,

Limited, which was held in Toronto last wek, Clar-
ence Hillsmith, of Hill.smith & Co., who are widely
known paper mill engineers of Boston, Mass., was
elected a member of the Board and appointed to the
position of managing director of the company. The
latter are enlarging their output of sulphite pulp at
Smooth Rock Palls to 1.50 tons a day.
The new 162 inch paper machine, which has been

installed by the Brompton Pulp and Paper Co., of
East Angus, Que., was put in operation this week,
and will result in the output of the newsprint by the
firm being increased to 120 tons a day. The company
state that they have sufficient pulp wood on hand
to run their industries for the next eighteen months.
Henry Charles Webb who died in Toronto this week,

was one of the best known master printers in the city,

having been in the printing business for forty years.
He is survived by his wife, five sons and a daughter,
and was in his sixtieth year.
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Alcohol From Sulphite Waste Liquor
By RALPH IL McKEE, Ph.D., Columbia University.

At the meeting of the Technical Association of the air run in at the bottom of the fermentation tank. This
Pulp & Paper Industry in Buffalo, June 12, the fol- air is simply to keep the solution saturated with air

lowing paper was read and discussed. Mention is during the fermentation process, and is continued
made of freedom from tax. This, of course, applies through the entire fermentation period of 60 to 70
to the United States. Present internal revenue con- hours.

ditions in Canada are by no means so encouraging to The beer resulting from the fermentation is then
this use of waste liquor because of tax restrictions, distilled in a copper still or in a east iron still with

an enamelled lining. This first distillation will give
As several of you know, there were worked out at a high wine alcohol containing some sulphur diox-

Cohimbia University, about a year and a half ago, ide. This high wine is then redistilled in the presence
certain laboratory experiments which made it appear of a little caustic soda, and gives 95 per cent alcohol
as if the fermentation of sulphite waste liquor could of commercial grade ready for denaturing or ship-
be carried out with better yields, and at the' same ment. My preference is for a continuous beer still,
time more cheaply, than in the processes hitherto used and a batch high wine still, both of copper,
in this countrv aud in Europe for obtaining alcohol t* ;„ ti,„ „nrr,yr,r^^^ i,ai;„f ^p +i „ ^ - ±- ^ ^

t ,, •
• a 1 1 n I,

^ ^^ ^"^ common beliet or those not intimately ac-irom this source. Sweden and Germany have some nnaintprl wi'tVi tv.^ ;v./i„c+^„ j-i, * ^i, i i. i , . • .
.,• . , . J 41 • t i 1 i. 1

quaintea -nitti tne industry that the alcohol, obtained
thirty plants, and this country two plants making wlipn cnlnViita -.^-oct^ i;„„ •

^ i- i •., ,•
, V 1 p 1 1,-i 4 1- m, ti •,,

^'len suipnite ^^a.ste liquor is neutralized with limealcohol trom sulphite waste liquor. The new method' a-nr\ fpr.nonto/^i ri^^o „^t „ i i j- , , ,

Ti ,, iv 1 I,- I, ^ 1 • 11
^°<l isrmented, does not carry sulphur dioxide into the

is unlike the methods which have been commercially o+jil nnlimm TViJc io .,^+ „„^.,„„+ r*,,.,,.. ^, ... , . . , ,. • *i^"i column, inis is not correct, it is necessary inused hitherto, in that it does not require neutraliza- thp npntrQli'/Qfir.T, ,^,.^«„^-„„ n ..i
. „ , '. ,. ' lie neutralization processes as well as in the new pro-

tion 01 the acid waste liquor. pp,, +„ romn^^.^ o„i^i,,,„ .i;„ -is ^.^ i i , .H cess to remove sulphur dioxide from the alcohol by
Yeast will not grow in the raw sulphite liquor, and the use of caustic soda or other alkali.

it has been thought that this was due to sulphur di- Tj^p o^Krantarrp «f +i,« „„, .i
• J 1 1 uti 1 • ^ • V 4.

^ aavantage ot the new process over the neu-oxide and sulphites being yeast poisons. Yeas or- tralization processes that have been used are- the sav-gani.sms require the presence of oxygen for their j^g ;,, equipment installation; the saving in'lime forgrowth, and from mv experiments it would seem that npiitml.Vitinn • flip oo-,r;„„ „p *t i i i
1 1 T -1 J 1 1 -i i i •

neurraiization, tne saving ot the labor and exnense •

sulphur dioxide and sulphites are not veast poisons invnlvorl ;., na„f^oi;,o(-,-„ j c-i* ^-
c-wijcuoc

• li, 4. 4.1 i ii, 4.
•

1 1,-i i
mvoned in neutralization and filtration: and most

in the amount that they are present m sulphite waste imnnrtqnf ftio oT^,,n^„>,+i„ -e , ,
""''

1- 4. i 4.1, 4 i ii, 4. 4^1. I, u 4.1,
important, tne apparently more uniform and better

liquor, except to the extent that they are absorb the vields of alcohol
"ciiei

oxygen present in the solution, and in that way bring
about oxygen starvation of the yeast. The simplest ^.* ^^^ ^^^^ our privilege to carry out this spring a

method of meeting this oxygen requirement of the
series of large experiments at the plant of the Ham-

yeast is to cause air to bubble through the solutioa ™ermill Paper Co., where charges of somewhat more
"during the fermenting period. In the old neutraliza- ^'^^" ^^^^^ thousand gallons each wrre treated and
tion process air is sometimes blown through the liquor fermented. I wish at this point to express my ap-

during the neutralization process, but this is not .suf-
Preciation of the many courtesies and unfailing' help-

ficieiit to meet the yeast requirements for oxygen dur-
lu'ness of the Hammermill organization to my asso-

ing the fermentation period. ciates and myself in the weeks we have been at the
mill.

I have carried out fermentaions using sulphite li-

quor from more than a dozen mills. The yields of al- .

These experiments have given results so interest-

cohol vary with the character of the cook, an eleven ™" ^."^^ promising that we are installing a .semi-coni-

hour cook at not too high a temperature ordinarily ™ereial still and plant, and accordingly there is now
gives the highest percentage of alcohol. The yields "^'"^^ erected a 2S-foot Badger still which, with sev-

of 95 per cent alcohol vary between 0.55 per cent and '^''^' \^'^^^. gallon tanks adjacent to it, M'ill permit
1.35 per cent, with an average of 0.95 per cent, calcu- °"^ obtaining accurate data on cost of operation,

lated from the volume of sulphite waste liquor. You will be interested in having the cost data as

The fermentation is facilitated if a portion of the
calculated from the last three runs of 3,200 to 3,600

sulphur dioxide present in the liquor is removed by p^'o'^^ liquor each. The data given are calculated

blowing it with steam or air. Commercially this pre- ,? "^^'^ ''^ ? ^^ *"" sulphite mill, 1,500 gallons sul-

fermentation treatment would be carried out as fol- V^ t T.^'^^^
liquor from each ton pulp made,

lows: The hot sulphite waste liquor would be intro-
A—toiler House Power (steam) per hour—

duced at the top of a tower and steam and air at the « Basic Run No
bottom. The resulting liquor would then be cooled 5 6 7
by running through a second tower against a cur- Removing excess sulphur dioxide 442 510 173
rent of air, or by use of cooling coils. The sulphur di- Distilling alcohol 25 25 25
oxide reeoverj^ for use in the acid system is equiva- Pumps 5q ^q

'

^q
lent to 1/2C to 114c a gallon reduction of cost of alco- Air compressor ]5 25 j-
hoi. '_

After being cooled to the fermentation temperature
CalctU^ated total boiler H. P. per

yeast and yeast foods are added and a slow current of ah i-^-i' ' "tV '-A ^'^- ^^^ 263
Allow boiler H. P. per hour 600 700 350
A.ssuming boiler H.P. at $50

' U. S. Patent No. 1,273,392. Also foreign patents. per year $30 000 $35 000 $17 500
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B.—Labor.
SuperinteiuU'iit, $200 per

month $2,400 $2,400 $2,400

1 foreman, $loO per month. 1,800 1,800 1,800

2 still men, 60e per hour .

.

4,320 4,320 4,320

6 helpers, 45c per hour .... 9,810 9,810 9,810

$18,330 $18,330 $18,330

C—Plant

:

BuiUlinj: 21.000 sq. ft. at

$2 7.-) call it .. .. $60,000 .$60,000 .$60,000

16 tanks. 22:V X 18' .. 16,000 16,000 16,000

Still, denaturing outfit,

cisterns, etc 60,000 60,000 60.000

Piping 15.000 15,000 15,000

Pumps, air compressor,

motors, etc 5,000 5,000 5,000

$156,000 $156,000 $156,000

Call it .^ilCO.DOO $1(;(),()00 $160,000

Cost of 95 per cent Sulphite Alcohol.

Hun 5 Run 6 Run 7

Boiler II.P. at $50 per 11.P.

year .$30,000 $35,000 $17,500

Labor 18,330 18,330 18,330

Yeast food 1,500 1,500 1..500

Cau-stie soda 500 500 500

Interest on plant (6 p.c. on

$160.000) 9,600 9,600 9,600

Depreciation and repairs (10

per cent, on $160,000) . 16,000 16,000 16,000

Insurance, taxes, 3 p.c. (no

U. S. Govt, tax) 5,000 5,000 5,000

$80,930 $85,930 $68,430

Percentage 95 p.c. alcohol

obtained

Calculated to original liquor

taken, p.c 1.02 1.07 1.00

Gallons alcohol per year . . 459,000 481,500 450,000

Apparent cost of alcohol per

gallon 17.6c 17.9c 15.2c

Allowing unforseen items,

$1.5.000 a year 3. 3. 3.

Calculated cost of alcohol

per gallon 20.6c 20.9c 18.2c

it is to be presumed that further work will simplify

and cheapen the process, and it is my expectation

that with .sulphite liquors yielding 1 per cent or bet-

ter of alcohol, the cost of making 95 per cent alco-

hol will approximate closely to 15e a gallon.

B. C. ROOT BACK FROM B. C.

B. C. Root, of the Hydraulic Jlaehiuery Co., Mont-
real, is back from his trip to British Coliimbia. Un-

fortunately for B. C. (Root) mn^h of the coastwise

shippijig was tied up by strikes and he had to go by
yacht from Ocean Falls to Hardy Ray. From here he

had a nice tramp of 11 miles and a motor boat trip to

Port Alice, where he saw the new sulphite plant of

Whaleu Pulp & Paper mills. Mr. Root says there did

not seem to be much trouble about ocean shipping

and most of the mills were busy.

The men have gone back to work at Powell River,

pending a definite settlement of their grievances. The
sulphate mill of the Rainy River Pulp and Paper Co.

will soon be in operation again, following the reorgan-

zation.

According to the Pulp-Press, the Hydraulic Ma-
chinery Co. is building the Record Automatic Grind-

stone Dresser recently described in the Pulp and Paper

]\Iagazine. In order to take care of increased business

and to provide special facilities for making their pulp

anil paper mill specialties, the company is putting up a

new building.

PAPER CONTROL TRIBUNAL ON LAST LAP.
.Mtiiiiugli the treaty of i)eaee may be signed before

their judgment has any important effect on the future

(if Commissioner Pringle's newsprint order, the judges

of the Paper Control Tribunal are at work on the case,

hi order to accommodate the publishers' counsel, Mr.

Tilley, who sailed Moiulay night for England, the

hearing was suddenly advanced from the 18th to the

Kith, in ^lontreal. Tlie judges accepted v)riiited briefs

i rum Mr. Tilley for the publishers, from Messrs. Phillips

and Ross for the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Co.,

and from Messrs. Montgomery, Orde and Henderson
for the other mantifacturers. The manufacturers'

brief is similar to arguments previously made, ex-

cept that it makes and snpjiorts the claim that the

retroactive feature of the $69 price shouhl be effective

as from January 1, 1918. In addition to the lawyers'

briefs, the Tribunal will have other docunuMits that

have been sent from Ottawa.
A slight misunderstaiuling in regard to the rebate of

(Inly on slush sulphite by the Goverinuent ami the re-

turn of such nuuieys to consunu>rs by the Fort Fran-

ces Co. is being straightened out. Some of the sul-

pliite used on the (.'anadian side is in the lap form, and
on this there is no rebate. It is a matter of book-

keeping and calculation to determine the amount of

repa.vment on the liasis of slush pulp used in the

newsprint sold.

The judgnu'iit of the Court is looked for in the near
future.

ST. MAURICE HAS ATHLETIC FIELD.
An event that promises interesting developments

occurred when the St. Maurice Paper Co. celebrated

the opening of their new athletic grounds at Cap Made-
leine by defeating their worthy opponents, the Three
Rivers Ship Builders, in a close game of baseball by a

score of 3 to 2.

The spectators, some five hundred in number, were
very agreeably surprised to see the visible results of the

progressive spirit of the St. Maurice Paper Co. in pro-

viding such a spacious playing field and grand stand
for the promotion of sport and friendly spirit amongst
their employees.

A f(uir club league has been formed at Three Rivers,

consisting of the following teams : St. Maurice Paper
Company, Cap Madeleine, North Shore Power Com-
pany, Three Rivers Shipyards, Limited, and Laviolette

Club. An interesting schedule of games has been
worked out.

There is a baseball club at Grand 'Mere, and should
the other paper mills and chemical plants organize
teams, there is a chance for a very lively .summer in

this line of sport. A successful baseball season woiild
doubtless encourage the building of rinks and hockey
would be assured for next winter. There is nothing
like clean sport for clean men and boys.

'Sir. James W. Sewall and Mr. Joseph D. Latno, of

the Sewall Co., Old Town, Maine, have returned from
a short cruising trip in the Adirondaeks.
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UiVITED STATES ^OTES
The Paper Trade and the reconstruction was the

topic discussed by several representatives of the paper
industry at the group conferences, made up accord-
ing to allied trades, at the convention last week in

Detroit of the National Association of Credit Men.
W. F. Roemler, of the Diem Wing Paper Co., Cincin-

nati, 0., speaking at the table of the group confer-

ence representing wholesale paper and kindred lines,

told something of the histoi-y of "Trade Acceptances."
He outlined some of his experiences in connection
therewith, and urged the delegates to consider care-

fully the merits of the proposition with a view to its

adoption. "How the Paper Trade Can Aid Pros-
perity" was the .subject of A. Lawrence Smith's ad-
dress. He spoke of the opportunity of the papermen
during the reconstruction period, and voiced his opin-
ion that better co-operation is needed just at this

time. Mr. Smith is a representative of the Union
Paper and Twine Company of Detroit. The confer-
ence was concluded with the presentation of a re-

quest of the National Reserve Board for statistics on
the production of paper bj' E. G. Holmes, of C. P.
Lesh Paper Co.

All future investments apart from those in the ex-

plosives and chemically allied industries are to be
made through the Du Pont Securities Company, and
the E. I. Du Pont Nemours Co. will confine its fu-

ture expansion to the explosives and chemically al-

lied industries. This announcement has just been
made in a letter sent to the stockholders of the E. I.

Du Pont De Nemours Co. by Pierre S. Du Pont, chair-

man of the board, declaring the purpose of the new
Du Pont Securities Companj'.

The American Paper J\lills Corporation was given
a charter last week at Albany to do business in New
York City, manufacturing paper. The new concern
is capitalized at $100,000, and its incorporators are:

M. H. PVeimark, 540 Ocean Ave., Brooklj-n ; I. Slote,

1145 President Street, Brooklyn, and W. C. Ridgway,
Englewood, N.J.

A report recently received by the Department of

Commerce from one of its agents in Germany dis-

counts the likelihood that German paper textiles can

compete permanently with cotton. In the opinion of

this investigator, they are likely to endure only as a

war substitute. Except for a few experimental sorts

the.y are unwashable. Prices of the paper textile sub-
.stitutes, past and present, are prohibitively high. One
shirt has come as high as 32 marks, which is higher
than what a silk shirt can be obtained for at present
in the United States.

In an address to the members of the Cleveland Ad-
vertising Club last week Secretary of Commerce Wil-
liam C. Redfield declared that in a quiet way the in-

dustries of the country are moving on. Little by lit-

tle, he said, they are taking up the slack and the

country is settling down to the assurance that mat-
ters are becoming stabilized with the wages ot' labor
standing where thej' are.

Xavier Sehyrlin and Jacques Languequin, recent
arrivals in New York City, are visiting the United
States for the purpose of making an inspection tour

of the paper mills and plants of the country with a
view to obtaining a general survey of the paper trade.
They are interested particularly in the newsprint and
paper machinery features. The flench experts, both
of whom are connected with the paper industry in
France, expect to carry back with them data and fig-

ures bearing on all phases of the trade in America.
Figures of what it costs to obtain the machinery and
materials to manufacture paper will be taken by them
and compared with similar figures pertaining to
French mills. The two men visited mills at Oswego
and Fulton, the Aldrich Paper Company mill at
Gouverneur, and the Bagley and Sewall plant at
Watertown, N.Y. Following their inspection of oth-
er mills in the northern New York section, they in-

tend to tour the Canadian paper centres.

Among the new incorporations in Delaware last
week was the National Folding Box .Association, capi-
talized at $1,500,000. M. L. Horty, S. L. Mackey, and
M. G. Kelly, all of Wilmington, Del., are the incor-
porators.

Completion of a unique laboratory, where experi-
ments in dyes and chemicals will be conducted is ex-
pected within the next thirty days, the Bureau of
Chemistry in Washington announces. The results
obtained in the testing of dj^es and chemicals and
their intermediates will be given to manufacturers, as
well as assistance and advice in the building up of the
dye industrJ^ Whenever colors or certain dyes are
obtained which are not being manufactured they will
be sold until such time as they are produced by pri-
vate concerns.

Plans and specifications for a new paper mill plant
for the Oregon Pulp and Paper Company, costing
about $1,000,000, have just been completed by
Charles Eaton, an engineer of Watertown, N.Y. Con-
struction work M-ill be begun immediately at Salem,
on the Willamette River. When this plant has been
completed, it will be one of the largest of its kind on
the Pacific Coast. It will be the third big paper inili

built during the last ten years in the coast section to
be designed by Mr. Eaton. The paper mill will be
equipped with two large machines for the manufac-
ture of specialties. Two big paper machines have al-
ready been ordered from the Bagley and Sewall Com-
pany, and are now under construction. A 40 ton sul-
phite i)lant will also be built in connection with the
plant.

A. G. DURGIN WITH THE SPA.NISH RIVER
MILLS.

A. G. Durgin, who has been chief of the Paper Sec-
tion at the Bureau of Standards in Washington since
the resignation of Fred. C. Clark, is now associated
with the Spanish River Pulp and Paper mills. Mr.
Durgin has lived most of his life within smelling dis-
tance of the pulp and paper mills of Orono, Old Town
and Bangor. Me. He gave the first course in pulp
manufacture in any American college and had charge
of the ]iulp work at the University of Maine, from
which he is the recipient of two degrees. Durgin
and Shipman will make a great technical team at Span-
ish River and the results of their work will be watched
with great interest.
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Technical Section

TECHNICAL SECTION PLANS.

Plans are projrrossinj,' rapully for tlie summer meet-

ing. A brief outline is:

Leave Montreal ilouday, July 28, by Str. 'Mont-

"^^

Leave Quebec Tuesday, July 2'.l, by Str. •Murrny

Bay."
.

, , -.

(Meeting of the Section, with papers anil discus-

sions on board the boat.)

Arrive Chicoutimi, Wednesday, July 30.

Take train to Kenogami for visit to Price Bros. &

Co Return to St. Alphonse, and go aboard Str.

"Saguenay," Wednesday, 11.30 p.m., bound for

Montreal.
Details will soon be ready. The Canada Steam.ship

Lines are co-operating in providing an interesting

and enjoyable meeting.

WOODLANDS SECTION WILL SEE HYDRO-
PLANE.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the pro-

gram for the meeting of the Woodlands Section of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association next week is

the announcement that the hydroplanes which are to

be u.sed this .summer in scouting for fires by the St.

Maurice Forest Products Association will give a de-

monstration. The program as announced by the sec-

retary of the section, is as follows, and it is expected

that "there will be a large attendance. The meeting

will give an opportunity for an exchange of views

and information on a number of important topics

relating to the protection and utilization of Cana-

dian forests.

Wednesday, 25th June.

Leave Montreal. C.P.Tv. train, 8..'i0 a.m., arriving

at Berthier 11.10 a.m. (changing at Bcrthier Junc-

tion), or

Leave Quebec, C.P.R. train 8.30 i.m., arriving at

Berthier 12..50 p.m. (changing at Berthier Junction).

From Berthier Station by cars to Nurseries, where

luncheon will be served at one o'clock.

Inspection of Nurseries—return by cars to Ber-

thier to connect with 6.53 p.m. train to Three Rivers.

Dinner served on train in diner.

From Three Rivers by train 8.05 p.m. to Grand

Mere. 9.20 p.m. Stay on sleeper.

We are informed by the Minister of Lands and For-

ests, Hon. Jules Allard, that arrangements will be

made to give the official welcome to the Forestry

Service hydroplanes which will give complete demon-

stration as to the work that is planned for the com-

ing summer.
Thursday, 26th June.

Inspection of Prouls Nurseries. Demon.stration of

tractors, fire pumps and slash burning.

Luncheon at Grand Mere, leaving Grand Mere 2.15

p.m. to connect with 3.40 p.m. train to Montreal nr

4.50 p.m. train to Quebec.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-4. Experience of a forestry engineer officer in

France. Major Frank R. Barns. Amer. Forestry, Oc-

tober, 1918, p. 586.—Describes forestry conditions in

France, as observed by the 20th Engineers (forest)

U.S.A.; illu.strated.—C. L.

B-4. The uses of wood; the employment of wood
as house finish, llu Maxwell. Amer. For., Ort., IDIB,

p. 583. The sixth article of a series.—Describes the

evolution of methods of wood-working, from the slow-

handwork to the rapid machinery at present in use.

Comparative uses of hardwoods and softwoods^'. Com-
parisons of woods from the various forest regions of

the United States. Use of foreign wood^.—C. L.

B-9. An Empire partnership in forestry. M. C. Du-

chesne. Canadian For. Journal, August, 1918, p. 1831.
—"We should make amends for our past indiffer-

ence and start a national campaign lo encourage for-

estry not only in Great Britain but throughout the

P.ritish Empire."—C. L.

B-9. Bringing back the white pine forests. R. H.

Campbell, Can. F. Journal, July, 1918, p. 1765.

—

Clear-cutting vs. diameter limit system. The problem

of how to secure natural regeneration. "Until the

forester gets into active touch with the limber opera-

tions and has some authority in directing them, so

that observations will be made accurately and sys-

tematically, and with due regard to all factors, we
will be w-orking largely in the dark. It is by this

method and by this method only that the forests of

Europe have been brought to the perfection thej- have

reached. It has taken time, and it will take time in

Canada, but a beginning on right lines as indicated,

can Hot be made too soon.".—C. L.

B-9. Why forest reserves are created. H. C. Wallin,

Can. F. Journal, July, 1918, p. 17S0.—The policy of

the Dominion Government with respect to the estab-

lishment of forest reserves on western Crown lands.

Methods of preliminary examination. Reforestation
of denuded lands.—C. L.

B-9. Canada's pulpwood resources. Can. For. Jour-
nal. July, 1918, p. 1785.—An estimate bj' the Com-
mission of Conservation of the approximate amount
of material suitable for pulpwood in the various pro-
vinces of Canada. The total of spruce and balsam
for eastern Canada is given as 563 million cords:
prairie provinces spruce and balsam, 85 million cords,

and poplar 100 million cords. Brtish Columbia 285,-

370,000 cords of Sitka spruce, western hemlock, bal-

sam and Cottonwood. Total for all Canada. J.0.33,-

370.000 cords.—C. L.

B-9. Forest legislation in Canada, 1917-18. Can.
For. Journal, July, 1918, p. 1791.—A resume of pub-
lic measures in the Provincial and Federal fields. N.
B. Forest Act and Forest Fires Act: Dominion legis-

lation: legi-slation in Ontario, Quebec, Albert and
British Columbia.—C. L.

K-7. The art of determining the composition of pa-
pers—deails of furnishes. (L'art d'etablir la compo-
sition des papiers) E. Arnould, Le Papier, 22, p. 97,
1918, cf. Pulp & Paper Magazine, 17, p. 3.36.—In this
article Arnould goes more fuly into the details of the
general principles laid down in the previous article,
treating of the various kinds of stock which must be
used to obtain the desired properties, and the ways
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of doetoring up improperly prepared beater charges.

He lays down as a general prineip'e that the first

charges should be rather light and the eo'oring and
loading added be less rather than more tliau is re-

quired to give the proper color, as it is always rela-

tively easy to add more of these, even when the charge
has started running on the machine. As regards .siz-

ing, the soap should contain about 30 per ee.-it free

resin, and the solution about 28-30 g. of resia per 1.

About 4 per cent resin and 6-8 per cent alumhunn
sulphate, on the Aveight of the paper, shou.d lie uspd.

—A. P.-C.

K-10. Sizing for paper. E. Fues. U. S., 1,276,206.

Aug. 20—In making sizing composition containing pre-

cipitable substances such as solutions of fatiy acids

or rosin acids, shellac, albumin or casein mixed with

alum, Al. sulphate or other acid salts or acids which
would normally effect precipitation of the first-

named substances, a protective colloid such a-i animal
size or gum arable is added to prevent such precipi-

tation. If unsized paper is dipped in a solution of such

a sizing mixture, squeezed and dried on drying cylin-

ders, it is evenly sized with less sizing than required

when a rosin size is mixed with pulp while in the beat-

er. Satisfactor.y results are obtained even when Ca
or Mg salts are present in the H,0 used. Basic and
acid dyes may also be used separately or together in

the sizing.— (Chem. Abs.)

K-18. Composition for filling- paper board, leather

board or similar materials. W. V. Lander. U. S. 1,-

277,322, Aug. 27.—A composition for filling the pores

of pulp-board or other porous materials is formed of

petroleum residue and rosin dissolved in gasoline.

—

(Chem. Abs.)

K-23. Fibrin paper as a hemostatic agent. S. C. Har-
vey. Ann. of Surgery 68, 60 (1918) ; J. Am. Med. Assoc

71,773,^Fibrin of beef blood was passed through a

fine meat chopi)er and washed in running wafer for 24

hours. It was then shredded by prolonged trituration

in a mortar and shaken up with about twice it'^ vol-

uuie of water. This was thrown while in suspension,

iiitc a tray wtih a screen bottom over which was a sin-

gle layer of siirgical gauze whieh received the fibrin

in an even layer. The fibrin was then covered with
another sheet of surgical gauze and turned out on a

towel with care not to tear the fibrin film. Th3 whole
was placed between towels of double thickness and
subjected to high pressure between pressur.^. plates

drawn together by bolts. The apparatus was then
autoclaved at 15 to 20 pounds' pressure for 30 min-

utes. A fibrin paper resulted from .vhicli th;^ ^-auze

could be stripped off, leaving a rough surface. The
thickness of the sheet depends upon the amount of

the fibrin thrown on the screen. The product was
elastic, strong, pliable when damp, and brittle when
dry. It softens in water, but may be sterilized re-

peatedly with boiling wate.r or steam. It is insoluble

in alcohol, ether, chloroform or acetone. Concentrat-
ed acids or alkalies cause it to swell and disintegrate,

but if diluted these agents have no effect. Its surgi-

cal applications are discussed, an important point of
which is that it can safely be closed within the wound.—(Chem. Abs.)

K-23. Carbon copying paper. C. Masuda. Jap. 32,-

218, Feb. 16, 191S.^Paper is treated with petroleum
and copying ink consisting of gelatin 10, formalin .5.

glacial acetic acid 5, printing ink 35, and a littb'

petroleum.— (Chem. Abs.)

K-23. Paraffin paper. Tayo-kakoshi-kabushikik-
waisha. Jap. 32,498, Apr. 9, 1918.—Stearin is saponi-
fied with Na.CO, and MgSO.; is added to produce a

Mg soap. This soap is mixed with paraffin and dilut-
eci with liquid paraffin. The resulting solution is

painted on paper.— (Chem. Abs.)

K-23. Filter paper. Y. Sato. Jap. 32,362. Mar. 13,
1918.—Fibres of waste white cotton cloth are beaten
and bleached in the usual menner, and the H,,0 is ex-
l)e]led. The fibre is then treated with a mix'ed solu-
tion of HCl and ZnCL.—(Chem. Abs.)

K-23. Ashless filter paper. Y. Sato. Jap., 32,311,
Mai. 5, 1918.—The filter paper is treated, in piles,
with a mixture of aqua regia with excess HNO, and
HP

.
Practically all mineral matter is dissolved out—

(Chem. Abs.)

L-0. Paper packing. G. Hakoishi and S. Satake
Jap., 32,760, May 29, 1918.—Paper made from paper
mulberry is treated with konnyaku paste, Na pheno-
late, glycerol, gelatin solution, graphite powder and
formalin.— (Chem. Abs.)

K-0. The paper industry of Japan. The Paper Mill
42, No. 16, p. 20 (]919).-Data on the composition
and manufacture of various Japanese papers is o'iv-
en.

—

R. C.

L-0. Process for converting cellulose into glucose
(Procede pour convertir la cellulose en glucose)
French patent No. 489,692, granted to R A Koeher
U.S.A. Le Papier, 22, p. 121, 1919).—The distinctive
features of this process lie in the use of gaseous HCl,
excess of which is always present during the reaction!
and in the small water content of the treated mass!
resulting in the u.se of a small quantity of HCl, most
of which can be easily recovered. Cellulose is con-
verted into gluco.se according to the equation •

(C„H,„0,)„ + nH,0 = nC„Hi,0„. The wood, or other
cellulose containing substance, in .a finely divided
state, e.g., saw-dust, must contain an amount of water
ei|ual to at least 10 per cent of the weight of cellulose,
preferably somewhat more. If water is added it
must be thoroughly mixed in. The paste is introduced
into a suitable container, and HCl gas is passed in un-
til the water is saturated at atmospheric, or prefer-
ably .slightly higher, pressure, giving a solution of at
least 40 per cent HCl. There is at first a slight in-
crease in temperature, but this is not harmful. The
mass is allowed to stand until the conversion is com-
plete. At ordinary "temperature and pressure this
takes from 24-72 hours; at higher temperatures and
pres.sures, a few minutes. The excess of HCl is re-
moved by pa.ssing a current of air through the mass
or by creating a vacuum. The small amount of acid
remaining can be removed by distillation in vacuo or
by neutralisation. Cellulose, hydrocellulose, oxy-
eellulo.se, cellulose hydrate and combined cellulose
can be treated by this process, the yield being 95-100
per cent of the theoretical. For the production of al-
cohol, the mass may be treated M'ith water and fer-
mented without .separating the insoluble residue If
the amount of water is insufficient for complete con-
version, products intermediate betwen cellulose and
dextrin are obtained. Similarly, if the HCl is elim-
inated by a current of air, part of the glucose loses
one molecule of water, giving this same intermediate
product, which is retransformed into glucose by boil-
ing in water.—A. P.-C.
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Thi- ToTKiilu i'aper -Mlg. Co., Toroalo, hat, jusl di;-

clared its half yearly divideiul of three per cent, to-

gether with a bouus of one per eeiit. on the capital

stoek of the company. The i)lant at Cornwall is very

busy at the present time and the new sub-station, which

the Hy<lr(i Electric Commission has erected for sii])])ly-

ing additional electric i)o\ver to some of the depart-

ments, is completed.

The Department of Lands. Forests anil -Mines of the

Ontario Government is advertisiii<i for tenders to cut

timber of various kinds in the townships of Clrove.s

and St. Louis in the district of Sudbury, the time for

receiving bids expiring on July 16th.

E. P. Foley, of the Foley-Rieger Co.. Toronto, who
i.s President of the Hoard of Trade in that town, spent

several days in Toronto last week attending the annual

meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

J. F. Ellis, of Toronto. President of the Canadian
Paper Trade Association, has been re-elected Treasurer

of the Canadian Manufacturers" Association, for an-

other term. He has occupied the position of Treasurer

for a great many years and has always taken a deep

interest in the work of the Association of which he was
President for two years, 1898-1900.

The death took ]ilace in Toronto last week of Ed-
ward J. How. at the age of 69 years. He was for over

thirty years treasurer of the local Typographical T'nion

and leaves a wife and four children.

William J. Bulman, President of Bidnuui Bros.. litho

graphers and printers of Winnipeg, who ably nresided

at the annual gathering of the Canadian JIanufac

turers' Association in Toronto during the past week, of

which body he is the retiring President, was accorded

a heart.v vote of thanks for liis splendid, faithfid ser-

vices. Under his direction the membership 1ms made
great strides. While in Toronto. ]\Ir. Bidman found

time to call upon a large number of frieiuls in the pajier

trade.

G. L. Sills, a well known stationer and paper dealer

of Belleville, Out., died last week after a louir illness

He was aged fifty years and was a member of tlie city

council for some years.

It is the intention of New P.runswick to have an

aircraft patrol for the protection of the forests of the

province in the near future. The Bathurst Lundier Co..

of Bathurst, N.B., one of the leading lumber and i)ulp

enterprises in the East, are said to be considering tin-

addition of aircraft to the means of patrolling their

valuable timber limits. Captain Dan Owen, late of the

Royal Air Force of New Brunswick, has been en-

gaged by a large firm in the United States and will

command an expedition to Labrador in the interest of

his employers for the purpose of surveying the vast

timber and pulpwood lands owned by the comi);\m- "i

that country. Two aeroplanes will be used, one a sea-

plane and the other a landplane. and flying at a high

altitude, photographs will be taken and maps made of

the various forests.

The Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal, have de-

clared the regular (piartcrly divideml of iiiir and

three-quarter per cent, on the jireferred stock of tin-

company.

Among the new concerns which iiavc just l>ccn grant-

ed a proviiu'ial charter are the Progressive Rag and
-Metal Co., Limited, of Toronto, with a share capital of

$40,000; the Regal Paper Box Co., Lindted. with a

share cajiital of .$40,000 and headquarters in Toronto
and the ^loose Lake Lumber Co., Limited, of Cobalt,

with a ca|)ital of $40,000.

(rcorge H. Nicholson, M.P. for East -\lgoma, who is

the Chairman of the High Cost of Living Comnnttee of

the House of Commons, and also a nu'udier of the firm

of Austin and Nicholson, dealers in puljfwood, Chap-
leau, Ont., delivered a frank and straightforward ad-

dress at the annual banquet of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association in Toronto last week, lie told

his hearers some plain truths as he saw them in con-

nection with the present unrest in Canada. ]\Ir. Nichol-

son spoke as a mend)er of fifteen years standing of the

large Labor orgainzations and as an employer of labor

for the last seventeen years. He blunt 1\- told the manu-
facturers that they would do much to solve the present

situation if they would recognize Labor, the good they

coultl get from it being organized and urged that the.v

sliotdd help to build tip its organization along proper

lines.

Prof. B. E. Fernow. who has been dean of the Facul-

t.v of Forestry, Toronto I'niversity, for many .vears,

has asked to be relieved of his work owing to poor

health and that his resignation should take effect this

snii.mer. It is rumored that his successor may be Dr.

C. D. Howe, a noted Forester, who has been on the staff

of the Forestry Department for several years, and is

widely known all over the Dominion.

The cardboard manufacturers of the American Pulp
and Paper Association have adopted trade customs
regarding standard thicknesses, variations in thick-

nesses, standard stoek sizes, standard stock colors, over-
runs and under-runs, etc. Copies of the new trade cus-

toms have been received by a ntimber of leading paper
dealers in the Dominion.

Rev. Dr. Briggs, made his last report on the finances
of the Methodist Book and Publishing Room at the
Toronto Methodist Conference. He said that while
the department was valued at $83,000 forty years ago,
it was now valued at $807,000. Book sales were in-

creased during the iiast year by $48,000, and the manu-
factory sales by $140,000. A committee was appointed
to look into the whole matter of church publicity dur-
ing the coming year and report at the next conference.

A. W. Wright. Vice-Chairman of the Workmen's
Compensation Board. Toronto, and one of the best
known pidilic men in Ontario, especially in labor, poli-

tical and journalistic circles died last week after a

long illness, aged seventy-one years. For a consider-
able time he was engaged in newspaper work in Guelph
and other cities.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, June 16.—Tlie pajier l>usiness t-ontinues

good in all lines, and demand keeps up well. There
are no price changes to record, and as a whole there

have been few labor disturbances, considering the

large number of plants in operation. It is true that

the annual meeting of the Canadian Paper Trade As-

sociation, which was to have been held in ]\l()ntreal

next week, has been called off until a later date. This

is owing to the tie-up that threatens transportation,

and also owing to the indu.strial strike in Winnipeg,
as a number of western members would be unable to

attend. It is likely that the ses.sion will take place

early in the fall.

There are several significant events pointing out

the faith which the public has in pulp and paper en-

terprises, and the manner in which capitalists are

looking to Canada in expanding into the greatest

pulp and paper country in the world. One of the

leading financial concerns, which has underwritten
the securities of outstanding organizations, is adver-

tising that the world must have paper, and that Can-
ada is one of the few countries that can supply the

demand; and that big industries drawing on the vast

resources of the Dominion in timber aiul water power
have been built up because of that demand.

Another favorable omen is that one large firm

manufacturing high class papers, offering $800,000 in

six per cent, first mortgage bonds, and a prominent
pulp producing concern offering a two million dollar

issue of .seven per cent, converrible, mortgage deben-

ture stock, have had these issues oversubscribed,

much before the allotted time expired. In fact, a

large number of applications had to be refused.

Then the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association is

very much awake, not oidy in the matter of adopting
a registered trade mark to designate products made
in the line of pulp, newsprint, book, writing and
wrapping papers, but also in furnishing electrotype

cuts. Several members have already made arrange-
ments to make use of the trade-mark, which is not
intended to displace or do away witli any private

trade marks, or water marks, now in use, but rather

to supplement them and give individuality and na-

tionality to the paper and pulp products of the Do-
minion. Then an extensive advertising campaign is

about to be entered upon.

The Association has also been making representa-

tions to the Canadian Government to the effect that

the necessary tonnage should be provided at once
on conditions and under arrangements that wdl per-

mit the Canadian pulp and paper industry to meet
foreign competition and establish a permanent mar-
ket abroad. It is understood that several compan-
ies have large export orders to fill as soon as ton-

nage is available. It is learned that word has been
received from Ottawa to the effect that ever}- reason-

able effort is being put forth to the end desired,

that vessels now owned by the government are to be
operated by the Canadian National Railways, and that

every practical assistance will be lent to the object

in view.

The" Canadian Mendiers of the "Waxed Paper Manu-
facturers' Association have entered upon an adver-

tising campaign, presenting some timely and cogenr
facts in regard to the wrapping of bread. They state

that, under present conditions of handling, bread is

the "filthiest food consumed by the public," and the

association believes that the citizens generally will

heartily endorse and support any movement to pro-

tect the staff of life from contamination. It is point-

ed out that immediately prior to the war, regulations

had been framed in Toronto to enforce the wrapping
of all bread, but that enforcement had been preclud-

ed by the paper shortage which followed. It is also

stated that the cost of wrapping a loaf of bread to-

day, even with the higher cost of raw materials and
labor, should be considerably below two cents or even
one cent per single loaf. A wrapper can be bought
for a twenty-four ounce loaf at approximately two-
fifths of a cent each, and the labor charges for seal-

ing the loaf with an automatic machine are three
dollars per thousand loaves, making the total cost of

labor and wrapper seven-tenths of a pent. It is also

urged that it is not necessary to buy waxed paper in

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^"^^murray hill, new YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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the United States, as there are a number of Canadian

firms, who have been making waxed paper in the Do-

minion for the past ten years.

There is a seareity of mixed rags in all the cities

of the Dominion at present, ihie to various reasons.

One of these is that the average householder is exer-

cising every economy owing to the high price of fab-

rics and cloths of all kinds, and many costumes,

gowns and suits are being made over in order to last

as long as possible. Kag collectors report that thej

are able to pick up only limited quantities. Packers

are very anxious for stock, as there is k good demand,

but the" supply is far short of meeting the require-

ments. Then.again, tailor rags, shoe clips, shirt cut-

tings, overall cuttings, hosiery cuttings, etc.. Are

showing a decline in (juantity. The ascending price

of these materials makes cutters u.se up every scrap

of material wherever possible. Every bit of stuff is

employed to the most economical advantage, and the

effect is seen in the les.sened quantities which .ire o"-

fered dealers.

The market for suljihite pulp is all the time becom-

ing more active, and the demand is gradually assum-

ing normal proportions. Prices are holding firm, and

each week sees some improvement in the situation. If

export facilities %vere provided, there would be no

stocks on hand at any of the mills. There is a mod-

erate movement of ground wood, with prices \u\-

changed.

In regard to the future prices on book and writing

papers, there is every tendency in the direstion of

stronger quotations. It is not probable tliat any
jump will take place until the fall, but it i? bound
to come. Labor costs are ascending all th' while,

hours of work are being shortened in accordance with

the popular, not to say insistent demand, aud with

higher carriage charges aud increasing overheiid ex

penses, the mills must naturall.v, in the aoitrse )L'

time, get more for their product.

While the market for pulpwood is rather dull at

present, and riiost of the mills are pretty well suj)-

plied. there will be an increase in the price of \\ood

this fall owing to the diminished quantities which are

being taken out. Several firms in Northern Ontario,

as well as man.v settlers, who have in the pas! been
cutting extensively, have greatly curtailed operations

by reason of the mills not fixing a price for the wood,
and the companies not caring to get loaded up.

Hen are stifl scarce in many sections, and whether
the cut this fall will be larger or smaller than last,

will depend very mmrh on the industrial atmosphere,

aud whether labor becomes more contented, and the

cost of living shows a tendencj^ to increase or de-

crease. All plants in practically every line of paper
production are well employed, and there will be busi-

ness enough on hand to keep them actively in opera-
tion during the summer months. Jobbers report busi-

ness as good, and all orders placed are on a sane,

steady basis, there being an absence of the specula-

tive or plunging,, which characterized the trade a year
ago last spring. Printers are well employed, and
business on the whole is firm and the outlook goo'i.

The only change recorded in quotations on pulp and
paper is;

Sulphate pulp jfsTS.OO to !}!80.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, June 14. Husincss in the various grades

of paper continues to gain momentum, and the mar-

ket this week has been equally as active as previous-

ly reported. Keports from mill sections are a unit

ill describing conditions as becoming increasingly fa-

vorable, and the average papermaking plant is now
operating at greater capacity than at any time since

the pre-armistice period. Consumers are actively in

the market as purchasers, and are absorbing large

amounts of paper, presumably having at last come

to the realization that jirices are fiindanicntally

strong and that they will not profit by holding off in

covering their w^auts. Jobbers in turn, experiencing

a better demand from their customers, are acquiring

confidence and are stocking up with more freedom

than hitherto. Indications arc that the improvement
of the market is still in its infancy. Manufacturers

and dealers anticipate an active and consistent de-

mand throughout the summer months, and predic-

tions are made that the forthcoming hot-weather sea-

son will be the most active experienced by the i)aper

trade in many years. Emphasis is placed on the light

holdings of users and jobbers, which in itself should

greatly stimulate the demand, because of the fact that

any increased consuiiiiitioii of paper must necessarily

be almost immediately felt by dealers and producers.

Fine papers are moving in substantially larger vol-

ume. Consumers evidently are replenishing their de-

pleted stocks, and are placing orders with freedom.
Prices are strong, and, in many inst:i"ces, tend firm-

ly upward. Some mills, it is said, are so crowded
with business that they have been compelled to with-

draw quotations, being unwilling to book additional

orders in view of conditions ruling in the raw ma
terial market.

The newsprint market is firm. Manufacturers are

shipping their output as soon as it becomes available,

and in a number of cases, orders are being refused. A
strengthening factor in the newsprint market is the
return of quite a number of publishers to the practice

of accepting return copies of their papers. This re-

sults in larger editions and a greater consumption of

paper. Prices on news are very firm, and indications
are that some manufacturers are just on the point of
advancing quotations. This applies especially to side

runs, which are in light supply and very actively
sought.

Wrapping papers are in better demand, although
relatively there is possibly a lighter movement of
coarse papers than of any other clafss. Consumers,
however, are gradually increa.sing the volume of their
orders, and it would seem that the improved retail
business the country over must soon be creati>'e of
more demand for wrappings. The situation in book
papers is extremely firm. The majority of mills are
sold far ahead, and are reluctant to .tccept more busi-
ness even in cases where buyers are wlllinsr to leave
the question of price open. The activity in book pa-
pers is of course due to the boom in advertising,
which necessitates publishers of magazines and other
periodicals to print large editions and to seek extra
supplies of paper to augment their contract ship
ments.

Demand for boards has increased to a slight ex-
tent this week. Most mills are still in search of busi-
ness however, and the board market is not as active
as that for the various grades of paper. Boxmakers
are apparently holding off in buying unless being in
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iimmediatf need of supplies, and there is eonsequentlv

not eniHiph trade to be creative of a very strong price

situation. Quotations are nevertheless nviintaincd,

and. in view of present labor and raw material con-

ditions, any fl\ictuation is likely to be in an upward
direction.

OHOr.XI) WOOD.—Moderate activity character-

izes the market for mechanical pulj), and quotations

remain at unaltered levels. Probably the stron<rest

factor in the market at present are reports that

Canadian {jrrinders are shipping larjre ipiantities of

ground wood to Eiifrland. This, of course, means the

elimination of just so much of the supply to consu>i'.-

ers here, and while demand for the moment is such

that this condition is not seriously felt, consumers

seem to appreciate that later on it may prove a dis-

tressinor factor. Eastern {rrinders (piote from ^2'-> to

$27 per ton for spruce pulp of prime quality, with

quotations to western consumers ranging a dolhir or

two lower, owing to the larger freights involved.

CHEMICAL PULP. — The market for chemical

pulp is steadily growing more active. Paper manu-
facturers, experiencing a better demand for Iieir own
product, and repeatedly coming into the m-n'!ce+ for

larger amounts of pulp, and leaders uid importers re-

port receiving inquiries for tonnages which indicate

that a good many consumers are commencing to buy
ahead. Prices are firm, and the tendency in most
cases is toward higher levels. Kraft pnlp is compara-
tively slow of movement, and easy in price. b\it soda

pulp and the several descriptions of sulphite are

very firmly i|unted. Newsprint sulphite of Xo. 1 qnal-

ily is selling at $6.') to -I^TO per ton at. the producing

mill ; domestic easy bleaching at $85 to -^90. and
bleached sulphite at around $110. Foreign grades

are quotably firmer. Spot stocks arc very nearly at

the (lepletion stage, ancl importers declare they can-

not bring pul)) in from Scandinavia a* anywhert' near

the prices at which pulp on the docks has recently

been sold. Occasional transactions in spot sajiplics

are reported, with the prices jiaid ranging betwcoi

T.oO and 8.00 cents on bleached sulphite, 1.00 to 4..")0

cents on unbleached sulphite of No. 1 grade and 3.7o

to 4.00 eents on kraft.

RAGS.—A veritable boom exists in the rag market,

(.'onsinuers are buying in good volume, and (M'ices are

advancing with marked rapidity. V'ewing the sit-

uation from all angles, it would appear that the sharp

rise in values has been caused more by the shortage

of material than by any unusual demand from mills,

^lanufacturers are absorbing much larger lot.^ IliiiM

in a long time, yet they are buying conservatively and
certainly the demand is not of sufficifiut proportions

to warrant the excitement that prevails among dealers

and packers. The latter, however, say tliey arc hav-

ing exceptional difficulty in replenishing srocks, with
the result that they are demanding higher prices in

every selling transaction, and are frequer.tly refu.s-

ing to do business at the figures bid by consumers. Re-
packed thirds and blues are now selling at around
4.50 eents a pound delivered mills, md judging from
the inquiry for these rags, mills are i.or securing all

the supply wanted. No. 1 repacked \vhites of clioice

grade are fetching as high as S to !) eents from mills.

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

':m

SCOTT'S IMPROVED RECOVERY SYSTEMS FOR

SODA, SULPHATE & SULPHITE
Spent Liquors give the Maximum Economy and Efficiency

The PRINCIPLE, The DESIGN,
The CONSTRUCTION, The OPERATION,
The RESULT

IS RIGHT
Complete installations made by TlieFirm ^\ith The Experience

'

ERNEST SCOTT & CO., «*^H^^o1SI.Tr Fall River, Mass.
Canadian Representatives: — frocess Engineers, Ltd.. McGill Bldg., Montreal, Que.
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A TELL-TALE
Without some kind of a tell-tale

leaks on a cylinder machine may
go on unchecked, with enormous

loss of stock.

Th<

BIRD SAVE-ALL
will indicate immediately when such

leaks exist. It will save stock which

would otherwise be lost until the leak

is stopped.

The Bird Save-All saves the stock in

waste water at a cost so absurdly low

that a small waste becomes a large

saving.

Catalog No. 2D. will be setit

upon request.

BIRD MACHINE COMPANY
East Walpole, Mass.

T. H, SAVERY Jr., Western Representative,

1630 Republic Bldg, Chicago, 111.
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although average quality packing is available at low-

er priees. Hooting rags are very firm and are gradu-

ally moving up in price. No. 1 packing has sold at

2.10 to 2.15 cents New York, while reports from the

Middle "West tell of sales to feltmakers there at as

much as 2.;^0 cents f.o.h. shipping |)oint. New cut-

tings are actively sougiit and strongly quoted. White

shirt cuttings of No. 1 grade have sold at l^l cents a

pound at the mill, while fam-y shirt cuttings, lilue

overall cuttings, canton flannels, nvislins and other

grades are moving freely and at high prices.

PAPER STOCK.—The liigli grades of old jiajK-r are

in fairly good deiuand, and all kinds of book stock

arc actively sought, but those descriptions used by

board mills continue rather quiet. Prices are firm,

practically without exception, however, and advances

have been noted in several instances. Books aiul

magazines are selling freely at 1.70 to 1.75 cents f.o.b.

New York, with sales of special packing at higher

figures reported. No. 1 soft white shavings are quot-

able at -i cents New York, and No. 1 hard whites at 4

cents. Flat folded newspapers are selling at 50 to 55

cents per hundred pounds, while No. 1 nii.xcd jiaptr

is moving to mills at 40 to 45 cents.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—A slightly firmer mar-

ket prevails for scrap bagging, and sales to manu-
facturers are reported at 2.15 to 2.25 cents a pound
f.o.b. New York for No. 1 packing. Roofing bacfging

is moving freely at around 1.75 cents New York. Old

rope is quotably firm, -and in fairly good demand. No.

1 Manila rope is quoted at 4.50 to 4.7J> cents a pound
at the point of shipment, with mo.st sellers insistent

for the higher figure.

ANOTHER ENGLISH PAPER BUYER VISITS
CANADA.

W. A. Dewsnap, Loudon, England, who represents

Davies & Royle, prominent paper agents of the Old

Country, spent a few days in Toronto this week call-

ing upon representative nieinbers of the trade. lie

was making diligent inquiry for paper for export, and

was particularly anxious to secure a considerable

amount of kraft.

During the war Mr. Dewsnap reports that wrap-

ping-paper was exceptionally scarce, and many shop-

pers in London had to carry their goods home un-

sealed, or else provide their own paper. Some re-

sorted to baskets, and others to boxes, and thus man-
aged to carry a wide range of purchases all at on"

time.

The paper industry w-as then controlled by the

Government, and prices in some lines rose very high.

There is a splendid demand at the present time in the

Old Countrj' for Canadian pulp and paper products,

according to ilr. Dewsnap, wlio believes that Can-

ada is in a position to deliver the goods, and if the

price and quality are right, there is no doubt that

Canadian manufacturers will get the business. All

things considered there is a disposition on the part

of Old Country importers to favor the Overseas Do-
minions in view of the heroic part plaj'ed by them
during the war in the struggle for liberty, freedom
and civilization. After visiting a number of manu-
facturers in Toronto. Mr. Dewsnap left for New York

A. L. Dawe expects to leave for Eiiglnnd nbout

June 28.

HALL, WARD & WALKER, INC.

WE GUARANTEE
Standard news with less than 1 p.c. Sulphite, a

yield of more than 2200 lbs. per cord peeled or prepared

wood and at less than 65 HP. per ton.

Installations made without interruption of manufac-

ture and for time of men and expenses only. No charge

whatever unless guaranty fulfilled. License fee 1 p.c.

of saving made or 20 cents per cord at licensee's option.

HALL, WARD & WALKER, INC.
SHERM AN BLDG WATERTOWN, N. Y.
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Sealing Wrappers
and Make Them Well

INVICTUS FIBRE
FIBREKRAFT

The latter especially useful for Export and Express Parcels

Also Paper for Case Lining Plain and Waterproof
Samples and Prices Gladly Sent

DUPLEX WRAPPERS
WATERPROOF WRAPPERS

CwADA Paper Co. umited

Toronto Windsor Mills, P.Q.

GLUES
of all Grade* for

Cores, Wrappers, Sizinif, or

Other Paper Makers' Purposes

Samples and quotations on request.

Canada Glue Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONT.

Branch Store*:

Head of Frontenac St.

MONTREAL. QUE.
16 Wellington St. B.
TORONTO. ONT.

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc.

Park Row Building,

New York

Importers and Exporters

Foreign and Domestic Woodpulp

SULPHITE PULP
Packed for Export

We have our own offices in the United King-
dom and in the Far East, and would be pleased

to hear from Canadian mills requiring an
efficient Export connection.

A. G. De Sherbinin & Co.
60 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

WASTE PAPER
THE LEVI'S, TORONTO

S. LOCOMOTIVE CRANESLOCOMOTIVES
Flat Cars, Log Loaders Cable, Chain, BoUers, etc.
Ralls, Motors and Machine Shop Equipment.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
T. J. McGOVEBIT, 505 IinmBden Bid;., Toronto, Ont.
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KRON AUTOMATIC DIAL SCALES IN CANADA.
••\V.' hav.' ivi'tMVi'il tlio lai-j,'«'s| (ir.lcr cvit rivi'ii in

Ciiiiada fur aiitdmatic direcl rfailiti-.' ilial scales from

the Lauroiitide Co.. Ltd., (irand'Mere,'" Mr. (J. II.

Smith, Soi'ivtary of the ("aiiadian Kron Seale Co.,

.Montreal, iiit'onned our representative a day or two

ajro. "With the iinineiise development of the pulp and

paper industry now f;oiu<r on in Canada," Mr. Smith

said, ""eome more seientifie and ee<Mi(unieal methods
of weit::hin}r and the pulp and paper firms with hufri'

output ean no more netrleet the moilern seientifie seale

than they ean nefrlect keei)in^' an aeeurate aeeount of

their overhead."
The last two decades have seen the evolution of the

heam seale into the spriufjless direct readiiifr dial scale,

and while 90'/< of business concerns weighing heavy

^.v.'ovft^^

weights still cling to the li.-am >.iale ol a century a^".

modern business men begin to realize the value of direct

reading automatic scales, capable of iiandling loads

of thousands of pounds, thereby eliminating the factor

of human error, and making weighing department.-^

lOO*/; efficient.

Another feature, as pointed out by Mr. Smith, is

the export trade, and the immediate necessity of kilo-

gram graduation, on foreign shi])meiits. The Kron

scale carries on all dials, when required, both pounds

and kilogram graduations. Seven scales of the tyi)e

illustrated make up the order for the Laurentide Co..

Ltd.

It is interesting to note that the Kron scale is the

work of the brain of a Canadian inventor, E. 11. P.ar-

rett, of Belleville, Ont.

NEW FELT FACTORY FOR THE DOMINION.
Porrits iJc Spencer, of Uury. England, intend estab-

ILshiug a branch factory in Canada, and will spend

$600,000 in connection with the erection and equipment

of the plant. The industry will be located in Hamil-

ton where the production of felt for paper machine

clothing will be entered upon. It is believed that the

expansion of the enterprise will be commensurate with

the rapid growth of the pulp and paper industry in

the Dominion. Up to the present production along

the felt line has been carried on only on a small scale

industry will be another strong factor in the progress

of Hamilton, .lohn K. Spencer is the representative

for the Company in the Dominion and the Canadian

organization will be known as the Canadian Porrits &

Spencer Co., with an authorized capital stock of •$!.-

000,000. The English company has a wide export con-

nection and the point was reached recently where it

was deemed advisable to launch a branch plant in the

Dominion to take care of the requirements here so

far as paper machine felts are concerned and also

those of Argentine, Japan and other paper making
companies.

Construction work on the new factory will be begun

next month. The main building will be 1,000 feet in

length and 100 feet wide and in addition there will

be built a four story administration structure. He-

sides the manufacture of felt for paper making ma-

chines, the company will turn out woollen blankets

and other heavy woollen goods. Wm. Sjiencer, num-

aging director of Porrits & Spencer, will probably have

charge of the Canadian plant which will eventually

employ r)00 hands. A site of 7VL' acres has been select-

ed in Hamilton on property formerly owned by the

Canadian Machinery Corporation,
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THE ORILEY-UNKLE PULP EXTRACTOR.

A iii'W piece ol' apparatus ha!> beou installed in the

basement of Nos. 3 and 4 machines at the Laureuticie

l)laiit, and attached to the broke-beater there. It is

expected that this attachment will increase the ef-

ficiency of the beater abont 200 per cent.

This apparatns is known as the tiriley & l^nkle Pulp
Extractor, and is notliing more than an improved de-

sign of hood which extracts the finished beaten stock
from the broke. The construction of this macliine is

very simple, indeed. It consists of rows of I'l inch

holes bored into tlie front of the beater linod, and
extend across the entire front of the liood. They are

kept from becoming plugged up by the action of a

series of wipers on tlie discharge side which continually

pa.ss over these holes from one side of the hood to the

other. The wipers are operated by means of a crank
driven by a pulley attached to the main shaft of the

broke beater.

The action of this extractor is that the beaten broke
is thrown against the hood at the top by the revolving

roll with a force great enough to cause it to pass over

the rows of II4 inch holes. These rows of holes must
be bored in the hood far enough down so that the

movement over the holes is tangential rather than
radial or normal to the surface of the hood : otherwise

the broke would be thrown through the holes and the

desired effect would not be obtained. By this jnove-

ment the contents of the beater in passing over the

holes is subjected to a sort of skimming action causing

the finer stock to be discharged and the coar.se and
flaky broke to be passed again through the beater.

The discharge of finished stock is caught in a trough
and passes on its way by gravity.

Tlie skimming action is continuous, making it neces-

sary for white water and broke to be fed to the beater
constantly and thereby converting the beater into a

type of contin\ious beater. It is expected that this

extractor will increase the output of the beater from
about 10 to 30 tons per day, thereby more than off-

setting the operation of the attaclied Jordan which
was installed to ensure correctly refined stock and ac-

curacy of operation.

The Extractor and Jordan were installed by Mr.
Kiche. of the Griley-Unkle Eug. Co. He was ably as-

sisted by Dan Gaudet.

FAILURE OF GERMAN COMPULSORY HEALTH
INSURANCE — A WAR REVELATION.

An address delivered by l-'rcderii-U L. Hoffman at

the Animal fleeting of the Association of Life Insur-

ance Presidents, in Xew York City, December 6, 1918.

After presenting his evidence, the author gives a brief

summary of conclusions, in which he makes the follow-

ing statements: "Instead of sulistantially improving
the economic condition of German wage-earners, the

benefits provided through social insurance were never
adequate to meet more than the requirements of a

minimum standard of life, the sickness rate among
German wage-earners has not been reduced, but re-

nuiins at a figure far above any corresponding condi-

tions of ill health disclosed by impartial investigations

in this country: the most lamentable consequence of

social insTirance in Germany has been the measurable
lowering of the social and individual morality of the

German people. The system in every direction has
fostered dishonesty, deception, and dissimulation." Re-
quests for copies of this pamphlet may be addressed to

the National Safety Council.
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Avoid Delays in Getting

Your Electrical Equipment
Anything in your eleetriciil specifications—anytliing in equip-

ment from a dynamo or generator down to the smallest lamp

—

we are now in a position to sui)})ly. Save the time and worry that

ordinarily comes in ordei-iiig these goods by laying your needs

before us.

Glance at tlie list below and let us help you in your require-

ments.

CEOUSE HINDS COMPANY—
Condulcts, Safety Panels,

Cabinets, Locomotive Oondulets,

Imperial Projectors and Reflectors.

CONDUITS CO., LIMITED—
Galvaduct and Lorieated

Conduit, Couplings and Elbows.

CAN. LACO PHILLIPS COMPANY—
Tungsten and Nitrogen Lamps.

DUNCAN ELECTRICAL CO., LIMITED—
Electrical Ijiglit AViring Devices.

DEVOE ELECTRIC SWITCH COMPANY—
Knife Switches, Panel Boards,
FoiTued Steel Boxes, Switch Boards.

HARVEY HUBBELL COMPANY—
Electric Wiring Devices.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.—
New ('ode Enclosed Fuses and Cut-outs.

TIDEMAN ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY—
Bells and Buzzers.

R. E. T. PRINGLE—
Knife Fuse.

The Canadian Fairbanks -Morse Co.^ Limited
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, HAMILTON,

WINDSOR, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA. ^
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EDITORIAL

WHY NOT BE FAIR?
Uutil within the last few months it may be safely

said that there is hardly an industry in Canada or

the United States which experienced less trouble in

regard to labor conditions than the Pulp & Paper

industry. In spite of the large number of men who gave

up positions of importance and responsibility to serve

in the allied armies those who remained carried on

with a spirit that enabled the industry to furnish a

product which was absolutely essential to the success-

ful conduct of the war and in quantities larger than

had ever been produced in the history of the industry.

There was scarcely a single serious dispute because

all were working in harmony for the accomplishment

of a great end. The success of the cause for which

the British Empire went to war was practically assured

with the signing of the Armistice on the 11th of

November. The continuation of important events and

the beginning of reconstruction and readjustment con-

tinued to call for large quantities of pulp and paper

products and the industry has been able to furnish

them.

With the end of hostilities the men who have served

with the colors have been coming back in increasing

numbers and no paper mill or pulp mill has refused

to give a former employee returning from the front

as good, if not a better job, than the one he left. The

returned men are going back to work with a most

commendable spirit and will continue to make good

in industrial life in the same conscientious way that

they made good on the other side.

There seem to be, however, a certain number of

dissatisfied ones who are bringing the fair reputation of

labor conditions in the pulp and paper industry into

disrepute. In the last few months there have been

more strikes than in twice the number of years pre-

ceding. The pulp and paper industry has always at-

tracted an intelligent class of men and requires a large

percentage of skilled labor. The pulp and paper makers

have unions as well managed as the organization of any

other trade. Their officers are broad-minded men who

seem to appreciate the advantage to all parties of

maintaining our industries at such a capacity for pro-

duction as will not only furnish employment for the

men in the industry but will also bring in a revenue

which will permit the payment of satisfactory wages.

But there seems to have crept into a number of locali-

ties either a chronically dissatisfied element of labor

or else there has been an advent in these communities

of professional trouble makers.

The editor would like to have a personal word with
the men who have been influenced by such agitation

and been led to action which is not at all compli-

mentary to the reputation of those engaged in our
industry. In the first place I want to say that I have
visited practically everj' pulp and paper centre in

Canada and many in the United States and have found
few, if any, localities where I could not settle down
and be contented. A number of years of service in

various departments of paper mills has impressed hre

with the interesting character of the work and with
the feeling that any man might w«ll decide to be a

paper maker and expect to find enjoyment and satis-

faction in the work. All of my mill experience has

been in the manufacturing end and the wages I was
satisfied to get, for the positions occupied, never ex-

ceeded the rate of $2.00 per day, except for the short

time that it was my privilege to substitute for a sick

machine tender. Of course, the wages are much higher

now. There were conditions in that mill that might

have been improved, and which have been improved

since, such as the old toilet over the tail race, reached

by a tortuous journey around size tanks and neces-

sitating a careful dodging of belts and shafting.

There was, however, except for an occasional bit of

"grousing," no dissatisfaction among us workmen anil

in all the nineteen years that I have been personally

acquainted with the men and management of that

mill. I know of but one attempt at a strike and that

was when a new employee started up the fuss among
the rag room girls, and this was quickly settled. The

management was always glad of suggestions for im-

proving conditions.

There are, no doubt, in many mills, probably in most

mills, conditions that can and should be improved.

Such as sanitary arrangements, housing, hours of labor,

wages, etc. In some cases no doubt, the management
is not paying the highest wages that can be afforded.

In other cases it is just as certain that the manage-

ment is paying wages in excess of what is economically

a sound policy, as dictated by present industrial con-

ditions and the revenue of the business. A satisfactory

adjustment of either class of problem cannot be ex-

pected when a portion of the workmen in a mill sec-

retly organize and then descend as from an ambush on

the management of the mill and make certain demands
of whose nature the management is not made previ-

ously aware and consequently has had no opportunity

to investigate or adjust. Where there is a real griev-

ance a representative committee of employees, selected
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lor their common-sense and fair dealing rather than

for Jhe degree of bitterness or their ability to hurl

invectives, would in the vast majority of cases be

lieartily welcomed by the management of the mill

and by an open discussion and investigation work out

a sound and satisfactory solution of tlie problem. An

instance of such action as mentioned in the Paper

:Makers' Journal for May. In this ease the employees

of a paper company, which owned the houses occupied

by the workmen, and announced an increase of rents,

complained. According to the organ of the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Paper Makers, there was no rash

throwing down of tools, but an orderly investigation

was made by three arbitrators, one selected by tlv?

workmen tenants, another by the company and a thinl

selected by these two and a satisfactory arrangenieui

with benefits to both the company and the men was

s]>eedily arrived at.

In two recent instances this orderly procedure,

which has always characterized the British fair-minded

way of doing things has not been followed. In one

case employees deliberately disregarded their agree-

ment with the company and went on strike without

notice and without an effort by friendly means to

reach an adjustment. In the other ease the organiza-

tion was perfected and the immediate compliance with

demands suddenly made was quite impossible. With-

out any apparent effort to solve the problem by tlie

combined efforts of employers and employees tne

latter walked out. Such action in each ease not only

left the employer in the lurch, but also made it im-

possible for those not in the disaffected clique to con-

tinue remunerative labor, and enforced idleness is not

a welcome condition in these days. It had a further

effect of making impossible the production of ma-

terial by the plant whose sale is, of course, the back-

bone of the pay envelope of the plant. I would not

say that the men in these cases had no grievance. Per-

haps they did. Undoubtedly there was some ground

somewhere for its affection, but to strike without

notice and especially when an agreement had been

made that no strike should occur until every means

of adjusting the difficulty had been exhausted is the

most potent factor in inviting the disgust of the gen-

eral public with methods of a certain class of organ-

ized labor and brings into disrepute the good work

and honest endeavor of the great majority of the high

minded, honest men who are striving to make labor

union a factor for good in the industrial life of our

country.

We all know that many employers have been ex-

ceedingly lax in discharging their duties to their

workmen and have not lived up to their responsibili-

ties, but this is no reason why workmen shoidd organ-

ize in the dark and attack from behind, the men

•whose courage, thrift and ability, have provided for

them a place to work. It is the duty, both of the

em])loyer and of the eanployee, to work tog«ther in a

conscientious effort to make working condiitons bet-

ter and to furnish the highest return that is economi-

cally possible and proper to the manufacturer for his

investment of money, risk and ability, and to the

workman for his investment of conscientious effort.

BON VOYAGE.
A. L. Dawe, Secretary ol the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association, leaves Saturday, June 2H, for

England on the '( 'aiiada." Mr. Dawe is more than

a trade digger. He is the ambassador of the Canadian

pulp and paper industry. Back him up with good

goods, better goods, the l>est goods, you can turn out.

Then our "Bon Voyage"' will mean something more

than Good Luck.

WIiv not leave the ""i"' out of Fiume ?

Unnecessarily high freight rates to foreign ports

may be preventing Canadian companies from mak-

ing connections that would result in a much greater

and more uniform volume of future business when

shipping will be in need of revenue.

THE SECOND MILE.
There is a strange fact about business that I have

noticed many times.

It may be expressed in this apparently senseless

pha.se

:

A little too much is just enough.
A young man came to rae yesterday to tell me his

bo.ss had been fired

I was sorry for the boss
;
glad for the young man

;

and glad for m3-self. It proved me, for once, a good
prophet.

For the same young man had met me three months
ago and complained of his lot. His boss was loafing on
the job, he said, leaving all the work of the department
to him. "He gets the money, and I do the work,"
the young man exclaimed. "What shall I do?"

I told him to do more work.
"But I'm doing so much already!" he cried.

"I know it," I said. "Do more. Do so much more
that everybody in the office will notice it. Then see

what happens."
Well, it happened. The boss is fired; and he has the

boss's job.

I read a great deal of biography ; it is my favorite

kind of reading. Aiid nothing impresses me so much
as to see how hard the great men of the world have
worked.
Almost without exception, they have done more

work than they needed to do : more work than the aver-

age man would have been willing to do: more than

enough.—Bruce Barton.

A Wisconsin paper company is said to be seriously

considering the use of an airplane for passenger com-
munication between its office and mill, 135 miles apart.
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The Boss and His Men
By E. SIMONSON,

Practical Sulphite Expert.

In these days of unrest, it is interesting to read a
few words from one who has had many years success-
ful experience in operating pulp mills.—Ed.
The results obtained in a mill to a great extent de-

pends on the relations between the boss and his men,
especially since the bo.ss has to lead and guide his
men not only in regard to quality and quantity, but
also in the saving of materials.

Everybody who has had charge of men surely realizes
the great change which has taken place the last two or
three years, and the change has come on such a big
scale and so rapidly, that a boss in a pulp and paper
mill especially, has almost lost his breath in wonder
at what has taken place. We have had all we could do
in order to follow events and concentrate our minds,
during the present time of unrest among our men.
It is more necessary now than ever for a boss to be
qualified with good judgment in handling his men, to

satisfy them, himself, and the company he represents.

As times have changed, we must take into consider-

ation the spirit all around the world that has made
our men more independent now than ever before. It

is a fact, and the sooner we comprehend it the better.

Tt is up to the boss to lead and guide this spirit among
his men and if this changed spirit is led wisely, the

results will be satisfactory to the men. the boss, and
the eompan.v. Unwise leading will result in discord,

and when discord comes in, neglect around the mill

will follow.

If any boss, from the manager down to the tour

boss, wants to have success in his work, the first thing

he must do is to make himself acquainted with the

spirit among his men in the mill, and in doing so, he

must forget the old days. The idea of forgetting the

old days may not be very favorably met but neverthe-

les.s, it must be done.

Every pulp and paper manufacturer to-day is, oper-

ating his mill on a very close margin. Raw materials

and labor expenses are very high and the only salvation

for a manufacturer is a wise and economical leader-

ship. The boss must be qualified to teach his men
economy and if we expect economy and good results

in our mills, we must first of all introduce co-opera-

tion. We must teach our men in stich ways as to make
them interested in their work. Force is not the right

way, you get more out of a man if you are handling

the men the same way as you yourself would like to

be handled. It is ignorance in a boss if he believes

that he is supporting his company by showing up his

dignity to his men always.

If a boss wants success in his mill, to his company's
interest and also to his own interest, he must get ac-

quainted with his men. He must learn to knovr a man's

ways of doing things, his temperament, his knowl-

edge about the work he is assigned to, and two very

important things which should be studied more than

anything else, namely, earnestness and interest in his

work.

It does not take long for a boss to decide on a

man's qualifications. Where knowledge about his

work is concerned, this will soon show up, but to note

earnestness and interest in the work the men is assign-
ed to may take a long while and should therefore be
studied more than anything else.

If a boss should find a man dishonest and not in-

terested in his work, it would be advisable to make a
change. It would be a great benefit to the company
and a great relief to such a man's surroundings. A
boss should always keep in mind that bad example
is contagious. We are all human beings and more or
less inclined to influence.

If a man is careless in his work, it may be without
his owTi knowledge and in such a case the boss should
be fair and straight to him, and tell him about it in a
straightforward way. Do not use hints, none of us
like that, but just tell him the real truth about the^
wrong and the right ways of doing his work. If the*

man is not too strong headed the boss will find that
not only he but everybody will have a loving (not
fearing) respect for him, because that man and all the
other men will know that the boss himself is honest
and square, and if he treats his men openl,v and in an
earnest way he will find harmony and loyalty to him-
self and the company he represents.
A boss must be able to give his men practical as-

sistance, and if a boss is not in possession of this quali-

fication he will be met with many difficulties, and
it would be advisable for such a boss to take a course
of training before he takes up a position as a leader of

men. With more than thirty years experience in pulp
and paper mills, especially sulphite mills, I have had
a good chance to study the different ways of men,
and one of the first things I have noticed when enter-

ing a mill was the test the men would like to put me
to, namely, if I could give them practical assistance.

I know of cases where I have been asked questions
about things absolutely contrary to the subject, and
that to the men's knowledge. In such a case it is

absolutely necessary for a boss to be able to give prac-

tical answers, because if a boss does not know at least

as much as his men, he is lost.

In closing up I would like to touch on a point which
should be banished from the mind of a boss, that is,

favoritism or what is called "Pets" in the mill. There
is nothing that creates more trouble amongst our men
in the mill than this. Jealousy and discord are the

consequences, not to mention loss of activity and loss

of faith to the boss and the man on which the special

favoritism is bestowed. Therefore, let every man be

the same to the boss, let them know what he wants, how
he wants it. As long as he does not ask anything un-

reasonable, sees to it that it is done, and when the

men get used to his ways they will look up to the boss

with respect. Remember that 90 per cent, of the men
are anxious to please and if the other 10 per cent, are

handled right they will come the same wa.v.

HOW TO LIVE.
Worry less, and Avork more.

Ride less, and walk more.

Drink less, and breathe more.

Waste less, and save more.

Preach less, and do more.
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AN IDEAL LOCAL COUNCIL PROGRAM.
Adiiptetl I'l'diu addri'ss by Fvvd M. Kos.st'laiul, Presi-

dent, Chicago Safety Council, at Seventh Annual Safety
Congress.

The territory of the Local Council should be care-
fully divided into districts with a chairman and com-
mittee for each. The work in all districts should be
the same, except as local conditions may indicate a

definite change and should be divided in three parts,

(1) Industrial Safety; (2) Public Safety; (3) Home
Safety. Industrial Safety will receive first considera-
tion, of course, and efforts should be directed in five

different channels: (1) Safety rallies for workers; (2)
instruction cliisses for safety supervisors; (3) inspira-

tional meetings for foremen and superintendents; (4)
monthly safety dinners for executives; (5) the inves-

tigation of unusual industrial accidents. The safety
rallies sliould be held at least once every four or five

weeks, should be opened at scheduled time and, if

held in the evening, should close at 9.30 or not later

than 9.45. They may be held indoors or out-of-doors;
. may consist entirely of moving pictures or include
moving pictures as part of a program. These meetings
are principally inspirational and are of definite value
to the plant safety supervisors. The meetings should
not be held too frequently, nor should they ever be
given without an attractive program.

Instruction for safety supervisors should be given,
using the course of fifteen lessons prepared by the
National Safety Council. In this course a definite
plan is followed and certain subjects are covered thor-
oughly. The cla.sses will be interesting to safety in-

spectors, safety engineers, managers of safety depart-
ments, as well as some superintendents and plant man-
agers. This course is a direct service to the students
and to their employers, and will result in definitely
raising the standards of the safety work in the com-
munities. The -class meetings should be held once a
week at a central location.

Inspirational meetings should be held once a month
for foremen and superintendents. Admission should
be by ticket and the program should be followed in a
businesslike manner. It should consist of two (or not
more than three) addresses by leaders in Accident
Prevention on subjects relating directly to the work of

those in the audience. It is desirable to conclude
these meetings with a safety movie, if one is available.
At intervals a Round Table meeting should be held,
planned in advance so that there will not be a dull mo-
ment.
The monthly safety dinners for executives are really

semi-banquets and every effort should be made to have
the higher executives of the plants in the community
attend. The speakers should in every ease be promi-
nent men and a formal program should be followed.
These meetings form the one direct connection be-
tween the Local Council and the executives of the mem-
ber companies, and will result in constant support for
the plant safety departments.
The investigation of unusual industrial accidents is

a very important phase of the work, one which must
be handled with diplomacy and expedition. The sole

object is to develop any lesson that may be drawn
from the accident so that the members may take steps
to prevent a similar accident in their own plants. The
Information Biireau of the National Safety Council
will be helpful in developing such plans. Great care
must be taken to avoid conflicting with States and
Insurance Companies' Inspection Departments.

Public Safety Work should be handled by u com-
mittee composed of prominent men, headed by the

strongest business man it is possible to interest. The
work W'ill be largely through the municijjal authorities

and the influence of these men on the committee will

be necessary in order to get results without loss of

too much time. The work of the committee will in-

clude the securing of proper legislation, the proper
instruction of the traffic police, the erection of the best

known traffic signal stands, lessons in safety in the

public schools, aiul safety meetings at regular intervals

throughout the year in the various clubs, societies, and
churches. This committee will also plan the observance

of Fire and Accident Prevention Day each year.

Home Safety is probably the most difficult problem
the Local Council will have to handle, and it will se-

cure the quickest results thi'ough the newspapers and
public schools. The local fire inspection agencies

(municipal or state) and the Coroner's office will co-

operate if the work of the Local Council is tactfully

called to their attention. Two or three times a year the

subject will be presented to the improvement clubs,

women's club, and social centres.

In general the Local Council should care for the

safety (both industrial and public) of every individual

in the community or communities in its territory. To
do this work properly with due regard for economy
of time and money the services of a permanent safety

engineer secretary are required. The activities out-

lined in the foregoing as well as others* are entirely

practicable and the need for the work is great. Busi-

ness men recognize the need for the work and once it is

demonstrated to them that "you will deliver the goods"
the nece.ssarj' financial support will be forthcoming.

—

Bulletin, National Safety Council.

•Including the perfecting of plenty safety organiza-

tions, expert advice concerning the guarding of ma-
chines and dangerous plant conditions and similar con-

sultive privileges for members. Secretaries also eon-

diict plant safety meetings, providing entire program
and moving pictures—all without extra charge or at

absolute cost, if extras are necessary. Members have
an expert consulting safety engineer at their service

for the price of a membership in the Local Council.

NEW TITLE OF METHODIST BOOK ROOM.
Rev. S. W. Fallis, late of Calgary, has entered upon

his new duties as Book Steward of the Methodist
Book and Publishing House, Toronto, succeeding Rev.
Dr. Wm. Briggs, who filled the position most accept-

ably for fortj' years. No longer will the name "Wil-
liam Briggs" be used for copyright purposes by the

Methodist Book Room. "Ryerson Press" will be
the style used instead. The name "Methodist Book
Room" will be adhered to as a business title, but for

other purposes "Ryerson Press" will prevail. The
Methodist Church has invested some .$800,000 in the
equipment of the Methodist Book Room, and the new
Book Steward told the Toronto Conference last week
that the investors must be protected. He would not
stand for wages to be kept down in order to produce
profits for church funds. It is understood that the
subscription prices of the publications of the church
will be increased in view of the high cost of paper,
labor and other expenditures.
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New Finishing, Storage and Shipping Facilities

The Laurentide Compauy is building this summer
a new finishing and storage building and elevators

which will be connected with the present buildings

on the lower level. The ground floor will be used

for "finishing," and the collection of outgoing ma-
terial in earlots to facilitate proper loading of cars.

The second and third stories will be for storage only,

able to hold eight to ten thousand tons of paper in

various forms. This brief description of the rout-

ing of a roll of newspaper from the machines to the

cars will be more easily understood if its' various

movements are followed, as shown by the accompany-
ing sketch.

Transportation.

Newsprint rolls, after inspection, will be collected

from the platforms at the rear of the winders by a

storage battery truck, and delivered to a rollway in

figures.) The rolls are weighed and finished in lots
of six of the same size. After the sealeman com-
pletes the weighing of a lot a finisher and helper
select the proper width wrapper from a rack supported
over the rolls just on front of production scales and
pui on the inside bauds and body wrapper. Then the
outside bands are placed around the ends of rolls. By
this time the first roll has reached a floor stop in
front of second dial scale. The weigher and helper
now weigh each roll again and paste on the labels
carrying the necessary information regarding order
number, size, weight, etc. The rolls are now ready
to be distributed by an electric car which runs on a
track length-wise of the finishing building just in-

side the wall. The pitch of the floors of the bridge
and finishing buildings is such that it is onlj' neces-
sary to start a roll for it to continue rolling until

BWCa MAtMIWb''
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front of each of the two new elevator.s, each capable

of taking 6-90", or 12-45" rolls on their sides per

trip. These rollways and the elevator floors being on

an incline the elevator operator will release the pro-

per number of rolls for a load. The elevator now be-

ing loaded by gravity the operator will take the car

to the top of the shaft.

Wrapping Aisles and Bridge to Finishing and

Storage Building.

From the top of the elevator shaft a steel bridge

inclosed by hollow tile connects with the ground floor

of the finishing building, which is called the finishing

floor. This bridge is about 31 feet wide and 170 feet

long, the last 90 feet of which is utilized as wrap-

ping jvisles. The rolls of paper come off each eleva-

tor^and roll down the inclined floor of the bridge

t.-p a floor stop in front of the iivit dial scale ilorc

the .'caleman and assistant weighs and marks tlic

numbers on the rolls, and the weight and other in-

formation on a card representing a roll. (This card

follows the roll on its successive stages to the car

and is used for the computation of the production

stopped. The operator merely stops the electric car

opposite the aisle where a car-lot is being accumu-

lated of which the particular load forms a part and

gives them a gentle shove.

Before the rolls have come to a stop at the other

side of the building he is well on his way back for an-

other load. The work up to this point is continuous,

that is, three tours of eight hours each.

Finishing and Shipping.

In the daytime the finishing and shipping crew

come in, finding rows of newsprint rolls (collected in

car-lots, weighed and labelled ready to stand on end,

and put on the finishing heads to seal the end wrap-
per. This up-ending is to be done by a special elec-

trically operated machine built by the International

Equipment Company, along lines suggested by Laur-

entide engineers. The inclosed train shed is designed

to house six cars which will be so placed that they

appear opposite the nearest door to the aisle in

which their intended load is collected. On account
of the short haul necessary by this arrangement, or-

dinary two-wheeled paper trucks will be used to trans-

fer the rolls to the cars. The average trucking dis-

tance will be not over 60 feet from the car door, the

building being 92 feet wide by 280 feet long. An elec-

tric hoist running on an I beam lengthwise of the

shipping platform will be used to lift small rolls on
to a gangway for the second tier of rolls in the ear.

A valuable innovation is to have a water pipe so ar-

ranged that the roofs of the cars may be tested for

leaks. The building will be equipped with one, and
possibly two, elevators communicating with the sec-

ond and third stories .so that paper may be handled
to and from storage by the regular shipping crew.
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MA^Aro*%«.inl- P^vri^^Ar frxv Mav ''''"' i">PK«^ "f mechanically proimdwood pulp for
INewsprint Keview tor May

^^^,1, 1919 „.„p ;{
joy ,„n, ,es, ,han for Aprii. 1918.

The tdllowiiii: is a review ol' the reports received The exports of domestic woodpulp were 2.71') tons

by the Federal Trade (.,'onimission from domestic nianu- -rreater than for April. 1918.

faetuivrs of newsprint paper, from jobbers buying The imports of chemical wood pulp for April. 1919,

and selling newsprint paper and from leading publi.sh- were 24.052 tons less than the imports for April. 1918.

ers using newsprint paper. Luiiort and export figures The hulk of this tonnage was unbleached sulphite and

of the Department of Commerce are also included in sulphate from Canada. An int<»resting item is the

the review. Whenever possible the figures for 1919 are import of 221 tons of bleached sulphate pulp,

compared with those for the corresponding period of Stocks of rolls in jobbers' hands increased slightly

1918. during the month of ilay, 1919. Stocks of sheets de-

The figures which follow give the tonnage of the creased,

first five months of 1919 compared with the corre- rommitments reported in the month of May, 1919, to

spending months of 1918: sell roll news were 8.939 tons greater than commit-
Stock Stock inents to buy.

on hand on hand Commitments reported in the month of May, 1919,
1st of Produc- Ship- end of

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ „p^^.j. „.^.^j. 9;i2 tons less than commitments
month, tion. ments. month.

^^ ^^^^,

Total 1919 (5 months) . . .19.408 556,245 548,569 27,084 ^^- ^ ^^^^^^ ,^, ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ .^^_

Total 1918 io months)^.. 31,713 52^,626 .,33 217 26,122
newspaper publishing concerns and associa-

>r^%',rT'
"' T^""

'"
t'

" T.r'v r?r Jro tions in the rniTcd States show a decrease of 12.824
May fell off several thousand tons. The average pro-

^^^^^^ .^ publishers' stocks during the period. Seventy
duction based upon the weekly and monthl> reports

^,^,,5^,,; ^^,,^^^^ j^^l,^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^„,^ „f ^j^^ total
for the 12 months period ended March 31, 1919. ' '- , p ., „„ti,

. J . inno-r^ « * * .1 „-;„ „«^ 00 RQ-v stocks at thc end of the month.
amounted to 109,8(6 tons of total print and \)v.b6s

tons of standard news, whereas the actual production Prices Paid by Publishers,

was only 105,819 tons of total print and 96,192 tons of The weighted average contract price paid by pub-

standard news. Ushers during ^Fay. 1919. f.o.b. mill in carload lots for

Mil stocks of both standard news and total print standard news in rolls from domestic mills was $3.49

decreased several thousand tons during May. 1919. pp^ 100 pounds. This weighted average is based upon
In addition to the stocks given above 1,538 tons were t^e total tonnage of 450 contracts involving more than

reported on hand at terminal and delivery points on ^^p million tons of paper manufactured in the Fnited
May 31, 1919. States. These contracts, most of which extend until

The total time the machines (179 in May) were idle necember 31. 1910, include a few long-term contracts

increased from 5,781 hours in April to 16.577 hours in
j,,^^^ pj.j„j. ^n the war at ven- low prices. The ma-

May. This extraordinary increase in lost time was due ^„^jj^, „f ^he contracts which cover the bulk of the ton-

to strikes in the mills, which account for 14.693 hours; ^g^p ^re priced between $3.50 and the price of $3.7525
lack of orders account for 94 hours: repairs for 1,306 ^^^ jqq po„nds fixed by the Federal Trade Commission,
hours; lack of material 381 hours. The weitrhted averaffc contract price of more than

Imports and Exports. 69.000 tons of standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b.

The imports and exports m net tons of printing
j^^;,, ^pHvered to publishers in Mav. 1919. was $3.69

paper valued at not above 5 cents per povind (prac-
^^^ jqq pounds,

tically all newsprint) and of wood pulp for the month
o April, 1919 as compared with the month of April, The wpieht«d average contract nricp paid by domes-

8, were as follows: tic publishers diirinGr May. 1919. f .o h. mill in carload

April, April, lots for standard news in rolls from Canadian mills was
1919. 1918. it3.598 ner 100 noniids This weichted averajre is baspd

Net Net unon the total torna^e of more than 25 contracts in-

tons. tons. volving almost 200.000 tons of Canadian nanor. The
Imports of newsprint (total) all greater number are short-term contracts coverincr th"

Canadian 44,427 58,865 vear 1919.

ports of newsprint (total) . . . . 8,356 6,835 • , ^ j j i ^ • e ,. j j

Imports of groundwood pulp (total) 9.714 12.841
J^^^

weighted averaeed market nnce of standard

Imports of chemical wood pulp
roll news in carload lots f.o.K mill based unon pur-

^
, ,s 15 029 39 081 abases totalling more than 4.000 tons was $3.bS9 per

Unbleached sulphite
.'.'.'.'.'.'.;

.^ 6!942 24.'736
l"" P"""'^"

Bleached sulphite 556 1.039

Unbleached sulphate 7.310 13.306

Bleached sulphate 221 WISCONSIN'S OFFICIAT. PUI.pwOOn Sf!AT.F.P

Exports of domestic wood pulp .... 3.044 329 A bill introduced in the Wisconsin Icflrislature which
The imports of newsprint for April. 1919. which provides for the creation of a Stat" officer at a salarx-

were all from Canada were 14.438 tons less than for of .*2 ."^00 annuallv to measure rmln wood at the milK.

April. 1918. The exports for April. 1919. were 1.521 The bill is in response to the demands of sellers of nnln

tons greater than for April, 1918. wood who assert that .some mills scale +be wood down
Exports of newsprint for April. 1919. includes 2.25S to an amount eouallinf onlv abont 50 p^r cent, of

tons to France. 311 tons to United Kingdom, 230 tons -n-hat was loaded. TTi« Jiill nrovid^s that th« State

to Chile, 229 tons to Canada. 147 tons to Mexico. 134 inspector shall have the nower to annoint dpnuty seal-

tons to Uruguay, 1,822 tons to Brazil. 1.136 tons to p^g at all the mills, and that tbo rnills shall pav 10
Argentina. 861 tons to C\iba and 398 tons to Australia, cents a car to defrav the cost of scaling.
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Secret Methods of Paper Making
At the Chicago Convention of the Paper Makers'

Cost Association, Mr. J. R. Long, general superintend-
ent of the Tarentum Paper Mills, Tarentum, Pa., who
addressed the gathering on the "Value of Local Di-
visions Within the Cost Associations," introduced some
humor within sound advices.

Mr. Long is an old-time papermaker and he pre-
faced an account of what it was hoped to accomplish
through the organization of local associations with
some humorous reminiscences of early experiences in
mills where the secrets of manufacture were carfully
guarded. He said, in part:

I suppose I am what would be termed an old-school
papermaker, but I do not want to be classed as one who
is unwilling to adopt new ideas and modern methods
which have merit.

"When I was a lad employed in a paper mill, a spirit

of jealousy and secrecy seemed to dominate paper
manufacturers, and I fear some of their descendants
must be living to-day. Every mill guarded its pro-
cesses sacredly, and visitors of the craft were perhaps
as welcome as William Hohenzollem would be at this

meeting.

In the old Elkhom Mill, where it has been asserted
rope paper bags were first manufactured in this coun-
try, I was employed as a helper, working near the rot-

ary. Trade secrets were carefully guarded in our
mill. The .scales were placed in a locked case with an
extended platform, and the steam gauge and pres-

sure regulator were also in locked cases. A trusted
employee who was supposed to possess more than
ordinary intelligence and who received the munificient
sum of $1.25 a day, carried the secrets in his brain
and the keys in his pocket. It was his duty when the

rotary was filled to turn on the steam and when the

"batch" was sufficiently cooked to turn off the steam,

no matter at what hour of the day or night this cook-

ing was completed. His hand was the only one trusted

to accomplish the wonderful feat. It was also his duty
to set the scales to weigh the correct amount, so in-

ferior workmen might- weigh sufficient lime, etc.,

without knowing the exact quantity.

One day this trusted and intelligent employee was
seized with a violent toothache. He had a "batch"
on cooking, and could not possibly leave it to go two
miles to the nearest doctor (the doctors were the dent-

ists of those days) to have the tooth extracted. The
pain grew unbearable, and he determined to render

first aid to himself. He took a strong cord from a

new dryer felt, tied one end round the aching tooth,

stopped the rotarj' and fastened the other end to one

of the arches on the rotarj^-head. The cord was long

enough to permit him to reach the shifter and start

the rotary in motion. The tooth was well-rooted and
the cord was stout, and with the start of the rotary

the cord began to tighten, lifting our man, brains, keys

and all, off his feet. He began to make sounds which

we thought were calls for help, and when we arrived

upon the scene, we saw him just ready to be drawn
through the space between the ceiling and the rotary.

In this emergency, his great mind acted quickly. He
braced himself with his hands against the ceiling, the

tooth let go, and fell sixteen feet to the brick floor.

We gathered him up with a broken leg and arm and

carried him to his home. Next day, when he was just

able to talk, he imparted to me, at the order of the

superintendent, the secrets of paper-making, which

•' 503

I am using to-day, and, gentlemen, I defy any of you
to come to our mill and detect that we use eight pounds
ot linie to the hundred, and cook ten hours with twenty
pounds steam pressure. And this is how I was initiated
into the order of paper makers, but the other fellow
received the brands.

Those of you who attended the Buffalo convention
and there saw the Eastern Manufacturing Company's
cost systeni exihibit can realize how conditions have
changed. I distinctly remember some years ago that
manufacturers declined to make public any informa-
tion concernmg their business, but to-day the reverse
is true with the majority. Statistics are now compiled
tor exchange, and competitors are reaping equal ad-
vantages,

f a H

Our cost system was not elaborate. The simple rule
was,^^ Double the price of raw materials equa' ^ t-

-

cost. I learned that many of the old mills using
rags employed this method: "To double the cost of the
rags per pound add two cents per pound, and the dif-
ference between that sum and the selling price is pro-
fit. These methods took no account whatever of the
fluctuation of prices of supplies and labor.

Those were certainly primitive cost systems, but
they were as trustworthy as those employed bv some
mills at the present time. One large paper manufac-
turing concern says they make their paper as cheaply
as they can and sell it for all they can get, and by their
books then determine the cost and profit. As they
make many grades of paper, and as it would be impos-
sible by this crude method to determine the grade
upon which they were making an excessive profit or
that upon which they were perhaps losing money, it is
evident that such a system is unfair to the consumer,
and to the mill dependent for profit upon a particular
grade which is being sold by this large concern below
actual cost.

Again, there are mills manufacturing certain grades
of paper which have what is called "throw-outs."
These are stored until there is a sufficient quantity to
be run up in some special grade of paper—a by-pro-
duct—which is sold regardless of the market "price
and thus the market is disturbed, and the manufac-
turer relying upon a similar product for his profit is

injured.

As employees share to an extent in the profits of the
manufacturer, it may be said that selling below cost is

unfair alike to employee, consumer and competitor.

SERIOUS FOREST FIRES.
Quebec, June 19.—Serious forest fires are reported

from the lower part of Matane Country. A saw mill

belonging to Mr. J. A. Boulay, former member of the
House of Commons for Rimouski, was burned to the

ground. A number of box and flat cars and huge
quantities of lumber were also destroyed. Reports
this evening say the fires are still raging.

An easing up of the ocean shipipng situation is ex-

pected about July 1. The inauguration of a ten-day
schedule of sailings between Montreal and Havre will

permit a more extensive movement of commodities to

France, and the rates announced are somewhat lower
than those to Great Britain.

The latest project to utilize wood waste the, the idea

of using sawdust for soap.
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EXPECTS PERIOD OF EXPANSION.

Tlie Canadian industry, which is above all others in

an iniqualifiodly strong position is the pulp and paper
one, says the April Keview issued by MeCuaig Bros.

& Co. Our favorable export position in relation to the

United States is of course, the important feature at

tlie present time in this business, and there seems to be
no reason why shipments abroad should not become
more <reneral once the shipping situation begins to get

back to a pre-war basis.

The American market in itself is an enormous one

and must continue to grow as that country increases

in population. It must face the necessity of looking

more and more to Canada for its supplies, as its own
productive capacity decreases. With this big market

right at our own door, there does not seem to be any

questiou but of further development and increased

output.

Conditions have been unsatisfactory in the extreme

for the past few years, owing to war conditions and

the price restrictions forced on the trade by the gov-

enmients of both countries. Fresh enterprise has been

kept at a low level but notwithstanding these draw-

backs, steps are now on foot in several directions to

increase production and once financial conditions are

suitable for the incorporation of new companies, there

should be a period of great expansion.

It is interesting to note that last year's exports of

pulp and paper as Avell as of unmanufactured wood
showed the greatest percentage of increase over 1917

of any of the leading groups of commodities, which

figure" prominently in the country's export trade. Pulp

and paper rose 24.09 per cent., and manufactured wood
25.1 per cent. In connection with the latter it may be

observed that steps are being taken to bring about the

manufacture of more of our raw materials before

their exportation.

The rapidly increasing demand for electric power in

the Province of Quebec as the result of the establish-

ment of new industrial enterprises is indicated by the

announcement that further large water power under-

takings will soon be established on the St. Maurice

River.

The increased power made possible at the various

sites on this river by the La Loutre reservoir, the

largest but one, in the world, is a strong incentive to

prospective power users. It is estimated that the con-

served water thus made available represents a total

increase of over 500,000 h.p.

The new development is in connection with the oper-

ations of the St. Maurice Paper Company, which has

two sites in the lower portion of the river known as

Les Forges and La Gabelle. The intention is to com-

bine these two sites, giving a total effective head of

33 feet, while the regulated flow from the La Loutre

reservoir increases the power now available at this site

by 20,000 h.p.. making a total production of 42,000 h.p.

Another proposition reported in this connection is

the eonstrviction of a hydro-electric plant, using the

combined sites of La GabeUe and Les Gres, the latter

site being controlled by the Shawinigan Water & Power
Company. The Shawinigan Co. will carry out the

development, and supply hydro-electric power to the

VANCOUVER SYMPATHETIC STRIKE.
Vancouver, June 13. — Owing to the persistent

rumors which had been circulating for some time past
regarding a sympathetic strike to take place the first

of June, practically all the pulp manufacturing plants

on the British Columbia Coast laid in supplies of all

kinds sufficient to last them for several weeks. The
result has been that, although there has been more
or less inconvenience, real suffering has not been oc-

casioned from the strike which is now taking place in

Vancouver.
Thursday night, June 12, two passenger boats sailed

for northern 13. C. ports carrying fresh meat and
vegetables and a large number of men for the differ-

ent plants along the Coast.

The finished product from Ocean Falls is being

shipped as usual as the most of this stuff is handled
by U. S. steamers which touch at that point. This also

applies to a certain extent to the product from Powell
River. Taking it all in all there is only a nominal
amount of inconvenience caused by the strike of the

steamship companies.

THE WHALEN GO'S NEW OFFICIALS.
Since Sir George Bury arrived in Vancouver to take

active management of the Whalen Co., he has made
the following appointments : Mr. Henning Helin to the

position of general superintendent of the company with
headquarters at Vancouver. Mr. Helin assumed his

duties on Mondaj% June 9th.

Mr. Helin is considered one of the best teclinical

men in the pulp industry. Besides having served as

technical director for the Wayagaiaack Pulp and Paper
Company, Mr. Helin is connected with Fibre Processes,

Inc., and the Rainy River Pulp and Paper Co.

Mr. G. G. Davis is superintendent of logging opera-

tions w'ith headquarters at Vancouver. Mr. Davis as-

sumed his position on Monday, June 16th. The Davis
raft is largelj' used by the company.

Sir George Bury is now on a tour of inspection of

the company's properties along the Coast. He will

return to Vancouver the latter part of the month.

AN EXHIBIT OF THE WAR USES OF PULP
AND PAPER.

There is now in the rooms of the News Print Service

Bureau, 18 E. 41st St., New York City, a collection

of over 160 articles illustrating the war uses of pulp
and paper in the United States and abroad. This is

the exhibit referred to in the address of Mr. Durgin at

the meeting of the News Print Service Bureau on May
13, 1919, and published in the Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine, June 12 and 19.

The exhibit includes paper made for use in gas
masks, TNT and powder containers, airplane wings,
cartridge boxes, machine gun belts, hospital supplies

and a very large number of paper textiles and fabrics

of both Scandinavian and German manufacture.
The exhibit was prepared by the Bureau of Stand-

ards and the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce in Washington, and will be available at this

address in New York for only a few weeks.
All who are interested in it are invited to call and

examine the exhibit at their earliest convenience.

St. Maurice Paper Company under a special contract. $3,688,982.

PHILIPPINE PAPER IMPORTS.
Recent statistics concerning the imports of paper

and manufactures of paper into the Philippine Islands

during the year 1918 show that they were valued at
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PAPER MEN VISIT HOME OF "BUFLOVAK. "

Opportunit}^ for teeliuieal and scientific observa-

tion was never more happily combined with delight-

ful hospitality than on the afternoon of June 13th,

when the Buffalo Foundry & Machine Company open-

ed its large plant for the manufacturing of drying,

evaporating and chemical machinery to the inspec-

tion of the members of the Technical Association of

The Pulp & Paper Industry, with guests from Can-
ada assembled in convention in the city of Buffalo.

Members of the Association, though generally fam-
iliar with the application of the company's products

to the pulp and paper field, were scarcely prepared
for the great variety of chemical machinery shown in

all processes of manufacture, and displayed in such
manner as to give a clear and comprehensive survey
of design, construction and adaptability. The com-
pany has uot rested its policy on the mere production
of machinery; it has taken an advanced position in

the industrial world by equipping and developing de-

partments for scientifically adapting its machinery to

the needs of the commercial life of the country, and
this feature of the organization aroused an unusual
interest among the delegates.

To assist the visitors in going through the plant, a

souvenir booklet has been prepared, giving informa-

tion concerning the plant and some of the apparatus
under construction. Dryers, condensers, evaporators,

hammers and crystallizers awaiting shipment were in-

spected, delegates entered the machine shop, which
is so completely equipped for the machining and as-

sembling of the heaviest chemical and drying machin-
ery.

A large vacuum drum dryer having a drum 5' in dia.

and 12' long being assembled on the floor of the

shop was an immediate and carefully studied attrac-

tion. These dryers are used for drying sulphite li-

quors, securing to the pulp and paper industry a

by-product that can be converted to many useful and
profitable purposes. These dryers are capable of con-

tinuous operation, have a capacity of about 1,000 lbs.

of dry sulphite waste per hour. They are built in

various sizes, of which the dryer nearing completion
was the largest type. This type of dryer has render-

.u

Cutting off Riser from a large drum casting.

ed the unique service of enabling pulp mills to com-
ply with the laws prohibiting the pollution of streams
at an actual profit, for the cost of drying is extreme-
ly low, and the marketable uses of the dry waste in-

creasingly numerous.
The members had ah opportunity to inspect in the

shop the machining and assembly of evaporators, re-

torts, shelf dryers, flaking machines, condensers,
vacuum Dumps, receivers, crystallizers, etc. In the
foundry the visitors witnessed the pouring of many
large castings.

Connected with the Research Department, are the
mechanical testing laboratories in which are set up
working units of various apparatus for making prac-
tical tests and demonstrations on customers' ma-
terials to determine the apparatus best adapted to

their products. Of particular moment to the dele-

gates was the actual demonstration of the evapora-
tion and drying of sulphite waste, the first operation
b.v the Rapid Circulation Type Evaporator, and the

latter by a small Vacuum Drum Dryer.

Typical Foundry Scene. This shows how castings

are poured on end with larger risers so as to produce
a dense homogenous metal in the casting.

Vacuum Drum Dryer. The size used in the Re-
search Laboratories for demonstrating the drying
of sulphite waste and other products.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE CANADIAN PAPER
INDUSTRY.

GEORGE FKEDEKICK WHALEN.
With the growing importauce of the pulp and pa-

per industry in British Columbia readers of the Pulp

&, Paper Magazine of Canada will be interested in

knowing more intimately one of the men who has

been active in the growth of one of the largest pulp

and paper organizations in Canada.

George Whalen is Vice-President and General

Manager of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills, Limited,

which is incorporated at $13,500,000 for the manu-
facture of pulp and timber products. Their office is

in the Merchants' Bank Building, Vancouver, B.C.

George Whalen, as he is more usually called, was
born at Fort William, Ontario, November 13th, 1880,

being the son of Joseph and Alice Whalen, and the

brother of James Whalen, who is President of the

concern. Mr. Whalen was educated in the public

schools at Port Arthur, and on graduation entered

the employ of the Ontario Bank of that place. For

two years he served as clerk in the timber camps of

Port Arthur, and in 1902 undertook the business of

contractor for taking out timber. After seven years'
experience in this very essential department of the
manufacture of pulp he accepted the position of

Manager in charge of construction and operation of

the sulphite mill at Mill Creek, B.C. Mr. Whalen
filled this position from 1909 to 1917, when the
Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd., was organized, and
he was elected Vice-President and General Manager.

Besides having the oversight of the mills at Mill
Creek, Port Alice and Swanson Bay, Mr. Whalen has
three sons and one daughter to occupy his attention.
His wife was Mary Geraldine Doran, of Kingston,
Ont. He is a member of several clubs in Vancouver,
and especially enjoys out-door sports.

FOREST FIRES RAVAGE NEW BRUNSWICK.
St. John, X.H., June 21.—('ontinued tiiic weather

throughout the province for the greater part of the

last month or two has made the outdoor world attrac-

tive, but it also has made the country dangerously
dry, with the inevitable toll of forest fires as a result.

Just as new fires were springing up in all directions

a short time ago, a providentially heavy downpour of

rain averted the danger, but everything was so dry
that the destruction of a big lumber mill and its sup-

plies of lumber occurred during the rainstorm. Since

then dry weather has given the fires another oppor-

tunity. The most serious was at Kedgewick, where
an entire village was wiped out, leaving many home-
less people and doing damage to the extent of $250,000.

14 Mills Wiped Out.

In recent weeks no less than fourteen lumber mills

have been destrnyetl by fii'e, mostly in the northern

part of the province. The annual occurrence of these

fires, with the great loss not only in buildings and
goods, but in the standing timber swept by the forest

fires, shows how necessary is the policy of the Pro-

vincial Department of Mines and Lands which has been

devoting more time and money to safeguarding the

greatest provincial asset by the developanent of the for-

est protection service.

The recent decision that the government railways

should be required to observe the same safeguards

against the spreading of fire that have been required

of privately owned roads, was a notable victory for

the province and will play an important part in les-

sening the fire risk.

NEWFOUNDLAND FOREST FIRES.
St. John's Nfld., June 17.—Forest fires in various

sections of Newfoundland have destroyed valuable

tracts and threatened isolated settlements during the

past week. Reports received to-day indicate that rain-

storms have probably extinguished most of the fires,

but it will be several days before the extent of dam-
age to settlements can be learned.

Spanish River issiies are in process of being co-

ordinated so as to eliminate confusion in the minds
of the public.

FRASER VALLEY WANTS PULP MILL.
At the annual meeting of the Greater Vancouver

and Lower Mainland Bureau, which was held at the

Vancouver Board of Trade recently, the erection of a

pulp mill in the Fraser Valley, in which will be used
a large amount of small standing timber, was proposed

as well as the seeding down of the logged-off lands

in the valley. A number of enterprising citizens have
been making inquiries about pulp manufacture, and
the information which they have received, has been
most promising. They have found that pulp wood
sells in the east from $8 to $14 a cord, and, after mak-
ing all necessary allowances, the corresponding price

in British Columbia would be a profitable one. By
different processes it is now possible to convert any of

the varieties of wood growing in the valley into pulp.
The sulphite and mechanical process is useful for
spruce and hemlock, the soda process for alder and
other hardwoods, while the sulphate process will han-
dle practically everything. Power and transportation
are both plentiful and cheap, which would mean that
a company could be started on low capitalization. The
Forestry Department at Ottawa will be urged to make
a complete survey of the Fraser Valley and report de-
finitely on the feasibility of the proposition in all its

phases.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
A determiued fight is being made by Wiseonsin

mauufaeturers against the Arnold bill, recently passed
by the Wisconsin State Senate, which imposes increases
in the income taxes to be paid by corporations by
several hundred per cent. Paper manufacturers are
actively engaging in the fight against the measure
which representatives of manufacturers' organizations
say provides for the levying of a tax that is almost
confiscatory.

Through a statement from the officials of the Bryant
Paper Company announcing that a ten per cent, pay
increase had been authorized to its employees, it be-

came known that wage readjustments affecting prac-

tically all of the paper workers in Kalamazoo, Mich-
igan, will soon be in force. No such sweeping advance
in pay has ever been recorded in the history of indus-

trial Kalamazoo. Employees in the mill of the Bryant
Company say that the raise came voluntarily and
without any solicitation on their part. In all over

4,000 paper workers in Kalamazoo will be affected.

The concerns who are expected to follow the lead of

the Bryant Company in making wage readjustments
are : The King Paper Company, the Kalamazoo Paper
Company, the Rex Paper Company, the Kalamazoo
Vegetable Parchment Company, the Monarch Paper
Company, the Hawthorne Paper Company, the Stand-

ard Paper Company and the Western Board and Paper
Company. The increase announced ti.v the Bryant
Company is 40 cents a day for male employees and 25

cents a day for female employees.

A discovery that is likely to help reduce the price

of paper has been made as a result of experiments of

the Forest Products Laboratory at the University of

Wisconsin, demonstrating that second cut cotton lin-

ters may be made into high grade book, writing and
blotting papers. It is said to have been practically

shown that paper can be made much more cheaply

from the raw material than from wood. The laboratory

is now endeavoring to bring the discovery to the atten-

tion of the pulp and paper trade and of the producing

cotton seed oil mills. Commercial pulp in trials and
I)aper runs made at the Forest Products Laboratory
indicate that the second cut linters and hull shav-

ings can be pulped with decidedly less chemical and
bleach consumption than wood, and that they are well

suited for the production of high grade papers. The
Forest Products Laboratory statement sa.vs that there

is available for peace time requirements of the coun-

tr.v a suppl.v of over 700,000 bales for other uses than

for which cotton liners were used in the past. This

corresponds to a production of 175.000 tons per year,

equivalent to a little less than 600 tons of raw ma
terials per day. That the paper industry could absorb

such a large tonnage is shown by the fact that in 1918

there were produced 849,000 tons of bok paper and
268,000 tons of fine paper.

Appearing before the Ways and Means Committee
of Congress last week. Dr. Charles H. Harty, former

president of the American Chemical Society, declared

in testimony at the dye hearing that it is his belief

that German dyes are about to be poured into the

United States tinder guise of being the product of

neutral countries. "A movement to get German dyes
into this country is now under way," Dr. Harty told
the committee. "The flood is about on us. When
the president issues the proclamation of peace, if Con-
gress has not enacted the licensing plan into law, there
will be nothing between us and the flood of German
and other dyes. The only thing standing between us
and this flood is this committee, and unle.ss you enact
protecting legislation quickly we will have no pro-
tection. A licensing system is absolutely necessary to
the development of an American dye and coal tar chem-
ical industry." At the conclusion of the hearings
there was a feeling of confidence among dye manu-
facturers that they had won their case and that the
proposed import licensing plan would be put into law.
According to a report of the New York State Indus-

trial Commission, the present average wage of 550,000
workers in 1648 New York State factories is $22.23
a Meek, or 12 cents more than in April of this year.
Wages are shown to have increased 75 per cent since
May, 1915.

WELL KNOWN PAPER MACHINE MAKER DEAD
Richard Carlisle Tefft, President of The Sandy Hill

Iron & Brass Works, died June 17th, at his summer
home at Cleverdale, on Lake George, N.Y. Mr. Tefft
was 58 years old, and had been president of the
above corporation for the past 12 years.

ORDERF ONE RATE ON PAPER.
Freight rates on paper throughout trunk-line terri-

tory must be revised to make them conform to a defin-
ite and uniform basis, the Inter.state Commerce Com-
mission declared in decidins the case brought by the
Michigan Paper Mills Traffic A.ssnciation against theNew York Central and other railroads .seeking re-
moval of alleged discrimination.
Defendants are allowed forty-five davs to propose

H revised schedule that will eliminate the inequalities
disclosed by the evidence.

^^
"It is definitely established," the commission said,

"that many of the rates on paper in the Ea.st have been
made by the carriers largely for the purpose of per-
"iittiiiEr mills on their lines to coimpete in certain mar-
kets with other mills more favorably located."

REDUCE OCEAN FREIGHTS.
New York, June 19.—The announcement bv the

Ignited States Shipping Board of a further reduction
m ocean freight rates, was received in the quarters
where the new rates will apply with considerable satis-
faction. In other shipping quarters there was some
criticism of the announcement as there has been a
"rowing feeling that the board should not touch the
rate question.

This has been suggested by man.v shipowner's as
one of the conditions which the Government ought to
eliminate in framing its future shipping policy. Sonn'
of the .shipowners have alreadv suggested that the
law of supply and demand should be allowed to rule in

this instance.
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Technical Section

DISCUSS MILL LABORATORY.
Tlie eomplote printed pro-rai.i for the sum.ner

i,„.etiii" of the Teehiiieal Section will be sent out bj'

l.v the^'en.l of the week. The entire expense, hy boat

from Montreal to Chicoutimi and return, will be

.$26.7.^. and from Quebec .1;15.73. This includes berth

and meals.
i „ „

Pav.nont should be by money order, made out to

Canada Steamship Lines, and should be sent to the

Secretary -s office as early as possible, to insure sat-

isfactory accommodation.
-, ^

The pro.-ram of business which will be carried out

dnrinsr the trip up the Sa^nienay, will include a pa-

ner on the Mill Laboratory—cost and aecomplish-

Inents and another on E.xport Packing;. The papers

will serve primarily as targets to shoot at in the dis-

cussion.

.Mr Dawe sails on Saturday on the "Canada." The

office will be in the capable hands of 'Mr. Beck dur-

ing his absence.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-14 Detection of soda and sulphite wood pulps in

paper. 'k. Wasicky (Papierfabrikant. 1918, 16, 212-

•'13) .1 S C.I., Vol. 38. No. .').—Pieces of the paper to

be examined are boiled up once with a 0.2 per cent

aqueous solution of grentian violet, allowed to remain

in the liquid for 2 minutes, rinsed with 95 per cent

alcohol, and steeped for two minutes in 95 per cent

alcohol, containing 0.5 per cent hydrochloric acid.

They are subsequently washed for fifteen minutes in

95 per cent alcohol, which is renewed once, and fin-

ally washed in water. Papers made of pure soda wood

pulp lose the color entirely, whereas sulphite papers

are stained a deep violet. Papers of mixed composi-

tion m'av be analyzed with an accuracy of about 5

per cent, by comparing them with known standards.

B-4' The uses of wood. Wooden furniture and the

place it fills, llu ^laxwell, Amer. For., Dec, 1918, p.

731._Keview of furniture's place in human progress.

Furniture represents the fourth largest wood-using

industry of the United States, the total annual de-

mand for wood in this line approximating 950,000,000

feet. Comparative use of hardwoods and softwoods,

and of native and foreign timbers. Use of veneers.—

B-4. England's forests sacrificed to war. Can. For.

Journal, Aug., 1918, p. 1827.—Describes forestry op-

erations in England.—C. L.

B-4 Some uses and abuses of our forests. Chas E.

Chidsey. Amer. Lbrman.. Oct. 12. 1918. p. .52.—Dis-

cusses "some aspects of the utilization of waste ma-

terial from logging operations; early attempts at pa-

per making: manufacture of charcoal, tar and turpen-

tine: wood preservatives.—C. L.

B-9 Great timber wealth of South America. H. N.

Whitford, Can. For. J., Aug., 1919. p. 183.3.—Forest

resources of Brazil. The Amazon forest can be re-

garded as the greatest reserve forest of the world.

There are thousands of miles of navigable rivers and

many more thousands that are driveable.—G. L.

BO. French requirements of common woods and

her colonial resources. (Les besoins de la France en

bois communs et les ressources de nos forets colon-

iales.) Iv L. Lc (iciiic Civil, througii Lc Papier, 22,

1). 100. 1 ill 9.—The French forest areas have been

very seriously damaged by the war: 600,000 hectares

(1 hectare =^ about 21/2 acres), have been practically

wiped out, and the remainder worked in a destruc-

tive manner owing to the stress of circumstances,

which demanded speed at all costs. The French col-

onics can supply woods of every description, suit-

able for all purposes, and the forest areas (including

tho.sc of Kamcrun) are nearly 100 million hectares. A
survey and cla.ssification of these resources has been

started, and is well on its way to completion. Means
are being taken to begin working these forests ac-

cording to the most modern methods, using narrow
gauge railways and tanks (which originated in South

America for this kind of work') .—A. P.-C.

C-8. Apparatus for the preparation of bamboo
which is to be converted into paper pulp. (Appareil

pour la preparation du bambou et autres matieres du
meme genre, en vue d'en extraire de la pate a pa-

pier.) French patent No. 489.701, granted to J. L.

Jardiiic, Kngland, Le Papier, 22, p. 123. 1919. The
patent covers an apparatus for the preparation of

l)aniboo and other substances of a like nature which
arc to be converted into paper pulp, which comprises

tlie following parts: means for carrying the stems

through one or several pairs of crushers; a plow-

shaped device which splits the crushed stems into two
parts; a series of pairs of crushing and disintegrating

rolls through which the split stems are passed; means
for cutting the stems into pieces of suitable length

when they have passed through the last crusher;

and means for operating the various parts of the ap-

paratus. One or more of the following parts may be

added: (a) a bru.shing device composed of one or more
brushing cylinders having the brushes inside; (b)

pairs of grooved rolls, the width of the rolls being
such as to admit the stems and the depth such that
the latter are crushed longitudinally; (c) a plow-
shaped device comprising on the one hand a knife
parallel to the axes of the crusher rolls and half-way
between the grooves, on the other several pieces of

an inverted U-shape ; (d) pairs of crushing and dis-

integrating rolls, each pair containing a smooth and
a grooved roll, the position of the rolls lieing reversed
in each successive pair.—A. P.-C.

E-4. High-grade (sulphite) paper pulp. T. Maru-
zawa. Jap.. 31,941, Dee. 24, 1917.—The sulphite liquor
used consists of 1.5-3 grams molecule of NHjHSO^,
and 1 gram molecule of H^SO.,. It is prepared by in-

trodueinsr SO., gas into an aqueous solution of NH„
fXH,')2C0.,. The finely cru.shed initial material with
2-5 times its weight of the specified solution, is charg-
ed into a digester and heated by steam, directly or
indirectly applied. The solution contains 2.

5-6
".sul-

fite as S0„. It is heated at about 100° for 2-3 hours,
then at 130° for 8-10 hours, or at 140° for 4-5 hours,
or at 150" for 2-3 hours, or for 160° for 1-1.5 hours.—
(Chem. Abs.)

E-4. Pulp for use in manufacturing a stout paper.
T. Maruzawa. Jap. addition, 31,941, Dec. 24, 1917.
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Geo. Carrutliers, "Charlie" Rhodes (alias Dusty),

and Joe Brennan, looking into a Fierce-Arrow engine.

—A bisulfite liquor is prepared consisting of 1 gram
of XH^HSO,, and 0.3 grain.s-molecule of soluble sul-

fite such as normal NH4, K, Na, or Mg sulfite. The
liquors are made bv passing SO, through an aqueous

solution of XH3, ("NHJ 200,,, or basic NH„ K, Na,

or Mg sulfite or carbonate may be added to a solu-

tion of NH^HSO,. Wood chips, contained in a closed

vessel, are heated to 110° for 2-3 hours, and the liquor

is passed through them 2 to 5 times. The tempera-

ture is then raised to 180°. The specified liquor con-

tained 2.5-5 per cent SO^.—(Chem. Abs.)

E-0. Discolored pulp. W. A. McCubbin. Pulp &
Paper, 17, No. 20, p. 461 (1919.)—The cause of poor
color in sulphite pulp was traced in one instance to

a fungus growth in the sap-wood.

—

R. C.

P-0. Soda pulp manufacture. E. Sutermeister. Pulp
& Paper, 17, No. 13. p. 309 (1919).—From vertical di-

gesters the charge is blown under full working pres-

sure into steam separators, which act on the centri-

fuge principle. Attempts to use the steam so wasted
have not been successful. From the separators the

stock goes to washing pits where it is continuously

washed, using first weak black liquor, then pure

water. Washings above about 5° Be are sent to the

recovery plant, while those weaker are used to wash
other cooks. Delays in washing greatly increase

bleach consumption. Sometimes the color of the wash
liquor is used as a measure of the progress of the

washing. Owing to the great variety of materials

contained, by-product utilization of black liquor i-^.

not yet .successful.—R. C.

Arrival at Thorold. H. P. Carruth, past president

T. A. P. P. I., passing corner. J. Stadler, chairman
Technical Section, the man with the altitude.

M-0. A combined CO, and flue-gas temperature re-

corder. (Pertes de chaleur dans les cheminees). La
Metallurgie, through Le Papier, 22, p. 117, 1919.—In
this new apparatus, due to Mr. Chopin, the difference

in tcTnperature between the air going in and coming
out of the furnace, and the percentage of CO. in the

flue-gases are measured by electric currents whose
strength depends on these 2 variables. The currents
are produced by thermo-electric couples. Use is made
of the difference in resistance of equivalent solutions

of NaOH and NaoCOg. The accuracy is sufficient for
industrial purposes.—A. P.-C.

P-0. Safety for the household. VI. Hazards arising
from the use of chemicals. Bur. Standards, circ. 75,

p. 109-17 (1918).—This circular discusses, first, the
dangers from materials in common use without
thought of risk, since they in themselves are harm-
less, and in some cases are necessary for existence.
The contamination of the water supply by means of
Pb or bacteria or the formation of ptomaines in food
are examples. It then considers the dangers from
materials of unknown or not generally known pro-
perties, and compo.sition in more or less restricted
use, such as the use of rodent poisons, disinfecting
and fumigating materials, or the careless .storage or
use of dangerous chemicals such as caustic soda or
corrosive sublimate.— (Chem. Abs.)

R-5. Paper and paper stock imports and exports of
the United States. —The Paper Mill. 42, No. 16, p. 23,

(1919).—R. C.

ISiSOeflnniiiM.,,. ...

At J->eaver Board null. Ihui imvenii and 1. A. Wel-

don in foreground—and shirt sleeves.

X(i. liiis IS jioi Aiutt and Jeff. It is T. .1. Keenan
and P. Byrne.
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Fire broke out in a pile of papers on the roof of the

l)uildin<r of the Gibson Printinp; Co., Richmond 8t.,

Toronto, recently, but was extinjjuished before any

large amount of damage was done.

Huntin, Reid Co.. wholesale paper dealers, Toronto,

have adopted the most modern means of delivery,

and have purchased a ton and a half motor truck.

The many friends of Fred Maughan, of Barber-El-

lis, Limited, Toronto, will sympathize with him in the

death of his father, John W. JLnighan, which occur-

red recently at Port Carling, Muskoka, in his 71st

year. He was for many years connected with the To-

ronto Assessment Department, ami was a brother of

Mrs. Ellis, wife of J. F. Ellis, of Harber-Ellis, and

President of the Canadian Paper Trade Association.

At the annual meeting of the Book Publishers Sec-

tion of the Toronto Board of Trade, held recently,

Henry Brophy was elected Chairman: George J. ile-

Leod. Vice-Chairmau, and F. G. Morley, Secretary-

Treasurer. The Executive Committee is composed
of Thomas Allen, S. B. Gundy, 1). T. McAinsh, J. :\Ic-

Clellaud and Frank Wise.

R. D. Warren, who for twelve years was business

manager of the Canadian Baptist, Toronto, and for

the last two years has been editor of the Pioneer, the

organ of the Dominion Alliance, has been appointed

denominational treasurer of the Baptist Church. He
will still retain his position as chairman of the publi-

cation committee of the Ontario branch of the Domin-
ion Alliance.

William L. Argue, circulation manager of the To-

ronto Star, was elected Vice-President of the Liter-

national Circulation Managers Association, which
held its 21st annual meeting in Buffalo last week. The
next convention will be held in St. Louis.

In a few weeks the manufacture of soda ash will

be begun at the large plant of the Brunner-Mond Co.

at Amherstburg, Ont. The plant has cost in the

neighborhood of two million dolli\rs, and when in

full blast will employ some five hundred men. The
protection guaranteed to soda ash manufacturers by
the Federal Parliament is declared to be sufficient to

warrant production on a capacity scale.

George R. Gray, who for many years has i)een man-
ager of woods operations of the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills, with headquarters at Sault Ste.

Marie, has been elected a directer of the company in

.succession of the late Ben,]. Tooke, of Jlontreal. Mr
Gray is well known in pulp and paper circles.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Credit
Men's Association, which was held in Toronto last

week, A. G. Parker, secretary-treasurer of W. J. Gage
& Co., Limited, manufacturing stationers and pub-
li.shers, Toronto, was elected President of the Associa-
tion.

London Shipping Containers, Limited, of London,
Ont., who recently obtained a provincial charter,
have succeeded the London Shipping Container Co..

who manufacture corrugated and fibre containers, as
well as paper barrels and pails. Their plant is located

at the corner of luttui.i St. and Gi.ii.d Trunk tracks

in London, aiul Thomas H. Lacey, is the President of

the comi)any, the other members of which are G. W.
Stephenson and R. L. Stephenson.

W. H. Sherriff, of the Hodge-Sheriff Paper Co.,

Toronto, recently returned from an extended business

trip throughout the Canadian Western provinces, in

the interest of the firm.

A. P. Costigane, secretary and safety engineer of

the Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Safety Associa-

tion, Toronto, left this week on an extended tour of

the i)aper mills of Northern and Northwestern On-
tario, where Safety rallies will l)e held. Mr. Costi-

gane will visit Sault Ste. Marie, Espanola, Sturgeon
Falls, Port Arthur, Dryden and Fort Frances. Two
safety film pictures entitled "The House that Jack
Built," and "Careless America," which have kindly
been loaned by the National Safety Council of Am-
erica, will be shown.

E. A. Crippen, of Toronto, who represents .several

leading American paper mills, has purchased a fine

bungalow at 4 Welhvood Ave., Toronto, and has
moved into his new home.

Another trade publication has been launched in

Toronto in the Phonograph Journal of Canada, which
is published by the Fullerton Publishing Co., 66-68
West Dundas St. The Journal will be issued month-
ly, and the initial edition is a very creditable produc-
tion.

George E. Challes, sales manager of the Riordon
Pul]) and Paper Co., has sold his home at 24!1 Rus-
holmc Road, Toronto, where he has resided for many
years, and, along with I\[rs. Challes and family, has
taken apartments at the Hotel Elliott, Toronto, for
the summer.

It is announced that there will not likely be any
reorganization of the officers of the Kinleith Paper
Mills, of which the late W. P. Gundy, of Toronto, was
President, until the next annual meeting. The other
officers of the company will look after the interests
of the mills. The company is very busy at the present
time, ond have orders ahead for .several weeks.

At the annual meeting of the Pacific-Burt Co., Lim-
ited, which was held in Toronto last wek, S. J. Moore
was re-elected president and the old board of direc-
tors was reappointed for the coming vear.

Wdham Cairnie. who has been boss finisher at the
Jontpiiere :\rill of Price Bros. & Co., has taken a posi-
tion HI Phdadelphia. On the eve of his departure a
small dance was held in his honor and John Ball, on
behalf of his friends, presented :\rr. Cairnie with a
handsome travelling bag.

The Labor Gazette says the one pulp and paper
null strike in April resulted in a lo.ss of 1,980 davs
work by 180 employees at Fair\'ille (St. John), N.B.
We wonder if anybody got any good out .of it.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, June ->.— l!\isine>s witli tlie paper mills

continues good and the jobbers have the same reports
to make for the past month. Some declare thej' have
never done as large a turnover as in June during the

past three or four weeks. Deliveries have been par-

ticularly good and things are moving along satisfac-

torily. The strength of paper stocks on the stock

markets is a good indication of the future of the in-

dustry aud the lead of the Laurentide has been fol-

lowed by other companies. There is every indication

that shipping facilities will improve from this out and
the feeling is hopeful in regard to the export business.

While carriage rates are still verj- high there is a

tendency toward reduction. With each succeeding

week it is repuned that more and more steamship space

will become available and thus large amounts of pulp

stocks which have been awaiting transportation for

months, will be moved.

In this connection it is interesting to note a recent

report from A. E. Ryan, Canadian Trade Commissioner
to Japan, who says that of the 64,443,-105 pounds of

pulp imported into the Flowerj- Kingdom during 1918,

Canada sent direct some 40,422,800 pounds, while it is

to be presumed that a good quantity of that coming
from the United States exporters was of Canadiaji

origin. Mr. Ryan states that he was lately down at

the Yokohama Customs quays where he noticed half a

large warehouse full of Canadian pulp, but which had
been exported by an American firm in New York.

He thinks that it would help considerably to build up
Canadian trade and also to establish Canadian prestige

in tile .japaaes^- markets, if Canadian manufacturers

would ship their goods direct through a Canadian
organization entirely. Incidentally it might be men
l.-.i-ca Ik r J is a good chance for exporters to make
use of the new registered trade-mark of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association and help by every means
possible to place Canada on the pulp and paper map.

There have been no advances in Canadian paper
during the past few weeks, but the tendency is for

prices to stiffen and there is no telling when an in-

crease in quotations will occur. On the other side of

the line prices are going up all the time and Canadian
representatives of American firms are constantly being
advised of the jump in figures. Chip board and vat-
lined board have been raised five dollars a ton by the
American mills, and four ounce semi-crepe toilet paper
has jumped from two-fifteen to two-forty and all other
lines in proportion. Many mills have withdrawn lists

on fine paper Glassine is very strong and no orders
are being accepted for shipment at present quota-
tions beyond thirty days. All jute papers, tissues and
machine finish lines are on the increase. The advances
on some grades have been as much as twenty per cent.

Other mills have sent out advices that they can accept
orders at present prices within a few days and, after
that period, customers will have to pay whatever the
prevailing values are.

There is a decided improvement in the demand for

bleached sulphite pulp and the Canadian mills have
advanced their prices from five to ten dollars at the

mill, the figure now being from $110 to $115. Business
is coming very fast and the book mills across the

border report that there are many requisitions for the

better grade of paper and wherever possible bleached
sulphite is being used. In January last Canadian pulp
sales with the mills in Uncle Sam's domain fell off

sharply since many machine were closed down. There
were very limited buj'ing and the industries did not

care to stock up. This state of affairs continued until

the middle of April when wholesale concerns and
large consumers began to enter the market owing to

depleted stocks and the shattering of the conviction,

hitherto prevailing, that prices on many lines of paper
would come down. The predictions so freely made at

the beginning of the year did not come true and pulp

producers held their stock rather than accept a less

figure. Now conditions are active and growing more
so all the time and Canadian sulphite mills report

business as brisk. One concern is turning out over a

hundred tons a day at one of its plants and will still

increase its production of bleached sulphite while its

selling force has been strengthened in order to cover

adequately the field.

Easy bleaching is still selling at eighty-f've to ninety

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
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dollars at mill with a fair demand and groundwood

is moviug moderately. There is plenty of water still

in the streams and until some of the {jriiulers across the

border cannot operate, there may he no ehan^'e in the

demand which is then expected to pick up. Sales are

being made from twenty-eight to thirty dollars at

mill. As soon as export is able to take care of the

stocks on hand, all the Quebec plants making ground-

wood pulp will be running to capacity.

There is a great rush for toilet and tissue papers

of all kinds and Canadian units have all the busines.s

they can attend to for weeks to come. A good deal of

the product is being .sent abroad. It is expected that

the newsprint tribunal will give judgment in a few

days on the price of newsprint. This matter has been

hanging fire so long that it will be a welcome relief

when final determination of the rate is fixed.

There is scarcely a week passes now but some new

trade or other publication does not appear in the

Dominion. During the past year fifty-five new week-

lies were started, but the number of dailies is nine less

than it was the year before. There are now issued in

the Dominion 126 daily papers, and the total number

of Canadian publications of all kinds increased from

1,490 to 1,552. A recent directory issued by a leading

firm indicates great activity in the publishing field

during 1918, and says that the present situation war-

rants "optimism of the soundest nature. There is a

hcalthv condition prevailing generally from the east

to the 'west and, in spite of the labor disturbances and

the general industrial unrest, most publications are

carrying considerably more advertising matter than a

year ago.

Manufacturing stationers, envelope manutacturers

and makers of special lines of paper are all busy and

orders keep coming in. In some instances the mills

are unable to take care of the business and it looks

as if some purchasers are trying to stock up before

there are any advances in prices, which will surely

come by the fall. Paper box plants are doing a nice

trade and board mills are busy. The outlook on the

whole is good and there will be no midsummer quiet-

ness. A number of paper box makers are this week

attending the annual convention which is being held

in Montreal and are enjoying a trip down the St.

Lawrence as far as the Saguenay. It is expected that

the annual meeting of the Canadian Press Association,

which was postponed this month owing to the indus-

trial unrest, will take place in Toronto probably during

the progress of the Canadian National Exhibition dur-

ing the last week in August or the first wek in Sep-

tember.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, June 21.—Demand for paper of vir-

tually all kinds from various sources continues to

show improvement, and the market is steadily acquir-

in<^ a livelier complexion. A feature of the existing

situation is that the demand is of a very healthy char-

acter. Consumers are still buying in a reserved man-

ner fenerallv confining their orders to quantities for

which thev have direct need, and it can safely be

stated without fear of contradiction that the great

bulk of supplv now being absorbed is going almost

immediatelv into consumption. In view of this and

the rapid improvement in all lines of trade, present

indications are for a continuance of the increasing

demand and a strong market. In this connection the

American Writing Paper Company, the largest pro-

ducer of fine papers in the United States, says in an

analysis of the paper market issued this week that

"conditions in the paper industry, and particularly

in the writing paper field, are more promising than

they have been in many years." The statement goes

on to say that the general expansion in business, the

increase in advertising by big enterprises through cir-

cular letters, and the demand from foreign countries

from firms that are adopting modern business methods
have broadened out the market to a considerable ex-

tent. The statement also says that the company an-

ticipates higher prices for its product and will accept

orders only for immediate delivery, it being its belief

that the paper business cannot help but benefit from
the general expansion in other industries, and that it

does not believe that the cost of making paper can

be reduced. Furthermore, it states, foreign inquiries

are being received which indicate interesting possi-

bilities.

The market for newsprint is firm, and although de-

mand from transient buyers has dropped off somewhat,
mills are having little or no difficulty in finding a

ready outlet for virtually all of their output, with the

result that stocks are not accumulating and prices are

strongly maintained. Judging from the editions be-

ing printed by the local newspapers, the consumption

of newsprint has not decreased at all. The boom in

advertising continues and as long as it does the prob-

abilities are publishers will use equally as large ton-

nages of newsprint as they have during the past sev-

eral months.
Another strong grade of paper is book. Magazines

and other periodicals are repeatedly finding it neces-

sary to increase their number of pages, while editions

are running larger than ever before. Manufacturers

of book papers consequently are being pushed to satisfy

the wants of their customers, and most mills are ship-

ping out the bulk of their product almost as soon as

it becomes available. Prices on book papers, as would
be expected under prevailing circumstances, are firm,

and the tendency is strongly upward. Super-calen-

dered book is quoted at from 8 cents a pound upward,
while machine finished book is priced at 7.50 to 8

cents and coated and enamelled at 9.50 to 10 cents.

Fine papers are in good demand and prices are

hardening. Manufacturers who have recently been
producing a low grade bond to sell at around 9 cents

per pound have withdrawn lines at this price, and
about the cheapest figures now quoted on bond paper

are 10 or 11 cents. Tissues are moving in better vol-

ume and prices have been advanced a shade, No. 1

white now being quoted at around $1, No. 2 white at

90 cents and No. 1 manila at 95 cents. Wrappings and
other coarse papers are in a firmer market position

and are sought in increasing quantity.

The situation in box boards continues compara-

tively quiet. Mills are generally in want of business

and are operating only on part time, yet prices are

maintained and indications point to an expansion of

demand in the near future when box makers commence
to cover their fall requirements.

Groundwood.—Mechanical pulp is moving in a con-

sistent manner on contract, but grinders report demand
from transient buyers to be rather narrow. There is

little or no selling pressure in evidence, however, and
prices are well sustained at a basis of about $26 per ton

at the pulp mill for groundwood of prime quality.
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Expectations of most members of tlie trade are for a

shortage of groundwood before the summer is over,

;iii(l this prompts luamifacturers to hold surplus stocks

with miu'h lirumess.

Chemical Pulp.—With paper manufacturers experi-

encing a better demaud for their ovm product, they are

naturally coming into the market for larger amounts
of raw material and the result is that chemical pulps

of both domestic and foreign description arc moving
in increasing volume. Prices arc firnt and there is a

marked tendency toward higher levels apparent in

quotations. Business in foreign pulp has been (if

greater volume this week than for some time. Manu-
facturers in the Scandinavian countries have granted

concessions in prices sufficiently attractive to be in-

ducive of an increased number of orders from Ameri-

can consumers, and quite a lot of sales have been

effected in unbleached sulphite for shipment at 4.50

to 4.75 cents a pound, of bleached sulphite at around
7.50 cents, of easy bleaching at 5.00 to 5.25 cents and
of kraft at 4.00 to 4.25 cents. Domestic grades are

quotably steady at ranges of 5.25 to 6.00 cents for

bleached sulphite, 3.25 to 3.50 cents for newsprint sul-

phite, 4.25 to 4.50 cents for easy bleaching and 3.50 to

3.75 cents for kraft.

-Increasing activity and further advancement
in prices have been the outstanding characteristics of

the rag market tiiis week. Mills have been freely seek-

ing fresh supplies, and dealers, claiming that they arc

unable to replace the stock disposed of at the same
lu-ices, are demanding higher figures in almost every

selling transaction. Roofing rags in particular are

strongly quoted. New York dealers are holding No. 1

roofing stock at between .144 and $45 per ton f.o.b. this

city, while reports from the IMiddle West tell of pack-

THE PERFECT LITHARGE
—just a little bit better in everj' way than any other Litharge. If you have not yet used it. you wiU even-
tuaUy. Carter's Litharge possesses every quality of the perfect Litharge. Free from grit, peroxide, and
metallic lead. Very finely-powdered and absolutely uniform. It is the best you can obtain. Use it for re-

lining your digesters.

The samehigh standard characterizes Carter's Genuine Dry Red Lead—Cmrter's Genuine Orange
Lead and Carter's Genuine Dry Whit* Lead. Particulars and prices on request.

The Carter White Lead Co. of Canada, Ltd., 91 Delorimier Ave., Montreal

HALL, WARD & WALKER, INC.

WE^ GUARANTEE
Standard news with less than 1 p.c. Sulphite, a

yield of more than 2200 lbs. per cord peeled or prepared

wood and at less than 65 H.P. per ton.

Installations made without interrup ion of manufac-

ture and for time of men and expenses only. No charge

whatever unless guaranty fulfilled. License fee I p.c.

of saving made or 20 cents per cord at licensee's option.

HALL, WARD & WALKER, INC.
SHERMAN BLDG WATERTOWN, N. Y.
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ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better servic? than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in ths market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hojrts Sheet Metal

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

We are prepared to deliver

promptly in any desired

quantity the following:

Auramine

Basic Green

Chrysoidine R
Chrysoidine Y

Methyl Violet

Orange

Basic News Blue

Caustic Soda

Stearate of Calcium

Stearate of Alumina.

Bismarck Brown
Pulp Colors

Vegetable Tallow

Casein

Soda Ash

Bleaching Powder

A. Klipstein & Company, Ltd.
12 St. Peter St., Montreal.

Sole Selling

A. Klipstein & Co.,

Agents for

New York City.
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INVESTMENT- SERVICE

Do, You Require More Capital ?

For ten years. Royal Securities Corporation
has been associated with tlie development and
financing of Canada's most successful inilp
and pajier enterprises.

Among them are

:

Ahilihi J'oifcr and Paper Compnwj.
Urompton Pulp and Paper Company.
Mattagami Pulp and Paper Company.
Price Bros. & Company.
Riordon Pulp and Paper Company.
Fraser Companies, Limited.

Do you desire to pay off floating indebted-
ness; increase your plant capacity; or acquire
additional properties?

If so, why not let us suggest ways of financ-
ing your requirements? Our Engineering
and Statistical Departments are at your dis-

posal.

Royal Securities
^ ^CORPORATION

L I M I T E D
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ers there insisting on a minimum prices of $50 for roof-

ing rags. Rt^packed thirds and blues of best quality

are easily fetching 4.50 cent-s per pound f.o.b. New York
ill sales to mills, while in some cases, sales have been
effected at higher levels. White rags of all grades
are sought by cmisiuners and arc firmly held by pack-
ers, who quote between 7.00 and 7.50 cents New York
on No. 1 repacked whites, around 5.25 cents for No. 2

repacked, and from 6.00 to 6.50 cents for No. 1 nus-

cellaneous packing. Net cuttings of all kinds are mov-
ing at attractive prices. A strike among the sorters of

new rags restricts the present production and cidianccs

the value of such supplies as dealers have to offer.

Paper Stock.—A good demand exists for several de-

scriptions of old paper, such as soft white shavings

and book stock, but the aggregate movement of sup-

plies into consuming channels continues to be dissatis-

fying to dealers while prices on most grades prevail

on rather low levels. No. 1 soft white shavings have
sold quite freel.v during the current weeks at around
3.25 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, and choice pack-

ing has commanded better prices. Ileavy flat stock

is moving in consistent volume toward book jiaper mills

at an average figure of 1.75 cents New York, and al-

though several of the large consumers in the West
who have been recently buying in the Eastern market

have retired, dealers say they are finding a ready <uit-

let for all the books and magazines they can scrape

together. Kraft paper is quotably firm and in fair de-

mand, while occasional sales involving sizable tonnages

of manilas are reported. Folded newspapers are sell-

ing at about 55c per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York
and No. 1 mixed paper at 40 cents.

Bagging and Rope.—Scrap bagging is priced at rela-

tively lower levels than possibly any other descrip-

tion of paper making material at jn-esent, due, as would
be expected, to the restricted demand from consuming
sources. No. 1 scrap is selling at 2.25 cents a ]iound

New York, ami sales are reported in sonu' cases at a

dollar or two per ton below this figure. The market

for old rope is firm, with current quotations ou No. 1

JLinila rope ranging from 4.50 to 4.75 cents a i)ound

New York, and on strings at 1.90 to 2.00 cents.

UNITED WIRE WORKS, LTD., RESUMING CANA-
DIAN CONNECTIONS.

Among the many Inisiness relations between Cana-

dian paper makers and e(iuipment houses in the Old
Country to suffer on account of the war was the

United Wire Works, Ltd., of Edinburgh, Clasgow,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Birmingham. This concern

is now resuming shipments actively. The3' have re-

cently made ccui.sidcrable additions to their build-

ings and equipment.
In one department a large finishing machine has

been erected, which is capable of treating in the lat-

est and most approved method, paper machine wires

up to 240 inches in width and 98 feet in length. This

capacit.v seems to be looking a good way into the fu-

ture, but it is interesting to note that a large num-
ber of orders have already been executed for wires

ranging from 156 to 201 inches in width. While there

is still considerable margin to work upon before the

maximum capacit.v is reached, yet it is significant of

the tendency of the times that paper machine wires

more than 205" in width have alread.v been supplied.

CRACEHOaMILD
MONTREAL, QUE;.

EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
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KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.
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TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.
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BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA
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Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mill* at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
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M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 4l8t Street New York, N.Y.
Established 18«6
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Ill auother clepartniciit of tlie United Wire Works
considerable alterations have been made wliieli have

rendered possible great improvements In the surface

and finishing of the wires. This is a very important

advance, ami one which will obviate the trouble so

often experienced in paper mills of what is coninionly

known as "filling up." The well known firm of A.

P. Tippett & Co., 8 Place Royale, lyiontreal, are the

sole agents in Canada and Newfoundland for the

Ciiited Wire Works, Ltd.

INTRODUCING MR. MINCH.

An increasing nuiiiln'i- dt lirilis]] pai)cr dcaicrs are

looking to Canada for supplies of material, and the
aceonijjanying picture shows Mr. H. Muich, who is

now on his way to Canada. It is his desire to get
in touch with luanulacturers who will be able to

turn a ])art of their product to the British market. In
his letter to the Pulp & Paper Magazine, Mr. Minch

MEET MR. LAING. OF JONES & GLASSCO.

.lones & Glassco, lv«g'd., announce tlie appoint-

ment, as their Toronto Representative of Mr. P. M.

Laing. recently Toronto branch manager of Herbert

ilorris Crane and Hoist Co. Jlr. Laing has had broad

experience in the engineering field, particularly as

ajiplied to transmission appliances and equipment,

having been for a number of years connected with the

Positive Clutch ami Pulley Works, and also the El-

mira Machinery and Transmission Co. This experi-

ence, eombined with several years' architectural, en-

gineering and industrial study of ai)plications serving

a Avide clientele, has earned for him a highly respect-

ed eiinuection both in Toronto and throughout On-

tario. A call at the Toronto Office, located at 1203

Bank of Hamilton Building, will find Mr. Laing ready

to respond to all enquiries of the well-known firm of

Jones & Glassco, Reg'd., in the power transmission

field.

states that on account of the recent regulatiims of the

Hoard of Trade with regard to paper imports it will

be particularly necessary for consumers in the United
Kingdom of news, packing and wrapping papers to

buy about 4-5ths of their requirements within the

British Empire. This, of course, will give Canadian
mills considerable preference, and result in increased
denuiiuls for their products. Some English concerns
which have previously represented Scandinavian
mills will now be prepared to act for Canadian pro-
ducers.

Mr. Minch is particularly interested in container
board, and container manufacturing, while he W'ill

be glad to give any information that he may have
in regard to the development of the British market for
other materials such as wrappings.
Communications for Mr. Minch may be addressed.

Care Pulp & Paper Magazine, Garden City Press, Ste.

Anne de Bellevue, Que.

KENOGAMI MILL NOTES.
The production of the four paper machines for the

month of May was as follows:

—

Xn. 1 2.776.8.50 Lbs.
" 2 2,890.5.50 "
" 3 2.910.060 "
" 4 2.744,140 "

Total 11,-321.600 "

The new Sidjihite Digester is prai'ticully cf>mnleted.

and in a very few days will be in r.-adiness for the
ministrations of the Boiler Inspector.

Rapid progress is being in the preparations for

Recently Toronto Branch Manager of Herbert housing the new Paper Machine. If shipments from
Morris Crane & Hoist Co., now appointed Toronto England are made as expected, it will not be a sur-

Representative of Jones & (xlassco (Reg"d.), Power prise if the date of operation is earlier than antici-

Transmission Specialists. pated.
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